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PREFACE.

Our aspirations on launching a fifth annual volume of the
Journal into the ocean of literature are no longer tremulous
from a diffident anxiety as to its reception ; the tide of popular
fevor, or at least the diminutive wave of it which reaches the
secluded estuary of oriental research, has buoyed us up with the
most flattering encouragement, and an increasing body of con-
stituents has still pressed forward to freight our humble bark
with the productions of their industry and talent. To extract
any of the too complimentary phrases of our correspondents
in Paris, Vienna, and London, would be egotism ; and we must
not forget that a proportion of their praise may be merely
stimulatory—inciting us to take advantage of the golden op-
portunities commanded by our position at the emporium, to
amass a rich cargo for their more deliberate and erudite dis-
cussion hereafter. Our errors also have not escaped their due
measure of criticism, but even thus they have been productive
of a good effect in drawing- forth more correct information
from other sources. The commerce in which we are engaged,
to continue the metaphor in the terms of a late French prospec-
tus, " multipliera le capital de la science comme Tautre com-
merce multiplie celui du numeraire."

However we may thus+oast of having added to the stock
ofknowledge, we fear the « capital du numeraire" has but little

connection, beyond the analogy, with the out-turn of our spe-
culation ; although, if the pecuniary prospects of the Journal
are not much bettered this year, we have none to blame but
ourselves for the unpromising aspect of our account current

!

By increasing the letter-press more than 100 pages, and the
plates in proportion, we felt we were exceeding the bounds of
caution

; yet we could not resist the attempt to keep pace with
the communications entrusted to us for publication, even at
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VI PREFACE.

some sacrifice and risk. Had our edition been sufficiently ex-

tensive to allow a large reserve for future sale, there might

have been hopes of retrievement—but the 500 copies have all

disappeared, and of our early volumes it is almost impossible

now to procure a copy. The only method, then, left to meet
this difficulty, is to levy a heavier assessment on our supporters

for the future; and to this step, however reluctantly, we shall

be obliged to resort from the beginning of the year 1837, still

always adhering to our engagement of giving the maximum
of matter for our'means, and reminding our subscribers that

we are not in fact heightening our charge, but enlarging our

work ; seeing that from 38 pages we have gradually augment-

ed the monthly quota to 80, a quantity which experience has

proved to be more than can be covered by a rupee subscrip-

tion. Our rates from 1837, therefore, will be l£ rupee per

number to subscribers, and two rupees to others. The pecuni-

ary details on which this measure is founded are as follows

:

Payments. 1836. Receipts.
Co.* IU. A. P. Co.* Rm. a. p.

To Balance due lit Jan... 675 3 7 By Collections in 1836,.. 4319 Oft
To Establishment one year, 175 7 By Asiatic Society for co-

To Postages, 143 14 3 pies supplied to Mem-
To Binding 209 47 bers in 1835, 1088 00
To Printer's Bill dis- By sale in England, 336 8

charged, 4277 9 6

To Engra?ings and Litho-

graphs, 1566 5

7047 12 5743 9 1

Outstandings. Drpenobncies.
To printing Bills unpaid By Subscriptions due for

for 1836, 5221 1836, in Calcutta, .... 960 13 3
Ditto Mofussil, 1100
Ditto Memb. As. Soc. .. 1284
Ditto Madras, 777 15
Ditto Bombay, 830 3 9
Ditto Ceylon, 183 10 7

12,268 12 10,880 3 8

Loss, tuppeting all the ouittanding claim* realizable, 1,388 8

If, in our last volume, we could not refrain from noticing, as

the most prominent object of interest in its contents, the sus-

pension of oriental publications by the British Indian Govern-

ment, and the general discouragement under which oriental

studies were doomed to languish ; we must not on the present

occasion omit to make honorable mention of the patronage and
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PREFACE. VU

favor which has once more dawned upon science and literature

in India under the present administration. The proceedings

of the Asiatic Society, last year so full of painful discussion

and unsuccessful appeal, this year shine forth with tokens of

distinguished consideration. Consulted on the merit of pro-

positions connected with historical research in the Peninsula

and in Ceylon, its recommendations have met that attention

which dignifies its proceedings, and tends more than any thing

else to render it a substantive and useful institution. The
sanction of its auspices has been courted, and has been ex-

tended beneficially to publications of great magnitude and im-

portance. It has itself engaged in a new sphere of operations,

devolved upon it by the discussions of last year, which pro-

mises, by a judicious combination with the sister Societies

of France and England, to become equally advantageous to

the European scholar, and profitable to itself. The Society

of Paris has been the foremost to volunteer its co-operation in

the completion of the series of suspended oriental works; but we
have reason to know that the Royal Asiatic Society of London

has not espoused their cause less warmly or less successfully,

although the unavoidable delays of references to high autho-

rities have prevented our yet reaping the fruits of their influ-

ence and intercession.

Many will consider with ourselves that the publication of

a full edition of the oriental classics is a perfectly legitimate

branch of labour for an Asiatic Society, and they may hope

to see it permanently continued under endowment and protec-

tion of the Government itself.—It may indeed be regarded

as a judicious modification of one of the earliest intentions of

the institution promulgated in July, 1806, but hitherto left a

dead letter on its minutes, " that a series of volumes, to be

entitled Bibliotheca Asiatica, be published by the Society

distinct from the Asiatic Researches, containing translations of

short works in the Asiatic languages, and extracts and de-

scriptive accounts of books of greater length, gradually extend-

ing to all Asiatic books deposited in the Society's library, and

even to all works extant in the languages of Asia."

The translation and critical examination of Oriental works at

the present day can be better undertaken by the distinguished
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professors and philologists of Europe, and the only department

of which Tire can hope to relieve them, with any chance of

success, is the collection and correct printing of original texts

through the supervision of our native Pandits and Manlavis.

We therefore hope to see fresh volumes put in hand now
that the series transferred by the Committee of Education is

so nearly completed ; and we would respectfully suggest, that

the Government should make over to the Society all of the

Sanscrit, Arabic, and Persian works that have hitherto issued

from the Education Press, in order that one system of distri-

bution and sale may be regulated for the whole series ; and

that, under the name of the Bibliothbca Asiatica, this body

of Indian classical lore may be encouraged and regarded in the

light of a national undertaking, entrusted merely to the vigi-

lant superintendence of the Society as the appropriate organ

of their publication.

But we are dwelling too long on a favorite project, and have

but little space left to allude to the equally prosperous for-

tune of the natural sciences during the present year. The

sincere votary of science cannot have witnessed without plea-

surable anticipations the introduction, altogether novel in this

country, of the delightful and instructive experiments of na-

tural philosophy among the social recreations of Government

House. At these parties may be kindled into action many

a dormant disposition to cultivate the sciences that has hither-

to but wanted such a stimulus; and the community at large

may learn to appreciate the studies they have been accustom*

ed to eschew as vain or recondite, by witnessing their practi-

cal application and attractions. We have heard it suggest-

ed as an improvement on the plan adopted by the illustrious

Patron of the Society, to hold these soirees directly at the Socie-

ty'smuseum, where the objects to be explained or exhibited might

be prepared more at leisure, and where they would remain

classified with others in the same collection ;—others again

have advocated the giving of a more decidedly lectural character

to the evening's exposition. In London, where the President of

the Roval Society holds similar meetings, his visitors are already

well grounded in the subjects treated of, and need but a glance at

any new invention or experiment to comprehend its drift : but
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PREFACE. IX

in India the majority have Dot enjoyed the same opportunities!

and their curiosity is merely raised without hope of entire

satisfaction. But against this view it may be urged that a

monthly lecture would be but a tardy mode of communicating

knowledge, more especially if the subject were to be changed

on each occasion. A course of lectures might be a good suc-

eedaneum to the system, but the spirit ofthe monthly re-union

must be general and exhibitory, to answer the object intended^

Again we are insensibly falling into a review of matters be-

yond the proper scope of a Preface, which should confine itself

to the contents of the volume it precedes, or to the mutual

concerns of the editor and his constituents.

On the cover of more than one monthly Journal we have

already explained to what extent we have been enabled to

increase the number and accuracy of our lithographed plates

this year, by putting in requisition the talents of our mofussil

friends. When the facilities of drawing on transfer paper for

lithographic printing become more generally known, we may
expect still further advantage from its adoption by travellers,

engineers, botanists, and naturalists, who are, or ought to be,

artists also. It is now known from actual experience that a

transfer drawing, packed in a tin roll, may be subjected to a

journey of 1000 miles, either in the hottest or the dampest

period of the year with impunity. Most of the imperfections

in the plates of the Sewalik fossils are due to want of care in

passing them on to the stone, rather than to imperfections in

the original drawings.

Some confusion has arisen this year, in the numbering

and placing of the plates, from continual and unavoidable

postponements which it is needless to particularize. One

plate (of the Bhitari inscription) has been reserved for the

ensuing volume, that full justice may be done to the able

elucidation of its important contents. And here we may be

allowed a moment's exultation at the highly curious train of

discovery, connected with this monument, which has been

developed in the pages of the Journal. Not only has a dynasty

before wholly unknown to the Indian historian, been traced by

coins and inscriptions through seven generations in its own

line, but two collateral alliances with other reigning princes
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hare been brought to light : while extracts from ancient Chinese

authors, independently scrutinized in Europe, have helped to

determine their exact chronological epoch.

In numismatic research discovery has been no less rife. The
theory of a Grecian origin has been extended to various other

series of Hindu coins—and the only one (the Varaha series)

which remained of a doubtful source, has recently been traced

in a most satisfactory manner to the Sassanian coinage of Per-

sia, as will hereafter be shewn. We may here correct an ignorant

error into which we have fallen in describing the legend of

Doctor Swiney's coin of Agathoclea—giving the epithet

Ocorpoiru, as if derived from -rpcyw instead of rpcirw ; to this our at-

tention has been called by several correspondents—and we there-

fore thus conspicuously acknowledge our blunder. The true

meaning of the epithet (written Ocorpoirou though united to

P«j(X«7<7acs) we conceive to be " godly-dispositioued."

We must also caution our readers against implicitly adopting

our version of the Bactro-Pehlevi character—for we are now in

possession of the comparative alphabet lithographed by M.
Jacqcjrt, which differs in many respects from our system,

grounding it upon the Syriac instead of the Zend.—Not having

yet seen the author's memoir on the subject, we are unable to

make known his system, although we cannot doubt its supe-

riority to our crude attempt.

In fossil geology one immense step has been made this year,

by the discovery of the remains of a quadrumanous animal,

the nearest approach to the human being that has yet been

found in a fossil state in company with the extinct monsters

ofprimeval antiquity. This important addition has enriched the

Dadupur museum ; but no less interesting have been the addi-

tions to its worthy rival the museum of Seharauptir. It is per-

haps right to explain how it has happened that the papers of

Lieuts. Baker and Duband have mostly appeared in the jour-

nal, while those of Dr. Falconer and Captain Cautlky have

graced the new volume of the Researches. This selection was

made from no difference in the relative value of these most

interesting papers, but solely to accommodate best the draw-

ings which accompanied them. We hope at some future

period, to see the whole series collected together into a com-
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plete and luxurious work on the fossil osteology of the Hima-

layan range ; but such an undertaking should await the explo-

ration of the whole line, and should be made a national con-

cern. At present the great fear is, lest the quantity of speci-

mens dispersed in private collections on all sides, may deprive

us of many fragments requisite to work out the forms of the

curious new animals disinterred from this vast cemetery of the

ancient world.

We have partly redeemed our promise to our meteorological

contributors : sufficiently so, we hope, to revive their exertions,

and procure us a combined series of observations in different

parts of India for the coming year, more extended than the

comparative tables we have now published. We regret having

been unable to supply Barometers to the numerous applicants

who have volunteered to use them. The duty now levied on

philosophical instruments, will tend still more to check their

importation.

Our readers will now readily excuse the absence of articles

on the progress of the sciences in Europe, since that depart-

ment has been zealously pursued by another periodical of ex-

tensive circulation, in consequence partly of our neglect of it

;

and a third rival has recently entered the field under promis-

ing and powerful auspices. These have so fully made known
many local inventions of scientific interest, that we have less

regretted our inability to find space for their re-insertion. We
would, on no account, however, wish to confine our pages to

subjects more strictly Indian ; on the contrary, we shall ever

study to infuse into them a pleasing variety of original informa-

tion on all subjects, of man's performance or nature's produc-

tion, within the wide range prescribed to us by our allegiance to

the Asiatic Society.
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ERRATA.
In the Journal for May, 1834, page 253, for « 58©' read « minus 58°.»
In the No. for Dec. 1835, page 655 et. scq. the title of the Uabcck chief if print-

ed Wauo, instead of Wang, or cJJjj. The term is rendered by the Missiona-
ries regulu$t and is perhaps equivalent to Rdja under the Mughal governments.

In the same volume, page 615, for * Zenophon' read * Xenophon.'
Page 30 line 2 of note, for « preferred,' read • postponed.'
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Page 30 line 3 of note, insert ' thW before « appears.'

f , 31 ,, 9for « exotic,' read * the exotic origin of Buddhism.'
„ 32 „ 18/or • Boddhi,' read • Bodhi.'

ft 34 „ 8/or « Sraxaka,', read ' Sravaka.'

„ 36 , , 6 of note, for * £. G. Elplinstone,' read * e. g. Elphinstone.'
„ 41 f , 29 for • shells,' read • cells.'

,, 42 ,, 21 erase • on' after the semi-colon.

», 44 „ 44 for * palatial,' read * palatine.'

„ 47 „ 27 for • this,' read • these.'

„ 57 „ 48 for • in vertical plates,' read * into vertical plates.'

,, 49 „ 1 for * insyrametrical,' read ' unsymmetrical.'
„ 49 ,. 23 for « circle,' read * arch.'

> . 72 „ 6 for* ai,' read * so.'

( , 74 „ 4 from bottom, in note, for end, read ' ens.'

„ 75 „ 1 of note, dele the brackets.

ft 79 „ 23 after • percipient powers,' add the words, * the Karmika tenets
amount to idealism.'

„ SO „ 4 from bottom, for • Bauddhy,' read l Bauddha.'
,, 85 „ 15 for * existence,' read ' assistance.'

„ S6 „ 26 for « by,' read « but.'

f , 87 „ 3 of the note, put the stop before the word Sutra.

„ 88 „ 1 and 3 of the note, for • Dharmadya,' read * Dharmodya.'
ft 161 In Col. Barney's notice of Tagouog, for • being,' read * building.'
„ 167 „ lo for » tiers,' read « tears.'

>t 1 70 „ 32 for * obstructed,' read * abstracted.'

9V 172 „ 37 and elsewhere,for * venous,' read ' vinous.'
„ 175 ,, 35 for • mass,' read l marc'
„ 176 foot note, ditto ditto.

„ 176 „ 19 for * extraction,' read* extractive.'

„ 179 „ 1 for * pas£wa, converted,' read * pas^wa-converted.

'

,,196 „ 12 for * same,' read l Lama.'
„ — ,t 13 for ' Bis Bisa,' read « Biaa.'

„ 199 „ 14 omit cut.

„ 200 „ 29 for ' lines,' read * Hills.'

f. — „ 36 for * Busa,' read * Bisa,' (in all.)

„ 202 „ 18 for • country,' read province.'

„ 204 „ 33 for • the spirit,' read ' that spirit.'

„ — „ 34 for * Bennet,' read * Burnett.'

,,204 „ 11 for • stones,' read « stone.'

„ — „ — for « Off,' reed * out.'

„ 264 ff 1/or*^ ™"**^

265

3 n*w!*w *fw5«W
2 QS Q*
4 *T* *l*

7 # *
11

12 £
13 leave out the word "\

At the bottom/or 3X V
Q| read ^5'0(
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Page 265 line 11, of the Tibetan text/or khed, read khyed.

,, 228 „ 3 from below, for • speculated' read * operculated/

,, 235 ,, 19 insert thefull stop (now after only) after * presume/
M 443 „ 31 insert * at' before * Cape Guarda fui.»

9t it 32 for ' inch' read * inches.'

yl 351 ,, 11 from bottom, for * satures,' read* sutures.'

„ 353 „ 18 ditto, for • Hylvoides/ read 4 Styloides/

9)
—

tt 3 ditto,.for ' confortissime,' read * confertissime/

9, 354 9 f 19 from top, for ' malassan,' read ' Malayan.'

m —
,, 3 from bottom, for ' Gangetica,' read ' faciata.*

„ 355 M 7 from top, for * ditto,' read * ditto.'

99
— m 22 ditto, for • instructis,' read ' instruct*.'

,, 356 „ 5 ditto, (and in note,) for ' tabular,' read l tubular.'

99
—

»» 23 ditto, for * operation,' read * operculum.'

99 357 „ 2 from bottom, after sinus, insert to form a closed circle,

the horns.

99
—

99 6 ditto, (note,) for ' Pesticia,' read l Justicia.'

,, 358 „ 2 from top, for * tabular,' read « tubular/

99
—

,, 13 ditto, for * Demarara,' read 4 Demerara/

„ 418 „ 8 after about, insert 27.

30
„ 420 in heading of lower table, for increment <f+— d, read

p
30

,,421 ,, 2 for simply, d— read simply, d —
P P

„ In heading of lower table, under Barometer Supply p.

„ 424 line 3 for * of wet-bulb,' read l of the wet-bulb thermometer/

„ 721 „ 13 for ' the god-nourisher,' read * the heavenly-minded,' and

cancel the subsequent remarks.

„ 723 „ 24 for l General Arnold/ read « Dr. Gerard/
Capt. Cunningham having pointed out that the p in the legend of the S«-

mudra-gupta coin described in Vol. iv. p. 635, as dpati rtirha, has an r sub-

joined ; we have again sought in the dictionary for a better explanation of the

epithet and have found it in the word ^JsrfifTO*. apratiratha, ' the warrior/

Page 742 line 14 from top, for ' behind,' read * beyond/
„ 744 „ 1 from bottom,/or « Butta,' read* Bulla/

„ 748 „ 7 from bottom, for * spora,' read l spira/

,, — ,, 5 from do., for * ingrescente,' read ' nigrescente/

„ 750 „ 19 from top, for * salcis,' read * sulcis,' and jor * vinis,' read
* binis/

,, — 9, 7 from bottom, for l canno,* read ' carina, * and for l com-

pressor read ' compressa/
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JOURNAL
OF

THE ASIATIC SOCIETY.

No. 49.—January, 1836.

I.

—

Second Memoir on the Ancient Coin* found at Beghrdm, in the

Kokistd* of Kabul. By Charles Masson.

I had the pleasure last year to submit a Memoir on the coins dis-

covered at fieghrdm, and now beg to offer a second, containing the

results of my collection of the present year from the same place : the

observations which these coins suggest I shall preface by a few remarks,

tending to illustrate the locality of the spot where they are found, as

well as some other points connected with it.

I shall also submit, in this Memoir, the results of discoveries in

other places, made during the year, so far as they refer to numismatolo-

gy ; in the hope to contribute to farther elucidation of the history of

the countries from which I write.

The dasht or plain of Beghrdm bears N. 15 E. from the modern city

of Kdbul, distant by computation eighteen ordinary kos ; and as the

line of road has few sinuosities or deflections, the direct distance may
probably be about twenty-five British miles. It is situated at the south-

east point of the level country of the Kohistdn, in an angle formed by

the approach of a lofty and extensive mountain range, radiating from the

superior line of the Caucasus on the one side, and by the inferior range

of Sidh Koh on the other. The former range separates the Kohistdn

from the populous valley of Nijrow, and the latter, commencing about

15 miles east of Kdbul, gradually sinks into the plain of Beghrdm. East

of the Sidh Koh is a hilly, not mountainous, tract, called Koh Soft,

which intervenes between it and the extensive valleys of Taghow.

Through the open space extending from west to east, between these

two hill ranges, flows the river formed by the junction of the streams of
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2 Memoir on the Ancient Coins of Beghrdm. [Jan .

Ghorband and Panjshfr, and which forms the northern boundary of the

site of Beghrdm. Through this space also leads the high road from
the Kohistdn to Nijrow, Taghow, Laghmdn, and Jeldlabdd. The dasht of
Beghrdm is comprised in an extensive district of the Kohistdn called

Khwojeh Keddri; to the north, the plain has an abrupt descent into the

cultivated lands and pastures of the Baltd Khele and Karindat Khan
Khele families, which at the north-western point interpose between it

and the river for the extent of perhaps a mile, or until the river leaves

the base of a singular eminence called Abdullah Bdrj, which from the

vast mounds on its summit was undoubtedly an appurtenance of the

ancient city. East of this eminence another small space of cultivated

lands, with two or three castles, called Kdrdh<ch<, interposes between a
curvature in the direction of the abrupt boundary of the dasht, and the

direct course of the river ; east of KdrdhiM rises a low detached hill,

called Koh Butcher, which has an extent eastward of about a mile and

half, intruding for that distance between the level dasht and the river

;

at the eastern extremity of Koh Butcher is one of those remarkable

structures we call topes. Parallel to Koh Butcher, on the opposite side

of the river, are the castles and cultivated lands called Muhammad Rdkhi,

and beyond them a sterile sandy tract gradually ascending to a celebrat-

ed hill and Zedrat, named Khwojeh Raig Rowan, and thence to the

superior hill range before mentioned ; east of Koh Butcher, the level plain

extends for about a mile, until the same character of abrupt termina-

tion sinks it into the low lands of Jdlghar, where we find numerous

castles, much cultivated land, and as the name Jdlghar implies, a large

extent of chaman or pasture. The lands of Jdlghar, to the east, from the

boundary of the dasht of Beghrdm, to the south, its boundary may be

considered the stream called the river of Koh Daman, which after

flowing along the eastern portion of Koh Daman, and receiving what

may be spared after the irrigation of the lands from the streams of

Shakr Darrah, Beydak, Tugah, Istalif, &c. falls into the joint river of

Ghorband and Panjshir at a point below Jdlghar. Beyond the river

of Koh Daman, a barren sandy soil ascends to the skirts to the Sidh Koh
and Koh Soft. Among the topographical features of the dasht of

Beghrdm may be noted three small black hills or eminences, detached from

each other, which in a line, and contiguous to each other, arise from the

surface of the soil a little north of the river of Koh Daman. To the

west of Beghrdm are the level lands of Mahighir; at the north west angle

of the plain is the small village of Killah Boland, where reside about

seven Hindu traders, some of them men of large capitals ; and at the

south-west angle are three castles called Killah Yezbdshi, distant from

Killah Boland about four miles. From Killah Boland to Jdlghar a
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distance occurs of four and half to five miles ; from Julghar to the skirts

of the Stdh Koh, about six miles ; from the termination of Koh Sidh to

Killah Yexbdshi may be also about six miles, and from Killah Yezbdski

to Killah Boland about four miles, as just noted. The whole of the

intermediate space between these points, and even beyond them to the

south-east and south-west, is covered with fragments of pottery, lumps

of dross iron, &c. and here are found the coins, seals, rings, &c. which

so much excite our curiosity. Notwithstanding the vast numbers of

such reliques discovered on this extent of plain, we have hardly any

other evidence that a city once stood on it, so complete and universal

has been the destruction of its buildings. But in many places, we may
discover, on digging about the depth of a yard, lines of cement, which

seem to denote the outlines of structures, and their apartments ; on the

edge of the plain, where it abruptly sinks into the low lands of Bdltd

Khele, from Killah Boland to KdrahwM, is a line of artificial mounds

;

on the summit of the eminence called Abdullah Bury are also some
extraordinary mounds, as before noted, and contiguous to the south

is a large square described by alike surprising mounds ; on one side

of this square, the last year, a portion sank or subsided, and disclosed

that these mounds were formed or constructed of huge unburnt bricks,

two spans square and one span in thickness. This circumstance also

enabled me to ascertain that the original breadth of these stupendous

walls, for such we must conclude them to have been, could not have

been less than sixty feet ; probably much more. Among the mounds

near Killah Boland is a large tumulus, probably a sepulchre, which

appears to have been coated with thin squares of white marble ; and

near it, in a hollow formed in the soil, is a large square stone, which the

Muhammedans call Sang-Rustam, or the stone of Rustam, and which the

Hindus, without knowing why, reverence bo far as to pay occasional

visits to it, light lamps, and daub it with Sindur or red lead. In the

Muhammedan burial ground of Killah Boland is a fragment of sculptured

green stone, made to serve as the head-stone to a grave ; about four

feet thereof is above ground, and we were told as much more was

concealed below ; this is a relique of the ancient city, and we meet with

another larger but plain green stone, applied to a similar purpose, in a

burial ground called ShafUdan, or the place of martyrs, under Koh Butcher.

In a Zearal at Charikdr is also a fragment of sculptured green stone

;

and it is remarkable that all the fragments of stone which we discover,

and which we may suppose to have reference to the ancient city, are of

the same species of colored stone. The traditions of the country assert

the city of Beghrdm to have been overwhelmed by some natural catas-

trophe, and while we vouch not for the fact, the entire demolition of the

b 2
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place, with the fact of the outlines of buildings discoverable beneath the

surface, seem not to discountenance the tradition. It is not however

improbable that this city, like many others, may owe its destruction to the

implacable rage of the barbarous and ruthless Gbnghiz, who like Attila

described himself as the " Ghazb Khudd," or " Scourge of God." That it

existed for some time after the Muhammedan invasion of these countries

is evidenced by the numerous coins of the Caliphs found on its site.

That it ceased to exist at the period of Timu'r's expedition into India,

we have negative proof furnished by his historian Shrrifuddin, who
informs us, that Timu'r, in his progress from Anderab to Kabul, encamped

on the plain of Baron (the modern Bat/an, certainly) and that while there,he

directed a canal to be cut, which was called Mahighir, by which means,

the country, before desolate and unproductive, became fertile and full of

gardens. The lands thus restored to cultivation, the conqueror apportion-

ed among sundry of his followers. The canal of Mahighir exists at this

day, with the same name it received in the time of Timu'r. A considerable

village, about one mile west of Beghrdm, has a similar appellation. This

canal, derived from the river of Ghorband, at the point where it issues from

the hills into the level country, irrigates the lands of Bdydn and Mahi-

ghir, and has a course of about ten miles. Had the city of Beghrdm

then existed, these lands immediately to the west of it, would not have

been waste and neglected, neither would Timu'r have found it necessary

to cut his canal, as the city when existing must have been supplied

with water from the same source, that is, from the river of Ghorband;

and from the same point, that is, at its exit from the hills into the level

country ; and the canals supplying the city must have been directed

through these very lands of Bdydn and Mahighir, which Timu'r found

waste and desolate. The courres of the ancient canals of Beghrdm are

now very evident, from the parallel lines of embankments still to be

traced. The site of Beghrdm has, to the north, the river formed by the

junction of the Ghorband and Panjshir streams, and to the south, the

river of Koh Daman ; but neither of these rivers are applicable to the

irrigation of the circumjacent soil, the former flowing in low lands,

perhaps one hundred and fifty feet below the level of the plain, and

the latter scantily furnished with water flowing in a sunken bed. It

may be farther noted, with reference to Timu'r's colonization of Mahl-

gMr, that the inhabitants of the district of Khwojeh Keddri, while for-

getful as to whom their forefathers owed their settlement in this

country, acknowledge their Turki descent, and alone of all the inhabi-

tants of the Kohistdn speak the Turki language. We might expect

to detect a notice of Beghrdm in the Arabian records of the early caliphs,

in the histories of the Ghaznavi emperors, and in those of Gbnghiz

Khan.
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That Beghrdm was once a capital city is evidenced by its tope, a

sepulchral monument ofdeparted royalty; while a second, situated in

Tope Darah, about nine miles west, may probably be referred to it, as

may perhaps a third found at Alieahi, at the gorge of the valley of

Nijrow, distant about 1 2 miles east. The appellation Beghrdm must also

be considered indicative of the pre-eminence of the city it characterizes

;

undoubtedly signifying the chief city or metropolis. About three miles

east ofKdbul, we have a village and extensive pasture retaining this name,

which indicates the site of the capital in which Kadphis and his lineage

ruled, and whose topes we behold on the skirts of the neighbouring

mils. Near Jeldidbdd, a spot called Beghrdm, about a mile and half

west ofthe present town, denotes the site of the ancient Ngsa; or, if the

position of that city admit of controversy, of Nagara ; its successor in

rank and consequence. Near Peshawar we have a spot called Beghrdm,

pointing out the site of the original city ; and that this epithet of emi-

nence and distinction was continued, up to a recent date, to the city of

Peshdwer, we learn from Ba'bbr and Abdl Fazl.

We have indications in the Kohistdn of Kabul of two other ancient

cities, which were undoubtedly considerable ones, but which we cannot

suppose to have rivalled Beghrdm in extent or importance. The
principal of these is found in Perwan, about eight miles N. 19 W. of

Beghrdm, and consequently that distance nearer to the grand range of

Caucasus, under whose inferior hills it is in met situated. The second

is found at Korahtass, a little east of the famed hill, and Zedrat Khwqjeh,

Rcdg Ruwan, distant from Beghrdm about six miles N. 48 E. There

are also many other spots in various parts of the Kohistfn which exhibit

sufficient evidences of their ancient population and importance; but

these must be considered to have been towns, not cities. In the valley

of Panjshir we have more considerable indications, and we are enabled

to identify three very extensive sites of ancient cities ; but which, from

the character of the country, and the limited extent of its resources, we
can hardly suppose to have flourished at the same epoch. In the

Koh Damdn of Kdbul, or the country intervening between that city and

the Kohistan, we discover two very important sites, which unquestionably

refer to once capital cities : both occur in a direct line from Beghrdm to

Kdbul, under the low hill ranges which bound Koh Damdn to the east,

and contiguously also east to the river of Koh Damdn ; the first com-

mences about eight miles from Beghrdm, and is known by the name of

Tartrung-Zar; the second is about the same distance farther on, and

has no particular name, but is east of the seignorial castles of LuchU

Khan, and the village of Korinder: at this site we find a tope, an

indubitable evidence of royalty, and connected with it is a stupendous
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artificial mound on the west bank of the river, constructed with elaborate

care : the base appears originally to have been surrounded with a magni-

ficent trench, supplied by the stream with water. Here no doubt was

some important structure, a palace or citadel. At this day the summit

is crowned with dilapidated mud walls of modern construction, and the

spot is known by the name of Kiliak Rajput. In the district of Ghor-

band, west of the great hill range, which radiating from the Hindu Kosh,

or Caucasus, forms the western boundary of Koh Daman, we have very

many important vestiges of antiquity, both in the principal valley and

in its dependencies, particularly in one of them named Fenddkistan

:

we have reasons to believe that coins are found there in considerable

numbers, and that there are some interesting mounds ; but as we have

not seen this spot, we refrain from speculating upon its character.

We have thus enumerated the principal ancient sites of cities in Koh
Daman and Kohistdn, both as shewing the former importance and

illustrating the capabilities of these fine countries, and as exhibiting the

fluctuations, in ancient times, of the seat of royalty in them. Beghrdm,

Perwan, Tartrung-Zar, and Killah Rajput have no doubt in succession

been the abodes of sovereigns, as have most probably Panjshir and

Korahtass. Our minuteness may moreover be excused, because in this

part of the country we expect to detect the site of Alexandria ad

Caucasian, or ad calcem Caucasi. It may be remarked, with reference to

the sites of Beghrdm and Perwdn t that the former is called by the

Hindus of the country ' Bertram,' and is asserted by them to have been the

residence of Raja Bal ; the latter they call Milwdn, and assert to have

been the capital of Raja Milwan . Milwan may be a Hindu appellation,

but it has been also assumed by Muhammedans.

We have it not in our power to consult the ancient authorities, who
have noticed Alexandria ad Caucasum, or probably its site might have

been definitely fixed; but when we know that it was also called Nauldbi

or Nildbi, from being situated on or near the river Nauldbi or Nildb, we
have no difficulty in seeking for its position, being acquainted with the

geographical features of this part of Asia. The name Nildbi could only

have been conferred on the river of Ghorband, or on that of Panjshir, or

to both, after their confluence ; in the latter event, we are brought to

the site of Beghrdm without the chance of error. The rivers of Ghor-

band and Panjshir unite at a spot called Tokchi, bearing north a little

west of Beghrdm, distant about a mile and half or two miles, and near

the place called Inchdr, which is inserted in the map accompanying the

Honorable Mr. Elphinstone's work. Inchdr is a solitary castle, pic-

turesquely seated amid a large extent of fine chaman or pasture land.

From its source the river of Ghorband, which is also that of Bamidn,
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has a greater extent of course than that of Panjshir ; bat the latter is

the more considerable stream. At the point where the river o£ Panjshir

issues from the hills into the level country of the Kohistdn, is a spot now

called Nildb; also at the very site of Beghrdm after its union with the

Ghorband river, the united stream has the same name, in both instances

derived from the great depth of the water, and its consequent limpid

and blue appearance. In the valley of Ghorband is a spot called Nildb,

which now by some contradiction is conferred upon the land adjacent

to the river, and not upon the river itself. I incline to consider the

river of Ghorband to be the NUdbi of our ancient authors, and if it be

found that the Neuldbi of Ptolemy, Strabo, or Pliny, the writers who

have probably mentioned it, be conducted by Drapsaca or Drashtoca*

which may be concluded to be the modern Bamidn, we can have no

doubt of the fact, and the merit of being considered the site of Alexan-

dria ad Caucasum, or ad calcem Caucasi, can only be contested by two

sites, that of Nildb, in the valley of Ghorband, and that of Beghrdm. Near

Nildb, in Ghorband, we find the remains of a most stupendous fortress;

but however valuable as a military post, it does not seem calculated to

have been the site of a large city. Beghrdm, on the contrary, possesses

every advantage of situation, and would in these days, if revived, bid

fairer to realize its pristine prosperity, than any other site in these coun-

tries. With the term Alexandria ad calcem Caucasi, the situation of

Nildb would precisely agree, and we learn also that the city so called

was near the cave of Prometheus. This appears to have been justly

located by Wilford, near the pass of Shibr ; and we find at Ferinjal, a

dependency of Ghorband, between it and Bamidn, or near Shibr, a most

extraordinary cave, which we would fain believe to be that of Prome-

theus. With the term Alexandria ad Caucasum, the site of Beghrdm

would sufficiently coincide ; while its distance from the cave of Ferinjal,

or that of Prometheus, is not so great as to violate propriety in its

being termed contiguous, while its propinquity to the base of Hindu

Kosh, or Caucasus, would seem to justify its being entitled Alexandria

ad calcem Caucasi. That Alexander established not merely a military

post, but founded a large city, we ascertain, when we learn from Curtius,

that he peopled it with no less then seven thousand menials of his army,

besides a number, of course considerable, but not mentioned, of his

military followers, and are distinctly informed, that the city in question

became a large and flourishing one. No doubt, if this part of Asia

were to come under European control, the re-edification of Beghrdm

would be deemed a necessary measure, for a considerable city at 'this

spot would not only provide for the due submission of the half-obedient.
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tribes of the Kohistdn, but would secure the allegiance of those abso-

lutely in rebellion or independence, as of Panjshir, Nijrow, Taghow, &c.

It is impossible to cast a retrospective view over the regions ofAfgha-

nistan and Turkistdn, to behold the cities still in existence, and the sites

of such as have yielded to the vicissitudes of fortune, which owe and

owed their foundation to Alexander the Great, without paying the

tribute of homage and admiration to his genius and foresight. Above

twenty centuries have elapsed, since the hero of Macedon marched in

his triumphant career from the shores of the Bosphorus to the banks of

*he Hyphasis, subjecting the intermediate nations, but rendering his

conquests legitimate, by promoting the civilization and prosperity of

the vanquished. A premature death permitted not posterity to wonder

at the prodigy of an universal monarchy, which he alone of all mankind

seemed talented to have erected and maintained. No conqueror had

ever views so magnificent and enlightened, and none ever left behind

him so many evidences of his fame. Of the numerous cities which he

founded, many are at this day the capitals of the countries where they

are found ; and many of those no longer existing would assuredly be

revived, were these parts of Asia under a government desirous to effect

their amelioration. The selection of Mittun by the British Government

of India for their mart on the Indus, while the most eligible spot that

could have been chosen, was also a tribute of respect to the memory of

the illustrious Alexander; for there can be no doubt that Mittun

indicates the site of the Alexandria that he founded at the junction of the

united streams of the Panjdb with the Indus, and which he predicted, from

the advantages of position, would become a large and flourishing city.

It may be that Mittun under British auspices may realize the prophecy

applied by the hero to his Alexandria.

To return from this digression to the question of the site ofAlexandria ad

Caucasum or adcalcem Caucasi, we can only refer it to two spots, Nildb in

Ghorband, and Beghrdm : I incline to prefer the latter, from the superiority

of its local advantages, and from the certainty of its having been a large

and flourishing city, asAlexandria is represented to have become. In favor

of Nildb may perhaps be adduced the itinerary of Dioonbtes and Boston,

the surveying officers of Alexander, as preserved by Pliny. We there

find the measured distance from the capital of Arachosia to Ortospanum

stated to be 250 miles, and from Ortospanum to Alexandria, 50 miles.

The capital of Arachosia was unquestionably in the vicinity of the

modern Kandahar, and Ortospanum, although by some considered

Ghazni, may safely be referred to Kdbul, when we find in Ptolemy that

it was also called Cabura, the first approximation to the present name
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Kdbul, which we detect in oar ancient geographers. The distance

between the modern cities of Kabul and Kandahar, agreeably to admea-

surements made under the Chaghdtai Emperors of India, is ninety-two

Jertin koss, or nearly 210 British miles; the miles of Pliny are no

doubt Roman ones, which were, I believe, a little less than our British

statute ones : this slight difference will not however compensate for the

excess in the distance fixed by Albxandbb's officers ; but there are

reasons to suspect that the ancient capital of Arachosia was situated

some eighteen or twenty miles west of the modern Kandahar, at the

base of a hill called Panchvahi, where traditions affirm a large city

once flourished, and of which there is abundant proof in the huge mounds

to be observed there. The ancient city of Kabul, which I infer to

have been Ortaspanum, was seated also some three or four miles east of

the modern one ; the distances here gained, with the difference between

British and Roman miles on two hundred and fifty of the latter, (if

they be, as above assumed, less,) will reconcile the measurements of

the officers of Alexander with those of the Chaghitai Emperors, and

we can have little doubt but that Ortospanum is represented by the

present Kdbul. From Kdbul to Beghrdm, the distance is not certainly

more than twenty-seven British miles; but from K&bul to Nildb of

Ghorband, the distance is nearly, if not fully, fifty miles, coinciding with

the account of Diognbtbs and BcrroN. It may however be observed,

that different copies of Pliny have in this instance various numbers, so

that we feel perplexed to select the genuine ones ; fifty I believe to be

the least mentioned, and I have calculated with it, supposing it the

more probable one. The same itinerary gives the distance between

Alexandria ad Caucasum and Peucalaotis, stated to be 227 Roman
miles: this latter place has generally been located near the modern

Peshawar; from Kdbul to Peshawar are estimated 112 ordinary koss,

which, calculated at one mile and half each, yield nearly 170 miles,

Beghrdm will be nearly equidistant from Peshdwar with Kabul, therefore

the distance noted in the itinerary will coincide rather with the locality

of Nildb, which may be about 30 British miles from Beghrdm, and

consequently 200 or more British miles from Peshawar, equivalent

perhaps to 227 Roman miles. But I do not feel confident that Peucalaotis

has been justly referred to the site of Peshdwar. It appears to have

been the name of a province, the capital of which was Peucela; in these

terms we detect a considerable affinity to the modern appellation Puekoli,

applied to a district with capital of the same name east of the Indus, and

above Attack, which in ancient times included a considerable territory

west of the Indus. It is not certain that Alexander visited the

immediate vicinity of Peshdwar, although Hbphjistion will have done
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so ; and it is probable that he crossed the Indus above Attock, or at a

point in the modern district of Puekoli, perhaps the ancient PeucolaoHs.

A similarity of denomination may not always be depended upon, but

when combined with other accordances, it becomes, as D'Anvillb

expresses it, " un moyen de convenance." I shall close my specu-

lations on the site of Beghrdm, by remarking, that Alexander in his

march from Bactra to Alexandria ad Caucasum will have arrived at it

by the route of Bamidn and Shibr, because Arrian informs us, that he

passed Drapsaca on the road, which can hardly be mistaken for the

former of those places. Alexander crossed the Hindu Kosh or Cauca-

sus m the month of May ; when, supposing the seasons and climate of

these countries to have been the same as at present, any other route

over that mountain range was impracticable. The route from Bamidn

to Ghorband is passable to kdfilas at all seasons of the year, and is no
doubt the high road ; but it has been closed during the last twenty-five

years, by the insurrection of the Shaikh Ali Hazdrehs, who inhabit the

small extent of country between Ghorband and Shibr. The route of

Bamidn will have conducted Alexander either to Nildb or Beghrdm

;

and these observations would have been unnecessary, had it not been

supposed by some that his starting place was Anderdb : this assumption

does not however seem warranted, and if grounded on the route that

Timu/r followed, it should have been recollected that the Tartar conqueror

crossed the Indian Caucasus in the month of July.

It had been my intention this year to have secured every coin of

every description that should be picked up from the dusht of Beghrdm,

and this purpose would probably have been effected, had I not been

compelled to be absent at Jeldldbdd. A young man was however

despatched thither, with recommendatory letters to my friends in the

Kohistdn, and to him was confided the collection of all he might be able

to procure. On my eventually reaching Kdbul, the young man joinjd

with 1320 coins, from the appearance of which it was evident he had

selected, and not, as ordered, taken all that were offered. It also

appeared, that in consequence of the distracted political state of the

Kohistdn in the spring, the Afghdn pastoral families had not as usual

visited the plains of Beghrdm at an early season. In the autumn, more-

over, from apprehensions of a rising in this part of the country, the

Afghans sent their flocks to the Safi hills, the persons tending which

are the principal finders of these coins. Under these unfavorable

circumstances, I twice repaired to Beghrdm, and at various intervals

despatched my young men, and the total result of our collection this

year was five silver and 1900 copper coins. These are of course generally
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of the same description and types as those illustrated in my Memoir of

last year ; bat a few were procured of novel types, and a few altogether

new, among which one or two may be deemed valuable. It is my object

in this Memoir to detail these fresh discoveries, and to offer such remarks

upon them, and the topics they involve, as may arise upon their consi-

deration. My stay at Jeldldbdd was, during the season of the year,

unfavorable for the collection of coins; yet, independently of those

extracted from topes, were procured 248 copper coins, among which

two or three are novel ones, to be noted in their place.

Subsequent to my arrival in Kabul, I purchased in the bazar there, six

golden, 176 silver, and 142 copper coins : some of these are important

ones. I had also the fortune to secure a large parcel of silver Bactrians,

a deposit discovered in the Hazdrekjdt: among these are coins of a type

likely to excite some interest.

The coins extracted from the various topes opened this year, may
abo be deemed interesting, from the positive connection they have with

the monuments enclosing them ; and valuable, from their superior pre-

servation, having in many instances been inserted new ; and presenting

specimens as perfect and intelligible as we may hope to procure.

I shall observe in this Memoir nearly the order adopted in my
preceding one* with reference to classification and the succession of

series, mating however such modifications and distinctions as further

discoveries seem to warrant.

General Observations.

Class, Grecian Series, No. 1 .

—

Coins of the recorded Kings of Bactria.

As daring the last year, we are without any evidence of Thbodotus
I. and Thbodotus II., the two first Bactrian longs ; and that their sway

was confined to Bactriana proper, or the regions north of the Indian

Caucasus, is confirmed by the non-discovery of their coins at Begkrdm.

This fact can scarcely be doubted, when we have historical evidence, that

a distinct and powerful kingdom existed, under Sophagasenus, in the

Paropamisan range, at the time of the expedition of Antiochus Magnus.

This year has yielded five copper coins of Euthtdemus, the third

Bactrian king; one was procured at Jeldldbdd; the four others from

Begkrdm : their discovery seems to prove the extension of this monarch's

rule south of the Caucasus—a fact countenanced by probability, and the

slight historical evidences we have of him. The solitary coin found at

JddUbdd does not afford proofpositive that Euthtdemus governed there

also, both because there is no certainty where coins purchased in baz£rs

were produced ; and it is not impossible but that it may have found its

way there from Begkrdm, as the Afgkan shepherds, resident on its plain

during the summer, migrate to Lugkmdn and the vicinity of Jeldldbdd,

c 2
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during the winter ; and the few coins they may bring with them, they

disperse among the dealers in the small towns, as their trifling wants

of oil, tobacco, &c. may induce them. Euthydbmus being denominated

of Magnesia, it may be questioned, in what manner he ascended the

Bactrian throne, whether by the right of lawful succession, or of success-

ful usurpation. At all events, he appears to have been a sovereign of

great talents, worthy of his exalted rank.

Of Apollodotus, besides a large number of copper coins, we have

this year procured five silver quadrangular coins, the type varying from

those already known.

Of the celebrated Mbnander, this season has afforded us some copper

coins of novel types, and a large number of silver drachmas and hemi-

drachmas, presenting alike some varieties in the types : we found not

one of this prince's coins at Jeldldbud, where we indeed met with two

of Apollodotus, but decline to draw inferences from solitary specimens.

When we consider the coincidences observable on the coins of

Mbnander and Apollodotus, some ofwhich have even the same figures

on the reverses with the resemblance of their features ; and when we
find them conjointly commemorated by Arrian and Troqus, the only

two ancient authors who have recorded the latter's name, we feel every

inclination to conjecture that the ties of consanguinity must have

connected them. As Apollodotus is previously named by both these

authorities, he may be supposed to have been the father, or perhaps

elder brother, of Mbnander ; and that he preceded the latter in sove-

reignty would seem nearly certain, being borne out by every circum-

stance attending the coins we discover. That the reigns of both these

princes was of considerable duration is evidenced by the numerous

coins we find, and by the variety of types they exhibit, proving them

to have been struck at different periods. The busts of Apollodotus

on the two or three coins hitherto found, which exhibit them, have an

extremely youthful appearance; and the portraits of Mbnander display

the transition from youth to manhood. That Apollodotus reigned in

Bactricma proper, we doubt with Bayer, although his pretensions have

been advocated by Colonel Tod. That he was the son of Euthydbmus,

we think certain, and that he was the father or elder brother of Mbnan-
der, we think probable, and assuredly his predecessor; that he governed

in the provinces south of Bactriana is certain, and there, according to

the suggestions of Schlbobl, I incline to locate his original kingdom

and that of Mbnander ; that this kingdom may have included some of

the provinces of Bactriana Latior, or the regions immediately north of

the Caucasus, is very probable, and would justify its monarchs' being

styled kings of Bactria by their historians. How far this kingdom
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extended eastward, we may not be able now to determine ; but the

non-discovery of the coins of Apollodotus at Jelalhbdd (holding two

or three specimens procured from bazars, but found no one knows

where, no exception to the remark) seems to prove that in his time an

independent power must have existed there : this receives farther proof

when we meet not there with the coins of his successor Menandbr, which

abound so numerously at Beghrdm. As Apollodotus certainly invaded

India, we may suppose him, without prejudice to the kingdom of Nysa,

to have marched by the route of Khouram, Bannd, and Multdn to the

Hyphasis, on exactly the same route that was followed by Timu'r; and

in corroboration thereof, we find him brought to the Hyphasis, where he

re-edified the city of Sangdla under the name of Euthydemia. There

can be little doubt but that Sangdla owed its revival to Apollodotus.

Tnat it sprang into new consideration under the auspices of a son of

Euthtdbmus, can scarcely be questioned, and every circumstance seems

to point out that son to have been Apollodotus. The coin discovered

by Dr. Swikbt, which bears the epithet Philopater, not a little confirms

this fact. Menandbr, whether the son or brother of Apollodotus,

seems fairly entitled to be considered his successor. This prince followed

up the Indian conquests, while he preserved his dominion in the provinces

south of Bactriana ; but these latter, on his decease, probably will have

been assumed by Eucratidbs the I., or the Great, king of Bactriana

proper. Menander, we know, was interrupted in his warlike operation

by death ; but when, and where, is not recorded by history, which has

been alike faithless to the actions of one of the most illustrious sove-

reigns that ever held a sceptre.

The coins of Eucratidbs I., so numerously found at Beghrdm, are not

to be discovered at Jeldldbdd any more than those of Apollodotus and

Mbnandbr, considering always a single specimen no evidence that

corns of that species were once current there, but rather that they were

not: this circumstance farther substantiates the existence of an inde-

pendent monarchy at Nysa, and that it was sufficiently powerful

to maintain its integrity inviolate; for Eucratidbs was no doubt a

warlike and ambitious prince.

Before adverting farther to Eucratidbs, we may be excused in

offering two or three observations as to Demetrius, a recorded son of

Euthtdbmus, and employed by him in his negociations with Antiochus.

If he stand simply recorded as a son, it neither proves that he was the

elder son, although probable, or, that he was the only son. As it was

probably by his means that Euthtdbmus subverted the kingdom of

Gaj, in the Paropamisan range—an event which could not have occurred

until the dose of the reign of Euthtdbmus ; as Sophagasbnus, the father
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of Gaj, was his cotemporary at the period of the expedition of Anti-

ochu8, we may suppose that Demetrius retained the sovereignty of

the countries he conquered, and extended his conquests in Arackosia,

now thrown open to his arms. Accordingly, in a route of Isidorub of

Charox the name of a city, Demetrias of Arackosia, occurs, which

would seem referred with justice by Schlegel to the son of Eutht-

demus, and which points out the direction of his empire. Without

power of reference to the route of Isidorus, in which the name Deme-

trias occurs, we may observe, should it be found in any of those

from the western provinces, as Ariana, &c. to the eastern ones on the

Indus, we should incline to place it in the valley of the Turnek, between

Kandahdr and Mokur, in the country now inhabited by the Tkoki

Gulzyes, where we have evidences that a powerful capital once existed,

which may have been that of Demetrius. The attack of Demetrius,

or his son, of the same name, upon Ecjcratides may have arisen from

the irksomeness naturally to be felt at the vicinity of a powerful and

ambitious prince, who, by the extension of his empire, had sufficiently

evinced his desire of aggrandizement. History, which records Demetrius

as the aggressor in this war, also records that Eucratiobs had possessed

himself of Ariana, and we find that he was also master of the regions

south of the Indian Caucasus, thus pressing upon the confines ofArackosia

at the two extreme points of east and west. Aggression on the point of

Demetrius may therefore have been a measure of necessity, or even of

prudence, it being certainly more politic to aggress than to be reduced

to repel aggression. It has not been our fortune to meet with a coin of

Demetrius, or to be acquainted with the type of that procured by Baron

Myendorff at Bokhara ; but unless the reverse be decidedly Bactrian, a

bust adorned with the skin of an elephant would not be sufficient evidence,

in our estimation, to allow its appropriation to the son of Euthydemus.

I have a letter from M. Martin Honioberoer, from Bokkdrd, by which

I learn that he has also procured there a coin of Demetrius, but he

has not described its character. It may be noted that these two coins of

Demetrius, the only ones, we believe, hitherto discovered*, have been

elicited at Bokkdrd. Among the coins obtained by M. Honioberoer

at Bokkdrd, and which he thought worthy of enumeration, probably

as being both Greek and silver ones, are transcribed in his memorandum,

1 Vasileos Antiochu.

1 Vasileos Dimitriu.

1 Vasileos Megalu Hiokraksu.

3 Vasileos Euthidimu.

5 Eucratddes.

• There is a beautiful little Demetriui in theVenturacollection; see vol IV.

—

Ed.
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As Demetrius did *not succeed his father in Bactriana proper, and

reasons may be alledged for suspecting that Apollodotus also did not,

the question naturally arises, to whom are we to assign the empire of

Bactriana in the interval between the demise of Euthtdbmus and the

accession of Eucratides—a space of fourteen years according to the

table of Schlbobjl. I have mentioned the discovery of a parcel of

Bactrim drachmas and hemi-drachmas in the Haidrehjdt, which we
purchased from a Hindu at Ckarrukar, who some three years since re-

ceived them from a Hazaureh. I have not yet been able to ascer-

tain the spot, or under what circumstances these coins were found.

The parcel, 120 in number, comprised seven quadrangular silver coins

of Apollodotus, 108 silver coins of Mbnander, and five silver coins

of Antimachus. The day preceding that on which this parcel of

coins came into my possession, I received from the dushts of Beghrdm,

a silver coin of the same last-named prince, Antimachus. The

beauty of the coins of Antimachus, the excellence of their execution

and designs, with the purity of the Greek characters of the legend,

allow us not to place this prince subsequent to Eucratides, whose

coins in these particulars they surpass. Among 5000 or more copper

coins, procured from the dasht of Beghrdm, we have not discover-

ed one of Antimachus, and the detection of a single silver coin does

not seem to afford evidence that he ruled there, when the absence of

his copper coins seem to prove that he did not. Where then must he

be placed ? We feel the inclination to conjecture him to have been the

son and successor of Euthtdbmus in Bactriana proper. The reverses

on the coins of Apollodotus and Menandea are not strictly Bactrian, or

in relative connection with those we discover on those of the undoubted

kingsofBactriana,EuthtdbmusandEucratides ; thehorseman in charge

on the reverses of those of Antimachus is so, and forms the link between

the horse at speed on the coins of Euthtdbmus, and the two horsemen

in charge on those of Eucratides. The monograms on the coins of

Antimachus coincide with some on the coins of Mbnander, and if we

can suppose them to be numerical ones (which however I affirm not to

be certain) suggest the opinion that they were cotemporaneous princes,

it being possible both were deduced from a common era. We feel

perplexed when we are only allowed by the table of Schlegbl, an

interval of fourteen years, and when we have three princes who may

claim to have reigned between Euthtdbmus and Eucratides ; it may

however be suspected that the accession to sovereignty of the latter,

unless historically fixed, is antedated ten years. No one of the very many

coins of this prince we meet with, presents a monogram clearly nume-

rical, which yields a higher number than 85; while the highest number
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found is 108, as preserved on the silver didrachma in the Earl of Pbm-

brokb's cabinet, noted byPinkbrton and indicating the close ofhis reign.

Neitherdo the features ofEucratidbs, aspreserved onhis coins, exhibitthe

striking variation of youth to manhood observed on those of Mbnandbr,
and do not authorize us to allow so long a reign as 35 years. I incline

to date his accession at the epoch 84, of the Bactrian aera, and to fix the

duration of his reign to 25 years : thus gaining between it and the

demise of Euthydbmus an interval of twenty-four years ; but even this

increased interval does not suffice for the reigns of Apollodotus, Mb-
nandbr, and Antimachus. Those of the two former, particularly of

Mbnandbr, were certainly of some duration, as evidenced by their

numerous coins of various types discovered. Apollodotus, from the

youthful bust displayed on his coins, may be inferred to have died young

;

but Mbnandbr, we think, must be allowed to have attained mature

manhood, or the age of forty to forty-five years : while his numerous

coins, shewing the traits of extreme youth, seem to attest his accession

to sovereignty at an early period of his life, and consequently confirm

the length of his reign. Many of the coins of both these princes have

alphabetical monograms, which, if accepted as numeral ones, may assist

us in our conjectures. On the copper coins of Mbnandbr we find HA or

81, which can only refer to the Bactrian sera. On the silver coin found

by Colonel Tod, we find Ia or 14, which can only refer to his individual

reign. HB or 82 is also found on the coins ofMbnandbr, which brings

us nearly to the number indicated by HE or 85, the lowest number to

be found on the coins of Eucratidbs. That this prince succeeded Mbn-
andbr in the government of the countries immediately south of the

Caucasus appears unquestionable; but it was most likely by forcible

assumption : for had he been the lawful successor ofMbnandbr, he was

not of a character to have relinquished his Indian possessions, where

it would appear almost certain he did not reign: these observations

are necessary, because the adoption of a monogram by Mbnandbr, which

may be supposed to indicate the Bactrian sera, might induce an opinion

that he was the predecessor of Eucratidbs in Bactriana proper; while

other circumstances we have noted seem to prove that he was not,

independently of the ambiguous nature of the monograms themselves.

The age depicted on the busts of Apollodotus, and on those of the early

coins of Mbnandbr, seem so nearly to agree, that while we would fain

consider the latter as the successor of the former, we can scarcely

suppose him the son, and our alternative is to conjecture him the bro-

ther. If Mbnandbr be admitted to have reigned in Bactria, we fancy

Apollodotus must be also; and it may be granted that theirjoint reigns

might conveniently fill the interval between Eutbtdbmus and Eucra-
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tides of twenty-four years, if our calculation thereof be conceded; but

when we find the principal scenes of the military operations of these

princes were in India, joinedwith other circumstances, as well as the dis-

covery of the coins of Antimachus, the probability appears to be that

they ruled originally, as before advanced, in the regions immediately north

and south of the Indian Caucasus. Euthydbmus, a monarch of great

capacity, would appear to have been fortunate in his sons, (possibly by

various mothers, for polygamy was a vice, according to Curtius, that

the Greeks adopted from the barbarians,) by whose means he extended

his territories, and greatly increased the dignity of the Bactrian empire.

It may be supposed that he apportioned his empire amongst his sons,

allowing them to retain the countries they had individually subjected

:

thus we may account for the kingdom of Demetrius in Arachosia ; for

that of Apollodotus and Menander in Bactriana Latior and the regions

south of the Caucasus ; and we may perhaps be allowed to consider Anti-

machus as the eldest son and successor of his father in Bactriana

proper. That this distribution of power was agreeable to the parties

concerned, we may conjecture, when, in absence of direct information,

there are grounds for belief that no war originated between them. The

epoch of Antimachus cannot, we suspect, were only the excellence of

his coins adduced, be dated posterior to that of Eucratides; after whose

death, the knowledge of Grecian arts and sciences may naturally be

supposed to have declined: indeed the copper coins of Eucratides

himself, although a powerful monarch, exhibit a striking inferiority of

execution, compared with those of Euthydbmus, which the coins of

Antimachus rival. We may suppose the reign of Euthydbmus to

have been the most brilliant of the Bactrian monarchy, or that in which

the Grecian arts were most cultivated and flourishing.

1 am notallowed to placeAntimachus priortoApollodotus ; fori have

shewn how strong are the latter prince's claims to be considered the foun-

der of Euthydemia, which, if admitted, decide him to have been the son

of Euthydbmus. Neither can we place him subsequent to Menandbr,

because we have indubitable proof that Eucratides, by some means or

other, succeeded Menandbr, in the rule of the countries dependent on

Bactria ad Caucasian; had Antimachus governed there, his coins would

certainly have been found at Beghrdm, with those of Euthydbmus, who

must have preceded him, and of Eucratides, who must have followed

him, and in common with those ofApollodotus and Menandbr. Nei-

ther did he succeed Menandbr in the sovereignty of his Indian con-

quests ; for then his coins would have exhibited Indian characters on

the reverses, rather than Bactrian ones : there can be no doubt but that

the coins of Antimachus are genuine Bactrians. Convinced that

D
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Antimachus must have reigned posterior to Euthydemus, and anterior

to Eucratides, while he could neither have preceded Apollodotub,

nor succeeded Mbnander, we have no alternative hut to place his reign

between the two former princes, and to suppose him cotemporary with

the two latter : thus nearly yielding decisive proof that he was the son

and successor of Euthydemus in Bactriana proper.

To omit no circumstances likely to throw light upon the subjects

under discussion, I advert to the nature and character of the deposit of

Bactrian coins, which yielded five of Antimachus, seven of Apollodo-

tus, and 108 of Mbnander; for matters apparently trivial may some-

times furnish valuable hints. A person, from some motive or other, con-

ceals a sum of money, the coins of which he will possess the larger

number are those of the reigning prince ; it is however easy to imagine

that he may have a few of the prince who preceded in rule, and a few of

any neighbouring or cotemporary sovereign. The person, who made

the deposit thus preserved for us, we may presume, did so in the reign

of Menander, which accounts for the notable proportion of that prince's

coins ; the few of Apollodotus seem to point him out as the predecessor

of Menander, and the fewer of Antimachus intimate, that he was a

neighbouring and cotemporary prince. The length to which I have

carried my observations on these coins, and the topics they involve, might

justify my being taxed with prolixity, did they not relate to a subject

so interesting and intricate as that of Bactrian history; and I shall

conclude them by inserting a new table of the reigns and successions of

the Bactrian sovereigns, agreeably to the suppositions, the probability

of which I have advocated.

Table.
Theodotus I. established his sovereignty B.C. 255, reigued 12 years- ••• 1 to 12 of Bactrian«nu
Theodotus II. began to reign B.C. 243, reigned 23 years— 12 to 35 of do.

Euthydemus began to reign B.C. 220, reigned 23 years- ••• 35 to 60 of do.

Antimachus began to reign B.C. 193, reigned 24 years- • • • 60 to 84 of do.

Eucratides began to reign B.C. 171 , reigned 25 years 84 to 109 of do.

Successor of Eucratides began to reign* • B.C. 146, reigned years unknown,109 to period unknown.
Note.—The period B.C. 125, Axed for the destruction of the empire, liable to much distrust.

I continue to discover the coins of Eucratides in the same numbers,

but have met with none of new types. I have noted that this monarch's

coins are not found east of Kabul, affording the presumption that hia

sway did not extend thither.

Among the coins collected this year, I have not discovered one by
which we can identify the successor of Eucratides; but among the

new which may claim to be considered Bactrian, we have one with the

classical name of Diombdes.

We are also without any trace of Heliocles, who would appear to

have no claim to be introduced among the early Bactrian sovereigns;
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but if the coin discovered of him be clearly Bactrian, which the reverse

probably would decide, he may still be admitted his rank among the

later sovereigns of the Bactrian dynasty, or among those arising from

its destruction.

We have this year procured intelligible specimens, which enable me
to decipher some of those left in doubt in my Memoir of last year

;

and have fallen upon two or three altogether new, from the characters

on the reverse, might be considered Bactrian ; at all events, they are

Greek, and I submit my opinion on them in the succeeding observations.

With so many coins before us of princes who have more or less pre-

tensions of being Bactrian sovereigns, we may feel tempted to doubt

whether the Grecian authority in Bactriana was subverted by the Getae

at so early a period as that assigned, unless the fact be supported by the

fullest historical evidence. It may be, the recorded subversion amounted

to no more than a temporary inroad of barbarians, which may have

indeed involved the loss of royalty in the family of Eucratides, and

its assumption by some fortunate leader, who repelled the invasion ; the

probability appears to be that the Greek power in Bactriana, in the

first instance, weakened by the incursions of the Getae and other Scy-

thic tribes, was ultimately annihilated by the overgrown empire of

Parthia. But a Greek authority must have existed to a much later

period in the countries west of the Indus, which would appear to have

been finally subverted by the Sakyan princes, who had established them-

selves in the regions east of the Indus. Without attaching extraordinary

importance to the hyperbolical strains of a Carmen Seculare, we may

observe, that Horace, who flourished about the commencement of the

Christian sera, enumerates among the objects of sufficient magnitude to

engage the attention of Augustus, the Bactrian empire, which we would

have to have been destroyed above 1 20 years before the time he wrote :

—

" Tu cWitatem quis deceat status

Cures, et orbit solicitus, times

Quid Seres, et reguata Cyro

Bactra parent, Tanaisque discors."

doss Grecian—Series 2. Unrecorded Kings of Bactria.

1 have thought proper to include in this general series all the coins, of

whatever description, which may have Bactrian characters on the reverse

legends. I by no means however wish to assert that all these princes

ruled in Bactriana proper, perhaps no one of them did so. This series

at present includes Antimachus, Hrrmaus I., II., III., Diomedbs, An-

T1LAKIDB8, AUSIUS*, ADRLPB0RTR8, PaLBRKBS, BA8ILIsf, AlOUOKBNES,

Azu I., II., Demetrius, (?) and three other coins among the unidentified

• Ltsius.—Ed. f AsiLiiOi.—Ed.

d 2
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ones, or in all seventeen names : of these I am willing to transfer

Antimachus to the regular Bactrian dynasty, Hbrmaus I., II., to the
dynasty of Apollodotus and Menandbr, and Adelphortes, Basilis,

and Azo, to a dynasty which I hope to prove, one day, to have existed

distinctly at Massaga.

Class Grecian—Series 3. Coins of Aoathoclbs, Pantaleon, £c.

This year yielded me the same proportion of the coins of these princes,

and I suspect we have found two other coins, which, with reference to
the characters, may be classed with them, viz. Nos. 30 and 32 of the
Greek coins now enumerated: if this be correct, we shall have five princes

of this series.

Class Grecian—Series 4. Coins of the Nysean Kings.

Of these kings we have the topes or cenotaphs at Jeldldbdd: there

appear to have been two great families; that of Hbrmjbus and his descen-
dants, whose coins are distinguished by the figure of Hercules, with his

club on the reverse, and those of the princes, whose coins have a
horseman on the obverse, and the figure of Ceres on the reverse : to

these must unquestionably be added the great king whose coins bear
the legend basiaevc basiaeliN snrap MErAC, and I make no doubt
Unadphbrros : the latter family is the more ancient; and if our views
are right, came originally from Massaga. There are thirteen topes cer-

tainly, perhaps fourteen, at Jeldldbdd, which may safely be referred to

these princes ; five or six to the family of Hbrmjsus, and the remainder
to that of the others ; if three of these be not the topes of saints, rather

than of kings : this I infer from their position on eminences, and the

absence of coins with the relics found in them.

Note.—Of the prince whose coinage is delineated as fig. 37 in the
last Memoir, I have procured many other coins : but none enabling
me to identify his name : these coins, like the former, all from Beghrdm.
Class Indo-Scythic—Series I and 2. Coins o/Kanerkos amd Kadphis.

I have discovered that the topes of Kdbul refer to the families of these

princes, as do a number of topes near Chahdrbdg, or Jeldldbdd; but
these latter I very much suspect to be duplicates of the former. This
year has given us a number of golden medals of these princes, which
are noted below.

I have not been yet enabled to locate the capital of the princes
whose coins form the other series of this class.

Recapitulation of Qreek coin* collected from Beghrdm, 1834.

Copper of EuthydcrauB, 3

Apollodotus, 31

Menander, 56
Eucratides, 92
Diomedes, 1

Adelphoftei, \
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Various 5

Hermseus I, 31

Hermssus II, 5

Hercules type, 179

Megas 267

Unadpherros, 16

Antilakides, i

Lysius, J

Agathocles, 19

PanUleon, 2

Leonine 23

As fig. 37 of Memoir 1833, 14

Small Nysseans, 24

Total, 790 Greek copper coins.

Silver coin (drachma) of Antimachua, . . 1

Total, 791 Greek coins.

Analysis or Coins.

[With the present memoir Mr. Masson furnished drawings of all the coins

here enumerated. Many of them however having been already figured in the

plates published with our notes on the Ventura collection in June last, we have

thought it unnecessary to lithograph the whole, and have consequently

made selection of those only which are new types, or have more legible inscrip-

tions than our own. The text, in justice to the author we, have inserted entire,

merely substituting the word No. for Fig. and given a second reference to the

plates where such as are new will be found.

—

Ed.]

Series 1st.—Recorded Kings of Bactria.

Euthydemu*.

No. 1. Obverte.—Bearded bust. [PI. II. fig. 1.]

Hererse.—Horse at speed. Legend Greek BA2IAED2 ETSTAHMOT.
No. 2. Obvene.—Bearded bust. (Fig. 2.)

Reverte.—Not represented, same as preceding figure.

No. 1. is one of three coins of the same type, two procured from Beghr&m,

and one from Jelalabad. These are the curious coins with a concave obverse,

which were noted in my last Memoir of last year, having then one unrecog-

nizable specimen from Beghram. The first intelligible specimen was obtained

at JelaUbad, on which I was delighted to find the name of Euthydkmus. Fig. 2

is a single specimen from Beghram, the obverse not concave.

Apollodotui.

Now. 3, 4, and 5. Ofoertes.—Figure of Elephant. Legend Greek BA2IAEA2
AnOAAOAOTOT *flTHPOT. {Fig. 3; tee vol. iv. PI. XXVI. fig. 5.)

Reverie*.—Rgure of Brahminical Cow. Legend Bactrian.

These Figures represent the types found among seven silver coins of Afol-

lodotus, comprised in a parcel of 121 Bactrian silver coins, purchased from an

individual al K&bul, but discovered in the Hazanrehjat. These coins essentially

agree, the monograms only varying.

This year's researches has elicited a circular copper coin of this prince, but

not represented, being of similar type with his quadrangular coins. '
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Menander.

No. 6. (Fig. 4.) Obverse.—Bust, the head bound with fillet or diadem. Le-
gend Greek BA2IAEH2 SHTHPOT MENANAPOT.

Reverse. —Warrior, standing to left ; right hand upraised, holding a bundle of
darts ; left hand holding forth an embossed shield. Monogrammical characters on
either side of the feet. Legend Bactrian.

This fine silver coin was purchased at Kdbul.

Not. 7 toll. (Figs. 6, 8.) Obverses.—Busts. Legends as preceding.

Reverses.—As in preceding Figure. Legend Bactrian.

These types are selected from 1 10 silver coins of this prince procured this

year, one received as a present in Kdbul, one procured at Beghrdm, and 108

procured with the seven of Apollodotds just noted. These coins essentially

agree, varying principally in the head-dress and position of the busts, and in the

position of the figures on the reverses. Figs. 9 and 10 are distinguished by the

spear or javelin in the right hand, and the nakedness of the bust : the monogram-
mical characters on these coins vary much, and it is remarkable that scarcely any

two of the 108 coins found in one parcel appear to have been struck with the

same die, the differences in them, however slight, being conclusive as to that fact

;

it may farther be observed, that copper coins of Menander are to be found, exhi-

biting all the types and monogrammical characters to be found on these silver ones.

No. 12. (Fig. 5.) Obverse.—Bust. Legend Greek, as preceding figs.

Reverse.—Fish. (Dolphin ?) Legend Bactrian.

This fine copper coin was procured from Beghrdm, the monogrammical cha-

r.ct.r.jjjgj^

No. 13. (Fig. 7.) Obverse.—Wheel or emblematical figure. Legend Greek, as

preceding figs.

Reverse.—Palm branch. Legend Bactrian.

This small copper coin, a single specimen was procured from Beghrdm, the

monogrammical characters Jg are to be found on the silver coins noted above,

as fig. 8.

Class Grecian—Series 2. Unrecorded Kings of Bactria.

Antimachus.

No. 14. (Fig. 9J Obverse.—Helmeted and winged female (Victory ? ) standing

to the left, holding in extended right hand a palm branch. Legend Greek BA2I-
AEM NIKH*OPOT ANTIMAXOT. (See to/, iv. PI. XXI. Jig. 3.)

Reverse.—Mounted warrior at speed. Legend Bactrian.

This fine silver coin is one of six silver coins of similar type and size pro-

cured this year, one from Beghram, and five in the same parcel as the 108 of

Menander and seven of Afollodotus before noticed. The monogram teg

on the obverse, is also to be met with on the coins of Menander ; as fig. 9 of

these plates. Were this monogram interpretable, we should have no difficulty

in definitely appropriating these coins.

Hermans.

No. 15. Obverse.—Bust, head bound with fillet and diadem. Legend Greek

BA2lAEfl2 2HTHPOT EPMAIOT. (See vol. iv. PI. XXIV.)

Reverse.— Figure of Jupiter enthroned. Legend Bactrian.

No. 16. ( Fig. II.J Obverse.—Bust, head bound with fillet or diadem. Legend
Greek, as preceding figure.
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Reverie.—figure of Jupitbr enthroned, with eagle or bird of Jove perched

on extended right hand. Legend Bactrian.

These two fine silver coins were purchased at K6JM. I have to apologise

for having in my memoir of last year, asserted an opinion that Hcamsus was

the founder of the Greek Nysssan dynasty of kings ; although it is certain that

he ruled there, (that is at Nysa f) and even more easterly, as is evidenced by his

numerous coins found both at Jelalabid and Peshawar. The Bactrian characters

on the reverses of this prince's coins, were not then noted with the attention

they ought to have been. And the discovery since of two of his silver coins,

(those now delineated,) and a single copper coin corresponding to No. 15,

compel us to form other ideas of this prince, and authorise us to consider him,

at least for the present, as one of the regular Bactrian dynastry. The enthroned

figure on the reverse of No. 16, with the bird of Jove seated on the hand, we

presume, admits not a doubt, that the figure itself is intended to represent Juri-

ter ; and the similar figures on the reverses of the copper coins of this prince,

although not manifestly exhibiting the eagle, may be supposed to personify the

same deity, and not Herculrs as before imagined. It seems probable, that the

figures on the reverses of the silver coins of Euthydemus may be intended to

indicate Jupiter. The copper coins, we had previously found, of Hrrmjbus,

have very pointed features, and pourtray a prince considerably advanced in years—

the two silver coins now before us, with the single copper coin discovered this

year, exhibit the features of youth, and justify us in concluding that his reign

commenced when he was young, as the great proportion of the copper coins jus-

tify the conclusion, that it terminated at an advanced period of his life. We may
fairly allow to this prince s reign of twenty-four or twenty-five years, a term

which would accurately fill up the period between the demise of Euthydemus
and the succession of Eucratides, or, of that, from the demise of Euceatidbs,

to the alleged destruction of the Bactrian empire by the Get* ; but a consider-

ation of the general style of the execution of the coins of Hbrmjbub, (although

the two coins now under notice are beautiful ones, especially No. 16,) will scarcely

allow us to intrude him as the successor of Euthydemus: it is fair, however, to

observe, that the coins of the two princes bear the same figures on the reverses,

and that the forms of both are circular. Neither are we willing to admit him to

have been the successor of Eucratides, for he would appear to have enjoyed

a large reign, which we hardly suppose a prince who was alike a parricide would

have done. It would be gratifying to detect the successor of Eucratides in

Bactriana proper, and amongst the whole of the coins discovered at Beghram,

holding their execution as the token of their precedence or antiquity, we find

none which have equal pretensions with those ot HERBCJtus : but this only proves,

that he succeeded to his authority in the Caucasian provinces, and this is what

we suspect to have been the case ; for when we observe his superior silver coin-

age, when we are satisfied that his reign was long, and that his dominions ex-

tended to the Indus, or beyond thst of Eucratides, we repeat we can scarcely

believe this powerful prince, and (if we judge from his portrait) beneficent one,

to have been the parricide of his father, or him who was vanquished by the GetjB.

The silver coin {No. 16), exhibits a strong resemblance to the silver coin of

Mbnandsr, (No. 6), as does the bust in form and features ; the legend is also

similarly arranged. These circumstances may perhaps sanction an inquiry, whe-

ther Ummmmvb may not have been the son and successor of Menander, depriv-
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cd of his Caucasian provinces by Eucratides on the death of his father, and
recovering them after the murder of this prince, during the anarchy that then
naturally prevailed. It is however more probable, as we have before hinted, that
Eucratides committed this act of aggression when Menander was still living,

and this seems corroborated by all the coins of Hermaus found at Beghram
displaying an aged prince, while the coins before us prove, that he also ruled

when young ; whence we infer, that he must originally have reigned elsewhere,

and as we find that his coins are met with very far eastward, we may presume
that his original seat of empire was in that quarter, and that from thence he
marched to the Caucasus, when the death of Eucratides allowed him the op*
portunity t and in confirmation of which we find, that the Beghr&m coins of this

prince refer to the latter part of his reign. The proportion of his copper coins

found at Beghram, may also guide us in our estimate of the duration of his reign

there. Eucratides, we suppose, reigned 24 years ; in 1833, we found 70 of his

coins, and in 1834, 92, or 162 for 2 years; in 1833, we found of the coins of

Hermjbus 34, and in 1834, 31, or 65 for 2 years. Now by the common rule of

three process, if 162 yield 24, 65 will yield 9+, say 10 years for the reign of

HsRMiBUS at Beghram : but we find that he must have reigned much longer some-

where else, which seems to verify the inferences we have before drawn ; and as,

we hope, in Antimachus we have found a son and successor for Euthydemus,

so we hope that in Hrrmjcus we have discovered the son and successor of Me-
nander. The difference in the execution of the coins of this prince and of other

Bactrian kings, as well as the striking diversity in the purity of the Greek cha-

racters, may perhaps be accounted for by supposing, that the better coins are

those struck at the metropolitan mints, where Greek artists would be found, and

that the inferior ones were struck at provincial mints, where, if Greek artists

were not to be procured, the more expert native ones would be employed. We
have discussed at some length the merits of the coins of Hermjbus, but let us

mislead no one ; on subjects so difficult as these Bactrian coins, much is still left

to conjecture, and at present, little more can be done than to expose the difficul-

ties that attend them.

Diomede*.

No. 17. (Fig, 10.J Obverse.—Two erect figures, standing to the front, right hands

holding spears, swords by the side. Legend Greek IA6A2.ATHP02 AIOMHAOT.
Reverie.—Humped cow. Legend Bactrian.

This is the type of a single quadrangular copper coin procured this year from

Beghram, fortunately presenting without doubt in the legend, the nomen and

cognomen. Diomedes Soter. The monogram on the reverse J*J; is also found

on the coins of Antimachus and Apollodotus.

Antilakide*.

No. 18. Obverte.—Boat, the hair of the head behind, bound into a kind of

pod resembling a bag-wig. Legend Greek, obscure, but undoubtedly BA2IAE63

NIKH*OPOT ANTIAAK1AOT. (See vol. iv. PI. XXVI. fig. 10.)

Rwerte.—Two conical emblems, with two palm branches fixed between them.

Legend Bactrian. This is a single specimen, (as to the circular form of the coin,)

procured -this year from Beghram. The coin no doubt refers to the same prince

whose coins are delineated in figs. 13 and 14, of Series 2, Class Grecian, of my

last year's memoir. The features of the prince on this coin are much younger than

those marked on the quadrangular coins, and the monogram varies, being «£»
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—The characters on the legend are pure Bactrian, as are those on the coins of
Ausius (Ltsius), figs. 15 and 16, of Series 2, Class Grecian, of last year.

Hermctus.

No. 19. (Fig. 12.) Obverse.—Bust, with tnft or pod on top of head. Legend
Greek, BA2lAEflS 2ATHPO* EPMAIOT.

Reverie.—Horse. Legend Bactrian.

The type of this coin was given in our memoir of last year (fig. 38). The pre-
sent year we procured a more perfect specimen from JelalAbad : the coin is cer-
tainly Bactrian, judging by the chatacters on the legend of the reverse, and the
pod on the head of the bust, together with the nature of the reverse, seem to
militate against the opinion, that this coin may represent the quadrangular coin-
age of Heajlsvs before noticed.

Adelphortes.

Nos. 20, 21. (Fig*. 13, \A.) Obverse.—Mounted warrior. Legend Greek,
BA2IAE42 2IIAATPIOT AIKAIOT AAEA^aPTOT. {See vol. iv. Pl.XXl.fig. 9.)

Reverse.—Seated female deity, with mace or truncheon in right hand. Legend
Bactrian.

This type was represented last year as fig. 44. Jelalab&d this year yielded two
fair specimens, from which the Greek legend is undoubtedly as above inserted

;

the reverse legend is as manifestly Bactrian.

Palerkes.

No. 22. (Fig. lb.) Obverse.—Standing figure with trident in right hand. Legend
Greek, BA2IAEUJN MErAADT nAAHPKDT. (See vol. iv. PL XXI. fig. 9.)

Reverse.—Seated figure. Legend Bactrian.

This type was represented; last year as fig. 40. A more perfect specimen pro-
cured this year from KAbul, identifies the legend to be as above cited, the word
BA2IAEUJ2 being undoubtedly the one not plain.

Basilis (Azilisos.)

No. 23. (Fig. 16.) Obverse.—Hontmva. Legend Greek.. ..portion legible

ErAAoT. AZIACoT.

Reverse.—Elephant. Legend Bactrian.

This is a single specimen procured at Kdbul, the legend entire would probably

have been BACIAEUJC BAC1AEUN MErAAoT BACIAlCoT.
Alouokenou (Qy.) (Megalou Nonou T)

No. 24. (Fig 17J Obverse.—Figure of Hercules erect, with club. Legend
Greek, obscure. (See vol. iv. PL XXI. fig. 1 0.)

Reverse.—Infantry soldier, holding wreathe in right hand, and armed with

sword, spear and shield. Legend Bactrian.

This type was presented last year, as figs. 39 and 43. We have not discovered a

single coin of this type during the present year, but introduce this figure here

from the probability, on referring to the specimen we held, that the name of the

prince was AAOTOKHNOT ; the only doubt is as regards the letters KHN.
Asou (Azov.)

No. 25. Obverse.—Horseman. Legend Greek, portion visible BA2IA6A.. ..

E.. .. AAOT ASOT. (See vol. iv. PL XXII. fig. 9.)

' Reverse.— Humped cow. Legend Bactrian.

This is one of two specimens procured at K6bul; the entire legend would

undoubtedly be BA2IAEA2 BA21AE3N MEfAAOY AJSOT.
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No. 26. Obverse.—Humped bull, with monogram over the hump, and another

under the head. Legend Greek, obscure. (See vol. iv. PI. XXII.figs. 1, 2, 3.)

Reverie.—Monstrous animal, with symbolical monogram over the back. Legend,

characters doubtful.

One of three specimens procured at JelaUbad ; the legend is in pure Greek

characters, and by comparison is undoubtedly BA2IAEH2 BA2IAEHN MErAAOT
A20T. The characters on the reverse legend I apprehend not to be Bactrian,

but rather Nysaean. The monograms on these coins vary : one specimen gives the

form fefl over the hump of the bull, and this coincides with the monogram on

No. 25, with fftfe over the animal on the reverse : this form occurs on No. 23.

Unidentified Coin*.

No. 27. Obverse.—Elephant. Legend defaced. (Vol. iv. PI. XXI.fp. 11.)

Reverse.—Seated figure with trident. Legend defaced.

This is a single specimen from K*buL In absence of the legend, it may be

pronounced Greek.

No. 28. Obveree.—Rampant lion. Legend Greek, obscure.

Reveree.—Humpedbull. Legend Bactrian. (Omitted by mistake; like Azos coin.)

This type was represented last year ; the present has afforded no new specimen,

and we introduce it again, that it may not be lost sight of, and because we sus-

pect part of the legend to bear the character AHM€*0. We at first inclined to

read it AHMHTPIOT, but we presume the character €, which is decisively plain,

will not allow it.

No. 29. (PL II. fig. 18.) Obveree.—Bust, head bound with fillet or diadem.

Legend Greek, portion legible OHTOPO.
Reverse.—Enthroned figure, probably Jupiter. Legend Bactrian.

This is a single specimen from Beghram, which had nearly given us the name

of another Greek king, for after the insertion of the word BA2IAEA2, there

will be only room for one or two letters more, the first O may perhaps be a A.

No. 30. (Fig. 19.) Obverse.—Helmed bust, bearded.

Reverse.—Standing figure. Legend, unknown characters.

This is a single specimen from Beghram ; the characters on the reverse are

singular, and may have some affinity with those on the coins of Aoathocles
and Pantaleon.

No. 31. {Fig. 20.) Obverse.—Bust, head bound with fillet or diadem. Legend

Greek, but defaced.

This is a single specimen from Beghram. A fragment of a coin, the reverse

quite smoothed.

No. 32. (Fig. 21.) Reverse.^-Figure erect, legend, unknown characters.

This is a single specimen from Beghram, the obverse had been hammered

smooth : the characters, besides being singular, appear to vary on either side of

the inscription ; those to the right resemble the legends of Aoathocles and

Pantaleon.

Class Grecian—Series No. 4. Coins of Nysaean Kings.

Nos. 33 to 40. (Pigs. 23 to 29.) Obverses.—Busts, head bound with fillet or

diadem. Legends Greek, but illegible.

These figures represent the types of the very numerous coins ot this descrip-

tion found, which have invariably on the reverse an erect figure of Hercules,

resting on his club. They are given to shew the varieties of the legends, as well
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s their incomprehensibility. Of all the coins of thU class those of Hxairaus are

only intelligible (figs. 24 and 25, of our last year's memoir)
t
and this prinee seems

to be entitled to be held the first of the line. From a tope at Jelalebad we

extracted ten copper coins similar to fig. 40. The princes of this family appear

to have been numerous. At JeUMid we have fire, if not six topes to be referred

to them.

No. 41. (Fif. 30.) Otter**.—Horseman. Legend Greek, but obscure, portion

risible OAIAIIUI.
Reverie.—Female figure. Legend Nysssan.

Single specimen from Kabul. The horseman on the obverse, and the legend

on the reverse, enable us to teftr this coin to the Greek Nysssan dynasty, but

the legend is too difficult for interpretation.

titaet Indo-Scythic—8eriet No». 1 and 2.

PL III. Fig. 1. Obverve.—Bust of king looking to the right. Sceptre in right

hand, four-pronged monogram behind the head. Legend Greek BACIAEVC OOH-
MO KAA*lCHC.
This is one of six golden medals of the same prince, extracted from a tope at

Gool Durrah near Kabul. The reverse is not giten, in no wise differing from that

delineated in memoir of last year, fig. 24 of Indo-Scythic eoins. The six medals

essentially agree ; but as the position of the bust varies, and there are other

trivial but unimportant differences observable on all of them, they will have

been struck at various times.

Fig. 2. Obverse.—Bust of king looking to the left. Sceptre in right hand.

Legend Greek characters, PAO NANO PAO OOHPKI KOPANO.
Reverse.—Deity or saint looking to the right, lines of glory around the head,

four-pronged symbol in front of figure. Legend Greek, NANA.
This golden medal was found in the same tope with the preceding one and

the next to be described. The reverse NANA, enables us immediately to iden-

tify the prince as one of the Kanerkos family. The nature of the legend has been

so fully displayed in the Journal of the Asiatic Society, that it becomes needless

to dwell on it.

Fig. 3. Obverse.—Bust of king looking to the left. Sceptre in right hand.

Legend Greek, probably same as on preceding coin, portion legible PAOOOKH-
PK1KO PANO.

Reverie.—Figure of Deity of saint looking to the right. Right hand extended,

four-pronged symbol in front of figure. Legend Greek HIIPO, (? Mitkro.)

This golden coin found with the preceding ones noted in same tope.

Fig, 4. Obverve.—Erect figure of prince looking to the left, right hand in set

of sacrificing upon an altar, left hand holding staff. Legend Greek NANOPAOKA
NHPKIKOPA ....

Beveree.—Figure of Deity or saint looking to the right, with four-pronged

Symbol on right hand of, and other in front of, the figure. Legend Greek

NANAPAO.
Gold coin purchased in K&bul< the addition of PAO on the obverse legend

may be noted clearly, from position indicating holy.

Fig. 5. Obverse.—Helmed bust of prince, looking to the left, head surrounded

with circles of glory. Sceptre in either hand. Legend Greek PAONANO
PAOOOYOKIKOPA.
fieeerte.—Figure of Deity or stint standing to the left, circles of glory around

i2
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the head, right hand extended, four-pronged figure in front of figure. Legend
Greek 4APO.

Gold medal'purchased in Kdbul. This coin it interesting from the fine bust on
the obverse, and from the new legend on the reverse*.

No. 6. Obverse.—Figure of prince clad in mail, in act of sacrifice, left hand
supporting tridental staff. Legend characters intended for Greek PONOPOO
BONOOPOVOBOKO. (See observation* on Kadphises Coins of vol. III.)

Reverse,—Female figure, standing by side of cow. Legend apparently intend-

ed for OPNO.
No. 7. Obverse.—Sune as preceding. Legend probably intended for RAO

NONO POOBO RAONOKO NONO. (See ditto.)

Reverse.—Same as preceding. Legend probably OPNO. (Doubtless OKPO.^
These two gold coins were purchased at Kabul. They appear to be the gold

coins of the prince whose copper coinage is delineated in fig. 12, Indo-Scythie

coins of last year. , *

No. 8. Obverse.—Seated figure. Legend Greek, portion legible KOPANO.
Reverse.—Deity or saint, looking to the right. Four-pronged symbol in front

of figure. Legend Greek NANA. (See vol. iv. PI. hi. figs. 4, 13.)

No. 9. Obverse.—Seated figure as in preceding. Legend illegible. (Do. fig. 5.)

Reverse.—Deity or saint, looking to the left, with wreath in extended right

hand. Four-pronged symbol in front of figure. Legend not apparent.

These coins (copper) were procured at Kabul, and introduced because, with

reference to the seated figure on the obverse, they were of a tvpe different from

any we met with last year, although they clearly refer to the Kanbrkos family.

Little need be remarked upon these Indo-Scythic coins, which appear to be

likely to become more intelligible: suffice it to say, that eight topes in the

neighbourhood of Kabul, at least, may be referred to princes of these families of

Kanbrkos and Kadpbis.

Sassanian Coins.

At the foot of Plate III. are inserted a few specimens out of the 187 silver

coins of this class, extracted from the principal Tope of Hiddah, near Jel&ldb&d.

The majority were small coins, like fig. 6.

Monograms.

Plate IV. comprises all the varieties of monogram hitherto observed on the

coins of Apollodotus, Menanobr, Eucratides and their descendants. Most

of them are at once perceived to be combinations of Greek letters ; but whether

used as expressive of dates, or as the initials of the die-engraver or mint-master

of the day, is not yet determined, although that they are the latter seems the

more probable conjecture. The later symbols on the Indo-Scythic and Leonine

coins, &c. are of a different class, and do not seem formed from alphabetical

combinations.

II.

—

Quotationsfrom original Sanscrit authorities in proof and illustration

of Mr. Hodgson's sketch of Buddhism.

[The following paper has been printed in the Transactions of the London

Asiatic Society; but, from accidental circumstances to which it is not necessary

further to allude, somewhat inaccurately.

• Probably this is a transposition of the letters of A6P0.—Ed.
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The shortest way of amending these errors, and supplying at the same time

tome farther information calculated to make the paper more generally intelligible,

is to reprint it at Calcutta. This the author has, accordingly, now enabled us

to do, the new information being given in the shape of additional notes, which

it would indeed have been scarcely worth while to print separately from the

text to which they refer. It is not our custom to republish articles already

printed, and we do so now only under express invitation from the author, whose

researches in Buddhism, aided by local advantages possessed by no other writer,

it is of the highest importance to have correctly reported and preserved.

—

Ed.]

Prefacb.

Several distinguished orientalists having, whilst they applauded the

novelty and importance of the information conveyed by my Sketch of

Buddhism*, called upon me for proofs, I have been induced to prepare

for publication the following translation of significant passages from

the ancient books of the Sangatas, which still are extant in Nepdl in

the original Sanscrit.

These extracts were made for me (whilst I was collecting the worksf

in question) some years ago by Amirta Nanda Bandya, the most

learned Buddhist then, or now, living in this country ; they formed the

materials from which chiefly I drew my sketch ; and they would have

been long since communicated to the public, had the translator felt

sufficiently confident of his powers, or sufficiently.assured that enlight-

ened Europeans could be brought to tolerate the • ingens indigestaque

moles' of these ' original authorities ;' which however, in the present

instance, are original in a far higher and better sense than those of

De Kdaos, or even of Upham. Without stopping to question whether

the sages who formed the Bauddha system of philosophy and religion

used Sanscrit or high Prdcrit, or both, or seeking to determine the

consequent pretension of Mr. Upham's authorities to be considered

originalJ, it may be safely said, that those of Mr. De Koros can support

no claims of the kind.

Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society of London ;—necnon, Transactions

of Bengal Society, vol. xri.

t The collection comprises, besides 60 volumes in Sanscrit, procured in Nepdl,

the very names of which had previously been unknown, some 250 volumes, in

the language of Tibet, which were obtained from Lissa and Digarchi. But for

the existence of the latter at Calcutta, Mr. De KQrGs's attainments in Tibetan

lore had been comparatively useless. The former or Sanscrit books of Nepdl

are the authorities relied on in this paper. Since the first collection was made

in Nepdl, rery many new works in the Sanscrit language have been discovered

and are yet daily under discovery. The probability now is, that the entire Kahgyur

and Stangyur may be recovered, in the original language. The whole series has

been obtained in that of Tibet, 327 large volumes.

X These authorities however, even if allowed to be original, appear to consist

entirely of childish legends. I allude to the three published volumes. The
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The native works which the latter gentleman relies on are avowedly

Tibetan translations of my Sanscrit originals, and whoever will duly

reflect upon the dark and profound abstractions, and the infinite simally-

multiplied and microscopically-distinguished personifications of Bud-

dhism, may well doubt whether the language of Tibet does or can

adequately sustain the weight that has been laid upon it.

Sanscrit, like its cognate Greek, may be characterised as a speech

" capable of giving a soul to the objects of sense, and body to the

abstractions of metaphysics." But, as the Tibetan language can have

no pretensions to a like power, those who are aware that the Sangatas

taxed the whole powers of the Sanscrit to embody in words their sys-

tem, will cautiously reserve, I apprehend, for the Bauddha books still

extant in the classical language of India, the title of original authorities.

From such works, which, though now found only in Nepal, were com-

posed in the plains of India before the dispersion of the sect, I have

drawn the accompanying extracts ; and though the merits of the

*' doing into English" may be small indeed, they will yet, I hope, be

borne up by the paramount and (as I suspect) unique authority and

originality of my " original authorities," a phrase which, by the way,

has been somewhat invidiously, as well as laxly used and applied in

certain quarters.

received hypothesis is that the philosophers oiAyudhya and Magadha t (tht acknow-

ledged founders of Buddhism) preferred the use of Sanscrit to that of Pr&erit,

in the original exposition of their subtle system, appears to me as absurd as it

does probable that their successors, as Missionaries, resorted to Prlcrit Torsions

of the original Sanscrit authorities, in propagating the system in the remotest

parts of the continent and in Ceylon. On this ground, I presume the Pracrit

works of Ceylon and Ava to be translations, not originals :—a presumption so

reasonable that nothing but the production from Ceylon or Ara of original

Pracrit works, comparable in importance with the Sanscrit books discovered in

Nepal, will suffice to shake it in my mind. Sir W. Jones I believe to be the

author of the assertion, that the Buddhists committed their system to high

Pracrit or Pali ; and so long at least as there were no Sanscrit works of the sect

forthcoming, the presumption was not wholly unreasonable. It is, however, so

now. And Sir W. Jones was not unaware that Magadha or Bihdr was the

original head-quarters of Buddhism, nor that the best Sanscrit lexicon extant

was the work of a Bauddha ; nor that the Brdhmans themselves acknowledged

the pre-eminent literary merits of their heterodox adversaries.

But for his Brdhminieal bias therefore, Sir William might have come at the

truth, that the Bauddha philosophers employed the classical language.

Sir William was further aware, that the old Bauddha inscriptions of Gay6,

Sanehi, Carli, &c. are Sanscrit, not Pracrit. To me this last circumstance is

decisive against the hypothesis in question. Throughout Madhya Des and the

Upper Deccan, the numerous monuments of the Buddhists bear inscriptions in

Sanscrit, and Sanscrit only. The Pali inscription at Gayd is recent, and avowedly

the work of Burmese* [It is chiefly Burmese, not Pali.

—

Ed.]
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It is still, I observe, questioned amongst us, whether Brdkmanism or

Buddhism be the more ancient creed, as well as whether the latter be of

Indian or extra Indian growth. The Buddhists themselves have no

doubts upon either point. They unhesitatingly concede the palm of

superior antiquity to their rivals and persecutors the Brdhmans ; nor

do they in any part of the world hesitate in pointing to India as the

cradle of their faith.

Formerly we might be pardoned for building fine-spun theories of

exotic upon the African locks of Buddha's images : but surely it is

now somewhat too late*, in the face of the abundant direct evidence

which we possess, against the exotic theory, to go in quest of presump-

tions to the time-out-of-mind illiterate Scythians, in order to give to

them the glory of originating a system built upon the most subtle phi-

losophy, and all the copious original records of which are inshrined in

Sanscritf, a language which, whencesoever primevally derived, had been,

when Buddhism appeared, for ages proper to the Indian continent.

The Buddhists make no serious pretensions to a very high antiquity

:

never hint at an extra Indian origin.

Sakya Sinha is, avowedly, Kshetriya ; and, if his six predecessors

had really any historical existence, the books which affirm it, affirm too,

that all the six were of Brahmanical or Kshetriya lineage. Sangata

books treating on the subject of caste never call in question the antique

fact of a fourfold division of the Hindu people, but only give a more

liberal interpretation to it than the carrent Brahmanical one of their

dayJ. The Chinese, the Mongols, the Tibetans, the Indo-Chinese, the

Ceylonese and other Indian Islanders, all point to India as the father-

land of their creed. The records of Buddhism in Nepdl and in Tibet,

in both of which countries the people and their mother-tongues are of

the Mongol stock, are still either Sanscrit or avowed translations from

it by Indian pandits. Nor is there a single record or monument of

this faith in existence, which bears intrinsic or extrinsic evidence of an

extra Indian origin}.

9 Recent discoveries make it more and more certain, that the cave temples of

the Western Coast and its vicinity, are exclusively Bemddha. Every part of India

is illustrated by splendid remains of Buddhism.

t The difference betweenhigh Prdcrit and Sanscrit, conld not affect this ques-

tion, though it were conceded that the founders of Buddhism used the former

and not the latter—a concession however, which should not be facilely made,

and to which I wholly demur.

J See the Bauddha disputation on caste. Royal Asiatic Society's Transactions.

§ See Crawfurd's remarks on the purely Indian character of all the great

sculptural and architectural monuments of Buddhism in Java. Also Barrow's
remarks to the same effect in his travels in China. The Chinese Pusd, is Ft*.

•crupyd PraJnA or the polyform type of Diva Natura. See Oriental Quarterly
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The speculations of a writer of Sir W. Jones's day (Mr. Joinvills),

tending to prove argumentatively, from the characters of Buddhism

and Brdhmanism, the superior antiquity of the former, have been lately

revived (see Asiatic Journal No. CLX.) with applause. But besides

that fine drawn presumptions are idle in the face of such a mass of

direct evidence as we now possess, the reasonings of Joinville appear

to me altogether based on errors of fact. Buddhism (to hazard a

character in few words), is monastic asceticism in morals, philosophical

scepticism in religion ; and whilst ecclesiastical history all over the

world affords abundant instances of such a state of things resulting

from gross abuse of the religious sanction, that ample chronicle gives

us no one instance of it as a primitive system of belief. Here is a

legitimate inference from sound premises. But that Buddhism was, in

truth, a reform or heresy, and not an original system, can be proved by

the most abundant direct evidence both of friends and of enemies. The
oldest Sangata works incessantly allude to the existing superstition as

the Mdrcharya or way of the serpent, contradistinguishing their reform-

ation thereof as the Bdddhi-charya or way of wise ; and the Brahma*

nical impugners of those works (who, upon so plain a fact, could not

lie), invariably speak of Buddhism as a notorious heresy.

An inconsiderable section of the Sangatas alone, ever held tbe bold

doctrine of mortal souls : and the Swdbhdvikd denial of a creation of

matter by the fiat of an absolutely immaterial being springs, not out of

the obesity of barbarian dulness, but out of the over refinement of

philosophical ratiocination. Joinville's idea of the speculative tenets

of Buddhism is utterly erroneous. Many of them are bad indeed

:

but they are of philosophy all compact, profoundly and painfully

subtle-sceptical too, rather than atheistically dogmatic.

At the risk of being somewhat miscellaneous in this preface, I must

allude to another point. The lamented Abel Remusat sent me, just

before he died, a copy of his essay on the Sangata doctrine of the Triad ;

and Mr. Upham, I find, has deduced from Remusat's interpretation of

that doctrine, the inference (which he supports by reference to sundry

expressions in the sacred books of Ceylon), that I am in error in deny-

Magazine, No. xiv. pp. 218—222, for proofs of the fact that numberless Bauddha

remains have been mistaken for Br&hmanical by our antiquaries, and even by the

natives. In the same work I have proved this in reference to Crawfurd's Ar-

chipelago, Oriental Quarterly, No. zvi. pp. 232, 235.

Yet, no sooner had I shown, from original authorities, bow thoroughly Indian

Buddhism is, than it was immediately exclaimed 4 oh 1 this is Nep&lese corrup-

tion ! these are merely popular grafts from BrdhmanUm.' The very same charac-

ter belongs to the oldest monuments of Buddhism extant, in India and beyond

it ; and I have traced that character to the highest scriptural authorities.
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ing that Buddhism, in its first, and most characteristic form, admits

the distinction of Clerus et Laicus. It is difficult expressly to define

that distinction ; but it may be seen in all its breadth in Brdhmanism

and in Popery ; whilst in lslamism, and in the most enthusiastic of the

Christian sects, which sprung out of the Reformation, it is wholly lost.

According to my view, Apostolic Christianity recognised it not* ; the

congregation of the faithful, the Church, was a society of peers, of

brethren in the faith, all essentially equal, in gifts, as in place and

character. On earth, there were no indispensable mediators, no exclu-

sive professional ones ; and such alone I understand to be priests.

Again, genuine monachism aH over the world, I hold to be, in its own

nature, essentially opposed to the distinction of clergyman and layman,

though we all know that monastic institutions no sooner are rendered

matters of public law and of extensive popular prevalence, than, ex vi

necessitatis, the distinction in question is superinduced upon them, by

the major part of the monks laicising, and the rest becoming clergyf.

There are limits to the number of those whom the public can support

in idleness : and whoso would eat the bread of the public must perform

some duty to the public Yet who can doubt that the true monk, whe-

ther coenobite or solitary, is he who abandons the world to save his

own soul ; as the true clergyman is he who mixes with the world to

save the souls of others P The latter in respect to the people or laics has

a distinctive function, and, it may be also an exclusive one : the former

has no function at all. Amongst entirely monastic sects, then, the

exclusive character of priest is objectless and absurd : and who that has

glanced an eye over ecclesiastical history knows not that in proportion

as sects are enthusiastic, they reject and hate, (though nothing tainted

with monachism) the exclusive pretensions of the clergy ! Whoever

has been able to go along with me in the above reflections can need only

to be told that primitive Buddhism was entirely monastic, and of an

unboundedly enthusiastical genius^, to be satisfied that it did not recog-

nise the distinction in question. But if, being suspicious of the validity

* I would not be understood to lay stress on this opinion, which is merely

adduced to illustrate my argument.

f History informs us that, soon after monachism supervened upon our holy

and eminently social religion, there were in Egypt as many monks almost as

peasants. Some of these monks necessarily laicised, and the rest became clergy.

The community of the Gotdin*, and several others, of strictly ascetical origin,

exhibit the same necessary change after the sects had become numerously followed.

X Its distinguishing doctrine is that finite mind can be enlarged to infinite ; all

the schools .uphold this towering tenet, postponing all others to it. As for the

scepticism of the Swabhavikas relative to those transcendent marvels, creation

and providence, it is sufficient to prove its remoteness from *' flat Atheism,'' aim*

ply to point to the coexistence of the cardinal tenet first named.

F
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of argumentative inferences, he demand of me simple facts, here they

are In the Sata Sahasrika, Prajna Paramitd, or Bacha Bhagavatt, and

also in the nine Dharmas (the oldest and highest written authorities), it ib

affirmed more or less directly, or is clearly deducible from the context,

in a thousand passages (for the subject is not expressly treated), that the

only true followers of Buddha are monks, the majority being ccenobitea,

the rest, solitaries. The fullest enumeration of these followers (BHkk*

Srdxaka or Srdmana, Chailaka, and Arhata or Arhana or ArhantaJ

proves them to have been all monks, tonsured, subject to the usual

vows, (nature teaching to all mankind that wealth, women and power,

are the grand tempters,) resident in monasteries (ViUr) or in desert*,

and essentially peers, though of course acknowledging the claims of

superior wisdom and piety. The true church, the congregation of the

faithful, is constantly said to consist of such only ;
and I am greatly

mistaken indeed if the church in this sense be synonymous with the

clergy ; or, if the primitive church of Buddha recognised an absolutely

distinct body such as we (i. e. Catholics, Lutherans, and Kirkmen)

ordinarily mean when we speak of the latter. The first mention of an

exclusive, professional active, minister of religion, or priest, in the

Bauddha books, is in those of a comparatively recent date, and not of

scriptural authority. Therein the Vajra Achdrya (for so he is called)

first appears arrayed with the ordinary attributes of a priest. But his

character is anomalous, as is that of every thing about him ;
and the

learned Bauddhas of Nepal at the present day universally admit the

falling off from the true faith. We have in these books, Bhikshm

Srdvakas, Chailaks, and Sdtya-Vansikas* , bound by their primitive

rules for ten days (in memory of the olden time) and then released from

them; tonsured, yet married; ostensibly monks, but really citizens of

the world.

From any of the above, the Vajra Achdrya, is drawn indiscriminately ;

he keeps the keys of the no longer open treasury ; and he is surrounded

• An inscription at Carli identifies the splendid Salivdhana with the head of

the Saka tribe, which is that of Sakya Sinha, The Sdkga-Vamkat, or people

of the race of Sdkga, appeared in Nepdl as refugees from BrdJiman bigotry, some

time after Buddhum had been planted in these hills. Sdkga is universally allowed

to hare been the son of king Suddhodana, sovereign of Magadha or Bikdr. He

is said to have been born in the " A*tha% of Kapila Muni," at Ganga Sdgar,

according to some ; in Oude, as others say. His birth place was not necessarily

within his father's kingdom. He may have been born when his father was on

a pilgrimage to the shrine of the Saint Kapila. Sa'kya died, according to my

authorities, in Assam, and left one son named Rahula Bhadra. The Sakas were

Kthetriyaa of the solar line, according to Bauddha authorities : nor is it any

proof of the contrary that they appear not in the Brahmanical genealogies. See

note in the sequel.
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with untonsured followers, who now present themselves for the first time.

I pretend not to trace with historical nicety all the changes which

marked die progress of Buddhism as a public institute an 1 creed of

mJQioBB up to the period of the dispersion : but I am well aware, that the

primitive doctrines were not, because they could not be, rigidly adhered

to, when what I hold to have been at first the closet speculation of

some philosophers, had become the dominant creed of large kingdoms.

That the latter character was, however, assumed by Buddhism in the

plains of India, long before the dispersion, seems certain ; and, as many

persona may urge that the thing in question is the dominant public

institute, not the closet speculation, and that whatever discipline pre-

vailed before the dispersion must be held for primitive and orthodox, I

can only observe that the ancient books of the 8a*gatas9 whilst they

glance at such changes as I have adverted to, do so in the language of

censure ; and that upon the whole, I still strongly incline to the opinion

that genuine or primitive Buddhism (so I cautiously phrased it, origi-

nally) rejected the distinction of Clerus et Laicus ; that the use of the

word priest by Upham, is generally inaccurate ; and that the Samgha,

of the Buddhist triad ought to have been invariably rendered by

Rbmubat into ' congregation of the faithful' or ' church/ and never into

' clergy' or ' priesthood.' Rbmusat indeed seems to consider {Observa-

tions, 28-9, and 32), these phrases as synonymous ; and yet the question

which their discrimination involves is one which, in respect to our own
religion, has been fiercely agitated for hundreds of years ; and still, by

the very shades of that discrimination, chiefly marks the subsisting

distinction between the various Churches of Christ

!

Following the authority he has relied on, Mr. Upham was at liberty,

therefore, to adopt a sense which would consist with my interpretation

of phrases such as he alluded to, and which, of course, I found copiously

scattered over the works I consulted. I always rendered them advisedly

into Bngliflh, so as to exclude the idea of a priesthood, because I had

previously satisfied myself, by separate inquiry and reflection, that that

cardinal tenet was repugnant to the genius of the creed, and repudiated

by its primitive teachers. This important point may have been wrongly

determined by me ; but assuredly the determination of it upon such

grounds as Mr. Upham's is perfectly futile. Such words as Arhanta

and Bandya, (which, by the way, are the correct forms of the Burmese

Rahatun and the Chinese BonzeJ no more necessarily mean, priest, clergy,

than do the Latin, fideles and milites, as applied to Christianity ; and as

for the word Sangha, it is indisputable that it does not mean literally

priest*, and that it does mean literally congregation.

• Observation!, p. 29.

f2
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If, as Remusat and Upham appear to insist is the case, every monas-

tic follower of Buddha be a priest, then Bandya or Bonze* must be

rendered into English by the word ' clergyman/ But there will still

remain as much difference between Bandya and Sangha as, in Christian

estimation, between an ordinary parson of the present day, and one of

the inspired primitive professors. Of old, the spirit descended upon all

alike ; and Sangha was this hallowed and gifted congregation. But

the glory has passed away, and the term been long sanctified and set

apart* So has, in part, and for similar reasons, the word Arhata, But

Bandya, as a generic title, and Bhiksku, Srdvaka, and Chailaka, as spe-

cific ones, are still every-day names of every-day people, priests, if it

must be so, but, as I conceive, ascetics or monks merely. In the thick

night of ignorance and superstition which still envelopes Tibet,, the

people fancy they yet behold Jrhatas in the persons of their divine

Ldmas. No such imagination however possesses the heads of the fol-

lowers of Buddha in Nepal, Ceylon, or extra Gangetic India ; though

in the last mentioned country the name Arhata is popularly applied to

the modern order of the clergy, an order growing there, as in Nepdl, (if

my opinions be sound) out of that deviation from the primitive genius

and type of the system which resulted necessarily from its popular dif-

fusion as the rule of life and practice of whole nations.

In conclusion I would observe, that, in my apprehension, Rbmusat's

interpretation of the various senses of the Triadic doctrine is neither

* The possible meaning of this word has employed in Tain the sagacity of

sundry critics. In its proper form of Bandya, it is pure Sanscrit, signifying a

person entitled to reverence, and is derived from Bandana,

Equally curious and instructive is it to find in the Sanscrit records of Buddhism

the solution of so many enigmas collected by travellers from all parts of Asia

;

E. G. Ei.puinstoxe's mound is a genuine Chaitya, and its proper name is

Manikalaya, or the place of the precious relic. The mound is a tomb temple.

The ' tumuli eorum Christi altaria' of the poet, is more true of Buddhism than

even of the most perverted model of Christianity ; the cause being probably the

same, originally, in reference to both creeds, viz. persecution and martyrdom,

with consequent divine honours to the sufferers. The Bauddhas, however, have

in this matter gone a step further in the descending scale of representative

adoration than the Catholics ; for they worship the mere image of that structure

which is devoted to the inshrining of the relics of their saints ; they worship the

architectural model or form of the Chaitya,

The Chaitya of Sambhu nath in Sepal is affirmed to cover Jyoti rupya

Swavambhu, or the self-existent, in the form of flame : nor was there ever any

thing exclusive of theism in the connexion of tomb and temple : for Chaitya*

were always dedicated to the celestial Buddhas, not only in Nepal, bat in the

plains of India, as the Chaityas of Sanchi, of Gy&, and of Big, demonstrate. The
Dhyani Buddhas appear in the oldest monument* of the continent and islands.
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ery complete, nor very accurate. In a religions point of view, by the

first member is understood the founder of the creed, and all who, follow-

ing his steps, have reached the full rank of a Maha Ydnika Buddha; by

the second, the law or scriptures of the sect ; and by the third, the

congregation of the faithful, or primitive church, or body of original

disciples, or even, any and every assemblage of true, i. e. of conventual

ascetical observers of the law, past or present.

In a philosophical light, the precedence of Buddha or of Dharma

indicates the theistic or atheistic school. With the former, Buddha is

intellectual essence*, the efficient cause of all, and underived. Dharma

is material essencef, the plastic cause, and underived, a co-equal by unity

with Buddha ; or else the plastic cause, as before, but dependent and

derived from Buddha. Sangha is derived from, ani compounded of,

Buddha and Dharma, is their collective energy in the state of action ;

the immediate operative cause of creation, its type or its agent}. With

the latter or atheistic school, Dharma is Diva natura, matter as the sole

entity, invested with intrinsic activity and intelligence, the efficient and

material cause of all.

Buddha is derivative from Dharma, is the active and intelligent force

of nature, first put off from it and then operating upon it. Sangha is

the result of that operation ; is embryotic creation, the type and sum of

all specific forms, which are spontaneously evolved from the union of

Buddha with Dharma^. The above are the principal distinctions, others

there are which I cannot venture here to dwell on.

With regard to Rbmubat's remark, " ou voit que les trois noms sont

places but le meme niveau, comme les trois representations des meme
etres dans les planches de M. Hodgson avec cette difference que sur

ceHes-ci, Sanaa est a droite, et Dharma a gauche," I may just add, that

the placing of Sangha to the right is a merely ritual technicality,

conformable to the pujd of the Dakshindchdrs\\, and that all the philo-

sophers and religionists are agreed in postponing Sangha to Dharma.

• Bodhanatmaka iti Buddha, * the intellectual essence is Buddha.'

t Dharanatmaka iti Dharma, ' the holding, sustaining or containing substance

is Dharma.* Again, Prakritetwari iti Prajna, ' the material goddess is PrAjna,*

one of the names of Dharma. The word Prajna is compounded of the intensive

prefix pra, andjnyana wisdom, or jna to know. It imports the supreme wisdom)

of nature. Dharma is the universal substratum, is that which supports all form

and quality in the versatile world.

X Samudagatmika iti Sangha, ' the multitudinous essence is Sangha .*' multi-

tude is the diagnosis of the versatile universe, as unity is of that of abstraction.

§ Prajnaupagtmakang Jaggata.

R The theistic sects so call themselves, styling their opposites, the Swabhavikas

and Prajnikas, V&machart. The Pauranikas, too, often designate the Tantrikaa

by the latter name, which is equivalent to left-handed.
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I possess very many drawings exhibiting the arrangement mentioned

by Remusat ; but all subservient to mere ritual purposes, and conse-

quently worthy of no serious attention. The Matantara, or variorum

text of the pujaris of the present day, displays an infinite variety of

formulae*, illustrated by corresponding sculptural and pictorial devices,

embodied in those works, and transferred from them to the walls and

interior of temples existing all over the valley of Nepal.

[To be continued.]

III.

—

Sivatherium Giganteum, a new Fossil Ruminant Genus , from the

Valley of the Markunda, in the Sivdlik branch of the Sub-Himdlaynn

Mountains. By Hugh Falconer, M. D. Superintendent Botanical

Garden, Sehdranpvr, and Captain P. T. Cautlet, Superintendent

Dodb Canal.

fThe fossil here described is of such importance that we make no apology for

reprinting the following article entire from the outcoming volume of the Physical
Researches of the Society, having prepared the engraving ofthe head, so as to servo

both editions : it should be remarked, in regard to the engraving, that the figure of
the palate and teeth is on rather a larger scale than the rest.

—

Ed.]

The fossil which we are about to describe forms a new accession to

extinct Zoology. This circumstance alone would give much interest to

it. But in addition, the large size, surpassing the rhinocreos ; the family

of Mammalia to which it belongs ; and the forms of structure which it

exhibits; render the Sivatherium one of the most remarkable of the past

tenants of the globe, that have hitherto been detected in the more recent

strata.

Of the numerous fossil mammiferous genera discovered and established

hy Cuvier, all were confined to the Pachydermata. The species belonging
to other families have all their living representatives on the earth. Among
the Ruminantia, no remarkable deviation from existing types has hitherto

been discovered, the fossil being closely allied to living species. The
isolated position, however, of the Giraffe and the Camelidae, made it

probable, that certain genera had become extinct, which formed the
connecting links between those and the other genera of the family, and
further between the Ruminantia and the Pachydermata, In the Sivathe-

riumt we have a ruminant of this description connecting the family with

* See the classified enumeration of the principal objects of Buddha worship
appended to this paper. Appendix B.

f We have named the fossil, Sivatherium, from Siva, the Hindu god, and frnpiov

bellua. The Sicdlik or Sub-Himalayan range of hills, is considered in the Hindu
mythology, as the LtUiah or edge of the roof of Siva's dwelling in the Himalaya,
and hence they are culled the Siva-ala or Sib-ala, which by an easy transition of
sound became the Sew&lik of the English. The fossil has been discovered in a tract
which may be included in the Sewalik range, and we have given the name of Siva-
therium to it, to commemorate this remarkable formation so rich in new animals.
Another derivation of the name of the hills, as explained by the Mahant or High
Priest at Dehra, is as follows :

Sewdlik a corruption of Siva-wdla, a name given to the tract of mountains between
the Jumua and Ganges, from having been the residence of lswara Siva and his son
Gane's, who under the form of an Elephant had charge of the Westerly portion
from the village of Dttdhli to the Jumna, which portion is also called Oangaja, gaja
being in Hindi an Elephant. That portion Eastward from Dudhli, or between that
village, and Haridwar, is called Deodhar, from its being the especial residence of Deota
or lswara Siva : the whole tract however between the Jumna and Ganges is called
Sica-ala f or the habitation of Siva : unde der. Sewdlik.
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the Pachydermata, and at the same time so marked by individual pecu-

liarities as to be without an analogue in its order.

The fossil remain of the Sivatherium, from which our description is

taken, is a remarkably perfect head. When discovered, it was fortunately

so completely enveloped by a mass of stone, that although it had long been

exposed to be acted upon as a boulder in a water-course, all the more

important parts of structure had been preserved. The block mi#ht have

been passed over, but for an edging of the teeth in relief from it, which

Save promise of something additional concealed. After much labour, the

ard crystalline covering of stone was so successfully removed, that the

huge head now stands out with a couple of horns between the orbits, broken

only near their tips, and the nasal bones projected in a free arch, high

above the chaffron All the molars on both sides of the ja v are present

and singularly perfect. The only mutilation is at the vertex of the

cranium, where the plane of the occipital meets that of the brow : and

at the muzzle, which is truncated a little way in front of the first molar.

The only parts which are still concealed, are a portion of the occipital,

the zygomatic fossss on both sides, and the base of the cranium over the

spboeuoid bone.

The form of the head is so singular and grotesque, that the first glance

at it strikes one with surprise. The prominent features are— 1st, the great

size, approaching that of the elephant : 2d, the immense developement and
width of the cranium behind the orbits: 3d, the two divergent osseous

cores for horns starting out from the brow between the orbits: 4th, the
form and direction of the nasal bones, rising with great .prominence out of
the chaffron, and overhanging the external nostrils in a pointed nrch

:

6th, the great massiveness, width and shortness of the face forward from
the orbits: 6th, the great angle at which the grinding plane of the
molars deviates upwards from that of the base of the skull.

Viewed in lateral profile, the form and direction of the horns, and the
rise and sweep in the bones of the nose, give a character to the head
widely differing from that of any other animal. The nose looks something
like that of the rhinoceros ; but the resemblance is deceptive, and only
owing to the muzzle being truncated. Seen from in front, the head is some*
what wedge-shaped, the greatest width being at the vertex and thence
gradually compressed towards the muzzle ; with contraction only at two
points behind the orbits and under the molars. The zygomatic arches are
almost concealed, and nowise prominent : the brow is broad, and flat, and
swelling laterally into two convexities; the orbits are wide apart, and
have the appearance of being thrown far forward, from the great produc*
tion of the frontal upwards. There are no crest or ridges : the surface of
the cranium is smooth, the lines are in curves, with no angularity.
From the vertex to the root of the nose, the plane of the brow is in a
straight line, with a slight rise between the horns. The accompanying
drawings will at once give a better idea of the form than any description.
Now in detail of individual parts ; and to commence with the moat

important and characteristic, the teeth

:

There are six molars on either side of the upper jaw. The third of the
series, or last milk molar, has given place to the corresponding permanent
tooth, the detrition of which and of the last molar is well advanced, and
indicates the animal to have been more than adult.

The teeth are in every respect those of a ruminant, with some slight
individual peculiarities.

The three posterior or double molars are composed of two portions or
semi-cylinders, each of which incloses, when partially worn down, a double
crescent of enamel, the convexity of which is turned inwards. The last

molar, as is normal in ruminants, has no additional complication, like that
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in the corresponding tooth of the lower jaw. The plane of grinding alopea

from the outer margin inwards. The general form is exactly that of an
ox or camel, on a large scale. The ridges of enamel are unequally in

relief, and the hollows between them unequally scooped. Each semi,

cylinder has its outer surface, in horizontal section, formed of three salient

knuckles, with two intermediate sinuses ; and its inner surface, of a
simple arch or curve. But there are certain peculiarities by which the

teeth differ from those of other ruminants.

In correspondence with the shortness ofjaw, the width of the teeth is

much greater in proportion to the length than is usual in the family : the

width of the third and fourth molars being to the length as 2.84 and 2.3

to 1.55 and 1.68 inches, respectively : and the average width of the whole
aeries being to the length as 2.13 to 1.76 inches. Their form is less

prismatic : the base of the shaft swelling out into a bulge or collar, from
which the inner surface slopes outward as it rises : so that the coronal

becomes somewhat contracted : in the third molar, the width at the coronal

is 1 .93, at the bulge of the shaft 2.24. The ridges and hollows on the

outer surface descend less upon the shaft, and disappear upon the bulge.

There are no accessary pillars on the furrow ofjunction at the inner side.

The crescentic plates of enamel have a character which distinguishes them
from all known ruminants : the inner crescent, instead of sweeping in a
nearly simple curve, runs zig-zag-wise in large sinuous flexures, somewhat
resembling the form in the Elasmotherium.

The three double molars differ from each other only in their relative

states of wearing. The antepenultimate, being most worn, has the

crescentic plates less curved, more approximate and less distinct: the

penultimate and last molars are less worn, and have the markings more
distinct.

The three anterior or simple molars have the usual form, which holds

in Ruminantia, a single semi-cylinder, with but one pair of crescents. The
first one is much worn and partly mutilated : the second is more entire,

having been a shorter time in use, and finely exhibits the fiexuous curves

in the sweep of the enamel ofthe inner crescent : the last one has the sim-

ple form of the permanent tooth, which replaces the last milk molar : it

also shews the wavy form of the enamel.
Regarding the position of the teeth in the jaw ; the last four molars,

viz. the three permanent and the last of replacement, run in a straight

line, and on the opposite sides are parallel and equi-distant : the two
anterior ones are suddenly directed inwards, so as to be a good deal

approximated. If the two first molars were not thus inflected, the opposite

lines of teeth would form exactly two sides ofa square : the length of the

line of teeth, and the intervals between the outer surfaces of the four last

molars, being almost equal, viz. 9.8 and 9.9 inches respectively.

The plane of detrition of the whole series of molars from rear to front

is not horizontal,ybut in a slight curve, and directed upwards at a consider,

able angle with the base of the skull : so that when the head is placed, so

as to rest upon the occipital condyles and the last molars, a plane through
these points is cut by a chord along the curve of detrition of the whole
series of molars at an angle of about 45°. This is one of the marked
characters about the head

:

Dimensions of the Teeth. Length. Breadth.
Inches. Inches.

Last molar right side, — 2.35
Penultimate do 9.30 2.38
Antepenultimate do 1.68 2.20
Last simple molar, .

.

1.S5 2.24
Second do. do 1.70 1.95

First do. do 1.70 1.90
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Outer Inner

Surfaces. Surfaces.
Interval between the surfaces of last molar, 9.9 5.5

Do. do. do. third molar, 9 8 5.5
Do. do. do. second do 8.4 4.5

Do. do. do. first do 6.4 3.3
Space occupied by the line of molars 9.8 inches.

Bones of the Head and Foes.—Prom the age of the animal to which the
head had belonged, the bones had become anchylosed at their commis-
sures, bo that every trace of suture baa disappeared, and their limits and
connections are not distinguishable.

The frontal is broad and flat, and slightly concave at its upper half.

It expands laterally into two considerable swellings at the vertex, and

.

sweeps down to join the temporals in an ample carve ; and with no angu-
larity. It becomes narrower forwards, to behind the orbits ; and then
expands again in sending off an apophysis to join with the malar bone,
and complete the posterior circuit of the orbit The width of the bone
where narrowest, behind the orbit, is very great, being 16.2 inches. Partly
between and partly to the rear ofthe orbits, there arise by a broad base,

passing insensibly into the frontal, two short thick conical processes. They
taper rapidly to a point, a little way below which they are mutilated in

the fossiL They start so erect from the brow, that their axis is perpen-
dicular to their basement : and they diverge at a considerable angle. From
their base upwards they are free from any rugosities, their surface being
smooth and even. They are evidently the osseous cores of two intra-

orbital horns. From their position and sise they form one of the most
remarkable features in the head. The connections of the frontal are no-
where distinguishable, no mark of a suture remaining. At the upper end
of the bone the skull is fractured, and the structure of the bone is exposed.

The internal and outer plates are seen to be widely separated, and the

interval to be occupied by large shells, formed by an expansion ofthe diploe

into plates, as in the elephant. The interval exceeds 2| inches in the

occipital. On the left side of the frontal, the swelling at the vertex, has its

upper lamina of bone removed, and the cast of the cells exhibits a surface

of almond-shaped or oblong eminences, with smooth hollows between.
The temporal is greatly concealed by a quantity of the stony matrix,

which has not been removed from the temporal fossa. No trace of the

squamous suture remains to mark its limits and connection with the fron-

tal. The inferior processes ofthe bone about the auditory foramen have
been destroyed, or are concealed by stone. The zygomatic process is long,

and runs forward to join the corresponding apophysis of the jugalbone,

with little prominence or convexity. A line produced along it would pass

in front, through the tuberosities of the maxillaries, and to the rear along

the upper margin of the occipital condyles. The process is stout and
thick. The temporal fossa is very long, and rather shallow. It does not

rise up high on the side of the cranium : it is overarched by the cylinder-

like sides ofthe frontal bone. The position and form of the articulating

surface with the lower jaw are concealed by stone which has not been
removed.
There is nothing in the fossil to enable us to determine the form and

limits of the parietal bones ; the cranium being chiefly mutilated in

the region which they occupy. But they appear to have had the same-

form and character as in the ox : to have been intimately united with
the occipitais, and to have joined with the frontal at the upper angl*
of the skull.

The form and characters of the occipital are very marked. It occu-

pies a large space, having width proportioned to that of the frontal, and
considerable height. It is expanded laterally into two alav which cos**

G
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mence at the upper margin ofthe foramen magnum, and proceed upwards
and outwards. These al» are smooth, and are hollowed out downwards and
outwards from near the condyles towards the mastoid region of the tem-
poral. Their inner or axine margins proceed in a ridge arising from the
border of the occipital foramen, diverging from each other nearly at right
angles, and enclose a large triangular fossa into which they descend
abruptly. This fossa is chiefly occupied by stone in the fossil, but it does
not appear shallow, and seems a modification of the same structure as in

the elephant. There is no appearance of an occipital crest or protube-
rance. The bone is mutilated at the sides towards the junction with the
temporals. Both here and at its upper fractured margin its structure is

seen to be formed of large cells with the diploe expanded into plates, and
the outer and inner laminie wide apart. This character is very marked
at its upper margin, where its cells appear to join on with those of the
frontal. The condyles are very large, and fortunately very perfect in the
fossil; the longest diameter ofeach is 4.4 inches, and the distance measured
across the foramen magnum, from their outer angles, is 7.4 inches : dimen-
sions exceeding those of the elephant. Their form is exactly as in the
Ruminantia, viz. their outer surface composed of two convexities meeting
at a rounded angle : one in the line of the long axis, stretching obliquely

backwards from the anterior border of the foramen magnum ; on the other
forwards and upwards from the posterior margin, their line of commissure
being in the direction ofthe transverse diameter of the foramen. The lat-

ter is also of large size, its anteroposterior diameter being 2.3 inches, and
the transverse diameter 2.6 inches. The large dimensions of the foramen
and condyles must entail a corresponding developement in the vertebra*,

and modify the form of the neck and anterior extremities.

The sphenoidal bone, and all the parts along the base of the skull from
the occipital foramen to the palate, are either removed, or so concealed by
stone, as to give no characters for description.

The part of the brow from which the nasal bones commence is not dis-

tinguishable. The suture connecting them with the frontal is completely
obliterated : and it is not seen whether they run up into a sinus in that

bone, or how they join on with it. Between the horns there is a rise in

the brow, which 6inks again a little forward. A short way in advance of
a line connecting the anterior angles of the orbits, there is another rise in

the brow. From this point, which may be considered their base, the nasal

bones commence ascending from the plane of the brow, at a considerable

angle. They are broad and well arched at their base, and proceed for-

ward with a convex outline, getting rapidly narrower, to terminate in a
point curved downwards, which overhangs the external nostrils. For a
considerable part of their length they are joined to the maxillaries :

but forwards from the point where they commence narrowing, their lower
edge is free and separated from the maxillaries by a wide sinus : so that
viewed in lateral profile their form very much resembles the upper
mandible of a hawk, detached from the lower. Unluckily in the fossil,

the anterior margins of the maxillaries are mutilated, so that the exact

length of the nasal bone that was free from connection with them cannot
be determined. As the fossil stands, about four inches ofthe lower edge
of the nasals, measured along the curve, are free. The same mutilation

prevents its being seen how near the incisives approached the nasals,

with which they do not appear to have been joined. This point is one of
great importance, from the structure it implies in the soft parts about the
nose. The height and form of the nasal bones, are the most remarkable
feature in the head : viewed from above they are seen to taper rapidly

from a broad base to a sharp point ; and the vertical height of their most
toavex part above the brow at their base, is 3J inches.
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The form of the maxillaries is strongly marked in two respects : 1st,

their shortness compared with their great width and depth : 2nd, in the
upward direction of the line of alveoli from the last molar forwards,

giving the appearance (with the licence of language intended to convey
an idea of resemblance without implying more) as if the face had been
pushed upwards to correspond with the rise in the nasals ; or fixed on at

an angle with the base of the cranium. The tendency to shortness of the
jaw was observed in the dimensions of the teeth, the molars being compres-
sed, and their width exceeding their length to an extent not usual in the
Ruminantia. The width apart, between the maxillaries, was noticed be-
fore ; the interval, between the outer surfaces of the alveoli, equalling the
space in length occupied by the line of molars. The cheek tuberosities

are very large and prominent, their diameter at the base being 2 inches,

and the width of the jaw over them being 12.2 inches, whereas at the
alveoli it is but 9.8 inches. They are situated over the third and fourth

molars ; and proceeding up from them towards the malar, there is an in.

distinct ridge on the bone. The infra-orbitary foramen is of large size,

its vertical diameter being 1.2 inch ; it is placed over the first molar, as in

the ox and deer tribe. The muzzle portion of the bone is broken off at

about 2.8 inches from the 1st molar, from the alveolar margin of which,

to the surface of the diastema, there is an abrupt sink of 1.7 inch. The
muzzle is here contracted to 5.8 inches, and forwards at the truncated
part to about 4.1. The palatine arch is convex from rear to front, and
concave across. No trace of the palatine foramina remains, nor of the
suture with the proper palatine bones. The sphosno-palatine apophyses
and all back to the foramen magnum* are either removed or concealed

in stone. In front, the mutilation of the bone, at the muzzle, does not
allow it to be seen, how the incisive bones were connected with the maxil-

laries : but it appears that they did not reach so high on the maxillaries

as the union of the latter with the nasals. The same cause has rendered
obscure the connexions of the maxillaries with the nasals, and the depth
and size of the nasal echancrure or sinus.

The jucral bone is deep, massive and rather prominent. Its lower
border falls off abruptly in a hollow descending on the maxillaries : the
upper enters largely into the formation of the orbit. The posterior orbital

process unites with a corresponding apophysis of the frontal, to complete
the circuit of the orbit behind. The zygomatic apophysis is stout and
thick, and rather flat. No part of the arch, either in the temporal or

jugal portions, is prominent : the interval between the most salient points

being greatly less than the hind part of the cranium, and slightly less than
the width between the bodies of the jugals.

The extent and form of the lachrymals, cannot be made out, as there
is no trace of a suture remaining. Upon the fossil, the surface of the la-

chrymary region passes smoothly into that of the adjoining bones. There
is no perforation of the lower and anterior margin of the orbit by lachry-

mary foramina, nor any hollow below it indicating an infra-orbital or
lachrymary sinus. It may be also added, what was omitted before, that

there is no trace of a superciliary foramen upon the frontal.

The orbits are placed far forwards, in consequence of the great pro-
duction of the cranium upwards, and the shortness of the bones of the face.

Their position is also rather low, their centre being about 3.6 inches
below the plane of the brow. From a little injury done in chiseling off

the stone, the form or circle of the different orbits does not exactly cor-

respond. In the one of the left side, which is the more perfect, the long

* With the exception of a portion of the basilar? region, which resembles that of
the Ruminants.
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axis makes a small angle with that of the plane of the brow : the antero-

posterior diameter is 3.3 inches, and the vertical 2.7 inches. There is no
prominence or inequality in the rim of the orbits, as in the Ruminantia.
The plane of the rim is very oblique : the interval between the upper or
frontal margins of the two orbits being 12.2 inches, and that of the lower
or molar margin 16.2 inches.

* Dimension* of the Skull of the Sivatherium Oiganteum.

Eng. Inches. Mitres.

From the anterior margin of the foramen magnum to the alveolus of
1st molar, 18.85 .478

From do. to the truncated extremity of the muzzle, 20.6 .5908
From do. to the posterior margin of the last molar, 10.3 .969
From the tip of the nasals to the upper fractured margin of the cra-

nium, • 18.0 .4568
From do. do. to do. along the curve, 19.0 .4828
From do. do. along the curve, to where the nasal arch begins to

rise from the brow, 7.8 .198
From the latter point to the fractured margin of the cranium, .... 11.* .284
From the tip of the nasals to a chord across the tips of the horns,.

.

8.5 .216
From the anterior angle, right orbit, to the first molar, 9.9 .251

From the posterior do. do. to the fractured margin of the cranium, 12.1 .3075
Width of cranium at the vertex (mutilation at left side restored),

about 22.0 .559
Do. between the orbits, upper borders, 12.2 .3095
Do do. lower borders, 16.2 .4103
Do. behind the orbits at the contraction of the frontal, 14.6 .3705
Do. between the middle of the zygomatic arches, 16.4 .4168
Do. between the bodies of the malar bones, 16.62 .422
Do. base of the skull behind the mastoid processes (mutilated on
both sides)

,

1 9.5 .496
Do. between the cheek tuberosities of the mamillaries, 12.2 .3095
Do. of muzzle portion of the mamillaries in front of the first molar, 5.8 .149
Do. of do. where truncated (partly restored), 4 1 .104
Do. between the outer surfaces of the horns at their base, 12.5 .312
Do... do do. fractured tips of ditto, 13.65 .347
Perpendicular from a chord across tips of do. to the brow, 4.2 .165
Depth from the convexity of the occipital condyles to middle of fron-

tal behind the horns, 11.9 .302
Do. from the body of the sphcenoidal to do. between the horns,. . .

.

9.94 .252
Do. from middle of the palate between the 3rd and 4th molars do. at

root of the nasals, 7.52 .192
Do. from posterior surface last molar to extremity of the nasals, .

.

13.0 .331
Do. from grinding surface penultimate molar to root of the nasals, 10.3 .262
Do. from the convexity near the tip of the nasals to the palatial sur-

face in front of the first molar, 5.53 .14

Depth from middle of the alse of the occipital to the swell at vertex
of frontal, 8.98 .228

Do. from inferior margin of the orbit to grinding surface Sth molar, 7.3 .186
Do. from the grinding surface 1st molar to edge of the palate in

front of it, 2.6 .066
Space from the anterior angle of orbit to tip of the nasals, 10.2 .2595
Aatero-posterior diameter left orbit, 3.3 .084

Vertical do. do 2.7 .0685
Antero -posterior diameter of the foramen magnum, 2.3 .058
Transverse do. do 2.6 .066
Long diameter of each condyle, 4.4 .112

Short or transverse do. of do 2.4 .0603
Interval between the external angles of do. measured across the
foramen, 7.4 .188

Among n quantity of bones collected in the neighbourhood of the spot

in which the skull was found, there is a fragment of the lower jaw of a

very large ruminant, which we have no doubt belonged to the Sivatherium:

* To facilitate comparison with the large animals described in Coyik&'s Osse-
men Fossilcs, the dimensions are also given in French measure.
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and it is even not improbable that it came from the same individual with
the head described. It consists of the hind portion of the right jaw, broken
off at the anterior third of the last molar. The coronoid apophysis, the
condyle, with the corresponding part of the ramus, and a portion of the
angle are also removed. The two posterior thirds only, of the last molar
remain ; the grinding surface partly mutilated, but sufficiently distinct to
show the crescentic plates ofenamel, and prove that the tooth'belonged to
a ruminant. The outline of the jaw in vertical section, is a compressed
ellipse, and the outer surface more convex than the inner. The bone
thins off, on the inner side towards the angle of the jaw, into a large and
well marked muscular hollow : and running up from the latter, upon the
ramus towards the foramen of the artery, there is a well defined furrow, as
in the Ruminantia. The surface of the tooth is covered with very small
rugosities, and stris, as in the upper molars of the head. It had been
composed of three semi-cylinders, as is normal in the family, and the
advanced state of its wearing proves the animal from which it proceeded
to have been more than adult.

The form and relative proportions of the jaw agree very closely with
those of the corresponding parts ofa buffalo. The dimensions compared
with those of the buffalo and camel are thus

:

Sivatherium. Buffalo. Camel.

Depth of the jaw from the alveolus last molar,. . . . 4.95 inch. 2.65 inch. 3.70 inch.

Greatest thickness of do 3.3 1.05 1.4

Width of middle of last molar 1 .35 0.64 0.76
Length ofposterior fd of do 2.15 0.95 1.15

No known ruminant, fossil or existing, has a jaw of such large size ;

the average dimensions above given being more than double those of a
Buffalo, which measured in length of head 19.2 inches (.489 metres) ; and
exceeding those of the corresponding parts of the rhinoceros. We have
therefore no hesitation in referring the fragment to the Sitatherium
Giganteum.
The above comprises all that we know regarding the osteology of the

head from an actual examination of the parts. We have not been so for.

tunate hitherto, as to meet with any other remain, comprising the anterior

part of the muzzle either of the upper or lower jaw*. We shall now pro-

ceed to deduce the form of the deficient parts, and the structure of the

head generally, to the extent that may be legitimately inferred, from the

data of which*we are in possession.

Notwithstanding the singularly perfect condition of the head, for an
organic remain of such enormous size, we cannot but regret the mutilation

at the muzzle and vertex, as it throws a doubt upon some very interesting

points of structure in the Sivatherium : 1 st, the presence or absence of
incisive and canine teeth in the upper jaw, and their number and character

if present ; 2nd, the number and extent of the bones which enter into the

basis of the external nostrils ; and 3rd, the presence or absence of two
horns on the vertex, besides the two intra-orbital ones.

* In a note received from Captain Cadtley while this paper is in the press, that
gentleman mentions the discovery of a portion of the skeleton of a Sivatherium in

another part of the hills: See Journal As. Soe. Vol. IV. " During my recent trip

to the Siw&likt near the PinjOr valley, the field of Messrs. Baker and Durand's
labours, I regretted much my inability to obtain the dimensions of one of the most
superb fossils I suppose that ever was found. It was unfortunately discovered and
exeavated by a party of work people employed by a gentleman with whom 1 was
unacquainted ; and although I saw the fossil when in the rock, I was prevented from
getting the measurements afterwards. This specimen appeared to consist of the
Femur and tibia, with the tarsal, metatarsal, and phalanges of our Sivatherium." It

is much to be regretted that such an opportunity should have been lost of adding to

the information already acquired of this new and gigantic Ruminant.—Sec.
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Regarding the first point, we have nothing sufficient to guide us with
certainty to a conclusion, as there are ruminants both with and without
incisives and canines in the upperjaw; and the Sivatherium differs most
materially in structure from both sections. But there are two conditions

of analogy which render it probable that there were no incisives. 1. In all

ruminants which have the molars in a contiguous and normal series, and
which have horns on the brow, there are no incisive teeth. In the camel
and its congeners, where the anterior molars is unsymmetrical and separat-

ed from the rest of the series by an interval, incisives are present in the
upper jaw. The Sivatherium had horns, and its molars were in a conti-

guous series : it is therefore probable that it had no incisives. Regarding
the canines there is no clue to a conjecture, as there are species in the same
genus of ruminants both with and without them. 2. The extent and
connections of the incisive bones are points ofgreat interest, from the kind
of developement which they imply in the soft parts appended to them.

In most of the horned ruminantia, the incisives run up by a narrow
apophysis along the anterior margins of the maxillary bones, and join on
to a portion of the sides of the nasals ; so that the bony basis of the exter-

nal nostrils is formed of but two pairs of bones, the nasals and the incisives.

In the camel, the apophyses of the incisives terminate upon the maxilla,

ries without reaching the nasals, and there are three pairs of bones to the
external nostrils, the nasals, maxillaries and incisives. But neither in

the homed ruminants, nor in the camel and its congeners, do the bones of
the nose rise out of the plane of the brow with any remarkable degree of
saliency, nor are their lower margins free to any great extent towards the
apex. They are long slips of bone, with nearly parallel edges, running1

between the upper borders of the maxillaries, and joined to the ascending
process of the incisive bone, near their extremity, or connected only with
the maxillaries ; but in neither case projecting so as to form any consider,

able re-entering angle, or sinus, with these bones.

In our fossil, the form and connections of the nasal bones, are very
different. Instead of running forward in the same plane with the brow,
they rise from it at a rounded angle of about 130°, an amount of saliency

without example among ruminants, and exceeding what holds in the rhi-

noceros, tapir, and palaootherium, the only herbivorous animals with this

sort ofstructure. Instead of being in nearly parallel slips, they are broad
and well arched at their base, and converge rapidly to a sharp tip, which is

hooked downwards, over-arching the external nostrils. Along a consider-

able portion of their length they are unconnected with the adjoining bones,

their lower margins being free and so wide apart from the maxillaries, as
to leave a gap or sinus of considerable length and depth in the bony
fiarietes of the nostrils. The exact extent to which they are free, is un-
uckily not shown in the fossil, as the anterior margin of the maxillaries is

mutilated on both sides, and the connection with the incisives destroyed.

But as the nasal bones shoot forward beyond the mutilated edge of the
maxillaries, this circumstance, together with their well defined outline and
symmetry on both sides of the fossil, and their rapid convergence to a
point with some convexity, leaves not a doubt that they were free to a
great extent and unconnected with the incisives.

Now to determine the conditions in the fleshy part*, which the structure

in the bony parietes of the nostrils entails.

The analogies are to be sought for in the ruminantia and pachydermata.
The remarkable saliency of the bones of the nose, in the Sivatherium,

has no parallel, in known ruminants, to guide us ; and the connection of the
nasals with the incisives, or the reverse, does not imply any important
difference in structure in the family. In the Bovine section, the Ox and
the Buffalo have the nasals and incisives connected : whereas they are
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separate in the Yik* and Aurochs. In the Camel, they are also separate,

and this animal has greater mobility in the upper lip than is found in other

ruminants.
In the Pachydermata, both these conditions of structure are present

and wanting in different genera ; and their presence or absence is accom-
panied with very important differences in tne form of the corresponding

soft parts. It is therefore in this family that we are to look for an expla-

nation of what is found in the Sivatherium.

In the Elephant and Mastodon, the Tapir, Rhinoceros, and Palaeothe-

rium, there are three pairs of bones to the external nostrils ; the nasals,

the maxillaries, and incisivest. In all these animals, the upper lip is

highly developed, so as to be prehensile, as in the Rhinoceros, or extended
into a trunk, as in the Elephant and Tapir ; the amount of developement
being accompanied with corresponding difference in the position and form
of the nasal bones. In the Rhinoceros, they are long and thick, extending

to the point of the muzzle, and of great strength to support the horns of

the animal : and the upper lip is broad, thick, and very mobile, but little

elongated. In the Elephant, they are very short, and the incisives enor-

mously developed for the insertion of the tusks, and the trunk is of great

length. In the Tapir, they are short and free, except at the base, and pro-

jected high above the maxillaries ; and the structure is accompanied by a
well developed trunk. In the other Pachydermatous genera, there are but
two pairs of bones to the external nostrils, the nasals and the incisives :

the latter running up so as to join on with the former ; and the nasals,

instead of being short and salient, with a sinus laterally between them and
the maxillaries, are long, and run forward, united to the maxillaries, more
or less resembling the nearly parallel slips of the Ruminantia. Of this

genera, the Horse has the upper lip endowed with considerable mobility ;

and the lower end of the nasals is at the same time free to a small extent.

In all the other genera, there is nothing resembling a prehensile organ in

the upper lip.

In the Sivatherium, the same kind of structure holds, as is found in the
Pachydermata with trunks. Of these it most nearly resembles the Tapir.
It differs chiefly in the bones of the nose being larger and more salient

from the Chaffron ; and in there being less width and depth to the naso-
maxillary sinus, than the Tapir exhibits. But as the essential points of
structure are alike in both, there is no doubt that the Sivatherium was
invested with a trunk like the Tapir.

This conclusion is further borne out by other analogies, although more
indirect than that afforded by the nasal bones.

1st.—The large size of the infra-orbitary foramen. In the fossil, the
exact dimensions are indistinct, from the margin having been injured in

the chiseling off of the matrix of stone : the vertical diameter we make
oat to be 1.2 inch, which perhaps may be somewhat greater than the truth ;

but any thing approaching this site, would indicate a large nerve for

transmission, and a highly developed condition of the upper lip.

2nd.—The external plate ofthe bones of the cranium is widely separated
from the inner, by an expansion of the diploe in vertical plates, forming
large cells, as in the cranium of the Elephant : and the occipital is ex-

Snded laterally into alas, with a considerate hollow between, as in the
ephant. Both these conditions are modifications of structure, adapted

for supplying an extensive surface for muscular attachment, and imply a
thick fleshy neck, with limited range of motion ; and, in more remote
sequence, go to prove the necessity of a trunk.

Cuvier. Otsemens Fouiles, tooie iv. p. 131.

t Covier. Ostemeos Fotsiles, tomt Ui. p. 39.
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3rd.—^The very large size of the occipital condyles, which are greater

both in proportion, and in actual measurement, than those of the Elephant,
the interval between their outer angles, taken across the occipital foramen,
being 7.4 inches. 1'he atlas, and the rest of the series of cervical verte-

brae, must have been of proportionate diameter to receive and sustain the
condyles, and surrounded by a large mass of flesh. Both these circum-
stances would tend greatly to limit the range of motion of the head and
neck. But to suit the herbivorous habits of the animal, it must have had
some other mode of reaching its food; or the vertebra? must have been
elongated in a ratio to their diameter, sufficient to admit of free motion to

the neck. In the latter case, the neck must have been of great length, and
to support it and the load of muscles about it, an immense developement
would be required in the spinal apophysis of the dorsal vertebrae, and in

the whole anterior extremity, with an unwieldy form of the body generally.

It is therefore more probable that the vertebrae were condensed, as in the

Elephant, and the neck short and thick, admitting of limited motion to the
head : circumstances indirectly corroborating the existence of a trunk.

4th.—The face is short, broad, and massive, to an extent not found in

the Ruminantia, and somewhat resembling that of the Elephant, and suit-

able for the attachment of a trunk.

Next with regard to the horns:

—

There can be no doubt, that the two thick, short, and conical processes

between the orbits, were the cores of horns, resembling those of the
Bovine and Antilopine sections of the Ruminantia. They are smooth, and
run evenly into the brow without any burr. The horny sheaths which
they bore, must have been straight, thick, and not much elongated. None
of the bicorned Ruminantia have horns placed in the same way, exactly
between and over the orbits : they have them more or less to the rear.

The only ruminant which has horns similar in position is the four.horned
Antelope* of Hindustan, which differs only in having its anterior pair of
horns a little more in advance of the orbits, than occurs in the Sivatherium.

The correspondence of the two at once suggest the question, " had the
Sivatherium also two additional horns on the vertex ?" The cranium in

the fossil is mutilated across at the vertex, so as to deprive us of direct

evidence on the point, but the following reasons render the supposition at

least probable

:

1st.—As above stated, in the bi-cavicorned Ruminantia, the osseous cores

are placed more or less to the rear of the orbits.

2nd.—In such known species as have four horns, the supplementary pair

is between the orbits, and the normal pair well back upon the frontal.

3rd.—In the Bovine section of Ruminantia, the frontal is contracted

behind the orbits, and upwards from the contraction, it is expanded again
into two swellings, at the lateral angles of the vertex, which run into the
bases of the osseous cores of the horns. This conformation doed not exist

in such of the Ruminantia as want horns, or as have them approximated on
the brow. It is present in the Sivatherium.

On either supposition, the intra-orbitary horns are a remarkable feature

in the fossil : and if they were a solitary pair on the head, the structure,

from their position, would perhaps be more singular, than if there had
been two additional horns behind.

Now to estimate the length of the deficient portion of the muzzle, and
the entire length of the head :

—

In most of the Ruminantia, where the molars are in a contiguous unin-
terrupted series, the interval from the first molar to the anterior border of
the incisive bones is nearly equal to the space occupied by the molars ; in

some greater, in some a little less, and generally the latter. In other

• The Tetracerus or Antilope Quadricornit and* Chekara of authors.
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Ruminautia, such as the Camelida, where the anterior molars are insym-
metrical with the others, and separated from them by being placed in the

middle of the diasteme, this ratio does not hold ; the space from the first

molar to the margin of the incisives being less than the line ofmolars. In
the Sivatherium, the molars are in a contiguous series, and if on this ana-
logy we deduce the length of the muzzle, we get nearly 10 inches for the
space from the first molar to the point of the incisives; and 28.85 inches

for the whole length of the head, from the border of the occipital foramen
to tbe margin of the incisives ; these dimensions may be a little excessive,

but we believe them not to be far out, as the muzzle would still be short

for the width of the face, in a ruminant.
The orbits next come to be considered. The size and position of the

eye form a distinguishing feature between the Ruminantia and the Pachy.
dermata. In the former, it is large and full, in the latter, smaller and sunk*
en ; and the expression of the face is more heavy in consequence. In the
Sivatherium the orbit is considerably smaller in proportion to the size of
the head than in existing ruminants. It is also placed more forward in the

face, and lower under the level of the brow. The rim is not raised and
prominent, as in the Ruminantia, and the plane of it is oblique : the inter,

val between the orbits at their upper margin being 12.8 inches, and at the
lower, 16.2 inches. The longitudinal diameter exceeds the vertical in the
ratio of 6 to 4 nearly, the long axis being nearly in a line from the naso-
maxillary sinus across the hind limb of the zygomatic circle. From the
above we infer that the eye was smaller and less prominent than in ex-
isting ruminants : and that the expression of the face was heavier and
more ignuble, although less so than in the Pachydermia, excepting the
horse ; also that the direction of vision was considerably forwards, as well

as lateral, and that it was cut off towards the rear.

This closes what we have been led to infer regarding the -organs of the

head. With respect to tbe rest of the skeleton, we have nothing to offer,

as we are not at present possessed of any other remains which we can with

certainty refer to the Sivatherium*. Among a quantity of honest collected

from the same neighbourhood with the head fossil, there are three singu-

larly perfect specimens of the lower portions of the extremities of a large

ruminant, belonging to three legs of one individual. They greatly ex-

ceed the size of any known ruminant, and excepting the Sivatherium

Giganteum, there is no other ascertained animal of the order, in our col-

lection, of proportionate size to them. We forbear from further noticing

them at present, as they appear small in comparison for our fossil : and
besides, there are indications in our collection, in teeth and other remains,

of other large ruminants, different from the one we have described.

The form of the vertebra?, and more especially of the carpi and tarsi,

are points of great interest, to be ascertained ; as we may expect modifi-

cations of the usual type adapted to the large size of the animal. From
its bulk and armed head, few animals could be strong enough to contend

with it, and we may expect that its extremities were constructed more to

give support, than for rapidity of motion. But, in the rich harvest which

we still hope to reap in the valleys of the Markanda, it is probable that

specimens to illustrate the greater part ofthe osteology of the Sivatherium

will at no very distant period be found.

• See Note to page 17.—Sec
f We note here a very perfect cervical vertebrae of a Ruminant in our possession,

which most have belonged to an animal of proportions equal to that of the Sivathe-

rium, but from certain characters, we are inclined to suspect that it is allied to some
other gigantic species of Ruminant, of the existence of which we have already

tolerable certainty. Of the existence of the Elk, and a species of Camelidee, Lieut.

Bakkr of the Engineers has shewn us ample proof.

H
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The structure of the teeth suggests an idea regarding the peculiarities

of the herbivorous habits of the animal. In the description it was noticed

that the inner central plate of enamel ran in a flezuous sweep, somewhat
resembling what is seen in the Elasmotherium, an arrangement evidently

intended to increase the grinding power of the teeth. It may hence be
inferred, that the food of the Sivatherium was less herbaceous than that

of existing horned ruminants, and derived from leaves and twigs : or that

as in the horse, the food was more completely masticated, the digestive

organs less complicated, the body less bulky, and the necessity of regur-

gitation from the stomach less marked than in the present Ruminantia.
The following dimensions, contrasted with those of the Elephant and

Rhinoceros, will afford a tolerably accurate idea of the size of the Siva-

therium. They are characteristic, although not numerous :

—

Indian \ -horned

Elephant. Sivatherium. Rhinoceros.

From margin of foramen magnum to the first

molar, 33.10 inch. 18.85 inch. 24.9 inch.

Greatest width of the cranium, 26.0 22.0 12.05

Do. do. of face between the malar bones,.... 18.5 16.92 9.20

Greatest depth of the skull, 17.80 11.9 1105
Long diameter of the foramen magnum, .... 2.55 2.6 2.6

Short do do do 2.4 2.S 1.6

Average of the above, 15.06 12.38 10.22

If the view which we have taken of the fossil be correct, the Sivathe-

rium was a very remarkable animal, and it tills up an important blank in

the interval between the Ruminantia and Pachydermata. That it was a
ruminant, the teeth and horns most clearly establish ; and the structure

which we have inferred of the upper lip, the osteology of the face, and the

size and position of the orbit, approximate it to the Pachydermata. The
circumstance of any thing approaching a proboscis is so abnormal for a ru-
minant, that at the first view, it might raise a doubt, regarding the correct-
ness of the ordinal position assigned to the fossil ; but when we inquire

further, the difficulty ceases.

In the Pachydermata, there are genera with a trunk, and others with-

out a trace of it. This organ is therefore not essential to the constitution

of the order, but accidental to the size of the head, or habits of the animal
in certain genera. Thus in the Elephant, nature has given a short neck
to support the huge head, the enormous tusks and the large grinding
apparatus of the animal ; and by such an arrangement, the construction of
the rest of the frame is saved from the disturbance which a long neck
would have entailed. But as the lever of the head became shortened, some
other method of reaching its food became necessary ; and a trunk was
appended to the mouth. We have only to apply analogous conditions to a
ruminant, and a trunk is equally required. In fact, the Camel exhibits a
rudimentary form of this organ, under different circumstances. The upper
lip is cleft; each of the divisions is separately movable and extensible,

so as to be an excellent organ of touch.

The fossil was discovered near the Markanda river, in one of the small

valleys which stretch between the Kydrda-d&n and the valley of Piiy6rt in

the Sivdlik or sub-Himalayan belt of hills, associated with bones of the
fossil Elephant, Mastodon, Rhinoceros, Hippopotamus, &c. So far as our
researches yet go, the Sivatherium was not numerous. Compared with the
Mastodon and Hippopotamus, (H. SivdienHs, Nobis, a new species cha-
racterized by having six incisors in eitherjaw ;) it was very rare.

Northern Dodb, Sept. 15, 1835.
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IV.

—

Horary Observations of the Barometer, Thermometer, and Wet-bulb

Thermometer, made at Calcutta on the 21 st and 22nd of December,

1835, by Mr. H. Barrow, Astr. and Math. Inst.'maker to the H. C.

[Having ourselves inadvertently omitted the hourly observations appointed

by the Meteorological Association at the Cape to be taken on the above day,

we are most happy in being sble to supply the omission from Mr. Barrow's
register. As the Barometer registered monthly at the Assay office stands .014

higher than Mr. B. T
s T that quantity must be added to the Bar. indications at 32°

(in coL 7) to produce an accordance.

—

Ed.]

The barometer and wet-bulb thermometer were in a large room to

the north, the doors and windows of which were open during the whole

time. In the reductions* '030 has been used as the constant for capili-

ary attraction, and it is only necessary to add that the barometer is of

the mountain construction, with a screw at the bottom to bring the

surface of the mercury to zero.

(Calcutta mean ft me.)

Attach- 1 Exter- Barome- Depression
1935.

Hour.
Barome- ed Thcr- Wet-bulb nal ter re- of Wet- u

Date. ter. morac- Thermo- Thermo- duced bulbTher- It
ter. meter. meter. to 32°. raometer. s g

21 Dec. 6 A.M. >0,006 65,0 63,0 55,0 29,937 2,0 H. B.
* ,024 62,2 61,0 ,963 1,2 E. B.
8 ,033 64,0 62,0 62,0 ,972 2,0 (I. U.
9 ,or»H 66,7 63,0 66,0 ,993 3,7

10 ,070 68,3 63,9 69,3 ,991 4,4

IJ ,05* 69,6 64,0 71,6 ,971 5,8

Noon. ,030 70,1 63,9 72,2 ,946" 6,2

1 29,990 70,9 62,3 73,1 ,903 8,4

2 #H 71,1 62,0 73,2 ,882 9,1

3 ,971 71,6 62,2 73,5 ,883 9.4

4

5

6

,972 71,0 62,1 72,a ,885 8,9

,989 69,2 63,7 66,2 ,907 5,5

7 30,012 68,0 64,5 64,0 ,934 3,5

8 ,028 67,0 64,5 63,1 ,953 2,5

9 ,037 67,0 64,0 62,0 ,962 3,0

10 ,040 66,3 64,0 60,8 ,967 2,3

11 ,030 66,0 63,5 59,5 ,958 2,5
Mod. Midnight

1

,016 65,4 63,0 59,1 ,946 2,4

2 ,000 65,0 63,0 58,0 ,931 2,0
3 29,984 64,0 62,0 58,0 ,918 2,0
4 ,982 64,0 62,0 57,0 ,916 2,0
3 ,986 62,8 6J,8 67,0 ,924 1,0 E. B.
6 30,012 62,9 61,5 57,0 ,949 1,4

7 ,016 62,2 61,0 57,2 ,955 1,2

8 ,036 63,2 61,8 61,0 ,972 1,4 11. B.
9 ,0o4 67,0 62,0 66,9 ,989 5,0
10 ,068 69,1 63,5 70,5 ,987 5,6
11 ,040 70,5 63,0 73,0 ,954 7,5
Noon. ,020 71,9 63,0 74,0 ,930 8,9

1 ,000 72,2 63,0 | 75,0 ,909 9,2
2 29,961) 72.1 63,0 75,3 ,890 9,1
3 ,068 72,9 63,9 75,3 ,875 9,0
4 ,''11 72,3 63,0 73,5 ,881 9,3
5 ,977 71,9 63,0 71,0 ,887 8,9
6 30,00U 70,5 63,6 67,5 ,9U 6,9

* Of column 3, but not of column 7, which is fortunate, as we do not apply
any correction for capillarity in our own register.

—

Ed.

b2
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V.

—

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, the 6th January, 1836.

The Honorable Sir Edward Ryan, President, in the chair.

Sir Charles D'Oyly, Bart. ; E. A. Blundell, Esq. and Dr. H. Fal-
coner, proposed at the last meeting- were duly elected members.

The meeting then proceeded to the annual election of office-bearers,

when by scrutiny of names,

The Rev. Dr. Mill, W. H. Macnaohten, E9q. Sir J. P. Grant, and
Sir B. Malkin, were chosen Vice-Presidents for the ensuing year; and
Messrs. H. T. Prinsep, J, R. Colvin, C. E. Trbvelyan, C. H. Cameron,
D. Hare, Ram Comul Sen, Captains Forbes and Pemberton, and Dr.

Pearson, members of the Committee of Papers.

The Secretary communicated the results of the past year's proceedings,

The Dumber of new members added to the list in 1835 had been,

Ordinary members, 28

Associate members, 4

Honorary members, 5

The loss by death, one; by departure to Europe, three ; and with-

drawal, one; in all, 5

The financial operations of the year were as follows :

—

Receipts.Payments.
To House Establishment and con-

tingencies from 1st Nov. 1834* to

30th Nov. 1835, ~
To Salary of Curator, and Museum
contingent, from 1st May to 30th
Nov. 1835,

To Copies of the Journal supplied
to members to 31st Dec. —-~-.~

To Printing 500 copies of Index, -
To Ditto, 400 ditto, catalogue of
Library Asiatic Society,....~~~~

To Binding charges, ~~~
To Building Repairs, ~ . «~

To Purchase of a Cabinet, ~~~~~
To Balance in Bank of Bengal, ~~

R. A. P.

2.868 8 10

1,478 3 4

1,056
1,210

240
480 10

1,175 8
100
380 15

Sa, Rs. 8,998 14 1

By Balance of last year's account,
By Quarterly Collections and ad-
mission fees, realised,~~~~«._«.

By two Dividends on the estate of
Mackintosh and r«v

., , , , , „, ,...,..,

By Sale of Researches, „..

R. if. P.
3,101 10 4

5,157

717 12
22 7

Sa. Rs. 8,996 14

Subscriptions due (partly irrecover- R. A. P.
able,) 2,436 A

Interest of Govt. Paper not drawn, 1,417 111
thus leaving an available balance, without encroaching on the capital stock, of

about 3,000 rupees to meet the ezpences of the current year, besides the quar-

terly subscriptions, which by a resolution of the 6th November will henceforth

be collected in Company's rupees.

The separate account of the publication of Oriental works from the date of

their transfer from the Committee of Public Instruction was as follows

:

Payments.

To Pundits for correcting press, ~
To Maulavis for ditto, ~

—

~~~~
To Binding charges, paper, &c.~~
To Printing prospectus, &c ~-~~»
To Postage, — ...>,.,. ~—
To Freight and Package, &c ~-~

To Printer's bills, due to 31st Dec.
1 from Aug . to 30th Oct. ,.....--

2 from 1st Nov. to 31st Dec—.
3 for binding and covers, -~~~.

R. A, P.
139
217
Kid 10 9
21 8
38 15
46 2 8

563 4 5

2,623
1,069
454

9 3
7 6

3

Total, Sa. Rs. 4,710 5 5

Receipts.

By Sale of Sanscrit Books,
By Ditto of Arabic ditto, ~~

R. A. P.
90
584 8

» r. ^ 674 8 oBy Subscriptions not collected, for
works delivered to the parties, ~ 7i403

Total, Sa. Rs. 8,077 8
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leaving a profit of Sa. Rs. 3,367 2 7 upon the year's operations, to meet the

current printing expences, in addition to the chance of furthtr sale of the works

now completed.

The ordinary publications of the Society during the past year, had been

confined to the Index of the first IS volume* of Researches, and a now edition of

the library Catalogue.

On the 6th May, it was resolved to give additional attention to the Society's

museum of Natural History. A Curator and establishment were appointed, and

measures were taken to accommodate the museum of antiquities, models, images,

&c. in the gallery around the staircase, leaving the lower suite of apartments

entirely open for objects of Natural History.

To the gallery also was added the fine collection of pictures, munificently

presented by the sons of the late Mr. Home, one of the oldest members of the

Society. These alterations and the preparation of Mineral Cabinets had

enhanced considerably the year's expences, but the good effect had amply com-

pensated. To the museum of fossil remains, some splendid additions had been

conferred by Colonel Burnxy, Colonel Colyin, and Mr. Dean, and the col-

lection of recent Osteology and of birds had been properly arranged and classified.

A catalogue raisonnle had simultaneously been prepared by the Curator which

would hereafter be submitted to the Committee of Papers for publication. In

the mean time the strenuous assistance of members and friends of the institution

was solicited to render the Society's museum worthy of public attention.

The resolution of the Government to make over the library of the College of

Fort William to the " Public Library" lately instituted in Calcutta was coupled

with a reservation of all the works exclusively oriental of which it is known that

the College possesses a very extensive and valuable collection, comprising the

whole library of Tippu Sulta'n. These, it was generally understood, the Govern-

ment would be willing to transfer to the Asiatic Society should a request be ex-

pressed by this body to obtain them. As their possession would necessarily in-

volve an increase of establishment, the Committee of Papers had hitherto hesitated

making any application on the subject, but it was evidently desirable that such an

opportunity of enriching its collection should be hailed with eager desire by a

body devoted to the cultivation and study of Indian literature and history.

Library.

Two books in manuscript and six maps in theBurmese character, together

with thirteen sketches and maps in the Assamese character were present-

ed by Colonel G. Cooper, 34th Regt. N. I.

The Indian Journal of Medical Science, No. 25—by the Editors.

The Meteorological Register for Nov., 1835—by the Surveyor General.

On the salutary effects of the Convolvulus Nil upon the human con-

stitution. M. 8.—by G. Cooper, Esq. the Author.

A Prospectus of an intended publication " Corpus Inseriptionum IndL

earum," by M. Eugene Jaoquet, Paris, was submitted for the information

of members, and intending subscribers.

[Published on the cover of the November number.]

Museum.

One bow, a bird-cage, eleven arrows of sorts, and a specimen of the

copper coin in use amongst the Choara ; together with an Assam arrow-

head for killing tigers, were presented by G. Cooper, Esq.
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A bit of petrified tamarind from Triewcurry on the Coromandel Coast,

and a vulture, ( Vultur Ponticerianus,) and a Mandarin's cap, were present-

ed by Dr. L. Burlini, for T. F. Db Cruze, Esq.

A Pavooye ( Acridotheres Malabaricus) was presented by Mr. J. Ste-

phenson.

Read a letter from J. Bell, Esq. forwarding for inspection an animal

called " the Slow Lemur" described in the 4th volume of the Asiatic

Researches, by the late Sir William Jones, and giving some further parti.

culars of his habits.

Literary.

The Secretary apprized the meeting that he has received from Mr.

W. H. Smoult, the box of papers of the late Mr. Moorcroft, which

were in possession of the late W. Fbaser, Esq. and which he was willing

to place at the disposal of the Society, on the conditions expressed by the

deceased : viz. that any profit accruing from their publication should go

to the benefit of Mr. Moorcroft's relatives in England.

The Society entirely concurring in this view resolved, that they should

be immediately forwarded to Professor Wilson in England, to be made
use of aloug with the former manuscripts, on the conditions specified

.

A letter from the Vicar Apostolic of Cochin China, was read, request,

ing the Society to forward the specimen of the Dictionary, which he

regretted to hear could not be printed in Calcutta, to the Oriental Trans,

lation Fund in England, in case that body should be inclined to patronize

its publication.

A letter was read from Captain C. M. Wade, transmitting a second

memoir by Mr. Charles Masson, on the ancient coins discovered at

Beghram in the Kohistan, at Jelalabid and K&buL
The memoir had been detained in Capt. Wade's possession, since the month

of June last, in consequence of some official correspondence with Col. Pottin-

gkr to whom the coins to which it relates have been finally forwarded for the

Bombay Government.

The present memoir adds the names of Diomxdes, Palkrkos, Alouokknrb (?)

to those already known, and gives some valuable information on the sites of

the Alexandria ad calcem Caucasi, &c. It is published at length in the present

number.

Wednesday Evening, the 3rd February, 1836.

Sir Edward Ryan, President, in the chair.

Lieut.-Col. J. Colvin, Engrs., Lieut.-Col. L. R. Stacy, John Neave*

Esq. C. S., and Lieut. A. Cunningham, were proposed as Members by Mr.

James Prinsep, seconded by Sir Edward Ryan.

Rajah Vvaya Govinda Singha Behadur of Purnea was also proposed

by Mr. James Prinsep, seconded by Koomar Radhacant Deb.

Read, a letter from Mr. E. A. Blundell, acknowledging his election as

a Member of the Society.

Read the following letter from His Highness Prince Estrrhaey, Ambas-

sador of His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of Austria at the British Court

:
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" London, August 4, 1835.
44 Sir,

" In reply to the letter you addressed to me on the 25th January last, I bare

the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the boxes containing each twenty-fire

copies of a Tibetan Dictionary and Grammar, prepared for publication by the

Hungarian Traveller Mr. Alexander Csoma K5r5sy, and printed at the

expence of the British Indian Government, under the auspices of the Asiatic

Society.

"These fifty copies being destined by Mr. K

5

rosy to be presented by the

different public Institutions of Hi* Imperial Majesty's dominions, I lose no time

in assuring you, that the learned Author's intentions shall be faithfully fulfilled.

44 The enclosed letters and the Oriental works you have sent to the Antic Coun-

cilor Von Hammer, hare also been forwarded to their destination.

'• I have not failed to inform my Government of the liberality with which the

Indian Government has replaced the sum of 300 ducats, transmitted through

this Embassy to Mr. Csoma di Koaos, which had been lost by the failure of

Messrs. Alexander and Co., and anticipating its intentions, I seise with great

pleasure this opportunity to express to you, and through your means to the

Indian Government, ss well as to the Asiatic Society, the high sense I entertain

of the kind protection afforded to my learned countryman in His Britannic

Majesty's dominions in India. Allow me to offer my sincerest thanks for such

generous conduct.
44

1 have the honor to be, &c.
44 ESTERHAZY."

Copy of this letter was directed to be communicated to the Government and

to Mr. Csoma KOrosy, who left Calcutta a short time since on a tour through

Tirhut and to the west of India.

Read a letter from H. Chajokr, Esq., Chief Secretary to the Govt, of

Fort St. George, directing that the Sixty Copies of 4th, 6th, and 6th

volumes of Fatawa Alemgiri, subscribed for by the Madras Govt,

should be forwarded, and enclosing remittance for the same.

Also similar letters from the Register of the Sadar Dewani, and the

Secretary of the College Council of Fort William.

Library.

Read a letter from F. Marort, Esq., Secretary to the Society de Phy-

sique de Geneve, forwarding vols. 6 and 6 of their Transactions for pre-

sentation to the Society, and requesting an interchange of publications.

Read a letter from M. Broussh, Secretary to the Royal Academy of

Arts, Sciences, && at Bordeaux, acknowledging the receipt of vols. 17

and 18, Asiatic Researches, and of a copy of M. Csoma de Koros's Tibe-

tan Dictionary and Grammar, and forwarding for presentation to the

Society, a copy of its Transactions from 1819 to 1834, inclusive, 6 vols.

handsomely bound.

The Indian Journal of Medical Science, Nos. I and II, for 1836—6*

F. Corbyn, Esq.

Report on the State of Education in Bengal, presented by Messrs.

Wiu-js and Earlr, on behalf of Rev. Mr. Adam.
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Two copies of a Sketch of the Solar System, translated into Bengali, by

MahA Rajah Kali Kissen Behadur, and presented by the translator.

Meteorological Register for December, 1833

—

by the Surveyor General.

Museum.

The Secretary presented on the part of his Excellency General Bhima

Sinba, Minister to the Rajah of Nepal:

Two elaborate drawings of Kathmandu, and of a temple and bridge in

the hills. A richly ornamentally Kukri and Khonta : two large elephant's

tusks, and three pods of musk.

A model as large as life, of a native*carrying a bullock on his shoulders

was presented by Dr. F. Corbyn.

Literary and Antiquities.

The Secretary read the following extracts from the correspondence of

Mr. Vione, from littleTibet and from Cashmir, of which valley this traveller

is stated to have made a beautiful series of drawings, and an accurate pa-

noramic view, which will be much prized in Europe.
44 Iskardo, 10M September, 1835.

44 1 have now been in this very wild and extraordinary place four days, and am
pleased with every thing. I set off from Cashmir by boat to Bundurpur, seeing

every thing done myself to prevent delay, and took leave of the Governor about

12 o'clock. We had a merry glide of it till night, when the mnsquitoes became

exceedingly numerous and troublesome ; arrived at Bundurpur on the great lake

the next morning, and heard the agreeable intelligence that a mounted guard of

10 men were awaiting my arrival in Ahmad Shah's frontier. I spent the rest

of the day in a visit to the Shumladier hill, and the next morning we were fairly

off. At that station I was joined by Nasim Khan, the same man that had eaten

your salt for a month and some days, with a letter from Ahmad Shah. He
told me he had been waiting three days in the neighbourhood, not liking to make
his appearance among the Sikhs. I like the man much, he is very intelligent and

amusing. What a glorious view we had on the second morning, two-thirds of

Cashmir and towards Tibet, one mountain in particular of immense height, totally

covered with snow from the shoulders upward, named " Diarmul."
44 In three days we reached Guress, a very pretty valley, a little higher than

Cashmir, entirely surrounded by the loftiest mountains, but bare; merely growing

back wheat, vetches, and barley. After leaving Guress, we passed a place which

a few men could defend against an army ; where the Sikhs and Tibetans fought

two days. Further on after passing over a most desolate country, I was met by

Ahmad Shah's son. I had heard there were some marauders in the neighbour-

hood, but did not really imagine there was any truth in the account. However,

the young Rajah, a very intelligent young fellow, assured me there were, and that

his father had sent him to protect me. Imagine the wildnees of this scene.

Discordant but not altogether un military music gave notice of his approach, and

at last, he appeared with some forty sepoys, and led horses. The next morning,

we marched in company with him, while the approach of the thieves was hourly

expected. They had but one way to come, and when we arrived near the scene

of action, I observed parties stationed in different places on the mountains, to

prevent all escape. Suddenly an alarm was sounded, and gave notice of their
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approach, and the thieve* were soon surrounded, and cut up. Armad Shah
was there in person. I met him on the field of battle. He said he was so happy

at baring destroyed the robbers, and seeing me there, that if he were at Iskardo,

he did not know what be should do to manifest his joy. We all sat down in a

large ring. His sepoys shewing their wounds, and I administered pills, to keep

off fever. Of the thieves some returned, 72 killed, 15 escaped ; but 1 don't think

there were so many. They treated the wounded men horribly. The enemy cams
from the neighbourhood of Peshaur, and were driving off men, women, and cattle.

I am delighted with the old Rajah. He appears to have some excellent English

ideas about him, and enjoyed the scene amaziogly. The book, said to have been

written by the old Missionary, does not, he assures me, exist. He shewed me an

Armenian Testament that he had bought of some pedlar, which probably gave

rise to the report. His faith in the theory of his descent from Alkxandbr is

strong. He talks freely of every thing in and about the country, and has sent

out men to procure me all kinds of curiosities. We make an excursion to n hot

spring on the road to Yarkand in a day or two, and shall have some shikar, &c.

I shall quit this extraordinary place, (a vale partly desert, washed by the Attock,

a noble stream, quarter mile wide, some 15 miles long, and surrounded by bare

rugged mountains on every side, of vast height,) in about 12 days or so: the snow

will then begin to fall. I expect a cold march of it. He is very proud of his rock

crystal, of which I can bring away as much as I please. As to the productions

of the valley, I am making myself fully master of them. He refuses no sort of

information. The fort is on a rock covered with alluvial soil, raised in the very

centre of the valley, from the bed of what was once most likely a lake. In size,

shape, and appearance, washed on two sides of the river, it bears some resem-

blance to Subathu ; as to the works, a few shells for the wood, and round shot for

the stone, would destroy them in a few hours. It would be ridiculous (certain

death) to attempt going to Yarksnd. Since Moorcroft was at Ladakh, they

have got the picture of an Englishman, so I am assured, painted on the wall,

that -all who see one may know him. Yarkand is about a month's march—

a

harkara could go in 12 days. I am going to a classical sort of equestrian sport

in a day or two, such as T was happy to hear remarked was played in the time of

Iskandkr. It had struck me that the course was precisely the shape of the course

of Caracalla at Rome."
" Cathmir, 23rd October, 1835.

•• Here I am safe and well ; arrived yesterday after a very severe march of

25 days from Iskardo, over as rough roads, if they deserve the name, as can be

seen any where. I have with me four Yaks and all kinds of things. I hope to

start hence in about 10 days, and shall come the shortest road to Lahor. So

pray oblige me by making some arrangements about the Indus. I should like to

hire a boat, men, &c. It must be big enough to carry my Yaks. They are not

tall but heavy. 1 expect Baron Hugkl here in two or three days, and suspect I

shall have a very narrow escape of stopping another year in India, but must do

every thing I can to get off in time."
" Ctukmir, 30M October, 1835.

" I wrote to you a few days ago, to mention my safe return, but forget to send

the enclosed inscriptions. Pray post them off at your earliest convenience to

Csoma de KorOs, author of the Tibetan Dictionary, or some person compe-

tent to undertake their examination and request a translation, if possible, and

soon ; with my compliments. I began my panoramic view from the Tukht

I
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yesterday, the weather continues fine. There is nothing new to communicate,

excepting that I hear the Baron is coming the JammQ road, and cannot be far off

now. I must be at Bombay by the middle of January.*'

Ofthe inscriptions alluded to in the last extract, one at least is in clear Tibetan

characters, and will be doubtless easily decyphered by M. Csoma pk Kuaos, to

whom they will be sent at Malda.

The Baron Hugbl had deviated from his proposed tour after ascending the

pass from Buodurpur to Iskardo into little Tibet, on account of the advanced

season ; he had since joined M. Vignb at L4hor.

The Rev. Mr. Batsman, in a letter from Bombay, communicated a fac-

simile of an inscription, supposed to be in Cufic characters, found by Cap.

tain Thomas Jkrvis, at the village of Warn, in the Southern Konkan; the

original stone of which he had presented to the Bombay Literary Society.

The inscription is apparently in the elongated form of Nagari character, found

on the coins of the Samrashtra group. (See Journal, vol. iv. PI. XLIX. p. 684,)

and may in time be made out.

Mr. Traill, Commissioner of Kemaon, presented further facsimiles of

the inscriptions at Bagtewar, near Almorah, which were made over to the

Rev. Dr. Mill, V. P. for examination.

Read an extract of a private letter from Lieut. A. Cunningham,
Engineers.

Lieut. C. pointed out, in reference to the motto APAOXPO on one of General

Vbntuua's coins (fig. 9 of PI. XXXVIII. vol. iv.) that the same name might

be tracedon the coin depicted as fig. 6, PI. I. vol. xvii. of the Researches, of which he

possessed a more legible duplicate : thus forming the most perfect link between

the Indo-Scythic and Canouj coins. The cornucopia is borne by both the stand-

ing and sitting females of this type.

An anonymous address " to the Members of the Asiatic Society,"

signed " Veritas," Hobart Town, Vandieman's Land, September, 1885,

developed a new theory of the origin of the Vugas of the Hindus, and
called upon the Society to examine the subject more closely.

Whatever may be thought of the address, which from its want of authentica-

tion cannot be noticed, it is satisfactory to find the Society's Researches made
the subject of study in the new colony.

Physical.

Lieut-Col. Colvin presented on the part of Lieutenants Baker and
Durand, three fossils from the Dadupur collection, of great interest.

1. Part of the jaw of a rhinoceros, with two milch teeth attached.

2. The molar tooth of a camel ; of which new fossil genus, they possess now
the entire head. (See Journal for December, 1835.)

3. A very distinct head of a fish

.

To these Colonel Colvin added, on his own part, four fragments of the

fossil shell of a tortoise, of gigantic dimensions.

The same officer presented on the part of Lieutenant Baker, a series

of the fossil shells from the stratum of blue marl, underlying hard sand,

gravel, and yellow sand, inclined at an angle of 45° in the low range of

hills at the head of the Delhi Canal. A sketch of the strata accompanied.

A note from Mr. B. H. Hodgson called the Society's attention to a paper
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• and drawing of a new specie* of Cotuthba, submitted to the Society sereral

years since, of which by some inadvertence no notice had been taken.

A duplicate of the article was now furnished.

It appears that the bird it described as new by the Zoological Society in 1832,

thus depriving tbe author here of the priority of discovery and publication.

Specimens of Cinnyris Mahrattensis and Rynchosa Capensis—presented

by M. Bouoass.

A specimen of Raia Thouriniana—presented by Captain Lloyd, Indian

Navy.

Specimens of Squalus Zygosna and Maximus—presented by Mr. F. Shaw,
of the Surveying Vessel Flora.

A collection of skins of birds, of snakes, fishes, Crustacea and MoUusca—
presented by Lieut. Montriou, Indian Navy, and Mr. F. Shaw.

This collection was received only a few days ago but the following genera and

species have been determined.

Birds, the Genera, Dicrurus, Ardea, and Carbo : Snakes, Dryinus and Hy-
drophis : Fishes, Trichiurus, Polynemis, Golieides, Pleuronectes, Tetradou,

Clupea, Chanda, and Pimelodes : Crustacea, Sepia, Loligo, and Monoculns :

Sheits, Balanus, Pholas f Psammotea, Area, Cardium, Cytherea, Venus, Ceri-

thium, Turritella, Pyrula, Nerita, Neritina, Ampullaria, Dolium, Cassis, Oliva,

Rotella, and Calyptroea.

Of these genera, the following species have been ascertained : Dicrurus Indi-

cus, Trichiurns Argenteus, Polynemus Paradiseus, Golieides Rubicunda, Plen-

ronectes Pan, Tetradon Patoca, Clupea Aclara, Chanda Ruconius, Pimelodes Etor

;

Monoculns Polyphemus ; Balanus Striata*, Pholas Orientalis, Cerithium Teles-

copinm, and Sulcatum ; Pyrula Vespertilio, Dolum Pomum, and Cassis Areola.

The Python Amethystina, presented some months ago by Mr. Chunk, died

during the very cold weather of last month. He changed his skin at the begin*

niog of December, and refused to eat afterwards ; remaining in a semi-torpid

condition till the coming on of the (for this country) extreme cold of the middle

of January.

A collection of skins of birds—presented by W. D. Smith, Esq.

A memoir by Messrs. Falconer andCAUTLET, on the peculiarities of two

new species of fossil Hippopotamus, found in the Siwdlik range, was read.

The great distinction between the Hippopotamus of the sub-Himdlayas and

the fossils described by Cuvisa, and also the existing animal of South Africa,

consists in its having six incisor teeth, in lieu of four. This marked difference

has led the authors to a subdivision of the genus into Hexaprotoden and Tetra-

protodtm. The former comprising the two or more varieties hitherto discovered

in India, in a fossil state. Their account will appear in the outcoming volume

of die Physical Researches.

A series of Geological specimens from the Shekhawlti country, were

presented by Mr. Falconer.

A memoir on a Geological collection made in the country .between

Hyderabad and Nagpur, and presented to the Society by the collector,

Dr. Malcolmson, with a descriptive map, was submitted.

[This will shortly be published in the Journal.]
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Meteorological Register.
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JOURNAL
OF

THE ASIATIC SOCIETY.

No. 50.—February, 1836.

I.

—

Account of Rumbdwe, one of the States in the Interior of Malacca,

By Lieut. J. F. Nbwbold, 23rd Regt. Madras Native Infantry.

Rumbdwe has generally been accounted by the Portuguese and

Dutch Governments at Malacca as the principal of the states in the

interior ; but their ideas, like our own, until of late years, of the

relative situation of these states, both political and geograpical, appear

to have been very erroneous. At the present time, indeed, much
interesting matter remains in obscurity, and must remain until the

peninsula has been more thoroughly explored.

These notions of the superiority of Rumbdwe over the sister state

arose probably from the circumstances of its proximity to, and early

connexion with, Naning ; and from that of its capital being the crown-

ing place of the deputed sovereign from Menangkdbdwe.

Tradition ascribes its name to a large Marabdwe tree, anciently

growing near its western frontier, on one of the banks of the Mara-
bdwe stream, not far from its embouchement into the Rumbowe branch

of the Lingie river.

There was a small hamlet here, when 1 visited the place in 1 832,

consisting of four or five Malay houses. The word Marabdwe is

supposed to have been corrupted into Rumbdwe.

The area of Rumbdwe proper, not including the dependencies, is said

not to be quite so spacious as that of Naning. The nearest point of

its frontier is distant about 25 miles N. W. from the town of Malacca.

Boundaries.—It is bounded towards the N. E. by Srimindnti and
Sungie Ujong ; towards the south, by part of Naning and Johdle ; to the

west, by part of Naning and Salengore, and to the east, by part of

Srimindnti and Johdle. •

K
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The boundary marks with Srxmindnti are the mountains of Lepat,

Cdjang, and Gdnong tdjoh ; with Sdngie Ujong, Bdkit Augim, part of

the right branch o^ the Lingie river, and ParenHan tingih ; with Naming* ;

with Johdle, the hill of Bdkit Pdbet ; and with Salangore, the Lingie

river.

Rumbdwe contains two divisions, viz. Rumbdwe Uld and Rumbdwe

Jlir ; each under its four Sdkus, who are all subject to the control of

one Panghulu.

The Lingie river forms the channel of communication, by water,

of Rumbdwe with the straits of Malacca, into which it falls about eight

miles to the eastward of Cape Rachddo. This river is about 450 yards

broad, and takes a north-by-easterly course into the interior, to the

distance of about six miles, when it divides into two branches. The one

to the left, called Battang Pennar, goes up to Lingie, and the Sdngie

Ujong tin mines, taking a N. W. by N. course ; and the one to the

right, called Battang Pendgie, takes a N. E. by E. course, to Sander,

in Rumbdwe. It has its rise among the mountains of this state. The

three principal posts of Rumbdwe are situated on the banks of Battang

Pendgie ; viz. Sempong, six miles from the mouth at the point of the

river's bifurcation; Padds, on the right bank, five or six miles further

up ; and Bander, about eight miles beyond Padds.

The river, up to Sempong, is navigable for vessels of 125 tons,

ranging from 3| to 7 fathoms, high-water, and vessels ofnine tons may
pass up, without much difficulty, to Padds; and to Lingie, on the other

branch.

In entering the mouth of the river care must be taken to avoid the

eastern bank, in consequence of hidden rocks, which run off to sea.

The channel near the western bank is deep and safe.

Regarding Padds, the following remarks are extracted from some

notes taken during a trip up the river in 1833. Two or three miles

in advance of Ramoan China Kechil, on the right bank of the river,

on the summit of a small hill commanding it, is Raja Ali's (the long

depertdan Besdr) stockaded house. The place is named Padds, from a
small stream that flows into the river about a quarter of a mile nearer

Sempong. The river, several hundred yards above and below Padds,

had been partially blocked up by large trees felled completely across.

In one place we passed through a formidable chevaux de frise of point-

ed stakes, bound together, and running from bank to bank.

On this part of the river the stockade bears most : it is most

judiciously placed to annoy an enemy passing up with so many
obstacles in his course. We contrived to get over them with consl-

• See paper on Naaing, vol. IV. 297.
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derable difficulty, although the trees had since been cut in two, and

broken down. At high-water, they might however be readily passed.

The river was blockaded in this fashion during the Naning distur-

bances, and the engineer on this occasion was no other than our friend

in the boat, the Laks-amdna of Rumbdwe. Sempong, as before stated,

is situated at the point of the river's bifurcation. In 1833, it consisted

xmly of two or three huts ; in the foremost of which was a small

battery, consisting of seven swivels, and an iron 3-pr. of sufficient range

to command both branches of the river. It is the place selected by the

Rumbdwe chiefB to levy the duty on the tin passing down from Sdngie

Ujong.

At the close of 1833, and commencement of 1834, many fugitives

settled here, in consequence of the disturbances at Lingie, together with

a small colony from Sumatra, under a PangKma named Rammer. The

place is now strongly stockaded by the long de pertuan Muda Sayad

Saban, by whom every encouragement is held out to settlers.

Population.—Rumbdwe, including Kroh and Tamping, contains about

9»000 inhabitants. The principal places are Bander, Sempong, Chembong,

Rating, and Battu Ampar. Chembong, with its environs, is said to contain

about 600 houses, and drives a petty trade in timber, dammer, and

wax, which are bartered for opium, cloths, iron utensils, and tobacco.

Chembong is the residence of the Panghuld of Rumbdwe ; Bander,

Padds, and Sempong those of the long depertdans.

Besides Malays are several aboriginal tribes inhabiting the steeps

of the mountains, and the forests, who subsist principally by hunting.

The natives give them the general appellation of Orang Ben da, people

of the soil or country.

They are subdivided into several tribes : among the most remarkable

of which are the Uddi, Sakkye, Jakdn, and Rayet Utan. I have seen

several specimens of the two last, but do not perceive any material

dissimilarity between them, save that the latter, by enjoying freer

intercourse with the Malays, have become more civilized ; at least, as

far as a shew of dress and ornaments is implicated.

They differ much from the descriptions given of the Semang in the

interior of Quedah, and the thick-lipped, woolly-haired Papuan. Their

features are of the Malay caste ; their hair sometimes straight, like that

of the generality of Asiatics, but more frequently curling ; at the same

time, very different from the frizzly locks of the African.

Their stature is shorter, but they do not differ much in complexion

from the Malay.

The Malays entertain a high estimation of the skill of those singular

tribes in medicine, and the knowledge of the virtues of herbs, roots,

k 2
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plants, &c. investing their sages, Pdyongs, even with supernatural

powers, such as the Tdjoh Besawye, &c.

These tribes are to be found over the whole of the interior of this

part of the peninsula, particularly in Uld Colang, Sdngie Ujong, Johdle.

Jompdle, Jellabu, Uld Attar, and Segdmet. They are skilled in the com-

position of the celebrated upas poison, with which they tip the points

of their arrows. The Sdmpitan, a long tube, through which the poison-

ed darts are blown, and a spear, are their favorite weapons. The cloth

that encircles their loins is made from the fibrous bark of the Terrap

tree.

The influence of their Botins, or chiefs over the election of the Pan-

ghdld of Sdngie Ujong, has been mentioned. In Johdle, they exert a

similar power. It may be also remarked here, that in Rumbdwe there

are two distinctions of the high Malayan tribe called Bddoanda, viz.

Bddodnda Jakdn, and Bddodnda Jawa. The Panghdlds of all these

states must necessarily be of one of these two tribes.

Government.—Rumbdwe was formerly under the immediate sway of

its Panghdld and Ampat Suku; but of latter days, the long depertdan

Mdda claims equal, if not superior power to the Panghdld.

The first chief who assumed the title of long de pertdan Mdda of

Rumbdwe was Rdja Assil, the son of the second MenangkdbSwe prince

Raja Adil ; he was appointed by the then long de pertdan Besdr (his

son-in-law Rdja Itam), with the concurrence of the Panghdlds of the

four states ; and it is stated, had assigned to him, as a subsistence,

two-sixths of the duty levied on the tin passing down the river from

Sdngie Ujong, (the duty was then 2 dls. per bhar,) and the revenues of

the districts of Kroh and Tampin, near the foot of the mountain of

that name.

In 1812, Asbil was driven out ofRumbdwe, as previously mentioned,

by the Panghdld and Sdkds, assisted by Raja Alt; and died in

Naning in 1814 or 15. Raja Ali supplanted him; but, being

elected as long de-pertdan Besdr in 1832, was succeeded in the Mdda-

ship by his son-in-law, the present chief, Sayad Saban.

This office being an innovation on ancient usage is, consequently,

secretly disliked by the Malays, especially where its privileges are so

ill defined and unsettled; and one in which right would appear syno-

nymous with might.

Another change within the last few years has taken place in the

constitution of this state ; instead of the council of the Ampat, or four,

Sdkds, it consists now of eight, or the Suku long de-ldpan ; who, with

the Panghdld, now form a deliberative body, like the Archons of

Athens, of nine.
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The Panghdld is alternately elected from the two tribes, Bddodnda

Jakdn and Bddodnda Java. The following circumstances, according

to tradition, led to this custom:

" When the king of Johore appointed nine Panghdlds over the

nine Negri* in the interior of Malacca, the heads of the leading tribes

in Bmmbdwe, viz. those of the Bddodnda Jakdn and Jawa, disputed

regarding the superiority of their respective claims to the honor. His

Highness of Johore, after due deliberation, came to the decision that

the selection of a Panghdld should not be made from one tribe exclu-

sively, but that each should have the privilege alternately."

This judgment, we are assured, gave entire satisfaction, and at all

events, seems to have been adhered to in subsequent elections.

It must not be omitted here to state, that the title of Lllah Mdhd*

rdja was given by the king to the Panghulus of the tribe Bddodnda

Jakdn, and that of Sddia Rdja to those of the Bddodnda Jawa; with

the exception of this custom, the office of Panghdld is hereditary,

agreeably to the law of Perpati Sabdtang prevailing in Menangkdbdwe,

and provided the heir be not insane or an imbecile. The present

Panghdld is of the tribe Bddodnda Jakun, he succeeded his predecessor

Bahdgo, of the tribe Bddodnda Jawa, in 1819.

Sukus.—[JnderthePanghdld*rethe eight Sukus, or heads of the tribes,

into which the population of Rumbdwe is divided ; and who act as

their representatives in councils of state, where like the former SCk&s

of Nanmg and Sungie Ujong, they possess considerable influence.

Nothing of any public importance can be agreed on without their

concurrence ; and their unanimous vote on disputed points bears down

that of the Panghdld. The long de-pertuan Besdr and Muda always

exert more or less influence over their councils. The signature of the

Sukus is necessary to the ratification of any treaty, or other similar

public document.

Formerly there were only four Sdkds who had share in the councils,

vi». those of Rumbdwe Ilir ; but latterly those of Rumbdwe Ulu have

been admitted, as alluded to above. This change was effected by the

policy of the two long de-pert&ans, in order to lessen the influence of

the Panghdld and former S&kds, and to increase their own.

The names of the tribes and titles of the individuals who represent

them are as follow :

Rumbdwe llir.

Tribes. Heads
Bftttu Ampar, Gompar
Pays K&mbaBarrat,.. .M£ra
Ifancal Sangsikra Pahlawaa. j

Tig* Neolk, Bongta de Balaog. J

eads of tribes. I

ar Maharaja. I

If£ra Boagsa. Y
<

Rumbdwe Vl&.
Tribes. Heads of Tribes.

Paya K&niba Darrat, .... Sama Raja.
Batta Ballang, Andika.
Sa Melongang, Mcndalika.
Sri Lummah, Scnda Maharaja.

To this list may be added the names of four inferior tribes, which
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being scanty in number, and most of them of foreign origin, are repre-

sented by the heads of the more important tribes, viz. Txga, Battu,

Anak Malacca, Anak Achi, (children of Malacca and Achin,) and Tan-

nah Dattar. The Bddodnda tribes are represented by the Panghdlds.

Malays, strangers to Rumbdwe, while residing there, are amenable to

the head of the tribe to which they belong. Settlers are immediately

classed in their respective tribes. Those from Menangkdbowe generally

enter that of Bdttu Ampar, which is the principal of the five tribes that

originally emigrated from Menangkabowe ; viz. those of Muncal, Bdttu

Baliang, Tiga Bdttu, and Tannah Dattar.

A man marrying into another tribe becomes a member of that of

the woman, as also the children.

Some of the tribes have peculiar privileges; it is said that the

Bddodndas, though guilty of the highest crimes, are exempt from capital

punishment ; banishment and fines being the only penalty to which

they are liable. The circumstance of the Panghdlds of the independ-

ant states being necessarily Bddodndas has already been adverted to*.

Although the Malays, like the Greeks and Romans, entertain the

highest veneration for old age, still the claims of descent supersede

those conferred by years, particularly with regard to the heads of

tribes, who have precedence in the councils of the state, conformably

to the rank of the tribe they represent. An instance of this, and the

power sometimes exercised by the Sdkds in election, fell under my own
observation. At Sdngie Sipdt, on the frontier of Rumbdwe, in 1833,

among the assembly of Malay chiefs there, I observed a boy, whose

dress and weapons betokened some rank, and to whom a considerable

degree of deference was shewn by the natives. On inquiring, I found

him to be the head of the principal tribe, and that, although a younger

brother, he had been elected by the Siikds as the head of his tribe or

clan, in consequence of his elder brother's imbecility. This boy affixed

his name, or rather his mark, (for neither he nor any of his seven

compeers could write,) immediately after the PanghuId of Rumbdwe,

before the rest of the Sdkds, some of whom were venerable old men,

and grown grey in office.

Mantris.—There are two Mantris in Rumbdwe, viz. Suroh Raja, and
Andika Mantri, both of the tribe Bddodnda Jawa.

Their functions are ill defined, but are principally, I believe, to assist

the chiefs with their advice.

• The dirision of the people of these states into tribes, some of which bear

the names of places in Menangkabowe, is a strong additional proof of their

origin.
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They have no vote in councils, and their influence must be almost

entirely personal.

Laksdmana.—The Laksdmanaswre also two, Pajsa* and Khatib. The

navigation of the river and maritime matters are entrusted to these

officers.

PangUmas.—The war-chiefs, or PangKmas, are four in number, vis.

two Pangltma Prangs, Pandika Raja, and PangUma Dallam. Their

duties are similar to those of the former PangUmas of Naning.

Pertama.—There is another officer, appointed by the long de pert(km

Bes&r, whose functions, fortunately for the liege subjects of Rumbdwe,

are seldom called into exercise. This is the Pertama, or executioner.

The modes of putting criminals to death are generally confined to the

Panckong \^r
and Sdlang ^U.

Hie former is decapitation : the latter has been already described.

Passing up the Rumbdwe river, on some high ground on the left bank

between Sempong and Pddas, a leafless, blighted tree was pointed out

to me by one of the Laksdmana* who stated the foot of it to be the

place where criminals, subjects of Rumbdwe, were put to death by

Sdlang *JL».

Religion.—The inhabitants of Rumbdwe, like those of the other states

of the interior, with the exception of the aborigines, profess the tenets

of Islam. They are divided into seven Mdkuns, or parishes, to each of

which is attached a mosque, with distinct establishments of priests, as

in Naning.

A Kazi named Ha'ji Hashim Sri Lummah presides over the whole.

The religious customs, fasts, and festivals are similar to those observed

in Naning.

Visit to Rumbdwe.—As Rumbdwe has seldom been penetrated by Eu-

ropeans, the following memoranda, from my note book, of a visit paid

to the chiefs at its capital. Bander, in 1832, by the then Governor of

the Straits, the Honorable Mr. Ibbstson, and Brigadier Wilson, C.

B. may not perhaps be wholly devoid of interest.

Early on the morning of the 21st October, I joined from camp at

Alorgajeh, the Governor's suite at TdJbu, the principal village of

Naning, and late the residence of the er-Panghtld Dholl Satad.

After breakfasting under one of the thatched quarters that had es-

caped the pioneer's axe and brand on the late evacuation of this out-

post, the party started on horseback along a foot-path, through a wood-

ed country with the Rumbdwe hills on the right, to Chirdna putih, the

last village of Naning. This was formerly a populous place. And the

residence of the ex-Panghuld's sons, but we found it now entirely de-

serted, and its houses falling into rapid decay and ruin. Here it was
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stated that Dholl Satad had a manufactory for gun-powder daring hia

late resistance to the Company's troops.

Leaving Chirdna putih to the left,the path ahruptly turns to the right,

over or rather through a muddy odwah, and leads towards the foot of

Gdnong Tampin. Along the skirt of this mountain, through a dense

forest, the party had to travel in Indian file, the narrow foot-path being

in several places blocked up by large forest trees lying across to Qatar

Feringi, or the Frank's grave, which is a mere mound in the jungle.

This is one of the boundary marks of the Rumbdwe and Naming territo-

ries, and is traditionally said to be the grave of a Portuguese officer,

slain by the natives in one of those frequent skirmishes which took

place between the followers of the gallant Albuqubrqu* and the " re-

bellious Menangkdbowes" The path to Cdnidng, from Qatar Feringi.

lay through the jungle at the foot of the Rumbdwe range, and gradually

improved as we approached that village. Cdnddng is a populous hamlet,

the first in the Rvmbowe side of the boundary line, and is situated at the

foot of the mountain of Gdnong Rumbowe, on whose steep sides, amidst

luxuriant forests, appeared singular patches of partially cleared ground,

and a few rude huts, the habitation ofthe lords of the woods and rocks,

the Jakdns. None of their sylvan eminences however, nor their

attendant Hamadryades, condescended to favor the party with their

appearance.

From Cdnddng to Pddang Ldko, the forest decreased in size and

denseness, and here and there were traces of clearing and cultivation.

A few small verdant patches, not deserving the name of plains, and

two or three rivulets, were passed through. The distance from Cdnddng

to Pddang Ldko is about three miles.

From Pddang Ldko to Lxgon, the road is bad, passing for the most

part over heavy rice-grounds. The cultivation increased progressively

as the belt of forest, the natural boundary between Naning and RumbdweB

was left behind, until we reached the banks of the Rumbdwe river at

Logon. This stream was just fordable ; its waters muddy, and evident-

ly swoln by the rains.

After passing by a miserable path over a very extensive and well

cultivated sheet of rice-ground, where the horses were frequently up

to the saddle flaps in mud, fording another stream, and crossing a

broad swampy plain, from the grassy tufts of which flew the startled

lapwing and whistling plover, the cavalcade halted before the mud fort

of Bander. From its gate issued a motley crowd of well-dressed

Malays, brandishing spears, muskets, pemurasses, (a sort of blunder-

buss,) and umbrellas of state, white and yellow, headed by the Mtida

of Rumbdwe, and one of the sons of the long depert&an Besdr, Raja Ali.
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The Governor, and Brigadier Wilson, were received by these chiefs

with every demonstration of welcome and respect, conducted into the

fort, and ushered by Raja Ali into a large temporary building, appa-

rently erected for the occasion, opposite the Raja's primitive palace of

thatch.

A salute from the fort jinjals was then fired, much to the discomfi-

ture of one of the pieces, which, possibly from not being accustomed

to powder, burst into divers rust-incrusted fragments.

Refreshments were served in, on a large fiat
a
tray ; they consisted

principally of dried fruits, dates, conserves, and sweetmeats, in which,

ss usual, sugar and oil were manifestly predominant. These were

placed on small China dishes, and a number of minute cups of the

same material, filled with the steaming infusion of Souchong, fresh from

China, sans sucre et sans lait, were warmly pressed upon us.

In the evening, Raja Ali introduced two antique ladies, dressed

with almost more than Spartan simplicity. The one his mother, the

Piincess Dowager Tuanku Putih, and the other, his venerated kins-

woman, his aunt. These ogresses of high degree would have rivalled

in flow of language and exuberance of gesticulation the most vivacious

dowagers, date 1770, Madame du Deffand always excepted.

Tuanxu Putih is represented to be a woman of strong masculine

mind, and to have considerable influence over her son Raja Ali.

The fort of Bander consists of low mud walls, now covered with

grass, inclosing a space of ground about 80 yards square.

Around and outside of the walls runs a strong and high palisade.

Six high cavaliers of wood, roofed in with atap, overlook the faces of

the work. On each of their platforms two iron guns are mounted,

except on that over the gate-way, where there is a serviceable brass

gun, bearing the mark of the Dutch East India Company ; the date

1756, A. D. and the maker's name, Pstbr Sbsst.

Besides the 12 guns in the cavaliers, were 18 or 20 jinjals lying

about the parapets. The houses of the Raja and his personal attend-

ants are within the area comprised by the fort walls.

After passing the night on mattresses and pillows, covered with dirty

red silk, embroidered in gold, and which had evidently been abstracted

from the Zenana, the party left Bander early on the following

morning.

The Governor and Brigadier Wilson proceeded en route to Malacca

via Pddas and the Lingie river. Lieut. Balfour, of the Madras Artil-

lery, and myself, returned by Brissti, to camp, which we reached the

same evening.

L
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Satad Sa'ban, the present long depertdan Mdda o/[Rumbowe, is the

son of an Arab named Satad Ibrahim by his concubine Sri Kamis, a

Malay slave girl, a Khtina-zdda of Zain-ud-Din, formerly Caption

Maldyu in Malacca. He is a native of Chembong in Rumbowe, whither

his father, a rigid zealot, had proceeded to promulgate and expound

the tenets of the Koran.

His son, Satad Saban, principally resided in Rumbowe, but occa-

sionally at Malacca. Being naturally ambitious, he early sought to

connect himself by marriage with die ruling families in Rumbowe, and

Siac, in Sumatra. He first married a daughter of the long de pertuan

Mdda of Jallabu, Raja Sabun, a son of the second Menangkabowe

prince, Raja Adtl. He then crossed the straits, and obtained the

hand of one of the Siac chief's daughters. His next matrimonial con-

nexions were with Raja Ali's family.

Satad Saban is young, active, and intriguing ; but at present well

disposed to the British Government. Without the bigotry of his father

he entertains a thorough contempt for the apathetic opium-eating

Malay chiefs, his colleagues in power. He has a taste for war, and

proved of great service in placing his father-in-law. Raja Am, over

the heads of his competitors. His activity both for and against the

troops in the Naning expeditions are well known.

By his own talents and address, the religious influence of his father,

and from his Arab extraction, a circumstance to which the Malays

invariably pay great deference and respect, and his high connexions, in

the securing of which he has shewn great tact and forethought, this

adventurer has risen to the Mada-nhxp of Rumbowe, and is now aspiring

to the entire sovereignty of the states in the interior.

Bknnie, the present Panghdlu of Rumbowe, is an elderly, grave person,

with an unpleasing cast of features purely Malayan. He is at heart

inimical to the claims of the Muda and Raja All During the dis-

turbances at Lingie, in 1833, he shamefully deserted his stockade,

leaving it with several guns, and a quantity of ammunition, in the

hands of the vassal chief Katas ; not without being strongly sus-

pected of having received a considerable bribe for this piece of treachery.

He assisted the ex-Panghdld of Naning during the time he was in

arms against Government. Bsnnib is addicted to opium-eating, and

like other Malays of this class, is not, as experience has shewn, proof

against the temptations of a bribe coming in the shape of this fasci-

nating drug.

Among the Sdkus, few are men of any talent or worthy of any

particular notice. Pakkat, an aspirant to the Panghulu-ship, and Suroh
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Raja, one of die Mantris, are much looked up to by the Malays, with

whom their opinions and councils have considerable influence.

I had an opportunity of hearing a very long improviso speech from

the latter of these Malayan Cicero*, at Sdngb Sipat, on the boundary

question. His position, unlike that of European orators, was a squat-

ting one, on his hams, with the knees pliantly folded in front. The

style of his address, like that of the generality of Asiatics, was grave

and pompous ; but the flow of his words easy and unbroken, except by

a lew little attentions bestowed on his betel-pounder ( GobikJ, by which

his right-hand was kept in almost continual motion.

The speech, however, was so long, that the Pangh&lu of Rumbdwe

was fairly snoring before the customary Ah, bagitu lak / announced

the finale of the effusion. Touching the gift of eloquence, I have

observed that the Malays of the interior have generally a better and

freer manner of expressing themselves than those of the coast ; the

language in which they clothe their sentiments is far more figurative,

and full of metaphors, drawn from natural objects, and cannot fail to

strike the hearer as highly pleasing and simply poetical. Their popular

traditions are seldom put to writing, being committed to memory by

some of their elders, and sometimes by old Malay ladies of rank, who
are regarded by the simple natives, much in the light of a casket

containing a valuable gem. Many of their customs are singular and

peculiar, and deserving of more attention than has hitherto been paid

them.

II.

—

Quotationsfrom Original Sanscrit Authorities inproof and illustration

of Mr. Hodgson's Sketch of Buddhism.

[Continued from page 38.}

Quotations.

The Swdbhdvika Doctrine.

1. All tilings are governed or perfected by Swabhdva* : I too am
governed by Swabhdva. (Ashta Sahasrika.)

2. It is proper for the worshipper at the time of worship to reflect

thus : I am Nirliptf, and the object of my worship is Nirlipt ; I am
that God (Iswara) to whom 1 address myself. Thus meditating, the

worshipper should make puja to all the celestials : for example, to

Vqjra Satwa Buddha, let him pay his adorations, first, by recollecting

that all things with their Vija mantras came from Swabhdva in this or-

* Swa, own, and bhava, nature. Idioijncrasit.

f Intact and intangible, independent.

L 2
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der:—from the vija* of the letter Y, air ; from that of the letter R, fire ;

from that of the letter V, or B, water, and from that of the letter L,

earth ; and from that of the letter S, Mount Sumtort. On the summit

of Sumtr is a lotos of precious stones, and above the lotos, a moon
crescent, upon which sits, supremely exalted, Vajra Satwa. And as

all (other) things proceed from Swabhdva, as also does Vajra Satwa,

thence called the self-existentf. (Pujd hand.)

3. All things and beings (in the versatile universe) which are alike

perishable, false as a dream, treacherous as a mirage, proceed, according

to some, from Swabhdva, (nature,) and according to others, from God,

(Iswara ;) and hence it is said, that Swabhdva and Iswara are essentially

one, differing only in name J. (Ashta Sahasrika.)

4. At the general dissolution of all things, the four elements shall

be absorbed in Sdnydkdr-Akdsh (sheer space) in this order : Earth

in water, water in fire, fire in air, and air in Akdsh, and Akdsh in

Stinyata, and SUnyata in Tathata^, and Tathata in Buddha, (which

Mahd S(*nydta\\) and Buddha in Bhdvana, and Bhdvana in Swabhdva.

And when existence is again envolved, each shall in the inverse order,

progress from the other. From that Swabhdva, which communicates

its property of infinity to Akdsh, proceeded into being, in Akdsh, the

letter A. and the rest of the letters ; and from the letters, Adi Buddha^

and the other Buddhas ; and from the Buddhas, the Bodhi-Satwas, and

from them the five elements, with their Vija Mantras. Such is the

Swabhdvika Sansdr; which Sansdr (universe) constantly revolves between

Pravritti and Nirvritti, like a potter's wheel. (Divya Avaddn.J

• Root, radix, see*.

f This may teach us caution in the interpretation of terms. I understand the

dogma to announce, that infinite intelligence is as much a part of the system of

nature as finite. The mystic allusion to the alphabet imports nothing more

than its being the indispensable instrument and means of knowledge or wisdom,

which the Buddhists believe man has the capacity of perfecting up to the stand-

ard of infinity.

X See the note on No. 3, on the Yatnika system.

§ Tathata, says the comment, is Satya Juyan ; and Bhdvana is Bhdva or Satta,

i. e. sheer entity.

H See note on quotation 1 of the section A'di Buddha.

H Here again I might repeat the caution and remark at quotation 2. I have

elsewhere observed, that Swdbhdvika texts, differently interpreted, form the basis

of the Aiswarika doctrine, as well as that the Buddhas of the Swdbhdtnkas, who

darive their capacity of identifying themselves with the first cause from nature,

which is that cause, are as largely gifted as the Buddhas of the Aiswarikas, deriv-

ing the same capacity from A'di Buddha, who t# that cause. See remarks on

Remusat apud Journal of Bengal Asiatic Society, Nos. 32, 33, and 34.
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5. Mahd Sdnydta is, according to some, Swabhdva, and, according

to others, Iswara ; it is like the ethereal expanse, and self-sustained.

In that Mahd Sdnydta, the letter A, which the Vija Mantra of Updya*,

and the chief of all the Vija Mantras of the letters, became manifest.

(Rucha Bhdgavati.)

6. Some say creation is from God : if so, what is the use of Yatna

or of Karma fP That which made all things, will preserve and destroy

them ; that which governs Nirvritti, governs Pravritti also. (Buddha

Charitrakdvya.

)

7. The sandal tree freely communicates its fragrance to him who

tears off its bark. Who is not delighted with its odour ? It is from

Swabhdva. (Kalpalata.)

8. The elephant's cub, if he find not leafless and thorny creepers

in the green wood, becomes thin. The crow avoids the ripe mangoJ.

The cause is still Swabhdva. (Do.)

9. Who sharpened the thorn ? Who gave their varied forms,

colours, and habits to the deer kind, and to the birds ? Swabhdva / It

is not according to the will fichchha) of any ; and if there be no desire

or intention, there can be no intender or designer^. (Buddha Charitra.)

10. The conch, which is worthy of all praise, bright as the moon,

rated first among excellent things, and which is benevolent to all

sentient beings, though it be itself insensate, yields its melodious

music, purely by reason of Swabhdva. (Kalpalata.)

11. That hands and feet, and belly and back, and head, in fine,

organs of whatever kind, are found in the womb, the wise have attri-

• Upaya, the expedient, the energy of nature in a state of activity. See the

note on No. 6, of the section A'di Sangha.

f See the note on quotation 9 of this head. Yatna and Karma may here be

rendered by intellect and morality.

X These are assumed facts in Natural History ; but not correct.

§ Here is plainly announced that denial of self-consciousness or personality

in the causa causarum which constitutes the great defect of the Swabh&vika

philosophy: and if this denial amount to atheism, the Swabhdvikas are, for the

most part, atheists ; their denial also of a moral ruler of the universe being a neces-

sary sequel to it. Excepting, however, a small and mean sect of them, they all

affirm eternal necessary entity ; nor do any of them reject the soul's existence be-

yond the grave, or the doctrine of atonement. Still Newton's is, upon the whole,

the right judgment, ' Deus sine providentia et dominio nihil est nisi fatum et

nature.* The Swdbhdcika attempts to deify nature are but a sad confusion of

cause and effect. But, in a serious religious point of view, I fail to perceive

any superiority possessed by the immaterial pantheism of Brahmans over the

material pantheism of the Buddhists. Metempsychosis and absorption are

common to both.
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bated to Swabkdva ; and the union of the soul or life (A'tma) with body,

is also Swabkdoa. (Buddha Charitra Kfoya.)

12. From Swabkdva (nature) all things proceeded ; by Swabkdva

all things are preserved. All their differences of structure and of habits

are from Swabkdva : and from Swabkdva comes their destruction. All

things are regulated (suddka) by Swabkdva. Swabkdva is known as

the Supreme. (Pujd hand*—from the Rucka Bkdgavmti, where the sub-

stance is found in sundry passages).

13. Akdsk is Swdbkdvika, because it is established* governed, per-

fected (tuddhaj by its own force or nature. All things are absorbed in

it : it is uncreated or eternal ; it is revealed by its own force ; it is

the essence (A'tma*) of creation, preservation, and destruction ; it is the

essence of the five elements ; it is infinite ; it is intellectual essence

(Bodkandtmika). The five colours are proper to it; and the five

Buddha*; and the letters. It is SCnydta; self-supported; omnipre-

sent : to its essence belong both Pravritti and Nirvritti. This Akdsk,

which is omnipresent, and essentially intellectualf, because infinite things

are absorbed into it, is-declared to be infinite. From the infinite nature

of this Akdsk were produced all moving things, each in its own time,

in due procession from another, and with its proper difference of form

and habits. From the secret nature of Akdsk proceeded likewise,

together with the Vij Mantra of each one, air with its own mobility

;

and from air, fire with its own heat ; and from fire, water with its

intrinaical coldness ; and from water, earth with its own proper solidity

or heaviness ; and from earth, Mount Sumtoru with its own substance

of gold, or with its own sustaining power (Dkdtwdtmika) ; and from

Sumtoru, all the various kinds of trees and vegetables ; and from; them,

all the variety of colours, shapes, flavours, and fragrances, in leaves,

flowers, and fruits. Each derived its essential property (as of fire to

burn) from itself; and the order of its procession into existence from

the one precedent, by virtue of Swabkdva, operating in time. The

several manners of going peculiar to the six classes of animate beings

(four-legged, two-legged, &c), and their several modes of birth, (ovi-

• One comment on the comment says, A'tma here meant stkdn or dlaya, i. e.

the ubi of creation, &c.

f Akdsk ii here understood as synonymous with Sunydta, that is, as the

elemental state of all things, the universal ubi and modus of primal entity, in a

state of abstraction from all specific forms : and it is worthy of note, that amidst

these primal principles, intelligence has admission. It is therefore affirmed to

be a necessary end, or eternal portion of the system of nature, though separated

from self-consciousness or personality. In the same manner, Prdjna, the sum

of all things, Diva nature, is declared to be eternal, and essentially intelligent,

though a material principle.
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parous, &c.*) all proceeded from Swabhdva. From the Swabhdva of

each mansion or habitat (Bhavana) resulted the differences existing

between the several abodes of all the six orders of animate beings.

The existence of the foetus in the womb proceeds from the Swabhdva of

the union of male and female ; and its gradual growth and assumption

of flesh, bones, skin, and organs, is caused by the joint energy of the

Swabhdva of the foetus, and that of time, or the Swabhdva of the foetus,

operating in time. The procession of all things from birth, through gra-

dual increase, to maturity ; and thence, through gradual decay, to death,

results spontaneously from the nature of each being ; as do the differ-

ences appropriated to the faculties of the senses and of the mind, and

to those external things and .internal, which are perceived by them.

Speech and sustenance from droaacd idod in .mankind, and the want of

speech and the eating of grass in quadrupeds, together with the birth

of birds from eggs, of insects from sweat, and of the Gods (DevatdaJ

without parentage of any sort : all these marvels proceed from Swabhdva,

(Comment an the Pajd hand, quotation 12.)

The

.

Aiftw,*jti*A System.

1. The self-existent God is the sum of perfections* infinite, eternal,

without members or passions ; one with all things (in Pravritti), and

separate from all things (in Ntrvritti), in&uformed and formless, the

essence of Pravritti and ofNhvriitif . (Swayambhd Purdna.)

2. He whose image is Sdmydta, who is like a cypher or point,

infinite, unsustained (in Ntrvritti), and sustained (in Pravritti), whose

essence is Ntrvritti, of whom all things are forms (in Pravritti), and -

who is yet formless (in Ntrvritti), who is the Iswara, the first intellectual

essence, the A'di Buddha, was revealed by his own will. This self-

• By etcsetera, understand aiwayt (more Brahmanorum). That Buddhism forma

an integral part of the Indian philosophy is sufficiently proved by the multitude

of terms and classifications common to it, and to Brihmanism. The theogony

and cosmogony of the latter are expressly those of the former, with sundry addi-

tions only, which serve to prove the posteriority of date, and schismstical seces-

sion, of the Buddhist$. M. Cousin, in his course of philosophy, notices the

absence of a sceptical school amongst the Indian philosophers. Buddhism, when

fully explained, will supply the desideratum ; and I would here notice the

precipitation with which we are now constantly drawing general conclusions

relative to the scope of Indian speculation, from a knowledge of the BrAhmanical

writings only—writings equalled or surpassed in number and value by those of

the Budddutt, Joint, and other dissenters from the existing orthodox system of

Vydta and Seaiera A'chirya.

f Pravritti, the versatile universe ; Ntrvritti, its opposite, this world and the

B*xt. Pravritti is compounded of Pra, an intensitive, and vritti, action, occu-

pation, from the root va, to blow as the wind; Ntrvritti, of Mr, a privative, and

vritti, as before.
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existent is he whom all know as the only true Being ; and, though
the state of Nirvritti he his proper and enduring state, yet, for the

sake of Pravritti, (creation), having become Pancha-jnydndtmika, he
produced the five Buddhas thus ; from Swi-suddha-dharma-dhdtujajnydn,

Vairo chana, the supremely wise, from whom proceed the element of

earth, the sight, and colours ; and from Adarshana-jnyan, Akshobhya,

from whom proceed the element of water, the faculty of hearing, and

all sounds; and from Pratyavekshana-jnydn, Ratna Sambhava, from

whom proceed the element of fire, the sense of smell, and all odours

;

and from Samta-jnydn, Amitdbha, from whom proceed the element of

air, the sense of taste, and all savours ; and from Krityanushtha-jnydn,

Amogha Siddha, from whom proceed the element of ether, the faculty

of touch, and all the sensible properties of outward things dependent

thereon. All these five Buddhas are Pravritti kdmang, or the authors

of creation. They possess the five jnyans, the five colours, the five

mudras, and the five vehicles*. The five elements, five senses, and

five respective objects of sense, are forms of themf. And these five

Buddhas each produced a Bodhi-Satwa, (for the detail, see Asiatic

Society's Transactions, vol. xvi.) The five Bodhi-Satwas are Srishti-

kdmang, or the immediate agents of creation ; and each, in his turn,

having become Sarvaguna, (invested with all qualities, or invested with

the three gunas,) produced all things by his fiat. (Comment on quot. 1 .)

3. All things existent (in the versatile universe) proceed from some

cause (hetu) : that cause is the Tathdgata% {Adi Buddha) ; and that

• See Appendix A.

t The five Dhyani Buddhas are said to be Pancfia Bhuta, Pancha Indriya, and

Pancha Ayatan dkar. Hence my conjecture that they are mere personifications,

according to a theistic theory of the phenomena of the sensible world. The

6th Dhyani Buddha is, in like manner, the icon and source of tbe6th sense, and

its object, or Manasa an 1 Dharma, i. e. the sentient principle, soul of the senses,

or internal sense, and moral and intellectual phsenomena. In the above passage,

however, the association of the five elements is not the most accredited one, which

(for example) associates hearing and sounds to Akdsh.

X This important word is compounded of Tatha, thus, and gata
% gone or got,

and is explained in three ways. 1st, thus got or obtained, viz. the rank of a

Tathdgata, obtained by observance of the rules prescribed for the acquisition of

perfect wisdom, of which acquisition, total cessation of births is the efficient con-

sequence. 2nd, thus gone, viz. the mundane existence of the Tathdyata, gone so

a$ never to return, mortal births having been closed, and Nirvritti obtained, by

perfection of knowledge. 3rd, gone in the same manner as it or they (birth or

births) came ; the sceptical and necessitarian conclusion of those who held that

both metempsychosis and absorption are beyond our intellect (as objects of

knowledge), and independent of our efforts (as objects ofdesire and aversion—at

contingencies to which we are liable) ; and that that which causes births, causes
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which is the cause of (versatile) existence is the cause of the cessation

or extinction of all (such) existence : so said Sdkya Sinha. {Bhadra

Raipavadan.)

4. Body is compounded of the five elements : soul, which animates

it, is an enamation from the self-existent. (Swayambhn purdna.)

5. Those who have suffered many torments in this life, and have

even horned in hell, shall, if they piously serve the Tri Ratna (or Triad),

escape from the evils of both. (Avaddn Kalpalatd.)

6. Subandu (a Raja of Benares) was childless. He devoted himself

to the worship of Iswara (A'di Buddha) ; and by the grace of Iswara

a sugar-cane was produced from his semen, from which a son was born

to him. The race41 remains to this day, and is called Ikshava Aku.

(Avaddn Kalpalatd.J

likewise (proprio vigore) the ultimate cessation of them. The epithet Tathagata,

therefore, can only be applied to A'di Buddha, the self•existent, who ii never

incarnated, in a figurative, or at least a restricted, sense;—cessation of human
births being the essence of what it implies. I have seen the question and

answer, • what is the Tathdgata ? It does not come again,' proposed and solved

by the Raheha Bhagavati, in the very spirit and almost in the words of the Veda*.

One of a thousand proofs that have occurred to me how thoroughly Indian

Buddhism is. Tathagata, thus gone, or gone as he came, as applied to A'di

Buddha, alludes to his voluntary secession from the versatile world into that of

abstraction, of which no mortal can predicate more than that his departure and

his advent are alike simple results of his volition. Some authors substitute this

interpretation, exclusively applicable to A'di Buddha, for the third sceptical and

general interpretation above given. The synonyme Sugata, or ' well gone, for

ever quit of versatile existence,' yet further illustrates the ordinary meaning of

the word Tathdgata, as well as the ultimate scope and genius of the Buddhiet

religion, of which the end is, freedom from metempsychosis ; and the means, perfect

and absolute enlightenment of the understanding, and consequent discovery

of the grand secret of nature. What that grand secret, that ultimate truth, that

single reality, is, whether all is God, or God is all, seems to be the sole propo-

situs) of the oriental philosophic religionists, who have all alike sought to

discover it by taking the high priori road. That God is all, appears to be the

prevalent and dogmatic determination of the firahmanists ; that all is God, the

preferential but sceptical solution of the Buddhiet* ; and, in a large view, I

believe it would be difficult to indicate any further essential difference between

their theoretic systems, both, as I conceive, the unquestionable growth of the

Indian soil, and both founded upon transcendental speculations, conducted in

the very same style and manner.

• That of Sdhga Sinha, and said by the Buddhiet* to belong to the solar line

ofIndian Princes. Nor is it any proof of the contrary, that the Paurdniia

genealogies exhibit no trace of this race. Those genealogies have been altered

again and again, to suit current prejudices or partialities. The Branmans who

M
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7. When all was void, perfect void, (Sunya, Mahd Sunya) the trili-

teral syllable Awn became manifest, the first created, the ineffably

splendid, surrounded by all the radical letters (Vijd Akshara), as by a
necklace. In that Aum, he who is present in all things, formless and

passionless, and who possesses the Tri Ratna, was produced by hi*

own will. To him I make adoration. (Swayambhu purdna).

The Kdrmika System.

1

.

From the union of Updya and Prqjnd?, arose Manas, the lord

of the senses, and from Manas proceeded the ten virtues and the ten

vices ; so said Sdkya Sinha. (Divya Avadan.)

2. The being of all things is derived from belief, reliance, (pratyaya,)

in this order : from false knowledge, delusive impression ; from delusive

impression, general notions ; from them, particulars ; from them, the

six seats (or outward objects) of the senses ; from them, contact ; from

it, definite sensation and perception ; from it, thirst or desire ; from it,

embryotic (physical) existence ; from it, birth or actual physical exist-

ence ; from it, all the distinctions of genus and species among animate

things ; from them, decay and death, after the manner and period

peculiar to each. Such is the procession of all things into existence

from Avidya, or delusion : and in the inverse order to that of their

procession, they retrograde into non-existence. And the egress and

regress are both Karmas, wherefore this system is called Kdrmika.

(Sdkya to his disciples in the Racha Bhagavati.)

3. The existence of the versatile world is derived sheerly from

fancy or imagination, or belief in its reality ; and this false notion is

the first Karma of Manas, or first act of the sentient principle, as yet

unindividualized ? and unembodied. This belief of the unembodied sen-

tient principle in the reality of a mirage is attended with a longing

after it, and a conviction of its worth and reality ; which longing is

called Sanscdr, and constitutes the second Karma of Manas. When
Sanscdr becomes excessive incipient individual, consciousness arises

(third Karma) ; thence proceeds an organised and definite, but arche-

typal body, the seat of that consciousness, (fourth Karma ;) from the

last results the existence of [the six sensible and cognizable properties

of] naturalf objects, moral and physical, (fifth Karma.) When the

obliterated throughout India every Teitige of the splendid and extensive litera-

ture of the Buddha*, would have little scruple in expunging from their own sacred

books the royal lineage of the great founder of Buddhism.
* See the note on quotation 6 of the section A'di Sangha. Also the note on

quotation 1 of the Yatnika system.

t So I render, after much inquiry, the Shad Ayatan, or six seats of the senses

external and internal ; and which are in detail as follows: R*p*, Savda, Ganda,
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archetypally embodied sentient principle comes to exercise itself on

these properties of things, then definite perception pr knowledge is

produced, as that this is white, the other, black ; this is right, the

other wrong, (sixth Karma.) Thence arises desire or worldly affection

in the archetypal body, (seventh Karma,) which leads to corporeal

conception, (eighth,) and that to physical birth, (ninth.) From birth

result the varieties of genus and species distinguishing animated nature,

(tenth Karma,) and thence come decay and death in the time and

manner peculiar to each, (eleventh and final Karma.) Such is the evolu-

tion of all things in Pravritti; opposed to which is Nirvritti, and the

Rasa, Sparta, Dkarma. There is an obvious difficulty as to Spars*, and some

also as to Dkarma. The whole category of the Ayatan* expresses outward things

:

and after much investigation, I gather, that under Rupa is comprised not only

colour, hut form too, so far as its discrimination (or, in Kdrmika terms, its

existence) depends on sight ; and that all other unspecified properties of body

are referred to Sparta, which therefore includes not only temperature, roughness,

and smoothness, and hardness, and its opposite, but also gravity, and even extend-

ed figure, though not extension in the abstract.

Here we have not merely the secondary or sensible properties of matter, but

also the primary ones j and, as the exittence of the Ayatom or outward objects

perceived, is said to be derived from the Indriyd*, (or from Manor, whieh is their

collective energy,) in other words, to be derived from the sheer exercise of the

percipient powers. Nor is there any difficulty thence arising in reference to the

Kdrmika doctrine, which clearly affirms that theory by its derivation of all things

from Prafyaya (belief), or from Avidya (ignorance). But the Indriyd* and

Ayatdna, with their neeettary connexion, (and, possibly, also, the making Avidya

the source of all things,) belong likewise to one section at least of the Swabkd-

vika school ; and, in regard to it, it will require a nice hand to exhibit this

Berkleyan notion existing co-ordinately with the leading tenet of the Swabkdvikas.

In the way of explanation I may observe, first, that the denial of material entity

involved in the Indriyd and Ayatdn theory (as in that of Avidya) respects solely

the versatile world of Pravritti, or of specific form* merely, and does not touch

Che Nirvrittikd state of formative powers and of primal substances, to which

latter, in that condition, the qualities of gravity, and even of extended figure, in

any sense cognisable by human faculties, are denied, at the same time, that the

real and even eternal existence of those substances, in that state, is affirmed.

Second, though Dkarma, the sixth Ayatdn, be rendered by virtue, the appro-

priated object of the internal sense, it must be remembered, that most of the

Swabkdvikas, whilst they deny a moral ruler of the universe, affirm the existence

of morality as a part of the system of nature. Others again (the minority) of

the Swabkdvikas reject the sixth Indriya, and sixth Ayatdn, and, with them, the

sixth Dkydni Buddha, or Vajrd Satwa, who, by the way, is the Magnus Apollo

of the Tdntrik&s, a sect the mystic and obscene character of whose ritual is

redeemed by its unusually explicit enunciation and acknowledgment of a " God
above all.*'

The published explanations of the procession of all things from Avidya appear

to me irreconcilably to conflict with the ideal basis of the theory.

m 2
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recurrence of Nirvritti is the sheer consequence of the abandonment

of all absurd ideas respecting the reality and stability of Pravritti, or,

which is the same thing, the abandonment of Avidya: for, when

Avidya is relinquished or overcome, Sanscdra and all the rest of the

Karmas or acts of the sentient principle, vanish with it ; and also, of

course, all mundane things and existences, which are thence only

derived. Now, therefore, we see that Pravritti or the versatile world

is the consequence of affection for a shadow, in the belief that it is a

substance ; and Nirvritti is the consequence of an abandonment of all

such affection and belief. And Pravritti and Nirvritti, which divide

the universe, are Karmas ; wherefore the system is called Kdrmika.

(Comment on Quotation 2.)

4. Since the world is produced by the Karma of Manas, or sheer

act of the sentient principle, it is therefore called Kdrmika, The

manner of procession of all things into existence is thus. From the

union of Updya and of Prdjna, Manas proceeded ; and from Manas,

Avidya ; and from Avidya, Sanscdr ; and from Sanscdr, Vijnydna ; and

from Vijnydna, Ndmarupa ; and from Ndmardpa, the Shad Ayatan* ;

and from them, Vedana ; and from it, Trishna ; and from it, Upaddn

;

and from it, Bhava ; and from it, Jati ; and from it, Jaramarana. And
from Jdtirupya Manas, (i. e. the sentient principle in organized animate

beings) emanated the ten virtues and ten vices. And as men's words

and deeds partake of the character of the one or the other, is their

lot disposed, felicity being inseparably bound to virtue, and misery to

vice, by the very nature of Karma.

Such is the procession of all things into existence from Manas

through Avidya ; and when Avidyd ceases, all the rest cease with it.

Now, since Avidyd is a false knowledge, and is also the medium of all

mundane existence, when it ceases, the world vanishes ; and Manas,

relieved from its illusion, is absorbed into Updya Prajnat. Pravritti is

the state of things under the influence of Avidyd ; and the cessation of

Avidyd is Nirvritti : Pravritti and Nirvritti are both Karmas. (Another

comment on quotation 2.)

* i. e. colour, odour, savour, sound, the properties dependent on touch, (which

are hardness, and its opposite, temperature, roughness and smoothness, and also

I believe gravity and extended figure,) and lastly, right and wrong. They are called

the seats of the six senses, the five ordinary, and one internal. In this quotation

I have purposely retained the original terms. Their import may be gathered

from the immediately preceding quotations and note, which the curious may
compare with Mr. Colbbrookb's explication. See his paper on the Bmuddhy
philosophy, apud Trans. Roy. As. Socy. quarto vol.

t The VdmdcHrat say into Prajna Updya : see note on quotation 6 of the

section A'&i Sangha.
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5. The actions of a man's former births constitute his destiny*.

fPunya paroda.J

6. He who has received from nature such wisdom as to read his

own heart, and those of all others, even he cannot erase the characters

which Vidhdtrif has written on his forehead. (Avadan KalpalatdJ

7. As the faithful servant walks behind his master when he walks,

and stands behind him when he stands, so every animate being is

bound in the chains of Karma. (Ditto.)

8. Karma accompanies every one, every where, every instant,

through the forest, and across the ocean, and over the highest moun-

tains, into the heaven of Indra, and into Pdtdla (hell) ; and no power

can stay it. (Ditto.)

9. Kanal, son of king Asoka', because in one birth he plucked

out the golden eyes from a Chattyat, had his own eyes plucked out in

the next ; and because he in that birth bestowed a pair of golden eyes

on a Chaitya, received himself in the succeeding birth eyes of unequal-

led splendour. (Avadan KalpalatdJ

10. Sa'kta Sinha'b son, named Ra'hula Bhadra, remained six

years in thewomb ofhismotherYabodra. Thepainandanxiety ofmother

and son were caused by the Karma* of their former births. (Ditto.)

1 1 . Although I had required (Sdkya speaks of himself) a perfect

body, still, even in this body, defect again appeared ; because I had yet

to expiate a small residue of the sins of former births. (Lallita Vistara.J

The Ydtnika System.

1 . Iswara fA'di Buddha) produced Yatna from Prajna§ ; and the

cause of Pravritti and Nirvritti is Yatna ; and all the difficulties that

• DaHrya, identified withA 1diBuddhubj the theistic, and with Fate, by the atheis-

tic doctors. The precise equivalent of the maxim itself is qpr * conduct is fate.'

t Bramha t bnt here understood to be Karma.

X Chaitya is the name of the tomb temples or relic-consecrated chnrches of

the Buddhistt. The essential part of the structure is the lower hemisphere :

shore this a square basement or Toran always supports the acutely conical or

pyramidal superstructure, and on all four sides of that basement two eyes are

placed. WhereTer the lower hemisphere is found, is indisputable evidence

of Buddhism, e. g. ' the topes' of Matukdlaya and of Pe$Aawar. In niches at

the base of the hemisphere are frequently enshrined four of the fire Dkyani

Buddha*, one opposite to each cardinal point. Ak$hobhya occupies the eastern

aich ; Ratna Mombhdva, the southern ; Amitabha, the western, and Amoyhariddhe,

the northern. Vairochana, the first Dhydni Buddha, is supposed to occupy the

centre, invisibly. Sometimes, however, he appears visibly, being placed at the

right-hand of Akihobhya.

% This, as I conceive, is an attempt to remedy that cardinal defect of the

older Swdbhdvika school, viz. the denial of personality, and conscious power

and wisdom in the first cause. To the same effect is the Karmika assertion,
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occur in the affairs of this world and the next are vanquished by Yatna

(or conscious intellectual effort). (Divym Avadan.J

2. That above mentioned Isworn, by means of Yatna, produced the

five Jnydns, whence sprang the five Buddhas. The five Buddhm, in

like manner, (i. e. by means of Yatna,) produced the five Bodki satoa* .•

and they again, by the same means, created the greater Devatas from

their bodies, and the lesser ones, from the hairs of their bodies. In

like manner, Brahma 1

created the three Lokas* and all moving and

motionless things. Among mortals, all difficulties are overcome by

Yatna ; for example, those of the sea by ships, those of illness by medi-

cine, those of travelling by equipages—and want of paper, by prepared

skin and bark of trees. And as all our worldly obstacles are removed

by Yatna, so the wisdom which wins Nirvritti for us is the result of

Yatna ; because by it alone are charity and the rest of the virtues ac-

quired. Since therefore all the goods of this world and of the next

depend upon Yatna, Sa'kya Sinha wandered from region to region to

teach mankind that cardinal truth. (Comment on Quotation 1.)

3. That A'di Buddha, whom the Swabhaoikas call Swabhdva, and the

Aiswdrikas, Iswaraf, produced a Bodhi satwa, who, having migrated

through the three worlds, and through all six forms of animate exis-

tence, and experienced the goods and evils of every state of being,

appeared, at last, as Sdkya Sinka, to teach mankind the real sources of

happiness and misery, and the doctrines of the four schools of philo-

sophy! ; and then, by means of Yatna, having obtained Bodhi-jnydn,

and having fulfilled all the Pdramitds (transcendental virtues), he at

length became Nirvdn. (Divya Avadan.J

4. Sa'kya Sinha, having emanated from that self-existent which,

according to some, is Swabhdva, and according to others, is Iswara,

was produced for the purpose of preserving all creatures. He first

adopted the Pravritti Mdrga (secular character), and in several births

exercised Yatna and Karma, reaping the fruits of his actions in all the

three worlds. He then exercised Yatna and Karma in the Nirvritti

that Manas proceeded from the union of Updya and Prdjna, Karma I under-

stand to mean conscious moral effort, and Yatna, conscious intellectual effort.

Their admission in respect to human nature implies its free wilt, as their assig-

nation to the divine nature implies its personality.

• The celestial, terrene, and infernal divisions of the versatile universe.

t Passages of this entirely pyrrhonic tenure incessantly recur in the oldest

and highest authorities of the BuddhUtt ; hence the assertion of the preface

that Sugatism is rather sceptical than atheistically dogmatic.

X Expressly called in the comment the Swobhdvika, Aiswdriia, Yatnikd, and

Kdrmika systems. I find no authority in Sangata books for the Brahminical

nomenclature of the Bauddha philosophical schools.
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Mdrga (aecetical or monastic character) essaying a release from this

mortal coil, fulfilling the ten virtues from the Satya to the Dwdpara

Yuga, till at last, in the Kali Yuga, having completely freed himself

from sublunary cares, having become a Bhikskuka*, and gone to Buddh

Gyd, he rejected and reviled the Brihmanical penance, did all sorts of

true penance for six years under the tree ofknowledge on banks of the

Niranjana river ; conquered the Namuchimaraf, obtained Bodhi-jnydn,

became the most perfect of the Buddhas, seated himselfamong the Bodhi

satwas, (Ananda ' Bhihshu' and the rest,) granted wisdom to the simple,

fulfilled the desires of millions of people, and gave Moksha\ to them

and to himself. (LalUta Vistdra.J

5. A hare fell in with a tiger : by means of Yatna the hare threw

the tiger into a well. Hence it appears that Yatna prevails over phy-

sical force, knowledge, and the Mantras. (Bhadra Kalpavadan.)

6. Nara Sinha (Raja of Benares) was a monster of cruelty. Satta

Swama Raja, by means of Yatna, compelled him to deliver up 100

Bajkumdrs, whom Nara Sinha had destined for a sacrifice to the gods.

(Bhadra Kalpavadan.)

7. Sodhana Kuma'ra found a beautiful daughter of a horse-faced

Raja named Druiia. By means of Yatna he carried her off, and kept

her ; and was immortalized for the exploit. (Swayambhu Purdna.J

A'di Buddha.

1 . Know that when, in the beginning, all was perfect void (Mahd-

sunydta§), and the five elements were not, then A'di Buddha, the stain-

less, was revealed in the form of flame or light.

* Mendicant : one of the four regular orders of the Bauddhas.—See the Preface.

t A Dotty* of Kdnehanapara, personification of the principle of evil. Bodhi*

jnydn is the wisdom of Buddhism. Ananda was one of the first and ablest of

Sa'kta's disciples. The first code of Buddhism is attributed to him.

X Emancipation, absorption.

§ The doctrine of Sunydta is the darkest corner of the metaphysical laby-

rinth. 18 kinds of Sunydta are enumerated in the Raktha Bhagavati. I under-

stand it to mean generally space, which some of our philosophers have held to

be plenum, others a vacuum. In the transcendental sense of the Buddhist*, it

signifies not merely the universal ubi, but also the modus esistendi of all things

in the state of quiescence and abstraction from phssnomenal being. The Bud-

dhists have eternised matter or nature in that state. The energy of nature ever

is, but is not ever exerted ; and when not exerted, it is considered to be void of

all those qualities which necessarily imply perishableness. Most of the Bud-
dhists deem (upon different grounds) all phssnomena to be as purely illusory as

do the Vedantists. The phssnomena of the latter are sheer energies of God

;

those of the former are sheer energies of Nature, deified and substituted for God.

See note on quot. A'di Sangha. The Aiswarikas put their A'di Buddha in place

of the nature of the older Swobh&vikat. See Journal of As. Soc. No. 33, Art. 1.
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2. He in whom are the three gunas, who is the Mahd Murti and

the Vievarupa (form of all things), became manifest : he is the self-

existent great Buddha, the A'di with, the Makbswara.

3. He is the cause of all existences in the three worlds ; the cause

of their well being also. From his profound meditation (DhydnJ, the

uaiverse was produced by him.

4. He is the self-existent, the Iswara, the sum of perfections, the

infinite, void of members or passions : all things are types of him, and

yet he was no type : he is the form of all things, and yet formless.

5. He is without parts, shapeless, self-sustained, void of pain and

care, eternal and not eternal* ; him I salute. (Kdranda Vyuha.)

6. A'di Buddha is without beginning. He is perfect, pure within,

the essence of the wisdom of thatness, or absolute truth. He knows all

the past. His words are ever the same.

7. He is without second. He is omnipresent. He is Nairatmya

lion to the Kdtirtha deerf. (Nam sangiti.)

8. I make salutation to A'di Buddha, who is one and sole in the

universe ; who gives every one Bodhi-jnydn ; whose name is Updya ; who
became manifest in the greatest Sunydta, as the letter A. Who is the

Tathagaia ; who is known only to those who have attained the wisdom

of absolute truth. (Ditto.)

9. As in the mirror we mortals see our forms reflected, so A'di

Buddha is known (in Pravritti) by the 32 lakshanas and 80 anuvinjanas.

(Ditto.)

10. As the rainbow, by means of its five colours, forewarns mortals

of the coming weather, so does A'di Buddha admonish the world of its

good and evil actions by means of his five essential coloursJ. (Ditto.)

* One in Nirvritti ; the other in Pravritti ; and so of all the preceding con-

trasted epithets. Nirvritti is quiescence and abstraction : Pravritti, action and

concretion. All the schools admit these two modes, and thus solve the difficulty

of different properties existing in cause and in effects.

f Comment says, that Nairatmya is ' Sarva Dharmandm nirabhdt lakthanang ,•*

and that Tirtha means Moktha, and Kdtirtha, any perversion of the doctrine

of Moktha, as to say it consists in absorption into Brahm : and it explains the

whole thus, ' He thunders in the ears of all those who misinterpret Moktha,

there is no true Moktha, but Sunydta.* Another comment gives the sense thus,

dividing the sentence into two parts, ' There is no atma (life or soul) without

him : he alarms the wicked as the lion the deer.' The first commentator is a

Swobh&vika ; the second, an Aitwarika one.

X White, blue, yellow, red, and green, assigned to the five Dhyani Buddhas.

For a detail of the lakthanat, anuvinjanat, balas, batitat, &c. ef the neighbour-

ing quotations, see Appendix A.
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11

.

AtU Buddha delights in making happy every sentient being ; he

tenderly loves those who serve him. His majesty fills all with reve-

rence and awe. He is the assuager of pain and grief. (Ditto.)

12. He is the possessor of the 10 virtues ; the giver of the 10 vir-

tues : the lord of the 10 heavens ; lord of the Universe : present in the

10 heavens. (Ditto.)

13. By reason of the 10 jnydns, his soul is enlightened. He too is

the ealightener of the 10 jnydns. He has 10 forms and 10 significa-

tions, and 10 strengths, and 10 basitas. He is omnipresent, the chief

q{ the Munis. (Ditto.)

14. He has five bodies, and five jnydms, and five sights; is the

wsukmt of the five Buddhas, without partner. (Ditto.)

15. He is the creator of all the Buddhas : the chief of the Mli»
stomas are cherished by him. He is the creator of Prajnd, and of the

world ; himself unmade. Aliter, he made the world by the existence of

Prajnd ; himself unmade. He is the author of virtue, the destroyer of

all things*. (Ditto.)

16. He is the essence of all essences. He is the Vajra-dtma. Ht
is the instantly-produced lord of the universe ; the creator of Akdsh*

He assumes the form of fire, by reason of the Prajnya-rupi-jnyan, to

consume the straw of ignorance. (Ditto.)

A'di Prajnd, or Dharnta.

1

.

I salute that Prajnd Parauitd, who by reason of her omniscience

causes the tranquillity-seeking Srdvakasf to obtain absorption ; who, by

her knowledge of all the ways of action, causes each to go in the path

suited to his genius, of whom wise men have said, that the external and

internal diversities belonging to all animate nature, as produced by her,

who is the mother of Buddha (Buddha Mdtra) of that Buddha to whose

service all the Srdvakas and Bodhi-satwas dedicate themselves. (Pan-

chavimgsati Sahasrika.)

2. First air, then fire, then water, then earthf, and in the centre of

earth, Sumdru, the sides of which are the residence of the 33 millions

• The comment on this passage is Yery full, and Yery cnrions, in as mnch as it

reduces many of these supreme deities to mere parti o/ spsteh. Here is the

summing up of the comment : * He (A'di Buddha) is the instructor of the Bud*

dhms and of the Bodhusatwas. He is known by the knowledge of spiritual

wisdom. He is the creator and destroyer of all things, the fountain of virtue.'

Spiritual wisdom is stated to consist of Sila, Samddhi, Pr6jn&, Vtmukhti, and

Jmvan,

t Name of one of the ascetical orders of Buddhists. See Preface.

X In this enumeration of material elements, Akdsh is omitted : but it is men-

tioned, and most emphatically, in quo. 4, as in the 50 other places quoted. In

M
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of gods (Devatds), and above these, upon a Lotos of precious stones,

sustaining the mansion of the moon (or a moon-crescent) sits Prdjnd

Paramita, in the Lallita-asa* manner* ; Prdjnd, the mother of all the

gods (Prasu-bhagavatang), and without beginning or end, fanddgant.)

(Bhadra Kalpavaddn.J

3. I make salutation to the Prdjnd Devi, who is the Prdjnd Paramita,

the Prdjnd rupa, the Nir rupa, and the universal mother. (Puja hand.)

4. Thou Prdjnd art, like Ahash, intact and intangible ; thou art

above all human wants ; thou art established by thy own power. He
who devoutly serves thee serves the Tathdgata also. (Ashta Sahasrika.)

5. Thou mighty object of my worship ! thou Prdjnd, art the sum of

all good qualities ; and Buddha is the Gdru of the world. The wise

make no distinction between thee and Buddha. (Ashta Sahasriha.)

6. O thou who art merciful to thy worshippers, the benevolent,

knowing thee to be the source of Bauddha excellence, attain perfect

happiness by the worship of thee ! (Ditto.)

7. Those Buddha* who are merciful, and the Gurus of the world, all

such Buddhas are thy children. Thou art all good, and the universal

mother (Sakaljagat Pitd MahiJ. (Ditto.)

8. Every Buddha assembling his disciples instructs them how from

unity thou becomest multiformed and many named. (Ditto.)

9. Thou comest not from any place, thou goest not to any place.

Do the wise nowhere find theef ? (Ditto.)

10. The Buddhas, Pratytka Buddhas, and Srdvakmst, have all de-

voutly served thee. By thee alone is absorption obtained. These are

truths revealed in all Shdstras. (Ditto.)

11. What tongue can utter thy praises, thou of whose being (or

manifestation) there iB no cause by thy own will. No Purdna hath

revealed any attribute by which thou mayest certainly be known. (Ditto.)

12. When all was Sunydta, Prdjnd Devi was revealed out of Akdsh

with the letter U; Prdjnd, the mother of all the Buddhas and Bodhi-

satwas, in whose heart Dharma ever resides ; Prdjnd, who is without

the world and the world's wisdom, full of the wisdom of absolute truth

:

like manner, the tot elements are frequently mentioned, without allusion to the

6th, which howerer occurs in fit places. Omission of thii sort is no denial.

• L e. one leg tucked under the other, advanced and resting on the bow of

the moon.crescent.

f The force of the question is this, the wise certainly find thee.

J The Buddhas are of three grades t the highest is Mohd Tdnm, the medial,

Tratyiha, and the lowest, Srov&ka. These three grades are called collectirely

the Tri-Ydnm, or three chariots, bearing their possessors to transcendental glory.'
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the giver and the ikon of that wisdom; the ever living (Stso/ext);

the inscrutable ; the mother of Buddha*. (Pujd hand.)

13. O Prujnd D4vi7 thou art the mother (Jammi) of all the Bud-

has, the grandmother of the Bodhi-satwas, and great grandmother of

all (other) creatures ! thou art the goddess (Isdad). (Ditto.)

14. Thou, Sri BhagavatiDM Prajnd, art the sum of all the sci-

ences, the mother of all the Buddhas, the enlightener of Bodhi-jnydu,

the light of the universe ! (Gunakdranda Vyuha.)

15. Hie humbler of the pride of Namtuchi-mdra, and of all proud

ones : the giver of the quality of So/ya ; the possessor of all the sciences,

the Lakshnu; the protector of all mortals, such is the Dharma Raima.

(Ditto.)

16. All that the Buddhas have said, as contained in the Mahd Ydna

Sdira and the rest of the Sutras, is also Dharma Ratmaf. (Ditto.)

1 7. Because Buddha sits on the brow, the splendour thence derived

to thy form illuminates all the ethereal expanse, and sheds over the

three worlds the light of a million of suns, the four Devatds, Brahma,

Vishnu, Mahisa, and Indra, are oppressed beneath thy feet, which is ad*

ranced in the AUr-Asan. O Arya Tdrd ! he who shall meditate on thee

in this form shall be relieved from all future births. {Sarakd Dhard\.)

18. Tby manifestation, say some of the wise, is thus, from the

roots of the hairs of thy body sprang Ahdsh, heaven, earth, and hades,

together with their inhabitants, the greater Devatds, the lesser, the

Dottyas, the Siddhds, Gandharbas, and Ndgas. So too (from thy hairs),

wonderful to tell ! were produced the various mansions of the Buddhas$

together with the thousands of Buddhas who occupy them$. From
thy own being were formed all moving and motionless things without

exception. (Ditto.)

19. Salutation to Prdjnd DM, from whom, in the form of desire,

• Sugatjd, which the V&mach&rs render, ' of whom Buddha was born ;
f

the D+Jbshindchdrs, * bora of Buddha,' or goer to Buddha, as wife to husband.

+ Hence the scriptures are worshipped as forms of A'di Dharma S&tra, means

literally thread (of discourse), aphorism. SdJtya, like other Indian sages, taught

orally, and it is doubtful if he himself reduced his doctrines to a written code,

though the great scriptures of the sect are now generally attributed to him.

Bttira is now the title of the book$ of highest authority among the Bauddhas.

X Composed by Sarvajna Biitrapada of Kashmir, and in very high esteem,

though not of scriptural authority.

§ These thousands of Buddhas of immortal mould are somewhat opposed to

the so called simplicity of Buddhism ! I whate?er were the primitire doctrines

of Sdkya, it is certain that the system attributed to him, and now found in the

written authorities of the sect, is the very antipodes of simplicity.

N 2
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the production of the world was excellently obtained*, who is beauti-

ful as the full moon, the mother of A'di Buddha, (Jinmdra Matra,) and

wife of (the other) Buddha, who is imperishable as adamant. (Sddhana

Mdla.)

20. That Yoni, from which the world was made manifest, is the

Trikondkdr Yanira. In the midst of the Yantra or trikon (triangle) is a

bindu (point, cypher) : from that bindd, A'di Prajnd revealed herself by

her own will. From one side of the triangle A'di Prajnd produced

Buddha, and from another side, Dharma, and from the third side,

Sangha. That A'di Prajnd is the mother of that Buddha who issued

from the first side ; and Dharma, who issued from the second side, is

the wife of the Buddha of the first side, and the mother of the other

Buddhas. (Comment on quotation 19.)

. 21 . Salutation to Prajnd Pdramitd, the infinite, who, when all was

void, was revealed by her own will, out of the letter U. Prajnd, the Sahti

of Up&ya, the sustainer of all things, (Dharmiki) the mother of the

world, (Jagat-tndtra ;) the Dhydnrdpa, the mother of the Buddhas. The

modesty of women is a form of her, and the prosperity of all earthly

things. She is the wisdom of mortals, and the ease, and the joy, and

the emancipation, and the knowledge. Pr*ijnd is present every where.

(Sddhana Mdla.)

A'di Sangha.

1 . That A'mkabha, by virtue of his Samta-jnydn, created the Bodhi-

satwa named Padma-pdni, and committed to his hands the lotosf.

(Gunakdranda Vytlha.)

.
• Dharmadpa-sangata Kamrupini, variously rendered, * well got from the rise

of virtue, 1
' well got from the rise or origin of the world ;' alto as in text, Dhar*

madya, the source of all things, signifies likewise the yoni, of which the type

is a triangle. See 20. The triangle is a familiar symbol in temples of the Buddha
Saktis, and of the Triad. & The point in the midst represents either

A'di Buddha or A'di Prajnd, according to the tbeistic or atheistic tendency of
^is opinions who uses it. Oar commentator is of the V&mdch&r or Atheistic

school, and such also is his text.

f Type of creative power. A'mitdbha is the 4th Dhyani or celestial Buddha

»

Padma-pdni is his AEon and executive minister. Padma-pdni is the present Divus
and creator of the existing system of worlds. Hence his identification with the
third member of the Triad. He is figured as a graceful youth, erect, and bearing
in either hand a loto$ and a jewel. The last circumstance explains the meaning
of the celebrated Shadakehari Mantra, or six-lettered invocation of him, via.

Om! Mane padme horn/ of which so many corrupt versions and more corrupt
interpretations have appeared from Chinese, Tibetan, Japanese, Mongolese,
and other sources. The mantra in question is one of three, addressed to the
several members of the Triad. But the prasen* Divut, whether he be Augustas
•r Padma-pdni, is every thing with the many. Hence the notoriety of this
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2. From between his (Pa&ma-pdnx $) shoulders sprang Brahma;

from his forehead, Maha Diva ; from his two eyes, the s«n and moon

;

from his mouth, the air ; from his teeth, Saraswatt; from his belly,

Varuna; from his knees, Lakahni ; from his feet, the earth ; from his

navel, water ; from the roots of his hair, the Indras and other Devoid*.

(Ditto.)

3. For the sake of obtaining Nirvritti, I devote myself to the feet of

Sangha, who, having assumed the three Gunas, created the three worlds.

(Pujd hand.)

4. He (Padnta-pdni) is the possessor of Satya Dharma, the Bodhi*

$atwat the lord of the world, the Mahd-aatwa, the master of all tha

J)karma$. (Gunakdranda Vydha).

5. The lord of all worlds, (SarvaJokddh{pa,)ihe Sri-man, the Dharma

Raja, the Loktowara, sprang from A'di Buddha* (Jinatmuja.) Such is

he whom men know for the Sangha Ratna. (Ditto.)

6. From the union of the essences of Updya and of Prdjndf pro-

ceeded the world, which is Sangha.

mantra, whilst the others are hardly ever heard of, and have thus remained

unknown to our travellers.

* From A'mitabhm Buddha immediately : mediately from A'di Buddha.

f Such is the Aiswarika reading. The Prdjnikat read * from the union of

Prdjna and Updya. 1

With the former, Updya is A'di Buddha, the efficient and plastic cause, or

only the former ; and Prdjnd is A'di Dharma, plastic cause, a binnity with

Buddha, or only a product. With the latter, Updya is the energy of Prdjna,

the universal material cause.

The original aphorism, as I believe, is, * Prdjnoupayatmakangjagaia,9 which

1 thus translate : ' From the universal material principle, in a state of activity,

proceeded the world.' This original Sutra has, however, undergone two trans-

formations to suit it to the respective doctrines of the Triadic Aitwarikat andof the

Kdrmikat. The version of the former is, Updyprdjnamakang $angha ; that of the

latter is, Updyprdjnatmakang manata. Of both, the Updya is identical with A'di

Buddha, and the Prdjnd with A'di Dharma. But the result—the unsophisti-

cated jagat of the Prdjnikat, became A'di Sangha, a creator, with the Aitwarikat t

and Manata, the sentient principle in man, the first production, and producer

if all other things, with the Kdrmikat. Avidya, or the condition of mundane

things and existences, is an illusion, alike with the Prdjnikat and with the

Kdrmikat. But, whilst the former consider Awidya tbe universal affection of

the material tad immediate cause of all thiogs whatever ; the latter regard Avidya

as an affection of manae merely, which tbey hold to be an immaterial principle

and tbe mediate cause of all things else, A'di Buddha being their final canse.

The phsenomena of both are homogeneous and unreal: bnt the Prdjnikat derive

them, directly, from a material source—tha Kdrmikat, indirectly, from an

immaterial fount. Our sober European thoughts and languages can scarcely
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P. S. With regard to the consistency or otherwise of the view of

the subject taken in the sketch of Buddhism, with the general tenor of

the foregone quotations, 1 would observe, that the ideal theory involved

in the Prdjnika, Swabhdvika, and in the Karmika doctrines, was omit-

ted by me in the sketch, from some then remaining hesitation as to

its real drift, as well as its connexion with those schools, and no

other. Upon this exclusive connexion I have still some doubt. For

the rest* I retain unchanged the opinions expressed in the sketch, that

the Karmika and Ydtmka schools are more recent than the others—

that they owe their origin to attempts to qualify the extravagant quiet*

ism of the primitive Swabhamkas, and even of the Aiswarikas—and

that their contradistinguishing mark is the preference given by them
respectively to morals, or to intellect, with a view to final beautitude.

The assertion of the Ashtasahasrika, that Swabhava, or nature absolutely

disposes of us, not less than the assertion of others, that an immaterial

abstraction so disposes of us, very logically leads the author of the

Buddha Charitra to deny the use of virtue or intellect. To oppose

these ancient notions was, I conceive, the especial object of those who,

by laying due stress on Karma and Yatna, gave rise to the Karmika

and Ydtnika schools. But that these latter entertained such just and
adequate notions of God's providence, or man's free will, as we are

familiar with, it is not necessary to suppose, and is altogether impro-

bable. None such they could entertain if, as I believe, they adopted

the more general principles of their predecessors. The ideal theory

or denial of the reality of the versatile world, has, in some of its

numerous phrases, a philosophical foundation ; but its prevalence and
popularity among the Buddhists are ascribable principally to that enthu-

siastic contempt of action for which these quietists are so remarkable.

Their passionate love of abstractions is another prop of this theory.

cope with inch extraragancies as these : bat it would seem we mast call the one
doctrine material, the other, immaterial, idealism.

The phenomena of the Prdjwka* are sheer energies of matter, those of the
Karmika*, are sheer (human) perceptions. The notions of the former rest on
general grounds—those of the latter, on particular ones, or (as it has been
phrased) upon the putting the world into a man's self; the Greek 4 * panton
metron anthropos."

Erratum in No. 40, January, 1836.

Psge 30, line S of note, for « preferred,' read « postponed."

„ (et patiim)jtr * SangaW rmd • Saagata.'
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APPENDIX A.

Dttmiled Bmwmermtion of tome of the primeipmt Attribute* of k'vi Buddba, re-

ferred to m the proceeding Quotation* under thmt Heed.

^rfwfinrWTfW^T^lfWTTT *

vitwfwtinrT M swffaunn **

i^Hiitnii«iiirT ** *mtinn **
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w*wmif\*#H «• nfwfKi^imi *\

mmmmmwMmnT e\

w*wsjc%fxwnfvm 8*

f%*RTf*%fwm »8 apfirofw%f%m 8t,

fawtftrfwrsm 8* *^far¥WT «<

¥^?wt *8 irt^mpn tit uw<f*i *<

w*^?wt ** ^wf^f" »« (JmiOhhit t<

nfiwfiwn <• f**T*r*r!rT <\

f^nreir?rT <^ €lflHflT|«m*v*Nni <*

^rewwnrr <8 iMMpur <* ^f^PH^rm «

^nr \ iilf ^ wrfa * *l* 8 wr*r «.

sirftcwr * ftnw * *«n*rt t thrift 8

^r^nwf c TOni < ^tjitoew^ X 9
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wnrnrrrprm*^ *

iratu^ fa'wfir ictwt. ww^ispwi vt

o
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APPENDIX B.

Classified Enumeration of the principal Objects of Bandana Worship.

Ekdmndya.

Upaya.

'Adi-Buddha.

Maha-Valrochaaa.
Ekdmndyt.

PrajaA.

Prajaa-paramita.

Dwaydmndya.

1. 2.

Upaya. Prajaa. { Root of thelstic doctriae.

1. 2.

Praja*. Upaya. { Root of atheistic ditto.

Traydmndya.

2. 1. 3.

Dharma. Baddha. Saagha.

3. 1. 3.

Saagha. Buddha. Dharma.

I. 2. 3.

Buddha. Dhanna. Saagha.

Pancka-Buddhdmndua.

4. 3. 1. 3. 5.

Amitabha. Akshobhya. Valrochaaa. RataasambhaYa. Amoghasiddha.

Pancha-Prajndmnayl.

4. 2. 1. 3. 6.

Piadara. Lochana. Vajradhatwtsvari. Mamaki. Tkra.

Poncho-Sanghdmndya.

4. 9. 1. 3. 6.

Padmapaai. Vajrapaai. Samantabhadra. Rataapial. Viswapaai.

Pancha-Sangha-Prajndmnayi.

4. 2. 1. 3. 6.

Bhrlkuti-tar*. Ugratar*. Sltatara. Rataatara. Viswatar*.

Matdntara-Pancha-Buddhdmndya.

1. 2. 3. 4. S.

Vairochaua. Akshobhya. Ratnasambhava. Amitabha. Amoghasiddha.

Matdntara-Pancha- Prajndmndyi.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

YajradhfavisYari. Lochana. Mamaki. PandarA. Tari.

Matdntara-Pancha-Sanghdmndya.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Saaiaatabhadra. Vajrapaai. Rataapiai. Padmapaai. Viswapaai.

Matdntara-Pancha'Sangha-Prajndmndyi.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Sitatari. Ugratfrtl. RatoatiriL Bhrlkatitara. VisratariL

Matdntara-Pancha-Buddhdmndya.

4. 2. U 3. 5.

Amitabha. Amoghaaiddha. Vairochana. Ratnasambhara. Akshobhya.

Matdntara-Poncho-PrajndmndyL
4. 2. 1. 3. 5.

Tara. Mamaki. VajradhAtwisvarf. Paadar*. LochanA.

Shad.A'mndya-Buddhdh.

1. 2. 3. 4. 8. 0.
Valrochaaa. Akshobhya. RataasambhaYa. Amitaoha. Amoghaaiddha. Vajraaatwa.
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8k*t-Pr&dm*Ayi.
1. 9. 3. 4. 5. 6.

YajradbatwiaTarl. Lockaiii. lUmakl. Pindari. Tira. Yajraaatwatmlka.

Bkat-Sangk&wmdym.

1. 9. 3. 4. 8. 6.

Samantabbadra, Yajrapaai. Ratnapaal. Padnapiai. Yiawapaai. Ghantapini.

MdmuMya-Sapta-Buddh&mndya.
1. 9. 3. 4. 6. 6. 7.

Vipaayi. 8ikbi. Yiswabba. Kakfitaanda. Kanakamani. Kiayapa. Sakyaaiaba.

MMtdniara-Mdnutkiya-Sapia-Buddhdmndya.

6. 4. 9. I. 3. 5. 7.

Kasyapa. Kakfttaanda. SUM. Yipaayi. Yiswabbfi. Kaaakamnni. Sakyasinha.

Prajnd-MisrUa-Dkydni.Nava-BuddkdMndya.

9. 1. 3.

Akabobkya. Yairoebaaa-YajradbatwfgTarf. Ratnaaambkara*

8. 6. 4. 6. 7. 9.

Paadari. Locbana, Amitibba. Amogbaaiddba. Marnaki. Tark.

Dhydni-XavQ.BMddkdmndya.

4. 9. J. 3. 6.

Amitibba. Akaaobbya. Yairoebaaa. Ratnaaambbava. Amogbaaiddba.

8. 6. 7. 9.

Yajradbarma. Vajrasatwa. Vajrarija. Yajrakarma.

Dkyd*i-Nm-Prajn&m*dyl.
4. 9. 1. 3. 6.

Paadari. Locbaai. VajradbitwtaTaH. Mimakf. Tara.

8. 6. 7. 9.

DbarmaTajrini. Yajraaatwitmiki. Rataavajriai. KarmaTajriai.

Dhydni-Nava-Sanghdmndydh.

4. 9. 1. 3. S.

Padmapiai. Yajrapini. Samantabbadra. Ratnapiai. Ylawapiai*

8. 6. 7. 9.

Dbanaapaal. Gbantapiai. Maaipaai. Karmapiai.

Misrita-Nava-Buddhdmn&y&ndm etc Misrtfa-Nava-Songk&vut&jf&h.

9. ]. 3.

Maitreya. Avalokiteawara. Gagaaaganja.

6. 4. 5. 7.

Manjngboaba* Samantabbadra. Yajrapini. Sanra-nWaraaa-YiibkambbL

8. 9.

Ksbitigarbba. Kbagarbba.

Mitrita-Nova-BuddhAmndy&nam tie Nava-Dharmdmn&ydh Pauttak&k Buddka-Dkar*

na-tangha-Atondale P&janakrame itan M&Um,

9. 1. 3.

Gandavyfika. Prajna-piramitk. Daaabbomiawara.

6. 4. 6. 7.

Saddbarmapnndarika. Samadbiraja. Lankivatira. latbagatagubyaki.

8. 9.

LaHta-viatara. Snrarna-prabbi.

Nave-Bodkisatw<i-Sangha-Praj*&M*dy&h.

4. 9. 1. 3. 5.

Sitatiri. MaitriyaaL Bbrikntitiri. Pnakpatiri. Ekajati.

8. «. 7- 9.

Dipatari. Vigiawari. Dhfipatiri. Gandbatiri.

Nova'Devi*Prqjndmndyi.

9. I. 3. 8. 4.

Yajraridiiiai. Yasaadbari. Ganapati-bridayi. Maricbf. Uabaiaba-Ytyayi.

5. 7. 8. 9.

Paraaaawi. Grabamitriki. Pratyangiri. Dkwajigrakeyfiri.

o 2
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Misrita-Nava-Dharmdmndydh.

4. 2. 1. 3* S.

Pindar*. Lochana. Vajradhatwiswari. MAmaki. Tira.

8. 0. 7. 9.

Pratyangiri. Vajrasatwatmika. Vasandhara. Guhyeswari.

Mdn**Myu-Navo.Buddhdm*dy£h.

4. 2. 1. 3. 5.

Sikhi Ratnagarbha. Dlpankara. Vipasyl. Viswabha.

8. 6. 7. 9.

Kasyapa. Kakutaaada. Kanakamnni. Sakyasinha.

Mdnuthiyd-Nova-Bvddkdmn&ydh .

1. ?. 3. 4. 6.

Dlpankara. Ratnagarbha. Vipasyi. Sikhi. Viswabha.

6. 7. 8. 9.

Kakutaanda. Kanakamoni. Kasyapa. Sakyasinha.

Mdnuthiya -Nava-Prajndmndyi.

1. 9. 3. 4. 6.

Jwalavati. Lakshanavati. Vipasyantf. Sikhamalini. Viswadhara.

6. 7. 8. 9.

Kakudvati.. Kanthanamalini. Mahidhara, Yaeodhara.

Nava Bhikshu-Sanghdmndydh.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Pradipestrara. Ratnaraja. Mahamati. Ratnadhara. A'kaaaganja.

6. 7. 8. 9.

Sakalamangala. Kanakaraja. Dharmodara. Ananda.

Iti Sri-Ekdmndyddi-Natdmndya-Detatdh Samdptdh.

N. B. The authority for these details is the Dharma Sangraha, or catalogue

rauonni of the terminology of Bauddha system of philosophy and religion.

III.

—

Notes explanatory of a Collection of Geological Specimens from

the Country between Hyderabad and Ndgpur. By J. G. Malcolmson,
Assistant Surgeon, Madras Establishment. PL V.

I had the pleasure of forwarding from Madras, a selection of geolo-

gicalspecimens, collected in May, 1833, between the cities of Hyderabad

and Nigpur. I regret, that circumstances prevented my doing this

sooner, and that the notes in explanation of the localities whence they

were obtained, must now be short and imperfect ; I hope, however,

that the specimens themselves will be of use in illustrating the geology

of a tract of country hitherto undescribed, and which connects the

formations of the south-east of the Deccan, with those in the neigh-

bourhood of the valley of the Narbada.

From my inability to identify, describe, and figure the numerous

fossils, discovered in the tract of country between the Godavery

and the town of Hinganghat, 47 miles south of Nagpur, and the

importance of these, in reference to the questions as to the relative

age of the great trap formation of the Deccan, and of the west of

India, and the clayslate formation of Voysbt, with its associated sand-

stone*, and the periods of elevation of the granitic rocks, on which

• See his account of the diamond mines of Banganapilly.—As. Res. xriiL
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they appear universally to rest ; I am induced, contrary to my former

intention, ^to take to England with me, those specimens of which

there are no duplicates. The separation of the collection would greatly

lessen its value, by depriving me of the opportunity of comparing,

with each other, and with arranged collections, the fragments of those

of which duplicates were not preserved, and of thus restoring the

fossils of which no perfect specimen was found. A selection of the

most perfect were, also, sent to Mr. Ltbll, but as he considers it

requisite that numerous species should be ascertained previous to

arriving at any conclusion as to the age of the fossiliferous rocks, it

may be for the advantage of Indian geology, to submit the rest of the

specimens- to him ; and on the characters being determined, to return

a portion of them to India. There are, however, a sufficient number

of duplicates to illustrate the outlines of the geology of the interesting

tract of country referred to, and to connect the singular phenomena

observed, with others, to the west and east of the route, and in the

countries of the peninsula to the south, and the Bengal provinces to

the north. The outline map includes several places, inserted in the

plans published along with Dr. Votsbt's papers and Captain Jbnkin's

Account of the Mineralogy of Nagpur, p. 199, of the 18th volume of

the Asiatic Researches ; the interval between which, it will assist in

filling up. I shall seldom use mineralbgical terms, except I have had

an opportunity of comparing the specimens with those collected by

persons well acquainted with the science ; and when they do occur,

an examination of the specimens will afford the means of correcting

any errors that may be fallen into. The geological relations of the

strata were ascertained with as much care as the nature of the country

permitted, and no exertion was spared in tracing them as far as pos-

sible, both on the plains, at the foot of the hills, and their most

inaccessible summits. My avocations however were unfavourable, and

a person more at leisure would find an ample field to reward his labours.

He must, however, be prepared to pursue his examinations in the height

of the hot season, when the grass and wood jungle are less luxuriant,

and the plains free from their covering ofjawdri and other grain.

Some account has already been published* of the country between

Masulipatam and Hyderabad, on which I had not an opportunity of

making many observations. One or two points, however, deserve to

be noticed, as the specimens collected in this part of the route are

similar to those found north of Hyderabad as far as Nirmal, and throw

some light on appearances on which important inferences have been

too hastily founded.

* Asiatic Researches vol. xviii.
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At page 70, volume ii. of the Gleanings in Science, a desire ia

expressed by a gentleman at home, stated to be of high scientific

acquirements, that specimens should be collected from the face of the

hill of Beirwarah, where it has been cut through by the Kistmak

river ; and the author of the queries seems to be impressed with a

belief, that a lake had formerly existed some way above it, towards

Warapilly. The distance, however, between the Warapilly ghat and

Beirwarah, is considerable ; and I do not think, that there are any

decided appearances at the former of the blue limestone of the day-

slate formation* having constituted the margin of a lake. The strata

at the upper part of the rising ground to the north of the river are as

hard as those lower in the valley, or on the opposite bank. A specimen

of this rock, ofa pure white color, and of great hardness, which I broke

from the summit of the ascent above Warapilly, well known to travel-

lers from the difficulty of riding over the large smooth slabs of marble,

and which would have been admirably adapted for lithographic purposes,

had it been free from minute crystals of quartz, was sent to you about

three years ago by Captain Smith of the Madras Engineers. The
junction of this rock with the granite to the north, could not be

seen, the country being flat, and covered with low jungle. Jaspers and

fragments of trap are found in the bed of the river, and the granite to

the north is intersected by numerous dykes of greenstone, usually run-

ning from S. E. by E. to N. W. by W. To the south of the river,

the country is lower, and for some way beyond the town of Dachapilly,

the limestone, usually dipping slightly to the south, continues to be

the surface rock ; which, whenever I have met with it, on the Kistnah,

at Cuddapah, near Auk, and the diamond mines of Banganapilly, and

at Tarputri in Bellary, or in the neighbourhood of the Wurdah, affords

the best indications of success to experiments in boring ; copious springs

spontaneously rising from it, or being lost in the interstices between

its nearly horizontal strata.

At Beirwarah, the river Kistnah appears to have cut a channel

through the short ridge of hills, which terminates on either side in

rather precipitous cliffs, and admits the stream into the great alluvial

plains extending to the mouths of the Kistnah and Godavery. Above,

the country has much the appearance of having once been an exten-

sive lake, the bottom of which now forms the rich plain extending to

Condapilly to the N. W., and Munglegherry to the south of the river. It

• I me this term of Dr. Voybey, bat think its adoption more objectionable

than argillaceous limestone, used by Colonel Cullbn in the Madras Transac-

tions. It would be better to characterise it as " blue limestone," " Cuddapah

limestone," or other term inrolnng no opinion as to its geological relations.
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is probably here, that Captain Herbert's correspondent observed that

the •• hardness and composition of the rock appeared to differ, accord-

ing to the pressure they have been subjected to." I believe, that, spe-

cimens of the rocks of the bottom of the hill, have been sent to the

Asiatic Society by Dr. Bbnza, and that they are composed of the pecu-

liar gneiss of the coast. Felspar is common, and some of the varieties

possess considerable beauty. There are the remains of a rock pagoda

cut in a mass of compact felspar, above the road, leading along the

edge of the precipice over the river, portions of which have fallen, the

natural fissures of the rock exposing it to this kind of decay. On the

top of the hill the soft friable white rock, No. 2*, is found, and is carried

away by the natives for the purpose of whitening the walls of their

houses. It corresponds exactly with specimens from Vizagapatam,

described as gneiss by Heynb, and containing imperfect garnets. It

3s not, however, either its site as lying above other rocks, or its ex-

posed situation, that has led to its decay, so much as the composition of

the ridge where the edges of the strata rise to the south. The strata

dip at a very considerable angle a little to the south of east. A care-

ful survey of the bills from the summit shows, that they are short

insulated ranges, such as are found over the Circars and other tracts,

rising from a level country ; and that had a lake existed in the plain

above, every slight rise of the river would have carried its waters

round tbeir shoulders to the north and south. The rise in the line of

bearing of the strata of the hill north of the river, and the appearance

of that to the south, do not support the opinion that the lake was
drained by the river deepening its channel. I do not know whether

it can be supposed to derive any support from a tale told of the river

god (Krishna) having induced the patron of the hill, who seems to be

a form of Shiva, to permit him to get his head through, and that then

he forced a passage. The granitic hills of Condapilly are seen a few
miles to the N. W. ; and in the midst of the plain, rising out of it

like an island, are some great masses of hornblende rock, No. 6 ; and
Dr. Bbnza informs me that he saw dykes of the same kind of green-

stone passing through the gneiss at Beirwarah. A mile and a half

further on the road to Hyderabad is a quarry of granitic rock, devoid

of hornblende, and containing only a very little felspar and a few scat-

tered garnets. A little beyond this, the rocks assume the decided cha-

racters of the great granite formation of the Deccan, with which Dr.

Voysby's papers have made your readers acquainted. The geological

structure of the Circars is in nothing so peculiar, as in the extensive

9 The Humbert refer to specimens deposited in the Society's Cabinet.—Ed,
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distribution of the singular sandstone-like gneiss described by Hbynb ;

and which, in hand specimens, it is often impossible to distinguish

from the sandstone also found in many localities : and I do not know

a more interesting subject of inquiry, than that of ascertaining whe-

ther this singular rock is metamorphic, and the sandstone altered by

the intrusion of the great masses of porphyry so commonly found

near these equivocal rocks, and by the numerous greenstone dykes and

masses scattered over the whole of these districts. The diamond mines

of Mulavelly are at no great distance from Condapilly, to the right of

the road, situated in a basin between hills covered with jungle. The

sides of which, one-third from the top, were found by Dr. W. David-

son to be strewed with a sandstone conglomerate ; but he was pre-

vented getting to the top by the approach of night. Fragments of

this are found in the gravel, of which I believe specimens have already

been sent to the Society, intermixed with much kankar : and from

some pits in the valley, most of the lime used in the district is pro-

cured. The soil of the country on the Hyderabad Military road, after

leaving the alluvial plain above Beirwarah, is formed of decomposed

granite, but contains much lime. This admixture, and the kankar

nodules, are probably of recent origin ; as I observed, in a valley to the

right of the road north of the hill fort of Yeralagundah, about 18 miles

from Beirwarah, a stream trickling over granite rocks, and depositing

lime on all the branches and rocks around. Some pieces of stone of

considerable size have thus been formed, and recent specimens, con-

taining remains of branches, or of grass, easily crumble to pieces, and

are carried away by the stream. The source of the spring I was pre-

vented from ascertaining, by the approach of night ; and as an excuse

for leaving this and other interesting circumstances unexplored, I

must state, that being in Medical charge of the European regiment,

during a sickly season, I could not command my own time of marching,

or sufficient leisure.

The character of the granite of the Deccan continues well marked

throughout the remaining part of the route to Hyderabad, and dykes

and imbedded masses of a fine crystalline greenstone or hornblende

rock of great hardness are frequently seen. These last have occasion-

ally irregular shapes, and in one or two instances, that of the italic

or other irregular curve ; and near Secunderabad, they appear to be

connected with the dykes, in the neighbourhood of which they are

found. It was also frequently observed, that the various substances

entering into the composition of the granite in the neighbourhood of

these dykes or masses, formed very large and distinct crystals ; and

the imbedded greenstone, though often intimately unked with the
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granite, was in others more loosely connected, and easily separated by

the progress of decomposition, leaving rounded cavities in the rock.

A circumstance of more importance, however, is the occurrence of

the beds of kankar in this tract, being, as far as I have observed, al-

ways near some of the greenstone dykes or beds, and frequently under

or intermingled with masses of granite, which is in a rapid state of

decay : these are usually rounded, partly from the progress of decom-

position, and sometimes from the tendency to concentric forms, which

k occasionally undoubtedly assumes. The small detritus is in some

places accumulated to a great depth, and it has been stated by Dr.

Chbistib, that this debris is, at a considerable depth, again consoli-

dated by pressure. In the Edinburgh Journal of Science, 1 828-29, this

is also mentioned as a met, common to the rocks of other parts of

India. With every respect for his authority, I cannot avoid the con-

viction, that the inference was founded on imperfect observation, and

that it has since been employed in Europe, in support of an ill-founded

theory*

No. 15, is " Mhurrum" or gravel found in deepening a well at

Bolaram, (six miles from Secuuderabad,) upwards of 50 feet deep,

during the very dry season of 1832, and is not in the slightest degree

consolidated. A loose block, which had resisted decomposition, was

found above it, and contains mica, (No. 15,) a rare ingredient in the

granite of Hyderabad. Much of the debris at Secuuderabad is, how-

ever, consolidated by lime, which is seen to agglutinate the fragments,

or to pass in vein-like lines or nodules through the gravel. Occa-

sionally there are only a few fragments of quartz or felspar scattered

through the kankar, or they appear to be inserted into the surface, as

in No. 10, which is extremely hard. Generally, however, the agglu-

tinated gravel is friable, and the cement less obvious. The debris is

also sometimes united into pulverulent masses, by the oxidation of the

iron contained in the sienite ; but this takes place at the surface, and

seldom acquires any great degree of hardness. Specimens of the

granite in the neighbourhood of Hyderabad are numbered 14; and

the appearance of the surface of that polished by the continual passage

of hyenas, in the entrance of the caverns formed in the pile of gneiss

or granite of the " Chfti hill," near the cantonment, has been

described in the 1st volume of the Journal of the Asiatic Society, (No.

12.) The greenstone occasionally has distinct crystals of felspar

scattered through it, without the porphyry thus formed, losing the

remarkable degree of toughness possessed by the black rock ; but, as

observed by Sir H. Davt, the decomposition of the felspar is more

rapid than of the other parts, (No. 19.) The greenstone is familiarly
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known by the name of" black granite/' and forms, when finely polish-

ed, the beautiful tombstones of the Golconda mausoleums, and the

pillars of that in which Hyder and Tippu Sultan are deposited, at

Seringapatam. The remarkable quartz veins in the neighbourhood of

Hyderabad have been described by Voysey and Christie ; it is there-

fore only necessary to mention, that they occasionally exhibit a more

or less regular crystallization, and at the . same time, acquire the fine

tints of the amethyst. It is seldom that they are sufficiently regular

and perfect for the purposes of the lapidary ; such specimens were,

however, discovered a few years ago, close to the European barracks,

and at a little distance from a great greenstone dyke, but not in direct

contact with the quartz bed containing the crystals, which, on the

contrary, passes into the ordinary sienitic granite of the country. The

colour of the amethystine quartz seems to be derived from magnetic iron

ore, which is disseminated in grains both through the milky quartz

and the granite, amongst which they are found, and has not been noticed

elsewhere in the neighbourhood. The amethystine quartz was again

met with 60 miles north of Secunderabad, near Bekanurpettah, in loose

masses, along with that variety of laterite found near Beder, and

described by Voyset, and which is seen along the coasts of Malabar

and at Boranghur in the Southern Concan resting on basalt. The rising

ground on which they were found is composed of granite ; but the

country around is of a black trap soil, and numerous low fiat ranges

of basaltic hills are seen to the north, the east, and the west. A vein

of white quartz is also met with as at Secunderabad, but the specimens

differ, in containing irregular shaped geodes of agate, lined with crys-

tals, or a red opake mamillary quartz, approaching to calcedony. The
iron in these is usually imperfectly mixed with the quartz, and from

the appearances above described, and the quartz having in several

specimens been changed into a red jasper, the surrounding trap may
be supposed to have altered the rocks. The colouring matter seems

to have been afforded by the laterite, which is found in the neighbour-

hood apparently in dykes, and in contact with the quartz which inter-

sects the granite : but there being no section, and the water-worn

surface only being visible, no evidence could here be obtained, in

support of any of the opinions entertained by geologists, relative to

this singular formation. The amethysts are also found south of Jan-

ganapilly, and at Kamareddypettah, and Mr. W. Geddes met with

them, of a greenish yellow tinge, south of Balcondah.

Granite Tract between Hyderabad and the Nirtnul Hills.

The valleys and some plains about Bekanurpettah are composed of

black soil, mixed with calcedonies, &c. ; and to the west of the road
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are some flat hills, which 1 had not an opportunity of examining.

They corresponded in their steep sides and flat summits with the trap

hills to be presently described, and Mr. Geddbs informed me, that

they are formed ofamygdaloidal trap, based on decaying granite. With
these interruptions, the granite continues to Kamareddypettah, but

the mamillary eminences, and the tors and logging stones formed

from their decomposition, are of more rare occurrence. The granite,

however, still continues to exhibit the lamellar structure, and is easily

split into large slabs. In some instances, where the lamellae are thin,

the vertical fissures which frequently intersect them in right lines, and

greatly assist the progress of decomposition, cause the rock to break

into regular rhomboids. The last " tor stones" observed on the road

to Nagpur were north ofJakrampilly, where they occurred on a lofty hill,

on which there is a small pagoda. After leaving the basaltic hills near

Bekanurpettah and Jungampilly, black soil is seen in the valley below

a large tank, and some dykes of greenstone pass the road in the direc-

tion of S. by E. to N. by W. at Kamareddypettah : the granite is

lamellar white, with black mica and some hornblende, and fragments

of amethystine quartz are scattered about. A little to the north of the

town, on ascending a very gentle ascent, the red soil and granite give

way to black soil, derived from decomposed trap rock, which is concen-

tric on the top, but lower down is arranged in imperfect strata. On
descending the hill to the north, the black soil conceals the granite

for a short distance ; but at the bottom of the hill, and in the bed of a

small water-course, it is seen of the same appearance as before.

Immediately beyond this, there is a very remarkable hill, which is seen

from a considerable distance standing out from the gently indicat-

ing country, and possessing the peculiar form of the trap hills of the

Deccan. It lies five miles north of Kamareddypettah, and four miles

south of the village of Nagger, and is marked on the specimens as

the "hill of Nugger." On approaching it by a very gradual ascent,

the soil changes to black ; and all at once the hill rises with nearly

perpendicular sides, constituting a narrow ridge, about half a mile in

length, and of a shape approaching to that of an Italic/running

nearly N. by E. to S. by W. The hill is entirely formed of basalt, as

its form had led me to expect. Above and in the body of the hill it

has a concentric globular structure, the external layers of which are

remarkably soft, and on the top of the hill resemble a peperino ; lower

down it is soft, of a greenish color, and soapy feel, (Nos. 66 and 69.)

The nuclei left undecayed on the top, are exceedingly hard and tough,

of a deep black colour, and contain large crystals of olivine, and small

globules of calcedony. Many small but very characteristic specimens

p 2
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of this last mentioned mineral, which had been imbedded between the

concentric nodules, were picked up (No. 67). At the bottom of the

hill, the basalt loses its concentric form, and occurs in tables or laminae,

having the appearance of having been subjected to violent forces, it

sounds under the hammer when struck. Various specimens of the

trap are much loaded with iron, sometimes in grains of a reddishbrown

colour ; at others, it appears as if it had been partially smelted, and is

not very different in its appearance from some examples of laterite.

Much of the " kankar" that abounds in the soil is coloured with iron,

while other portions are perfectly white ; it is not, however, confined

to the soil, as it was observed to have formed between two laminae of

the basalt, and by the gradual deposition of the lime, to have nearly

broken up the upper stratum. From between some of the vertical

fissures in the tables, and round the large rounded masses that occur

in them, a formation of "kankar" projects ia several places half a foot

from the surface of the rock. It was evident, that the water loaded

with lime, percolating through the alluvial black soil, or through the

rock itself, gradually deposits the earth, where its accumulation is

favoured by circumstances, of which the most important is the occur-

rence of an impervious rock or soil below that supplying the lime

;

and this explains the absence of organic remains in this recent forma-

tion, except where, in sous rich in lime, it forms round the roots of

plants, and unites with itself, here and there, a fresh-water shell. No.

47, is a specimen illustrative of these views, taken from the south bank

of the Godavery. The rock over which the river flows is granite,

intersected by some great dykes of greenstone, (No. 44,) whose surface

has a smooth metallic coating where washed by the stream. They

project eight or ten feet, and are divided into numerous rhomboidal

masses by fissures, into which lime hat been deposited ; and in the

bed of the river, numerous fragments of calcedooies, zeolites, and other

minerals found in volcanic rocks, are partially cemented by lime. The

banks are mostly composed of black cotton soil, and the lower part is

covered with small irregular loose slabs, resembling the dried cow-dung

used for fire ; which are found in situ projecting from the bank, and

connected above with portions formed round the roots of plants, and

below with other layers spread out between different strata of the

alluvial earth.

From the top of the hall of Nugger above spoken of, numerous in-

sulated hills, and short ranges of a similar form, are seen to rise from

the granitic tract to the east and west, but they do not observe any

particular line of bearing, although the whole group seems to pass

in a direction from east to west, like the other basalt ranges of the
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table land. From this hill to four or five miles north of NJrmul (a

large town nine miles north of the Godavery) as in almost all other

parts of the peninsula, is intersected by numerous greenstone dykes,

which generally run from N. by W. to S. by £. These dykes are of

great importance to the agriculture of the country, as the granitic soil

is extremely thin and poor, except in the valleys, where the day form*

ed by the decomposed felspar accumulates, and bears fine crops of

rice, for which water is collected in tanks, often in a great measure form-

ad of natural mounds of rounded or angular fragments of greenstone,

which is little subject to decomposition. At Jakrampilly, there is a

remarkable dyke of this kind, which, can be traced for several miles by

a series of tanks on one side of it : it is. also remarkable in exhibiting,

where it rises into a small hill near the village, the gradual transition

of the granite into the greenstone, and in the latter, having a tendency

to split into* regular forms/ When once a fissure, however small, m
fanned, the rain washes a gradually increasing portion of lime and

other soluble parts of its surface into the interstices, until the masses

are separated, in* which the alteration* of, temperature probably assist.

It i* difficult to account for the manner in which the greenstone passes

into granite in this instance ; but it is evident* that it has been raised

by the, granite above the continuation of the dyke at either end of the

hill. I have been more minute in the- description of the hill of Nug-
ger, principally with the view of affording some information relative to

the distinction of the basalt ridges, which have burst through the gra-

nite of theDeccan, from the greenstone dykes, which are ofsuch frequent

occurrence. The presence of olivine ; the soft wacke in which the

globular basalt is embedded ; the less crystalline structure ; the pas-

sage into amygdaloid containing calcedonies, zeolites, &c. and the gra-

nite in the neighbourhood of all the smaller masses of basalt, differing

little from that at a distance, may perhaps be sufficient to distinguish

these important rocks from each other. The separation of the differ-

ent ingredients of the granite into large crystals, and the insulated

masses of greenstone found in it near the dykes, prove, that the rock

had been softened by heat ; but judging from the appearance and great

length of many of these dykes, I do not think that they were of con-

temporaneous formation with the rock through which they pass. Near

one of these, at Secunderabad, a smooth, wall-like dyke of white gra-

nite passes through the sienite.

At Balcondah, 21 miles north of Jakrampilly, these dykes occur on

the large scale, and the granite is much separated into its constituent

parts, the felspar being of a fine red colour. Nine miles further north, in

the bed of the Godavery, the felspar is of a still more beautiful red
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colour ; bat good specimens could not be removed. Veins of quartz also

occur at Balcondah, with turbid milky spots* as if altered by heat, and

large imbedded crystals, (No. 42.)

* Sfchel Hills ; locally known as the Nirmul range.

Nirmul is surrounded by granite hills, containing much hornblende

and a little schorl ; and the summits of some of them appear to resem-

ble the greenstone of Jakrampilly, but they were not examined. After

passing some small ranges of hills, the ascent of the Nirmul chain

commences five or six miles north of the town, and the road continues

amongst lofty hills covered with forest, by a succession of ascents and

descents, for 40 miles, when it descends by the Muklegandy ghat to

the town of Eidlabid, nearly on the level of the flat country of Berar.

The southern ascent of Nirmul ghat, is the most deep and difficult,

the hills not rising in a series of terraces as they do to the north ; yet

it is not easy to ascertain the precise direction of the part of the hill

range over which this pass leads, on account of the projecting spurs

and low hills at their base, the thick forest with which it is covered,

and from its having something of a curved form. The general direc-

tion is from W. N. W. to E. S. E., which corresponds with that of

the Sichil range, to which these hills belong, and which extends

from the great lake water of Lonar to the neighbourhood of Munga-

pett, where the silicious fossil wood (marked " fossil wood," Munga-

pett), was found in 1828. On approaching the hills, the granite is

observed to become soft, and to decompose rapidly. In the bed of a

stream it has a remarkable concentric appearance, which was also ob-

served in the centre of the hills south of Thitnoor, where it is covered

by trap, on which fossils were found. No schistose rock was found

here, but 20 miles to the east of Nirmul, and a few miles south of the

mountains, hornblende slate occurs on the granite, and along with it the

magnetic iron ore described by Voysbt in the Journal of the Asiatic

Society, vol. II. It is not a sand, as might be inferred from his de-

scription ; but the grains of iron are either mixed with the hornblende

or occur in a sandstone-looking gneiss, from which the hornblende had

disappeared. Specimens of the rock, which I saw dug up, and of the

sand formed by pounding it on protruding masses of granite, are for-

warded. The softer pieces were at once reduced to powder, while the

harder were first roasted ; and the one was then easily separated by

washing in small shelving hollows dug in the clay. It is then melted,

and its quality said to be improved by using teak branches : the iron

is soft, but part is used in the mixture from which wootz steel is form-

ed. The strata of the schists have been broken and elevated, but the

• Also called " Sheiha."
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dip and direction are in no two places the same. Here also, the granite

was seen, in the bed of a torrent, in thin concentric scales, not unlike

the extremities of petrified trees, caused by the unequal waste of .the

compoi^P parts, the quartz projecting unaltered.

On approaching the hills, the soil gradually became black, with scat-

tered fragments of calcedony; and at the first part of the ascent,

which is for some distance very gradual, a singular fragment (No. 49)

of semi-vitrified matter was met with, containing small white crystal*

of felspar. It could not be distinguished from a piece of granite fused

in a steel furnace, with which it was compared by Dr. Voysby. At the

same place there were fragments so much like iron slag, that till I

found them in a large mass resembling a dyke, I supposed that they

were the product of a furnace, (No. 49.) The granite continues the

surface rock a little farther, passing into a black hard basalt, inter-

mixed with many white spots, apparently of felspar ; but I saw none of

them rounded or distinctly crystallized, forming amygdaloid or green-

stone porphyry, such as occur at the lower part of the pass leading to

Eidl&bad. On ascending the last part of the base of the hills, the

surface was strewed with calcedonies, quartz, (No. 52) and other

minerals of the same family, and amongst them, a few fragments of a

softish white clayey and silicious stone, containing small shells of fresh

water families. The trap then became softer, more vesicular with

calcedonies, zoolites, &c. imbedded, and the surface covered with tabular

crystals of the same kind as those so remarkable in thePoonah trap rocks

;

and latterly concentric, the external layers decomposing, and the nucleus

lying in a soft greenish wacke. I spent several hours in ascending the

highest points of the range, but was unable to discover any beds of fossil

shells ; large blocks of quartz were, however, observed, with a singu-

larly angular surface, and sometimes with fine capillary crystals, much
of which was found with the fossil fragments ; and afterwards, in the

same position and partaking of the characters of the fossiliferous

masses found in situ. These blocks were seen extending along the

steep face of the hill at the same level as if they had been forced out of

the mountain, or rather, as if the basalt, when erupted, had covered,

and partially melted the bed on which it lay, and thus caused the sin-

gular appearance of those blocks. The highest summit east of the

pass is caped by some horizontal strata, having some resemblance to

sandstone that had been altered and blackened by heat ; what its real

nature was, I could not determine.

The hills, for 44 miles by the road, are arranged in terraces with
steep sides and flat summits, rising now and then into conical eleva-

tions, with rounded or flat tops, and inclosing narrow valleys, abounding
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in streams, or small table lands with water every where near the

surface. On some of the ridges, the globular basalt becomes columnar*

near which no trace of fossils, and hardly any calcedonies have been

found. A thick wood and grass jungle, composed of very different

plants from those most common on the granite hills, cover the whole

tract, and render it unhealthy for the greater part of the year. In a

deep valley, about the middle of the hills, where the Kurm or Kurrum

river passes through them, the basalt is seen to rest on friable granite,

(as near Nfrmul to the south and Eidlibad to the north, and at one or

two other places,) and a level plain of considerable extent and deep

black colour extends to Etchoda to the neighbourhood of the shelly

rock. The fossils were first found at Munoor, and between that village

and Thitnoor, which is near the top of the Maklegandy ghaut. The

most remarkable were found in the beautiful grey chert41
, which either

projects from the basalt in which it is imbedded, or rests in large

blocks on the surface. The side on which they rest is remarkably

smooth and even, while the others are rough and covered with bivalve

shells of great size, and some of them having the epidermis still entire,

resembling a recent bed of shells on the sea shore. A few univalves

also occur converted into flint, and it is remarkable, that one small

bivalve, thus altered, retains its colours. The masses are evidently in

situ, and have probably been consolidated by the basalt, with which

they are surrounded, or on which they rest. Some specimens exhibit

a mixture ofsand and mud, merely slightly agglutinated and intermixed

with fragments of shells ; the greater part is converted into chert

spotted with fragments, or containing the shells in a perfect state ; in

other places, the materials have arranged themselves into an enamel*

like substance around irregular cavities containing fine crystals of

purplish quartz, and in one specimen a formation of cakspar has taken

place. Throughout the rock perfect bivalve shells, both closed or open,

occur in the situation in which they had lived and been entombed.

The most perfect are closed, and some of them are easily separated

from the rock to which they are slightly united at a few points only

;

they are filled with the stone, mixed with fragments of minute shells,

and some are entirely converted into chert, which retains the form

even of the ligaments so completely as almost to lead one to expect to

be able to open them.

Between Munoor and Thitnoor, masses of red chert project from

amongst the basalt, and contain various shells, mostly univalves of

small size, and some of them evidently belonging to fresh water

genera. Near to these many fragments of different kinds were found

• See labels on •pecimesfl.
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lying loose on the surface, and abounding in shells of various families.

(See specimens.) Those in the green crystalline mass, resembling an

ore of*copper, were in many instances converted into quartz crystals,

retaining the perfect form of the shells ; one of these of exquisite

beauty, which has been unfortunately broken, was found in the interior

of a larger one : others were imbedded in a tough white clay rock, so

soft as to soil the fingers. The greatest part consisted of a siliceous

rock, partly converted into a black bituminous flint, or a coarse quartz,

partially altered into calcedony, into which the majority of the shells

were converted. Some, on the contrary, retained the structure of the

shell unaltered, and effervesced with acids.

Amongst these, the fragments containing the fossil seeds of chara,

associated with fresh-water shells, were found. The gyrgonites were

not observed at the time the specimen was found, but the rock to

which it belonged could not be far distant, as the shells are of the

same species as in other specimens, having a similar mineralogical

structure. In other fragments, remains of grasses appearing half con-

sumed were seen ; and in the large protruding mass of red chert,

containing shells converted into calcedony, I discovered what I take

to be the tooth of an herbivorous quadruped. A few of the shells I

'

believe to be marine, and at the distance of half a mile, the principal

masses of grey chert, containing the large marine shells, were found.

On descending towards Thitnoor, granite is seen at one place, and -

above, much quartz, having a slag-like surface of the kind seen above

Nirmul occurs. A few specimens of black chert, with shells, were

picked up in the bed of a nulla at Thitnoor, where it was also found'

in situ. A loose piece of reddish and green flint, with shells, was also

met with in a ravine three miles further north. Much lime and kankar

here mixed with the black soil, or was deposited in the water-

} ; the greater part probably derived from the decomposed basalt,

or from such layers of a soft white limestone, as were found between

the laminae of basalt, in digging pits to obtain water for the troops,

when encamped at Etchoda. A compact stratified limestone, however,

occurs in the vicinity.

The pass from Thitnoor, called the Muklegandy ghat, is formed

of several terraces, of which three only are remarkable, and a steep

descent between each. The surface rock of the second terrace is a

rough, white limestone, which appeared to be consolidated in nodules,

until it was broken, and found to consist of a great variety of shells,

many of great size, but difficult to remove entire, forming a rock of a

crystalline texture. The strata are horizontal, and in one place, where

it is cut through by a torrent, the rock is 12 feet thick, and is seen to
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rest directly on granite of a reddish color. The shells are of very vari-

ous forms : several belong to the genus Ostrea of Linnjbub ; one very

perfect Cardia was entire, both valves being connected, and one frag-

ment, of a very large shell, has the water-worn appearance often seen

on the sea-shore. The edges of the large shells are harder than the

rest of the rock, and stand out from it, which has led the natives to

compare its surface to the impression left by the feet of sheep, and to

name it " Bakri ke piun ka patthar." Over the surface, many frag-

ments of basalt, calcedonies, &c. are scattered, derived from a lofty

spur of the higher point of the mountain, which rises precipitously

from the terrace within a few hundred feet of the fossil strata. A very

remarkable mass of soft peperino, resembling ashes, of which a specimen

is forwarded, seemed to proceed from the limestone, where it begins to be

lost amongst the debris of the mountain ; and amongst the loose frag-

ments, were some very tough clayey stones, having the forms of small

univalve shells adhering and embedded.

The facts above described, and the nature of the different fossil beds,

more especially this great accumulation of marine shells resting imme-

diately on granite, and the fossil seeds of chare, now perhaps first found

in India, leave no doubt on my mind, that this wild mountain country,

now covered with a dense forest, had once been the bed of an inland

sea or great estuary, on whose shore the chare and associated fresh-

water shells had flourished.

On descending the pass towards Eidla'bid, the rock changes to

amygdaloidal trap, with occasional masses of greenstone porphyry,

having large crystals of felspar imbedded. The opake milk-white

quartz, and the beautiful white porous crystalline mineral, which accom-

pany the fossils, were found here, and were not met with elsewhere.

At the foot of the pass, granite re-appears, and protrudes in great

masses from the soil, for about four miles on either side of the town

of Eidlabid*.

Basaltic Tract between Eidlabdd and Ndgpur.

The greater variety of rocks that occur between Eidlib&d and Nag-

pur, and the interesting appearances they exhibit, will render it necessary

to enter somewhat more into detail in describing the localities whence

the specimens were collected ; so as to afford the means of determining

their relations to each other, and to the fossil deposits already described 5

as well as to the great western trap formation, and the stratified rocks

to the north and south.

* The localities of some other minerals found in the Nirmul hills are marked

on the specimens. The blood-red chert found in the Talley of Ankni is

remarkable.
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The bed of the small river of Ekllabid (see map) is covered by

numerous fragments of the argillaceous blue limestone, so well known

as underlying the diamond breccia in the Cuddapah district south of

the Kistnah. Three miles higher up, the stream runs over the slightly

inclined strata of a fine white sandstone, having some quartz fragments

imbedded, rising towards some lofty ranges of trap formation to the

east, (the Manik-gurh hills4",) and are some places converted into a

quartz-like mass, as is seen in some of the Cuddapah sandstones. It

probably rests on the blue limestone, which is seen to pass into a soft

bluish or reddish clayslate in the bank of a stream a few miles north.

About 10 miles N. of Eidlabid, the limestone is found on the surface,

forming smooth slabs, having much calcareous spar and rock crystal

between the strata, and in their veins through the rock, and in the

course of the natural figures, numerous small round perforations are

arranged in lines, and occasionally filled with soft calcareous matter.

On a rising ground south of Zeynid, the marble had occasionally a dip

of 40 degrees ; but for the most part it was nearly horizontal, and the

direction of the dip was quite irregular. In the nala of Zeyn&d, which

runs over limestone, there is much tuff, having small pieces of the

limestone imbedded, and evidently formed from the water of the stream

(specimens No. 85) ; a similar formation is, however, found in a few

places on the high level ground to the S. W. To the east of the village

a gently rising ground extends nearly N. E. and S. W. for about three

miles, and terminates in a small hill, which rises rather abruptly. The

slope is formed of nearly horizontal slabs of marble, the edges of the

strata being exposed by the gradual rise of the surface. In following

the ridge to within half a mile of the little hill to which it rises, a

singular appearance presented itself : a dyke of perfectly vertical strati-

fication, about three feet in thickness, projects two feet from the general

surface ; its exterior is singularly irregular and altered, the constituents

of the rock being formed into crystalline or flint-like minerals of lime,

argil, or silex, while the internal structure retains the characters of the

blue limestone. On following this natural wall for about half a mile,

it is concealed by globular basalt, which has burst through the strata,

and in forming the termination of the little ridge, has covered the

surrounding limestone, of which a portion has been so singularly dis-

placed. The basalt is vesicular, and resembles much of that found in

the Nirmul hills. No fossils were found here ; but in the ascent from

the second terrace of the Muklegandy ghat, where the great bed of

marine shells was incumbent on granite, the same limestone was seen

• The Manik-gurh hills run from N. by E. to S. by W. almost at right

sagles to the Nirmul range.

Q 2
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in sitA, greatly broken up by the eruption of the precipitous trap ridge,

on which it was seen. The thickness of the grass and wood jungle

prevented its being traced with sufficient accuracy. Fragments of the

same rock were also seen* at Thitnoor ; and a very similar rock was

observed in horizontal strata at Muneer, not far from some great

blocks, containing marine fossils, in one specimen of which small

univalve shells were found. But as this locality was only examined

by torch light, I could form no judgment as to the formation being

the same ; although the total absence of fossils in the blue limestone,

over extensive tracts in which I have searched for them, incline me to

think that they are different.

The relative age of the blue limestone and great trap formation, to

which these hills belong, being ascertained by these and other facts ; it

may be hoped, that a careful comparison of the fossils will assist in

determining the period to which other rocks occurring to the north

and south belong. I have not been able to detect amongst them any of

the Himalaya fossils ; but some fragments found in indurated clay at

Jirpoh, near the hot springs in the valley of the Nerbada, and in a
specimen from the Gawilgurh fossil rock, described by Dr. Votsbt in

the 18th vol. of the As. Res. appear to belong to some of the same

shells.

The march to the Payngunga river is over a flat country of black

soil, modified in some places by a mixture of earth derived from slate

day, which appears occasionally at the surface, and of the same kind as

that found below the limestone of Cuddapah, or which takes its place

under the diamond breccia of Banganapilly. Jaspers, striped red and

white, are found in the black soil. Scattered over this extensive plain

are a number of small conical hillocks of white kankar, apparently

formed by springs issuing from the centre, and now dried up : in some

of them the apex is a little depressed. Several long straight ranges

are seen at a distance, generally flat on the summits, but occasionally

rising into cones, with a lengthened base, corresponding to the direc-

tion of the hills. About half up the greatest height a remarkable line

extends all along, on which the summits appear to rise as on a terrace,

or like the parallel roads of Glen Roy.

The pebbles of the Payngunga are principally calcedonies of a red*

dish color and the blue limestone. No. 93 is a specimen of the

calcareous sandy tuff from the banks of this fine river ; it is found as

high as 25 feet above the water at the fort ; and is always horizontal,

with black soil between the layers, which are from an inch to three

feet thick. The surface is irregular, but seldom or ever shoots into

branches like the tufa of the Godavery, and holes occasionally occur in
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the layers, from a deficiency of lime ; in other places, it projects three

or four feet, in consequence of the soft soil being washed away. In one

of the specimens, numerous recent shells are imbedded, which corre-

spond in situation to a layer of these left in the sand by the last fall of

the river ; and it is evident, that the tufla is formed from the infiltra-

tion of the lime with which the black soil and the water of the river

abound, into layers of sand. In all these rivers, and in the stream of

Bibbery and others running into the Godavery above Badrachellam,

beds of limestone conglomerate, cementing agates and calcedonies, are

continually forming.

The country between the Payngunga and Kair has at all seasons

many springs and streams of pure water ; which give a lively and

beautiful green to the vegetation, when the surrounding country is

burned up by the scorching heats of May*. The first of these streams

is at Lingtee, the water of which is loaded with lime, which it depo-

sits on its bed in a thick incrustation of tuff. Loose pieces of branches,

petrified by lime, were found on the banks, and a wall of kankar six

feet high in contact with No. 95, seemed to have been formed from a

spring which had gushed from a fissure in the blue limestone, which is

here the surface rock, and rests on a reddish, very friable slate clay, as

is seen in a section a mile further down the stream. The black flint,

No. 96, resembling anthracite, was found higher up. This stream,

which, in the driest weather, has sufficient water to drive a mill, is said

to have its source about six miles distant in a low range of hills, over

which the road passes more to the east, a little to the north of Ur-

juna, and three and a half miles from Lingtee. At this village, a

small stream takes its rise in a hot spring, whose temperature, as it

gushes from beneath the wall of a half ruined reservoir was, in Decem-

ber, 1833, almost 87*. Copious springs also rise in the bed of the

little stream ; and globules of gas are extricated from round holes in

the mud ; but on endeavouring to collect a quantity, it was found that

there were considerable and irregular intervals between each jet of air,

nor did it always issue from the same place. The springs rise through

the blue limestone so often mentioned/which, in a section in the north

bank, is seen to have been raised by some violent forces, in a very

singularmanner, so as to form a series of irregular piked gothic arches,

overlaid by partially broken but horizontal strata. The spaces within

the arches are filled with fragments of the same rock, all evidently

forced from below. The bed of the stream has a covering of sand,

• The tame was observed of the beautiful stream at Bibbery, in the month of

May, 1828, and inclines me to think, that it derives iu source in springs like

those of Kair, to be presently described. It rises in the Nlrmui range.
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which, some way below, is agglutinated by lime into a tolerably hard

rock. The sand is derived from a quartoze sandstone, which crops out

in two or three places from the ascent south of the spring. The strata

are not horizontal, but neither the dip nor line of bearing could be

observed.

North of Urjuna the rock is concealed by the soil as far as the

Pindee ghat, nearly a mile distant, which passes over the steep low

range, in which the Lingtee nulla rises. Its top is rounded, but on

either hand, several conical summits are seen outlying from the range,

which extends for some way from N. W. to S. E. On leaving the

plain of Urjuna, the blue limestone disappears, and the hill is found

to be composed of the usual black concentric basalt, the nuclei of which

are exceedingly hard, and contain much olivine : they are imbedded in

a soft grey or greenish wacken. I was surprised to find the road and

a ravine descending from the hill strewed with the limestone I had left

below, and did not quite credit the guide, who pointed to the top of

the hill as the locality from which they came. I, however, soon came

to it in situ, in its characteristic large smooth slabs, which render it so

difficult to pass on horseback. They were observed to be slightly

convex upwards, to be very much fissured in various directions, and if

taken in the mass, to have a slight anticlinal dip, although on the top

the slabs were horizontal and several places remarkably altered, as

if they had been half fused ; the argillaceous and siliceous matters hav-

ing arranged themselves into beautiful streaks of a pale blue enamel,

passing into calcedony, or crystallized in minute prisms. Some parts

of these strata had acquired a deep black color, and a flinty hardness.

On descending the hill on the opposite side, the same appearances

presented themselves, and left no doubt of the limestone having been

raised from its connections by the intrusion of the basalt, which had

slightly bent the strata, and in doing so, had caused the numerous fis-

sures, and the alteration of structure. North of the Pindee ghat,

there are a number of very low rising grounds, flat on the top, and

composed of black globular trap rocks : and on the valleys, many large

coarse masses of calcedony are scattered ; of which, on a slight exa-

mination, I saw none in the hills. Near this, the limestone, No. 97,

was found in the bed of a nulla. A little farther on, there are two

very black conical hills of trap, and at their feet, great fragments of

rock crystal, but of no beauty, and having cavities lined with calce-

dony. From hence to Kair, the country is more level, rising however

a little, to the right of the road ; and four miles from the Pindee

ghat, and the same distance from Kair, I found the sandstone, Nos. 99

and 100. It was only seen in a small nulla where its strata appeared
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to be horizontal/and was white, red, or of a fine yellow, easily decom-

posed, and having small metallic veins passing through its substance,

No. 100, and in one or two places, passed into a breccia, cemented by

lime. No other rock is found at a higher level. I had been induced

to examine this extensive slope, as the occurrence of the blue limestone

suggested the probability of a sandstone or breccia being found above

it, as at Cnddapah, before I discovered the sandstone at Urjuna, and

near Eidlab£d ; I was therefore much gratified by finding it, although

different in mineralogical characters. The country did not afford any

section, but the sandstone probably rests on the blue limestone, which

is met with at a lower level, two miles to the north-east. A mile and

a half south of Kair*, the road crosses a small river, where there are

some masses of travertine several yards square, which have been carried

down by the stream : they are entirely composed of petrified branches

and leaves, with a cement in some parts of considerable thickness, and

more or less crystalline, or resembling kankar.

The stream rises near the town in copious hot springs, whose water

is considered to be exceedingly pure and delicious ; but when taken

from one of the springs, where it can be directly received, was found to

be acid to the taste, and, on boiling, deposited lime, which the carbonic

acid had held in solution. Bubbles of gas are also extricated with the

water, from one ofthe springs. The lime separates in its course, giving

a whitish appearance to the water of the pools, while it sparkles near

the springs and in the rapids, as was the case also at Lingti. The

temperature of the spring, in 1831 and 1833, was 87* and is the same

in May, June, and December ; but the difference to the feelings, accord-

ing to the temperature of the air, is so great, as to have led to the

belief that it is cold in the day and hot at night ; the thermometer,

however, showed that it was the same at 3 p. m. and 5 a. m. of the 5th

June, when that of the air was 100° and 81°. The principal spring

rises at the root of a great Banian tree below the pagoda, and is stated

by the devotees to flow in the same profusion the whole year, which

they account for by saying that it flows from the Ganges at Benares.

This and other springs form a stream, that increases as its course is

followed downwards, notwithstanding that much is directed to gardens,

and a fine sheet of paddy in the bend of the river thus formed. About

half a mile below the spring, the first formation of rock is found cross-

ing the stream like a dyke, but of considerable breadth ; others more

remarkable are found lower down, and after a winding course of 2£
miles, it seems to cease. The congeries of branches, roots, and even

• This small town roast not be confounded with a large place of the same

name on the Godayery.
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trees, sometimes hollow, and always in concentric rings of deposit,

forms a beautiful sight when in masses of several tons weight. The
strata were seen in one place to be 12 feet thick, and to rest on the

common black alluvial soil ; near this, it had filled the original bed of

the stream, and forced it to find another channel : and in two places, a

fall of three or four feet, forming a pretty cascade, seemed to be occa-

sioned by the growth of the rock, and the wearing away of the channel

below. The deposit often conceals the remains of plants, with a smooth

coating of considerable thickness and firmness, frequently rounded in

irregular sections of large circles ; in others, in nodulous forms ofgreat

beauty, covering over the extremities of the smaller or larger branches*

and occasionally preserving the wood in an hermetically-sealed cavity.

The roots of the Banian now and then pass into the empty tubes, as

if they were the mould on which they are formed ; others probably

form on the weeds, which flourish in the wildest luxuriance along the

banks : one of these I found to be 24 feet in height. Recent shells,

such as now inhabit the stream, were found in many places enveloped in

the stone. One fine specimen of lynuuta was attached to the side of

the rock, as if it had been arrested there by the deposit of stone around

it, and which has taken its shape ; its fine surface, where it adhered,

being that of the fresh shell ; while the coating exhibited the color and

fracture of the tufla of the hillocks south of the Payngunga, and others

exactly similar, near the town of Kair. Roots and branches were

seen to He in the deep water without a coating of stone ; but the series

of observations so accurately described by Mr. Ltkll was completed*

by finding where the stream fell over some rocks, a plant still living*

whose roots were thickly interwoven, and the leaves on a level, and just

above the water, cemented into a mass of firm white tufia. (Specimens

of the water and tufa were formerly sent.)

The spray seemed, therefore, to produce the deposit more quickly ;

but specimens of moss growing below the water were also converted

into sharp brittle spiculae.

Below, some blocks were softened, and as if in part redissolved.

Amongst the petrified plants, one tree l£ foot in diameter was seen ;

and also a few leaves ; but these were rare, 1 suppose from their rapid

decay and smooth surface ; one of them seemed to belong to a species

of lotus seen in a pool above, and another seemed to be the leaf of aloe.

In some places the tuffa was sandy, and in one or two slightly tinged

with iron ; some of it had a fine crystalline appearance, and considerable

hardness ; while other specimens could not be distinguished from kan-

kar. A tendency to the formation of a bluish white scum was observed

on the surface of the still water, both here and at Lingtee : a slight
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smell resembling sulphur was also occasionally perceived ; and at the,

latter, our people procured water of a very offensive taste, although per*

fectly clear, from a well which I did not see.

The water abounds with animal life, and the banks are covered with

a profuse vegetation, amongst which many fine insects were seen ; and

in the hot season, all forms of life seem to gather round this oasis in

the black burned-up country around. The banks and water affording

so much food, vast numbers of birds of different species, game, doves,

kings-fishers, herons, &c. are collected together, whose habits a natu-

ralist might spend months in observing, without exhausting the field of

inquiry.

AD the springs seemed to be equally loaded with calcareous matter,

and similar formations by springs now closed up are seen on a rising

ground down the river. Here too, the globular trap again appeared on,

the surface in several places, of small extent ; one was a little to the

west of the greatest formation of travertine, and another below the ford

where the hard nuclei were surrounded by layers of a grey friable wacke

like that of the Nirmul hills, and are curiously divided into compart-

ments by tuffkceous partitions. Near to this, the blue limestone is again

found in extensive slabs, slightly raised from its horizontal position ;

but as usual in nq regular direction, the strata occasionally meeting

each other at an obtuse angle. The same remark applies to the rock as

seen to the north of the springs on the road to Won, and to almost

every other place where I have met with it. Near the last mentioned

bed of basalt, some irregularly inclined strata of blue rock, having a

granular sandstone-like aspect, were seen, and at no great distance,

large loose masses of vesicular scoria? were found, (specimens Nos.

109, 115.)

But the most interesting appearances are seen, in a small irregular

rising ground, above the pagoda at the principal spring, which will be

best understood by an inspection of the specimens 104. The basis of

the rock is a tough white limestone, projecting from the gentle risinjr

ground in very irregular masses, passing into curious and beautiful

jasperous minerals, often coated with minute rock and other crystals
;

and the whole is, perforated by large cavities, and even holes, evidently

formed when the rock had been erupted in a semifluid state. Much,

tufla is associated with these altered rocks, filling up many of the cavi-

ties, and having various minerals imbedded. I believe that few places

exhibit so many of the most interesting effects of volcanic action, as the

small district around Kair ; more especially in altering a stratified rock

of apparently uniform structure, so as to form a great variety of mine-
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rals*. A good deal of sandstone has been used in the old buildings,

which the inhabitants stated to be brought from Sacra, five miles to the

west.

To the north of Kair, the limestone resumes its blue color ; the soil

is black, and a little further on, mixed with calcedonies, &c. In the

nulla at Won, quartz sand, sandstone, and a mineral resembling pud-

ding-stone were picked up ; and at the foot of the hill, the remarkable

vegetable fossil figured in the fifth number of the Madras Journal, and

now deposited in the museum of the Bengal Society. The small hill

of Won is composed of sandstone of different colors, red, white, and

yellow, and waved lines of a black color from disseminated iron, pass

through it in various directions—the composition of which is the same

as that in which the fossil is contained, and No. 100, from between

Urjuna and Kair. The strata have been elevated by the convulsions

to which the rest of the district has been subjected, and have a dip

from the apex of the hill, varying from 35 to 55 degrees : their direc-

tion on the southern face of the hill, is nearly from E. to W., but to

the west they turn off towards the rising ground on which the town is

situated, the line of bearing of the strata being from S. E. to N. W.
The swell of the hill extends some way to the east, but the country is

on the whole level. This sandstone is also found to the eastward in

the basin of the Wurdah and Godavery, beyond Chanda.

Sand derived from these rocks forms the soil for two miles north

of Won : between that and the Wurdah, it consists of the basaltic

black soil, and the gravel of that river is composed of calcedonies,

agates, &c. of which a calcareous conglomerate, in horizontal strata,

two or three feet thick, has been formed, No. 123.

At Waronah, white sandstone and a yellow slate, apparently belong,

ing to the clay slate formation to which Votsbt refers the blue lime-

stone, is used in building ; and one obtained from a hill five miles dis-

tant, which I had not time to visit. Most of the pagodas between

Hingan ghat and Chanda are built of the same materials. Between
Waronah and Chiknee the country is level, well cultivated, and the

water within a few feet of the surface ; much fever prevails after the

rains, although there is no wood or marsh. Basalt protrudes from

the level soil, and near it, the bed of a small nulla displays strangely

altered strata of the red slate clay, seen at Lingtee, which is broken

up, and intermixed with crystalline nodules and layers of calcareous

• In some specimens, the surface has the appearance ofa semifased brick, which
had assumed something of a regular arrangement, whilst the centre is composed
of the blue limestone little altered.
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•par, having a red clay in the interstices. The specimen (No. R. 5)

gives an imperfect idea of the singular appearance of this rock. At
Dyegham, two miles further north, and about the same distance south

from Chiknee, it is seen dipping to the west of south at a consider-

able angle, is much fissured, and is reticulated with beautiful veins of

calcareous spar, filling up the vertical interstices, which vary from a

line to half an inch in breadth ; they intersect each other in all direc-

tions without disturbance, and were evidently formed at one time.

To the east of this, and of the village of Chiknee, there is a very

gentle rise of the country, and concentric basalt and great round trap

boulders are seen wherever the soil has been removed. On this are

found numerous great blocks of indurated clay, of remarkable hard-

ness, and exhibiting all the varieties of that mineral, of flinty slate, of

compact schist, and of semi-opal*. Many of these masses are also

found imbedded in the basalt ; and on a very careful examination, the

inference could not be avoided, that they owed their different appear-

ances to the greater or less heat to which they had been exposed.

Most of them are full of large and small univalve shells, many of

which are of fresh-water genera. Many of the shells are changed

into opal, others are covered, or their shape taken and preserved by

quartz crystals ; while the shells of a few can be separated unaltered,

and effervesce with aids. The spines of the small shells are often

insulated in cavities in the rock, and their crystalline surface is often

very beautiful, when examined with the microscope. Some vertebras

and the head of a fish were met with ; but from the great toughness of

the rock, part only could be broken off, and a portion of the same

block was converted into a red flint, with shells changed into opal. A
large loose block of a slaty structure was found near this, containing

fragments of very large bivalve shells of great thickness, along with

wood converted into a black flint, intersected by fine veins of a light

purple opal; and other bivalves which had been crushed together,

were found in a flinty state on the upper part of the rising ground. I

do not think that I go beyond the limits of correct inference, in sup-

posing these shells to have lived in a mud formed from the decompo-

sition of the clay-slate found in the neighbourhood, and through which

the trap is seen to have burstf.

• Loose specimens of this rock was seen by Mr. W. Gbooks, Surgeon of the

Madras European Regiment, in 1829, who directed my attention to ascertain

their position.

f Shells were first found here by Mr. W. Gbddes, late of the Madras Medi-

cal Establishment.

a 2
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The country to Naugri continues to be composed of basalt, Which m
in some places tabular, with green earth between the laminae ; and the

soil is covered with calcedonies, ribbon and pudding stone, jaspers,

resembling those found m the Nirmul hills, to which the whole cha-

racter of the formation remarkably assimilates, and leaves no doubt of

their belonging to one great period of protrusive violence.

At Naugri, fossils like those of Chiknee are formed ; and with the

conical masses of calcedony, having a smooth flat base of cachelong, the

centre being filled with quartz crystals and calc spar; which were

afterwards seen in situ at Hingan ghat, inserted between the globular

basalt with the apex downwards, the peculiar appearance of the base

being perhaps caused by slow cooling.

At Hingan ghat, a number of blocks, loose, ofa black and red chert,

containing silicified branches of dicotolydonous trees, and a very perfect

portion of a palm (date ?) tree were discovered : and the same kind of

rock, but without fossils, protruded from the basalt a little below

Colonel Lambton's tomb. The basalt was globular, but seems to have

had a tendency to form five or six-sided prisms. The rest of the

route to Nagpoor is over a level country, from which a few insulated

trap hills rise abruptly, on whose summits basaltic columns are occa-

sionally met with. On the south side of the small range of hills near

the city, these columns are very regular, and inclined'to the south, at

an angle of 45°, in consequence of which many of them have fallen.

The flat top of the hill forms a pavement of the ends of similar co-

lumns perpendicular to the horizon. The round flat topped hill of

Sitabuldee, which is accurately described by VoVsey in the 18th volume
6f the As. lis. is separated a few hundred yards from the extremity of

this range, and rests oh a decomposing granitic rock ; its great and
irregular masses show a similar tendency to crystalline arrangement,

and thin sheets of calcedony are found in the joints.

To connect these observations with those published in the As. Re-
searches and Journal, on the countries south of the Nerbada, it is

necessary to mention, that at the cantonment of Kampty, eight miles

north of N£gpoor, the sandstone is met with in the north bank of the

Kanan river ; and a mile higher up, the granite has been forced through

the strata, bending or converting them into quartz rock. The crystals of

felspar and plates of mica are remarkably large, and mica slate is seen

in a quarry a few hundred yards distant. Beyond this are some small

hills of upraised gneiss ; near to which a conical hill of curiously

altered rock, resembling that above the hot springs of Kair, has burst

through a limestone, which it appears to have converted into a fine

crystalline bed, like that found in the primitive districts of Scotland.
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From the summit of thie volcanic rock the basaltic hill of Sitabuldee

and others are seen to the south and west ; and at the same distance

to the north, the rounded mica slate and granitic hills of Ramtesk,

which extend into the Bengal territory south of Sigur.

An examination of the map will impress more strongly, than any

thing I can urge, the importance of examining the whole Sichel or

Shesha range, from the great lake water of Lonar, (to which the atten-

tion of your readers was called in the number of Journal for June,

1834,) to the fossil beds of the Nfrmul hills ; and from thence to Bibbery,

the fossiliferous localities above Mungapett, and the hot springs of

Byorah and Badrachellam. Other hot springs are also said to be

found in the Nirmul range, regarding which I could get no correct

information.

There are three other points to which it may be well to call the

attention of such of your readers as may have an opportunity of visit-

ing these localities.

1st. Whether the Sichel hills really terminate about Mungapett,

or are continued in broken ranges towards Rajamundry ? I have long

considered it probable that the dykes so common in the Circars are

connected with the great basaltic ranges which cross the Deccan in

nearly the same direction ; and Dr. Bbnza has recently discovered a

bed of marine fossils on the top of a basaltic hill five miles south of

Rajamundry, and a little above the alluvial plains of the mouths of the

Godavery.

2nd. Whether the basaltic hills near the Manjerah river, on which

Dr. Voyset discovered fossils, are connected with those of Bekanur-

pettah and Nugger above described ; and whether they belong to the

same geological period as the Nirmul hills ?

3rd. I entertain little doubt that the basaltic formation of the valley

of Berar and the basin of the Panah river, which falls into the Tapti,

belongs to the period of eruption which elevated the Nfrmul fossils

from the bed of the sea ; before, however, coming to this conclusion,

with reference to the northern part of the valley, the connection be-

tween the localities of the Nirmul and Chiknee fossils with those of

the Gawilgurh hills (A. R. vol. 1 7th) must be ascertained.

4th. The exact relations of the crater of Lonar to the great volcanic

district to the N. W. where fossils have not yet been met with.

But as the difficulties opposed to the investigation of the greater

part of such wild and unhealthy tracts will probably prevent these

desiderata being soon supplied ; I hope that a sufficient number of orga-

nic remains have been obtained from the central point of the district,

to enable an experienced geologist to arrive at a tolerably correct esti-
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mate of the relative age of part of the great trap formation of the

N. W. of India, which the President of the Geological Society in the

anniversary address to that body in 1833, stated to be quite unknown:
" no vestiges of secondary or tertiary formations having been detected

within the region described."

IV.

—

Description of a New Species of Columba. By B. H. Hodgson,

Esq. Resident in Ntpdl.

The following description of a new species was originally sent to the

Society six years ago, but it does not appear to have been published.

It has since been described as new by the Zoological Society in 1832.

With the description went a drawing, coloured, and large as nature.

Owing to the tardy appearance of the Society's quarto volume, the papers

that did appear there had been forestalled : thus red-billed Erolia, but

also my Circaeetus Nipalensis, take precedence, by two years, of Gould's

Ibidorhyncha Struthersii and his Hcsmatornis Undulatus, which are the

same species under new names. Both birds are types of new genera:

•ee the Journal of the Zoological Society under date Dec. 27th, 1831,

quoted, pp. 170 and 174. I described them both two years and some

months previously : as the dates of the papers and the proceedings of

your Society can prove*.

Order Rasorbs. Family, Columbid^e. Genus Columba. Species new.

Columba Nipalensis, (mihi.)

This elegant species is found in the woods of the valley of Nepal.

It is seen exclusively in the wild state, and is very shy, seldom or

never entering the cultivated fields for the purpose of feeding, but

adhering almost always to the woods, and living upon their produce, in

the shape of grass, seeds, and berries.

Except in the breeding season, it is very gregarious, and it breeds,

I am told, only once a year, laying its eggs in June and July. I cannot

bring it exactly under any of the ABCDarianf allotments ofthe numer-

• We can offer no farther explanation of the loss of the author's MS. than

was before given (J. A. S. IV.) neither can we find the plate to which he al-

ludes. Bat we take this opportunity of circulating a lithograph of the Erolia

and bearded Vulture described in vol. IV., which may serve as a peace offering

to the justly offended author.—Ed.

f A. orbits and tarsi plumose.

B. orbits plumose, tarsi naked, tail even.

C. orbits plumose, tarsi naked, tail wedged.

D. orbits naked.

a. feathers of the neck and quills simple.

b. feathers of the neck notched at tips.

«. quills bifid at tips.
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ous species of this genus, according to the specification of those allot-

ments in the 14th vol. of Shaw's Zoology, as will be perceived by the

following enumeration of characteristic particulars.

There is a naked space round the eyes. Two-thirds of the tarsi are

plumose, the remaining third only being naked, and the toes also are

naked. The quills are simple at their tips. The feathers of the neck

are sub-elongated and acuminated at their tips. The tail is even.

In an earlier vol. of Shaw, the Abcdarian division of the species is

not carried so far as in the vol. just mentioned : and the following

disposition of species, to be found in vol. xi. p. 2, of that work, has at

least nothing inconsistent with the enumeration of significant particulars

above given in reference to our bird.

A. tail equal.

a. orbits naked, feathers of the neck elongated, and acuminated

at their tips.

Comparing, for the sake of further illustration, our bird with the

Columba Livia, or common pigeon, it differs in being larger ; in having

the soft membrane at the base of the bill less tumid and mealy ; in

having a somewhat longer tail, and shorter, and more lowly feathered

tarsi, not to mention the naked space round its eyes, and other diagnos-

tic particulars, which have been separately explained.

The wings are about the same length as in the common species ; but

owing to the tail being longer than in that species, they have the

appearance of being shorter, and they do not reach within two inches

of the extremity of the tail.

What further illustration of this species may be needed will be best

gathered from a perusal of the details of size and proportions given

below, and contrasted with those of the common pigeon. I now
proceed to the plumage, in respect to which our bird bears a strong

resemblance to the Parabolic pigeon. The principal colour is a dark

slaty blue, deepened into more or less perfect black in the quills and

tail feathers ; and shewing clearest on the lower part of the back, on

the lesser tail and wing coverts above, on the thighs, and on the whole

of the tail and wing coverts below. Upon the lower part of the hind

neck, the upper part ofthe back, the lesser wing coverts above, and the

most part of the body below, the principal colour is almost superseded

by a rich purplish tinge ; and all the feathers so tinged, save those of

the upper back and of the sides of the body, are further adorned by being

broadly margined or pointed with pale clear bluish grey. The head

and top of the neck are wholly of the softest bluish grey, which colour,

as it descends the body, forming in its descent the margins and points

just noted, gradually decreases in quantity, and fades in hue. It pre-
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vails rather on the lower than upper surface of the neck, and in

respect to the body, is no where seen above, except in the shape of

soma roundish dots of nearly pure white on the lesser wing coverts.

The bill is black, shewing faintly a purplish tinge, which is more

clearly visible in the basal membrane of the bill, and on the naked

orbits. In front, the legs and feet are black green ; elsewhere, they

are yellowish. The claws are clear, lively yellow. The iris of the

eyes hoary grey or white.

The female is as large almost as the male, from which she differs

only in having the bluish grey of the head less clear and pale, and in

wanting almost entirely the purplish tinge, which adds so much beauty

to certain parts of the plumage of the male, especially the upper part

of his back, and the lower part of his belly. This species is, I fancy,

questionless new ; and as it seems to be peculiar to these mountains, if

not to Nepal proper, Columba Nipalensis would be a very appropriate

name for it.

Dimensions and weight of the Columba Livia and Columba Nipa-

lensis.

C. L. C. N.

feet, inches, feet, inches.

Tip of bill to tip of tail, 11 12$
Length of bill (to the gape), 0^ 1

Dittooftail, 5 6

Ditto of a wing, 8| 9

Expanse of wings 2 2 1|

Length of tarsi, 1| 1

/

f

Ditto of central toe and nail, If 1§

Weight, ll$o*. 12* oi.

Valley qf Ntpdl, Dec. 1829.

V.

—

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, the 2nd March, 1836.

W. H. Macnaghten, Esq. V. P. in the chair.

Lieut-Col. J. Colvik, Engineers, Lieut. Col. L. R. Stacy, John Nkave,
Esq. C. S., Lieut. A. Cunningham, Engineers, and Raja Vijaya Govinda
Singha Behadur, proposed at the last meeting, were ballotted for, and
duly elected members of the Society.

Read a letter from Mr. Alexander Beattie, withdrawing from the
Society.

Read a letter from W. H. Macnaghten, Esq. Secretary to the Govern,
ment of India, Political Department, acknowledging the receipt of a copy
of the communication from His Excellency Prince Esterhazy.
Read the following reply from Government to the Secretary's letter,

written in pursuance of the resolution of the last meeting, in regard to
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the oriental manuscripts and printed volumes of the Fort William College

Library*.
To James Prinsep, Esq.

Gtnl. Dept. Secretary to the Aaiatic Society.

Sib,
1 »m directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated the 6th instant,

aad in reply to state, that the Governor of Bengal accepts the offer of the Asia-

tic Society to provide rooms for the accommodation of, and to hold accessible

to the public, the Oriental portion of the late Library of the College of Port

William, and has ordered the books to be made over on the following conditions :

The books are to be the property of the Government until the Honorable Court

of Directors shall decide whether they shall be made over absolutely or not, the

Society to be ruled of course by their decision. The Government to allow the

Asiatic Society a monthly sum of 78 Rupees, (stated by the Secretary of the

College to be the minimum expence for custody of the books,) in consideration

of the Society's providing for establishment and keeping the books clean and

in proper repair. All other charges to be provided by the Society. The above

allowance to cease, in case of the property in the books being made over to the

Society.

Fort William, \ H. T. PRINSEP,
the 24th Feb. 1836. J Secy, to Govt.

Resolved, that the Society acquiesce in the terms proposed bv the Go-

vernment, and that the Secretary do take measures for receiving the

books and granting receipts for them to the Secretary of the College

Council in the course of their daily transfer.

Library.

The following books were presented :

Memoirs of the Astronomical Society, vol. 8th—by the Society.

Transactions of the Agricultural and Horticultural Society of Calcutta, vol.

2nd

—

ly the Society.

The following by Professor Bopp :

Grammatica Critica Linguae Sanscritae, two editions, 1829, 1832—by Pro-

feuor Bopp.
Glossarium Sanscrirum, 1830—by ditto,

Nalus, Maha-bharati Episodium, 1830—by ditto.

Diluvium, cum tribus alHs Maha-bharati praestantissimis Episodiis, 1829

—

by ditto. ...
Uber einige Demonstrativst&mme and ihren Zusammenhang mit verscnieaa-

nen Propositionen und Conjunotionen im Sanskrit und den mit ihm verwand-

ten Sprachen, 1830.

Uber den Einfluss der Pronomina auf die wortbildung im Sanskrit und den

mit ihm verwandten Sprachen, 1832—by ditto.

Ardschuna's Reise zu Indra's Himmel, nebst anderen Episodcn des Maha-

bharati—by ditto.

Conjugations System, 1 vol. 12mo. 1816—by ditto.

Die Sundflut, 1 vol. 12mo. 1829—by ditto.

Geological Report of an examination, made in 1834, of the elevated country

between the Missouri and Red Rivers, by G. W. Pbathbrstonhaugh, U. S.

Geologist, presented by the American Philosophical Society.

The following books were received from the book-sellers

:

Bridgewater Treatises, Prout's Chemistry, 1 vol. Kirby on Animals, 2 vols.

Roget's Physiology, 2 vols. ,.„,..-.
Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopedia, England, vol. 5th.

, Greeks and Romans, vol. 2nd.

• The resolution, by inadvertence, was omitted in the printed proceedings. It

was to the effect, that as Government had been pleased to transfer the European

portion of the College Books to the New Public Library, the Society begged to

tender accommodation in its rooms for the Oriental portion of the same, the Go-

vernment agreeing to pay the establishment necessary for its due preservation while

in deposit.
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Illustrations of the Botany, &c. of the Him&layan Mountains, and of the

Flora of Kashmir, by J. F. Royle, Esq.

Museum of Antiquities, SfC.

Facsimiles of inscriptions on two slabs of stone at the entrance of a
very ancient Temple, supposed to be Buddhist, on the Hill Fort of Gua-
lior, taken by Mrs. Sale, were forwarded by Major Sutherland, Resident

at Gualior.

Extract of a letter from Colonel H. Burney, dated Ava 15th January,

announced the transmission via Rangoon, of a small box containing some
Buddhist images found by Captain Hannay at Tagoung, 100 miles above

Ava on the Irawadi.
41 Optaia Haknay'b last letter is dated from Tsen-bo, (the Sembooa of the

Map of the Burmese Empire compiled in the Surreyor Generals Office in 1825,)

three stages above Daman. He must have reached Mogoung on the 5th instant.

He speaks in the highest terms of the general appearance of the country, and
estimates the population, particularly on the right bank of the Irawadi, to be
much more numerous than I had imagined. At Baman he was much interested

by the Chinese, who were inquisitive but civil ; and he estimates the breadth of
the Irawadi at Baman, to be full two mile* during the rainy season ! The
Sherelee and other rivers falling into it are too inconsiderable to have any con-
nexion with M. Klaproth's Tian-po.

"I am writing to you in great haste. The cold at Ava this year is unusually
great ; the thermometer at this moment has fallen to 45% and I am sitting in an
open verandah without a fire, and shivering under a piercing northerly air, which
seems to be coming directly from the snowy mountains."

Extract of a letter from W. Ewer, Esq. was read on the subject of the
interlined writing on the Lath at Allahabad, which he reported to be in

too imperfect a state to be copied or decyphered.

Mr. Ewer reminded the Secretary that he had communicated a draw,
ing of the trident at Barahaut and the inscriptions on it 10 years ago.

A letter from Col. Stacy was received, on the point in dispute of the
relative antiquity of the striking of coin in India.

A tabular view of the statistics of Muttra was presented by Captain R.
Wrougiiton, who promised to furnish similar tables of all divisions of the
country measured by himself as a part of the grand revenue survey.

An accurate meteorological register, kept in NipsU by Capt. Robinson,
for 1835 was received from the Resident at Katmandhu.
A register of the thermometer for the same year, from Mr. Eogeworth

at Amballa.

The following models from Nip&l were preseuted by Dr. A. Campbell.
1. Sugar-caue mill, or press, called Tu*a by the Newars, and Rulu by the

Parbattiahs.

2. Oil press, called Chikon-ta.

3. Water-mill, called Pan-Chaki of the northern Doab, and western hills,

and Kau by the Newars.

4. Spade, called Koo by the Newars, Kodali by the Parbattiahs.

5. Crutch, called Kurmuyhan by the Newars, used for breaking the clods and
pressing the soil.

6. Roochi-mughan, used by the Newars to cover sown wheat, and Qayha, or
upland rice.

7. Chtusu-mughan, used to smooth the flooded beds, in which the seeds of
the MaUi and Toki is sown, and also prepare the soil for sowing vegetables,

pepper (red), ginger, &c.

8. Roo Retcha, used for weeding the flooded rice.

9. Chong Kooki, used in weeding the Gar/ha, or dry land rice, coud (a vetch)

or other drill crops.

10. Root, used for spreading grain to the sun, and collecting it in heaps after

its removal from the straw.
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11. Ooghan-Okna, used for husking grain.

12. Rooti, used for making Chaul (rice) from Dkan, and for pounding bricks.
13. Chou Rummu, bhangy.
14. Plough, used by Parbuttiahs.

15. Keka, used to separate seeds from the cotton.
16. Yeau, spinning wheel.
17. Wearer's loom.
18. Rool, carpenter's adze.

19. Phoho, used as a saw.

20. Doha, carpenter's chisel.

21. Lamp.
22. Tulip.

23. Specimen of Gapgy upland rice.

24. Ditto of rice in the valley of Nipal.

25. Ditto of variety of rice called Main.
26. Two specimens of mustard seeds.

27. specimen of pea stalactite.

28. I Ktto of Nipal soap.

29. Two pen cases and inkstands.

30. Two inksta&ds.

31. Two Buddhas.

32. NipaM sword.

33. Ditto ditto.

Al the following Nipalese Musical Instruments:

1. Pkonga, (trumpet,) Newari.

2. Mnhallir (flageolet,) ditto.

3. Singha, (horn,) Nipal.

4. Nvg Pheni, or Turi, Parbattiah.

5. Bantuli, (flute or fife.)

6. MivKriiknaBeH, Newari flute.

AIbo, several specimens of Cotton and Woollen cloth manufactured at

Nip&l* Tibet, and Bhoote, marked from No. 18 to S3.

Physical.

The Secretary presented, in the name of Mr. W. Cracroft, a very fine

collection of the fossil impressions of vegetables and fossil woods in the

coal and shale of Newcastle in New South Wales, just received from that

place, along with a number of geological specimens and many rare shells,

encrinite, &c.

Mr. C. Bbtts presented a piece of fossil wood from the sandstone above

the coal beds of Burdwan ; to which the natives give the name of Aturhdr,

or " giant's bone."

Three specimens of soil, and five of minerals, of Nipal, and a collection

of skins of birds, presented by Dr. A. Campbell of NipAl.

A stuffed Albatross, presented by J. Child, Esq. H. C. Pilot Service.

A specimen of Eurinorynchus Griteus, or Pigmy Spoonbill, presented

bv Newoombb, Esq.
# ,

"This bird is one of the rarest in the world ; but a single specimen having been

found before : the Curator was requested to draw a description of it for publica-

tion.

A specimen of Remora, presented by C. W. Smith, Esq.

A note on the Chasrotherturn, one of the new pachydermatous genera,

discovered in the Sivalik range, by Messrs. Falconer and Cautlev, was

read.

The letter accompanying it notices the discovery also of the remains of birds,

in the same rich fossil field.
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Meteorological Register.
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L

—

Memoir of the Life and Writings of St. Nibrsbs Clajbnsis, sur-

named the Graceful, Pontiff of Armenia, By Johannes Avdall.

[Submitted to the Asiatic Society, 1st May, 1829*.]

At a period when Armenia was labouring under the lamentable

effects of intestine broils and foreign invasions ; when she was subject-

ed to the ruinous consequences of dissensions that existed between the

leaders of the Armenian and Greek Churches, when tyranny and per-

secution of the most violent kind strode hand in hand in her territories,

Providence deemed it necessary, out of sympathy for the sufferings of

Itowmmi beings, to raise up a person, who, by a happy combination ofthe

qualities of a great mind, with those of a good heart, might be a proper

instrument of knitting more closely man to man, and of removing dis-

turbances from the Church of Christ, whose very essence is formed of

love, meekness, and peace.

The individual, in whom the illustrious subject of this Memoir found

a father, was called Apibat, a prince famed for uncommon bravery

and glorious achievements, who flourished in Armenia,near the close of

the eleventh century. He claimed his origin from the Pehlavic race,

and had the happiness of perpetuating his memory by giving birth to

four sons, known under the appellations of Basil, Shahan, Grsoort,

• This paper was handed to as by a Member of the Committee of Papers of

the Asiatic Society for 1829, on his departure for the Cape. It had been unfortu-

nately mislaid among his papers. Although, (as the author's presentation letter

says,) " it is not of a scientific nature, and consequently little adapted to the

taste of the present age,' 1
still, considering that it is descriptive of the public

acts of the greatest author and divine that flourished in Asia in the middle

of the 12th century, and illustrative of the religious differences that separate

the Church of Armenia from that of Greece, it cannot fail to interest many of

our readers.

—

Ed.
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and Nierses. The latter was born in the year 1100, in the castle of

Zovs, which was the hereditary property of Apirat. Allied by the

ties of consanguinity to Gregory Vikayaser*, who then wielded the

pontifical sceptre in Armenia, Apirat entrusted to him the education

of Gregory and Nierses, who were, by the direction of their guardian,

admitted into the monastery raised on the summit of the Black Moun-

tain. Gregory Vikayaser, when he had attained to a good old age,

was by the repeated solicitations of the prince Basil the Sly, and his

illustrious lady, induced to change the place of his residence, and spend

the remainder of his days near them, at Rapan, situated in the vicinity

of the city of Cheson. On his departure from the monastery of the

Black Mountain, he took with him his wards, Gregory and Nierses,

having entertained favourable anticipations of their future greatness

and celebrity. Some time after his having eventually settled in the

Red Convent, near Cheson, perceiving that his career was daily drawing

to a close, he sent for Parsick, whom he had previously nominated

his successor, and for Basil the Sly, to whose kind care and protec-

tion he intrusted,the lads Gregory and Nierses, the former being of

the age of about 13 years, and the latter only 10 years, old. He also

added, in the presence of those by whom he was surrounded, that,

agreeably to his nomination, Parsick should immediately after his

death be invested with the pontifical authority of Armenia. On the

elevation of the latter to that high station, he began to shew the

greatest regard for the welfare and education of his wards, Gregory

and Nierses, and accordingly placed them under the superintendence

of Bishop Stephen, a divine of high attainments and profound erudi-

tion, in order, that they might by his immediate tuition be instructed in

theology and the literature of the west. Gregory and Nierses con-

tinued to proceed in their education with two other fellow scholars,

named SARKissf and Ignatius, whose valuable productions have per-

petuated their fame in the recollection of posterity.

* Vikayaser (<l,fr5f«""frf) is the compound of tUfaf martyr, and *trp love, tig.

nifying lover of martyrs, which is an epithet given to Gregory in consequence

of the extreme veneration which he displayed for the memory of martyrs, and
the great avidity with which be translated their lives from the Greek and Syriao

languages.

f These two worthies are peculiarly distinguished among the divines, who
flourished in Armenia in the twelfth century. At the special desire of the pon-

tiff Gregory, Ignatius wrote a commentary on the Gospel of St. Luke, which

is held in general admiration for the perspicuity of its style and the sensible

observations with which it abounds. Sarkies claims an equal share of vene-

ration from his countrymen for his valuable productions, which have been handed

down to us. They consist of Commentaries on the seven General Epistles, on
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Pabsick having established the seat of his pontificate at the desert

of Shughr, in the vicinage of Cheson, felt great interest in frequently

visiting the Red Convent, in order that his occasional presence might

enhance the utility and efficiency of the institution. Two years after

this, considering that the qualifications and good conduct of Grboort

were worthy of sacerdotal dignity, Parsick conferred on him the order

of priesthood, when he had just attained the age of 15 years. Removed

from the Red Convent, Grboort remained with Parsick in the pontifi-

cal house, where the latter with paternal care and exertions instilled

into the mind of the former such principles of virtuous habits and

sound doctrine, as might befit him for the high office which he was

destined to fill.

Having enjoyed the pontifical authority for about eight years, Par*

sick was cut off by sudden death. Before, however, this melancholy

event, he summoned the dignitaries of the church of Armenia, as well as

some of the nobility of the country, and in their presence, nominated

his ward Gregory as successor to the pontificate, presenting him with

his pontifical robes and sceptre. Accordingly, the bishops and clergy

of the nation having assembled in the Red Convent, anointed Grboort

with great honors Pontiff of all Armenia. Though of the age of twen-

ty years only, the mental and moral qualities of Grboort peculiarly

adapted him for the responsibility of the high situation.

Grboort having, by new improvements, strongly fortified the castle

of Zovs, which had devolved on him after the death of his father, re-

moved thither the seat of his spiritual government. After the lapse of

several years, Nibrsbs, at the particular desire of his brother Grboort,

quitted his monastic seclusion, and entered into clerical orders. During

the ceremonies of his ordination, the pontiff Grboort bestowed on him

the appellation of Nibrsbs, in veneration of the memory of Nibrsbs the

Great*, who was of Parthian and Pehlavic extraction. By what name

he was originally designated, no mention is made in the works of

any of our historians. His profound learning and exemplary virtues

soon raised him to the high dignity of a bishop, in whose capacity he

was from time to time sent by the pontiff on visitations to the most

populous provinces of Armenia, for the purpose of enlightening the

minds of the ignorant, and pouring the balm of comfort into the hearts

of the afflicted. Wherever he visited, his footsteps were marked with

the Prayers of St. Grkgorius Narkkensis, and on the Prophecy of Isaiah.

That of the General Epistles was published in Constantinople in the year 1744 ;

bat those of the two latter have not as yet been discovered.

* For particulars of the life of Nierses the Great, vide my translation of the

History of Armenia, vol. i. page 181.

2
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national improvements and spiritual good. By bis peculiarly mild tem-

per and upright principles, he was held in general estimation, and con*

sidered a very valuable member of the fraternity to which he belonged.

At this period, it must be recollected, the city of Antioch was in the

possession of the Latins, who found it necessary to convene a general

assembly for the purpose of taking into consideration some heavy

charges that were preferred againstRodolph, theArchbishop of that city,

to his holiness Innocrnt the Second. Being deservedly distinguished

among foreigners for the intense zeal they displayed both in the cause

of Christianity and humanity, the pontiff of Armenia and his brother

Nibrsss were invited to become participators in the proceedings of the

council. They met with a very honourable reception from the Latins,

whose admiration of the graceful tone of their conversation could

only be equalled by the surprise with which they caught every senti-

ment which fell from the lips of those bright ornaments of the Armenian

church. On the conclusion of the meeting, which led to the deposition

of Rodolph from his episcopal dignity, the pontiffGrrgort went on a

pilgrimage to the city of Jerusalem, and his brother Nirrsbs having

returned to the castle of Zovs, performed the duties of a proxy during

the absence of his brother from the seat of his pontificate.

Dissensions now arose among the Armenians and Syrians residing

in some part ofMesopotamia, through the dissemination of the heretical

doctrines of the Thondrakian sect*, which were calculated to mislead

the simple and the illiterate. Thulkuran, an Armenian nobleman,

eminently distinguished for his exemplary piety and benevolence,

viewed the progress of these heresies with great apprehensions for the

safety of the established Church of Armenia, and in consequence,

endeavoured to check the evil, by communicating the state ofthings to

the pontiff Gregory, and soliciting him to take measures for effectually

exterminating the sect. The latter, after giving the subject due consi-

deration, communicated with his brother Nirrsss onthe best way ofpro-

* The founder of this sect was an Armenian by the name of Sumbat, who
flourished in Armenia in the beginning of the ninth century. He was born in

Zarehavan, a village situated in the province of Zalcotin ; but in consequence of

his long residence in Thondrak, he received the appellation of Thondrakensis, and

his followers were known by that of Thondrakians. His mind was imbued with

the heretical principles of the Paolicians, and the whole course of his life was

marked with the greatest moral depravity, impiety, and wickedness. Like the

Sadducees, he disbelieved the doctrine of future rewards and punishments, and

in imitation of the opinions of Epicurus denied that God was the creator and

preserver of the world. He refused his assent to the creed of the graces of the
: Holy Ghost, the efficacy of the Sacraments of the Church, and the existence of

tin, laws, and justice.
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tecting the Church from the impending danger, and imposed upon

him the task of addressing a general letter to the Armenian inhabitants

of Mesopotamia, descriptive ofthe confession of the orthodox faith of the

Armenian Church, and contradictory of the heterodox opinions of the

Thondrakians. Nurses performed the injunctions of his brother in

such a successful manner, as to silence those who were inimically dis-

posed towards the Church, and to restore peace and unanimity amongst

the community of that place.

In the year 1142, the Grecian emperor Johannes Porphyrigenitus

led a considerable army into the country of Cilicia, in order to put

down the power of the Scythians, which had already begun to assume a

formidable appearance in that quarter. During his short stay in the

city of Anarzaba, the emperor expressed a desire of having an interview

with the Armenian pontiff Gregory and his brother Nierses. On their

being presented to the emperor, they met with a kind reception, and

were seated next-to his imperial majesty. A conversation then ensued

relative to the doctrines and ceremonies of the Armenian Church, and

the sound judgment with which they answered the interrogations of

the emperor, excited his regard and admiration. This afforded him a

favourable opportunity of acquiring a correct notion of the state of the

Armenian Church, and of removing from his mind that unjust prejudice

with which he was in the habit of viewing the Armenians. The exam-

ple of their monarch was soon followed by the majority of the people,

who began to relax in the persecution with which they afflicted a nation

whom by a common faith they ought to have protected from similar

cruelties, when inflicted by the unbelieving Musulmans.

Apprehensive, through the perturbed state of the country, of an

attack upon his paternal castle of Zovs by foreign invaders, the pontiff

Gregory consulted his safety by quitting the place of his residence, and

fixing the seat of his pontificate in the fortress of Hiromcla. Built on

the confluence oftheriversMarzmanand Euphrates, and strongly fortified

by nature, Hiromcla proved an insuperable bar against an invasion.

Formerly it was in the possession of the prince Basil the Sly, and

now it was under the control of the countess Joscelyn. The pontiff

Gregory and his brother Nierses met with a very hospitable reception

from this illustrious lady, who felt the greatest delight in rendering

their situation comfortable, and was exceedingly pleased with their

charming and edifying conversation.

On the decease of her husband, who had been seized by Noured-
Din*, the chief of Aleppo, and who died in confinement, the dowager

countess Joscelyn thought it safe to quit Hiromcla for Europe.

Mills's History of the Crusades, toI. i. p. 309.
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Previously, however, to her departure, she made over the management

of the fortress to the pontiff Gregory and his brother Nirrsbs on the

following condition : "lam about to quit this place," said she, " and

proceed to my country. I leave this fortress as a trust in your hands,

with a desire that in case my son happen to come to this quarter, you

shall deliver it over to him as his patrimonial property ; but if other-

wise, you shall be entitled to its possession." On the arrival of young

Joscelyn in Hiromcla, he was made master of it in conformity with

the desire of his mother. After a short residence in this place, Joscelyn

determined to quit it for Europe. In consequence of this intention,

the fortress was sold to the Armenian pontiff Gregory, who, according

to the historians Vardan and Kirakus, established in it the seat of his

pontifical government, and raised there a very magnificent Church,

embellished with splendid cupolas.

About the year 1165, when Gregory had attained to a good old

age, and enjoyed the pontifical office for a period of 53 years, he began

to be solicitous for the nomination of a successor. He expressed a

desire of conferring that spiritual dignity on his brother Nierses,

who was also past the meridian of life. The latter, though the offer

was several times made to him by Gregory, was unwilling to accept it.

Finally, anticipating the approach of his death, Gregory ordered a gene-

ral meeting of all the Armenian bishops, monks, and priests to be held

in the pontifical house at Hiromcla, for the purpose of considering the

best mode of nominating a successor to the pontificate. In this assem-

bly, after making an impressive speech on the approaching termination

of his career, and the necessity of electing a successor worthy of the

high station which be filled, he expressed his choice of investing his

brother Nierses with the pontifical authority, which proposition met

with the unanimous and cordial approbation ofthe audience. Nierses,

who had made up his mind to exchange the troubles of a busy life for

the sweets of solitude, in vain endeavoured to decline the offer of that

responsible situation. Overcome by the repeated solicitations of the

assembly, he was at last obliged to accept the office of the pontificate,

with a view of promoting the general welfare of the nation. Immedi-

ately after this, Gregory anointed Nierses pontiff of all Armenia,

and adorned him with the pontifical robes. He placed in his hand the

sceptre of authority, and saluted him with the greatest reverence and

submission as the head of the Church. When the ceremonies of the

election were over, Nierses rose and delivered a most excellent speech,

expressive of his acknowledgments for the high honor that had been

conferred on him, and descriptive of the nature of the responsible duties

which he was bound to perform in the spiritual dignity to which he
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was elevated. By this oration the audience were not only assured of

the zeal and interest which he would feel for the welfare of his flock,

but were also struck witha forcible conviction of thegoodness of theheart

and the grandeur of the mind, from which these graceful sentiments

emanated. It was owing to a peculiarly sweet tone of his expressions,

and a remarkably fascinating flow of the sentiments of his inspired

mind, that he was distinguished by the appellation of the Graceful,

Q%mP^m^, as he was latterly known by the cognomen of Clajensis,

bf«/*^A in consequence of exercising the functions of his sacerdotal

office in the fortress of Hiromcla. About three months after the elec-

tion of Nibrsbs, his brother Gebgory departed this life Anno Domini

1166, and was entombed in a sepulchre prepared during his life time.

Soon after the death of his brother, Nibrsbs, the pontiff, set about

improving the state of the churches, and promoting the spiritual wel-

fare of his flock. And as the Armenians in that time, like those in our

days, were dispersed in various parts of the globe, that is to say, in the

territories of Armenia, in Greece, Persia, Georgia, Aluans, Egypt, and

other quarters, he found it essentially necessary to extend spiritual

comforts even to his distant congregation, by sending to them pious and

able missionaries, forthe purpose of curing the wounds ofthe afflicted, and

enlightening the minds of the ignorant. Not contented with the good

that was likely to result from the zealous exertions of these preachers of

the gospel, he, at the early part of his pontificate, and by the unanimous

consent of his bishops, addressed a general epistle at great length to the

people of his Church, which was couched in sentiments full of heavenly

wisdom*. In this letter, after mentioning the death of his brother

Gregory, and taking a short view of the relative duties imposed upon

him by his being elevated to the pontifical throne, he states the

orthodox creed of the Church of Armenia, which is immediately follow-

ed by preceptive exhortations best adapted to persons of every age

and rank. The letter itself is divided into different sections, the first

of which is directed to conventuals, who are assimilated to the stars ;

the second, to the primates of monasteries, who are compared to the

eyes ; the third, to the bishops, who are likened to the head, counte-

nance, and stewards ; the fourth, to the priests, who are made to re-

semble parents ; the fifth, to the nobility ; the sixth, to the military

order ; the seventh, to the citizens ; the eighth, to the husbandmen and

peasantry ; and the ninth, to the female sex in general. The immedi-

ate object of the writer was to excite a love of virtue and piety amongst

his congregation, and to be instrumental in eradicating from their

* This pastoral epistle was published in Venice with a Latin translation

in the year 1829.
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minds such unwholesome principles, as are calculated to render human

nature waste and deformed. There are also extant several epistles

written by Nibrses to different individuals, about matters temporal and

spiritual, amongst which his correspondence with the authorities of

Greece, relative to the contemplated union of the Greek and Armenian

Churches, claims pre-eminence. Of this I shall have occasion to give

a detailed account in the following pages :

The attention of Nierses the Graceful was chiefly engrossed by a

fervent desire of introducing various useful plans of improvement into

the Church of Armenia. He succeeded in his endeavours of reforming

it from the remnants of those irregularities, which were some of the

baleful consequences of foreign invasions, and which were still predo-

minant in several parts of Armenia. He strove with great vigilance to

restore to the Church that splendour, which it enjoyed during the

glorious reign of the Christian kings of Armenia. He ordered old

copies of the Prayer Book of the Armenian Church to be brought to

him from various distinguished monasteries of Armenia major, and by

a careful comparison of their contents, he modelled the liturgy with

considerable improvements, which is to this day in general use amongst

all the Armenians. He made several additions to the Prayers that

were read on Good Friday and the Pentecost. According to the autho-

rity ofMukhithar, the pontiff, it appears that up to the time of Nibrsbs

the Graceful, theChurch ofArmenia performed the ordination of priests

and bishops conformably to the custom and ceremonies of the Greek

Church ; but Nibrsbs, on his elevation to the pontifical throne, adopt-

ed a new mode of ordination, not materially different from those of the

sister Churches.

Prior to the beginning of the twelfth century, poetry was a perfect

blank in Armenian literature. Though metrical pieces and songs can

be traced in our history to have been repeated and sung by the Arme-

nians in different periods, yet no record is handed down to us as to the

existence of regular poetry in the Armenian language. According to

a faithful writer4' of that time, great credit is due to Nibrsbs the

* Niersrs Lambronensis, a contemporary and relation of Nibrsks the

Graceful,"pays a handsome and jait tribute to his genius, learning, and virtues

in a poetical panegyric which be composed on him shortly after his death. In

alluding to the honor due to him for his being the first who introduced poetry

into the Armenian language, the panegyrist writes thus :

±,mJypmLmk -~?fa *H^°¥# " Wl10 ftrstm 1̂ 8racc Homeric numbers strung,

fl*N«Wnr ~~*4j *••*. And touchingly in fair Armenia sung,

'k C,mm.Lmimit mbmjk mmt~*q. His verses soothe and elevate the soul,

(Wi-Ar— -/>cr **&*
And bend our Btubborn hemrti *^ controL"
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Graceful as the first poetic writer in Armenia, whose talented produc-

tions have deservedly gained him the title of the Prince of Armenian

Poets. Gifted by nature with a great genius, Nibrsbs devoted his

leisure to the composition of melodies, anthems, and hymns, which are

to this day sung in our Church to the admiration of all. Some of

these poetical pieces are acrostic, the first letters of the stanzas com-

posing the name of the author or the entire alphabet of the Armenian

language. He also wrote several treatises and panegyrics, both in

prose and verse, on dominical feasts, patriarchs, martyrs, and angels.

During the days of his priesthood, he composed a brief history of Ar-

menia in verse, from the period of Haic to the twelfth century. A
variety of miscellaneous pieces are also extant by this author, several

of which he wrote before his elevation to the pontifical throne. At

the express desire of his nephew Apirat, he produced in verse a pathe-

tic Elegy on the destruction of the devoted city of Edessa by the

victorious army of ZsNOHi,the chief ofAleppo, which memorable event

took place on the 23rd of December, 1144*. This little work, which

abounds with vivid descriptions and patriotic feelings, was for the first

time published at Madras in the year 1810. Another edition of it

was lately published by the Asiatic Society of Paris. The European

public may shortly expect an English translation of it, which I have

undertaken to executef. On his being raised to the dignity of a bishop

Nibrsbs produced another excellent work entitled Qtr
f\ptfi

" Jesus

the SonJ," which is a poetical description of the principal events that

are recorded in the Old and New Testaments. During this time he

composed that admirable prayer which commences with " I confess

with faith," 4,mt-——4^ frommmiludtfrJ'
t

and which is now so popular

amongst the generality of the Armenians. It consists of twenty-four

verses, typical of the twenty-four hours of the day, and the number of

the books of prophecy. Regarding this prayer, the author says in the

records of old manuscripts, " I have written this in a plain and easy

style, that it should be intelligible to general readers." It is held in

such great estimation by my countrymen, that a translation of it into

twenty-four languages was published in the year 1 823 by the Mukhi-

tharian Society in Venice ! Nibrsbs was not unaware of the benefit of

combining utile dulci in the variety of his literary productions. He

• Mills's History of the Crusades, vol. i. p. 307.

t The Armenian text was published at Calcutta in 1832. The translation has

not yet appeared.

—

Ed.

X This work is very popular with the Armenian literati, and has run through

several editions, the latest of which was published at Venice in the year

1830.

T
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Wrote Several entertaining fables and pleasing enigmas, with a view of

affording to his countrymen a source of innocent pleasure of the mind.

Besides those already enumerated, he produced several other little

works, which, like many valuable antiquities, have not escaped the de-

vouring jaws of time.

The fame of the sanctity and wisdom of Nierses the Graceful hav-

ing spread through various countries of the globe, many distinguished

individuals addressed him letters comprising questions on the most dif-

ficult points of religion, which he answered with such skill as to carry

conviction to the mind of every reasonable being. At the special

desire of Vardan, one of the venerable monks of the convent of Hagh-

bat, he undertook writing a commentary of a sublime panegyric on the

Holy Cross, the production of David the philosopher, distinguished by

the cognomen of the Invincible. When the work was completed and

presented to Vardan, he highly admired the profound learning and the

inspired sentiments with which it abounded. There are also a few

philosophical treatises extant in our language, which some of our histo-

rians attribute to the pen of this bright luminary of the Armenian

Church.

Great intimacy existed between Nierses and Georoius, primate of

the convent of Haghbat, who was eminently distinguished for his piety

and rectitude of conduct. The latter, who held a constant communica-

tion with the former, solicited him in a letter to use his endeavours to

procure a copy of the Memoirs of St. Sarkibs the General. Nierses

succeeded in obtaining the work, which was written in the Syrian lan-

guage. He ordered it to be translated into Armenian by a Syrian

priest, named Michael, who was tolerably conversant with the Arme-

nian language. This translation was subsequently revised by Nierses

in the year 1156, while he was a bishop. A copy of this work, written

m Hiromcla, in the year 1198, about twenty-five years after the death

of Nierses, is preserved in the library of the Mukhitharian Society at

Venice. Annexed to this work, which appears to have been transcrib-

ed from the manuscript of Nierses himself, is a commentary of the

general Epistles of St. Jambs, St. Peter, St. John, and St. Judb, writ-

ten in a concise and comprehensive style, and compiled from the works

of Greek and Syriac theologists, whose names are specified. But who

was the compiler of this work is not known, as no mention is made of

him in the old records. In another copy of the same, which was writ-

ten in the year 1335 at the convent of St. Thaddbus, situated in the

province of Artaz, the compilation of the work is attributed by the

transcriber to Nierses. This is, however, a mere conjecture, for it

can be clearly perceived from the style that it is not the production of
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N*braes. Perhaps a transcript made by him from the original was

left in the pontifical house at Hiromcla.

In the evening of his life, Nibrsbs commenced writing a commen-

tary on the Gospel of St. Matthew. He had performed it as far as

" Think not that I am come to destroy the law or the prophets : I am
net come to destroy, but to fulfil," when the termination of his earthly

career put a stop to its completion. After the lapse of a considerable

time, it was finished by Johannes Zorzbrbns;s. There is another work

by the talented Nisrses, which was intended as a guide for monastic

l^fe, and which he wrote while he enjoyed the dignity of priesthood,

The profound learning which characterises his writings, the peculiarly

beautiful style in which they are composed, and the divine spirit of

benevolence which pervades every page of his compositions, are con*

vincing proofs that the author of them was endowed with a mind of

most extraordinary powers, and filled with divine inspiration. His

voluminous lucubrations, which have been handed down to us by the

unanimous applause of past generations, are highly creditable both to his

head and heart as a man, a patriot, a divine, and a philosopher. Few

can rise from the perusal of his works without being moved by feelings

of reverence and admiration for the greatness of the mind from which

they have emanated. Nibrsbs Lambeon ensis, the grandson of Gene*

ral Shahan, the brother of Niersbs the Graceful, who was one of his

distinguished contemporaries, and had many opportunities of personally

experiencing his mental and moral qualities, pays a just tribute to the

memory of this paragon of learning in a poetical panegyric which

minutely treats of the many amiable virtues with which he was adorned.

The panegyrist properly dwells on the meritorious exertions, which

Nibbsbs the Graceful made to promote the public good, on his exem-

plary piety and devotion, his rigid and abstemious habits, his continual

studies and philosophical reflections, and the warm sympathies with

which his heart glowed in relieving the distress of the poor, the orphan,

the widow, the sick, the captive, and others who were doomed to suffer

miseries and calamities.

During the pontificate of Niersbs the Graceful, there still appeared

in some parts of Armenia remnants of a peculiar tribe of Armenians,

known under the appellation of ULf^ft-A* Arrvordibb*, (the Sons of

• This people had probably derived their mode of worship from the ancient

Persians, and perfectly agreed in the tenets of the Goebres of the present day.

They adhered to the doctrines of Zerdashtof Zoroaster, who considered the

sun as the grand receptacle of fire, and placed the existence of the Deity in the

fiery element spread oyer all the nnirerse.

T2
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the Sun,) who had continued in their ancestorial superstitions, and not

deviated from paying homage to the sun since the days of Gregory

the Illuminator, the second Apostle of Armenia. Through the zealous

exertions of the Armenian missionaries, whom the pontiff Nibrses

sent to different quarters of the country, the darkness of paganism,

that had so long overhung the heads of these unbelievers, gradually

began to vanish, and after the lapse of a few years, the whole of that

tribe embraced Christianity, and were admitted into the fellowship of

the Church of Armenia*

Contemporary with Niersbs the Graceful, there was in Armenia

Mukhithar, an assiduous follower of ^Esculapius* and eminently dis-

tinguished for his Medical and Astronomical knowledge. He had the

gratification of cultivating the friendship of Nibrses, from whose

conversation he derived the greatest delight and spiritual comfort.

At the particular request of this celebrated naturalist, Nibrses wrote

a beautiful poem, descriptive of the beauties and excellencies of heaven-

ly bodies. He added to it another small poem on the Creation of

the World, and the mystery of the incarnation of our Saviour** The

latter is acrostic, the first letters of the verses of it composing

this sentence (TMP"f *<*bzh
%

fik^L 'b **r l*<+ i^*^-** " Doc-

tor Mukhithar, accept from Nibrses this poem !" I hope it

will not be considered here out of place to say, that this learned phy-

sician has left a very valuable work on Medicine, which is replete with

wise observations and useful experiments. It was composed during

the time, and by the desire, of Gregory the pontiff, the successor of

Nibrses the Gracefulf.

One of the most remarkable actions that marked the earthly career

of Niersbs the Graceful, was the contemplated union of the Armenian

and Greek Churches. This desirable object, which originated from a

most unexpected event, was undertaken during the life time of his

brother Gregory, the pontiff, and prior to his being invested with the

supremacy of the Church of Armenia. But alas for the peace of

Christianity ! before the laudable undertaking was carried into execu-

tion, both Armenia and Greece were unexpectedly deprived of the

only instruments by which such a happy change possibly could have

been effected

!

During the last days of the pontificate of Gregory, dissensions

arose between the two Armenian princes, Thorosb the Great Panse-

* These two little poems are also published in conjunction with the work called

<< Jesus the Son."

f This rare Manuscript work was discovered in the Royal Library of Paris,

and published in Venice two years ago.
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bastus and Lord of Cilicia, and Oshin the Sebastus and Lord of

Lambron. The reason of this unfortunate difference was, that the

former insisted upon the latter to profess obedience to himself, and to

decline becoming tributary to the Greeks, while Oshin thought it

safer to continue his allegiance to the Greek emperor, than to acknow-

ledge the ascendency of Thorose. Blinded by selfishness, and provoked

by mutual resistance, they were at last necessitated to have recourse

to an appeal to arms, which was attended with fatal consequences to

both parties.

The pontiff Gregory, viewing these unfortunate circumstances with a

spirit of national sympathy, imposed upon his brother Nibrsrs the

task of effecting a reconciliation between the two princes by his mild

and fascinating address. Nirrsbs succeeded in his endeavours of

restoring to them peace and friendship, which were soon after followed

by a happy alliance between them, Thorose marrying his daughter to

Hbthum, the son ofOshin. On the celebration of this marriage, Oshin

desired Nibrsrs to accompany him to Lambron, with a view that its

inhabitants might be benefitted by his edifying instructions and evan-

gelical discourses. During their journey they had occasion to enter

the city of Mamestia, which was then in the possession of the Greeks.

Here they met Alexius, the protostrator or generalissimo of the Greek

army, who was the son-in-law of the emperor Manubl, and had come

thither with the design of visiting the frontiers that belonged to the

Grecian empire. On his first interview with Nibrsrs the Graceful,

Alexius was struck with admiration by the grace and learning which

pervaded every part of his conversation. One day religion being the

topic of their conference, Alexius expressed a desire of being fur-

nished with information as to the cause of the division of the Church

of Christ into so many doctrinal opinions. The promptitude with

which Nibrsrs answered every question that was put to him, created

in Alrxius a deep sense of veneration for him as an erudite divine,

and left no appearance of doubt in his arguments. Nierses convinced

him that the difference of opinions between the Christian Churches

merely existed in words and forms, and assured him that the creed

of the Armenian Church was consonant to that of the Church of

Greece.

Alexius desired Nibrsrs to commit the whole of their conversation

to writing, which he promised to present to the emperor, and to exert

every nerve in effecting a union between the two Churches. He also

proposed to him the solution of a few important points, which from

their intricate nature had created a difference of opinion between the

divines of the Greek Church.
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Niersbs accepted the proposition with great interest, and accord*

ingly wrote an epistle to him full of sound doctrine and incontrovertible

proofs. He commenced the latter by saying, " I was extremely

delighted by the opportunity of holding a conference with you, O
philanthropic and pious nobleman, respecting the doctrines and forms

of the Armenian Church! But as sentiments embodied by human

utterance are liable to be effaced from the tablets of memory, by the

lapse of time, by reason of the cessation of our remembrance, I do not

hesitate to furnish you with a written account of all that you were

pleased to hear from me. I shall endeavour to perform my task with

as much propriety and precision, as my time and abilities will admit

of. Encouraged by the love of knowledge, with which you are distin-

guished, I feel no small alleviation in the execution of my difficult

undertaking. It may not be perhaps superfluous to add, that all my
arguments are drawn from that pure source of religious truth, for

which our divine fathers of old are so deservedly characterised."

This preamble is immediately followed by an orthodox confession of

the Holy Trinity, and of the incarnation of our blessed Saviour. It is

here asserted, that the Church of Armenia admits the duality of nature

in Christ, and that the Armenians by the term " one nature," acknow-

ledge by implication an unconfounded union of the divinity and human

nature of our Saviour. It is also added that the Armenian Church,

according to old customs, commemorates the nativity of our Saviour on

the 6th of January, and that it is a gross fabrication that the Arme-

nians observe the Annunciation day on the preceding day of the Epi-

phany. That in consequence of a want of olives, the Armenians make

preparation of unction by the oil of odorous flowers. That they pay

due reverence to pictures. That in constructing crosses of wood, nails

are with no other intention affixed to them than with that of joining

the parts together ; while those made of silver and gold are without

nails. That the prayer U«<-/»«* l3« " Holy God*," is offered in the Ar-

menian Church to Jesus Christ, and not to the Father, or the Holy

Ghost. That the custom of partaking of milk, butter, and cheese, on

* About half an hour previously to the commencement of high mass,

the following short prayer is addressed to the Son in the Armenian Church

:

1]m./>p QJ», «»•«-/»** k 4fpf # mmupp. L wVC»4, mp f»m£ymp t(mm% Apt «'£«fi/Irt£«A»£t

M Holy God, Holy and Mighty, Holy and Immortal ; who wast crucified for us,

hare mercy upon us/' An erroneous impression had been made on the minds

of the Greeks, that this prayer was indiscriminately addressed to either of the

persons of the Holy Trinity, and by this conviction, they traced a fundamental

error in the doctrines of the Armenian Church.
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Saturdays and Sundays during the lent, has now become obsolete

amongst the Armenian people, and though it is still continued by a

few of the nobility, its entire abandonment will be effected in a short

time. That the custom of using pure wine, unmixed by water, in the

Holy Communion, has obtained in the Armenian Church since the days

of the blessed Gregory the Illuminator. Finally, the writer explains

the nature of the abdomedal fasting, which is observed by the Arme-

nians a few weeks before the commencement of the Lent.

Alexius, on receiving from Nierses the foregoing epistle, expressed

his grateful acknowledgments for the same, and permitted him to take

hi3 departure for Lambron, after having bestowed on him every mark

of honor suitable to his rank and office. Nierses having remained

in the latter place for a short time, quitted it for Hiromcla, where he

met his brother Gregory, the pontiff, and related to him every particu-

lar of the communication that had passed between him and the Grecian

generalissimo Alexius.

On the fulfilment of the immediate object of the letter of Nierses

the Graceful, on its being put into the hands of the emperor Manuel,

and the patriarch Michael, they immediately ordered it to be trans-

lated into Greek, and felt great satisfaction at the opportunity that had

offered itself of effecting a union between the Greek and Armenian

Churches. The perusal of the translation tilled their minds with

admiration of the mild spirit and rare talents of the writer, and afford-

ed them encouragement to carry the contemplated scheme into exe-

cution. Hereupon the emperor sent a deputation to Armenia, consist-

ing of Sumbat and Arukh, both of Armenian extraction, with a letter

to Gregory the pontiff, dated September, 1 167, expressive of his ear-

nest desire of seeing the consummation of the happy union which was

in contemplation. In order to proceed in this undertaking with faci-

lity and success, he wished that Nierses the Graceful should be sent

to Constantinople, thinking that the presence of both parties might in

a great degree be conducive to an amicable settlement of the existing

differences. The following is a copy of the letter in question :

" Manuel Comnbnus Porphyrigenitus, ever mighty and great, Augustus,

emperor of Greece, and faithful king of God Jesus Christ, to his holiness Lord

Grboory, the excellent pontiff of Armenia, sendeth love and greeting. It is the

imperative duty of all those, who by the medium of the baptismal font have

entered into the fellowship of Christ, to have due regard for the fulfilment of

divine justice, and to display special Care and zeal for the advancement of love,

peace, and unanimity amongst that class of people, who have Christ as the foun-

dation of their religion. They are bound to use their unremitting endeavours

to knit all the Christians with the bonds of union ; to make them followers ofone

shepherd, who became incarnate to save us from perdition, to bring them under
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the guidance of one pastoral crook ; to cause them to ' lie down in green pas-

tores" of orthodox faith ; to render them participators of the vital stream of

wholesome doctrines, and to gather them within the pale of one Catholic

Church. Elevated by Providence to the highest station that can be allotted here

to a human being, I consider the duties of governing my empire less sacred, less

beneficial, than those which oblige me to be instrumental in effecting an union of

the Christian Churches. Impressed with this conviction, 1 shall, as far as time

and circumstances will permit, strive to consummate an object, which involves

the temporal and spiritual welfare of mankind.
44 It is not less becoming to your excellent fraternity, who have made the

scriptures and the laws of God your chief studies, and rendered yourselves con-

versant with the orthodox doctrines of the fathers of the Church, to use your

friendly and influential co-operation in securing the welfare of the inward man,

by collecting from the only source of life the dews of truth and salvation. Of

your desire to promote this laudable object, we have been informed by our belov-

ed son-in-law Alexius, who delivered to us a letter bearing a detailed account

of the conference that had taken place between you and him concerning the

contemplated union of the sister Churches. It is our intention to give due

deliberation to the state of the Armenian Church, and to institute inquiries into

the creed thereof. A translation of the letter of your holiness was read by us

with uncommon interest, and afforded us a source of the greatest satisfaction.

Assured of the moral and Christian virtues, for which your holiness is so emi-

nently distinguished, we feel real pleasure in rendering our aid to the consum-

mation of an object highly desirable both to God and man.

" With this view we would propose to you to dispatch your brother Nierses

to our capital, as vce are perfectly convinced that a man of his extensive informa-

tion, varied knowledge, virtuous conduct, and amiable disposition, will not

only be able to afford satisfaction to the Head of our Church, and the synod in

general, but particularly tend to remove the difficulties which will otherwise be

experienced from time and place. Let the insignificant cause of division, which

subsists between the two Churches, be removed if it he within the scope of pos-

sibility ; and let not Christ, who redeemed us from eternal punishment by his

precious blood, be considered a stumbling block, but the Head of the corner and

the True Foundation of our faith, which unites us together in spirit. Let Christ

be the centre of all our religious inquiries, the Anchor of all our spiritual aspi-

rations, and the Director of all our ecclesiastical affairs. In him we founded our

belief, to htm our hearts were fixed, and by him our wounds were healed. From
the Great Bestower of so many blessings you will no doubt obtain for your zeal

in the sacred cause of Christianity that recompence which is reserved for the

enjoyment of the elect. We have thought it necessary to depute our faithful

servant Sumbat, bearing this letter, with directions to induce you to despatch

your brother Nikrses to Constantinople. He is also authorised to give you

such other information, as might have a connexion with the immediate object

of his mission. You may safely credit all that will be said by him on this sub-

ject. Adieu I"

While preparations were in progress at the capital of Greece for

depatching the embassy to Armenia, the pontiff Gregory terminated

his earthly career. The Church of Syria was also at the same time
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deprived of its supreme pastor, whose station was immediately filled

by an able and worthy successor. News of the proposed union of the

sister Churches having spread throughout the Christian countries

which held a close intercourse with Armenia, the patriarch of Syria

deputed two learned bishops to Hiromcla, for the purpose of taking a

part in the proceedings of the council, which was shortly to be held by
Niersbs the Graceful, for furthering the views of the intended union.

On the arrival of the embassy at Hiromcla, Sumbat delivered the

imperial letter to Nibrsss the pontiff, communicating to him many inter*

eeting particulars on the part of the emperor, and persuading him to

accompany him to Constantinople ; but the duties of his high office

rendering his absence from the pontifical house indispensable at that

very juncture, Nierses sent a reply to the emperor, full of spirit and

wonderful observations. As the letter itself is of great length, I shall

here only give an outline of its contents :

" I had the honor to receive the letter of your Imperial Majesty, addressed

to my late lamented brother and immediate predecessor in the pontificate of

Armenia. By the perusal of the inspired sentiments expressed in it by your

godly Majesty, our hearts thrilled with that inexpressible delight which a person

feels on rccoTering from the influence of sleep, and enjoying the vivifying beams

of the glorious orb of day. It is gratifying to us to observe, that your Majesty

is worthy of not only bearing the name of the true Emmanuel, but also of his

co-operation in ' breaking down the middle wall of partition between its.' En-

dowed with these peculiar gifts of heaven, your Majesty is condescendingly

pleased to accost us with a cheering voice, and propose measures for eradicating

from amongst us that hatred, which has proved so baleful to the interests of

Christianity, and the welfare of our country. I am so exceedingly delighted with

your Majesty's invitation, that I would, even if I were dead, like Lazarus, arise

from the grave, and obey the divine voice which summons me to your presence ;

but violent disturbances abroad, and the urgent duties of my avocation at home,

present insuperable barriers to my paying a visit to Constantinople. Notwith-

standing these obstacles, I should still feel diffident to attempt discussing a ques-

tion of so much weight in your august presence, from a conviction that the

sphere of my knowledge would look like a mere drop in comparison with the

vast ocean of your Majesty's qualifications. All that were great and noble in

Armenia, to our national misfortune, have now ceased to exist. The only com-

fort, with which we cheer our hearts in the melancholy gloom that overhangs

our civil destinies, is derived from the circumstance of our Church being based on

the solid foundation of Catholic faith. We place our confidence in the mercies

of God, that the divine power which excited love and good-will amongst us,

shall consummate a happy union between, the two Churches.

" Should your Imperial Majesty be graciously pleased to visit Armenia, for

the furtherance of this desirable object, you will, by that act of condescension,

display in your soul the stamp of that humility, with which the heavenly King came

to the world to bestow salvation on mankind. We are sure that you will join with

us in the conviction, that the lustre of glory reflected on your mighty empire by

v
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splendid victories, and the aggrandizement of territories, will be cheerless and

evanescent when contrasted with that of restoring peace to the Church of Christ,

by blunting the weapons of the incorporate enemy, and suppressing envy and

hatred, which like cankers have preyed on the very vitals of our spiritual exist-

ence. Our Lord Jesus Christ, viewing the baneful consequences of pride pre-

dominant in human nature, had recourse to humility as to an infallible cure of

the spiritual infirmities under which mankind were labouring ; and by means of

his divine love and meekness, conciliated the hearts of those who were estranged

from him by the infringement of his laws and ordinances. In imitation of the

example set to us by our blessed Redeemer, it behoves your Imperial Majesty to

make your dictatorial authority subservient to mildness and humility, in remov-

ing the cause of estrangement that exists between the two nations.
%
As a tree

which is bent to the ground is liable to be broken by a sudden and violent effort

to restore it to its upright position, so a division amongst the members of Christ,

rendered obstinate by time, is incapable of being removed by force. It stands

in need of a long and patient application of spiritual ointment, I mean the exer-

cise of a kind, mild, and conciliatory spirit on the part of your Imperial Majesty

towards the Armenians placed under the sway of your government.

" Many of your people, to our great national misfortune, consider that the

only means of conforming to the laws and justice of God, and of being worthy of

inheriting the kingdom of heaven, consist in pouring upon us torrents of abuse,

in destroying our Churches, in breaking our crosses, in overturning our altars,

in ridiculing our religious ceremonies, and in harassing and persecuting the

ministers of our Church. This unchristian animosity is carried to such a pitch,

as to shame the horrid cruelties of the worst of unbelievers. Galled and perse-

cuted by Moslem despotism, we have hitherto in vain sought protection in the

sympathies of Christianity. Hence it must be inferred, that such a course of

action not only fails to unite the divided, but tends to divide the united. The
first effectual recipe, that can be applied to our spiritual distempers, is to make
an exchange of the inveterate hatred for human love and kindness, and as a matter

of consequence, to stimulate thereby the inhabitants of Armenia major to an

acquiescence in the projected union. We humbly solicit your Imperial Majesty

to order special prayers to be offered up in all the Churches throughout your

empire, that the Almighty may be pleased to crown our undertaking with suc-

cess. We have taken care that similar measures shall be adopted by our clergy

in every quarter of Armenia.

" We have also particularly to request, that in case Providence assist us in

discussing matters on the intended union in a general council, no mark of dis-

tinction or superiority should be observed between the Greek and the Armenian.
Let no tone of authority be assumed by the former in denoting such points of
the doctrines of our Church as are not accordant with those of yours, and no
fault be imputed to the latter in boldly supporting the truths and dignity of
their Church. Marks of distinction are only observable in the discussion of
civil and temporal affairs. It is true that you claim pre-eminence in the attain-

ment of knowledge and the exercise of earthly power j yet all those who arc
strengthened by the graces of regeneration in the baptismal font, are according to

St. Paul * one in Christ Jesus.' If, therefore, it may be pleasing to the Al-
mighty to smile on our endeavours, and to bring our undertaking to a successful

termination, we shall, in the assembly to be convened for the purpose, lay Christ
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as the Rock and the Head of the corner over the two sundered walls of our

Churches. Let not the subject be discussed with that fruitless and violent

mode of controversy, which has hitherto been carried on by the sister Churches

with detrimental consequences on both sides. Let brotherly love, unanimity,

and an ardour after divine truths distinguish the whole course of the proceed-

ings of the council. Let us, in accordance with the injunctions of St. Paul,

bear one another's burden, and the infirmities of the weak, and so fulfil the law of

Christ.' In laying open our spiritual distempers to the observation of one

another, let each party reciprocally look for, in the other, a sympathising and

confidential physician. Whatever may be beyond the reach of our penetration,

let it be referred to the testimony of those whose judgment and experience have

rendered them distinguished in the decision of similar questions. Able physi-

cians do not consider their qualifications under-rated by taking medicines from

the hands of their scholars, when they are labouring under the attacks of sick-

ness. The eyes, though sharp enough in seeing the objects presented to their

gaze, fall short of beholding themselves and the members of the body by which

they are surrounded ; and on their being attacked with soreness, they seek a

cure from the eyes and hands of another. What has been stated above, will, we

hope, be considered sufficiently satisfactory to your Imperial Majesty. We have

communicated to you multum in parvo, and have desired your ambassador to

furnish you with such other information, as may be thought to content the ar-

dour of your curiosity. Adieu 1 Augustus Emperor I May your Majesty live

long under the protection of the Almighty."

At the express desire of Sumbat, who was at the head of the em-

bassy, N1BR8E8 the Graceful drew out another form of the Creed of the

Armenian Church, being assured that it would tend to throw more

light on the disputed points of religion, and carry conviction to the

mind of every philanthropic inquirer. The contents of this letter

were a clear, distinct, and comprehensive' recapitulation of all that he

had stated in the former one, presented to Alsxiub, the son-in-law of

the emperor. The letter commenced with the following beautiful

preamble

:

" It now becomes us to address ourselves to you, not with eloquence of speech,

in which we are deficient, but in the truth of the spirit, in which we were in-

structed by those favoured with divine inspiration. We do not attempt giving

colour to a schismatical darkness, by clothing our Creed with the light of ortho-

dox faith, as we have unjustly been supposed to do by others guilty of a similar

line of conduct ; but what we have stored in the invisible spirit, we embody the

same in visible writing, by the testimony of our minds, and the dictation of the

Holy Ghost, who sees, judges and examines the utmost recesses of our hearts."

After making long and sensible observations on the mystery of the

Holy Trinity, and the incarnation of Jesus Christ, leaning on the in-

controvertible testimonies of the Fathers of the Church, he proceeds

thus :

" Concurring in the fundamental principles of the Christian religion, we be-

lieve that the word, who wss made flesh according to St. John, was not changed

into flesh by being divested of his divine nature, but that by an unconfounded

u 2
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union with body, he was actually made flesh, and continued without flesh, as he

was from the beginning. We believe that there are not two persons in Christ,

one with flesh and the other without flesh ; but that the very Christ is both with

flesh and without flesh. He was made flesh by human nature, of which he partook,

and remained without flesh in divine nature, which he had from the beginning.

He is both visible and invisible, perceivable and unperceivable by the touch, be-

ginning and unbeginning in time, the Son of Man, and the Son of God, co-

essential with the Father in divinity, and concomitant with us in humanity.''

After taking a comprehensive view of the mystery of the incarna-

tion of our Saviour, he dilates on His divine and human wills, and

clearly demonstrates, that the will of the humanity of Christ was

always and in every respect obedient to that of his divinity :

" The human will had no ascendancy over the divine, as in us the passions

very often domineer over the reason ; but the divine wiU always exercised its

dominion over the human : for the actions of the human were all guided and

directed by the power and sway of the divine.

" In accordance with the doctrine of the wonderful union of the divine and

human wills that exist in the person of Christ, we concur in the consistency of

attributing his operations to a natural and supernatural agency. We do not

ascribe his superior actions only to the divinity, unconnected with the humanity

;

nor his inferior acts only to*the humanity, unconnected with the divinity. Were

it not truly proper to connect the great with the little, how could it consistently

be said that the Son of Man descended from heaven, and that God was crucified

and bled on the cross ? To the unconfounded union of both the divinity and

humanity we attribute the divine and human operations of Christ, who some-

times as a God acted in the superior power of God, and sometimes as a man, acted

in the capacity of man, as it is easily demonstrated by the whole course of his

dispensations from the beginning to the close of his divine mission. He felt

hunger as a man, and fed thousands with a few loaves as a God. He prayed

for us and on our behalf as a man, and accepted with his Father the prayers of

all his people as a God. In humanity he was brought as a lamb to the slaughter,

and was dumb as a sheep before her shearers ; but he is the Word of God, by

whom the heavens were created, in his divinity. He died in human nature as a

man, and raised the dead by divine power as a God. He suffered the pangs of

death as a man, and conquered death by death as a God. It was not the one

that died, and the other that conquered death ; but it was Christ himself, who
died, who lives, and who vivifies the dead. For the same Christ, being a man,

and of a mortal nature, and being a God, and of an immortal nature, not divid-

ing into two the unconfounded union of the divinity and humanity, so as to

render the one untormentable and immortal, and the other susceptible of tortures

and death, he suffered on the cross for the salvation of mankind with the inex-

plicable combination of these contrarieties, yielding in human nature to tortures

and death, and in divinity, being free from pain, and immortal. He that died

in human nature, was alive in divinity ; he that was tortured on the cross,

remained also free from the pangs of tortures ; he that perspired through fear,

levelled on the ground his assailants ; he that was unjustly humiliated and
strengthened by angels, strengthens all his creatures ; he that is Creator of the

universe, coequal in divinity with the Father, was born from his creature, and
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partook of our nature. He is proclaimed by the preachers of the gospel to be

perfect God and man, uniting in his person divinity and humanity in a manner

far surpassing the union of the soul and body ; for the former, being commended

into the hands of the Father, was separated from the latter, but the divinity con-

tinued inseparable from both of them*."

The preceding creed is immediately followed by a detailed account

of the forms and ceremonies observed in the Armenian Church, similar

to that which the writer had previously drawn out at the particular

request of Alexius. It is concluded by the following short para-

graph :

•* In the perusal of our letter, wherein the creed and the observances of our

Church are explained in a comprehensive style, we humbly hope that your

Gracious and Imperial Majesty will not deny us the candour and sincerity with

which onr sentiments are embodied in writing. Let us not be suspected of

parasitical subterfuges in the communication of our thoughts, and let it be

remembered that we have stated in this nothing which is at variance with simple

truth, and the genuine effusions of our hearts. 1 '

The motives of the writer in making this assertion were to silence

the mouths of such miscreants of his nation, as had gone over to the

Church of Greece, and were invidiously endeavouring to baffle the

consummation of the proposed union, by rendering the doctrines and

ceremonies of the Armenian Church censurable in the eyes of the

Emperor and Patriarch of Constantinople.

On the return of the embassy to the Court of Greece, the letter of

Nisrsis was put into the hands of the emperor Manuel, who per-

sonally presented it to the patriarch. A translation of it being read

before a numerous assembly of the dignitaries of the Greek Church,

they were struck with admiration at the irresistible arguments which

it comprised. They were stimulated by its contents to the abandon-

ment of the inveterate hatred which they bore towards the Armenians,

and unanimously agreed in effecting the contemplated union between

the two Churches. The emperor, excited by an intense desire of pro-

moting this sacred cause, proposed to pay a visit to Armenia, accom-

panied by some of the learned theologists of Greece, with a view of

meeting Nlerses the Graceful, and holding with him a conference on

the religious differences that existed between the two nations ; but he

was unfortunately prevented from the fulfilment of his intention by the

• This clear, lucid and unequivocal confession of faith is enough to carry convic-

tion to the minds of the most fastidious of our accusers, that the Church of Arme-
xia is totally free from the heresies of Eutychbs I Let it also satisfy such

misinformed, misled, and misguided, writers as Mr. Charles Mac Farlanb,

author of the sublime Tale of Constantinople, entitled " The Armenians," that

we Armenians are not Eutychians, as he is led to helieve from the misrepresentations

of the Romanists.
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commotions which at that time prevailed in the west. He conse-

quently chose the alternative of deputing in May, A. D. 11 70, to

Hiromcla, Lezion Master Thborianet, a Greek divine, eminently

distinguished for his theological and philosophical attainments, with

Johannes, the learned Abbot of an Armenian monastery, from Philip-

polis, generally known by the appellation of Uthman, bearing an

imperial letter addressed to the pontiffof Armenia, in these terms :

—

" It afforded us great joy to learn your willingness to effect a happy union

between the sister Churches, and acquiescing in your laudable views, we have

deputed learned and pious men to confer with you on our behalf, and use

every means in their power to remove the wall of partition between us."

On the arrival of the deputation at Hiromcla, Thborianet and

Johannes were kindly received by the Armenian bishops that were

assembled by Nierses the Graceful in the pontifical house, for the pur-

pose of adopting the best mode of carrying the proposed union into

execution. Nierses, on the letter of the emperor being presented to

him by Thborianet, shewed the latter every mark of honor and kind-

ness, which his rank and the immediate object of his mission required.

Thborianet had brought with him a copy of the letter of Nierses,

addressed to the emperor, with a view of obtaining an explanation on

some points that appeared doubtful to them, and of satisfying their

minds as to the reality of some assertions that were made by those

who were inimically disposed towards the Armenian Church. To these

ends an assembly of the Armenian and Greek bishops was held in

Hiromcla, who commenced discussing the important points with deco-

rum, mildness, and moderation. Thborianet, in the course of perusing

the letter of Nierses to the assembly, proposed, in proper order, several

questions for solution, to which Nierses made replies, full of convin-

cing proofs. The course of discussions comprised queries on the duality

of nature and will in the person of Christ, (about which point great

stress was laid on this saying of Ctrillus : " The incarnate Word is

of one nature," which admits of various constructions,) the exact day

of the commemoration of the nativity of our Saviour, the propriety of

the prayer " Holy God," which was offered in the Armenian Church,

the preparation of the holy unction, the necessity of performing pray-

ers within the Church, and the decrees of the council of Chalcedon.

At the conclusion of the meeting, Nierses, in his endeavours to remove

an erroneous impression from the mind of Thborianet, that the Arme-

nians were monophysites, cited from a work of Johannes the philoso-

pher, a renowned pontiff of Armenia, several proofs corroborative of

the duality of nature in Christ. " The work in question," said he,

" which was before imperfectly known but to a few of our nation, was

afterwards unanimously adhered to by my predecessors in the ponti-
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ficate of Armenia." The work was, at the desire of Theorianby, pro-

duced at the meeting, and a few passages of the same being read to

him, he highly admired its wholesome doctrine. A transcript of it

was accordingly made out at the request of Thkorian by, who wished

to take it to Constantinople for the inspection of the emperor and

patriarch. The proceedings of this council were committed to writing

by Theorianby, as it appears from the panegyric written by Niersks

Lambronensis on Nierses the Graceful. Theorianby' s account of

this meeting was, in the year 1578, published in Greek and Latin, in

conjunction with the records of the fathers of the Church.

Before the mission had quitted Constantinople for Hiromcla, the

emperor Manuel communicated to Michael, the patriarch of Syria,

his intention of acceding to an union of the Greek and Armenian

Churches. Thsorianby, on his arrival at Hiromcla, wrote to Michael,

soliciting his presence at the Council of union which was shortly to

be held in the pontifical house of Armenia. The latter deputed a proxy

in the person ofJohannes, bishop of Cheson, who, reaching Hiromcla

after the meeting had terminated, felt great displeasure at the acquies-

cence of Nibrses the Graceful in the doctrines of the Greek Church,

and began to censure him, as the representative of his patriarch, for

such a line of conduct. Nibrses, by sensible observations, convinced

him of the propriety and necessity of the union, and desired him that

on his return to Syria he should use every means in his power to secure

the consent of Michael to the removal of the religious differences

which had for ages disturbed the peace of the sister Churches.

On the departure of Theorianby for Constantinople in October in

the year 1 1 70, Nibrses addressed a letter to the emperor, of which

the following is an outline.

" Id delivering your Imperial letter to us, Theorianby assured us of the

love and good-will, which you are graciously pleased to exercise in increasing

the spiritual and temporal welfare of our nation. The proposal of effecting

this happy union between the two Churches could proceed from no other source,

than from a mind gifted with the choicest blessings of heaven, and entirely

devoted to the service of its Creator. 'Enriched with every thing that is great

and good, you burn with the desire of becoming a partaker of our spiritual

poverty. On a conference held between us and the learned divines, whom your

Majesty was pleased to depute, the veil of the unjust aspersions with which the

two nations were covered, was rent asunder. By the collision of contrary opi-

nions, the truth, which was surrounded with a mist of falsehood, burst to light,

and shone with redoubled splendour. The result of the council of union is

conducive to carrying conviction to the mind of every reasonable being, that

the Greeks are free from the heresy of the Nestorian* division, and that the

* For the Nestorian heresies, see Eusebius's Ecclesiastical history, torn. hi.

pp. 256 and 257.
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Armenians are also free from that of the Eutychian* confusion. Concurring

in the fundamental principles of religion, the Armenians and Greeks are united

together by the grace of God in the similarity of the creed of the Catholic and

Apostolic Church. Fixed in the determination of our happy union, I shall

address all our bishops residing in different quarters of Armenia, and ask their

consent to some important points proposed by you for our acceptance, lest by

their being excluded from taking a part in the furtherance of this desirable

object, the result of our endeavours may prove contrary to our sanguine expec-

tations. I have also, conformably with the desire of Theo&ianey, furnished him

with another letter descriptive of the confession of our Church."

In this letter, after treating of the incarnation of our Saviour, in ac-

cordance with the tenor of his former one, he adds, that it is consist-

ent with the orthodox faith to admit duality of nature in Christ, by

reason of his perfect divinity and perfect humanity ; that the Arme-

nians, by attributing one nature to the incarnate word, on the authority

of Cyrillus, confess an unconfounded and indivisible combination of

the divine with the human nature ; and that the Church of Armenia

anathematizes those who, in the sense of the heretical doctrine of

Eutychbs, may confessedly ascribe one nature to Christ.

On the return ofTHBORiANKY and Johannes Uthman to Constanti-

nople, they felt great satisfaction in presenting to the emperor the

letter of Nikrses, together with an account of the proceedings of the

council. The perusal of these interesting documents afforded the

greatest delight to the emperor, the patriarch, and the other dignitaries

of the Greek Church. Their joy at the favourable prospect of their

undertaking could only be increased by a sense of veneration, with

which they were impressed on their being informed by Thkorianey of

the piety, mildness, and pleasant address of Nierses the Graceful. The

fame of the amiable qualities of the pontiff of Armenia rivetted the

hearts of the Greeks to the cause of the sacred union, and made them

exclaim with admiration, " Behold the wise course pursued by the

pontiff of Armenia, and consider the orthodox creed followed by him-

self and the whole of his congregation ! Thanks to Heaven, that in these

* The heresies of Eutyches are turfs alluded to by Eusebius in his Ecclesi-

astical History :

*fls 8* olv KXriBfU E'utvx^* obn ihlikvO*' Ttt &h koi rapaytv6fx*vot ii\u>. *ip4iK*i

yty, 6fiokoy& €K Ibo Qfottov y*y*v%i<rQ*i rbr Kvptov jiyw* *p6 rrjs 4v*<T€»r fierh. &
tV ivwffiv, fiiav $<xriv 6fia\oyu, Ss oM rb <r«/*o rov KvpUv dfifiofoioy ryuy f\*y€v

thai' icaBaiptrrai /x€K.

Eutyches igitur, cum ad synodum vocatus non venisset, ac deinde coram

convictus esset h«c dixisse : Fateor Dominum nostrum Jesum Christum, ante

unitionem quidem duas habuisse naturae : Post unitionem vero unam duntaxat

naturam confiteor. Sed et corpus Domini negabat ejusdem esse substantias

cujus sunt nostra : depositus est.—Euttbii Bccletkut. Hutor. torn. iii. p. 261.
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days of degeneracy we see a pastor ofthe Church adorned with somany
Christian and moral virtues !" The hatred which the Greeks manifest-

ed towards the Armenians gradually began to abate, and a sort of

generous sympathy was felt by the former, for the lamentable degrada-

tion to which the latter were reduced in a political point of view. They

could not, however, reconcile themselves to the idea, that the Armenians,

after conforming to the fundamental principles of orthodox faith, and

admitting duality of nature in our Saviour, should still persist in as-

serting one nature in the union of his divinity and humanity. Though
the arguments, with which the Armenians endeavoured to clear their

minds on this subject, were perfectly sound and correct, yet the

Greeks could not overcome their reluctance to make such concessions

to them, and were consequently anxious that this obstacle to their

union, together with a few others of minor importance, originating

from certain observances of the Armenian Church, might prudently

and speedily be removed.

Hereupon the emperor came to the determination of sending another

embassy to Hiromcla, consisting of the abovementioned Thboriankt

and Johannes Uthman, who were furnished with letters from the

emperor and patriarch Michael, bearing date December, 1 1 72, and

instructed to urge Niersks to apply himself with increased interest and

assiduity to the fulfilment of the object in view, lest the death of either

of them might put a stop to the successful termination of their under-

taking. Nine points connected with the creed of the Church of Greece

were distinctly stated in the imperial letter, for the consideration and

subsequent acceptance of the Armenians. It was also proposed by

the emperor, that those points, but particularly that of the duality of

nature in Christ, should be discussed, and admitted by the Armenians

in a general council to be held for that purpose. Should they, how-

ever, be reluctant in conceding to some of the points alluded to, they

might communicate their objections in a letter addressed by their

pontiff to the emperor. The proposed points are the following :

I. Anathematize those who admitted one nature in Christ, that is

to say, EuTrcHKS, Dboscorus, Sbvbrius, Timotheus, and the follow-

ers of their heresies.

II. Confess in our Lord Jesus Christ, one Son, one person, one

hypostasis formed of two perfect natures, which are inseparable, indi-

visible, unchangeable, unalterable, unconfounded ; so as not to consi-

der Christ in a separate sense the Son of God and the Son of the holy

Deiparous, but to acknowledge in him unconfusedly the Son of God
and the Son of Man, and to confess him to be both God and Man in

the duality of his nature. Confess in him the duality of actions and
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natural will, both divine and human, not resisting each other, but the

human will following and obeying the divine. III. The prayer " Holy

God" should be offered in your Church by the omission of " who wast

crucifiedfor us" and the conjunction "and." IV. You should conform

to the Church of Greece in commemorating the feasts, that is to say,

the Annunciation day, on the 25th ofMarch ; the Nativity, on the 25th

of December ; the Circumcision, on the eighth day after the birth of

Christ, to wit, on the 1st of January ; the Baptism on the 6th of Janu-

ary ; the Presentation of our Saviour to the temple on the fortieth day

after his birth on the 2nd of February, and in like manner, agreeing

with us in observing all the dominical feasts, as well as those of the

holy Virgin Mary, of St. John, of the Apostles and of others. V.

The preparation of the unction should be made of the oil of the fruit

of trees. VI. The Communion Service should be performed with lea-

vened bread, and wine mixed with water. VII. Let Armenian Chris-

tians, both clergy and laity, remain within the Church, during the

hours of prayer and the performance of communion service, with the

exception of public penitents, who are prohibited by ecclesiastical

canons from staying in the midst of the Church during the time.

VIII. You should accept the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh general

assemblies. IX. The choice of the nomination of your pontiff should

be vested only in the emperor of the Greeks.

On the arrival of the embassy at Hiromcla, Thborianet and Jo-

hannes Uthman met with a very kind reception from Nibrszs the

Graceful, who having respectfully received the letters of the emperor

and patriarch of Constantinople, communicated the contents of them

to the principal bishops and friars of the Armenian Church, who had

repaired to Hiromcla from the mountains of Taurus and the frontiers

of Mesopotamia. Though they were easily persuaded to concede

to the chief points proposed by the Greeks, yet great difficulty

existed in obtaining the consent thereto of other Armenian bishops,

whose number amounted to upwards of three hundred, and who
were living in different distant quarters, especially in the frontiers

of Armenia major, save the body of monks who resided in monas-

teries, and who were almost of an equal number. Consequently,

Nibrsxs thought it necessary to summon these worthies to the general

meeting which was shortly to be convened for taking into considera-

tion the points proposed by the authorities of Greece, and communi-

cating the result of the assembly in a suitable letter to the emperor.

He conceived the unanimous voice of all the principal dignitaries of

the Church of Armenia indispensably necessary in the adoption of the

points, which were the connecting links of the sister Churches, lest, he
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feared, an unfortunate division might be created amongst the Armeni-
an ecclesiastics, and the result of their undertaking be attended with

lamentable detriment.

The ambassadors of the court of Constantinople applauded the

wise precautions which marked every act of the pontiff of Armenia,

but seeing that the council could not possibly be held before the setting

in of the summer, they determined to depart from Hiromcla. Nibrsbs,

in conjunction with Theorianet, addressed letters to Michael, the

patriarch of the Syrian Church, communicating to him the points

which were proposed by the Greeks for their acceptance, and soliciting

the favour of his presence in the council that was shortly to be held at

Hiromcla for that purpose. Michael being prevented by his various

avocations from going to Hiromcla, sent in his room the friar Thko-
dorus, who was eminently distinguished for his profound learning and
conversancy with the Syrian, Greek, Armenian, and Turkish languages.

On the arrival ofthe latter at Hiromcla,he was received by Nibrses with

every kind of respect due to his rank.A discussion arose between them on
the import of the words " substance" and " nature," which, according

to the doctrine of Aristotle, admitted of various constructions. Thbo-
dorcs, widely differing from the sentiments expressed by Nibrses on
this subject, immediately took his departure from Hiromcla. In the

mean while, Theorianet and Johannes Uthman returned to Con-
stantinople, furnished with letters addressed by Nibrses to the emperor
Manuel and the patriarch Michael. Nibrses promised them to

convene a general council for the decision of the- question of the in-

tended union, and to endeavour to make the concessions they required.

" I shall assiduously try," says he, " to overcome the long received

customs of my countrymen, which prevail on them with the power of

a second nature, and to force them to an acquiescence in such of the

points proposed in your letters, as may possibly be reconciled to their

minds. In so doing, we shall only be actuated by a desire of promot-

ing divine love and peace amongst us, but not by an idea of turning

from errors into truth. The acceptance of the rest of the points either

must be overlooked by you, or left to time, and the happy union which
shall shortly be effected amongst us."

Immediately after this.NiERsxs addressed letters to all the Armenian
bishops, abbots, and friars residing in different quarters of Armenia,
Syria, Aluans, Georgia and Persia, communicating to them all that

had passed respecting the union of the sister Churches. He also

desired them to pray to the Almighty for the consummation of the
laudable object in view, and to take an early opportunity of going to

Hiromcla for the purpose of being present in the council that was
x 2
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shortly to be convened. Moreover he deputed one friar Stephen with

a letter, inviting the Armenian clergy of Ani and Haghbat to the pro-

posed assembly.

But alas ! how often human endeavours and expectations are frus-

trated before they have attained to maturity ! On the lapse of a few

months, while Nierses was engaged in preparations for holding the

council of union, his earthly career was by the inscrutable dispensa-

tion of God terminated, Anno Domini 1 1 73, in the seventy-third year

of his age. He enjoyed the supreme dignity of a pontiff for seven

years, and in that period ordained only seven bishops. His remains

lay in state for several days, during which time numbers of Armenians

thronged to the pontifical house with a desire of kissing the hand of

the deceased. Among those who had assembled there to pay their

last tribute of veneration to the virtues of the deceased pontiff of Ar-

menia, were Nierses Lambronensis and several bishops and friars of

distinction.

This melancholy event plunged the nation into the greatest distress,

for they had lost in Nierses the Graceful a vigilant pastor, a kind

father, a faithful friend, a gifted divine, and a most zealous advocate of

the truth of Christianity. Gregory Basil, the nephew of the deceas-

ed pontiff, who was living at a great distance from Hiromcla, on hear-

ing of the dangerous illness of the latter, immediately repaired thither

to see his uncle ere he breathed his last. On his arrival at that place,

he found Nierses dead. He evinced the greatest sorrow at the lamen-

table catastrophe which had fallen on his family and the nation in

general. The funeral of the deceased pontiff was performed with the

greatest pomp and honors, that his rank and exalted station deserved,

being attended by almost all the dignitaries of the Armenian Church,

the nobility and other distinguished members of the nation, whose

heartfelt sorrow, at the irreparable loss which the Church and the state

had sustained, could distinctly be read in the melancholy expressions

of their downcast countenances. His remains were deposited in a

sepulchre which was dug near that of his brother Gregory, and a

very splendid mausoleum was afterwards raised over him, bearing

upon it a suitable inscription commemorative of his moral and Chris-

tian virtues.

News of this melancholy event reaching Constantinople, filled the

heart of the emperor with the most poignant grief, and spread general

regret throughout the Greek empire, every Greek sympathising with

the Armenians for the loss which they had sustained in the person of

their gifted pontiff. When his grief had comparatively subsided, the

emperor wrote a letter of condolence to Gregory Basil, who had by
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the unanimous voice of the nation succeeded his uncle in the govern-

ment of the Church of Armenia. The progress of the religious union

of the two nations, which was unfortunately impeded by the Church

of Armenia's being deprived of its head, was renewed by the commu-

nications of the emperor with the pontiff Gregory, who, emulating

the laudable example of his immediate predecessor, manifested equal

zeal and inclination in the restoration of peace to the bosom of the

Church of Christ. Before, however, the question of the long wished-

for union was happily decided, Greece was deprived of her most illus-

trious, pious, and virtuous ruler, in the year of our Lord 1 1 80, which

melancholy catastrophe proved a death-blow to the nearly-finished

structure of peace, and blasted in the bosoms of every Armenian and

Greek the hopes of their future union

!

II.

—

Discovery of Buddhist Images with Deva-ndgari Inscriptions at

Tagottng, the Ancient Capital of tlie Burmese Empire. Ly Colonel

H. Burnet, Resident at Ava.

[Read before the Society, 6th April, 1836.]

I have the pleaure to forward to you a couple of images of Gaudama
in Terracotta, which Captain Hannay has just sent down to me from

Tagoung. On both there is an inscription, apparently in the same old

Deva-nagari character, as in the inscription No. 2, of the Allahabad

column, and probably consisting of the same words as those on the

image of Buddha found in Tirhut, and in the other ancient inscriptions

described in No. 39 of the Journal of the Asiatic Society*.

Tagoung, written Takoung, (or according to Sir W. Jones's system,

Takaung, but pronounced by the Burmese Tagoung,) you will find

placed in our maps a little above the 23rd degree of north latitude,

and on the eastern or left bank of the Erawadi river. Captain Han-

nay', however, has ascertained its latitude by an observation of the

sun to be 23° 30' N., and several Burmese itineraries in my posses-

sion make its distance from Ava 52 taings, or about 100 miles. The

Burmese consider Tagoung to have been the original seat of their

empire, and the site of an ancient city, which was founded before the

time of Gaudama, by a colony that emigrated from Central India.

Some faint remains of an old city are still to be seen on this spot,

where among the ruins of some pagodas, Captain Hannay found the

images I now send you. No one here can decypher the character of

the inscriptions, but on showing to some of the learned, the account

• This is precisely the case :—even to the form of the letters—the dialect how-

ever seems to be Magadhi or P6U, dhammA and pabhavd for dharmd and pra-

bhavd y &c. See the accompanying plate.

—

Ed.
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of the Bauddha inscriptions given in the 39th No. of the Journal of

the Asiatic Society, the words " Ye dhamma, &c." were immediately

recognised, and supposed to be those placed under these images of

Gaudama also. The two figures seen standing on each side of Gau-

dama in one of these are not, as I had supposed, his two favorite

disciples, Mouggalan and Tharbpouttara, but figures of a preceding

Buddha named Di'penkara, who first delivered the prophetical annun-

ciation to Gaudama, whilst the latter was existing in the state of

Thoomrda hermit, declaring that after myriads of years, which he

would take in perfecting himself in every virtue, he would attain the

state of a Buddha. The learned Burmese confirm Dr. Mills's opinion,

and Mr. Hodgson's information, that there is no connexion between

the last two lines and the first two produced by M. Csoma dr Koros,

in the 39th No. of the Journal of the Asiatic Society. The last two,

they say, are intended to show the points of instruction delivered, not

by Gaudama only, but by every preceding Buddha, and they translate

the Pdl( thus

:

" The not doing of every kind of evil, fulfilling of good, and purify-

ing and cleansing the heart : these above mentioned are the precepts

of Buddhas"

With the first two lines beginning " Ye dhamma,*' the Burmese

books connect the following anecdote

:

On the third year after Gaudama had attained the state of a Buddha,

whilst he was residing at Welawoon monastery in the city of Yazagyo,

(Rajgiri,) one of his disciples, named Ashen Athazi Matt'hbr, went

into that city to receive charitable donations, and was met by Oopa-

dbittha, the son of the female Brahman Tha'rb, and a disciple of

Thbin-zbn Parabaik, some kind of heretics so called. Oopadbittha

asked Ashen Athazi Matt'hbr, who was his teacher, what were his

opinions ; the latter replied, " My teacher is the most excellent Lord

Gaudama, his doctrines are as boundless as the sky. I am but lately

become a Yahan, and know a little of them only." Oopadbittha

begged that he would repeat a little of them only, when Athazi

Matt'hbb recited the two lines beginning with the words Ye dhamma;

but the moment he finished the first line, Oopadbittha was converted.

He then followed the other to Gaudama, who received him as a

disciple, and changed his name into Tharbpouttara, or the son of

Tharr the female Brahman, by which name he was ever after distin-

guished as one of the favorite disciples of Gaudama, and is always

figured as seated on his right hand, whilst Mouggalan, the other

favorite disciple, is seen on the left hand. Hence, these words have

ever since been considered, as Mr. Hodgson states, as a confessio fidei
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among Buddhists. Before giving the Burmese explanation of these

two lines, I most premise, that according to their system of belief,

there are four Theettsa, fundamental truths, or moral laws in the uni-

verse, a knowledge of which Gaudama attained intuitively at day-

break of the morning on which he was perfected into a Buddha under

the pipal-tree at Goya, and therefore, one of his titles is Thamma

tham-bouddhattha, said to mean, he who intuitively acquired a know-

ledge of the four Theettsa. These four Theettsa are called Doukkha

Theettsa, Thamoudaya Theettsa, Niraudha Theettsa, and Megga Theettsa.

1

.

Doukkha Theettsa means the law of suffering and being, to which

all sentient beings are certainly subject whilst revolving, according to

the destiny of their good or evil conduct, in the three different states

of existence, whether as a Nat or inferior celestial being, a man, or a

brute.

2. Thamoudaya Theettsa is the law of evil desires and passions, by

which all sentient beings are certainly affected.

3. Niraudha Theettsa is the termination of or emancipation from

the operation of the two preceding laws. Not being subject to age,

sickness, death, or misery, and being in a state of ease, quiescence and

duration uninterrupted. This is Neibban.

4. Megga Theettsa is the cause or the way of reaching the last, and

is explained by some to be the Meggen Sheet ba, or the eight good

ways, which, as translated by Mr. Judson, are right opinion, right

intention, right words, right actions, right way of supporting life,

rightly directed intelligence, caution, and serenity. Others explain it

to be the Meg le dan, four grand ways, or four grand orders of Ariya,

each subdivided into two classes, and an Ariya is a man who has

extinguished evil desires and passions, and attained proficiency in

certain virtues and miraculous powers.

Now the Burmese say, that Gaudama's doctrine shows, that the

first of the above Theettsas is the effect, and the second the cause,

and that the third only can emancipate us from the eternal thraldom

and suffering of the two first, and that this third is to be obtained

only by means of the fourth. The lines are thus literally translated :

" The law (of suffering and being) proceeds from a cause, which

cause (the law of evil desires and passions) the Tathagata preaches,

and Niraudha, the means of overcoming or terminating those (two

laws). These are the opinions of Maha Thamana, or the great Yahan.

Dhamma, according to the Burmese, is not " human actions," or

" all sentient existences" only, but the law which governs or affects

them, the fundamental law of the moral world.

All that the Burmese know of the emigration from Central India,
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and of the founding and history of the old city of Tagoung, is given in

the 3rd volume of the Chronicles of the Kings of Ava. Here is an

abstract of the tale.

Long before the appearance of Gaudama, a King of Kauthala* and

Pmjalarit, desiring to be connected by marriage with the King of

Kauliya, sent to demand a daughter, but receiving a refusal on the

ground of his being of an inferior race, he declared war and destroyed

the three cities of Kauliya, Dewadaha, and Kappilawot, which were

governed by the Thdki race of kingsf. These cities were afterwards

restored, and the Thdki line re-established ; but on the occasion of the

above disaster, one of the Thdki race of kings, Abhi'raja, the king of

Kappilawot, retired with his troops and followers from Central India,

and came and built Tagoung, which was then also styled Thengat tha

ratha and Thengat tha nago. Here had stood a city in the times of the

three preceding Buddhas. In the time of Kbkkutran it was called

Thanthaya para ; in that of Gounaooun, Ratha para, and in that of

Katthaba, Thendwe. On the death of king Abhi'raja', his two sons,

Kan Yaza gybe and Kan Yaza noat, disputed the throne, but agreed

by the advice of their respective officers to let the question be decided

in this way, that each should construct a large building on the same

night, and he, whose building should be found completed by the

morning, should take the throne. The younger brother used planks

and bamboos only, and covered the whole with cloth, to which by a

coat of white-wash he gave the appearance of a finished building.

At dawn of day, Kan Ya'za' gybe, the elder brother, seeing the other's

being completed, collected his troops and followers, and came down

the Erawadi. He then ascended the Khyendvoen, and established him-

self for six months at Kule\ Toungnyo, calling it Ydzdgyo, and sent

his son Moodootsmtta to be king over the Thoonaparan Pyoos,

Kanyan, and Thet, who then occupied the territory between Pegu,

Arracan, and Pagan, and had applied to him for a prince. Kan Ya'z'a-

gtbb then built the city Kyouk padoung to the east of the Guttshapa

nadee, and resided there for 24 years. From thence he went and

took possession of the city of Diniawadee, or Arracan, which had origi-

nally been founded by a king Mayayoo, and having constructed forti-

fications, a palace, &c. took up his residence there.

* Kauthala, (Kosala) Dr. Wilson considers to be the same as the present

territory of Oude. Some of the Burmese consider Pinjalarit to ha?e been a

kingdom in the Punjab.

t See No. 20 of the Journal of the Asiatic Society for an account of the

origin of the Shdkya race, which the Burmese call Thdki and Thakya Thaki.

t Kuie is a territory to the southward of Manipnr.
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The younger brother, Kan Yaza ngat, took possession of his

father's throne at Tagoung, where the undermentioned 33 kings

reigned in succession.

1. Abheeraja. 18. Hii ton Thendwe Yasa.

2. Hia ton Kan Yaza ngay. 19. Hii ion Tbihala Yaza.

3. His son Zaboodeepa Yaza. 20. Hiiyounger brother Han-tha Yazk.

4. His son Thengatha Yaza. 21. His son Wars Yaza.

5. His son Weippana Yasa. 22. His son Aloung Ysza.

6. His son Dewata Yaza. 23. His son Kaulaka Ykxi.

7. His son Munika Yaz<. 24. His son Thnriya Yaza.

8. Hia paternal uncle Naga Yazi. 25. His son Tben-gyl Yaza.

9. His younger brother Einda Yaza*. 26. His son Taing-ffyit Yaza.

10. His son Thamoodi Yaza. 27. His son Madu Yattf.

11. His son Dewa Yaza. 28. His son Menlha-gjl Yaza.

12. His son Maheinda YkzA. 29. His son Than thu thiha Yasa.

13. His son Wimala Yaza. 30. His son Danenga Yaza.

14. His son Thihano Yaz*. 31. His son Heinda Yaza.

15. Hia son Dengana Yazk. 32. His son Mauriya Yazi.

16. Hia son Kantha Yasa. 33. His son Bheinnaka Yaza9.

17. His son Kaleinga Yaza.

In the reign of the last-mentioned king, Bhsinnaka Yaza*, the

Chinese and Tartars from the country of Tsein, in the empire of Gan-

dalareet, attacked and destroyed Tagoung. That king, collecting as many
of his people as he could, retired up the Mali river, where upon his

death his followers were divided into three portions. One portion

proceeded to the eastward and established the 19 Shan states, whence

they are called king Bheinnaka's race. Another portion came down

the Erawadi, and joined the Thunaparanta kingdom, which was inha-

bited by the Kanyan and Thet people, and was the seat of Mu'dut-

seitta and other kings of the Thdki race. A third portion remained

near the Mali river, with the last king's principal wife named

Naga Zein. About this period, Gaudama appeared in Central

India, and a dispute occurred between king Pathanadi' Kauthala

of Thawotthii and a king of Kappflawot, named Maha Nama. The

former had applied for a daughter in marriage, and the latter, unwilling

to deteriorate his race, sent, instead of one of the princesses of royal

blood, a daughter named Wathaba Khettiya, whom he had by a

slave girl. She was however received as a queen, and bore a son,

who was* named prince Wit'hat'hoopa. When this prince grew up,

he paid a visit to Kappflawot, and on his departure, the spot which

he had occupied was termed the place of a slave-girl's son, and

washed with milk. Hearing this, the prince vowed revenge, and

• The title of these kings is Raja, but the Burmese pronounce it Yaz*.

f Sravatti in Oude, according to Dr. Wilson.

T
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declared that as soon as he became king, he would wash the necks of

the Kappilawot people with blood. Accordingly, on his accession to

the throne, he set out three times with an army to attack the Thaki

race of kings, but was stopped by Gaudama. On the fourth time,

Gaudama, foreseeing the future destiny of those kings, would not

interfere, and king Wit'hat hoopa destroyed Kapp{lawot, Dewadaha,

and Kauliya, three cities in the empire or country of Thekka, the seats

of the Thaki race of kings.

On this occasion one of the Thaki race, named Daza Yaz£, retir-

ing from Central India, came first and established himself at Mauroya,

which now goes by the name of Mweyen. Thence he proceeded and

founded the city of Thendwe ; and changing his residence once again,

he came to Mali, and met with the before mentioned queenWAOA

Zbin, the widow of king Bhbinnaka. Finding her to be of the

same Thak race as himself, he married her, and founded the city of

Upper Pagan. He next rebuilt the ancient city of Tagoung, calling it

Pfajalartt, and Pinja Tagoung, or the fifth Tagoung, and finally esta-

blished himself there, assuming the title of Thado Zaboodipa Daza
Yaza, dividing his followers into classes, organizing an army, and

granting titles and honors. The undermentioned line of kings reigned

in succession over this new Tagoung.

1. Thado Zabudipa Daza Yaza. 10. Thado ya Haula.

2. Thado Taing ya Ydsa. 11. Thado Poung shi.

3. Thado Yafha ya. 12. Thado Kyouk ahf

.

4. Thado Tagwon ya. 13. Thado Tshen louk.

5. Thado Lhan cyan ya. 14. Thado Tshen dein.

6. Thado Shwe . 15. Thado taiog gylt.

7. Thado Galoun ya. 16. Thado Men gyi.

8. Thado Naga ya. 17. Thado Maha Yaz*.

9. Thado Naga Naing.

None of these kings reigned long, the country having been much
molested by evil spirits, monsters and serpents. The last mentioned

king having no son by his principal queen Keinnari-Dkwi, made her

brother Khbbaduta the heir apparent or Crown Prince. At this

time the people of Diniawadi came to the spot inhabited by the Pyus,

and attacked and carried off king Tambula, who was of the Thaki

race, and lineally descended from king Mudutskitta, the son ofKan
Yazaotbb. His queen, Nan Khan, retired with as many followers

as she could to the lake of Thakya.

In the 40th year, after Gaudama's death, whilst Thado Maha
Yaza' the 17th king of Tagoung was reigning, an immense wild boar

appeared, and committed great destruction in his country. The Crown

Prince went forth against the animal, and pursued it for several days,
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until he overtook and lolled it near Prome ; and then finding himself

so far from home, he determined on remaining where he was as a

hermit. Here he was joined by two of his nephews, named Maha
Thambawa and Tsula Thambawa, twins borne by his sister the

queen of Tagoung, but being blind, the father had insisted upon their

being put to death. The mother, after secreting them for some time,

placed them at last on a raft, and set them afloat on the Erawadi.

The Royal Chronicles give an interesting account of the voyage of

the two Princes, who are cured of their blindness by a monster at

Tsagain*, and who at length reach the country near Prome, and are

recognized and received by their uncle. The Kanyan and Pyus had

quarrelled after the people of Arracan had carried off their king, but

the former, being victorious, settled themselves near Prome under their

queen Nan Khan, whilst the Kanyans retired, and established them-

selves at Sandoway and on the borders of Arracan. Through the

recommendation of the hermit Prince of Tagoung, the queen Nan
Khan married one of his nephews Maha Thambawa, who became

long of the Pyds, and established the Prome or Thare Khettara empire,

60 years after Gaudama's death, 484 B. C.

After the destruction of the Prome Empire, a king Thamauddarit,

nephew of the last king of Prome, founded Pagan ; but the country

being much molested by certain wild animals, a young man named

Tsaudi' destroyed them, and the king gave him his daughter in

marriage, and appointed him his successor. He declined the throne

however in the first instance, and placed his old teacher Yat'thb-

otauno upon it ; and on the death of the latter, the young man
ascended the throne of Pagdn in the Pagan era 89, A. D. 167, with

the title of Ptu' tsaudi'. But this Pru' tsaudi', or third king of Pagdn

also is said to have been of the Tagoung royal race, and a ThdM Prince.

His father, Thado Adaittsa Ya'za, was lineally descended from the

17th king of Tagoung, Thado Maha Ya'za', but during his reign

Tagoung having again been destroyed by evil spirits and monsters, as

well as by the Chinese and Tartars, he had quitted the country, and

settled with his family in a private capacity at Mali, supporting him-

self as a gardener. After receiving a suitable education, the son Pyu'

Tsaudi came down to Pagdn, in order to seek his fortune, and then

distinguished himself by killing the wild animals as before-mentioned.

No further mention of Tagoung can I find in the Royal Chronicles,

until we come to the 6th vol., in which, after being told that a daugh-

ter of Athbnkhata, the founder of Tsagain, was married to Thado

cshbn-dbin, of the Tagoung royal race, and had a son named Yahu'la,

• City directly opposite Ava.

T 2
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who was seven years of age, when king Thbehapadb alias Mbn-

btouk ascended the Tsagain throne, and to whom at the age of 1

6

that king had granted the city of Tagoung as zjaghir, together with

the title of Thado men-bta. We are informed, that in the Burmese

vear 725, A. D. 1363, when the Shan chief Tho Khteen bwa came

down from Mogoung and Monhyeen to attack Tsagain, his army was

first stopped at Tagoung by Thado men-bta, but that the Shans soon

took that city, and completely destroyed it, its governor flying to

Tsagain with a single elephant. This governor, Thado men-bya,

afterwards took possession of the Tsagain and Penya kingdoms, and

in the Burmese year 726, A. D. 1364, founded the city oiAva, and the

line of the kings of Ava.

Tagoung, after the Shans destroyed it, does not appear to have

been restored, and it is now but a village with a few ruins. The dis-

trict of Tagoung is the jaghir of the late Wungyee of Rangoon's

daughter, who is one of the inferior queens, styled Tagoung Men-tha-

mi, princess of Tagoung. Thado was a title peculiar to the

Tagoung royal race. It is remarkable, that some of the names in the

two lists of the kings of Tagoung correspond. The Burmese chroni-

cles give no details of the reign of any of these kings, excepting of

the first in each list, and of the last in the second list. One old

work, Zabudipa kwon-gya, takes notice only of the second list of

sovereigns ; and states that Daza Yaza retired from Central India, and

came to Tagoung, about 300 years before the appearance ofGAUDAMA.

As the last mentioned, or 1 7th king, Maha Yaza , is also stated to

have ascended the throne 20 years after Gaudama's death : this would

allow a duration ofabout 1 8 or 20 years to the reign of each of the king's

preceding, corresponding with the average of king's reigns as fixed

by Sir Isaac Newton. The great point with the Burmese histo-

rians is to show that their sovereigns are lineally descended from the

ThaMmcz of kings, and are " Children of the Sun* ;" and for this pur-

pose, the genealogy of even Alompra, the founder of the present

dynasty, is ingeniously traced up to the kings of Pagdn, Prome, and

Tagoung. The countenances of the figures in the accompanying

images are very different from those you see in all modern Burmese

magesf.

* One of the king of Ava1* titles is Ne dwet bhuyen, Sun-descended Monarch.

t They are very nearly of the same character as those found at Sarnath, and

may have been made there or at Gaya for exportation, as is the custom to the

present time.—Ed.
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III.

—

On the preparation of Opium for the China market : written in

March 1 835, and then communicated to the Benares and Behdr Agencies.

By D. Butter, M. D. Surgeon 6Zrd B. N. I. late opium examiner

of the Benares Agency.

1 . In committing to paper, for the use of my successor in office,

the following observations, I would beg, once for all, to disclaim the

idea of their being infallibly correct : for, although they are the re-

sult of ten years' attention to their various subjects, I am aware of the

disadvantages under which an individual labours, upon whom falls the

task of first writing upon any subject involving the discussion of ob-

scure questions, and who is thus deprived of the benefit of the judgment

of other persons ; and am prepared to find my remarks hereafter

greatly modified by the progress of discovery.

2. The great object of the Bengal Opium Agencies is to furnish an

article suitable to the peculiar tastes of the population of China, who

value any sample of opium in direct proportion to the quantity of hot-

drawn watery extract obtainable from it, and to the purity and strength

of the flavour of that extract when dried and smoked through a pipe.

The aim, therefore, of the agencies should be to prepare their opium

so that it may retain as much as possible its native sensible qualities,

and its solubility in hot-water. Upon these points depend the virtually

higher price that Benares opium brings in the China market, and the

lower prices of Behar, Malwa, and Turkey opium. Of the last of these,

equal (Chinese) values contain larger quantities of the narcotic princi-

ples of opium ; but are, from their greater spissitude, and the less care-

ful preparation of the Behar and Malwa, incapable of yielding extract

in equal quantity and perfection of flavour with the Benares.

3. It therefore becomes a question, how the whole process of the

production of opium, from the sowing of the seed to the packing of the

chests for sale, should be conducted so as to preserve with the least

injury its native flavour and its solubility.

4. There can be no doubt that the quantity and richness of the

milk obtained from each poppy-head depend greatly upon the geologi-

cal and other physical conditions of the locality which produces it

;

especially the soil, sub-soil, manuring, and irrigation ; and also upon

the seed which is employed. But as these matters are, in the present

circumstances of the Bengal agencies, little open to choice or control,

the first practical enquiries which claim our attention relate to the

extraction of the juice and its treatment while in the hands of the

koeris.

5. Of the various processes for the preparation of sugar and medi-

cinal extracts from vegetable juices, it is well known that distillation in
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vacuo is incomparably the most efficient in preserving unaltered the

original taste of the sugar, and the taste, solubility, and therapeutic

powers of the extracts. It is also known that this process owes its

superiority to the exclusion of the chemical as well as the physical

agency of the atmosphere, to its rapidity of exsiccation, and to the

comparative lowness of temperature at which it is performed. When
sugar-cane juice, after even half an hour's exposure to the air, is boiled

in a narrow deep vessel, and under the pressure of the atmosphere,

vaporisation goes on so slowly that the sugar has time to undergo the

vinous and acetous fermentations, whereby a certain portion of it is

converted into vinegar, before the heat can be raised high enough to

check this change ; and the high temperature, to which it is so long

exposed during this slow vaporisation, chars another portion, and

converts it into molasses. Other vegetable juices, under similar cir-

cumstances, undergo analogous transformations : much of their sub-

stance is converted into vinegar ; and the high temperature causes a

partial decomposition of the rest : oxygen also is largely absorbed

from the atmosphere, and greatly impairs the solubility of the dried

extract.

6. On the principles which flow from these facts, it would be, chemi-

cally speaking, advisable to prepare opium by distilling in vacuo, large

quantities of the milk just as it has oozed from the capsules ; and I

have no doubt that opium thus prepared would possess in an unprece-

dented degree the desired qualities of solubility and strength, and

purity of flavour, as well as narcotic power ; and can imagine, that

under a system of open trade in opium, this process would be commer-

cially profitable. It would, however, be inapplicable under a mono*

poly constituted as the present system is ; and I have mentioned it

only with the view of pointing it out as the acme of that perfection in

the preparation of vegetable juices to which we can, with our present

means, only approximate.

7. That the approximation may proceed as far as possible, it will

be necessary, first, that the poppy juice shall at the time of collection,

contain a minimum of water ; so that its reduction to the proposed

degree of spissitude may be effected in the shortest time, and be there-

fore attended with the least exposure to the air at a high temperature,

and with the smallest consequent loss of solubility and of specific qua-

lities that may be practicable.

8. The goodness of the soil, and the management of the irrigation,

are circumstances which powerfully affect the strength of the juice at

the time of its collection : but a third agent, still less amenable than

these to control, now comes into play, the precipitation of dew on the
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surface of the capsule. When a current of wind, or a cloudy sky,

prevents the formation of dew, it is found that the scarifications made

in the capsule about the middle of the preceding day are sealed up by

the slight oozing of juice, which had immediately followed the inci-

sions; and the quantity of opium obtained is small. When, again,

the dew is abundant, it washes open the wounds in the capsule, and

thus facilitates the flow of the milk, which in heavy dews is apt to drop

off the capsule entirely, and be wasted. But when the dew is in mode-

rate quantity, it allows the milk to thicken by evaporation, and to col-

lect in irregular tiers, (averaging one grain of solid opium from each

quadruple incision,) which on examination will be found to have a

greater consistency, and a " rose-red" (Werner) colour towards the

external surface, while the interior is semi-fluid, and of a " reddish-

white" colour. This inequality of consistence constitutes the grain of

raw opium, of which I shall have to speak hereafter.

9. In the collection of these drops of half-dried juice, it is very apt

to get mixed with the dew, which, in the earlier hours of collection,

continue to besprinkle the capsules, and which here does a double

mischief—first, by retarding the inspissation of the general mass of

the juice ; and, secondly, by separating its two most remarkable con-

stituent parts—that which is soluble, and that which is insoluble in

water. So little aware, or so reckless, even under the most favourable

construction of their conduct, are the koerfo of the injury thus caused

by the dew, that many of them are in the habit of occasionally wash-

ing their scrapers with water, and of adding the washings to the

collection of the morning : in Malwa, oil is used for this purpose,

to the irremediable injury of the flavour of the opium. On examin-

ing the juice thus mixed with water, it will be found that it has

separated, as above-mentioned, into two portions, a fluid and a more

consistent ; the latter containing the most of the resin, gluten, caout-

chouc and other less soluble constituents of opium, with part of the

super-meconiate of morphia ; and the former containing the gum, some

resin, and much of the super-meconiate of morphia, and much of the

colouring principle, which, though pale at first, is rapidly affected by

light, and acquires a very deep " reddish or blackish brown" colour.

Many koMs are in the habit of draining off this fluid portion into a

separate vessel, and of bringing it under the name of pasewd, for sale,

at half the price of opium, to the Benares agency, where it is used

as lewa, (paste for the petal envelopes of the cakes.) Others, after

allowing the soluble principles to become thus changed into an

acescent, blackened, sluggish fluid, mix it up with the more consistent

part of their opium, and bring the whole for sale in this mixed state

;
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the consequence of which is that they are subjected to a penalty, called

battd upon pasewd, and regulated by the estimate of the opium ex-

aminer, of the quantity ofpasewd contained. This penalty is the only

efficient check upon this most pernicious practice of the koiris : for

on the generality of the gomashtas, it is difficult to impress the neces-

sity of their looking after the koeris during the collecting season.

Were gom&shtas in general fit for their offices, the name of pesewd

might be banished from the Bengal agencies ; all that is required for

that purpose being that they should instruct all their mahtds and

kotrts, to exclude dew as much as possible from the opium at collec-

tion—never to add water to their opium, then or at any other period

;

but at the end of their day's collection, to rub it together in a mortar

or similar vessel, breaking down the grain of it above-mentioned, so as

reduce the whole to a homogeneous semi-fluid mass, which should be

dried as quickly as possible in the shade, in a current of air free from

dust, by spreading it on any clean flat surface, and turning it over ten

or twenty times. With this management, one afternoon in the dry

collecting season would suffice for bringing to the spissitude of 70 per

cent, the collection of each day, which could then be secured, along

with the rest of the koerfs' opium, in a vessel of any form, safe from

deterioration by internal change. It is a common belief, that all new
opium must ferment* : but that is a fallacy occasioned by the low de-

gree of spissitude at which opium is generally received at the Bengal

agencies, and by the consequent fermentation and swelling up which

almost constantly occur, when such opium is allowed to stand for some

hours in large vessels.

10. So very large was formerly the admixture of pasewd in the

opium brought to the Benares agency, that it was thought necessary,

for the sake of its appearance, to draw off as much as possible of the

black fluid, by storing it, for weeks, in earthen vessels, perforated with

a hole. Of late years, there has been a great amendment in this re-

spect, and the draining system has therefore become unnecessary ; an

event which ought to be followed by the abolition of the inconvenient

receptacles in which it was carried on, and by the general substitution

of movable wooden cases and drawers in their stead.

1 1

.

Pasted, in a pure and concentrated state, is a viscid, dark

reddish-brown fluid, transparent in thin plates. Its homogeneous phy-

sical constitution prevents its assuming to the eye that appearance of

consistency which is presented by ordinary opium. In the former, all

* Dr. Abel bettered that fermentation was necessary for the derelopment of

the narcotie principles, and considered the fermentation as of a panary species,

n which the gluten played a principal part.
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4he ingredients are in a state of trne chemical combination, with the

water contained; while, in the latter, many of the ingredients are

only in a state ef mechanical mixture, a condition which almost neces-

sarily gives an appearance of solidity beyond all proportion to the

actual quantity of solid matter contained. Hence, pasted, and opium

containing pasted, are less consistent, and would, to the inexperienced

eye, appear to contain much more water than pure opium of the same

actual spissitude ; a source of much perplexity to any one who tries for

the first time to estimate, by the consistence, the real spissitude or dry

contents of different samples of opium containing more or less of

pasted. A tentative process is the only one by which a person can

qualify himself to estimate the spissitude with tolerable accuracy. He
should, before allowing the parkhiyas to state their estimates of the

spissitude, form one in his own mind, and make a memorandum of it,

noting his reasons for assigning the degree of spissitude on which he

'has fixed. The result of the steam-drying test, to which small sam-

ples of all opium are subjected in the Benares agency, will then enable

him to judge on which side, whether under or over-estimate, he has

inclined to err, and to avoid the error in his subsequent operations.

12. The constituents of pasted are in a state of chemical combi-

nation ; and the slow addition of water will not subvert that condi-

tion. But the sudden affusion of a large quantity of water on con-

-centrated/xu^Btf instantly resolves it into two portions, a dark coloured

fluid containing the gum, colouring matter, and super-meconiate and

acetate of morphia, and a lighter coloured powder, consisting of the

resin and some gluten, and a minute portion of caoutchouc. In mak-

ing Ited, therefore, from pasted, or from inferior opium, the necessary

-quantity of water should be slowly added, and thoroughly mixed pre-

viously to the addition of more water. Pure opium is liable to the

same resolution of its component parts, from the sudden affusion of

water : if the latter be slowly added and thoroughly mixed, the gela-

tinous opium will absorb it, forming a species of hydrate, and will

retain its tremulous consistence ; but if the water be suddenly added in

considerable quantity* an immediate separation of the more and less

soluble constituents occurs, and the opium loses its gelatinous and

adhesive character. When opium is dried up to a certain point, below

the spissitude of 80 per cent., it loses the power of absorbing water

without decomposition, and cannot be brought to the gelatinous state.

It might be expected, that by adding 30 parts of water to 70 of dry

opium powder, we should produce a combination possessing the con-

sistence and other physical characters of fresh standard41 opium ; but

• So called, because this is the degree of spissitude Required at the Bengal

z
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the compound has little consistence, and will be found to contain inso-

luble portions, which have lost their power of forming hydrates with

water : yet its spissitude remains exactly that of standard opium, the

precise quantity of dry opium employed in making it being recovera-

ble from it, but in a darkened and deteriorated condition. The above

observations have a practical bearing upon the manufacture of Ifood,

as has already been noticed, and upon the degree of spissitude which

opium, either in the hands of the kotris or in the agency godowns,

should be permitted to acquire : it should be limited to 66 or 67 per

cent, for the former, and 70 or 72 for the latter ; because, with every

additional degree of spissitude above this, the solubility is impaired in

an increasing ratio.

13. Among some thoughts on the subject committed to writing

six years ago, I find the following remark and query :
" The whole

of the original milky juice will pass through a finer filter than that

used by the Chinese in making the extract for smoking : is it possi-

ble to dry the opium, retaining its property of such minute division

and diffusibility ; or is it necessary for the complete separation of the

water from the resin, gluten, caoutchouc, &c. that some absorption of

oxygen should take place, and some consequent diminution of their

solubility, or rather miscibility with water ?'* My reason for noticing

this query is the subsequent solution of the proposed problem by M.
Prbvitb of Calcutta, in the highly similar case of animal milk, which

he appears to have succeeded in drying to a powder with no perceptible

injury to the diffusibility of its curdy and oleaginous principles. This

is the very result that should be aimed at in the preparation of opium

for the China market.

14. When the juice of the poppy has been properly dried, that is*

rapidly, in a cool shade, and protected from dust, it possesses, at the

spissitude of 70 per cent., (that is, containing 30 per cent, of waterr)

the following properties. It has, in the mass, a " reddish brown"

colour (Werner), resembling that of copper (the metallic lustre ob-

structed) ; and, when spread thin on a white plate, shews considera-

ble translucency, with a " gallstone yellow" colour, and a slightly gra-

nular texture. When cut into flakes with a knife, it exhibits sharp

edges, without drawing out into threads ; and is tremulous, like jelly,

or rather strawberry jam, to which it has been aptly compared. It

has considerable adhesiveness, a handful of it not dropping from the

hand inverted for some seconds. Its smell is the pure peculiar smell

agencies for the full price allowed by Government. On parcels of opium, frtfe*

rior to this in spissitude, a penalty is levied, called battd upon coruisttnc*.
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of opium, heavy and not unpleasant. In this condition it is said to be
" standard" or " awwal" opium. f

15. When the juice, again, instead of being thus exposed to the

air, has after collection been kept in deep vessels, which prevent eva-

poration, it presents the following appearances. A specimen of it

which has the spissitude of only 60 per cent, has the apparent consis-

tence or substantiality of standard opium of 70 per cent. But on

minuter examination, it will be found, that this apparent firmness of

texture is a deception, resulting from the mechanical constitution

of the mass ; k being made up with but little alteration of the origi-

nal irregular drops collected from the capsule, soft within, and more

inspissated without ; this outer portion, as long as it remains entire,

giving the general character of consistency to the mass, just as

the shells of a quantity of eggs would do. For when the opium is

rubbed smartly in a mortar, this fictitious consistence disappears,

exactly as that of the eggs, if pounded, would do ; and in point of

apparent consistence, as well as of real spissitude, it is reduced to the

proportion which it properly bears to standard opium. When opium

thus retains the original configuration of the irregular drops, it is said

to be " kackd" or " raw :" when these are broken down into the mi-

mtte grain mentioned in the description of standard opium, it is said

to be 4,pakka
n

or "matured," whatever may be the actual spissitude

of the opium, whether 50 or 70 per cent. An opinion has been en-

tertained, but on what grounds I know not, that the breaking down
of this large grain is an injury to the opium : to myself it seems plain

that as the large grain always disappears before the opium attains the

spissitude of 70 per cent, and as this vesicular constitution of the raw

opium retards the evaporation of its superfluous moisture, the more

inspissated shell of each irregular drop checking the evaporation from

its more fluid interior, the object should be to reduce the whole with

the least possible delay to a nearly homogeneous mass, in which state

the inspissation of opium advances with much greater rapidity.

16. Connected with this subject is a question which has been

raised, whether the inspissation of opium stored in large quantities in

the agency godowns is effected more quickly, by removing, from time

to time, into another receptacle, the pellicle of thick opium which

forms on the surface of the mass ; or by turning over the mass fre-

quently, and thus constantly mingling with it the pellicles successively

formed. As agreeably to the general law of chemical affinity, whereby

the last portions of any substance held in combination, and in course

of gradual expulsion, are retained with increasing obstinacy, the in-

spissation of thin, is, ceteris paribus, always more rapid in its pro
z 2
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gress than that of thick opium ; it is clear that the removal of the

pellicle, by which opium of minimum spissitude is constantly exposed

to the air, must accelerate the inspissation more than the turning over

of the whole mass would do : because the latter process exposes to

the air opium which is gradually acquiring a greater degree of con-

centration, and from which the evaporation will gradually be slower

and slower. As evaporation takes place from the external surface only,

it may be proper here to advert to the propriety of making all reser-

voirs for opium below the standard spissitude as numerous and shal-

low as may be permitted by the means of stowage ; every practicable

method being at the same time adopted to facilitate ventilation across,

and to exclude dust from, the extensive surfaces exposed ; and as

little light being admitted as may be suitable to the convenience of the

people at work.

17. It might be expected, from the ingenuity of the natives of this

country, and from their imperfect notions of fair trade, that they would

resort to a great variety of means for increasing, by adulteration, the

weight of such an article as opium, in which fraud might be made so

difficult of detection. But in fact, it is seldom that they attempt any

thing of the kind, beyond keeping their opium at a low spissitude ; an

act by which, under the present searching system of examination, they

cannot profit •, and which, from its occasioning a deterioration of their

opium through fermentation, entails the levying of a batta upon its

quality, and therefore, in those cases, an inevitable loss. It is impos-

sible that opium left to itself in the open air, during the parching sea-

son of the hot winds, could remain at the low spissitudes of 50 and 60

per cent, at which it is frequently brought to Ghazipur towards the

end of that season : and we must therefore conclude, that artificial

means are resorted to, in order to maintain it in that condition ; either

the frequent addition of water, or the burying it in a damp piece of

ground, which is said to be sometimes done for the sake of security.

When these malpractices have been carried too far, the gluten under-

goes, in a greater or less degree, the process of putrefaction ; the mass

of opium first becoming covered with mould, and acquiring an opaque

" yellowish grey" colour and a pasty consistence, in which every ves-

tige of the translucency and grain of the opium is lost ; and the smell

becoming venous, sour, and at last abominably foetid ; in which condi-

tion the deteriorated opium is fit for none of the purposes of the

manufacture, and is always destroyed, and its original value forfeited,

by the koeris. It is to be hoped that their experience of the unvary-

ing consequences of such folly, and the introduction of a superior class

of gomashtas, will in time convince them of the advantage, as well as
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Hie facility, of bringing in all their opium at very nearly the standard

spisaitude.

In some cases it would appear, from the fluid state in which they

bring it for sale, as if they expected every drop of water which they

add to it, to be assimilated and converted into opium. Occasionally*

it would seem that they had admitted some suspicions of its having

been watered too much ; and their only remedy is to drive off the

superfluous water by boiling : an operation which speedily reduces the

mixture to a blackened and charred condition, easily recognized.

18. A more ingenious fraud, but which is seldom practised, is, that

of washing out the soluble and most valuable part of the opium, and

bringing for sale the residual mass. In this process, the opium loses

its translucency, and the redness of its colour : it loses its adhesiveness

also, not adhering to the hand like opium which has not been robbed

of its soluble principles ; and by these marks, without going further,

the fraud is detected. Sand is now and then added, to increase the

weight ; and is at once detected by its grittiness when rubbed between

a plate and a spatula.

Soft clayey mud is also, but very rarely, used for the same purpose :

it always impairs the colour and translucency ; and can, as well as

sand, be detected, and its quantity accurately ascertained, by washing

the opium with a large quantity of water, and collecting the sediment,

which is the clayey mud.

Sugar and gur, or coarse molasses, are sometimes employed to ad-

ulterate opium : they invariably ferment, and give it a sickly, sweetish,

venous, or acescent odour, easily known.

Cow-dung, the pulp of the dhatCrd, or thorn-apple, and the gummy
resinous juice of the bil, or Bengal quince, are seldom met with as

fraudulent ingredients : the first may be detected by drying it to a

powder, or by washing it with water, either of which processes brings

under the eye the undigested shreds of vegetable matter constituting

the animal's food ; but the two last are extremely difficult of detec-

tion, if not added in quantity sufficient to affect the colour and

smell of the opium, which generally happens in the few instances

of their occurrence. The seeds of the dhaturd are apt to get mixed

with the opium, and afford a ready means of detection. A strange,

but not uncommon, mode of adulteration is the addition of pounded

poppy seeds : if reduced to a fine powder, the oleaginous seeds might

enter into an imperfect chemical union with the kindred resinoid prin-

ciple of the opium : but the fraud is never so skilfully effected as to

produce this result ; and the hard particles of the seeds are perceptible

to the touch and sight. Malwa opium, though less now than it was
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eight years ago, is in general largely contaminated with oil, which is

easily separated by dissolving the opium in water ; and I have seen, in

a few instances, the same fraud attempted within the Benares agency.

As the oil is always in a rancid condition, its presence is betrayed by

its odour, as well as by the glistening appearance which it communi-

catee to the opium.

19. By long exposure to the heat of the sun, the texture of opi-

um, whatever be its spissitude, undergoes a remarkable change,

through the conversion of part of its gluten into a species of bird-lime.

Its shortness or property of exhibiting sharp edges, when cut into

flakes with a knife, disappears ; and it draws out into long threads.

These two varieties of texture may almost always be recognized in

cakes of Behar and Benares opium respectively ; the former being ex-

posed to the sun, in the process of drying the cakes, and the latter

not. This diversity of treatment occasions a difference between the

hygrometric properties of the cakes of the two agencies ; the Behar

cakes acquiring a more speedy but less permanent hardness than the

Benares : whereby, though firmer in the shell towards the end of the

hot winds, they are more liable than the Benares to soften and lose

their shape during the rains. The immediate cause of this difference

appears on making a clean section of the shells with a sharp knife.

It will thus be found, that in the Benares shells, the lewd remains

visibly interstratified with the petals, dark-coloured, and tenacious

;

while in the Behar, it is in a great measure absorbed by the petals,

which are apparently in intimate contact with each other, and is not

to be distinguished from them ; the combination being more easily ef«

fected by hygrometrie changes of the atmosphere than the independent

strata of leaf and lewd in the Benares cakes.

20. While, as at present, a considerable amount of inferior opium

is produced, not safely applicable to any other purpose than the manu-

facture of lewd, its sacrifice is no great loss. But if all the opium

brought to the agencies were of good quality, the substitution of some

less expensive vegetable paste would be an important desideratum.

Any strong cheap mucilage or farinaceous paste, or perhaps some

indigenous imitation of bird-lime, would answer for the inner portion of

the shell ; and an exterior coating of a resinous, waxy, or oily nature,

impervious to water, would defend this from the moisture of the air.

21. In cutting open a cake for examination, the above points

should be attended to. It should also be observed whether the exterr

nal and internal surfaces of the shell are smooth : the former not

knotty or fissured, and none of the interior leaves of the latter detach-

ed among the opium : there ought, also, to be no vacuities between
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the strata of the leaves, such as are sometimes found, lined with

mould, in faulty cakes, and the shell altogether ought to be thin, com*

pact, and of equal thickness throughout. The shape ought to be as

nearly spherical as possible : that being the geometrical form which

under the smallest surface contains the greatest quantity of matter,

and which consequently affords the least scope for the extrication of

air and ultimate injury to the shape of the cake when that air escapes.

Greater attention to having the earthen cups, in which the cakes are

dried, perfectly hemispherical, instead of parabolical as they now are,

would contribute to the desired sphericity.

22. In opening a cake, the next thing to be attended to is the

manner in which the two hemispheres of the opium separate : the

Behar will be found to retain its shortness, while the Benares draws

out into threads. The smell should then be attentively observed and

noted down, being strongest immediately after the opening, and giving

at that instant the fairest indications of the state of the opium with

respect to preservation ; the pure narcotic, venous, or acescent odour

being then most strongly perceptible : in this respect the Benares will

generally prove superior to the Behar. It is an important character ;

for the Chinese are great epicures in the flavour of opium, and object

to it when it smells at all sour.

23. The surface of the opium should then be narrowly inspected,

and the tint and shade of colour, both by reflected and transmitted

light, noted down, in terms of Werner's nomenclature ; also the ap-

parent quantity of pasewd if any be present, which is almost constantly

the case with Behar opium, where it appears like dark glistening fluid,

lining the little cells in the surface of the opium. As the depth of the

colour of opium in the caked state depends on the quantity of pasewd

in it, or the degree in which it has been deteriorated by exposure to

the sun, the lighter the shade, the better is the opium.

24. The chemical analysis of opium, after all the trouble that has

been bestowed on it, is still in an unsatisfactory state. A perfect ana-

lysis, such as we possess of Peruvian bark, and of some other medicinal

plants yielding vegetable alkalies, ought to eliminate the whole of the

active principles, leaving nothing at its close but an inert mass pos-

sessed of no therapeutic power : and the essential principles thus ob-

tained should equal (or, as in the case of quina freed from its bulky

fibrous accompaniment, surpass) in activity, a quantity of the original

substance equal to that from which it was extracted. But how greatly

inferior are the powers, over the animal economy, of a grain of mor-

phia, in whatever state of purity or saline combination, to the quantity

of opium that is required to furnish that single grain ! Yet, for all that
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we can, chemically, see, we obtain by our analysis the whole of the

morphia that is contained in opium. I suspect that the narcotic power

is partly lodged in some unknown substance (not narcotine) insoluble

in water : for I have, after careful and repeated washing, until it ceas-

ed to colour the water, found the insoluble residuum to act as an opi-

'ate with considerable energy. Although morphia, in a state of

purity, can, like sulphur, be fused without change ; yet, when in com-

bination with the other constituents of opium, it is partly destroyed by

a much lower degree of heat, greatly under that of boiling water ; for

the pharmaceutical and Chinese extracts are found to contain very

little morphia : still, the former, as is well known, exert great medici-

nal power, out of all proportion to the quantity of morphia which

analysis evolves from them. From all these considerations it would

result, that the proportion of morphia obtained, by the analysis at

present known, cannot be regarded as a true exponent of the total

narcotic power of the opium which yields it. An additional source of

fallacy in comparing the produce of different countries exists in the

varying proportions which they contain of colouring matter or extrac-

tion ; a principle for which morphia and narcotine have a strong affi-

nity, forming insoluble compounds* with it ; and which* as well as

narcotine, is much more abundant in Indian than in Turkey opium.

Hence a considerable loss in the purification of morphia from the

former, and an apparent, and probably real, inferiority in its quantity

;

•although we know that good India opium is equal to Turkey in narco-

tic power.

25. Robiquet's process is the one employed by the opium exam-

iner in Calcutta. The chief precautions necessary to ensure success

«nd uniformity in its results are, not to use too much water at first 4

to see that the magnesia is brought to a red heat ; not to expose any

*>f the subjects of analysis to the sun, or to artificial heat, except in the

washing and final solution in alcohol of the morphia ; not to use too

strong a spirit in washing the morphia and excess magnesia; and

to employ the strongest alcohol for its final solution before crystalliza-

tion. Sbrtctbrnbr's process is useful where it is not necessary to

obtain the morphia in a separate state : and in practised hands affords

speedy and tolerably accurate information. It is probable that Robi-

^ubt's process will in time be superseded by that of the late Ih\

William Gregory of Edinburgh, which does not acquire the expen-

sive use of alcohol, and yields more morphia, by 30 or 40 per cent. 4

affording, in fact, the cheapest medicinal preparation known of Turkey

This may partly account for the medicinal activity of the mass of opium

above noticed.
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opium. It consists in the exhaustion of the opium with water under

the temperature of 90° ; concentration of the solution at a low temper-

ature ; precipitation by slight excess of ammonia ; elutriation of the

precipitate with cold water ; exsiccation of it at a temperature below

212°, and reduction to powder; solution in cold water by muriatic

acid, slowly added in slight excess ; nitration and concentration to the

consistence of syrup ; after which, the preparation on cooling, becomes

a mass of crystals of muriate of morphia, moistened with a dark-colour-

ed solution of uncrystallizable muriate of narcotine and resinoid

colouring matter. This solution is abstracted from the crystals by

strong pressure between folds of bibulous paper ; and the solution,

crystallization, and expression repeated once or twice ; after which, the

salt is obtained in radiated bunches of snow-white silky crystals, con-

taining 37 parts of muriatic acid and 322 of morphia. But for the

unfortunate super-abundance of narcotine, and comparative paucity of

obtainable morphia, in Indian opium, the manufacture of the muriate

en a large scale might advantageously be established, at one of the

Bengal agencies, for the supply of the Indian medical department with

this admirablepreparation, the marc (?) of which would be available for

the manufacture of lewd.

26. Connected with the subject of analysis is another which claims

some attention from the opium examiner, the accuracy and sensibility

of the weights and balances used in his department. Neither of them

should ever be allowed to be soiled with opium ; and the former should

occasionally be compared, to see that all weights of similar denomina-

tions mutually correspond within one-tenth of a grain, andthat the larger

and smaller weights are equally accurate multiples and sub-multiples of

each other. The knife-edges of the balances should occasionally be shar-

pened, so that they may turn with as little friction as possible ; and the

three points of suspension, whenever deranged, should be brought into

a perfectly straight line, by bending the beam with the hand : if the

centre edges be too low, the balance will, when loaded with its proper

weights, be in a state of unstable equilibrium, and will cause great

mistakes ; and if they be too low, the balance will lose its sensibility,

and cannot be depended upon within perhaps two grains. Care should

also be taken that the distance from centre-edges to arm-edges are

exactly equal ; from accidental violence, this element of accuracy is

ery apt to be deranged, and causes great confusion when overlooked.

27. Were all the opium brought for sale unexceptionable in quality,

free from pasiwd, and liable to batta on account of deficient spissitude

only, there would be, supposing the batta levied with tolerable accu-

racy, little difference at the end of the manufacturing season, between

2 A
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the registered receipts and expenditure of opium : and, supposing it

levied with strict accuracy, there would be a small loss, occasioned by

accidental spilling of semi-fluid opium, adhesion to the persons and

clothes of the work-people, and other unavoidable sources of wastage.

But as, in the present state of things, batta to a considerable amount

is levied on quality, the effect of its deduction, if not kept separate

from the batta on spissitude, would be to shew, at the end of the year,

a deceptive deficiency of receipt compared with expenditure. Batta

upon quality, or pastied, therefore, should not be admitted into the

godown accounts ; and should be confined to the account between the*

receiving-officer and the koM.

28. There are no satisfactory experimental means, except perhaps*

by the specific gravity, of ascertaining the precise quantity ofpasted in

opium. It will hardly drain at all from opium of higher spissitude

than sixty per cent, and not readily from opium of even that spissi-

tude, unless assisted by a slight fermentation, which greatly facilitates

its flow : the pasted trickling down the sides of the air-vesicles thus

formed. The only convenient rule for the adjustment of batta upon

pasted, or upon quality generally, is, that absolute pasted, if not too

thin, and the worst opium purchased for the Company, being paid for

at half the price of standard opium ; for different grades of inferiority

in quality between those two conditions, as fair a gradation of penal-*

ties shall be fixed, as can be formed from an estimate of the sensible-

qualities.

29. It has been thought, that specific gravity might prove an ac-»

curate index of the spissitude of opium ; which is, however, not the

case ; its soluble principles, and that portion of its insoluble constitu-*

ents which, slightly modified, unite with the soluble in forming pasted

acquiring in their transition to this altered state, a considerable in-\

crease of density. Opium, therefore* containing pasted, is much
heavier than an equal bulk, at the same spissitude, of pure opium. I

have found this condensation to bear same proportion to the quantity

of pasted apparently contained : and it might, probably be found to

indicate with considerable accuracy the proper amount of batti to be

levied for pasted, were such nicety desirable or conveniently attain^

able.

30. The Regulation of Government* which requires Civil Surgeons

to report upon the relative values of parcels of confiscated opium, ac-

cording to the quantity of foreign matter which they may contain,

is obscure on two important points : 1st, whether, and beyond what
degree of thinness, water is to be considered as foreign matter

;

and, secondly, whether and beyond what degree of deterioration*
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fermented and pasted, converted opium, when contained in the con-

traband article, are to be considered as " foreign matter." I have
been in the habit of regarding them as foreign, when the water ex-

ceeded 30 per cent., and when inferiority in quality was palpable

;

because a different practice would defeat the end, for which the regu-

lation was framed, of securing a fair reward to the informer. Under
a less strict interpretation of the rule, he would be tempted to double

the weight of the seized opium, and consequently his own reward, by
adding to it, a sufficient quantity of water, or of bad opium, such as

may at all times be clandestinely purchased for a trifle in the poppy
districts.

IV.

—

Catalogue of a Second Collection of Fossil Bones presented to the

Asiatic Society*s Museum by Colonel Colvin.

[Exhibited at the Meeting of the 6th April.]

Colonel Colvii* 's first dispatch consisted of six large chests of fossil

bones, in their rough state, attached to the matrix rock, as they were

originally brought in from the hills by the native collectors employed

by him to dig. They still remain unclassified in the museum, but the

detailed examination that has been given to the second dispatch by

Lieutenants Durand and Baker, whom experience has already made

expert in recognizing fragments, even much mutilated, will materially

assist in arranging the former specimens, while it leaves little to be

done with the present beyond publishing their catalogue at once for

the satisfaction of geologists, and preparing the specimens for the

inspection of visitors. There are among them many noble fragments

of known animals, which challenge comparison with those of any col*

lection in Europe : these it will be a first object to make known by ac-

curate drawings or by plaster casts. There are also numerous skulls,

jaws, teeth, and bones decidedly new to fossil osteology, but the admira*

ble fidelity and scientific knowledge with which the major part of these

is now under illustration by Dr. Hugh Falconer and Captain Cautlbt,

in the Asiatic Researches) from their own, even more extensive, cabinet*

supplants the necessity of attempting a full investigation here. All

points in which differences from their generic or specific descriptions

are recognized, it will be the duty of our curator to bring to notice.

The synopsis published in the Journal for December last, page 706,

comprised the varieties of organic remains, up to that period extracted

from the upper deposits of the tertiary strata of the Sivdlik or Sub*
Himdlaya range of hills. Most ofthe same are to be found in Colonel

Colvin's collection. Some recent additions of a highly interesting

2 a 2
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nature have however been made above, of which I have been apprised

in my private correspondence with Sehiranpur.

Lieutenant Duranh has just dug out a nearly perfect head of a

PaUeotherium, from the vicinity of the spot whence Captain Cautlkt

had previously extracted the Anoplotherium of Cuvier. The Dadupur

museum possesses a fragment " of the lower jaw of a huge new animal

:

the teeth not sufficiently perfect to determine its nature : it is probably

of some grand new pachydermatous animal, equalling the elephant in

size." Both the rhinoceros and the camel have characters of indubit-

able variation from known species. Of both these, notices are now in

preparation. The acquisition of fossil birds was noticed at the meeting

of March : Dr. Falconer supposes them to be bones of large Gralla.

This is, as he says, a fair test of the justice he and his fellow labourers

are doing to the enquiry : it is not every museum in Europe that has

fossil birds to shew ! A note this moment received announces the ac-

quisition of " a superb specimen of gigantic size of an unknown

Species of crocodile : it forms an intermediate section in the genus be-

tween the true crocodile or magar, and the leptorynchus or gharidl.

The muzzle is cylindrical, as in the latter, but greatly shorter ; and the

teeth are thick and shorter, as in the magar : they protrude in relief

above the jaw three inches, and are 1 inch and 2 lines in diameter \"

There is also in Col. Colvin's collection a Saurian head, apparently new.

I have ventured to alter the numbering of the catalogue, to save

repetition, by bringing bones of the same animals together, the original

having been written out by Lieutenant Baker just in the order

they came to hand. It will be observed, that great pains have been

taken to unite together with cement specimens which were broken in

extraction, and in clearing them from matrix* The necessity of the

latter operation will be acknowledged on perusal of the following ex-

tract from Colonel Colvin's note to me of the 4th October last.

" The quantity I found collected here on my return, and what had to be

brought in proved to be so great, that in the matrix they would have

loaded a boat ; during the rains, therefore, I employed a number of

people to clear them, and though a vast number have thus been rejected

as superfluous, or too mutilated to be useful, still a great deal has been

packed that might perhaps have well been left behind, had I not feared

to attempt a selection." The same letter adds :

—

" I have been unfortunate in not meeting with specimens of teeth of

the Sivatherium, or complete heads of the hog. I had one lower end

of the radius of what appeared to be the camel, but as a few specimens

also deemed " camel" had come into the Dadupur museum*, I made
* Since certified by the discovery of an entire Lead.
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over this bone to it with the view of identification, and should the

farther search prove successful, you will receive specimens of the anima*

from Lieutenant Bakkr.
" The clearing away of the matrix, besides rendering the specimens

less cumbrous for transmission, enabled, I should hardly say us, for it

was my young friend, here to give names to most of what are now

sent. The locality of each I found it impossible to particularize, as

the parties, whom I sent out to collect, ranged about in the lower hills,

picking up whatever they found, and heaping all together, until they had

amassed several cart loads ; but the eastern limits of their search were

the branches of the Sombet which are about due south of the Cht'tr

mountain ; and to the west, their search extended to about half way

between Ndhan and Pinjdr. The only distinction worth noticing is,

that the hard or brown fossils (those mineralized with hydrated oxide

of iron) did not come out of the same stratum as the blue and friable

(calcareous) ones ; the latter being from the west of Ndhan. You
will perceive the difference of the matrix on several of the speci-

mens only partially cleared. I have never had leisure to visit the

sites myself, and would therefore add nothing on this subject until £

shall have enjoyed the opportunity of a personal inspection."

The Society will doubtless be eager to do every honor to the munifi-

cent donor of these splendid fossils, if it has any real wish to acquire the

reputation of possessing a valuable museum. The foundation of our

fossil collection was but laid four years ago, and already through the

contributions of Colonel Burnsy, Dr. Spilsburt, Captain Smith,

Mr. Dean, &c. now enriched by Col. Colvin's vast store of speci-

mens, it has become necessary to devote an entire apartment to this

instructive department of natural history. Our smallest return of

gratitude to those who have been at such considerable expence in pro-

moting the Society's interests, will be to do honor to what has been so

generously bestowed, by making up fit cabinets to exhibit them to the

best advantage, and by spreading the knowledge of them as expedi-

tiously and widely as possible.

J. P. Sec.

Catalogue of Colonel Colvins Fossil Bones.

Mastodon Elephantoides.

1 Upper jaw, very perfect.

2 ——-, fragment.
5-6 Lower jaw, part of the right half.

7 h , ditto left half.

8 Symphysis of ditto, (or of elephant.)

11 to 26 Fragments of molars, of both jaws.

31 Axis of a large mastodon ( ?) very perfect.

32 Cubitus, upper extremity, with olecranon.
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Mastodon Latidins, identified with Elephantoides^FAL*

36 Lower jaw, right half.

Elbphas PRIMIOENIU8.

41 Upper jaw, right half.

42 to 47 Lower jaws, left half, and fragments.
48—49 , right half.

50 », left half of a younger animal.
51—56 Molars, fragments of.

57 59 , of smaller animals.

60 Upper jaw of a small animal, much mutilated*

61 to 80 Tusks, fragments of various sizes.

81 Femur, upper and (? mastodon).
82—87 , lower end.
88—91 Humerus, upper end.

92—95 , lower end.

96 Cubitus, upper extremity.

97 Tibia, perfect specimen.
98—101 , upper extremities.

102—104 Calcaneum.
105 Axis, of very large size.

Hippopotamus.

111 Cranium.
112 Upper half of the head, very perfect in bone*

114— 117 Upper jaw, perfect, and fragments.

119—123 Lower jaw, in various preservation.

124 Fragment of ditto, with two central incisors.

125—126 Condyles of ditto.

127—129 Fragments of molar teeth.

130 135 Canine teeth, fragments of upper.

136 , of lower jaw.

140 Pelvis, fragment of the.

141—143 Femur, lower extremity.

144 Cubitus, upper extremity, with olecranum.

Rhinoceros.

150 Upper jaw, fragment.

151—153 Lower jaw, fragments much mutilated.

154 Teeth, three fragments of molars.

155 Axis, doubtful.

156—8 Scapula, three fragments, doubtful.

159—163 Humerus, upper extremity.

1 64 , lower extremity.

165 Cubitus, upper end.

166—169 Femur.
170 Radius.

171 Tibia, with tarsal and metatarsal bones attached*

172—175 , fragments.

176—180 Metatarsal entire.

177—179 Metacarpus.

180 Calcaneum, perfect.

181 Astragalus, perfect.

Sus.

182 Right jaw of some animal of this genus.

Bones of Pachydermatous animals not classified4

185 Lower jaw of a smull animal.

186 Molar teeth, mueh mutilated.

187—210 Vertebras, cervical; 191, process of dorsal, 192*
212 A very large specimen of do.

213—219 Humerus, fragments of lower extremity.
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220 Femur, upper extremity ot
221—223 Condyle of do.

224—229 Tibia.

230—232 Radius, lower extremity.

233—235 Carpus and tarsus

.

236 Metacarpus, small.

237—238 Metatarsus.

239—246 Phalanges.

247—248 Astragalus.

249—250 Omoplate ; socket of do. 251—253.

251 Pelvis; socket of do. 252.

HoRSB.

260 Upper jaw, attached to the humerus of a rhinoceros, flee.

261—264 Molar teeth.

265 Atlas ?

266 Femur, lower extremity.

267 Radius, ditto.

268 Cannon bone.

269 Astragalus.

270—271 Phalanges.

Bos,

280 Head of some species of ox.

282 Left uppei jaw, fragment of.

283—289 Lower jaw, fragments.

290—293 Molar teeth.

294—295 Femur, upper extremity.

296—297 Horn, fragments.

Antfxopb.

300 Head and horns, portion of the.

301 Occiput.

302—303 Upper j«w.

304 Lower jaw, or of a small deer ?

305—306 Posterior part of head, (or of a deer?)

DekR.

310 Upper jaw, molars enveloped in matrix.

311 Ditto of Fmaller animal.

312 Lower jaw, with metatarsal attached—alone 313, 314.

3 \ 6 Left lower jaw of young animal with milch teeth.

317 Posterior mohr of large deer : smaller 318.

318 Germ tooth (?)

319—321 Antlers, fragments of.

Hones of various Ruminants, unidentified.

325—326 Cranium with occiput.

327 Lower jaw, back part, large animal.

328—344 Molars of a large animal, 345.

345—35S Cervical vertebrae, small : three connected, 359.
v b , of a gigantic rumiuant. (? Sivatherium.}

361—364 Dorsal vertebras.

365 Lumbar vertebrae.

366—367 Sacral vertebrae.

368—372 Very large vertebrae.

373 Axis.

374—375 Atlas, large, one broken.

37 C—37'» Scapula, glenoid cavity of, 380.

3ri0—383 Humerus, upper extremity.

384—406 , lower extremity.

407—4^9 Femur, fragments.

410—129 Tibia.
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430—439 Radios, upper extremity.

440—449 , lower extremity.

450 , with carpal and part of metacarpal.

451
1 perfect, with part of ulna, fragment!, 452.

4o3 Calitus.

454—466 Carpal and tarsal bones.

467—527 Metacarpal and metatarsal bones.

528—537 Astragalus.

538—551 Calcaneum, rery large.

552—562 Phalanges.

563 Ribs, fragment of.

HYiENA.

600 Upper jaw, in good preservation.

601 Canine and 1st molar of do.

602 Lower jaw, entire, and fragment, 603,

604 Cranium.
605 Three molars of some canine animal.

606 Metatarsal bones of some carnivorous animal.

Saurian.

700— 717 Vertebra? of Saurian reptiles.

718 Crauium of Gharial.

719—724 Hates of crocodilidss.

Besides about 1 20 fragments not identified, received with the second

dispatch; the whole of the first donation unregistered, and some

gigantic testudinous plates, presented by Col. Colvin personally while

in Calcutta.

Gigantic Elk, (presented by Mr. Conductor W. Dawb,) found in

the Ganawer Khdl, near the Haripdl branch of the Sombe river.

D 3 4 Portions of tlie antler.

D 5 Axis of second cervical vertebra.

D 6 Cervical vertebra of do.

Buffalo ? presented by the same.

D 1 Head of bos or buffalo with one born.

D 2 Piece of born, supposed to belong to the same.

V.—Notice of a Visit to the Valley of Kashmir in 1836. By the Baton

Huqel.

[Read on the 6th April.}

On my way to Bombay to embark for Europe, I take the liberty of

addressing you a few lines, requesting your doing with them what you

think best : they relate to my journey to Kashmir. I was in hopes

of being able to send you a more elaborate memoir, but my time is

very much limited, that I am afraid of postponement, and hasten rather

to offer you a few notes as they were collected. I understand that

Mr. Jacquemont's travels are now published. I think therefore that

it may be of some interest to the Indian reading public, to have before

it some observations, not influenced by the above mentioned work,

made by a traveller a few years later, to compare them together. As
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before a regular publication of my residence in 1 835 can be made in

Europe and reach India, that of Mr. Jacquemont will have lost much
of its interest as a new topic, I do not hesitate to come forward with

my notes in their original form, how unfavourable to them it may be.

Kashmir in a political and financial point of view, has been much over-

rated : not in a picturesque one. The valley in its length, from N. W.
by W. to S. E. by E. is little more than 80 miles long ; the breadth

crossing the former line, varying from 30 miles to 6. I speak of the

actual plains : from the eternal snow of the Pir Panj£hl to the Tibet

Panjihl are 50 to 60 miles : both ranges run nearly parallel in the

first direction, with a great number of peaks. The height of the passes

from Bimbar to Kashmir, and that from Kashmir to Iscardo is the

same, 13,000 feet; the highest point of the Pir Panjahl, 15,000 feet

by the boiling point. The city of Kashmir 6,300 feet* ; Kashmir

town, Dalawer Khan Bagh on the 19th November, gave meridional

altitude 72° 4', artificial horizon, which shews its northern latitude to be

34° 35'.

Population,—Four years ago about 800,000 ; now not exceeding

200,000. The valley is divided in 36 perganahs, containing ten towns

and 2,200 villages. Kashmir town contains still 40,000 inhabitants ;

Chupinian, 3000 ; Islamabad and Pampur, 2000. It was not the bad

administration of the Sikhs, but a famine brought on by frost at the

time the rice was in flower, and cholera in consequence of it, that re-

duced the population to one fourth of the former number by death and

emigration : many villages are entirely deserted. Chirar town con-

tains now 2000 houses and only 150 inhabitants

!

Revenue.—Last year very nearly nothing, Ranji't Singh wishing

that the country should recover : this year (1836) he asks 23 lakhs from

the Governor"Mohan Singh, which the country cannot give. The

emigration has brought to the Panj&b and Hindustan many shawl

manufacturers, and Kashmir will most likely never yield again what it

did a few years ago. Nurpur, Lodiana, and many other places can

bring to the market shawls cheaper than Kashmir, where every article

of food is dearer than in the Panjab and Hindustan.

Twelve passes, Pansahl in the Kashmir language (from which Pir

Panjhil of the Musalmans) now exist ; three to Tibet (Iscardo and

Ladak) ; eight to the Panj£b ; one to the west. In former times

there were only seven : the defence of which was entrusted to Malliks

with hereditary appointments : four passes are open the whole year

:

one to Lad&k, the western pass, (Baramulla,) and two to the south.

• Three thermometers brought it very near to the tame height.

2 b
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Wilier lake is 30 miles from E. to W.
Brahmans, the only Hindus in Kashmir, 25,000 in 2000 families ;

they are Vishnuvaites and Sivaitea, divided into three divisions, who all

intermarry : they are darker than the other inhabitants, owing to a

colony sent for from the Dekhan about 800 years ago, after the abo-

riginal Brahman race was nearly extinguished by the persecution of

the Muhammedans.

There is not in the valley the slightest appearance of its having

been drained : the pass through which the Jhelum found its way is

one of the most beautiful of the world : its bed 1000—1500 feet deep :

I do not believe more in the traditions of the Kashmirian Brahmans

than in the fables of Manethon.

All the remaining temples are Bauddha, of a different shape from any

I have ever seen ; only one small one reminds me of the caves of EUora

:

I have observed no Dagoba. Koran Pandan, near Islamabad, Anatnagh of

old, is not only the largest ruin of Kashmir, but one of the splendid ruins

of the world :—noble proportions ;—materialblackmarble. I wasnearly

ledinto error.at first thinking its form Grecian. The building had nothing

on a closer examination which could justify such a hypothesis. Very

few temples remain in Kashmir in tolerable preservation, having mostly

been destroyed by a fanatic Musalman*, whose zeal did not succeed in

Overturning them all.

The only trace of fossil remains in the valley is in a limestone, which

contains small shells.

Nature has done much for Kashmir, art more ; the whole valley is

like a nobleman's park : the villages, being surrounded with fruit trees,

and having in their centre immense plane and poplar trees, form large

masses, having between them one sheet of cultivation, through which

the noble river winds itself in elegant sweeps.

The botany of Kashmir is not rich, and is very nearly allied to that

of the Himalaya, between Massuri and Simlah : in the valley itself not

a plant is to be seen of indigenous origin : the northern declivity of the

mountains is rich in vegetation, the southern steep and barren. The
Chunar is the Platanus Orientalis, which so far from being a native of

Kashmir does there produce no germinating seeds, and is multiplied by
cuttings, which, since the Moghul Emperor, have not been kept up. It

is a very extraordinary phenomena to witness the Nilumbium speciosum

growing where the orange tree is destroyed by frost. Misri yaleh is not

a native of Kashmir.

I made a remark on the Pir Panjhil, which I afterwards had occa-

sion to observe several times, and which is new to me : that the free**

• Sikandar, Bhtttobikan, A. D. 1396.
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ing point on the thermometer advances at great elevations in a similar

proportion as the boiling point retrocedes : thus the water boiling for

instance with 191, the sun with 44 degrees Fahr., did not make any

impression upon a piece of ice lying on a black toil, the latter not

being moistened*. This must be the case, although I do not recollect to

have seen it mentioned : on a certain height above the surface of the

globe, the freezing point and the boiling point must meetf, heat and

cold being phenomena belonging exclusively^) our globe. My ob-

servations led me to believe, that this may be at 84,100 feet above the

surface of the sea, or in other words that there finishes our atmosphere.

The burning gases at Jwalamuki are of a very extraordinary nature,

nothing of sulphur or naphtha in them. They have a most delicious smell,

something like a French perfume with ambergris. The flames, about 10

in number, come out of a dark grey sandstone on perpendicular places

:

temples are built over them : I attributed the effect to priestcraft, until in

one of the temples called Ghurka Debi, I was allowed to try experiments,

and remained alone : I blew out the flame, which did not re-ignite from

itself : there is nothing particular on the places where the flame came

out : no change in the colour or substance of the stone, or in its hard-

ness. Water in small quantity is formed in little reservoirs under the

flames, being the produce of them : this water takes fire too from time

to time, when enough inflammable matter is collected on the surface. I

took a bottle of it for you, which Captain Wade will be so kind as to

forward to you for examinationJ ; it has however now undergone a ter-

rible alteration by putrefaction, and T am afraid that you will not be able

to analyse it. The taste of it when fresh can distinguish nothing of

its composition : it is not unpleasant to drink, and of a milky-greenish

colour. No traces of volcanic matter near it.

I have picked up many coins, which appear to me new ; of some I am
certain : those ofthe Kashmirian kings, of the Bauddha time, found near

the town Bij Bahara (no doubt a corruption of Vidya vihara, temple of

Wisdom, ifmy Sanscrit does not forsake me) : I intended sendingthem

to you, but theyfound their way in one of my tin boxes : I cannot guess

in which, and for this reason do not open them : whenever I come to

them I shall send you them, or their exact likeness.

* The explanation of this circumstance should rather be sought in the dryness

of the air at such an elevation ; and the consequent rapid evaporation which carried

off the ice as it melted—ice -itself will, it is well known, wholly evaporate in a

vacuum.

—

Ed.

t By Dalton's tables, the squeous tension of freezing water is 0.20 inch ; there-

fore water will boil and freete together at a height of 130560 feet, or about 25

miles.—En.

% This hadnot yet reached us : nor the coins, which we desire much to see.—En.

2 b 2
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VI.

—

Note on an Inscription at Bamydn. By Mr. C. Masson.
[Read at the Meeting of the 6th April.]

Of the antiquities of Central Asia, the Idols at Bamyan have long

been known and celebrated in Europe. To ascertain their character

is still a desideratum. An inscription found in so fortunate a situ-

ation, as at the summit of the niche in which stands the larger, and by

inference, the more ancient of the idols directly over its head, will, if

capable of being internjeted, dispel much of the mystery attaching to

it and its associates. It contains but six characters as here exhibited*,

appears to be entire, and although the copy of it was taken four years

since, I think its fidelity may be depended upon.

When in possession of Mr. Prinsbp's plates of the Pehlevi Alpha-

bets, this inscription was compared with them, and its characters

appeared to me to approach nearest to those of the Pehlevi of Sassa-

nian coins from Marsden. Observing the apparent recurrence of the

two first letters, and concluding that the alternated characters must

be consonants and vowels, of the latter of which A was the more

likely to be used as the more common, I sought its equivalent in the

Pehlevi alphabet noted, and found it might be expressed by u. Marking

also the number of the characters of the inscription, in union with the

duplication seemingly of A or U
, the word NANAIA occurred to my

imagination, and attempting to write it in the Pehlevi of the alphabet,

I produced

The first five letters were so similar to those of the inscription,

that I judged I might without imputation of temerity bring the

circumstance to notice ; and as for the final letter, if we are pretty sure

of all the preceding ones, we may reasonably be satisfied with that also.

The a of the alphabet, or p has indeed a ?, or doubt, attached to it,

while the final letter of the inscription resembles the A or a of other

alphabets.

The idols of Bamyan, perhaps less ancient than many of the caves

or temples there, have not an antiquity beyond the reach of verification,

and while we pause whether or not to ascribe them to the princes we
call Indo-Scythic, we dare affirm that they were constructed during the

period of the Sassanian sway in Persia, or 220 A. D., and the era of

Muhammedanism

.

Kdbul 1836. C. Masson.
• Sec Plate VI. fig. 1; we confess the similitude of the marks, which Mr.

Masson tikes for letters, to the Pehlevi alphabet is but just sufficient to hazard

a conjecture upon. Nanaia, a female, would not be applicable to a male figure :

—Nanao or Yanano (lunus) would be more consonant with the Plhlevi, an4

even with the form of the supposed letters.

—

Ed.
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VII.

—

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, the 6th April, 1836.

G J. Gordon, Esq. Senior Member present, in the chair.

Lieut.-Col. Caulfield, was proposed as a Member of the Society by

Mr. James Prinsep, seconded by Mr. Piddington.

Mr. J. S. Stoppord requested that his name might be withdrawn from

the Society. Mr. Stopford had deposited 80 Rupees with the Secretary, to

cover the cost of four volumes unfortunately lost by the wreck of his pin-

nace, until they shall be replaced from England.

Read letters from Lieut. A. Cunningham, Engrs., and Raja Vuaya-
Govinda Singha, acknowledging their election as Members.

Also, from Professor T. Rosen, acknowledging his election as an Honor,

ary Member.

A private letter from M. Eug. Burnouf, Secretary to the Asiatic Soci.

ety of Paris, noted the arrival of the 100 vols, of the Tibetan Kahgyur,

and of the other dispatches sent by General Allard.

Read letters from the Secretaries to the British Museum, and the

Royal Asiatic Society, returning thanks for the Tibetan Dictionary and

other works.

Extract of a letter from Professor Wilson, intimated the distribution

of the Tibetan works sent home for the various continental learned socie-

ties. It also reported that a portion of the Moororort papers had been

finally placed with Murray and Co., for commencement of publication.

Professor Wilson estimates that the whole will occupy, when re-written, and

shorn of repetitions and redundancies, two octavo volumes. The terms agreed

upon are, that 50 copies are to be at the Society's disposition. Any final loss on

the publication to be made good by the Society : and the relations of the author

to participate in any success.

Read a letter from M. Csoma db Koros, saying that although the fao

simile from Iskardo, taken by Mr. Vigne, was evidently Tibetan, it was

in too imperfect a condition to be decyphered.

Library.

The following books were presented to the Society :

A copy of the Appendix of the third volume of the Transactions of the Royal

Asiatic Society

—

by the Society.

The Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, No. 4

—

by the Society.

A children's map of the world in Bengali—by Raja Kdlikriehna.

A daily register of the tide in the harbour of Singapur, from 1st Sept. 1834,

to 31st Aug. 1835—Ay the Government.

Meteorological Register for the months of January and February, 1836

—

by

the Surveyor General.

The Indian Journal of Medical Science

—

by the Editor.

The following received from the book-sellers :

—

The Political and Statistical History of Guzer&t, translated from the Persian

by Jambs Bird, Esq., and published by the Oriental Translation Fund.

Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopedia

—

Literary Men, vol. 2nd.
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The following letter from the Minister of Public Instruction in France,
addressed to the President, was read :

" Pari*, le 24 Juillet, 1835.
" Monsieur lc President, La Soctete* Asiatique dc Calcutta, en mettant a la

disposition de feu M. Victor Jacquemont, tous lei matlriaux scientifiques

qu'elle possldait, lui a donne* lea moyens de raaaembler dea documena d*un haut
interet aur lea Indes Orientalts.

En t^moignage dea services rendua a notre compatriote, je vous prie, Mon-
aieur le President, de vouloir bien faire agrler a la Socilte* de Calcutta un ex.

emplaire de I'ouvrage qui ae publie en son nom, par lea aoins de sa famille et

aous les auspices du Gouvernement Fran9ais.

Je tiens a votre disposition, Monsieur le President, les livraisons qui ont

deja paru : Vous pourrez les faire retirer du Depot des Livres de Souscription au

Ministere de l'Instruction publiquepar tel moyen que vous jugerei convenable.

Agerdz, Monsieur le President, l'assurance de ma haute consideration.

Le Miniatre de l'Instruction publique,

GUIZOT."
Resolved, that the President be requested to return thanks for this

mark of consideration in the French Government, and that the Secretary

take immediate steps to obtain possession of the work in question.

The Secretary announced the transfer and deposit in the Society's

room* of the Sanscrit, Persian, Arabic, and Hindui Manuscripts from the

College of Fort William.

The numberofthe Sanscrit worksis 1 130 volumes : of the Arabic and Persian 2676

volumes. A catalogue raitonnte of the whole had long since been prepared by

the College officers, of which the meeting resolved it should be recommended

to the Committee of Papers to undertake the immediate publication, adding to

it such other original work.-* a* the Society might possess on its own shelves.

The Secretary apprized the Meeting of the completion of the 2nd volume

of the Mahabharatu, copies of which were ready for distribution to the

subcribers.
Museum of Antiquities.

Read a Note on an Inscription at Bamyan, by M. C. Masson.

[Printed in the present number.]

The two Buddhist Images, with Deva-nagari incriptions, mentioned in a

Jetter from Colonel H. Burnby, Resident at Ava, read at the last Meet-

ing, were received, and a paper was read on Tagoung, the place of their

discovery, an aucient capital of the Burmese empire.

[Printed in the present number.]

A drawing of the full size of the sculptured impression of Gautama's

foot in Ava, was presented by Ensign Pbaybb, with a description of the

contents of the several compartments.

The image brought to the notice of the Society by Lieutenant Kittob,

in January 1835, sought ont by Mr. Dean and transmitted for the Mu-
seum, had arrived with Col. Colyin's dispatch.

This image does not seem to possess any characteristic difference from the

ordinary sculpture of the Hindus, as had been imagined. The dress and attitude

are of common occurrence ; the feet rest on the lotus plant. The head has been

struck off, doubtless in the period of the earlier Muhammedan incursions.
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Specimens of spears and other warlike instruments from New Zealand

were presented by C. K. Robison, Esq.

Physical.

The Secretary announced the arrival of the second dispatch of Colonel

Colvin'8 donation of Sub-Himalayan fossils, which were placed in the

Museum, and lighted up for inspection of the Members present.

Hie catalogue of this splendid collection, drawn up by Lieut*. Durand and

Baku, is printed in tbe present number. The meeting resolved that the spe-

cial thanks of the Society should be presented to Colonel Colvin, and that

suitable cabinets should be constructed for containing and preserving his donation.

With the foregoing were received the remains of the fossil Elk and

fossil Buffalo, presented by Couductor Dawe, and alluded to in his letter

read at the Meeting of the 6th May 1835.

The cervical vertebra and portion of antler were depicted in the 44th plate of

vol. iv. The Bovine head, a very fine specimen, and materially different from Dr.

Spilsbury's from Narsinhpur, will be published shortly.

The following acquisitions to the museum of natural history were made :

A live specimen of Histri* Cristata, common Porcupine, presented by

Mr. James Pbinsbp, to whom it was given by Mr. Stephknson, who
found it in the Bakra mound in Tirhut.

A specimen of Cercocobu* Sabaus, presented by C. C. Eobrton, Esq.

Specimen* of the skulls and horns of Cervus Muntjak, AnWope Cervi-

capra, Antilope Chikara, Antilope Vluir, and Capra JemtaMca, horns of

the Antilope Hodgeonii, and Cervu* Arutotetie, the skull of a species of

Sciuropterus, and the head and bills of Buoeroe Malabaricut and Platalea

Leucorodia, presented by Lieutenant Vioary.

A specimen of Cerinaceus Auritus, and one of the Nilgherri Wood,
cock, presented by W. H. Smoult, Esq.

Specimens of Pitta Brachyurus, Picue Tiga (?) and Pterodes Qua-
dricinctus, presented by Lieutenant Vicary.

[The Picui Tiga, figured in Hardwickk and Gray, and described by Horsk-
field, Linn. Trans, vol. ziii. snd Latham, Gen. Hist. vol. iii., has only

three toes ; but both the figure and descriptions agree so exactly in all other

respects, with the present specimen, which hss four, that I have little hesitation

in referring them to the same bird. J. T. P. Cur.]

A specimen of Stria Flammea; presented by P. Homfray, Esq.

Specimens of the nest of Hirundo Eeculenta, the Esculent 8wallow, in

several stages of preparation, by Ensign A. P. Phayrr.

Seeds of the Cane tree, from the Straights, presented by Dr. Vos.

Mr. Hodgson transmitted an account of a new genus of Carnivora, to

which he proposes to assign the name of Urtxtaxus. The skull of the animal

was intrusted by him to the Secretary for the inspection of Members.
[This paper will appear in tbe Physical Researches.]

On the motion of the Secretary, it was resolved, that the Right
Honorable Lord Auckland be solicited to accept the office of Patron of

the Society ; and that the President be requested to communicate with

His Lordship on the subject.
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Meteorological Register.
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JOURNAL
OF

THE ASIATIC SOCIETY.

No. 52.—April, 1836.

I.

—

Account of the Mountain Tribes on the Extreme N. E. Frontier of

Bengal. By J. McCosh, Civil Assistant Surgeon, Godlpdra.

[Read at the meeting of the 4th Nov. 1835]

Hie following pages have been compiled from original manuscripts

lately put into my bands by Captain Jenkins, Agent to tbe Governor

General on the N. £. Frontier, with kind permission to make what use

of them I thought proper. Some of these letters were written from his

own personal observation; others by Major White, Political Agent for

Assam ; as also by Mr. Brucb, commanding the Gun Boats at Sud-

dia, so that the information contained in this digest may be relied

upon. From the lively interest lately taken in the regions hereafter

described, on account of tea growing there indigenously, and the

probability of their speedily assuming an important aspect in the

statistics' of India, any facts concerning such districts will, I hope,

prove not uninteresting to the public.

Few nations bordering upon the British dominions in India are

less generally known than those inhabiting the extreme N. E. Fron-

tier of Bengal ; and yet, in a commercial, a statistical, or a political point

of view, no country is more important. There our territory of Assam
is situated in almost immediate contact with the empires of China and

Ava, being separated from each by a narrow belt of mountainous country,

possessed by barbarous tribes of independent savages, and capable of

being crossed over in the present state of communication in 10 or 12

days. From this mountain range, navigable branches of the great rivers

ofNankin, of Cambodia, of Martaban, of Ava, and of Assam derive their

2 c
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origin, and appear designed by nature as the great highwaysof commerce

between the nations of Ultra Gangetic Asia. In that quarter, our for-

midable neighbours, the Burmese, have been accustomed to make their

inroad into Assam ; there, in the event of hostilities, they are certain

to attempt it again ; and there, in case of its ever becoming necessary

to take vengeance on the Chinese, an armed force embarking on the

Brahmaputra could be speedily marched across the intervening country

to the banks of the greatest river of China, which would conduct them

through the very centre of the celestial empire to the ocean.

This beautiful tract of country, though thinly populated by strag-

gling hordes of slowly procreating barbarians, and allowed to lie

profitless in primeval jungle, or run to waste with luxuriance of vege-

tation, enjoys all the qualities requisite for rendering it one of the

finest in the world. Its climate is cold, healthy, and congenial to

European constitutions ; its numerous crystal streams abound in gold

dust, and masses of the solid metal : its mountains are pregnant with

precious stones and silver ; its atmosphere is perfumed with tea

growing wild and luxuriantly ; and its soil is so well adapted to aU

kinds of agricultural purposes, that it might be converted into one

continued garden of silk, and cotton, and coffee, and sugar, and tea,

over an extent of many thousand miles.

This valuable tract of country is inhabited by various races, several

of which have acknowledged our authority, some that of the Burmese,

and others that of China ; but a considerable number have sworn

allegiance to no power ; and maintain their independence. Of these

tribes the most considerable are the Miris, Abors, Mishmls, Kang-

tis, Bor-Kangtis, Singphos, Muamarias, and Nagas.

Mtrls.

The Miris occupy that stripe of alluvial land along the northern

bank of the Brahmaputra, from the large island Majuli (the extreme

boundary of the present Rajah of Assam), to the river Dihong the

northern branch of the Brahmaputra ; and are bounded on the north

by the hill country of the Abors. Till of late years, this district was

deserted on account of the ravages of the Abors ; but on our afford-

ing them protection, the original inhabitants have returned. The land

is still very thinly populated, and the only cultivation is along the

banks of the great river. Their head village is Motgaon. The
manners and habits of the Miris are wild and barbarous, their per-

sons filthy and squalid ; they use a language different from the Assa-

mese, and make use of bows and poisoned arrows as a defence against

their enemies. They are expert marksmen ; and the poison used is so
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fatal, that even a scratch of their arrow is followed with certain death.

They eat all sorts of wild animals, not excepting those killed by their

own poisonous arrows.

The Miris are an industrious race, and partial to living in the

skirts of the forests, clearing new ground, which they cultivate for a

year or two, and then move off to another place, when the soil is

exhausted. A great deal of opium is grown by the Miris, which

they barter for grain with the Assamese.

Abors and Mishmis.

These tribes inhabit an extensive range of mountainous country along

the southern exposure of the great Himalaya chain, from the 94th to

the 97th degrees of £. longitude, and border with Thibet and China.

It is difficult to form a conception of the extent of these tribes, but

they are not to be despised ; for during the insurrection ofthe Muaml-
rias, no less than 17,000 Abors joined to drive that tribe out of

Assam. It is probable that at no ancient period these two tribes were

unconnected, but the Mishmis are now considered by the Abors as

dependent upon them, and treated as slaves. Besides the Mishmis

here mentioned as subservient to the Abors, * there are several other

tribes of them; such as Muzu-Mishmis and Taen-Mishmfs, inha-

biting the extreme branches of the Lohit or eastern channel of the

Brahmaputra, who are probably independent. These tribes possess

one of the lowest grades of civilization ; they occupy numerous vil-

lages along the precipitous shores of the two great northern branches

of the Brahmaputra, the Dihong or Sampo, and the Dibong. Their

houses are so constructed, that the perpendicular side of the rock

forms one wall : the floor is made of bambus, with one side support-

ed on the rock, and the other on beams driven into the ground. The

space underneath is inhabited by the cattle, and the interstices in the

floor afford the double advantage of showering down all the offal to

the herd below, and preventing the accumulation of filth and nastiness.

Hospitality.—Though the snows of their mountain home have

narrowed their means of subsistence, and limited their intercourseto their

immediate neighbours, yet they are a hospitable and even a social race

;

and a constant round of festivity is kept up from one end of the year

to the other. Each chieftain kills the fatted bullock in turn ; all his

associates are invited to partake of the good cheer : the host is in his

turn a guest at the next feast ; and thus a reciprocity of entertain-

ment is insured. Nor are these hospitable rites allowed to be forgot-

ten ; the scull of every animal that has graced the board, is hung up

as a record in the hall of the entertainer ; he who ha3 the best stocked

2 c 2
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Golgotha, is looked upon as the man of the greatest wealth and libe-

rality ; and when he dies, the whole smoke-dried collection of many
years is piled upon his grave as a monument of his riches, and a

memorial of his worth.

Migration.—These people, accustomed to a temperature at and about

the freezing point, seem to dread an exposure to the heat of the low

countries during the summer, and make their descent to their markets

at Suddia only in the cold weather, and take their departure to their

snows as soon as the Simula tree puts forth its blossoms.

Trade.—They bring along with them a few bags of musk, and

musk-deer skins ; some ivory ; a few copper pots, which they obtain

from the same country ; and a considerable quantity of a vegetable

poison called Bis-Bisd, used in poisoning arrows. These they exchange

for glass beads, of which they are very fond, and cattle, for the purpose

of eating. The musk is for the most part adulterated ; a portion of

the genuine musk being abstracted to make into artificial bags, and its

place filled up with dried blood.

Poison.—The poison is of a very superior quality, and is in great

request by all the neighbouring nations for destroying wild animals.

It is contained in a small fibrous root, which they tie up into little

bundles. It is prepared by pounding the root to powder, and mixing

it up with the juice of the Otenga tree, to give it tenacity, and make it

adhere to the arrow head. They keep the plant a great secret, and

take the effectual precaution of boiling it before leaving their homes,

so as to destroy all possibility of its being propagated.

Road to Thibet.—The route to Thibet, adopted by pilgrims, leads

through the Abor country, along the course of the Dihong or Sampu,

and is accomplished in sixteen days from Suddia. The route, as

mentioned by Mr. Bruce, is as follows :

From Saddia to Kaj-jin, five days' journey ; thence to Lak-qui, one

day ; Gha-lum, one day ; Ma-ma-nu, one day ; Build, one day ; Omono,

one day ; Hulli, one day; Sum-lay, one day; Han-nay, one day ; Kum-

day, one day; R(-shdh, one day; Bhd-lu, one day. Bhdlu is the frontier

town of Thibet. About four days' journey beyond it stands the city of

Ro-shx-mdh, containing fine buildings, and a large civilized population,

and a government purely Chinese.

The Grand Lama himself, and all head officers throughout Thibet,

are appointed by the Emperor of China, and receive allowances from

the Chinese government. The chief of Suddia seems to have consi-

derable influence with the Thibetans, and the intermediate hill tribes.

Almost all pilgrims apply to him for a passport, and he is in the habit
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of sending an escort with them as far as Ma-ma-nu, whence they are

passed along from one tribe to another till they arrive in the country

of the Grand Lama. There is another route into Thibet via Brahma-

kund, through the country of the Mishmis ; but it is at all seasons of the

year covered with snow. There is but little trade now carried on

with Thibet, and that little is chiefly effected by pilgrims. The few

things imported are smoking pipes of Chinese manufacture, woollens,

and rock salt. In exchange for these they give musk, ivory, and

Eisd poison. Assamese captives at one time formed a considerable

trade; but since these latter came under the protection of the British,

that lucrative branch has been exterminated.

During the flourishing period ofthe Assam dynasty, we are informed*,

that the kings of Assam were in the habit of sending presents to

the Grand Lama, and that a caravan consisting of about 20 people

annually resorted from Lassa to the Assam frontier, and transacted

merchandise to a very considerable amount with the Assamese. The

Thibetans took up their quarters at a place called Chouna, two months

journey from Lassa : and the Assamese, at Geganshur, a few miles

distant from it. The trade of the former consisted of silver in bullion

to nearly a lakh of rupees, and a large quantity of rock salt. This they

exchanged with the Assamese for rice, silk, lac, and other produce

of Bengal ; but this trade has for many years been discontinued.

Kangtis.

The Kangtis, the most civilized of all these mountain tribes, inhabit

that triangular tract of country bounded by the Lohit on the one side,

by the Dibong on the other, and by the mountainous country belong-

ing to the Mishmis on the third. They are descended from the Bor-

Kangtis, a powerful race situated on the sources of the Irawadi.

About 50 or 60 years ago, they emigrated from their native country,

and availing themselves of the civil war then raging throughout Assam,

they took forcible possession of the country they now enjoy, ejected

the reigning chieftain, the Suddia Cowa Gohaing ; and the Kangti

chief, usurping his name and jurisdiction, reduced his subjects to

dependence or slavery. The Kangtis, by a vigorous mode of govern-

ment, and holding out an asylum to refugees from other states, soon

rose to eminence. They are now a superior race to all their neigh-

bours ; they are tall, fair, and handsome, considerably advanced in

civilization, and are endowed with no small share of military courage.

Their religion is Buddhism ; but Hinduism is gaining progress. They

are amongst the few tribes who have a written character, and can

read and write the Burmese language, and understand it when spoken.

• Hamxlton* s Gazetteer.
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Their own language, though written in a character a good deal re*

Bembling the Burmese, is quite different, and closely resembles the

original Ahom. Every boy is taught to read and write it, by the

priests. Suddia is the capital of the Kangti country, and the chief-

tain is known by the name of the Suddia Cowa Gohaing, and claims

descent from the royal family of Assam.

Suddia is situated on the right bank of the Kunil or Kundil

nallab, and about six miles above its junction with the Lohit. It is a

place of some importance, and has a population of about 4000 men,

exclusive of women and children. Its trade is rapidly increasing ; all

the necessaries of life are procurable : its exports are gold and silver

;

amber, musk, and ivory ; Kampti daus, Chinese and Burmese trinkets ;

fiisa poison, and dye-stufls, caHed Mishmi-tita and manjft. The

Mishmi-tfta, manjft, and lime, triturated with water, and allowed to

digest in an earthen pot for a month, makes a beautiful permanent red

dye. The daus are of a high order, and are so much prized as to bring

12 Rs. a piece. They are manufactured by a rude wild race, called

Kunungs, (slaves to the Kangtis,) who are situated on the extreme

branches of the Irawadi, who can neither read nor write, and are

little removed above the brutes.

Suddia station.—The country around Suddia is composed of the

richest alluvial soil, well adapted for cultivation ; but is generally flat

and liable to inundation. A large portion of it is waste, and over-

grown with jungle : it is closely surrounded by the snowy mountains,

which are only about thirty miles distant ; and the water of the river

is so cold, that of itself it serves to cool wine for table.

Force*—Suddia is the most advanced post we possess on the N. E.

Frontier. Three companies of the Assam Light Infantry are sta-

tioned there, under the command of a European officer, invested with

political authority. Two gun-boats are also stationed there, also under

the command of a European: each boat has one 12-pr. mounted on

slides, and is well manned and equipped for service : one of the boats

is manned by Kangtis, who give much satisfaction. There is also a

small stockade erected, with a few guns mounted. Suddia has hitherto

preserved a healthy character. It is likely soon to become the head-

quarters of the Assam Infantry. The Suddia Cowa Gohaing, though

he pays Government no tribute, acknowledges the Company's supre-

macy, and is bound to furnish a contingent of 200 men. That con-

tingent is supplied by arms and ammunition at the expense of Govern-

ment ; they are drilled by the Subadar of the Assam Light Infantry,

four months in the year, and the arms, when in want of repair, are

forwarded to head-quarters at Bishnath.
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The Suddia Cowa Gohaing is believed to be a firm friend of Chan-

dra Kant's, the ex-rajah of Assam ; when formerly driven from the

kingdom, the Suddia Cowa had influence enough at the court of Ava

to obtain the assistance of the Burmese to restore him to his throne

;

and now that Chandra Kant is again deposed, he is thought to be

constantly intriguing to have him again placed on the throne.

Bor-Kangtis.

The Bor-Kangtis are a numerous and powerful race, situated amongst

the mountains whence the Irawadi takes it origin. They are under

the government of Ava, and supply a contingency to the Burmese

army. Experienced Burmese officers are constantly traversing their

country, for the purpose of drilling them, and inspecting their arms and

ammunition. The capital of the Bor-Kangtis is Manchf, on a remote

branch of the Irawadi. This place was visited by Lieuts. Wilcox
and Bu&lton in 1827, by an overland route, cut across the mountains

from Suddia. The journey occupied about 12 days : they were kindly

received by the Bor-Kangti chief, who gave them every information

about the sources of the Irawadi, and convinced them that from the

smallness of the streams, it was impossible for any of them to afford a

channel for the waters of the Sampu. The main stream of the Ira-

wadi is there fordable, and not more than 80 yards broad.

There is a silver mine in the Bor-Kangti country ; but it has never

produced more than 8000 rupees a year. It might be turned to much
more advantage ; but the possessors are afraid of increasing its revenue,

lest by doing so, they should excite the avarice of their neighbours.

There are also mines of lead and iron in this country.

Munglung Kangtis.

We have lately come into intimate contact with another tribe of

Kangtis called Munglung: these from dissension amongst themselves,

and from the oppression of the Burmese, have lately dispatched about

200 of their tribe to stipulate for settlements in the British dominions,

and report on the prospect of the country around Suddia. Should

their report prove favourable, about 5000 more have expressed their

desire to emigrate.

Singphos.

By far the most powerful and the most formidable of these hill

tribes are the Singphos ; they are also the most numerous, and are

scattered over the greatest extent of country. They are bounded on

the north by the Lohit river ; on the east by the Langtan mountains,

which separate them from the Bor-Kangtis ; on the south by the

Patkoi range, which divides them from the Burmese Singphos, from

whom they are descended ; and on the west, by a line drawn south

from Suddia, till it meets the last mentioned mountains.
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The SIngphos are divided into 12 tribes, each having its own chief

or Gaum ; but every chieftain maintains his own separate independence,

and seldom unites with any other, unless it be to punish some aspiring

chief obnoxious to them all, or in making plundering excursions upon

neighbouring states. The Singphos have for several generations been

the terror of the wretched and degenerate Assamese, and were in the

constant habit of making irruptions into their country, sometimes as

far as their very capital itself ; of plundering their temples, laying

waste their country, and carrying off the inhabitants into slavery.

Since the British troops have had possession of Assam, these inroads

have been prevented ; but as might be expected, they are somewhat

impatient of that restraint, and have once or twice endeavoured to

resort to their old habits.

To give an idea of the extent to which the devastations were carried

on, the late Captain Nkufvillb, received from the Singphos alone

upwards of 7000 Assamese captive slaves, and perhaps there are 100,000

Assamese and Manipuris still in slavery throughout the dominions

of Ava.

About five years ago, a body ofthem amounting to about 3000 men,

armed with spears, daus, and a few musquets and jinjals, under a

chief called Wakctm Koonjib, made an advance against the station

of Suddia, with the confident intention of carying away in chains every

seapoy present, and of driving the British out of the country. This

was a plot of three years' concocting ; large stores of grain were accu-

mulated in convenient dep6ts, and shackles for 10,000 prisoners were

all in readiness ; but the whole force was shamefully repulsed by the

then political Agent, Capt. Nbufville, at the head of a handful of men
of the Assam Infantry, and a few armed Kangti and Muam£ria militia,

and driven in consternation into their lines.

The Lubona only of all the 12 chiefs took part in this irruption, and

he has taken an active hand in the late disturbances, headed by the

Duffa Gaum.

All the chiefs have claimed our protection, though no tribute is

exacted from them ; with one or two exceptions, they have acted up

to their engagements.

The Busa Gaum or chief is a man of superior understanding, and

was entrusted by the late Agent to the Governor General, the lamented

Mr. Scott, with a good deal of confidence, and had an allowance from

Government of 50 rs. a month, as an organ of communication with the

other chiefs, and a spy upon their actions. The late Capt. Nkufvillb

was also confident in his integrity, and made proposals to him to desert

his own country, and live on lands to be granted him at Burhath and
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Jaipur, and allow his native hills to become a wilderness, and form a

natural barrier against the incursions of the other tribes.

The population of the Busa Gaum is about 9 or 10,000 men, exclu-

sive of women and children. He furnishes a contingent of about 100

men, and is supplied with arms and ammunition.

The most influential of the unfriendly chiefs is the Duffa Gaum.

Only a few months ago he made a hostile incursion against our ally

the Busa Gaum, and massacred every man, woman, and child he could

get near; the Busa Gaum narrowly escaped with mYiife, and some of

his own family were cat to pieces. After two or three skirmishes, the

marauders were dislodged, and driven to their hills, by the force at

Saddia ; but the Duffa, instead of repenting of his atrocious act, and

retiring to his home to await the consequences, commenced playing

the despot in another quaVter, threatening every one with his vengeance

who acknowledged British protection, and even beheaded some who
refused to conform to his will. By the latest accounts, the state of affairs

in that district were very troublesome, and the whole of the Assam

Infantry disposable are already on the move for its protection.

A feud has for a long time existed between the Busa and the Duffa

Gaums, and the inroad lately made by the latter admits of some palli-

ation, as it avenged a similar one formerly made by the Busa Gaum.

Rude as is the state of society amongst the Singphos, they are not

without the distinction of caste ; but are divided into Thengafs, My-
yungs, Lubrungs, and Mirups.

They have no religion properly their own, but have patched up a

creed from amongst the superstitions of all their neighbours, and deco-

rated their rude temples with ruder idols of all religions.

The Singphos are not a branch of the Shan tribes : tradition traces

their origin to the confines of China or Thibet: the language is

entirely different from that of the Shins, and is unwritten.

Polygamy is patronised, and every man keeps as many wives as he

chooses, free women or slaves ; and treats the offspring of both with-

out partiality. Infanticide in all its shapes they abhor.

It is the custom of the country to bury the dead. Those of the

poorer classes are interred soon after death ; but the chiefs and prin-

cipal individuals are sometimes not buried for years. The reason

alleged for this consummation of the funeral rites, is to allow the

widely scattered relations of the deceased to have time to attend, who

would not fail to take deadly offence at their not being allowed an

opportunity of paying reverence to the ashes of the head of their family.

Not knowing the art of embalming, the body after death is removed

to a distance from any habitation, till decomposition is completed.

2 n
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After that it is deposited in a coffin, and conveyed to the house of the

deceased chief, where it lies in state, surrounded with all the insignia

the illustrious individual enjoyed when alive. When all the relatives

have assembled, or communicated their not being able to attend, the

coffin is committed to the earth, and a mound of clay, surrounded with

a curious trellis-work of bambus, is raised to his memory. If the

person has died a violent death, a buffalo is sacrificed as a propitia-

tion to their deities, and the head is fixed to a cross, and placed near

the grave ; but if he has died in the course of nature, no sacrifice is

considered necessary.

According to the law of inheritance, the patrimony is divided between

the eldest and the youngest son ; while any children that may inter-

vene are left to push their own fortunes as they best can. The eldest

son succeeds to the title and the estate, wnile the younger, carrying

away all the personal and movable property, goes in quest of a set-

tlement for himself.

Tea.—The tea tree grows wild all over the Singpho country, as

also upon all the hills in that part of the country, and is in gene-

ral use by the natives as a wholesome beverage. The tea tree,

according to Mr. Bruce, was known to be indigenous to these climates

about ten years ago ; and during the Burmese war, large quantities of

it were sent into Saddia by the Busa Gaum. How long the subject

might have lain dormant is doubtful, had not the affair been again

brought to the serious notice of Government, at a time the most favour-

able for doing so, by the scientific investigations of Capt. Jenkins

and Lieut. Charlbton of the Assam Infantry, to whom we must

acknowledge ourselves indebted for a revival of its existence, and for

the boon it must necessarily confer upon our country*.

Mr. Bruce has lately been on a tour to the Singphos, and mixed

in social intercourse with them. He saw many thousands of the trees

growing in their native soils, and brought away some plants and

specimens of the leaves and seeds. The trees were of a very consi-

derable size, so as to merit a higher rate of classification than a plant

or a shrub : he measured one of the largest, and found it 29 cubits

long, and about four spans in circumference at the base.

Mr. Bruce mentions the following as the native process of making

tea, though he does not seem to have witnessed it. First, the leaves

are collected from the tree, and put into large boilers containing

water. As soon as the water boils, the decoction is drawn off, and

• Thii paper was written before the appointment of the scientific deputation

to the tea districts, whose report may be now shortly expected.—Ed.
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thrown away, and the leaves, being taken out of the boiler, are put

into a pit dug into the ground, and lined with some sort of leaves, to

prevent the tea coming in contact with the earth. When the pit is

filled with tea leaves, it is then spread well over with a thick layer of

the other leaves, and after all, covered over with eartb, so as to exclude

all air. In this state it is allowed to remain for two or three months,

when the pit is opened, and the tea sold on the spot to traders, who
pack it closely up in the joints of bambus, earthen pots, &c. and

transport it to other parts of the couutry on mules for sale. He also

mentions, that many thousand maunds of tea are manufactured at a

place called Polong, and exported to China. Where Polong is situated,

I have not been able to determine.

In addition to the tea tree, the Singpho country has lately been

discovered to abound in ^aany valuable gums, well adapted for var-

nishes.

Burmese Singphos.—The Singphos of Assam are separated from the

Singphos subservient to the Burmese, by the Patkoi chain of moun-

tains ; and though these two races are entirely unconnected with one

another, and independent, yet a constant friendly intercourse is main-

tained between them. The Burmese Singphos occupy a very exten-

sive tract of country on both sides of the Irawadi, and from the

Patkof mountains eastward to the borders of China.

Trade with China.—As the Chinese carry on a very considerable

trade with these Singphos, and through the medium of their country

with Assam, I shall endeavour to mark out particularly the line

of communication between the two countries. The Chinese pro-

vince of Yunan being separated from a navigable channel of the

Irawadi, only by a mountain chain, inhabited by Shans, tributary to

Burmah, the Chinese merchants, by a short land journey across

these mountains, convey their merchandise on mules, to a place called

Catmow, on the banks of that river. There the Irawadi is a large

stream. The channel is unincumbered with rocks, trees, or sandbanks

;

the shores are composed of a stiff hard clay, not liable to tumble down,

and present every facility for navigation. The exact position of

Catmow seems undefined. The merchants, having loaded their goods

on boats, easily procurable, commit themselves to the gentle current,

dropping down with the tide due south, day and night, and on

the third or fourth day arrive at the mouth of theriver called Nam-yang.

After ascending this river four or five days in a north-west direction,

they come to a town called Mung-kung, or Mugaum, the chief

depot of Chinese trade situated at the junction of two smaller rivers,

the one called Nam-kung, or the Mugaum river, the other, Nam-yang,
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retaining the name of the united stream. The Mugaum river is navi-

gable for 40 or 50 miles above the town, and for small canoes, a good

deal farther, and extends in a northern direction. The Chinese wares

are transported up this river as far as practicable, and afterwards con-

veyed overland through Hukung and Busa to Assam. The journey

from Mung-kung to Assam occupies from 15 to 20 days.

Route into China,—There are two other routes to China besides the

one mentioned, the one by a place called Senwa, and the other by

May-nay, both of which run direct into Burmah, but little more is

known about them than their name. The intercourse between China

and Assam by any of these roads is extremely tedious, and can only

be followed by a trading people, who traffic as they move along, with-

out regard to time or distance. A knowledge of the extreme naviga-

ble eastern branches of the Brahmaputra has pointed out a much

shorter and more convenient pass, and this was travelled by Lieuts.

Wilcox and Burlton on their visit to the Bor-Kangtis. Following

up the river Noa Dihing, which flows into the left bank of the Lohit, a

few miles above Suddia, they were able to proceed by water convey-

ance to within nine days' journey of Mung-lang, on the banks of the

Irawadi, and without experiencing any serious difficulty or incon-

venience farther than the jungly state of the country.

Importance of a Road.—A road passable even for mules or oxen

between the navigable branches of the No£ Dihing and the Irawadi

could not fail to be of great national benefit, and would open a channel

for the direct importation of all the valuable productions of Central

Asia. It would also tend to the complete civilization of the savage

mountaineers, who inhabit these regions, and enable a force to pene-

trate into the centre of the country, whither they can at present

retreat with comparative impunity. It is doubtful how far those tribes

would contribute to the formation of roads, or the furtherance of any

attempt on our part, to extend our intercourse into the interior ; they

have hitherto been jealous of any encroachment, and not many

years ago, gave proofs of the spirit by murdering the individuals who
conducted Lieut. Bennbtt to the Patkoi boundary.

But the time, it is to be hoped, has already arrived when these fertile

tracts will be taken under our especial protection ; when the untutored

barbarian must submit to civilization and improvement, and his wilds

and his wastes to the ploughshare and the hoe of British agriculture.

The most important articles of trade exported by the Chinese from the

Singpho country are gold dust, precious stones of various colours, and

ivory.

Cold Dust.—The gold dust is procurable from most of the streams
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of the Brahmaputra ; but the gathering it is but a poor trade, and is

now but little followed. The place most celebrated for its precious

stones is Mung-kung or Mogaum.

Precious Stones.—On a range of hills near it, a great number of deep

mines are dug, and the working of them affords occupation for many

thousand inhabitants. When a stone of moderate weight is found, it

is hoisted to the mofeth of the shaft by a windlass erected for the pur-

pose. But they frequently meet with large masses, which they have

not the power of moving : these they contrive to break to pieces.

Mining.—The workmen begin by kindling a strong fire all over and

around the precious stones, till it is well heated ; they then mark off

with some powerful liquid, the piece they wish to break off, a large

stone is suspended from the top of the shaft perpendicularly over the

piece to be broken off, and when all is ready, the stone is cut away,

and falling with great impetus upon the mass below, breaks off

the fragment exactly according to the line drawn with the liquid. It

is difficult to account for this mysterious liquid being able to prevent

the whole mass from being splintered, and how it should preserve such

a line of separation ; yet such is the native belief, and it is not impro-

bable that its effect is merely imaginary, or that is practised from some

superstition.

These stones are afterwards cut into convenient pieces by means of

a bambu bow with a string of twisted wire, the string being applied

to the stone and used as a saw, while its action is assisted by some sort

of pulverized mineral*. As might be expected, much bloodshed is

frequently the consequence of finding these hidden treasures. When
any doubt arises about the party who first discovered one, or about the

right of possession, bloody battles ensue with short swords in hand be-

tween whole villages. Large emeralds are allowed to lie around the

pits unclaimed by any one : no one venturing to carry them away, lest

every one should fall upon them in vengeance. These precious stones

are afterwards carried on mules to China, and are sold at very high

prices, some of them bringing 7 or 800 seers weight of silver. The
Burmese governor levies a tax of two seers on every 10 that are

exported. These mules are driven along in gangs of 20 to 30 ; the

drivers go armed with swords and matchlocks, and guide their beasts

of burden by word of mouth. The route they pursue to China is via

Catmow or the Irawadi, and the overland journey from Mung-kung
to Catmow occupies about nine days.

Amber.—Besides the mines of precious stones, there are several

amber mines in the province of Hukttng, which are wrought to con-

* Doubtless corundum : this is the common mode of cutting hard stones.—Ed.
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siderable advantage. The amber is cut into cylinders about J inch in

diameter, and two inches long, and is worn as an ornament stuck

through a hole in the lobe of the ear, both by Assamese and Burmese.

Ivory.—A large quantity of ivory is exported by the China mer-
chants. It is almost all obtained by the Singphos, from shooting the

wild elephants with poisoned arrows fired from a loaded musket.

When once they get upon the tract of a herd, they$ontinue the pursuit

for days together, taking up favourable positions upon trees, or lying

in wait in the long grass, till they can take a fatal aim. Vast numbers

of these noble animals are destroyed in this manner, both by the Sing-

phos and Kangtis ; they are as susceptible to the fatal effects of poison

as the smaller animals, and fall down dead immediately after being

slightly wounded. Their teeth are struck out by the hunters, and the

carcasses are left to be devoured by the beasts of prey.

Chinese returns.—In return for these valuable commodities, the

Chinese bring into the Singpho country, nankins, silks, lacquered and

China ware, lead, copper, and particularly silver.

A great portion of the silver that comes into Assam through the

Singphos is stamped with Chinese characters. It can scarcely be

called a coin, but a piece of bullion ; and appears to have been made

by scooping out a small round hole in a piece of clay, then filling it

with molten silver, and before it becomes cold, impressing it with the

Chinese stamp. Not two of these lumps of silver are of the same

value or size : their intrinsic worth is ascertained by their weight, and

is found to vary from two to 10 rupees.

Bullion.—Though the metal is very pure, it is called kacha rupa, and

one sicca weight of it is fixed as equal to only half a sicca of the pro-

perly coined metal. No inconvenience arises in purchasing articles

of small value ; the hill tribes take out their dau, and chop it into pieces

even to the portion of a pice. This kacha rupa is eagerly purchased by

the chiefs in Upper Asam, who, after adulterating it largely, cast it

into their own coin, and thus realize an enormous profit. These chiefs

have most of them mints of their own, and are in the habit of coining

rupees for any one who will give them the raw material, retaining only

10 per cent, for their trouble.

Muamdrias or Mattuks.

The country of this tribe is bounded on the N. by the Brahmaputra,

on the S. by the Burl Dihing ; on the E. by a line drawn S. from the

mouth of the Kunili nallah to the Burf Dihing, and on the W. by a

line drawn from the mouth of the river Dibunu to the Buri Dihing.

About 1 793, these people rose in arms against the reigning Rajah

Gourinath Sinh, and after many bloody engagements with the royal
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troops, at last succeeded in driving him from his throne and kingdom,

and in appointing a successor of their own choice. During the period

of their ascendancy, they committed the most dreadful ravages upon

the country, and the original inhabitants : great portions of it were

deserted, and even till this day, it has never regained any thing near

its former prosperity. But these lawless plunderers were not allowed

long to enjoy the fruits of their conquests ; they were speedily driven

from thejcapital by 1000 sip£his, under Captain Welsh, and retreated

to the districts which they now inherit. The head of this still power-

ful clan is known by the name of the Mattdk Rajah, or more com-

monly, by that of the Bara senapati (great general). During the Burmese

war, he maintained his independence ; but on our taking Rangpur, he

claimed our protection, and has since manifested his sincerity, by a

zealous endeavour to render every assistance in his power in the

advancement of our plans.

The greater part of the country allotted them is a desert waste, and

only the banks of the river Diburi are inhabited. The population

amounts to about 60,000 men, inclusive ofwomen and children. The

capital is Rangagora. The state is allowed about 500 musquets and

ammunition according to treaty, and supplies a large contingent. They

profess the Hindu religion ; but act so little in accordance with its

tenets, that enlightened Brahmins scarcely acknowledge them.

The Bara senapati, with all his affability and apparent deference

to our authority, is by some considered not entitled to perfect and

unlimited confidence. Situated between two powerful states, the

British and the Burmah, his policy seem to be to maintain good terms

with both ; and in the event of another Burmese invasion, it is to be

feared, he would preserve neutrality, till he saw how the scale was likely

to turn, and then join the stronger party.

Naga8.

The next border tribes met with in proceeding westward are the

Nagas. To assign limit to their country seems almost impossible, and

even to number their numerous tribes, no less so ; they are scattered

all over the mountainous ridge that divides Assam from Manipur, to

which state some of them are tributary, some to Assam, and some

even to the Burmese. There is no one individual tribe of any formi-

dable consequence amongst them, and there is but little inclination

to coalesce, they being constantly embroiled in petty feuds. Their

houses are built on the most inaccessible points of the mountain, and

planned for every-day defence. They are represented by the inhabi-

tants of the plains as robbers and murderers, and are so much the

dread of all, that little of their economy is known.
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Brine Spring.—One of the most remarkable circumstances relating

to their country is the number of brine or salt springs in many parts

of it.

At Burhath, on the river Disung, there are about 20 of these brine

springs, from most of which the Nagas are in the habit of making salt.

These wells are dug to a considerable depth, and the brine varies in

intensity, probably according to the access of fresh water from the

surface ; and being situated in a valley, and having no protection from

the rain, they are generally filled in the wet season. The consequence

is, that the manufacture is carried on only in the cold weather.

Manufacture of Salt.—Some of the best of these wells give 10 sicca

weight of dry salt to the seer of water, and others, only three or four.

The process of evaporation is carried on by filling the joints of large

bambus with brine and suspending them in an earthen trough, filled

with water, which answer for the purpose of a boiler, and in this rude

way, the brine in the bambus is evaporated, till salt is formed. These

mud troughs are every season broken down, and being triturated with

water, afford a strong brine from which other salt is formed.

So tedious and unskilful is the manufacture, that the salt made

from these wells cannot be made at less price than the same quantity

of salt transported from Bengal.

II.—On the Method employed to remove the Vaulted Roof of St. Peter's

Church in Fort William, illustrated by a Section, (Plate V.J

Works of engineering skill come peculiarly within the limits point-

ed out by the motto on our title page, as fitted for the Researches of a

Scientific Society or Journal :
" The performances of man," of such

a class in this country, and under British rule, are, it is true, but rare

and trifling compared with the noble efforts of art, which grow up

from day to day under the eye of an observer in Europe. There,

letting alone tunnels and railways of gigantic enterprize, we hear

of half an elliptic arch sprung by the celebrated Brcnkl from a buttress

and carried to a semi-span of seventy feet, without centering, by the

mere adhesion of the cement !—of an iron suspension bridge at Fribourg

in Switzerland thrown over a ravine of 1 70 feet deep, in a single bold

span of more than 900 feet from rock to rock, far surpassing the Menai

bridge, or even the designed bridge from St. Vincent's rocks at Clifton,

which latter we regret to hear has been abandoned, in consequence of

the riots in Bristol, and the destruction of that wealth which would

have been so well bestowed upon this noble work.
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We have but little indeed to bring forward in rivalry of such mag-

nificent undertakings; howbeit, there have been schemes of vast

magnitude projected, and some under a Viceroy such as Lord W. B*n-

tinck, partial to engineering pursuits, might ere this have been put in

execution. The draining of the Salt-water lake, (were it conceded to be a

salutary measure) wouldbe feasibleenough. The line of wharfs or jetties

on the Strand is actually planned and estimated for. The Rajmahl line

of survey is a splendid specimen of mapping ; and although we have

no anticipation of seeing it undertaken, the results of the inquiry will,

we hope, be given to the public in a volume, with all its sections, by

its projector our Indian Belidor. Of architectural achievements we have

less to boast. Twenty years since, money was bequeathed by a

rich native for the erection of a College at Hugli, and yet nothing

has been done unto this day. Are architects wanting, or are the

curators anxious to appropriate the money for other purposes ? We
have seen more than one tasteful design, but how is an artist ever to

satisfy the views of a numerous committee, not more than one or two

of whom perchance have any notion of architectural propriety ? In

feeble imitation of the Parliamentary Church Committee at home, we
have a private fund created by rupee contributions for the erection of

places of worship in the interior ; but it is far too poor to aim at orna-

ment in its humble structures. The Martiniere is the only public in-

stitution, erected within the last year or two, that has real pretensions

to correct taste in its exterior elevation. It is strangely disfigured

by a high wall round the ground, and the arrangements of the interior

have been marred by an imperfect conception at starting, of what

would be required in it.

An observation forces itself upon us when viewing the noble portico

ofthisbuilding, ofthe Scotch Church, or ofthe mint, with theirhandsome

flights ofstone steps ;—that the purity of Grecian temple architecture can-

not or ought not to be preserved under the altered circumstances of the

present age. Men no longer resort on foot in daily processions to the

sacred vestibules of their gods. They drive in comfortable carriages,

and would fain dismount under shelter from the sun and the rain. Is

it not a fault of grievous magnitude then, that neither of these three

buildings possesses a carriage access ? and that at the Mint, for instance,

bullion cannot get within 100 feet of the hall of weighment, except on

coolies' heads. The Government house is in this respect better provid-

ed ; but here the basement entrance has been made an eyesore, and a

mere secondary object, instead of theprimaryone, being in constant use.

The portico ofthe Martiniere was intended for carriages, but this object

was sacrificed to the gaining of space for a play-ground, and the road

2 S
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is now brought up at right angles with the foot of the steps, which

has an unseemly and awkward effect.

The native architect in the palaces of the east provides not for car-

riages, but how suitable is the lofty arched gate with its music galleries

for the train of towered elephants and horsemen issuing from the

interior court. Under the sloping chhaja or cornice of the native

dwelling, or baithak-khdneh, the architect inserts iron rings for the strip-

ed pavilions it is intended to bear. They look natural to it, as they are

necessary to the climate ; whereas how may not the Ionic facade of the

Martiniere be disfigured hereafter, perhaps, byVenetians run up between

the columns of its fine portico, as in the left wing of the Government

house, or by matted hoods gracing the southern windows of each

wing?

Too much stress cannot be laid on the proper adaptation of style to

the climate. The architect's duty is but half performed, if he provide

not for every contingency to which his building may be subject, whether

in respect to durability or to convenience ; and even when the former is

attended to, the latter is too frequently neglected.

A striking instance of the bad effects of inattention to apparently

trivial objects of this nature is afforded in the subject of the present

notice. Major Hutchinson designed and executed a gothic vaulted

church roof in brick, the first attempted in India. He neglected tp

make provision for the hanging of punkahs, and upon a representation

of their being wanted, the executive department, with little calculation

of the disturbance of equilibrium or strength of materials, ordered holes

to be cut at the head of the clustered columns, to admit beams to

swing them. Had the architect at first, as he has now done, let in iron

rods to sustain the punkah ropes, his work would have been uninjured,

and Government have been saved double, nay triple, expenditure ; and

his fame have been preserved from unmerited censure. Few people in

such cases calmly inquire into particulars ; they ask, who raised the

fabric, and upon his head lay the onus of the failure.

We are glad, with reference to this last fact, at having obtained per-

mission to make public the report of the real circumstances given in

to the Military Board in June, 1832, with its explanatory section.

It is necessary to recapitulate to such of our readers as are unac-

quainted with the facts, that about six years ago the vaulted roof of St.

Peter's was condemned as unsafe, and was ordered to be demolished.

The keystone or vertex of the central and side vaults had opened from

end to end, and other dangerous symptoms were observed. Committee*

were held, and a variety of opinion as to the cause elicited, but the

necessity of demolition was general, and Major Hutchinson was
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intrusted with a task seemingly as difficult as the original construc-

tion, and fraught with more danger to the workmen employed.

The true nature of the case will strike every one who looks attentively

at the accompanying section, namely that the cutting of the holes for

the punkahs was the origin of the whole mischief. Had the cracks in

the roof existed at the time, it can hardly he imagined that orders could

have been issued to cut away the only props of the superstructure.

The effect of such an improvident order was however fully represented

at the time by Lieut. Mallock, Major H. being then in England.

It is probable that the chief engineer relied upon his experience of

the firm tenacity of the materials : that he had good reason to do so in

many respects is proved by the fact recorded in the report, that the

semi vault stood firmly when the keystone was knocked out, and was

with difficulty broken away piecemeal.

Hence it appears, that after all, the roof might have stood with per-

fect safety had the punkah holes been refilled with care, and the side-

vault been braced together with light iron rods, as in the well known

Mmsie des Arts et Metiers at Paris. The continuity of the main arch

from the crown of the upper vault, through the flying buttresses to

the ground, does not appear to have been broken ; and if so, the

opening or crack was of little consequence. Yet in face of all the

above facts, the restoration of the vault was interdicted, and in lieu of

a solid " vaulted roof embracing the highest branches of constructive

science, after the manner and principles pursued by freemasons in the

beautiful gothic edifices of Europe," it was resolved to descend to an

imitation in wood-work with a flat roof above.

Though of minor importance and beauty, the wooden roof is well

spoken of in the Report of the Committee of Survey :
•' The groined

roof of the nave is, we believe, the first work of the kind ever attempted

in this country, and involving as it does the practical application of

some of the most difficult principles of constructive carpentry, the suc-

cessful completion of such a work under all the difficulties attendant

on the employment of native carpenters, who had to be instructed

in every stage of the work, is highly creditable to the skill and science

of the executive officer, Major Hutchinson."

Before closing these preliminary remarks, we would fain notice the

painted glass windows of the west and east ends of the nave. They

are decidedly lions in our town, admirable specimens of rich transpa-

rent colouring, not frittered in small fragments, but in the new style, of

colours burnt in on large panes of 24 by 16 inches.

The design of St. Pbter receiving the keys is from Raphael's Car-

toon ; Mosbs and Aaron are on either side, and the four Evangelists

2 k 2
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fill the compartments below. The Faith, Hope, and Charity of the

west windows are taken from the designs of Sir Joshua Reynolds m
New Church, Oxford.

From the great size of the panes of thin glass the difficulty of

repairing any of them, if broken, will easily be understood. Yet by

an accident, two panes were broken in putting up. The head and

neck of Hope was smashed to atoms by the falling of a bambu ! Al-

though it is hard to excuse the occurrence of any accident where pre-

cautions should have rendered it impossible, we cannot but praise the

ingenuity with which it was repaired, so that the damage is not per-

ceptible. The fragments were united together with a transparent var-

nish on another pane of colourless glass. The only question is as to

the durability of the cement ; we should fear it would grow brown

by age and exposure.

Report on the Demolition ofthe Vaulted Roofs of St. Peter*s Church.

44 A continuous and perfect equilibrium of the several parts of a build-

ing, and the concentration of all the forces, whether vertical or lateral,

on a few principal supports, which for the sake of lightness, elegance

and economy, are calculated to sustain no more than their allotted

pressure, being fundamental principles in Gothic architecture ; the

demolition of such a structure (more especially if the equlibrium has

been destroyed by the weakening of those supports) must at any time,

even with the aid of powerful means, be considered an undertaking of

much difficulty and danger ; but in this country, with the assistance of

native workmen alone, it becomes a duty demanding the utmost vigi-

lance and attention ; consequently in the removal of the vaulted roofs

of St. Peter's Church, it became of primary importance to ascertain,

with precision, the extent and character of the existing derangement of

equilibrium, as a correct basis for calculation and design, in the opera-

tions to be pursued. With this view, a particular and most minute

inspection of all the several parts of the edifice was made, of which

the following was the result

:

Foundations.—With regard to the foundations, it was ascertained,

that the sinking, which had taken place from the nature of the alluvial

soil, was exceedingly small* ; any tendency there might have been to

sinking in the main pillars having been counteracted by the heavy

reversed arches extending under the basement from pillar to pillar.

* The sinking of the pillars most injured by the punkah beams not exceeding

fth of an inch, which was as little as could be expected from a general settlement

in a brick building, and by no means capable of affecting the equilibrium.
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Vaulted roofs ofside arches and pillars.—The vaulted roofs of the Bide

aisles were found in a most dilapidated state, as likewise the main

pillars at the points d'appui of the springing of the ribs, upon which

rested the load of the side vaults. Upon the removal of the punkah

beams (r*) shewn in the accompanying section, (which had never been

removed by any Committee) it was at once evident that the principles

upon which the equilibrium and consequent stability of the side vaults

and pillars depended, (and according to which they had originally been

constructed,) were entirely destroyed ; viz. 1st, the thickness of hutment

inwards, originally given to the main pillars, had been reduced in the

direct line of thrust from 4 to 2 feet, by the perforation of large holes,

for the insertion of beams upon which to suspend punkahs ; 2nd, the

adhesive continuity of the cemented materials (upon which the stability

of pillars composed of brick and mortar so entirely depend) had been

completely disturbed in the vicinity of the holes, from the blows of the

iron instruments by which they had been made ; 3rd, the springing of

the main ribs, upon which the side vaults rested, had been wholly cut

away on either side as exhibited at (ss), by which the vaults, deprived of

their supporting points, sunk down both in haunch and vertex from their

original position, thereby greatly increasing the force with which they

pressed against the main pillarsf ; 4th, the main pillars being so greatly

weakened by the perforation of the holes, and the disturbance of the

cemented material, yielded inwardlyJ to the extent of 4J inches from

the perpendicular, and became cracked entirely across ; the parts

marked (tt) splitting off from some of them. Thus all equilibrium was

inevitably destroyed.

Vault of the nave,flying buttresses, cleristory walls, 8fC.—The above facts

being established, the examination was carefully extended to the vault

of the nave, the flying buttresses, the external and cleristory walls

and towers : but with the exception of some cracks in the flying

Ton. Cwt.
• Weighing in each aisle, 1 3
Ditto Nave, 2 6

independently of tbe weight of the punkahs.

t The exact estimation of their increased force is a question of ranch diffi-

culty, from its being connected with circumstances not within the reach of
calculation, vis. the amount of injury accruing to the arch and pillar by the
penetration of the rain into the spandrils and through the arch ; abo the amount
of pressure from the sinking of the abutment of the cleristory wilts, which rest-

ed in part on the arch: hot that it most have been very great will be evident to
every one acquainted with the rules and principles of construction.

X A slight deflexion of the pillars inwardly had been observed before the
punkah beams were inserted. This deflexion, Sir Christopher Wrrn states, is to
be observed in all tbe Gothic Cathedrals in Europe, from which it would appear
to be a circumstance incidental to this style of Architecture ; but that it is not
productive of any important derangement of equilibrium, is fully proved by the
great durability of the Gothic structures in Europe.
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214 On the Method employed to remove the Vaulted Roof of [Apeil,

buttresses, owing to the sinking of the side vaults, the whole was
found in such good condition, as to remove any apprehension as to the

firmness and stability of the main vault, &c. which being well support-

ed by the flying buttresses, and those of the outer walls, no external

shores were judged necessary ; and as in its construction it was

wholly independent of the side vaults, it was concluded, that notwith-

standing the shocks it might be expected to receive from their demo-

lition, yet that they might, when properly secured, be proceeded with

in perfect safety, without any fear of danger arising thereby to the

main vault. Accordingly, the only point which demanded immediate

attention was the counteraction of the imminent danger to be appre-

hended, from the further sinking and spreading of the side vaults, by

which, the main pillars in their shattered condition were liable to be

forcedinwardly, and thereby to entail the consequentand sudden downfal

of^the entire building. As this danger could only be prevented by

the construction of such massive shores on the nave side, which should

be able to resist every power that could possibly be exerted by the

spreading of the side vaults, the following plan of shoring, preparatory

to the removal of the side vaults, was adopted, andpursuedwith success.

Mode of shoring.—A solid bed of masonry (a) was laid for the firm

support of the foundation beam (b), upon the extremities of which were

fixed in mortises the uprights (cc) ; these were hollowed out to fit closely

to the main pillars, their base or lower ends being enlarged and

strengthened by the additional blocks (gg) to which they were firmly

joggled, and bolted, in the manner 'shewn.

The straining beam (d) being then fixed at one end in the upright

(on a line with the shattered part of the pillars and strain of the side

aisles) by a semicircular tenon working in a similar mortice, the other

end cut to a tenon with a slight angle, was by means of three jack

screws (as shewn in the distance, forced up a smooth inclined mortise

well greased, cut in the opposite upright, and thus brought into a

horizontal position. The shores or struts (ce), let in obliquely upon

the foundation beam (b) t were then fixed in the mortises cut in the

uprights, and straining beam (d), and firmly wedged up into their places

and secured by the footsil (f) ; thus, the thrust of one aisle was brought

into play against the thrust of the other, and further spreading of the

side vaults effectually prevented.

Centres for supporting the roofs of the side aisles.—The above work

having with great care and labour been accomplished, four strong cen-

tres or framings were next constructed, as shewn in Jig. 2 ; which

when put together, were, by means of wedges underneath, brought

firmly up to the masonry of the vault ; and thus securely supported, the
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1836.] St. Peter's Church in Fort William. 215

work people were enabled by means of crow-bars and pick-axes tq

commence the demolition of the side roofs without any apprehension

of danger. These frames being made movable, the expence of centre-

ing up the entire side vaults was avoided. The vaulted roofs of the

aisles were thus safely removed, without the slightest injury arising

to the centre roof of the nave, thereby confirming the correctness of

the opinion formerly advanced that no danger would arise to it. Ac-

cordingly measures were now taken for the removal of the main vault,

together with the flying buttresses and cleristory walls. The erec-

tion of any external shores was still considered wholly unnecessary,

but from the great height of the nave (46 feet), it became indis-

pensable to secure the work people from all probability of danger,

during the progress of demolition, by any portion of the vault falling

inwardly, when the vertex or keying should be cut away ; but as the

construction of a frame-work of sufficient strength underneath the

vault could not have been executed without incurring considerable

expence, the following plan was devised and put into execution.

Mode of removing the great vault of the nave.—The upper pinnacles

and battlements of the north and south cleristory walls were removed,

and a planking laid upon the top of the walls, which admitted of a plat-

form (Ar), fig. 3, placed across the roof being easily slid along its whole

length. This platform, in order to give perfect security to the work

people, in the event of any part underneath giving way, was suspend-

ed by ropes from the four towers, as shewn in the section ; and upon

this the work people were enabled to commence the demolition of the

roof with perfect confidence ; but so firm was the masonry found to be,

that they soon got off on to the roof itself, although entirely unsup-

ported from below, and the continuity of the arch was destroyed by

cutting from the vertex downwards, thus giving the most unequivocal

proof of its exceeding firmness and stability. In this manner the

entire roof was destroyed ; after which the flying buttresses being cut

at their two extremities, were allowed to fall inwardly ; and finally

the cleristory walls were brought down to a level with the shattered

parts of the columns. Having thus briefly shewn the state in which

the foundations, roofs, and pillars were found, after a most careful

examination, and the plan pursued in the removal of the roofs, abund-

ant evidence has been furnished of the ultimate cause which destroyed

the safety of the building, and it can only be a matter of surprise, that

an edifice, constructed of brick upon the principles of Gothic architec-

ture, should (after the main supports of the side aisles had been cut

away, and the pillars reduced to half their original strength), have so

long resisted the fatal injury committed ; the punkah beams having

been put up in 1827." G, Hutchinson, Major, Engineers.
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IV.

—

Notes on the State of the Arts of Cotton Spinning, Weaving/Print-

ing, and Dyeing in Nepal. By Dr. A. Campbell, attached to the

Residency.

[Read at the Meeting of the 2nd December.]

It may safely be asserted, that the arts generally in Nepdl have not

hitherto arrived at any degree of advancement, beyond that attained

in the plains of India. In regard of those which have attained to con-

siderable perfection below, Nepal ie extremely backward in the pro-

gress made by her people, nor do I know of any in which the Nipalese

can be said to excel their Hindu brethren of India, except the useful

one of agriculture, to which may be added, perhaps, brick and tile

^ftVing . and, m more recent days, the manufacture of flint-lock fire

arms.

In die art of weaving, it is universally admitted, that neither the

Egyptians of the olden, nor the nations of Europe in the modern, time

have equalled, or do excel, the Hindus of Dacca and Benares ; while

this art in Nipil, is still at the very lowest possible grade of advance-

ment. It is matter of curiosity, as well as of astonishment, that al-

though the Newars claim, and not improbably hold, a title to consi-

derable antiquity as a united people*, and have made great advances

in husbandry, some progress in literature and architecture, they have

not got up to this day, beyond the threshold of civilization in that

art, which, among the rudest nations, has been found in a state of

much efficiency!.

Some one of the Roman philosophers, I have read, gave credit to

Sbmixamis, for the invention of weaving cotton ; and Minkrva herself,

was, I believe, an enthusiast, and proficient in the labour of the loom.

Our Nipalese queens of the present day are too proud of their Raj-

put, or " Moon-born lineaget," to indulge in the practice of the useful

arts. And the goddesses, although abundant as the grains of sand on

the sea shore, are now but images of the olden personifications ; con-

sequently, the weaving art has not descended to the modern repre-

sentatives of the above-named ladies ; but still cleaving to the sex, as a

pastime, or profession, we find it confined solely to the women, among

the Newars. The men toil at other labours, but they weave not, «• nei-

ther do they spin." Weaving is scarcely a trade in the valley of

• See Mr. Hodson's Legends of the Origin of this Tribe in the Asiatic Journal.

f The Mexicans, at the time of the conquest of their country by the Spaniards,

had manufactures of cotton cloth in considerable perfection—•• of cotton they

made large webs, and as delicate and fine as those of Holland."

X Chandra Vansa.

2 » 2
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Nepal, for all the Newar women, of the poorer classes, (and there are

scarcely any others now,) weave the cotton cloths required for the

consumption of themselves and families.

These fabrics of domestic manufacture are all of cotton, and of the

coarsest and most inelegant description. The cotton is grown in

abundance throughout the hottest valleys of the Nipalese hills, and

in the Tarai skirting their plainward face. It is brought on men's

shoulders41
, as picked, with the seeds in it, to the different towns of

the valley, where it is exchanged to shop-keepers, for money, or other

produce, as the case may be ; and thus each family, as its means will

admit of, purchases, from time to time, so many pounds of the raw

material as suffices for the employment at the cleaning machine and

spinning wheel of the mother and her daughters.

The cotton is separated from the seeds by the women, either with

the fingers, or by the help of a most primitive contrivance, of the fol-

lowing description, and called Keko. Two rollers of wood, the thick-

ness of a walking stick, and close together, are placed in an upright

frame, and made to revolve on one another by means of a handle

attached (through one side of the-frame) to the lower of them. The
operator, sitting on the ground, places the frame between her feet,

steadying it with her toes, and applies small portions of cotton to the

spaces between the rollers with her left hand, while she plies the

revolving handle with the right : in this manner the cotton is drawn

between the rollers ; the seeds, being too large for the interspace, are

separated and left behind.

The spinning is equally primitive, but its mode not easily describ-

ed. The machinef is small, and easily portable, even by a child of

six years old ; it is not raised from the ground by means of legs, as

is the domestic one of the Scottish Highlanders, and Northern Irish,

(the ones I am best acquainted with ;) nor is the wheel set m motion

by the pressure of the foot on a board connected by a thong of lea-

ther, with a lever or cramp fixed to its axle, as is common in turning

grind-stones, or turning lathe-wheels ; but, the spinner, as in the

cotton-cleaning process, sits on the ground, with one hand turning

* Man if the only animal of burden employed in the valley of Nepal, as well

aa the interior of her hills—a circumstance of itself strongly pointing out, how

short a way the inhabitants have advanced beyond sheer barbarism. The uneven

surface of their country is scarcely sufficient to save them from this imputation.

The rulers of the land drive English carriages, while the transport of every arti-

cle in their dominions is made on men and women's backs—a good specimen of

eastern pomp, associated with its common accompaniment, hard-worked poverty.

t Called Yf&A by the Ncwara.
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the wheel by means of a handle, and with the other, drawing out the

cotton into thread.

An iron rod is attached by means of a string to the wheel, and

revolves in company with it, on which the thread, as spun, is collect-

ed, and in this manner, women and girls of all ages employ them*

selves, when not assisting at sowing or reaping, either in front of

their dwellings, in the towns, or at the road-side, as may best suit

their convenience*. The spinning wheel may be best described by

saying, that it is but the ancient distaff, improved by the addition of a

wheel for keeping it in motion ; for the sharp-pointed iron rod, to the

extremity of which the cotton is applied, and by which it is spun into

thread, is precisely the spike of the distaff, and like its prototype,

serves the double purpose of a bobbin on which the thread is accumu-

lated as spun. The spinner turns the wheel from left to right while

forming the thread, and to allow the portion spun to be accumulated

on the iron rod, gives the wheel a small turn in the opposite direction,

at the same time, lowering her left hand, so as to permit the winding-

up of the thread. This necessary interruption in the spinning process,

is a great drawback on the time of the spinner, and renders the distaff

wheel very inferior, when compared to the common one of Europe.

When tending cattle, or watching their ripe crops, the females gene-

rally wile away the time, and assist in replenishing the family ward-

robe by spinning or weaving in the open air.

Having thus imperfectly spun the yarn, we proceed naturally to the

warping and weaving of it, both of which processes are performed ex-

clusively by women, with the very simplest and rudest machinery,

equalled by the coarsest and most ungainly produce. The ordinary

breadth of the Nipal cotton cloths is about half a yard, and rarely

exceeds two feet. The average length ofthe webs is from 6 to 12 and 14

yards, and the texture of the finest is not superior to the dosuti cloth

of Hindustan, used for house canopies (chhatsj and floor cloths.

When a Newdr woman has spun a sufficient quantity of thread for

the warp of a web, she winds it off the iron rod, on which it has been

spun, into (or, on) large bobbins of about nine inches long, and fit to

hold three or four pounds of thread.

With these large bobbins, and a few reeds, about three feet long, she

repairs to the nearest grassy spot without her viilage, or to the side of

the causeway, if unpaved, and there, sticking the reeds in the ground,

• The universality of the spinning wheel may be readily credited, on the

announcement of a custom which enjoins every Newer parent to present his

newly married daughter with a Ve&6 and Kelso in addition to her dowry.
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(a few feet wander,) to the length of her purposed web, she has pre-

pared the only warping frame known throughout these regions.

Tying the thread to the reed on her extreme right, she moves ra-

pidly np and down along the line, passing the thread (as it comes off

the bobbin, revolving on a shaft passed through its axle, and held in

her right hand), on alternate sides of each reed, until the " warp is

laid."

The dexterity aajuired by the women, in warping, is considerable,

and the quickness with which they entwine the thread, with the warp-

ing reeds, is remarkable ; and apparently, it is executed with little trou-

ble. I have often seen those women moving up and down, and laying

the warp regularly on the frame, at a fast walk, and all the while talk-

ing and laughing with the persons present^ and assisting them in th*

performance of their task.

Having " laid the warp," the reeds (or rods of wood, as the case

may be), are pulled out of the ground* and the warp, frame and all, is

rolled up and carried home. All the cloths made in the valley are of

uncoloured thread, which renders the warping a much easier affair

than when striped webs are to be laid down.

When leisure offers for weaving the web, the women on a sunshin-

ing day spread out the warp (the warping sticks still in it) and apply

with a brush, made of a suitable kind of grass, the paste necessary for

smoothing the thread preparatory to putting the web in the loom.

The mode of weaving does not essentially differ from that practised

in the uncivilized portions of our own country with which I am

acquainted. The weaver sitting on a bench, with the loom in front ofher,

plies the shuttle alternately with either hand, pulling forward the

swinging apparatus for laying the woof thread, close to its predecessor,

and plies the treddles with her feet*. The weaving is carried on under

a shed, within a smaM verandah, or in the house ; and as the roofs are

generally low, the treddles are made to play in a hollow dug in the

earthen floor under the loom. The loom is made of the commonest

materials, and very clumsily put together, and is altogether of a piece

with the poor state of the weaving art. Lest it should be thought

that it is intended to connect the wretched produce of the Nepal

looms, with the rudeness of the machinery, as inevitable cause and

* This portion of the loom is extremely rude and primitive ; instead of foot-

boards moving on a fixed point, to be depressed alternately, so as to make one

layer of the warp threads cross the other, and thus incorporate the woof with it,

we find two small buttons suspended from the lower margin of the netting, which

the weaver seises between her great and first toe, alternately depressing each

foot as the woof thread is delivered by the shuttle.
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effect, I may mention that the Nepal loom, and the arrangements of

the weaver, are superior in some respects to those of the unrivalled

manufactures of the Dacca muslin. Mill's account of the Hindu loom

corroborates this ; he says, " It consists of little else than a few sticks

or pieces of wood, nearly in the state in which nature produced them,

connected together hy the rudest contrivances. There is not so much
as an expedient for rolling up the warp." The weaver is therefore

obliged to work in the open air, as his house could not contain him

and his web at full length; "and every return of inclement weather

interrupts him." The Nepal weaver rolls up the warp on its origi-

nal frame, and ties it to a peg driven in the ground close to her feet,

while a cross beam in front of her receives the web as it is woven*.

The Thibet woollen cloths are of infinitely superior workmanship to

the cotton ones of Nepal, and indeed, are of very fine make and mate-

rial, although deficient in width. It is therefore evident that in the

earliest of the arts, one which must have been practised by all human
societies, so soon as leaves and skins were deemed unfitting clothing,

the Nipalese have been left far behind, by the Hindus of India on

one hand, and by the Tartars of Bhote on the other.

Dyeing and printing come naturally enough to notice, after spin-

ning and weaving; and the advancement made in these arts has kept

an even pace with that in the former. As dyesters the Newars are

miserable artists ; they cannot at this day dye a decent blue, although

furnished with indigo for the purpose.

A dirty red (from madder) and a light fading green, are the colours

most commonly dyed by them ; but they are not fast and durable, nor

elegant when fresh. The only tolerably good dyeing done in Nepil,

is by some Cashmfrfs, and people from the plains.

The coarse cloths of the country are printed, in imitation of the

chintzes of India and Europe, and are much worn by all classes of

females, who cannot afford to purchase better stuffs ; but the imita-

tions are very badly executed, and the colours not durable. The best

Nip&lese chintz is printed and dyed at Bhatgaon, in the valley; and

in the hills east of the valley, at a place called Dunkutuah. In the

small valley of Punouti too, about 24 miles east of Kathmandu, this

trade is carried to some extent, and with nearly similar success.

* The different parts of the loom are not connected to at to form one com-

plete machine. For instance, the swinging beam and netting are generally sus-

pended from the roof of the house.

In the commonest European loom, the bench on which the wearer sits, the

beam on which the cloth is received, as well as that on which the warp is rolled,

together with the swinging beam and netting, are all joined together.
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A piece of best Parbattiah chintz 5£ yards long, sufficient to make
en entire dress for a woman, costs at Kathmandu 1 -8-0 Nipalese rupees*.

The subjoined list of the cotton piece goods manufactured in the

valley and neighbouring hills, of which specimens are now presented,

may not be useless to the public, while it will tend in some degree to

give practical illustration to the above remarks. As a mode of at*

tempting to estimate the real value of these products, and to assist in

throwing light on the condition of the people who make and use them,

the value of money, in regard to the staff of life, may be conveniently

recorded!, especially as in Nepal, as well as India, the craftsman does

not, generally speaking, earn any thing in addition to the common
wages of agricultural labour, or in other words, little more than suf-

fices to fill his belly, and that of a wife and children, with plain rice,

and a few spices, and to buy the raw cotton, for the manufacture of

his, and their coarse clothing. Models of the spinning wheel, and
cotton cleaning machine, accompany the specimens of cloth.

List of the principal cotton piece good* Manufactured in NepAl proper, and
throughout the Hills ; to which is added a notice of the Bhungara, or Canvas
made from the inner bark of trees, and the few coarse woollens of the neigh*

bowing hilltt.

Names by which _
known in the Bazar. Remarks.

1. Changa.—Manufactured in almost every NewaVs house throughout the valley,

and generally in the hills. Is coarse, hard and thin in texture. Is for

the most part in webs of 10, 12, to 14 yards long, and 18 inches broad,
and ranges in the Kathmandu baaar, from one rupee to 1-4-0 and 1-8-0 per
piece.

• A Nipalese rupee equivalent to 12* annas of Company's' currency.
t A full grown labouring man requires for a day's good food, 1§ mannas of rice,

and his wife, with (say as an average) three children, 1* mannas more, or in ail
three mannas.

The present price (November 1835) is 26 mannas, or nearly nine days' food
per current rupee; to this, add salt, spices, and other condiments, worth one
rupee more, and it will be seen that the wages of labour such as a man can lire
on in tolerable comfort, must be about four current rupees per month, and this
without any allowance for clothing, house or luxuries.
The lowest class of laborers, and artisans, in some parts of the Talley, and

throughout a great portion of the hills, cannot come at rice, as their ordinary
food

;
but must be content with the coarser grains, such as murwa, bajra, kodu

and Indian corn. Two current rupees per month suffice for their subsistence,
and is about the price of their labour.

X The specimens here described are deposited in the Society's museum.
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2. K*di.—Thick, coarse and strong; manufactured in considerable quality
in tbe valley of Noakot, aa well as in the great valley and throughout the
hills : ii mnch worn by the cultivatort of all tribe*, Parbattinhf , and Newars.
Comet to market generally in pieces of 6§ yards long, 16 or 18 inchea
broad, and average! at Kathmandu 12 annas to one rupee per piece. Wears
long and well j like the above, is sold unbleached.

3. Pnrubi CkUti.—Is an imitation of Indian Ghints, maanfactnred at Dnnkntnah
and other places in the eastern hills, generally coloured, black and red,

in a email striped pattern \ coarse and heavy . Is mnch worn by the poorer

Parbattiaha, and Newars (women). Comes to Kathmaada in piece* of five

yards long, and less than two feet broad, and may be generally bought for

14 annas or one rupee per piece.

4. M*mi Ckint.—Also manufactured at Dunkutuah and to the eastward ; is

very like the above ; worn by the Parbattiah and Newer women, made into

chillis (boddiee) and saris. A piece of sit yards long and 18 inches broad,

costs in Kathmandu about one rupee.

5. Bamdran Cklnt.—Manufactured at Bhatgaon in the valley, and named from

its being an imitation of the Indian Chintxes ; is of different colours and

patterns, not so coarse and heavy as the other kinds, but thin and flimsy.

Is used as lining for jackets, and for women's dresses. A piece six yards

long and half a yard broad, coats in Kathmandu about one rupee or up

to 1-8-0.

6. KM CMnt.—Manufactured chiefly in the hills west of Kathmandu; is coarse*

heavy, very rudely dyed and printed, but the broadest of the NipaJooc fa-

bric*. A piece eight yards long by 2$ feet wide, costs about one rupee

eight annas.

7. Durkeah Ckini.—Manufactured principally at Pokraand Botwal ; very coarse

and heavy, but has a better width than the Chintzes of the valley : used for

jacket linings, and women's dresses ; six yards loog and two feet broad

;

coats in Kathmandu about one rupee eight annas.

8. MUedar Ckini.—From its spotted pattern it takes its name ; is a favorite one

of the Bhatgaon Chintsea. A piece of 5$ yards long and half a yard wide,

costs about one rupee eight annas.

9. Harm Chint.—Comes almost exclusively from the small valley of Bunapa,

20 miles east of Kathmandu ; ooarse and hard like the rest.

10. P&rabi Kadi.—Manufactured in the eastern hills, is broader, and some*

what finer than the Noakote article (No. 2.) ; a good deal of this article

k exported from Nepal to Bhote. A. piece of 14 yards long and 2$ feet

wide, costs at present in Kathmandu three rupees.

11. Kas$a.—Nipalese imitation of the Indian mulmul or common game, a

wretched manufacture. Is made in large quantities at Bhatgaon, and gene-

rally by the Newars throughout the valley. Is used for making turbans ;

a piece of eight yards loog and aix inchea wide ia sufficient for a pagri, and

costs generally four annas. Worn by the poorer Parbattiahs, and some

Newirs, for the Asiatic turban ia not general among this latter race, a

small oonical skull cap being the most common head-dress among them.

12. Bhang&ra.—A very coarse and strong sackcloth or canvas, manufactured

from the inner bark of trees, by the people of the hills, and much used in

2 O
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the valley of Nepal for making grain-bags and sacks, for the transport of

merchandise. The poorer people of the hills, who subsist chiefly by wood-

cutting and carrying, make this cloth in their houses and wear it. I can-

not at present ascertain the description of trees whose bark is converted into

this clothing, nor the detailed process employed in making it into thread.

The hill people say that several different trees furnish the appropriate bark,

and that it is necessary to beat and pound it, as for paper making9 , previous

to spinning it into thread. The cloth is exceedingly strong and durable,

and is said to stand wet for a long time without being rotted, or injured in

texture. It is brought to Kathmandu, in webs of about five yards long, and

12 inches broad, which costs on an average eight annas.

13. Rhari.—A coarse kind of woollen blanket manufactured by the Bhoteahs

of the Nepal hills, and worn by them almost exclusively i is brought to

Kathmandu in pieces of 71 yards long, and 14 inches wide, and costs

about three rupees. Its texture is very thick and heavy, but it is ad-

mirably suited for the rainy season, to the inclemency of which the burden-

bearing, and wood-cutting Bhoteahs, are much exposed. The Newars do

not wear this, nor indeed (as a general practice) any woollen garments.

This is also for the most part of domestic manufacture, as every Bhoteah

who possesses a few sheep, has a web or two of it made up annually by

his family. To add to the warmth and thickness of the Rhari, it is fre-

quently improved by beating wool into it, which gives it the appearance

of felt.

14. Bhote.—Has its name from that of the people making and wearing it.

The hill countries north of Nyakote and the vslley of Nepal, up to the

snows, produce this article. It is a thick and soft woollen stuff, half blan-

ket half felt, much warmer and lighter than the rhari, but inferior to it as

a protection against rain. A piece seven or eight yards long, by 18 inches

wide, costs in Kathmandu about two rupees eight annas.

P. S. On submitting the above to Mr. Hodgson's perusal, he informed me
of the existence among the Newars, of some coloured cotton manufac-

tures, overlooked by me in this list. I have procured specimens ofthem

and of an unnoticed plain manufacture, both of which are added \ they

are as follows

:

15. Putatti.—So called by the Newars. It is a strong coarse sort of check,

generally blue and white, sometimes red and white ; is entirely a domes-

tic manufacture, and very rarely procurable for purchase in the baser, the

women not weaving more of it than suffices for their own wear. Is woven

exclusively by the Newar women : a piece 5§ yards long, and 2$ feet wide,

costs about 2$ current rupees. There are several varieties of this stuff, as

to colour and pattern (some of them being striped instead of checked), but

all are coarse and heavy.

16. PumkA.—An imitation of the table cloth manufacture of Dinapur, and the

variety technically called " Bird's eye." Three or four sorts are manufac-

tured by the Newars, but all save one are coarse and heavy. It is worn

by the better class of Newars, male and female, sn£ by the Parbattiah sol-

• See the Nepal paper-making process, as described by Mr. Hodgson in the

Journal of the Asiatic Society.
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diery occasionally. A web of fix yards long by two feet broad, costs three

current rupees. The manufacture of this article is confined principally to

the larger towns of the ralley.

17. Bhim Poga.—(Newari.) An ancient manufacture and article of clothing

of the Newars, but not worn by them in the present day. Is wore only by

a class of outcasts, and is with difficulty procurable ; its only use at pre*

sent is, to roll the corpse of religious persons in previous to being burned.

The warp, is of coarse cotton thread, the woof of soft spun woollen yarn,

in addition to whioh some fine wool is amalgamated with the web in wearing

it. Its texture is rery soft, and is well calculyad for a warm in-door wear ;

it is too fleecy to be kept out wet. A piece Tf four feet long by two feet

wide, costs two current rupees.

V.

—

Summary Description of some New Species of Falconida. By

B. H. Hodgson, Esq.

Genoa Aquila. Species new. Aquila Perniara. Jetty Eagle, (mini.)

Habitat, the central and northern regions of Nepal.

This species is throughout of a black colour, but less pure below

than above, and the tail is transversely marked with four or five broad

bands of a paler and brownish hue. The cere and toes are bright

yellow. The bill blue, with a black tip ; the talons black, and the iris

brown. It is a bird of somewhat slender form, and very graceful and

powerful flight, possessing all the influential characters of the genus,

as now restricted ; but distinguished from its type, or chrysactos, by a

slenderer bill, rather longer toes, and longer and more acute talons. It

is two feet five inches from tip of the bill to the end of the tail, and

^ve feet and a half between the wings ; and is chiefly remarkable for

the extreme inequality of size and acuteness of the talons. The orbits

are downy ; the sides of the cere clad in short, soft hairs ; and the

feathers of the hind head and neck are prolonged into a vague crest

of narrow composed plumes. The cere is rather large, but not heavy

;

the bill longer than the head, but slight rather in form. The wings

are equal to the tail, with the fourth quill longest, and all the great ones

strongly emarginated, remotely from their tips ; the tips being inclined

a little inwards : tail even, or subrounded.

The tarsi moderate and* plumed; toes nude and reticulate, with

three or four scales next the talons, which, as already noticed, are

very acute, and the inner fore and hind ones of extreme length and

curve. The inner fore talon is the largest, then the hind one, next

the central, and the outer fore, least.

The nares are obliquely cleft in the cere, and of an irregular oval

shape, with the upper margin arched and tumid*

2 o 2
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This is a shy bird, which adheres exclusively to the wild and moun-

tainous tracts of the hills. Its body is entirely free from offensive

odour and vermin, and its prey chiefly the pheasants of the region

it frequents, as well as their eggs. Its weight is about 4? lbs.

Genus Haliaetus. Species new. H. Albipes, (mihi.)

This species is two feet nine inches long, and six feet eight between

the tips of the wings. In colour it nearly resembles Macei, having

the head, neck, and body, pale ruddy brown, darker on the thighs

and rump; the scapulars, wings and tail, saturate brown: a large

bar of pure white through the centre of the tail : and the cheeks, chin,

and throat, hoary. The bill and head are considerably narrower than

in the golden eagle, but the bill is fully as long in proportion to the

head, and even more so. The toes are longer and less thick than in

that species, and the talons rather more curved. In other respects,

these members sufficiently resemble those of the type of Aquila. But

the tarsi are nearly nude : the acropodia, as well as acrotarsia, wholly

scaled; and the toes are cleft. The bill is longer than the head,

straight towards the base, and at it nearly twice as broad as

high. The lateral compression is, in general, moderate, and the

ridge acutish ; the hook, large ; the cutting edges, even. The cere,

large, nude, clad only on the sides towards the base with soft hairs,

diverging from the fore angle of the eye. Nostrils, forward, sub-basal,

obliquely transverse, irregularly oval, simple, and inclined to a curve

at the forward extremity. The tarsi are low, thick, and gummy

;

plumed over the knee, and a little below it. The toes, longish, un-

equal, stout, cleft to their origins ; but the outer not versatile. To the

front, both tarsi and toes are scaled, as already noted ; but the junc-

tion of the toes and tarsi, as well as the sides and backs of the latter,

are reticulate. The central toe is as long as the tarsi. The talons

are long, arched, stout, and moderately acute : the hind one being the

largest. All are flat below. The wing3 are very nearly equal to the

tail, and have the fourth quill longest. Most of the great quills are

strongly emarginated, high up, on both webs. The tail is of medial

length, and square. The hook of the bill and the talons are black ; the

bill blue ; the cere yellow : iris hazel brown, and feet pure white.

This species is generally found on the banks of the larger rivers,

near to where they issue into the plains, and it preys on fish.

Genus Nisactus, (mihi.)

The birds of this genus are distinguished by wings and tail formed

upon the accipitrine model ; but their nares are transverse and specu-

lated as in the eagles. Their festooned bills have a form which is

osculant between the hawks and buzzards. They have the long slen-
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der plumed tarsi of Ltmrutetus, and the long, acute, and unequal talons

xA the noblest hawks and falcons, to which moreover they assimilate

in their manners, adhering exclusively to the wilds, and killing their

own prey, which consists ofpigeons, jungle fowls, and partridges.

Species Nipalensit, mini. Habitat, the lower hills and Saul forest.

This species is liable to vary very considerably in colour, and is

sometimes found possessed of a drooping egret-like crest of two long,

narrow, composed plumes. I have several specimens, procured with-

in the past 1 years ; but, as I cannot venture to determine the diver-

sities of appearance with reference to sex and age and season, I shall

describe a bird in each of the more striking aspects it presents.

1*/. This is the uncreated and paler aspect. The head, the neck,

the whole body below, with the basal and interior parts of the plu-

mage above, are white ; the wings, back, and tail, brown.

The crown of the head, and the dorsal face of the neck, have a pale

fawn-coloured smearing. The cheeks, chin, and throat are immacu-

late ; the head, neck, and body, below marked lengthwise, with narrow

lines of saturate brown. The thighs are transversely barred with

pale fawn ; and the plumes of the tarsi, with the lower tail coverts, are

unmarked. Several of the lesser wing coverts are broadly margined

with white. The wings and tail have seven cross bars of saturate

brown, which are vaguely seen above—clearly on the pale inferior

surface. The lining of the wings is white, with here and there a

heart-shaped brown mark.

2nd. In this, the darker and crested form, the head and neck are

brown, with broad white margins,—a change caused by the expansion

of the centra] streaks of No. I . The cheeks and chin have a triple

longitudinal marking of brown, one line proceeding from the chin

down the throat, and one from either side of the gape over the cheeks.

The transverse bars of the thighs are darker, being brown rather than

rufous, and they are extended over the tarsi and inferior tail coverts.

Lastly, from the back part of the head proceed two long, narrow, com-

posed plumes of brown colour, forming a very graceful pendant crest.

In both birds, the bill is blue at the base, black at the tip ; the cere,

greenish yellow ; the iris, golden ; the toes yellow, and the nails, black.

The largest specimen procured by me is 29| inches long and 60 wide

:

the smallest is 25 inches long and 49£ wide. The former weighed

4 lbs., the latter, 2 lb*. 12 oz. The intestines vary in length from 46

to 50 inches. There are two small caeca: the gut is much more

capacious above than below. The stomach, though, of course, of

the solvent type, has a thickish sub-muscular outer coat, and there

are toft ridges along its inner surface.
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The following characters of the bill and other members and or-

gans apply equally to the foregone, and to that which will be pre-

sently described. The bill is shorter than the head, moderately

compressed, scarcely arched from the base, and scarcely straight at it,

distinctly festooned, and moderately hooked, with the tip of the

lower mandible very slightly truncated.

The cere is moderately sized, and covered on the sides with down
and soft hairs, which latter scarcely reach forward to the nares. The
nares are almost vertical, ovate, angulated, and smallish. The orbits,

clad ; the cartilage of the brows, nude and prominent ; the eye, ra-

ther large ; the tarsi, long, slender, and plumed ; the toes of medial

unequal length and thickness ; slenderer and longer than in Aquila or

in Buteo, not so long or so fine as in the noble hawks and falcons,

although, as in them, possessed of rough soles and large balls ;

acropodia, reticulate, with three or four scales next the talons. The

outer toe is connected with the central by a membrane : the talons,

long, acute, and unequal, as much so as in the noblest of the hawks

;

the hind talon, largest, and all flat beneath.

The wings and tail are as strong and firm as in the finest of the

Falconine race. The tail consists of 12 equal and broad feathers.

The wings reach only to its centre. The fifth quill is the longest

:

but the fourth and sixth are nearly equal to it ; the first considerably,

the second and third, moderately and equally, graduated up to the

longest ; first to sixth inclusively emarginate, high up, on the inner

web, and second to seventh, on the outer.

Species Grandis, (mihi.)

I have been able to procure but one species of this bird, which was

taken alive, and lived in confinement upwards of three years. It died

in December, in full plumage. It was a male, and answered to the

following description. The iris is brown ; the cere and toes, yellow

;

the bill, blue, its tip and the talons, black. Head, neck, body, and

wings, saturate brown above, beneath white, stained with rufous ; the

tail, above, slaty-blue. The cheeks, chin, throat, and breast exhibit

on each plume a central broad stripe of dark brown, following the

shaft, and margined on either side with rufous, on a white ground.

The thighs are, herring-boned with brown ; and the tarsi and vent,

narrowly streaked lengthwise with the same colour. The under tail

coverts transversely barred with mixed rufous and brown : and the

ground colour of the thighs and tarsi, for the most part, rufous. The

lining of the wings is an irregular mixture of the hues of the upper

and lower surfaces : or saturate brown and white, stained with

rufous. There are six narrow, irregular cross bars on the tail, with
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one broad terminal one, ef a blackish hue ; but the tip itself is pale.

The wings and tail, on their inner surface, are whitish, irregularly

crossed with freckles of brown, disposed barwise.

The bird measured 27 inches by 60, and weighed 5 lbs.

VI.

—

Synoptical Description of Sundry New Animals, enumerated in the

Catalogue o/Nipdlese Mammals. By B. H. Hodgson, Esq.

Sciuroptbrus, Cuvier.

Species, Alboniger. Black and white.

Flying Squirrel, mihi.

Habitat, central and Northern regions of Nipal.

Sc. above black, faintly shaded with hoary or rufous ; below, white,

with a slight tinge of yellow ; tail, concolorous with the body above,

distinctly distichous, flattened, and rather shorter than the animal.

Nude skin of lips, ears, and feet fleshy white. Snout to rump, 1

1

inches ; tail, 8£, without the terminal hair—9, with it ; weight, 9 oz.

Observations. The sexes are alike : the young are pure black above,

pure white below. The species has but six teats, four ventral and

two inguinal. The intestines are 85 inches long, or eight times the

length of the animal. They have a wide caecum of nine inches in

length, placed at 18 inches only from the anal extremity.

Species, Magnificus. Splendid.

Flying Squirrel, mihi.

Habitat, as above.

Sc. Above, intense chesnut, (the fruit ;) below and the shoulders,

golden red; tail, paler than the body above, and tipped black: a

black zone round the eyes, and another embracing the mustachios

;

chin, pale, with a black triangular spot. Nude parts of skin, fleshy

white. Tail, cylindrico-depressed, and considerably longer than the

animal.

Parachute, large, enveloping six inches of the tail. Length of the

animal, 16 inches, of the tail, 22 ; weight 3£ lbs.

Observations. Sexes, essentially similar in colour. In old animals the

chesnut colour tipt hoary, and, in the young, black tipt. In all, the

tail, beyond the limits of the parachute, is paler than the superior

surface of the body : and the black point is always present. So are

the facial marks, though they be less conspicuous in young speci-

mens. The intestinal canal is fourteen feet two inches long, or 10$

times as long as the body ; 8.8 to the caecum; 5.6 below it. The
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caecum is 20 inches long, very capacious, and sacculated. This species

breeds in the rains, and seems to produce bnt one young at a time.

In September, the offspring are tolerably independent of their mother,

but their flying membrane is much less developed than in maturity.

Genus, Sciurub, Auctorum.

Species, Lokriah, mihi.

Habitat, as before.

Above, saturate brown, tipped with intense orange ; below, and the

thighs, deep orange. Tail, concolorous with the body above, distich-

ous, flattened, and broad, with a double margin of black and hoary.

Length from snout to rump, eight inches. Of the tail, 6\ inches, with-

out the terminal hair, equal to animal with it ; weight 8 oz.

Species, Lokroides, mihi.

Very similar to the last, but has the inferior parts rufous hoary
;

the thighs, concolorous with the body above, and the tail narrower

and void of marginal bands.

Observations. The sexes alike in both the above species. Teats,

six in both*. Intestines, 66 inches, or but eight times the length of

the body, and of uniform calibre throughout. At 15 inches from the

anal extremity, a caecum of four to five inches long, and double the

calibre of the intestinal canal.

Genus, Fblis, Auctorum. *

Species, Viverriceps, mihi. Sharp-faced Cfat, mihi.

Habitat, open lowlands of lower region.

F. V. Wild cat, with subviverrine face, small ears, and short,

slender, and tapered tail, reaching one inch below the os calcis. Above,

and the neck, deep cat gray, or fulvous gray brown. Below, the head,

tail, belly, and insides of the limbs, hoary. From the eyes to the

root of the tail, four subcontinaous black lines : two more parallel to,

and without, them, from the eyes to the shoulders; two perfect

bands round the jaws, from the eyes : and three round the front of

the neck and breast. Ears, black outside, with a large gray central

spot, and rufous hoary on the inside. Body and limbs, wholly cover-

ed with roundish full black spots, having a sublinear disposition from

the head towards the tail ; the feet only, from the os calcis and top of

the carpi, being immaculate. The tail exhibits above and below the

ground colours of the body. On the upper surface, six or seven trans-

verse bands, the two or three next the body, composed of dots, arrang-

ed linearly, and the terminal one being large, forming a blackish tip

to the tail on that surface. Length, from snout to rump, 30 inches

;

* In the Regne Animal, eight tea$a are assigned to the squirrels.
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of the tail, 10} inches, or 1 \\ with the hair : mean height, 15 : weight

17 lbs.

Observations. This species is affined to the Viverrae by the form of

its face, and to the Lynxes, by the shortness of its tail, which extends

bat little below the os calcis. But it has no further resemblance to

either : its ears being noticeably short and untufted ; its body, full, and

its limbs, strong and of medial length. The females are nearly as

large as the males, to which they bear a close external likeness. In

the catalogue, this animal is called a variety of the Serval ; but the

inspection of several specimens has satisfied me of its specific novelty.

It is distinctly described in the catalogue, though summarily. The

intestinal canal is more than three times the length of the body, and

the caecum is an inch long, with the diameter of the large gut, which

is sensibly more capacious than the small.

Genus, Felis. Subgenus, Lynch**.

Species, L. Erythrotus. Red-eared Lynx, mihi.

Habitat, all the three regions of Nipal, and abundant in all.

Lynx. Above, pale earthen brown, with a lively tinge of rusty red :

below, clear, but pale ferruginous ; the body, immaculate ; the cubits on

both aspects, and the femora externally, crossed with blackish zigzag

lines ; tail slender, attenuated, and reaching one inch below the os cal-

cis ; concolorous with the body towards the base, but towards the tip,

paler and canescent, encircled with four or five blackish rings, and tipt

with black ; lips, jaw, and a zone round the eye, posteally, pure white.

Ears, externally intense, rusty red, with black tip and small pencil of

the same hue ; their lining, rufescent white ; feet, from the os calcis

and top of the wrist, downwards, pale rusty, immaculate, and black-

ened posteally.

Snout to rump, 22 inches ; mean height, 16 inches ; length of tail,

10, without the hair, 1 1 with it ; weight, 14 lbs.

Remarks. The female in this species is considerably less than the

male, but neither sex nor nonage affects the marking of the animal*.

An imperfect state of the fur does so : for when the red-eared Lynx

is moulting (so to speak), the sides of the body exhibit some vague,

wavy, stripes, having a subvertical direction.

The tufts of the ears are always present, and the molar teeth have

tubercles on the inner side, notwithstanding the general assertion of

authors that the Lynxes want them. His lengthened limbs, large

pencilled ears, and shortish tail proclaim this animal a Lynx. His

resemblance indeed to the Chaus of Ruppbl is so very striking, that in

the catalogue I identified him with that species. From the examin-

ation of numberless specimens, 1 amnow satified, however, that our ani-

2 H
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mal is specifically distinct from the Chans, as well as from the Lybian

Caracal, to which in some points of colouring, he bears a nearer like-

ness than to Chaus. This species is very ubiquitarian, being equally

common in all the three regions of Nepal. In the central and north-

ern regions, he represents the wild cat, which is not a denizen of these

mountains ; nor (I think) of the plains of India.

The red-eared Lynx breeds twice a year, producing three or four

kittens at a birth.

The intestinal canal of the species barely exceeds twice the length

of the body, and is of nearly equal calibre throughout. The csecum

is but half an inch long, with a breadth somewhat less than that of

the large gut. Preys on pheasants, partridges, hares, and rats : breeds

in the woods, but wanders freely through the standing crops. One
of them, a female, took up its abode, and bred, under the residency

mansion, in the past year.

Genus Mus, Auctorum.

Subgenus, Rattus, (Mus.)

Species, R. Niviventer. White-bellied Rat, mihi.

Above, saturate black brown : below, pure white ; tail, considerably

longer than the body, and paled on the inferior surface. Size and

aspect of Mus Rattus.

Observations. For some time I took this animal to be a variety

merely of the common types, but I have now ascertained that it is a

distinct species*. It is invariably pure white below, and even the tail

is paled on the abdominal aspect.

The tail, too, is considerably longer than in Rattus.

Species, Rattus. Nemorivagus, mihi. Throughout, dusky brown: the

centre of the belly only being paler and hoary blue ; the bristles of

the back, unusually long and numerous, but not erect or spiny

;

tail shorter than the body, size large ; snout to rump, 12 inches.

Length of the tail, 9£ ; ears, tail, and members strictly assimilating with

the ordinary type.

Remarks. The species avoids houses, dwelling in burrows in the

fields, and more especially in the small woods. In the catalogue, it

is called Setifer, to which species it bears much resemblance. The

females have twelve teats.

Genus, Man is auctorum.

Species, Auritns, mihi. Eared Mania.

Habitat, lower and central regions.

• In the central region of Nep&l, there are four species of Rat, Decumanus,

Rattus, Niviventer, and Nemorivagus. Each distinguished by an appropiate

local name, and by some peculiarity of manners.
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Manis, with rounded, naked ears, vertically developed ; thick tail,

more than one third thorter than the body ; and scales forming 23 lon-

gitudinal series on the body and neck only. Snout to vent, 22 inches.

Vent to tip of tail, 13. Weight, 12 to 14 lbs.

Remarks. In the English Regne Animal the genus Mania is said

to be devoid of external ears. Presuming the correctness of this

statement, I have indicated a remarkable peculiarity of the present

species by the specific name Auritus. The external ear, though small,

is perfectly distinct ; the helix having a breadth or free exsertion from

the head, of more than half an inch, and a longitudinal course of one

and an eighth inch, in a direction vertically transverse. In the cata-

logue, this animal is mentioned by the name of the short-tailed or

common Indian species, (M. Pentadactyla of Linn.) with which I then

supposed it to be identical. It differs however very materially, not

only by the presence of ears, but by the much greater number of its

scales. In our animal, the longitudinal series consists of 23 for the

neck and body alone ; there being also 10 for the head, and 19 for the

tail. The Mania Javanica of Dxsmarxst is said to have a series of 17

for the body only. I presume our's yet exceeds this number. The

general appearance of our animal is sufficiently assimilated to Cras-

sicaudata ; the body being rather full, though elongated, and the tail

shorter than the body, and very thick at the base.

This latter member is flattened below; broadly convexed above;

and its scales are shorter and wider than those of the body. The feet

are pentadactylous ; the colour of the scales, earthy brown, and of the

nude skin, fleshly white. As I have been so fortunate as recently to

witness the gestation and parturition of this species, and have been

also enabled to note the animal's manners, with its anatomical struc-

ture, I purpose, ere long to give the results of these observations ; and

shall only add, on the present occasion, that if the incaution of authors

only has led to the assertion, that the genus is earless, and the epithet

Auritus affixed to our species thus cease to be characteristic, I would

then suggest the trivial name Plurisquamis, or the many-scaled.

Genus Vivxrra.

Subgenus, Mangusta, (Herpestes.)

Species Auropunctata, mini.

Habitat, the Central Region.

Mungoose. Of an uniform saturate olive brown, freckled with golden

yellow, an aspect resulting from the five-fold annulation of each hair,

with black and aureous ; cheeks, more or less rusty ; fur of the body,

short, soft, and adpressed ; £ an inch below os calcis furred ; size small

;

2 h 2
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tail, shorter than the body, snout to rump, 1 1 inches ; tail, 9 or 10} with

the hair.

Remarks. In this species, as in the following, the tail is pointed,

much attenuated from a thick base, and clad in long lax hair. The
naked skin of the lips and soles is fleshy brown : the iris, brownish

yellow ; pupil, variable, but usually oblong and subtransverse ; digits,

membraned crescentwise to the third phalanges. No anal pouch, bat

the folds of the skin on the caudal margin of the anus are subddated

and furnished with some scattered glandulous points below the surface,

probably subservient merely to the lubrication of the parts. The ani-

mal emitting no peculiar odour.

The intestinal canal is 36 inches long, or more than three times the

length of the body, and of equal diameter throughout. The caecum is

one inch long, and wide as the gut. The stomach has thickish coats,

and is equally broad almost at either end. The molar teeth are brist-

led with points almost as in the Insectivora. In the catalogue, this

animal is identified with the M. Javanica of Horspibld. But in the

judgment of very competent persons, it is a distinct species. It differs

materially from the common Mungoose of the plains, not only .by its

smaller size, softer shorter hair, and darker colour, but by a less ver-

miform habit of the body and shorter toes, the soles of which, in the

hinder extremities, are less extended towards the os calcis.

Species Nyula, mihi.

The Nyiil of the plains. Habitat, the open Tarai.

Mungoose. Varied, with mixed rich red brown and hoaryyellow, the

ears, face, and limbs, redder and less maculate ; the neck and body be-

low, pure pale yellow ; hair of the body and tail, long and harsh, with

10 to 12 rings of alternate brown and yellow ; toes, long, and in the

hind extremities, nude to the os calcis ; tail, concolorous with the body

above, pointed and equal to the body in length. Snout to rump, 15

inches ; tail, the same, or 1 8 with the terminal hair.

Remarks. This is the common Mungoose of the Nipalese lowlands,

and of North Behar, and which is identified with Cafra vel Grisea in

the catalogue, perhaps justly so : I leave it to others to judge. Both

of the above species affect the cultivated fields when the crops are

standing, and the grass after the crops are down. They live in burrows

of their own making ; and the structure of their extremities is fosso-

rial, but not typically so ; the nails being suited also to climbing trees,

at which the anira ils are sufficiently expert.

The males are larger than the females ; and the young darker hued

than their parents. The females breed in spring : have four: ventral

teats, und usually \ roduce three or four young at a birth. The food
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of both species consists of snakes, rats, mice, eggs, small birds, and

grilli.

Mr. Gray in some recent valuable remarks on the Viverridae,

observes, that the Mongooses have *' long, slender, and free toes, and

anal pouches of greater or less depth." 1 have again and again exam-

ined fresh specimens of Nyula and of Auropunctata, with a view to

these assertions, but the result of my observations is that they are

almost wholly erroneous. Neither in the highland nor lowland ani-

mal is there any semblance of an anal pouch ; and the toes of both are

connected by a membrane as far forwards as the hinder edge of the

third phalanx. In Nyula, indeed the toes are elongated, and the hind

feet nearly nude to the heel. In Auropunctata, however, the toes have

but a medial length, and the fur reaches fully half an inch below the

point of the heel.

The fact is, that the structure of the Mungoose, though digitigrade

upon the whole, is by no means typically so : and, in the slow stealthy

motion to which they are much accustomed whilst questing for their

prey, they use the plantigrade action. Their nails are fossorial in the

maia ; and, like most diggers, these animals incline somewhat to the

plantigrade structure and movement. In fact, they lead off from the

typical digitigrades towards the plantigrades, through the Paradoxuri,

the Gluttons and the Rattels ; still, however, retaining the shortish

toes and lengthened compact metatarsi of the digitigrades.

Tribe, Plantigrades.

Genus, Gulo. English Regne Animal.

Species new. Gulo Nipalensis, mihi.

Habitat, Central region of Nipal.

G. Above, earthy brown : below, with the edge of the upper lip, the

insides of the limbs, and terminal half of tail, yellow; a white

mesial stroke from the nape to the hips, anda white band across the fore-

head, spreading on the cheeks and confluent with the pale colour of the

animal's lower surface : head and body vermiformed ; digits and nails of

the anterior extremities stronger ; half way from the os calcis to the

fingers, hairy ; fur of two sorts, and abundant, but not lengthened

or harsh, nor annulated : tail, cylindrico-tapered, pointed, half the

length of the animal ; snout to rump, 16 inches ; tail, 7J, or 9 with the

terminal hair.

Remarks. In the catalogue, this animal is identified with the Gulo

Orientalis of Java (apud Horsfibld), which is at all events, the insular

analogue of out's. The cheek teeth are { { and the animal conse-

quently belongs to genus Gulo, as defined in the English Regne

Animal.
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The form of this species is decidedly Musteline from the snout

to the tail ; and not merely the head, with its several external organs
9

hut the skull also hears a close resemblance to those of Martes and

Putorius. The anterior limbs, however, are decidedly fossorial, and

the hinder suited for walking in a subplantigrade manner : both wholly

unfitted for raptatory or scansorial purposes.

Genus Gulo. Species new.

G. Urva, mihi. Habitat, Central and Northern Regions.

Urvd of the Nipalese.

G. Urvl. Above and the sides jackal colour, or fulvous iron gray

;

abdominal aspect of the neck, chest, and belly, with the entire limbs,

dusky brown, a lateral band on either side the neck, from the gape to

the shoulders, white ; size and aspect of the preceding ; fur of two

sorts, and very abundant ; hair very long, and laxly set on ; quadran-

nulated with black and fulvous ; anterior and posterior extremities of

equal strength, and the nails simply ambulatory, being suited neither

to raption, scansion, nor digging ; for the rest, the general form of

the feet as in the preceding,

P. S. The whole of the above animals were discovered by me
several years back (1823-1829), and might have been described much
sooner, had I not deemed it improper to hazard the multiplication of
imaginary species by characterising from one or two specimens. There
is not one of these species of which I have not procured several speci-

mens at all seasons, and either alive or just killed. The indications of
the catalogue are such as to entitle me to date from its publication

(originally in 1829). But, in truth, my object has been, and is, much
less to share in the scramble of nomenclators, than to ascertain the
habits and structure of species.

Nothing is so vague at present as the true limits of species, and as
my first aim was rather to find resemblances than differences, so per-
haps it might wisely have been my last.

If, however, any person who chances to lay hold upon a single
shrivelled skin, may forthwith announce a new animal, the real student
of nature must be content to leave what is called discovery to the
mere nomenclator

; and the science must continue to groan under an
increasing weight of fictitious species.

B.H.H.
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VII.—Note on the occasional existence offresh water on the surface of

the ocean. By Mr. C. Brownlow.

It is stated in a recent paper by Arago, on the subject of Artesian

Wells, upon the authority of one of our most accurate observers—Bu-

chanan—that, when on his way to India, he found fresh water more

than one hundred miles from land, to the eastward of the Bay of Bengal.

Arago has adduced this fact to prove, that springs rise to the surface

of the globe from unknown depths. He is doubtless correct in this as.

sertion, as long as he confines his observations to land phenomena

—

many causes, however, led me to doubt that fresh water could rise to the

surface at sea, among which may be enumerated the effects of tides,

the disturbance and friction of one fluid passing up through the other,

and the strong affinity which aids their combination while thus in motion.

The fact that fresh water deposited in the shape of rain, remains

unmixed with the salt water beneath, for many hours, during calm wea-

ther; that it is found at sea, around the mouths of large rivers, during

serene days, at an almost incredible distance, led me to seek for an expla-

nation of Buchanan's fact, in some less embarrassing theory than the one

which Arago has adopted. I accordingly applied to Mr. Sinclair, one of

the most experienced and intelligent of the members of the Pilot service,

who acquainted me with the following fact.

In the month of October, 1803, in connection with Branch Pilot Bason,

he took charge of the Gungava, an Arab ship, from Muscat, laden with

horses. The passage of the vessel had been long and tedious, and they

were deliberating on throwing their horses overboard, when one of the men,

who had been bathing on a hatch, came and reported that the water along

side was fresh ; a bucket was thrown over, which went something below

the surface, and the water brought up was salt!—on further examination,

it was found that the water on the surface was perfectly fresh. The vessel

was supplied from this source, and the cargo saved. Another member of

the same body informs me, that during the Burmese war, he obtained

fresh water thus when taking troops to Rangoon*.

It appears more reasonable to account for this fact, by referring to the

increased impulse of the waters discharged from the Ganges during the

rains to the quantity of fresh water actually deposited on the surface of

the sea, at this season of the year, and to the laws of the specific gravity

which determine the relative positions of fluid bodies, than to adopt a

theory which at once sets these aside, and does violence to an established

principle in physics : for these reasons 1 think Arago's inference open to

objection.

* These instances occurred over that remarkable part of the bay, the " swatch

qf no ground," the depth of which renders Arago's theory still more untenable

!
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VIII.—Note on the Cervus Duvaucelii of Cuvier, or C. Elaphoides and

Bahraiya ofHodgson.

In the number of the Journal for last November, p. 648, PL VIII. Mr.

Hoimwon hag given the specific characters, and a figure of the head and

horns, of a deer which he describes as a new species under the name of

Cervus Elaphoides. The author of this notice came to know this species

iu February 1834, from a fine specimen shot by Mr. Monet inajhii

near Muzaffernagar, in the Kadir of the Ganges. Finding no mention*

made of it in Hamilton Smith's very complete Synopsis of the tribe in

Griffith's Translation of the Animal Kingdom, he was, like Mr. Hodgson,

led to consider it as an undescribed species, to which he attached, in his

collection, the specific name of C. Enctodocerus, and " Bara Sinha," of

the natives. But he subsequently found that it was known to Cuvier as

a distinct species. In the fourth volume of the Ossemens Fos*Ues9 third

edition, p. 505, the horns of the animal are described under the name of

C. Duvaucelii, in honour of his step-son, who sent them to Cuvier from

India ; and iuPlate XXXIX of the same volume, he gives outlines of three

varieties of horns (figs. 6, 7, and 8,) which put it beyond all doubt that

the C. Duvaucelii of the Oss. Fossi., and the Cervus Elaphoides of Hodg-

son, are the same species. Cuvier b words are these

:

" Cet infatigable naturaliste M. Duvaucel, me met encore a meme

de faire connoitre a roes lecteurs deux especes de cerf des Indes entiere-

ment nouvelles pour les naturalistes.

« La premiere, &c. (he then goes on to describe the C. WaUichii.)

Nous navons que les bois de l'autre espece, mais ils suffisent parfaitemeut

pour la caracteriser.

" A la premiere vue on les prendroit pour ceux d'un vieux cerf common,

et bien des voyageurs ont du s'y tromper, mais c'est toute une autre cour-

bure, et une autre distribution d'andouillers.

" Le Merrain se dirige d'abord un peu un arriere et de cole*, et de sa

partie superieure se recourbe en avant, en sorte que sa concavity est en

avant comme au cerf de Virginie; mais cette courbure n'y est pas si forte.

" 11 ne donne qu'un seul andouiller de sa base, dirige' en avant.

« Les autres naissent de sa partie supeneure et posteneure, et se dirigent

en haut, et un peu en arriere et en dedans.

«< Ils sontan nombre de deux, oude trois, et 1 mfeneur qui est ordinaire-

ment le plus grand, se bifurque ou se trifurque suivant l'age ; en

sorte qu'au total on peut compter dans les bois que nous avons sous les yeux,

et que nous representor pi. xxxix. figs. 6, 7, et 8, de cinq k sept corn

a chaque perche ;
quelquefois il y'a un petit tubercule dans 1 aisseUe de

l'andouille de la base."

• Except in the note p. 116, vol. IV. where Hamilton Smith quotes

Cuvikr's name, with a conjecture that it applied to some species of the group

Rusa.
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" II est fort a desirer que Too obtienne promptement une description

slu pelage de oe beau oerf ; maw en attendant nous croyons devoir lui

donner le nom du naturalise qoi l'a fait connoitre, et nous l'appelerons

&rtnwJ)uvaucelH."

• < Copies of Cuvier's figures are annexed, (see PL VI. figs. 6, 7, 8) which

^4iJfer imljr from Mr. Hodoson's to the extent within which varieties

I 'tjepewlent on age and individuals range. - ., .
•

- • i*!$*4* designation of Cervus Elapkoides, must therefore give nlace tu

.tWofC Duvaucelii. *

The chief anatomical peculiarities of the bead, as compared with .the

Jarao of the Himalaya**, taken as the type of the Rusas, are these. The
ijead is narrower for its length, and more elegant in its proportions,

1

^*an

HI the Jarao. The pedicile* of the horns are shorter, and more approxi-

mated on the brow. The muzzle is longer and more slender. The inter-

^axillaries are broad* as in the Rusas, and their ascending apophysis joins

ski to the nasals by a wide base. The nasals are alen4er, and run up into

the frontal in a line with the anterior margin ofcthe orbits : in the Jarao,

Site' point of union is considerably lower, tfreir lower extremity projects

a little way beyond tbe intermaxiljaries, and a re-entering angle is fcdfe <

between them at their tips. . -The nasolachrymarv figure is a wide trana-

fium, whereas in the Himilayah Jarao, it i»a long, triangular slit. 'Pbe

depression for the tuborbitary sinus occupies less space than in the Jarao,

|fot it is deep and .well defined- "The lachrymal bone, at the upper angle

#f the depression in the C. Duvauctjii, is perforated by; a ^ery large oval

hole ; whereas in the Jarao it is imperforate. The chaffron has a slight

rise on the nasals, sinks considerably in a transverse hollow between the

orbits, and then starts with great prominence in the ridge which runs

ajong the suture of the frontals, so that the plane of this ridge cuts that

•f the parietals nearly at a right angle. In the Jarao, the sink between

the orbits is shallower, the ridge less salient on the frontals, and the

kngle more obtuse.

t With regard to the indigenous names of the C. Duvaucelii, Mr.

jHodoson gives the Nipalese name of Bahraiya, and says it is known in

the western tarai as the Mahd. To C. Elaphus of the Nipalese sal forest,

lie gives the name of Bdra sinha.

. There is great confusion in the Indian designations of the deer tribe.

Bara Sinha is a notable example. Hamilton Smith applies it (his Biiren-

stig'ha) to the C. Hippelaphus, one of the Rus<*ys ; Mr. Hodgson to one of

the Elaphine group; and in the Tarais to the west of the Ganges, so

far as our experience goes, it is given to the Cervu* Duvaucelii or Ettr-

phoides, of Hodgson. That it is inapplicable to the C. Elaphut, it is perhaps

sufficient to mention, that the name of Bdra Sinha is very common in th e

Tarai westward of the Ganges, whereas the Cervus Eiapfius is quite

unknown in this tract, so far as we happen to know. Sportsmen westward

from the Ganges, call the C. Duvaucelii, the Bdra Sinha, from the snugs

and antlers being frequently twelve in number, In the adult animal, anj

this seems* very good reason for the name, Mah^i, which Mr. Hodgson

2 i
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applies to the species, we have always understood to belong to the Rasa

of the Himalayan ; this name being given in Sub-Himalayan tracts ; and

Jarao (or Jerow) in the interior of the Hills, to one or more species, but

these strictly confined to the Rusa group. Mr. Hodgson's authority, as the

first among Indian Zoologists, will give great weight to such names as he

attaches to the deer tribe; and it is most desirable, that those most

generally in use should be selected. If those who have the opportunity, in

different districts, were to communicate the names by which they know the

different species of the deer tribe, much of the vagueness which at present

attaches to the native designations might be got over.

The following names are in common use in the plains and hills westward

of the Ganges, their synonyms are also given.

Merg, applied, as a general designation for all the deer tribe ; Cervida

and CaprkUe.

Jhank, applied to all the Cervidas, but more especially to the large species.

C. Duvaucelii, Cuv., and Elaphoides of Hodg., called Bara Singka,

Bahraiya of the Nipalese, Hodo.

C. Hippelaphus ? and AristoleKs, or Rusas, called Mahd in the Sub-

Himalayan tracts, and Jarao (Jerow) in the interior of the mountains.

Syns. Saunter of Bengal and Jarai of Nepal.

C. Ratwa, Hodo., called " Kukar'—Ratwa of Nepal.

A. Ghoral, Hardw., Ohoral everywhere.

A. Thar, Hodo., called " Sarao" (Surrowa) in the hills between the

Ganges and Tonse ; between the Tonse and Sutlej called " Elmos" the

Thdr of Nepal.

A. Tetracornis, called "Chouka" or "Chousinga" Chikara on the

authority of Hardw. ; but this name applied to the

A. Acuticornis ? or Subulate ? an elegant small sized antelope, with horn

on the females, numerous about Delhi, and there called " Chikara."

Capra Jharal, Hodg. (Quadrimamnm ? see p. 254) called Tehr and

Thdr ; Jhar&l of Nepal.

C. Ibex ? called Sakeen in Kan£war. This species, which is strictly an

Ibex, is got along with the Bhuroor. It does not appear to be known to

Mr. Hodgson ; Major Kennedy had two stuffed specimens at Subatu.

Ovis Nahoor, Hodg., called Bhuroor near the source of the Ganges

;

Nahoor of Nepal.

The Antilope Cervicapra, (Hiran ;) Cervus axis, (Cheetul;) C. Porcmus,

(Parah;) Antilope Picta or Damalis Resia, (Nilgao,) are so generally

known by these names, that it is hardly necessary to mention them;

Note.—The animal to which the above principally refers was known to Mr.
Hodgson from 1820, when there was a live one in the Durbar Menagerie at

Katmandhu, though not accurately observed by him, he had, and used, the occasion

of another specimen being there in 1825, to note the characters of the beast.

Monsieur Duvaucbl was his friend and correspondent, and was assisted by him
to the utmost ; two of his collectors lived in his house at Katmandhu for a year

(1827-8,) and were furnished out of his own stores with sundry specimens.

M. Duvaucbl may therefore have procured the beast from him, or through
him ; it is certain that Mr. H. knew this stag before the latter came to India.

—

Ed.
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IX.

—

Horary Observations of the Barometer, Thermometer, and wet-

bulb Thermometer, made at Calcutta on the 2\st and 22nd of March,

1 836. Hy Mr. H. Barrow, H. C. Mathematical Instrument-maker.

2 kg u 1 o *
V V 4-

oC V . w %> - ~ 9 -* *>

1836. « — a £ a —. B £^ .2 £ S

Date. Hour s
- o 3 O

so a
2 I
t- S SI

2= 3 O
: - a Remarks.

oc u - 2 I» B* « v

n <H :£ -B x -a 3*2 ± li -B

21Marc1 6 A.M 29,975 74,

C

68,8 69,5 29,879 5,2

7 ,99* 74,fl 68,0 70,0 ,902 6,0

8 30,0 1 (j 75,0 68,0 74,0 ,917 7,0

9 .<>!: 76,0 68,0 76,2 ,917 8,0

10 ,031 77,0 69,2 79,5 ,926 7,8

11 |040 78,5 69,0 81,0 ,931 9,5

Noon. [02b 80,0 69,2 81,8 ,9J2 10,8

1 29,998 81,0 70,0 83,0 ,881 11,0

2
?
975 81,5 71,0 84,5 ,856 10,5

3 ,951 81,8 70,6 83,5 ,831 11.2

4 ,926 81,5 70,0
1

81,0 ,807 11,5

5 ,92b 80,5 69,3 80,0 ,811 11,2 Rain with thun-
e ,953 79,9 69,2 77,0 ,839 10,7 der and light-

7 ,938 77,1 69,7 71,0 ,833 7.4 ning, which
8 ,957 76,0 69,0 72,0 ,855 7,0 continued part
y 30,001 76,0 69,9 72,0 ,899 6,1 of the next day.

10 29,970 76,0 68,0 71,6 ,868 8,0

n ,951 74,9 67,5 71,0 ,852 7,4

22 Do...
Midnt. ,96*4 74,8 70,0 71,3 ,865 4,8

1 ,944 75,1 70,1 70,0 ,845 5,0

2 ,942 75,0 70,5 68,0 ,843 4,5

3 fi3S 75,0 70,5 68,0 ,839 4,5

4 ,932 74,5 70,0 68,0 ,834 4,5

5 ,961 75,0. 70,6 67,0 ,862 4,4

6 ,982 72,7 68,0 67,5 ,889 4,7

7 30,000 71,4 68,0 70,5 ,912 3,4

8 ,015 73,0 70,0 74,0 ,912 3,0

9 ,030 74,6 69,5 74,0 ,932 5,1

10 ,040 74,5 69,3 74,5 ,942 5,2

11 ,028 74,0 68,3 75,0 ,932 5,7

Noon. ,000 74,5 69,0 78,0 ,902 5,5

1 29,973 75,0 69,5 77,5 ,874 5,5

2 ,94 7 75,5 69,0 83,0 ,847 6,5

3 ,916 76,5 70,0 79,5 ,813 6,5

4 ,904 77,2 69,5 80,0 ,799 7,7
5 ,911 78,0 69,5 80,0 ,803 8,5
6 ,916 77 5 70,0 ~

7
' j 16 i 7 5 I

Hie above observations were made with a Barometer in every re-

spect the same as the one used on the 21st and 22nd of December last,

except that the bulb of the attached Thermometer is inserted in

the Barometer cistern to better ascertain the Temperature of the mer-

cury. The reduction of the Barometer to 32° is made by the formula
B.

t ~ 32 X.003 So and a constant 030 added for capillarity.

H. B.

2 i 2
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Note.—On referring to my manuscript meteorological table for the

month of March, I find that an error of 05 has been made in the

printed entry of the two barometers at 10 a. m. on the 21st, which

should stand 29,899 and 29,947. After correcting these, it will be

found that to reduce Mr. Barrow's observations to terms of the baro-

meter I have hitherto registered #015 must be added to the corrected

column at 32° : and to compare them to the new standard by New-

man '029 must be deducted.

These discrepancies are nothing more than index errors ; but as it

is a matter of some importance to know which gives the correct alti-

tude, and why an instrument commissioned with such precautions from

the best maker at home should stand three or four hundredths of an -

inch lower than tubes made, filled, boiled, and measured in Calcutta ; I

have with Mr. Barrow's aid remeasured the scales of the several

instruments respectively from to the 30 inch mark, by a standard

brass scale of Trouqhton's at the temperature of 95°.

Mr. Barrow's scale was laid off by himself exactly 30,000 inches*

My compensation barometer to a scratch on the glass origi- «»

nally marked by myself with the same care, was found on L 30,000

remeasurement to be quite correct J

Newman's Strd. 1st trial 29,658 + 1,176—0,814= 30,020
-|

2nd do. 28,746+ 1,176+ 0,100=30,022 1 30,020

3rd do. 28,848+1,176 =30,018J

The principal difficulty in measuring the column of Newman's in*

strument was to find the distance from the lower end of the ivory

cone (or the level of the mercury in the cistern) to the upper part of
the cistern : this I made by several trials 1,173 to 1,176 ; Mr. Barrow
made it 1,182 and 1,183; Mr. Pearson 1,172: I have taken it at

1,176 as the mean, and feel confident the error of the whole measure-
ment does not amount to 0,005 inch. The readings therefore of this

instrument in every instance will be ,020 too low.

I am reluctant to suppose Mr. Newman should have sent me a
barometer at such a vast cost so carelessly verified ; but such seems to

be the case from the above measurement, wbich is confirmed by the
register ; for allowing ,009 for the expansion of the brass scale, and
adding it to the index error above, we find almost the exact amount
by which the new instrument stands lower than my former standard

which latter has been compared by three opportunities with the Royal
Society's barometer and found to agree very closely. Mr. Newman
neglected to make this comparison, although I particularly requested it.

J. P.
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X.

—

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, the Uh May, 1836.

The Hon'ble Sir Edward Ryan, President, in the Chair.

In reference to the resolution of the last meeting, the President stated,

that he had addressed the following letter to the Governor General,

whose acceptance of the office of Patron he had now the pleasure to

announce.
Asiatic Society1$ Apartments, May 2nd, 1836.

My Loan,
I have the honor to inform yon, that at a Meeting of the Asiatic Society, held

on the 6th April last, it was resolved *' that the Right Honorable Lord Auckland
should he respectfully solicited to accept the office of Patron ;" and it was further

determined, " that the President of the Society should he requested to communicate

their wish to bis Lordship, and to ascertain his pleasure on the subject."

As President of the Society, I have the honor to communicate their wishes, and

respectfully to request you will inform me whether it is your Lordship's pleasure

to accept this Office. 9
I am, My Lord,
Your Lordship* s most obedient servant,

£. Ryan.
The Right Hon'ble Loan Auckland.

Government House, May 3rd, 1836.

Sia,
I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, and to assure you, that I

gratefully accept the honorable title of Patron of the Asiatic Society, and shall

be glad if, at any time, I should find it in my power to promote the objects of

so excellent and so interesting an Institution.

I am,
Most faithfully, &c. your's,

Hon'ble Sir Edward Rtan, Auckland.
&c. &c. &c.

Lieut.-Col. Caulfield, proposed at the last Meeting, was ballotted for,

and unanimously elected a Member.
Mr. R. W. G. Frith was proposed as a member of the Society by Mr.

Jambs Pbinsep, seconded by Mr. W. Martin.
Mr. William Brucr, proposed by Mr. Pearson, seconded by Babu

Ram Comul Sen.
Mr. James Prinsep proposed Dr. Lumqua, as an Honorary Member on

the occasion of his return to China, seconded by Dr. Corbtn.
Read a letter from J. C. Morris, Esq., Secretary Madras Literary

Society, acknowledging the receipt of the Index, and the Oriental Works
lately transmitted.

The Secretary submitted to the Meeting the Proceedings of the Com.
mittee of Papers and Museum Committee, relative to the system of paid
Curatorship, of which the experimental year sanctioned on the 6th May,
1835, had just expired.

[These proceedings are given at length below.]
The President reminded the Meeting of the alternatives suggested by the

Report of the Committee : Members were to determine whether a paid Curator
should still be maintained, under the certainty of the income of the ensuing year
not being sufficient to cover even the ordinary expences, including the volume
now in the press ;—whether donations could be reckoned upon ;—or whether
the vested capital should be touched. Babu Ram Comul Sen had proposed, that
the latter should be devoted to the publication of the Researches, an applica-
tion which might accord with the original intention of the donors. There was
still an alternative—would any zealous Member undertake to look after the
Museum gratuitously ? All other offices in the Society were gratuitous ; the
Secretary, the Treasurer, although their labours were very heavy, even the
Librarian, Dr. Buxlini, received uo pay. If none offered to lend their aid, it
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was evident they must have a paid Curator, if the Museum, which was so essen-
tial to the prosperity of the Society, were to be maintained at all.

Babu Ram Comul Sen explained, that the invested sum of 17,000 Rupees
was part of a legacy of 20,000 by the late Mr. Bruce ; this sum the Society
had resolved to reserve, and to devote the interest of it to the printing of the
Transactions ; he therefore now wished to see the sum made up to the fall amount
once more; the interest 1000 per annum, would pay for the publication of a
volume in four years, about the average hitherto issued.

The Secretary had, with the President, misunderstood his colleagues* meaning
in Committee ; he seconded his motion now most warmly ; as long as the prin-
cipal remained, it put the Society beyond the danger of dissolution : even
if deserted by all its Members, there was a fund to keep up the rooms, the
library, and the name of the Institution at least.

The publication of the present volume was the chief cause of the deficit in
our budget : it would be an expensive volume from the number of plates ; but
the prosperity of the Society was even more concerned in the immediate and
full publication of the fossil discoveries in Northern India, than in the main-
tenance of the Museum. It should be remembered, that M. Bouchez, the Assist-
ant and Working Curator, would be competent to set up all new specimens, and
preserve the present collection ; and could Dr. Pearson be persuaded to lend
his gratuitous supervision (or the next year, after that the printing might be
suspended, and he might again be put on pay. There was still another plan by
which 1200 rupees might be saved, that of making Members pay for the Journal
now issued gratis to them, or rather paid for out of the general fund.

Captain Peiiberton and Dr. Corbyn considered the support of the Museum
as a main cause of the Society's flourishing condition, and thought it would
bring an accession of Members that would cover the expence ; they therefore
moved as an amendment :

—

Resolved, that with reference to the probable advantages in a pecuniary
way to the Society, from the continuance of the Museum, and in the
absence of any other alternative, it is expedient that the Curator's esta-

blishment should be maintained another year on the present scale ; and that
the funds necessary for its support, in case of a deficiency of income, should
be supplied from the money now invested in paper.

The amendment was carried by a majority of seven to five, the Pre-
sident not voting.

Library.

Read a letter from His Excellency General Saint Simon, Pair de France,

Governor of the French establishment in India, forwarding- on behalf of
Monsieur Garcin De Tassy, a copy of his edition of the text of Kdmar&pa
in Hindustani, ofwhich he had before presented the translation; with other
copies for distribution.

Journal Asiatique, Nos. 85, 86, 87, 88, were presented by the Asiatic

Society of Paris.

Madras Journal of Literature and Science, Nos. 10 and 11, were pre.

sented by the Mad. Lit. Socy. and Auxiliary of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Meteorological Register for March 1836

—

by the Surveyor General*

The Indian Journal of Medical Science, No. 5

—

by Dr. F. Corbyn.

Read a letter from Dr. Lumqua, presenting to the Society 352 volumes:

of valuable and useful Chinese books, of which the following is a catalogue.

No.

1. 5 vols. Tai hdk chung yong, 1st vol. works of the grandson, THt-sU, and
of a disciple of Confucius.

Shiong-lon-hdr-lon, 2nd and 3rd vols. Confucius* conversation

with his disciples.

Shiong mdng-hdr-mdng, 4th and 5th vols, ditto grandson's

scholar's work Mang.
2. 5 vols. Tai hok chung yong chli, &c. Explanation of the above, 5 vols.

3. 3 vols. Hao-king, Confucius' works on moral duties.
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4. 3 vols. Ski Hmg, "| ,,._„*.
5. 7 oil. SAtf Icing. ^Ancient reoordi collected by Confucius.

6. 6 vole. Lai ki. J

7. Chan-t$ao, Confucius' works, moral tales.

8. 2 vols. Kd yfi, Ditto and his disciples' conTersations on the creation.

9. -i Honghi M pen t Chinese Dictionary, by the Emperor of Honghl,

10. J
32voU

* 130 years since.

11. 8 vols. Y-tk*p yat ftfi, Chronology of Kings' Ministers from the begin-

ning to the Ming dynasty inclusive.

12. 10 vols. Qontnngtan yH t
Statistics and Customs of the Canton provin-

ces, a new work of some reputation.

13. 32 vols. Kad Tai Sing, Laws of the Tai Sing dynasty.

14. 14 vols. Po-ong. Cases, arguments, and royal decrees of the present

Emperor.
15/ 4 toIs. S«i-un-to*, Collection of difficult cases, with decisions.

16. 5 vols. Lung to kvng-ong, of the same nature.

17. 4 vols. Ttang tai un iok t
additions to No. 15.

18. 38 vols. Shan-ten-thang kdn, history of gods and saints.

19. 1 vol. Yau-fo-chi ndm, the compass of childhood, (on their diseases.,

20. 5 vols. JTem-JWni-mo? /o, on Anatomy and Surgery, with prescrip-

tions.

21 1 vol. Yaufofdtfal, (Director of childhood,) medical.

22.' 6 vols. Yaufo ttap thin, Collections of aU the authors on diseases of

childhood.

23. 6 vols. Y-fong pan cho, a glossary of medicaments and ailments.

24. 8 vols. Wdnpingfoi chh*n f prescriptions for the cure of every case

surgical and medical, of all ages.

25. 4 vols. Nd chan phhi, on the moral preservation of the life, and on sane-

tification.

26. 6 vols. Chhang ttb ting cha yet tAft, Chang tsn sing on horoscopy, or

selection of fortunate days for building, marrying, &c
27. 6 vols. Puk-yik, on fortune telling.

28. 9 vols. Son-fd, the accountant's guide.
. x .. .

29. 2 vols. To-tak-king, book of the To (philosophers) religion.

30. 8 vols. Wud-fdt-tay-thing, book of synonymes.

31. 6 vols. Kong-tttloifu, complete epitome of Natural History.

32. 5 vols. Shing yfi hao, mythology of heaven, earth, animals, mankind, (a

kind of Lempriere,) for enriching language, with anecdotes.

33 2 vols. Ying-nd, abridged general history.

34.' 8 vols. Yong chi ttuin ch&, Yong chi's collection of poetical extracts.

35. 4 vols. Ch6-M, specimens of elegant prose writing, by Cho-tbu.

36. 15 vols. Md»-ttui*, collection of best essays.
.».,.«««.

37. 4 vols. Ttdm long tttmg tttii, ditto of best poetry on the affections.

38 10 vols. U-mdn. Best specimens of ancient composition.

39! 5 vols. T,hong-tt*. Poetry of the Thong dynasty.

40 7 vols. Y~wai-ttdp. Poetry adapted to expression of feelings.

41*. 4 vols. Chung-wd-/ung tto kthong. Customs of the Chinese empire.

42.' 5 vols. ShU-pan. Forms of petitions, letters, &c. .... . m

43 20 vols. Lao-ttingtanttdp, (a new work,) customs, ceremonies, letters, he.

44. 4 vols. Kai-yan-y. A poetical book of jests.

45. 5 vols. Sft-sA* king mant thi. Novelties of the four seasons.

46. 2 vols. Sit-yok. Gems of good writing.

47. 4 vols. Twn than. Chinese Directory of general knowledge and court

guide of salaries, &c.

The following Burmese and Talain manuscripts were presented by

Capt. W. Foley :F Languagt. Character.

No. 67. Vajira Buddhi Tika, Pfli, ,

Barma. .

.

312 p.

68. Wessantara jataka, Danakhanda 3rd, Pali-Talaw, Talain. ..

.

64 p.

69. Ditto. , chha khattiya ditto, ditto 40 p.

70. Ditto. , ditto, ditto, ditto 34 p.

7 1

.

Janaka jataka, ditto, ditto, ditto 52 p.

72. Tikanipata, ditto, ditto, ditto 48 p.

73. PattMna, ditto, Pali, Barma. .. 672 p.
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Pa8obal Aucher's Armenian translation of Milton's Paradise Lost,
was presented by Mr. Johannes Avdall. .

Mr. Hodgson, Resident in Nepal, forwarded to the Secretary several
specimens of the drawings prepared for his proposed Illustrations of the
Geology of Nepal.

Subscribers had held back from patronizing hit work because no mention is

made of price in Mr. H.'s Prospectus. Without consulting publishers at home,
this cannot be done with any certainty ; bnt as a guarantee that the charge shall

be below actual co$t, Mr. Hodgson states that he is willing to devote 3000
rupees towards the publication, of what has already cost him so much to accu-
mulate. Any subscriber may withdraw hereafter should he disapprove of the
terms ; in fact, as he quaintly but truly observes, he does not seek to put himself
under obligation to others, but rather other* under obligation to Aim, by his

devotion of time, labour, and money to this grand object*.

Resolved, that the Asiatic Society subscribe for two copies of Mr.
Hodgson's work, and that the Prospectus be circulated among its Members.

The Second volume (or rather the preface) of the Sairul Mutakherin^
was presented by Maulavi Abdulmojid the editor and publisher.

Museum and Antiquities.

An elephant's tooth, carved all over with images of Gautama, an object

of considerable curiosity and antiquity, procured in a cave near Mouimein,
was presented by Captain W. Foley.

Dr. Wallich presented in* the name of Captain Bogle, a wooden stand,
ard taken from the Bhotia army.

(See Plate VI. fig. 4.) It is a bit of plank mounted on a staff, painted red,

with an image of Buddha, belligerent (?) on one side, and a Tibetan inscription

on the back, (copy of which has been sent to Mr. Csoma KOrOsi for transla-

tion. " The Demangari Raja always had it carried before him with great

solemnity, and under the special keeping of a large guard of honor, who how-
ever in the affair of Subang-kotta ran away without it, and it fell into our
hands.*'

A Burmese musical instrument was presented by Ensign Phayre.
A small antique Persian image, dug up by a peasant near Bushire. By

Cant. J. Heunell. This is depicted as fig. 3, of Plate VI.
Mr. Avdall presented three Arsakian and one Sassanian coin.

Literary.

Read a note from Johannes Avdall, Esq. on the reverse legend of some
of the Indo-Scythic coins found by Mr. 0. Masson at Begram in the
Kohistan of Kabul.

A census of the Armenian population of the city of Calcutta was also

presented by Mr. J. Avdall.
Read a letter from Ensign Newbold, forwarding for presentation to

the Society an account of the 3rd of the four Menankabowe states on the
Malay Peninsula.

Read a letter from Major Jame* Low, dated Province Wellesley, 10th
February, forwarding two manuscripts on Siamese literature, games,
and music, and on the nature of the Siamese government, with specimens
of Burmese and Malayan music.

• In any other country it wonld be termed national object, but here such a
term might be misapplied ! In France, the Government, alias the nation9

publishes M. Jacqubmoct's works,—purchases M. Ventura's collections,

—devotes an annual grant to the Asiatic Society of Paris of 12,000 francs, as

part and parcel of the national instruction system.—We need not pursue the

parallel.
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These manuscript* form a part of a mast of papers which the author had
compiled many years ago, with the view to giving a connected account of Siam.
The publications of Mr. Crawfurd and others on tout country, which satisfied

public curiosity then, caused him to lay them aside ; the present however contain
facts either new or more circumstantiallv'detailed than hitherto.

A brief description of Masnd, or Farid Shakarganj, was received from
Munshi Mohan Lal, at Dera Ohdzi Khdn,

Physical.

Captain W. Foley submitted a paper, illustrated by specimens, and a
map of the geology of the country in the neighbourhood of Maulmein,
(correctly Maulamyeng.)

It was from a cave In the limestone range on the left bank of the Gyeng
river, the Dsmethm cavern, that the elephant's tusk, carved with images ofBuddha,
and the Pali manuscripts above mentioned, were obtained.

A paper by B. H. Hodgson, Esq. on three new species of Paradoxurus,
found in the Nipel valley, was submitted.

A collection of 148 mounted birds, six birds' nests with eggs, six mam.,
malia, one reptile, and the head and legs of various birds, were presented

by R. Inous, Esq.
These formed part of the Macao museum lately abandoned. It had been

proposed to transfer the whole collection to Calcutta, and as far as concentra-

tion is beneficial, it is to be regretted that this munificent intention had been
abandoned.

A collection of mounted birds, procured by the Curator, in the neigh-

bourhood of Calcutta.

Specimens of shells, presented by Wu. Bruce, Esq.

A stuffed Alligator, preserved and presented by Dr. Evans. A small

specimen was also exhibited to the Meeting by the same gentleman, who
remarks

:

" This is a specimen of the broad-nosed species, common to most parts of

India, and the kind generally found frequenting old tanks, jheels, and jiallahs,

and that seldom attains to any very large sise. It measures eight feet two inches,

and is evidently not a very young animal.
" In comparing it with the small specimen in the glass case, which was taken

alive from the Uooghly, it would appear to be a distinct species ; as I find a con-

siderable difference in the proportionate length of the tails of the two animals,

and also in the number of the spinous processes, the large, haviog only 35

from the insertion of the thigh to the tip of the tail, while the smaller has 42.

The number of carinated tubercles on the neck varies also, but this latter deviation

may arise from difference of age or other circumstances ; they both correspond

as to number and position of their teeth, the upper jaws having 36, the lower 30,

and so disposed as to alternate with each other when closed : the larger animal

has agaio two perforations at the extremity of the nose for the admission of the

two long sharp teeth of the lower jaw, which are not perceptible in the smaller

one.

"Both have the power of diffusing a strong musky odonr when irritated, and

which I find is derived from two glands opening externally, and situated on the

inner side of the ramus of each jaw. 1 '

A skull of a Chinese, presented by Mr. W. Carr.

An Albatross, and a collection of shells and insects, presented by Mr.

J. T. Pearson.

Proceeding* of the Committee of the Papers and the Museum Committee,

assembled at the Asiatic Society s Rooms on Friday, 29th April, 1836.

The Curator read the following Report upon the Progress of the Museum
daring the last year

:

.

In reporting on the present state of the Museum, we must revert to what it

was last year, when the Society appointed me its Curator ; in order to enable

you to form an opinion as to the usefulness or otherwise of that appointment.

2k
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Many here present may recollect at that time the general bad state of the

Museum ; the dark and dirty condition of the cabinets ; the want of arrange-

ment of the specimens ; and the dampness of the apartments containing them ;

altogether giving a deplorable proof of neglect t and few who do recollect this, will,

I hope, be inclined to doubt that a great improvement has been effected.

The first step was to divide the Museum into two distinct parts ; one
consisting of the works of art ; the other of the productions of nature. The
numerous valuable specimens of the former, being lost in the rooms below,

were removed into the entrance hall, stair- case, and gallery, where they now
are, and where tbey are seen, as we all know, to the greatest advantage : and
their removal allowed of the apartments they occupied being entirely devoted to

the Natural History portion of the Museum.
On examination, the specimens of Natural History were found, for the most

part, in a very neglected state. In osteology, they were numerous, and some
of them very valuable ; but many were more or leas mutilated, and the teeth of

the skulls lost ; while no catalogue, nor even memorandum, of the greater

portion could be found. The first care was to remedy this : the broken spe-

cimens were repaired, so far as they could be repaired ; and a catalogue was
made, which includes every thing concerning them, that can be gleaned from
the Researches, and other quarters ; whether, as to the specimens themselves,

or the names of the donors. In making this catalogue, some difficulty was ex-

perienced from the want of any notices of the specimens ; and from there being

no objects of comparison, by which to discover the species of an animal of
which we had, perhaps, but a horn, or a single bone.

While this was going on, attention was also directed to the formation of a
cabinet of reference to compare the fossil remains, in which the museum is so

rich, with the living congeners, of the animals to which they belonged. This
is, in its very nature, a tedious and laborious work ; but already there have
been articulated and set up, skeletons of a monkey, weasel, cat, rat, musk-deer,

horse, parrot, and tortoise. The rhinoceros, which was before but badly put
together, has been made the most of that its condition would allow ; and an
elephant's skeleton ; and those of another horse and tortoise are being prepar-

ed. As this branch of the museum is of the greatest importance, I am anxious

to render it as complete as possible ; and with this view, have written to various
individuals, likely to further our object, who have promised the bones of the
camel, wild buffaloe, large deer of various kinds, the large bullock of Upper
India, the tapir, and the alligator ; and we may expect soon to receive them.
The most valuable specimens in the osteological section of the museum are,

the skulls of the Malacca tapir ; the Dugong ; the Van Diemen's Land tiger,

(whose dentition has been heretofore mistaken in all works of Natural History,

until it was corrected in a paper, published last year in the Journal of the
Asiatic Society, written from this very specimen ;) and the jaw-bone of the
gigantic ape shot by Capt. Cornefoot in Sumatra ; a specimen unique, and
valuable as the most lasting, and most striking remains of an animal so strange,

that did not this exist, the whole story might be looked upon as a fable.

The specimens of mammalia are but few in number, aud their condition on
my taking charge was any thing but satisfactory. Some were in such a state of
decay as to admit of nothing being done to improve them. Such waa the case
of the Thylacinus Cynocephalus, (Van Diemen's Land tiger,) to which I before

alluded, its skull and paws having been all that could be retained,—a circum-
stance, however, in. the individual instance which turned out fortunate, as
thereby its dentition was discovered. This department of the Museum is

increasing, and in a few years I hope it will be worthy of the Society.

In ornithology, although the specimens were rather numerous, their condi-

tion was so bad that four-fifths were thrown away. But great accessions have
been made during the year ; and we are promised specimens from all quarters.

I have myself procured in the neighbourhood of Calcutta more than 100 birds ;

and these, together with several valuable donations, have put the ornithological

department on a tolerably respectable footing ; and I am therefore proceeding
with the catalogue. This catalogue I propose to make something more than a
mere numerical one, having been favoured with the valuable notes of Mr. C. W.
Smith, with liberty to make extracts from them ; which, together with my own
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observations daring several years, will enable me to correct many errors, both
of description and habit, that hare been committed by the best naturalist! re-

garding the birda of India. I may here state, that by following this plan, the
Catalogue of the Museum of the Asiatic Society may be made a work of autho-
rity, such as to do credit to the Institution by which it is published.

The reptiles in the Museum are numerous and valuable ; but they cannot at

present be properly displayed, owing to the want of jars, in which to place

them. Among them are many of the rarer Indian serpents. To my friend Lieut.
Chiene, the Society is indebted for many specimens daring the past year.

In ashes the collection is not very extensive, though it contains some of
the rare kinds. These also cannot be shewn, until our supply of jars and bot-

tles shall arrive from Europe. In this branch, Lieut. Montriorr, of the In-
dian Navy, and Mr. Shaw, of the Surveying Vessel Flora, have been the
principal donors.

There was no cabinet of insects belonging to the Society. The whole of the
specimens in this department consisted but of a few preserved in spirits ; and
those purchased along with the Sylhet collection of shells. During the rains I

employed my servants to collect *, and they procured what may be considered a fair

sample of the Bengal Coleopterous and Hemipterous insects of the season. They
consist of very many genera and species, and in individual specimens amount to

several hundreds in number. The collection is purposely rich in duplicates, to al-

low of some being placed in the cabinet of the Society ; and sent to various societies

and scientific men. I am also selecting for the Society's cabinet a series of

duplicates from my own ; which, as it is the result of the labour of nine years in

Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, contains many specimens but rarely to be procured.

At present our whole collection is scarcely large enough for systematic arrange-

ment ; the specimens therefore are placed according to their locality and donors;

a plan which has also the advantage of marking their geographical distribution.

The American land and fresh-water shells, presented by Dr. Lea, and those

from Sylhet ; together with a few specimens presented by Lieut. Hutton, and a

small number of marine shells, composed the Society's collection of shells. We
have also had a few presented during the year ; and I have been enabled to add
considerably to this branch of the Museum, by collecting the land, fresh-water,

and marsh shells of the neighbourhood of Calcutta, and by transferring duplicates

from my own cabinet.

I may sum up this part of the report by stating, that, during the past year

there have been added to the Society's Museum, in osteology, 19 crania, nine

complete skeletons, and between three and four hundred detached bones of

various animals ; 12 specimens of mammalia; 133 mounted birds; from 30 to

50 reptiles, and 15 fishes ; in all upwards of 500 specimens of the vertebrated

animals ; and of the invertebrata, we have had 150 shells, several Crustacea, and
several hundred insects : that many ofthese are rare and valuable ; many as yet

nndescribed, and one bird, the Urinorynchus Oriseus, is all but unique.

To facilitate the collection of specimens for the Museum, a paper of brief

directions for collecting and preserving them was written : this has been exten-

sively circulated. A paper on the same subject was also composed, in which ample
details were given ; and this was published in the Journal of the Society. We
are now reaping the benefit of these instructions, and we shall do so still more
as the seasons for collecting come round.

With reference to catalogues, I have before stated that, that of the osteologi-

cal section of the Museum is now in the printer's hands ; as is also that of the

mammalia. The catalogue of the birds is in progress ; and in consequence of

the aid I shall derive from Mr. Smith's notes, it will, I trust, be valuable when
completed. That of the reptiles and fishes cannot be undertaken until we have
the means of displaying those objects. That of the shells must be delayed

until the promised description of the land and fresh water shells, by Mr. Ben-
son, shall be published. In the mean time, no want of a catalogue will be felt in

this branch of the Museum ; the name of each specimen being written, together

with its locality, on the ebony tablet, upon which the shell is placed.

One very important object to the Society is, I conceive, to become the means
•f extending a knowledge of the natural productions of India, to scientific men
in other countries. I have prepared duplicate specimens of land and fresh-

2 k 2
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water ihells to tend to England, France, America, the Cape of Good Hope,
and the Isle of France. I have also prepared duplicate specimens of insect*
from my collection, to send to various scientific societies and individuals in
England. And I have sent some specimens of birds, purchased in Calcutta, to
a gentleman, Monsieur Virot, who is celebrated for his labours in Taxidermy at
the Cape. These were transmitted through Sir Charlks D'Oyly, who had
kindly undertaken to forward them ; and 1 took the liberty of sending them in

the name of the Society ; though, of course, as 1 was unauthorised to do so, I

did not bnrthen the Society with the expence of the purchase. It has been
proposed to Monsieur Virot, to send African birds to our Museum in exchange,
and Sir Charles has no doubt of his acceding to the proposition. Should he
agree, the Society will perhaps give me permission to forward to him the dupli-
cates now upon the table.

With reference to the financial part. Of the 50 rupees monthly for contin-
gencies, I have given 40 to M. Bouchke for his assistance ; and subsequently
increased his salary to 50 Compy.*s rupees, by reducing my own from 150 Sicca
to 150 Compy.'s rupees ; by this the Society also is a gainer to the amount of a
few rupees. Of the sum for contingencies, all has been expended, and about 180 in

excess. This sum I am prepared to refund, should it be thought proper for
me to do so.

It was stipulated, that I should give up my occupation as Editor of the
India Journal of Medical Science ; and that I should rent a house near the
Society's, if procurable, or entertain the means of daily attendance. I gave up
the Editorship of the Journal on the publication of the number following my
appointment. But with regard to the house, I found insurmountable difficulties

in the way ; none being procurable but the one immediately opposite, and that

at a rent far exceeding my means to pay. 1 had recourse, therefore, to the
alternative, and my attendance has been regular, always once, and generally
twice, a day.

With reference to the present year, (should my appointment be renewed,) I do
not anticipate the expences will equal those of the past ; the cabinets, being
now nearly complete, I propose to finish the Ornithological and Conchological
catalogues, and to arrange the fishes, reptiles, and insects. With Mr. Prinskp's
aid too, the fossil remains will be examined and the new ones described. While
generally, the new specimens in various departments of the science will be pre-
pared and arranged in the Museum, as they come in. We have reason to believe

these will be very numerous.
Such have been the labours of the past year, and what I propose for the

present. I could have wished to have done more, particularly in completing
the catalogues ; but the difficulties in arranging a collection of Natural History
from the beginning, are greater than any one not conversant with them can
imagine. In all departments there was here much to be done ; and of some
there was not a vestige when I took charge. The Museum will now, I

trust, go on thriving, and be worthy the name of the Society to which it

belongs. Its establishment, as a focus into which may be collected the natural

treasures of the East, is an object I have long had at heart : before I was a Mem-
ber of the Society, several years ago, I wrote to the President, and proposed
what has now been accomplished, and what it will be my pride to be permitted

to sustain. I intreat you to carry it on upon its present footing, for at least

another year ; when I am sure you will be as anxious for it to continue, as I am
myself. The attention of mankind is now directed to the natural sciences, as

is sufficiently proved by the publication of so many books concerning them ; and
none is more attractive than zoology. To the attention the Society has lately given
to these sciences, the great increase of Members is to be attributed ; an increase

during the last year unparalleled in its annals ; but which I believe will be fully

equalled or surpassed in the present. Its reputation will also, I doubt not, be
as much enhanced by the researches of its members in Natural History, as it haa
been, and is, by their labours in the learning of the East.

Gentlemen, upon this point I may quote the words of our illustrious founder,

who said, that, the inquiries of the Society " will be extended to whatever is

performed by man, or produced by nature." The former part of this prediction
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our predecessors have accomplished with ability and success ; it it our's to perform
the rent. And safely may we prognosticate, that, under those who now direct

its proceedings, the Asiatic Society of Bengal, will, not only folly uphold the*

reputation it has so well merited, by inquiries into whatever is performed by
man : but, . also maintain it, and increase it, by researches into the productions
of nature.

J. T. Pearson, Curator, Museum, As. 8oc,
Calcutta, Ut May, 1836.

Resolved, that the Report be adopted and presented at the next Meeting,
and the excess of expenditure for contingencies above the sum noted on
the 6th May, 1835, (about 200 rupees) be recommended to be sanctioned.

Resolved further, that the Committee are highly pleased with the ar-

rangements adopted by Dr. Pearson in the Museum, and with the pro-
gress it has made under his supervision ; and they have no hesitation in

recommending to the Society a continuation of the same system which has
proved so beneficial and effective during the experimental year.

The Treasurer, Babu Ram Comvl Sen, having laid before the Committee
a statement of the funds of the Society, and an estimate of the calls on
them during the ensuing year.

Balance of Cash, 1,325 15 9
Government Paper, 17,500

18,825 15 9
Number of Subscribing Members, 92x64= per an. 5,888

Estimated Receipts.

Balance of Cash, 1,325 15 9

Estimated Collections, 5,600

Interest on Paper, 875
Income, 7,600 15 9

Estimated Charges,
Establishment and Charges, 2,875

Cabinets for fossils, &c. (ordered), 310
Journal Subscription, 1,200
Repairs of the House, 200
Printing 20th Volume, 3,000
One month Curator's salary due, 200
Excess on Contingent Bills of do. say, 200

Total Charge, 7,985

Add Money advanced by the Secretary for \ jgg 1519
Cabinets, &c, J

8,171 15 10

Deficiency on the ensuing year, 571 1

Resolved, that upon the above view of the means of the Society, it does
not seem possible to provide for the payment of 200 rupees per mensem,
for the support of a Curator's establishment during the ensuing year,

without encroaching upon the vested funds of the Society. The Com-
mittee therefore leave it for the consideration of the Members at large,

whether some other means may not be adopted for raising the amount
necessary for this very desirable object. Various plans have been sug-
gested in Committee, such as;— 1. reservation of the vested fund for the
publication of the Transactions ; 2. voluntary donations, from such mem-
bers, as may be interested in the support of the Museum, and from the
public ; 3. charging for admission of visitors. These plans the Committee
deem it advisable to leave open to discussion in the Society at large,
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trusting that some expedient may be devised for upholding the Museum,
which they do not think it will be possible to maintain in a state of effici-

ency without having a paid Curator.
Edward Ryaw,

Chairman.

Asiatic Society's Room*, >

April 29, 1836. J

XI .

—

Miscellaneous.

1.

—

Postscript to the Account of the wild Goat of Nepdl, printed in the Sept.

No. of the Journal, page 490. By B. H. Hodgson, Esq.

Carefully as I thought my account of the wild goat of Nepal, recently

published by you, was executed, I find that there is one material error in

it, vis. the statement that the species has only two teats or mammn. A
recent dissection of a fine male led to the notice of the fact tbat there are

four teats, which fact was confirmed by the examination of two live fe-

males. There can, therefore, be no question tbat this species of goat has

four teats : and the circumstance is so remarkable, that I propose to sub-

stitute the name Quadrimammis or four-teated, for the popular name of
Jharal, under which 1 described it. Deer are distinguished by four teats,

goats and sheep, heretofore, by two; the intermediate genus antilope, by four

or two, in the several species. Capra Quadrimammis vel Jharal, by its four

teats, offers a singular and unique approximation (in this genus) to Cervus ;

and another proof that the infinite variety of nature cannot be designated

by our artificial signs and peremptory divisions. Antilope, Capra, and
Ovis, how shall we contradistinguish them ? Solid-cored horns, in the
first, is no unerring mark : and now we have a species of the second, and
a beardless species too, abandoning his congeners to ally himself with
Cervus, quoad the number of mamma.

S.

—

Notice of the Basitosaurus, a new marine fossil Saurian, discovered in

America. By H. Piddinoton, Esq.

The discovery of this most gigantic fossil species is due to Judge Breb
of Arkansas, by whom, in 1834, the first fossil vertebra was found in the
marly banks of the Washita river, in the Arkansas territory. In the
latter end of the year, more vertebra, fragments of the lower jaw, &c
were discovered in Alabama, about 30 miles north-west of Chairborne

;

another portion of jaw, with several teeth ; an os humeri, several immense
vertebra ; numerous fractured ribs ; a molar tooth ; the extremity of a
tibia ; portion of the shoulder, pelvis, &c. &c. were now found : and
recently (May 1835), another skeleton has been discovered, and a large

collection of the fossil remains is promised. Near the same spot a speci-

men of the caudal vertebra of the Mosaurus or Maestricht monitor was
also found.

It is assumed, that the bones, though great disparity exists in their

proportions and size, constitute portions of one species, and the structure

of the lower jaw, which is hollow, place it amongst the Saurians as a lost

genus. The comparative smallness of the bones of the extremities seem
to indicate the tail as the principal organ of motion, and the superior

extremities must have been fins or paddles.

The train of vertebra extending upwards of 100 feet in length in one
locality, and estimated to be 150 feet in the Arkansas specimen, shew, that

this gigantic animal must have probably attained upwards of this length,
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meriting thus most fully the name Basilosaurus ; which our honorary
member, Dr. Harlan, Professor ofComparative anatomy to the Philadel-
phia Museum, has bestowed upon it. In the Transactions of the Geologi-
cal Society of Pennsylvania, which I have placed upon the table for the
inspection of members, previous to sending it up to Dr. Falconer, is a
detailed paper by Dr. Harlan, and two beautiful plates, illustrating this

splendid discovery.

H. P.

$.—The Balloon.

We should not be exercising due vigilance as editor of a scientific

journal, were we to omit recording the first ascent of a balloon from the
plains of Bengal on the 21st of the past month (March.) M. Rorertson,
the aeronaut, a Frenchman, who had made sixteen previous ascents in

various parts of Europe, came expressly to India for the purpose of asto-
nishing the natives with the novel tomasha of a human being wafted out of
sight into ethereal space in his fairy car : and such competition is said to

have prevailed at Paris*, for the glory ofbeing the Jirtt, that M. Rorert-
son was fain to hurry hither before the balloon itself was ready. The
bad success of his attempt may be partly attributed to the imperfect
manner in which this indispensable article was supplied here.

The local and pecuniary arrangements seem to have been very ill judged;
the selection of a spot of difficult access, at the further end of Garden
Reach, tended only to prevent those who had subscribed from attending ;

choking the only land road, and the river, with non-paying visitors, who
expended, what would have amply remunerated the aeronaut, in convey-
ances thither ! The distillation of the gas was effective, and the balloon
rose well, but ere it had attained a mile of height, it was seen to return so

rapidly earthward, that great apprehensions were entertained for the
traveller's neck. It appeared to us that when M. Rorertson entered
the car, and attached the valve-strings to the netting, the valve was pulled

open, thus enabling the gas to escape freely from the first ; for the silk was
found quite sound at its return. The aeronant himself talked of a sudden
collapse of the balloon from condemnation of the gas ; but this was a
deception : when it began to fali rapidly, the resistance of the air below
pressed up the slack of the balloon like an umbrella, and aided in driv-

ing out the gas from the open valve above ; in fact, the car was supported
in its descent as by a parachute, and could not consequently quicken its

pace to any dangerous extent.

The experience of such an accident should very much aid to increase the
confidence of the aeronaut ; for it is plain that with a little contrivance the
balloon may in all cases be made to act as a parachute on the loss of its

gaseous contents. We trust the next ascent will be made under more auspi-

cious circumstances, and we hope that it may be possible to turn it to some
small use in a scientific point of view, by ascertaining at least the decre-
ment of heat and moisture at increasing altitudes, as well as the height of
the reverse current of the upper atmosphere.

[This notice could uot find a place last month.—Mr. Robertson has since

departed for the inure cheering prospects of an ascent at Lucknow.]

* This competition reminds us of the rivalry in America to supply us with
ice, which has at last led to a confirmed and durable scheme for regaling us with
that luxury at a very cheap rate. Having noticed at length the first ice cargo,
we have thought it unnecessary to recur to the subject ; but the completion of a
permanent ice-house will enable us hereafter tojudge, of the best mode of preserving
the frozen element. The tan bed intended for this object, from becoming wet, had an
opposite effect, and was indeed nearly the cause of a conflagration! while the car-
bonic acid gas extricated from its fermentation, killed a man who incautiously

\ to examine the chamber.
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Meteorological Register.
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I.

—

Joh6le and its former Dependencies of Jompdle Gominchi. By Lieut.

Nbwbold, A. D. C. to Brigr. General Wilson, C. B.

JoK6le. Of Johdle, the third of the four Menangkdbowe states, still

less is known than of Rumbdwe and Sungie Ujong.

An Englishman of the name of Gray, (whose information is to be

taken, however, with caution,) is said to have been the only European

who has penetrated into the interior of this state. He passed through

part of it in 1827, on his return to Malacca from Pahang, whither he

had performed a journey overland, across the peninsula, to barter

opium for the gold dust of the latter place.

His route lay through Naning, part of Rumb6we, Srimendnti,

Jompdle, Ulu Seruting, Ulu Brapgh, and Ulu Pahang. The journey was

performed in 14 days.

From Tabu, in Naning, to Jompdle, he was four days passing over

mount Lanjut, to the villages of Gadang and Tanjong ; over mounts
Miko, Pabi, and P&nting Pdhat, through the villages of Passir, Juno,

and Pila, in Srimendnti; and from Pila to Jompdle, " one day's

walk."

Mr. Gray describes the country he passed through, to have been
in a state of high cultivation, particularly at Miko, and in the vales of
Punting Pdhat, Juno, and Passir. ^
He observes that the paddy at Miko is preferable (o that of Malacca,

and that it is supposed by the people that the ground there is better

for cultivation, one gantang of seed never producing less than a hun-
dred-fold.

The produce of mount Miko is sapan wood, dammer, and canes of

the species termed Pinang-lawyers in abundance. Jompdle, he con-

2 L
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258 Johdle and itsformer Dependencies of [Mat,

jectures, to be about 90 miles distant from Malacca. Pahang is esti-

mated at 300 miles distance from Jompdle. From Jompdle to Pahang

the journey is by boat down the river Seruting to the large lake of

Braugh, called Tassek Braugh; which is said by Mr. Gray to be

nearly fifty miles in circumference, and is formed by the flow of water

from the neighbouring mountains.

If this account be correct, the lake Braugh exceeds in dimensions

the recently discovered inland lakes in Sumatra.

The natives, however, have described this lake to me to be of much

less extent ; narrow but long. Its communication with the Pahang

river, which empties into the China sea, is by a river called the

Braugh.

Regarding the navigation of these rivers, Mr. Gray observes :
" In

some parts of the Seruting and Braugh, a brig might go up, and in

other parts, nothing but a small boat ; on account of the water being

above the fallen trees, so that the boat must be lifted before it can

proceed, on account of the overflowing banks of the river."

The Pahang river, from the place where it receives the waters of

the Braugh, down to the town of Pahang, is wide and deep. These

streams are deepest in the months of November, December, and Janu-

ary. From the month of March to that of August, Mr. Gray was

informed, that it is impossible to proceed from the Seruting river to

Pahang, on account of the paucity of water. The general depth of

these rivers, in January, he ascertained to be between 40 and 60 feet

;

but on his return in February, he found their depth diminished by one-

half.

There are a few villages on the banks of these rivers, but for the

most part they are covered with lofty forests, tenanted by the rhino-

cerous, tapir, tiger, elephant, and scarcely more civilized Jacoon.

Mr. Gray met with great kindness and hospitality from the inha-

bitants of the different estates through which he passed. He fell,

however, a sacrifice to his exertions, dying of jungle fever, contracted

during the journey, twenty-five days after his return to Malacca.

Boundaries.—Johdle is bounded on the north by Uld Pahang and part

of Rumbdwe : to the south by part of Naning and Mtiar or Segdmet : to

the east by Segdmet, and to the west by Srimendnti and part of Rurnbdwe.

The boundaries with Malacca are from Bukit Puttus to Battang Malacca,

and from Battang Malacca by Bdnkdng* Chdnddng to Mount Qphir.

* Bdnkdng Chonddng is m large tree, growing in the foreit that separate! Anahtm
from Mount OpMr. The tree was still in existence when I visited Mount Ophir

in 1833.
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With Segamet and Mdar, its boundaries are Murbdwe sa rdtds (the

hundred Marbdwe trees) and Bdnkdng Chdnddng; with Rumbdwe, Bukit

Pabi : and with Srimendnti, Bukit Vila.

Population, %c.—The population of Johdle is estimated at 2,080

inhabitants. The principal villages are Nuri, Londong, Tney t Tdman,

and Bennong.

Johdle is governed by a Panghuld and Ampat Sukd. The former,

like his brother chief of Sungie Ujdng, is elected by the Sdkds, and by

the Bdtin dd ablas, or twelve heads of the Jacoons.

The name of the present Panghuld is Abu Bbkr, or Banchita,

and his title Johan Lilah Percdsseh ; he resides at Nuri, is an inte1^-

gent looking person ; plain, simple, and collected in manner, and much

respected by his people.

The tribes are those of Bodoanda, Sa Meldngan, Tiga, Battu, and

Munkal.

Srimendnti and Jompdle, were formerly considered dependencies of

Johdle, but now assert their independence, as also does Gominchi. The

Panghdld, Lkssyk, ofthe latter place died lately, andhis brotherMaham-
mkd Kari succeeded him. Pdndok Passir, a small state under the

influence of Srimendnti, was also a dependency of Johdle, and is ruled

by a petty Panghuld of its own.

Besides the usual rights of revenue, the Pangh&ld of Johdle levies

ten per cent, on the produce of the tin mines, together with a tax on

the gold of Gominchi, which will be shortly alluded to.

Trade.—The trade of Johdle consists chiefly in gold dust ; 20 catties

of which are said to be produced annually. Tin, about 300 piculs. Fruits,

ratans, jaggery, and fowls are brought in considerable quantities down

to Malacca.

Jompdle.—Jompdle was anciently a dependancy of Johdle, but is now

nominally governed by Raja Allano, a son of the third Menangkd-

bdwe prince, Raja Ham. The Panghdld and Ampat Sdku exercise

almost independent sway.

The name of the present Panghuld is Hassain ; the tribes are those

of Bodoanda, Sa Meldngan, Andk Malacca, and Tiga Buttu.

Jompdle is in the high road of the Pahang traders travelling across

the peninsula to Malacca ; it is situated on a small river of the same

name, which flows into the Muar river, [one of the largest streams on

the western coast of the peninsula,] by which it has communication

with the Straits of Malacca. By the rivers Seruting and Braugh, an

easy intercourse from November or October to February is kept up

with Pahang and the eastern coast. The Raja here levies a duty on

the opium, tobacco, cloths, iron utensils, salt, &c. passing through

2 l 2
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260 Johdle and itsformer Dependencies of [Ma*,

Jompdlc to Pahang, as well as on the gold dust and silk cloths of Pahang

returning to Malacca.

Jompdle produces a considerable quantity of tin, sapan wood, rice,

dammer, ratans, and a little gold, which is sent down the Mdar river

to Malacca (eight days pull), and also to Pahang.

The population of Jomp6le is estimated at 2,000 ; it is divided into

three Mukims ; viz. those of Limbdjon, Tur&ntong, and Qualla Lenney.

Gold.—The following account of the gold mines at Chimendros, with

the exception of the part relative to the assaying of the metal, which is

from personal observation, is almost entirely drawn from native

information.

Bukit Chimendros is a hill situated in Gominchi, a territory subject

to the Panghtilti of Johdle, and bordering on the eastern frontier of

Naning. It is covered and surrounded by an uninhabited forest of

great extent, intersected by numerous rivulets, which derive their source

from the hill.

Veins of quartzose rock run over it at various depths (generally

from 12 to 20 feet) below the surface, forming the matrix in which*

the gold is found in small broken streaks.

The rock is enclosed in a bed of a sort of white clay, indurated more

or less, termed Ndpal.

The method pursued by Chinese and Malays for separating the

metal from its matrix resembles that adopted by the Hungarian

miners, with this exception, that the process of amalgamation is not

practised by the former for this purpose. The Kling assayers of gold,

however, avail themselves of it in their vocation, as will presently

appear.

The Malay miners, as soon as the precise spot and minute have

been determined by their diviners, Pdwangs, or other charlatans

supposed to be skilled in discovering the hidden treasures of the earth,

commence clearing the ground of trees, brushwood, &c. and then

proceed to remove the roots and vegetable soil by means of Biltongs

and Chonkoles, (the Malayan adze and spade,) until the bed of Ndpal

is laid bare. These implements are now put aside, and a heavy

sort of iron crow-bar, (Perjong) is had recourse to.

The first layer of Ndpal is soft and whitish ; the second has a red-

dish tint. The last is a black incrustation resembling brick in hard-

ness, and hence called by the natives Tambiker Qudli ; this is commonly

two fingers' breadth, in thickness, and being removed, discovers the

• A specimen of this rock, in which a small portion of gold is imbedded, or

rather disseminated, has been forwarded to the Society.
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white vein of rock, the matrix of the gold, and termed the Beting. It

is generally between three and four feet in diameter : underneath lie*

a bed of whitish earth, below which gold is never found.

The next process is that of breaking up the Beting, for which pur-

pose the Perjong is employed. From the extreme hardness of the

rock this is a very laborious and tedious taeJu The coarse pieces are

then pounded in a sort of large mortar cut from the quartz rock. The

pulverized stone is then passed through sieves (Kisge) of ratan, and

carried in small baskets to a running stream, where the smaller stony

particles are washed away, while the gold dust, with the grosser pieces,

sink to the bottom of the conical vessel in which it is subjected to the

action of the stream.

The refuse is picked out, and the gold dust again carefully washed

and collected in a cocoanut shell or leaf of the Pallas tree, and con.

veyed to the Bongsal, where it is dried by means of a red hot piece of

charcoal being repeatedly passed over its surface. After the adherent

finer particles of the sand have been removed, it is weighed into

quantities, generally of one tael each, which are carefully folded up in

small pieces of cloth.

These packets constitute the Bunkals of commerce.

In Sumatra, according to Marsdbn, the parcels or Bulses, in which

the gold is packed up, are formed of the integument that covers the

heart of the buffaloe.

The Bunkals are, as in Sumatra, frequently used as currency instead

of coin.

The weights* for gold formerly used as Chimendros and Toon (a

place about half a day's journey thence) are as follow :

2 imall s&gaa (Sdga kechil) = 1 large sfcga (saga besar).

8 Sdga betdr, = 1 Maiam.
16 Maiams, = 1 Tael or Bunkal.

20 Taeli,.... = 1 Cattie.

The Saga is a sort of small scarlet pea with a black spot, the

Abrus Maculatus.

Besides Chimendros and Taon, I have not heard of any place on the

peninsula where gold is obtained from the solid rock. On Sumatra

it is frequently found in this state.

The gold dust at Pahang and Jellye is procured in the same manner

as that in the mines at the foot of Mount Ophir, already described in a

paper published in this Journal ; (vol. ii. page 49 7.

J

The mines at Reccan are estimated to produce annually about 20

catties of gold dust.

* At Malacca 10 Sdga b$sdr or 4 K&pongt are equal to one maiam.
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The Panghdld of Gominchi first levied a tenth on the produce of

these mines, but in consequence of large quantities of gold dust being

secretly carried off, before the tenth had been levied, he substituted a

sort of poll tax, amounting to a maiam of gold per annum, from each

person working at the mines.

The Panghdld of Johdle is in the habit of sending five or six buffaloes

a year to the mines, receiving for every head of cattle two taels of gold.

These heavy drawbacks have caused the mines to become unpro-

fitable to the speculators, and almost deserted. The former of these

imposts, I believe, could readily be endured ; but the latter ad libitum

sort of exaction destroys all hope of reasonable profit.

The following is an estimnte of the various degrees of purity of

gold dust, produce of the peninsula. It will be necessary to premise,

that mutu, is a term denoting the degrees of fineness for gold, of

which there are 10, as fixed by the native assayers. Gold of 10 mutu

is equal therefore to gold of 24 carats : gold not reaching eight mutti

is called mas muda, or young gold ; and gold from eight to 10 mutd,

tuah, or old gold.

Gold of Reccan, 9* mlS/tf

Mount Ophir, 9£ „
Chimendros and 1 0l
Taon, J ** "
Pahanff,

JJilV>. I 9*!Trinpanu,
Calanta*,

From Calantan gold of 10 miitd is sometimes obtained.

The assayers of gold are generally Chuliahs or Klings, who acquire

by constant practice the power of determining to the fraction of a

mutu the purity of any specimen of gold dust brought from the east-

ward*. As they would be perhaps liable to imposition were this the

only trial they subjected the metal to, they have recourse to the

Battu uj{ or touchstone. This is a roughish black stone, apparently

basalt, brought from continental India, and generally set in a small

frame of bronze or brass.

The assaying needles are generally from 20 to 24 in number, ranged

on a string, and alloyed in known proportions of copper and silver,

marked on the surface, from three to 9f mutd. The needle and gold

to be assayed are rubbed on the touchstone in parallel streaks, in the

usual manner ; a lump of the adhesive wax called Lilin kaldldt is then

applied to the surface of the touch-stone, which brings off the two thin

lamina of gold.

• The natives are, I believe, totally ignorant of the assay by cupellation and

acids.
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The difference between the two being more visible on the wax
(which is coloured black for this purpose with a fine charcoal made
from the plantain leaf) than on the stone. This is the reason the

native assayers give for the removal of the streaks of gold from the

stone to the wax, though to me no difference was perceptible : possibly

the following may afford another clue to the practice of the natives in

this particular.

In this wax the impressions of the gold, which would be lost on

the stone, go on accumulating ; a ball of it, which my native inform-

ant had used for the last 30 years, he supposed to contain above two

taels of gold.

The metal is separated from the wax by means of heat applied gra-

dually, in such proportions as barely to cause the wax to pass off in

the form of smoke : the residuum is then subjected to the process of

amalgamation. Half of the gold thus obtained is dedicated in alms to

the poor, or on religious offerings, at the shrine of some favorite Saint

or Wali; generally to that of Mi ran Sahib at Nagore.

The calculation of a Malay, long employed in the mines at CAtm«i-

dros, makes the average quantity of gold produced from 40 lbs. of the

pulverized stone, 24 grains of pure metal. Lumps of virgin gold,

weighing from five to six taels, have been found in the alluvial soil here

and at Toon. In Jelly e, a mass weighing upwards of a cattie has been

discovered : this will appear trifling if placed in comparison with that

which Rkaumur mentions as having been shewn to the Royal Academy

at Paris, weighing 448 oz. Helms affirms that when one of the highest

mountains of Paraguay fell down, about 50 years ago, there were disco-

vered in it pieces of gold weighing from two to fifty pounds each.

Seal of Johole, dated A. H. 1216.

[The date on the seal is reversed, a mistake that we have not unfrequently

observed on Indian coins with Persian inscriptions. As this is the last Essay on

the Malacca States with which Lieut. Nbwbold will be able to favor us, it may
be as well to point out where the preceding are to be found

:

Visit to Mount Ophir, vol. II. p. 497.

Account of Naning, „ III. „ 601; IV. 297.

Ditto the four Menangk&bowe States. „ IV. ,, 241.

Ditto SungieUjong, „ IV. „ 5J7.—Ed.]
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II.

—

Interpretation of the Tibetan Inscription on a Bhotian Banner*

taken in Assam, and presented to the Asiatic Society by Captain

Boole. By M. Alexander Csoma Korosi. [See PL VI. fig. 3.]

[In a letter to the Secretary of the Asiatic Society ; see also Proceedings of the

Asiatic Society, 4th May, 1836.]

According to the request conveyed in your letter of the 30th April,

I have translated the piece of magical superstition which you have

faithfully transcribed from the Bhotian board. With exception of the

salutation at the beginning and the conclusion, and a few terms in the

middle, the whole is in the Tibetan language. The purport of it, as

will be evident from the tenor of the translation, is, to obtain the

favour and protection of several inferior divinities, to increase the

prosperity, &c. of the person and family for whom the ceremony

was performed, and this magical piece was erected or set up.

It may be that the flag-staff, with the wooden board containing

this inscription, was carried before the Tibetan chief in his march, and

eo used as an ensign in war ; but it is more probable that it belonged

originally to the house top or terrace of the prince in Bhotan : for

the houses of great personages in that country are generally decorated

with such ensigns of victory at the four corners of the terraced roof.

They are called in Tibetan tW***^ rgyal mtshan (ensign of victory)*

and always contain inscriptions of similar purport with this.

In regard to the orthography of the piece, it frequently occurs in

Tibetan writings and books, that the vowel signs are removed from

their proper places, on account of the dependent letters of the line

above ; several cases of this occur in your transcript. The intersylla-

bic points at the end of a line are generally also omitted, except with

the conjunction ^5* which will also be remarked here. I have made

a copy in Roman characters, and have also endeavoured to make a lite-

ral translation : the words in Italics I cannot properly interpret.

Om svasti, pronounced by the Tibetians om soti, is rendered by them
* % J5>

ex

in their language W ^y^WS'gV-OT om bdt-legs-su gyur-chig i

" Oh may it please, may it be prosperous."

Inscription on the back of the wooden Board (fig. 3. PL VI.)

<*£ tt t&Vfr srsfa'if**§y a*f<v
T *yss v

<*T3rq*r svlvor *w*jq* *i^qt
sr*' £n

y v *^*r a* £*i«r #wtw *r *il* qi*x.
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WWl1 ^V<* 1* *Hc; 3
zj§- jiv ill*

*T 3*<fc' IT 4* <$W *ISV #* QV §V ^
»V*fX*5'§T*T V&T WOT |

?
*JQ* «V*qS*l

*™'*NV *va*f§<* it

Om iTasti Lha Srio «d£ ftrgyad thams-chad dang

lo sla shag dus ts'his-la ifrang vahi ^zah tkar ts'hls

lha ta ftdag Aln rigs sogi dr6gs-pa ytso Akhor

khyab-mjug (for Ajug) Rahala (for Rahula) ki-kang (for kaukar) Yii'h^l dot

fNta'han

ma pi-ling khra ti'ha togs ^nyan-po Adr£ Srin dang

phyogs mts'hams steng hog ^nas-pa mams dang

khyad-par-dn nyi-ma dl-ring gang-la rgyu rahi sa ftdag

Snang srid lha srin sogs thams-chad trid-pa

Huhi phyag rgya Adi-la /tos-shig, Snang srid lha srin

8di ftrgyad khcd rnams-kyis, Thub-pahi &stan-pa

la rab-tu dad-pah i rgyu tbyor sbyin-pahi Mag
po Akhor dang 6chas-pahi ts'h6 dang Asod

nams </pal dang Abyor-pa thams-chad

sla-va yar-gyi fio /tar gong-nas gong-da

Aphel-zhing rgyas-par mdzad-du ysol.—

Om aiani nikani abhila man*data

Mantrayi Sv&hd, Sarva mangalam.

Translation.

O ye divinities ! all hail !—(Ye) all the eight classes of the divine

imps (S. Rakshasas) ; also ye gods, regents of the planets, constella-

tions (in the path of the moon), and of the lunar days, having your

'For Q5*| # '*>'aXS*.
* For

*f*|X..

2 M
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influence upon the year, the lunation (or lunar month), and the dif-

ferent seasons or periods ; ye possessors of the earth or land (land-

proprietors), all the eight kinds of the Nagas (Hydras), &c. Ye power-

ful chiefs and attendants, Vishnu Rahula, and the menial (instru-

mental cause) Vis'h|i ; ye goddesses (or nymphs) pi-ling-khraa ts-'ha,

&c. ; ye fierce inferior imps, who dwell in (or towards) the cardinal,

intermediate, zenith and nadir points (or in the ten corners of the

world) ; and especially ye divine imps, &c. who are rulers of those

regions, wherein the sun this day is moving ; ye all look on this emblem

(seal, image, or signed writ, &c.) of Hu, the regent or governor, (or

set up, or erected by Hu.) Ye divine eight principal imps (Rikshasas),

rulers of the world (or keepers of light), I beseech you, that you will

make that this patron, the bestower of charitable gifts, for obtaining

the fruit of his works and actions, who is very faithful to the doctrine

of the Muni (Shakya), may together with his household or family,

increase more and more, and abound in life, fortune, (prosperity,)

honour, and in all his substance or wealth, like the increasing face of

the moon. Om akani nikani abhila mandate, mantryi, SvAhd ; Sarva

mangalam.

Tettelia, 9th May, 1836. A. C. Korosi.

III.

—

Note on some of the Indo-Scythic Coinsfound by Mr. C. Masson
at Beghrdm, in theKohistdn ofKabul. By Johannes Avdall, Esq.

M. A. S.

[Read at the meeting of the 6th May. ]

The results of the valuable researches of Mr. C. Masson, Dr.

Martin Honiqbbrgrr, lieutenant Burnbs, the late Dr. Gerard, and

Keramat Ali, in the vast field of the numismatology of ancient

Bactria and other parts of India, must have excited a deep interest

among the antiquaries of Europe. It must also be highly gratifying

to the lovers of this important science on this part of the globe, to

observe the unabated zeal and assiduity with which these researches

are continued by eminent numismatologists, with a degree of success

exceeding their most sanguine expectations.

Of the Indo-Scythic coins, discovered by Mr. C. Masson at

Beghram, in the Kohistan of K&bul, and described in the 28th number

of the Journal of the Asiatic Society, the one bearing the Greek

legend Nanaia, has, it appears, attracted much attention. He is

persuaded to think it to be identical with Bibi Nanni, or " the Lady

Nanni," a name given by the Muhammedans to the numerous shrines

or Zidrdts, as he calls them, found in those regions of Asia. The
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Hindus also seem - to attach to them a peculiar sanctity, claiming in

the Bibi NannS, a personation of their favourite goddess, Pdrbatu

These are all, however, mere conjectures, the real meaning of the

Greek legend remaining yet to be explained.

In a subsequent number* of the Journal of our Society, a far differ-

ent explanation of the Greek legend is given by its indefatigable

Editor, which is, perhaps, a near approximation to its true meaning.

There the goddess Nanaia is represented to bear a close analogy, in

name and character, to the Anaitis of the Greek, and Anahid of the

Persian, mythology. This hypothesis is based upon the authority of

Strabo, quoted by Colonel Wilford. A goddess called by the

former Anaia, is considered by the latter to be equivalent to the

Sanscrit Andyasd devi. But, how far the deity, recognised under the

one or the other appellation, can be supposed to be identical with

Nanaia, remains yet to be ascertained.

Anahid was the tutelary goddess of Armenia, during its continuance

in the darkness of idolatry. She is also known in our mythological

works by the names of Artemis and Aphrodite, being supposed to have

sprung from the froth of the sea, and descended from Zevs, Aramazd

or Jupiter. Anahid or Anaid is considered by us to be identical with

the planet Venus* and the letters composing it being inverted, it reads

Diana, which is equivalent to Artemis, by which name the goddess of

hunting is invariably designated throughout all the Armenian books

treating of the ancient mythology of our country.

The word Nanaia, or Narnea distinctly occurs in the second book

of the Maccabees : " For, when the leader was come into Persia, and

the army with him that seemed invincible, they were slain in the

temple of Nantea, by the deceit of Nanaa's priestst." It was in the

compass of the temple of this goddess, that Antiochus the Great was

put to death. She is also called \\%u,%Lmj Anaia, or ^Jl^-m Naneas,

the genitive of which, according to the Greek termination, is written

'^JUrmj Nanea. It has its derivation from the Persian language,

literally meaning maternal or motherly . To the honor of Nanaia,

or Nanaa, many temples were raised in Armenia, the most magnificent

of which, according to the authority of UL*-/?*i**VM» Agathangelus,

existed in a village called |B»A^» Thiln, situated in Upper Armenia.

This idolatrous temple was razed to the ground by Suae Gregor

Lusavorich, and a splendid church erected in its stead. D«<-^
Op^^jtf /3itff.«K.itf M,c.1r 4«&f.&7><2 flpkl?* Iffy ^«"*t*Y»iA U^W4<»«'{a& f-^.

* Journal of the Asiatic Society for September, 1S34.

f II Book of the Maccabees, chap, i., v. 13.

2 m 2
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\;u m%m^ ^H **•* <\*~jC jv+kr ***«* •#***** iV&fr-f-*

mump Jmqmi/lrmiJ' 'A Wfrf* •£ mmmmmu ^kH^l?1 ULt7 R"lP»* •"t^**^

^Ing.fr/.tf? x* " Saint Gregory and the king (Tiridatbs) broke down

the golden images of the Anahitic deity, and reduced the temple to

utter ruin, having divested it of the gold and silver belonging to it.

Thence they crossed the river Goyle, and demolished the Kanaiatic

temple, dedicated to the daughter of Aramazd, in the village of Thiln.

The treasure contained in these two temples being collected, were

appropriated to the sacred purposes of the church of God, to whom

the spots were also consecrated."

By the authority of this ancient historian, a philosophical inquirer

will be convinced of the similarity of the characters of Anaitis and

Nanaia, and of the difference of their names. It is true that they

were both the daughters of Zbvs or Aramazd ; but an identity of their

persons cannot be inferred from this relative circumstance. TTie

progeny of the father of the gods is supposed to be nearly as numer-

ous as the offspring of the late lascivious monarch of Persia, and it is

highly probable that Anaitis or Anaid, and Nanaia or Naiuta were

distinct deities. This probability is borne out by the fact of there

having existed in Armenia two distinct temples, in which these two

goddesses were respectively worshipped by our pagan ancestors,

under distinct appellations.

* This is an extract from the historical work of Agathangelus, who is the

oldest Armenian historian, being Secretary to the king Tiridatbs, and having

flourished in Armenia in the beginning of the fourth century. Anahitic is

a literal translation of H>«»4««Hr-r1> > and Nanaiatic is exactly rendered for

«^u/fc4-«4«A
5 D0th used in the text adjectively. The derivative particle 4"*»

attached to Ul>«^A«* and \~*k-» is equivalent to the English particle tie; for

example, Asia, Asiatic, Oangtt, Gangetic, Sfc.

Note.—Mr. Avdall was not aware that Dr. Swinbt had pointed out the

coincidence of Nanaia with the Nancta of Maccabees. This fact I added to

my paper among the addenda of 1834. The name I afterwards found in

Herbelot'8 Bibliotheque Orientale, (folio edition,) so that the identity that I

had ventured to anticipate with the Anahid or Anais of Persia, and the AnAyasA

devi of Col. Wilford, was then considered to be perfectly established. Mr.

Avdall'8 note was elicited by Mr. Masson's conjectures as to the inscription

at B&my£n, referring to the same deity. In Plate VI. of the April number,

his sketch of the supposed characters is given j but I can hardly yet feel assured

ef their beiug letters.

—

Ed.
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IV.

—

Notes on the Geology, fa. of the Country in the Neighbourhood of
Maulamyeng (vulg. MoulmeinJ. By Capt. W. Foley.

[Submitted at the meeting of the 6th May.]

The town of Maulamyeng is situated on the left bank of the Martaban

river, the channel by which the Than-lweng, Gyeng, and Attayen dis-

charge themselves into the sea. Properly speaking, Maulamyeng
may be said to mark the junction of these three rivers, as the N. E.

extremity of the town approaches to within a very short distance of

the confluence of the Attayen with the Gyeng and Than-lweng; it

would also be more in accordance with usage, if in the room of " Mar-
taban river," (the name by which it has been hitherto known to the

British,) the designation of " Than-lweng river" was given to the

channel above-mentioned ; the Than-lweng, being the largest of the

three rivers, is entitled to the pre-eminence of holding an uninter-

rupted course to the Gulf of Martaban.

Immediately opposite to Maulamyeng, and separated from it by the

Martaban river, (in this place about 1J mile wide,) are the northern

end of Phullughewn Island and the town of Mowtumma, backed by a

bold and interesting chain of mountains ; to the north are the Than-

lweng river and Joe-ka-beng range of limestone ; while on the eastern

and southern sides, the town and cantonment of Maulamyeng are

bounded by the Attayen river, and a long line of sandstone hills, a

continuation of the Mowtumma chain, which, leaving a passage for

the river, re-appears at the Kyeit-san-lan Phyd*, and is seen taking

its course to the south to the right of Gnang-dey and Gneedone.

The general aspect of the country is mountainous, the mountains

taking a N. N. W. and S. S. E. directionf. The most conspicuous

of these, from its superior elevation, is the Zingyet Thowng, situated to

the N. W. of Mowtumma ; it attains an elevation of 3000 feet above

the level of the plain, and is seen at a considerable distance by vessels

approaching the coast ; as might have been expected, the Gulf of

Martaban, with the country in the neighbourhood of the Sitang river,

were visible from a pagoda placed upon a pinnacle of the mountain, and

to which I had ascended on a clear day. Great labour has been

expended on this quarter of the Zingyet Thowng, with the view of

making it more attractive, and rendering the ascent less irksome, than

it would naturally have been from the precipitous nature of the rock :

steps have been cut into the mountain, and the several projections

• Maulamyeng pagoda.

t The direction is exceedingly rariable ; it is sometimes N. W. and S. £.,

making a corresponding difference in the inclination of the strata*
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removed or sloped away. A brick wall (about 3 feet high) extends

on either side of the road from the foot of the mountain to one-third

of its acclivity ; this is succeeded by a dry wall, composed of pieces of

rock placed loosely together, and continued to the top. The pagoda

is small and void of all interior ornament ; three handsome bells are

attached to the court-yard, one of which bears an inscription, having

reference to the period of its fabrication, and the various metallic sub-

stances of which it is composed.

Adopting the nomenclature of MacCulloch, the rocks under

review are of the primitive and secondary class ; all more or less dis-

tinctly stratified, and of a highly crystalline or compact nature. The

Zingyet Thowng is principally composed of gneiss, and covered witb a

forest more or less thick, according to tbe depth of the soil on whicb it

reposes ; in places where the rock approaches the surface divested of

vegetable mould, little or nothing is seen save a few stunted bushes

and patches of parched grass, that had been produced during the rainy

season ; these become more perceptible as one advances towards the

summit, which, with the exception of one particular spot, the site of

the pagoda, and terminating in a peak, is either round backed or

cristated. The interior of the gneiss presents signs of disintegration

from constant exposure to the atmosphere ; indeed, the rock is in some

instances so decayed that it crumbles to pieces in the hand ; but for

the stratification, it might be taken for a species of fine grained

granite : if 1 mistake not, granite has seldom been found stratified

;

gneiss will therefore be the more appropriate name. It must, however,

be observed, that the stratification of the rock is in some places indis-

tinct and irregular, the inclination of the strata being sometimes to

the northward, and not unfrequently to the southward, of west.

Under this gneiss probably repose the quartz-rock granite and mica

slate found extending from the sea (in a N. N. W. and S. S. E.

direction) towards the Kye'kmi pagoda. I regret much that it was

not in my power to ascertain, by a personal and minute examina-

tion, whether such is actually the case ; my visit to Ky&mi was

unfortunately confined to a short walk upon the beach, where these

rocks are found lying in the following order ; they are all regularly

stratified, the several strata of no great thickness, but dipping into the

ground at an angle of 75° or 80° ; commencing from the jetty, and

advancing by the pagoda to the west, they were observed as follows

:

1 . Red iron clay (the result of decomposed sandstone ?), enclosing

nodules of quartz ; this clay is cellular, of a ferruginous appearance,

and has the property of becoming hard on exposure to the atmosphere.

Q. Is this the laterite of the western peninsula ?
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1

2. White quarts-rock, alternating with

3. Argillaceous schist; bine or yellow, and slightly talcose.

4. Quarts-rock, white, or pale yellow, and containing a few scale*

of mica.

5. Talcose-schist with thin layers of quarts, alternating.

6. A white granite with mica abundantly disseminated in large

yellow scales.

7. Pink, or red, quarts-rock.

8. A grey siliceous substance (resembling chert), with veins of

quartz, and succeeded by

9. Gneiss, similar to that of Zingyet, but more decomposed, from

the action of the salt water,—this is probably a continuation of the

Zingyet gneiss.

10. Red iron day; the same as No. 1*.

The above constitute the whole of the primitive rocks observed in

the neighbourhood of Maulamyeng, and with which I am at present

so little familiar: the secondary rocks, or those now about to be

noticed, are of a different character, formed under other circum-

stances, and at a different epoch.

The first of these, is the sandstone of Mowtumma and Mau-
lamyeng ; with little variation in the line of bearing, the inclina-

tion of the sandstone strata is diametrically opposite to that of the

gneiss, quartz-rock, and mica-slate, &c. It has been already shewn,

that the strata of the last mentioned rocks dip to the westward at a

very great angle, whereas the dip of the sandstone strata is generally

to the N. E., and the angle of inclination not exceeding 40° or 50°.

This sandstone is more frequently white, presenting spotted delinea-

tions of a pink or red colour, and is, in some instances, so highly

impregnated with silica, that it becomes difficult to distinguish it from

quarts-rock. The less compact portion of the rock. is generally inter-

sected by veins of quartz. In many instances, the base of the sand-

stone is an argillaceous cement, impregnated with oxide of iron, which

gives a red colour to the rock, and renders it more liable to decompo-

sition ; large masses of this substance are found either alternating

with, or resting unconformably upon, the rocks of both classes ; in the

latter case, transported from its parent rock (the sandstone above

noticed), and assuming the appearance of a hard ferruginous brecciaf.

The sandstone hills have an undulating appearance, being free

from the contortions and asperities peculiar to the limestone rocks in

• See Dr. Benza's observations on the filon of kaematitic iron in the tienitic

granite of the Neilgfris, vol. IV. p. 424.—Ed.
t This rock is the same aa that noticed at Kyekmi, (No. 1.)
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their neighbourhood. Attaining a considerable elevation, and run-

ning parallel to each other with a distance of some miles between

each chain, these mountain ranges form extensive valleys, covered

with water during the S. W. monsoon, and devoted for the greater

part to the cultivation of paddy ; what remains untilled abounding

with long grass, the coarser kind serving for house-thatch, and the less

rank affording pasture for cattle during the dry season. Except in

the immediate neighbourhood of the limestone, where a fine black

loam prevails, and on the banks of the riven and islands formed by

the constant accumulation of mud and silt, transported from a clay-

slate and limestone country, the greater part of the soil found in the

plains contiguous to Maulamyeng is an arenaceous clay, mixed with a

small portion of saline and vegetable matter*.

The only ore that has been hitherto found in connection with the

sandstone is a " Sulphuret of Antimony" in a vein of quartz ; it is

found in the neighbourhood of Guangdey, and appears abundant.

Leaving Maulamyeng, and proceeding to the north, a few limestone

hummocks are seen on the right banks of the Than-lweng river, form-

ing part of the long but broken chain extending to the south-east vi&

Joe-ka-beng, Damatha, Nyown-beng-zeite, and Kyema-row. With an

aspect so different from that of the sandstone, these limestone rocks

present peculiarities of structure deserving mention ; although imme-

diately succeeding the sandstone, the S. W. chains of limestone, or

those first seen in contact with it, (advancing to the N. E.,) present

little or no signs of stratification. The limestone appears in detached

masses, rising, as it were, perpendicularly out of the earth ; and as

each mass preserves a similar direction with the one preceding it, the

range has, at a distance, the semblance of an extensive chain, conti-

nually broken and interrupted by some great convulsion in nature.

That the sea has covered the whole of this country, and probably at

no very distant period of time, is perceptible at the first view. Pour

distinct epochs would also seem to be marked out. The two first

will include the formation of the primitive and secondary strata ; the

third, the up-heaving of these strata ; and the fourth, the presence

of the sea upon the whole. The shattered and divided limestone,

with Its mural precipices and caverns ; the saline depositions so con-

stantly met with on the plains, and other appearances of a no less

conclusive character, attest the former existence and desolating

* This saline matter is in some places so abundant, that the soil is collected by

salt manufacturers for lixiviation ; the liquid is strained off, and subjected to the

usual process of evaporation.
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power of the ocean*. As has been already observed, the sandstone

rock is regularly stratified : the dip being (generally) to the N. E.,

and its angle of inclination from 40* to 50° : on the contrary, the

limestone that immediately succeeds it is (to all appearance) unstra-

ined, or the inclination of its strata discernable only from the fissures

in the rock, so great, as to merit for it the appellation of vertical. It

may, however, be remarked, that this peculiarity of structure is per-

ceptible only in the Joe-ka-beng and Movmah chains of limestone ; s

advancing to the N. £., and passing another range of the sandstone

before noticed, the stratification becomes more apparent, at the same

time, that the line of bearing, dip, and inclination of the strata are

exactly similar to the sandstone at Mmdamyeng.

The general structure of the limestone h mural, possessing consi-

derable height but little breadth ; the angles of the projecting points

are sharp, and as the little vegetation produced is restricted to a few

stunted trees and shrubs, the rock has a remarkably rugged appear-

ance.

The height ofJoe-ka-beng, the most elevated point of the S. W. chain,

is probably as much as 2000 feet above the level of the plain ; it has

a. small pagoda on its summit, which on a clear day is visible at a

distance of 20 miles; but with this elevation, its greatest average

breadth will not be more than 300 feet. The limestone is of a grey

or lavender-blue colour, sometimes presenting spotted delineations of

white, yellow, ochre yellow, and red; of a fine compact texture,

rarely granulated ; fracture fine and splintery ; faintly translucent on

the edges; and frequently intersected by veins of calc-spar, corre-

sponding in every essential point with the English " mountain lime-

stone," or " secondary limestone" of Jameson. Another characteristic

of this limestone is that it is cavernous. The caves are of considerable

magnitude, and from their containing (occasionally) inscriptions

having reference U> the fabrication and sculpture of the several images

and temples therein placed,, are interesting both to the antiquarian

and the geologist. The principal caverns are those at Y4ts4y, Tyok-

hla, Joe-ka-beng, Damatha, Nyown-beng-seite, and Phobia. Surrounded

with jungle, these limestone caverns are not unfrequentJy tenanted by

birds and beasts of prey. A great quantity of bat's dung is collected

• The average elevation of the plains above the level of the sea, at high-water,.

will not exceed six feet at the present time, while it is evident, on examination,

that the banks contiguous to the sea, and subject to the influence of the tide,

have been continually raised by successive depositions, and are still receiving

deposits of silt or saline matter on every high rise of tide,, or inundation pro-

duced by the freshes during the S. W. monsoon.

2 N
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from the Tyok-hla cavern, and used by the natives in the manufacture

of saltpetre.

Damatha Cavern, (western entrance,) situated on the left bank of the

Gyeng river, and about 1 2 miles distant from Maulamgeng.

The mouth of this cavern is almost entirely closed by a brick wall

:

a small passage on the left affording entrance. It is spacious within,

being about 220 feet long, 100 feet broad, and 25 feet high. The

singularity attached to the cavern arises from its extending right

through the hill, so that entering on the western side, one may pass

out through the eastern mouth of the cave. The stalactites are

numerous ; several are of an immense size, and daily becoming larger

from the continual supply of water, impregnated with calcareous mat-

ter, percolating through the hill, and giving a new crust to those

already formed. Stalagmites likewise exist, but are generally much
concealed from view by bat's dung, with which the floor of the cavern

is covered. As is the case with all the larger description of caverns, that

at Damatha is crowded with images of Buddha in wood and stone ; he

is represented in his usual sitting posture ; in some instances, arrayed

with the "glories," but more frequently without them. The work-

manship is very inferior, and little attention seems to have been paid

to the polishing of the stone, which is a fine crystalline marble, and

naturally well adapted for sculpture. Exposed as these rude monu-

ments of art are to the ravages of a damp atmosphere, as well as to

the contamination of birds and beasts of prey, such extra labour would

have been but fruitlessly bestowed ; the natural white colour of the

marble is either entirely defaced, or it has acquired the crystalline,

reticulated appearance peculiar to the stalactite. Fronting the eas-

tern entrance, and placed over the larger Phyd, is the following

inscription written in the Thalian tongue, and specifying (as I am given

to understand) the time that had elapsed since the cavern was first

consecrated for the reception of the images*. The country was at

that period in the hands of the Pfy-gof government, and as marks

of great age are evident throughout the whole of the works contained

in the cavern, it is probable that some centuries have gone by since

they were executed.

Passing out of the Damatha cavern on the eastern side, and following

the limestone range to the south, a smaller cave may be observed

within a few yards of the summit of the hill, which is in this place

about 500 feet above the level of the plain; the ascent to it is

extremely difficult, owing to the precipitous nature of the rock. A
•See note at the end of the paper and the inscription lithographed in

PI. X.—Ed. f Pegn.
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large brick and mortar image of Gautama guards the entrance of the

cavern, which measures 18 by 22 feet, while its average height will be

as much as 20 feet. This small cave had been but lately selected by

the Phdngi, for the better concealment of a quantity of manuscripts

written in the Thalia* or Burmah character, and secreted in the upper

part of the Damatha cavern at a time that the country was invaded by

the Tshdn*.

The manuscripts were placed in wooden boxes, elevated upon raf-

ters ; many had become perfectly rotten, and others were fast has-

tening to decay from constant exposure to damp.

It may be remarked, that curiously carved elephant's teeth were at

one time to be found in these caverns, along with their less costly

companions in wood and stone : these are now exceedingly scarce

;

the greater number have either crumbled into dust, or divested of the

gilding and characteristic features of the Buddhist saint, have been ex-

posed for sale in the bazar : some few have met with a better fate, and

are probably now adorning the cabinets of the curiousf. On a survey

of the general devastation that prevails throughout these limestone

caverns, it may reasonably be doubted, whether the hand of man has

not proved equally destructive with time, and the elements, in oblite-

rating much that had claim to notice by reason of superior antiquity,

or novelty of design. The mutilated statues and broken shrines

strewed around the caves too well attest the intrusion of other than

Barmah devotees, and point out the havock provoked by avarice, a

fanatic zeal, or the more reprehensible disregard of what is due to the

feelings of a conquered people.

Notwithstanding its exceedingly compact nature, perhaps no rock

possesses the property of decomposition and solubility in water to

such a degree as the limestone here treated of. Hence the rich

plains in its vicinity, and the no less fertile islands continually formed

and nourished by the carbonaceous particles transported from a lime-

stone country by the Than-lweng, Gyeng, and Attayen. This tendency

to wear is particularly manifest at the Phaboumg Thoumg, a limestone

hill on the right bank of the Attayen, and not far removed from the

site of the late town and fort from whence that river derives its name.

A cavern may be observed in this rock that has evidently been formed

by a mountain torrent, which, coming from the interior, rushes through

* Siamese.

t I was fortunate enough to obtain three of these teeth : they appear to be of

as immense age; the ivory of the smallest tooth is completely decayed. I

have also some of the manuscripts above alluded to, and reserve the whole for

presentation to the Asiatic Society. (See Proc. As. Soc. 6th May.)

2 n 2
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it to join its' waters with the Attoyen ; with an average elevation of

15 feet above the surface of the. water, and a diameter of nine feet,

the cavern continues to cover the stream to the distance of 80 yards

or more beyond its place of junction with the river. In the dry season,

the stream is comparatively tranquil ; but in the S. W. monsoon,

when it is greatly swelled, and becomes tremendously rapid, it rises to

the summit, and by its overwhelming force and the constant attrition

of its waters on the limestone rock adds considerably to the dimen-

sions of the cave.

Beyond the Phabowng Thowng, and on the right bank of the

Attayen river, are the hot-wells. They are three in number, and

about two miles distant from the old town of Attayen, of which

nothing now remains save a few bricks to. point out the site of the

wall that surrounded it. A dense jungle of reeds and long grass

covers the ground, extending to the hot-$pring$ and the limestone

rocks in their neighbourhood. The largest of the wells is of a circu-

lar form, and apparently deep ; its diameter is probably as much as

60 feet. An efflorescence of the salt it contained was perceptible on

the brick wall by which it is enclosed ; the taste of the salt exceed-

ingly bitter, not unlike that of " sulphate of magnesia*.
9
' The spring

was in a state of active ebullition, and much steam arose from its

surfacef ; on the immersion of a therm, bulb, the mercury rose to

137° Fahrenheit. The springs evidently contained much rain water

collected during the S. W. monsoon, and which, overflowing the

banks, is disengaged by means of small rivulets that discharge them-

selves into the Attayen. Within a short distance of the hot-springs,

I noticed water that had a dark colour, and a disagreeable foetid odour,

like that of " sulphuretted hydrogen;" this water was cold, although

contiguous to the hot-springs. Both cocoanut and palmyra trees

were numerous on the spot, and did not appear to suffer from their

vicinity to the hot-wells ; a fine young pipal tree grew luxuriantly

on the bank of the largest spring : on the contrary, the trees situated

near the water supposed to contain " sulphuretted hydrogen'* were of

a diminutive size, and had a sickly appearance.

Advancing beyond Moumah, another or second range of sandstone

is seen to cross the Than-lweng river, and take a similar direction with

the limestone on which it reposes ; the rock is of the same compact

or siliceous nature as that of Mowtumma and Maulamyeng, but cover-

ed, for the greater part, by an upper stratum of red iron clay, accom-

• A bottle of the water, taken from the hot spring, haa been presented to the

Asiatic Society,

t When visited by me in Dec. 1835, at an early hour in the forenoon.
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panied with steatite, a mineral not unfrequently found associated with

this clay in other parts of the coast. This range is less wooded than

the sandstone to the southward, and has the ferruginous appearance

peculiar to the soil.

Approaching to the village of " Hmeebong," one cannot but be

struck with the singular appearance of the limestone rock on the right

bank of the Than-lweng : the limestone appears, as usual, in large

isolated masses ; but the form assumed by some of these is remark-

ably grotesque, at the same time, that the stratification of the lime-

stone is more perceptible at this place than it has hitherto been. The

following may be taken as a tolerably correct representation of these

rocks, as seen from the neighbourhood of Hmeebong. (See fig. 2.J

Still ascending the Than-lweng, and passing the island of Colon by

either channel, the river becomes more rapid, owing to the rise of its

bed and the limestone reefs that cross it for several miles to the north

;

the eastern channel is that generally navigated : its left bank is high

and precipitous, abounding with the cellular red iron clay so plentiful

at Maulamyeng and Kythni: from its position, the clay appears to

have been transported to its present site at a comparatively recent

period, and subsequently to a change in the course of the Than-lweng ;

for it not only reposes horizontally upon the limestone rocks, but is

found reclining upon a thick stratum of round pebbles and coarse

gravel, in every respect similar to that found in the bed of the river at

the conclusion of the rainy season*. This conglomerate is perhaps

best viewed at an escarpment of the bank a little beyond Chamyah,

and the great probability of its containing organic remains merits for

it the particular attention of the geologist.

The limestone rock had been hitherto observed in broken but elevated

chains on either bank of the Than-lweng, and with the exception of

the few reefs before alluded to, seldom seen to stretch across and

disturb the river in its progress to the south : leaving Colon Island

and proceeding towards the Yengbieng Kyowng the case is far different

;

the country becomes more mountainous, at the same time that the

rocks appear distorted and thrown about in the utmost disorder : it

seems as if a chasm had been suddenly formed in the mountains, and

a passage thus opened to the Than-lweng. Piled upon each other in

the utmost confusion, the limestone rocks not only form a wall on

either side of the river, narrowing its bed, and thereby adding to the

* This change of course might hare been produced by the sadden deposit of

the clay ; and which accumulation and deposit can only be accounted for in

the same manner as reasons are assigned for the singular appearance of the

limestone rocks.
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rapidity of the current, but spreading themselves across, obstruct its

passage, and render the navigation extremely dangerous at any other

time than the N. E. moonsoon. The current of the river is very

strong near Miang and Mye-an, but the principal rapids are met with

in the neighbourhood of Tovmg-bio-myo : I accompanied Sir J. Dick-

son, K. C. B., to this place in March, 1835, and we found it impossible

for our boats to proceed further ; indeed our return was not effected

without considerable risk, owing to the force of the current, and the

numerous eddies produced by the inequalities on the bed of the Than-

Iweng, which is in this place extremely deep. Accidents continually

occur : a boat once drawn within the vortex of the whirlpool is inevi-

tably lost ; both boat and crew are sucked down, and never known to

make their appearance on the surface.

At the mouth of the Yengbieng Kyowng, a spot rendered peculiarly

attractive by the beauty of the surrounding scenery, the limestone is

seen gradually passing into clay-slate ; the limestone has a Blaty frac-

ture, becomes earthy, and is of a darker colour ; the transition is at

length so perfected (to the view) that but for the effervescence produced

by the nitric acid, it becomes, in some instances, extremely difficult to

detect the presence of the limestone in the argillaceous schist, with

which it is intimately blended. At a short distance beyond the Yeng-

bien Kyowng, a few blocks of a grey siliceous rock may be observed

at the foot of a hill on the left bank of the Than-lweng* ; the hill is

high,* of a conical shape, and covered with a thick forest and under-

wood. Iron ore is found in considerable quantities both on the hill,

as well as in its vicinity ; and small grains of iron pyrites are abun-

dantly disseminated in the rock. This is succeeded again by the

slaty limestone, and finally by the blue clay-slate that crosses the river

at the Towng-bio rapid. Large masses of slate repose on either bank,

surrounded by a micaceous sand and pebbles (consisting for the most

part of talcose slate), brought down from the upper country during the

S. W. moonsoon. A dyke of porphyritic felspar intervenes between

the slate strata ; the felspar rock is of a deep yellow, and studded

throughout with small circular pieces of the same mineral, of a lighter

colour. I regret much that I had not leisure to pay a proper degree

of attention to the structure of this rock ; our party arrived on the

ground late in the afternoon, and we left the place early on the fol-

lowing morning ; but short as was my stay at the Towng-bio rapid, I

have often since dwelled in pleasing recollection, on the wild and

• The rock is extremely hard, and slightly impregnated with carbonaceous

matter.
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majestic scenery so bountifully bestowed by nature on this part of the

Kayeng-dho.

A desire to become better acquainted with the geology of this part

of the world induced me to pay a visit to the Ayein Kayeng. The

following notes, having reference to the geology of that country, are

extracted from my journal, with the view of rendering the description

of the rocks before mentioned more complete.

" Leaving my boat at Mye-an, and advancing in a N. £. direction

towards the village of Yeng-bien, a mass of regularly stratified limestone

makes its appearance on the left of the road ; it forms part of a broken

chain extending N. N. W. and 8. S. £. The stratification of the

limestone is remarkably distinct ; the dip of the strata £. N. £.

" Proceeding from thence up a dry nullah, covered with fragments of

slate and sandstone, the ascent lay over the blue clay-slate that is first

seen reposing on the limestone at the Towng-bio rapid. The slate is

covered with a forest of fine young male bambus, runs parallel with

the limestone, and may be as much as 900 feet above the level of the

plain."

" Bidding adieu to Yeng-bien, and advancing in the same direction to-

wards Melayo, Tlgunnty, (TshangeleeJ and Bo-thowng, therocks are of the

same nature as those encountered in route from Maulamyeng to Towng-

bio-myo; viz. limestone, alternating with sandstone and clay-slate ; the

sandstone becomes extremely compact and siliceous in the neighbour-

hood of Bo-thowng ; the limestone presents itself in the usual broken

masses of various extent. But the clay-slate of Bo-thowng differs in

colour from that of Towng-bio, being either pink or reddish brown, with

a fine silky texture. The route from Tigunn^y to Bo-thowng is diffi-

cult and dangerous from the precipitous nature of the rock which is,

at the latter place, as much as 2000 feet above the level of the plain.

The ascent is also much impeded by the leaves and clay-slate pebbles

profusely scattered about, and leaving little footing for the traveller on

a path so inclined. Descending on the eastern side of the hill, the

path (if it may be so called) lay over masses of the same pink-

coloured slate, watered by a stream that precipitated itself over the

rock, and rendered the descent a matter of no small difficulty ; after

proceeding a hundred yards or more, in that direction, the route lay

to the left ; a second ascent was here commenced, and passing a few

heaps of stratified limestone alternating with the slate, I arrived at

that part of the mountain called Bo-thowng : silver ore is said to exist

in a limestone rock at this place, and judging from the numerous

excavations that had been made by those in pursuit of the precious

metal, no little labour has been used in the endeavour to discover it.
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I had neither time nor opportunity for ascertaining whether silver ore

does so exist ; pieces of copper green, iron pyrites, and lead ore*, deem-

ed useless and cast aside by those in pursuit of silver, were strewed

around the place, and for the first time, in this part of the world, I

observed Anthracite dispersed in thin seams through the limestone

rock. The figure of the limestone is not a little singular ; emerging

from the clay-slate at the upper part of the mountain, and confined to-

a line of 20 or 30 yards, the strata rise at a considerable angle, at-

taining an elevation of 90 or 100 feet, so that the exterior form of the

limestone is that of a huge block, resting upon the hill, unconnect-

ed with any rock of the same class. This structure is common to

the limestone throughout the whole of the Bo-thowng chain; but

notwithstanding its peculiarity of form, the stratification is perfectly

distinct ; the dip of the strata being to the N. £. or £. N. £. precisely

similar to that of the sandstone or clay-slate, with which it alternates."

The above notes were hastily arranged on my return from Maula-

myeng ; my residence at that place was necessarily short, and I am aware

that much still remains deserving the attention of those who will pos-

sess the leisure and opportunities that I was not fortunate enough to

enjoy. The field is stored with much that is valuable to the Antiquarian,

the Botanist, and the lover of Natural History. I trust that others

will, ere long, lay before the public the treasures it contains.

Note.—The inscription brought by Capt. Foley, from the Damatha

cave, is certainly the most enigmatical that has yet puzzled the anti-

quarian. I have lithographed it in Plate X., and with the assistance

of Ratna Paula, now furnish a copy in the Roman character :

Line 1.—sakkarak lri kun, 30—65 nhafi, sakkarak lrl kun, 4015061, nhafi,

sakkarak kun lri.

2.—50—45 nhafi, sakkarak lri kun, 603304 nhafi, sakkarak lri kun,

790 nhafi, sakkarak

3.—lri kun, 370 nhan, sakkarak lri knn, 408—409 nhafi, takkarak, lri

kun, 604—30 nhan nhafi.

4.—sakkarak lri knn, 3096-5-0 nhafi, sakkarak lri knn, 303—50 nhafi,

sakkarak lri

5.—knn 508309 nhafi, sakkarak lri kvn, 306060 nhafi, sakkarak lri knn

60—303—5
6.—nhafi sakkarak lri kun, 407—50 nhafi, sakkarak kun lri kun, 6030304,

nhafi, sakkarak lri

7.—kun 401501 nhafi, sakkarak lri kun, 305602 nhafi, sakkarak lri kun,,

503—704 nhafi.

All that can be predicated of this curious text is, that it contains

either some profound and unintelligible calculation, or that it is a.

• On analysis, it appeared to be an " artenUte of Jearf."
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1

chronological register of mythological times :—if the latter, the names

of the reigning monarchs are omitted as immaterial, and the simple

fact announced, " in the year so and so, so many reigns ;"-»-but even

this is conjectural, and unless errors have been committed in copying

the figures, they do not run in any seeming order. The word sak-

kardk is the Talain rendering of the Sanscrit sakardj, year ; in Barmese

written sakkarbj : the terms Iri kun and nhah are unknown to my in-

formant. J. P. Sec.

V.

—

On the Revolution of the Seasons. By the Rev. R. Everest.

In the Journal of April 1835, I gave the result of a comparison of

the amount of rain-fall at Calcutta, with different positions of the

moon, as far as regards her declination. The averages shew that a

greater quantity of rain fell on the days when the declination was

large, say from 20° to 28°, than when it was small. Now, as there

are some years in the lunar cycle in which the declination never

reaches to 20°, it followed, as a probable, though not a necessary,

inference, that in those years there would be a deficiency of rain.

Shortly afterwards I met with this note, (Humboldt's New Spain,

translated by Black, vol. ii. page 86.) " Toaldo pretends to be

able to deduce from a great number of observations, that the very

rainy years, and consequently the great inundations, return every 19

years according to the terms of the cycle of Saros

—

Rosier, Journal

de Physique 1783." The recurrence seems here spoken of as an

exploded error. 1 have therefore used whatever means lay within my
reach to obtain information as to what really has been the variation

of the seasons in this country for a long time back, and I will now
state the results. But I must first premise respecting the note just

quoted, that great inundations are not a necessary consequence of very

rainy years. Should the rain fall regularly or equably, it will be less

likely to occasion an inundation, than a much less quantity falling in

a very short time. This will be more particularly the case in rocky

and mountainous countries, where the channels are more easily choaked.

In wide-extended plains, like those of the Nile and the Ganges, the

rise of the river will form a more probable criterion of the amount of

the rainy-season, though not a certain one. To revert, however, to

the point proposed. The year 1829, was that of the minimum decli-

nation of the moon, and from the early part of 1827, to the end of

1831, the declination is never stated in the Almanacks at above 20°.

For this, or rather for a period somewhat more extended, viz. from

1826 to 1833, inclusive, we have the following facts recorded.

2 o
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,

1826/
1827
1828* f

Great d**011^* m N. S. Wales; Lieut. Brereton's Travels -

1829^

1832. Public prayer by the Emperor of China for rain on account

of extraordinary drought. Minimum of rain by Calcutta Register.

1833. Great drought through all the Upper Provinces, extending

from Bundelkhand to Kashmir.

Let us next turn to Mr. Ktd's Register of the Height of the HugU,
(see Journal, April, 1835 ;) and as that has been objected to as evidence,

I must be allowed to say a word in its defence. It is true that the

level of the Hugli at Calcutta is affected by the tides in the Bay

;

but according to Mr. Ktd's account, such an occurrence is very rare,

an inundation from the sea not happening more than once in a century.

Remembering then that the ninth year before 1829 or 1820, was that

of the moon's maximum declination, we find that the three or four

years immediately before or after that were higher, on the average,

than those farther off. Again, if we take 1811, the ninth year before

1620, and 18 years before 1829, we find that in the years nearest

to it the river was lower than in those farther off. If we take

the joint evidence of the height of the river, and the Calcutta register,

we may assume that 1813 was the minimum year of rain ; the 10th

year after that or 1 823, was the maximum year of rain t and in the

ninth year again after that, or in 1832, came a minimum again; a

period of 1 9 years, or a complete lunar cycle, having intervened between

one minimum and its succeeding one.

With a view of ascertaining whether such a variation held in other

localities, I obtained from the collector's office here, a memorandum
of the character of the seasons as to rain for 21 years back. It was

dictated from memory by an old native officer of the establishment,

who would of course have the records of the office to refer to ; and

these in a climate where the crops depend so much upon the quantity

of rain, would of themselves be a tolerable guide.

It begins thus: 1812, great drought; 1813, moderate; 1814 to

1823, (both inclusive, a period of 10 years,) four years very abundant,

four years, abundant, two years moderate. From 1824 to 1833, (both

inclusive, a period of 10 years,) one year very abundant, two years

abundant, three years moderate, three years, drought; one year,

1833, great drought. The seasons of great drought are here placed

21 years apart, instead of 19, as in the former case. Evidence of this

kind, like that from the height of the river, though not free from

objection, can hardly be deemed unworthy of credit, when it is corro-

borated from other sources. There is one advantage, however, which
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information of the two kinds above-mentioned, possesses over the

results of a solitary rain-guage, however carefully kept, viz. that they

are an index, imperfect as they may be, to what has happened over a

large tract of country ; whereas the rain-guage can only inform us

as to one particular spot, and rain-guages in general are so much
affected by peculiarities of situation, that the results afforded by any

one singly, must be considered as liable to doubt. To obviate this

objection, I have placed together in a table all the different series

procurable, of a date posterior to 1 820, (see Table No. 1 .) Most of

them are to be found in the different Nos. of the Journal ; and the

localities are between Dacca, (£. Long. 90°,) and Delhi, (E. Long. 78°,)

between Nagpur, (Lat. 21°, North,) and Delhi, 28° 4(T (N.) To these

are added the observations at Madras, which I have obtained through

the kindness of the Astronomer there ; at Macao, in China, (Journal,

July, 1832,) and at Edinburgh, (see Brswstbr's Philosophical Journal,

passim.) In Table No. 2, are given the only three series that I

have for the years between 1 800 and 1 82 1 . The two first (Madras and

Macao) are merely the preceding parts of the series given in Table 1

.

Hie last from Carlsruhe, in Sweden, is given in the Edinburgh Philoso-

phical Journal for 1821, there quoted from the Bibliotheque Universelle

for November, 1820. The original appears to be given in French

inches and lines, and I have not reduced them to English measure,

as the doing so would not affect the question at issue, viz. whether

some years of the lunar cycle are more rainy than others. Now to

make a more correct comparison of the different years, we must first

reduce the numbers given in Table 1. to a common mean. Thus, we

have Dacca for eight years, (1827, 1828, 1829, 1830, 1831, 1832,

1833, 1834,) and the mean of the different sums given is 72*80 inches ;

at Calcutta, for the same eight years, the mean is 60*37 inches. The

difference between these, 12*43 inches, we may reasonably suppose to

be owing to the localities. Subtract, therefore, from each item of the

Dacca series, the mean difference 12*43; the remainders will be

reduced to the mean of Calcutta*. Proceed in a similar way with the

other series, only of course where the climate is drier than that of

Calcutta, the mean difference must be added, and not subtracted.

The series in Table No. 2, may be included in the comparison by

treating them in a similar way, and then considering them only accord-

ing to their position in the lunar cycle. Thus, if we take 1821 for

the first year of the cycle, 1803 (or the eighteenth year before that)

may also be reckoned as the first year ; 1802 and 1820, will of course

be the last years. Place the whole in columns numbered according

to their distance from 1802 and 1820, and an average may be taken

• The more correct mode would be to multiply the Dacca series by ®£5.—Ed.

2 o 2
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of the whole, as in Table, No. 3. From this it appears that the

average of nine years nearest the maximum is 66*34 inches, and

of nine years nearest the minimum, 61 '21 inches, making a dif-

ference of 5*13, or nearly ^th of the whole between the two periods.

If it be objected, that such a difference is too trivial to be decisive, we
may answer that the difference shewn in the table is less than the

real one. In all the' series, except those of Dacca and Macao, a quan-

tity has been added to bring them to the mean of Calcutta, and of

course where two quantities differ, and a third quantity is added to

each, they are brought nearer to a ratio of equality*.

Secondly, if we consider each series separately, (see Tables 1 . and

2,) we shall find that each confirms the opinion of the years of ma-

ximum declination being the most rainy, except the Macao one, in

which the reverse holds good. Thus the average of 1812, 1813, 1814,

and 1815, (four years near the minimum,) is 80*50 inches. That of

1816, 19, 20, 21, 22,23, 24, (seven years about the maximum,) is6l*46.

Again, that of 1 825, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 3 1 , (seven years about the mini-

mum,) is 71*00 inches. So that this guage, as well as the others,

favours the idea of a recurrence contemporaneous with the recurrence

in the lunar cycle. We may here remark, that the idea of certain

localities reciprocating, or experiencing at the same time contrary

variations of climate, appears, at first sight, more probable than that

the quantity of precipitation over the whole globe should be abundant

for a series of years, and then deficient, the great cause of evaporation,

viz. the heating power of the sun, remaining all the while the same.

It will be noticed, that among the series are two from northern

Europe (Edinburgh and Carlsruhe). The inference might have been

drawn without them, but they were added, as being the only others

of any length I had at hand, to complete the cycle. Notwithstanding

the testimony of the Swedish guage, it is very doubtful whether such

a variation as is there shewn is general over Europe. I say so : First.

Because of the way in which the idea is treated in the note from

Humboldt above quoted. Secondly. From the silence of modern

writers in meteorology respecting it. Thirdly. What English registers

I have been able to examine (and they are for short periods, not

above three or four years) do not shew a preponderance of rain towards

the maximum declination of the moon, but rather the reverse ; so that,

from that, as well as from other sources of information, we might

conjecture the variations there would rather agree with those of the

Macao guage, than of the Indian ones.

In naming the places visited, either just before, or after the year

1829, by drought, the following was omitted: " During the three

* Thii would hare been obtiated by following the coarse mentioned in the

note, page 283.—Ed.
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yean prior to 1834, there had been a complete drought, which had

brought a famine upon these islands, and, in consequence, some

thousands of the inhabitants had died."—Sketches of Cape de Verd

Islands.—United Service Journal, July, 1835. As these islands lie

in a latitude between that of Calcutta and Madras, the fact is inter-

esting, but I have no accounts to refer to for the state of things

during that period, in the intervening countries of Egypt, Abyssinia,

Arabia, and Persia.

Lastly. It will be objected, that a regularly ascending and descend-

ing series has not been made out.

This is true ; but as the number of series from which to take the

averages has increased, so has the tendency to it become more appa-

rent. There is one circumstance, however, which may serve to prevent

a regular ascent and descent from ever becoming perceptible, viz.

the place of the perigee. Having been lately engaged in an examina-

tion of barometric heights with regard to this, I have noticed that the

average amount of variation from the mean, either in excess or defect,

is greater about the time of perigee, as it also is about that of maximum
declination. Now there are some years in which the day of perigee

coincides about the solstices with that of maximum declination, and

these years are usually the extreme ones, both of moisture and drought.

I subjoin a sample.

Perigee

and Max.
NorthDecl.
1814-1815.

alcutta,

ladras, 32.27

Lacao, 95*70

The three numbers in the Calcutta guage are, one, the highest, and

two the lowest up to 1 833 ; the six numbers in the Madras guage are

the four minima and two maxima noted up to the same period. Of

the three numbers from the Macao guage, one only is an extreme,

but the other two are very large either way. Some other circum-

stances, also, would lead to the belief, that peculiar localities receive

the changes both of drought and moisture earlier than others. Thus

the last drought was at its height in Bengal in 1 832, and also at

Madras ; but it did not reach either Delhi or the Nilgherries to the

westward until 1833. This of course introduces a new source of

confusion.

There is one other way of attempting to trace the variation of the

seasons, and that is by a comparison of the prices of corn in different

years at different places ; but this must be deferred for the present.

Perigee Perigee Perigee Perigee Perigee

and Max. and Max. and Max. and Max. and Max.
NorthDecl. South Decl South Decl. South Decl. North Decl.

1814-1815. 1818-1819.- 1822-1823. 1826.1827. 1831-1832.
Calcutta, 77*2 55-42 50-25

Madras, 32.27 77-08 27-62 26-61 88-67 20-07

Macao, 95*70 55-70 51-80
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288 Discovery of Fossil Bones in Western India. [May,

VI.—Recent Discovery of Fossil Bones in Perim Island, in the Cambay

Gulph.

[Read at the meeting of the let June.]

The following notice of the interesting discovery of this new deposit

of fossil hones has been obligingly communicated tome in a letter from

the Baron Hugbl, dated at Bombay the 1 7th April. Although its pub-

lication anticipates the arrival of the specimens themselves, it would be

an injustice to science and to Dr. Lush to delay for a moment so

important an announcement. The acknowledgments of the Society are

due both to the discoverer and to the Baron Hugbl, for the preference

given to our museum for their preservation. I hope the circum-

stance may lead to fresh exertions in the valley of the Narbada, where

doubtless much still remains to be explored.—J. P. Sec.

" You will receive shortly a few fossil bones from Perim Island, in the

Cambay Gulph. Dr. Lush has the merit to have found them, but with-

out exploring them at all. I had no time to go over from Surat, where

Dr. Lush showed me them. I requestedhim to send them to you through

Mr. Wathbn. One is an imperfect bone of a mastodon or elephant

—

another the head of a boar unknown, and one belonging, I think, to a

' Rongeur;' but what induces me particularly to wish them at Calcutta

is, that there is a horn in its matrix, which, connected as these fossils

must necessarily be with those of the Narbada, might belong to that

species of Bos mentioned in your Journal : it is decidedly not of a

Buffalo. I was so anxious to reach Bombay, that I could not possibly

go to Perim myself. I did however manage to send a boat over ; and

I received yesterday 4 1 pieces of fossil bones : the'greater'part belonging

to the mastodon latidens, of which the teeth, in a perfect state, did not

leave any doubt ; some of the bones are of an immense size, one frac-

tured piece of the tusk measuring from the centre to the outside of the

circle 5£ which gives 1 0£ inches diameter, or 34 inches in circumfer-

ence : some of them are in the same hard matrix you will see imbedding

the horn ; some evidently rolled by the sea. There are some curious

teeth among the fragments I possess, and two triangular shaped pieces

similar to the horn of a rhinoceros : the teeth are however too large to

belong to that animal. I may perhaps send the most curious specimens

round to you ; but I am at this moment too much pleased with my dis-

covery to part with them. It appears that the island abounds with fossils,

and it is a clear proof either that the Narbada must have found only lately

its way to the Cambay gulph, or that some other revolution must have
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separated the little island from KattiwJr. Having no opportunity to

leave this for either Persia or the Cape, I may still perhaps he able to

go to Perim and Gogo, to trace the fossils on the main land of the

peninsula." Huoel.

Since the above was set in type, and just before striking off the

sheet, I have been favored with the subjoined additional information

from a new correspondent, Lieut. Fulljambs, which I hasten to make
known through the Journal, while I venture to assure him the thanks

of the Society for his projected exertions to enrich its museum. Who
will not become an enthusiast amid such discoveries ? It is but four

years since the existence of strata containing fossil bones was denied

in India, or at least supposed to be confined to Assam and Ava. We
are proud to think that the Journal has been in some measure the

humble means of stimulating the search which has been thus crowned

with success in so many quarters.

—

Ed.
" On my arrival in this part of the country in the month of April, I

heard a report that some bones, turned into stones, as the natives

called them, had been discovered on the Island of Perim in the Gulph

of Cambay, and in latitude 21° 39'.

I lost no time in going there to see if the report of fossil remains was

correct, and although I do not pretend to be a geologist, or to know

much about fossil osteology, still I consider my labours most amply

repaid, by my first visit to the island ; for I obtained a most perfect

specimen of the teeth of the mastodon ; one also that I think belongs

to the palseotherium ; and the femur, vertebrae, and many other bones

belonging to mammiferous animals now extinct.

Being well aware from the perusal of your scientific Journal, how

highly, and I might say justly, remains of this sort are prized, I shall

take the liberty of forwarding to the Society for their acceptance a box

containing specimens of these fossil remains.

The formation in which they were discovered is a tertiary conglo-

merate, composed of nodules of sandstone, indurated clay, and a small

proportion of silex, cemented together by a yellow clay ; most of the

fossil remains have been exposed to view, by the sea having washed

off the upper part of the matrix, but still they are firmly attached to

the rock, and the only way they were to be obtained, without breaking,

was by stone-cutters carefully working all round them ; large quantities

of petrified wood were lying about in every direction.

The following is a list of the strata as they appeared to me, com-

mencing from the surface, viz.

1st. Loose sand and earth.

2nd. Conglomerate, composed of sandstone, clay and silex.

2 p
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290 Discovery of Fossil Bones in Western India. [Mat,

3rd. Yellow and whitish clay, with nodules of sandstone.

4th. Conglomerate as above.

5th. Siliceous sandstone with a few fossils. (Calcareous.—Ed.)

6th. Conglomerate.

7th. Indurated clay more or less compact.

8th. Conglomerate, in which the best, and I may say nearly the

whole of the fossil remains have been discovered.

The deepest strata of conglomerate are about 3 feet, but they gene-

rally do not run more than 18 inches to 2 feet, and for the most part

lie horizontal. On the western side of the island, however, the strata

are much disturbed, being fractured, and dipping at an acute angle to

the east ; on the southern end of the island, sandstone appears below

the fossil stratum of conglomerate, dipping to the north at an angle of

25 degrees.

There is a tradition among the inhabitants of Gogah, that the island

of Perim was formerly joined to the main land, by means of a stone

bridge, which has, in the course of time, been destroyed ; remains

of some buildings are still to be seen, running into the sea in the shape

of piers, &c. It must have been a very stupendous undertaking, for

there is a channel now between the land and the island ofthe depth of

75 fathoms, and nearly 500 yards in width.

On the island there are the remains of a considerable fort, and

buildings of Hindu architecture, for I observed in an old temple that

had tumbled down, the broken figure of Buddha rudely sculptured in a

sitting posture ; also the remains of a large tank wall, and bauli. Among
the other curiosities of the island are two elephants cut out in the

rock ; they are covered now by the sea except at very low water ; one

is finished, and I should say, measured about 10 feet long by 8 or 9

feet high. Capital fresh water is procurable on the island, 20 feet

below the surface; it is found below the stratum of sandstone.

I will here enumerate the varieties of specimens of fossil remains,

which I think have been found. Teeth ofmammoth ; ditto mastodon,

paleotherium, hippopotamus, or rhinoceros, and a number of other

•mailer animals. The head of some large saurian animal ; part of

a tortoise ; ditto of elephant's tusks. Femora, vertebrae, and other

large bones ; one shell in siliceous sandstone, and the half of a deer's

foot. With this vast variety before me, it requires a person much better

qualified than myself in the art to say to what particular animal the

different specimens belong, and I therefore forward them with the

hopes of hearing the opinion of the scientific in Calcutta.

It has occurred to me, on reading over the Journal for Aug. 1834,

that the conglomerate in which the fossil remains in the valley of the
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Nerbudda have been discovered, is very nearly similar to that in

which the Perim fossil are found ; and if my conjectures are correct,

we shall be able to trace the formation along the whole line of the

Nerbudda valley and the greater part of the Kattiwar coast. Should

such be the case, and I have but little doubt in my own mind that it

will be so, what a vast field has thus been thrown open, for discovery

and research ; I still hope to see my conjectures fulfilled with regard

to finding coal in the Tajpipla or Kattiwar range of hills before the

lapse of many years.

Not wishing to take the credit to myself of having been the first

person to discover these remains, I should mention that I believe Dr.

Lush was the first ; he having, I understand, found a tusk of some ani-

mal on the island. During a second visit to the island, I was accom-

panied by three other gentlemen, who have most kindly given me
permission to forward any part of the specimens so obtained, that 1

think may be acceptable.

Doubtless on further research and on breaking up the stratum, more

perfect specimens of bones will be discovered : for I must mention that

all those sent were covered at high water, the highest point of the island

not being above 60 feet higher than high water mark ; the length of

the island is about l£ miles to 2 miles, and in breadth £ to $ mile

;

large sand hills are formed on the south-west side, and it is inhabited

by about 12 houses of coolies, who cultivate bajri there during the

monsoon. A light-house has been established there for some years,

and kept up by the Government, of which a serang and five lascars

have charge : the expenses are defrayed by levying a duty on all boats

passing.

Should I be able to make any further discoveries either in fossil

remains, or as to the formation of the Kattiwar hill, I shall trouble

you with a further communication ; that is to say, should you consider

the present worthy of occupying any part of the pages of your inter-

esting Journal. Geo. Fuluambs."

VII.

—

Table of Sub-Himalaya* Fossil Genera, in theDddtpur Collection.

By Lieut*. W. £. Bakbe and H. M. Durand, Engineers.

The following table is intended to illustrate the proportion in which

the respective genera have been found to occur, and is deduced from

the specimens in our collection.

The results might have been presented in a more simple form by

confining the table to the two last columns ; but as information with

regard to the number of perfect and imperfect specimens on which

2 p 2
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the entries admitted into these columns are based may be deemed

interesting, the following headings under which the specimens were

counted off are also given.

Craniums, which title includes all specimens showing a considerable

portion of the head.

Upper Jaws. Allotted to such palates as possess either one or

both lines of molars complete.

Lower Jaws. Under this heading are numbered those lower jaws

which are perfect, and also such as, though wanting the symphisis,

present the line of molars complete. The shape of the lower jaws of

the ruminantia renders them very liable to fracture immediately in

front of the molars ; accordingly, a great number of half jaws are

found, which, being deprived of their symphisis, afford no means of

accurately joining together such of them as may have belonged to the

same individual. Some pairs may therefore have been overlooked ; an

error nearly inevitable, and which would account for the apparent

excess of lower jaws in proportion to the upper.

Fragments of Upper and of Lower Jaws. Within these columns, as

the heading imports, fragments of maxillaries, containing one, two, or

more molars, and also those detached molars, the maxillaries of which

are not in the collection, have been ranged.

As the table enters into no detail of species, the latest discoveries

which it comprises may be cursorily noticed. These are a very perfect

cranium and lower jaw of a species of Vulpes ; an equally perfect cra-

nium and lower jaw of a species of the genus Gulo ; also an addi-

tion to the Pachyderma, consisting of the anterior half of a head, of

which the posterior half was unfortunately broken off ; and owing to

the carelessness ofthe excavators, none of the fragments have hitherto

been recovered. The lower jaw is locked within the upper ; so that

the exterior surface, and the outline of the upper molars can alone be

examined ; the characteristics of the teeth being thus imperfectly deve-

loped, and the occiput wanting altogether, the specimen has been

inserted in the table under the general title " Cuvierian Pachyderma
:"

by which, however, there is no intention of conveying the idea that it

has been identified with any of the Pachydermata ofthe Paris basin

;

for although it affords some analogies both to the Palseotherium and

to the Anoplotherium, its essential peculiarities are sufficiently remark-

able to cause it to be separated from either genus.

In the present early state of the search, the accompanying list can

only be considered as an approximation to the relative numerical pro-

portions in which the different fossil genera existed. Viewed as such, it

tends to prove that species of the genera Elephas, Mastodon, Hippo-

potamus, Cervus, Antilope, and Bos, were abundant ; that the genera
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Rhinoceros, Equus, Sub, Canis, and Hyena, were of less frequent

occurrence, and that the Camelidae and the Sivatherium were rare.

The habits of these genera may be adduced as reasons for modifying

this general summary of the state of a former zoological period.

Note.— Having been favored with the perusal of the forthcoming paperi on
the Hippopotamus, in the Asiatic Society's Transactions, it becomes requisite to

remark, that the specimen placed under the genus Anthracotherium is the same
which in a note at page 59, is considered by Dr. Falconer as belonging to a
new genus, Cbserotherium. In our opinion, it is a new species of Anthracothe-
rium, under which we have accordingly numbered it. Mr. Dawk has brought
to our notice a specimen in his possession, which consists of the right half of a

lower jaw belonging to the Hippopotami* Dissimilis of Dr. Falconer and
Captain Cautley. It is valuable as showing two molars which have suffered but
little detrition, and which, instead of the tapering conical collines, with summits
elose to each other, as in the large Hippopotami, has its colline apices

widely separated, the tapering taking place from the point of contact of their

bases outwards : the outer side of each colline is nearly perpendicular, and from
the manner in which the sloping and the upright surfaces meet, the colline top

loses the mammillar aspect, assuming a flattened almost trenchant form. The
wear indicated is the same as that describad in the paper above alluded to.

Table of Sub-Himalayan Fossil Genera.
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Cenrus, .... 331 17 25 84 r^ 101
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8 18 35 S 45 54 B0 > fragments not

Bos, 2 3 12 35 25 m 37 J counted.

Reptilla, Sauria, Gariala, .... 5 fragments.

Crocodile, .

.
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r& whole—many
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VIII.—Note on the Teeth of the Mastodon a dents etroites of the Siwdlik

Hills. By Captain P. T. Cautlet. PL XI.

[Read at the meeting of the 1st June.]

Without further preface I refer the reader to the 1st volume of the

Osemens fossiles, page 268. Figures 1 and 2, plate 4, under the head

of " Divers Mastodons."

These drawings were presented to Cuvier by M. Faujas, and the

fossil was found near Asti in Upper Italy.

Cuvier merely alludes to this fossil as one of the varieties into which

the true Mastodon a dents etroites passes by a greater subdivision and

an irregularity of position of the mamilla? ; the proportions of length

to breadth of the tooth retaining their full and perfect character.

By comparing the accompanying drawings with the figures above

alluded to, there can be no demur, I imagine, in identifying the Siwalik

variety of Mastodon now under review with the Asti fossil. It remains

therefore simply to note the peculiarities in form of the tooth : al-

though it may be a point of consideration hereafter, whether, , as the

character of the tooth is so marked, and its peculiarities so rigidly

adhered to throughout the whole of the remains found in the Siwiliks,

it may not be placed under a sub-genus, that of " angustidens,'
9

with

the specific denomination ofM. Sivalensis.

There is no cortical substance or crusta petrosa ; the tooth consist-

ing of enamel and ivory only, the former being very thick and mas-

sive, as is normal in the mastodons.

The coronal surface consists of a double line of conical and obtusely

pointed mamillse : those on the external side being in most cases per-

fect, whilst those on the inner side are divided by a fissure or fissures

into two or three irregularly formed obtuse points. These mamilhe

are not, as in the true Mastodon angustidens, placed transversely or at

right angles with the line of surface, but meet each other from right

to left alternately, so that the furrow on one side is interrupted by

the mamilla on the other ; and the mamillae on the whole line of tooth

lock into each other in the same way that two serrated edges opposed

to each other might be supposed to do, were they placed in contact.

The outer surface of the enamel is smooth, and the space or furrow

between each mamilla both on the external and internal surface is

marked by a small tubercle, the presence of which however does not

appear to be constant.

The surface of the tooth of the lower jaw wears obliquely and out-

wardly on the grinding surface, as in the ruminants, in which respect

it differs entirely from the elephants.

The wear of the coronals is marked at the commencement by irre-

gularly lobed figures, which, as the detrition advances, become confus-
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ed, and gradually unite, until the mamillae are worn away entirely,

when the tooth is left with merely a Burface of ivory surrounded by

enamel.

The drawings are intended to represent the tooth at these different

stages ; from the state of germ, to the old and worn down tooth,

shewing the intermediate state of detrition at different ages.

PI. xi. Fig. 1 . Fragment of tooth in germ, with the enamel on one

of the mamillae fractured.

Fig. 2. A very perfect molar of a young but adult animal, the front

surface being moderately worn, and the rear portion in the state of

germ; This is the right molar of the lower jaw. The length of

this tooth is 9*2 inches or °234 metres, and the breadth measured

on the base or lower bulge of the mamillae 2*95 inches or '074

metres ; it consists of six pair of points or mamillae, with apparently

(as the fossil is slightly fractured at this point) a bilobed talon in

the rear. The coronal surface is here shewn.

Fig. 3. An internal view of the same tooth.

Fig. 4. An external view of the same, exhibiting the obliquity of

wear on the coronal surface.

Fig. 5 and 6. Fragment of a tooth ofa greater age than the preceding.

Fig. 7 and 8. Fragment of tooth with jaw attached ; this is a portion

of the left molar of the lower jaw of an animal of the same age as

that represented in figs. 5 and 6, distinctly shewing the cup-like

cavities formed by the detrition and gradual junction of the ma-

millae : the obliquity of wear towards the outer surface is here very

distinctly marked.

Fig. 9 and 10. Fragment of a tooth of the same age as the pre-

ceding.

The three last specimens have belonged to animals of nearly the

same age ; the mamillae are much worn, and we see the gradual oblite-

ration of their independent hollows, reducing the coronal surface to

the appearance exhibited in figs. 11 and 12.

Fig. 1 1 . Shews the detrition at an intermediate state between figs. 9

and 10, and fig. 12. The posterior portion of this specimen still

retains the encircling lines of enamel on the worn down points,

whilst the portion in front has arrived at its last stage of wear.

Fig. 12. May be considered as a representation of the tooth in its

final state of detrition, when all marks of the mamillated form of

crown is obliterated, and nothing remains but an outer border of

enamel encircling a deep internal hollow of ivory.

I wish to draw attention particularly to the alternating position of

the mamillae, which I consider to be the chief specific character, and

which is distinctly marked throughout the whole series ; and, referring
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again to the Asti fossil as figured in Cuvier, I think that a clear iden-

tification is established.

As my object in writing this note is simply to point out the dis-

tinctive characters of the teeth of the mastodon a dents etroites, which

have been found in the Siwalik hills, it is unnecessary to make any

further remarks until we can enter upon a general description of the

fossil mastodons and elephants of these hills ; noting however, that

from the half of a lower jaw of this species, with its ramus attached*

which is now in my possession, we may look forward to some pecu-

liarities of form, differing very materially not only from the fossil and

existing elephant, but also from the other species of mastodons.

Up to this period I am only aware of the discovery of two species

of mastodons in the Siwalik hills ; namely, the variety of M. angus-

tidens which is the subject of this note, and the M. Elephantoides of

Clift. The former is very rare, and the latter in very great abundance.

IX.

—

Meteorological Register kept at Bangalore. By Dr. J. Mouat,
Medical Surgeon, IZth Dragoons.

If the accompanying meteorological table, kept at Bangalore, for the

year 1835, be of any interest, you are at liberty to make any use of it

you please. It has been drawn up for the medical reports, which I am
in the habit of transmitting to the heads of my department, and the

transcription of which is all the trouble it now gives. The original

table, as kept every two hours for the entire of 1834 and 1835, are also

at your service ; but they are two voluminous and bulky, I should think,

for any useful purpose. The column of monthly average was obtained

by adding the state of the thermometer, kept every two hours for the

entire 24 hours ; dividing this by 12, gave the average for each day.

These added together for the month, and divided by the number of

days in the month, give the monthly average noted in the table.

The wards of the hospital are visited by one of the medical pupils

or apprentices every two hours from 10 p. u. to 4 a. m., whose duty

it is to give medicine, &c. to the sick, and, at the same time, to mark

the thermometer. The corporal of the guard, when relieving the sentries,

is responsible, and sees this duty performed ; and, in the day time, the

hospital serjeant, apothecaries, pupils on duty, &c. mark it, the rest

of the 24 hours ; so that every source of error is endeavoured to be

avoided. The thermometer marked S., or side, is fixed on the end of a

shelf, some inches from the wall, and by its position, screened from the

influence of the glare or reflected heat ; the other, marked C. or centre,

is suspended from the centre of the room, about seven feet from the

floor, and the general agreement of the two instruments is a pretty good

guarantee for their accuracy. The apartment is the surgery of the
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hospital, 1 2 feet square, with a door facing the east and a window to

the north. The former always, and the latter generally, kept open . There

are also two small ventilators on the west side, always admitting a

circulation of air.

The other table is from Sir. J. F. W. Herschel's suggestion of

meteorological observations, &c. kept on four fixed days in each year*

and the thermometer, &c. marked every hour.

Abstract of Two-hourly Meteorological Register, kept at Bangalore, 1835.

2 ^

c c

Jan., {

Feb., {%
Marc,

{§;

April, {

May, {

June,
|

3alr, {g;

Aug., {I

{

{

Sept.,

Oct.,

Nov., lc

Dec, {

Ann. Avg.,

2 fi %

«

70.71

71.58

73.53

73.09
79.58
79.79

78.66
7S.33

79 22

79.58

75.66
75.66

74.45

74.64

73.45
74.00

74.00
74.00

70.38

71.71

71.50
71.78

f993
70.19

a e

Barometer.

74.39

69.50
70.25

72.50
72.00
78.75
80.50

73.50
78.37

7^.50

78.50

75.25
75.50

73.75
73.00

73,25;

73.50

73.7
73.25

70.50
71.50

71.37

71.50

69.25

09.75

73.S5

27.10

27.7*

26.95

26,9*

26, S5

26.79

26.75

26. 7S

26. S2

26.84

26,95

M.96

27.00

26.98

26.88

26.8;

26.79

26.81

<.=

a <

I £

27.05

17.30

26.91

26.91

26.82

26.80

26.78 26.76

26.42 26 60

!6.77 26. S4

26.78 26.31

96.89

26.90

26.92

96.93

Hail

16 Ky

BS

:i

L

Wind.

or

E.
fh.W\
& V.
Wv.or
S. W.

Wy.

Wy.

Wy.

Etemarka.

Eas- Weather delightfully cool

terly. and bracing—some foggy
mornings, and after the
24th, cloudy days.

Eas- Weather cool and pleasant
terly. —sun getting powerful.
Ey. or Mornings cool, days hot,

Sy. and at times close and
oppressive—one shower
of rain.

Generally close, hot, and
sultry— the air cool.

1397 Wy.th.
V. and
Ey.

5 10 Ey. &
N. B
th.Wy
at v.

3i>Ey. oi

N. E
ft Wv.

Weather cool and cloudy—
some heavy showers of
rain.

Weather cool and pleasant,
hazy or cloudy, with fre-

quent showers, and some
falls of rain.

Weather cool and hazy,
with heavy showers, and
pleasant.

Weather cold and chilly,

with constant showers,
and some heavy falls of
rain.

Weather cool, clouded, and
pleasant—several heavy
showers of rain.

Weather cool and pleasant,

with some heavy falls of

rain.

Weather delightful, cold,

bracing and generally

cloudy, some foggy morn-
ings, and at times very

cold.

N. E. Weather cold, bracing, and
Xc Ey. delightfully pleasant and

invigorating.

.26.95 162.82 26,89 44

N. B. The Thermometers marked every two hours—the Barometer at 10 a. m.

and 3 p. m.
• This daily register of the Barometer, at 10 a. m. and 4 p. m„ would be par-

ticularly acceptable, provided the instrument was a good one, which we almost

ear could not be the case. (See below.)

—

Ed. 2 Q
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X.

—

Meteorological Observations, taken every hour, at Bangalore, in the

Hospital of H. M. 13M Dragoons, from 6 a. m. oftheZlst to 6 p. m.

of the 2'2nd March, 1836, inclusive, in conformity with Sir W. Her*
scheVs instructions. By the same.

Hours of Ob-
servation

.

March, 1836
6 A. M. 21st,

7 tlitto,

8 ditto

9 ditto,

10 ditto,

11 ditto

12 Noon, ..

1 v. m
2 ditto,....

3 ditto,

4 ditto,

5 ditto

6 ditto,

7 ditto,....

8 ditto....

9 ditto,

10 ditto,....

11 ditto.....

12 Midnight,
1 A. M. 22d,

2 -ditto,

3 ditto,. . .

.

4 ditto,

5 ditto

6 ditto,

7 ditto,....

8 ditto,....

9 ditto,

10 ditto, ...

11 ditto,....

12 Noon. ..

1 P. M

2 ditto

3 ditto,....

4 ditto

5 ditto,.. .

6 ditto,....

27,01

,01

,01

,01

,01

,00

,0 1

,00

,00

,00

26,95

,95

,95

,95

,95

,95

,96

.97

,9"

,98

27,00

,00

26,96

27,00

,00

,00

,00

,00

,00

,00

26,98

,95

,5*3

Range of 2
Therms.

6 4

M
63

82

79
78
7S

79
77

78
78

77

79
81

83
85

Weather.

Weather clear, cool, and pleasant.
Calm ; the sun getting hot when exposed outside*
Much the same ; sun getting very hot ditto.

Ditto ditto ditto ; gentle breeze.
Very hot ; some light clouds ; ditto.

Sun hot, air cool, some light clouds, wind rising.

Sun at times obscured, light clouds, and the air cool
and refreshing.

nitto, ditto, ditto.

Ditto, ditto, ditto.

Sun very oppressive, very little wind, and very hot
and close ; some light cloud?.

Very close ; the sun very hot, scarcely any wind.
Getting cool, wind rising, and very pleasant.

Calm and pleasant; sky clear.

Ditto and very close ; light clouds ; some lightning
;

S. E.
Ditto gentle breeze ditto ditto.

Gentle breeze ; some heavy clouds; Wy. ditto.

Calm and very sultry ; some heavy clouds hovering
about; some lightning ; S. ET.

Slight breeze from S, E. ; sky clearer, some light-

ning, N. W.
Ditto, clear sky ; frequent ; ditto ditto.

Cool and pleasant ; ditto ; gentle breeze from S. F.
Wind rising and strong from S. E.; at times variable ;

sky clear.

Still strong breeze from S. E. ; at times Wy. do. do.
Gentle cool breezes ditto ; cloudless sky.

Ditto ditto.

Very gentle breeze ; not so cool as at 5, but pleasant

;

ditto.

Clear and pretty cool ; very calm, but the sun get-
ting hot.

Ditto ditto, ditto ditto.

Much the same, but the sun getting very hot, scarce-

ly any breeze.
Getting very hot, very calm and clear, slight breeze.

Gentle breeze from N. ; sky clear, sun hot, but not
oppressive.

Calm and sultry ; light clouds ; sun getting very hot.

Sky clear and cloudless ; slight breeze from N.; sun
very hot.

Ditto ditto, hot and sultry.

Ditto ditto, ditto ditto.

Very sultry ; little or no wind ; sky clear.

Ditto ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto ditto.

Hourly Mean
Average, ...26,93 31.59 82.73

N. B. The observations were made in an apartment 13 feet square. One ther-
mometer hung in the centre, 7 feet from the floor ; the other, at the end of a shelf,

some inches from the wall, and quite protected from reflected heat.—The room has
a door facing the east, and a small window to the north, both left open*.
* The march of the Barometer seems so sluggish that we fear the observer neg-

lected to tap the tube previous to reading off—an indispensable precaution with
ordinary instruments.—Ed.
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XI.

—

Horary Observations taken at Ddddpur, in conformity with Sir

John Herschefs Circular. By Col. Colvin, Lieut. Bakbr, and

Lieut. Durand, Engineers.

rThe original, whence we have with permission extracted these tables for pnblica-

tionThas been forwarded to the Secy, of the South African Phil. Inst.J

Barometrical Observations taken at Dtidfipur, Sept. 1835,

Remarks.

77*

75*2

7V5
75'

73*3
73-2

?a .

70'7
70*5
0*

o-

69*3
1*4

75*2

I

21 76-

22 79-6

32

SO'2
80*4 {

I,

80*

78*2

77*7

764
75*

74*2

>3'
71*7

,71*2
70".-

'70-3

69*7
71*6

76*5

60*

82*

80*8

79*

78*5

77*7
75*7
75'

73*5
72*5
71*8
71*2

0*4

72*

76*5

80*

92*3

83*5
85*2

81' 87"

80*8 B7*3

81*2 88*1

80-8 187*8

79*8 196-

79- '32*6

605|78*2

6 127S* 7

620|76-2
61875*3
60974-2
615 73*

607 72*2

607 71.5i

622J71*2
620 70-6

637 72* I

663756

83*9

95't

87-1

87*8

88*6
1*4

67*

84*2 568|83'5

Calm. Mist cannot be seen through for 300

vards, appears less over head.

Ditto ditto clearing off a little, with just a

breath of wind from cast.

Ditto ditto ditto objects becoming ^ble
800 to 1000 yards off, airjust perceptible E.

Wind S. W. light and variable, clear except

light wreaths of mist along the horizon.

„ ditto very light ditto, with light low

transparent clouds, apparently the re-

mains of the mist.

„ W. light ditto, still a few light clouds.

,, W. light and variable,ditto ditto ditto.

,, W, light breeze, ditto ditto ditto.

„ W. ditto ditto ditto, except tbe

line of mountains which is clouded.

W, by N . ditto ditto ditto ditto ditto,

" N. to S. E. in white masses.

N. W. ditto ditto ditto ditto ditto N

.

"e. toS. E. ditto.

Ditto ditto ditto ditto ditto ditto.

'„ Ditto much fallen, ditto light clouds

over the mountains and on the S. W.
horizon. ,_ ' •

„ Ditto as before, ditto ditto ditto ditto.

„ Ditto ditto ditto, stars bright.

„ Ditto light ditto ditto.

„ Ditto breeze in gusts, ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto light ditto ditto.

Light air westerly ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto ditto ditto-

Ditto ditto ditto do dawn appearing.

Calm, ditto mountains cloudless.

Ditto ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto, except light clouds over

the mountains.
Ditto ditto ditto ditto N E. to S. E.

A very light air from E. ditto large

white clouds on and behind the

mountain range.

Ditto ,, W. ditto ditto ditto ditto.

Ditto ,, W. ditto masses of ditto

ditto ditto N. by E. to S. E.

N. W. light breeze, ditto ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto ditto ditto ditto ditto.

Ditto in gus'.s ditto ditto ditto ditto.

ditto ditto ditto ditto ditto ditto ditto.

W. ditto ditto ditto, mountains clear

to N. cloudy to E. and S. E.

W. light ditto ditto ditto ditto.
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Barometrical Observations taken at Dddupur, March, 1836.

8*

20 22

m 23

21

65 3

67

$9'

70-7:77*5

70-2, 77"5

67MM7S

G6-2 74-5

liuromctcr
by Cnry.

71-

7T5

75"

04'

64*6

f62*2
3 60*4

9 59
10

II

LS

18

14

II

16

II

58*5

57
56*2

54*5

53*5

53
52-5

51-

22

19

ft*

58'

ft?

6*

66'

6v
268
3 69

69-7

695
70

71-2

IV

66*

63-

605
60*

56'5
57-

55*7

54*5

53"8

52-5

51'3

49'5
50*

55-5
63-

68*

70*7

73-5
76-1

76-6
78-

7S'

777
76-

1).

Mountain
Bar. by

Troughton.

si
i

huh.

<

I).

70-6
73-2

75*5

78
78-5

75*3

75*2

71*5

672
64*

6?
61*

59*5

585
57
55*5

54*5

55*

52*3

•2v 9S8

982

7S-5

7S*3

76

970 75

70
72*3

954
923

77*3

78

912

913

907

902

Inch.

•29* 128
116

105

Remarks.

74*6

745

71*2

70-6

517 863
51- 881
55*7 915
6f1 948
67*7 964
71* 971
74- 954
76*5 944
76*8 923
78*5 900

897 66*4

892 64-1

900161-5

698 61*

894; 59*5

884 59

881 1

56*

5

860J55'
666 55*5

854 03*2

855' 52*

61*

50*2

54
61'4
66*7

3 2!

75-7|

76
77*9

S
77-5
76*

868
864
867

030
053

023

038

026

020

014
010
027
030
018
Oil

000
28-996

984
982
984

29*003
021
059
097
116
111

091

077
036
023

000
28 994

991

Wind E.
Wind E. sky clear, over head liprht clouds

to South, Sirmur mountains clouded.
Wind E. light clouds over mountains ex-

cepting the sub-Himalayas, which are
visible.

Ditto ditto ditto ditto.

Wind S. E. light but stendy clouds in di-
rection of mountains cover more of the
sky.

Wind E. Gusty, clear over head, light
clouds all round the horizon.

Wind N. by E. unsteady, clear over head,
cloudy from N. W. to N. E. outline of
mountains visible.

Wind N. by E. unsteady, clear to S. W.
Elsewhere clouded, stormy appearance
to north.

Wind N. light. Clear to S. W. Elsewhere
light clouds, outline of hills visible.

Ditto ditto ditto ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto ditto ditto ditto.

Wind S. E. night clear.

Ditto very light, night clear.

Clear. Clear star light.

Ditto ditto.

Wiud N. very light, clear star light.

Ditto ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto ditto.

Wind N. brisk, clear star light. Dawn
commencing.

Wind N. light, sky clear.

N. by E. ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto ditto.

Calm, sky clear.

Wind 8. E. light, sky clear.

Ditto ditto ditto.

Calm, sky clear.

Wind S. W. light, sky clear, except light
clouds over the mountains.

Wiud W. light ditto ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto ditto ditto.

Time ascertained by one observation of equnl altitudes. Observation commen-
ced at lOh. 21m. 31s. of 21st March, common reckoning, and was continued at

exact intervals of one hour. (For convenience the minutes and seconds have been
omitted in the table.—Ed.)
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Memoranda relative to the above Table of Barometrical obtervationt for Septem-
ber 1835. By Lieut. Durand.

Instruments employed.—Colonel Colvin's Barometer was made by Cart.
The cistern is of ivory, the Instrument is adjusted for observation by

bringing the surface of the mercury to a level with the slit in the socket

of the stopcock of the cistern, by means of a brass screw at the bottom of

the cistern. This instrument was, when compared with the standard

Barometer in Calcutta, by J. Prinsep, Esq., found to be correct.

Lieut. Durand's Barometer is one of Troughton and Simm's mountain
Barometers. When compared with the standard Barometer, it stood 0.043

too low.

In order to determine the amount of change which the two instruments
might have suffered, relatively to each other, in consequence of the jour,

ney from Calcutta, a comparison was instituted between the heights shown
by the two Barometers, during the month of June 1835 ; the following is

the result.

Mean.
Height of Bar.

Attd.
Ther.

Detd.
Ther.

Moist
Bulb.

Time. Mean of the foregoing.

88.744
2*6488
28.74H6
88.6585

«>0.4

95.44
87-83
88.4

80.51
94.25
86.51
87.«'6

83.15
85.14
83.22
82.79

10a. m
4 P.M.
10 A.M.
4 P. M.

28*69441 92.98
j
91.83 .84.145

88.7035 88.616 87.8361 83.

Gary's Barometer.

TaoroHTOr* and
Simm's Barometer.

Whence may be deduced, that Cary's barometer suffered considerable

derangement from the inevitable jolting, &c. attendant on so long a jour,

ney. Trouohton's had evidently been lees disordered, probably but little

so ; without a second comparison with the standard barometer, however,
the comparative accuracy of Trouohton's rests upon supposition.

Previous to the day on which the hourly observations were to commence,
Cart's Barometer was accidentally put out of order, and it became requi-

site to re-fill the tube with mercury ; this was accordingly effected, but
the means for safely heating the filled tube not being at hand, and the

tube appearing to the eye free from air, it was inserted into the instru-

ment ; the observations show the great difference which this untimely
accident caused in the heights of the two mercurial columns.

Thermometers.—The attached thermometers of both barometers read
off to degrees.

The thermometer employed as a moist bulb, is one made by Trough-
ton and Shims. When compared in Calcutta it stood 1*3 too high ; the

scale is graduated to degrees.
The detached thermometer also by Troughton and Stmms, reads off

only to two degree divisions; when examined in Calcutta it was found to be
0*4 too high.

From the foregoing remarks on the thermometers, it is evident that the
division of the scales of these instruments did not admit any perfect accu-
racy in reading off the decimal parts of a degree : the decimal parts in the
table are therefore only careful approximations, and under particular cir-

cumstances, such as reading off at night, &c. small inaccuracies must have
been unavoidable.

Time.—The time of apparent noon and the rate of chronometer were
ascertained by a series of observations of equal altitudes of the sun, on the
1/th, 18th, 19th and 20th September.
Location of Instruments.—The instruments were placed in a verandah

facing the north, perfectly shaded, and sheltered from the wind, without, at
the same time, hindering a free circulation of air. Cary's Barometer stood
about 4/tf. 6, from the wall; Trouohton's about \ft. 6, from the wall, the
space partitioned off and allotted to the instruments not admitting their
further removal from the northern front of the building.

Place of Observation.—Dadopur is situated on the right bank of the
Jamna, a little below the junction of the Sombe : the position of the Canal
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Department depot is somewhat north of the village, and is in latitude

SO9 12 N. and about longitude 77° 23' 45" E. as deduced from an obser-
vation of the transit of mercury on the 5th May, 1832. The range of
low mountains separated from the more lofty and older formations by the
Kyadur Doon is about 20 miles from Dadripur. The word mountains
which enters amongst the remarks on the particulars of the weather, must
be understood to allude to the distant ranges of the Himalayas, and not
to the low and neighbouring mountains.

It is necessary to add,that the hourly observations were taken by Colonel
Colvin, Engrs., Lieut. Baker, Engrs., and Lieut. Durand, Engrs.
Dadupur, Nov. 2Uh, 1835.

The same remarks are applicable to the March observations, Cart's
Barometer not having been yet boiled ; the site of the instruments was
changed, being now under a thatch erected for them in a free circulation

of air.

XII.

—

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday evening, the 1st June, 1836.

W. H. Magnaghten, Esq. Vice-President, in the ch «r.

Messrs. W. Brucb and R. W. G. Frith, proposed at the last meeting,
were ballotted for, and elected members of the Society.

Dr. Lumqua, proposed at the last meeting, was, upon the recommenda-
tion of the Committee of Papers, elected an honorary member.
The Rev. R. Everest, requested his name to be withdrawn from the

list of members.
Captain W. Foley regretted, that private circumstances obliged him also

to retire from the Society.

Read letters from Colonel J. Colvin, Engineers, Colonel Caulpield, and
Colonel Stacy, acknowledging their election as members of the Society.

Read letters from Nicholas Carlisle, Esq. Secretary to the Antiqua-
rian Society of London, and J. Forshall, Esq. Secretary to the British

Museum, acknowledging the receipt of copies of the Index, &c.
Read a letter from Captain H. Harkness, Secretary to the Oriental

Translation Committee of the Royal Asiatic Society, stating, that arrears of

the Society 's subscription were due, to the amount of £31 10*. from 1833
to 1835, inclusive.

Ordered, that the arrears be paid up, with an apology for the delay.

The Secretary stated, that upon an application from himself on the part

of the Society, the Government had been pleased to grant exemption
from postage on all certified "proofsheets," addressed by him to authors

or editors for correction, as well as on their return, similarly attested to

his address. The Government was also willing to grant exemption from
duty on objects of Natural History or Curiosity, imported for or exported

from the museum ; application to be made in each particular case.

Library.

Read a letter from Captain R. B. Pembbrton, forwarding a copy of his

report on the eastern frontier of British India, with an appendix and
maps, for presentation to the Society.

Also, from Dr. McClelland, a copy of his work entitled " Inquiries in

Kemaon," Statistical and Geological.

Read a letter from James R. Ewart, Esq. forwarding on behalf of

Captain J. Jervis, a copy of his publication on Indian Meteorology.

Die Philosophie der Hindu Vaedanta Sara von Sadananda des Ram
Krishna Tirtha von Dr. Otbmar Frank—presented by the author.

Ueber das Bild des Welthaumeisters, Visvakarma, von Othmab Frank
—presented by the author.
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The Indian Journal of Medical Science, No. 61, June 1836

—

by Dr.
Corbyn the Editor.

The following books were received from the booksellers

:

Lakdneh's Cabinet Cyclopedia, Swainson'b quadrupeds.
, Greece, Vol. 2nd.——
, Rome, Vol. 2nd.

Illustrations of the Botany and other branches of the Natural History
of the Himalaya mountains, by J. F. Roylb, Esq. F. L. S. and G. 8. and
M. A. 3., parts 7th and 8th.

Museum.
Four gold and Bilver fish, from NipAl, were presented by Ham' Da's,

Mahant of Patna.

A drawing, supposed to be of the Allahabad lath ; as it stood when
perfect, was received with a note from Dr. Mouat, H. M. 13th Dragoons
at Bangalore.

This drawing accords more exactly with the Uth in Tirhut, for which it was
doubtless intended, (See Vol. IV. page 122.)

Literary.

A paper on the valley of Cashmir, by the Baron Huobl, was read.

The author's detention at Bombay has enabled him to communicate at greater

length the observations made during his recent visit to the valley. The Society

is much beholden to this illustrious traveller for thus disinterestedly placing at

its disposal the results of his personal labours, notwithstanding he has doubtless

the intention of publishing himself on his return to his own country.

The latitude of Kathmir town (SrinagarJ is 34° 22/ 58" and (if Vizirabad is

correctly laid down in Elphinstonb's map), its longitade is 75° 12/ 30" by cross-

bearings taken by the Baron from the latter place to the Pirpatyabl pass, the

bearing of which was also taken at Kashmir town.
In most maps the situation of this place is 34° 40/

lat. and 75° 58' long :—
in Hamilton 33° 23' lat. 74* 47' long.: and in H. T. Prinskp's Ranjebt
Singh, derived from Capt. Murray's information, 34° 9' and 75° 32' re-

spectively*.

A paper by Mr. Avdall, entitled " A Memoir of a Hindu colony in

ancient Armenia/' was submitted.
[This will be printed in our next.]

An attempt to fix the epochs of the four principal Buddhas, by Captain
Forbes, of Ceylon, was presented.

Mr. Csoma's translation of the Bhotian Banner Inscription, presented

at the meeting of March, was read.
[Printed in the present number.]

Facsimile of inscription on the Bhittree 16th near Ghazipur, was pre-

sented by Lieut. A. Cunningham, together with a drawing of the pillar.

A memoir on the geography of Peucelaotis, and elucidations of Alex-
ander's march, together with drawings of all the coins and relics disco-

vered by himself, and a map of the country from his own surveys, intended

for presentation to M. Jacquet of the Paris Asiatic Society, was obliging-

ly entrusted by the author M. Court, of Maharaja Ranjit Sinh's service,

to the Secretary, for free communication to the Society ofsuch information

as they may think worthy of extraction.

Physical.

Extract of a letter from the Baron HuoELto the Society, was read,

announcing the important discovery of a bed of fossil bones in Perim
island, in the gulph of Cambay.

[Printed in the present number.]

• In the note on Kashmir published in the March No. p. 185, we asserted the
latitude to be 34° 35/ with meridional (double) altitude, 72* 4'.—We supposed the
latter corrected to the Sun's centre; as that was not the case, 15' must be de-
ducted, while 3' must be added for difference of declination from Greenwich—mak-
ing the latitude as above, 34° 23'.—Ed.
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Specimens of lignite and fossil wood from Nipal, were presented on the
part of Subadar Jooa Singh.

Specimens of quartz fossil wood and shells from Van Dieman's Land,
presented by C. K. Robisok, Esq.
A note on the teeth ofthe Mastodon angustidens of the Siwalik hills, was

received by Oaptain Cautley.
Also, by Dr. Falconer and Capt. Cautley, a memoir on the Felts Crif-

lata, a new fossil tiger from the Siwalik hills.

A skeleton of a tortoise (Carey's Kuchuya), presented by Mr. J. T.
Pearson.

Specimens of the Indian Barbet, (Bucco IndicusJ Woodpecker, (Picus
MaceiJ and smaller green pigeon, (Vtnago Fernans,J presented by Lieut.
C. Montriou, Ind. Navy.
A specimen of the wandering Albatros, (Dhmedea esulansj present-

ed by J. Child, Esq.
A specimen of the Bald Ibis, (Ibis calvaj presented by Dr. A.

Campbell.
Skullsof the tiger, (Felts TigrisJ Leopard, (F. LeopardusJ long-lipped

bear, (Ursus labiatus,) and Gurriyal, (Gartalis Gangeticus,) presented
by Dr. MoCosh.
A specimen of the ornamented snake, (Coluber Ornata,J presented by

Mr. Kyd.
A specimen of Gecko vittatus (var.) by Dr. A. Jackson.

XIII.

—

Address read before the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic

Society, on the 27th January, 1836. By the Rev. John Wilson,
President.

[This address, obligingly communicated to us by the author, gives so valuable a
review of nil that has oeen done by the Bombay Society, that we make no apology,
but rather feel a pride in transferring it to our pages entire : the rather because Bom-
bay does not yet boast a Journal of its own, like Madras does. Since the establish-
ment of the latter journal, we have discontinued inserting the Proceedings of the So-
ciety at that Presidency, conceiving the means for their preservation and circulation
to be more appropriately provided for.

—

Ed.]

This Society has now been in existence for upwards of thirty years

;

and it may not be improper for us, in our present circumstances, briefly

to advert to its past proceeding**, and to some of the various subjects of
inquiry, and especially those connected with our situation in western
India, which still invite our attention.

In the discourse delivered at the formation of the institution, by its

first President Sir Jambs Mackintosh, that great man declared himself
"ambitious of no higher office than that of conveying to India the desires

and wants of the learned at home." A more worthy " representative of

the curiosity of Europe," could not have presented himself in this country.

It must be admitted, however, that, powerful as was his influence, and
remarkable as has been the zeal and success of the members in prosecut-

ing some of the objects proper for investigation by an Asiatic Society,

their contributions on the topics to which he more particularly directed

attention, have not been so numerous and extensive as might have been
reasonably expected.

On Natural History, on which he dwells at greatest length, there are

in our Transactions only a few distinct contributions, while the subject

is only partially adverted to in the papers descriptive of particular dis-

tricts of the country. This is undoubtedly a matter of regret, for the
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study, directly conversant as it is with the works of God, and with the
intimations which they give of His wisdom, power, and goodness, is, in all

circumstances, possessed of the highest interest, and conduces both to
intellectual gratification and to moral improvement ; and in such a coun-
try as India, bo vast in its extent, and so grand and multifarious in its

productions, it is possessed of peculiar charms. It is a study, in many of
its branches, so intimately connected with national resources, and the
useful arts, and the means of humane amelioration, that it is powerfully
recommended to every economist and philanthropist. It is a study in
which most who have received a liberal education may engage, and to
advance which, all who give it an ordinary share of attention, may consi-

derably contribute. The sojourners in Bombay have, in the mountains,
forests, and islands, in the neighbourhood, innumerable objects, connected
especially with Geology, Botany, and Zoology, which both from their

comparative novelty, and intrinsic interest invite attention. The Society

cannot do better than encourage their investigation, and imitate in refer-

ence to them, the laudable procedure of the sister institution in Bengal,
with regard to those of a similar nature more particularly connected with
that province, and among whose highest honours must ever be, its having
numbered among its members such men as Roxburgh and Wallich, and
fostered their earliest attempts to unfold the beauties and mysteries of
creation. The report of observation and discovery connected with them,
if given in this place, would form an agreeable entertainment even to those
who may be most ardent and persevering in their researches into the other
important objects of the Society's investigation. That a studious atten-

tion to both of them, by individuals, is not impracticable, is well evinced in

the cases of Jones, and Colbbbookb, and Carey, and others, who have
been distinguished in India both for their science and literature; and who
have been not less remarkable for their knowledge and expositions of the

thought and feeling of man, as connected with the objects of his devout
regard, or superstitious reverence, and the language by which he holds

communion with his fellows, than for their lively cognizance, and philo.

sophic interpretation, of the varied phenomena of nature.

The Statistics of any country are intimately connected with its Political

Economy, and are consequently highly worthy of attention. Their import-

ance was not so generally admitted, as at present, on the formation of our
Society ; but it is strikingly set forth by Sir James Mackintosh. The
tables which he himself presented, connected with the population of

Bombay, and the remarks with which he accompanied them, are valuable.

Similar ones, of a later date, are desiderata, and when compared with

those given by him, would furnish curious information. The Notices of

Janibusar and Loni, given in our Transactions, by Drs. Marshall and
Coatbs ; and of certain districts of the southern Maratha Country, and of

the Jharejas, of Kach, in the Journal of the home Society, by Dr. Bird,
and Lieutenant Burnes, are good specimens of what is required of other

localities and tribes. Without the assistance of our liberal Government,
little can be done with satisfaction in this department. Such assistance,

by instituting special inquiries, and by delivering up documents already

in its possession, or which could be procured by application to its judges,

and magistrates, and revenue officers, it could easily, and with great

advantage to itself, render*.

Only one paper on the subject of Political Economy, as connected with

• A proposition has, I understand, been made, by an able and zealous officer

of this Presidency (Capt. T. B. Jehvis) to the different Governments of India,

relative to the periodical publication of the returns of population, revenue, and

cultivated and waste lands.

2 R
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India, has been laid before our Society. It is by Mr. Bruce, and has been

transmitted to England, where it will not fail to be appreciated.

Of all the topics of inquiry meriting attention, that of the History and

Present Condition of the People, in the different provinces, in regard to

language, religion, literature, science and art, means of support, and

manners and customs, is paramount. It is very extensive ; and has met,

from the members of the Society, with considerable attention.

The Parsis, the great body of whom dwell amongst us, present them-

selves as special objects of inquiry. The history of their original country,

has been ably unfolded by Sir John Malcolm ; and on its ancient chrono.

logy previous to the conquest by Alexander, and its state from the battle

of Arbela in A. C. 331, to the rise of Ardbshir Babeoan, much light

has been cast by our late learned President, Colonel Vans Kennedy.
Mr. Erbkine's papers respecting them, are remarkably interesting, as con-

taining an able review, and analysis, of the Works of Anquetil dv Per-
ron, who followed Dr. Hyde as the expositor of their tenets ; the results

of his own observation ; and valuable disquisitions on their sacred books

and ancient languages. The researches of Professor Rask, in his paper

given to this Society, whatever may be the opinions formed of the parti-

cular conclusions at which he has arrived, and it must be admitted he has

reasoned ingeniously in their support, are also interesting. For the ori.

ginal tracts, with remarks, in the course of being published in France by
M. Mohl, we owe our gratitude. The History of the Early Kings of
Persia by Mirkbond, translated by Mr. Shea; and the History of Vartan
and the Armenians, by Mr. Neumann; and of the Shah Namah, by Mr.
Atkinson, for which we are indebted to the Oriental Translation Fund,
contain much historical information on the religion of Zoroaster. Still

more may be expected from the translation of that singularly curious

work, the Dabistan, which is about to appear. The curiosity of the public

respecting the Parsis, however, is far from being satisfied, as is evident

from the inquiries which frequently reach this place both from London
and Paris. We need a more exact translation of the books which they
esteem sacred, than that which is furnished by Anquetil du Perron.
Such a translation has been promised by Professor Burnouf, whose attain-

ments in oriental literature, and ardour in oriental study, afford good
ground for hope that our wishes respecting it will be realised. Should he
fail, the attempt rrniy be made in Bombay, where there are still a very few
Zand scholars among the Zoroastrians to be found, and whose assistance,

as well as that to be furnished by the translations into Gujurathi, may be
procured*. We require information particularly on their popular super-
stitions, and domestic manners and customs, and general habits, as exhi.
bited to the native community, and which, there is reason to believe,

differ not a little from those generally observed by their European acquain-
tances, and for which they have received, in the opinion of the most
intelligent of their own number, a more than quantum suffieit of credit.

It was with the view of adding my mite to the information possessed on
these topics, and not because I conceived it possessed of any intrinsic

merit, that I lately presented the Society with a translation of their Gene-
ral 8iroze. There are extant narratives of their settlement and history
in India, versions of which should be presented to the Oriental Translation
Fund. At a late meeting of the Committee of Correspondence of the
Royal Asiatic Society, some of the more liberal natives in Bombay, were
invited to form themselves into an association, with the view of aiding in
collecting information on some of the topics to which I have now adverted.
Little, I fear, can be expected from them, without the co-operation of

* Six Fargmrds of the Vandidad can also be procured in Saaskrita.
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European scholars, or without the proposal to them of special queries cal-

culated to direct them in their communications. I am decidedly of opi-

nion that it would be of advantage to both parties, were some of them
associated with ourselves ; and I would fondly hope that should any of
them, possessed of competent attainments and zeal, and a respectable

character and influence, ask membership of our body, it should be readily

accorded.

There is no institution which has furnished more able and interesting

illustrations connected with the Musalmans than our Society. The ques-
tion, so interesting in the history of the errors of the human mind, Was
Muhammad an impostor or an enthusiast, has been discussed by our late

President Colonel Vans Kennedy ; and though many may dissent, as I

myself do, from the conclusion at which he arrives, the ingenuity with

which he conducts his argument, and the varied learning which he displays

must be readily acknowledged. The same distinguished orientalist has
furnished us with the most correct estimate of the literature of the Musal.
mine in Persia, which is extant ; and has given us a minute and precise

abstract of the Muhammadan Municipal Law, with a constant reference

to acknowledged authorities, and with an arrangement particularly lumi-

nous, being suggested by that of Blackstone in his Commentaries on the

Laws of England. His paper furnishes an important aid to the under-
standing of the state of Government, and society in general, in Muham-
madan countries. The points at issue between the Shias and Sunnis, and
which have been, and still are, the cause of the greatest distractions and
animosities among the Moslems, are well illustrated by the translations

and remarks of Sir John Malcolm ; and the sentiments of the Sufi* and
Jfehdwi*, by those of the late Lieutenant Graham and Colonel Miles.
The account of the Akhlak-i-Nasiri, by Lieutenant Frissell, and the

translation of one of the discourses of Saoi by Mr. Ross, throw much light

on the Musalman Economics and Ethics, both theoretical and practical.

What we chiefly want in reference to the Muhammadan religion, is a
fuller account, drawn from a comparison of all the existing authorities,

of the state of Arabia at the time of its origin, and from which we could

form a more enlightened judgment than we do, of those great revolutions

brought about by its author ; of the history of its religious influence, dis-

tinguished as much as possible from that of the military exploits and civil

arrangements of its followers, which have hitherto almost altogether

engrossed attention ; of the general arguments by which its doctors have
urged its pretensions in opposition to Christianity*; of the Bohorasf

• Some interesting information on this subject, is to be found in the Controver-
sial Tracts, by the Rev. Henry Martyn, and his opponents iu Persia, and the pre-
face prefixed to them by Professor Lbs, and in the last of the letters addressed to
me, by H'aji'Mahammad H'ashim, and published in Bombay. As the discussion of
the points at issue, however, is an ancient one, it seems desirable that a collection

should be made of the hints respecting it which are to be found in the Miisalman
works of theology.

*f» To any person, whose leisure may permit inquiry into this body of Musalmans,
the following memorandum written by me on a visit to Snratin the beginning of last

year, may not be unacceptable. " The Bohoras of Surat are divided into three sects,

respectively denominated Ali, Snliman, and D&ad. In the first of these, there are
only five or six families ; in the second, about fifty ; and in the third, about five

thousand, with a population of about twelve thousand. They have accounts of their

tribe, one of which I have seen in Arabic, which carry back their history about six

or seven hundred years. They generally support themselves by the vending and ma-
nufacture of cloths, hardware, household furniture, &c. They profess to be quite
distinct from the agricultural Bohoras, who are to be found in the Baroch districts,

and of whom a considerable number of families have now also settled in Surat.
11 The Bohoras are under the religious, and, to a great extent, the civil govern-

ment of a Mulls, whose head quarters were originally in Arabia. The MullA in

2 R 2
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and other curious sectaries ; and of the peculiar practices, superinduced

probably by intercourse with the Hindus, of those who profess it in India,

and particularly in the provinces with which we are most intimately

connected. That the latter subject is not unworthy of interest, will appear

to any reader of the work lately published by Dr. Hrrklots, and to the

notices given of certain festivals by M. Garcin db Tatar. From these

documents, as well as from Colonel Kennedy's paper on the religion in-

troduced into India by the Emperor Akbar, it appears that the followers

of Muhammad, cannot only, when circumstances tempt them, lav aside

their intolerance, but accommodate themselves to existing prejudices,

and indulge in the boldest speculations. In the almost universal neglect

of historical records by the subjugated Hindus, we must principally look

to the Mtisalmans for any historical information connected with tbisj

country which refers to the times which intervene between the commence,
ment of their conquest, and th it of the European powers. The History

by Ferishta, translated by Colonel Briggs, though neither, as was to be
expected , very philosophical nor rigid, is valuable. Captain Rowlandson
and Dr. Bird, have done well to translate two works which treat of the

history of Malabar and Gujerat. They contain much interesting inform,

tion. Another history of the latter province, by a very intelligent Brah-
man, but principally from Muhammadan authorities, and which may
prove worthy of translation, was lately presented to our Society by our
zealous Secretary. There are materials to be found, in different places,

sufficient to throw light upon the principal occurrences in almost every
province of India.

Of various tribes of the Hindus, as the Katis, the Bhfls, the Banjaris,

the Pandu Kolis, the Dakhan Kunbis, and the Karadi Brahmans, and
the inhabitants of Sindh, very curious notices are to be fouud in our
Transactions. Of many other tribes, accounts have appeared in separate

publications*. Many more, however, with marked natural pecularities,

and in a strange social state, still remain to to be described. Those who

Surat sits upon a throne, and is highly respected. He is thrice saluted by every
person wnen he is in cathedra ; and his attendants give him all the attentions which
the princes of the land receive when they are in Darb&r. He has deputies in all the
towns in India where Bohoras are to be found, and even in Maskat, Baaora, Jadds,
and Mokha. He has a very large income, arising principally from donations at
births, marriages, and deaths ; but from his funds, the poor of the sect, whether
resident in Surat or occasional visitors, are supplied. He nominates his successor,
having a principal regard to his talents, information, and capacity to govern.
" The Mulls, or Mnllaji as he is called by way of distinction, reads the Koran,

and addresses the people during five or six days of the Moharram, and one day du-
ring the month of Raraazin, when his auditors are numerous. In the part of Surat
principally inhabited by Bohoras, there are many courts, in each of which there is a
Muila to conduct worship early in the morning. The people, however, seem most
to relish praying at the tombs, or great mausoleums, which contain the sepulchres
ofsomeofthe ancient MullAs and their relatives. They actually, as we observed,
kiss the chunam covering of the graves

!

" In regard to marriage, it may be observed, that the number of wives permitted
by the Korrfn is allowed, as in the case of other sects of Mo salmans. The follies of
the Hindus have found a place among them, in the manner in which marriages are
contracted and celebrated. Girls are espoused at the early age of five years, and
without much regard, on the part of their parents, to the age of those with whom
they are united. The processions, and feastings, are conducted much as among the
other classes of the natives.
" The shaving off the hair, which is viewed as a kind of sacrament, is performed

on the 7th or 21st day after the birth, either of a son or daughter.
" Expulsion from caste follows the practice of gross immoralities, and par-

ticularly the drinking of ardent spirits.
" Funerals are conducted with considerable solemnity. Those of the higher class-

es are attended by the MullaV'

• Among the fullest, and most interesting of these, is the History of the Ramo-
shis, lately published by Captain Mackintosh.
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are found resident in tne jungles, and in mountainous districts, and who
are probably the remains of the Aborigines of the country, are particu-

larly worthy of investigation. Attention to them is called for, by all

who desire to advance their civilization, and to elevate them from their

present degradation. Description must precede any considerable efforts

made for their improvement. Perhaps some similarities may be dis-

covered in their language, religion, and customs, which may lead to

important conjectures as to the ancient history of India. Of many of
them it has been already ascertained, that they have had no connexion
with Brahmanism, except in so far as they may have felt its unhallowed
influence in excluding them from the common privileges of humanity,
and banishing them to the wilds, or dooming them to ignorance, and
unwilling and unrewarded servitude*.

Though on the Hindu religion and literature in general, our publica-

tions contain rather scanty observations, some of our members .have added
greatly to the information communicated by the distinguished literati of
the other side of India, and of Europe. Our Society was the first body
to submit to the public a proposal for a union for the promotion of trans-

lations from the Sanskrita. Its claim to this honour, it is right again to

re-assert. It will be established by a reference to a letter addressed to

the Asiatic Society of Bengal, in 1806, by Sir Jamkb Mackintosh, and
published as an appendix to the first volume of our Transactional". Such
translations were practically encouraged hy the Society itself, in the case

ofthe Lilawati,a treatise on Arithmetic and Geometry by Bhaskara Achar-
ya, and the Prabodh Chandrodaya, a curious allegorical play illustrative

of the opinions of the Vedantikas, and both published by the late Dr.

John Taylor, The first general account, of any considerable size, of
the Hindu Pantheon, is by one of our members, Major Edward Moor.
In Colonel Kennedy's Ancient and Hindu Mythology, we have a work,
than which none more important, if we refer either to original quotations

from the Shdstras, or learned disquisitions, has yet appeared. I make this

remark with the more freedom, that circumstances called me, on the pub-
lication of the work, to animadvert on the estimate which it forms of the
moral character of Brahmanism in a manner which gave the learned author

. offence. In the Essay on the Vedanta by the same gentleman, we have
the best account of that very curious system of speculation, cousidered in

a philosophical point of view, which has yet appeared,—an account which
proves it to be a system of spiritual pantheism, and as such entirely dif-

ferent, except in occasional expression, from that of the Mystics of
Europe, to which it had been maintained to be similar by Sir William
Jonbs, and other writersJ. It was in this place that the first defence, by
a Native, of both the exoteric and esoteric systems of Hinduism, in reply

to those who seek to propagate the principles ofour Holy Faith, appeared
;

and it was here that a rejoinder, embracing briefly the consideration of

• See particularly Mr. Babbr's Answers to the Queries of a Committee of the
House of Lords on the state of Slavery in the South West of India,

f Page 310.

X In the works of the Mystics, and of the pious writers, to whom Sir William
Jonbs alludes in the course of his reasonings, there are figures of speech, and other
expressions, very similar to those used by the Vedantists. Others, still more strik-

ingly similar, could easily be produced. I give one from the Poems of Richard
Baxter.

" But O ! how wisely hast thou made the twist I

To love thee and myself do well consist.

Love is the closure of connatural ;

The soul's return to its originals :

As every brook is toward the ocean bent

:

And all things to their proper element

:

And as the inclination of the sight.

How small soever is unto the light

:
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both these subjects, was published. About two years ago, a portion of
the Rigveda, the most considerable which has yet been printed, was pub-
lished in Snnskrita, Marathi, and English, by one of our members. A
translation of the whole of this work, to which I believe Prof. H. H.
Wilson has turned his attention, and of the Bhagawata Purdna, which,
though it cannot claim an antiquity much exceeding that of six hundred
year*, is certainly the greatest practical authority at present, at least in

the West of India, are greatly to be desired. On the different sects of
the Hindus, and on their provincial superstitions, much light has yet to

be cast. On the North of this Presidency, we have the Faishnnvas ; in

our immediate neighbourhood, the Smartas ; and in the South, the Shaiva*

or LingavanU, in the practice of all their peculiarities. In the Dakshan,
we have a general worship of deified heroes, as yet unnoticed, except in

the most incidental manner. Many curious classes of mendicants, of

whom little or nothing is known*, are to be found within the sphere of

our peculiar observation. The religion of the Jainas, on which most
valuable manuscripts, procured by Mr. Watbbk, are deposited in our
library, is still, in many respects, to be unfolded. Our Transactions have
only one paper, by Captain McMurdo, which refers to it. In the posses-

sion of the Jainas, there are many works calculated to throw much light

on the religious history of India in genera), with the use of which some of
them would not be unwilling to favour a European student. I fondly

trust and believe, that there are among our members, those who will con-

tinue to contribute, as circumstances may call them, to the exposition of

the systems of faith, which have so long exercised their sway in this

country, and the various literary works, which, though, unlike those of

Greece and Rome, they are of little or no use in the cultivation of taste, are

valuable as they illustrate the tendency of these systems in their connex-

ion with social and public life, and as they explain a language the most

copious in its vocables, and powerful in its grammatical forms, in which

any records exist. Destitute of a knowledge of these systems, and the

works in which they are embodied, the native character, and the state of

native society, will never be sufficiently understood, a right key obtained

to open the native mind, and all desirable facilities enjoyed for the in-

troduction among the people of a body of rational and equitable law, and
the propagation of the Gospel and the promotion of general education.

There are some respectable patrons of the latter supremely important

work, who overlook its importance ; but their number is on the decrease.

As the touch'd needle pointeth toward the pole

;

Thus unto thee inclines the holy soul

:

It trembleth and is restless till it come
Unto thy bosom where it is at home."

No person who is familiar with the Upanithads can fail to mark the coincidence

of the language of Baxter in the preceding; passage, with that of the Transcend-
entalists of India. This coincidence of language, however, does not warrant the

inference that there is the least agreement of statement. In proof of this position,

we have merely to quote the lines which follow those now given.
" Yet no such union dare the soul desire

As parts have with the whole, and sparks to fire ;

But as dependent, low, subordinate,
Such as thy will of nothing did create.

As tendeth to the sun the smallest eye
Of silly vermin, or the poorest fly.

My own salvation when I make my end,

Full mutual love is all that I intend,

And in this closure though I happy be,

Its by intending, and admiring thee."

• Of one of these, the Mdmbhavas, whom I had particularly in view in making this

remark, I have just received an interesting account from Captain A. Mackintosh,
the author of the History of the Ramoshis.
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They ought to consider that the situation of those to he instructed, is to

be attended to, as well as the instructions to be delivered. While divine

troth roust be propagated with unwavering fidelity, and all hopes of ulti-

mate success rest on its own potency, its suitableness to the general cha-

racter of man, and the assistance of divine grace, judgment ought to be

employed in the mode of its application to those who vary much in their

creeds, and differ much in their moral practice. We have the highest

authority for an accommodation such as that for which I plead. Though
the great truths proclaimed by the apostle Paul were the same in all cir-

cumstances, they were introduced in very different ways to the Jewish Rab-
bis and people, and to the members ofthe Athenian Areopagus. I must hold,

that there is no little unsuitableneas in India, in addressing a Pantheist as

aPolytheist, and vice versa: in speaking to a Jaina as to a Brahman; in

condemning that at random which the natives may suppose to be unknown,
and in using theological terms, and general phrases, without any very

definite sense of their application by the natives themselves. The more
a knowledge of Hinduism and of Hindu literature is possessed by any
teacher, the more patiently and uninterruptedly will he be listened to by
the people, and the more forcibly will he be enabled, and principally by
contrast and concession, to set forth the authority, and the excellence, of

the doctrines of Christianity.

In connexion with the subject to which I have now adverted, I may
allude to the peculiar duty which devolves on us of collecting Sanskrits

manuscripts. They are to be found in a purer state in the Dakshan than

in any other part of India, and the poverty of the Brahmans leads them
readily to part with them. Those which were lately purchased by us are

very valuable.

The contributions of the members of our Society to the elucidation of
Hindu Antiquities, have done much to extend and support its credit. The
proximity of the ancient excavations, which may be classed among the

wonders of the world, could not fail to excite curiosity and inquiry. The
descriptions and illustrations of those of Gharipur (Elephanta), Sashti

JSelaette), Karaii (Carlee), Ferula (Ellora), Bag and Ajanta*, though a
ew errors and oversights may be detected in them, are highly interesting.

Mr. Ebskinb has satisfactorily shown the distinguishing characteristics of

those of them which are respectively to be attributed to the Baud'dhas
and Jainas, and the Brihmans. It is to be hoped that the inscriptions

which are to be found on some of them, and which are in the Sanskrita

language, and in ancient characters very similar to those which have late-

ly been published in the ably conducted Journal of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, will be soon understood. The Rev. Mr. Stevenson has already

been successful, to a great extent, in decyphering, and translating those of

the temples of Karaii, and thus leading to inferences by no means unim-
portant. Some of those of Kanadi, on Salsette, I should think, from a
partial trial, present no greater difficulties than those which have been
already overcome. The stone bearing the inscription of the temples at

Elephanta, we learn from Diego de Couto the Portuguese Annalist, was
sent to John the Third of Portugal about the year 1534, and is probably

now either in the Royal Museum of Lisbon, or in the University of Coimbra.
The Royal Asiatic Society may, without difficulty, procure a transcript.

There are excavated temples in the country, such as those of Nasik, and
Junar, and others which have been erected, such as those of Abu, Palitana

and Girnar, which have not yet been particularly described. What we
principally require in reference to them all, is information as to the time
at which, and the views with which, they were constructed ; an estimate

of them as works of art, or as indicative of the resources of those to whom
they are to be ascribed ; and an inquiry into the religious rites and ser-

vices, for which they have been appropriated, and the moral impressions

• Written by Messrs. Salt, Ekskins, Col. Sykbs, &c.
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which they seem fitted to make on those resorting to them. They are
worthy of attention only as they may illustrate the civil and religious
history, or practices, of the country. The grants of land, engraven on
copper, plates, many of which are still to be found in different parts of the
country, are next to them in importance in the advancement of antiquarian
research. One of these was translated by Dr. Taylor. Mr. Wathbw has
been successful in decyphering the most ancient of those in our museum

;

and the results, as stated by him in his communication in the Journal ofthe
Asiatic Society of Bengal for August last, are both curious and useful.

Ancient coins are occasionally found in different parts of the Presidency,
and the Native States to the northward, which may aid in the correction,
or enlargement, of such Genealogical Tables as have been lately published
by Mr. Prinsep of Calcutta*.

There is a small body of Armenians in Bombay, from which something
interesting might be learnt. A dissertation by one of them on the anti.

quity of their native language, with notes by Mr. Dickinson, has lately

been transmitted by us to the Royal Asiatic Society, and cannot fail to be
acceptable. There cannot be a doubt that the Armenians can fill up im-
portant blanks in our Church History, which, to the undue neglect of the
orientals, is principally formed on the authority of the Roman and By-
zantine Fathers.

The Bent-Israel of Bombay, and the adjoining territories, amount to
about eight thousand. It is to be regretted that no considerable account
of them has yet appeared, particularly as they have been long settled in

the country, refuse the appellation of Jew, and are probably a portion of
the Ten Tribes, never amalgamated, as the body of them probably was,
with those of Judah and Benjamin.
The researches of our members on antiquities, and other subjects of

observation and rational inquiry, nave not been confined to India ; but I

cannot longer detain you by alluding either to their results, or by attempting
to form, what is unnecessary, and what in me would be presumptuous, an
estimate of the enterprize and intelligent observation and research of our
Malcolms, Elphinstonbs, Pottinqers, Riohbs and Burnbsbs. The con-
tiguity of our Presidency to Persia, Arabia, and Egypt ; and the prospect of
increased intercourse with these countries, by steam navigation, afford

ground to hope that our geographical and historical knowledge of them
will ere long be greatly enlarged. There is scarcely a country of Asia,
which, even, in our present circumstances, does not furnish visitors to

Bombay, who prove themselves ready to communicate to intelligent inquir-

ers, information on places never as yet surveyed by any modern European
traveller. Mr. Wathen has been able, from conversing with Muhamma-
dan pilgrims, to prepare a brief, but interesting, memoir of Chinese Tar-
taryt.

I owe to the meeting an apology for the many imperfections of the
sketch which I have rapidly taken. I have rather endeavoured to mark
our progress, than to point out, what would perhaps have contributed
more to our encouragement, the advantages and means of further advance-
ment. Our Society, I may be permitted to hope, will 6000 again be inspir-

ed with its pristine zeal, at the same time that it is directed by its accu-

mulated experience ; maintain the character which it has earned for itself;

and prove not unworthy of its incorporation with the Royal Asiatic Society

of Great Britain and Ireland, an incorporation which must be admitted,
notwithstanding some disadvantages, to be beneficial, as it secures that

literary sympathy and communication which is greatly to be valued, and
the circulation of our papers, with no expense to ourselves, and now in a
convenient form, throughout the world.

* Such coins are occasionally worn as personal ornaments by natives, who have
no idea of their value,

f See Asiatic Society's Journal for December, 1835.
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XIV.—Miscellaneous.
I.—0* the Canis Fufpes montann, or Hill Fo*. By J. T. Pjabsoh,

Asst. Surg., Cur. Mu*. As. Soc.

[Reprinted from the Bengal Sporting Magazine, Jan. 1835.]

CI. Mammalia, Cuv. Gen. Cants, Auctorum.
Ord. Carnnsskrs, Cuv. Sub-yen. Fulpes, Auctorum
Fans. Carnittora, Cuv. 8p. Cants Vulpe* montana, mihi.

Rufous grey fox, with black throat, and tail white-tipped.

Description.—Size, length from tip of the nose to the insertion of the
tail, 2 ft. 6 in. ; length of tail, 1ft. 7 in. ; height at the shoulders, 1 ft.

l£ in.

Colour .'—general colour, rufous on the upper and fore parts of the
body : becoming grisly behind, at the sides, and at the sides of the tail ;

behind the ears, rich velvetty black, edged at the outer middle third with
short velvetty fur of a light fawn colour, and at the inner upper third, with
light rufous ; tip of the nose, as is usual in the genus, black and naked

:

upper lip white, with a few black bristles, and a narrow band of white
extending along just above the margin, which is brown, to the corner of
the mouth, where it widens and unites with a somewhat similar but fainter

band from the angle of the lower jaw, from which junction the white
proceeds along the side of the throat as far as the shoulder, forming a
boundary between the black of the throat and the pale fawn colour of the
side of the neck. A greyish black irregular spot, upon which the whiskers
are set, is situated at the side of the muzzle from near the nose to the eye,

and extending behind in the form of a line to the root of the ear, where
it takes an abrupt course downwards, and is lost under the chin ; middle
of the nose and crown of the head, greyish rufous ; inside the ears, side

of the neck, and half the side behind the shoulder, (raid-way between the
shoulder and hip) and the flank, light fawn colour, with a dark rufous

band extending from between the ears to the middle of the back, where
it becomes less distinct, and is continued along the upper side of the tail

as far as the white tip. This longitudinal band is crossed by another
over the shoulders, forming a well defined cross ; shoulders, outer sides

of the hind legs, and sides of the tail, dark grisly grey, partaking at the
edges of rufous ; outer, and back part of the paws, tan, with toes of min-
gled rufous and black, ; throat, chest, fore part of the belly and inner
side of the thighs, dusky black, having a few white hairs, interspered
under the throat, a white triangular spot on the chest, an approach to a
rufous tint on the belly, and being bounded by a white line in front of the
thighs and hind legs. The remaining under surface, hinder part of the
forelegs, and under side of the root of the tail, is of a light fawn, ap-
proaching in some parts to an Isabella colour. Tail, dark rufous, waved
with black above, grisly grey at the sides, fawn colour, gradually becom-
ing waved, with black, underneath, and furnished for about the length of
three inches with a white tip.

The general ground colour of the fur is a dingy back, or dirty white,
according to the shade of the part. It is long, thick, soft, and very warm,
mixed with a few strong hairs ; it varies in length from an inch to one
inch and half upon the neck, sides, and back. Upon the muzzle, shoulder,
and outer side of the thighs, under the chin, and on the limbs, it lies close,

and is short ; while behind the ears, it is very short, and has the gloss and
softness of velvet. The tail is exceedingly bushy, some of the fur being
full two inches in length, and at the tip, more than three.

The hill fox appears to approach the marking of the C. Decussatus
(cross fox) in the dark colour of a portion of the under parts, and in the
cross over the back and shoulders ; but the cross is not black in this

species, as it is described in that. It is of a bright rufous colour in this,

2 8
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and is rendered particularly distinct by the light fawn colour at the sides

of the neck and behind the shoulders. The perpendicular stroke of the

cross is 9k inches wide upon the back of the neck, and two inches imme-
diately behind the shoulders, whilefurther back, it is wider, but indistinct.

The cross band is two inches and a half wide, and very distinct, until lost

on the shoulders in the mixture of rufous and grisly grey of that part.

The hill fox is a very hand*omt» animal. Its colours are, for the most
part, bright, and often well defined at their edges, offering a strong con-
trast with tho*e adjoining, or, ax upon the neck and anterior part of the

thighs, separated from one another by a narrow distinct line of white.

It seems to be intermediate between the Fufpes vulgaris (common fox)

and the cross fox, which, indeed, may, after all, be probably varieties of
the same species.

As nothing is known of the habits and manners of this animal, it would
be conferring a boon upon zoological science, if any*person, well acquainted

with the subject, would describe them. It is said to be a native of the
lower range of the Himalayan mountains.

9.

—

On the Soil suitable for Cotton. Tobacco, Sugar, and the Tea plant.

# By H. PlDDINGTON.
[Read at the meeting of the Agricultural Society, March 1835.]

I preface what I have to say to the Society on' the soils placed on the

table with a few remarks, which I trust may bethought worth placing on
record. My object in doing so is again to impress upon members of what
vital importance it is to the advancement of the agricultural interests of
the country, and to the safety and success of every agricultural specula-

tion, to procure samples of all soils from other countries in which valuable

products grow.

The same climate and soil are, we know, in a greater or less degree the

essential requisites for obtaining the production of one country in another ;

and for our present purpose we may perhaps say that plantsfind their food

in the soil, and are enabled to digest it by the climate. They do digest,

we know, and this in the strictest sense of the word.

The popular ideas of climates are vague enough, but it may be roundly
asserted, that scarcely one who uses the word knows what is really meant
by soil ; or rather what is really meant by " the same soil." This arises

from our vague notion of the thing itself. The very words used to dis-

tinguish soils express, more frequently than any thing else, their appear-
ance, and some of their physical qualities ; scarcely any their essential-—

that is their chemical properties. We talk of light and heavy, of sandy
and clayey, moist and dry soils, which are all physical properties, and two
clayey or two sandy soils may be actually as different as light and dark-
ness from each other 1 The words ferruginous and calcareous are, it is

true, chemical terms, but such vague ones that they designate whole classes

of soils, of which each sort is widely different from its neighbours. The
tea soils and the Arracan tobacco soils on the table are both ferruginous
soils, but differing as widely as soils can do ; for the iron in the one is a
carbonate of iron, and in the other the red oxide of iron.

Cotton—Nothing then but a sample of the soil and a correct analysis of
it can assure the speculator, that while he is trying to rear any given fo-

reign product, he is not (misled by loose names) absolutely blundering in
darkness, and attempting.an impossibility. I begin with Cotton as a most
prominent example, though my proofs on the subject are not quite so full

as 1 could wish ; and I shall surprise the Society not a little when I say,

that all the expensive efforts which have been made hitherto to obtain
good cotton have probably failed from this one cause, that we have been

at work on the wrong soil ! How far, with the American cottons, differen-

ces of climate may also have operated is not here the place to examine,
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but vegetable productions do, to a great extent, acclimate themselves ;

while it is probable that nothing can compensate to them the want of a
principal constituent of the soil. Now I have not been able to obtain spe-
cimens of the American cotton soils, but I have good authority for stat-

ing that the soil of the Sea Islands is wholly a calcareous sand—in other
words a light chalky or shelly soil ; so that it may probably contain from
SO to 60 per cent, of calcareous matter (lime generally in the state of chalk),
and we have been attempting to grow this cotton on a soil which barely
contains a trace of it ! The soil of the Botanic Garden, for instance, not
containing more than 1J or 2 per cent. : Indeed we may say generally, that
till we reach the kankur districts, none of the soils of lower Bengal, out
of the reach of the inundations, contain any great portion of lime. I
showed tome years ago*, that the inundations deposit Krae, and that much
of the fertilising effect they produce is due to it.

The American cotton in, then, on account of differences of climate, a
case not strictly in point, but the Bourbon cotton—grown both at Bourbon
and the Mauritius—which sells for a shilling, when the Sea Island sells

for 13d. and the Manilla cotton, which sells for 1 1d. when the Bourbon is

worth a shilling, are both cottons of hot climates like»our own ; and both
these are grown in highly calcareous soils. The soil on the table before
you la from the Mauritius ; it is sent me by Ai. Geneve, of La Riviere
Noire, one of the finest estates on the island, as an excellent cotton soil,

and contains 32 per cent, of carbonate of lime, (or in plain English, one-
third chalk ;) there is, moreover, phosphate and perhaps not less than 40
per cent, of calcareous matter f Its iron too is in a peculiar state, that
of protoxide or the black oxide of iron ; and in this respect, it probably
resembles the black cotton soils of Southern India. No wonder that the
Bourbon cotton, though it grows well in many of our gardens near town,

where it meets with plenty of calcareous matter amongst the lime-rubbish

with which most of them are filled, is said to degenerate when cultivated

ia the open fields, which do not contain 9 per cent, of lime. 1 know,
from the experience of several years, that it does not degenerate if it is

duly supplied with calcareous matter; but that it will produce most
abundantly, and for years, cotton worth from lOd. to i Id. per lb. in a
proper soil. If the soil does not suit it, it will produce little else than
leaves and wood, and the staple will deteriorate. Samples of American
cotton soils are wanting now to make our theory on this head perfect

;

but I would advise no man to attempt foreign cottons in a soil containing

less than 15 per cent, of lime, and its iron mostly in the state of protoxide

or black oxide.

Tobacco.—Tobacco soils are the next, and here we are more fortunate,

for there are on the table soils from Arraoan (Sandoway) ; a soil from
Singour in Burdwan, near Chandernagore, the tobacco of which, though
of the same species as that of the surrounding country, sells at the price

of the Arracan sort ! and the soil of the best Bengal tobacco, which is

grown a* and about Hinglee, in the Kishnagar district, near factories for.

nterly held by me. Col. Hasbta and Dr. Casanova are our authorities

for saying, that the tobacco soils of the Havanna are red soils, and those of
Manilla, I know, are also red soiL Now the red and reddish brown soils

contain most of their iron in the state of peroxide, or the reddish brown
oxide of iron ; while the light.grey soils contain it only in the state of
protoxide, or the black oxide of iron. I believe the quality of the tobacco

to depend mainly on the state and quantity of the iron in the soil ; while
it is indifferent about the lime, which we have seen is so essential to cotton.

None of these tobacco soils contain any lime. Their analysis shows them
to contain :—

• Trans, of the Phyi* Class,. As. Soc. Vol. I.
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Araoan soil.

Oxide of iron (peroxide) 15.65
Water and saline matter 1.00
Vegetable matter and fibres S.75
Silex 76.90
Alumina 2.00

99.40
Water and Loss 60

100.0

Singour soil Hingleeeoit.
10.60 6.00*

0.75 1.50

1.10 .75

80.65 87.25
4.50 1.50

97.69 97.00
2.40 3.00

100.00 100.0

—from which it will he seen that the be9t tobacco soil we have hitherto
found in India contains 16 per cent., or nearly one-sixth, of iron, which
is mostly in the state of peroxide, and that the inferior sort of tobacco
grows in a soil containing only 6 per cent., one-sixteenth of iron of which is

moreover mostly in the state' of protoxide or black oxide.

I thought it worth examining what the quantity of iron in the different

sorts of tobacco would be ; and I found that, while the ashes of one ounce,
or 480 grains, of Havannaand Sandoway cheroots gave exactly 1.91 grains
or 0. 40 per cent, of peroxide of iron, the ashes of the same quantity of the
Hinglee or best Bengal tobacco only gave 1.50 grains or 0.32 per cent.,

and it appears to exist in the first two in the state of peroxide, and in the
last, as a protoxide, of iron ; rendering it highly probable that the flavour

of the tobacco to the smoker depends on the state and quantity of the
iron it contains ! for we have now, observe, traced the iron from the soil

into the cheroot. Green copperas water, which is a solution of sulphate
of iron, is often used by the American and English tobacconists and
planters to colour and flavour their tobacco ; and this would be decomposed
by the potass of the tobacco, and sulphate of potass and carbonate of iron

be formed. Carbonate of iron is of an ochre yellow colour. I took care
to ascertain that this process had not been performed with the cheroots
used for my experiment ; and I do not believe our Bengal cheroot-makers
know of this method.

Sugar.—Sugar seems to depend both on the state of the iron and on
lime in the soil. The sugar soil before you is also from the Black River,

(Mr. Grneve's,) an estate upon which from 3000 to 7000, and even on one
spot the astonishing quantity of 12,000 lbs. of sugar have been obtained
from an acre, of from 12 to 150 bazar maunds per bigah ! Captain Slbbman
is my authority for these statements.

Now the peculiarity of this soil is, you will observe, that it is a red soil,

i. e. that its iron is mostly in the state of peroxide ; and it contains more-
over about 9 per cent, of carbonate of lime, with probably some sulphate
and phosphate of lime, say perhaps altogether 10 or 12 per cent, of calcare-

ous matter. We have in many instances endeavoured to cultivate this

cane on soils destitute both of peroxide of iron and lime, and we complain
that the cane has been found watery. It is clear that the cultivator who
would succeed in sugar should pay attention to these peculiarities ; for

without doing so he may have returns, but often no profits. His profits, in

a word, may depend upon his canes, his cotton, or his tobacco, beingfed
with the food which they require. I used the wordsfeed and digest because
it cannot be too often repeated that plants are living beings, and that the
vigour of their life depends, as with ourselves, on abundant and suitable

food.

Tea Soils.—The tea soils, though I notice them last, are not the least

interesting. The first is a soil from Assam, for which I am indebted to

Captain Jenkins ; and the second is from the Bohea Hills in China, sent

• Mostly protoxide.
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round by Mr. Gordon, the Secretary to the Tea Committee, and obliging-

ly given to me by Mr. Grant, of the Honourable Company's Export Ware-

house. How very alike they seem, you will at once have noticed, and

their analysis gives as follows :—
Tea soil* ofAssam. Tea soil of China.

Surface At 2$ feet

soil.

Water 2.45

Vegetable matter 100
Carbonate of Iron 7.40

Silex III17J1~™JI1 SSAO

99.75 99.05 99.00

Traces of phosphate and sulphate) 25 95 j 00
of lime and loss, —— J

100.0 100.00 10.000

There are two peculiarities in these soils ; the first, that they contain no

carbonate of lime, and only traces of phosphate and sulphate ; and the

next, that their iron is almost wholly in the state of carbonate of iron—

a

widely different compound from the simple oxides. They would be called

poor yellow loams ; and cotton, tobacco, or sugar-cane would probably

starve upon them : but we find that they suit the tea plant perfectly.

It is a striking coincidence, that we should find our tea soils and those of

China so exactly alike.

I fear to grow prolix, though I have much more to say on the subject

of soils; I shall therefore break off, trusting that for the present I have

amply shown the necessity of a careful examination of the soil; and that

the commercial public, who can do so much for us m this way, will not

neirlect their own interests in procuring specimens of soils for us; for to

jro to work in ignorance of this great element of success, is absolutely to

blunder on in the dark where chemistry would lend us an unfailing li^ht.

fWe have also received specimens of the tea soils for analysis, hut for wanrof

space most postpone the notice of our results, which a&ree for the most part.with Mr.

PiDDiycTON's. We have also an analysis of the Assam tea toil by Dr. McClel-

land.—Ed.]

3.—Action of Copper on Ink.

A curious case lately came under my notice of the effect of saline mois-

ture and copper united on writing ink. The Bengal Bank referred to my

examination three bank notes sent in by a native, who protested he knew

not how the numbers and signatures had disappeared ; tha* he had left

them in a small copper box on his departure into the country, having

precisely noted the amounts and numbers-and that on his return they

w™ thus altered. The Secretary of the Bank disbelieved the marvellous

statement, because the endorsements remained untouched.

I^nceived it would be very easy, at first sight, to restore the writing

by the usual method of slightly acidifying the paper and then testing

w^th prussiate of potash, which if the smallest traces of the iron remained,

wouVnC the letters in blue The only effect howevet
•
o the^appli-

cation of thiV re-agent was to develope a copious red-brown upon the

entire surface of thTpaper, proving how strongly it had been impregnated

with a Eon of coppeV:-in one of the three papers there was a general

Snthluew^ might be expected, but not the fainteet

££e of a number or letter could be recovered It immediately occurred

tTm^; that a solution of copper would in fact dissolve away the iron while

iT^atad the copper, and thus leave none of the 2~ "£*?*£
acUd^by the prusiate. To prove this point beyond a doubt, I select-
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ed paper containing* black/writing that had atood for many years uninjured
and placing itbetween two clean copper plates, allowed a current of acidulat-

ed water to pass through. In a minute or two the whole writing disappear,
ed, and could not be restored by the prussiate; although where the colour of
the ink was merely discharged by acid, the usual effect was manifest. The
native ink being carbonaceous remained uninjured throughout ; and where
even a slight proportion of this ingredient was mixed with the English ink,

the removal was so far prevented. This circumstance presents a ready
mode of obviating such accidents for the future, for the present is not, it

appears, the first occasion uf the kind. A poor native pilgrim took some
notes to Jagannath in a small copper roll kept on his person for safety.

After the customary period of bathing in the sea, he returned, and found
his notes effaced, nor would the bank at that time make them good to the
unfortunate holder.

The preventive alluded to is simply to mix Bengali or Indian ink, half
and half, with the English metallic ink. I have long been in the habit of
doing so for the labels of mineral cabinets, where it is known that pyrites
and other substances frequently obliterate the traces of common writing
ink. J. P. Sec.

4.—Suspeniion Bridge at Fribourg in Switzerland.

[Having alluded in the last number to this surprising work on the authority of
private descriptions just received from relatives in Switzerland, we imagine our
Engineer friends in this country (so many of whom we are proud to reckon
among our readers) will be curious to hear more of it. We therefore hasten to
extract the following account from Jameson's Edin. Phil. Journal*.—Ed.J

The town of Fribourg is built on the left bank of the Serine. Both sides of
this small stream are very steep ; and rise to the height of about 22Of feet

above its bed ; and travellers coming from Berne to Fribourg were formerly
obliged to descend the hill, in order to reach a small wooden bridge which
crosses the river, and immediately after by a steep ascent of about 200 feet to
reach the Up of the opposite bank before coming to the centre of the town.
The passage through Fribourg thus occupied nearly au hour ; but the case is

changed since the erection of the new suspension bridge.

These difficulties and delays were long considered the unavoidable conse-
quence of the local situation of the town, until some bold spirits conceived the
idea of uniting, by means of a suspension bridge, the steep banks of the Serine.
It was necessary that the bridge should pass over a great part of the town itself,

and the scheme was considered completely Utopian ; yet certain of success, the
authorities and some active citizens determined to submit the measure to the
consideration of engineers of different districts. Various designs were accordingly
offered, and the government of the canton gave the preference to that of M.
Challey, of Lyons, whose plan has since been executed under his immediate
superintendence.

The gateways at either end of the bridge are of Doric architecture, and are
about 65 feet in height. The tops of their arches are about 42 feet above the
roadway, and the arches have a span of 20 feet. The masonry of the gate is 46

• We take this opportunity of correcting a few errors in our observations on the
Roof of St. Peter's Church in the Fort.

I. The central vault had not opened in the vertex from end to end, but only a
little towards the east end. We remembered having seen it apparently cracked, but
this was merely from the knocking away of the Gothic moulding to examine its

state—Its firm condition should have been an additional argument against condemn*
ing it.

. 2. The present groined roof of the nave has not a flat roof above it, this is con-
fined to the side aisles.

8. We understand that the additional expence to Government has been only
about one-third. We alluded however only to the roof, in supposing that the cost
had been " doubled or tripled."—Ed.
f All the measurements have been reduced from French to English agreeable to

the ratios given in the Annuaire du Bureau des Longitudes.
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feet in width, and its thickness ii about 20 feet ; although the largest blocks of
the hard limestone of Jura were employed in this work, iron cramps were osed
to complete the union of the stones, and above 24 tons of iron were used for

this purpose.

The width of the valley of the Sarine at the point where the bridge is built,

or, in other words, the distance between the inner face-work of the two gate-

ways on either bank of the river, and consequently the span of the suspended
roadway, is 871 feet. It may be easily conceived that a good deal of doubt was
entertained as tothe proprietyof trusting to a span of so great an extent, and the

idea of suspending the bridge at the middle at first occurred to M. Cr alley as

the beat mode of forming the communication. On weighing the difficulty, how.
ever, of obtaining a solid foundation for a pier 220 feet in height in the bottom
of an alluvial valley, he soon relinquished this idea ; and the bridge has there*

fore been constructed with a single span of 871 feet.

The roadway is suspended in the manner now universally known, by four

cables of iron wire# passing over the upper part of the gateways. Each cable

consists of 1200 wires, each about f
'
v inch in diameter, and 1140 feet in length.

To avoid the difficulty of moving these heavy cables, each wire was brought
separately to its place, and they were united on the spot by the workmen, who
were suspended during the work. We are happy to add, that no accident of

any kind occurred during this operation. It is calculated that the four united

cables are capable of sustaining a weight equal to 2946 tons.

The four cables are fixed in chain-pits or shafts cut out of the solid rock on
either side of the river. In each of these pita four cables pass through a verti-

cal eylindric chimney or pillar, which bears three heavy domes resting upon it,

and at the same time abutting against grooves cut with much care in the rock
to receive the springing stones. At the bottom of the pillars the cables are

made fast to blocks of very hard stone, which are cubes of G£ feet. The cables,

therefore, cannot slide without lifting the whole of these enormous buildings,

strengthened as they are by their connexion with the solid rock.

M. Challbt began this work in the spring of 1832. He brought out of

France, we think, only a foreman who had assisted him on former occasions, and
engaging in thisarduous enterprise with the inexperienced workmen of the countryf*

who had never seen a suspension bridge, he completed the work in spite ofallthese

difficulties ; and on the 15th October 1834, fifteen pieces of artillery drawn by
forty-two horses, and surrounded by 300 persons, crossed the bridge through ;

they united in one body as well on the middle as at the ends of the roadway.
Nor was the least appearance of derangement of the structure discovered on the

closest examination. Some days after the whole inhabitants of Fribourg and its

suburbs passed over in procession, so that there were no fewer than 1800 per-

sons on the bridge at the same time ; and all classes of travellers, mercantile

and curious, have since united with the natives of the Swiss cantons in testify-

ing their entire satisfaction with the bridge. Although the severe proof to which
constructor of this work subjected it, by loading the roadway with about 20 lbs.

on each square foot, did not take place till the month of October 1835, yet it

may safely be said that the colossal bridge of Fribourg was completely finished

in two years and a half. The whole expense was only about j^.24,000.

The only bridge which can be compared for its dimensions with that of M.
Challiy is the Menai or Bangor bridge, which joins the Isle of Anglesea to

the main land of England. The largest vessels sail below it with full canvass

set. It was constructed by the celebrated Engineer Telford ; but the Menai
bridge is only 550 feet in length, while the bridge of Fribourg is 871 feet. The
roadway of Mr. Telford's bridge is about 106 feet above the level of high
water, and M. Challky's 167 feet above the level of the river Sarine.

• It is not perhaps generally known that in all the suspension bridges in France
ropes formed of wires are employed, instead of the solid links used in England.
f This remark reminds us of the Sagur bridge built by Col. Presgrave under diffi-

culties so much superior.—See vol. II. p. 538.

—

Ed.
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Meteorological Register.
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JOURNAL
OF

THE ASIATIC SOCIETY.

No. 54.—June, 1836.

I.

—

Notes on the Buddhas from Ceylonese authorities, with an attempt to

fixJhe dates of the appearance of the last /bar; being those of the

Mahd Bhadra Kaipa, for Present Age.) By Captain J. Foibes,

H. M. 78th Highlanders.

1. Of the Buddhas who appeared prior to the Mahd Bhadra

Kalpa, the names of the earliest Buddhas mentioned in Buddhist writ-

ings, are

Brahma Buddha.

Gautama Buddha41
.

Tanhankara.

Medhankara.

Saranankara.

The following are the names of twenty-four Buddhas, who succes-

sively foretold the advent and exaltation of the present Gautama
Buddha.

1 Deepankara, 12 Snjato,

2 Kondhamyo, 13 Piadaati,

3 Mangalo, 14 Athadaasi-Atthadasai,

4 Sumano, 15 Dhammadasti,

5 Reweto, 16 Siddatto,

6 Sobhito, 17 Tiaao,

7 Anomadasei, 18 Cuaio,

8 Padumo, 19 Wipasii,

9 Narado, 20 Sikhi,

10 Padumutto, 21 Wiaaabha.

11 Snmedo,

Commencement of the Mahd Bhadra Kalpa.

22 Kakusanda,

23 Konagamma,

24 Kaayiapa.
9 Not the Gautama Buddha now worshipped.

2t
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322 Notes on the Buddhasfrom Ceyhnese authorities. [Junb,

Every Buddha, on having attained the object of his ambition, not

only appropriated to himself, and received from his followers the

innumerable titles of former Buddhas, (many of which were apper-

taining to the gods,) but by visiting the same places, enjoining the

same observances, retaining the same moral laws, and imitating all

their actions ; he identified himself with the meritorious deeds as well

as with the moral doctrines of his predecessors. From these circum-

stances it is not easy to particularise the acts of any individual

Buddha; and the difficulty has been increased by writers on this

subject, who in general have preferred aimless dissertations to histo-

rical incidents.

Of Kakusanda,

The first Buddha in the present dispensation, B. C. 3101*.

At the commencement of this the (Mahd Bhadra KalpaJ most

auspicious age of the world according to Buddhists, Kakusanda

Buddha appeared in Magadhaf, when KshbmaJ was king, and the

name of the capital was Kshemawattinuwara§. He visited Ceylon,

which then was known by the name of Oja Dweepia, and first

manifested himself from Adam's peak, at that time called Dewiyakuta,

and on the summit of which he found memorials of the religion of

former Buddhas were still existing. The Mahamuvuna gardens (com-

prising the plain on which the most sacred edifices at Anuraadhapura

are situated) was called Mahatirtiwana ; and to the eastward of these

was the city Abhya, the residence of a king of the same name ; here

also was situated the Piyal Kula mountain, (afterwards called Mehint-

allai) and a cave which the Buddha chose for his temporary abode.

A pestilence which had swept off multitudes, having ceased at the

time of Kakusanda'8 arrival, the people, believing that it was by his

miraculous interpositions, eagerly listened to the exhortations, and
adopted the religion of their benefactor. The garden Mahatirtiwana

having been offered to the Buddha, he sent to Kshemawatti to pro-

cure a branch of the Maharibodi tree ; that it might remain as a
memorial of himself, and an emblem of his religion. The tree was

%

* The period not of his birth or death, but of his becoming a Bmddha.

f Magadha, Bahar.

X Kshema.

5 Kshemawatimuwara or Khemawatinuwara, probably Saewatnuwara, or Gaya j

the great antiquity of wbicb city may be inferred from the manner in which it is

mentioned in the Ramayana. In the transmigrations of Gautama Buddha,
before he attained the perfection necessary for a Buddha, he is said to have been
incarnate at this time as this very king Kshema, Tide Siddhamasuma, Thupa
Wanzae, &c.
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1886.] Notes on the Buddha*from Ceylonen authorities. $23

rent by the king Kshbma under charge of the priestess Ruchitananda

and the priest Mahadbwa, and accompanied by numerous priests,

priestesses, and attendants; they arrived safely, and the tree was

planted by the king Abhta according to the privilege ; and with the

ceremonies which had been usual on such fortunate occasions by

former monarchs of the island. The place selected for the tree was
near the plain Sirisamala, where the Buddha had once rested himself,

and which in after times became the site of the Lows Maha Fiji*.

Having preached from where the Thupa Ramaf afterwards stood,

and made innumerable converts ; Kakusanda bestowed his drinking

cup as a memorial to his followers ; appointed Ruchitananda chief

over 500 priestesses, and Mahadbwa over 1000 priests, to maintain

religion; then having seen the consecrated places of Ceylon, and

revisited Deviya Kuta, he departed to the continent of India.

From these particulars it would not appear that the commencement

of the Mahd Bhadra Kalpa was marked by any general revolution in

the face of nature ; but the commencement of an era at that time may
be rationally accounted for, by the successful^ministry of Kakusanda
Buddha; this would also account for the same era being styled

Kali yuga (age of vice) by the br£hmans ; and Mahd Bhadra Kalpa

(the most auspicious age) by the Buddhists.

In support of my opinion for fixing so remote a period as the

commencement of the Kali yuga B. C. 3101, as the, era of this Buddha

;

I have the unanimous assertion of Buddhist writers, that he appeared

at the commencement of the- present age, or Mahd Bhadra Kalpa.

Sir William Jonbs} writing on this subject says, " The best autho-

rity after all is the Bhdgawat itself, in the first chapter of which it

is expressly declared, that Buddha the son of Jina would appear at

Cicata§ for the purpose of confounding the demons, just at the

beginning of the Kali yuga." Again I quote from the same authority ||

:

" Bhrigu says, From this Menu named Swa tambhuva, ' or sprung

from the self-existing/ came six descendants, other Mbnus, or per-

fectly understanding the scriptures, each giving birth to a race of

his own all exalted in dignity, eminent in power

—

• At Anuraadbapura. In the remains of this building are still to be seen

(1600) rough stone pillars.

f At Anuraadbapura. A Dagobah and Wihare\ now in rains ; the slender,

but elegant columns of which, have not inaptly been compared to the Areka

tree.

X Sir William Jonbs, Asiatic Researches, VII. 122.

§ Bahar.

It Sir William Jones, Laws of Menu, Article on the Creation, Section 61.

2 T 2
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824 Note* an the Buddhasfrom OyUmcse authorities. [Jims,

" Swirochifiba,—Auttami,—Tamaaa,—Raiwata likewise, and Ch£e-

shttsha beaming with glory, and Vaivaswata child of the Sun."

Chacshusha is evidently the same name asKakusanda,the final letters

being a usual honorary affix in Cingalese. He is called by Bbntlbt,

Chiksooso*, by Wilford Chashnshat, by Wilson ChakshusaJ, by
Colbbrookb Cucuch'handa§ ; he is also called Karkutchaadg.

Prachanda Dewa^T, and Krakuchanda** ; and appeared as a Menu or

Muni, (which in Cingalese is a term applied to a Saint or a Buddha,)

previous to Vaivaswata, who by many of the most eminent chronolo-

gers has been considered identical with Noah, B. C. 2984.ft

The Cingalese works state that Kakusanda was of the race of

Samata Raja. The first Menu, also the first king, and elected by the

people, after they had lost immortality and become subject to earthly

passion&U.

At the time ofKakusanda Buddha, Adam's peak was called Dewi-

yakuta, (peak of God ;) when Konaoamma Buddha visited it B. C.

2100, the name was Samantkuta, (peak of Saman.) This appellation

I should infer from Cingalese history it obtained from Saman§§,

brother of Raiia ; whose era is fixed by the date of the partial sub-

merging of Ceylon, B. C. 2387, which is three years previous to the

date of the flood||j|, and thus refers Kakusanda Buddha ^to a period

preceding that event.

The following quotation is from Tod's Annals of Rajastbin ;

«« Though a passage in the Agni Puran indicates that the line of

Surya, of which Icshwaca was the head, was the first colony which

entered India from Central Asia, yet we are compelled to place the

Patriarch Buddha as his cotemporary, he being stated to have come

from a distant region, and married to Ella the sister of Icshwaca."

Referring to the era of Ra*ma as already given, viz. B. C. 2387, and

• Remarks on the eras and dates of the ancient Hindus, Asiatic Res. V.

f Wilfobd's Chronology of the Hindus, Asiatic Res. V.

X Sanscrit Dictionary.

| Colbbboosb's observations on the Jains, Asiatic Res. IX.

|| Asiatic Journal, 1832, p. 380.

1 Asiatic Journal, 1834, p. 220.

** Asiatic Journal, No. 48, p. 87.

ft Dr. Lloyd's Bible chronology.

XX Jananda Pota, (Cingalese work.)

§§ Saman, Lackshmana, brother of Rama.

(HI According to Dr. Lloyd's Bible chronology, Noah was born B. C. 2984,

and the flood commenced when Noah had lired six hundred years, two months

and seventeen days, Gen, vii. 11 ; or B. C. 2384.
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1836.] Notes on the Buddha*from Ceyhnese authorities $95

allowing 20 years as the length of each reign of the thirty-six so-

vereigns from Ra'ma np to Icshwaca, would give the date B. C. 3107
as the time of Icshwaca, and confirm the above passage regarding

Buddha being contemporaneous with this monarch ; and a similarity

of sound, as well as coincidence of date, tempts me to suggest the

possible identity of Icshwaca with Kshbma or Kshbmaka, who is

described as being the royal patron of Kakusanda Buddha41
.

To explain why I have fixed the era of Rama, B. C. 2387. The
Rajawalia states that from the time of Rawbna until the era of

Gautama Buddha (at which time a connected Cingalese history com-

mences!) 1844 years had elapsed. In several Cingalese worksf the

partial submerging of Ceylon is mentioned as having occurred im-

mediately after the death of Rawbna ; and the consequent decrease in

the circumference of the island is stated to have been 133 yoduns or

2128 milesf. It was in this visitation that the splendid capital Srf

Lanki-pura (which was situated to the north-west of the present

island) is said to have been overwhelmed, and

" Towers and temples through the closing wire

A glimmering my of ancient splendour gave."

Of KONAGAMMA,

The second Buddha of the present dispensation, B. C. 2099.

At a time when long continued draughthad caused scarcity and sick-

ness in Ceylon, Konaoamma Buddha appeared|| ; and seasonable

rains having fallen, the consequent prosperity of the country was at-

tributed to his power and presence. At this time the island was

called Wara-dwipa, and the peak on which he, according to the cus-

tom of his predecessors, commenced his ministry in Ceylon, was

• Thapa Wansae, Buddha Wansae, Mahawansae, Saddhama Snmana, Raja-

walia, Rajakatnaikara.

t Translated and arranged by Mr. Tunwoun, from B. C. 543 to A. C. 1815.

X Rajawalia, Kadaimpota, Lanka Wistrie. The Kadaimpota also records a

similar calamity as having reduced Lanka to its present size, B. C. 267.

§ In Gutzlaft's History of China, the following near coincidence of dates

with regard to the deluge occurs. " We are now arrived at a period which Con-

fucius himself has delineated."

44 Yaou began to reign B. C. 2337." " There is an extraordinary catastro-

phe mentioned in the reign of Yaou, which is one of the greatest events in the

history of mankind, the deluge. Mano-tzb (Mendus) in speaking of the same

event, remarks, that at the time of Yaou the deluge had not yet entirely sub-

sided. During the reign of Yaou,tu commenced the draining of the waters,

and the confining of the rivers to their beds."

i Kanaka-muni, Asiatic Journal, 1834, p. 220.
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326 Notes on the Buddhasfrom Ceylonese authorities. [Junk,

called Samanta-kuta or Samanella ; from thence he visited the capi-

tal Wadhamanika, situated on the south side of the Maha-Mewuna
gardens*, which then bore the name of Maha-Antowana, and

being acknowledged as a Buddha the king Samurdha dedicated to

him these gardens by the name of Anopawana. At the request of

the prophet, the king Sobhana sent from the 'continent of India a

branch of the Udam^ara tree, accompanied by many priests and

priestesses ; the whole were received with due honor, and the Udam-
bara tree planted by the king Samurdha became the emblem of the

new Buddha. Konaoamma Buddha (after having visited the various

places consecrated by the presence of former Buddhas in Lanka) gave

charge over the priestesses to the chief priestess Kanakadanta, and

over the priests having placed Sodhama, he bestowed his girdle as a

memorial to his followers, and departed for the city of king Sobhana.

Regarding the date which I have assigned to this Buddha, viz.

B. C. 2099.

I have connected the reign ofPradtota king of Magadha, with the

time of Konagamma Buddha, by the various accounts of the incarna-

tions and transmigrations of Gautama Buddha ; these all state that at

the time of Konagamma, Gautama was incarnate as that fortunate

king ofMagadha, Parwatia or ParguyataI* ; whom I consider the same

as Pradtota of Joneb and Bbntlst, Pradhtota of Wilford, and

Pridot'hana of Tod. These authorities all agree that in the reign of

that king a Buddha appeared, although they have all assigned differ-

ent dates to the event. 1 follow that of Sir Wm. Jonbs, who gives

his authority ; a quotation from the Bhagawatamrita. " He (Bud-

dha) became visible the thousand and second year of the Kali yuga

being past."

" Puranjata son of the twentieth king (of Magadha) was put to

death by his minister, Sumaca, who placed his own son Pradtota, on

* At Anuraadhapura.

f Lest the father of Pradtota being a murderer, and himself an usurper,

should be made objections against this being the king Parwatia, in which

Buddhist writers have declared that Gautama Buddha was incarnate, I quote

the life of the most revered ofBuddhist sovereigns, Dharmasora, as it is written

by Buddhist priests, and which may be thus abridged :

He commenced his career as Ajoka, a prince and a brahman ; attained power

by becoming a fratricide and usurper; B. C. 323, retained it as a zealous

Buddhist, and died king of India, at Patalipura, (Patna.) His memory has been

extolled by all Buddhist writers, and his name and deeds are sanctified by the

appellation Dhabma (the righteous) prefixed to Asoka.

We also find, that Gautama was believed to have been incarnate as Sarya,

a chief of the Yarshas, and ss Atula a king of the Nagas.
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1836.] Notes on the Buddha*from Ceytonese authorities. 327

the throne of his master ; and this revolution constitutes an epoch of

the highest importance; first, because it happened, according to the

Bhagawatamrita, two years exactly before Buddha's appearance in the

same kingdom ; next, because it is believed by the Hindus to have

taken place 2100 B. C. ; and lastly, because a regular chronology,

according to the number of years in each dynasty, has been esta-

blished from die accession of Pradtota to the subversion of the ge-

nuine Hindu government/' In the Cingalese accounts we find Kona-

oamma received that protection and assistance from the king Sobha-

xa*, which his predecessor had received from the king Kshbma. In

the list of kings of the line of Buddha, of the Ooru or Oorvasu branch,

in Colonel Tod's tables, and about the year B. C. 2050, we find the

name ofthe king Sovahana ; and in supposing Sobhana and Sovahana

identical, there is neither discrepancy of dates nor designation, for

Konagamma Buddha only appeared B. C. 2099, and as there is no

letter v in Cingalese, Sovahana would be written Sobhana, that

being the nearest transmutation.

0/ Kastapa,

The third Buddha in the present dispensation, B. C. 1014.

On Kastapa visiting Ceylon, he found it called Madi-dwipa ; and

the capital Wisala, situated on the weBt of the Mabi-Mewuna gardens,

was the residence of the king Jatanta. The people were divided into

two hostile parties, the one headed by the next heir to the throne,

Samiddho; the other by the king's ministers : the armies had approach-

ed each other, and were only prevented from engaging by a dreadful

conflict of the elements, accompanied by darkness, and succeeded by
showers of fiery sparks. Kastapa at this time descended from ther

peak, which was then called Subhakuta, and having succeeded in

reconciling the contending parties, was acknowledged as a Buddha,

and the Mah-Mewuna gardens were offered to him by the name of

Sagara gardens. From Brahmadatta of the Okakif race, king of

Baranasi, he procured a branch of the Nigr6dha tree, which was
accompanied by numerous priests and priestesses ; and was planted

in the consecrated ground of Sagara, by the king Jatanta, with the

ceremonies which had been performed on such occasions by former

kings. Kastapa after converting the people, and visiting the places

hallowed by the presence of former Buddhas, bestowed as a relic to

his followers, the bathing cloth which he had used; then giving

charge over the 500 principal priestesses to the chief of them Sud-

hamma; and over 1000 priests placing Sarwamanda to maintain

religion, he departed from the island to return to Baranas. Regard-

• Sobbana. f Okaka, tame at Ikshwaka. % Benares.
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S28 Notes on the Buddha*from Ceylonese authorities. [Jum,

ing the date which I have assigned to the commencement of Kabta-
pa's ministry :

—

In a fragment of a poem which has the appearance of haying been

rendered into Cingalese from Sanscrit, called the Leechawee history,

Brahmadatta, king of Baranas, is mentioned, and that Buddha was
then residing in that city. The date is given in round numbers 2000
years after the commencement of the Kali yuga, which corresponds

with B. C. 1101
Padmakarpa, a Lama of Bhotan, fixes the date, 1058
The Chinese place the birth of Buddha*, „ 1036
M. Bailly* 1031

Matonan Sin, a Chinese Historianf, 1027
De Guignes, from Mongolian records*, 1027
Japanese Encyclopedia fixes his birth, 1027
Ditto ditto his death, 960
Inscription at Buddha Gya#, 1014
Mongol Chronology of Pallas, 991
Cassiano by the calculations of the Tibetians appearedJ, 959
Ditto ditto died, 950
Giorgi, death of Buddha, 959
La mort de Bouddha, on plutot de Shakyamuni le premier de Bouddhas,

est placed par un monument d'une authenticity incontestable, L'Ency-
clopedie Japonaise, en 950 a?ant notri ere$, 950

From these concurring dates, I am inclined to believe, that the

death of Kabtapa Buddha occurred about B. C. 950, and the earlier

dates given above, are either that of his birth or of his having
become a Buddha.

Of Gautama,
The fourth Buddha in the present dispensation—Became Buddha, B. C.

588; died, B. C. 543.

B. C. 543 is the era of Gautama Buddha, and generally used in the
religious and historical works of Ceylon.

It is this Gautama whose moral doctrines are recognised as the rule
of conduct ; whose name is still invoked as the present Buddha by
the Cingalese; and the existing records of whose life and minis-
try are so minute and credible, that they may fairly claim to be
admitted into genuine history. The following are a few of the most
remarkable events of his life, particularly as connected with Ceylon.

• From Sir William Jones's Chronology of the Hindus,

t Pbinskp's Chronological Tables.

t Wilford's Chronological list of the kings of Maghada.
I Messrs. Boubnouf et Lassen.
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Prince Siddhabta, the son of king Suddhodana, by one of his

queens Maya, was born at Kapilawasta or Kumhulwatpura, a town of

Central India* ; at 16 years of age he was married to the princess

Yasodara (called also Subhaddakachchana), and when 29 years of

age his wife brought him a son (who was called Rahula, and after-

wards became a priest). On the same day that his son was born,

Siddharta forsook his family and country, and commenced a life of

penance and meditation, which he continued for six years in the forest

of Oorawelle ; during this period existing solely by charity, and feed-

ing on wild fruits. He fasted for 49 days, and after a severe struggle

having finally overcome Marya and his attendant host of demonsf,

became a Buddha by the name of Gautama.

Gautama Buddha proceeded to commence his ministry, and first

expounded his doctrines at the grove called Isipatana in the neigh-

bourhood of the city of Baranas. In the ninth month after he became

Buddha, Gautama arrived at the town of MahawelligamJ the capital

of the Yakshas in Ceylon, and which then covered a space twelve miles

in length and eight in breadth on the banks of the Mahawelliganga.

The majority of the Yakshas appear to have been converted, and to

have driven those who adhered to their ancient superstitions into an

island called Yakgiri. Tradition places this island to the south-east

of Ceylon, and the legends which are preserved (on that coast) of

sunken cities, may refer to some territory, of which the Bass rocks are

all that now remain.

A portion of the hair of the Buddha was enclosed in a golden cas-

ket, over which a Dagoba was built at Myungana§ in Mahawelligam,

and this relic is said to have prevented the return of the Yakshas
|J

(devils) whom Buddha had expelled : i. e. the worship he had super-

ceded.

• Madhya-de&ia.

f It might be translated overcame death and deadly sin ; for (mara) and

(mara) signifies death, destroying, lust; also a name of Kama, god of love.

Clough's Cingalese Dictionary.

X Where Mynogana now stands in Beentinne.

§ Myungana is still a sacred place of pilgrimage near the village of Been-

tinne ; the Dagoba originally bnilt by the chief of the converted Yakshas, was

afterwards enriched by the addition of the Griwa (neck bone) relic, and enlarged

to the height of twelve cubits ; it was increased by the king Chula Bhya to

thirty cubits, and DutQgaimunu, between 164 B. C. and 140, raised it to the

height of ninety cubits.

H The superstitions of the Yakshas had again become general in the time of

Pandukashya (100 years after Buddha), and continued to prevail until B. C.

307.
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The second visit of Gautama Buddha to Ceylon was B. C. 581 ; on

which occasion he reconciled two rival princes of the Nagfis, Chulodra

and Mahodra, who had been carrying on a destructive war. These

princes were near relations, and their capitals of Kellania* and

Wadenawlgallaf were situated in that part of the western coast of

Ceylon which was then called Naga-diwinia. On the termination of

their feud, the throne for which they had contended, was made an

offering to the Buddha, and enshrined by the Nagas in the Dagobah

of KellaniaJ to be worshipped as a memorial of their teacher.

Gautama Buddha a third time came to Ceylon B. C. 577, and hav-

ing revisited Kellania, from thence proceeded to Samanella (Adam's

peak), Diganakhya in Ruhunu, the eight places at Anuraadhapura,

and all others which had been sanctified by former Buddhaa ; then

took his final departure from the island, and proceeded to his principal

residence in the temple of Jaitawanarama in Saewatnuwara§ of

Magadha. Gautama Buddha continued to be indefatigable in pub-

lishing his doctrines, and to be eminently successful in increasing his

followers, and at last died placidly at a short distance from the town

of Kusinaranuwara in Malwa, in the 81st year of his age, and B. C.

543.

Of MaitH,

Thb ixpicted Buddha, whose advent is foretold by Buddhists.

Buddhists believe that to complete the predestined number of the

Buddhas, allotted for the Makd Bhadra Kalpa, and to renovate the

faith of a degenerating race, Maitri Buddha will be born of Wiharb
Dbwi, who in her last transmigration was the daughter of Kellania
Ti88A Ra'ja, and who about B. C. 220 became queen of Magam||,

and wife of Kawantissa Raja.

The emblematic tree which will be selected by Maitri' Buddha, and
become sacred from the time of his appearance until the end of this

Kalpa, it is predicted will be the Nagaha or iron-wood tree.

* Kellania, four miles from Colomba.

f Wadenawagalla in the Swinkorlea.

I This Dagoba still exists.

§ Buddha Gym is probably Saewatnuwara, and contains amidst its shapeless

rains the remains of Gautama's residence ; as well as the wreck of those splen-

did temples which were built to commemorate his worth, or cover his relics.

|| The ruins of the city of Magam, extend orer a considerable space, and in-

clude several large Dagobas ruined and overgrown with jungle; they lie on
the left bank of the Menick Ganga, and between Katragama and Hambantotti j

from the latter place to Magam is fourteen miles.
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II.—Memoir of « Hindu Colony in Ancient Armenia. By Johannis

Avdall, Esq., M. A. S.

A singular account ofa certain colony of Hindus, that emigrated from

India into Armenia, is recorded in the historical work of Zbnobius,

a Syrian Bishop and primate of the convent called Innaknian*, who

flourished in Armenia in the beginning of the third century. The

narrative was evidently written in Syriac, and intended for the Syrian

nation, though the writer seems to have subsequently 1%-written the

same in the Armenian language, but with Syrian characters ; the letters

of our alphabet having beeti invented a century posterior to that

period. By a very long residence in Armenia, Zbnobius was success-

fully enabled to acquire a perfect knowledge of the Armenian language,

in which his history has been handed down to us. This interesting

work was published in Venice, in the year 1832, being carefully collat-

ed with five manuscript copies, written in different periods.

I shall, in the present memoir, first give a description of this

Hindu colony from the narrative of Zbnobius, and then an account

of the religious wars waged between them and the first propagators

of Christianity in Armenia.

" This people had a most extraordinary appearance. They were

black, long-haired, ugly and unpleasant to the sight. They claimed their

origin from the Hindus. The story of the idols, worshipped by them

in this place, is simply this : DbmbtrI and KbisanbyJ were brothers,

and both Indian princes. They were found guilty of a plot formed

against their king, Dinaskby§, who sent troops after them, with

instructions either to put them to death or to banish them from the

country. The felons, having narrowly escaped the pursuit, took a

shelter in the dominions of the king Valarsacbs, who bestowed on

them the principality of the country of Taron. Here a city was

(bunded by the emigrants, who called it Vishap or Dragon. Having

* bVbll.VbbU/b ********** literally meaning, nine springs or fountains,

which existed in the place.

f ol ipkgp Dbmstb is a Greek name, probablyborrowed by the Hindus from

the Bactrians or the descendants of the troops of Albxands* the Great.

I OpMlQ/iw Kbisamby is derired from O^y ^jS Kei$, which both, in

Armenian and Persian, signifies a ringlet or a curling forelock. Thus we have

in Richabdson yj*ljXXCiSf~£ lock8 frt*rant M amber'

$ OM im-Mr DlNEfl"Y *' thc namc of the Iadian kin& mentioned in the

Armenian text, for which I hare in Tain searched in all old historical records

and chronological tables of the dynasties of ancient India,

2 n 2
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come to Ashtishat*, they raised idols there in the name of those they

worshipped in India. Fifteen years after their settlement in the

country, both of the brothers were put to death by the king, for

what fault I do not know. He conferred the principality on their

three sons, named Kuar, Mbohti and Horain. The first built a

village, and called it after his own name Kuars. The second founded

a village on the plain, and called it after his own name Meghti.

The third a^o built a village in the province of Palunies, and gave

it the appellation of Horains.

After a certain space of time, Kuar, Mbghti and Horain, of one

accord, resolved on changing their abode. They sojourned on the

mountain called Karki, which to a delightful temperature added a

fine and picturesque appearance. It abounded in game, herbs, wood,

and all that is adapted for the comfort and convenience of man. Here

they raised edifices, where they set up two idols, respectively dedicat-

ed to Kbisanby and Dbmetr, in honor of whom attendants were

appointed out of their own race. Kbisanby had long flowing hairs,

in imitation of which his priests allowed the hairs of their heads to

grow, which custom was afterwards prohibited by authority. This

class of people, on being converted to Christianity, were not deeply

rooted in their faith. They durst not, however, openly profess the

religion of their pagan ancestors. They continued, therefore, dissem-

blingly to allow their children to wear plaited hairs on the crown of

their heads, in remembrance of their idolatrous abominations."

The description of this idolatrous colony is entirely accordant with

the colour, appearance, manners and religion of the present Hindus.

The cause of their emigration from India is distinctly stated by
Zenobius, but through what route or in what period they found

their way into Armenia, it is very difficult to determine. It is, how-

ever, clearly evident that they had formed a permanent settlement in

our country prior to the commencement of the Christian era. Valar-

sacks, under whose government they found protection; was grand-

son of Arsaces, the Parthian, and brother of Arsacbs the Great, by

whom he was appointed king over Armenia, Anno Mundi 3852, or a

century and a half before Christ. I shall now proceed to give a

translation of Zenobius's narrative of the religious wars of this

Hindu people with the first Christian converts of Armenia.

' * LLCShCJl-S A*hti8hat was a city in Armenia Major. It was so called from

LLCS *acrifice *
antl C.U.S tnany ; for immmcrable sacrifices were offered there

to the gods and goddesses of Armenia. It might, perhaps, be well compared t#

Jagannath or Kali Gh&t of this country.
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" Having- taken our departure from Thordan, we intended to pro-

ceed to Carin and Hare. St. Gregory was informed by some of the

princes of the existence of two idolatrous temples in the province of

Taron, the inhabitants of which offered sacrifices to the devil. Here-

upon, our course was changed to the place where these temples stood,

with a view to effect their demolition. Having arrived in the country
#

of Palunies, in the extensive village called Keisaney, near the town of

Kuars, we met there some of the heathen priests. Having ascertained

from the prince of Hashtens that on the following day the great

images of Keisaney and Dembtr were to be levelled to the ground,

they repaired to the temples in the dead of the night, and removed

from thence all the treasure into subterraneous places. Intimation

of the impending danger was forthwith sent to the heathen priests in

Ashtishat, who were earnestly urged to collect warriors, and quietly

join them on the morrow in order to take an active part in the battle,

which was to be fought by the great Kbisankt with the apostate

princes. In like manner the inhabitants of Kuars were also instigated

to lie in ambush in the hedges of gardens, and ruffians were sent to

waylay the Christians in the forests. The head priest, called Arzan*,

and his son Dembtr, took the command of the troops stationed at

Kuarstan, and halted there, awaiting the arrival of reinforcements

from other quarters. On the following day they made a descent to

the skirts of the mountain, in order to indulge in marauding and

pillage.

" St. Gregory, accompanied by the prince of Arzruniesf, the prince

of Anzevazies, and the prince of the house of AnglJ, and followed by
a small number of troops amounting to about three hundred, ascended

the mountain in the third§ hour of the day, where Arzan lay in am-
bush. They had not the least knowledge of the position of the ene-

my, and never expected to meet him there. On a near approach to

• lipOll S. Arzan, literally means in Armenian, statue, image or idol.

* U.Po^PHN'uM^ Arzrunie$ was the title of a satrapy in Armenia, and

signifies eagle-bearers. The Satraps known by this appellation, used to carry

eagles before the Arsacian king Valarsaces and his successors.

:ULVM? lUSf)Mi ******* thc *enitive of which " ULVMy'USlMi
Anglian, means the house of Angl \^\ft*%

or vulture. This was a title of

distinction, conferred on a noble family in Armenia, compared to that bird of prey,

on account of the ugliness and deformity of their features.

§ This is to be understood according to the mode of the computation of

time, obtaining in eastern countries. The hour mentioned here, corresponds

with nine o'clock in the morning. Thus we have in the Acts :
" For these are

not drunken, as ye suppose, seeing it is but the third hour of the day,"
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the acclivity of the mountain, Arzan and Dbmetr rushed out from

the ambuscade, and on a signal being given, the trumpets of war were

sounded, and a furious attack was instantly commenced. This was

enough to alarm the Christian princes, whose horses took fright from

the sound of the trumpets, and began to neigh and plunge, and create

the greatest confusion. Hereupon, the prince of the house of Angl

raised his voice and cried, ' Prince of the Seunies, step forward and

see whether these are the troops of the prince of the north.' The

necessary inquiries were made, but no satisfactory information was

obtained. The prince of the Seunies returned and insisted on the

removal of St. Grboort and his companions to a secure place, lest,

he feared, they might be made prisoners by the enemy, which event

would surely excite the anger of the king, and bring the Christian

princes into disgrace. ' Send then,' added he, ' a trusty person to

recall our troops, for the number of the enemy is alarmingly great,

and innumerable flags are seen waving in the air/

" No sooner was the warning given, than the prince of the house of

Angl, gave charge of St. Grboort to the prince of the Mocks, with

instructions to convey him to the castle of Olkan, and there to await

the issue of the battle. Information of this was immediately sent to

the troops. The prince of the Mocks, accompanied by St. Grboort,

descended the declivity of the mountain, wishing to repair to Kuars.

They met with great resistance on the way from a party of the

enemy, but by the help of Providence, at last succeeded in effecting

their escape. We were, however," pursued by a number of villagers,

but being mounted on swift horses, took refuge in the castle of

Olkan, where we met with a timely assistance and protection. The

villagers having proceeded to the town of Kuars, informed its people

of the place of our retreat. The castle of Olkan was, therefore,

instantly besieged. We were thus seized with apprehensions for

our safety, and forthwith dispatched a messenger with letters to the

prince of the house of Angl, conveying him information of the peril-

ous situation in which we were then placed. He immediately sent

us four thousand troops, all selected from the army, and furnished

with swords, who crossed the river and reached their destination on

the following day. After a siege of three days, they took possession

of the town of Kuars, and reduced its walls to ruins, and razed all

its houses to the ground. The people of the place, that had escaped

the stroke of the sword, were conducted to Meghti.

" The Christian princes being apprised of this, ascended the moun-

tain, and descried Arzan in ambuscade with four hundred men, more

or less. They immediately made a sortie on the enemy, and put
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Arzan to flight. The Armenian troops having heard the din of

battle, immediately crowded to the mountain. Upon this, Arzan

began to rally, and heap on the Armenian princes torrents of abuse.

• Step forward, said he, ' ye base apostates, who disbelieve the gods

of your ancestors, and are opposed to the glorious Kbisanby. Do
you not know that it iB Kbisanby that wages war with you this day,

and will subdue you under our hands, and inflict you with blindness

and death ?' The prince of Arzrunies, having rushed forward, said,

*Thou worthless bully, if you fight on behalf of your gods, you

deceive yourselves ; if you fight on behalf of your country, you only

display your own folly. Behold the prince of the house of Angl,

and the prince of the house of Seunies, and the other nobles, whom
you know too well/ To which Dbmbtr, the son of Arzan, thus

replied : ' Listen unto us, ye Armenian princes ! it is now nearly

forty years since we are engaged in the service of the mighty gods.

We have an experience of their powers, and are assured that they

fight with the enemies of their servants. We are not, however, able

to cope with you in battle. This is the habitation of the king of

Armenia, and ye are his nobles. But, be it known to you all, that

though it is out of our power to conquer you, yet we prefer to die a

glorious death to-day in upholding the honor of our gods, than to

live and see their temples polluted by you. Death is, therefore, more

welcome to us than life.' Having spoken this, Dbmbtr challenged

the prince of the house of Angl to a single battle.

" The prince of the house of Angl haying accepted the challenge,

made an instantaneous attack on Arzan, who inflicted a wound with

his spear on one of the thighs of his antagonist, and was on the

point of levelling him to the ground. The prince of the house of

Angl having, by an adroit movement, regained his position, thus

addressed the enemy :
' Know thou this, Arzan ! that this spot

must receive the appellation, by which you are called ; for here thou

art destined to fall, and be fixed like a statue !' No sooner was this

spoken, than he lifted up his arm, and aimed a stroke of his sword

on his right shoulder, by which his head, together with his left

shoulder and leg, was instantly severed from the body. Thus fell

Arzan, and was fixed like a statue on the ground. He was buried

on the very spot, which to this day is called, after his name,

Arzan.

" Hereupon the heathen army was immediately swelled by re-inforce-

ments sent by the priests from the city of Vishap. The people of Par-

tukh, and Meghti and Astaghon, also crowded to the spot of battle.
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and the number of the army was thus increased to five thousand four

hundred and fifty.

" Their arrival in the summit of the mountain, created great noise

and confusion in the ranks of the two armies. The heathen priests

made a simultaneous attack on the Armenian troops, and by a vigor-

ous pursuit after them made them descend the declivity of the moun-

tain and fly towards the village. The villagers, who lay in ambush,

having encountered our troops, stopped their progress, and these

being thus hemmed in on both sides, were put to the sword. But

the prince of the house of Angl having passed through the ranks of

the heathen priests, directed his course towards the mountain, where

several men were kept in reserve, and caused great mischief by

flinging stones at our horses. Dbmetr having observed the prince

of the house of Angl ascend the mountain, left the rest below and

pursued his steps. He was immediately followed by his troops, all

mounted on horses.

" The battle was resumed on the top of the mountain. Our army

waited in expectation of further re-inforcements. The whole of our

troops had not yet assembled on the spot, of whom four thousand

remained in charge of the prisoners in Meghti, and three thousand

proceeded to Basain and Hare. The rest were given to pillage and

marauding in the field. Ere decisive blows were exchanged, the

approach of night put a stop to further operations. Both armies

were, therefore, obliged to encamp on the spot and wait the dawn of

the morn. On the following day the expected Armenian troops

made their appearance ; and a re-inforcement of about five hundred

men, from the city of Tirakatar, came to the assistance of the heathen

priests. The number of both armies were swelled in this manner.

The heathens amounted to six thousand nine hundred and forty-six

men, while the Armenians were only five thousand and eighty in all*

The trumpets were sounded, and the battle commenced on both sides.

In the beginning the Armenians proved victorious over the heathens.

But the prince of Hashtens, formerly attached to the party of Dembtr,

but now commanding the Armenian army, deserted his post, and

joined the ranks of the heathen priests with seven hundred men. The

Armenians met with a formidable antagonist in this deserter. Our

troops were seized with fear and dismay at the desertion of this

brave warrior, whose superiority in military operations was generally

acknowledged, and whose extraordinary prowess had rendered him

an object of respect and admiration with all the Armenian princes.

The rebel attacked our army with the greatest fury, and was flushed

with the success of his arms. Hereupon the prince of the Seunies
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cried to him in a contemptuous voice, ' Thou whelp of a wolf* ! thou
beganst to display the disposition of thy father, and feel a delight in
feasting upon carrion/ The rebel replied in a bold and reproachful
manner, * Thou vainglorious eaglef ! thou only piquest thyself on
the power of thy wings ; but if thou ever fallest in one of my traps,
thou shalt soon feel the weight of my arms/ The prince of the
Seunies could not brook this taunt, but furiously rushing on him,
directed the axe which he held in his hand to his helmet, and having
driven him to some distance from his troops, pursued him to the
eastward of the mountain. Here, opposite to the convent of Innak-
nian, he brought him to the ground by a violent shove from the
horse ; and having himself alighted, instantly severed his head from
the body, which he precipitated headlong from the mountain. ' Now,'
said he, ' let vultures behold you, and know that the eagle has killed
the hare.' Immediately after this, the prince of the Seunies returned
to the army; and the place where the prince of Hashtens fell, is to
this day called by the appellation of the Eagles.

" The Armenians were emboldened by this success, and the prince
of Arzrunies attacked the head priest of Ashtishat, called Mbtakbs,
whom he dragged to the summit of the mountain, commanding a
view of the battle. Mbtakks here made a violent resistance, and
inflicted a wound on one of the thighs of his pursuer. The latter,
burning with rage and a spirit of revenge, levelled a stroke of his'

scymetar on his neck, which he cut off from the body. He threw
down the headless trunk, and the spot where the deed was committed,
received the appellation of Metsakol.

" The prince of \ Arges seeing this, consulted his safety in flight,
and secured himself in a place of concealment. The prince of Arzru-
nies, seemingly not noticing this, gently approached the fugitive, and
made a sudden and unexpected attack on him. The wretch fled' into
the forest, where, the sharp point of one of the branches of a tree,
having passed through his breast, hastened his fall and dissolution!
The conqueror returned with the horse of the dead, and the spot
was'called the vale of Arges.

" Immediately after his return he found Dbmbtb and the prince of

* ^HieUlMPbN'b G*"** "*** Ktendly, means a young wolf, or the

cab of a wolf.

f lV8 ILPM1M18 ilUL^ fa " abash* mode of expression in Armenian,
aunOar to that of q^q qjqj^ p^Op thou ton ofa dog.

t hCMiVb ILPJU1N5 ****<*& ^lyetwas another title of nobility in

Araaania, literally signifying the prince of the bean.

2x
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the house of Angl wrestling together with the greatest fury. Having

made a violent rash, he chopped off the right shoulder of the former,

and threw it on the ground. The severed head he carried away in

his knapsack. The victorious Armenians put the heathen army to

the sword, and the number of the killed amounted to one thousand

and thirty-eight. The rest were made prisoners, and stripped of all

they were possessed of. The son of the prince of the Mocks fell in

the battle by the hand of Dbmbtr, and this melancholy event spread

universal sorrow among the Armenian troops.

" The fall of Dbmbtr was made a signal of cessation from slaughter,

and the trumpet of peace was sounded by order of the prince of the

Seunies. The two armies immediately desisted from the continuance

of carnage. The surviving heathen priests gladly availed themselves

of the occasion, by soliciting the Armenian princes to sanction the

interment of their dead. Their request was readily granted. The
killed on both sides were collected in heaps, and buried in pits dug

for the purpose. Monuments were raised on their graves, bearing

the following inscription, in Syrian, Hellenic, and Ismaelitish charac-

ters.

tifHiAH *tast?pa.2.ir no b*ubN ens* uiidsmi

^asbinuurtti <M>aM)P araivb ^pira^bs^
np Mas aeijp 'b jwuitim,

bi* avv wa apn aiulup bPbunN% t?N am*
bh Aa3u «iast?pa.2.ir apiipa* qjuk, ^Mja^bas wwis

bN <UJ.in, +PWJSniJh«
» THE FIRST BATTLE FOUGHT VERY FIERCELY,

THE CHIEF COMMANDER IN THE BATTLE WAS ARZAN THE HEAD PRIEST,
WHO LIES HERE INTERRED,

AND WITH HIM ONE THOUSAND AND THIRTY-EIGHT MEN.
WE WAGED THIS WAR FOR THE IDOL KEISANEY

AND ON BEHALF OF CHRIST."

Here concludes the narrative of the religious war. Our historian,

it appears, was an eye-witness to the scene he describes. This vic-

tory was celebrated by the Armenians with the greatest pomp and

merriment. The heathen temples were razed to the ground, and

the images of Krisanry and Dbmbtr were broken to pieces. They

were both made of brass. The length of the former was fifteen feet,

and that of the latter twelve feet. The priests of the idols, with

tears in their eyes, intreated the victors to put themselves to death,

rather than destroy their mighty Kbisanby. Six of the priests

were killed on the spot, for the resistance they offered to the Armeni-

ans. On the restoration of peace, the prince of the Seunies proceeded
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to the village of Knars, and succeeded in persuading its inhabitants

to forsake idolatry and embrace the Christian religion. Being duly

prepared for baptism, they were conducted to the valley of Ayzasan,

where they were baptised by St. Gregory, and thus admitted into

the fellowship of the Church of Christ. " The number of persons,"

says Zxnobiub, " christened on the first of Navasard*, including men
and children, amounted to five thousand and fifty." Females, it

appears, were excluded from this number, and baptised on another

day, appointed for the occasion. Some of the heathen priests and

their families, however, tenaciously adhered to the idolatrous practices

of their forefathers. The paternal persuasions of St. Gregory had

no effect upon their minds. " Remember this well," said they to the

Armenian princes, " that if we live, we will make you a recompense

for your treatment ; but, if we die, the gods will wreck their venge-

ance on you all on our behalf!" Hereupon the prince of the house

of Angl ordered them to be taken to the city of Phaitacaranf, where

they were imprisoned and their heads shaved. The number of these

prisoners amounted to four hundred.

It is impossible to know what was the number of this Hindu colony

at the time of their emigration from India into Armenia. We are,

however, certain, that from the date of their first settlement in the

Armenian province of Taron to the day of the memorable battle, a

period of about four hundred and fifty years, they must have consi-

derably increased and multiplied, and thus formed a part of the popu-

lation of the country. No vestiges of this Hindu race can, at present,

be traced in Armenia, save the record of their exploits, handed down

to us in the narrative of ZknobiusJ.

* < nkii nn pru Navasard it one of the ancient Armenian months, corre-

sponding with the month of August. An account of these months is given by M.
Brosset in the Noweau Journal Atiatique for December 1832, page 526.

"^ 4>lL8SlLtllLPll/ii Pteitacar** was the capital of an exteustve province

of that name, where Sanatruk, the great Armenian Satrap, proclaimed himself

king immediately after the death of Tirioatrs. It is situated on the confluence

of the rivers Arazes and Kur.

J Our historian was also called by the appellation of ^m^ Gla*> wl»om St.

Gregory appointed primate of the convent of
|>ViiU»VbblVw Innaknian,

which afterwards received the appellation of Opij^ij Glak.

2x2
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III.

—

Facsimiles of various Ancient Inscriptions.

Fearing that many of the inscriptions with copies of which I have

been favored by my mofussil correspondents, may be mislaid or lost

sight of unless committed to print, I am led to anticipate the fall ex-

planation which many of them doubtless might receive from those who
have learning, industry, and will, to decypher them, but want the

necessary leisure at present to undertake the task,—by transferring

them to the stone at once, and recording them in the Journal along

with the notes that accompanied them, where they may be at all times

available when accidental discovery may open a clue to their interpre-

tation. Some indeed are of a promising nature, andhave been in a great

measure made out, while others have been alluded to in former Nos.

of the Journal or in the proceedings of the Society, to which refer-

ence alone is all that can be offered. I must proceed in the inverse

order ofthe plates, having numbered them without consideration.

Konkan Inscription.

No. I. of Plate X. is the reduced facsimile of an inscription on

a slab of stone from Wara in South Konkan, presented to the

Bombay Literary Society by Captain T. Jervis, of the Engineers, by

whom it was supposed to be in the Cufic character. It was communi-

cated to the Bengal Society by our associate the Rev. Mr. Batkman,

in January, (see p. 58.)

Those who have noticed the series of ancient Hindu coins depicted

in the November and December Nos. of the Journal of last year, will

doubtless recognize in the present inscription the peculiar form of the

Nagari character on the Saurashtra group of coins. The trisul sur-

mounting the inscription would indeed have been sufficient to negative

the possibility of its Cufic origin. From the position of this symbol,

which we must suppose to have been in the centre of the slab, it is

probable that a third of the inscription on the left hand is broken off,

which alone would prevent the possibility of coming at the purport

of it. This is a pity on more than one account ; for the initial invo-

cation might have afforded a clue to a few of the letters, to the

language, and to the sect of Hindus that erected the monument ; al-

though the latter may be considered to be sufficiently established by

the symbol of Siva surmounting the legend.

The chief peculiarity of this form of alphabet is, that the tails of the

letters are lengthened and turned up backwards in a loop. Abstracting

this portion, the essential part of the letter resembles the Gujer&ti

type of Mr. Wathkn's inscriptions, (See vol. iv. p. 477.) The vowels

also belong to the same type : the y is subjoined to the s and other
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1

consonants in the same manner ; and, in short, there can be little

doubt that both are of one family, and that the monuments bearing

these characters may boast of as high an antiquity as has been allowed

to the coins, (PI. XLIX. vol. iv. page 684,) of the Saurashtra group.

Some of these, it will be remembered, have a trilingual symbol, in com-

mon with the oldest form of coins dug up near Seharanpur ; and the

head on their obverse is supposed to be imitated from the Greek coins

of Kodos, probably a Parthian successor of some of the petty Greek

chieftains on the Indus. Other coins have a trident on the reverse.

In the first and third lines there appear to be numerals, which may
be read * * * • and * <%—, 1110 and 1 100 : the figure one being rather

like the Bengali than the Nagarf form. These however can hardly

refer in any known era to the period assigned to the coins.

Moulmein Inscription.

No. II. of the same plate, is the inscription in the Banna character

and Tulain language found in the Damatha Cavern near Moulmein by

Captain W. Folbt, and mentioned in his paper, (page 274 of the

preceding No.) 1 have appended a translation by Ratna Paula in a

postscript to the same paper, but nothing can be made of such an

enigmatical jumble of figures.

Chunar Inscription.

No. I. of Plate IX. is taken from a pencil sketch of a stone slab

in the Fort of Chunar near Benares, by Lieut. A. Cunningham,

Engineers.

This young officer, who during his short residence at Benares has

brought so many facts and antiquities to light as to make me blush for

my own inactive residence there, had some time previously sent me a

Nagarf transcript of the same inscription, in its present mutilated

condition, written out by a Benares pandit, who also supplied the

missing part of the text from a copy taken, he asserted, some years

ago, before the surface of the stone had peeled away. An imperfect

copy of tjie same, as it formerly existed, was also found among the Fort

Adjutant's records at Chunar. On comparing the three, however,

many discrepancies were perceived, and the position of the erasures

was not marked in the pandit's transcript. I therefore again wrote

to Lieut. Cunningham, who proceeded to the fort and took the copy

himself from the stone, whence the present lithograph is made.

Having such abundant materials for making out what appeared a

most simple inscription, I entrusted the whole to a young pandit, late

of the English class in the Sanscrit College, to put together and trans-

late. He made several alterations in the Benares pandit's readings,
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and substituted what he considered would better fill np the gaps ; the

sense was, however, so completely jumbled by these amendments, that

I was loth to trust the translation to print without first troubling our

learned Vice-President, the Rev. Dr. Mill, to look it over : and it was

fortunate 1 did so, as will be seen by the comment his valuable notes

afford on the attempt of the Benares pandit ! As for the Bengali's ver-

sion, it was so much worse as to be unworthy of notice.

I had first imagined that the Shahab ud-din, whose invasion and

assault brings upon him the epithet of ^VPITr (the wicked-minded

and tyrannical Yavana,) must be the first Patau sovereign of that

name, whose overthrow of Raja Banar of Benares in 1193, A. D., is

circumstantially recorded in Fbrishta. The date, however, which cor-

responds with Thursday, the 5th August, 1333, A. D., falls in the

reign of Muhammbd Shah ; and Dr. Mill has succeeded in discover-

ing the actual owner of the title Shahab ud-din referred to.

The inscription has some interest in a historical view, as supplying

the names of three successive rajas of Benares in the 13th century,

of which no clue is to be obtained from other sources. Neither local

tradition norhistory supply any information regarding the holy city sub-

sequent to Jthe overthrow of the fort by Cutb ud-din, until a cursory

notice of it occurs- as the site of an encampment, in Babbr'b Memoirs.

Dr. Mill's restoration of the teit is as follows, placing the inter-

polations in smaller type. 1 have inserted his notes on the pandit's

version, as affording an useful example of the caution necessary in

such cases, and proving how utterly void of trust are the attempts of the

pandits of the present day, unless they have to deal with one capable

of understanding what they would foist upon the unsuspicious as

faithful transcript and good sense.

i *ifim<i< tj^t inngcrfT to *rw?n i

ii * irufirih WTftw^T OmiSiT m«hi(ijip
i

in. TOPwnrirr *rm* **k$t iwfaRT^i

iv. wfiRiir&irsreTO Tx*n *nrftr "srf'ihn
i
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5 vi. ihnt!wftr#[w^r *r*T #*facr]fsm:
|

vii. ^r: i] TftfirfW^: TC *T* [ * ]*!*[* I

vin. trpij *bw wf^ro^rrar fa[#ir*T**: '

7 in«u*ii h^t 3«n tt$ *uftw^**nr u

ix. wmjipsinfr grmrergr^i far*rfipf i

x. wrfcprf^ [*** H ** * * T]TO*T^lf

10 xi. gpgnynimT **wr farar *wt ^r 7?wqt
1

11 »*Nid*<fa*q*i«fljUqd i

Translation.

Om ! Salutation to Ganapati.

I. Of him who under the name of Db'vaca, reigned on the oppo-

site coast to Kfoi (Benares), the son called Sevana was as the sun in

the firmament, greatly renowned.

II. That king being celebrated as illustrious by the sovereigns of

the world, was ever surrounded by sages, ever devoted to Sambhu

[or Siva], as the bee to the lotus.

III. Of him was Chandraoana born, merciful, devout to the gods,

endued with all kingly virtues, lord of all, guardian of the city,

(Benares).

IV. His younger brother Svami Raja excels as a religious king,

gTacious to all creatures, and skilfully exercising government, to the

delight of good men.

V. By Muhammed*, lord of the hostile Yavanas [Moghals]

* This was Muhammed Sha'h, the third Emperor of Dehlt of that name, who

succeeded his father Tuohlec Sha'h Ghayash ud-dIn, A. H. 725—eight years

before the date of this inscription—celebrated for his frantic expedition to the
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Shahab ud-din* and the rest, though an enemy, was Sairaja-)*, the

treasure of benignity, employed as prime minister.

VI. (By him) from a (far) country (was an army sent to the bank

of the) Ganges. (The king) on hearing of this, (believed) that an

angry and invincible (enemy was approaching.)

VII. Upon this (Sva'mi Raja and other brave men), went with

horses and men, and sound (of arms, &c.) to defend from the assaults

of the (foe, their fort) [Chunar.]

VIII. Then did all the inhabitants sleep secure, for those (waves

of terror) had passed by : (and then the army of Yavanas entered

their fort by surprise or stratagem.)

IX. And since pacification { was not expedient, he [Sva'mi Raja]

Chinese border, bis attempt to remove the seat of empire from Dehli to Doula-

tabad, his application for investiture from the Khaliph of Mecca, and many ex-

travagancies which caused his sanity to be suspected. [The name Yavana, as

is well known, is generally applied by the Brahmins to their Mahometan con-

querors ; though arising from a misconception of the term as occurring in their

own ancient books, where it undoubtedly refers to the Greeks, whom Persians,

Phoenicians and Hebrews always designated by the'same name.]

* The Shahab ud-din here meant is not the emperor Omar Shahab ud-din,

who succeeded his father Ala ud-din, A. H. 716, and was murdered after a short

reign of three months ; but mast be one to whom, as Fbrishta tells us, Muham-
med Sha'h gave the title of Malic (by which he is called at the close of this

inscription) and a place called Nusari as a jaghir. Fbrishta's words are

&j* jj** Further on in the life of the same Emperor Mahammbd Ibn Tugh-

lbk, and nine years after the date of our inscription, that at the close of a suc-

cessful expedition to the Dekhan he gave to Sultan Shahab, who is most

probably the same person, the title of Nasaret Kha'n, and the government of

Balder on the Indus, yielding annually the revenue of a crore of rupees i_>Ljfcf

«jl«3 jl> AaIoUU ifjl (tSJjj^jjj ^j^ly Jl AU thia " confirmatory

of what is apparent from the inscription, viz. that this Shaha'b ud-din was

the general of the army which Muhammbd Sha'h or his Hindu minister sent

against the Raja of Benares.

[A celebrated Caii named Shahab ud-din is commemorated by Abul Fail,

who was flourishing at the time of Timur's invasion at the close of the 14th

century. But this is somewhat too late.]

f This Saira'ja I do not find mentioned by any historian of the time.

X The allusion is here to the several modes of dealing with an enemy enu-

merated in Menu VII. 198, viz. *jrsj«r pacification, ^jjr preterit* ^ sotcu

ing diaeniiont ; either of which three the Hindu legislator prefers in respect of
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abandoned the fort for some days ; only (presents) having been given

(to the enemy, according to usage.)

X. (But once more) to protect his own people did the noble king

Svami Raja, the crusher of the pride of alien heroes in fight, (ascend his

chariot)* surrounded by applauding heralds : but (having perceived) the

great Turkish warrior surnamed (Sata) dob [or him of the hundred

arms], at the approach of the hateful one in battle, he again left the

fort of his own accord.

XI. Thence having approached Bhagavaii [the goddess Anna

Purna Devi at her city Benares,] having abode there, and meditated

on her benevolence, thence returning with care, he established his

kingdom here free from all thorns of trouble.

Samvat 1390, in the month Bhadra, fifth day of the waning moon,

[Aug. 5, O. S. A. D. 1333,] on Thursday, was the kingdom set free

from Malic Shahab ud-din, acting under the protecting favor of

Sairaja Dbva aforesaid.

Remarks on the Sanscrit text.

Verse I. The Benares Pandit's reading qmfljfllitg KI^IT '* mucn *orse in

sense, beside being inconsistent with the evident letters of the inscription, which

are as exhibited above. The $x *• required in Sanscrit construction by the 7TW

of the next line.

II. The B. P.'s reading ^riffo W ^ f*W*T f**WT W**rf*ft: ^ough

somewhat smoother in metre, is inferior in every other respect to this,

which (except for the indistinctness of the ^j in f^T^T and of the sylla-

bles TUTft is clearly marked on the stone.

In the second half, the B. P.'s reading WOT^ is inconsistent with the cha-

racters on the stone.

III. In the last quarter of this Terse, I wish I could read with the B. P.

f^JB Ui uim^ ; in one compound ; Visv£sa-pura being a well-known name of

Benares.—But the vUarga is too clear on the stone to admit of that reading.

IV. In the second half of this verse only the beginning g*j and the end

r£ with the exception of an j in the middle, is clearly legible. My conjectural

reading of the rest in small characters is accommodated to this—whereas the B.

prudence, to the fourth %•$ giving battle ; and our prince Sva'miHa'ja seems to

have been of the same mind. The meaning here is however that to the first, pacifi-

cation, he preferred the second, of buying off the enemy. If for irir we read -$ijr
t

it would mean that ht abstained from both of these methods: if we read WHIT,

it would mean, on the contrary, that he was profuse in his presents while he

abstained from making peace. The first seems to me the best reading of the

three : and all of them more probable than ws\ which is the reading of the

Benares pandit.

• I find no Moghul or Afghan warrior to whom this name can be considered as

necessarily applying. The syllable ^u sata U conjeoturely supplied to fill a

hiatus on the stone.—W. H. M.

2 Y
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P.'s 39*r: UT% ^fifoWTT ^TOffi**: « altogether gratuitous and

irreconcilable with the yet remaining lettera of the Terse.

V. The B. P.'i reading of this Terse

:

*H*;ij<t«i§€niir *r**rr *£^hi<: i

has only the advantage of mine as to the antepen ultimate syllable of the first

half, viz. the 2nd *y being somewhat more like what appears on the stone. In

every other respect where there is any difference, any one may see how entirely he

varies from the characters there visible, beside being incorrect in grammar and

prosody, and quite unintelligible. Only three syllables of mine are conjectural,

in a place where the stone is broken.

VI. All of this verse, which is not distinguished by small letters, is most

clearly traced on the stone : but the B. P. has retained nothing of it but the

three first syllables of the second line, (in which also he has thrust in another

syllable with * viearga without warrant) in his reading, which is

—

tt^t tot* irowarn nrfa oiiwiHif: i

most entirely gratuitous ! beside that it annexes the first to si. 5, and begins the

6th with the other.

VII. VIII. In these two verses, between which there is an interval in a

broken part of the stone sufficient to contain a balf-sloka or line, and which

may throw some reasonable doubt as to the precise divisions of the slokas or

distichs, the B. P., who divides differently from me, has not attempted to retain

any thing of the yet remaining large characters- on the stone, except in the first

line, and the beginning of the last but one ; while any one who compares his

reading with mine, will see how much more he varies from his original. His
reading is in five lines, as follows :

*J^I^1fd*lfal*: ^M 4i*K*J4|fqh: II
[Here mif anarrow is misspelt.]

^TT*»I "3"* TTO igill3»J<Hd: I
[No sjh^T a* on the stone.]

*fa*W ^ Tf -%$ **T* *T %f*T*r: II
[A false concord here.]

*ni^ **$ ^ir^HTlf TOnrTO TO**: I
[All but the first syllables

t
quite incompatible with the stone.]

vjfTtiwnre ^rrfiTO«r: yn ^* 1

1

IX. This the B. P. read quite differently
; but any person comparing his two

first lines with mine, may judge which is the nearest to the actual inscription.
His third line is altogether gratuitous.

iifl«jaiiai *t*t*t: * 3* * frof^*T* I

** * ^3 ^***mw w**r* *r* i

** wh««< If**} mt *P***5*fif: ||

X. In this sloka, which is in the lyrical measure called S&rMla likriditem,
the B. P. has made the following very serious mistakes, 1st, making its second
pada or hemistich theirs*, (reading it otherwise quite correctly) to the exclusion
of all the legible syllables of the first pada, whose pi ,ce in the measure is so
palpable, viz. the 3rd, 4th,5th, 6th, i5lh, 16th, 17th. lbtfc and 19th or last, which
are on the stone clearly as they are here represented in large letters [having
gratuitously supplied their place by a 3rd Anuttdbh line to verse IX. !] 2ndly.
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Pilling up the place of the 3rd and 4th pldas by a crowded three of his own
making entirely, except the eight last syllables of the last—though so much
more of them are clearly legible on the stones at their proper intervals—just as

T have placed them in the midst of the conjectural supplements. The B. P. has

(This 3rd p4da has a glar- ^ «JIWW *<fl««^ *fr I ^ llim>H I »|^<|llf

ing false quantity.) *TT3t*nf?C Wfmfrifa* Trip m*m ^5Wi I

XI. This last verse, which is AnusUbh, like the nine first, is read by the B.

P. as I read it, except that the 2nd quarter is with him Sffigpra fan f\«f
quite

unlike the stone, and that the 3rd he begins differently, vis. M*JH1ftaMq | J|d| |

borrowing to this place what he had omitted in the 2nd. The stone gives clearly

throughout what I have written above.

After the date and the word *\\, the B. P. has gratuitously expanded the

rest into a sloka, as follows

:

I will add, that the inscription, as it is now legible, affords no counte-

nance to the B. P/s supposition, that the discreet Sva'mi Ra'ja acted

under his elder brother Chandragana. He rather appears to have

been his successor. W. H. Mill.

Barakdt Inscription.

No. III. of the same plate, is the inscription from BaraMt in

Garhwal, presented, in duplicate, to the Society by the Commissioner,

Mr. Traill. This inscription also has been deciphered in part by the

Rev. Principal of Bishop's College, who has kindly communicated

its contents to me in the following letter

:

" I have the pleasure of sending one of the Kemdon inscriptions,

that of Barahdt in Garhwdl.

It opens with the invocation ^rfa^: SvastiSri, addressed apparent-

ly to a prince, and the first line contains the words i(m iff ^*T *l^

T lPqg ri ^lH ' whose and where is a palace which is on a lofty peak

and splendidly magnificent.' The second line of the inscription is

a turgid verse in the Sdrdula vikridita measure, as follows :

«ininiJiq<k<i«N3VJii4
1

|q
r^mnx l

*TTWm 7T ^ laHK^iXfl: ***ihftT; * Iff (understand f^t)

*' His son, whose ample condition was exalted by a numerous

army, devouring the juices of the earth like the sun of summer, then

arising sat on the throne, and even with his bow unbent, still ruled with

2 t 2
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sage counsels, and the abandonment of all selfish passions. He who

was originally by name Uddra-charita, (the man of generous deeds,)

being skilled in all holy duties, did even thus at once, as the best of

the lords of power, reduce to fragments the army opposed to him,

though crushing all other adversaries, chariots and all."

This is the whole of the second line. The third and last which

is in prose begins sftf: ftlfW " the beloved son of a beloved father,

and ends with the words fWOTT ^n^f ft^HIT f!H«SlfiH:"

tt*ffl ^filim*m irmiW} XT9' fare** " As long as the sacred mark

remains in the body, so long has the glory of these two illustrious

ones (father and son) been concealed : but henceforward may the

immortality of this king be unshaken !"

The meaning is not very good, and the word ^jft*l : for Illustrious,

is unusual, if not semi-barbarous, in its formation ; but I can make

nothing better of it, neither can I spell out the father's name from

the strange characters of the first line. The second one is the only

part on which I have no doubt. W. H. Mill.

Iskardo Inscription.

No. 3 of Plate IX. is a copy of the inscription on a granite rock

near Iskardo, the capital of Little Tibet, taken by Mr. Vignb, the

English traveller, who sent it down through Captain Wadb in hopes

that M. CaoMA db Koros would be able to decypher it.

Being found under an image of Buddha, it may be concluded that

this inscription is but an extract from some of the sacred volumes of

his followers ; but it is in too imperfect a state for M. Csoma to be

confident of the rendering, although a large portion of the letters

may be read with ease and certainty. Their accurate form would

pronounce them to have been copied by an artist, if not by one ac-

quainted with the Tibetan alphabet.

Ajunta Inscription.

No. 4 of Plate IX. This mutilated inscription is from the caves

of Ajunta. I am indebted for it to Mr. Ralph and Capt. Grbslbt,

of Aurangibid, who paid a visit to those celebrated excavations last

year, and I am not aware that this particular.inscription has been

yet published.

Mr. Ralph states that it was found " not in the largest Bauddha cave,

but in the first which we inhabited, and the one where a square was

formed by four pillars each way. The letters were on the right hand

of a doorway of a small apartment leading into one containing the

figure of Buddha ; but here he was not represented with the two

African statues of attendants, nor is this the cave where the Grecian

helmets are found. The rough sketched countenances which are plae-
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cd under the writing are in keeping with those that cover the whole of

the little chamber, at distances of two or three inches from one another

—these appear to be portraits of disciples seated,—all half lengths."

Captain Grbslet has favored me with a ground plan of the cave

from memory, but as accurate measurements were taken by Dr. Bird

in 1 828, for Sir John Malcolm, for the Royal Asiatic Society, it is

unnecessary to insert it.

" The large cave, 40 feet square within the eight columns, has more

brilliant figures in fresco painting than any I have visited. It is the

one which contains what some have miscalled the zodiac, a portion of

a large circle on the wall outside the first cell on the left hand on

entering the cave-temple, where many small figures may still be

traced." Some damage has been done since 1828, and it is the

opinion of these travellers that time and rain will soon render the

caves altogether inaccessible.

The first letter of the inscription is sufficient to shew to what

alphabet the Ajunta writing belongs : it is precisely the y of the

Allahabad and Gujerat inscriptions ; the second letter is dh of the same

alphabet, and the third is the m of the coins of the same period,

differing slightly from that of both the inscriptions above named.

The collocation of these three letters, agreeing exactly with the

commencement of the sacred text so constantly found on all the

ancient Buddhist images lately brought to notice from Ava, Benares,

or Tirhut, Ye dharma, &c, led me to look for the remainder of the

stanza ; but it was evident that the text would not bear such a con-

struction. Perhaps the Rev. Mr. Stevenson, whose attention has been

successfully engaged on the Carli inscriptions, than which however the

present seems considerably more modern, may be able to fill up the

chasms and rectify the mutilations of this short legend, if indeed it be

worth while to do more than recognise and record the style of Ndgari

to which it belongs.

No. 5 of Plate IX. is merely a word in an inscription from the

Behtari column, Ghazipur district, concerning which, as it occurred

on the Allahabad column, a difference of opinion existed : Captain

Trotbr reading it Yagna Kacha, and Dr. Mill, Gkatot Kacha : the

latter is evidently the most probable, if it be not quite certain ; but I

hope to be able to insert the whole inscription (taken down with

great care by Lieut. A. Cunningham, Engineers) in my next number,

with a full interpretation by the Rev. Principal of Bishop's College.

I had lithographed it as Plate VII. to precede the present two, but

the translation was not ready for insertion. J. P.
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IV.

—

Descriptive Catalogue of Terrestrial and Fluviatile Testacea,

chieflyfrom the North-East Frontier of Bengal. By W. H. Bbnson,

Esq. B. C. 5.

The species of land and fresh-water shells described in the following

pages, fonn a collection, chiefly made in the hills on the N. E. frontier,

which was purchased by the Asiatic Society of Bengal in 1833. One

of the land shells, Scarabus triangularis, and two Neritin* and a

Melanin among the fluviatile shells, inhabit the jungles and streams

of the Gangetic Delta, and were probably collected on the route to

Sylhet. Several shells belonging to the genera Cerithium, Cancellaria,

Planaxis, Phasianella, and Pedipes, which occur in the collection, have

been omitted, as being, in all probability, marine, or semi-marine

productions procured from the embouchures of the Deltaic rivers.

1. Vxtrina Gigas. Testa tenui, corneo-virente, ovato-depressa,

auriformi, velociter crescente, supra planata, rugis concentricis et

striis radiatis decussata ; subtus tumida ; ultimo anfractu valde ventri-

coso, pene totam testam efformante ; apertura transversa, rotundato

ovata, prsegrandi; labio valde arcuato. Diam. 1.15 poll.

This shell is so flattened, and enlarges so quickly, that it has very

much of the appearance of one of the macrostomata, to which I refer-

red a specimen from the caves of Sylhet, recently fossilized with calc-

tuff, when I first saw it. It has only two whorls exclusive of the

apex, and differs in size, in the depression of the spire, in the very

arcuated left lip, and the more extended mouth from the European

species V. elongata. I believe that it is the first shell truly belong-

ing to this genus which has been ascertained to inhabit India. Since

I became acquainted with it, I have met with a second species alive,

adhering to dead leaves at the roots, and to the lower part of the

trunks of trees in the teak-wood attached to the Botanic Garden of

Calcutta ; but the characters of the animal restrict it to the genus

Helicarion of Cuvibr. Whether V. Gigas belongs to Cuvibr's Helu

colimax or to Helicarion, cannot be ascertained without an examination

of the animal ; I therefore leave it in the original genus as defined

by Lamarck.

2. Nanina decussata. Testa cornea, discordea, sub-depressa, umbi-

licata ; spira exsertiuscula, obtusa ; anfractibus septem supra planatis,

ultimo obtuse angulato ; epidermide supra argute decussata, infra

radiatim striata ; apertura transversa, lunata. Diam. 1 poll ; axis 0.35

On a cursory inspection of this shell, I erroneously considered it

to be a variety of the species " vitrinoides** Dbbhayrs, belonging to

Mr. Gray's genus Nanina, (Zool. Proceedings, 8th July, 1834,) which

I indicated under the name of Macrochlamys in the first No. of the Jour-
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Hal ofthe Asiatic Society for January 1832, pp. 13 and 76, and which

1 altered to that of Tanycklamys in a paper on the genua read before

the Zoological Society in August 1834. Mr. Gray's characters,

drawn up from specimens preserved in spirits, and from General

Hardwickb's drawings, having the advantage of priority of publica-

tion, his name, although inexpressive, will necessarily be adopted.

Several independent observers have united in stating the necessity of

separating this genus from Helix, on the characters of the animal

;

witness the observations of Lieut. Hutton, Journal of the Asiatic

Society, vol. iii. p. 83.

The species under review differs from N. vitrinoides in sculpture,

has a more exserted spire than the generality of specimens of that

shell, has a more angular periphery, is of a lighter colour, and, pos-

sessing the same number of whorls, is larger and of a thicker substance.

The epidermis is apt to peel off the under side.

I have a third species belonging to this country, which I lately

took at the foot of the Rajmahal hills. It differs in its smaller size,

its lighter colour, and in the form of the aperture from both vilri~

noides and decussata, and from the former it altogether differs in its

habits even when inhabiting the same spot, abounding on shrubs and

bushes, while N. vitrinoides is confined to the ground, to rocks, and

to brick work.

3. Helix plectostoma. Testa revered, depresso-conoideA subtus

tumida ; spira exsertiuscula ; anfractibus supra planatis, radiatim pli-

catis, rugis transversis decussatis; ultimo angulato, angulo subtus

inarginato. Apertura lunatA, plied, (ut in Helice pereonata) interdum

inconspicua
4

, ultimo anfractui adhserente ; umbilico profundo, anfractus

plerosque exhibenti. Diam. 0.35 poll, paulo plus.

This shell has a salient plate on the penultimate whorl connecting

the two extremities of the peristome, as in H. personata, but differs

from it in its other characters. The peristome is more rounded than

in H. Cocyrensis, the spire more conoid, and the satures less conspi-

cuous. It belongs to the subgenus Helicodonta of Db Ferossac, but

in the angularity of the periphery it approaches to Helicigona,

4. Helix Oxytes. Test& ferrugineo-corned, depress^ ; spir& con-

vex&, apice planato ; periphaerift acuta ; anfractibus oblique subplicatis,

suturis non excavatis ; peristomfte subreflexo ; umbilico lato et pro-

fundo anfractus usque ad apicem exhibenti. Diam. 1.8 poll.

In form it exactly resembles H. acumen of Dalmatia, but exceeds

it in size, and differs in colour, in its sub-reflected mouth, and in

sculpture, the whorls being destitute of decussating striae and of the

polish which adorns the latter. It belongs to Da Fbrvs&c's groupe
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of Helicigona, and to the 2nd division, Vortices. It would stand as

a Carocolla of Lamarck. Whorls six, exclusive of the apex.

5. Helix clknacterica. Testa subdepressa, subtus tumida; spira

sub-conoidea, gradata ; anfractibus omnibus angulatis, supra planatis,

argute plicatis ; apice obtuso. Periphseria angulata. Peristomate

acuto, non reflexo. Umbilico nullo. Diam. 0.75 poll.

This species resembles H. barbata of Cephalonia in its general

habit and in the peculiar form 6f its spire, which rises like a flight of

steps ; but the apex, though obtuse, is more exserted, and is desti-

tute of the flattening observable in the Cephalonian species. Whorls

eight, exclusive of the apex. It belongs to Helicigona of De Fbrussac,

and to its first groupe, which is destitute of an umbilicus.

6. Helix Serrula. Testa subdepressa, sub-conoidea subtus convex!

;

apice acuto ; anfractibus supra confertissime radiatim plicatis, margi-

natis, marginibus elevatis ; ultimo anfractu infra heviore, periphaeria

marginata, serrata. Umbilico profundo, mediocri ; peristomate acuto.

Diam. 0.55 poll.

Whorls seven, exclusive of the apex. This is also a Helicigona,

2nd groupe. It is allied to a new unnamed species which I have from

Malta, but has a smaller umbilicus in proportion, and a more acute

spire. It is also larger.

7. Helix tapeina. Testa sub-conoidea, supra convexa, subtus

tumida; epidermide minutissime corrugata; periphaeria angulata,

peristomate non continuo, subreflexo. Umbilico mediocri, profundo

;

omnes anfractus exhibente. Diam. 0.6 poll.

Whorls seven, exclusive of the apex. It is allied to Carocolla

Lapicida, but differs in sculpture, in its discontinuous peristome, less

angular periphery, and more conoid spire. The aperture is also more

open. It belongs to the 2nd groupe of Helicigona of De Fbrussac,

and to the genus Carocolla of Lamarck.

8. Helix delibratus. Testa depresso-plana, subtus tumida; epi-

dermide cornea decidua ; anfractibus transverse striatis ; apertura

transverse rotundato-ovata ; peritremate vix continuo, reflexo; umbilico

lato, anfractus plerosque exhibente. Diam. 0.9 poll.

Whorls four. Of the same type as the European species H. cornea,

from which it differs in colouring and in the form of its spire, whicji

resembles that of H. deplana of Croatia ; but from this species it

differs in the form of the mouth, and in the markings, as well as in its

more open umbilicus. From Helix granulata (mihi) of the Western

Provinces, it differs in the more transverse mouth, more flattened spire,

and wider umbilicus, in its plainer colouring and greater size, and in

the want of that minute shagreened appearance, under the lens, which
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renders that species so remarkable. It belongs to tbe subgenus

Helicella of De Fbrussac. The epidermis scales off like that of the

Solents, whence the trivial name which I have conferred upon it.

9. Helix Cestus. Testa subdepressa, cornea vel fuscescente,

ludiatim striata, subtus convexa, perforata ; spira sub-conoidea ; apice

obtuso ; ultimo anfractu sub-angulato, fascia unica rufo*fusca, media,

reliquis fascia saturali cinctis; peristomate sub-reflexo. Diam. 0.65 poll.

Whorls five. H. cestus approaches in form and colour to a species

which I possess from the Tyrol, and which is marked " H. zonata"

but which does not agree well with Lamarck's characters ofplanospira,

of which he gives Db Fbrussac's zonata as a synonym. It differs from

it in not having a white or a much reflected peristome. It belongs to

the sub-genus Helicella.

10. Bulbnus citrinus. Lamarck.

This is the reverse variety of a handsome shell, of which South

America is recorded as the habitat by Lamarck. It is perforated, (of

which character he makes no mention,) and of an uniform yellow,

without bands or marks, and being weathered, no polish is observable.

Length one inch.

11. Achatina tenuispira. Testa elongate turrita, cornea, longitu-

dinaliter striata, versus apicem attenuate, columnari ; anfractu ultimo

interdum fasciis quibusdam albidis transversis ornato ; suturis im-

pressis; apice obtuso. Long. I poll, circiter. Lat. 0.55.

This Achatina, belonging to Da Fbrussac's subgenus Cochlicopa and

to his groupe of Hyloides, is remarkable for the attenuated columnar

form of the terminal whorls of the spire.

12. Achatina crassilabris. Testa turrito conica, lsevi, cornea, Ion-

gitudinaliter striata ; anfractibus convexis, suturis excavatis ; labro

inths incrassato ; columella praarcuata ; apice obtuso. Long. 0.7.

Lat. 0.3 poll.

This shell has the habit of a Ceylon species which I believe to be

A. nitens of Gray. It differs in greater size, in its incrassated outer

lip, in its somewhat more ventricose form, and in its sculpture. It

approaches to Swainson's genus Achatinella in the arcuation of the

columella, but differs in the absence of the thickened pliciform termi-

nation to it, and in having the incrassation quite at the edge of the

outer lip, instead of removed to a little distance within it.

13. Clausilia loxostoma. Testa sinistrorsa, fusiformi, medio ven-

tricosa, corneo-grisescente ; anfractibus convexis, laevigatis, striis

obsoletis ; suturis confortissime crenulatis ; apertura elongata obliqua,

bi-plicata, supra angustiori, infra dUatata peristomate reflexo

;

columella pnearcuata. Long. 0.85 poll.

2 z
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Out of a collection of 32 European Clausilia, I find none with a

similar obliquity of mouth, from which character I have named the

species. The outer lip projects beyond the plane of the aperture. The
crenulations of the sutures differ altogether from the papillary appear-

ance which is common to several species, such as papillaris, albo-

guttata, &c, and they are not elongated as in C. nitida.

14. iScarabus triangularis. Testa compressa ovato-conica, aetate

subtriangulari, cornea, fasciis castaneis plurimis interdum obsoletis

cincta, rugis longitndinalibus salcisque transversis, distantibus, inter-

ruptis decussata. Spira acuta breviori ; suturis obsoletis. Anfractus

ultimi varice saliente lamelliformi. Aperturft quadridentata, biplicata

;

dentibus, uno insuper columellariura, tribus super costulam intro-

labialem sitis ; plica una columellarii duplici, pandata, altera columella

recurva, parva. Urabilico lineari, transversali, pene clauso. Length 0.9.

Breadth 0.65 inch.

This shell, independently of its form, sculpture, colouring, and acute

varix, may be at once distinguished from Scarabus imbrium by its

peculiar umbilicus ; that feature being rounded and perforate in the

Malassan species. The number of teeth on the rib, which is situated

at some distance within the outer lip, is very variable, ranging from

three to seven ; of these three are always more prominent. In wea-

thered specimens the subordinate denticulations are generally unob-

servable. Occasionally the whole of the shell is of a dark chestnut

colour, with obscure bands of a more saturated colour. In his Synop-

tical table, Db Fkrussac mentions two species from Bengal, S. plica-

tus and S. Petiveri, both distinct from S. imbrium. As he gives no

description, I am unable to say whether our shell is identical with

either or both : the latter contingency may possibly be the case, consi-

dering the great difference of form observable between young and

aged specimens, and the uncertainty attendant on the species 5.

Petiveri, which appears to have been established solely on the inspec-

tion of a plate, no reference being made to any museum.

All the specimens of the shell in the collection are weathered, and

in that state appear of a livid purple colour ; this circumstance was,

however, amply compensated for by an excursion which I made with

Dr. Pbarson to the. alluvial island opposite to Fort William, in quest

of objects of natural history, during which that gentleman discovered

the live animal under decayed vegetation, and under bundles of the

hoogla grass cut down for sale. From these retreats, which it occupied

in company with the amphibious Assiminia Gangetica, we made a

large collection in a short space of time. I have searched for it in

vain on the neighbouring mainland, in the vicinity of the Bishop'*
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College and the Botanic Gardens, as well as on the opposite side of the

river ; but specimens of deserted shells were taken by a friend, as

low down as the junction of the Damoda with the Hooghly.

It is only of late that French naturalists have verified the terrestrial

habits of the genus. The present species is much distressed when
thrown into water, and crawls out of it when immersed. Its decidedly

amphibious companion, Assiminia Gangetica, i have met with, on

dewy mornings, more than a furlong from the river's bank, crawling

among moist grass.

15. Cyclostoma imvohmlus. (Mullbr.)

This elegant species, which is abundant in a living state at Rajma-

hal, Secrigally, and Patharghata in Behar, attains a large size in the

Silhet collection. When adult it is always possessed of a beautiful

orange colour on the peristome. It is Cyclostoma torquaia of Lieut.

Hutton, J. A. S. vol. iii. page 82, and is the species alluded to by

me in vol. i. page 12, in my remarks on the genus Pterocyclos.

16. Cyclostoma zebrinum. Testa albida, strigis plurimis rufo-

custaneis, angulato-flexuosis picta, spira depressiuscula, acuminata;

anfractibus plicis paucis transversalibus distantibus, ultimo rugis un-

dulatis longitudinalibus sculptis ; carina media subacuta. Apertura

ampla, peritremate reflexo ; umbilico parvo. Epidermide crassi, fusca,

plicis longitudinalibus, his setis fortibus munitis, instruetis. Diam.

10.35 poll.

I was at first disposed, from a consideration of the habit of this

shell, to view it as a variety of a Tenasserim shell, described by Mr.

G. B. Sowkrby in the 5th volume of the Zoological Journal under the

name of Cyclostoma perdix ; but a careful comparison with specimens

which Mr. Sowbrby had kindly presented to me, has enabled me to

distinguish it as a separate species. It differs in its sculpture, in its

more developed keel, more contracted umbilical cavity, and in the

possession of a singular epidermis, of which Mr. Sowbrby's speci-

mens of C. perdix, though one was taken alive at Tenasserim, appear

to have been destitute. In the latter species the markings are white

mottled on a chestnut ground ; in zebrinum they consist of distant

zigzag flames of light chestnut on a white ground.

17. Pterocyclos hispidus. Spiraculum hispidum, Pbarson. Journal

of the Asiatic Society, vol. ii. p. 391.

The acquisition of several live specimens of this genus (established

by me in the first No. of the Journal) during the last rainy season, at

the hill of Patharghata in Behar, where I first met with dead speci-

mens of P. rupestris, enables me to disprove the conjecture of Dr.

Pbarson that a branchial apparatus or projecting syphon is attached

2 z 2
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to the neck of the animal, as well as to confirm its affinity with the

genus Cyclostoma, with which Mr. Sowbrbt has classed it. The

name originally annexed to the genas was altered by Dr. Pearson, on

insufficient grounds, as, independently of the violation of received

rules of nomenclature*, of the existence of the tabular appendage in

perfection in only one species of the genus, and its non-existence in

others, the new name tended to convey an erroneous impression of

the use of the anomalous excrescence observable in the shell of P.

hispidus.

Dr. Pearson assumes that the specimens of P. rupestris from which

the characters of the genus were taken, were immature shells, but a

strict search in the habitat of the species, and the acquisition of 1

6

specimens of different ages and growth, of which 12 bore all the

marks of being adult, dispelled all doubt of the obtainment of the

perfect shell. The retromitted and retroverted tubular wing, afford-*

ing an index of a former mouth, and which does not appear to have

been accompanied by a reflexion of the peristome, exists in that form

in P. hispidus only, and the sinus under the wing which crowns the

final aperture is never so strongly marked as in the other species,

bearing more resemblance to the channel under the wing of Gray's

Cyclostoma Petiverianum, which shell indicates the passage to the

Genus Cyclostoma, not only by this feature, but by the intermediate

form of its umbilical cavity, and its operation.

A comparison of the animal of Pterocyclos (mj four living

specimens of which I assumed to be female, from the absence of the

exserted organ so conspicuous on the neck of the male Cyclostoma/

with that of Cyclostoma involvulus shewed only the following differ-

ences. In P. rupestris the mantle is sinuated, to correspond with the

sinus at the crown of the aperture, and its edges are reflected over

the edges of the sinus, but there is no organ projected through it by

• In conferring generic names it is an obvious rnle that the part should not

be put for the whole, by designating the genus from an organ, without a change

of termination, or the addition of a distinguishing epithet. The circumstance

of the feature being peculiar in the family to which the groupe belongs, will not

justify a departure from the rule ; were a relaxation from it allowed in one

instance, we might be called upon to recognize an anomalous form among the

acephalous mollusca (to suppose an extreme case) as the genus " Caput 1" In

the present instance the effect of the proposed substitution, is to set aside a

name published by the first describer of the genus, which name is equally appli-

cable to every species hitherto discovered, as it is not contingent on the presence

or absence of a sinus or a tabular, or other perforation, but on the existence of

a wing attached to the otherwise circular apertore. Hence the supposed neces-

sity for a change of nomenclature is not apparent.
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the animal, nor does the mantle line the interior surface of the wing.

No organ likely to occupy the sinus is ohservable either when the

animal is crawling or when it is drawn out to its fullest extent. The

foot is shorter in proportion than that of Cyclostoma, hardly appear-

ing beyond the disc of the shell when the animal is crawling, and the

curious cup-shaped operculum is received into the wide vortici-form

-umbilicus of the shell, which it almost fills, whereas the thin flat

operculum of C. ixvolvulus is carried behind the shell.

My living specimens of Pt. rupestris were taken atPatharghata* dur-

ing a morning shower in September. I had in vain searched the ground

and bushes among the moist rocks and dripping jungle, where multi-

tudes of Cyclostoma involvulus, the reversed Helix interrupta and

Nanina vitrinoides were moving about, and had nearly abandoned the

search, when 1 thought of trying an open tract of the hill whence the

jungle had recently been cut. Here, on the exposed side of the hill,

as well on the bare surface, as under leaves, I at last discovered the

sought-for shell. At the foot of the hill a single specimen of a small

-conoid Helix, which I had recently discovered at Berhampore, was

found adhering to the leaves of a shrub.

Pterocyclos hispidus, is perfectly distinguished from P. rupestris by

its greater size, the flatness of its spire, its sculpture, hispid epidermis,

retromitted tube, and the inferior development of the adult mouth.

Coming from a climate where it enjoys damp throughout the year,

it may possibly use the perforation for a breathing hole when its

aperture is closed, but in P. rupestris the operculum is drawn in

beyond the sinus, so that no such use can be made of it for breathing

air, for which, moreover, it has probably little occasion during the

season of drought and torpidity.

18. Pterocyclos parvus. Spiraculum parvum, Pearson, Journal

of the Asiatic Society, vol. ii. p. 592.

This species, which is coloured like one of the varieties of P. rupes-

tris, never attains more than half the size of that species. The numer-

ous specimens brought from Silhet have all a perfect, reflected peris-

tome. It is also distinguishable by the greater tendency of the sinus

being often in strict contact, though the circle is never completed by

* Besides eome other plants in flower which I had not leiiure to note, I

observed a little bine-flowered TYadescantia, a dwarf Rvellta, end a beautiful

large-flowered Pesticia with spikes of flowers of a pale verdigris-gi een colour,

which I had only once before seen ornamenting a corolla in a species of Txia (J.

maculata?) In December 1831, the juugle on the side of Patharghata was flam-

ing with the rich blossoms of Holmskioldia eoccinea. On Kotanasi, a hill

between Patharghata and Terriagali, I captured a fine specimen of the splendid

Buprnti* Chryrit.
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the confluence of the shelly matter. The impending wing also shews

a greater tendency to a retroverted and tabular form.

It is probable that Sowkrby's Cyciostoma bilabiatum, from Salem

in the Madras presidency, will form a fourth species of Pterocyclos,

distinguished by the sinuated addition at the back of the true lip.

When I examined it in London, I thought that it was identical with

P. rupestris, and that my specimens of the latter had not attained

their full growth ; a further search in the locality of the species, and

the consideration that the sinuated lip must have been of previous

formation to the reflected circular aperture, have contributed to alter

my opinion on the subject.

Cyciostoma suturale has the aspect of an immature Pterocyclos. Its

habitat is, I believe, Demarara.

I had prepared the whole of my notes on the collection both of

land and fresh-water shells during a period of leisure previously to the

close of last year, but I have Since then been prevented by want of

time from correcting and arranging them. Dr. Pearson's hint, in

his report on the Museum, has called forth this first brochure, consist-

ing of the land-shells, I fear in rather an unfinished state, for which

I trust that circumstances will prove an apology. The fresh-water

shells shall follow at the earliest practicable period.

V.

—

Description of two new species belonging to a new form of the

Meruline Group of Birds, with indication of their generic character.

By B. H. Hodgson, Esq, Resident in Nepdl

These birds have the wings, tail, and feet of Turdus ; and if we conti-

nue the comparison from the external to the internal characters, we find

a similar construction of the tongue, stomach, and intestines in both.

Both, too, have a similar regimen, habits, and manners. Yet they

are strikingly contradistinguished by the respective forms of the

bill. In the thrushes that member is compressed, and has its arched

maxilla freely exserted from the frontal feathers, and very little cut out

by the nasal fossae. In the birds now in question, on the contrary,

the bill is so much depressed as to be more than twice as broad as

high at the base ; and its straight maxilla, greatly incumbered by the

frontal plumes, has the nasal fosse so far produced to the front as to

pass the centre of length of the bill.

In the birds before us, too, the head is furnished with a garruline

crest ; which is never observed in Turdus. The tarsi are lower than

in the generality of thrushes ; and the tail is somewhat longer and less

even at the end. Like most of the Nipalese thrushes, these birds are

common to all the three regions of the kingdom. They are shy in
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their manners, adhere exclusively to the woods, live solitarily or in

pairs, breed and moult but once a year, nidificate on trees, and feed

almost equally on the ground and on trees. I have taken from their

stomachs several sorts of stony berries, small univalve mollusca, and

sundry kinds of aquatic insects.

These birds are not generally or familiarly known to the Nipalese,

but the foresters, whom I have met with, denominate them Cocho : and

by that name, latinised into Cochoa, I have designated them generi-

cally in my note book.

As a Meruline genus, placed close to Turdus, the following charac-

ter may perhaps serve to mark them.

Wings, tail, and feet, as in Turdus,

Tarsi rather lower and tail somewhat longer.

Bill straight, considerably depressed : the maxilla excided beyond

the centre by the nasal fosse : the nostrils very large, and nearer to

tip than to gape. Head crested as in Garrulus. The two species at

present known to me 1 shall call, from their prevalent colour, Viridis

and Purpurea.

The following is their description :

—

Cochoa purpurea. Purple Cocho, Mihi. Male, dark purple: cheeks

black : crest, tail, and upper apert portion of the wings, soft grey

blue, more or less purpurescent : lower part of the wings and tip of

tail, black ; and both black internally : a white speculum on the wing,

just below the false wing : bill and legs black : iris brown. The fe-

male, brown where the male is purple ; and the upper part of the wings

also brown. The young are rufous below with black bars : brown

above with rufescent white drops : head blue as in maturity, but

barred. The species is eleven to eleven and a half inches long by six-

teen to seventeen wide, and weight three and half to four oz. »

Co. Viridis. Green Cochoa, Mihi. Brilliant parrot green, paler and

changing into verditer blue on the belly and thighs : crest, cheeks, and

neck posteally, brilliant blue : upper part of the wings and tail, the

same, but paler with a grey cast ; and both black internally, and

apertly towards the ends, as in the preceding species; through

the eye to the nostrils black : bar of same hue across the pale portion

of the wings, caused by the long coverts and bastard wing being tipt

with that colour : legs fleshy brown : bill black : iris brown : size of the

last : sexes alike.—N. B. This species is apt to vary considerably

before it has reached maturity as well as under moult, when the back

is sometimes lunated with black ; and the soft blue portion of the

wings is smeared with brownish yellow. At first, the young males are

exactly like the female. The following more particular description of
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the several members and organs is equally and exactly applicable to

both species.

Bill to head as five to four : sometimes merely equal to the head

:

considerably depressed, except near the tip ; at base more than twice

as broad as high ; straight ; oilmen produced among the frontal fea-

thers, which are soft and turned back ; sides of the maxilla cut t>ut

beyond the centre by a broad membranous and plumose fosse : tomias

locked, trenchant, and entire ; towards the gape somewhat incurved—

towards the tip, straight : tip of upper mandible inclined and notched

;

of the lower, subrecurved and subemarginated, sometimes straight and

entire. Nares nearer to the tip than to the gape ; at fore end of the

nasal fossae, lateral, longitudinal, elliptic, large, free, shaded above by

a small nude process of the fossal membrane, and set over with tiny

incumbent hairs : gape scarcely to the fore angle of the eye and sub-

ciliated : wings reaching to centre of tail, firm, first quill bastard,

second long, fourth longest ; all four slightly emargined on their inner

web. Tail composed of twelve firm feathers, rather longer than in

Turdus, the four laterals gradated in a small degree, more than in

Turdus.

Tarsi submcdial, stout, rather longer than the central toe, usually

smooth, sometimes crossed by three or four scales.

Toes simple, ambulatory, compressed, moderately unequal; outer ba-

sally connected ; hind stouter and subdepressed.

Nails compressed, obtuse : the central fore with both margins dilated

but entire.

Head furnished with a soft, full, garruling crest. Tongue simple,

fiat, medial, subcartilaginous, with cartilaginous, subjagged, tip.

Stomach muscular, of medial subequal thickness, the lining tough and

grooved. Intestinal canal 20 to 25 inches long, of subequal calibre

throughout ; close to anal end, two grain-like caeca.

The intestines are longer in proportion than those of Turdus : but

otherwise similar.

VI.

—

On a New Genus of the MeropicUe.—By the same.

Order Insxssores ; Tribe Fissirostres ; Family MeropicUt, Vigors.

Order Passbrxs, Section Stndacttli, Cuvier. Genus new. Bucia,

Mihi.

Generic character :

—

Bill much elongated and arched throughout, strong, greatly com-
pressed ; the sides nearly vertical, and the ridge flattened towards the

base. Wings moderate, full, not acuminated, fourth quill longest,
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one and two considerably and subequally gradated. Narei entirely

concealed by incumbent setaceous tufts. Tail longish, quadrate*

strong. Feet and tongue as in Aferops. In the family of the Mero-

pid* but one genus has heretofore been recognised. If the above

characters be admitted to differ materially from those of Merop$t and

if the birds to which they apply are distinguished by a marked and

consequent diversity of manners, I presume the propriety of the generic

separation will not be questioned.

Now, the bee-eaters proper, according to my experience, have

invariably a long and acuminated wing, and aerial swallow-like habits

corresponding to that form of wing. Again, their bill is considerably

spread laterally except towards the tip ; the general form being tetra-

gonal, and the ridge acute.

In Bucia, on the contrary, the wing is not so much acuminated as

in the thrushes. It is distinguished for considerable, uniform, breadth

;

not at all for length ; and the habits of the bird are quite foreign to per-

petual questing on the wing in the open country : they lead it to seek

the deep recesses of the forest,—and there, tranquilly seated on a high

tree, to watch the casual advent of its prey, and, having seized it, to

return directly to its station. The bill, again, is greatly compressed

with vertical sides and ridge flat towards the base, convex towards the

tip. This organ is, moreover, strong, longer, and more arched than

in Merops. The Bucia are of rare occurrence, and are solitary wood-

landers ; whereas the bee-eaters proper are gregarious, and common
tenants of the champaign. Our birds are found in the lower and cen-

tral regions of Nepal ; but seldom or never in the northern. The Nipa-

lese call them Bukay-chera ; chera being merely a corruption of chiria,

or bird. I latinise the former word to procure a generic appellation.

I have as yet discovered but one species, of which the following is the

specific name and character.

Bucia Nipalensis. Nipalese Bucia, Mihi. Bright parrot green, shad-

ed on the belly and vent with bright buff: lining of the wings and

lower tail covert, pure buff: wings internally and basally, and tail

on the inferior surface, the same : forehead and gular hackles, blue

:

the last, formed of a double series of long, composed, drooping

plumes, ranged opposite to each other on either side the trachea

:

bill plumbeous, with black tip : iris brown : legs greenish yellow.

Length thirteen to fourteen inches : breadth between the wings seven-

teen to eighteen : weight three to four oz. : sexes alike f

The bill is more than twice as long as the head. It has a consider-

able and uniform arcuation throughout ; is hard, strong, entire, very

moderately excavated internally ; at base scarcely broader than high

;

3 A
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and nearly twice as high ae broad immediately beyond the base. The

ridge above, though narrow, is quite flat from the brow to the centre of

length ; beyond it and below, convex. So great is the lateral com-

pression, that the sides are plane and nearly vertical : the cutting edges

are trenchant and unemarginated : the tips pointed and nearly equal.

The oares are rounded, lateral, basal ; the fossae evanescent ; the aper-

ture covered closely by a small incumbent tuft of setaceous plumuli.

The tongue is long, flattened, pointed, cartilaginous, and feathered

towards the tip. The gape is scarcely cleft to the fore angle of the

eye, and smooth.

The wings are of very moderate length, but of great and pretty

uniform fulness or breadth : the tertiaries and primaries equal : first

and second primaries considerably and subequally gradated: third

and fourth nearly equal. Fourth longest : first not bastard; more

than half as long as the fourth.

The tail is rather long, and is composed of twelve very firm, broad,

and equal feathers. The tarsi are very low : knees and more plumose

:

acrotarsia scaled : paratarsia smooth : toes long and typically syn-

dactyle ; the soles being quite flat, and the exterior toe joined to the

central fore as far as the second joint—the interior, as far as the first.

Nails subequal, much compressed, falcate, feeble, and acute : the

central fore with a large unpectinated comb. From the chin to the

breast depends a row of plumes, inserted opposite to each other on

either side the trachea. They are more than two inches long, of

composed web, and medial equal breadth. Their mobility gives the

living bird a very grotesque appearance. Some such appendage

seems to distinguish one of the true bee-eaters, viz. that called

amictus.

These birds feed principally on bees and their congeners : but

they likewise consume great quantities of scarabaei and their like.

They are of dull staid manners, and never quit the deepest recesses

of the forest.

In the Raja's shooting excursions they are frequently taken alive

by the clamorous multitude of sportsmen, some two or more ofwhom
single out a bird and presently make him captive, disconcerted as he

is by the noise. It may be worth while to add, in conclusion, that

the true bee-eaters are never seen in the mountains : nor the Bucue

ever, I believe, in the plains. The intestinal canal in our birds is

usually about twelve inches long, with caeca of an inch and more in

length, placed near to the bottom of it. The stomach is muscular,

and of medial subequal thickness. Such, too, is the character of the

stomach and intestines in Merops.
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VII.

—

On a new Piscatory Genus of the Strigine Family.—By the same.

Order Raptorbs. Family Striqidjb.

Genus new. Cultrungmis, Mini.

Generic character :

—

Bill subequal to the head, straightened as for as the cere, gradually

curved beyond it, moderately compressed, strong. Wings medial,

equal to the tail, four and five longest and subequal ; three first con-

siderably gradated, first not pectinated. Tarsi rather elevate, partially

or wholly nude, reticulate. Toes nude, and reticulate with three or

four scales next the talons ; the anteriors subequal. Talons medial,

stout, subequal, compressed, cultrated below*. Egrets as in Bubo,

disc and ears as in Noctua. Tail short.

It is some time since Gen. Hardwickb made known to science an

owl with nude tarsi f. The circumstance was remarkable, but it does

not seem to have led him to any further investigation. Some years

back I discovered a similarly-characterised species, and at the same

time noted that the talons were sharpened like a knife on their lower

edge. In process of time I discovered another species with the tarsi

half naked ; and this also had cultrated talons. But my specimens of

both species happened to have the stomach empty ; and 1 had no

immediate means of observing the manners of the birds. In 1830 I

had opportunity to note that both species flew well by day, and were

constantly found on the banks of rivers. Analogy with the eagles

then led me to suspect that these birds might possibly be fishers

:

but still, until I had seen them fishing, or had obtained specimens

with fish in the stomach, I could have no safe ground for assuming so

extraordinary a fact. I have now, however, procured specimens with

the stomach full of fish, and fish onlyt ; and I presume that the expost-

facto inference from structure to habits will scarcely be questioned.

Whether Hardwickb'sowI will, when better known, constitute another

genus of the fishing owls, remains to be proved : but that bird is

sufficiently distinguished from either of mine by its shielded tarsi. In

forming a new genus for two new species, essentially alike, and very

materially differing both in conformation and habits from all known
birds of this family, I rely upon the sanction and support of men of

science. And I shall only add, before proceeding to give the specific

characters, that those of the genus have been derived from a freer

use of ordinary external characters than has heretofore been made in

• Hence the generic name, cultratu* and nngui*.

•f Of the yet earlier Strix nudipes of Daudin, nothing seems accurately

known.

X I have just discovered that they prey on crabs as well as common fish.

B. H. H., 2nd July, 1836.
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respect to the Strigine birds. Cuvibr regarded these birds as consti-

tuting but one genus. Vigors raised this genus to the rank of a

family, advancing Cuvibr's subgenera to genera. But Vigors left

Cuvibb's character as he found them,—whether wisely or not, I shall

not presume to say. I suspect, however, that, as species multiply and

become accurately known, resort will be had to characters analo-

gous to those by which the Diurnal Raptores (to go no further) are

genetically distinguished, if not from a sense of the superficialness of

the old characters, yet from a want of determinate new ones. It is

surely reasonable to distinguish all the Raptores upon similar princi-

ples ; and, as the external construction of the Strigine birds certainly

renders this quite practicable, so, 1 believe, that the analogies thus

necessarily suggested to the student between them and the Falconidse,

would tend to the higher uses of the science.

First species : C. Flavipes, yellow-footed Cultrunguis, Mihi. Head,

neck and body below, bright rusty, each plume striped down the

shaft with saturate brown ; the stripes narrower below than above

:

disc and leg-plumes immaculate : back wings and tail, saturate

brown, transversely barred, and largely emarginated and tipt, with

rusty ; the bars interrupted on the shafts, and frequently resembling

triangular indentations : four bars across the great quills and tail

feathers ; and the tips of both largely paled : plumes of the thighs

and tarsi downy : half the latter nude : nude portion and the toes,

flavescent fleshy grey : talons horn yellow : bill blue, with a dusky tip :

iris bright yellow : edges of eye-lids black : twenty-two to twenty-three

inches long by 55 to 58 wide. Weight three and a half lbs.

N. B. The sexes resemble each other both in size and colours.

Second species : Cultrunguis Nigripes, Mihi. Head, neck, back, and

whole body below, pale earthy brown, with a fawn tinge ; paler and

albescent on the abdominal surface ; each plume striped down the

shaft with a saturate brown mark, which is narrower below than

above; and each also crossed with numerous slender zigzags of

brownish fawn colour : wings, and tail saturate brown, triangularly

indented or cross-barred, and broadly tipt, with obscure rufous yellow,

which is freckled, for the most part, on the tertiaries, and scapulars,

with brown : great quills and rectrices, quadricinctate, as in the preced-

ing : disc earthy brown : thighs pale fawn : both immaculate : throat

white, and almost or wholly unmarked : wings albescent towards the

roots of the feathers : bill dusky horn : iris bright yellow : edge of

eye -lid black : tarsi and toes, purpurescent dusky : talons the same,

with black points : thighs and knees to the front, covered with downy
plumes : tarsi and toes, nude ; size of the last.
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N. B. This species bears an extreme resemblance, in point of

colours and size, as in other respects, to the Strix Hardwickii. Bat it

may be at once distinguished therefrom by its reticulated tarsi.

The sexes, as in the preceding species, are alike both in size and

colours. These birds moult once a year, between June and October,

inclusive ; they breed in February-March ; and are almost equally

common in the several regions of Nepil, notwithstanding the great

diversity of climate.

The structure of their stomach and intestines offers no marked pe-

culiarity. The intestinal canal is from three and half to four feet long

;

very thick-coated throughout ; considerably wider above than below ;

and furnished with two thin caeca, from three to four inches long,

which are situated near the anal extremity of the canal, and widened

considerably at their distad end.

The stomach is rounded, considerably and equally thickened in its

coats, and provided with a toughish and rugose lining, which is'

easily separated.

The coats do not consist of proper muscle, but of a substance be-

tween gland and cartilage ; for which I know no name, commonly as

it occurs. The succentorial stomach is purely glandular, with soft

papillated lining, not distinguishable from the body of the organ; the

points of the papilla? being, in fact, mere excretory pores directly in

contact with the secreting substance.

The following detail of dimensions is taken from a male specimen

of Flavipe8 : but so similar are the two species, and the sexes of

both, that it will equally represent the average size and proportions

of the males and females of both species.
ft. in.

Tip bill to tip tail, 1 10

Bill, length of, 2

baud height of, 1 f
basal breadth of, 1 ]

Tail, 9

Tarsus, 3 §

Central toe, 2 i
Expanse of wings, 4 10

Weight, 3flbs.

VIII.—Report of the Society of Arts on Specimens of Rice, Wool, SfC.

from Nepal and Assam.

[Communicated by Government.]

The Society having received from their Committee of Colonies and

Trade a report on sundry articles sent to them for examination from
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the Honorable Court of Directors of the East India Company, have

been pleased to approve the same, and have directed their Secretary

to transmit a copy of the Report forthwith to the Honorable the Court

of Directors, with an assurance that the Society will at all times be

happy to receive from them any communications connected with the

objects of this Society.

(Signed) Arthur Aikin, Secy.

Report.

The Committee of Colonies and Trade having been directed by the

Society to examine sundry articles sent to the Society by the Honor-

able the Court of Directors of the Cast India Company, and referred

to this Committee 4th November, 1835, report as follows :

I. The Soomla or Himalaya paddy, or mountain rice, received

from Mr. Hodgson, Resident at Nepal, appears to be of the same

kind as a sample (comprising five varieties) sent to the Society of

Arts in 1821, by Dr. Wallich.

From the great height above the level of the sea at which this

grain is cultivated in Nepal, it is suggested that it may perhaps be

advantageously introduced as an agricultural crop in the North of

Europe.

Before this can be determined in the affirmative, it is necessary to

prove, first, that this grain is capable of coming to maturity in the

climate of the North of Europe ; and, secondly, that the clear profit of

a crop of hill-rice from a given area shall be at least equal to that

of a crop of oats, barley, or rye from the same area.

Several parcels of the former quantity of hill-rice were distributed

by the Society to persons residing in various parts of England ; and

several were likewise sent to France, to Switzerland, to Germany,

and to Russia. Of those sent to the Continent, the Society has

received no intelligence ; and of those distributed in England, the result

has been, with one exception, that the seeds did not germinate. A
notice likewise was inserted in one of the French journals a few

years ago, from which it appeared that various attempts had been

made to grow the hill-rice of Nepal in some of the districts of France

from seed distributed by the Government of that country, but wholly

without success.

Mr. Anderson, the Curator of the Apothecaries' garden at Chelsea,

was one of those who undertook to make an experiment on the possi-

bility of growing the hill-rice in England, and was, in consequence,

furnished with some seeds of the five varieties at that time in the

Society's possession. They were sown in March, and some of

each kind germinated and did very well while they were kept in the
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hot-house. In May they were removed to the green-house, where they

became stout, healthy plants. In the end of June they were transferred

to a sheltered place in a basin for the growth of aquatic plants, having
nine inches depth of water and twelve of mud; here they grew and
promised well till the beginning of August, when, the weather
becoming cloudy and rather cold, they became sickly, and were all

dead by the beginning of September without having come into flower.

It seems, therefore, evident that the temperature even of the warmer
parts of England is not sufficientfor the successful cultivation ofhill-rice.

The latitude of Sirinagar, where this grain is cultivated, is about
30° ; that is, under nearly the same parallel as Cairo ; and although,

from its height above the sea and its vicinity to ridges of snowy
mountains, the winters are severe, yet in such situations the summers
are much hotter than on lower levels in higher latitudes, where the

average temperature of the whole year is not perhaps greater than
that of the middle of one of Europe. In Florence, and even in Rome
frost and snow are by no means of unfrequent occurrence in the

winter, and yet the summers are hot enough to bring to perfection

many annual vegetable products, rice among the rest, which will

not succeed north of the Alps.

Concerning the second head of inquiry,—viz. the comparative profit

of land cropped with hill-rice, and with barley or oats,—the Committee

are not in possession of a single fact on which to found an opinion.

But they may be allowed to state that, as the farinaceous food of

Europeans is consumed chiefly in the form of bread or of cakes, and
as rice is not capable of being made into either one or the other of

these preparations by the simple process of kneading with cold water

and then baking, either an additional process of cooking would be

necessary in the attempt to substitute rice for the ordinary European

grains, or the new habit must be superinduced, of doing without

bread and replacing it by boiled rice.

In order to obtain a correct opinion of the comparative value of

hill-rice with the other qualities of this grain in the London market,

a sample was sent to Mr. Ewbank for examination. That gentleman

reports that fine Carolina rice, imported in the state of paddy and
cleaned here, is worth 30 shillings per cwt. ; that fine Bengal rice

cleaned here, is worth 23 shillings per cwt. ; that rough and inferior

East India rice, imported half-cleaned and finished here, is worth 14

shillings per cwt. This latter was purchased from the importer at

eight shillings, lost 20 per cent, in cleaning, and the cost of this

process was two shillings per cwt. ; so that there remained only two

shillings per cwt. for interest, profit, &c.
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The hill-rice is nearly of the same quality as the latter kind, being

dark coloured, opaque, and not at all calculated for the English market.

The opinion, therefore, of the Committee is, that the hill-rice cannot

be successfully cultivated in Europe ; and that, if capable of being so

cultivated, it could not enter into competition in the European market

with Bengal rice.

II. The wool of the Hooniah sheep of Tibet consists of two

samples,—one, of the wool in its natural state ; and the other, of a

portion from which the black hairs have been separated.

The former is of precisely the same quality as a parcel sent last

year (1834) to the Society by Dr. Wallich ; and the market price

of it in London, at that time, was, according to Mr. Ebswobth, of

Basinghall Street, from 10 to 11 pence per lb.

The two samples, after being examined by the Committee, were

also examined by Mr. Ebsworth, and by Mr. Southey, of Coleman

Street.

According to Mr. Ebsworth, the value of the wool in its unsorted

state is from five to seven pence per lb. A considerable quantity

of similar wool from India, but rather coarser, has been sold in the

London market during the last two years at from two and half to seven

pence per lb. The sorted wool is worse than the unsorted ; for, in se-

parating the dirt, all the finer filaments have likewise been taken away.

Mr. Southey estimates the value of the unsorted wool at about

10 pence per lb. ; and states, that it greatly resembles a large portion

of the wool imported from Jutland and Denmark.

Mr. Hodgson's expression that the " wool is said to be superb,"

does not in the least apply to the sample actually sent by him ; but

as he has stated that the animal "is of trans-Himalayan origin, and

will not bear the heats of Nepal*," it seems probable that the wool

in question was grown in that country, and has greatly degenerated

;

it being well known that the sheep of Barbary produce hair rather

than wool.

The Committee think it incumbent on them to notice an opinion

expressed by Mr. Southey, from the great attention which that

gentleman has paid to the growth of wool ; namely, that the Hooniah

and other coarse qualities of Indian wool, of which many hundred

bales have recently been imported, would be very materially improved

by the introduction of some well-selected rams, of which- an ample

supply might no doubt be obtained from New South Wales.

* This expression completely confirms the observations previously made
respecting the hill-rice of Nepal, whiph thus seems to grow in a climate too hot
for the production of wool.
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III. Two large pieces of cloth made from the down of the Simool or

Tree-Cotton, Bombax heptapkyllum, from Gowahatty in Assam, the

place of their manufacture.

On examining the cloth it appears that the fine short down of the

Bombax has been spun into a large wove slightly twisted cord or

roving, and that this is made into cloth by interweaving it with a

warp and short of common thin cotton-thread, much in the manner

of carpeting. It composes a loose cloth, incapable, probably, of being

washed without injury, but considerably warm, very elastic, and light.

from the shortness of the staple and the great elasticity of the

fibre, it is not at all probable that it could be spun by the machinery

now in use for spinning cotton ; but the combination which it exhi-

bits, of fineness of fibre with great elasticity will, no doubt, make it

rank high as a non-conductor of heat, and therefore fit it for making

wadding, and for stuffing muffs, and perhaps mattresses. When carded

with wool it might probably form the basis of fabrics of great warmth,

lightness and silky softness.

IV. Sample of Saffiower made at Myrung in Assam, by Lieut.

RuTHBRroao.

The Committee not wishing to rely entirely on their own judg-

ment in this case, more especially as the whole quantity placed at

the disposal of the Society is not enough for a satisfactory compa-

rative trial either on silk or on cotton, have availed themselves of the

opinion of several dyers and brokers, the concurrence of whose judg-

ment with that of the Committee induces them to consider it as

correct.

Mr. Gribvb, silk dyer, of Booth Street, considers the sample to be

clear and of good quality.

Messrs. Racink and Jaqurs, silk dyers, of Spitalfields, consider

the sample to possess a fair proportion of colour, though not of equal

quality with the best from Bengal.

Messrs. Johnson and Rsnnby exhibited to the Committe samples

of safflower from different places and of various qualities. They stated

that the best Indian comes from Dacca, of which there are two varie-

ties, one from Paturaghauta, and the other from Billespour ; the former

of which is the more valuable to the amount of about 20 per cent.

Mr. Rrnnky stated, that during his residence in India he paid

much attention to the preparation of this dying drug. The time for

gathering the flowers is near the end of the dry season, when the

tanks are almost exhausted; in consequence of which, the water

employed to wash the safflower is generally muddy and swarming

with animalculte : hence it happens that the cakes, though packed in

3 B
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close boxes, are often more or less injured by worms ; which injury

he conceives would be greatly diminished by substituting clean spring

water for that of the tanks. The sample before the Committee is

fair and clean, and suitable for the market, and is worth about £ 7

a cwt.

The finest safflower of all comes from China, but is not an article

of regular appearance in the market. The comparative value of it is

as high as £ 30 per cwt.

Mr. Emlby, drug-broker, and a Member of the Committee, considers

the sample to be of good fair merchantable quality, and in value as

stated by Messrs. Johnson and Rennet.

V. Two skeins of fibre made from the leaves of the wild pine-

apple, and two net bags made of the same material, sent from Gowa-

hatty in Assam, by Captain Jenkins.

The sample is not sufficient for any fair comparative trial of its

tenacity.

The Society are already in possession of fibre from the leaves of the

black Antigua pine and from the Penguin pine of Jamaica, which latter

is occasionally made into ropes in the West Indies, but is not the

object of any regular manufacture, the expense of labour in those

colonies rendering it more advantageous to import from England

cordage ready made. It appears likewise (from Burnett's Wander-

ings in New South Wales, &c. vol. ii. p. 207), that at Singapore the

Chinese settlers obtain fibre from the leaves of the wild pine-apple,

which fibres are exported to China, where they are employed as a

material for linen. Also in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, for January, 1832, is a paper by Lieut.-Col. Watson on

Chirra Punji, the sanatory station recently occupied by the East

India Company, in which it is stated, p. 27, that the pine-apple plant

flourishes in great abundance in the adjacent valleys, 4,200 feet above

the level of the sea, and that the leaves are gathered by the natives

for the purpose of obtaining from them, by a very simple process, a

strong fibre-, which they employ as the material of the net pouches or

bags in common use among them.

From these indications it would perhaps be worth while for the

Court of Directors to have a quantity of the fibre imported, sufficient

for a fair comparative trial with hemp and flax.

IV. Sample of the wood of the Nipal Privet, Ligustrum Nipalense,

from Mr. Hodgson.

A specimen of this wood was found among those sent to England

by Dr. Wallich, and of which a catalogue is published in the 48th

vol of the Society's Transactions, It appearing to Mr. Aikin, the
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Secretary, when drawing up the catalogue*, that the specimen referred

to promised to he useful to engravers on wood, it was accordingly

put into the hands of Mr. Bbanston, who reported very favorably

respecting it. That specimen was a piece of a bough or trunk a few

inches in diameter, and had been taken sufficiently high above the

root to be of a perfectly uniform texture. The present sample, from

its broad irregular rings, appears to have been cut as near as possible

to the root, in order to get it of the greatest size : but, in so doing,

the uniformity of texture absolutely necessary to fit it for use by the

engraver has been wholly overlooked, and the result is a sample

perfectly worthless for the object for which it is intended.

By order

:

(Signed) Arthur Aikin, Secy.

IX.

—

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, the 6th July, 1836.

The Rev. Dr. Mill, Vice-President, in the chair.

Captain R. Lloyd, 1. N., Dr. D. Stewart, and Dr. McClelland, pro.

posed at the last meeting, were ballotted for, and elected members of the

Society.

Mr. Wu. Speir was proposed by Mr. J. Prinsep, seconded by Dr. Mill.

Sergeant Dawe, of the Delhi Canal Establishment, proposed as an asso-

ciate member by Mr. J. Prinsep, seconded by Dr. Pearson.

Read a letter from Wm. Mackenzie, Esq., stating that, in consequence

of the pressure of business, and other indispensable engagements, he was

obliged to retire from the Society.

Read a letter from Charles Konio, Foreign Secretary to the Royal

Society, acknowledging the receipt of the Journal, and Index As. Res.

The following circular, enclosed in the above, was read and directed to

be printed for general information :—
Royal Society of London, Somerset Houte, Not, 19, 1835.

Sir,

1 am directed by His Royal Highness the President and Council, to acquaint

you, for the information of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, that His Majesty the

King has been pleased to grant two Gold Medals, of the value of Fifty Guineas
each, to be awarded by the Royal Society on the day of their Anniversary
Meeting in each succeeding year, for the most important discoveries in any one
principal branch of Physical and Mathematical knowledge.

His Majesty having graciously expressed a wish that scientific men of all

nations should be invited to afford the aid of their talents and researches, I am
accordingly directed by the Council to announce to you, Sir, that the Royal
Medals for 1838 will be awarded in that year, the one to the author of the most
important unpublished paper in Chemistry which may have been communicated
to the Royal Society for insertion in their Transactions, after the present date

and prior to the month of June in the year 1838 ;—the other, to the author of

• See Journal As. Soc. II. 182.

3 b 2
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the most important unpublished paper in Physics, which may have been com-
municated to the Royal Society for insertion in their Transactions, after the

present date and prior to the month of June in the year 1838.

I hare the honour to be,

Sir,

Your very obedient humble servant,

Chas. Konig, For. Sec. R. 8.

To Jambs Prinsrp, Esq.

Secretary of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta.

Read a letter from H. T. Prinsep, Esq. Secretary to the Government

of India, General Department, intimating that the Right Honorable the

Governor of Bengal had been pleased to empower the Curators of the

Public Library to make over to the Society the Oriental books printed in

Europe, on the same conditions, with the manuscripts and works already

transferred from the College of Fort William. The Secretary stated that

he had in consequence received charge of three hundred volumes—some

few being, however, duplicates of works already in the library.

A letter from the Civil Auditor, desiring to be furnished with an abstract

of the establishment entertained for the care of the Government Oriental

Works. Understanding the 78 rupees monthly to be a consolidated allow-

ance, in which case no detail of its expenditure need be furnished, Resolv-

ed to make a reference on the subject to Government.

Library.

Read a letter from H. T. Prinsrp, Esq. Secretary to the Government

of India, forwarding on behalf of the Honorable the Court of Directors

for presentation to the Society, a copy of the Catalogue of Stars in the

Southern Hemisphere, by Lieut. Johnson, H. C. Ast. at St. Helena.

Read a Persian note from Manu Lal, presenting a copy of a compila-

tion from standard Persian and Hindustani Poets, published by himself

under the name of Guldesteh i Nishdt,—The Nosegay of Pleasure.

Read a letter from Kumar Radbacanth Deb Behadur, forwarding

for presentation to the Society a copy of his great publication, entitled

Sabda Culpa Drama, an Encyclopedical Lexicon in Sanscrit, vols. 1, 2,

and 3. The subsequent or the remaining vols, will be forwarded when

published. Also translation of an extract from a Horticultural work in

Persian, printed by the Roy. As. Soc. of London.

A volume of selected papers of a literary nature published in the

Government Gazette while Mr. Wilson was Editor, was presented by

Mr. James Prinsep.

Meteorological Registers for April and May 1836, were presented by the

Surveyor General.

Museum.

Read a letter from Prof. Goodbve, Secretary to the Medical and Phy.

sical Society, requesting the Society's acceptance of a pair of glazed

almirahs, their contents having been transferred to the Medical College.

Two large chatta-hats from Ass£m, were presented by Dr. W. B. Davis.

Various rude specimens of domestic implements from New Zealand, by

Mr. H. T. Prinsep.
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Literary and Antiquities.

Read a letter from R. D. Mangles, Esq. 8ecreUry to the Government

of Bengal, Judicial Department, transmitting on behalf of the Right Ho-
nourable the Governor of Bengal, a Census of the population of the town

of Gyah and its suburbs, framed under the superintendence of Mr. Ha-
thorn, the Magistrate of Behar.

A note on the origin of the Armenian era and the reformation of the

Haican Kalendar, by Mr. Johannes AvdaJl.

Read a letter from L. Wilkinson, Esq. Agent at Bhopal, forwarding the

copy of an inscription on a copper .plate lately found at Pipliaaagar in

tne Shujal Perganah, by a krisan, or husbandman, in ploughing ; with an

English translation.

Read a paper by Major LloydAjhi the sacred silken vests of the Tibe-

tan priests, alluded to in Turnbr'b Embassy. They are adorned with

images, and have a lettered border of sacred texts woven into the scarf

:

one of these had been submitted to Mr. Csoma de Koros, and by him

translated.

[This note will be printed in our next.]

Mr. Hodgson forwarded an amended list of the Sanscrit Bauddha works

procurable in Nepal. Such as have been sent home to Paris or London,

were noted by an asterisk.

Physical.

A note on the progress of the boring in Fort William was read by

Capt Taylor, Town Major. [Vide infra.]

A memorandum of a well sank in the Chandpur bunds, near the foot of

the Sewalik range, was likewise communicated by Lieutenant Baker,
Engineers.

A descriptive catalogue of part of the Society's collection of Silhet

shells, was received from Mr. W. H. Benson, M. A. S.

[Printed in the present number.]

A letter from Lieutenant Geo. Fulljambs, giving further detail of the

fossil discoveries at Perim, and announcing the despatch of specimens for

the Society's museum.
[As this letter arrived while the Baron Hugel's note was in the press, the

interesting particulars it contained were appended to that paper ; see last No.

p. 290.]

Mr. B. H. Hodgson transmitted 97 further specimens of his Illustra-

tions of Nip&lese Zoology ; also papers,

On three new genera of thrush.

On three new species of woodpecker.

Dr. W. Cantor submitted his sketch of an undescribed hooded ser-

pent with fangs and mazillar teeth, accompanied with coloured drawings

on a large scale.

Dr. N. Waluch presented two papers on new genera of plants, by Dr.

Griffiths, to which the author has given the names of Bucklandia and

8edgwkkia.

[These will be inserted in our next.]
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Presentations to the Museum of Natural History.

Specimens of the great-eared owl, (Bubo Macrocephafa ;) Flammeoua
Fly-catcher, (Muscicapa Flammea ;) Gurial King-fisher, (Halcyon Gu-
rial;) black-headed Oriole, (Oriolus Me/anocephalus ;) Bengal wood,

pecker, (Picus Bengalensis;

)

—Woodpecker, (Picus Maeei ;) skulls of

Hornbill, (Buceros Homrai ;) and Pelican, (Pelecanus Onocrotalus,) and

skin of the Amethystine Python ; presented by W. B. Davis, Esq.

Specimens of Silky-throat Rayl, (Raya Sericeo-gula ;) Nepal Bucia,

(Bucia Nepalensi*;J black-headed Sibia, (Sibia Nigriceps /JPicaoid Sibia,

(Sibia Picaoidcs;) and blue-winged Chloropsis, ( Chloropsis Cyanopterus ;

)

presented by B. H. Hodgson, Esq.

The above are specimens of new genera, instituted by Mr. Hodgson ;

papers on which he has favored the Society with ; and the specimens will

be figured in his great work on the Fauna of Nepal.

Specimens of white eye-browed Jacana,(Parra SupercUiosa,) and Girra

Teal, (Anas GirraJ presented by W. C. Smith, Esq.

The internal ear of the Whale, presented by H T. Prinsep, Esq.

Specimens were exhibited of Birds from Almorah, mounted in the

Museum ; and an articulated skeleton of the Adjutant, also prepared there.

On the conclusion of the ordinary business of the meeting,

A letter was read from the Most Rev. the Bishop of Cochin China,

(who was present at the meeting) resubmitting a proposition for the pub-

lication of his Anamitan Dictionary, and stating that in an interview

with the Governor General, he had been empowered by his Lordship to

renew his application to Govt, through the Secretary of the Society.

The favorable recommendation embodied in the report ofthe Committee

of Papers last year, was qualified on one point—namely, in as much as the

specimen of the work then before them wanted the Chinese character, which

was deemed essential to its perfection as a literary work. This was now
removed, and the Bishop was present, and ready to engage for its correct

insertion : he would also engage, should it be determined to publish in li-

thography, to write, or superintend and correct, the whole of the work on

transfer paper, for the consideration of 4,000 rupees. The paper and

printingmight costabout 1,200 more. On these new grounds it was agreed

that there would be no disrespect in submitting a second application to

Government in favor ofthe proposition, which the Secretary was requested

to prepare.

Note on the Progress of the Boring in Fort William. By Captain Tay-

lor, M. A. S.

In laying before the Society the accompanying section* and specimens
of the strata found in the recent operations carried on in Fort William
for the discovery of a spring of pure water, it may be expected that I

should give some account of the progress and state of the experiments

;

I therefore beg to offer the following observations.

* We postpone this until the operations, hitherto to successful, may have

been brought to a close.

—

Ed.
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A detail of the early part of these operations, which commenced in

October last, would comprise little besides a narrative of difficulties barren

of facts scientifically interesting. It will be sufficient briefly to state, that

in the first attempt a depth of 136 feet only was attained by boring ; when
the same quicksand which in every case seems to have baffled General
Gaustin'b efforts to proceed, put an end to this also.—The tubes, without

support in the loose sand, separated in several places, and fell out of the

perpendicular ; all attempts to rejoin or recover them failed.

As the same strata, and consequently in so much as that is concerned,

the same difficulties might be expected to occur in boring in any part of
the alluvial formation of the delta of the Ganges, it was not supposed
that any material advantage would be gained by changing tho site of
operations ; it was resolved to proceed with a second attempt in the imme-
diate vicinity of that where we had just failed.

On the 88th of April another shaft was commenced ; experience hud
suggested several improvements in the arrangement of the machinery, aud
taught us to use the tools with better effect. The improved skill i>f the
workmen was made manifest by the fact, that the depth of 126 feet,

which in the first attempt occupied forty-seven working days to attain,

was now reached in eighteen with ease and facility.

So far the strata passed through, corresponded precisely, in their order
at least, with all that had occurred on former occasions. The same quick,
sand which caused the abandonment of the first attempt was readied at
120 feet ; and at this point our difficulties commenced. To obviate the
disaster which had rendered our labour abortive in the first instance,

the tubes were secured against dislocation in the loose sand by screws at
their joints ; and to this precaution must be attributed the success of
the work so far. The sand alluded to is of so loose, I may say, semifluid

a character, that on the removal of a portion of the water which stands
in the tube to 15 feet from the surface, it immediately rose 17 feet ; and
although at this time the work was prosecuted night and day without
any intermission, the sand rose faster in the tubes than it could be remov-
ed ; so that at the end of eleven days and nights of incessant toil it had
risen from 124 to 103 feet.

Hence it became evident that the only mode of overcoming the ob-
stacles presented by the sand was to force the tubing down, until coming
in contact with some firm stratum, the sand should be excluded. By unre-
laxing perseverance and roucb labour, frequently gaining but a few inches
in the day, the tubes at last attained a depth of 157 feet. The sand was
gained upon ; at 152 feet it was observed to become darker in color and
coarser in grain, containing a quantity of what appeared to be small pieces
of iron ore*. At 159 feet a stiff clay with yellow veins occurred, resem-
bling in appearance a thin stratum passed at 127 feet. The borer, which
during the prevalence of the sand was always behind the tubing, some-
times several feet, now penetrated in advance of it, and in less than 24
hours reached the depth of 175 feet.

The clay at 163 feet changed, for a short space, remarkably in color and
substance ; becoming dark, friable, and apparently containing much vege-
table and possibly some ferruginous matter. At 170 feet it became sandy,
and gradually passed into a very coarse sharp sand mixed with small frag-
ments of quartz and felspar, which was brought up from 175 feet.

This gravel or shingle at present impedes further progress, until we
shall hare made some auger capable of penetrating and lifting the stones.

• Red waterworm nodules of hydrated oxide, like the laterite of South In-
dia.—Ed.
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JOURNAL
OF

THE ASIATIC SOCIETY.

No. 55.—July, 1836.

I.

—

Translation of a Tdmba Patra, which was found in afield of the

village of Piptidnagar in the Shujdlpur Pargand, by a Krisdn engaged

in ploughing, and presented to Mr. L. Wilkinson, the Political

Agent at Bhopdl, by the Jagirddr.

[In a letter to the Editor of the Journal of the Asiatic Society.]

It is incumbent upon the friend of research to contribute every

piece of information, however trifling, thrown in his way by accident

or opportunity, by which the future researches of our successors in

regard to the history and chronology of this country may be, in any

degree, promoted. With this view I have thought it proper to for-

ward to you the copy of an inscription on a copper plate lately found

at Piplianagar, in this neighbourhood. For the benefit of the purely

English reader, I have added a translation, which, if found correct,

you can also insert.

On referring to the Chronological Table of the rajas of Malwa*,

given in the number of your Journal for December 1835, I find that

this plate confirms the Ujjain Inscription in regard to the order of

succession of four princes.

Three other copper-plates have since been found at the same vil-

lage. I have not yet had time to translate, or indeed to decipher them*

L. Wilkinson.

[This inscription does more than Mr. Wilkinson allows, for it

adds four important names to the Ujjain list, below that of Jatavar-

ma, (see Chron. Tab. 105.) and having a date A. D. 1210 to Arjun

the last of the list, it exactly fills the blank between the former prince

(1143), and Birsal in 1220. We have no space for comments,

but we offer our best thanks to Mr. Wilkinson for his valuable

contribution.

—

Ed.]

3 c
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Transcript of the text in Modem Ndgari.
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Translation.

To Virtue, the most worthy object of desire to man, hail

!

1

.

May the best of Brihmans, who gives happiness to the whole

universe by accepting a small portion of the earth as an emblem of

the whole, give happiness to yon.

[Or, may Shbsha, who gives happiness to the whole world, uphold-

ing (by contact with) that portion (resting on his head), give happi-

ness to you. Or, may the moon, who gives happiness to the whole

world, and who receives (in an eclipse) the shadow of the earth, give

happiness to you.]

2. May that Parashura'ma, who gave to the Brahmans the whole

earth, after it had become red as the setting sun, being drenched in

the blood of the race of Cshatriyas prostrated in terrible conflicts,

ever be praised.

3. May that Rama, who victorious in battle, quenched in the flood

of tears, caused Mandodari to shed the fire that burnt in the breast

of the virtuous Si'ta, when torn from her consort, give salvation

to you.

4. May Yudhishthira, whose feet the valiant Bhi'ma kissed in

humility, and whom Chandra, the founder of his race, formed wholly

in his own likeness, live for ever.

5. The illustrious Raja Bhoja Dxva, formerly reigned: he was

the chief of the Paramar princes, and in glory equal to the conqueror

of Kansa. He traversed the earth in victory even to its ocean limits.

6. On the appearance of this glorious king, the fame of all hos-

tile princes in all regions of the earth faded into obscurity, as white

water-lilies in a ruffled lake bowing their heads submissively, lose

their brightness before the world-pervading glories of the rising full

moon.

7. To Raja Bhoja succeeded Udataditta, whose constant de-

light was in the pursuit of pleasure : he was singularly endowed with

the virtues of a hero ; and stripped his enemies of their glory and fame.

8. How many proud princes with their terrible armies did not this

Raja overthrow in ever-memorable battles, which resembled the war

of elements in the universal deluge by the rapid discharge of his irre-

sistible and fast-flying arrows ; or he was like the whirlwind, which

rising up at the universal deluge by its irresistible force, overthrows

whole ranges of terrific and inaccessible mountains.

9. After him succeeded Raja Naravarma, who smote his enemies

to death. He was wise and steadfast in support of religion and virtue

:

a very paragon of excellence, and a perfect model to the princes of

the earth.
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10. He restored to religion, who stood infirmly on one foot in

this iron age of guilt, its four-fold support, by making daily grants of

land to Brahmans.

11. Yasbovarma, the chief ornament of the Cshatriya tribe,

succeeded to him : and to him succeeded Ajayavarma, distinguished

by his wealth and victories.

12. His son Vindhatavarma, glorious in his life, next followed.

He was distinguished for his heroism, and by his personal prowess,

and directed his ambition to the reduction, of the country of Guzerft.

13. The sword of this warrior assumed a threefold edge, when up-

raised to yield protection to the three worlds.

14. His son Amushtatana, equal to Indra in glory, next ruled

the people. Subhatavarma, whose aim was directed towards con-

firming the people in the practice of virtue, succeeded to him.

15. The angered prowess of this conqueror, like the fiery rays of

the sun, which exercised its thundering rage on the city of Patam in

(or cities of) Guxerdt, is witnessed to the present day in the forest-

conflagrations that still prevail in the country.

16. On the ascent of this prince to heaven, his son, Arjuna
Raja, succeeded, who still holds on his arms the circle of this earth,

as a bracelet encircles the wrists.

1 7. This prince, when still a child, put Java Sinha Raja to flight

even in child's play ; the eight Dikp&ls (or rulers of the eight corners

of the world) smiled at his success. Thus his tame reached the ends

of the world.

18. He is a very treasure of poetry and melody. Saraswatp,

delighted by the accomplishments of this prince, gave him her own
lyre and her sacred volumes.

19. To whom but to him, who is equally renowned for the three-

fold virtues, learning, valour, and generosity, can we attribute the

enlightenment of the three worlds ?

To this Raja belongs all prosperity. By these presents he informs the

officers of Government, all Brahmans and others, the patel and rayats

of the village of Piriwiri in the Shakapur pargana*, that in the fort

of Mandu, this day 10th Philgun Shakla of the Samvat year 1267,

he has given away this village in free gift, in commemoration of his

accession, after the prescribed ablutions and due worship of Sambhu,

and with due regard to the fleeting vanities of this world.

20th verse. As the clouds are drifted along by the wind, so enjoy-

ment from the senses lasts but for an instant : the life of man is like

the dew-drop depending from the tip of a blade of grass ; and

virtue is the only friend that will avail in the world to come.
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Thus reflecting upon the vanities of this world, he resolved to

seek the (sore though) invisible rewards of a future state. He there-

fore gave this village to the Brahman Govinda, his purohit, the son

of Jaitbah Sinh, the son of Somadbva, the son of Dblana Avasa-

vika, of the Tribe (Prawar) of Kashyapa, Vatsara andNAioHauvA,

of the family (Gotra) of Kashtapa, and a follower of the Madhyan-

dina (or Wajasaneya) thakka or branch of the vkdas. He gave the

whole village to its utmost limits, and all its groves of trees, with

the full usufruct of its rents and revenues and rights, and of all the

moveable property therein, including all right to trove property found

therein, that he and his father and mother may increase in good

works and in reputation. This gift is to last so long as the moon,

and sun, and the earth shall endure, being duly made with consecrated

water on a befitting record and with all reverence. Let the patel

and all the inhabitants of this village, bearing the royal generosity

in mind, obey his orders, and make over to him the full usufruct of

all the rights and dues heretofore paid to Government, excepting

only such endowments and grants as have been made to temples

and Brahmans. And let my descendants, and all who may succeed

me, though not of my blood, well understanding that they will there-

by be entitled to a participation in the fruits, preserve and maintain

this grant in its integrity.

It has been written,

—

" Saoar and many other princes have enjoyed the earth in succes-

sion. But every prince who maintains in full force any grant of a

predecessor, acquires the same religious merit and title to future

reward as the original donor."

And again it has been said,

—

" The Raja, who resumes grants of land made as a religious offer-

ing either by himself or by former Rajas, shall become a vile worm
to roll in filthy ordure : and shall drag his ancestors down into the

same pollution. Reflecting that power and wealth and even life

itself, are as unstable as the drop that floats on the leaf of the lotus,

let every man refrain from detracting from the good name and from

perverting the religious merits of another."

Written on Thursday, 10th Ph&lgun, Shudha of the Samvat year

1267, by the Raj-Guru Madana, and with the concurrence of the

most learned Pandit Bilhana.
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II.

—

Note on the white satin embroidered Scarfs of the Tibetan Priests.

By Major T. H. A. Lloyd. With a translation of the motto on the

margin of one presented to the Asiatic Society. By Albx. Csom*

KoRoei.

Having received lately, with a letter from Butan, one of the silk

scarfs mentioned by Turner as in use in that country and Tibet,

which, though rather dirty, is of a superior manufacture and more

highly prnamented with figures of deities than those I have heretofore

met with, I think it may be presented as a specimen to the Society.

I can folly confirm Turner's account of its general use in all inter-

course, and am sorry I have not had any opportunity of ascertaining

the origin of the custom, which is, I believe, peculiar to Tibet, Butan,

and Sikhim. I applied to Mr. Csoma Korosi for an explanation

of the sentences woven in at the ends of the scarf, and that gentleman

has kindly transcribed and translated them. I enclose his notes on

the subject, and to save you the trouble of a reference, I shall copy

what Turnbr says on this subject ; to whose account I can only add

that these scarfs are almost indispensable in all religious offerings, as

.

well as on the occasions he mentions.

Titalya, Z\st May, 1836. T. H. A. Lloyd.

Extractfrom Turner's Embassy, Ato. Edition, 1800.

Page 67. " We each advanced, presenting, one after the other, a

white silk scarf, or long narrow piece of pelong, fringed at both ends,

as is the custom in these countries, to the Raja, who, keeping his seat ?

all the time, took them in his hand, and passed them to his zempi.

Page 71. We delivered to the zempi, or master of the ceremonies,

a silk scarf for each of us, which being thrown across our shoulders,

'

he dismissed us.

Page 72. An inferior, on approaching a superior, presents the

white silk scarf; and, when dismissed, has one thrown over his neck,

with the ends hanging down in front. Equals exchange scarfs on

meeting, bending towards each other, with an inclination of the body.

No intercourse whatever takes place without the intervention of a

scarf ; it always accompanies every letter, being enclosed in the same

packet, however distant the place to which it is dispatched. Two
colours are in use for this manufacture, which is of China, white and

red : the latter is rather confined to the lower orders : the white is

respectful in proportion to its purity and fineness ; there are various

degrees in both. I am yet ignorant of the origin of this custom, but

shall endeavour, at some future time, to obtain an explanation of it.
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P. S.—I may also mention that the kow-tow or nine prostrations*

as knocking the head nine times on the ground, is in these countries

always performed by inferiors approaching their superiors."

Translation of a Tibetan sloka, found on a white piece of China

scarf, called T\^$Wf&*TP)B\«j : ^krashis kha 6,tags, or "scarf of

benediction."

The same in Roman Character.

Nyin-mo ftde-legs mts'han 6de'-legs, Nyin-mahi gung yang Ade*

legs-shing,

Nyin mts'han rtag-tu ftrda-legs-pahi, cflton-chog ^sum-gyi ikra-

shis shog.

Translation.

" Blessed the day ; blessed the night ; the mid-day also being blessed

:

may day and night, always return (bring) the special favour of the

three most precious (holy) ones."

(Or thus; the favour of the eminent three holy ones) the x^»

qswq being rendered, in Latin, insignis, eminens, &c.

Not*.—On the cloth the H*QJff]*J »« not sufficiently distinct ; I took it first

for qvQl«W as in the two former lines ; but now I correct it as it probably

stands on the cloth.

30M May. A. Csoma Korosi.

III.

—

Note on the origin of the Armenian Era, and the reformation of
the Haican Kalendar. By Johannes Avdall, Esq., M. A. 8.

While the Abyssinians, Babylonians, Egyptians, Persians, Bactrians,

and other primitive nations of Asia, have each had their respective

epochs, the people of Armenia, where the descendants of the second

grand progenitor of mankind began to increase and multiply, are not

without a national era of their own. It is not my intention to enter

here into a description of the various eras that have from ancient

times obtained among the people of the East, as they have been

successfully treated of in the chronological works of learned authors.

I shall only confine my observations to the origin of the Armenian

era, and the reformation of the Haican or Armenian kalendar.
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It appears from our historical records that the Armenian era origi-

nated in A. M. 3252, immediately after the coronation of the Arme-

nian king Parotr. Arbacbs, prince of the Medes, it must be

remembered, having availed himself of the assistance of Parotr, and

of Bblbsis Nabonassar, a prince of Babylon, succeeded in subvert-

ing the Assyrian kingdom, and proclaiming himself king of Assyria.

Ensigns of royalty were conferred by the conqueror on both of his

powerful allies, each of whom returned from the field of battle to his

respective country. This memorable conquest of Assyria was signa-

lised by the commencement of the era of Nabonassar in Babylon,

and by the origin of the Haican era in Armenia, which dates 743

years before Christ.

The Armenian era was from the commencement regulated accord-

ing to solar years, like the eras of the Babylonians, Medes, Persians,

and Egyptians. The ancients were of opinion that the solar year con-

sisted of 365 days, without paying any regard to the addition of the

six hours, which formed the concluding part of each year. Conse-

quently, the Armenian era, like that of Yezdbgird the third of Persia,

anticipated the Julian year by one day in every four years. They

divided the year into twelve months, giving to each 30 days, and

added five days at the end, called 0L.«-*|*«»j Aveliaz, which signi-

fies added, and is equivalent to the Greek word pagomen (wayofity.)

Thus the Armenian calendar year was made to comprise 365 days,

leaving out the six hours. And according to this mode of computa-

tion all the Armenian years are common, but not intercalary. The
following are the names and days of the Armenian months.

Armenian month*. Dm*4<tfthe mths. Total if th* day*.

Here in the order of tbe
Armenianmonths are to be Been
not only the number of days
thereof, commencing from Na-
vasard, which is the first month
of the year according to the
Armenian era, but also the
total of the days of the year up
to Aveliaz or Pagomen, which
invariably consists of 5 days,

even in leap years.

^h. mmmpif. Navasard, 30 30

^•n.> . Hori,.. ,

.

30 60

o-^» •• Sahmi, .

.

30 90

s& ... Trey,.... 30 120

•p-w ... Kaghos, . 30 150

ILf-J ••• Arax, .

.

30 180

it^h-a Mehekan, 30 210

Or**... Areg, .. 30 240

U.4H* Ahekan, . 30 270

ir-/*/*

.

Marery, . 30 300

ir-ft-w Margas, . 30 330

^fmmh •

«

Hirotix, .. 30 360

IL^tt'V Aveliaz,.

.

5 365

According to the above mode of computation, the month of Nava-

sard will commence on the 24th of August in the year 1836, and
after a lapse o^f four years it will begin on the 23rd of August 1840.

3 o
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In this manner it will anticipate the Julian year by one day in every

four yean, and after a period of 120 years the difference between

the Armenian and Julian epochs will be 30 days. The lapse of

1460 years will increase this difference to a whole year, and the

beginning of Navasard will again fall on the 24th of August, the day

on which it will have commenced in the year 1836.

It is stated in ancient Armenian chronological works, that the

Armenian era was recommenced on the llth of July, A. D. 552, on

which day fell the first of Navasard. But the want of an intercalary

day in the Armenian year creates a deviation of the beginning of the

month of Navasard from the day of the Roman month, on which it

originally commenced. We know on the authority of Armenian

authors, that the month of Areg in the early part of the fifth century

corresponded with the month of March. Nibrsbs the Graceful con-

cludes his letter to the Greek Emperor Emmanuel thus :
" Written

in the Armenian era 619, in the Armenian month of Areg, and in the

Roman month of October." And in an old manuscript copy of the

Armenian Ritual is stated thus :
" Written in the Armenian era 670,

in the month of Mehekan, which corresponds with the month of

August."

In the year of Christ 551 the Armenian Kalendar was reformed by

the Armenian Pontiff, Moses the Second, a native of the village of

Eliward, in the province of Aragazotn, and eminently distinguished

for his extraordinary talents and profound erudition. On his eleva-

tion to the pontifical throne, he devoted his attention to the reforma-

tion of the Armenian Kalendar. A council was accordingly convened

by him in Duin, consisting of learned Bishops and scientific indivi-

duals, by whose co-operation he succeeded in remodelling the Arme-

nian Kalendar, as much as the circumstances of the times permitted,

by newly commencing the cycle. Thenceforward the Armenian nation

adopted the reformed Kalendar, and generally began to reckon their

years in accordance with the rule laid down therein. In order to

know the Armenian era, deduct from the Christian era 55 1 years, and

the remainder, whatever it may be, will be the Armenian era required.

For instance, if 551 years be deducted from 1836, the remainder will

be 1285, which is the present Armenian year.

It is usual with the people of Armenia to reckon the hours of the

day from sunset to sunset, in imitation of the custom prevalent in

ancient times amongst the Italians. The day, consisting of 24 hours,

is called in Armenian (J>/» Aurt which entirely corresponds in sound

with the' English word hour / In the Armenian language the hours

of the day and night have respectively distinct names, which I shall

state below.
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Names of the hours of the Night.Names of the hours of the Day.

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7-

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

It is recorded in the ancient annals of Armenia, that Armbnac, the

son of Haic, had twelve brothers, who were respectively called by
the names of the twelve Armenian months. He had also twenty-four

sisters, who received the respective names of the twenty-four hours

of the day.

The Armenians of British India as well as of other parts of the

globe, have adopted the use of the old Julian style and months in

mercantile transactions, and in their correspondence with Europeans.

Oj*« Aig, i. fymt-mprntfa Khavarak,

fc»T*« Zaig, 2. \\.ltm"r'M'tt? Aghjamdghj,

Aw-jr*-/.* Zairazial, 3. \TP-jfi-Lt Mithazail,

7J•«-~<t^JfZbmu Charagaithail, 4. £*U*qatL.O*Stl Shaghavot,

Qt
«o.a»c^7&>«i»Q Sharavighail, 5. h h Jan. out I Kamavot,

t?/4f~«&»S Erkrates, 6. P«u/c<w(fitflrs Bavakan,

C*0»-ta» Shanthakogh, 7- JuoQum^&-«»jj Khothapail,

*#mk»p% Hirakath, 8. <Wir*» Gizak,

\*-e fait-i* Hur Phailail, 9- l^.i.—x-4-j-j Lu3achiem
v

Pt-P*-l* Thaghathail, 10. 11 ILMLOMt Aravot,

(l/L-'fOMS Araghot, 11. l^muwm'foij Lusapail,

ULr4"t' Arphogh. 12. lM!T*,|W- t Phaiiazu.

IV.

—

Conjectures on the march of Alexander. By M. Court, ancien

ileve de Vtcolc militaire de St. Cyr.

[Communicated by Captain C. M. Wadb*.]

According to Plutarch, the first country through which Alexander

passed on leaving Hyrcania, was Parthia. I shall therefore set out

from this province, which is supposed to be the modern Khorasdn

;

and what confirms us in this supposition is, that to the south of

Parthia was situated Tabiana, now Thabas, which town is to be found

in this direction between two deserts. Another incontestable proof

is, that the province of Margiana, which was contiguous to Parthia, is

to be found situated in the country of Meimani, watered by the

modern Murg-ab, called Margus by the ancients.

Barbie' du Bocaoe fixes the capital of the Parthian empire at

Nicephorium, or Nishapur. But I must here notice that the town of

Tdn may very probably be Parthonisa, of which he makes mention ;

and if this be the case, the tombs which are here to be found are those

of the kings of Parthia.

* We are indebted to the kindness of a lady friend for the translation of

M. Court's valuable Memoir.—En.

3 d 2
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It was in this province that the traitor Bbssus seized the person

of Darius, whom he subsequently assassinated. History does not

record the spot where the assassination took place. From the statement

of Plutarch, it appears Alexander sojourned for some time in

Parthia. After he left this province his march became exceedingly irre-

gular and confused, and we find no historical elucidation of it. Some
historians say that he returned to Hyrcania ; Plutarch is amongst

those who give us this statement; others, however, relate that he

marched into Bactriana. Rennbl, the geographer, is of opinion, that

on leaving the western provinces of the Caspian Sea he passed

through Aria and Zarangtei to make the conquest of Arachosia, and

that from thence he proceeded to direct his attack upon the Bactrians.

I am led to' be of this opinion ; and what most strongly induces me to

adopt it, is the death of Philotas, which was very much anterior to

the murder of Clitus ; and it is well known that the former perished

in Zarangsei, and the latter in Sogdiana. Alexander on leaving

Parthia passed through Aria, which is watered by the modern Arius,

anciently called the Heriroud, and which passed by Herat. He here

built a town, which I imagine must be that called Obeh, situated ten

farsangs to the east of Herat : however, this latter town was built by

Alexander, according to the reports of its inhabitants ; but some

geographers refute their statement by giving as their opinion, that

Herat is not the Aria of the ancients. Barbie' du Bocaqb says, that

Artacvana, otherwise called Aria, was the capital of the province of

this name. In regard to this, I must notice that in my travels from

Ispahan to Yezd, I found the town of Ardecon, in its vicinity, in the

same route, the equally ancient town of Akda, and quite close to this

again was another called Beni-bit. Now these three towns bear in

their names the strongest resemblance to those called Aria, Artacvana,

and Bitaxia, that Barbie of Bocaoe fixes in Aria Proper. This

country, of which I have just spoken, is situated between Ardistdn and

the province of Yezd, and is no other than the Isatcechoe (
»<totwxo«)

of the Greeks, where the worship of fire and the institutions of the Magi
were established. I must, moreover, notice that at the distance of two

days' journey southward of the town of Tun, we enter the territory of

Bocharia, and here meet with ruins, which may be attributed to the

ancient Persians ; but I must observe, that neither in this canton or in

those of the three above-mentioned towns, is any river bearing the

name of Arius to be found.

From Areia, Alexander marched into Zarangsei, now called Sigis-

tan, but a vestige of its ancient name remains in that of the actual

capital called Zarang, which is no other than the town of Propthasia,

where Alexander put Philotas to death.
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This town was situated at a short distance from the Etymander, now

called the Hind-mind, which river empties itself into the lake Z£r4,

otherwise called N&bendam, known by the ancients under the name of

the lake Arian. This river receives in its course that which flows

from the territory of Farrah, and which is no other than the Pharma-

cotis of the Greeks, for there is not a doubt that Farrah was the

ancient Phra, the country of the famous Rustam of Persia.

From thence he went into Arachosia, a province watered by the

river Arachotus, which emptied itself into the lake Areiana, and

which is the same as the Aracandab, which has its source in the can-

ton of Navor, and which subsequently flows through the territory of

Candahar, and from thence falls into the Hind-mind four farsangs

below Gerishk. The town which was situated on this river, said to be

built by Sxmiramis, ought to be found amongst the ruins of Candahar,

or more probably it is the ruins of that town which are visible upon

the river Arcazzan, four farsangs below Candahar upon the road to

Sktkdrpur. Two equally ancient towns are those of Eekarganj,

and of Shersafa, the ruins of which may be seen upon the road which

leads to Ghazni. As to the Alezandropolis of Arrokhaje, it undoubtedly

is old Candahar. Nicaea appears to me to be Ghazni.

The Macedonian conqueror must necessarily have passed through

Candahar, as the several roads branch off from this town which lead to

India, through Cdbul, Ghazni and Shikdrpur ; and moreover all the

extent of country to the south of Arachosia, is nothing but one desert

of moving sands, which occupy a distance of forty farsangs, stretch-

ing over as far as the country of Neekhi and Karon, which form a

part of Bal&chistan.

To the north of Arachosia we find the country of the ParopamisaH,

separated from Bactriana, by a high chain of mountains, to which the

name of Caucasus was given by the companions of Alexander, out of

compliment to this prince, who wished to traverse them. Here they

found a cavern that they transformed into the cave of Prometheus.

I have been assured that a similar cavern does exist in the envi-

rons of Candahar, at the spot called Khar-Jenuhid-jan. The moun-

tainous part of the country of Parapamisaei is now inhabited by

Hazariz, amongst whom exist a tribe of the Bactiaris, who doubtless

are a descent from the intrepid Bactrians who offered such a valorous

resistance to Albxandbr, and who repulsed him several times before

they were made to surrender. I presume that this conqueror penetrat-

ed into this country, either by re-ascending the valley watered by the

Araca*d-ab, or by passing through the defiles of the chain of Gul-

kau, near Ghazni, where we may remark some dykes built here by
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Sultan Mahmud Ghaznavi. In this passage he had to penetrate

through heavy falls of snow before he could reach Bactria, the capital

of Bactriana, which they say must have been the same as Balkh.

This country, according to Bakbib' dv Bocagb, extended to the south

of the Oxus, a large river which stretched as far as the Paropamisus.

It compromises Bactriana, properly so called, and the country of Mar-

giana, of which I have already spoken.

Oxtartbs, the father of Roxana, was king of the whole of this

country.

It was at Bactria that Alexander condemned Bbssus to have his

nose and ears mutilated. Calisthbnes was arrested at the place called

Cariata. Plutarch relates, that Alexander was on the banks or

confines of the Oxus when he first meditated the conquest of India.

The route which he pursued is, I imagine, the one now adopted by

the caravans which pass from Balkh to Cdbul, and which appears to

be the only passable road through which this mountainous country

can be traversed.

This road passes through the territory of Bamiana, a very ancient

town, not far from which are to be found the prodigious ruins named

Gulgula. Six kos further, we meet with others that are attributed to

ZohakShah; and at the place called Siggan, there are the remains of

a fortress, the building of which the inhabitants attribute to Alexan-

der. If this tradition be well founded, there is not a doubt that it must

have been in this spot that Alexander built the town in the country

of the Paropamissei, and from whence he proceeded to Cophenes.

This starting point is a stumbling-stone for geographers, inasmuch

as none of them have been able to determine its exact position. For,

proceeding in their narration from thence, some state that he marched

to Cow, which they mistake for Cophenes ; and had he done so, he

must have quitted the Paropamissei, gone through the defiles of Ghaini,

and have precipitated himself from thence to the cantons of Gerdiz

and Lougird ; then crossing the country of the Bangishs he would

have proceeded to Peucelaotis by the route of Kohbt. In this case

Borikrajan must be Arigceum, of which we find mention made in

history. But I would observe, that along this route no such impor-

tant river as the Cophenes is to be found ; and then again how im-

probable it appears that Alexander, who had such an immense

tract of land to explore, would have ordered his generals Hefhas-

tion and Perdiccas to conduct a division through a track so dis-

tant as that through Peucelaotis. It is then more probable that

he must have taken the road to Cdbul, and from thence dismissed

his generals, with orders to proceed in their route to Jeldldbad,
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1

and he himself pursued that which led to Lagman, and which an-

swers the historical description, being very rugged and mountainous,

but still such as to allow the cavalry to penetrate through it. From

thence he could give assistance to that division of his army which

were detached towards Peucelaotis.

Whilst pursuing this train of supposition, 1 cannot help observing

that the Macedonian conqueror must of necessity have passed through

Cdbul ; for its geographical position is so brilliant, so advantageous,

that it is a military position which we cannot but suppose that he

noticed, and therefore traversed it.

It is then only the more unaccountable, that to this day that no

geographer has been able to ascertain the ancient name of this town,

the foundation of which the inhabitants attribute to Kbikobad. From

the fertility and luxuriance of this territory, 1 am led to think that it

must be the same as Cabura or Ortospanum, of which Barbir' dv

Bocaob speaks, describing it as " a town situated upon the route

which led from the Alexandria of the Areians to India, and which was

not very far from the Paropamisan Alexandria."

Rbnnbl's opinion appears to be erroneous when he says, that the

Cow-mul of Babbr Shah is the same as the Cophenes, the principal

branches of which, he adds, are rivers flowing from the Ghazni and

Guerdiz ; for the river Ghazni, according to the account given by

its neighbouring inhabitants, empties itself into a lake which is

situated at the south of Moukkor, in the canton of Zermele. As

to the branch called the Guerdiz, it is no other than a narrow

stream, and can scarcely be denominated a river. On the other hand,

he adds, that the river of Cophenes was defined as the eastern boun-

dary of the province of Paropamisus, of which Alexandria was the

capital. I must observe, that from the direction the Cow takes in its

course, it goes too far southward of the Paropamisus to form its

eastern boundary ; what he says there seems to have a more just refer-

ence to the province of Arachosia.

I am very tenacious, then, of my opinion, that the Cophenes must

be the same as the river of Cdbul. This river has its source in the

country of the Hazards, betwixt Bamian and Cdbul ; it has its fall in

the mountains of Meidan, through which runs the road which leads

from Cdbul to Balkh; from thence it traverses Cdbul, and receives

below this town the river of Steihabad, which also takes its source

from the Hazard ; a little lower still it is enlarged by its junction

with the Panjeshir ; this takes place at the spot called Teng-carun.

From thence it proceeds in its course through a mountainous part of

the country, and empties itself in the western extremity of the valley
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of Lagman, where it receives the waters of the Alumkhar, which flow

downwards from that territory. We follow it from thence into the

valley of Jeldlabad, where it is enlarged by its junction with the

Surkh-db, which rises in Peivar ; and then again it receives the Khondr,

which flows through Kaferistdn. In leaving this deep valley it passes

anew through the mountains of Dekha, and empties itself at Micheni

in the province of Peshdwar; and when passing a short distance

from Ashnagar, it receives below that town the Jind, which flows

from the country of Baajor, then passes by Nouchareh, Akhora and

Jengir, and from thence finally empties itself into the Indus ; and

here we lo«e it about half a league below the fortress of Attok*. From
Cdbul to Jeldlabad it is known by the name of the river Cdbul, in the

Moumends by that of Khameh, at Pishdwar they give it the name of

Nagouman, and below that it is called Landeh, by the Kattuks and

Yusufzies.

From its source to Ashnagar it abounds in rapids, which make it quite

unnavigable in the rainy season, and more particularly so during the

heavy falls of snow, which swell it out to a prodigious breadth. I

have above concluded that Alexander took the route to Lagman,

after having ordered his generals to go to Pencelaotis.

The Aspii and the Thyraei that he attacked, appear to me to be the

Buzbins and the Touris, who inhabit the mountainous part of the

country which separates the valleys of Lagman and of Jeldlabad from

the territory of Cdbul. As to the town of Arigaeum, which was found

beyond these mountains, it may be Alichung, a very ancient town

situated in the valley of Lagman. That of Tigueri, which is here to

be observed near the rivers of Meitarlam, is also of a very ancient

date. The two rivers of Choe and of Evaspla, that he must have

crossed in order to arrive, must in all probability be the Penj-shir

and Alumkhar.

The valley of Lagman, as also that of Jeldlabad, were formerly in-

habited by an idolatrous people, who were driven after the first con-

quests of the Mahomedans beyond the chain of Hindu-kou, the Emodus
of the ancients. They are now known under the names Sidposh or

Kaferis, and the country that they inhabit is just below that of Ka-

feristdn.

* The latter part of its courts may be traced on a map, which we have been
permitted to copy from M. Court's original survey on its way to the Asiatic
Society of Paris, and which, with a few extracts from his geographical notes on
the country, will appear in our next number.

—

Ed.
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These nations declare that they are descendants of the Ghoris,

which name resembles greatly that of Gurxi, of which notice is taken

in history.

At Jeldldbdd ruins of a considerable extent are to be found : their

origin is not, however, known. It is the same with those that may
be observed three stages further off, near the defile of the Kheibers,

and which are called Pishboulak. These last are situated on the

northern range of the chain of Sefidkoh, and not far from thence is

the village of Azarno, which one meets in the road from Jeldldbdd

to Peehdwar. In these ruins are to be found some medals exactly like

those of Manibfdla ; and from this I am led to believe that these

towns must be of equal antiquity. It remains now to discover what

were the names by which they were then called. The Mvminde

appear now to occupy the country of the Assaceni, against whom
Albxandbr marched, after having crossed the Gurseus. This river,

which he crossed with great difficulty, appears to me to be the

Khonar, a river the stream of which is very rapid and full of

polished stones, like the Alumkhar : it flows from Raferistan. If it

be not this river, it must be that of Cabal itself, which here took the

name of Gureus, from the Ghorseus which inhabited the banks, or

rather the Jinde which traverses the country of Bajru.

From thence Alexander went into the country of Bajru, called

by us Bijore. This town is situated 60 kos N. N. W. of Peshd-

war: is very ancient, and we may there find many medals like those

of Manikyala. It remains to be proved if it is really there that we
find the Bazira of the Greeks. This mountainous country is traversed

by the river Jinde, which divides it from the canton of 8uwdt, and

which after having emptied itself into the defiles of the Tenant passes

to the west of Ashnagar, throwing itself from thence into that of

Cdbul. If Bajor be the Bazira of the Greeks, it is in this country that

we must search for the famous mountain of Aornus, the seizure of

which was one of Albxandbr's most brilliant exploits.

From this country Alexander passed towards the Indus, and took

possession of the town and fortress of Peucelaotis, which Hbfhastion

and Pbrdicca8 had been besieging for upwards of a month.

Several geographers think that this province is the same as that

of Peshawar. In this case the Malamantus, upon which Peucela was

.

built, is no other than the river Barreh, which flows downwards from

the Kheiber mountains, and which loses itself in that of Cdbul. Rbnnbl,

led into error by Forster, supposes that Pakkheri, which he calk

Pukkholi, was the Peucelaotis of the Greeks. This last town was

found at the west of the Indus, whilst Pakkhert was at the east of

3 n
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this stream, and at a considerable distance from it, and moreover in

a mountainous country, where the Indus has never been able to

change its course. Besides, Peucelaotis was contiguous to Bazira, a

town that they suppose must have been Bajur.

From Peucelaotis Alexander returned on his steps, directing his

march towards the north-west, in order to investigate Aornus. After

the capture of this rock, he made a second expedition into the country

of the Assaceni, between Bazira and Peucelaotis.

Ashnagar, which several geographers mistake forMassaga, the capital

of the Assaceni, appears to me to be the town of Nysa. Its vicinity

to Cophenes, and above all what Plutarch states that Alexander

said to the Macedonians, who hesitated and seemed to fear encoun-

tering so deep a river, all corroborate my conjecture. I must, besides,

observe, that three kos below this town, and on the borders of the Ca-

fail, is the village of Nysetta, where there are some vestiges to be found.

All the suburbs of Ashnagar are scattered over with vast ruins, of none

of which we know the origin, and where we find some very ancient

medals. The actual fortress of Ashnagar overlooks this territory.

In starting from thence to the Indus we meet no other river, with

the exception of a small stream which flows from the Babtizies, and

which passes between the Hotti and the Kapourdigarhi to throw itself

from thence into the river Cdbul, below the Nouchareh.

. At six kos to the N. £. of Ashnagar is the mountain of Behhi,

isolated upon a vast plain, and upon which may be remarked the

ruins of a very vast town, which seems to be of most ancient date,

and which, according to the reports of its present inhabitants, was the

residence ofthe ancient kings of that country. Specimens of has reliefs

may there be found ; also the remains of an aqueduct, by which thence

the waters of Ashnagar were carried to the town. At eight kos to

the north of Behhi we see the summit of a mountain, situated between

the canton of the Babuzies and the massive ruins of a fortress, which

was only accessible by a path cut through the rock.

This spot is called Pelley. At 18 kos N. £. of Ashnagar we see on

the southern range of the mountain called Kohganga the vast ruins of

a town, that the present inhabitants say was peopled by idolaters, and
which is quite close to the existing town Bazar. At 1 5 kos to the east of

Ashnagar is the actual town of Kapourdigarhi, which from its locality

might well be the ancient Caspatyrus, the capital of the Gandarii,

which is placed by our geographers to the east of Assaceni, on the

western bank of the river Indus.

I have remarked, that close to this town is an inscription in charac-

ters quite similar to those we observe on the ancient Indian medals
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of Mamkyala*. To the west of this town is the territory of Hotti or

Hoddi, which received its name from an ancient sovereign of this

country, who might have been the Omphis who surrendered himself

to Albxandes.

On the western bank of the Indus ruins may be observed at Pevur

Toppi, Hound, and Mahamadpur. Those of Hound are all striking,

and there may be found blocks of marble containing inscriptions

traced in characters quite unknown to the inhabitants.

As for the ruins of Mahamadpur, situated at the junction of the

Indus and the river Cdbul, they are, we are told, more than two thou-

sand years of age. After having exhausted the above facts relative to

the country of the Youzoufzies, 1 shall be led to form more than one

conjecture on the true position of Bazira ; but I have been quite per-

plexed by Rsnnbl, who says that " Alexander after his arrival at

the bridge made an inland excursion into the country situated on the

western banks of the Indus, to visit the town of Nysa, and that he

subsequently penetrated into the country situated between the two

rivers of Cophenes and Indus."

Being quite devoid of all references or means of solving my doubts,

I am obliged to adopt the supposition of this judicious guide.

As to the Assaceni who inhabit the lower part of the western bank

of the Indus, they are only inhabitants of Katteuk, and the town of

Ora is perhaps the same as Akhora. As to that of Sabissa or Capissa,

we must seek for it in the canton of Lachittiri, or in that of Kohat.

As relates to Aornus, which is situated in this country, and of which

Alexander made himself master, it is probably the castle which was

opposite Attok, and the vestiges of which we see upon the summit of

the mountain : its foundation is attributed to Raja-Hoddi. Accord-

ing to some geographers, Attok is the town of Taxila ; through which

the army of Alexander effected the passage of the Indus. If it be

not this town, we must recognize it in that of Torbila : the locality of

the ruins which we there remark lead me to form this conjecture. It

is possible besides, that this name may have undergone some change

in its orthography. We know that the Greeks were not exact in

their mode of spelling the names of the towns and countries which

they invaded.

* We have written to M. Court to request, if it be possible, that facsimiles

may be procured, both of the inscription near Aahnagar, and of those on the

marble blocks at Hound. The Pchlevi inscription copied by M. Court from

one of the Manikyala topes has excited very great interest at Paris : it would

be very desirable to obtain a precise facsimile of it.

—

Ed.

3 d 2
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y .

—

Experimental Researches on the Depressions of the Wet-bulb Hygro-

. meter. By Jambs Prinsbf, F. R. S. Sec. As. Soc.

At the first meeting of the British Association for the advancement

of Science, the Committee appointed to draw up a list of desiderata

in the various departments of science, included among the objects of

meteorological inquiry an investigation of the theory of the wet-bulb

hygrometer : and in the circular then prepared, and at the subsequent

annual meetings repeated, the Meteorological Committee was pleas-

ed to compliment with its favourable notice the papers published

anonymously on this subject in the Calcutta " Gleanings in Science/
9

The requisition of the British Association appears to have remained

unanswered until the Dublin meeting in August last, when Professor

Apjohn, of the Royal College of Surgeons in Dublin, brought forward

the results of his own experiments, and expounded a simple and elegant

formula which he had in every case found to agree with them, and'

to be practically applicable to the various conditions of the problem.

Dr. Apjohn *s papers are published in the Philosophical Magazine

for March, October and December, 1 835 ; and it is principally an obser-

vation in the opening of his memoir which induces me to revert to*

the subject. " In the first report," he says, " mention is made of a

register of observations kept in the East Indies, which, as belonging

to high temperatures, would necessarily exhibit great depressions, and

would therefore be valuable as a standard of comparison ; but I have

in vain searched for the Calcutta Journal ' Gleanings in Science,' in

which they are said to be contained."

In one respect we may deem it fortunate that the sluggish circula-

tion of our humble periodical had not attained the shores of Ireland

;

if to the want of the data which " the Gleanings" might have fur-

nished we are indebted for the series of experiments undertaken by

Dr. Apjohn ; for the more varied these may be, and the more numer-

ous the observers, the more confidence may reasonably be placed in

any formula that may accommodate itself to the whole.

I might without vanity claim to my own share as large a portion of

the labour of experimental investigation as has rewarded the patience of

any observer of the wet-bulb indications ; having, with little intermis-

sion, registered daily observations since 1822 ; but 1 am more anxious

to claim for my lamented fellow labourer, Captain Herbert, the merit

of having treated the theoretical portion of the subject—I will not say

in a more philosophical manner than had hitherto been followed,

because Gay Lussac had before exercised his masterly hand upon it,

but,—in a manner equally sound in principle and creditable to himself.
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considering that he had not the means of referring to the original

memoir of the French philosopher, and that he had only the erroneous

views of the Edinburgh Encyclopediato guide, or rather to misguide, him.

In Captain Herbert's first paper*, he reviewed with unsparing

criticism the paralogistic reasonings of the Encyclopedist, Mr. Ander-

son, and pointed out the true basis of the wet-bulb depression so

nearly in accordance with the views of Dr. Apjohn, of Dr. Huusoft

his coadjutor, and of M. Gat Lussac, that it establishes the general

correctness of all, although the particular formula which he proceeded

to build upon it, naturally agreed best with the data that my own

experiments, published also in the Gleanings of March 1829, had

furnished to him. He had fortified himself for the investigation by

previous study of the doctrine of the latent heat of gaseous bodies,

upon which subject he had published a brief but luminous essay in

the Oriental Magazine for September 1827 ; and certainly no subject

has so much needed a sprinkling of rationality to lay the dust of

unphilosophical hypothesis which even yet remains to obscure a plain

question ; so much so, that Dr. Hudson, one of our Dublin competi-

tors, while he acknowledges the dependence of the problem on the

relative capacity for heat of air and aqueous vapour, " will not dwell

on this method nor the corrections it would require, placing no reli-

ance on the truth of the requisite assumptionsf."

But before entering into a review of the various theories that have

been adopted by others, it may be preferable to describe in as succinct

a manner as is consistent with clearness, the course I originally pur-

sued to supply the experimental requisites for calculation, and upon

which I ventured to form a tableJ for the reduction of wet-bulb indica-

tions to hygrometric degrees in 1828-9§. I have recently concluded a

second and even more extended series of similar experiments, with the

advantage of superior means and apparatus, which have enabled me
to prosecute some branches of the inquiry that I believe have not

before engaged sufficient attention.

In all hygrometric speculations it is usual to consider the state of

extreme moisture, or the point of aqueous saturation of the air, as

* Gleanings, Vol. I. p. 45.

t Phil. Mag. Vol. VII. p. 259.

I Gleanings, Vol. I. p. 81.

$ Before this period in 1827, 1 famished a " table of multipliers" for reducing

the depressions into aqueous tensions, calculated from three years meteorolo-

gical observations at Benares with this instrument and the hair hygrometer. The

Royal Society, who did me the unexpected honor to publish my registers, retrench-

ed this table, and the notes which accompanied it. They had been, however, in

the mean time printed in the Calcutta Oriental Magazine for March, 1827.
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represented by 100° ; while extreme dryness, or entire absence of

aqueous vapour, is expressed by 0*. The intervening degrees com-

prehend every intermediate state of moisture that can possibly occur,

and conveniently express the percentage of actual moisture present, or

as it is more scientifically termed, the centesimal tension of the vapour.

The point of saturation on the wet-bulb instrument (100) is indicated

by 0°, because evaporation, and the cold consequent on it, then ceases.

The questions to be solved then are, 1 st, What is the maximum depres-

sion, which corresponds to perfect dryness (0) in the assumed scale, for

every temperature ?—and 2nd, What is the value of each intermediate

degree (Fahrenheit) of depression of the wetted thermometer in terms

of the centesimal tension or 1 00 hygrometric degrees above alluded to ?

I. There is one very easy method of attaining the first object : viz.,

by exposing a wet-bulb thermometer to a current of perfectly dry

air of various temperatures. This was the mode pursued by Gat
Lu8sac between the temperatures 32° and 70°, in 1827 : by myself

in 1829, between 70° and 140°, and recently continued up to 700°

Fahrenheit ; it is the plan proposed to be pursued by Dr. Hudson*,

and employed in the test experiments of Professor Apjohn in 1835f.
In fact, this is the only accurate plan of testing the maximum depres-

sion, which is to represent 0° on the hygrometric scale: for the

exposure of a wet-bulb thermometer in still air dried to the utmost,

fails to produce a maximum, the instrument being necessarily sur-

rounded with a medium not perfectly dry. Dr. Apjohn makes the

error by this method ith ; I have found it about T *tb.

II. The second question, as to the value of intermediate depres-

sions ? may be ascertained by drying the air to various points, as 20,

30, 40 per cent, which can be done by exposing it to various saline

liquids, or more conveniently to sulphuric acid of different strength,

and then submitting the thermometer to a current of it as before.

This mode was used long since by M. Gat Lossac in testing the

value of the degrees of Saussure's hair hygrometer, and it was fol-

lowed by myself in a repetition of the same train of experiments in

1825 J. To obtain, however, an equable current of wholly or of

partially dried air for a sufficient duration of time, is by no means
easy ; nor do I think that air merely passed through a tube containing
sulphuric acid or chloride of lime, without remaining in protracted
contact with it, would be thoroughly deprived of moisture. At any
rate, to ensure confidence, there should be the means at hand of record-

• Phil. Mag. Vol. VII. p. 260.

t Ditto, p. 271.

I See Brande's Journal of the RoyaL Institution, XXII. 28.
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ing its actual state. M. Gat Lussac merely dried his air by chloride

of lime, and his depressions will be seen to be all below the mark.

Professor Apjohn states, that he pressed air from a caoutchouc bag

through three of Wolfx's bottles, passing it thrice through the acid

on its way to the thermometers. This must have been inconvenient

and difficult to regulate, and the knowledge of the real condition of the

air was withheld; although there can be little doubt that it was

thoroughly dried. My own method was to dry the air previously for

days or even weeks in a large gasometer, whence it could be driven

in a very uniform current. The secret of the facility I enjoyed in this

respect lay in the substitution of cocoanut oil for water in the reser-

voirs of my gasometers, which not only prevented the accession of

moisture, but preserved the gas unaltered for any length of time ;—

I

have fearlessly lighted a jet of hydrogen that had stood two years in

my gasometer

!

There are other modes of obtaining intermediate stages of dryness :

the most obvious is by using the atmosphere itself of a dry or damp

day, first ascertaining by Dalton's dewpoint experiment its actual

hygrometric state, and noting the corresponding indication of the wet

bulb thermometer; the averages of a good meteorological register

are of this kind. Again, when damp air is artificially heated by pas-

sage through a warm tube, the capacity of the warm air for water

being increased while the dew point remains unchanged, an effect tan-

tamount to using drier air may be obtained and exactly estimated.

The rarefaction of air also, (in the absence of the means of fresh

supply of water) produces a measurable diminution of the ratio of

humidity per given volume. These simple methods have been used

by all experimenters, particularly by Lbslib himself, the original pro-

jector of the evaporation-hygrometer.

In describing, therefore, my experiments directed to the two main

inquiries, it will save some circumlocution to designate the methods

pursued as, 1st, dry air current ; 2nd, current of air having given

aqueous tension ; 3rd, heated air of known tension ; 4th, ratified air

do ; and 5th, dew-point comparisons.

But there are other important branches of inquiry necessary besides

the above two, ere we can hope for a formula to satisfy all conditions

of the wet-bulb problem.

III. The experimental effect of diminished and augmented atmo-

spheric pressure ?

IV. The amount of depression in other gaseous media ? and

V. The effect of greater or less velocity of the air on the tempera-

ture of evaporation ? This effect has been sufficiently examined by
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Dalton himself, as regards the quantity of water evaporated. Theo-

retically, however, it has no influence on its temperature ; and this is

confirmed by experiment, under certain limitations.

With such an appalling complication of influences to be traced out,

H is hardly to be wondered at that M. Gat Lussac himself should have

given up the prosecution of the wet-bulb problem, or that the Editor of

the Royal Institution Journal* should have joined in its condemnation

at a time when the elegant method of Danibll was winning general fa-

vor. Nevertheless, independently of its direct preferability as the most

simple mode of registering the humidity of the air, the problem itself

is of the highest importance, in the solution not only of very many

phenomena in pneumatics and meteorology, but of such standard doc-

trinal points of theory, as the latent heat of gases and steam ; and

others of practical utility—as the artificial production of ice and cold.

I shall have occasion to adduce a few illustrations ere I conclude

;

but I must now proceed to my first series of experiments.

§ 1 . On the curve of maximum depression.

The apparatus used for drying the air is sectionally depicted in

Hate XXI. fig. I, where a is a dish containing concentrated sulphuric

acid enclosed in a 120 pint gasometer. Another similar dish rests in

the glass double bell receiver b, wherein are suspended a hair hygrome-

ter (the only instrument applicable as a tell-tale, and indeed an inva-

luable hygrometer for every purpose) and a delicate thermometer.

Through this receiver the air of the gasometer passes to the stopcock

and short glass tube c, in which is placed a small thermometer, cover-

ed with muslin and dipped in distilled water at the moment before the

experiment commences.

The only difference in the order of M. Gat Lussac's experiments,

being, as I have stated above, that he employed chloride of lime with-

out a tell-tale hygrometer, while in my first Benares series I employed

the same salt with this addition, it would be easy to apply to that

philosopher's results the correction I found necessary for the want of

complete desiccation in my case. At all events, as his series compre-

hends low temperatures, which were beyond my reach in India, it will

render my review of the question more complete to insert his valuable

ta,ble, converting the centigrade expressions into those of Farenheit's

thermometer. In the fourth column I have added the aqueous ten-

sionsf at the wet-bulb temperature ; and in the fifth, the quotients of

• Jour. Roy. Inst. XV. 296.

t By Biot's formula founded on Dalton's experiment!, and published in
the Edinburgh Encyclopedia, Mr. Anderson's article Hygrometry.
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the depressions dirided by these tensions* which will be found to be

.the key to the formation of aformula for the problem.

Tab. I.

—

DepreaeUme oeeerved by M. Qay Lueeac.

Temp, of Wet-bulb Depression Aq. tent. Qut. of Temp, of Wet bulb Depression Aq.tens. Out. of.

dry air therm, wet-bulb at f. D -§-/• dry air. therm, wet bulb. atl\ D-*-/
t V

o
D

o £
t

•
v

•
D

•
r
in

32.0 22.0 10.0 .139 72 57.2 38.7 18.5 .252 73
33.8 22.8 11.0 .143 76 59.0 39.5 19.5 .260 75
35.6 24.1 1J.5 .153 75 608 40.6 20.2 .268 75
37.4 25.4 12.0 .157 76 62.6 41.7 20.9 .280 75
39.2 26.9 13.3 .166 74 64.4 42.9 21.5 .292 73
41.0 27.9 13.1 .172 76 66.2 44.0 22.2 .304 74
42.8 29.1 13.7 .179 76 68.0 45.1 22.9 .316 72
44.6 30.2 14.4 .186 72 69.8 45.2 23.6 .317 74
46.4 31.5 14.9 .195 77 71.6 47.3 24.3 .340 71
48.2 32.7 15.5 .204 76 73.4 48.4 25.0 .354 70
50.0 33.9 16.1 .213 7b 75.2 49.5 25.7 .363 71
51.8 34.9 16.9 .220 77 77.0 50.5 26.5 .380 70
53.6 36.1 17.5 .231 76

Arermge ratioof depression to aq. t., 74

It will be remarked, that with exception of the three or four last ex-

periments, the depression follows a nearly uniform ratio to the aqueous

tension, being 74 times greater. The air in the last four was doubt-

less not quite so dry as in the others ; for in my own first series, which

begins nearly where the French table leaves off, the depressions are

found considerably in excess of M. Gat Lussac's results.

In the series in question the presence of the hair hygrometer enables

me to make an approximate correction for imperfect dryness founded

on a coincidence, which will be explained hereafter, between the curve

of depressions and the curve of the hygrometer, so that nine degrees

of the latter + or—, for instance, will nearly represent 9 per cent. +
or—in the depression, near the dry extremity of the scale*. The baro-

metric correction will be also explained further on.

Tab. II.

—

Maximum Depressions determined at Benares,
Temp, of Wet-bulb Observed Barora. Hair Corrected Corrected Aqueous Quotient
dry air Therm. depression. at sr Hygrom. depression. wet bulb tens, at f•of

t V d B H D V
tn

D-J-/1

72.5 47.2 25°.3 29.43 9.5 27!5 45?0 .315 87
75.0 48.2 26.8 .52 9.5 29.3 45.7 .321 91
78.5 52.1 26.4 .30 9.5 29.3 49.7 .369 78
82.6 54.8 27.8 .26 9.5 30.3 52.3 .403 75
83.5 54.5 29.0 .25 8. 31.3 52.2 .402 77
84.7 55.0 29.7 .30 9.5 32.3 52.4 .405 80
85.0 55.0 30.0 .30 8 32.2 52.8 .411 80
85.0 54.8 30.2 .20 8 32.5 52.5 .407 80
90.2 56.8 33.4 .15 9 36.1 54.1 .429 82
90.3 56.7 33.6 .15 8 35.9 54.4 .434 83

In continuation of the foregoing, I will now give the Calcutta

series, in which sulphuric acid was used in lieu of chloride of lime,

* Thii mode of correction wu not adopted in my former paper, and the de-

pressions were consequently too low.

3 F
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and a greater dryness consequently attained ; though in some cases I

had not the patience to wait until the hygrometer marked : in fact,

if it did, there was usually enough of moisture in the passages of the

gasometer to cause a fall of I or l£ degrees in the tell-tale hair hygro-

meter, ere the air reached the vent.

Tab. IT. 2nd pt.—Maximum Depreirions determined at Calcutta.

Temp, of Wet-bulb Observed Barom. Hair Corrected Corrected Aqueous Quotient
dry air Therm. depreiaioii at 32° Hygrom. depression. wet-bulb tens, at t' of

t V d B H * D V /' d +r
o o o > o o in

94.8 57.8 37.0 2967 5 38.7 56.1 .459 84
94.fi 57.3 37.3 .51 1> 37.7 56.9 .471 80
96.4 58.4 38.0 .43 2 40.0 56.4 .462 82
92.0 56.1 35.9 .50 3 37.0 55.0 .442 84
88.7 54.4 34.3 .65 3 35.2 52.5 .406 86
87.0 54.8 22.2 .44 4? 33.4 53.6 .420 79
83.1 52.1 32.0 .50 2 32.5 50.6 .381 85
88.2 54.5 33.7 .46 3 34.6 53.6 .420 82
82.6 51.7 30.9 .50 2 31.4 50.2 .376 81
80.9 51.1 29.8 .55 1 30.1 50.8 .384 78

The same uniformity in the quotients of the last column will be

remarked in these two tables, but the average is now 81 .8, considerably

higher than the Paris result.

Having thus by the ordinary atmospheric temperature of a Cal-

cutta laboratory in May, brought up my train of observations to

96° ; and finding that the depressions so much exceeded those for the

same portion of the series ascertained at Benares by suspending a

wet-bulb thermometer in a vessel of sulphuric acid heated succes-

sively from 90° to 140°*, I devised the following method of extending

the dry-air current series to temperatures still more elevated.

In the first place, the gas-pipe of the gasometer was encased for

about four feet of its length in a larger leaden pipe connected with

my small steam engine, so that a current of steam could be main-

tained in the latter during the continuance of the experiments, as

is shewn in fig. 2. PI. XXI. The extremity of the gas-pipe terminated

in a glass tube holding, first, a dry thermometer, and an inch farther

on, the wet-bulb thermometer, inserted through corks.

On letting on the steam, (the two thermometers being stationary at

92°,) one began to rise rapidly, while the other fell very slowly. I

could not, however, succeed in getting the former to rise beyond 1 90°,

though the steam itself was at 215°. The wet-bulb then stood at 85°.0

and it fell to 80°.4 at 180° :—80 at 170, and 79.5 at 166. The

• See Gleanings, I. 79. I purposely exclude these results in the present

place, lest they should confuse the view ; but they are, nerertheless, valuable in

another sense, as shewing the difference, between the depression in calm air and

in a current.
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190 85 105.0 0? 0? 1.17 89
180 80.4 ? 99.6 1.01 98?
170 80. 90. 1.00 90
190 92.2 97.8 .044 + 7.2? 1.17 89
180 90. 90. .065 + 7.4 ? 1.12 87
170 87.7 82.3 .07 + 7.7! 1.00 70
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fluctuations of the dry thermometer being so considerable for a nearly

stationary temperature of evaporation, it was somewhat difficult to

determine the exact terms of coincidence ; but the above are selected

as the best from a great many readings recorded in my note book.

In a second experiment with air containing f'£v ths of aq. ten. at

94°.3 £=s iJw ths at 170°) the dry thermometer became stationary at

170°, with the wet at 87°.7.

In a third trial, aq. ten .65 at 94.6 (= ffy at 180) the stationary

points were 180, and 90.

In a fourth, dew-pt. 74.3 (aq. ten. =4.4 at 190) the same points

were 190 and 92.2—Bar. 29.50.

Barometer Theroom. in Wet-bulb Observed Cen. aq. Corr. Aqueous Quotient
curt, of air. Thermom. depression, tens, for do. tens, at V D —Pooo • *

29.55

29.50

Observing the very rapid increase of the evaporating depression

with the rise of the temperature, I perceived that I might safely carry

my experiment to much higher limits than the boiling point of water.

I accordingly next passed the current of dry air through a porcelain

tube maintained at a bright orange heat in a Black's furnace (fig. 3,

PI. XXI.) At the further end of the tube a lateral hole was perforated

to admit the bulb of the thermometer, coated with two-fold muslin

that it might hold a larger supply of moisture. It was necessary to

watch the experiment carefully, as, the moment the water was removed,

a sudden rise took place, whichwouldhave otherwisebroken the thermo-

meter, while the cloth and cork were instantly charred with the heat. The

actual temperature of the dry current was then estimated in the following

manner : a thermometer, with the tip of its stem left open, was held

mid-tube in the position previously occupied by the wet-bulb. In a

few minutes the mercury boiled off, shewing that the temperature

somewhat exceeded 656°. A very thin slip of tin was instantly fused

:

one of lead was then held within the tube, but it required to be

passed a little in advance of the position of the wet-bulb ere it

melted :—we may therefore assume the heat of the dry air to have

been under 700°. Two experiments agreed precisely in giving the

temperature of evaporation 145°. With a very rapid current the wet-

bulb thermometer fell to 144°, but probably the air had not then time

to get thoroughly heated in traversing the furnace.

3f2
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There would have been little satisfaction in carrying this train of

research further, because of the difficulty of measuring the tempera-

ture ; otherwise it is evident that the coated thermometer might be

safely trusted in a much greater heat, ere it would itself reach even

the boiling point of water under the ordinary pressure ; an illustration

of which will be hereafter mentioned, but, not being strictly experi-

mental, it cannot be introduced here.

Having however accumulated abundant data for the formation of an

experimental curve, I may proceed to throw them together in the

form of a diagram (fig. 4.), and to compare at once the results with the

various formulae that have been proposed by different philoso-

phers.

As, however, each author has employed different algebraic charac-

ters for working out the problem, it will be better first to bring them

to common terms, adopting the most simple expressions : thus let

t = the temperature of the air.

f = the temperature of a wet-bulb, or of an evaporating surface.

V = the temperature of saturation, or the dew-point,

then/,/*, and/' may be conveniently used to represent the force of

aqueous vapour, at t, V, and f respectively, d, the depression, is of

course = t— V, and not absolutely wanted, but it is frequently a more

convenient expression ; and D may be also used to distinguish the

maximum depression in dry air, when/* == 0.

Now supposing the increasing temperatures, J, to be represented

by the abscissae of the divided line IT, the observed depressions

may be laid off as ordinates, through the apices of which a dotted

line being drawn, will form an experimental curve of maximum de-

pression, for which a mathematical expression is required.

Next, to collect the materials for the theoretical curves to be entered

in the same diagram, we must take a cursory view of the existing

theories.

Lbslis, who must be regarded as the inventor of the wet-bulb

hygrometer, deserves the precedence in this inquiry. His experi-

ments were conducted by approaching a dry and a wet thermometer

together gradually towards a heated furnace in a closed chamber.

The Professor calculated the hygrometric conditions of the air as its

heat rose ; and on comparing his results, he was led to the conclusion,

that as the caloric necessary to convert water into steam was = 6000
degrees of his instrument, and the capacity of air was Jths that of

water, the same measure of heat would raise an equal mass of air,

16000 degrees ; and consequently that at the temperature of the wet-

bulb, V, air would take up the 16000th part of its weight for each.
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degree marked by hit hygrometer, which is equal to the 2880th part

for each degree of depression by the common thermometer.

Now p (Barometric height) may be substituted for the weight of

the air, and/* for the saturation weight of vapour at tf : therefore by

d x 2880 d
the above data/ will be

=
^T ^~96 °T

' ^ d 1S the obJect

sought) d (or D) = 96 /', at the pressure 30.

This simple enunciation, making D in the direct ratio of/, isTanduly

criticized by M. Andbrson in his elaborate treatise on hygrometry

in Brewster's Encyclopedia ; but while in reality it will be found closely

to agree with the experimental data, and with the subsequent formulae

of others, the new expression deduced from " the laborious investiga-

tions" of the critic, turns out to be wholly at variance with experiment,

except accidentally at the temperature of the single trial he has him-

self recorded : his formula (omitting the correction for the barometer)

i9 D _. (36 ) (f—/7 which, when/' = 0, is convertible into

D=/X36—

g

making the depression depend on the tension at t, instead of at f.

M. Gat Lussac's memoir should, I fancy, precede Mr. Anderson's.

It was written in 1815, though not published until 1822. The rati-

onale of his formula is explained in these words :—
" Le froid produit (par l'evaporation) est a son maximum lorsque le

calorique absorbe* par la vapeur est egal a celui que perd l'air pour

se mettre en equilibre de temperature et de pression avec elle, plus a

celui verse" sur la surface £vaporante par lea corps environnans ; mais

la quantity de ce dernier, lorsque le froid produit n'est que de quelques

degree, esttres petite en comparaison de I'autre, et peut etre negligee."

If, therefore, on one side the latent heat of vapour (I) and its density

(3) be combined with its weight (f) ; these should counterbalance the

weight of air (p—/) combined with its capacity fc) and the number

of degrees cooled (D or t—t') ; that is,/ 5 / = (p—/) (t— t) c

or, at 30 inches, / X.625 X 960 = 30—/ X d X.2669 and

D ^2247/
30—/ '

depending as before on/. With dry air, the divisor in this equation

should, I imagine, lose —/ altogether, which would elicit the

value of d, «s= 74.9/ ; a value lower than Leslie's, but almost exactly

agreeing with M. Gat Lussac's own experiments detailed in Table I.

Captain Herbert's formula was founded on the proposition that

M when the equilibrium or stationary point of the wet-bulb is attained,
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the indefinitely small decrements of caloric from evaporation are

balanced by the indefinitely small increments arising from conduction

and radiation in the equally small moments of time." Now as Messrs.

Dulono and Petit have shewn that the rate at which a body cooled be-

low the temperature of the air (by conduction and radiation) reacquires

heat, is proportional not to the simple difference of temperature, but to

that difference raised to the 1 .233 power ; hence it should follow that

the amount of evaporation should increase in the same ratio ; " but/'

says he (page 191), " how determine the rate of evaporation ? One of

the most striking phenomena of evaporation is the cold produced by it

;

the consequence of the absorption of heat attending the conversion of

water into vapour. This depression of temperature must evidently

be as the evaporation ; or rather the momentary depression will be

in proportion to the rapidity of the evaporation. The momentary

depression is equal to the momentary increment of heat which would

take place were the cooling power of evaporation suspended, and the

moistened bulb thermometer allowed to assume the temperature of

. the air. This is known to be as the 1.233 power of the total depres-

sion : the evaporation will then be as the 1 .233 of the depression."

But the evaporation is (according to Dalton), as the tension of the

evaporating surface minus the tension of the vapour in the air (=
in dry air:) then finally this tension will be as the 1.233 power of

the depression : or

1.233

dm = ^/f—f
m being a co-efficient depending on the latent heat of air and the

ratio of the evaporation to the weight and surface necessary to produce

a fall of one degree ; which Captain Herbert deduced from the experi-

ments made at Benares. The complete formula, at 30 inches, for dry

air becoming

1.233

D= y/ hi—
6.056

in which L (proportion of mass of water to the vapour required to be

evaporated to produce a fall of 1°) is derived from a table published

in the Oriental Magazine, September 1827 ; it varies from 898 at 40°

to 1005 at 90° and 1250 at 1800. The divisor 6.056 would require to

be diminished to 5.4 to suit the present experiments, but neither

would the formula then agree so well as the more simple one of

Leslie and others. The fact is that the experimental curve is of so

simple a nature, that any geometric series of moderate divergence may
within limits be accommodated to it by proper co-efficients : thus ray
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own formula was merely an empiric one formed to represent the

experimental data of Benares and those of Gat Lussac in the most

ready manner, expressing the depressions in terms of the temperature

of the air : the former increasing geometrically with arithmetical

increments of the latter, I found d == *

x
; but this does not cor-

respond at all with the higher depressions now ascertained experi-

mentally, though it suits those of the former series. We may, there-

fore, reject it without further regard : nor need we pause to Consider

Berzblius' more simple rule, founded, he says, on the experiments of

August, Bonbnbbrobr and others, viz. that the temperature of the

wet-bulb is always an arithmetical mean between that of the air and

the dew point, or f = 2?— tt which, except at certain points of the

scale, is utterly erroneous.

We now come to Professor Apjohn's formula, which will be found

not to differ essentially from those of Lbslib or Gat Lussac It is

f> =f— m d (at 30 inches pressure) where m is a co-efficient as usual

" depending upon the specific heat of air, and the caloric of elasticity

of its included vapour," of which the arithmetical value deduced from

received data is .01 149 or the equivalent vulgar fraction -rr- at ^°
0/

Farh. Now in the case of extreme dryness assumed for our compa-
rison,/' = 0; therefore d = 87/*; an expression entirely agreeing in

form with Leslie's, but rather smaller in amount, and more nearly, as

will be seen, in accordance with the experiments of Tables II and III.

Dr. Hudson arrives, from different premises, at nearly the same
method as Professor Apjohn*. He calculates a column of the " rela-

tive quantities of heat (Q) necessary to supply vapour of saturation to

dry air at each degree of wet-bulb temperature, f, and then finding

from experiment at one point (/r = 61°) the actual depression (51.124

Apjohn), the depressions at other degrees he assumes to be direct

proportionals, or Q (at 61°) : Q' : : 51.124 ; D.

Now it is evident that in this equation, as in most of the pre-

ceding, Q (whence D is directly derived) necessarily depends on

the aqueous tension,/', affected by the indispensable co-efficient

of the latent heat of water, vapour and air, or as Dr. Hudson

deduces from Dbsprbtz's values, Q = IZ LI: For
448 +t

• Phil. Mag. Oct. 1835, p. 257.

t If the theory which makes the mm of the latent and thermometric heat for

gaseous bodies a constant quantity be correct, Dr. Hudson's expression does
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ordinary temperatures, Q on an .average will be found = 50 /
and D is assumed from Apjohn's experiments = -J zS* = 1.9 0;

25.9

so that by this formula (at 30 inches,) D = 98f, nearly; being a

little in excess of Leslie's original formula. This is attributable to

Apjohn's single experimental depression assumed as the basis of the

whole calculus being somewhat too great.

It cannot be said after the preceding list, that the wet-bulb theory

has been neglected. On the contrary, it may be rather feared that

the researches of its earliest investigators, particularly those of Leslie

and Gat Lussac, have been neglected ; for it is certain that their

formulae are nearly as well adapted to the actual phenomena as any

that have been since suggested. This cannot be more strikingly

exemplified than in the accompanying diagram, (PI. XXI.) which

has been filled up from the preceding data. The abscissae represent

the temperatures (%), and the ordinates the maximum depressions in

dry air (D). The experimental determinations are shewn by dots*, and

the principal theoretical curves delineated, are distinguished by the

name of their authors.

The following table also embraces a comparative view for every

ten degrees of temperature, the experimental .entries being adapted

by interpolation from the observations before set forth.

not seem open to objection. The volumes of air at different temperature

being as 448 + t directly : the densities are as 448 + t inversely ; and for

aoy other pressure JL the density of air at t wiU be r^~— ~ A•Ml 448 + • X &v
_ 22/— :.

fl
. -. Further, allowing the atomic theory of volumes, the density

.625X22/
of vapour at t will be = — ,

"
• Compounding this expression with that

of the latent heat of vapour at t which is 1168 — 1 (being 956 at 212°); we have

as above the quantity of heat necessary for the vapour of saturation at t =
1168 t X 22 /'

Ato - . . The author has steered clear of what he considers the
44b •*» t

disputed points, of the capacity of air and vapour for heat : but it may be reason-

ably doubted whether the assumption of the equality of / + t be a whit more

tenable.

* In the portion of the curve marked " Prinsbp's experiments/ 1 both the un-

corrected and the corrected observations are entered ; the latter, distinguished

by a dotted line passing through them, are alone to be attended to. The cor-

rected places of the sulphuric acid experiments have been omitted, because they

are necessarily doubtful. The flexure of Gay Lttssac's curve seems to be the

most suitable to experiment, were its ordinates a little increased.
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1836.] of the Wet-bulb Hygrometer. 409

Tab. III.— Comparison qf various formula for the deprestion of the wet-bulb

thermometer in a current of dry air, with the retultt of experiment.
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30 20.8 9-2 G. 11.7 9.2 8.6 11.0 , , 10.8 10.6

40 27.3 12.7 G. 14.9 13.1 12.4 13.5 .. 14.0 13.6

-{
33.9
33.0

16.3

17.0 2: 1
13.6 16.4 16.4 16.7 •• 17.6 17.1 +0.1

60
{

40.1
38.4

19.9

21.6 2: }
22.9 20.6 20.7 20.0 23.4 21.8 21.3 —0.3

70
{

46.0
44.9

23.7

25.7 ?: }
27.6 24.9 25.2 24." 08.1 26.4 25.9 +0.2

80 .

.

30.6 P. 32.7 29.7 29.9 28.4
!
33.2 31.3 30.8 +0.2

90 35.5 P. 38.2 34.6 34.7 33.1 3S.4 36.5 36.0 +0.5
100 •

,

40.

&

P. 44,0 40.0 39.7 38.2 44.0 42.2 41.6 +0.8
no 47.8 s. 50.0 46.0 44.9 43.6 49. C 48.3 47.6 —0.2 ?

120 .

.

54.1 s. 56.4 52.0 50.2 49.2 56.0 54.5 53.9 —0.2 ?

130 .

,

60.9 s. 63.1 56.6 55.6 55.1 62.2 61.1 60.5 —0.4?
140 .

.

68.2 s. 70.0 65.5 61.0 61.3 68.0 67.3 —0.9 ?

150 ,

.

74.8 c. 72.4 66.7 75.1 74.3 —0.5
160 .

,

81.3 H. .. 79.4 72.5 82.3 81.5 +0.2
170 80.0 90.0 P. 87.0 78.2 79.8 90.4 89.6 88.9 —0.1
ISO 60.4 99.G? P. 94.6 84.2 .. 97.2 96.5 -3.1?
190 85.0 105.0 P. 107.0 102.0 9K2 98. 102.0 105.0 104.3 —0.7
200 ,

,

109.5 96.4 112.0 111.1
210 .. 102.4 120.0 118.

3 145.0 P." 627. 625 105. 303. 487. 567. 552.

[The letters in column 4 denote, G. Gay Lvssac ; A. Apjohn ; P. Prinsep ;

S. experiments tried at Benares, by suspending the wet-bulb thermometer in a half

filled bottle of sulphuric add ; these hare been augmented 10 per cent, on insertion :

—

C. and H. Carbonic acid and Hydrogen gas heated in the steam pipe.]

The last line may be looked upon, in some measure, as the test line

of the various formulae : for, the hot current of air from the furnace, we
have seen, barely melted lead and boiled mercury ; its temperature,

therefore, could not much exceed 660 Farh. Let us see what it would be

according to the principal formulae depending upon the aqueous tension

at f, which, when V = 145° is 6.53 inches by. Dalton.

Leslie's formula gives 6.53 X 96 + 145 = 772°

Gat Lussac's (retaining/) 6.53 x 95.7 + 145 = 770

(omitting—/' in divisor) 6.53 X 782 + 145 = 655

Hudson's formula gives 487 +145 = 632

Apjohn's, 6.53 X 87 + 145 = 702

Formuladeduced frommy expts.6.53 X 84 + 145 = 697

Anderson's, Herbert's, and my former formulae are too much at

variance at this high point to be worthy of quotation. The rest

3 a
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agree remarkably well, and it does not materially signify, nor is it

perhaps possible to certify which multiplier is to be preferred. Pro-

fessor Apjohn's has the merit of coinciding precisely at the tempera-

ture of 190° with my steam experiment; but for.the range of lower

and more practical temperatures it is perhaps slightly in excess.

The simpler expression of " one-eightieth of the depression = the

aqueous tension at *'" would there be nearer the mark ; and would

be easier of application. From my own experiments I deduced a

mean of D = 84/ with which I constructed the table at the conclu-

sion of this paper, but I must in fairness acknowledge that its prefer-

ence to Professor Apjohn's rule is nearly evanescent in practice.

§ 2.

—

Value of depressions less than the maximum, in centesimal hygro-

metric tension.

We are now arrived at the second subject of inquiry, which is in

fact of more practical importance than the first, since it includes every

observation that can be made in an atmosphere never reduced to a

Btate of absolute siccity.

The simplest condition of the case of intermediate depressions would

be that assumed by Dr. Hudson, viz., that the maximum depression

being divided into 100 parts, each part should indicate one hundredth

of the moisture of saturation at the given temperature, or D : d; :f

:

f'-f.
But such a law is not found to prevail in reality : nor is it analo-

gous to the course of nature that it should exist in the case of the

wet-bulb thermometer, when the hair-hygrometer and the law of evapo-

ration require different ratios. It is more consonant with theory*, as

it proves to be with practice, that the tendency to evaporation,

and the cold consequent upon it, should increase in a geometrical

ratio to the dryness of the air.

* The depressions will, ceteris paribus, be less, the more aqueous vapour is

previously contained in the air, because the specific heat of a given volume of

vapour being .529 (or .847X.625) while that of air is .267, the specific heat

of any mixture of the two must exceed that of air alone. But the curvature

imparted to the line of depressions from this cause may easily be shewn to be tri-

fling. Thus at the temperature of 80° where/ = 1.00 inch ; the capacity of dry

air being c, that ofmoistened air will be c X p—f'+c* X/"; whence, calling c= 1

,

__
for saturated air we should have the specific heat 1.053 ; and for half-saturated

air 1 1.031 ; and the depressional degrees at those points will be inversely so

much less than those at the dry extremity of the curve. Were the other agents

easily evaluated, we might through this means verify the specific heat of

aqueous vapour.
^
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1

Before proceeding to detail the experiments directed to the eluci-

dation of this point, it may be as well, as we have already become

acquainted with the theoretical expressions of other authors for the

maximum, to see how they also bear upon the intermediate depressions.

The formula of M. Gat Lussac makes no provision for aught

but the maximum depression ; but the omission may be readily sup-

plied on the same simple principle as has been adopted by Professor

Apjohn; namely, by the addition of—-ft, the aqueous tension at the

dew-point, to/' : thus, by the latter author, in all cases d = 87/*—/*.

At first sight, this would seem a simple arithmetical ratio, like Dr.

Hudson's, but inasmuch as the tensions (f) are themselves in geome-

trical ratio to the temperature (t), the same parabolic curvature will

extend to the centesimal depressions ; arf—J* will follow some low

power of t— r\

Captain Herbert's rule has the same happy introduction of f.
We have therefore but two theoretical enunciations to put to the test

of comparison with experiment : for which purpose I will now bring

forward such evidence as I have accumulated. In this branch of inquiry

materials are so numerous in my registers kept at Benares and Calcutta,

that it becomes expedient to gather selected data into groupes adapted

to elucidate various points of the hygrometric scale. Moreover, as unity,

or the maximum -depression, varies in amount at each temperature, all

observations must be brought to common centesimal terms before they

can be compared in the manner which is best adapted to give a quick

perception of the relation of such phenomena ; namely, by a diagram, as

in PL XXII. First, then, to enumerate the data afforded by method 5, or

comparison with the dew-point, of which, in addition to my Benares ob-

servations, I have profited by the presence of an American ice-house on

the banks of the Hughli to collect an accurate series made thrice per

diem in the hottest period of our Calcutta year.

Tab. IV.—Comparison of intermediate Depression* with aqueoui tensions,

ascertained by the dew-point method, at Benares.

Number of observa- Temp,
fiona agreeing clow- of air.

Win their respec-

tive particular*. 1

Wet-
bulb.

t

Dew-
point.

r

Centesimal
tension.

Deprea- Comple-
tion, ment cent.
*— ? depn.

or, d D" 4

D

Tabular cents- 4
sim. tension 9
deduced. £

7 Obs. mean, 85.0 81.5 79.4 .83 3.5 89 .84 +01

12 Obs. ditto, 87.5 81.8 78.7 .76 5.7 83 .76

12 Obs. ditto, 90.0 80.5 75.7 .65 9-5 74 .64 —01

6 Obs. ditto, 94.0 81.0 73.2 .52 13.0 66 .54 -f02

6 Obs. ditto, 92.5 75.5 64.5 .41 17.0 55 .40

+0413 Obs. ditto, 88.2 67.3 42.9 .23 20.9 43 .26

8 Obi. ditto, 92.6 68.3 36.4 .16 24.3 35 .20

3 Q 2
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Second teriettfrom observations in Calcutta.
D—d

t t' t" r+f d T Tab. Err.

6 Obs. open air,82.1 79.4 78.1 .88 2.7 92 .88

6 Obs. ditto, 84.6 79.9 76.7 .78 4.7 86 .80 4-02

9 Obs. ditto, 85.6 79.7 75.5 .73 5.9 82 .75 +02
15 Obs. ditto, 87.7 80.2 74.6 .66 7.5 79 .70 +04
2 Obs. ditto, 96.0 85.6 78.3 .58 10.4 74 .64 +06
3 Obs. ditto, 93.8 82.9 71.2 .49 10.9 71 .60 + 1!

4 Obs. ditto, 873 76.4 67.3' .53 10.9 68 .58 +05
3 Obs. ditto, 97.1 80.8 71.8 .45 16.3 59 .45

6 Obs. ditto, 97.3 rsM 55.5 .26 23.7 41 .26

1 Steam pipe, 19.0 92.5 74.3 .04 97.5 6 .04

3 Vacuum-pipe 92.8 80.8 74.8 .58 1 12.0 68 .57 —01
Third terfct, extractedfrom other observation*.

7 Obs.bytfer-
bert on ri-

ver Ganges, 91.4 82.1 78.1 .66 9.3 74 ,65 —01
6 Obs. by Ap-
John, 70.0 60.8 54.5 .60 9.2 64 .52 —08

4 Obs. ditto,

(heated air,) 93.2 69.0 53.7 .28 24.2 35 .22 —06

In the following series the air was dried to two fixed points of

hygrometric tension by means of sulphuric acid, of which the drying

power was known beforehand by the table which I published, from

careful experiment, in my note on the hair hygrometer before alluded

to ; but I preferred verifying those determinations by fresh measure-

ment of its barometric tension, in the mode 1 had adopted to correct

the tables of aqueous tension during the past year ; namely, by mois-

tening a barometer tube with the acid solution, and mounting it in

the ordinary manner. The daily readings registered in my monthly

tables for May-June afforded a more accurate average than a cursory

trial could have yielded ; but the result was in perfect accordance

with mv former determination*.

Fourth series—current of air partially dried.

Number of observations Temp,
in similar circumstances, of air.

2 Obs. with gasome-
ter current, Sulph. °

acid, 1.344, .... 90.2

2 Obs. ditto, 87.2

2 Obs. ditto, 90.3

1 Obs. ditto, 96.4

1 Obs. ditto 94.0

2 Obs. sulph. acid,

1.48, 88.8

1 Obs. ditto, 87.7

1 Obs. shorter tube, 84.4

2 Obs. brass tube,.. 87.8

Wet- Known Hair
bulb. cent. Hygrom.

tension.
t

75.3
72.1

74.4

79.4

76.6

.45
.44

.44

.44

.43

65.2 .18

61.1 .18

62.0 .18

64.3 .18

75
74

74
74
73

43
43
43
42

Deprct- Comple- Tabular
•ion. ment cent, centes.
I— * dep. tension,

or, p D— d
i

14.9

15.1

15.9

17.0

17.4

23.6
26.6

22.4
23.5

58
56
56
57
54

.45

.43

.43

.44

.40

33 .20

24? .12

32 .18

30 .17

—01
—01

—03

+02
—06

—01
• It will be seen by the Meteorological Register for May 1836, that pure

sulphuric acid caused the barometric column to be higher even than a boiled

tube. This must be attributed to capillarity, which is negative with mercury,

but acts in an opposite sense with acid or water. No allowance is made for

capillarity in my registers.
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On inspection of the colnmns of complementry centesimal depres-

sion and centesimal tension in all the foregoing tables, the constant

excess of the former is their first predominate feature; whence the cer-

tain conclusion that the ratio is not direct. But to arrive quicker at a

conclusion ofwhat it may be, let us view the position of the whole series

in diagram 6, PL XXII. Here the base line designates the hygrometric

tensions ./*-£-/ and the ordinates denote the corresponding centesimal

depressions D

—

d -f-D. If amid such a straggling and scattered nebula

it be allowable to trace a normal line, the curve D d will have a pre-

ference over any other. Pursuing its dubious course, it passes through

the two principal test groupes, upon which more dependence ought to

be placed than upon isolated comparisons with the dew-point in still air.

Now this line D d nearly coincides with the curve I suggested in

1829, from my Benares experiments, making H (orff,
-?f) follow the

ratio of D— d*
9

'
; or, calling D = 100, H = D—d '**

; in other
rar~

words, the centesimal tension is as the difference of the actual and the

maximum depression raised to the 1 .5th power ; a form obviously very

convenient to be worked by logarithms. This formula has been used

for constructing my general table ; and its errors may be judged of by

the last two columns of the preceding experiments : but it need by no

means supersede the elegant formula d = 87,/*

—

f1 when the table

is not at hand. The curve corresponding to the latter formula at 90°

is also entered in fig. 6. At lower temperature it will have less flexure.

On the same diagram I have traced the curve of the hair-hygro-

meter indications, both according to Gat Lussac's data and those of

my original plate in Brandb's Journal, on purpose to shew that the

depression curve passes between the two near^the summit :—it was

hence I derived the rule for correction of the rough maximum de-

pressions, (Table I. II.) by taking it in the direct ratio of the hair-

hygrometer indications : and the near accordance of the maxima so

deduced, with the observed maxima in dry air, is an additional testi-

mony in favor of the assumed parabolic curve.

It seems an unmerciful increase of the tax upon my reader's patience

to extend this train of comparison further : yet it would be hardly

fair to omit any thing that can tend to elucidate the subject or assist

future investigation : I will not, therefore, forego, through a false and

unphilosophical delicacy, the insertion of an abstract I had prepared

for my own satisfaction, of three years' comparative deductions from

the wet-bulb and hair-hygrometer. It detracts somewhat from its

value, that a constant index error of 4 degrees has to be substracted

from the readings of the hair-hygrometer during the period in ques-
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tion. This I only discovered on checking all the instruments, as is

my custom, before commencing the present experiments ; but the

hygrometer has been untouched daring the interval, and as its scale

embraces the 100 degrees with as much sensibility as when it was

constructed in 1825, there can be no hesitation in making the required

correction throughout. The extreme points of this instrument should

indeed be verified at least once in a year ; as the index point is, from

its delicate construction, easily shifted 2 or 3 degrees.

Tab. V.

—

Comparison of the monthly averages of the Wet-bulb depression,

and the Hair-hygrometer, for 3 years in Calcutta.

At 10 A. M. Tension, At 4 p.m. Tension,
Temp. D«p. Hyg. by Dep. by Hyg. Temp. Dep. Hyg. by Dep. bj Hyg.

Jan. 1833 68.0 8.4 81 .55 .61 72°4 11.6 74 .47 .49

1834 67.5 6.4 83 .64 .64 71.1 9.2 76 .53 .52

1835 67.8 8.0 80 .56 .59 70.7 11.5 70 .42 .43

Feb... 1 74.0 8.2 82 .60 .63 78.7 12.7 74 .44 .49

2 74.0 7.3 86 .64 .70 77.8 11.6 77 .48 .54

3 74.3 6.0 87 .70 .72 76.6 10.2 76 .52 .52

Mar... 1 83.5 9.8 81 .59 .59 89.2 17.3 66 .37 .43

2 82.3 7.5 86 .67 .68 86.7 12.2 76 .52 .52

3 79.8 8.3 85 .63 .66 83.6 13.0 70 .47 .44

April, 1 87.5 6.2 88 .75 .74 91.6 10.8 79 .60 .57

2 86.5 8.8 84 .65 .67 93.2 13.8 75 .52 .51

3 84.6 7.6 86 .68 .70 88.1 12.7 75 .52 .51

May, . 1 87.5 6.1 91 .75 .80 90.0 8.2 86 .67 .70

2 90.7 7.9 86 .69 .70 94.6 10.9 80 .58 .59

3 86.8 6.5 89 .74 .76 88.3 7.5 86 .79 ,70

June, . 1 90.5 6.4 88 .75 .74 92.8 8.1 82 .70 .66

2 87.0 4.8 91 .80 .80 87.8 6.1 90 .75 .78

3 86.1 5.6 87 .76 .72 87.4 6.9 85 .72 .68

Jnly, . 1 86.3 4.0 91 .83 .80 87.9 4.6 90 .83 .78

2 86.6 5.1 91 .80 .80 88.0 6.0 90 .76 .78

3 82.7 4.0 88 .77 .74 85.3 4.8 88 .80 .74

Aug... 1 85.0 4.1 92 .82 .82 86.8 4.9 89 .75 .76

2 85.1 4.2 92 , .82 .82 86.7 5.3 91 .78 .80

3 84.0 4.0 92 ,82 .82 85.0 4.3 91 .81 .80

Sept.. 1 86.3 4.4 91 .76 .80 88.3 5.5 88 .82 .74

2 85.9 4.9 92 .75 .82 86.4 5.9 91 .76 .80

3 83.7 4.8 91 .80 .80 85.0 6.8 89 .71 .76

Oct... 1 85.2 5.6 87 .76 .72 86.8 7.6 83 .69 .65

2 82 9 4.0 83 .82 .84 83.9 5.0 91 .79 .80

3 83.3 6.8 87 .71 .72 85.1 9.3 82 .61 .63

Not.. 1 79. 6.9 84 .69 .66 82.1 10.1 77 .57 .54

2 79.2 7.5 85 .66 .68 79.4 10.1 78 .55 .56

3 75.6 7.7 85 .64 .68 77.9 10.0 79 .55 .57

Dec.. 1 71.7 5.8 85 .70 .68 1 74.3 7.2 82 .65 .63

2 72.4 6.1 87 .67 .72 I
75.7 9.0 81 .57 .61

3 69.8 6.1 84 .68 .66
1

72.0 8.9 78 .55 .56

Means, 81.2 6.1 S6.8 .71 .72 |
83.8 8.9 81.5 .63 .63

The actual tension of vapour in inches, found by multiplying Dalton's

maximun tension of vapour at t by the percentage here given, is,
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5

at 81#. 2= 1.040 X .71 = .738 ;at 83°.8=1.128 X.63=. 711 (or .716 at 81*.2)

being at the two periods of the day, on an average, very nearly

equal ; though, relatively, the air is much drier in the afternoon.

A similar comparison to that afforded by the above table would

have been published with my journals for 1825-6 in the Philosophical

Transactions for 1827, had the registers been allowed to stand as

they were ; but the columns of aqueous tension were Btruck out,

although from the elaborate care I had taken in valuing the degrees

of my hair hygrometer they were entitled to some reliance. It is,

however, not worth while to republish them, as the wet-bulb instru-

ment was then situated outside and the hair hygrometer inside the

house*, and the two columns are not strictly comparable. One little

table, however, deduced from four years' daily experiments at Benares,

which was also suppressed at home, I think likely to prove useful, while

it bears directly on the wet-bulb theory, and exemplifies the truth of

the assumption of its immediate dependence on/'. This table shews

the actual evaporation in depth per month, as measured by a small

evaporameter suspended in the open air, for the opposite extremes of

the year. The instrument is described in the fifteenth volume of the

Asiatic Researches. I have collected on the left hand the observed

quantities, and have now inserted on the right the theoretical num-

bers which should express the ratio of evaporation. The results are

even more satisfactory than could have been anticipated ; and lead to

the following very simple rule to find the amount of evaporation

roughly in inches per diem. " Multiply the aqueous tension at the

wet-bulb temperature by the observed depression in degrees, and

divide by 34." Omitting the latter operation, the product will express

in round terms the evaporation per month in the open air, or in a

moderate breeze.

Tab. VI.

—

Rate of Evaporation and simultaneous depression observed at Benares,

• A*' Depres- Calculated

§ fission X daily era.
cfjo tension. Duration,

Months. Year. Temp,
of air.

t.

Wet-
bulb.
e

Depres- Obsvd.Eva-
sion, poration

d per month

Ditto
per
diem

o • v inches. inch.

mvtl fl823 88.0 68.9 19.1 13.9
ipru

and
ff*W

j 1824 93.1 71.8 21.3 11.9

1 1825 92.3 74.2 18.1 14.7
lay,

11826 90.4 69.8 20.7 15.1

Means 91.2 70.9 20.3 13.9 0.463

ri823 79.8 62.0 17.8 8.7

fm»«*lt
I 1824 81.4 66.5 13.8 6.7

larcn.
1 1825 75.1 64.7 11.4 4.0

1 1826 80.8 63.4 16.4 9.8

0.748 15.18 0.447

Means 79.4 64.1 15.3 7.3 0.243 0.599 8.16 0.240

• The Calcutta Oriental Magazine, 1827, contains the whole paper.

34
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r 1823 80.5 .78.2 2.3 2.3
July and 1824 85.6 82.1 3.5 2.6
August, 1825 86.9 81.3 4.6 4.4

.1826 84.4 80.8 3.6 3.6

Means 84.4 80.6 3.8 3.2

Decem-
ber and <

January,

[1823 60.1 55.7 4.4 2.3

1824 61.8 56.6 5.2 4.0

1825 63.5 58.3 5.2 5.6

J826 63.8 54.9 8.9 3.1

1 fcfeans 62.3 56.3 6.0 2.5

per. an.

The
whole

4

twelve

months.

1823 76.4 68.1 8.3 65.6
1824 80.0 71.2 8.8 60.5

1825 80.0 71.1 8.9 67.1

f *«f dx£
34

0.107 1.020 3.88 0.114

0.085 0.462 2.77 0.081

Means 78.9 70.1 8.7 64.4 0.179 0.729 6.34 0.186

permonth 5.37

I have, as yet, had no opportunity of applying the principle ascer-

tained from this table, to the circumstances of other places*.

§ 3.

—

Influence of the Barometer on the Wet-bulb depression.

All philosophers agree in rating the influence of atmospheric pres-

sure on depression as inversely proportional to the height of the

barometer; bo that when the depression under a pressure of 30

inches is known, it may immediately found for any other pressure by
30

multiplying c/into--» p being the observed height of the barometer.

That the evaporation increases with diminution of pressure nearly

in the above ratio, has been proved by various experiments ; and it

might confidently be anticipated, from the necessary connection be-

tween the evaporation and the refrigeration, (as exemplified in the

concluding table of my last section,) that the same law would prevail

in the depressions : but the only two experiments directed to this

point that I am acquainted with, lead to an opposite conclusion.

These were cited in my former paper : but as they are not accessible to

many readers, I will here repeat them. Mr. Daniell's experiment

will be found in Jour. Roy. Inst. XVII., and Mr. Anderson's in

Brewster's Cyclopedia, Art. Hygrometry.

Evaporation
in grains by

Danicll.
1.24

2.97
5.68
9*12

1592
2y.33
50.74

* Thfi tables now published by the astronomer at Madras will afford good

data ; but his mode of measurement must be first known, as his evaporations

seem doable of my own.

Barometric
pressure. Ratio.

30.4 1

15.2
17.6

3.9

1

1

1.9

.9

.5
Ti
l'»

Depression Incre- Depression Incre-

of wet-bulb ment. of wet-bulb ment.
by Danicll. by Anderson.

9 5
12 t3 9 t4
15 T3 13 +*
18 +3 18 •H
21 +>
24.5 i.1.6

26 + 1.5
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Now in these instances the evaporation certainly followed the in-

verse pressure law ; but the depression was made to receive only a con*

•tant arithmetical increment for each geometrical decrement of the

pressure ; in accordance with which I assumed that the proper correc-

tion for variation of pressure should be d ,— rather than d— ; and
s/p p

even this would require a different co-efficient to make it suit the two

cases quoted above. Under such an uncertainty as to the real amount

of this important correction, I was induced to direct a fresh series of

experiments to this particular object ; and as my results differ greatly

from what has preceded, it is incumbent on me to describe my process

a little in detail.

I first prescribed to myself the necessity of working with a current

of air as similar as might be to that of the maximum series, as with-

out such a precaution it would be impossible to ensure the permanent

hygrometric status of the air in contact with the wet-bulb. The

bell glass of an air-pump, under which I imagine the experiments of

Danibll and Anderson to have been conducted, could not possibly

fulfil this indispensable condition, since a partial halo of moisture

would encircle the bulb of their thermometer ;— nor do they appear

to have used a hair hygrometer to inform them how far this might be

the case. Mr. Danism, it is true had a dew-point instrument fitted

into the side of the glass receiver, but for slight aqueous tension this

instrument becomes wholly useless. The extent to which his air was

dried can be calculated pretty well from his own datum that the

depression at 50° was nine degrees, which by my table would indicate

centesimal tension '30 : or by Afjohn's formula
"~ '

'"r
'= -42

•357

in the latter case requiring a cold of 8 degrees, and in the former of

16, below the freezing point to produce deposition.

But to return to my own experiments :

—

In place of the short open glass tube connected with the gaso-

meter and glass balloon in which the wet-bulb was before exposed

to the current of air, (fig. 1,) a thin horizontal brass tube (fig. 7)
was substituted, having two lateral apertures for the admission

through corks, air-tight, of the dry and wet thermometer bulbs

(/, f). From the same brass tube descended a glass barometer tube

(p) into a reservoir of mercury, similar to the gage of an air-

pump, for marking the actual pressure close to the thermometers.

The other end of the tube was conducted by a flexible pipe F to the

receiver of an air-pump, where a continual vacuum could be kept up
by pumping without intermission during the course of an experiment*

3 H
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and by manoeuvring the stopcocks (k, kfj at the two ends of the brass

tube, the pressure could be maintained at any point, and the draft of

air regulated until the temperature of the wet-bulb had been satisfac-

torily ascertained.

Finding that the labour of working the pump was rather irksome

in a climate of 95°, I afterwards availed myself of the vacuum engine

of the coining-press room in the Mint to relieve me from this duty.

In the pipe leading from the twelve recoil-pumps of the presses a

vacuum of about (or rather 30—27) inches is constantly maintained

by the steam engine, so that by adapting the tube F to this with a

stopcock, I was enabled to regulate the pressure, and prolong each

interval with the utmost ease and comfort.

It will be seen from the table of experiments below, that by em-

ploying a current of dry air the freezing point was readily attained

under a pressure of 7J inches, while the dry thermometer, only one

inch from it, marked 92° : whereas all who have tried Lbslib's pro-

cess for freezing have found it exceedingly difficult in the hot weather

of this country to produce ice with a vacuum nearly perfect. The

reason has been already explained : in the latter case the partially

moist atmosphere arrests the progress of refrigeration ; whereas in the

latter, the vapour rising from the evaporating surface is continually

removed ;—it is, in fact, like sitting under a punkah or without it, an

illustration that requires no comment to an Indian reader ! Of such

influence is the motion of the air in the experiment, that, as will be

seen presently, a cold much below the freezing point may be attained

under a pressure of 4£ inches, with common air at 92° containing six-

tenths of its vapour of saturation (dew-point = 75#
) and without the

aid of sulphuric acid, or any other artificial means of previously drying

it ! This unexpected result opens a wide field for speculation as to the

possibility of modifying the apparatus of Leslib for the artificial

production of ice ; and I hope, when leisure permits, to resume the

thread of this collateral and highly interesting discovery. The nature

of the problem teaches us d priori, that if a temperature of 20° can be

attained under a pressure of 4£ inches, the cold at two inches ought

to be many degrees below zero of Fahrenheit's scale !

Out of four experiments made with the air-pump, and eight with the

Mint vacuum engine, it will be sufficient, after quoting the numerical

results of the whole, and referring to the accompanying diagram

(PI. XXII. fig. 10.) for a comprehensive view of their general bearing,

to select two or three of the most regular examples for analytical dis-

cussion.
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Tab. VII.—Depressions under diminished pressure.

Temp. Hjg. Temp, of wet-bulb, under i pressure of

of air. teoi. 30. 99.5 15. 7*5 8.0 6.5 5.0 in.

o o o o

84.0 .18 61.0 .

,

56*0 48.

84.7 .18 ,

.

.

.

51.0 .,

84.4 .18 69.0 67.0 50.3 39.0
87.8 .18 64.3 55.0 49*0 36.0

88.5 .75 81.8 76.4«9.0 48.0 .. 39.0

92.1 .19 64.? 60.1 59.9 31.0 24.0 90.0 18.0

91.0 .00 58.3 64.4 48.7 30.0 90.4 18.6

91.0 .03? .. 65. 53.9 ,

,

25.7 90.0
93.3 .05 79.1 76.1 59« .. .. ..

| 99.0 1 .01 59.6 63.9 56.3 38.5 .. 36.4 90.0

1. Expt. with air pump, air

dried by Sul. Ae. 1.48,

9. Ditto, corks fitted closer,

3. Brass tube, better fitted,

4. Ditto, careful expt
6. Common air, in Mint vac.

tube; dew-point 79*.6,

6. Partially dried, aair-hyf

.

in balloon a*. 34,
7. Nearly dry air ; hyr. ]*,.

.

7J. Partly dried ;hyg. 19? ..

8. Hygrom. variable, •. 90.

.

9. Dry air; hyg. 9*
f

The last experiment is evidently ejected with some accidental

error, since the depression is less at 22.5 inches than at 30. I ima-

gine the external air was admitted through an unobserved leakage of

the tube, or a drop of water may have fallen in the tube, and thus

moistened the air before it reached the wet-bulb.

I now detached the gasometer and balloon, and admitted the air of

the room directly into the tube at stopcock k (fig. 8) keeping up a pro-

longed current at intervals of every two inches of pressure from 30.0

upwards to 5 inches, and then descending in the same manner : taking

care to wet the thermometer from time to time as its water evaporat-

ed. In ascending the scale I regulated the pressures in the barome-

ter-gage principally by manoeuvring the stopcock (k') next to the

vacuum pipe, the orifice at k remaining constant : whereas in de-

scending, I allowed k to remain untouched while I brought the

gage to the desired point by gradually opening the outer stop-

cock k.

The effect of this will be understood on viewing the apparatus : the

current of air was considerably stronger in the last case than in the

first, and in consequence the depressions are somewhat greater. To

this it must be added, that in the ascending scale the depressions

will tend to lag below their full amount, while in descending they will

err in an opposite sense ; all of which is well exhibited in dotted curves

numbered 10, 11 of diagram 10. The mean of the two series (marked

by a plain line on the diagram) may be assumed as a good foundation

for the analysis we have proposed.

Experiments 10 and 11, on depressions under diminished pressure.

Temperature of the room 92°.2 ; dew-point 74°.8 = centesimal tension .58

Hair-hygrometer, 79 = ditto .57

3 h 2
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Barom.
pret-
nire

Inches.

Ascend
Temp i

of air.

ing series.

Wet- Wet-
bulb, bulb.

Descending
Wet Wet-

bulb, bulb.

series.

Temp,
of air.

1*1

%
Mean 1

depres-
sion ob-

Calcu-
lated
depres-
sion- 30

1 9 3 4 aJ served. dXF
"~

~

• • • • •

30 92.7 80.4 82.0 rewetted) 80.5 93.0 11.7 130 12 12.

58 79.7 80.8 79.2 12.6 14.3 13.1 12.9

26 92.9 78.0 80.0 rewetted 76.8 79.2 13.9 15.

5

14.6 14.0

94 77.8 74.7 75.2 15.0 18.0 17.0 15.0

92 92.7 7S.4 (rewetted 72.4 73.8 16.4 20.4 19.1 16.4

20 73.0 70.2 19.8j 23.3 21.5 18.0

18 70.3 66.9 22.5 26.6 24.5 20.0

16 67.7 64.2 24.2 29.3 26.8 22.5

14 93.0 64.0 61.2 29. 32.3 30.6 35.7

12 60.0 57.4 33. 36.1 34.6 20.0

10 54.9 (rewetted 84.6 63.8 93.2 38.1 39.7 38.9 36.0

8 48.3 47.3 93.2 44.7 45.9 45.3 45.0

6 38.0 38.8 99.5 55.0 53.7 53.1 60.0

8 31.0 30.8 91.6 62.0 60.8 61.4 72.0

4.4 rewetted 23.7 89.8 66.1 66.1 81.8

At the first glance towards the final columns of this table, one might

at first be led to exclaim, upon the wonderful accordance between theo-

ry and fact ! The ascending series, especially, agrees exactly with the

calculation in several points, and does not diverge materially until the

pressure falls to six inches, far beyond the reach of any likely contin-

gency within our observance.

But all this seeminglyagreeable coincidence is, in a measure, delusory.

The effect is compounded of two different influences—I, the rarefac-

tion ; and 2, the diminution of humidity which is consequent thereon.

We know from our second section of experiments how to appreciate

this latter disturbing cause, and so isolate the reduction of tempera-

ture due to the diminished pressure alone ; but the prior experiments

give us an opportunity of estimating it in a more direct manner.

Thus, taking experiment 7, we have the following data : the temper-

ature being 91°. Fahrenheit. The fourth column contains the hypo-

thetical depressions on the supposition of the inverse-pressure ratio.

Barometrical Depression Increment Theoretical Increment Calculat-
pressure in dry air. observed. depression.

P

ed co-effi-

inches. D d—d d»*L cient.

o A p 8 A-r*
30.0 32.7 32.7

27.5 35.6 + 2.9 43.6 + 10.9 .27

15.0 42.3 + 9.6 65.4 + 32.7 .29

7.6 61.0 + 28.3 130.8 + 98.1 .29

6.0 70.8 + 30.1 165.5 + 132.8 .23

5.5 72.1 -f 39.4 176.5 + 143.8 .27

5.4 72.8 -f 40.1 179.8 + 147.1 .27

The rate of increment observed, it will be remarked, here invariably

falls short of the calculated rate in the fifth column, but it bears al-

ways the same proportion to it, about one-third ; as shewn in the

sixth column : therefore in this example the law of the inverse pres-

sures holds good relatively, but it requires a co- efficient to reduce the

absolute amount. Thus, the maximum depression in dry air at any
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pressure will, by the experiment, be equal to d + .27 f rf
"~jT"-

rf

J

instead of d + f d 1?— d \ (or simply dT^ ). I will not seek to en-

quire the cause of this deviation from theory ; or whether it be pecu-

liar to the form of apparatus I employed ; or whether the effect will

be constant under all circumstances :—I will merely suggest that the

supply of heat from extraneous sources—the brass tube (only half inch

diam.) radiation, Ac. could not foil to reduce the cooling effect of the

mere current of air ; and here we have the measure of their united

disturbing power, which it is satisfactory to find constant throughout.

Let us now see whether the same constancy can be traced in the more

elaborate experiment with common air (10-1 1 .) The first thing neces-

sary is to calculate the percentage of moisture for each step. Now, as

under 30 inches the centesimal tension was found to be '58 by the

dew-point, and as no source of fresh supply was at hand, the tension

at any other pressure should be directly as the pressure, or inversely as

the volume ; since it is evident that a double space, for instance, will

require twice as much aqueous vapour to bring it to a given state of

humidity; the aqueous tension, therefore,will be '58 X gjj- for this

series of experiments. Again, from our table of depressions, (from the

diagram or from the formula) can be obtained, with the reading at

these variable states of humidity, the depression either in dry air or

in air of the initial tension '58. I have, in fact, given both in the fol-

lowing table, and have set in the three last columns the calculated de-

pressions by the expression just found ofd+ .27 f ——— <f

)

Tab. VIII.

—

Experiment 10-11, reduced to a constant hygrometric state.

Barometer.

inches.

30
28
26
24
22
20
18
16
14

12
10
8
6
5

4.4

Cento*. Tabular Observ- Deduced Deduced
|

aqueous centesi- ed de- depres- depression
for dry

Calculated Calculated Calculated
tension mal do* pression sion for depression depression depression
caJc predion variable

a-
1-- sir, D- for rmiis- for aq. tens. for dry sir.

HX
-sr

corres- sq. tens. dx^ Mesq. tens. M
ponding

T d d x- of second
column.

Q o o o o

.58 32 12.0 12.0 37.5 12. 12.0 37,5

.54 34 13.1 12.2 38.2 13.1 12.3 38.2

.50 37 14.6 12.5 39.0 14.5 12.6 39.1

.46 42 17.0 12.8 40.1 17.0 12.8 40.1

.42 44 19.1 13.8 43.3 18.2 13.3 41.4

.39 47 21.5 14.7 46.0 20.1 13.7 42.8

.35 50 24.5 15.7 49.0 22.3 14.3 44.6

.31 54 26.8 15.9 49.8 25.6 15.0 47.4

.27 58 30.6 16,9 52.7 28.8 15.9 49.7

.23 62 34.5 178 55.5 33.2 17.1 53.5

.19 66 38.9 18.6 58.2 39.2 18.7 58.9

.15 72 45.3 20.2 63.3 49.4 19.4 69.6

.11 76 53.1 22.3 69.8 63.0 25.7 80.4
.096 7% 61.4 25.1 78.5 71.0 29.1 91.0
.085 79 66.1 26.7 83.5 78.0 34.8 99.6
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With exception of the four lowermost entries, the three middle (or

observed) columns of this table accord wonderfully well with the three

last, which are calculated by the formula above given multiplied into

T, (the tabular cent, dep.) ; which is variable in the first of them,

(that of the experiments ;) is equal to *32 for the case of humidity

•58 ; and is of course = for the final case, of extreme dryness.

Were we to suppose that the dryness of the air did not mount higher

than * 1 8 (second column) from some unperceived cause, the calculated

depressions would suit equally well from beginning to end ; and it

must be remembered that any disturbing force will be much more

felt in the low pressures. Moreover, it can hardly be expected that the

depression should continue to follow the same law, after the evaporat-

ing surface has congealed into ice. Had the ascending series of de-

pressions only been used, instead of the mean, the accordance would

have been greater towards the middle of the scale.

It is hardly necessary to analyse any more of the present series,

after ascertaining that the same co-efficient is equally applicable to

dry and wet air. We may therefore proceed at once to the conclu-

sion, that the depression of the wet-bulb thermometer, ceteris paribus,

varies inversely as the barometric pressure, the actual variation being for

every case twenty-seven hundredths of the calculated variation.

§ 4

—

Depressions under augmented barometric pressure.

It would perhaps have been better to have preceded the last enun-

ciation, by a description of the experiments included under this head,

since they obviously form part of the same series, and must be go-

verned by the same law. They need not detain us many minutes.

The modification of apparatus now employed is depicted in fig. 9.

Between the gasometer and the brass tube furnished with the two

thermometers was introduced a condensed air blow-pipe ; while at

the other extremity near the discharge cock k, was adapted a syphon

barometer capable of shewing an increase of pressure up to + 12 inches.

By keeping up the action of the pump with the discharge cock more

or less open, a current of condensed air could be maintained at any

pressure until the readings of the wet-bulb became stationary ; for, as

before stated, it was upon the current only that reliance could be

placed ; and my endeavour was always to maintain the same rapidity

in the passage of the air, although small variations in this particular

do not, and ought not, to produce any sensible error.

Not having used a hygrometer in this series, I trust to the de-

pression itself (at 30 inches) to supply the datum of the humidity ;

and here of course, under condensation, the moisture increases directly
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with the pressure. On the diagram this is very conspicuous in figs.

13, 14 ; and as the air approaches dryness, the line formed will be seen

amalgamating with the curvature of the former experiments.

Tab. IX.

—

Depression* under increased pressure.

Barom.
pw-
tan.

incba.

30
33
36
42

First Experiment.

Temp. Depree- Hum-
air, don. idity,

93.5 23.5 .24

21.5
19.5

.29

.34

Second Experiment Third Experiment.

Temp. Deprei- Hum- Temp. Depres* Hum-
air, lion, idity. air. lion, idity.

o o o o

93.5 23.7 .24 85.0 24.0 .15

93.6 20.9 .26 —
93.8 17.8 .29 14.0 .18

94.3 15.5 .34 85.2 11.4 .21

Fourth experiment.

Temp. Depret-Hum-
air. «ioo. idity.

86.4 26.8 .10

22.8
20.7

.12

.14

In the last experiment the air was maintained for a long time at

each pressure, whence its results are perhaps entitled to greater con-

fidence than the rest. The direct theoretical depressions, d x —
P

would be 26\8, 22°.3, and 19°. 1, which corrected by the co-efficient

before found, would become 26°.8, 25°.6, and 24°.7 ; these again

would have to be diminished for the altered humidity to 26.8, 24*5,

and 22.8; still, however, differing materially from the experiment,

which 1 attribute to the difficulty of keeping up a sufficient draft at

the high pressures, in consequence of which the humidity is not fairly

estimated.

If we examine the first experiment we shall have,

The direct geometrical depressions, 23.5 19.6 16.8

These modified by co-efficient, .27 23.5 22.4 21.7

Corrected to the incipient state of humidity will be, 23.5 20.0 18.1

The observed depressions being in this case, 23.5 21.5 19.5

nearly midway between the modified and the corrected numbers, and

as much above the latter as they were below them in experiment

4,—so it will be not unreasonable to conclude that our formula would

hold good for augmented depressions, if proper care were taken in

conducting them.

We have now examined every case of depression that can be ex-

perienced in common air, and we may finally sum up this lengthy

investigation by uniting the members of the formula, that it may com-

prehend both changes of humidity and changes of atmospheric pres-

sure thus :

—

d = 84/—/* + .27 ( 12? —A
The latter member of the equation may be converted into a table

of multipliers for heights of the barometer other than SO, which will

leave the table I have appended to the present paper applicable to all
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circumstances that can occur. The rule for its use will be given in

the proper place.

§ 5.

—

Depression of wet-bulb in other gaseous media.

It has been seen that the theory of the wet-bulb thermometer is

entirely based on the relation of the specific heats, or capacities, of

water, of vapour, and of air. It may be made therefore to furnish an

unexceptionable and easy method of solving the much-contested ques-

tion of the relative capacity of different gaseous fluids, by substituting

any of the latter for common air in the experimental determination of

the depression.

By Gat Lussac's formula we perceive that the depression varies

precisely in the inverse ratio of the air's capacity, c (see p. 405.)

Apjohn's formula is based on the same datum ; thus the specific heat of

vapour at 50° being 1129 (= 967 + 212— 50) ; that of water being

1 ; and that of air c = 0.267 ;
" one part of air in cooling through d

degrees will raise the temperature of 0.267 part water through the

same number, and will consequently be adequate to vaporize a quan-

tity of water represented by
g9

'

' Now, as *267 d (= c d) is a

constant quantity, any change in the value of c must affect d in an

c d
opposite or inverse sense, that is & = —, d' being the depression ob-

d?

served in other medium than common air.

As most likely to exhibit any difference of specific heat, and without

reference to any prior determination of the question, I selected two

gases, hydrogen and carbonic acid, as far at variance in essential points

as could be wished, and proceeded with them exactly as had been

done with ordinary air. On account of the mode of preparing the

two gases by distillation through a water-trough, they entered the

gasometer surcharged with moisture : and, as noticed below, even

after being well dried by the acid in the chamber, they took up mois-

ture from the discharge-pipe on their passage to the wet-bulb. I

could only approximative^ remedy this evil by immediately filling in

common air, and finding how much moisture the latter also absorbed

in its passage. The error was of course less, if at all, perceptible at

the high temperatures, and in a fresh series of experiments it was

obviated by the introduction of my tell-tale hair hygrometer.

Wishing to save the gas, it was made to pass into another gasome-

ter instead of into the open air ; on which account the current both of

hydrogen and of carbonic acid passed more slowly through the steam-

heated tube than the air had done, and their temperature only rose

to 160 and 170, in lieu of 180 and even 190 as at first. Here, follow
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the readings which were considered as coincident, hut, as before, there

was difficulty in keeping the dry thermometer stationary,

Tab. X.—Deprettiont with Hydrogen gat. FirH 8eriee.

Tabular de-

Therm. Wet- Deprea- Hygro- Tendon prewion In Ratio,

in air. bulb. aion. meter, centesimal. dry air.

o o o d—-n
1. Through ateam pipe, 92.0 67.8 24.2 — ? 37.1

2. Ditto, iteam on, .. 160.0 83.2 76.8 — nearly dry. 81.5 .94

3. Ditto, ditto, 137.0 76.4 60.6 — ditto. 65.3 .93

4. Ditto, cold, 93.8 67.5 26.3 44? .17? 38.1

The hydrogen of the gasometer in the first two experiments was

supposed to he dry, but it was found that it acquired moisture in pass-

ing through the pipes, which had been moistened by the distillation

of the hydrogen ; the amount of error was estimated by filling com-

mon air in, and finding how much its depression differed from the full

rate. The gas of 3, and 4 was passed out into a vessel containing

the hair hygrometer ; but still no great confidence was placed in the

series, and on two subsequent days fresh gas was prepared.

Second 8eriet.

5. Protracted current of hydrogen gas,.. 85.4 60.0 25.4

6. Common air treated exactly in the

same manner, 90.6 59.0 31.6 = 29.1 at 85-4

Ratio of 29M to 25°.4 as 1.00 to .87

This was still unsatisfactory, as there was no mode of testing the

hygrometric state of the gas : I now therefore fitted the glass cham-

ber enclosing the hair hygrometer, (as in fig. 1) and took the follow-

ing readings after intervals of a day each.

Calc Maxim. Depress >

in in Ratio.
t ¥ 4 k Hydrogen. Atm. air. i-i-D

7. Hydrogen, current, 87.8 60.5 27.3 8 29.5 34.8 .84

8. Ditto, full draft, . . 88.0 59.7 28.3 5 29.8 34.9 .86

9. Ditto, ditto 84.0 57.1 26.9 4 28.0 32.8 .85

10. Ditto, ditto, 88.5 58.5 30.0 4 31.2 35.2 .88

11. Common air 87.0 54.8 32.2 4? 33.5 34.4

12. Ditto, 83.1 52.1 32.0 2 32.6 32.4

Still a fourth series was thought necessary ; and in this all access

of moisture to the tubes being prevented by passing the gas over

sulphuric acid before it entered the gasometer, and leaving it for a

week to dry thoroughly, the hair hygrometer marked extreme siccity :

precaution was also taken to cool the wet-bulb with ice below the de-

pression point, before inserting it in the tube.

fourth Series, Hydrogen gat.

t V d h. O 4-7-9
13. Full draft,.... 86.7 58.5 28.2 34.2 .82

14. Ditto, 85.0 57.4 27.6 33.4 .83

16. Ditto, 82.8 56.5 26.3 32.2 .81

3 X
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This fourth series, on which every care was bestowed to ensure accu-

racy, confirming as it does the ratio of the prior experiments, certainly

tends to prove that hydrogen produces a less depression than common
air in the proportion of 82 to 100 ; and consequently that the specific

heat of this gas for equal volumes should be 1 .22, that of atmospheric

air being 1

.

Tab. XI.

—

Deprestion* with Carbonic Acid.
Temp. Wet- Depre*- Hair Tabular

air. bulb. lion. bygr. depression Ratio.
t f & for dry air. d

1. Current through ° o O D TJ
steam pipe, .. 91.7 66.2 25.5 (acquired moisture .20 ?) 36.3 ?

2. Do. steam on, 161.0 85.0 76.0 Nearly dry? 82.2 \
78.5 ditto, 81.5 J

.94
3. Do.quicker draft, 160.0 81.5

4. Common air, . . 86.8 60.8 26.0 34.3

The experiment with common air shews that the passages still im-

parted moisture to the amount of full '12, and therefore vitiated the

result as with hydrogen. The trial was renewed with the precaution

of employing the hair hygrometer. * d D <*-=-*

5. Short glass tube, 83.6 55.0 28.6 5 Corrected 30.1 32.6 .92

6. Ditto, 86.2 55.2 31.0 3 for dry 32.0 34.0 .94

7. Ditto, 83.7 53.6 30.0 3 air or 31.0 32.6 .95

8. Common air,.... 88.2 54.5 33.7 3 max. dep. 34.8 35.0

Here again the depression in carbonic acid gas is proved to be

94 hundredths of that in common air, whence the specific heat of

this gas should turn out 1 .06, air being 1 .00. A third series was taken

:

8. Well dried, .. 88.7 56.2 32.5 32.5 35.3 91

9. Ditto, 84.8 55.1 29.7 0.5 29.9 33.2 90
10. Ditto 89.6 57.2 32.4 1 32.8 35.8 90

In the last three experiments which were made with the precautions

I have described, in the hydrogen experiments, (13-15) a little of the

latter gas was mixed di th) with the carbonic acid ; while in experi-

ments 6, 7, common air may have been present to the same extent.

We may therefore assume the maximum depression in dry carbonic

acid to be about 92 per cent, of that in atmospheric air; and its spec,

heat = 1087.

Although these unexpected results are supported by their great

uniformity, I still feel hesitation in inviting for them the implicit con-

fidence of chemists, in opposition to the very opposite conclusions of

other experimenters. Had the specific heat of one gas proved in de-

fect and the other in excess, it would have been more consonant with

the analogy of their specific gravity,—but that two gases so strongly

contrasted, should both err, on the same side, I own to be plausible

evidence against me. Still I hardly think that the 8 per cent, discre-

pancy in the carbonic acid experiments is within the limits of experi-

mental error ; and the 18 per cent, of the hydrogen is certainly more

than- 1 am willing to allow to be attributable to such a cause.
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At any rate it must be conceded that the method itself possesses

superior facility to the process of De la Roche and Bbrard*, also fol-

lowed by HATCRAFTf, or to that more recently followed by my friends

Messrs. F. Marcrt and Dr la Rivr of Geneva?.

It may be as well to recite the conflicting values arrived at by

these and other authors, including M. Dulono§, whose mode of in-

vestigation by the velocity of sonorous vibrations in the respective

gases, was most ingenious in itself, and perhaps better entitled to

respect than any other.

Tab. XII.— Specific heat ofgaeeoue bodies by volume, under constant prenure.
By wet-bulb
depression.

Atmospheric air,

Oxygen
Hydrogen, ....

Nitrogen,

Carbonic Acid, .

Carbnrett. Hyd.
Carbonic oxide,

Nitrous gas, ..

By De la Roche By Haycraft
and Berard.

1,000 1,000
976 1,000

903 1,000

1,000 1,000

1,258 1,000

1,553 - 1,060

1,034 —
1,350 —

By Marcet
and De la Eire.

1,000

1,000
1,000

1,000
1,000

1,000
1,000

1,000

By DuLong

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,175

1,531

1,000

1,160

1,000

1,220

1,087

Notwithstanding the tendency of my own experiments, every one

must feel a prejudice on a view of this table in favor of the conclusions

of the English and the Genevese philosophers ; namely, that all

the gases have the same specific heat.

In such case however it will be necessary to assign some other

cause for the indubitable results above given, or our judgment must be

suspended, until a careful repetition of similar experiments may deter-

mine the conditions with other gases, and lead to some definite con-

clusions for the whole of this most interesting question.

§ 5 A few illustrations of the wet-bulb theory.

My paper has expanded to such a formidable length, that I am
loath to burthen it with many " last words :" yet I cannot refrain

from pointing out an instance or two of practical application, and

shewing that d and/* are as important elements in the play of mete-

orological phenomena as the dew-point itself, and require equally to

be studied by naturalists.

1. The Baron Huoel remarked, that ice was formed in Cashmfr

with the thermometer at 44°|| at an elevation of 15,000 feet : whence

'

he concluded that the freezing point rose as the boiling point fell.

This startling paradox is now readily explained : the air of the plains is

dry enough at all times in those latitudes :—it becomes relatively drier

in expanding on the mountains, while the depression simultaneously

* Annates de Chimie, lxxxv. 126.

X Ditto 1829, xxxt. 5.

|| See J. A. S. vol. . p. 186.

3x2

f Annales de Chimie, xxvi. 298.

§ Ditto, xli. 113.
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(d 30 .)
increases. When t = 44°, D = 15.5 which + .27 \-rzrz — d/ for

16.8

15,000 feet, = 18.5, so that if the air were already charged with a

third of its saturating quantity of vapour, the depression of 13 degrees

would still cool a surface of water below the freezing point.

Gat Luesac points out a similar fact noted on Svussurb's ascent of

Mont Blanc. " En faisant tourner sur le Col du giant un thermome*-

tre dont la boule e*tait enveloppee d' une eponge, il a obtenu un refroi-

dissement de 9°.3 C (16°. 7 Farh.) au dessous de la temperature de

Fair qui e*tait de 10°. 1 (50°. 2 F.) ainsi V evaporation peut concourir

avec le rayonnement pour determiner la congelation de l'eau a la

surface de* la terre, dans un air dont la temperature serait de plusieurt

degres au-dessus de zero*."

2. The formation of hail is readily explained on the same princi-

ple. The drops of water passing through a stratum of very attenuated

dry air, perhaps even warmer than the saturated cloud they have

quitted, are cooled to congelation—nay, most likely much below

it, since they are not remelted in their onward progress to the earth,

but are apparently enlarged by deposition of fresh moisture. Hail is

seldom observed to fall in damp weather.

Thus also, frozen clouds (cirri) may be found at elevations in the

air much lower than would belong by theory to a temperature of 32°,

and their dissipation while still in a frozen state, is also accounted for.

3. The increase of rain drops as they approach the earth has been

satisfactorily proved to originate in the deposit of atmospheric mois-

ture on their surface, cooled below the dew-point temperature.

4. Why is .not the air at sea always surcharged with moisture ?

The actual tension of vapour in the air does not depend on t but t' :

now the bulk of the ocean maintains an uniform temperature, in

general a few degrees below that of the air in the day time :f there-

fore being then always less than /, saturation cannot take place,

however much water may be present. But there is another reason ;

salt-water has a lower tension than pure water ; that is, were it

heated to t, its tension would not be /. It boils at 213£ (?) in lieu of

212°, which reduces its tension about one part in 40—and the same

proportion will hold good, on Dalton's hypothesis, for lower temper-

atures. In clear nights the air on ship board must always be fully

charged with moisture, and hence the heavy dew on deck.

5. An analogous explanation can be given of the curious fact

observed by M. Clement in 1821ft that if a thermometer bulb coated

with lint be dipped in a saturated solution of any salt (or the salt in

powder) and be held in aqueous vapour of 212°, it will acquire itself

* Annales de Chimic, xxi. 92. f Urb's Chemical Dictionary, p. 284.
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a higher temperature, equal to what would be the boiling point of a

similar solution. Here the saline solution at 212° cannot support

a tension of/* (=30 in.) ; deposition therefore takes place with conse-

quent disengagement of latent heat, until the tension of the salt at

t + x finds itself in equilibrio, or = 30 inches*.

6. Perkins has observed, that when water is thrown upon a heated

metal not visibly red, it flashes into steam suddenly : but when placed

upon iron, silver or gold at a much higher heat, it takes a considerable

time to evaporate. Here would seem to be an indication that at or

about 1200 Farh. the evaporation point gradually rises to exactly

212o, and that beyond this it becomes negative, or, the depression

becomes so great that it falls below the boiling pointf.

This is surely a more rational explanation than Perkins's, who
supposed the liquid to be prevented from evaporating from the enor-

mous pressure on its surface :—how could such a false equilibrium hold

with free space around for the vapour to expand into ?

Many other illustrations might be brought forward, but I forbear

from exhausting the patience of my readers, and will here conclude

with the tables for the depression of the wet-bulb at temperatures from

30° to 180o under the constant pressure of 30 inches. For other states

of the barometer the small table below will be found sufficient, until

my friends in Nepal, Dehra Dun, or the Nilgiris may furnish better

data for its correction.

Tablb of Multipliers, to convert the following Tabular Depressions at 30

inches f1-000) »*'o the depressions at any other pressure of the atmosphere.

Baiome- Density of Multlpli
ter the air. er

inches, e. l+jjp^ra

29*5

290
28-5

280
27-5

27-0

26-5

260
25-5

25-0

101ft
1*034

1053
1-071

1091
1111
1132
1-154

1-176

1-200

1-004

1-009
1-014

1*019

1*025

1*030
1-036

1 042
1*048

1*054

Barome- Density of Multipli-
er the air. er

inches. e. ^.27^

24-5

24*0

23*5

23-0

22-5

220
21-5

210
205
20-0

1-224

1-250

1-277

1-304

1-333
1-361

1-395

1-428

1-463

1-500

1-060

1067
1-075

1-082

1-090

1-098

1107
1115
1125
1135

Barome- Density of Multipli-
ter the air. er

inches. e. l+.27e^l

19*5

190
18*5

18-0

17-5

17-0

16-5

160
15-5

150

1-538

1-579
1-621

1-666

1-720

1-765

1-818

1-875

1-935

2-000

1145
1156
1168
1-180

1-194

1*206

1-221

1-236

1-252

1-270

Noth.—When the depression in attenuated air has been observed, divide it by
the multipliers here given, before entering the table following to find the aqueous
tension.

* A new source of error in the wet-bulb is hence suggested, in the substance

with which the bulb is coated :—flannel, linen, and cotton may have different

hygrometric affections. This is a fit subject for inquiry.

f The very slight modification required in the theoretical curve of depressions,

to produce the effect alluded to in the text, is shewn by a dotted line in Fig. 5 of

PI. XXI. Apjohn's temperature of evaporation only reaches 212° at 2800°.

Leslie's at 2600° ; beyond which it would continue to rise.
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VI.

—

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, 3rd August, 1836.

The Honorable Sir Edward Ryan, President, in the chair.

Mr. W. Spikrs, proposed at the last meeting, was bailotted for, and

duly elected a Member of the Society.

Mr. Conductor Dawe, of the Delhi Canal Establishment, proposed at

the last meeting, was, upon the favorable report of the Committee of

Papers, elected an associate member.

Mekhara Meno, uncle of the present King of Ava, acknowledged his

election as an honorary member in a Bengali letter, of which the follow.

ing is a literal translation :

—

Mekhara Ra'ja to the learned Member* of the A$iatic Society of Calcutta,

command*.

I am informed of the contents of the letter from tbit learned body, and of
the honor they have done to me. Bat so difficult ii the attainment of know-
ledge, that I can by no means hold myself worthy of such a distinction. The
progress of knowledge may be likened to the ascent of a lofty mountain,—he
that attains the summit will gain the first glimpse of the rising sun, then he in

the centre, while yet it is bidden from the crowd at the base. The sun is to

them a thing entirely imperceptible. Afterwards, when the solar orb declines, it

still remains visible and palpable to him who has surmounted the hill, while the
others have a partial and fading remembrance of its glory. Thus are there
gradations in the acquirement and appreciation of learning, and there is no limit

to its increase, nor can any thing compare with its excellence.

The enjoyments of worldly life are finite, and afford little variety—riches bring
satiety ; but there is no satiety in knowledge. Every day brings novel food to

the mind, and only whets the appetite for more. I do not then think myself
learned, but it is a law of nature that the bulk of each species should remain on
an equality, whether man, beast, reptile, tree, or laud itself—and hold social

commune with its fellows.

My name has been inserted in the list of the learned men—I am glad to hear
it, for the mind that cannot traverse alone the field of knowledge ; in company
of judicious guides, may derive instruction and advantage at every step. I shall

know what I have not known—hear what I have not heard. All my doubts may
be explained, my conjectures certified :—therefore am I filled with joy, for 1

would have my ignorance enlightened.

Should the Society wish to know any thing relative to the Burmese literature

of my country, I will do my utmost to supply every information.

As the learned members are acquainted with various languages, I have caused
this letter to be written in the PAH language* and in the Bengali character.

The Secretary read the following reply from Government to the appli-

cation made, in conformity with the resolution of the last meeting, on the

subject of the publication of the Cochin Chinese Dictionary.

To Jambs Prinbep, Esq.
Genl. Dept. Secretary to the Atiatic Society,

Sir,

I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated the 11th in-

stant, and in reply to state that the Right Honorable the Governor General of

India in Council will be prepared to sanction an expense of 5,500 rupees to be

incurred in printing a Cochin Chinese Dictionary by Lithography in the manner

• The letter contains an admixture of PA*H words, but the substance is in Bengali,

and is evidently a very imperfect rendering of the author's expressions by a Bengali

writer*.

3 L
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proposed by the author ; bat his Lordship would prefer much, that in order to

make the work accessible to seafaring persons and traders as well as to the

learned, the explanation shonld be given in English as well as in Latin, and

that a Vocabulary rendering the common English worda into Cochin Chinese

should be added to the volume.
.

2. His Lordship would hope that by compressing the writing in the page

which is rather wide in the specimens transmitted, these additions could be

brought nearly within the same compass so as to occasion very little additional

3. The specimen which accompanied your letter is herewith returned.

I am, &c.
H. T. PRINSEP,

Council Chamber, the 20th July, 1836. Secy, to Govt.

In consequence of the above suggestions, the Secretary had, in consul-

tation with the author, returned the following reply :—

To H. T. Puinskp, Esq.

Secretary to the Government of India, Gent. Dept.

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated the 20th

July laat, communicating the acquiescence of the Right Honorable the Go-

vernor General of India in Council to the proposition submitted by myself, on

the part of the Asiatic Society, and of the most Rev. the Bishop of Issuropolts,

for the publication of a Cochin Chinese Dictionary in lithography at an

expense not exceeding 5,500 rupees.

I have accordingly placed myself in communication with the author, with a

view to arrange the preliminaries without loss of time, as well as to provide for

the modifications recommended by bis Lordship in Council.

The Bishop is of opinion that the addition of a column of English meanings

to the Dictionary in its present form would involve a very serious increase of

labour in passing it through the press ; it woold also augment the bulk of the

work very considerably ; while a very large portion of the words and explana-

tions connected with litersry and abstract terms would be of no utility whatever

to the commercial class or to seafaring persons.

The object contemplated by his Lordship in Council may, he thinks, be sup-

plied with more facility by the addition of a Supplementary Vocabulary con-

taining all the most common words, which might also be published in a

detached form for the use of mariners and traders.

This Vocabulary the author undertakes to draw up in the English, French, and

Anamitan tongues, during the progress of the publication ; and precaution has

been taken to include this additional matter in the estimates which have been

called for.
#

His Lordship's remarks on the appearance of the lithographed specimen, and

the obvious advantage, if possible, of securing to a standard work of this nature

the advantages and neatness of typography, induced me to communicate again

with the Proprietors of the Serampore Press, before any final arrangements

should be made.

The Bishop on his own part handsomely consented to relinquish 500 rupees

out of the 4,000 rupees of personal remuneration for which he had at first

stipulated. I was thus enabled to offer a clear sum of 2,000 rupees to Rev. Dr.

Marbhman for the execution of 500 copies of a quarto volume, containing nearly

600 pages, with the native words in the Cochin-Chinese character. This offer,

although much below the usual Calcutta printing rates for ordinary works, has

been in the most liberal manner accepted by the Rev. Dr. and Mr. J. Mahshman.
1 now therefore only wait for the final sanction of Government to place the

MSS. dec. in their hands.
I am, &c.

(Signed) JAMES PRINSEP,
Calcutta, Ut Auauet, 1836. Secy.
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To this letter the following reply had just been received :—
To James Prinsbp, Esq.

Secretary to the Asiatic Society.
Sir,

I am directed by the Right Honorable the Governor General of India in
Council to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated the 1st instant, and in
reply to state that his Lordship entirely approves the arrangement made by
you on the part of the Asiatic Society for the publication at the Serampore
Press of the Anamitan Dictionary prepared by the Most Reverend the Bishop
of Isauropolis, at the charge already sanctioned, of 5,500 rupees.

2. The modifications made in the original proposition seem to his Lordship
in Council calculated very much to improve the work, and entirely meet the
wishes expressed in my letter dated 20th ultimo.

3. The Governor General in Council has much satisfaction in acknowledging
the disinterested and public-spirited offer made by the Right Reverend author,
to forego a portion of the remuneration allotted to him in order to obtain the
advantage of having the work published in type ; and the terms accepted by
Dr. Maksbmam of $erampoie appear to his Lordship in Council to be not
lest liberal ; for the rate at which they have agreed to print the work in the
original character is such as can afford them little or no profit.

4. It is the wish of the Governor General in Council that additional copies

should be printed of the Vocabulary proposed to be added ; and if this should
occasion an increase of expense, his Lordship in Council will have no objection

to defray the amount that may be charged on this account, taking for Govern-
ment an additional 100 copies of this part of the work.

I am, Sir, &c.
Council Chamber, the 3rd Aug. 1836. H. T. PRINSEP,

Sec. to Govt.

The liberality of the proprietors of the Serampore Press in undertak-

ing to print the work without any hope of profit, or even at the risk of

some sacrifice, was fully appreciated by the Society, and the best thanks

of the meeting were conveyed to Dr. Marshvan, who was present.

A bill from the Orphan Press for printing the 1st part of the twentieth

volume of Researches, 348 pages, amounting to C.'s Rs. 1806 6 4,;was pre.

tented and passed.

Oriental Publications.

The Secretary reported the completion ofthe Naishadha-Cheritra (1st

part, 900 pages) one of the Sanscrit works transferred from the Committee

Of Public Instruction ; of which copies were ready for distribution. By the

terms of agreement with the Editor, Prema Chandra Pandita, of the

Calcutta Sanscrit College, who had supplied the tika or commentary, 100

copies were to be given to him in lieu of pecuniary remuneration, which

was approved.

Library.

The following books were presented :

—

Results of Astronomical Observations made at the Madras Observatory dur-

ing the years 1834 and 1835—-presented by the Madras Government', through

Colonel Casement, Mil. Sec. Sup. Govt.

Jahr bucher der Literatur, No. 69, 70, 71, and 72—presented by the Baron

Joseph Von Hammer.
Notizia di Diciotto Codici Persiani della Biblioteca della Regis University di

Torino—fly the same.

Memoire sur deux Coffrets Gnostiques du moyen age—fly the same.

Mamik und Afra, a German Poem, translated from the Persian—fly. the same,

3 l 2
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Historical Oriental Translations and Researches, 2 vols, quarto, by the Rev.
W. Taylor, Madras—presented by the author.

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, No. 4

—

by
the. Society.

A descriptive and illustrated catalogue of the Physiological Series of Compara-
tive Anatomy, contained in the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons in

London, Vol. III. Part I.— by the President of the College.

The Sixth Annual Report of the Society of Natural History of the Mauritius

—

by M. Julien Dee Jardins, See.

Madras Journal of Literature and Science, No 12, for April and July, 1836

—

by the Madrms Literary Society.

The Indian Journal of Medical Science, No. 8, and Review of Works on Sci-

ence—by F. Corbyn, Esq. the Editor,

Meteorological Register for June 1836—by the Surveyor General.

The following books were received from the booksellers :—
Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopedia—Botany, 1 vol.—— , Foreign Statesmen, vol. 2nd.

Museum.

Read a letter from J. Bell, Esq. Secretary Agricultural and Horti-

cultural Society, forwarding for the acceptance of the Society two blankets

and two woollen cloths on behalf of Lieutenant H. Vbtch.

The blankets are made from the Simul tree ; the woollen cloths are of Bho-
tian manufacture.

Literary Communkatiom.

The Government of Madras referred for the consideration of the

Society, through the Supreme Government, a proposition submitted by

Cavelly Vbnkata Laoshmia, Pandit, to re-establish the system of Histo-

rical Research so successfully pursued by the late CoL Colin Mackbnilb

in the Peninsula, by collecting inscriptions, manuscripts, grants, &c as

well as to translate and digestthe mass of materials already collected, and

now in the possession of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Cavelly Venkata had drawn up a report- progress of the researches, in

which he states himself to be still engaged, classifying the different dynasties,

ancient and modern, of South India, on which light has been thrown by the

Mackenzie collection. This paper and the correspondence were referred to the

Committee of Papers for their examination and report, previous to discussion

of the question in the Society.

Mr. W. H. Macnaghten presented an elaborate Memoir by Lieut-

Colonel Burnky, Resident in Ava, entitled "An account of the wars

between Burmah and China, together with the journals and routes of three

different embassies sent to Pekin by the king of Ava, taken from Bur-

mese documents.

[Referred to the Committee of Papers. Thisacc6unt has peculiar interest

at the present moment, when the offer of Mr. Gutzlaff to penetrate through
China to Ava or Assam has been much discussed.]

Mr. Treveltan on behalf of M. C. Masson presented a third memoir

on the coins discovered at Beghram.

This paper is a careful and laborious recapitulation of all that has been done
in this curious branch of discovery, with the addition of the results of a third

year's search. The acquisition of new coins and new names naturally becomes
every day more rare ; so that notwithstanding the addition of 2,294 coins to his
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cabinet in the year 1835, the only real novelties are an unique coin of Arche-
lius, one of Diombdbs (found in 1834) the confirmation of Adelphortob and
Ipalirisus. Three Euthydemus', and one Antiochiis have been gained ; the
ratio of the more common Bactrian and Indo-Scythic names is much the same as
in former years. We shall hasten to publish such portions of M. Masson'b
most industrious labours as have not hitherto appeared in our pages.

Mr. Avdall brought to the Society's attention n singular narrative, in

translation, of the interview between Arsaces, king of Armenia, and the
Persian Monarch Sapor (Alakhaf.)

[We hope to find room for this curious raorceau ere long.]

The Secretary read extract of a letter from the Counsellor Joseph Von
Hammer, of Vienna, (now Baron Purostall,) forwarding a continuation

of his translation of the Mohit, an Arabic nautical work by Sidi Capudan,
of which the first chapter was printed in the third volume of the Journal.

The present chapter contains a catalogue of the islands along the shores of
the Red Sea, and directions for thirty different voyages from Loheia, Aden, &c.
to the ?arious ports of India, Persia, and the Straits of Malacca. It is a fact

difficult to be accounted for, that the learned author offered to translate the whole
of this very scarce and curious work for the Oriental Translation Committee,
who have given to the world so many of less consideration ; but he was not
honored with a reply.

Extracts were also read from other European Correspondence. Pro.

feasor Wilson reports his having forwarded the Society's memorial

regarding Oriental publications to the Royal Asiatic Society, which, in

concurrence with the Oriental Translation Committee, had warmly

espoused the object of its prayer. The Foreign Societies had also sup.

ported it, as far as the voice of protestation and argument by a body of

the most distinguished oriental scholars can lend its influence.

Paris has set a further example which it would be unjust to the cause to omit
mentioning.

Colonel Trover, having presented to theSociete Asiatfque a German transla-

tion of the first six books of the R6j Tarangini, (one of the Sanscrit works
suspended by the Government order, and lately completed by the Society here,)

was invited to undertake a French version of the same for publication with the

Sanscrit text at the Society's expence, estimated at not less than 6,000 francs.

It may be hoped that the edition completed in India, of which specimens must
soon after have reached Paris, will spare a portion of this money for the many
other objects embraced by this active association.

M. Jacqust announces the contemplated institution of a new professorship

of the Oriental languages in the University of Ghent, which well desire to ac-

cumulate manuscripts and printed works from this country. The late discovery

of coins and inscriptions in India had excited the most intense interest on the

Continent, but General Ventura's collection had not yet reached Paris, on
account of the detention of General Allaan by illness in the South of France.

With regard to the coins of the Kadphises group, M. Jacqubt having seen
HoNiOBEmvoaa's collection would read the name Mokadphiies, which he sug-

gests to be Mahdtricha of the Sanscrit. We await his papers on this subject in

the Journal Aiiatique,

Physical.

A collection of specimens made by Captain Hannay in his recent

expedition up the Irawadf to the Amber mines, was presented by Colonel

Burnet.

The collection includes many varieties of white and gray marble

—

serpentine, agates, jaspers, heliotrope and crystal, particularly a pale
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green prase, much prized by the Chinese, and called by them Tu; it if

found about 80 miles N. W. of Mogaung. Wrist rings are cut from it.

With the specimens was a substance called by the Burmese earth wax, which
they say exudes from some high precipitous rocks above Ava. They add, that
monkeys are particularly fond of this substance, and that those animals swarm
about the rocks which yield it. The wax has all the appearance of common
unbleached wax.
There was also a specimen of the tea prepared by the Singphos of Payen-

dwen ; and a poisonous plant used by the Mishmis, supposed by Dr. Wallich
to be identical with the Bish of the Gurkhas, (Aconitum ;) another herb myen-
thi, used by the MUhmis for the same purpose, had more the appearance of an
Acanthaceous plant.

The fossil bones from Perim in the Cambay Gulph, presented by the

Baron Hugbl, had arrived. Among them is a large and indisputable frag,

ment of a buffalo's horn, which the Baron refers with probability to the

Nerbudda fossil bos ; two smaller horns imbedded in matrix, (a calcare-

ous and ferruginous conglomerate.) Also shells from a similar conglo-

merate in Gogo, and specimens of the cornelian, natural and burned,

from the Ratanpur quarries.

A geological series from Pulos Floer, Trotto, Ledah, Tingy, Pigeon

Island, Birdnest Island, and Dehli point, in the Straits of Malacca, was

presented by Dr. Bland, of H. M. S. Wolf, with a note of their locality,

and some remarks on the genus of shells denominated Pterocgdoe by

Benson (Spiraculum by Pearson), found in abundance on the islet of

Susson, opposite Queda Peak.

[Dr. Bland's notes shall have early insertion.]

Specimens of a calcareous and silicious Scoria, forming the substance of

a small hill at Budigtintn near Courtney, about 1 1 miles west of Bellary,

was presented by Lieut. Njswbold.

[The accompanying note will be inserted.]

Mr. C. W. Smith having purchased a collection of specimens of Natu-

ral History from the Eastern Isles, presented the Mammalia, the dupli-

cates of the Birds and the Reptiles, to the Museum, on condition of the

remaining birds being mounted for him. The Mammalia and Reptiles

consist of the following specimens :—The grey Roussette, (Pteropus GrU
seusj two specimens ; one of a species of NoctUionina, and one of Fes-

pertilionina, probably new genera ; one of a species of Marten, agreeing

in specific characters very exactly with the Pine Marten, (Mattes Vul-

garis ;) two young specimens of a species of Ictus ; one of the Barang

Otter, (Lutra Lutreola ?) one of the slender Delundung, (Prionodon

Gracilis ;) one of the Sumatra Cat, (Felts Sumatrana ;) one of the Ma-
dagascar Squirrel, (Sciurus Madagascariensis ;) one of the Jeralang,

(Seiurus Leschenaultii ;) two of the two-banded Squirrel, (S. Bivitta-

tut ;J and two specimens of the Java Musk Deer, (Moschus Javanicus.J

The Reptiles are a specimen of the Eastern Box Terrapia, (Cistuda Am-
boinensis ;) and one of the Clouded Monitor of Gray's Synopsis, (Moni-

tor Nebulosus.)

A specimen of Bengal Vulture, (Vultur Bengalensis,) presented by-

Major Fans.
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The specimens of birds presented at the last meeting were exhibited,

having been mounted in the Museum.

Physical Communications.

A memoir on the Fossil Rhinoceros of the sub-Himalayas, was for.

warded by Lieuts. Baker and Durand, of the Engineers.

[This, with the lithograph* and engravings kindly prepared by the authors

themselves for the Journal, will be published in the ensuing number.]

Mr. Hodgson, of Nepal, continued his contributions of new species in

two papers : 1, on the thick-billed finches ; 2, on two genera of Colum-
bidae. Twenty-two ornithological plates were also added to the magnificent

series of illustrations now under dispatch home.

A note on nest of the Bengal Vulture was submitted by Lieutenant

Hotton.

A Register of Rain at Delhi, by the Rev. R. Everest.

A living specimen of the new genus of venomous snakes denominated

Hamadryas by Dr. Cantor, was exhibited to the Society ; it measured

nearly 10 feet in length, and was caught in the Sundarbans.

VII .

—

Miscellanea.

Madras Journal of Literature and Science.—It has not been hitherto our
custom to enter into criticism of the contents of contemporary journals, but we
cannot refrain from noticing the number issued by our sister society of Madras
in July, which has jnst reached us and has excited—not our envy, but—our
astonishment and our joy.—To say that it rivals or eclipses our own humble
production in what is called " the getting up," would be, perhaps, considered
little of a compliment. The fresh zeal and exertions of a new editor, (Dr. Cole,)
are not less conspicuous in the judicious selections he has made from other
works, and the valuable notes with which he has embellished them, than in the
host of able contributors he has summoned to his aid *,—some of whom, alas !

we have hitherto boasted as our own*, but whose transfer of allegiance is but
natural, when so legitimate a rival arises to claim it. The present number
(four-monthly ?) contains 240 pages, price only 3 rupees. Of its most rich

contents we should be tempted to glean with unsparing hand, could we afford

space. Dr. Benza has another excellent geological paper on the country
between Madras and the Nilgiris. Mr. Colb has done a service to geology, by
an accurate definition and description of the iaterite formation.— Mr. Tay-
lor's view of the present state of astronomical science is highly interesting.

It shews, that he is not one of those who merely keep up a supine routine of
accustomed observations, but that all his observatory does is directed to useful

ends—to the elucidation of those desiderata in the science for which its situation

is best calculated. Nor is he a Flamstead, jealous of giving his labours into

other hands, and tardy in working out results himself; for his third volume of

observations, reduced and classified in the most compendious manner, has just

issued from the Madras press. We may be indeed jealous that our Presidency
should boast no similar production, and that even the astronomical labours of

the Grand Trigonometrical Survey in the northern mountains should be as inac-

cessible and unknown as all their other operations ! Colonel Monteith, Engi-
neers, whose survey of part of Persia we noticed some time since, is imparting

the statistical contents of his note book, accnmulated during 18 years' residence

in Persia. An account of the Thuggee system, by Lieutenant Reynolds—
Observations on original and derived languages, by the Rev. B. Schmiu, and on
the language of the fiattas of Sumatra, by Lieutenant Newbold, and the Rev.
W. Taylor, are amongst the most interesting contents of this very creditable

volume.
• Dr. Benza, Mr. T. G. Taylor, Lieut. Nbwbold.
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JOURNAL
OF

THE ASIATIC SOCIETY.

No. 56.—August, 1836.

I.

—

Extracts from the Mohit (the Ocean), a Turkish work on Naviga-

tion in the Indian Seas. Translated and communicated by Joseph Von
Hammer, Baron Pcrgstall, Aulic Counsellor, and Prof. Orient.

Lang, at Vienna, Hon. Memb. As. Socy. &c. %c.

[Continued from vol. iii. p. 553.]

[We know not how to express sufficient gratitude to our illustrious cor.

respondent for his courtesy in allowing these pages to be the medium of

publication of this curious manuscript of SIdI Au Capudan. The manner

in which it was discovered by the Baron at Naples, after 30 years' fruitless

inquiry, was described in the preamble of the former extract. The value

set upon it by this eminent oriental scholar, induced him to offer to

translate the whole for the Oriental Translation Committee ; but through

some accident, (we can ascribe it to no other cause,) an offer so generous

has remained unacknowledged. "Without doubt," our correspondent

writes, " the book would deserve much more the care of the Committee than

many of minor interest published by it; but although to my volunteer I got

no more answer than to my offer of an edition and translation of Wassof,

agar hdjat bfohcd, as the Persians say, and with the assistance and remarks

of some Indian sea-faring gentlemen on the parts already translated, I

hope to send chapter after chapter to your Indian Journal, and thus we
shall be independent of the Committee."

On the last occasion we derived some little assistance from the Nakho-

das of the Arabic vessels, in recognizing the places alluded to in the Sec-

tion on the monsoons. The same plan we have been prevented, in a great

measure, from following now, through the absence of these traders, who
only arrive here towards the end of the south-west monsoon (August*

September) and return with the setting in of the north-east wind in Fe-

bruary-March. We have, however, been able to trace most of the principal

name* on the map, and have marked them in foot notes. The catalogue of

the names of inlands in the Red Sea would be—and may, we hope, still be—

>

ef great use to the officers of the Indian navy now engaged in its survey.

3 M
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We have discovered many of the islands and capes mentioned by Si'di' in

the large manuscript chart sent round for the use of the steamer Forbes in

its passage up the Red Sea : but by far the greater number of islets remain

unnamed ; and to them, with a little local inquiry, Sr*Di"s list might

doubtless be easily applied. The book is also of great service in pointing

out the maritime channels of Arab commerce, at the period perhaps of its

highest prosperity, before the Portuguese, the Dutch, and the English had

diverted the majority of the Europe supply to the newly discovered route

by the Cape of Good Hope.

The Baron* is in hopes that the presence of sea-faring Aral* will also

enable us to assist him in understanding the prior and more difficult chap,

ters of the work, wherein is discussed the manner of " making the pole/
9

(»va>,) or taking the altitude of the polar star. Here, however, we have

little chance of success. The present navigators have adopted the im-

proved methods of Europe:—they take their latitude by the sun, and

with the modern sextant ; and the richer merchants even provide their

vessels with chronometers:—not that the Arabs yet possess translated

tables or ephemerides by which to work the course themselves ; but they

almost universally employ an English sailing master, to whose superior

intelligence they implicitly confide.

Nothing then have we been able to learn of the instrument used by the

early navigators in taking their latitude from the circumpolar stars ; or

of the measure of an arc called iseabd ({+*•') inch, and its subdivision

into eight zdm* (f')J)
We find however on inquiry that the latter term

is still applied to terrestrial measurement, and is well known to

nautical people of the present day as the fifth part of a geographical

degree, (twelve nautical miles.) Though this measure does not at all

accord with the sailing distances quoted by Si'di' Capcdan, from well

known places, it will be seen presently to correspond exactly with the value

of the celestial inch or iaabd as deduced from the internal evidence of the

work itself.

The Baron Hammer in his private letter to us writes thus: " Concerning

the measure of f*rf the first section of the Illrd. chapter explains as

follows : • The zdm,
f'j*

is either the practical one, \^/C9 or the rheto-

rical, ^s^^^x J The practical is one of the eight parts in which day

and night are divided : the rhetorical is the eighth partof an inch, £^° ]

9 in

• It seems we erred in giving that designation to Counsellor Von Hammkb in

1833 ; but our announcement proved prophetic ; the Emperor having conferred the

title on him in December 1835, upon his succeeding to the little state of Boinfeld,

bequeathed to him and his male descendants by the late Conntess Pubostall
(Cranstone). The present paper is a proof that this accession of honors will not

detract from the zeal of his Oriental studies.

—

Ed.

f We are inclined to think that this word ^*.«a*«l Utilahiy, is an error of the

transcriber, and that it should be yf^J*^*' uttutl&biy, appertaining to the divi-

sions of the astrolabe—Ed.
**
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the ascension, g&J and descension kite*
I f the stars. For exam,

pie, if you go north and make the star v-T^?>> eight zdm; it is ele-

vated one inch : and if you go south, it is by eight zdm8, one inch depress.

ed k*^*. This is the whole section on the measure of the f ' ; (plural,

fhf) «* explanation which, however, helps me not a bit to understand
the true measure of a zdm, in the reckoning of the ship's course so fre-

quently employed in the subsequent chapters. Nor have I been able to

obtain any explanation from our astronomers."

We will now venture to offer the explanation which has occurred to our-
selves from perusal of the present translated chapter of voyages, and the
above extract conjointly.

1. The zdm, in practical or vulgar parlanco, is said to be the eighth
part of the day and night. This, doubtless, applies to the nautical division

of the twenty-four hours into 8 watches, generall y prevailing among ori-

ental nations, and exactly corresponding with the Spahars of the Hindus*.
2. Again, the zdm is seen above to be the eighth part of the ordinary

inch or itsabd ; as the jo, or yam of the Hindus, is the eighth of their

angtl: and the line of Europeans is the eighth of their inch : it is, in fact,

the vulgar subdivision by two and two, both of the unit of measure and
of time. Perhaps, indeed, zdm may be a mere corruption of jo.

It would seem, that to suit ordinary capacities, both the Ueabd and the

zdm had been transferred to the arc of the rude quadrant or astrolabe

used by the Arab seamen, in lieu of the more scientific division into de-

grees and minutes. Or it is very possible that in still ruder times the al-

titude of the polar star above the horizon was actually measured by fin-

gers' breadths, the hand being held out at the natural arms' length in

front of the face: for the measure of the arc thus subtended would nearly

agree with the value of the issabd derived from other considerations.

The actual value of the iaabd in degrees and minutes may be readily

fonnd from the latitudes, or polar altitudes, of known places extracted

from Si'di's work. Thus the elevation of the pole Cape Guardafui is

always quoted at 4$ inch ; while at Jedda it is called 10 inches ; differ-

ence, 5j inches. The difference of latitude by our mode of reckoning is

SPSS'—12°, 00'= 9' 28'; which gives nearly 1°37 / for the issabd or
inch. Now, as before stated, we were informed by an Arab Mualiim that

the zdm was 12 of our minutes, or S zdm*= 1 degree. Therefore, 8 zdm*
or 1 i**abd should be equal to 96'; or 1° 36',—so close an accordance

with the foregoing result, as to leave no doubt of the value of the issabd

and zdm being 96' and 12' respectively on the celestial arc.

It still remains to explain the divisions of the lower arc of their rude-

instrument, and the kids, or point at which the readings of the upper and
lower index coincide, as also the point whence the divisions commence on
both quadrants, or what may be called their index error.

* The subdivision of the pahar into eight gharis, is like the " eight bells" into

which our nautical watch is counted off.

3n2
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In the description of the islands of the Arabic coast, it will be seen that

as the readings of the upper limb increase, those of the lower quadrant

decrease, their sum being constantly 14j iaabd.

Thus, at Saib&n, (Loheia,) the upper reading is 6|, lower 7 J, sum 14j.

atJedda, ditto 10 „ 4} „ 14*.

It is evident, therefore, that the kids occurs at 7£ inch, or 7 issabd

1 zdm, the half of 14^.

Again, for the zero point we have the following data :—
true lat, issabd tero point

By the Jcdda latitude, 21* 28'— 10 X 1° 36' (= 16» 0C) = 5« 28'

By the Guardafni, latitude
,

12 00 — 4| X 1 36 (= 6 36) = 5 24

By Darwesh, or Dorish, 16 30 — 8 XI 36 (=12 48) = 5 42

By Loheia or Saiban, 15 41 — 6f x 1 36 (=10 48) = 4 63

ByWasaliat, (FosaaMat,) 17 42 — 7$ X 1 36 (=12 24) — 5 18

ByDanck, 19 31 — 8$ X J 36 (=13 32) = 5 59

By Haseek eioave, (HarVc-simdr), 19 50 — 8$ X 1 36 (=13 66) ss 6 54

The average index error or zero point is thus found to be 5* 31',

or in round terms 6£ degrees, to be added to altitudes taken by the iuabd

scale. The only conjecture we can offer as to the origin of such an arbi-

trary arrangement is, that the zero has been fixed at the lowest elevation

at which it is safe to trust to the measurement by the polar star : so that

mariners, on finding polaris fall below inches, would then know they

should take their latitude by Farkadain, or £ and 7 urs» minoris.

The zero point of the under quadrant may be easily deduced from the

foregoing to be at 28° 18' below the horizontal line. This we may suppose

was the highest elevation of the polar star observable by navigators in the

Red Sea or in the Persian gulph. Indeed the latitude of Suez and of the

mouths of the Euphrates, the most northerly ports visited by their ships,

being 30°, the difference between this and 28° 18' is very nearly equal to

the north polar distance of polaris (1° 42* ) : and in the period from January

to July it would be only the inferior meridional passage that could be

observed. It is generally supposed that the early astronomers regarded

the polar star as stationary, and did not trouble themselves to attain even

the accuracy we are giving them credit for; but an expression, which occurs

in a following page, shows that this was not the case ; since it directs, that

' if it be not time to take the polar star, then another star is to be substi-

tuted.'

As a proof, however, that no great accuracy was attainable, it may be re-

marked that the two stars called by the Arabs Farkadain (£ and 7 urs»

minoris) are accounted to have the same altitude; whereas in reality there

is a difference of no less than three degrees in their declination ; but it is

probable that the altitude was taken constantly by either the upper or the

lower star, although we have no data here to decide this point.

The following table will be found very useful for the conversion ofissabd*

into degrees and minutes. In it the quadrantal difference of the Far*

kadain is assumed at 6§ issabd, or 11°+ 5° 30', = NPD 16° 30', which is

nearly the average north polar distance of the two stars.
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• Elevation of Polaris. Elevation of Farku-

North Latitude. [at his inferior meridional passage f] data.

Degree*. Minutes. By upper quadrant. By lower quadrant. By upper quadrant.

Issaba. Zam. Issaba. Zam. Issaba. Zam.
3 3|

.0 «4 4

2 30 6

4 6 6

6 30 14 2 6 7

7 6 1 13 2 7 7

8 42 2 12 2 8 7

10 18 3 11 2 9 7

11 64 4 10 2 10 7

13 30 5 9 2 11 7

15 6 6 8 2 12 7

16 54 7 1 (ki as) 7 1

18 18 8 6 2
19 54 9 5 2
21 30 10 4 2

23 6 11 3 2
24 42 12 2 2
26 18 13 1 2
28 18 14 2

With regard to the value of the zdm in terrestrial measurement, 12* or

12 nautical miles* would perhaps be applicable to many of the instances

in 8i'di"s work ; for example, where he directs that in running down the

Malabar coast the navigators should keep five zdms distant from the shore,

or 72 miles, which is the common practice. But to suit other cases, the zdm

must be assumed at halfadegree or upwards ; and this is probably attributa-

ble to the very erroneous notions of the longitudinal distances ofplaces pre-

valent before good charts were formed. With the aid of a map, however,

and the bearings given by our author, it is easy to describe the track of

his several voyages. We have thus derived the probable measurements

given in the following notes, in which we have also given the names of

the places on our charts where they were recognizable.—Ed.]

THE NINTH CHAPTER.

Containing an explanation of some Islands and Voyages, and precautions,

the knowledge of which is requisitefor Navigators in the Indian Seas.

First Section.—The islands of the Arabic coast\.

The island Okbdn 1

, north of which the island Katdma*, afterwards

Sil Noban*, the island Sana4
, then the two islands Badhidin*, the envi-

rons of which are shallow ; after them the islands Zutheldth*, the

* Has the terrestrial udm any connection with thejojan or yojana of the Hindus,

which is estimated at somewhat more than 10 miles ?

t This enumeration of islands commences from near Loheia, 1st. 15° 41' on

the Arabic coast, in front of which lie the islands of Okbane, Kotama, and Loban,

with Camaran a little to the south. Most of the rest are not to be found by

name on Capt. Elwon's new chart.—Ed.
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island Hawaii, the island Haula**, which is situated behind Hawed;

the islands Zu Kassdr9f through which great ships cannot pass;

behind Zd Kassdr, the island Mokammar*\ t and behind that the

island Hodaife*§, on which are a few trees, and no passage between

them on account of a great number of rocks ; the island Hodaife is the

last towards Bdkil* on the seaside : the water is here very unclean. On
the east side of them is a small island called Masad1

, but no passage

between them ; behind them the island Jihdn el Keb(r*\\, and near it on

the nether side the island Jihdn e8$-88aghir*% : the sea between them is

full of shallows, to east ofthem the island Sdsoft which is a greatmoun-

tainous island : on the western side of it a shallow called amariya11
. Ap-

proaching from the seaside the island Sdsoh is in sight before the

amariya ; on this shoal the depth of the water is five fathoms (kuldj.)

Between the two above said islands the great and little Jihdn is also an

amariya or shallow. Be it known that the cape of Jaxar Farsdn19**

lies north between Sharja19 and Jaxd1 * on the sea Bide are the two

islands Zu Khardb"\\ and Zd Saldb x*. Sasoh is on the sea side of

these two islands between south and west. On the sea side of Sdsoh

are two islands, each of which is called Dohr jihdn (back of the

world.) Be it known that the island of Seil Motha*xl
\\ is the end of

the Persian islands : on the sea side and north side there is no coast

except that of the island of Irak Ozdbl§
. The back of Jaxar Farsdn19

^,
and the unclean places are on the side of Irak Oxdb ; towards the east

side lies the back of the island Rakab* ; the most eastern of all is the

island Joxi&a* 1

, from thence Borrassl?* is in sight. There is a small

1

Jy* *S^ ^UuLo k
j*** ****** fJ5L T «w* 'jijSttJ^

,§ 4->I^A '•sdS* "e^Kj** "yMt^
J, V>J^

• Howali ? on Abyssinian coast, 1 6° 30', can hardly be intended,

t Rasher ? below Camaran ; the R. may be miswritten for K. (See p. 449).

X Ras Majarmla? 14° 30'. -i there may be small islands so called from their

| Hodeidah Cape ? 14° 45'. J proximity to these capes.

II Zebayer islands, 15« 2*: the Z is probably a miswriting of K.

\ Gebel Zogar, or Zeghir of map, on the 14th parallel of latitude.

••Theran? 17° 12'. The word Fartdn is applied farther on to the Abys-

sinian coast,—it is probably an error of transcription,

ft Gorab, 17<> 10'. JJ Mutharhane, 17* 28'.

§§ Perhaps the Cape Jaxar Farsdn which is mentioned above.—H.
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bank1 called Akddf*. After the island Seil al Motahan there is

nothing but sea, but on the border of the sea at the left are two sandy

islands called FotsailidP*. At their lower extremity are the islands

Jasira-i Somra+i and Zahra*. Be it known that on the sea side of

Rakab* is a shallow in which the ground is visible, but is eight fathoms

deep. Some say that parts of it are impassable for ships ; this amariya

or shallow is called Orlt Fossailidt ; after (south of ?) the Fostailidt

are three islands called Jamas*t. On the sea side towards the

north is a great island called Zokdk*§, and on the south side a long

bank, on the out side' of which are the breakers10
, called Tihdlll

\\

Merir1*, but the water has eight fathoms. This island and the above

mentioned lie south on the sea side of mount Ssabaya 1*9^. From
Tihdl Merir in the direction of the sea side and towards the last is a

Mira (shallow) called Irki Isa (Jesus'8 vein :) the shallowest water is

there two fathoms and a half, and the deepest eight fathoms. All these

amariye (shallows not to be used) are in the Arabic sea. After

Zokdk is a great island called Maaseaba** on which are some trees ;

on its beginning14
is a small ridge

14
called Bodtir. After Maassaba

are four great islands, called Bahr-ul-Kabir, (the great sea ;) the two

most southerly are called LamP and Han 8
: they are situated on the

sea side of mount Ssabaya ; after them is the ridge19
Ablaj*°f\ ; on the

south-west of it is a great bank*1
called Shobi Yahya* ; on the north

side of the island Ablaj is a mountainous bank, which is a long

ridge, and extends till to the ridge of Kirndri**, and is next the island

Foraye*. Between them is a Ritka**; that is to say, a rock. On the

sea side of the mountainous ridge is the island Darwfsk*H. On the

sea and north side is a bank97 called Helya**§§, and on the north side a

great island called Shobain"\\\\ ; after it the island Mushka*^, and

9 &j ,0

Or$l> " J^° xt

j>y
u
W**J**>

,4
***** J l

cf**

,4 ^y "iSO, "J>iy* "u^Jt "AaU. " ^JUAJt "lily.

• Wuaealeat, of Capt. Elwon's map, in latitude 17° 42'.

f Simer, east of ditto. J Shab el jurmah, 17° 34'.

% Zoogah, 18<> 5'.
|| Elalthaller ? 18° 15'.

\ A mountain on the coast ? Qtbel Tase Sharme ?

*• Masiuba, 18® 14'. ft Aboo Lelf (on the ahore.)

UDoriih, 18o 3i/. at Haul? S. of Coomeaddah.

Illl Shabbane, 18° 44*. W Mooehka.
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west to it lies the island SMka 1
*, which is also a great island ; on the

sea side a great bank2
called Shob Sowaidi* ; on the north and land

side of the island Shikan is the island Zd Shajih^. On the western

side is a shallow* called Irk-ul-oy6ra* ; next to it a segment7 called

Kitaei ZaidP. Afterwards on the sea and north side an island called

Tajedda?l, and on the sea and north side of this a ridge
,0
§ called

Zohrai Kassr l

\ and an island called Takshef* : on its sea side a ridge
1'

called Zohrai Takshef"; in the neighbourhood of this are great

banks15
called Dakhakhln*. Be it known, that between the islands of

Ddnek^W and Tajedda both are in sight, if there is no hazy weather18.

These (of DakhakhinJ run down to Danek and Tajedda towards the

west ; from the Dakhakhin you see the island Shobaz-zokdr9^ ; these

islands lie from Ddnek towards the coast e€ Yaman, that is to say,

south, on one side of Shobaz-zokdr is the island Wussdl Owun Dahresh" :

on the land side of Ddnek towards Syria, that is to say, north, are in

some distance some segments (portions of rock*1 ?) called Ibn Saaid**.

The islands called Ddnek are three : the first to the south is called

Shobaz-zokdr, and the next northern one Khabire**, on the sea side of

it is a segment34
called Omm Moen*, north of which lies Ddnek, the

greatest of all ; round it are four banks90
. On the land side is a

passage between them and Ddnek ; they are called Mahdhan*7 , Makh-

rej", Korb", and Kebla*. After Ddnek are four islands called Bahrez-

zihdr*1

; the name of the first is Matata"**, of the second Jodair^ff, of

the third MarmduH, and of the fourth Zohrai Marmd. On the

land side of them towards N. N. E. is a segment39
called Zeindb*,

and here N. the Shob Salim, a long bank ; from here towards £. S.

£. are three islands in sight. After Zihdr follow two banks ancl

two called Homais™ ; north of them are no islands, but only some

1 Kx£ " u^jJt
3 ^j^u^i *

f&F*;* * O;* * %jyi^6)c
f *****

* Shaker, 18o 53'. f Doshagea.

J Tegdah, 18 * 58'. $ Marked dangerous patches in chart.

|| Dahnac, 19° 32'. % Shab Aiingga, 19° 22'.

•• Mutatoo, \% 45'. ft Jcdere. tt Mwmnah, 2 isl.
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segments, the names of which are HehdP, Majrhdib*, and Hakan*;

the last lies to the land side and north to Majrddib ; on the western

side of Hakan is a segment called Magharriga* above Kaiddafi

;

after it comes Tofya**, after it the segment Ssorum'f, and after-

wards Shob KamdnP\, which is in the height Mantaj9 . Afterwards

Khoshaat l0
§ on the height of 8sdndm* l% after it Irk-ghordb*%,

after it Mesmdri1***, which is on the height of the Black Cape, RdsoU

mswadff. These islands are the last of the Arabian seas.

Second Section. Of the islands on the Persian\\ coast.

The first are those of the islands Dahlakl4§§ situated south ; the first

ofthese islands is Mokaidah*, afterwards Mahlatdnn, then the island

Ztibbar17 , afterwards Zukarsh Bent Aaddi1*: on the sea side ofZtibbar and

Zukarsh is a bank19 called* Z£lfokda*>. After Zukarsh is the island

Stfdla*, afterwards Balaja* j on the sea side of it is the ridge Bent

Tamarkass**; after it comes great Hdteya and little Hdteya™\\\\ ; after-

wards Dozdma9*, afterwards Taraza**, afterwards Dalikaf", afterwards

DelfaidaP*, afterwards Nahali10
, afterwards Ghobdrv*, afterwards

Jadlab91 , afterwards Kabihu* ; between these two is Makhddha

Bent Antar* ; afterwards Harmat*4
; this is the last of the northern

islands on the sea side ; but there are some islands on the western

side near the shore. After Harmal towards the land side, and N.

the island Rumi4t*, afterwards Auwdli Bent Hatem*^{% , afterwards

Auwdli Shura*7
, afterwards Sstl Kat(n\ afterwards Bent Alawa",

-Jsy
1

vi*]^r#
" «*/*•* 'Hj^ h J±J 6 *¥& ' (»*

u &Um "J*** ,6

«A^V "^ "Jb^Cfjtj*

* Tutteffah, 21° 0. f Serome Cliff. t Cobane. § Ul Cussar Shamier.

U Simanuu % Urgo Gorab. ** Mooamaree.

ft The Cape immediately louth of Jeddah.

XX By Persian it may be presumed Abyirinian must be intended. Perhaps

l*A*V* ia a miscopy for vsA^*^ Habtk&n or c^r*' 4/Wcaw.

(§ Dholtc, near Mama. None of the islands of this group* can be traced by

the names here given , until we come to the northernmost.

HU Two large islands north of Dhalac.

Vi Howalee Huttoob and Shoerah, 16° 30'-

3n
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afterwards the island of Dafna1
. This island situated on the land side

and N. is the last of the islands Dahlek. If you proceed from Harmai

N. E. one day and night, your course leads you to the islands of

Tahyrdt*, which are seven islands, four of which are situated on the

sea side and three on the land side ; one of those situated on the

land side is called Dclkas*, one Bent Hatem*, one Tastaheb, and one

Rdka* ; the three on the land side are called ZliUcordP ; after the

four islands situated on the sea side are on the north two islands, a

great one called Mosdmara'f, and a small one called Korb*. On
the western side of Mosdmara, as far as the eye can reach, are two

great islands and sandy shoals called Loka*% and Dilsak10 ; after

them is on the north a great island called Zulkefla", and further on
three islands are seen. Next to them and at some distance from the

shore near Zul asela" is an island called Torinbol3
§. After Zulkefla

on the sea and N. side is a small island called Tamar8hahx% there

is a hank1 * and on it a rock resembling a chair. After Tamarshah

north is the island, little Bdr-Musax*%, which is a little round island,

on which are some tombs and trees and shrubs of tooth-pikes. To.

the N. of it, and at some distance, is the island Bdr-Mfoa KaNr11**,

a great island on which large trees are growing ; afterwards, towards

the land side, in the direction ofW. N. W. is an islandcalled B6rkatia
ff,

and in the vicinity of it a bank 19 which is called Shobi Riimd*?*.

From Bdrkat in the direction of true west is an island called Mus*
Maitbdn*1

. Be it known, that if one of these two islands is seen*

the other is hidden ; but if you pass between them, both are seen.

After Bdr-Mtlsa Kabir to the N. is the island Hindjodr*\\ ; this is

the last of the northern islands on the sea side. On the south side of
these islands is a great bank called the long one*, and after it a
small one. If you steer from Hindjodr true west, you come to the
port Masrika", which is at the height of Sav>ak<n*§§.

•l^ *rfy -vfiJLj* »iua^ »M)^ »^

• Dahrat Abbeed, &c. 18o 15'. t Mumrmroo, 18o 50'.

X Lochm and Undeesellec. § Jnttat Tromba. || Timerihear, 18 56*.

JJ^rr',?'*™-
"I* 1st WW. tfB.rkootandit.Shab.

» Hindee Geedam. §§ Suakin, one of the chief portt.
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Tbb Third Section.—Of Voyages and indications of the coasts being

near.

First Votaob from Bdbohnandam1 to mount Zokar* and Sat*

ban9* ; you go first in the direction N. W. by N. half a *dm4
,

then steering N. N. W. yon come to cape Zokar, and mount Ar&*

is in sight on the left side ; if from Zokar you wish to proceed to

Kamrdn*, and you steer N. by W. you come to Rakba7 [. Here

you see for the first time the island Zatha*\. The course from

Zokar to Saiban goes in the direction N. W. by which you come
first to AbaueP, and then to Saibdn§, which are seen on the right.

Be it known, that ifyou steer true west you come to Mokaidah\\ $ and if

you take from Saiban the direction W. by N. you come to the two

Hdtia (the great and small one.) If from Saiban you follow the

direction W. N. W. you come to Bent Antar and Harmal, which are

islands of the Persian (African) coast ; from Saib&n going straight to

the pole you come to Badhiain : from Saibdn going N. by W. you come

to the two islands Jehdn (the great and small one), which are on the

Arabian coast.

Second Voyagefrom Saiban (Loheia) to Jedda.

From Saibdn to Jedda with an unfavorable wind, the voyage is

performed from four inches to four .inches by degrees in the follow-

ing way. First from Saibdn where the pole10 wants * quarter to

seven inches^f, you steer four z&ns N. W. and afterward* N. W. by

N. If the contrary wind is very strong, the course to be steered is

£. by N. and true east, or near it ; if the wind is a middle one, you

steer N. £. or N. £. by N. If in your measurement the inferior

quadrant11 gives an inch3*'* and a quarter, the ship is on a spot

distant seven inches (measurement) from the pole. If in this place

the northern wind ceases, you may lay to or tack. If it blows a

hard northern wind, you look for the Arabic coast, and go to Badhiain19

or near it. On the sea side of Badhiain is a shoal (amariaj ; that is

to say, a place where you see the ground of the sea ; with a weak

northerly wind you go to Mokammar, or in the vicinity of it. The

said islands are one near the other. If the pole is seven inches and

a quarter, and the inferior quadrant seven inchesft* and * strong

northern breeze, you go to Esman and Mesed ; and if there is but

• Assaban of mips, off Loheia, 15° 41' ; long. 42<> 52*.

f Saddle island in the Zebayera ? X Rasher ? $ Or Loheia.

|| Dhalac island. % See introductory remarks, = Lat. 16 18'.

•• This should be 7* inches. ft Lat 17° 6'.

3n3
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little of a northern wind, yon go to Jihdn and SsaU-oUmatkanaf**

If the pole is made by seven inches and half, and the inferior quad-

rant wants a quarter to seven, and the wind blows strong from the

north, you go from thence to Khobat*, where some shoals are seen ;

with a little northern breeze yon go to Fossailidtf ; if the pole wants

a quarter to eight, and the inferior quadrant shows six and a half, and

the northern wind blows strong, you go to FossaiHdt, where it is

the best to remain, because on its sea and north side is infinite rub-

bish, that is to say, unclean places ; with a weak northern wind you

go to Maassabafrt or to the island Lam*. If the pole is made by

eight inchesf, and the inferior quadrant marks six and a half (£ ?), and

the wind blows strong from the north, you go to Darwisk*\\ or

near it ; if there is but little northern wind you go to Zoo Shajeeh%,

where much precaution is required on account of the bank SowaidP.

If the pole is made by eight inches a quarter, and the inferior quad-

rant marks six inches, and the wind blows strong, you go to Dukha

Khem1 or to the island Takskef* or near it. With a small breeze

you go to Ddnek. If the poje is made with eight inches and a half,

and the inferior quadrant marks six inches** less a quarter, and the

wind blows strong you go to Ddnek, and with a small northern wind

to Hareik Semdr9. If the pole wants one quarter to nine inches,

*nd the inferior quadrant marks five and a half (Lat. 1 9° 3(f), and the

wind blows strong, you come to Hareik Semdr, and with a small

northern breeze to Bdher-zehdr10
, with a small northern breeze you

come to Homais11
, where you stop. If the pole is made by nine

inches and a quarter, and the inferior quadrant shows five inches, you

go to Homais, with a small northern breeze you go to Rdhel1
*, or

near it. If the pole is made by nine inches and a half, and the wind

blows strong, you go to Majrddij x

*ff or near it. With a small

northern breeze you come to Ssorumu\J or near it ; if the pole wants

a quarter to ten, and the inferior quadrant shows four and a half,

and the wind blows strong, you go to Ssorum, and with a small

northern wind you come to Jedda. If the pole is ten inches^, and

1 ^uis^lJo-* c^+i. » <U*^» * J 6
yj^jj*

6
<>S±iy»

T^^> •w-i-SJS 'J^h&j*- "J^Wj** V^ l9J^ }

j

• Matharhane. t Waasaliat. J Massubah. ft 18° 18'. || Dorian.

1 Doshagea. •• Lat. 19° 6'. Dahnak is in 19o 31'. Vid. sup.

ft Maharabi of tbe map, 20° 14'. JJ Serome, on the coast of Elwon, or

Sarum island of Honsauaau, 21° 9>. §ft Lat. 21° 3C
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the inferior quadrant shows four inches and a quarter, you go right

east four z&ms towards Jedda, if God please. Be it known that in

the sea of Jedda you find as you find corals in the western

seas.

Third VoTAOs/rom Saibdn (Loheia) to Sawdken*.

The way in which you perform a voyage from Saibdn to Sawdken

is the following. From the place where the pole is made with seven

inchest you proceed in the same manner, that is to say : first, if the

northern gale is strong, you steer £. S. £. and S. £. by £. ; if there

is but little wind, N. W. by W. ; but the true way from Saibdn to

Sawdken is by Jedda. If the northern wind blows strong you go

to Mokaidah\, and with a small breeze to Hawateb1 (the Hatyas) or

near them. Be it known, that on the sea side of the islands of Dahlek*

is an amaria (shoal) and an ahja*, that is to say, topook* or rocks

which are not seen; the most remarkable of them is the Ahja

Ttunerkastf on which the water is more or less than three fathoms

deep ; great precaution is necessary in all these places. If the pole

is made by seven inches and a quarter, and the inferior quarter marks

seven inches, and the northern wind blows strong, you go to the

Hawateb, with a small northern breeze to Harmal and Bent Antar*,

or near it. If the pole is made by seven inches and a half, and if the

inferior quadrant shows seven inches less a quarter, and the wind

blows strong, you go to Bent Antar ; with a small northern wind to

Harmal, or it is seen at the left hand. Be it known, that from Harmal

to the pole or N. by W. two rhumbs and a half is a shoal Merai

AarV called Harbobaf, of which great precaution is to be ta ken.

Going along the coast and the pole wanting a quarter to eight, and

the inferior quadrant showing six inches and a half§, and the wind

blowing strong, you turn to Torbet Khassus9 or to the north side of

it : if the pole is eight inches and the inferior quadrant shows six

inches and a quartern, and the northerly wind blows strong, you go

to Batn Hobdb,10 with a small northern wiud to Aantab". If the pole

k made by eight inches and a quarter, and the wind blows strong,

you go to Mandel, and with a small northern breeze to Jein
x%
or near

it. If the pole is made by eight inches and a quarter you go true west

• Suakin by Captain Elwon'i chart lies in Lat. 19 ° 4', Long. 37° 30*.

t Lat, 16° 42'. % Dhalac. * Ut. 17* 54'.
fl
18° 18.
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to TahtxiC or it is seen on the right ; if the north wind is hut

weak yon go to Tamarsheh* or ZMafia ; on the left hand at some

distance are seen some islands, as Mosamara and Lauka*f. If the

pole wants a quarter to nine inches, and the inferior quadrant shows

five and a half, and the north wind blows strong, you go to Tamarsheh or

Zulkafla, and with a small breeze to Bar i M(*sa ssaghir\. If from

Bar % Mdsa ssayhir you steer true west towards the continent, you

go from Sawdkor or Bur i Musa Kabir to Mattyif. If the pole

is nine inches, and the inferior quadrant shows five inches and a

quarter§, and the wind blows strong, you go to Barhat* or near it

;

from Hind Jodr*\\ true west you go to Maserkaifi % ; this port is on the

upper side of Sawdken. If the pole is nine inches and a quarter, and

the inferior quadrant shows five inches, you go with a strong wind

from Hind Jodr to Sawtken ; with a small breeze to the superior

part of Sawdken : where is nothing but mountains. Mark that if in

these parts you go tacking with a north wind, the rule is to hold the

middle between the Arabian and Persian (African) coast, and that if you

side to one of th$m you never attain your object. On the south side

the bank Rds-eshabak1** called HdwP is opposite the island Tamarsheh.

On the north side the end of Shabak is opposite Bar i Mdsa.

Fourth Voyagefrom Jedda to Aden.

The way of the voyage from Jedda to Aden is the following. If

you start from Mesmdri you go two rhumbsft S. S. W., afterwards

two rhumbs S. by W., afterwards two rhumbs to the south pole, turn

then and steer S. E. by E. from thence you steer S. E. to Zokar%\,

From Zokar you run one rhumb S. by W. afterwards S. S. E. to

Babel Mandam ; from thence one rhumb in the direction E. S. E.,

then E. by S. to A'ara , from thence you follow the direction E. by
N. to Adan in Yaman, which is a celebrated port, and is commonly
called the Pearl Aden10

, though there are no pearls at Adan ; but as it

is a great port, this name arises probably from its trade in pearls ; in

the same way you call the cocoanuts, which come from Bengal KabC-
lian, because they come by the way of Kab&l. Cornelians of Yaman
are found at Aden in immense quantities.

- oUW "^ <A™»)' 'oUJ*. 4c^l ^jjLa ^(^
f iSix^^jJj •cry*

ft

*/e l0j*&te

• Timershear, 18° 56'. f Dahreat Abged ? J Barmosa Segere, 19° 3'.

19o 54' ; Shab Barioot is in 19° 14'
|| Hindec Geedam, 19* 21'.

% Mersa Arakea, on the coast, 20° 13'. •* Ul Shebek, 18o 44'.

tt Perhaps sami. U Gcbcl Zoogar, 14« C.
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Fifth Voyagefrom Sawdken to Aden.

The way Sawdken to Adan is the following : The voyage may he

performed in two different ways. From the 180th day till about the

230th of the Yazdajerdian year*, (beginning with the Nauniz ;) that

is to say, from the 45th day till to the 95th day of the Jelaulian year,

when the 8ea-faring shuts ; thevoyage begins from underneath Shabaka}

and you follow the coast till cape M&rrfr*t ; from Mdr&t two zdms

true east, then two zdms £. by S., then two zdms* E. S. £. ; from

thence turning to S. £. you come to Saibdn ; if from Saibdn you wish

to make Kamrdn, you go true east, till you see the islands of Kotdma*

and Oktdn* ; from thence to Kamrdn is the Ssdheb Darke Robbdn9 ?

If you sail from Rakba\ one zaum towards the south pole you come

to the mountain of Zokar§, and from thence you proceed in the same

manner as it has been mentioned before.

The second way of performing this voyage iswith the monsoon which

sets in with the 280th day of the Yaidajerdian year (12th Aug.) which

is the 145th of the Jeldtian, or near it. Sailing from RatkrfW you steer

right east, because in this season the south-western winds prevail.

If you do not set out below Shabaka, set out from above it, going

between the islands and Shabaka, till you are passed the sea islands,

little Bdr-Miisa^ and such ones, you follow the course of true east.

As soon as the islands disappear you sail S. E. till the pole is marked

seven inches and a quarter ; you go then S. E. by E. to Saibdn.

This is the course with a favourable wind, but if it is not favourable

it is quite different.

Sixth Voyagefrom Zaild*** to Rujurdt.

The way of performing it is the following. After having left Aibdn9

and afterhaving passed the unclean places, you steer N.E. by E. till you

see the mountains of Aden ; from thence true east, till you lose sight

of the mountains of Aden ; from thence E. by N. three or four days ;

then E. N. E. If you do not see the mountains of Aden you go N.
E. by E. till the pole marks five inchesff ; from thence in the manner
above said. Be it known, that in Gujerdt grow indigo, ginger, cocoa-

nuts, tamarind, and the tree Tdri {

}}> each bunch of which gives every

day a pitcher of wine ; there is also the Pawn11
, that is to say, tanbul

1 iSxX oljU •

f
]j

• duUi • ^Ufc •^ iSj* ^U
• 7th May to 26th June. t Amarat, 18o 19'.

X Saddle island. § Zoogar, the z&m must here be taken at one degree.

|| Trinkatah ? 18° 45' ; another name for Sbabak. ^ Barmoosa.
•• Zekla, east of Babelmandal, to Gujerat. ft Lat 13Q 30'. U The toddy palm.
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trees, and a great number of Tdbau trees (Tuja)*, from the branches

of which the bunches descend as roots ; there are bats, the wings of

which measure more than a yard ; there is also a great number of

Zokum treesf, and an infinite number of parrots and apes, so that

you might call it the country of apes.

Seventh Voyagb from Barbara^ to Gujerdt.

If you start from Khorsaid* you follow the direction N. N. E. till

you come to where the measure is eqaal§, which has been explained in

the former chapters, and from thence you proceed in the way above

mentioned.

Eighth Voyagb from Aden to Gujerdt,

If you start from Aden, you go true east till you lose sight of the

mountains of Aden ; you continue to hold the same route a day and

a night, then E. by N., till the southern wind sets in, then E. N. E. if

possible, and if not, you follow the above course and go then E. N. E.

;

if th ere be little motion with the Awelama* (?) there is no harm in it

;

if a closer course is pursued you side to E. by N. and return from

thence again to E. N. E., till the measure4
!! is equal ; in this measure

Lyra% is five inches, or Sagitta* six inches, or Canopus and Lyra are

equal to three inches and a half. Under this measure (height) you see in

the sea frequently sea snakes, which ought to be taken care of, as it is

a good sign ; if you do not see them follow your way in the direction

right east till you see them, and then change again your course to

E. by N. till you see land. The best rule is to trust to the soundings

and not to the sea-snakes, which, if they prove true, show themselves

twice and thrice a day. Be it known, that sometimes in the monsoon

Damdni the ship is thrown by the current towards the Persian shore

like mount Koholdd Dabbaghdt* ; at this time the ship finds itself in

the barbarian channel ; there great precaution is necessary against

the whirlpools ; besides this place there are such between Gujerdt

and Sind in the gulph JakaeP**, where the wind blows continually

from the sea, and the current comes from the shore, so that waves

* The Bur or Banian tree. f Seej or Euphorbia ligularia, Ro xbuboh.

X Lat. 10o 30', Long. 45 10'. $ The kid* or 16° 54'.
|| Lat, 16o 54'.

^f There must be tome mistake in theie stars, as Lyra would have a meridio-

nal altitude of 68° 30' and Sagitta much more. Canopus also could not be

above the horison along with Lyra, as in the given latitude this star only rises

after Lyra sets ; and it attains an elevation of 19° on the meridian.

*+ Point Qigat, at the entrance of the gulph of Cutch.
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and contrary currents are not wanting, and a ship falling in with them

runs great risk to be lobt, if it is not saved by the grace of God ; so

it is necessary to avoid these places. You must turn from the Persian

shore to the Arabian, and steer N. N. E. and N. E. by N. till you

are out of reach of this dangerous place, after which you steer again

E. N. E. Know that the wind of Canopus (S. S. E.) is not to be

trusted till the pole is made with six inches or six inches and a

quarter ; the flood runs then true E. The signs of a tempest are great

distress, and the summer birds called in Yaman, ijdm\ also the birds

bani sqfdf* and amm ul sandnP ; these birds keep then to the shore, flying

in the summer on the sea ; sometimes you see them till where the

pole is made with nine inches, (lat. 19° 54'.)

Ninth Voyage, from Kasha*4* to Gujerdt.

If you set sail from Leiben* you follow the direction E. S. E. and

E. by S. during night time, when for the most part the northerly

wind ceases. From S. S. E. there is a heavy swell ; therefore it is

advisable to keep the high sea; if during night time the wind dimi-

nishes and you find yourselves at sea, lay to till the wind becomes

fresh again ; but if it be fair, you go twelve zdm* true east, return

then to E. N. E. till Sagitta is six inches or Lyra1 five inches, or

Canopus and Lyra\ come equally to three inches and a half. If in

this height you see really sea-snakes, you follow the course of E. by

N. till land is seen. If the sea-snakes are not seen, you steer true east

till you see them, and return then to E. by N. The sign of the

presence of the sea-snakes are great numbers of birds, as the Sowaidi?

and kordni
9
. In some years the sea-snakes and the birds Sowaidi are

seen on the Arabian coast. If you are leaning towards the Arabian

shore, and the pole is made with nine inches or near itj, it is guessed

that you are come near the Indian land ; but this is not certain, because

these birds do not deserve much credit, as some years they are seen,

and in other years they are not seen ; sometimes they are to be seen

in great numbers, and sometimes but few.

Tenth Voyage, from Khalafdt i0
§ to Gujerdt.

If you start from Khala/dt you keep the sea till you come to cape

Fartaku \\, from thence you run twelve zdms true east, then to E. N.

E. or E. by N., as it has been mentioned before.

• Kisseen on south coast of Arabia ; Long. 51° 5'.

f Wrong stars, (vide supra) Dr. Dorn calls Lyra ultalbak, not $aibar.

I About 20° N. Lat. § Maculla ? || Cape Fartash, N. E. of Kisseen.

3 o
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Eleventh Voyage, from Zofdr* to Gujerdt.

Setting sail from Zofdr you go S. E. by S. or near it till yom

get into the open sea, into which cape Marbdtx

\ stretches ont a long

way. From thence you go E. N. E. or E. by N. till you come to

the kids
7 (Lat. 17°) (the measurement explained in former chapters).

At Zofdr grow also cocoanuts.

Twblpth Voyage, ^rom Kdlhdt3 to Gujerdt.

Setting sail from Kdlhdt\ you follow a true eastern course till

you see the sea-snakes, and if you see them, you return towards the

coast, till Lyra* is marked by four inches and a half ; from thence

you steer true east till you come to the shore ; this is the course per-

formed with the monsoon Azib : but at the time of other monsoons

you follow the direction E. by S. till you are come to the kids

(measurement explained in the former chapters), from thence true

east till to the end.

Thirteenth Voyage, from Maskdt to Gujerdt.

If from these ports you wish to make Concan*, you follow the direc-

tion of E. by S. and east ; if you wish to go to Monembdr^, you

follow the direction S. E. by E., you come then to the mount Karate?,

which is a famous mountain of Monembdr.

Fourteenth Voyage, from Aden to Monembdr7
, fMalabar.J

The course is the same which has been already mentioned before

from Aden to Gujerdt ; you go on till the pole marks six inches and a

half or seven inches|| ; if from thence you can go tacking, you go in

the direction of E. by S. or true east ; if it is impossible to keep this

course, your way is E. by N. till the pole is made by seven inches and

half or eight inches ; from thence you follow the direction E. by S.

till the pole is made with six inches^f, then true east till land is in

sight, which is A'zddiw*** or a place near it ; you steer then towards

the shore ; what is meant by the inches, assab<f, and the pole or polar

btsrjah
10 has been explained in the former chapters.

Fifteenth Voyage, from Aden to Hormdz, (Ormus.)

Sailing from Aden in the direction true east you see the moun-

tains of Aden, and if you do not see them you steer in the direction

oiDairai Bar11 which is E. N. E. till Fartakx%
, from thence five zdmst2

ft

'•^/uJ/jy '©yj
4>u bj* % *j '>***•

•^l;l •£*! »SU V!** "lilly "
p|;

* Dofar, a little further east of Fartak. f Cape Morebat ; Lat. 16° 50', Long.
55°. \ Half way between Muscat and Cape Raaalgmt. $ Malabar.

U About Lat. 17o.' \ Lat. 15o. * Ajideeva near Ankola, lat. 14° 40*.

tt The tarn here must be about 35 miles.
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N. E. by E. ; then N. E. to Marbdth* and Mottuka*, (this last is

called Jamjar?,) from thence you follow again the direction N. E.

by E. taking care on your way of the island Hausakeya**, because on

its sea-shore is a shallow ; it is necessary to come forth between

Suhara* and the islands KhUr9 or Murid'f. After having found

Sukara you sail five zdtns N. E. by E. then three zdms N. E., from

thence five N. E. by N. to Mou$ir*\ you may see it or not ; if you

see it, you follow the same way till the island is left behind : from

thence four jtdms to N. N. E. from whence you return to N. by E»

till Rasolhadd9 ; from Rasolhadd you direct yourselves to the known
Dairai Barr10

till Rds Mosandemu§, from thence to the pole to Hortnux.

The pearls for which Hormuss is famous are fished on the islands of

Kaisll
\\ and Bahrain". If you wish to go from Rasolhadd to Dulsind1*^

you steer £. N. E. till you come to Pasani1* or near it ; from thence

to Dairai Barr", that is to say, E. by S. till Rds KardsW**, where

you come to an anchor, waiting for the fishing boats with which you

enter the port. The ancient pilots used to sail from Cape Alhadd

to that of Kardshi in the direction E. by N. but it is better to go

with the higher wind.

Sixteenth Voyage, from Dim to Meshkdss l

*ff.

The time for this voyage is from the tenth day after the Yaxdajer-

dian Nawrd* to the 60th day (7th Nov.—27th Dec.) which is to say,

from the 240th day after the Jelalia* Nawriix to the 290th. First

you follow the direction W. by S. two Ter/a19
, that is to say, two

inches, which make the poles eight inchesJJ ; from thence to W. S. W.
one Terfa; if it is the time to measure the pole (to take the height

by the polar star) you take it : if it not be the time for it§§ you

take the height at the setting of Aquild*\\ || by the Lyra*1 which gives

" b\jj* « *j,h* • ur^F^ * auC-,1*. * tjiym *
Jy
iJ Uyre

• Hasek of maps. f Curia Muria. J Mazeira island.

$ Cape Mussendan, at the entrance of the Persian Gulph. || Kishma ?

% Mouths of Indus. •* Kurachee on the northernmost mouth.
ft Maculla? or a place nearer Morebat? \X Lat. 18o 18*.

§§ This sentence proves that the meridional passage of Polaris was usually
observed.

II H The Arabic name of the star here translated Aquila by the Baron enables
its to clear up the. difficulty in former passages. In the description of the Arabic

celeatial globe by Dr. Dobn (Roy. As. Soc. Trans. II. 381, the star f5jjJjj-*JJ)
(the falling vulture) is shown to be alpha lyra, or wega of the Alphonsine tables.
The translation in the text, therefore, should be— 44 take the height of Polaris
at the setting of urea* (in lyra), i. e. of alpha lyres.

3o2
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4*0 Trumtekm of the MoJut, [Aug.

seven inches and a half, then you steer true east to Sdjer1*, the moun-
tains of Dain*f are visible on the right ; at this time of the year it

is better to see them than to see Fartak, because the wind coming
from N. N. £. is to be feared, which at this time of the year (it

being winter) is much to be feared, as it raises great dust and waves.

If you cannot attain Sdjer you pass Meskkdss ; if the polar star is

seven inches and the ship at sea with a strong wind, turn again its

head to the sea one or two days, according to the strength or the weak-

ness of the wind ; after the winterly wind sets in the monsoon A*ib,

and in this case you go back as much as you are come. If you

start from Diu on the 70th or 80th day of the Yazdajerdian year (6th

—16th Jan.) your way lies then in the direction W. S. W. till you

come opposite the Cape of Fartak, which is the 300th day from the

Jelalian Nawrtfz or the 310th. From opposite the cape Fartak

you go true east ; if the winterly wind blows, you haul down the

sails and lay to, if possible ; if not, you go with as little sail as possible

to get the ship free of the waves. After the ceasing of the winterly

wind the monsoon Amb sets in, in which case you measure back your

steps as much as you have gone, and this season is better than the

former. Some years the winterly winds blow till to the hundredth

day of the Yazdajerdian year, which is the 330th day of the Jelalian

(14th Feb.) particularly from Fartak to Zofar; the signs of land

being near are the birds DhofaiP and Koraifa, and of the sea beasts

or fishes ; the Tabbdka* and LezdP, and of the maritime plants the

Kirmith\ and Kelhqf*.

Sbvbntbbnth Votaob, from Diu to Shehr and Aden.

The course lies first W. S. W. till opposite Fartak, from thence

true east till land is in sight ; this voyage is performed within the

tenth day of the Yazdajerdian year, and the sixtieth, that is to say,

within the 240th and 290th of the Jelalian (7th Nov.—27th Dec.)

if it is performed within the 80th or 90th day of the Yazdajerdian

year, answering to the 310th or 320th of the Jelalian (16th Jan.

—

26th Jan.) the course to be held is W. S. W. till the pole is six

inches and a quarter or six inches, then true west. If you set out

from Diu on the 110th day of the Yazdajerdian year, which answers

to the 340th day of the Jelalian year (15th Feb.), the course to

Meshkass and Shehr is W. S. W. and S. W. by W. till the pole is

marked by five inches and a quarter ; from thence you run true west

;

at your right the island of Socotra is near in sight ; as soon as you

«^>U i

uiJflJU*
* ^iV**

4 ^/ 'aSUId •jy T ky

* Seger. f Doan near Fartak.
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sec it, if you are bound to Meshkass or Htridji** you steer N. W.
by W. and if you intend to go to Shehr you steeT W. N. W. till you

see land ; the sign of your approaching Socotra is that you see of the

sea-plants or an infinite number of trees of the species called Kirmith,

but sometimes you see them and sometimes not ; on the coast of

Shehr men and animals live all on fish.

Eighteenth Voyage,from Mahdim*^ and ShiM* to the Arabic coast.

The time for sailing from these ports is from the tenth to the six-

teenth day of the Yazdajerdian year, which answers from the 240th

to the 290th day of the Jelalian year ; the course to be followed is

W. by S. till the pole is marked by seven inches, from thence you

steer true west. If you intend to go to Meshkass, Shehr, and Aden,

the course to be followed is W. by S., till you come opposite to

Fartak, from thence you go true west to Fartak, and from thence to

which port you please : if you set out from the above mentioned

ports at the end of the season, the direction to be followed is W. S.

W. till the pole is four inches and a quarter or four inches and an

eighth, from thence you steer true west to Kardafdn% The ports

Mahdim and Shiul belong to Deccan ; from this country come the

muslins called Candaharians, and those of Daulatabdd, Bertiptitari*,

and Bairamfr.

Nineteenth Voyage, from Diu to the islands of D(b7
, (Maldives.)

Steer first S. S. £. the pole being made by five inches, side towards

the land in the direction of E. S. E. and S. E. by E. till you see

the mountains of Monibdr ; from thence to Daira Barra, till the pole

is three inches ; from thence to the south pole, till the fardqaa*§ are

eight inches and a quarter, then true W. to the island Foyuka9
, and

the islands near it.

Twentieth Voyage, from Daubtil19 to the islands of D(b.

You follow first the direction W. S. W. till you lose the shore,

from thence to Daira S. W. by W. till land is in sight ; from thence

S. S. E. till the pole comes to three inches, from thence to the south

pole and S. S. W. till the Farkadain (p and 7 in the little bear) are

marked by eight inches and a half ; from thence true west to Foydka

or its neighbourhood. Mark what has been said above : till land is

in sight steering S. W. by W., that means, that the land is at hand.

• Maeulla 7 and Hargiah near Aden. f Mahhn, north, and Sheoul, south

of Bombay. J Guardafui, N. B. Cape of Africa, lat. 12°.

$ Thtfarkadain, or and y urss minorii.
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Be it known to you that in some of the islands of the Maldives the

inhabitants hunt with dogs, bred to the purpose, the Orang-ootang

(Nisnaus) and eat it. The Nisnaus is an animal resembling a mon-

key, but endowed with speech; but generally monkeys are also

called Nisnaus. I have heard from the brother of Janum Hamza,

the late Intendant of Egypt, that coming one day on commercial

business at the extremity of Yaman, to a walled village, he alight-

ed at a house where two boys lying on the ground were crying, and

that out of commiseration he untied their fetters. The master of

the house, returning, laughed at it, and said, these Are Nisnaus, which

we hunt. The next day the master of the house took his disbelieving

guest with him, and he saw the Nisnaus hunted by dogs. Some

Nisnaus emerge from the sea, their flesh is a great dainty ; that they

are endowed with the power of speech is even recorded in the books

of philosophers.

Twbntt-fikst Votaob, from Ditl to Moskdt and Hormtii.

The time of performing this voyage is from the 10th of the Yasdajer-

dian year to the 60th, (7th Nov.—27th Dec.) that is to say, from the

242nd day of the Jelalian year to the 290th ; but you must continually

go tacking, because the wind which is at this time of the year the mon-

soon Asib, blows very strong ; if it is impossible to pursue your course

tacking, you must wait till the wind grows favourable, in which case

you go till the Lyra 1
(?) is made by three inches and a half, and the land

is at hand ; because the interior pole is near the Arabian mountains ;

from thence you proceed true west to Saatari**, or its neighbourhood.

If you set out on the 1 10th day of the Yasdajerdian year, which is the

340th of the Jelalian year, (7th Feb.) your way is W. N. W. till the

pole is eleven inches ; from thence true west till to Tib*, or its neigh-

bourhood ; but if you set out on the 1 50th or 160th day from the Yaz-

dajerdian Nawruz, which is the 15th or 25th of the Jelalian year (26th

March), then you proceed W. S. W. and S. W. by W. till you see the

island of Socotra : direct your course then towards the north pole till

Hausakiai, from thence to Daira(E. N. E.) towards the Arabian coast

;

if the wind grows strong before Socotra is in sight, the western wind
Kus you proceed tacking to N. W. by N. or N. W. or N. N. W. as you
can till you see Mottuk*, Khtir*, or Muria*%. If these places are not

seen, you must take care of Ghabbai-tin7
§. In order to avoid it, you

put the head of the ship to the sea and go on. The sign that you

,UU .ur>-. 'uhJd *<3^ko ^ 'Hpi'itf?***

• Swardi, near Muscat. f Haiek. J Curia Maria. £ Cape Isolaite^
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are near Ghebba is, that the water grows yellow ; as soon as you see

signs of land being near yon must be in guard against it, till Madreka1

or Massira**. If the pole is ten inches and a half, and land is not

in sight, and no signs are seen ; you have passed the Arabian shore,

and then you have no chance but to steer for the Indian continent.

You follow the direction £. by S. till the pole is ten inches to Man-

galorf or Soomdnat\ or Shurowavr* and Gulinaur4 ; but take care not to

bring the pole to ten inches and a half, (22° 1 8') in which case you

necessarily come to Jaked*§ which is your damage and repentance too

late. God be your guide ! What is said of Indian whirlpools is all a tale,

exceptthe whirlpools in the gulph of Jaked, and in the Barbarian channel

near Kardqfdn, where ships falling in are unavoidably lost ; the causes

of it are the heavy waves, the strong winds, the currents and the

breakers of the coast, so that it is impossible for the ship either to

hold the sea or to land on the shore, if God does not grant his parti-

cular grace. If you guess that you may be drifting to Jaked you

must take before hand your precautions and endeavour to reach from

the coast of Makrdn either the port of Kalmata* or Kawdder1
, or

Kapchi Makrdn* ; Bandar Kawauder\\, is the place where cocoanuts

grow ; or you must try to go to Karaushi% or to enter Khdrdidl Sina*;

that is to say, the port of Lahore, to get rid of the fear of Jaked. In

Sind are a great number of liver-eaters, against whom you must be on

your care ; because if they meet a man who eats his dinner in public,

they have the talent of eating up his liver with their eyes, and so

kill him. This is not to be slighted.

TwBNTY-amcoNn Voyage,from Cambeya to Aden at the end oftheseason.

Cambeya is the district in the province of Gujer&t, comprehending

the ports of Ahmedabad ano Patan ; from thence comes the cotton of

Patan; and Bahdder and dome Indian stuffs. In this country is a

profusion of Babaghdri10 and cornelians: but the best of the last

are those coming from Yaman. If you set out from Cambeya and

come to Did or its district, you must sail at night, because at the end

of the season the wind blows from the west during the day, but dur-

ing the night from the shore ; with this land breeze you go as far you

can towards the south. In some years the wind is a strong north

western in the place of the Mavrara (sea-snakes), then your course is

• Maxeira. t Mnngrole, 21° 30'.

t Somnath, Choorwaur, and Cooleynorky Pagoda.

§ Point Gigat, or Juggut, at the south-west corner of the Gulf of Kutch.
II One of the three Bunders on the coast of Gujer&t. S Korachee.
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S. W. by W. Your measure (height) be the pole and no other, till

the pole marks five inches, then you go W. S. W. till the pole is four

inches and a quarter or four inches and an eighth, then true west to

Kardafdn. The signs of Kardafun being near are the birds Karik 1

and ManjF, but few are seen of the last, those which are the most

frequent are the DaghdP and Kasld* ; of sea animals you see the

Tdbbdka* (tortoise ?) and sometimes the sea-horse ; as soon as land

is again at a distance these signs vanish : it is also probable that the

birds here seen are those of Socotra, Samaha9 and Dorzan1
. God

knows the rest. If at this time of your course Socotra is on the

north, you direct yourselves to Hadiai Socotra*, and if you go to

Kardafun, your course is along the Persian* continent. If you go

from Hejrdt9\ to Ddrzin1* you steer W. N. W. and if you wish to go

from Mitu \ to Aden you steer true west till Aden is in sight, then you

follow the current, mdjri
19

, till Bab Mdndam.

Twbntt-third VorAOB, from Dabtil§ to Aden19
.

If you leave Ddb&l at the end of the season, you direct yourselves

W. S. W. till the pole is four inches and an eighth, from thence true

west to Kardafun.

Twbntt-fourth Votagb, from KCwwai Sindabdr14-^ to Aden.

If you start from Kdwwai Sindabur at the end of the season, take

care not to fall on Cape Fdlli
, because it is five inches and a quarter

on the pole ; steer therefore W. by S. till the pole is four inches and

an eighth, from thence true west.

Twbntv-fifth Voyaob, from Henntir1^ and Bdudakl*ioll% to Aden.

If you leave those two ports at the end of the season, go from

Azdditi 1*** or Anguli19
side-wards, and then turn to the sea true west,

if the wind be favourable ; if not, direct yourselves W. by S. or W. by

N. your utmost being S. W. by W. If you cannot attain any of

these directions, turn and steer to the pole till the wind grows favour-

able, then turn again and steer W. by S. till the pole is made by four

inches and an eighth, so you come then going true west to Kardafun

:

the vicinity of Cape Fawl is known by the quantity of birds and a

v*L,< » ^s^o cylfi!J * JUS • ASUfc
§
lar*~ ' ^1 d

• African. f Harjieh ? X Mette, west of Guardafui.

§ South of Bombay, lat. 17° 45'. || Honawer on Malabar coast, 14° 15' lat.

J Bhatakuli or Betkuldrag, ditto, 14°. •* Aujideeva, off Aokola, lat. 18°.

ft Probably Cotuale Sonderbaut of Arrowsmith, north of Goa.
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great quantity ofKdlhdf that is to say, seafoamandKermeP, or sea trees.

Twjbnty-sixth Voyage, /rom Caliciit to Kardaftin.

If you sail from CalicHt with a favourable wind, steer W. by S. and

sometimes W. S. W. so you come to the island Kolfaini3*
,• if at this

time, that is to say, on the 140th day of the Yazdajerdian year, which is

the 5th of the Jelalian (March), the sea shuts, theflood runs at this time

N. N. W. from thence you direct your course to the south pole, and go

tacking if the flood runs to the south pole, but if the wind falls lower,

then this course to S. W., S. W. by S. andS. S. W. you may follow it

a day and a night without inconvenience. If it should fall yet lower, turn

and steer to the north pole or near it, particularly if the pole is made by

less than three inches (lat. 10°), because it is profitable to be then high

north, and the wind grows favourable ; if it be already so, you run from

Calicdt till Kolfaini two zdms in the direction of W. by S., then eight

or nine zdms W. S. W.f then you may rejoice, as you have got clear of

the islands of Ful, from thence W. by N. and W. N. W. till the pole is

four inches and a quarter, and then true west to Kardafdn. Calicdt is

famous for its pepper plantations : its Prince is the Sdumeru\ who is

at war with the Portuguese. On these coasts are a great number of

elephants employed in dragging ships, launching them into the sea, and

similar doings.

Twbntt-sbvbnth Yoykq*, from Did to Malacca.

Leaving Did you go first S. S. E. till the pole is five inches, and

side then towards the land, till the distance between it anc^ between

the ship is six zdms; from thence you steer S. S. E., because in the

neighbourhood of Ceylon, the sea runs high, the further you keep off

the more quiet the sea grows ; you must not side all at once but by

degrees, first till the farkadain (fi and y in the little bear) are made by

a quarter less than eight inches, from thence to S. E. till the farka-

dain are seven inches and a quarter, from thence true east at a rate of

18 zams, then you have passed Ceylon. The sign of Ceylon being

near is continual lightning, be it accompanied by rain or without

rain; so that the lightning, of Ceylon is grown proverbial for a liar.

After having passed Ceylon you go E. N. E. and E. by N. till the

pole is made by two inches, from thence true E. till to the island of

Sarjab which is one of the Najbdri (Nicobarian) islands. After hav-

ing left it behind you steer E. by S. till land is in sight, you go along

it to the islands Faldsanbilen^ which are nine islands ; from thence to

• Calpeni, one of the Laccadives.

t This course is the " nine degree channel" through the Laccadives.

Shah Amir? of the Bider or Ahmedabad dynasty, A. D. 1505--49.

§ Pulo Sambelan or the " nine islands" on the Malay coast, lat 4° 5'.

3 P
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the south pole. At your right some islands are seen at a distance, so

you go towards the south pole till you come to the islands to Folod-

jomra 1 * which appear near, from thence E. S. E. where the sea is more

than ten fathoms, if it be 11 or 12 never mind, because after 12 is

the deep sea, and you are clear of the Shob Kafaussi. You go till

mount Folupdsaldr9
, is opposite, N. E. till the soundings give 24 fa-

thoms, because there is a bent shdb* running out in the sea, which is to

be taken care of—wherefore your course must be followed always in a

depth of 24 fathoms till you see the mount Folupdsaldr N. N. E. ; then

you steer towards the land and Dairai-barra (E.N.E.) till Malacca. The

inhabitants of Skuli*i (})gofrom Faldsanbilen two z£msto thesouth pole.

Twenty-eighth Voyage,from Did to Shitijdm% t. e. to Bengal.

Sailing from Did, your course, till you have left Ceylon behind you,

is the same as the above mentioned, then you steer N. E. Ceylon

remaining on the western side ; then N. E. by N. till you come oppo-

site to Rakanj*§, where the pole is made with a quarter wanting to

nine, and the Asetli scarce with six inches ; if in this course you see

land it is well ; if not, steer E. N. E. till the pole is nine inches and a

half, so you come to the island of Dardiw1 . If you see it at this time it

is well, if not go right east till you see land, but take care of Fesht

Hayutniun*\\ , which is a desert rock, round which the water is twenty fa-

thoms deep; take care alsoofDanfitc?^ wherethe water is but five fathoms.

If Rakanj is in sight, go N. N. W. with 25 fathoms of water. At this

time Hayumidn remains on your right, of which great care is to be taken.

After having passed it you approach the land till your soundings give

1 6 fathoms, and with this course you come to Dardiw ; after having left

it behind you go with 12 fathoms depth N. N. W., there you come to

a great Khdr9 (?) called Bdkdl10**, and then five capes which are taken

for islands bythosewho don't know them ; thencomes a Ghobba11
, that is

to say, a gulph full of shallows, shoals and breakers ; this place is called

Kdkar Diwdlt
ff, then you come to the island Zenjilia

l

*H which is facing

* The Arroas islands. Mt. Parcelar is a well known land mark on the coast,

lat. 2° 50'. f The Sholas or Marhatta traders ? J Chittagong,
once a place of great trade. § Arralcao, lat. 20" 10\

||
Probably Oyster island, a barren rock off Arracan, or St. Martin's reef.

f Probably Nardiel or Narkoldeap of Horsburgh, off the Tek Aa^/* entrance.
•• Probably Mateall island. ff Cutub-deep, southof Chittagong,

XI There are now no islands seaward of the Chittagong coast to which the
sailing directions of Sidi will apply : but Lieut. Lloyd, of the Indian Navy,
who has surveyed this line, informs us that there is a long shoal called " the
patch," parallel with the coast, which is nearly dry at low water, and may hare
formed the islands of Zenjilia three centuries ago ; for there have evidently been
great changes in these parts, even in the memory of our own navigators.
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you, your way lies N. N. W. When you approach this island, side to

the sea, because its southern cape i&rikk1
, that is to say, a shallow, and

the colour of the water grows white ; meanwhile, on the sea side it is

seen green. Hold that course,and you'll find better soundings by degrees

till you come to 17 and 18 fathoms. Coming to this place you find the

water again whitish, these shallows are on the south side oiFeskt Giiri-

dn 9 which is a desert place : here the sea is noisy, don't keep either too

near to the island of Zenjilia, nor too far from it, but steer a middle

course ; if the soundings give 18 fathoms or near it, you have passed

Zenjilia ; then you go in the direction of the north pole, and continue

to take soundings till you come to seven fathoms ; from thence you steer

in the direction of the north pole, and to the rising place of the & and y
of the little bear, till your soundings are six fathoms but not less. So

you come to cape Khiir* which is Shdtij&m. Here you stop till

the rebban* (tide) come, with which you enter the port. Bengal is

abundant in ivory and ebony ; the finest muslin turbans, the very

bestjtilcir^t, and most precious Indian stuffs come from thence ; the

finest muslin sashes are called malmaP, and the most precious of them

rnalmalishdhi, which by confusion is generally named marmare-shdhi

(royal marble) ; there are also sea-bulls5, the best of them are found

between Bengal and Delhi in the interior lake ; they are called sea

bulls, although they don't live in the sea, but in the interior lakes on'the

land ; but the merchants call them so ; for in the interior northern

lakes, in the mountains of the Afghans, are also found the rhinoceros

(Karkaddn*, the name quite the same as the Krokotos of Ctesias), but

their horns are but two palms long ; it is related that those which are

found in Abyssinia have much longer horns. Girafes are found but

in Abyssinia and never in India.

Twenty-ninth Votagb, from Malacca to Aden.

Starting from Malacca you go first along the coast till to the moun-
tain Fotupdsaldr7

; there you take care of the above-mentioned

bank*. This mountain is seen in the direction £. by S., and on some
distance you see Foludjomar9 ; after having left it behind you your

direction is that of the north pole till you come to the islands Falusan-

b(len\, from thence you steer for some time N. N. W. till you come
to the islands Firak"§ and Yaflubotqf l

\\, from thence W. by N. till to

the island Ndjban", from thence W. by S. till , the farkadain (#

VA V^ *° ,-£*i "^^ " ^f-U (Nicobars)

* The word Khfor used here and elsewhere seems a corruption of the Bengali
term khdl, creek or estuary. f Choutar, a fine cloth, so
called from its four threads. I Pulo Sambelan of the Straits.

$ Probably Pera oa the Malay peninsula, or Peoang ? || Pulo Bouton.

3 p 2
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and 7 of the little bear) are made with a quarter leas eight ; from

thence true west, Ceylon being in sight at the right ; if you don't see

it, continue nevertheless your western course till to the Maldives, and

from thence to W. N. W. siding a little to N. W. by W. till opposite

Kardafbn, and till the pole is made by four inches and an eighth,

from thence true west till you reach the land.

Thirtieth Voyage, from Shdtijdm, fChittagong,) thai is to say, from

Bengal to the Arabian coast.

Sail at the end of the madd (flood), that is to say, when three

quarters of it are passed, and go then with the ebb W. by S. two

zams, the soundings being six, seven and eight fathoms ; weigh the

anchor as soon as the flood sets in and goto the wind, weak or strong,

till the ebb begins again one zam "W. S. W. then two zam* N. W.
The water grows then black, and you direct yourselves S. S. W.
till the Farkadain are made with eight inches less a quarter, from

thence true W. Ceylon being in sight on your right, you continue

true W. till to the Maldives, and from thence to Kardafun in the way

above mentioned. The measure of the stars (the taking of the height)

and the distance of the inches has been explained already.

II.

—

Extracts translated from a Memoir on a Map of Peshawar and the

country comprised between the Indus and the Hydaspes, the Peucelaotie

and Taxila of ancient geography, by M. A. Court, in the service

of Mahd-raja Ranjit Singh.

I. ON THE PROVINCE OF TAXILA.

The space lying between the Indus and Hydaspes was first known
to the Greeks under the name of Taxila : whether as its ancient local

title, or one given by the soldiers of Alexander from the town of the

same name, afterwards its capital, is uncertain*. Strabo says that the

• Col. Wilford identifies the town of Taxila with the Taaha-rila of

Hindu ancient geography, of which the extensive ruins were supposed by
Elphinstonb to be traced at Manikyala. The Tacaha Sdila or Sydla tribe are

still numerous in the Panjab. They state, the former name of their city to have

been Uda-n&gari. (As. Res. VIII. 42.) There is deposited in the Asiatic Socie-

ty's collection a large manuscript map of the Panjab compiled by Col. (then

Lieut.) Wilford from the route and compass surveys of a native, Mirza Mo-
gul Beg, expressly instructed by himself and employed from 1786 to 1796, in

travelling and collecting materials to illustrate an acconnt of Alexander's pro-

gress ; the account however does not seem ever to have seen the light, and it is pro*

bable that the map has thus suffered oblivion. It is considerably fuller than M.
Court's Sketch, and as might be expected from the Compiler's learning, more
correct in the orthography of names. We regret not having collated the two
before lithographing M. Court's map.—Ed.
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native kings assumed the name on mounting the throne ; and we find

in history Albxandbr obliging Omphis, who governed the country,

to take the name of Taxilbs. The appellation is quite unknown at

the present day.

It appears that the Greeks confined Taxila proper to the central

part of the region between the Indus and the Hydaspes ; for when

they passed it, the northern portion was ruled by chiefs independent of

Ovthis, while the south was m open opposition to both Alexander

and his ally.

The geographical limits of Taxila are well defined on the map, by

the two f i vers and the chain of Pirpanjdl on the north ;—from this

range to Ko$hab on the south it measures 1 20 kos, with a breadth

from Attok to the Jclim of 74 kos*.

It seems probable that the original inhabitants were Hindus of the

Pandava race, and Chandra-vansis. With these were amalgamated

Persians, Scythians, and even Greeks ; for the Gathers, of whom so

much has lately been written, I take to be the descendants of the

Macedonian colonists ;—they themselves trace their ancestors to the

Khaumi race of Persia, but the word seems but a corruption of Greek.

Taxila contain* the traces ofa number of ancient towns of which the

origin is now unknown . Massive walls of stone masonry are seen,

and in some places, brick work of Babylonish dimensions. The inha-

bitants call them the ruins of temples of Deva Nagarif or Sita-Rama.

The most curious, however, are the mausolea, cupolas, or topes. In the

northern provinces are found colossal statues of plaster, marble, and

stone, most of which have been mutilated by the bigotry of the

Muhammedans. Smaller idols are also occasionally dug up of superior

execution : some I have remarked with frizzled hair. The ancient

religion ofthe country was Buddhistic. The worship of Bacchus, or the

Sun, prevailed at the time of Alexander, and traces of it are visible

in the names of towns, as Surya, Sita, and Causafya ; the sun, his

daughter and mother (?)"

The present inhabitants, being of so mixed an origin, betray striking

varieties of character and manners. The Musulmans who border the

Hydaspes resemble perfectly the Hindus of the Punjab,—while those

on the east bank of the Indus have all the peculiarities of the Afghans,

whence they are descended—an elegant figure, pleasing features, and

vivacity of expression. They are loquacious like the Persians :—and

though living in servitude, they retain their national pride, and submit

* Col. Wilford's map Hates that the kot of this part of the country variei

from 10 to 32 fariongs, probably 2 miles will be a fair average.—Ed.

t Doubtless the Uda-n&gari of Wilfosd ; see note to page 468.—Ed.
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only to the authority of their chiefs, with whom they live on terms of

equality. " I have everywhere witnessed their courage and intrepi-

dity, in their encounters with the Sikhs, on whose bayonets they rush

sword in hand. Against the Hindus a fierce and implacable bigotry

is kept up among them by their Mullas, whom they regard with super-

stitious reverence. They retain many traits of hospitality : are blunt,

coarse in manner, and devoid of the polish of the Persians. Their dress

is a long shirt, blue turban and scarf, which serves the secondary pur-

pose of a cloth to pray upon. Their women are allowed comparatively

much liberty, but do not abuse it : they perform as usual the whole

labour of the household, while the men are in the fields. Their

houses are constructed of mud roofed with timber, and again covered

with earth to keep off the rain. The tribes of the plains, having a fine

fertile land, are in good circumstances ; but those of the Putwar, Thenni,

and Khibbi districts are sadly oppressed by the Sikhs. The mountain

tribes along the west bank of the Hydaspes are in a half savage state.

Most of them live only by plunder and robbery, and think as little of

cutting a man's throat as a sheep's. Travelling alone amongst them

is most hazardous.

" The language of Taxila proper is the Hindustani corrupted, which

pervades the Panj£b : in the north, Cashmerian ; and on the Indus the

Pashtii dialect, peculiar to the Afghan tribes. The Persian is little

used, except among the informed classes.

" The principal towns in the southern division are Rowel Pindi,

Jelam, Pind-dddan Khan, NUte, Fctfehganj, Khibbi, and Makhade

:

—in the

central division, Attok, Khampur, Iskanderpur and Noachir

:

—in the

northern, Muzafferdbdd, Birrh, Pakkheli, and Kaka Bamba."

M. Court describes minutely the whole of these and other re-

markable places, repeating under the head of Manikydla the account

of his interesting operations upon the topes there, which was published

in the Journal for 1 834. We have lithographed his sketch of the

principal tope opened by M. Vbntura and his ground-plan of the place

(Plate XXVI.) to shew the situation of the numerous ruins with which

it is studded, and which he considers to be the sepulchres of ancient

kings. The following explanation refers to the figures on the plate :

—

1. Chief Cupola explored by General Ventura, (J. A. S. 1834.)

2. Cupola whence were obtained the coins and relics described by M. Court
in the same Journal for 1834, p. 556.

3. 4, 5, 6, 7. Ruinous topes of which the foundations have been dug up.

8. Cupola in which M. Court found an urn enclosing a glass prism.

9. Cupola wherein was discovered a box containing a bit of ivory.

10. Small mound whence were dug up fragments of bronze images.

11. Cupola wuich contained an urn of baked clay.
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12. Square buildings attached to many of the Cupolas.

13. Tombs.

14. Mound from which were extracted many medals of copper and of caracoly

(a compound of gold, silver, snd copper.)

PI. XX. represents what M. Court denominates a " symbole," also

found among the extensive ruins of this curious place. We do not find

it particularly described, but, from the general appearance of the sculp-

ture it may be regarded either as a Buddhist or a Mithraic monument

—

probably the frame of some picture or shrine of a temple : and it is

peculiarly interesting from the collection of symbols in the upper

horizontal line, almost all of which can be recognized as belonging to

the series of ancient coins about which so much has been written.

The jar, the swastica, the sun, the altar, and especially the penultimate

object on the right hand, which is common on the Kadphises coins.

All the country commanded by the elevated summit of Manikydla

is much raised above the plain of the Panj£b. It appears to have

been anciently a vast plateau, that in the course of ages, from the

gradual action of periodical rains combined with occasional earth-

quakes, has been cut into deep ravines now difficult to traverse, which

make it look like a heap of ruins. It is covered with villages, the

inhabitants of which raise a thin and precarious crop on its very poor

soil. The neighbourhood of the mountains is covered with a thorny

and leafless jungle.

The whole district is called Potwdr ; it was formerly very populous,

as at least testify the numerous ruins of old habitations. The villages

are said to have run into one another, forming a continuous line for

16 kos from Manikydla to Tammidk. The mulberry and other fruit

trees used to thrive in its gardens.

The ruins of Ramma are at 13 kos S. S. W. from Manikydla : they

are attributed to Sita Rami (?) Those of Parvala, traced to the time

of the Pandavas, are on the north at 12 kos. At the latter place, in

the gate of an old castle, is an inscription in an unknown character.

Traces ofa very ancient town, DangeK, are met with 14 kos towards

the east : the inhabitants ascribe its origin to the Diws. It flourished

under the Ghiker sovereigns, who resided there. Makkyala near

Kattas, Benda and Pakhi were also Ghiker towns. The modern town

of Bigram is five kos lower down than Dangeli. It is now inhabited

by Chandra-vansis, who are descended from the former rajas of the

country.

In the neighbourhood of Jelim (a modern town of the Peruzan

zemindars) are the extensive ruins of another castle perched on the

top of an artificial mound, where very old Hindu medals are found.
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The inhabitants assert that a city surrounded it called Bidad-nagar,

which through the wickedness and cruelty of the raja was destroyed

by an earthquake,—a fact borne out by the appearance of the mound.

This hillock had been in generations past dug up in search of coins

and relics. The walls were of brick, very massive and large : there

were two or three reservoirs and some wells within the enclosure, one

built of stone. The Cashmerians for twenty-five years have been in the

habit of digging here, nominally for bricks, but evidently from their

eagerness they have fallen upon more valuable spoil : the chief of Jelim

has several times confiscated pots of copper and silver coins, thus dug up.

The greater part of these have a horseman on one side and a bull on

the other*. At one time a number of squared blocks of red granite

were dug up, and some door posts which have been since converted

into objects of worship by some Uddsi faqirs on the banks of the

Hydaspes. One of them is sketched in fig. 2 of PI. XX, and is seen

to be the door post of a Hindu templet . The fellow of it is set up at

Khallih, three kos N. N. W. of Jelim, by some Ben-bdba faqirs. M.
Court imagines this spot to have been the site of Bucephalia ; and

he would fix Nicea at Patti-kuti near Vessa, three kos E. of Jelim. In

his opinion Jelim and AurangdbddX are the only positions in which two

numerous armies could have encamped to dispute the passage of the

river. Moreover, not a vestige of an ancient town is to be found on

the west bank of the Hydaspes from Kala Mangala to Ddrapur, except

at Sultdnpur, where the river debouches from the hills. In face of this

spot is the fortress of Kala Mangala, attributed to Raja Sarwan. The

opposite bank is too broken for Porus to have manoeuvered his cha-

riots. Below Sultdnpur, at the small hill of Barliti, the inhabitants

assert a bridge of boats formerly existed. Two kos further down, at

Menar, are seen the remains of a castle of very great antiquity : the

river once washed its walls, but has now retired half a league. It is

accounted the customary place of crossing the riyer in former days.

* This description is insufficient to determine whether they are of the Azos

rroup, or whether of the Rajput series ; but as they are called above, Hindu, we
presume the latter must be the case ; and this will account for the large quantity

of these coins procured by Kbramat Ali and Mohan Lal in the PanjAb. It

may also account for the inscription Sy&lapati on one series of them—" lord

of the 8ydlat," whom Col. Wilfobd fixes as the people of Taxila, (see above.)

—Ed.
f Capt. Buknes describes aetata* pillar with a capital very like the Corinthian

order shewn to him by M. Court. He says also, that the inscription on the

slab was in the Arabic character. Travels, i. 58.

—

Ed.

t Erroneously written Uzengabad on the map :—and Morungabad of Wil-

fobd.—Ed.
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M. Court recognizes the place of Alexander's passage at KhiU"

patan, where is still the principal ford. It is five kos from Jelim, the

Bucephela of our informant : agreeing with the passage in history,

" Alexander wishing to pass the Hydaspes, ascended four leagues

higher up than where he had encamped, and there crossed his army

at an island which facilitated the passage." This island is the one

in face of Khilipatan, for at the village of Gitiali the river divides into

two branches, one running towards Jelam, the other towards Suk-

chandpur. They enclose a large plain of cultivable ground. The

western branch is only fordable in November, December, and

January : it divides again into two branches at Khilipatan, thus

forming several large islands, the largest being two leagues long by

one broad :—the river beds are pebbly, and the current strong. The

plain continues for four kos up to the ruins of Patti Koti ; and here,

doubtless, Alexander must have had his encounter with Porus'

son, and with that prinee himself, who came to his aid. All that

Plutarch says of the passage and of the towns founded by Alexan-

der, tallies well with the above explanation.

The celebrated fortress of Rotas, now unworthy of regard in a

military view, presents little beyond Muhammedan tombs and mosques

in its ruins. There are, however, Hindu medals found there, but the

particular class is not mentioned.

Pind-ddden Khan, a modern commercial town, is the great mart for

the rock salt of the mountains on the west, now monopolized by Ran-

jit Singh*. Other ruins of an ancient town, Gagirakhi, extend along

the banks of the Hydaspes from near Jetdlpur to Ddrapur. On leav-

ing the district of Pind-dadan Khan by the route which traverses the

salt range, the site of an Indian annual pilgrimage occurs, called

Kattas. Here again are the traces of an old town ascribed to the

Pandavas, where are found small images of a red stone, holding in

their hand the toppa of the Persians,—a species of iron club which

would appear to have been a weapon of offence formerly in use.

Alexander was wounded by one in his attack on the fort of the

Malli.

The district of Thenni bordering upon that of Pind-dddan is famous

for its breed of horses and mules. After passing Chekuvdl, Nilli and

Dula on the Suban river, a, ruined castle is pointed out where the

sovereigns of old used to keep their treasure. Medals are here found

• See the description by Burnrs in his Travels, vol. i. 52, and in the Journ.

As. Socy. ii. 365.—Ed.
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in the ruins. The whole country is indeed remarkable for the number

of antique ruins it presents : the most striking are those of Tatta and

Ris : those of Kounda are attributed to raja Hoddi (?).

At Jend, 12 kos from Ktebbi, towards Kushdlgark is a small gold-

washing. Fatckganj, a very old town, is remarkable for its sulphureous

springs : Hassan Abddl, for its picturesque situation and pure waters

:

the remains of a palace built by Akbkr here are still visible : it is on

the high road from Attok to Lahdr. Of these places it is unnecessary

to speak, as they have been fully described by Burnbs and other

travellers ; nor have we space to extract M. Court's notes on Khanp&r,

Skanderpur, Naucher, &c. Near the former place General Vrntura

opened several cupolas, and a large one at Pdhler was explored by the

native chief.

Of the district of PakhM, called by Forstbr Pukholi, this author

would make Peucelaotis of the Greeks. This M. Court refutes, plac-

ing it (as noted in the memoir published last month) near Bajorc

(Bazira of the Greeks) on the west bank of the Indus.

We must also take but a very cursory view of M. Court's remarks

on the physical geography of Taxila, hoping to see the whole pub-

lished ere long in the Paris Journal, with the advantage of the com*

merits of savans acquainted with the ancient history of the province.

The mountainous tract to the north of the district boasts the boldest

and most romantic scenery. It is the link between the Pirpanjdl

range and the Hindu-koh. In the winter months there are but two or

three passes practicable for foot passengers, and that with much
hazard. Parallel ranges of less elevation occupy the southern face of

the principal mountain ridge for a space of 40 to 60 kos, forming

between them the successive valleys of Kakabamba, Pakkh&ri, and

Mosaffcrabdd. Detached and irregular mountains and ridges cross

the main chains at various angles, or form insulated groups, as is

shewn on the map. There seem to be two principal lines of upheave-

ment, which it would be abundantly curious to examine geologically

on the principle of contemporaneous origin of parallel ridges started

by M. Elie dr Beaumont. The most interesting lines are the metalli-

ferous hills N. W. of the Hydaspes, in general low, savage and uncul-

tivated, but rich in ores. Ferruginous, sulphureous and saline springs

are plentiful, but are not now turned to more use than the mines,,

which were apparently worked in former times. The Hydaspes for-

merly paid tribute in the gold of its own tributary streams. The Pind-

dadan chain has abundance of iron. At Karengili near Kattas are mines

of antimony :—in the Gulrik range, native sulphur : near Makhodi, na-

tive alum : and at Pind-dddan, the salt mines before mentioned.
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The vault of the large salt mine fell in shortly after the visit of M.
Jacqubmont. The section shews well the position of the salt, which

i9, in fact, a solid rocky mass : towards the upper part it divides into

veins of white and red :—the latter are preferred ; the former contain-

ing lime and gypsum.

The western mine is greater in depth, but less extensive than the

other. 250 steps were counted before reaching its focus :—the shafts

were only wide enough for one person to pass at a time, each carry-

ing a flambeau. The excavation is divided into two vaults ; one is now
abandoned, being cut away to a dangerous precipice.

The lamps rendered the air and heat nearly insufferable when

Messrs. Wade and Murray visited it in company with M. Court.

On the surface of this chain are scattered large blocks of gypsum,

worn as if by the action of the sea. Some yellow slates are also seen.

Vegetation is confined to saline plants and a few thorny bushes.

Of the Indus and Hydaspes sufficient is already known. Danvillb

has fallen into an error in making the former pass by Hsshtnagar,

which lies on a small tributary called the Jind.

The climate of Taxila embraces extremes, from the healthy bracing

cold of the snowy mountain to the excessive heats of the southern

plains. The soil of the southern portion for want of water, as well as

from the presence of salt, is little adapted for cultivation, and the vil-

lages are consequently very scant. In the beautiful valleys to the

north, however, plentiful springs and a rich soil produce the opposite

effects of fertility and a dense population ; but agriculture is neglected

through the oppression of the Government. The perpetual verdure of

the Mils to the north affords abundant pasturage for cattle.

II.—ON THB PROVINCE OP PESHA'WAR*.

Peshdwar, the city, supposed by some geographers to be Peu-

celaotis, of the Greeks, is said by its inhabitants to be built upon the

ruins of the ancient Baghram. In dimensions it certainly much sur-

passes Cdbuh but its suburbs and the number of gardens which extend

southward, contribute towards this apparent magnitude. Its houses

are slightly built of brick or mud, held together by wooden frame work.

This mode of building has, perhaps, been adopted on account of the

earthquakes, which are frequent, but seldom very serious. The houses

are generally provided with Sard-khdnas, a description of cellar or

underground room, where the inhabitants spend the day, to avoid the

• In this part of the translation, which follows the original more closely

than the foregoing, we are indebted to the same fair hand, to which we were

beholden on a former occasion.—Ed.
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intense and scorching heat of their summer. The streets are narrow

and irregnlar, and present every where the most uncleanly aspect.

A large bazar runs across from east to west, commencing from

the Serai Gaur katra, and terminating at the fortress of Balasir. A
stream which draws its waters from the river of Bahrfh, crosses

the town from south to north, and would very much facilitate the

establishing of fountains, if the Asiatics only knew the use and

advantage of them. The population of Peehnwar may be rated at

80,000 souls, consisting of Afghans, Ka«hmerians, and Indians. The

latter appear to have been its primitive inhabitants ; but although they

are still very numerous, they live in dependence on the Mahomedans,

and are oppressed by heavy taxation, (taxes d'avanies.) All the com-

merce of the country is in their hands. From Cabul, raw silk, worsted,

cochenille, jalap, manna, asafoetida, saffron, resin, simples, and

both fresh and dried fruits—all which are generally exported to

India, from whence they receive in return,cambric, silks, indigo, sugar,

and spices. To Cashmir the exports are gold sequins, gold and silver

thread and lace, in transit from Bokhara ; and the return, shawls, tea,

and Persian manuscripts. They exchange the salt of the Kohdt range

with the rock crystal and the iron of Bijdwar: this last district, as

also those of Sawat and Bunir, offer a ready market for the sale of

their tissues of cotton ;—the trades and arts of the town are limited to

mere necessaries of life, and are principally carried on by the Cash-

merians.

The Hindustani is generally spoken, also the Pashtu ; the use of the

Persian language becomes nearly extinct on entering this province.

Peshdwar musters about 40,000 horse, a thousand foot soldiers, and

twelve pieces of cannon. The troops are very irregular, and are

badly paid.

The climate of the province is not very healthy. Fevers are very

prevalent from the summer solstice to the end of autumn, at which

period they generally prove fatal. They are brought on by excess in

the eating of fruits, or by the unwholesome exhalations and vapours,

rising from the rivers of the Dudb. The irrigation necessary for

the cultivation of the Turkish corn in May, may contribute to en-

gender fever, the heat of the air being then very intense. The in-

habitants, ignorant of the superior properties of quinine, make use of

a very bitter plant which grows on the banks of their streams. In

1835 I was encamped in this country with the French brigade, 10,000

strong, when we lost by these fevers upwards of a thousand men.

Great incorivenience is also here experienced from swarms of flies,

which prevent any nourishment being taken during the day ; for if
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any of them be swallowed with the food, they occasion a vomiting,

attended with very severe pain in the loins and in the chest. Snakes

and scorpions are also in great abundance, and are often venomous.

The spring sets in early : by the end of February the peach trees

blossom luxuriantly ; by the end of April the weather becomes un-

pleasant ; and the heat is scorching during the months of June, July,

and August. In June the Simum prevails ; it is sometimes pestilential,

resembling the desert blast fSamial) of Arabia. When it blows, one

would fancy that one Btood at the entrance of a hot oven. " Heaven

pity then," the poor traveller, who is overtaken by this wind at mid-

day in the open country ! When first attacked the body becomes

covered with blue spots, and putrefaction is almost instantaneous.

This wind generally blows from W. N. W., in the direction of Jeld-

Idbdd, where it is frequently fatal. The hot season ends in September.

The rains are heavy in the winter, when the sky is frequently clouded

for a week together. There are intervals of rain also in April, but

rarely. In July and August, the rainy season in India, little falls in

these parts, but storms are very frequent, and very severe, and are

always preceded by whirlwinds of dust, obscuring the atmosphere for

hours together ; they are brought on by the S. W. winds, and are

accompanied by claps of thunder in rapid succession. The lightning

fells with fearful flashes.

The environs of Peshawar exhibit little else but a vast space covered

with ruins and tombs. I discovered and dug out several remains of

Indian statues. These statues, some of which are in plaister, others

in bronze, appear to be of very ancient date, for they are devoid of

beauty and are ill executed. They principally represent Gaurakndthi

faqirs, or perhaps Jogis, who for a long time held the countryVest

of the Indus. The image represented (in Plate XXVI.) was dug out of

the village of Banamart, which lies west oiPeshdwar. At a greater dis-

tance are the ruins of Pirigel, where in the rains Indian and Bactrian

medals are to be found. To the west of Peshawar is a mount upon

which an ancient castle appears, which may be the one that Hbphas-

tion besieged, and which was re-established by Timour Shah,

and was subsequently sacked by the Sikhs. The Sikhs again re-

built it in 1834, when this province fell into the hands of Ranjit

Singh, in consequence of a victory gained over the Afghans by the

division under my command. The gardens which stretch from the

south to the west of the town present the appearance of a forest of

orchards, where they cultivate the plum, the fig tree, the peach, the

pear, the mulberry peculiar to this country, the pomegranate, and the

quince : but these fruits, although beautiful to the eye, are very far
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from having equal flavour with those produced iu the south of France.

The grape is only cultivated at the village of Shekh Imdm Mehdi.

Peshdwar is situated in the middle of a vast plain, which stretches

towards the N. E., and which is twenty-five kos in length from the east

to the west, and fifteen in breadth from the south to the north. The

mountains of the Kattiuks, and the Afrtdis hound it to the east, and

those of Kohdt on the south. To the west it is bounded by the mountains

of the Kheibars, and to the north the river of Nagumdn separates it

from the districts of the Dudb and of the Yusafzai*. This plain is

crossed by the river Bahreh, which has its source on the southern side

of the Koh-sufed, crosses the Kheibars, enters this district at A'lam-gujar.

and after a short passage empties itself into the Nagumdn, seven kos

east of Peshawar. Without it the district would be nothing but a bar-

ren desert. From June to September the river is dried up by the many
drains made to irrigate the cotton plantations and the barley fields.

The principal water-courses strike off at the village of Serband, and

are divided lower down into an infinity of lesser ones, which give asto-

nishing fertility to the soil of this district, and promote the cultivation

of rice, which is principally sown in the village of the Mfoktdrsms,

and is much prized by the inhabitants of Afghdnistdn, and the Pan-

jdb. The river Nagumdn, which I presume is no other than the

Malamantus of the Greeks, formerly ran to the west of Peshdwar,

and you may still trace its bed near the ruins of Rasheki. It appears

that some sovereign of the country must have changed its course, in

order to fertilize the land of the Mumunds, which extends to the

south of the town. This tribe, as well as that of the Kaleels who in-

habit the west, have often bloody contentions for the water. The

districts of the Ddudzais and of Kalessa are watered by the canal of

Budeni, led from the same river of Nagumdn; its waters are so

favorable to vegetation, that grass grows on its banks to the height of

a full grown man. The territory of Peshdwar is, generally speaking,

most fertile, rivalling the best in Europe if it were but well administer-

ed. The harvest is gathered in the summer, and again in autumn.

That of the summer yields an abundance of barley and corn,—that of

the autumn several kinds of maize, rice, oil seeds, and abundance of

cotton, which provides the inhabitants with a species of manufacture

suited to the climate. Wood is procured in great scarcity from the

surrounding mountains, on which very little grows.

This country on every side presents to the view ruins of ancient

towns, of the very origin of which the natives are ignorant. The

most striking are those of Khohusser, more commonly known by

the name of the Takkal, where are the vestiges of three massive
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cupolas, of very ancient date. Not far from thence are the ruins of

Rachekhi. Farther off the remains of the town of Jamrud may be

observed at the entrance of the defile of the Kheibar mountains.

The route from Peshdwar to Michint betrays signs of old habitations at

Pirbcla and Pe$sank. The road to Kohdt presents also the remains

of Boulidana, which may possibly be Embolima of Alexander. Quite

close to this, Deliter may be seen ; and further off, at the entrance of

the defile of the Kohdts, are the ruins of Kargan, Akor, Zenddn ; and

in the districts of the M&munds may be also seen those of Aspinagar,

Bassevanan, and Ortnul.

The province is divided into six districts ; namely, the Kaleeis

to the west, the Mumunds to the south, the Ddudzais, the Dudb
to the north, the Kalissa to the east, and that of Hashtnagar to

the north-east. These several districts yield a revenue of eight

lakhs of rupees, without including the cantons of Kohdt and

Lachiteri, which bring near two additional lakhs. The district

of Kohdt is inhabited by the Bungeish, and is celebrated for the

beautiful springs of limpid water which meet at the foot of the

surrounding mountains. A coal mine exists in this territory, but

the inhabitants derive but small profit from it. A mine of sulphur is

also to be found there, but it is not worked ; and some petroleum

wells or mineral tar, which the inhabitants use to light up their

dwellings. Adjoining to this pergannah are the districts occupied

by the Theris, and beyond this is the province of Banuta'k.

The district of the Dudb is so called, because it is enclosed between

the two rivers of Nagumdn and Jindi. It is very fruitful in rice and

sugar-cane, and abounds in beautiful and fertile meadows. It is

inhabited by the tribe of the Gigidnees. In the district of the Abdzais

are the ruins of Gound, but their origin is not known. Still further

in the direction of Tengi is the isolated mountain of Azarneh, which

might well be supposed to be the AornuB, the conquest of which

was one of Alexander's most brilliant exploits. The fortress of

Hissdr is only ten kos to the N. £. of Peshawar : it is situated three

kos from the river of Nagumdn, in an island formed by two branches

of the river Jind, which flows from the outskirts of Sawdt and Bojd-

war. This fortress is conspicuously raised on a small artificial hill.

At its foot are extensive ruins of an ancient town, apparently

founded by idolaters, and upon which is built the actual town

of Hashtnagar, a name meaning the seven towns*. Our geographers

* Hashtnagar, meaning eight towns. The whole eight are named on

Wilford'b map.— Ed.
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think that this town is the same as Massaga, the capital of the

Assaceni, but I am more inclined to think that it is the Nt/sa of the

Greeks. Its proximity to the Cophenes, and above all what Plu-

tarch states as said by Alexander to his Macedonians, when they

objected to fording the river on account of its depth, corroborate

my conjecture. The inhabitants of the Dudb, and those of the

mountains of the Mourmards, appear to me to be the Ass&ceni,

who were employed by Alexander in building the vessels, in which

they sailed down the Cophenes as far as Taxila. To the N. E. of

Hashtnagar is the mountain of Behhi Btanding alone on a vast plain,

and close to it are the ruins of an ancient castle which is attributed

to Rajya Varrah, and which, according to the traditions of the

inhabitants, was the dwelling of the ancient sovereigns of this

country. There are also some basso-relievos, and the traces of

an aqueduct by which the waters were carried to the river Jind.

This aqueduct commences at the ruins of Rajir, which are situated

nearly opposite Hashtnagar. Further off in the district of the Babu-

zais, on another mountain, are the massive ruins of another fortress,

which can only be reached by means of a path cut through the rock.

It goes by the name of Pelt.

Three days' journey north of Hashtnagar are the districts of Sawdt

and Bunir, where are the ruins of Gerira, Bonsekhan, Zakut, and Ch(m-

kor. Near the latter are four massive cupolas of the same kind as

those of Manikytila. The small river Panjkori traverses the district,

and joins the Jindi. It is much to be regretted that travellers do not

visit with more minuteness this portion of the country, as they might,

were they to do so, gain positive information as to the march of

Alexander on the banks of the Indus. It is in these districts that

Birbbl, the Vizier of Akber, perished with a whole army. The inha-

bitants have, we are told, cut a road through the rugged rocks,

leading to the north, by means of which they communicate with the

Tartar tribes of Kashgar and others. All that tract of country lying

to the east of Hashtnagar is inhabited by the tribe of the Yusufzais.

The Indus forms the eastern boundary of this district, and Landeh on

the river Nagumdn its southern. To the north are the mountains of

Panjitar and Shernia. According to some historians, the province of

the Yusufzais is the same as the Taxila of Alexander, where the

king Omphis reigned, whose fidelity and devotion facilitated to Alex-

ander the conquest of the Indus. But, according to other historians,

and more especially in the opinion of Plutarch, the real Taxila waa
that country enclosed between the Indus and the Hydaspes.
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The province of the Yusufiais is divided into eleven tappas—viz :

Principal Towns.

~* . /Sedu-zais, Hound.
Two ^PP" \ Otuman-zais, Toppi.

fKeder-zais, Khiva.

J
Mamu-zais, Nohdeli.

Five tappas, Rezers . . ^ Malek-zais, Yar-hosein.

I Akukhels, Ismaila.

LMani-zais, Toulandi.

Two tappas, Amazais.
{
p™^™'

}
Kapurdigarbf.

„, v i • f Kamal-zaia, Otti.
Twotappas.K«m«lza.8.| Kamal.zai8> T4rt _

All these districts are governed by independent chiefs, who live in

the greatest dissension. There are no taxes established, and each in-

habitant rents, cultivates, and reaps the produce of his grounds, paying

only a small sum as tribute to the chief of the district. It is only

since 1822 that the Maharaja of Lahore succeeded by the force of arms

in levying five rupees on every house and a certain number of horses,

with which they are obliged to furnish him annually. The tribe of

the Yusufzais is one of the most powerful in Afghanistan. It has

always been remarkable for the independence it has preserved, and for

some time it resisted the attacks of the Mogul kings, and even Nadir

Shah himself, who never thoroughly succeeded in subjugating it. The

people of this tribe are vigorous, active, turbulent, and have given

proofs of extraordinary courage in the wars which they have had to

sustain against the Sikhs. When public danger is threatened, all the

districts suspend their own quarrels, and gather together to make

common resistance. Each one provides himself with weapons at his

own expense, and volunteers as a soldier under the banner of his chief.

This soil is extremely fertile in every kind of grain, yielding a plen-

tiful harvest of maize, beans, peas, cotton, oil seeds, and excellent

tobacco. The mountains towards the north afford excellent pasture

for all kinds of cattle. The province contains no town, properly so

called, but it is embellished by large and populous villages : the prin-

cipal one amongst them is Kapardigarht, standing in the midst of the

ruins of a very ancient town, which might very possibly be the Caspa-

tyrus of the Greeks, the capital of the Gand£ri, whom our geogra-

phers place to the east of the Assaceai on the western bank of the

Indus. Quite close to this village I observed a rock on which there are

inscriptions almost effaced by time, and out of which I could only

decipher the following characters. (See Inscription 5, of Plate XXVII.)

Further off, on the opposite side of the mountain of Koh-ganga, are

8m
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the rains of an ancient town, which is attributed to a heathen race

;

and quite close to that is the village of Bazar, now inhabited by the

Kamahais. Not far from thence is another very extensive ruin,

where several remains of statues have been found*. In the land of the

Yusufzais also are the ruins of Motina near Yar-hosein ; those of

Gagri and Shirkand near Ismaila ; Kirkand near Mayor, in the district

of Otti ; Kaleder near the stream of Kdlapdni ; Mashari-Banda, oh the

river Landeh ; and Pilusseddn, opposite Messa. Besides these ruins

the country is covered with an immense quantity of small artificial

hills, on which there are remains of ancient dwellings, and where, in

the rains, Indian, Bactrian, and Indo-Scythian medals may be found.

Near Panjitar are the ruins of Nogiran, where there are inscriptions

in the same character as those noticed above.

In the district of Shernia, which is further to the north, we remark

those of Ndgari, where basso-relievos may be seen. On the banks of

the Indus are the ruins of Pihour, Toppi, Hound, and Mahmedpur, of

which I have already spoken. The river Landeh or Nagumdn sepa-

rates the Yusufzais from the province of Katiuks. This country is

very mountainous, and contains mines of sulphur, salt, springs of

naphtha, and many slate quarries. It is inhabited by the tribe of the

Katiuks and the Aferidis, intrepid mountaineers, who often intercept

the route from Attok to Peshdwar. Their chief towns are Nizdmpur

and Sirri in the interior, and Akhoreh on the right bank of the Nagu-

mdn. This last town may be presumed to be the Ora of Arrian. If

this be the case, the inhabitants of the mountains of the Katiuks are

descendants of the Assaceni. The province of the Kattuks is divided

from that of Kohit by the district of Lachitri.

HI.

—

Facsimiles of Ancient Inscriptions, lithographed by Jas. Prinskp,

Secy. SfC.

[Continued from page 349.]

PL XXVI. l.—Asirgarh inscription.

This inscription, for the knowledge of which I am indebted to the

antiquarian zeal of Dr. J. Swinbt, has been 'in the possession of

Dr. Mbllish since the year 1805, when, according to a memoran-

dum on the original drawing, it was copied from a wax impres-

sion of a seal found at Asirgarh by Captain Colbbrookb, of the

Engineers. By the three notes in pencil at the top, (which I have

• We have lithographed in PI. XXVI. a brome head dug up probably at thU
place by H* Court. It bears a Samcrit inscription.—Ed.
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inserted), it would appear that the seal was surmounted by three series

of figures, probably cast in bronze : viz. in the centre, Nandi the bull,

with a state chatta over him, and supporters on either side, bearing, the

one, a chatta and axe ; the other a sceptre and axe.

The inscription, hitherto undecyphered, is at once seen to belong

to the old form of Deva-ndgari, now grown familiar to us ; and I am
indebted to the Rev. Dr. Mill, for the subjoined transcript in the

modern character, as well as for the translation of the text, and remarks

on the same.

From the absence of a date it is not easy to assign a certain posi-

tion to the five distinct successions which it embraces ; though, from

the locality of the inscription in a fort of Khande'sh immediately south

oiMdhod, as well as from the termination of the names in Varma, they

may be assigned with some probability to the Ujjayani dynasty ; where,

in the twelfth century, we find Naravarma, Yasuvarma, and three

other Varmas recorded as having reigned. No one of these names,

however, accords with any of the present list ; neither does the modern

Nagari of their inscriptions, of which Colonel Tod has published fac-

similes, at all resemble the seal character, which is evidently of a

much more ancient date. It is customary, also, in Hindu records of this

nature, to commence with the reputed ancestor of the race ; but we

find no allusion to Vicramaditta or Bhoja in the present instance,

and must either suppose our seal anterior to these illustrious person-

ages—or unconnected with Ujjayani. It is certainly possible that a

petty raja might have maintained independence for a few reigns in his

hill fort, claiming descent from the unknown Hari-varma ; but it is un-

likely that he should have assumed the lofty title of Mahdrdjadhirdja.

The twice recorded matrimonial connection with the Gupta family

is also worthy of remark, as it may possibly have reference to the

Canouj dynasty, whose coins have lately excited so much-interest. The

style of alphabet affords strong evidence of their contemporaniety.

Transcript of the Asirgarh inscription in modern Deva-ndgari.

4 cOTOn* 1TO 3*1*1fa^flWOlVN jWWirw«llf|*H"« *N*PCT

8

3r 2
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Translation.

" He whose glory was transcendent by reason of his four great

.goods*,—before whose Bplendour other kings bowed, sickened with

envy,—who was ever occupied in the juridical decisions of learned

Munies dwelling in leafy hermitages,—whose crooked ramparts were

alike bright and impenetrable,—who was the spoiler of all such as were

vexed with peace,—(such was) the great king Hari-varman. His

son, whose excellent victories equalled those of his father, born of his

noblef wife Anka-db'vi', was the great king A'ditya-varman. His

son again, whose exceeding joys equalled those of his father, born of

Arika'ri'{, eldest daughter of the Gupta race, was the great king

I'svara-varman. His son, whose magnificence equalled that of his

father, born Of Arika'ri', eldest daughter of the Guptas, was the great

king of kings R. Sinha-varman. His son, possessed of like exceed-

ing joys with his father, born of Bha'ra Ka'ma hari', was the chief

of the excellent lion-rulers, the great king of kings Kharva-varman,

our worthy Lord."

It is observable—that the title of Rdja-adhirdja, or king of kings

—

is here, as in the Allahabad inscription, restricted to the two last of

the line of succession—viz. Sinha-varman, and Krarva-varman. I

do not understand the simple letter R. prefixed to the former name,

(viz. a ?: with a dot preceding and following)—unless it be an abbrevia-

tion for Raja : nor am I quite sure of the three letters following the

last name, which I have made ^fo^: W. H. M.

Inscription on a bronze image from Peshdwar.

The head depicted in Plate XXVI. is copied from a sketch in M.
Court's memoir and collection of drawings, from which extracts are

published in the present and in the preceding Journal, (see p. 482.)

The characters are decidedly Deva-n£garf, but whether from their

indistinctness, or from errors in the copying, or from the language

being different, their combination does not form any intelligent

Sanscrit sentence.

• i. e. Religious duty, ^fijj ; wealth, ^r^ ; pleasure, qrrff; eternal salvation,

3ro. Such are the four Bhadras or goods according to the Hindus. Amera Cosha,

ii. 7, § 3, si. 57. If, however, for ^r«r^ we read ^ttjc with Prema-chand

Pandit, the translation will be, " He whose glory transcended the bounds of

the four encircling oceans."—W. H. M.

f The ordinary honorific epithet Srimati is here, contrary to the usual rule,

introduced into the compound in the feminine gender. Regularly it should either

be the crude form Srimat, or the locative case feminine Srimaty&m.—W. H. M.

X The recurrence of the same name and description is singular. It is impos-

sible that they should be the same person, such incest being unknown even to

the heroic age of India.— W. H. M.
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The head has its hair gathered in a knot after the fashion of the

Hindu devotees, and it is bound together by a triple-headed snake of

the cobra species—an ornament not uncommon to Jain figures, but

rarely seen in the simple head of Buddha. The ears seem to be

lengthened and split, in the style of the Kdnphati sect ; but the draw-

ing may also be viewed as of earrings in ears of the natural dimen-

sions.

PI. XXIX.

—

Inscriptions on Kemaon Tridents.

On the right hand side of Plate XXIX. is depicted the bronze

trident at Barahdt in Garhwdl, reduced from the large native drawing

presented to the Society by Mr. Commissioner Traill, last winter.

The inscription on the shaft was published as No. 2 of Plate IX. with

a translation and explanation by our Vice-President, Dr. Mill. The

copper letters being in relief from the shaft were taken off in facsimile.

The same plan, Mr. Traill says, did not answer with the trident

at Gopesvara, although the ancient letters on its shaft are soldered

on in the same manner.—The copy taken by the eye of a native

draughtsman is unfortunately too incorrect to be legible : but the form

of many of the letters shews clearly that this inscription is of the same

age as that of Barahdt.

On the upper part of the trident are three or four short inscriptions

in the modern Dev6-nagari. These, Mr. Traill says, are cut into the

metal. Three of them are illegible, or rather appear to be in some

other language. One only is in Sanscrit ; but in this also several

errors have been committed by the transcriber. With the assistance

of the Society's pandit I am able to present it in a complete form :—
it contains a name—the grand desideratum in such cases ; though too

often, as in the present instance, it turns out to be a name unknown to

fame ! The verse is in the accustomed Sdrdula Vikridita measure, so

often mentioned by Dr. Mill. It opens with the invocation Awn
Svasti.

^ ^cfo ii to fxfinro mnwtt ^rt^npnaTftm top

" The illustrious Prince Anik Mall, having extended his conquests

on all sides, brought together (quece, humbled or made low) upon this

* The proper grammatical reading would be 'sfor^ita
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holy spot sacred to Mahldeva, under the emblem of a pillar, the very

sovereigns of the world whom his prowess had overcome ;

—

" And thus having re-established this same pillar of victory, he

acquired reputation. It is a pious act to raise up a worthy foe when
he has been humbled."

' Parcere subjectis et debellare superbos' seems to be the sentiment

here inculcated ; and it is probable that the allegory of overthrowing

and restoring enemies, alludes to the taking down the pillar (which

may have been done to cut the new inscription) and its restoration,

by some raja who had penetrated thus far in a successful expedition.

The name of Mall occurs as a patronymic in more than one dynasty

of Nipai. It is not impossible, therefore, that the name here written

Anik Mall, may be the same as the Anta Mall of the Neverit

race, who reigned in that valley about the year 1 195 A. D. according

to Kirkpatrick'3 Sketch. Anta, which is without meaning, should

probably be written Ani'k.

IV.

—

Sub-Himdlayan Fossil Remains of the Dddupur Collection. By
Lieuts. W. E. Bakbr, and H. M. Durand, Engineers.

[We should be wanting both in candour and courtesy, were we not to point

ont to the reader, that the plates accompanying the present paper were furnished

by our zealous contributors, and their esteemed commandant Col. Colvin. In

despair of the difficulty and expence of executing so many plates in Calcutta, it

occurred to us that the same pens and pencils which could produce such neat ori-

ginal drawings, could, if provided with the requisite materials, furnish engravings

and lithographs ready executed for our Journal. We accordingly dispatched

some yellow paper, and a copper plate, by dak, to DAdupur ; and these are the

first fruits. If not quite perfect, it should be remembered that the transfers

had to travel 1,000 miles in the height of the rains ere they could be secured

on the stone—and that the copper-plate, with its waxed and etched surface,

had to be bitten by the acid after its arrival in Calcutta. The wonder is, that

they should have turned out so well ! We anticipate much greater success here*

after.—Ed.]

RHINOCEROS.

The manner in which the organic remains of the Sub-Himalayas

were at first deposited, and that in which they have been subsequently

disinterred, have necessitated a system of search more favorable to

the acquisition of specimens than to the accurate description of the

localities in which they occurred. Hitherto the fossils were in general

found widely scattered over the surface and throughout the ravines of

the calcareous sandstone formation ; a dispersion which rendered glean-

ing from the hill surfaces preferable to excavation at any one place,

affording the certainty of a larger number and greater variety of spe-
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cimens than could be anticipated to result from any other mode of

collection. Notwithstanding these circumstances, however, it was

soon observed that the different patfs of the head, the various frag-

ments of one limb, picked up at considerable distances from each

other, could with a little trouble be extracted from the heaps and

assorted ; the sharp edges and accurate junction of the fractured sur-

faces preventing any doubt or mistake. Such restorations proved that

whole extremities, perhaps entire skeletons, must occasionally have

been entombed in the sand, and that the upheavement of the strata

causing the greater number of fossils to be traversed by cracks, divided

them into a number of fragments, which, on the degradation of the

strata, were swept away by the drainage water to various distances

from their original sites. It became an object, if possible, to discover

these sites ; with this purpose in view, many of the abrupt cliffs and

fresh slips, with which this tertiary formation abounds, were examined

;

but with such little success as to render it evident that the gradu-

al wear of ages could alone have sufficed for the exposure and

dissemination of so vast a quantity of these relics on the slopes

and in the ravines of the hills. The scattered fragments were

seldom found to give any clue to the original place of deposit : in fact

it has but once occurred to us that a nearly entire extremity has been

discovered in the calcareous sandstone. And in order to illustrate the

foregoing remarks, we have appended a sketch of these remains*; the

drawing represents them as they lay after the removal of the sand

which at first concealed all but the lower fragment of the femur

:

pieces of tusk, bones, and the half of a lower jaw, were found in the

immediate neighbourhood, and indicated that the other parts of the

skeleton of this mastodon elephantoides had originally been deposited at

no great distance from the posterior extremity which forms the sub-

ject of the sketch. The whole may be considered a fair example

both of the mode of deposition and of the subsequent dispersion

which lodged separate, sharp-edged fragments on the hill sides and

amongst the sandstone boulders of the water-courses. The rare

occurrence of specimens under such favorable circumstances rendering

excavation a very uncertain and ill requited labour, forced the native

collectors to be satisfied with the crop which time had exposed.

• We regret exceedingly that the drawing on transfer paper of the fossil in

Htu was spoiled in passing it on to the stone. This was the case also with

Plate XIX. a very beautiful drawing by Col. J. Colvin : but the latter officer

haTing taken the precaution of forwarding its original, a tolerable attempt has

been made to supply its place by M. Tassin. The initials W. £, B. to this

plate have been inserted by mistake.—Ed.
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Hence, too, the localities of fossils thus collected at places remote

from each other did not admit of being accurately specified ; a cir-

cumstance of less importance so long as the species, sometimes even

the genera, exhibited characters distinct from the fossil and existing

species hitherto described ; but the species about to be noticed being

an approach to an existing type, we consider ourselves fortunate in

having witnessed the exhumation of many of the specimens referred

to in this paper, and are* only sorry that the limited time at our

disposal was insufficient to enable us to take a plan and accurate

sections of the ground.

The following general description may, however, give some idea of

a locality which furnishes an exception to other places whence fossils

have been obtained ; in this instance they have not been met with

in solitary fragments, but found massed together ; and excavation has

been resorted to with advantage. Though but an imperfect descrip-

tion, what follows may suffice to point out the site in question, and

it has therefore been introduced.

The deposit is situated about a mile and a half to the N. W. of

Maginund, a village on the left bank of the easternmost affluent to

the Caggar, (or Gagur of some maps), immediately at the debouche

of the channel from the hills. On leaving the village, crossing over

to the right bank, and skirting for a short distance in a westerly

direction the base of the hills, the bed of a tributary is reached, which,

on being traced up, leads to the deposit. The formation here consists

alternately of strata of calcareous sandstone and of strata of a loamy

texture, composed of a mixture of sand and clay ; the proportions

of these ingredients of course vary continually, but in general they

are nearly equal ; the clay colours the strata, giving a brownish red

shade. The calcareous matter which enters into these loamy strata

is usually in small quantity, and they are so little indurated that some

of the blocks, although sheltered from the force of the rain itself,

fall to pieces when exposed to the damp atmosphere of a rainy day.

The fossils extracted from this matrix are more fragile than those

imbedded in the calcareous sand, and much care is requisite in dis-

engaging them.

A hasty or distant view of the sections which here, as elsewhere,

abound, might lead to the conclusion that the loamy strata predomi-

nate ; for being, as above described, but little indurated and easily-

acted upon by damp and rain, they tinge the calcareous sand strata

beneath them by covering their exposed sectional surfaces with red

or ochre-coloured particles. The consequent effect is very deceptive ;

but on closely examining many sections, we invariably found the sand
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to predominate. The part of the hills here alluded to is barren of

wood. The strata evidently suffer very rapid degradation, in conse-

quence of the facility with which the clayey beds yield to the abrad-

ing force of the drainage water ; by means of the loose stratum,

the more enduring sandstone is as it were peeled off, and covers the

hill slopes with its debris. The dip of the stratification has a general

N. E. direction.

The circumscribed space, more immediately under consideration,

consists of about one hundred feet of ravine along a stratum of

loamy texture. Within this confined space specimens of all the

genera, contained in the synopsis of our collection, have been

found : that is to say, the same bed which yielded so many remains

of the fossil unicorn rhinoceros, likewise produced the half of the

upper and lower jaws of a young sivatherium ; many bones of the

extremities of adult animals of that genus, or of a ruminant of as

large a skeleton as that of the sivatherium ; the anterior half of the

head of an animal which presents analogies both to the palseotherium

and anoplotherium ; and, in short, exemplars of all the genera except-

ing the hippopotamus. The remains of fish and tortoises must also

be added to the list of classes not hitherto discovered in this deposit

:

exceptions, however, which are probably accidental, as the plates of

saurian animals have been obtained from thence.

The osteologies! remains, although strangely amassed together, are

frequently perfect ; in many instances whole extremities have been

disinterred ; there are cases of the greater part of whole skeletons

being dug out, but these are rare ; whole craniums of large animals

have not hitherto been met with ; a circumstance which, considering

the number of their bones, would be unaccountable, had we not

grounds for taxing the carelessness of the excavators as in part an-

swerable for the anomaly. Perfect craniums of the smaller animals

are of frequent occurrence ; in one block we counted fine craniums of

antelopes, close together ; not all equally perfect, as one of them

possessed even the core of the horns complete, but with the molars

and greater part of the head present, so that all error is excluded.

Animals of the same species are not always thus heaped together : on

the contrary, the relics of very different species may be frequently

observed in contact. One block of moderate dimensions presented

the assemblage of remains of the sivatherium, rhinoceros, sus, croco-

dile, of a large feline and a small carnivorous animal, of antelope, and

of an undistinguished ruminant. Another block gave the head of a

species of gulo, accompanied by the plate of a saurian animal. To the

rhinoceros femur and tibia, (PI. A) we found attached the astragalus of

3 8
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an elephant and metatarsal of a rhinoceros : it would however be useless

to mention at greater length the juxta-position of specimens in this

stratum ; suffice it to add, that sometimes, perhaps in general, the

skulls and bones of the same species are found together ; at others,

however, as above described, the remains of very different species

occur together.

There is one remarkable fact deserving of mention ; which is, that by

far the greater proportion of the craniums from this deposit are those

of young animals ; the adult bear a small proportion to them.

, From the above site the fossils selected to form the subject of this

paper have been obtained, with the exception of the following.

The cranium, PI. XV. which was found about three miles from the

Maginnud deposit.

The separate teeth, fig. 5, 6, 7, 8, PI. XIX. which were brought at

different times and without any account of the places at which they

were obtained.

The fine fragment from a lower jaw, fig. 6, 7, PI. XVI. which is in

the possession of Conductor Daws, of the Canal Department, to whom
it was brought from the vicinity of the Haripur pass.

Cranium. We shall commence with the fossil, which being the most

perfect, affords the best means of instituting a comparison with the

skulls of described species. It forms the subject of PI. XV. in which

three views are given, which were taken with a camera lucida—the

instrument and the distance of the cranium were so adjusted, that the

reflected image was exactly one-sixth the size of the original. We
are indebted to Colonel Colvin for the delineations in this plate.

The fossil cranium is imperfect in the following parts. The extre-

mity of the nasal and intermaxillary bones are broken off ; the zygo-

matic arches are both fractured ; the left occipital condyle is wanting

;

the following molars have either dropped out prior to the envelop-

ment of the head by the matrix, or have been broken off subsequently

to its fossilization, viz. the fifth of the right, the first and seventh of

the left maxillary. In addition to these losses the cranium has under-

gone, when in the stratum, the common fate of sub-Himalayan relics,

and is cracked in several directions : the crush, however, which pro-

duced these cracks has not materially altered the form of the head

;

the chief effect produced has been the forcing the left half palate at its

anterior extremity a little above its proper level ; this the longitudinal

crack passing through the left orbit enabled it to accomplish ; the

displacement resulting may be best observed in the profile view of the

skull, fig. 3. The transverse cracks are accompanied by a small

hollow and a consequent neighbouring bulge, both so partial and
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of such small relief, that in the profile their places can only he
observed by paying attention to the jagged outline at the depression

of the frontals. With the above exceptions the specimen is perfect.

A glance at PI. XV. will be sufficient at once to determine the species

with which this fossil rhinoceros must be compared. The depression

of the frontals causing the deeply curved outline of the upper planes

of the head ; the slope of the occiput ; the septum and its nasal

arch—all separate this cranium from the existing and fossil bicorn

species. The existing unicorn species is that, therefore, to which
recourse must be had in order to establish a comparison.

In the unicorn rhinoceros ofJava the height to which the crest of the

occiput rises above the palatal plane, as also the thickness and promi-

nence of the nasal arch supporting the horn, are less than in the Indian

rhinoceros. A line drawn tangential to the crest of the occiput and
the highest point of the nasal bones will, in the unicorn species of

India, be more raised above the plane of the frontals than is the case

in the Javanese rhinoceros. In the foregoing respects the fossil asso-

ciates itself with the Indian, and differs from the Java species. The
comparison may, therefore, in general be confined to the former.

With the view of bringing ut once under the eye, the discordance

which occurs between the relative values of analogous dimensions, the

subjoined table is here inserted. The modulus chosen is the space

occupied by the seven molars, because on this measurement the

development of the bones of the head must, to a certain extent, be

dependent. The measurements given in Cuvikr's Os. Fos. have

afforded the proportions of the existing species ; and the table of

dimensions which closes this paper has given the proportions of the

fossil.

Measurement. Cuvier's
Ind.Rhio.

100

1*02

I'll

045
0.83
1-02

0-47

Fossil.

Ind.Rhin.

TOO

0*80
1*05

0.38
•*78

100
0*60

Space occupied by the seven molars assumed equal to,

Height of occiput from lowest edge of occipital foramen to

summit of crest of occiput, •

Greatest breadth of occiput,

Least thickness of cranium across temporals

Breadth across at post orbital apophysis of frontals

Distance from anterior of orbit to auditory foramen,

Breadth across the occipital condyles, I

Referring to the table of dimensions it will be observed, that the

height of the occiput is in the fossil less by met. 0.021 than the

corresponding measure of Cuvikr's Indian rhinoceros ; but the greatest

breadth of the occiput is met. 0.036 in favor of the fossil : relatively

to the space occupied by the seven molars, these two measurements

attain a less development in the fossil than in the existing animal.
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The difference in the occipital condyles amounting to met. 0.066 in

excess of the Indian rhinoceros causes a marked discordance in the

ratios of these dimensions ; but, as the left condyle and the adjacent

parts are wanting in the fossil, the measure was obtained by doubling

what appeared to be the exact half dimension ; this of course is not so

satisfactory as if the condyles had been perfect ; any inaccuracy conse-

quent on this circumstance could not, however, amount to a quantity

which would materially alter the deduced proportion. The occiput,

figs. 8. 9, PI. XVII. is fortunately very perfect ; from its dimensions,

which prove it to have belonged to a smaller animal than the cranium

of PI. XV. may also be concluded, that though inferior in size to

Cuvibr's specimen of the Indian rhinoceros, which in greatest breadth

of occiput exceeds it by met. 0.039, yet the space occupied by the

condyles is 0.010 in favor of the small fossil occiput. In both ofthe

fossils the depressions near the summits of the occiputs on each

side of the mesial projections are deeper than those of the existing

species.

The zygomatic arches not being entire, and the matrix being

uncleared from the portions which remain, no particular remarks can

be passed on them.

The sutures cannot anywhere be traced ; a circumstance which pre-

cludes the notice of particulars frequently of importance in the compa-

rison of species.

The least thickness of the cranium is but met. 0.001 greater than

that of the Indian rhinoceros; and therefore in proportion to the

modulus, yields a less ratio than that species.

The breadth at the orbits is met. 0.024 greater than in the existing

species ; consequently the skull does not in this part present any

material discordance of proportion.

The length between the auditory foramen and the anterior of the

orbit is 0.043 met. greater in the fossil ; this measurement affords a

proportion only differing met. 0.002 from that obtained from the

existing species.

The infra-orbitary foramen is situated similarly to that of the

Indian rhinoceros.

The nasal arch is massive and much developed ; the spring of this

arch is perpendicularly over the anterior of the second molar ; that

is a little more retired than in the Java or Indian rhinoceros skulls,

given in Cu visa's PI. 4.

The breadth of the palate has not been given in the table of

dimensions, because the first and seventh molars not being perfect on

both sides, measurements corresponding to those of Cuvibe's could
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not be obtained. It is comparatively less than in the existing species,

but the great breadth of the teeth compensates for this difference.

Having detailed the essential differences and the points of resem-

blance observable in the fossil Indian rhinoceros when compared with

Cuvibr's dimensions of the existing Indian rhinoceros ; we must be

permitted to add, that additional measurements from skulls of the latter

species are requisite before anything certain can be pronounced as to

the amount of difference or correspondence between the two species.

We are induced to make this remark, in consequence of having been

favored with the examination of two craniums which presented consi-

derable variation of proportions when compared with Cuvibr's and

with each other.

It appears to us desirable, therefore, to ascertain the limits within

which individual variations range before any thing positive can be

asserted. The foregoing remarks will have shown a great general re-

semblance, accompanied by a departure of proportions in some corre-

sponding parts : the latter may be sufficient for the establishment of a

new species,—at least for the present, until more data are obtainable

whence to determine the bounds by which the individuals of one species

are limited in their variations ; for the sake of distinction, therefore,

and present convenience, at the same time keeping in view the type

to which it is a near approach, we have termed the species under con-

sideration the R. Indicusfostitis.

Teeth. The remark has been already passed, that the greater num-

ber of fossils obtained from the Maginnud deposit are the remains of

young animals : with the rhinoceros this has been particularly the

case. We accordingly find ourselves better able to illustrate the early

stage of dentition than that more advanced.

Fig. 1, PI. XIX. represents the right half of an upper jaw, the left

half being in this instance omitted, as also in figs. 3 and 4, in order

that the series may be brought under the eye in one plate. Fig. 1

contains the four milk molars of the left maxillary ; the fourth being

but just cut is unworn ; but the palate being broken away from the

base of the tooth, more of it is seen than would otherwise be the case

;

in the right half of the specimen, where the palate is whole, the fourth

molar is more concealed. The first molar is also unworn, but the

second and third have suffered detrition. The two rows of teeth have

their internal base lines parallel to each otheF, and the lines which

would circumscribe their exterior much curved, in consequence of the

difference of breadth which exists amongst the teeth. The upper

part of an unworn tooth, measured exteriorly, is much longer than

the lower ; for the anterior of each molar projects beyond the posterior
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extremity of the one immediately in ita front by the gradual enlarge-

ment of the external line of enamel from the base to the summit. As

the molars wear down, this outer development is reduced, the internal

sides of the teeth come more into use, and breadth is gained in

compensation for the diminished length of surface in wear.

Fig. 2, PI. XIX. is a fragment from a right maxillary, containing the

1st, 2nd, and 3rd milk teeth, more worn than the corresponding

molars of fig. 1. The 1st teeth in these two specimens are dissimi-

lar ; but that of fig. 1 not having completely disengaged itself from

the jaw-bone, a strict comparison cannot be made between the two.

The detrition which the remaining teeth have undergone does not

prevent the trace of their enamel from being found to agree with that

of the analogous molars of tig. 1

.

A still further advanced state of wear is figured in fig. 3, which is

taken from a cranium to which the occiput and anterior of the nasal

bones are wanting. The 5th molar is here on the point of appear-

ance ; the four first are much worn, particularly the first and second ;

but there is no difficulty in tracing the correspondence between the

molars of this and of the preceding specimens.

- The above three exemplars of the deciduous dentition we assign to

the fossil Indian rhinoceros, from the circumstance of their having

been found in company with bones the forms of which clearly pointed

out the species which they must have resembled. The disposition of

the molars also corresponds with that observable in the cranium PI,

XV. where the same parallelism, of internal base line and arched ex-

ternal bounding line, exists. To which may be added, that the frontal

s

of the cranium to which the molars of fig. 3 belong, evince no sign of

having borne a horn.

Between the worn state of the deciduous molars exemplified by
fig. 3, and the worn state of the permanent molars figured in PL
XV. we have no connecting links, excepting such as may be obtained

from a few detached teeth which appear to have belonged to this

species—these are,

Fig. 5, PL XIX. The sixth molar from a left maxillary. The spur,

which occupies no inconsiderable part of the hollow between the

anterior and posterior transverse hillocks, is here less curved than that

of the Indian rhinoceros ; and there is wanting altogether the small

salient of enamel, which in the Indian rhinoceros occurs between the

starting point of the above mentioned spur and the point of junction

of the exterior and anterior main lines of enamel. It may also be

mentioned, that the exterior and posterior lines of enamel being less

thick than the corresponding parts of the sixth molar of the Indian
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rhinoceros, there is a greater space between the two. Such modifica-

tions of form are however fortuitous, differences of equal amount

being observable in the teeth of animals of the same existing species.

This fossil measures in length, in. 2.50 met. 0.0645

in breadth, „ 2.62 „ 0.0675

Fig. 6. The 5th molar, derived from a left maxillaYy. The outline

of its enamel accords with that of the similar tooth of the Indian

rhinoceros, the only difference being in the dimensions and in the

enamellated edge of the short beading at the anterior side of the

tooth.

It measures in length, in. 2.08 met. 0.053

in breadth, „ 3.27 „ 0.0835

Fig. 7, is the 7th molar, and from a right maxillary ; the point of

the small spur is broken, as also the anterior extremity of the external

line of enamel ; but the tooth is sufficiently perfect to show a close

resemblance to the analogous molar of the Indian rhinoceros.

It measures in length, in. 2.88 met. 0.0735

in breadth, „ 2.53 „ 0.065

Fig. 8, is the 7th molar of a left maxillary ; the difference observa-

ble between this and the foregoing specimen consists in the great

development which the small anterior spur here attains ; in the for-

mer it is scarcely observable ; in fig. 8 it is very prominent. Varia-

tions to an equal amount may, however, be observed in the minor

saliants, &c. of enamel in teeth appertaining to skulls of the same

existing species. No weight can therefore be attached to such unim-

portant modifications.

This fossil measures in length, in. 2.95 met. 0.075

in breadth, „ 2.55 „ 0.065

Fig. 5, offers a good example of the difference of length at the

upper and lower parts of the tooth ; the greatest length, which is that

taken near the top, is given above ; the least external length taken at

the base would have been in. 2.04, or nearly half an inch less than

the top measurement.

The cranium PI. XV. has its molar teeth so much worn down, that

the configurations of the enamel cannot be traced ; the table of dimen-

sions gives the length and breadth of each tooth, and shows that

although the lengths do not materially differ from those of the cor-

responding teeth of the existing species, the breadths exceed those of

any hitherto described.

Without complete illustrations of the milk-teeth of existing species,

it would be dangerous to attempt a comparison between them and the

fossil Indian rhinoceros. We have therefore avoided the endeavour ;
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but we must be allowed to notice the upper jaw fig. 4, PI. XIX. which

offers peculiarities when compared with figs. 1, 2, and 3 (of the same

plate) deserving of remark.

The right half of the specimen is figured in the plate, the left half

having lost the 1 st tooth. With respect to age, this jaw nearly cor*

responds with fig. 3, the fifth molar being in both on the point of

appearance. The following departures from the tracing of enamel in

figs. 1, 2, and 3, may, however, be observed. The second molar of fig.

4 has this peculiarity,—that instead of the anterior portion of the tooth

being one continuous offset from the exterior line of enamel, it only

assumes that appearance after considerable detrition, consisting at

first of a short offset and an isolated pillar, as shown in the drawing.

The two sides of the jaw have been very unequally worn, in conse-

quence of which the opposite side to that delineated has the pillar and

offset conjoined. The third molar also presents a marked difference,

when placed in juxta-position with the corresponding teeth of the

other three jaws ; the two spurs which occupy the central hollow of

the tooth are of a different shape from that which occurs in the other

specimens. In other respects fig. 4 corresponds with them—its rows

of molars are parallel to each other, and the dimensions offer but

trifling variations. The modifications of form above alluded to, unless

fortuitous, which is perhaps improbable, denote the existence of

another species ; a fact corroborated by the examination of the milk

. molars of the lower jaws in our possession. Upon the consideration

of these we now enter, but are able to offer but few and unsatisfactory

remarks.

Lower Jaws. With the exception of the fine fragment, fig. 6, PI.

XVI. submitted to our inspection by Conductor Dawk, and the frag-

ment fig. 9, the specimens of lower jaws are all from the Maginnud

deposit, and all the remains of young animals.

Fig. 1, PI. XVI. represents a fossil which has lost the anterior of its

symphysis, the second molar on the right, and the first molar on the

left side of the jaw ; as also both the rami, which are broken off. Four

molars have appeared, the second and third of which are worn, but

the first and fourth have their enamel intact ; the sections of fracture

expose germ teeth. The two lines of molars have a gentle conver-

gence, which is effected, not by a curve in the rows of teeth, for these

are set in a perfectly straight line, but by the gradual approach of the

two rows, which make a small angle with the medial line of the jaw.

The section shown by the break of the symphysis and the interval

between the front molars, argues the existence of a prolonged sym-

physis. The fourth molar is characteristic, having an isolated point

or low pillar in the centre of the chord of its posterior crescent.
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Fig. 5 is a fragment containing two molars, apparently the third

and fourth milk ones \ the outer enamel of the latter is mutilated, hut

the interior is perfect, and presents the isolated pillar of the posterior

crescent, noticed as remarkable in fig. 1

.

Fig. 4 is the right half of the lower jaw of a young rhinoceros,

but of one somewhat older than the animal to which fig. 1 belonged,

for the fourth molar has in fig. 4 suffered detrition. Notwithstanding

the difference of age being in the favor of this specimen, the space

occupied by the four molars is less than that of the four in fig. 1 >

The fourth molar is here devoid of the low isolated pillar in the pos-

terior crescent, and has the central enamel, or junction of the two

crescents, larger than in fig. 1 . There are no means of ascertaining

whether or not the opposite rows of molars were parallel, but in

position of symphysis and set of the teeth in a perfectly straight line,

this specimen corresponds with the foregoing.

Fig. 3 is the exterior view of fig. 4.

Fig. 2 has its fourth molar just disclosed and rising into the line

of molars : it is devoid of the isolated pillar ; but in size corresponds

with fig. 1, instead of fig. 3, to which latter it assimilates itself by the

fourth and second molars.

It is difficult to ascertain the degree of importance to be attached

to such points of difference : in no specimen from the jaw of an adult

animal has any trace of the isolated pillar been hitherto found : oc-

curring as this peculiarity does in a deciduous tooth, should nothing

similar take place in the permanent tooth which replaces it, the only

chance of determining the question will be the discovery of an entire

head. We have noticed an upper jaw, fig. 4, PI. XIX, which indicates

the probability of the existence of two species. , The examination of

the above lower jaws rather confirms this supposition ; but in the

event of such slight modifications denoting specific distinctions, we
are unable, in consequence of the paucity and incompleteness of speci-

mens, to decide which are the mUk-teeth of the fossil Indian rhinoce-

ros. Nor are we fortunate with respect to the lower maxillary of the

adult animal ; figs. 6, 7, and figs. 8, 9, being all that we can bring for-

ward. The sections of these two fragments differ in consequence of

their being derived one from the posterior, the other from the anterior

part of the jaw, which thickens as it approaches to the symphysis.

These two specimens resemble the corresponding portions of the

lower jaw of the Indian rhinoceros, but are too imperfect to afford

any satisfactory measurements for grounds of comparison.

Anterior Extremity.

A scapula in our possession is not sufficiently perfect to give accu-

3 T
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rate measurements, but it bears as great a general resemblance to

that of the Indian rhinoceros as do the other parts of the skeleton.

The humerus, figs. 1 , 2, PI. XVII, having its radius and ulna at-

tached, was discovered by ourselves very close to the place whence we
excavated the femur and tibia forming the subject of PL XVIII. With

the exception of the deltoid crest, thishumerus is perfect, and has afford-

ed the dimensions which enter into the first column of the table. For

the purpose of comparison tbe following five columns are here added.

The proportions of the Indian and Sumatra small species of rhinoce-

ros are deduced from Cuvier's table ; those of the fossil specimens

are of course from the table of dimensions. The length of the bone

is assumed as the unit, and the measures of other parts referred to it

in order to obtain their comparative values.

Measurements.

Length ofhumerus from tuberosity to external

condyle,
Ditto ditto ditto internal ditto,

Greatest anter. post, diameter at top,

Breadth across condyles
Ditto of articulating pully

Least diam. of the body of the humerus, ....

Length of radius,

Breadth at top,

Ditto at bottom,
Length from articulating head to bottom of

internal condyle,

100
103
0.44
0*36
0'25

016
079
0-26

025

Cuvier's

Sumatra

SI.

Sp.

Rhin.

5rf

-S3•

TOO 1*00

0-95 0*91

O'JO
0-31 0*35
0*19 0*22

013 O'H
075 0.76
0*20 0.23
018 0.23

.. 0.62

*«

^-6

100
0-94

044
0.37
0*22

O'Sl

TOO

043

0-25
0*15

0*87*

The Sumatra rhinoceros (small species) concurs with the fossil

Indian rhinoceros in having the length taken to the external condyle
longer than that taken to the internal. The Javanese and the larger

Sumatra species also accord with the fossil in this respect, but not so

nearly as the small Sumatra species, which has consequently been
introduced into the above table.

The length of the fossil humerus, figs. 1, 2, PI. XVII, exceeds that of
any of the existing species : its thickness is, in proportion to the
length of the bone, intermediate between the Sumatra and Indian spe-
cies. The articulating pully also possesses a development interme-
diate in value to those of the two existing species. The breadth at
the condyles is in the same proportion or nearly so as that of the
Indian rhinoceros. The radius is in length, considered with refer-

ence to length of femur, a little less than in the Indian and somewhat in

excess of the small Sumatra species ; the remaining two dimensions of
this bone yield values intermediate to those of the two existing rhinoce-
roses. These remarks apply to the deductions for fig. 1 ; nor would it
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be necessary much to alter them in speaking of fig. 5 ; but fig. 6 pre-

sents such a close approximation to the Indian rhinoceros, that it is

much to be wished that the specimen had not been so broken as to

prevent additional measurements from being derived from it. Except-

ing in the length from the articulating head to the bottom of the

internal condyle, it does not much differ from fig. 5. The bone, how-

ever, being imperfect, must be omitted in drawing a comparison be-

tween the fossil and existing species.

Fig. 1 , varies most from the Indian rhinoceros in the proportion of

the length taken to the internal condyle ; an anomaly difficult of expla-

nation. We must here repeat, that there exists a necessity for a greater

number of tables of dimensions taken from the skeletons of the Indian

rhinoceros : the anterior extremity of a rhinoceros, with the examina-

tion of which we have been favored, yielded proportions so nearly

corresp6nding with those deduced from the fossil humerus, figs. 1, 2,

as to prevent our drawing more positive conclusions than those ex-

pressed at the close of the remarks on the cranium, PL XV.

Posterior Extremity.

The femur and tibia, PI. XVIII, were dug up in such close proximity

to the humerus and radius, fig. 1, PI. XVII, that little doubt could be

entertained of their having belonged to the same animal. Being perfect,

Measurements.

Length of femur from articulating head to bottom of

internal condyle,
Breadth from head to most salient part of great

trochanter,
Breadth across condyles,

Antero. post. diam. of internal condyle,

Ditto ditto ditto of external ditto,

Distance between bottom of 3rd trochanter and top
of 1st,

Ditto ditto ditto small trochanter and top of head of

femur,
Diam. of articulating head of femur,
From lower side 3rd trochanter to bottom of exter-

nal condyle
Length of femur from articulating head to bottom

of 3rd trochanter,
Length of tibia from nnter. tubero. to anter. edge

of inferior articulating surface,

Greatest transverse diam. at top,

Antero. post. diam. from antero. post, tubero. to

post. ext. of internal condyle,
Transverse diam. at bottom,
Diam. antero. post, of internal side,

Length of fibula,

Breadth at bottom,. .

3 t2

i
m

> M

2

£

• Fossil

3d

in

Uble

of

di-

mensions.

Fossil

5th

in

table

of

di-

mensions.

,

100 1*00 1*00 1-00

0*38
0-29
0*34
0*27

0*43
0*28
0*34

026

0*26
••

0*59 061 • • ..

0-46
0*18

041
0'19

0'46
0*16

0*42
0-17

•• 038 0*38 ..

.. 0*72 071 0'64

0*67
0*25

070
0*25

•• ••

029
0*21

014
062
o-io

031
0*20
0-13
0*65
0*10

•• ••
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except at the lower part of the great trochanter, the specimen affords

ample means of comparison with the femur of the existing species.

On reverting to the table of dimensions it will be observed, that this

fossil exceeds, as did also the humerus, any of those in Cuvisa's table

of existing species. The preceding columns show in what respects the

proportions of the bone vary from those deduced from Cuvibr's

Indian rhinoceros. The length of the femur is here the modulus.

From a comparison of the two first columns in the above table there

results, that the fossil has a greater development at its upper and a some-

what less development at its lower extremity than is the case in the In-

dian rhinoceros. The third trochanter is set lower down, and the inferior

extremity ofthe small trochanter higher up than in the existing species

;

the articulating head is larger in proportion in the fossil than in the

Indian rhinoceros. None of these modifications however are excessive

;

on the contrary, they are less than those which exist amongst the

fossils themselves, which are all three undoubtedly of the same species.

From the manner in which the lower and exterior part of the great

trochanter is broken, there is every probability that a descending

point protruded from the fractured surface towards the third trochaa?

ter, the ascending point of which is very perfect.

The third trochanter, however, differs from that of the existing species

as figured in Cuvibr's Oss. Foss. in not possessing the double pointy

for it has a single well defined ascending process, without any sign of

the bicuspid termination. The lower edge of this trochanter, instead

of ascending with a gradual swell towards the point, as in the existing

species, has a counter curvature to that of the upper edge. The chief

dissimilarity between Cuvibr's plate and the fossil occurs in this part

of the bone, the third trochanter assuming a different shape, and

offering a variation more distinctive than any other presented in either

extremity. This circumstance, together with some of the proportions

of the cranium, has led us for the present to distinguish these remains

by appending the word fossil to the name of that species of which

they are the prototype : but we dwell on the necessity of more ex-

tended research, and the collection of a greater series of tables of

dimensions of the Indian rhinoceros, before any thing absolutely con- .

elusive can be pronounced with regard to the fossil and existing

species.

We have had no hesitation in ascribing the two limbs dug up in

8uch close neighbourhood to the same animal ; an additional confirma-

mation of the correctness of the assumption may be derived from the

proportion which exists between these two extremities, when compared

with that which occurs in the Indian rhinoceros.
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Ind. Rhm. femur and tibia, met. 0.960 humerus and radius, met. 0.868

Fossil Ind. Rhin. do. do. „ 1.056 ditto do. „ 0.947

In the first, the humerus and radius are to the femur and tibia in

the ratio of 1 : 1*10; in the fossil the ratio is 1 : 111.

The analogy which exists between these fossil extremities and those

of the Indian rhinoceros being no less striking than that which was

observed between the cranium PI. XV. and the skull of the existing

species, we have considered such correspondence sufficient to prove,

that the fossil anterior and posterior limbs appertained to an animal of

the same species, and of about similar size to the one of which the

cranium in question is a relic.

Even in the event of a much closer approximation of symmetrical

proportions than that given in this paper being obtained, we are aware

that identity of species could not be presumed. It could not be

assumed that the skin, the external appearance of the animal, was

precisely similar to that of the existing species. The fossil Indian

rhinoceros must, however, have presented a figure bearing a strong

general resemblance to the uncouth symmetry of its present repre-

sentative.

Remarks on part of the specimens delineated in Plate XVII.

When describing the specimens of upper and lower jaws, the pos-

sibility of the existence of another species was noted. The fossil

femur, of which figs. 3, 4 are representations, would be corroborative

of the fact, were it not for a peculiarity which renders it somewhat

doubtful whether or not it may be attributed to a species of rhino-

ceros. On comparing it with PI. XVIII, the dissimilarity of the two

bones will be at once apparent. The third trochanter is in fig. 3,

placed about the centre of the femur, in which respect it resembles

the unicorn of Java, thus described by Cuvisr : " Le femur a son

troisieme trochanter place* au milieu de son c6te externe, large, re-

courbe* en avant, ne remontant pas de sa pointe vers le grand tro-

chanter lequel ne donne non plus aucune pointe pour venir a sa

rencontre. L'echancrure entre eux n'est done pas close en dehors

;

mais du reste elle est aussi grande que dans l'unicorne. La tete inferieure

est plus enlarged en arriere." The latter remark, however, does not

at all apply to the fossil, which has its inferior extremity much com-

pressed instead of developed ; so much so, indeed, that but for the

other parts of the bone it could not for a moment be a matter of doubt

whether or not it came from a rhinoceros.
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Figs. 10, 11. Axis of a rhinoceros: the spinous process appears

shorter and deeper than the one figured by Cuvibr, and the main

foramen more regularly circular.

Figs. 12, 13. A calcaneum which appears not to differ from that of

the existing species.

Fig. 14. Tarsus and metatarsus. In this specimen the medial

metatarsal bone is not so long as that of the Indian rhinoceros, but

longer than that of any other species given by Covibr. The general

form corresponds with that in Cuvibr's plate.

Fig. 15. Metacarpal bones : the medial one is rather longer than

the same bone in the Cape rhinoceros, and considerably longer than

in any other species.

Figs. 16, 17, are the external metacarpal of the left side.

Fig. 1 8. An astragal, which differs much from those figured by

Cuvibr, being higher, narrower, and more compressed.

Fig. 19. Tarsal and metatarsal bones of a rhinoceros, with the

lower portion of tibia attached.

Table of Dimensions.

Measurements of the head. Cranium.
PI. XV.

Occiput.
PI. XVII.

Met. In. Met. la.

Height of occiput from lowest edge of occipital fora-
men to top of crest, 0-259

0-341

0*136
0-254
0*325
0-324
0*195

0*368

0-539
0*449

0*239

0174
0*246

0*20

I

0*238

0099

10-20

13-44

4*95

1000
12*80
12-76
7*70

14-50

21-22
17*71

9*42
6*80

y*72

8-06

9*38

3*91

0*223
0-266

0140
00575
0*049

0*0735

8*78

Greatest breadth of occiput, behind auditory foramen,
Least thickness of cranium at temporal bones,
Breadth between post orbital apophysis of frontals,..

Distance from anterior of orbit to auditory foramen,
Space occupied by the seven roolares,

Breadth across occipital condyles,

1060

5*51

Ditto of occipital foramen, 2*25
Height of ditto ditto, 1*90

Distance between internal extremities of glenoid facets
of temporal, 2*88

Ditto from lower edge of occipital foramen to medial
post, extremity of palate,

Ditto from post, of right occipital condyle to spring of
nasal arch,

Ditto ditto ditto to anterior of orbit,

..

Depth from edge of maxillary at 5th molar to upper
surface of frontals,

Greatest transverse width of nasals at horn site,

Ditto external breadth at 6th molar,
Thickness of cranium over the medial post, extremity

of palate,

••

Height of highest point of nasal arch above anterior of
palate,

Perpendicular from a line tangential to the summit of
crest and vertex of nasal arch to the depression of
frontals,
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Cranium.
Measurements of Cranium. Fig.3 Pi. Fi*. I. Fie. «. Fisr. 4.
Upper Molars. PI. XV. XIX. PI. XIX. PI. XIX PL XIX.

Met. In. Met. 1 ii. Met. In. Met. In. Met. In.

Greatest length
Molar, 1 .. .030 1.19 0295 1.14 .030 1.20

2 .035 1.36 .034 1 .335 .036 1.49 .0395 1.53 .039 1.49
1 .045 J.75 .0475 1.65 .053 2.117 .056 2.17 .045 1.74
4 .0*9 1.92 .05* 2.26 .061 2.39 .056 2.20
5 .044 1.69 .061 2.37
6 .0495 1.95

7 .0755 2.96
Greatest breadth

Molar, 1 .024 0.95 .024 0,95 .0285 1.09
2 .059 2.31 .0385 1.5 .036 1.40 .041 1.58 .037 !l.45
3 .060 3.15 .049 1.9 .045 1.88 .053 2.05 .051 2,007
4 .083 3.36 .0575 2.25 .059 24 30
5 .081 3.19
6 .089 3.48 .

.

7 .083 3.25 .. •• ..

Measurements of Lower Molars. Fig. I. i Fig. 2.

PI. XVI.
j P|. XVI.

Fip. 3.

PI. XVI.

Met.

.016

.037

.053

.047

.020

.026

.029

In. Met. In.

1.30

1.98

2.18

0.61

1.05
1.10

Met.

.017

.033

.0425

046

.oils

.018

.025

.030

In.

Greatest length of Molar . 1 0.61
1.44

2.09
1.82

0.77
1.01

1.12

.0335

.050

.056

.021

.027

.029

067
1.29

1.67

1.79

0.46

0.70

DkSe
1.19

2
3
4

5

6

Greatest breadth of Molar, 1

2

3

4

5

6
7

Measurements of Anterior Ex-
tremity.

Fig. 1.

PL XVII.
Fig. 5.

PL XVII.
Fig. 6.

PL XVII.
Fossil hu-
merus not
drawn.

Fossil

humerus
notdwn.

Mt. | In. Mt.

.488

.461

.218

.1S3

.111

.393

In.

19.22

18.15

8,60
7.22

4.40

15.51

Mt. 1 In.

4S2 ,c

Mt.

.200

.104

.071

.389

In.

7-90

4.10

2.82

15.35

Mt. In.

Leneth ofhumerus from tub, to
external condyle, .538 2J.20

19.38

7.60

4.70

3.07
16.10

4.90

4.90

17.40

.176

.109

.069

.39S

Do. do. do. internal do.. .

Greatest antcr. post. diam. at
top,

Breadth across condyles, ....

Breadth of the articulating
pully,

.492

.193

.119

.078

.409

.124

.124

.441

.908

.121

.073

.420

8.20

4.80

2.90

1G.55

6.94

Least diam. of the body of the
humerus,

4.30

Length of the radius,
2.75

Breadth at top,
Ditto at bottom,
Length of humerus from art.
head to internal condyle, .. 1570
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Measurements of Pos- Femur&c. Fossil Fossil Figs. 3 Fossil Fossil
terior Extremity. PI.XVIII femur not femur not and 4 femur not femur not

drawn. drawn. PI.XVI I. drawn. drawn.

Mt. In. Mt. In. Mt. In. Mt. In. Mt. In. Mt, In.

Length of femur from
ant. bead to bottom
of 3rd trochanter, .449 17.70 .383 15.10 .328 12.94 .369 14.56

Length of femur from
ant. head to bottom
of internal condyle,

Breadth from head to

.621 24.45 ,

.

.539 21.25 .510 20.10

most salient part

of great trochanter,

Breadth across con-
.269 10.60

dyles, .173 6.82 .143 5.63 146 5.75
Antero. post. diam. of

internal condyle, .

.

.214 8.45 .231 8.70 .166 6.55
Ditto do. do. external

condyle, .161 6.35 . 162 6.40 .139 5.48
Distance between bot-

tom of 3rd troch-

anter and top of

first, .... .383 15.10
Distance between bot-

tom of small troch-

anter and top of

head of femur, .... .259 10.20 ., .249 9.80 .

.

.215 8.50 .231 9.10
Diam. of articul. head

of femur .IIS 4.65 ,, ., .086 3.40 .

,

.069 3.50 .083 3.JO
From lower side 3rd

trochanter to bot-

tom of external

condyle, .242 9.53 .177 7.00 .208 8.20 .266 10.50

Length of tibia from
anter. tubero. to

anter. edge of infer.

articu. surface, . .435 17.15

Greatest transTerse
diam. at top, .... .156 6.15 .

.

Antero. post. diam.
from anter. tub.

to post. ext. of in-

ternal condyle .195 7.70

Transrerse diam. at

bottom, .128 5.05

Diam. of antero. post.

internal side, .086 3.40

Length of fibula, .... .405 15.95

Breadth at bottom, .

.

.064 2.54
I

••

Index to the Plates referred to in this paper ; shewing also their orders qf succession.

PI. XV. Three views of fossil cranium, (on lithographed paper.)

PI. XIX. Views of connected and detached molars upper jaw, (copperplate.)

PI. XVI. Ditto fragments from lower jaws, (lithographed paper.)

PI. XVIII. Three views of femur and tibia.

PI. XVII. A folding plate on lithographed paper, sundry bones of the extremities.

[The letters appended to the plates for convenience of reference in the MS. ; name-

ly, A, B, C, D,E, F, have been changed in printing into Nos. XVIII, XVII, XV,
XIX, and XVI. Plate F was, as before stated, spoiled in transferring it to the stone.

By mistake the dimensions in PI. XV, have been marked one-fourth in lieu of one-sixth

;

a material error, which it it as well to notice thus prominently.

—

Ed.]
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V.

—

Note on the States of Perak, Srtmendnti, and other States in the

Malay Peninsula. By T. J. Nbwbold, Lieut., A.D.C. to Brigadier

General Wilson, C. B.

Pb'rak.

Perak is separated on its northern frontier, from Que'dah by the

Krian river, which debouches into the Straits of Malacca, in about

5° 10' North. On the south it is divided from the .piratical state of

Salangore, by a river of inconsiderable magnitude called the Runkup,

which lies a little to the north of the Bernam river, in about 3° 59'

north ; interiorly, by the chain of primitive mountains, that run down
the centre of the Malay peninsula to Point Romania near Singapore, from

the states of Tringdnu and Pahdng on the opposite coast. According

to Captain Glass, the territory under the sway of the Perak chief

extended about 50 leagues inland: its length along the coast is

upwards of 120 miles.

The principal town is situated a considerable distance up the Perak

river, which is one of the largest and most rapid of the streams of

the peninsula that flow into the Straits of Malacca : according to

Anderson, it will admit vessels drawing 1 2 feet. The channel, how-

ever, is tortuous and intricate. The banks are generally covered with

jungle, having but a few villages at considerable distances. The places

of most note are Kota Ltimut, Bander, Pantong Panjang, and Pdssir

Gdram, about 30 miles up the river. The chief generally resides at

Pdssir Suydng or Pdssir Pulye; places about three or four days' pull

from the mouth. It has been stated to me by natives, that there are

several stockades commanding the approach by water to these places.

Produce,—The principal products of this state are tin, rice, and

ratans. The present produce of tin is about 8,500 picals annually

:

this goes for the most part to the Pinang market : latterly some of it

has found its way to Singapore. Mr. Anderson states, that the Raja

Mu'da and Tdanku Hassin, sons of the late chief, Taj-uddin,

established posts a few years ago, about 30 miles from the river's mouth,

where they levied a duty on all tin exported. These posts have since

been abandoned. The chief himself derives most of his revenue from a

toll on the tin produced : so much, it is said, as from four to six dollars

per hhar of 3 piculs. The Dutch enjoyed, for upwards of a century

and a half, during their sway at Malacca, the monopoly of the tin.

They had a factory at Tanjong Puttus on the river, and a small fort

on the harbour between the Dinding Islands and the main. The

cultivation of rice has, of late years, been on the increase. I was

assured, by some respectable Perak traders, that more than, sufficient

for home consumption was now grown.

3 u
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Population.—The population of Perak is roughly calculated at

35,000 Malays, professing the Mahomedan religion, not including the

aboriginal tribes ; a few Chinese, Arab and Chuliah (Malabar ?) settlers.

History and Government.—Perak was formerly tributary to the

Malayan sovereigns of Malacca, and afterwards to those of the king-

dom of Achin. Since the decline of the latter, however, it has become

in some measure independent ; although Siam has, at various periods,

asserted her claims to sovereignty, and demanded tribute. In conse-

quence of the spirited resistance of the late chief, Taj-uddin, to these

arrogant and groundless assumptions, Perak was overrun in 1818

by the troops of the Raja of QUedah, who had invaded it by order of

the king of Siam. In 1 822 the Siamese were expelled, and the right-

ful chief restored, by the powerful assistance of the late warlike chief

of Salangore, Raja Ibrahim.

The government is despotic. Perak has been ruled during the last

three centuries by a race of chiefs, under the title of Sultan, who were

connected with the ruling dynasties in Johdre and Achin. Under the

Sultan are five officers of state, forming a deliberative council, viz :

—

the Bandahdra, Tumungong, Raja Mdda, Mantri, and (/rang Kdya

Bestir. Besides these there are six Panghulas over the six Bongsas

(Vansas) or classes, into which the people are divided.

The succession to the throne is generally hereditary. Sultan Man-
su'r Sha'h II, who died in 1818, was succeeded by his son Taj-ud-

din, who died about four years ago. His nephew, the present chief,

Raja Cho'lan, succeeded.

Political and Commercial relations with the British Government.—In

1818 a treaty of commercial alliance was concluded by the British

Commissioner, Mr. Cracroft, on the part of the Company, with the

then Raja of Perak, Sultan Mansu'r Shah, chiefly with the view of

preventing the monopoly of the tin trade by the Dutch, who were, at

that time, about to resume possession of Malacca. This treaty provided

against the monopoly, and secured to British merchants the privilege of

being allowed to trade on equally favorable terms with Perak as any

other nation.

By Major Burnet's treaty with Siam in 1826, it was agreed that

the Raja of Perak should govern his country according to his own
will ; should he desire to send the gold and silver flowers to Siam, as

heretofore, the English would not prevent him. That if Chow Phyd, of

Ligore, desire to send down to Perak, with friendly intentions, forty or

fifty men, whether Siamese, Chinese or other Asiatic subjects of

Siam, or if the Raja of Pirak desire to send any of his ministers or

officers to seek Chow Phyd of Ligore, the English should not forbid
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them. That no force should be sent by either nation to go and molest,

attack or disturb Perak. The English engaged not to allow the state

of Salangore to attack or disturb Perak ; and the Siamese, in turn,

engaged not to go and attack or disturb Salangore.

The Siamese also stipulated in this treaty, that the present ex-king

of Qdedah should not be permitted to live at Prince of Wales' Island

or Prye, or in Perak, Salangore, or any Burmese country.

Sri'mrna'nti.

Srimendnti, though formerly considered as subordinate to Johdle,

asserts her independence, and has tacitly assumed a place among the

four elective states, though her claims are not distinctly recognized.

The Pangh61us of Srimendnti, not being descended from the nine to

whom titles were given by the Sultan of Johdre, assumed by the

sanction of the Pangh&ld of Joh6le, that of Sitia Maharaja. Since

this, seven Panghtilds have ruled in Srimendnti, the six last of whom
were Naham, Jallam, Allam, Pompom, Tallun, and Tdlib.

Raja Radin, one of the sons of the fourth Menangkdbdwe prince,

Sinoano Laut, assumed similar powers to those exercised by the

Eang depertdan mdda of Rumbdwe i » this state, which he still retains,

though now opposed by another candidate from Menangkdbdwe.

There are twelve Sulcus over the twelve tribes in Srimendnti ; their

names with their titles are as follows :

Amin, Baginda Mahdrdja, Olay, Sendra Mdda, Molay, Mahdrdja

;

Monti, Paddka besdr ; Lattih, Orang kaia bongsu ; Arrih, Sempdrna

Mahdrdja ; L&dh Sendra kaia ; Aggah, Sri Mahdrdja ; Eytdt, Orang

kaia kechil ; Bandin, Sendra Anghea ; Si Main, Mahdrdja Lilah ; and

Rejab, Perdana.

The names of the twelve tribes are, Sri Lummah Pahang, Sri Lum-

mah Menangkdbdwe, Battu Ampar, Tannah Dattar, Sa Meldngan, Tiga

battu, Payakumba, Muncal, Anak Achi, Battu Balang, Tiga Nenik, and

Bddoanda Jacoon.

Srimendnti is the place of residence, burial, and contains the Astdna

of the princes deputed from Menangkdbdwe.

It is bounded on the north by Jhompdle ; towards the south by

Ulu Muar and Rumbdwe, (from which it is separated by the moun-

tains of Lepat Cajang and Gunong tujoh ;) to the east its boundary

with Johdle is the hill of Bdkit Pecla ; and to the west the Paro

stream and Terdclu divide it from Sdngie-ujong . The extent of

Srimendnti is supposed to be about equal to that of Rumbdwe: its

population is estimated at 8,000. The principal villages are those

of Srimendnti Pinang, Saribd Peela, Pdndok Passer, and Terdchi / the

3 u 2
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two latter places now claim their independence. Like Srimendnti

itself, they were formerly subordinate toJohdle, andhave been governed

for seven generations past by their own PanghUlds. The name of

the present chief of Terdchi is Sulong, and under him are six tribes.

The Panghula of Pdndok passer is named Ambong : it was with this

chief the tx-Panghdld of Naning sought and found a shelter after his

defeat and expulsion in 1832. Part of Terdchi was formerly subject

to Sungie-ujong ; but during the late internal commotions and strug-

gles for power, by which the Menangkdbdwe dynasty has been rooted

out, leaving the interior in a state of anarchy and confusion, the

minor chiefs seized on the opportunity to assert their independence,

and in this unsettled condition they remain up to the present time.

The manners and customs of the inhabitants of Srimendnti, its

revenue, internal administration, and law of inheritance, are much the

same as those of the natives of the three states already described.

Its produce is tin, sapan wood, wax, ratans, and rice, most of which

find their way down to Malacca.

A fresh tin-mine has been lately opened at a place called Plangaye,

the produce of which during the last three months has been 30 bhars

of metal.

States of Calang Jellabd, Ulu Pahang, Jeltye, and Segamei.

Of the nine interior states, or Negri sambilan, formerly tributary to

the Malayan dynasties of Malacca and Johtfre, four already noticed,

with their dependencies, acknowledged the sway of Menangkdbdwe,

or rather of its deputed prince. The remaining five, viz., Ulu Pahang,

Calang, Jellye, Jellabu, and Segdmet, with their dependencies, adhered

to Johdre : this kingdom, however, was too weak to retain them all.

Calang was wrested from her by a colony of Btigls, who established

an independent government at Salangore towards the beginning of last

century, which has rendered itself formidable to its neighbours by the

hardy, warlike, and piratical habits of its chiefs, but is now fast de-

clining.

Jellabu has been taken possession of by the descendants of the

Menangkdbdwe princes, and is now ruled by an Eang Depertdan, named

Raja Sabu'n, son of Rdja Adil, the second chief from Menangkdbdwe.

This chief is looked upon by the superstitious Malays as a living

Krdmet, from the circumstance of .his having " white" or very light

blue eyes, with jet black hair.

Jellabu was governed formerly by its Panghdlu and Ampat Stiku.

These still retain considerable authority ; the name of the present

Panghula is Abdur Rahman ; his title Akhir Zumdn; the titles ofthe

u
Ampat Suku are Dattu Menniang, Dattu Mantri, and Mahdrdja Sendra.
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The tribes under them are those of Bodoanda, Tannah Dottar, Muncal,

and Battu Battang.

The forma of government, laws, &c. obtaining in Jellabd are much

the same as those of the states already described, its population,

which is divided into seven mukims, is estimated at 3750, not includ-

ing the aborigines.

The produce is gold, ivory, tin, (about 200 picals annually), aloe-

wood, jaggery, ratans, &c. ; these generally find their way to the Pa-

hang market.

The boundary marks of Jellabd with Pahang are nine Meranti trees,

(Meranti SambildnJ growing on the right bank of the Jellabd river

;

with Sungie Ujong, a hill called Bukit Tangoh and Dhalu Karu Bandar

Barangan ; with Jompdle, the hill of Bukit Dejdla ; and with Calang, the

hill of Guinting Perhi.

Ulu Pahang and Jellye are now tributary to the Bandahdra of

Pahang, a chief nominally feudal to the kings of Johore. Jellye is

immediately governed by a Panghuld styled Maharaja Purba. It

produces a considerable quantity of gold and tin, which go to Pahang.

Both this state and Jellabu, on account of their remoteness from the

British frontier, have had little political connexion with the several

governments at Malacca.

VI.

—

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, the 7th September, 1836.

The Honorable Sir Edward Ryan, President, in the chair.

The Proceedings of last meeting were read.

Lieutenant Kbwbold was proposed as a member by the Secretary,

seconded by Dr. Mill.

Lieutenant 8. Tickbll, proposed by Dr. Pearson, seconded by Mr.

PnnfSBP.

Mr. Vincbnt Treoear was proposed as an honorary member by Capt.

A. Cunningham, seconded by the Secretary :—referred to the Committee

of Papers.

Read, letters from Dr. R. Harlan and Professor Lea of Philadelphia,

acknowledging their election as honorary members, and presenting vari-

ous works which will be found under the head of " Library,"

Read, a letter from Mr. J. K. Kane, Secretary American Philosophical

Society, Philadelphia, acknowledging receipt of Researches, Vol. XVIII.
and Index, and Journal, Vol. III.; and presenting publications in return.

.
Also, letters from M. P. H. Fuss, Secretary of the Imperial Academy

of St. Petersburgh ; and from Mr. Gabriel D5brentei, Secretary of the
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Hungarian Society at Peat, (in the Hungarian, Latin, and English lan-

guages,) noticing the receipt of M. Csoma's Tibetan Dictionary and

Grammar.

The following letter from the Honorable G. Turnour was read.

Kandy, July 8, 1836.

Sir,

Various circumstances have concurred to prevent my presenting the Asiatic

Society with the accompanying pamphlet sooner. Its completion has been

delayed, partly from want of leisure, and also in some degree from my having

entered more fully into an account of Pali fcuddhistical literature, and published

more of the MaMwanso in this volume, than I had designed when I addressed

you on the 10th July, last year.

In presenting a copy of this publication to the Governor General and tha

Governors of the several Presidencies, I have mentioned that I had adopted this

preparatory course, with the view of eliciting the criticism of oriental Societies

and scholars on this portion of the Mahdwanto, before the principal work issued

from the press ; and of thereby, at once, obtaining either a confirmation or

refutation of the expectations I entertain as to its pointing out the road to a

new and interesting field of research in Asia. It would be satisfactory, there-

fore, to me, if this pamphlet were referred to the Committee of Papers, for its

judgment on it. At the risk of being considered affected, I repeat, that it is on

the original work and on the general references thence deduced by me, that I

court criticism. I cannot attach much importance to a translation, hastily made,

of a work composed in a language which I have hitherto studied rather with the

view of gathering information regarding the native institutions, than of famili-

arising myself with its philological niceties.

The first volume of the Mahdwaneo has been printed. I have only to recast

the introduction, and prepare a glossary, to admit of its publication.

If the contributions to your Journal offered in the introduction (p. 110)

would be acceptable ; as a preliminary step, I would suggest your transferring

to its pages, from those of the Ceylon Almanac of 1836, Mr. Armour's trans-

lation of Kitbtioama'b Essay on Buddhism, as well as his prefatory letter.

The author of that Essay was a Buddhist priest, of distinguished reputation for

learning;* and Mr. Armour is unquestionably the best European Singhalese

scholar in the Island. The comprehensive form in which the system of Bud-

dhism as recognised in Ceylon is presented in that Essay, and the definitions

there afforded of particular terms, will both save details of explanations in my
analysis, and serve to render it more intelligible.

I have the honor to be, Sir, &c.

GEORGE TURNOUR.
To the Secretary Bengal Asiatic Society.

Mr. H. T. Prinsbp in reference to the above stated, that the Governor Gene-

. ral had empowered him also to solicit the opinion of the Society on the charac-

ter of the Ceylonese Historical Annals, to guide his Lordship in Council as to

the extent of patronage to be accorded to the work by the Government of India.

In compliance with the wishes of the Governor General and of the author

himself, Mr. Turnour's Introductory Essay, Historical Epitome and translation,

were referred to the Committee of Papers to examine and report their opinion

of the authenticity and value of the Pali annals, which the author has under-

taken to introduce to the knowledge of the learned world, as well as upon the

fidelity of the translation, confronted, as it is, line by line with the Pali original

in Roman character.

The Secretary read the following report from the Committee of Papers

on the proposition of Cavellt Venkata Lachmi'a, referred by Govern*

ment to the Society at the last meeting.
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1

Proposition- of Cavillt Vbnkata Lacbmi'a, Pandit, to the Madras Govern-

ment.

To His Excellency Lieutenant-General the Right Honorable Sir Frederick
Adam, K. C. B., GoTernor in Council, &c. &c. &c.

Fort St. George.

Right Honorable Sir,

Par. 1 .—I have the honor to submit respectfully, the accompanying copy of a

letter addressed to your Excellency from the Royal Asiatic Society of Great

Britain and Ireland, for the consideration of your Excellency in Council, of

which Society I am a corresponding Member, whereby it appears that that

Society is very desirous to receive every literary information in this part of the

world, with a view to complete the late Colonel Mackenzie's collection. I

most submissively solicit, that your Excellency in Council will be pleased to

sanction every support from the Government regarding those researches, parti-

cularly to authorize me to open a general correspondence with the gentlemen of

literary endowments, under this Presidency, in the revenue, judicial and
military branches of the service, to enable me to procure every information on
the subject of the History, Antiquities, &c. of India.

2.—I beg leave to submit the enclosed copy of an abstract, comprising a brief

idea of the nature of the work in which 1 am engaged. I leave it to your Excel-

lency in Council to judge what may be estimated to be the expense and esta-

blishment required to bring it to a completion. It would, however, be presump-
tive in me, at the present stage of affairs, to suggest any specific amount. But
the work consists of twenty-one different ancient alphabets and fourteen lan-

guages, ancient and modern, of various parts of the Peninsula ; consequently, I

would observe, that I will have occasion to employ in every xillah, on the smal-

lest scale, two intelligent scholars, one versed in Sanscrit and the other must be
proficient in oriental literature, whose office it will be to collect ancient inscrip-

tions from religious structures and holy temples, which will prove the best

guide to ascertain the accuracy of the chronology and history of the country.

If the collectors undertake a part of this laborious task, I should imagine that

it will prove less expensive : yet I am led to fear greatly, that they can hardly

afford to give any attention to it, with the exception of some few of the mdst
literary characters. For the materials thus collected, I would require an esta-

blishment of pandits, translators, Sec. to arrange and bring down such infor-

mation that may be collected and approved of.

3.—It never can be expected that the postage of the vast correspondence con-
nected with this arduous task, which are necessarily required by the above
Society, can be carried on at my own expense ; I therefore most respectfully beg
the favor of your Excellency in Council to pass all communications to and from
me, as a corresponding member of the Royal Asiatic Society, free of postage, in

the same manner as was passed in the late Colonel Mackenzie's time, relative

to which the enclosed is a copy of a letter from the Post Master General of this

Presidency, dated 8th March, 1809, for the information of your Excellency in

Council, and in the same manner as the Madras Literary Society is still enjoying

this privilege without any interruption, as stated to the President of the Madras
Hindu Literary Society, in your Chief Secretary's letter under date 22nd February,
1834, which is about to be discontinued. But I would faithfully promise that no
abuse or advantage shall be taken of the confidence that may be reposed in me on
the subject.

I have the honor to be, Right Honorable Sir,

Your Excellency's most obedient humble servant,

(Signed) Cavelly Vbnkata Lachmi/a,

Corresponding Member of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain

and Ireland.

(A true Copy),

Madras, 16M June, 1835. Chief Secretary.
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Report of the Committee of Papers on Cavblly Vbnkata Lachmi'a's pro-
posed renewal of Col. Mackenzie''$ investigations.

The reference from the Madras Government, for an opinion on the merits of

Vbnkata Lachmi'a pandit's proposition, however complimentary to onr Society,

might perhaps have been addressed with better effect to the Madras Literary

Society, which mast be far better acquainted than we can pretend to be, both
with the character and attainments of the individual, and with those desiderata

in the History of the Peninsula, which he undertakes to elucidate.

We, however, enjoy one advantage in the possession of Mr. now Professor*

Wilson's Descriptive Catalogue of Col. Mackenzie's Collection, which, aided

by other published works on the history of the Southern Hindu States, may
enable us to form a tolerable opinion on the question.

It might be supposed from the entire silence of Vbnkata on the subject of

Mr. Wilson's labours in the statement he has handed up to the Madras Govern-
ment of the " Progress of the Researches" in which he is engaged, that he was
a total stranger to the descriptive catalogue ; although the brief notice he gives

of each state and dynasty, appears based upon the summary contained in the

introduction to that work, both as to arrangement and detail ; and certainly it

adds not one iota to the information made public by Professor Wilson in 1828.

The object of Sir Alexander Johnston, in persuading the Pandit to found
a native literary society at Madras' was, doubtless, that through the gratuitous

aid of those best acquainted with the languages and traditions of the country,

and having connections or friends dispersed over the Peninsula, the learned

world might be put in possession of translations and digests of the mass of

MSS. collected by Col. Mackenzie ; at the same time that other materials of
a similar nature might be sought out and accumulated*. The Vice-President

of the Royal Asiatic Society does not seem to have contemplated the organisa-

tion of an extensive paid establishment of collectors, pandits and copyists

;

otherwise it is probable he would have addressed himself to the Government
itself, either directly or through the natural channel of the Madras Auxiliary

Society. For he would have anticipated that such an extensive scheme would*
need the control of a master head, accustomed to generalization, and capable of
estimating the value and drift of inscription and legendary evidence. The
qualifications of Cavelly Vbnkata for such an office, judging of them by his
" abstract," or indeed of any native, could hardly be pronounced equal to such a
task , however useful they may prove as auxiliaries in such a train of research.
The pandit's original and arithmetical mode of weighing authorities, of which
examples may be found in every item of his statement, is any thing but calcu-
lated to contradict this assumption. His remarks on the first, or ancient
Nandavarrum dynasty of Andhra, may be cited as an instance :

" As this is a very obscure dynasty, confidence can only be placed in the
inscriptions. From the materials already possessed in the collection of Col.
Mackbnzib, I suppose one-eighth of the history of this dynasty is complete,
and the remainder should be completed by further research."
The Mackbnzib Manuscripts (embracing, as Cavblly Vbnkata says in his

letter to Government, using the words of the late Colonel himselff, no less than
twenty-one different alphabets and fourteen different languages) have been for

some time at Madras deposited in the College Library. We have no means of
knowing whether during that period the pandit (himself a servant of the college)

has published or undertaken the translation or analysis of any part of its con-
tents. In the absence of any such testimony of his competence, contrasted with
what will be presently urged, it seems impossible to recommend any large

outlay of public money in the way be proposes.

Not that it is undesirable to complete the examination of the Mackbnzib
papers. On the contrary, all who have read Mr. Wilson's catalogue, will grant
that to be an object of high, of natioual importance ; especially when it is

asserted that many of the volumes are going rapidly to decay J, and may not be

• See Mad. Lit. Soc. Journal, No. IS, p. 173.

f See Preface to Wilson's Des. Cat.

X See Taylor's Hist. cr. Man.
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available a few years hence. The British Indian Government has spent a lakh
of rupees in purchasing these ancient records : to refuse the requisite aid for •

their examination and conversion to public use when they are known to contain

a vast store of curious and interesting matter, would be false economy, only
equalled by the cane of the Buchanan MSS. in Calcutta, which cost even a

larger sum. and which the Government has recorded its unwillingness to print

even free of expense, or to take a single copy of it printed by others*."
But happily, in regard to the Mackenzie collection, such neglect cannot

now be feared. Independent of Mr. Wilson's able summary, we are awaref that

Captain Harknbss, Sec. of the Roy. As. Soc, has undertaken to translate and
digest a portion of the manuscripts in London, and M. Jacqubt of Paris has inti-

mated that the mass of the Colonel's inscriptions, to which the Hon'ble Court of

Directors have handsomely allowed him free access, are to be included in the
" Corpus Tnecriptionum Indicarum," upon which he is now busily engaged ;

while in Madras itself has lately appeared an able and sealous expositor in the

Reverend Mr. W. Taylor, whose previous study of, and publication on, the

history of the Peninsula, added to his acquaintance with the Tamul and Telinga

languages, eminently fit him for the task, and point him out as the properest,

if not the only, individual capable of fulfilling the grand object proposed by Sir

A. Johnston.
This gentleman has already gone deep into the subject. At a great expence

and sacrifice of time, he has published a variety of " Oriental Historical Ma*
nuecripte" in the original character and in. translation, with a connective com-
mentarv, shewing their bearing on the general history of the jcountry.

The Editor of the Madras Journal, indeed, announces "that Mr. Taylor
has further undertaken a careful examination of the whole of the College

MSS., and that he promises " a paper or series of papers on the subject;."

It would certainly be most desirable that such examination should not be

cursory or incomplete, that it should not leave any thing to be done by others,

who would have again to travel over the same ground of previous study to be

capable of undertaking it. It would, in short, be most expedient to secure the

services of Mr. Wm. Taylor publicly, for the thorough examination of the

Mackenzie records ; to allow him such assistance as he might require for the

period, (with him necessarily so much shorter than could be allowed to any
other,) which he might fix for the task ; to unite Cavblly Venkata pandit with

him, should be be desirous of assistance, (although from an expression at page 63

of his second volume, it may be imagined that he would not count much on the

aid of the late Colonel's native establishment,) and to sanction the publication of

those records, which he might select as the most valuable, either in elucidation

of history or native science, philosophy, religion, customs, &c.

For the collection of new materials, the zeal of the numerous members of the

English and native literary societies of Madras, (scattered through the various

districts,) will need only the suggestions and direction of a leader so well qua-

lified, to accumulate them, without any necessity for a paid establishment.

The circulation of a scientific journal throughout the presidency will materially

contribute and doubtless has contributed to excite curiosity to such objects

among the " gentlemen of literary endowments," whose correspondence either

with Mr. Taylor or with Cavblly Venkata, might advantageously be allowed

the indulgence of exemption from postage.

Without first ascertaining Mr. Taylor's willingness to accept the office here
chalked out, or consulting him on the extent of the aid he would require, it is

impossible to estimate the probable outlay ; but the Government records will

furnish comparative data, in the sums paid for the " oriental translating esta-

blishment," entertained for a period under the late Secretary of the Asiatic

Society.

* See Mr. Secretary Bushbt's Correspondence with the Editor of the Gleanings
in Science and Journal Asiatic Society,

t See Sir Alexander Johnston's address to the Royal Asiatic Society.

I Madras Literary Journal, No. 13, p. 173.
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The volumes of Mackenzie papers in our library might advantageously be
added to the other documents for the proposed scrutiny*, so that the whole might
be published continuously; but these details will naturally come under consi-

deration hereafter, should the Government agree in the view taken by the

Asiatic Society, and resolve to entrust the undertaking to the individual

pointed out, either directly or through the medium of the Society, (here or at

Madras,) which might exercise its judgment as to the final publication, should
Mr. Taylor consent to labour under its auspices.

(Signed) J. Prinsbp, See.

For the Committee of Paper*.

20th August, 1836.

Resolved, That the Society concur in the view taken by the Committee

of Papers, particularly as to the expediency of engaging the eminent ser-

vices of Mr. W. Taylor, for the examination of the Mackenzie MSS.,

and that the Secretary be empowered respectfully to communicate this

opinion, in reply, to the Government.

Mr. Charles Brownlow submitted to the Society the following pro-

position, relative to a complete copy of the Alif Leila, or Arabic original

of the 1001 nights entertainments, lately purchased by him from the

estate of Major Macan, well known as the Editor of the Shah Nameh.

To Jambs Pbinsep, Esq., Secretary Asiatic Society, Sfc 8fc.

Sir,

Having become the possessor of the original of the complete Arabian Nights
Entertainments, formerly the property of Major Macan, apparently the first

that has ever reached India ; I am desirous of adding to oriental literature a
work which has long been a desideratum with Eastern scholars, by its imme-
diate publication. I trust that my views regarding the importance of this

work are not unreasonable ; at least I am not alone in my opinion, for no
book extant has ever enjoyed such universal popularity as this, even in

its translated form. Much of its narrative depicts, with miraculous fide-

lity, that most difficult class of incidents to describe with interest—the
incidents of common life ; and, beneath even its most grotesque and im-
possible circumstances, there is a moral beauty—a knowledge of humanity
discoverable, which comes home to all, and throughout, a vivid power of descrip-
tion, which is unequalled in any other production, and addresses itself to the
mind with an effect almost pictorial. . It is the remark of an orientalist of high
repute, speaking of this unique and extraordinary work, that " we here behold
a genuine portrait of the spirit and character, the common life and domestic
manners, of a once powerful nation, which excelled in arts as well as in arms,
in three quarters of the globe ; in these tales we see the Arabs, depicted by
themselves, in the tents of the desert, and in the courts of the Caliphs. We
mingle among their merchants, join them in their travelling caravans, visit

them in their social circles, and even penetrate into their harems."
If the book appeal thus powerfully to the European reader, whose sympathies

are weakened by distance and difference of habit, how much more emphatically
must it address itself to the inhabitants of the East, in the overflowing and
beautiful language in which it was originally written 1

My chief object in this paper is to draw public attention to the document,
and to give such evidence regarding its authenticity as 1 have been able to collect,

under the very difficult and embarrassing condition of having no other com-
plete copy to refer to. My attention has been directed, in the first instance, to
the MS. alone, which contains the unbroken series of one thousand and one
nights ; next, to its quality, which is reported on by competeut persons to be
clear, and remarkably free from literal errors.

• See printed catalogue of the Library Asiatic Society.
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My next step was to examine the MS. with the printed edition of the " Two
Hundred Nights/' published some years since in Calcutta, whence it appears

that the latter is a set of excerpts merely, made, in many instances, without

regard to the literary value of the selection, and in some, overlooking even the

integrity of the tales. These fragments have been arbitrarily renumbered as

the "flrtt two hundred nights."

1 have been fortunate enough to obtain a copy of that edition of the original

now in the course of publication at Breslau, by Professor Habicht, an orien-

talist of high attainments ; he has devoted his life (and it had need be a long

one to enable him to fulfil his task), to the publication of a complete edition

of this work ; he his procured copies of the MS., perfect and imperfect, from
Tunis, from Cairo, and from the library of the Baron Silvbstbb db Sacy, and
is proceeding with the publication, subject to the critical collation of these MSS.
I find, on comparing the MS. in my hands, with the edition of Habicht, as far

as published, i. e. to upwards of three hundred and fifty nights, that no important
discrepancies occur, though, in transcripts of this length, there will always be
found considerable differences. This fact is curiously illustrated by the German
Professor, who has carefully set forth the variations, omissions, redundancies,

and inversions of order, found on comparison of his various MSS. It is like*

wise stated by M. Trrbutibn, in his preface to a recent French translation of

this work, (published in 1829,) that he collated twelve manuscripts, and among
them those of the King's Library at Paris, and the Bodleian copy, which pre-
sented continual discrepancies, both as to style and the order of the tales, which
every copyist had arranged according to his own taste. These differences, though
they would be important in a historical paper, are of little consequence in a se-

ries of fictions. They have manifestly resulted from the carelessness or caprice

of the transcriber, and do not affect the value of the work. All that can be
done, under these circumstances, is to adopt the reading most consistent with
the context.

Beyond the print to which Habicht's edition extends, there exist here no
means of continuous comparison. The evidence of genuineness is strengthened,

however, by finding, that the portion of the original already known in the Cal-

cutta edition, is found in the manuscript in my possession, except that the

stories, in the latter, stand in their natural and proper connexion with the re-

mainder of the text. The tales generally correspond in their order with those

found in Scott's translation of 1801, taking into account those contained in the

supplementary volume, (translated from Wobtlby Montague's MS.) and al-

lowing for the omission of those which the translator has deemed it best, from
motives which he assigns, to pass over.

A remark made by the Baron Purgstall (Von Hammer) on the sub-
ject of Garland's translation, is another strong proof of the authenticity

of the manuscript before me. He says, " the MS. used by Galland* was far

from complete ; and if he published no more stories, it was not because the re-

mainder were less deserving of translation, but because he had no more in his

possession. The imperfection of his manuscript compelled him also to invent,

as he has done, a conclusion to that story of the Sultan of the Indies :—we shall

find that Shrhrrzadi was saved from death, neither by her many amiable qua-
lities, nor by her inexhaustible tales, but by her having, during the * thousand
and one nights,* borne the Sultan three children I" Trsbutibn's translation,

the result of the collation of twelve of the best manuscripts in Europe, confirms
this ; it is a literal translation of the one now under consideration ; the passage
occurs at the thousand and first night, and is unquestionsbly one of the most
pathetic and beautiful in the whole work 1 To the above may be added the
strong internal evidence deducible from the uniform character of the style

throughout. The manuscript is open for general examination, and I shall grate-

fully appreciate the opinion and advice of competent orientalists.

With reference to my intention of publishing, we have great advantages in the
mechanical facilities, which we can so readily command, in printing oriental

• Trbbutibn has since examined the MS. used by Galland, and finds that
he possessed only two hundred and eighty-four nights.

3x2
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works in this country ; and a work of this kind, which would take many yean in

Europe, might be readily produced here in less than twelve months. We hare
our disadvantages too : for it is far from probable, that any editor could be pro-
cured here, possessing the high qualifications and the indefatigable industry of the

Professor before named, united with the leisure necessary for the undertaking ;

one who would carry through the formidable labour of collation, of elaborate

verbal criticism, and the compilation of a lexicon of words found in the original

Arabic of this work, but in no other authority extant ! We may despair of this

;

but it is not too much to say, that an edition, accurate in all essential particu-

lars, may be brought through ; and I will not conceal, that it would be a source
of great gratification to me to be the means of giving to the classical literature

of the East a book, which, while it has enjoyed throughout Asia and the civi-

lized world a reputation equalled by none, has been, heretofore, in its complete
and original form, but a name !

Calcutta, September 5, 1836. C. Brownlow.
*

Resolved unanimously, That Mr. Brownlow is entitled to the wannest

thanks of the Society, and of all interested in oriental literature, for his

disinterested exertions in regard to the Alif Leila, and for his laudable

wish to make public the valuable and complete edition he has become

possessed of. As it seems possible, by further comparison of the manu-

script with the recent translation of M. Trbbutien, and with the Arabic

printed version of Professor Habicht, and the incomplete volumes publish.

ed in Calcutta, to add in some degree to the guarantee of its authenti-

city, the Committee of Papers is requested to enter upon this examination,

and report upon the extent of patronage to be accorded by the Society to

Mr. Brownlow'b laudable enterprise.

A letter from M. Eugene Ormoult, Director of the French Journal

entitled " Institut," addressed to the President, invited the Society to

communicate copies of its proceedings and publications to this Journal,

and to subscribe for a copy of the work. Referred to the Committee of

Papers.

A letter was read from Dr. F. Mohl, one of the Secretaries of the

Asiatic Society of Paris :—

Referring to a prior official communication (not yet received) offering to unite

with the Bengal Society in the expence of completing the oriental publications

abandoned by the late Government of India, and in furtherance thereof re-

questing a supply of the works already finished for sale on the Society's ac-

count, it states that the five copies of the MahabhaVat sent home under charge
of our associate M. Richy, had been sold in one day, and it was calculated that

there might be a demand for 100 copies of this work on the continent, and for

half that number of other Sanscrit works. The money realized has been paid to
the Society's agent in London. Dr. Mohl concludes :

—

" Nous ferons ici tout ce que nous pourrons pour repandre ces ouvrages en
France et en Allemagne, car nous sentons tous vivement le service que la

Socie'te' de Calcutta rend a la literature orientale ; et s' il m'est permis de parier

de moi je ne desire rien plus ardemment que de pouvoir lui etre utile dans cette

circonstance, ou elle a pris si energiquement et si honorablement lea intereta

de la literature orientale."

Library.

The following books were presented.

Transactions of the American Phil. Society

—

by the Society, through Mr.

Ryan,
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The American Almanack for 1836

—

by ditto.

Harlan's Medical and Physical Researches

—

by the Author.

Transactions of the Geological Society of Pennsylvania, vol. i.

—

by the Society.

Transactions of the Hungarian Society of Pest

—

by the Society.

Transactions of the London Society of Arts, vol. i. pt. 2

—

by the Society.

Marsden's Numismata Orientalia, 2 pts. in 1 vol. 4 to

—

by the Author.

Notes on the Indies of Ctesias

—

by Professor Wilson, the Author.

Epitome of the History of Ceylon and Translation of the Mahawanso

—

by the

Hon'ble O. Tumour, the author.

Second Report on the State of Education in Bengal

—

by Mr. W. Adam.
Bell'8 Comparative View of the External Commerce of Bengal, durfng the

years 1834, 35, and 36—fy Me Author.

The India Journal of Medical Science and Scientific Review

—

by Dr. F.

Corbyn, Editor.

The Meteorological Register for July 1836

—

by the Surveyor General.

The following book from the Booksellers.

Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopedia

—

Stebbing's Reformation, vol. i.

Museum ofAntiquities, S$c.

Read, a letter from J. Bell, Esq, presenting various articles of food

and clothing, in use among the savage tribes inhabiting the coasts of Dam.
pier's Straits, brought to Calcutta by the Ship Bombay Castle.

The Secretary presented in the name of Lieut. Colin Mackenzie,

various weapons taken from the Malay pirates;—among others a long

bambu tube, through which light poisoned darts are blown by the mouth.

The slightest wound inflicted by them is esteemed fatal. Lieut. Mac-

kenzie also presented the head of a pirate chief killed in the late expe-

dition.

The Secretary called to the attention of the members present, a very

curious piece of sculpture, sent down for the express inspection of his

associates by Colonel Stacy, a Member of the Society.

This sculpture (of 2-3rds siae)—cut in the spotted red sandstone of Agra and

Mathura. It seems to represent Silenus or Bacchus, his brows crowned with

vine leaves, and supported by bacchanal attendants. The dresses of the figures,

of which there are several on both sides very well proportioned and grouped, is

decidedly not Hindu but rather Grecian, having a tunic of plaited folds gathered

round the waist by a band. The figures and foliage support a large circular

bason, which may have been for holding sacred water, or connected with a

fountain. We must endeavour to make a drawing of this very interesting groupe,

and publish it, with the zealous proprietor's account of its discovery.

Literary Communications.

A memoir by the Hon'ble G. Tubnour on the authenticity of the early

Buddhistical Chronology, developed in the Pali annals, as compared with

the Raja Tarangini and other authorities, was submitted.

[This will be printed in an early number.]

A note on the Muar State, being the conclusion of his series of essays

on the native divisions of the Malay Peninsula, and an outline of their
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several political and commercial relations, was received from Lieut. T.
J. Newbold, A. D. C. to Brig. Gen. Wilson, C. B.

Extract of a letter from Mr. V. Trbobar was read, offering should the

Society wish it, to forward to Calcutta the Bhitari lath, containing the

important inscription which the Vice-President Dr. Mill is now engaged

in decyphering, as it is held in no reverence or consideration by the

people of the neighbourhood.

Some conversation took place on Mr. Trrgsar's proposition, which his

letter explained would not have been made, if it involved the removal or destruc-

tion of an object of local interest or veneration. The pillar was at present

isolated, half buried in the ground, and in no way regarded by the people. By
transferring it to the museum it would be preserved from further injury, and an
inscription of great historical importance would be rendered permanently

accessible to the antiquarian. It was the concurrent opinion of the members
present, that if the removal could be effected at a moderate cost, Mr. Trbgbar's
obliging offer should be accepted.

Adverting to the neglected condition of the pillar lying half buried in the

ground in the fort at Allahabad, and the great interest which the inscriptions

it contains had excited among orientalists in Europe, it was

Moved by Sir J. P. Grant, seconded by Dr. Coebyn, that a respectful

representation should be made to the Government of India, on the expediency

of taking measures to preserve the ancient monument at Allahabad from further

decay, by setting it up, with a pedestal and railing, in such position within the

fort or elsewhere as may appear most appropriate.

Physical Department

A letter was read from the Secretary to the Medical and Physical

Society of Bombay, forwarding a memoir by Dr. Lush, on the Fossils

recently discovered in the Gulf of Cambay.

The fossils have been sent to Calcutta by the Chief Secretary Mr. Wathin,
and may be daily expected, when the paper will be printed.

Mr. J. Trottor presented some specimens of the fossil bones recently

discovered at the Cape of Good Hope.

Mr. Trottsr*s note informs the Society, that Mr. Pope, the modest discoverer

of this new fossil deposit, had kindly promised to collect a more numerous series]

for the Society's museum, to be presented in the name of his lady, and that

they may be soon expected. The specimens now presented consist of vertebrae

and fragments of ribs of some large animal, which from their mutilated state

cannot be identified ; they are thoroughly fossilized and very hard. Mr. Pop*
says they are found chiefly in the bed of the Ganka river, whither they hare

been washed from the site of their inhumation in a " sandy and slate stone"

soil: one specimen in his possession was found imbedded in this hard slaty

matrix, from which it required a crowbar to extract it ; it was as one solid rock.

The vicinity of the district called the " Gouph" abounds with specimens ; the

country is stony and barren, and much intersected with dry ravines. It is

situated between the Zwarteberg and the Niemckiyen, the central part of the

Cape Colony, Lat. 33* 8. and 22% 23* W. Long.
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A memoir on the fossil remains of the smaller Carnivora of the Sub-

Himalayas, by Lieutenants W. E. Baker and H. M. Durand, Engineers,

with a lithograph, was submitted.

Description of some new species of the Strigine family ; and indication

of a new genus of the Picidae, by Mr. B. H. Hodoson.

A specimen of the sea-horse (HippocampusJ called by the Mag inhabit,

ants of Ramri a young Ngaga, or " volcano serpent," was presented by

Captain D. Williams, Senior Assistant Commissioner in Arracan.

Dr. McClelland exhibited to the Society the collections made by him,

of Zoology and Geology, in the late expedition to the Tea province of

Asam, and submitted two written notices, one of which he read in eluci-

dation of the geology of the Kasia range.

Dr. McClelland stated, that the fossil shells were found in such numbers

and variety at Chirra Punji, as to afford the most unquestionable evidence of the

tertiary nature of the Kasia mountains : and further, that when the species

shall be rigidly identified and compared with those of the London and Paris

basins and the sub-Appeoine beds, as well as with existing species in the Indian

seas, it may be possible to find their place in the Eocene and Pliocene divisions

of Lyell.

This he considered the first instance of any extensive deposit of fossil shells

having been found in sub- Himalayan beds, calculated to throw sufficient light

upon the period of upheavement.

Mr. Ceacroft, and long before him Mr. Scott, had indeed made known the

cerithia and turrilites of Chirra, and a variety of the nummulites of the Sylbet

limestone, which is in fact made up of shells and nothing else j but to Dr.

McClelland belongs the honor of having found 27 varieties of shells in the same

limestone ; also, of having found an extensive deposit of marine shells on the

S. W. face of the mountains quite distinct from any limestone whatever, but

imbedded in a superficial layer of partially consolidated sandy matter, which

reposes on the surface of sandstone covered only by the soil, and of having

exhibited 100 species nearly of these shells for the first time to the Society.

The great extent of the collection and the variety of objects of natural history

particularly—embracing 120 fishes of the Brahmaputra; besides birds, quadru-

peds, insects, shells, and a very numerous and regular series of rock specimens

taken from the whole line of journey,—did great credit to the industry of

Dr. McClelland. A vote of thanks was unanimously passed to him for the

opportunity he had so kindly afforded the Society of inspecting his portion of the

fruits of the late expedition to Asam. The descriptive catalogues of the whole

are now in a state of forwardness, and will, it is presumed, be incorporated in a

general report to Government by Dr. Wallich, who conducted the expedition,

and it is hoped be eventually published for general information, either in a se-

parate volume, or through the medium of the Society's Researches.

[We shall hasten to insert the two notes as soon as space permits.]
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JOURNAL
or

THE ASIATIC SOCIETY.

No. 56.—September, 1836.

I.

—

Examination of some points of Buddhist Chronology. By the Hon.

George Turnour, Ceylon Civil Service.

While the question of the authenticity of Buddhistical chronology,

developed in Pali annals, subsequent to the advent of Sa'kya Sinha,

is under the consideration of the Committee of Papers of the Asiatic

Society, I beg to offer a few observations on the Chronological Table

appended to Professor Wilson's Essay on the Hindu History of

Cabhmir, called the Raja Tarangini, published in the XVth volume of

the Asiatic Researches.

The first portion of this history, compiled by Kalha'na Pandit

commences with the fabulous ages ; it is represented to extend to

A. D. 1024 ; and the author is reputed to have flourished about Saka

1070, or A. D. 1148.

Before tabularizing and adjusting the chronology comprised in

that history*, Professor Wilson gives the following details regarding

the reign of the monarch Abo'ka.
" The last of these princes (Saehinara) being childless, the crown of Cathmir

reverted to the family of its former rulers, and devolved on As6ka, who was

descended from the paternal great ancle of Khagendra. This prince, it is said

in the Ayen Acbtri, abolished the Brahminical rites, and substituted those of

Jina ; from the original however it appears, that he by no means attempted the

former of these heinous acts, and that, on the contrary, he was a pious worship-

per of Siva, an ancient temple of whom in the character of Vyayba he repair-

ed. With respect to the second charge, there is better foundation for it, although

it appears that the prince did not introduce, but invented or originated the Jina

S&tana. He is said to have founded a city called Srinagar, a different place,

• Want of space must excuse our inserting these tables, which will be accessi-

ble to all our readers in our Chronological and Genealogical Appendu.

—

Ed.

3 r
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however, from the present capital, which is attributed to a much later monarch. In

the reign of As6ka, Cashmir was overrun by the Mlech'has, for whose expulsion

the king obtained from Siva a pious and valiant son, as a reward for the auste-

rities he had practised +."

" Ja'loka, the son and successor of Asoka, was a prince of great prowess

:

he overcame the assertors of the Bauddha heresies, and quickly expelled the

M lech*has from the country, thence named Ujjhita dimba : he then carried his

victorious arms to foreign regions, and amongst others to the north of Persia,

which he subjugated in the reign of Oarab, and then proceeding in an opposite

direction, he subdued the country of CVwoti/V

44 The successor of this celebrated monarch was Damodara, of whose descent

various opinions were entertained."

44 Damodara was succeeded by three princes who divided the country, and

severally founded capital cities named after themselves. These princes were

called Hubhka, Jushka, and Canishka, and these appellations are strongly

corroborative of an assertion of our author, that they were of Turushka, that is,

of Turk or Tartar extraction : they are considered as synchronous, but may
possibly be all that are preserved of some series of Tartar princes, who, it is

very likely, at various periods, established themselves at Caskmir, The chief

event recorded of their reign is the foundation of the three seteral capitals,

named after themselves, but another and more important consequence of their

sovereignty is said to have been the almost entire change of tke national faith,

and tke nearly exclusive prevalence of tke doctrines of tke Bauddkas under a

Bodkisatwa or keirarck named Na'ga'rjuna. The period at which this took

place is said to have been 150 years before the death of Sa'kya Sinba."
44 The Tartar princes were succeeded by Abbimanya, a monarch evidently

of a Hindu appellation, and a follower of the orthodox faith, which he re-

established in Cashmir. 11

In elucidation of the date assigned to the age in which Na'ga'r-

juna lived, Professor Wilson adds the following appendix. The
Sanscrit quotation, which (if I have correctly read it) is here repre-

sented in Roman, is there given in D£va-nagari characters.

• The faith of As6ka is a matter of very little moment, as the prince himself

is possibly an ideal personage : as, however, the comparative antiquity of the

Buddha and Brahminical creeds in Cashmir has been supposed to be affected

by it, and the events subsequently recorded, it may be advisable to give the

passages of the original, which shew that As6ka was a worshipper of Siva : it

is not impossible, however, if we are to attach credit to any part of this portion

oftbeCashmirian history, that he permitted heretical, possibly Bauddha doctrines,

to be introduced into the kingdom during his reign from his Tartar neighbours.
44 Then the prince As6ka, the lover of the truth, obtained the earth ; who

sinning in subdued affections, produced the Jena S&sana." This may mean
possibly something very different from tbe received idea, and may imply his

neglect of affairs of state through excess of devotion, and his consequently omit-

ting to prevent the intrusion of a foreign power, rather than a foreign faith,

into the kingdom, the expulsion of which was the object of his son's birth.—

[Note by Professor Wilson.]
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" Appendix No. 7, to Professor Wilson's Essay.

" The passage in the text adverted to (page 23) requires a little consideration,

both as to its meaning and the chronological views to which it has already given

rise. The text of the original runs thus :

—

Te* Turnahk&nway6dbhutR pi pugyasrayi nripah Sushkakshltrtdi dlslshu ma-

fhachityidi chakrire\ Prrfjye* r&jyaksbane' teshan, pr&ya Kasmiramardalam bhojya-

maste* sawanddhanam pravrajyorjita tejasam. Tato Bhagawatah Sa'kya Sinhasya
puranirvrite' asnsin saha 16kdhatau tdrdham varehataiam hyagit B6dhisatwascha

desesmin n£ka bhumlsward bhut, sacha Na'oa'rjunah sriman sha4arhatwa na

eansraye'.

41 There are in this passage some obvious inaccuracies, and some compounds

of a purport absolutely unknown to the most learned Brahmans. Taking it as it

stood, it appeared to involve the position that the Turuehka princes preceded

Sa'kya Sinra by above a century and a half; and concluding the Gautama
of the sixth century before the Christian era to be intended by the name Sa'kya

Sinba, which is always enumerated as a synonime, the date of Gonkbda III.

was adjusted accordingly in the preceding pages, and placed 640 B. C.

An opportunity having subsequently occurred of consulting a Burma priest,

and a man of some learning, on the subject, there appeared good grounds for

revising the passage, and altering the results, in consequence of which several

pages previously printed off have been cancelled, and it is only in the marginal

dates of the first dynasty that any traces of the error have been suffered to

remain. These are of comparative unimportance, and will be readily rectified

by adverting to the table. We have now then to offer a translation of the pas-

sage ; premising, that the term Puranirvriti should be Parinirvriti, the sixth

ease of Parinirvriti, or in Pali, Parinibbuii, the ordinary term used by the

Bauddhas, to express the final NirvritU or emancipation of their Buddhas or

saints in its fullest sense ; Pari being added as an intensitive prefix. The use

of this and some other peculiar expressions, which are at present quite unin-

telligible to the ablest scholars among the brahmans of Hindustan, but are fa-

miliar to the Rahans of the Barman empire, proves that Kalha'na, the author

of the Cashmirian History, or at least his guides, were well acquainted with the

language, and, probably, with the system, of the Bauddhas.

* They (Hushka, &c.) of Turuthka descent, were princes, asylums of virtue,

and they founded colleges, and planted sacred trees, in Suehka and other places.

During the period of their reign the whole of Cashmir was the enjoyment of

Bauddhas, eminent for austerity. After them, when T50 years bad elapsed from
the emancipation of the Lord Sa'kya Sinha in this essence of the world, a

B6dhi$atwa in the country named Na'ga'rjuna, was Bhumitwara, (Lord of the

earth,) and he was the asylum of the six A'rhatwas.'

" As the prevalence of the Bauddhaa and consequence of Na'ga'rjuna, ifnot
subverted, were at least checked in the ensuing reign ofAbhimanya ; and as the

passage expressly states that the circumstance occurred after the Turuekka
princes, the 150 years subsequent to Sa'kya Sinha must fall within the limits

of Abhimanya' s reign : it is therefore necessary only to fix the date of Sa'kya
Sinha to determine that of the several reigns occurring in this portion of our
history.

Assuming that this Sakya Sinha was the Buddha of 542 B. C. he
ventures to correct thereby Kalhana's more distant epoch :

—

3 y 2
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44 At the same time Kalha'na, well informed as he if in these respects, hat

evidently confounded the two periods, and henee assigned to Sa'kya Sinba a

date corresponding to at least 1332 B. C. althongh apparently designating the

person who flourished B. C. 542. We may therefore venture to correct hie cAro-

uology with reference to thie tatter date t although until we can he satisfied that

the Sahlya Sinha of the North-west was one individual with the Gautama

of Magadhd, we cannot venture to attach any thing like certainty to this emen-

dation. Some circumstances In favor of the date laid down are adverted to in

the concluding observations ; and we may here add, that there seems to be a

strange connexion between the circumstances and dates of the ZerdaehU of

Persia and the Buddhat of India, which deserves a more particular investigation

than we have hitherto had materials to undertake.

" The passage relating to the prevalence of the Bauddhafaith in Caahnwr

includes the mention of an individual, wbosi history is fully as OBSCUms,

IF NOT AS 1MPOUTANT, AS THAT OF BUDDHA.

" Na'ga'rjuna as a Bodhitatwa, (see note in page 21,) may be either a reli-

gious or a secular character : he wss probably the former, as a hierarcb, the

prototype of the modern Lama of Tibet / his other tide, however, BhumUumra*

may mesn a prince, and has probably induced Mr. Colsbuookb to translate the

text generally thus :—
" Da'modara was succeeded by three kings of the race of Tunuhka, and

they were followed by a Bodhitatwa, who wrested the empire from them by the

aid of Sa'kya Sinha, and introduced the religion of Buddha into Cathmir.

He reigned a hundred years, and was followed by Abhimanya."

After carefully considering all the data accessible to him, Professor

Wilson decides on adopting the above Buddhistical record of the

age in which these three Turushka princes and Na'garjuna flourished,

as the most authentic authority available for making the first adjust-

ment in his chronological table ; whereby he reduces, at the termi-

nation of his " first period," the date of Gonerda lll/s reign from

B. C. 1182 to B. C. 388, showing an anachronism in the Raja

Tarangini of 794 years.

This circumstance alone, even if no new light could be thrown on

this interesting question, would afford a powerful argument in support

of the opinions I entertain of the superior accuracy and authenticity

of Buddhistical over Brahminical chronology. We should bear in

mind, too, that the Raja Tarangini is admitted to be "the only

Sanscrit composition yet discovered to which the title of history can

• " Itwara," (Pali " I**ar6,
u

) and " SdmikS," are often conferred on Buddhis*

ticsl sacerdotal characters who ha*e gained great ascendancy. Vide chap. . of the

Mahawamo. " Addhayan admanM mi ghari heeeali Sa'mis:6." Chap. jot.

« Gahetd pathawi mihi : Dlpi, heuanti Ibsara." " This samanero will this

Tery dsy become the master of my palace." •• The land will be usurped by these

persons : they will become the lords of this island." (Note by Mr. T.)
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with any propriety be applied/' It is not a little remarkable, there-

fore, that Professor Wilson, after having thus recognized the correct-

ness of the date assigned to Sa'kya Sinha's death, and availed him-

self of an event connected with Buddhistical history to correct the

chronology of the Rdja Tarangini, should have entirely lost sight of

these circumstances, and been led, in analyzing the Tibetan works, to

say that " any thing like chronology is, if possible, more unknown in

Buddhistical than Brahminical writings, and it is in vain to expect

any satisfactory specification of the date at which Buddha Sakta

flourished."

The object, however, which I have more immediately in view at

present, is to point out, that the correction adopted by Professor

Wilson in this table, which reduces the date of the reign of Gonbbda

III. from B. C. 1182 to B. C. 388, invites criticism and reconsidera-

tion, as being apparently inconsistent with the most approved data

previously established, in both the Brahminical and Buddhistical

chronologies ; and also to endeavour to prove that the imperfection of

the adjustment proceeds from the omission of a single letter in the

passage of the Sanscrit text quoted in his appendix. Whether the

omission of this single letter has arisen from Kalhana Pandit having

misunderstood the Buddhistical authority, from which his informa-

tion was derived ; or from the inaccuracy of some transcriber of his

work, will not, perhaps, ever be ascertained ; unless, indeed, some

copy of this history be hereafter found, exempt from this minute

inaccuracy, the discovery of which would fix the erratum on the

transcriber.

Before I explain the grounds on which I justify the addition of

" J" to the numeral " Sdrdhdn warsha satak" it will be proper to

notice, why the adjustment, made according to the present reading

of that numeral, is inconsistent with " the present most approved

data of both the Brahminical and Buddhistical chronologies."

According to the Brahminical chronology developed in the Puranas,

as analyzed by Sir W. Jonks, Colonel Wilfobd, and other oriental

scholars, the date assigned to the reign of Chandragupta is B. C.

1 502 ; and whether we regard him as the contemporary of Alexan-

der the Great, or of Sblbucus Nicator, the Brahminical date

assigned to his reign will have to be reduced to about B. C. 325 ;

making an adjustment of about 1177 years ; in comparison with which

the foregoing adjustment of 794 years at the reign of Gonbrda

III. is deficient to the extent of 383 years, and to that extent,

therefore, it is at variance with the present cardinal point of Brahmi-

nical chronology, the age of Chandbaoupta. On a careful comparison
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of Professor Wilson's Table with Sir W. Jones's Essay, it will, I

think, be admitted that Kalhana Pandit did not depart materially

from the fictitious scheme of Hindu chronology contained in the

Puranas, until after the reign of Gonebda III.; and that it was

subsequent to that date, that he attempted to correct progressively

the Hindu anachronism. According to the Purdnas, Chandbaoupta

succeeded to the Magadha empire about B. C. 1502. Admitting

(for reasons hereafter explained), that As6ka of Cashmir is identical

with Asoka of Magadha, the grandson of Chandbaoupta, we shall

then have a series of nine (three of Magadha and six of CashmirJ
princes to fill up the term of 320 years intervening between Chandba-

oupta B. C. 1502, and Gonbbda III. B. C. 1182, giving a some-

what high average, certainly, of 35 years and seven months, but still

not greatly out of proportion with the term actually assigned in Bud-

dhistical history to the reigns of the three Magadha kings, (viz.) ;

—

Chandbaoupta, 34

Bindu8aba, 28

Aso'ka, 37

99-5- 3 = 33 years for the average

At all events, it must be conceded that a series of only nine reigns,

comprised within so limited a term as 320 years, can by no admissible

process of adjustment be extended to 703 by the addition thereto of

383 years short deducted at the age of Gonbbda III. Such an
addition would make it necessary either to throw back the reign of
Chandbaoupta to (B. C. 1182 + 703=) B. C. 1885, which would
disturb the whole scheme of Hindu chronology, or to bring the reign

of Gonbbda III. (B. C. 1502—703) to B. C. 799, which Kalha'na
had not done.

It appears to be requisite, therefore, that the adjustment made in

the date of the reign of Gonbbda III. should be nearer 1177 than
794 years ; and, indeed, I conceive I am justified in asserting, that
this position admits of almost arithmetical verification, from the ine-

qualities of the averages produced in the reigns of the three subse-

quent «• dynasties" in the Chronological Table of the Raja Tarangini.

It will be seen in that Table, that Professor Wilson does not escape
from his chronological embarrassments till the close of his " third
dynasty ;" as the averages assigned to two of those dynasties are, by
his own acknowledgment, inadmissible. According to his corrected

chronology he has
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Id the first dynasty, .. 21 Princes in 378 years, average 18 years.

In the second dynasty, 6 ditto in 192 ditto, ditto 22 ditto, 8 months.

In the third dynasty, 16 ditto in 433 ditto, ditto 43 ditto, 3§ ditto.

37 1003 general average 27 years, 1 month.

If, instead of resting these adjustments on conjectural grounds, vc
substitute the precise correction ascertained to be necessary in Hindu

chronology at the reign of Chandragupta, being about 1177 years,

we shall then bring the reign of Gonbrda III. from B. C. 1182,

down to B. C. 5. The general average of the reigns of the 37

Kashmerian princes from Gonbrda HI. in B. C. 5 to the end of the

reign of Ba'laditiya in A. D. 615, will then give the satisfactory

result of 16 years and 9 months. The necessity of all further adjust-

ments of the Cashmirian table, subsequent to the age of Gonbrda III.

will be thereby got rid of. The clumsy expedient of Kalha'na Pandit

for making those adjustments, by assigning preposterously protracted

terms,—in one instance of 300 years,-^to the reigns of the princes of

the three subsequent " dynasties," may at once be rejected. His

chronology down to the reign of Gonbrda III. will be rendered con-

sistent with the Puranas ; and our adjustments will be in accordance

with the anachronism ascertained to exist in the age of Chandra-

gupta.

As regards the Buddhistical chronology, I have it in my power to

adduce direct evidence, independent of hypothetical reasoning, in sup-

port of the proposition which I have advanced.

It can hardly be necessary for me to bring forward proofs, beyond

those exhibited in the foregoing extracts from Professor Wilson's

Essay, to establish, that Aso'ka, " to whom the crown of Cashmlr re-

verted on the demise of Sachinara without issue, was the Magadha

prince of that name, the grandson of Chandragupta and son of

Bindusa'ra, who became the great patron of Buddhism after his

accession to the supreme sovereignty of India. It is found in the

Attakathd on the Pitakataya (the commentaries on the Buddhistical

Scriptures) as well as in the Mahd Wanso*, that this prince admi-

nistered the government of TJjj4ni, by the appointment of his father

Bindusa'ro, the emperor of India ; that he succeeded to the empire

• Vide Ch. V. As Aso'ka'b son, Mahindo, was born while his father " admi-

nistered the government of tifijM," and as Mahindo is stated to have attained

his twentieth year in the seventh year of Aso'ka'b rule in Magadha, Aso'ka

must have governed Vjj4ni t for his father Bindusa'ro, at least fourteen years.

It is immaterial, as regards the foregoing computation, whether his accession to

Cashmlr preceded or followed his accession to the Magadha empire, as my cal-

culations are based on the date of the " Third Convocation" in B. C. 307.
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in the year 218, after the death of Sa'kta, or B. C. 325 ; that he
became a convert to Buddhism four years after his accession, and that

the mission for the conversion of Cashmir was deputed by him, in the

18th year of his reign, after the termination of the third convocation,

iij A. B. 286 or B. C. 307. The particulars given of the rule of this

prince in Cashmir, concise and imperfect as they are, entirely accord,

as far as they go, with the foregoing sketch. According to that

sketch, Aso'ka is not the direct descendant of his predecessors who
reigned in Cashmir ; " he was originally a pious worshipper of Sivu,

but subsequently invented or originated the Jina Sdsana" (religion of

Jina or SdkyaJ ; and, according to the At/in Acberi, " abolished the

Brahminical rites and substituted those of Jina." With these marked

features of resemblance, of peculiar and prominent importance in the

tableau of Indian History, which are not recognizable in, or applicae

ble to, any other Asiatic monarch, it appears to be impossible to

withhold the admission that the Aso'ka of Cashmir, and the Aso'ka of

Magadha, subsequently called Dhammdsdka, the emperor of India, are

identically one and the same individual.

If on this hypothetical reasoning, the point of identity may be

considered to be established, (and I observe by your Genealogical

Tables that it is there admitted,) we have to add 20 years for the

residue of the reign of Aso'ka, from the date of the Buddhist mission

to Cashmir in A. B. 235, or B. C. 307, to complete his reign of 37

years in Magadha, which brings us to B. C. 287, leaving a term of

282 years between that date and B. C. 5, to which the reign of

Gonebda III. was brought, according to the foregoing adjustment

(made on Brahminical chronological data) to be divided amongst the

six princes who intervened between Aso'ka and Gonsroa III.

These numbers will give an average of 47 years for each reign, which

is certainly inadmissible. This discrepancy, however, only serves

to give me greater confidence in the views I entertain ; and, indeed,

if such a result was not produced, in this particular portion of Bud-

dhistical chronology, the whole of the reasoning entered into in the

introduction to my pamphlet, on which I have attempted to prove

" that an intentional perversion to the extent of about 60 years has

been adopted, to answer some national or religious object, which is

not readily discoverable, between the date of Sa'kta Sinha's death

and that of the accession of Chandragupta," would be nullified. By
deducting these 60 years, about 222 years will be left to be divided

among those six princes, which gives an average of 37 years, which

also is far from being a satisfactory result. But a single protracted

reign, in so limited a number as six monarchs, would be sufficient
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to reduce the average of the other five reigns to an admissible term,

and would, at the same time, adjust the date of Aso'ka's reign in the

Raja Tarangini to the date assigned to it in Buddhistical chronology,

as well as produce the same result with that arrived at by the fore-

going adjustment of the Brahminical chronology,—viz. fix the age of

Gonerda HI. to about B. C. 5.

In the translation of the foregoing Sanscrit quotation, on the

authority of which Professor Wilson's adjustment of the age of

Gonbrda III. from B. C. 1182 to B. C. 338 is founded, I have

ventured to make a few verbal alterations, unconnected with the date,

in conformity with the meaning which Buddhistical phraseology

would suggest. From the context with the other portions of the

work, it may be perfectly just to apply the term •• pravrajyarjita"

to " Bauddhas" exclusively ; and M. Csoma db Koros corro-

borates, from Tibetan authorities, the inference that these Tartar

princes were of the Buddhistical faith. But that term in Buddhisti-

cal literature signifies, in the most general sense, " ascetic," without

distinction of any particular religion. The impression conveyed to

my mind by this passage is rather to the effect that " Caskmir was

under the spiritual controul of (Brahminical) ascetic sages, eminent

for their rigid piety," than that " Cashmir was the enjoyment of

Bauddhas eminent for austerity" during the reigns of the three

Turuskka princes.

. The correction made by Professor Wilson from " Puranirvritti"

to " ParinirvriU" is indispensable ; and had the Burma priest, whom
he consulted, called to bis recollection that Majjhantiko thfro did not

repair to Cashmir for the purpose of converting it to Buddhism, until

236 years after the death of Sa'kya Sinha, he would doubtless have

also pointed out that, according to Buddhistical authorities, there was

as great an irrelevancy and inadmissibility involved in the specified

date of 150 years, as in computing that date " anterior
9
' instead of

"posterior" to the death of Buddha.

This manifest inaccuracy is to be rectified by prefixing " d" to the

" sdrdhan varsha satan" and converting it into " dasdrdhan varsha

sqtan*." In making the addition of this single letter, it must not be

• I should here note that I have never met in my Pdli reading, nor haa any

native scholar been able to refer me to, the numeral H Saddhan-$ata" for " one

hundred and fifty ;" although, according to grammatical rules, the contraction

of " 8*h*-*ddhan-9*ta" into " Saddhan-$atau appears to be perfectly admissi-

ble. Whereas the numeral " Dataddhatata" contracted from " Dta-addhdn-

eat*" for " half a thousand,M is in continual use. It is repeatedly met with in

the MthdwanMo, Ch. I. " Sanmddd Nagabhawni da$addka$aU yQmU. 1 ' " In

3 a
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regarded as an arbitrary alteration on my part. It is a correction,

the adoption of which cannot be resisted without impugning the

authority of authentic Buddhistic history, in which " Na'oa'rjuna"

{as Professor Wilson himself surmises) under the name of " Na'ga

Sb'na" enjoys a distinguished celebrity. He does not appear ever to

have visited Ceylon, and as the Attakathd extant here only com*

prise a continuous record of Indian events up to the period when the

third convocation was held in A. B. 236 or B. C. 307, while he

himself flourished in A. B. 500 or B. C. 43, the only record of

Na'ga' Sb'na in this island, (as far as I am aware,) excepting some

unconnected allusions to him in Buddhaghdsds Attakathd, is the

Milindapanno (commonly called MilinapprashnoJ, a work which derives

its title from his dialectic controversy with Milindd the raja of Sdgald.

In that work, from which I shall presently make some extracts, it is

specifically stated that he appeared (in fulfilment, of course, of an

assumed prediction of Sa'kya Sinha) five hundred years after the

death of Buddha ; and that work, moreover, contains the names of

the six Arhatwas, (Pali ArahantdJ who, most fortunately for the illus-

tration and substantiation of my case, are referred to in the four

apparently insignificant words with which this Sanscrit quotation

concludes. In Professor Wilson's translation of these four words,

the negative " no" has been overlooked, and he has rendered them

into " he was the asylum of the six Arhatwas," instead of translating

them "he did not recognize," i. e. he denounced, "the six Ar-

hatwas."

With these explanatory remarks, I venture to offer the following

translation of this valuable Sanscrit quotation.

"They (Hushka, Jusrka, Canishj&aJ of Turushca descent, were

princes asylums of virtue, who founded colleges and chetiyas in Suscha and

other countries. During the entire period of their rule, the whole of

Cashmtr was under the spiritual controul of ascetic sages, eminent for

their rigid piety. Thereafter, when (half a thousand) five hundred years

had elapsed in this (land), as well as the whole world, from the period

that the sanctified Sa'kya Sinha attained Parinirvritti, the pre-eminently

endowed Bddhisatwa, Na'ga'bjuna, became the (spiritual) lord of this and

many other lands, and did not recognize (i. e. denounced) the six Arhatwas

(who were his contemporaries)."

a Nfcga kingdom, balf a thousand (fire hundred) yojanas in extent, bounded by

the ocean." Ch. V. 4| Puris&nAn dataddhihi saUhi pariwarito .••» " attended by

retinue of five hundred men." I am not aware whether this remark be applica*

ble to the Sanscrit language also ; nor does it appear to me to be material, «s

Kalua'na probably quotes from a Pali Buddhistical wtfrlu
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The general history of Na'oa Sb'na, to which the Milindapanno refers,

although it could throw no light on the history of Buddhism in Cey-
lon, in as much as Buddhism was established in this island 264 years
before the period of his ministry, and as he himself never appears to
have visited it, is nevertheless a work, the value of which, as regards
the Buddhistical history of India, cannot well be overruled, and for

the recovery of which, if still extant in the regions mentioned by
Colonel Tod and Lieutenant Wrbb*, no pains should be spared. It

is reasonable to infer, from the tenor of the Milindapanno, that his
triumph over Milindu raja was either his principal achievement, or
that which most contributed to his renown ; but the mention made of
him in the Raja Tarangini presents conclusive evidence of the sphere
of his influence and ministry not having been confined to that tri-

umph ; and the circumstance of the Milindapanno commencing with a
quotation from a more general work, affords equally conclusive proof
that such a history of bis life had once been extant. The Milinda-
panno being incomplete, neither the date at which, nor the individual

by whom, it was compiled from pre-existing works, is specified in it.

The following is a literal translation of its commencement.
" Adoration to him, who is the sanctified, the deified, the omniscient,

supreme Buddha !

" In the capital city, Sdgald, Milindu approached Na'oa Sb'na, as a
river approaches the ocean. That monarch having selected him who was
endowed with the power of enlightening the darkness of ignorance, as if

he were a meteor-bearer, proposed certain profound questions (to him)
involving the great principles of right and wrong."

" There (in reference to that quotation) do ye (my hearers) devoting
your undivided attention to, and preparing your minds to be favorably
impressed with the subject, listen to these profound and doubUdispelling
dissertations, which, as well from the questions suggested as from the
solutions rendered, their deep import, and connected consistency, their

influence over the passions and charm to the ear, (are) unprecedented, and
make the hair stand on end (with amazement) ; portraying them, from
the similitudes and parables used by Na'oa Sb'na, as if immersed in the
(waters of) the ' Abhidhamma' and * Wineyo,' secured (at the same time)
in the meshes of the net of the ' Suttane.'

" The subject may be thus set forth in due order."

After describing the magnificence of Sdgald, and giving an account
of both Na'oa Sb'na and Milindu in a previous existence, the former
as a Samanero, and the latter as an Upasampada, the narrative thus
proceeds.

. • Alluding to the existence of an extensive Bauddha library in Jetalmir. The
raja of this country is, we hear, passiooately addicted to turning, and might
barter all bis books for a good lathe I

—

Ed.

3 z 2
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" Thereafter, in whatever manner the appearance of the 3rd* MaggaU
UputtatUso was foreseen by our Bhagawd, in the same manner (the appear-

ance of) these two personages also was foreseen by him, for he had thus

predicted : * Five hundred years after my Parinibbdnan they will be born.

Whatever discourse there may be propounded by me, which, from its

conciseness may appear entangled and confused, these persons will, from
the mode in which they will conduct their interrogation and illustration,

thoroughly unravel it. Of these persons, the Samanero will be born in the

character of Milindu raja in Sdgalinagara in Jambudipa, accomplished

in learning, skilful in conduct, gifted with judgment, powerful abroad ;

who, both in the conception and execution of his designs, whether
regarding the past, the future or the present, will exert a sound and
deliberate judgment. To him many endowments will be attainable,

viz : the ' Sdte,' ' Sammati,' « Sankhya,' < Yoga,' 'Niti,' ' Wideuka,* ' Gana
ka,' ' Gandamba,' ' Tikechchha,' ' Chatubetla/ ' Purina,' < Itihasa,'

'Joti,' 'Maya,' « Hetu,' ' Mantana/ < Uddha,' ' Chhanda/ ' Samuddha/
He will be capable of confuting sages versed in the nineteen vedas,

invincible from his own gifts, and held in universal estimation, even
of those of antagonist creeds. In the whole of Jambudipa, there will be
no one comparable to Milindu raja, in the aforesaid particulars of
power, energy, enterprise, and wisdom. He will be endowed with riches

and worldly prosperity ; and guarded by military power in a state of the
utmost efficiency.'

" On a certain occasion, MiLmnn raja, desirous of inspecting his milu
tary array, composed of every branch of the four constituent hosts of an
army, proceeding out of the capital, and having caused them to be counted ;

this monarch, a profound disputant, and versed in the phraseology and
science of those learned in the * Sakayata,' looking at (the position of)

the sun, thus addressed his attendant officers of state : ' There is a long

day before us yet : how shall we pass it ? Were 1 to return instantly to

the town, is there any sage, whether sacerdotal or brahman, the head of
a great sect, having a fraternity of his own, and being a preceptor himself,

who maintains that he is arahat and an omniscient Buddha, who would be)

willing to enter into a disputation with me, for the purpose of solving:

doubts.*

" On having thus expressed himself, his five hundred Yonakd (duels)

replied to Milindu raja in these words : Maharaja 1 there are air

(such) vis: fPurdnarkassapo, Mbkkkalig69dh, Nigunto-ndthaputto, San-

jdgo tekUtiputto, Ajitak&akambali, and Piikudokachchdyano, who are heads

of great sects, having fraternities of their own, and are preceptors them,

selves, of great celebrity, having numerous congregations, sectarians in

* Vide Chapter V. Mahdwamo for this prediction.

t These are also the designations of certain contemporary disciples of Gou-

tame.
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principle, the elect of a great portion of the human race. Maharaja

!

aeek them ; enter into a controversy (with them) and solve doubts."

The narrative proceeds to describe the disputation of Milinou,

first, with Purdna-kassapo, and then, with Makkhaligdsdlo, and re-

presents that as the monarch confuted them and similarly overcame

every other disputant, all the arakat priests absented themselves for

twelve years from Sdgald, and retired to the vicinity ofthe Rakkhitatato

mountain in the Himawanta regions. At the intercession of Assa-

gatta the'ro, in behalf of the Buddhistical priesthood generally,

Sakkha, the supreme of dlwas, is represented to have invoked Na'oa

Sb'na, who was in the Kdtumati heavens, and called Maha Sb'na, to be

born in the human world, for the purpose of confuting Milindu ; to

which Na'oa Sb'na ultimately consented. Accordingly " he is con-

ceived in the womb of the wife of the brihman named So'nutsara*

an inhabitant of the village Kajangalla on the borders of the Hima*

wanta mountains," and becomes highly accomplished and perfect

master of the three vidae. Doubts are then engendered in his mind

as to the correctness of the doctrines contained in those vddas. While

in this frame of mind, Robana thero, as predestined, enters into a

controversy with him, converts him, and removes him to Rakkkitatala.

There he is admitted into the " Samanera" order of the Buddhistical

priesthood, and acquires the Abhidhammapitaka ; and is ordained

an " Upasampada" priest at the age of 20 years. He is next

placed under the tuition of Assaoutta the'ro, apparently in the same

village, for three months, where he first attains the sanctification of

" SdtdpattV At the termination of this period, he is sent to place

himself under the charge ofDhammarakkhita the'ro ofthe Asdkdrdm*

temple* in Pataiiputra, which is stated to be distant " one hundred

yojanaa" from Kajangalla, the birth-place of Nsoa Sb'na. On the

xoad he meets with a Setthi, who was travelling also to Pataliputto,

with a train of five hundred carts. This Setthi maintains him on the

road, and hears his discourses propounded from the Abidhamma. At
Asdkdrdma vikdra, in the course of three months, he acquires the

PUakattaya by heart, and in three more, masters their import, and

attains " Arahat." He is then summoned to appear before the

Arakat priests, who had retired to Rakkhitatala mountain in Hima-

wanta ; and he repairs thither. He is there enjoined by these Arahat

priests to proceed to Sdgald and cope with Milindu raja, whose

triumph over all other theYos had driven them to the Hima*

• Vide Cht V. of the Makdwaneo, tat the construction of this temple, by

Dhamma'so'ka.
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wanta. He consents to undertake the enterprize, confident of over*

coming him, and all other opponents ; and advises the rest of the

Arahanta to precede him thither, without fear. They do so, and

Sagald is represented to " glitter with yellow robes again." Milindu

then enters into a disputation with Atupata thero of Sankteya pari-

vfaa, on the question as to whether the priesthood possess any spi-

ritual advantage over lay ascetics, resulting from their ordination. It

does not clearly appear whether Atupa la is one of the priests who
came from Himawanta or not, but he is also confuted by the raja.

The royal suite, composed of the aforesaid five hundred Yondk*

nobles, do not participate, however, in the monarch's exultation, and

attribute the discomfiture of the thero to his individual incapacity.

At this particular juncture, Naoa Sb'na makes his appearance in

Sagald, and establishes himself at the Sankfyaparhotno with a sacer-

dotal retinue, which is exaggerated into 80,000. The Milindapanno

then proceeds to describe the preparation for, and the actual interview

between Milindu and Naga Sb'na, quoting occasionally from the

work before referred to. Milindu, on this occasion, loses his former

confidence in himself, both from the fame ofNaoa Sb'na's reputation,

which had already reached him, and the composure with which he

received him. It is finally agreed upon, that the disputation shall be

carried on in the king's palace, in the presence of ten selected theroe.

The disputations are then entered into accordingly. The Milinda-

panno extant in Ceylon contains 262 dissertations, as well as the

designations of the dissertations that are missing, being 42. In the

Singhalese version of the Milindapanno, from information stated to be

derived from a Tikd brought from Siam, which I have not met with,

it is mentioned that these dialectics terminated in Milindu becoming

a convert to Buddhism, then a priest, and ultimately an Arahat.

These extracts and abstracts, whether viewed in connection with

the events recorded in the Cashmirian history, which also bear testi-

mony to the partial subsidence of the influence of Buddhism in Nor-

thern India, and of the congregation of the heads of that faith in the

neighbourhood of the Himalayan mountains about the third century

B. C, and the subsequent revival of that influence in the days of

Naoarjuna and the Turuskka princes, who are likewise represented

to have resorted to Cashmir from the same quarter ; or whether we

regard them in connection with the incidents contained in the

history of BuddhagMso in the fifth century of our era, as illustrated

in my pamphlet, together with the data contained in Tibetan annals

as noticed by Mr. Csoma, are replete with historical importance

and engrossing interest. I shall not, however, venture to speculate
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on data, which are as yet hut imperfectly analyzed, and on the

authenticity of which orients scholars have still to form a judg-

ment.

Reverting, therefore, to the consideration of the Cashmirian Chro-

nological Table, I have to observe, that according to the Milindapanna,

N/oa Sk'na flourished about 500 years after the death of Sakta Sinha,

or B. C. 43. If his visit or mission to Cashmir took place towards

the close of the reign of the three Turushka princes, the rule of their

immediate successor, Abhimanta, who restored Brihminism in

Cashmir, must also have commenced about the same date. By your

Genealogical Tables, that monarch reigned 35 years, which terra

deducted from B. C. 43 leaves B. C. 8 ; being nearly the same date

as those to which I arrived, by the two foregoing computations, in

which 1 have attempted to reconcile my adjustment u to the most

approved data as yet established in both the Brihminical and Bud-

dhistical chronologies."

The next and last source of evidence of which I have to avail

myself, is derived chiefly from your valuable researches in numisma-

talogy. At the end of the second volume of Lieutenant Bdrnbs' tra-

vels into Bokhara, some observations are furnished by Professor Wil-

son and yourself, on one of the Bactrian coins found by that enterpriz-

ing traveller, and portrayed in the engravings attached to his work*.

The points you seek to establish in regard to this coin are, that it

belongs to Kakishka, one ofthe three Turushka princes above named ;

and that he reigned " near the end of the second century B. C." and

these points are apparently corroborated by the foregoing date assign-

ed for the age in which N/ga Sb/na lived, viz. about B. C. 43. By

your Genealogical Tables these princes are represented to have reign-

ed, synchronously about 60 years : that computation, also, will bring

the commencement oftheir rule to B. C. 43 + 60 = 103 B. C. or " near

the end of the second century B. C."

• See the second volume of the Journal, page 314. Most of our readers are

aware that the date assigned in our notice of Lieut. Burnbs* coin, was after*

wards in a measure abandoned, on the ground of its being found in association

with Sassanian- coins of a much later period.—The reading of the letter P in

KANHPK02 was also confirmed by a multitude of specimens. No argument,

therefore, can safely be built on the evidence of this coin as to the period

of Na'ga'rjuna's mission, but there remains ample authority without it in the

written history of the Buddhist church.—The typographical error in Mr. Wil-

son's Chronology of Cashmir I could not fail to perceive when drawing up my
own tables ; but for the reason above given, I did not think it worth while to

notice it.—Eo.
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. I cannot, in this place, forbear noticing that, misled by a slight

derangement of type in the impression of the Professor's Chronologi-

cal Table, yon have also in this note been betrayed into making an

undeservedly disparaging remark in respect to Buddhistical as com-

pared with Brahminical chronology. Under the impression that the

date assigned in the Rdja Tarangini to the termination of AbbimAir-

ya's reign was B. C. 118, you consider the accuracy of that chrono-

logy to be erroneously impugned by being thrown back to B. C. 383,

by Professor Wilson, in deference to Buddhistical authority. The
date assigned for that reign, however, is not B. C. 118, but B. C.

1182, in the Rdja Tarangini ; and by that adjustment, made on Bud-

dhistical authority, though the correction, from the circumstances ex-

plained, is insufficient, still an important and valuable correction ie

effected to the extent of 794 years /

I have thus, from four sources of information, totally unconnected,

arrived at one and the same conclusion, corroborative of the authority

of the Milindapanno, on which I have added the single letter " rf" to

the numeral " Sdrdhan-satan" The chronology of the Raja Tarangini

is brought, by the first, to coincide with the adjusted Hindu chrono-

logy in the Purdnas—by the second with the Attakatha of the Pitta-

kataya and the Mahdwanso—by the third with the age of Naqaejona,

or Na'oa Sb'na, as given in the Milindapanno, and the revised Sanscrit

quotation from the Rdja Tarangini : and by the fourth, with the age

of the coin of Kanishka ; with Tibetan authorities adduced by Mr.

Csoma ; and with the epoch of the overthrow of the Bactrian dynasty,

as given by Schlbgel and other authorities.

In computations of this nature, exact precision is not to be attain-

ed, or expected. In specifying the age of Naoarjuna, in such round

numbers as 500 years after the death of Ba-kta, it is manifestly an
approximating rather than a specific date. If from the general tenor

of the Rdja TarangM, and the Tibetan authorities referred to by M.
Csoma, it be clearly shown that the Turushka princes were Buddhists,

and that Naoarjuna appeared in Cashmir during their dynasty, the

only alteration rendered necessary in the foregoing computations,

would be that his visit to Cashmir should be considered to have taken

place about 460 instead of 500 vears after the death of Sa'kta. Mr.

Csoma's unpublished life of Sa'kta, to which you refer as containing

data connected with Buddhistical history, derived from both Sanscrit

and Tibetan works of the age of Kanishka, furnishes another impor-

tant and encouraging evidence of authentic annals of Buddhistical

history having extended in Continental Asia beyond the age of

Aso'ka.
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II.

—

Third Memoir on the ancient Coins discovered at the site catted

Beghrdm in the Kohistdn of Kabul. By Mr. Charlbs Mabson.
Dated Kdbul, May, 1836.

Two notices on the site of Beghrdm, and of the nature of the coins'

found at it, have already been made public in the pages of the Jour*

nul of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. The collection of its antique

treasures having been continued for three successive seasons, the

results may be worthy of being presented in one view, both for

exhibiting the exact state of discovery up to this time, and for

providing data on which to found inferences or to hazard conjectures

on the curious and intricate subject of Bactrian history and antiquities.

It is not the object of this memoir to convey a full account of the

present state of knowledge on these and other points, upon which, in

truth, light is only beginning to dawn ; but simply to narrate the fruits

of our own labors, happy if they prove useful to those, who, with

superior advantages, and when sufficient materials are collected, will,

no doubt, favor the world with some important work. We have,

therefore, only to descant upon the coins found at Beghrdm, and such,

allied or connected with them, ^which may have been procured by

ourselves in Afghanistan, and refrain in the 'same spirit from the

delineation of any coins not actually found by us ; and if such are

alluded to, it is from necessity, and to direct attention to them.

The site of Beghrdm, whatever its original name may have been,

and whoever may have been its founder, yields evidence from

the coins found at it, of its existence as a city, which must,

at least, have flourished from the epoch of Euthtdbmus, the king

of Bactria, to that of the Mahommedan Caliphs—or for a pe-

riod x>f 900 years. We have speculated on the probability of its

pointing out the situation of Alexandria ad Caucasum, or ad cal-

cem Caucasi, and see no reason to change the opinion, viz. that

the honor of being considered such, must be assigned to it, or to

Nildb of Ghorbund. The detection of a coin of one of the Antiochi,

may prove that it flourished prior to the age of Euthtdrmus, as it

undoubtedly will have done,—and certain Hindu Brahminical coins*

described as Class Brahminical, may perhaps verify that it existed

subsequently to the Mahommedan Caliphs, or to the duration of their

sway in Afghdnistdn

:

—at all events, it would appear to have been

destroyed, in whatever manner, before the era, when coins with

Persian legends became current in these regions ; as our aggregate

collection of nearly 7,000 coins from its site, has not been contami-

* Of the Rajput, or bull and horseman groupe.—Ed.

4 a
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nated with a single Persian coin—unless fig. 9. of the just noted

Hindu series have a Persian legend, which may seem to intimate

that the city's extinction was about the period of the introduction of

the language, which may have been contemporaneous with the rise

of the Mahommedan sovereignty of Ghazni. The coins of its princes

have Persian legends, to prove which, we have inserted a silver coin

of the celebrated Sultan Mahmud : none of his coins or of his

father, Sabbktbgin Kha'n, have been found at Beghram, where those

of the Caliphs so numerously occur.

Although Beghram, inferring from the presence of topes or sepul-

chral monuments on its site and in its vicinity, may be supposed

at some period to have been a capital, which its name testifies, it will

generally have been only a provincial capital—and this is worthy of

note, because there may be reason to suspect that many of the former

rulers in these countries, particularly the Greek-Bactrian princes, had

distinct provincial coinages.—Certain coins of Apollodotus, Antila-

kides, Ermaios and Eucratides seem to countenance the suspicion.

It is presumed that coins constantly found and in number on any

known spot, afford proofs of their having once been current there,

and that the princes whom they commemorate, whether as paramount

or tributary sovereigns, held also authority at that spot. The num-

bers in which coins may be found, may perhaps furnish a criterion

upon which we may calculate, first generally, the duration of the

dynasties denoted by the various types of coins, and next particularly

that of the reign of each individual prince. A collection of one year

would not furnish this criterion, a collection of many years might,—hi

statement is therefore annexed, of the numbers in which the several

descriptions of coins found at Beghram have, during three years,

been obtained ;—and if it be seen, that they are found annually in

due numerical proportion, it may be of service in our speculations,

assisted by the coins themselves. Indeed of the recorded kings of

Bactria, the coins are found in just the numbers we might expect,

and confirm what we know as to the length of their reigns ; and in

some other instances of unrecorded princes, their coins and the fre-

quency or rarity of their occurrence corroborate the conjectures as to

the extent of their reigns, which other accidental discoveries seem

to authorize.

The coins of Beghrdm fortunately admit of ready classification, and

may be reduced to five grand classes : 1st, Greek-Bactrian ; 2nd, Indo-.

Scythic or Mithraic ; 3rd, Ancient Persian, whether Parthian or Sassa-

nian ; 4th, Hindu or Brahminical ; 5th, Kufic or Mahommedan—the

last class may chronologically be entitled to stand before its prede-

cessor the Brahminical one.
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These classes at once point out the general nature of the succession

of sovereignty in this country, from the age of Euthydbmub to the

Mahommedan era. To define particular alternations and revolutions

in authority, which will inevitably have happened, more knowledge

is requisite than we possess, or are likely to acquire. Yet some of

these may be conjectured from the faint lights discovered coins im-

part, and many more may become obvious, as research advances, and

as we progress in acquaintance with the subject.

' From the historical records of the west we learn so much as, that an

independent monarchy under Greek princes was established at Bactra,

or the modern Balkh, about 250 years before Christ ; and from them we
are led to infer that it ceased to exist about 130 years before Christ,

having thus flourished about 120 years. From the same records we
also learn the names of seven of its princes, Thbodotus I. the founder,

his son and successor Theodotus IL the usurper Euthtdbmus of

Megnesia, his son Dxmstrius, Apollodotus, and Menandbr, famed

for exploits in India, and mentioned conjointly with Eucratidbs,

surnamed the Great.

The actual coins, incontestible evidences, recently discovered ofa muU
titude of Greek princes, respecting whom history is silent, not only seem

to intimate that the Bactrian empire may have had longer duration than

supposed, but farther to establish the fact, that a variety of independent

Greek principalities were erected about that time in Central Asia,

some of which, judging from the coins of the princes, rivalled the

Bactrian in power and splendor. These principalities, or some of

them, we infer to have endured up to the first century of the Christian

era,—probably to the middle or close of the second century, about which

period Greek authority would appear to have been displaced by the

race of princes hitherto designated Indo-Scythic, of whom Kadphises

and Kanbrkos are pre-eminent and have the precedence. Their suc-

cessors appear to have ruled for a very long period, according to cir-

cumstances, independent or tributary to paramount governments iit

Persia or India,—perhaps very close to the Mahommedan era. We
say very close, because before the last mentioned era, a Sassanian

dynasty or dynasties must be introduced, and possibly may have ruled

at that epoch. This speculation may be confirmed or otherwise, by

consultation of the Arabian historians, some of whose works will

doubtless inform us from whom the armies of the Caliphs wrested

these countries. Beghram has not yielded one coin of the Arsacide9,

or one coin that we dare positively to affirm to be Parthian. Coins

with the Sassanian symbols on the reverse, or the distinguishing fire

altar, are very numerous ; but it may be questioned whether they are

4 a 2
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coins ofthe Sassanides of Persia, and whether they may not rather refer

to distinct princes, that we believe Persian authentic history attests to

have flourished in these countries, as at ZabuUstan, &c.

The characters of the inscriptions on the Beghrdm coins, some of

which command attention from their peculiarity, may be also useful

in determining the periods at which particular dialects ceased and

became used in Afghdnistdn. The earlier Greek-Bactrian sovereigns,

as Euthydemus, being guided by coins hitherto found, placed on their

monies only Greek inscriptions ; some of their successors, as Eucra-

tiobs, have coins bearing in the same manner only Greek legends, and

others exhibiting both Greek and native legends ; while others, and

the majority of them, as Apollodotus, Mbnandbr, &c. have on their

coins invariably both Greek and native legends ; no one coin of these

sovereigns having been met with bearing simply a Greek inscription.

The opinion might be advanced, that native legends were first adopted

by those princes who extended their empire by the acquisition of

distant provinces, and their absence on the coins "of Edthtdemus

will not controvert it, as it is nearly certain that he could have

carried his arms across the Causasus or Hindu Koosk, only towards

the close of his reign. Another question will then arise, whether the

characters of these native legends refer to a language common in

Bactria or the countries north of Caucasus, or prevailing only in

the Indian provinces south of it :—the latter may be suggested, by those

who suppose Mbnandbr to have ruled in India before he conquered

Bactria ; for if he did, so did Apollodotus ; and on the coins of these

princes, these characters will then be first noted. It is not, however,

positive that Mbnandbr preceded Eucratidbs ; for although generally

believed, the scant historical data left us are as much against the

belief as for it. The language itself, that of this part of Asia, two

centuries before Christ, will not have become obsolete until the period

or nearly so of the Mahommedan era ; for although the coins of Kad-
fhisbs, whose epoch we would fain believe was about 200 A. D. are

the latest apparently which exhibit them,—excavations near Jeldldbdd,

in the burial grounds of the ancient Nagara, have elicited inscriptions

in the same character, which may safely be assumed to have been

deposited at some period within the century preceding the Mahom-
medan era. Indeed, if the famous Manikydla tope be an erection

subsequent to this era, as we suspect to be proved by some of the

coins extracted from it, the language may have continued in use to a
much more recent period ; and all these circumstances<may be adduced

to support the opinion, that it is of Indian rather than of Bactrian

origin. Mr. Prinsbp has admirably commenced the investigation of
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this novel language, and to assist in the attainment of an object, from

which so much advantage is likely to be obtained, we have, following

that gentleman's plan, given the names, titles and epithets of the

Bactrian kings, &c. as we find them on coins before us. This might

have been more satifactorily done, had we, for the purpose, taken full

advantage of all the coins which have passed through our hands : but

as they have been transferred only to receive superior attention, the

matter occasions no regret, and is noticed to excuse individual neg-

lect in this instance and in another, viz., the passing slightly the

characters on our Sassanian coins, which, while they exhibit some

varieties, appear singular and different from the ordinary forms of

Peklevi.

The coins ofAoathoclbs and Pantalbon have native legends in an-

other peculiar character, essentially distinct from that found on the

coins of the other Bactrian princes, and both of them on every account

must stand high in the royal lists of these countries. The character,

Mr. PaiNsiP suggests, is that of the inscriptions found on the columns

of Delhi and of other places in India,—a character also that of the

coins of the early Canouje princes, and singular it is that a connection

may be traced between these coins and those of Aoathoclbs and

Pantalbon. '

About the period, or a little anterior thereto, of the Mahommedan
invasion, we find the first traces of Nagari, but on coins which we

are not positive were current at Beghrdm. The Caliphs introduced

Kufic, shewn by their coins, and on the inscriptions of the columns at

Ghazni, the seat of their government. To them succeeded in autho-

rity the Brahminical sovereigns, as we suppose, whose coins have

again Nagari legends, and these were expelled by the Mahommedan .

princes of Ghazni, when modern Persian became the general and

written language of the country, as it remains to this day.

It may be proper to note, how tenaciously the Greek language was

preserved on the coins of this country, up to a period within a century

or two of the Mahommedan era, and employed by the whole series of

Indo-Scythic kings excepting Kadphisbs, to the exclusion of the native

dialect. While there is sufficient testimony that the Greek language

was studied and well known by the fashionable and higher orders in

India during the first and second histories of the Christian era, the

latter coins of the Indo-Scythic princes seem to testify, by the very

corrupted characters they bear, that at the period of their coinage

the knowledge of it was very trifling, or limited to the power of

determining the value of its letters,—Greek artists would then have

been out of the question ; and without some such knowledge it is diffi-
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colt to conceive how Indian artists could have arranged in Greek

characters such words as abpo, miopo, *apo, okpo, &c The respect

so obviously shewn to the Greek language may suggest the opinion,

that coinage was considered eminently a Grecian art, and corrobo-

rates the notion that the Macedonians introduced it into these parts

of Asia.

The several devices of the Bactrian coins, whether Greek or Indo-

Scythic, are interesting from their variety, and instructive from the

information they convey as to many points, particularly the religion

of the times. Of the Greek, some display the deities of the classical

Grecian mythology, as Jupiter, Minerva, Apollo, Hercules, &c. repre-

sented in the attitudes, costumes, and with the attributes commonly

assigned to them in the West ;—some have animals, as elephants, hors-

es, bulls, camels, &c, from which may be implied localities of rule ;

others have warlike devices, as horsemen at charge, seeming to indi-

cate the personal character of the prince, and others appear to

commemorate some remarkable incident in his career, as victory pre*

senting a chaplet, or a figure trampling upon a vanquished foe. The
Indo-Scythic coins have universally devices, whose accompanying in-

scriptions, as fully and satisfactorily shewn by Mr. Prinsep, prove to

be personifications of the sun and moon. It may excite surprise that

the peculiar religion to which such personifications refer, should have

been so exemplified on the coins of princes, whom we have consider-

ed of the Buddhist faith. It was, nevertheless, the religion of old

standing in these countries, the supremacy over which, if acquired by

Buddhist or Indo-Scythic princes, will have been acquired, as supre-

macy ever is, by conquest. Of this ancient religion, besides the evi-

dences furnished by coins, we have that afforded by the temples and

places of sepulture. That the Buddhist faith also prevailed, while agree-

able to historical record, is not contrary to hypothesis ; and the con-

querors of that persuasion may, from policy, have placed on their coins

the emblems of the national religion of the vanquished. As Buddhism

will also have gained ground by a correspondent decline of strength in

the religion which preceded it, it is natural that superstitions and ob-

servances of both should be blended.

The regions spreading from the source of the Oxus have claims to

be considered the birth-place of that peculiar form of the Mithriao

religion, which was at one time adopted in all the countries between

the Indus and the Bosphorus—and of which vestiges are still seen in

the temples and sepultures of its votaries. Persia presents the superb

proofs of it in the wonderful ruins of Persepolis, and Afghdnistdn dis-

plays them at Bamidn. Numerous are the places of minor considera-
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tion in Afghdnistdn, Turkistdn, and Badakshdn, which were alike sacred,

hut in a less degree, which yet plainly indicate the strongholds of the

faith they commemorate. The distinguishing feature of these sacred

places is the samach, or cave, always found with them, and which

decides the identity in character of the honey-combed hills of Bamian

in Afghanistan, and those of Tilmissus in Asia Minor. It is affirmed

in the Ayin Akberi, that there are 12,000 of these samaches in the

hills of Afghdnistdn :—the number is not overrated. There is no rea-

son to suppose that they were ever the residences of a multifarious

community, engaged in the ordinary occupations of life ;—it is obvi^

ous, that they were the abodes of priests and ascetics connected with

the temples of religion and sepulchral monuments. So plain is this

fact in Afghdnistdn, that, if a solitary samach or cave be discovered,

it is merely necessary to employ the privilege of sight to detect the

mound or tumulus relating to it ; and vice versa, if a tumulus be first

descried, the sight directed to the nearest eminence will not fail to

discover the cave or caves belonging to it. It is always the case,

that these monuments and caves are found at the skirts of hills, shew-

ing that they were remote from the inhabited villages, then as now,

and in conformity to the spirit of asceticism, enjoined by the religion

of the day. It need not, therefore, be deemed that the caves of

Afghdnistdn were the dwellings of a rude Trogloditic nation ;—on the

contrary, they are works of art, the results of vast labour and expen-

diture, and must have been formed under favorable circumstances of

national prosperity. Let no one imagine he beholds in them the

retreats of the Mardi. The most prominent of the sepulchral monu-

ments of Afghdnistdn are unquestionably its topes or royal cenotaphs

with their tumuli : the latter so perfectly agree in form with the

Buddhist dehgopa that it would be difficult not to allow them to be the

same thing. The most ancient of the cenotaphs hitherto examined in

Afghdnistdn does not appear to attain the antiquity of the Christian

era,—most of them certainly fall much short of it : it is true that every

tope has its caves, but there are caves, as in the conspicuous instance

of Bamian, which have not topes : Bamian*, like every other spot

• There is an error in our account of the site of Alexandria ad calcem Can-

easi, contained in our memoir of 1834 relative to the river of Batman, which

it it necessary ahonld be noted. We ha?e made that river paaa by Ohorband,

which we auppoaed it did, contrary to the report! of the nativea—they are cor-

rect, and the river flowing northerly falls into the stream of Kundtz. Ptolimt,

we believe, has an npper and a lower Nilahl, when noting the country about

Alexandria / and they can scarcely be other rivers than those of Ghorband, and

Puryikir.—May, 1836.
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in Afghanistan, has its mounds or ancient burial places. Hie cave

temples may therefore be considered, in some instances, more ancient

than the topes, whose age is within the reach of verification ; and
while it may point to the period of the introduction of Buddhist so-

vereignty in Afghdnistdn, that of the cave temples must be carried to

the period when the religion, in whose service they were constructed*

had its rise or was pre-eminent. Of this religion the Guebres are,

at this day, evidences, as are possibly the inhabitants of Cqfferistdn.

Asceticism, of which every case presents a memento ; while a dis-

tinguishing feature of primitive Buddhism would be also a condition

of the more ancient Mithriac faith ; for

" La religion a toujourt prodait des loliUirei."

Reverting from this digression to the coins to which the term Indo-

Scythic was once considered so aptly applied, and whose sovereigns

we had considered, in deference to historical evidence, to have been of

the Buddhist religion, if it should be ultimately found that they were

of another faith, yet the Buddhist religion will have been widely dis-

seminated in Afghanistan, the images of Buddha and other idols to be

found in abundance being accepted as proof. The apparent traces

of the faiths of Mithra and Buddha observable in the antiquities of the

country, are only natural consequences ;—in like manner, at Moscow

before its destruction, might be seen the mosques of Mahommedans

surmounted by the cross, as at the present day at Constantinople may
be witnessed the temples of Christianity surmounted by the Crescent.

The terms applied to designate the sun and moon on these Indo-Scythic

or Mithraic coins, may suggest some reflections, some of them appear-

ing to have been derived from the West, as HAIOC, NANAlA,+APO, &c.

and others from the east, as MAO, OKPO* &c.

We had hoped to have obtained a sufficient quantity of coins from

some known spot north of the Caucasus, which could not fail of throw-

ing additional light on Bactrian numismatology ; but not having been

able personally to attend to the point, dependence upon others has hi-

therto frustrated our object. Even at Beghrdm we have not met with

all the coins that probability would lead us to expect ; at least we dare

not appropriate any of them to the Pandava dynasty, which go-

verned in the Paropamisus at the period of the invasion of Antiochos

the Great. It is but reasonable to suppose that after the Macedonian

invasion, all the native princes had distinct coinages, and, of course,

this dynasty among the rest. Greek historians have preserved the

name of Sophagasbnub, who established himself in the Paropamisus ;

and Sanscrit records, as Colonel Tod informs us, gives the name of

his son Gaj, both valuable ; Gaj accounting for the etymology of Gay*
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as, or as now called Ghaxni; and Sophagasinus, shewing the name

both of the prince and of his nation. The former, Colonel Tod tells

us, was Subkav or Subhag ; and as for the latter, we learn from Pwnt
that the Asbni peopled three cities, their capital being Bucephalia ; the

rains of this city may still be seen on the Jelum river, in the Panj&b,

and the Yadu or Yidu hills, from which Subhav issued on his career

of conquest, still preserve their ancient name in Jid or YuL This

branch of the Pandava family being cotemporaneous with Eothydb-

mus of Bactria, who is supposed to have deprived it of sovereignty in

the person of Raja Gaj ; it is evident, that the sway of the two first

Bactrian kings, Thbopotus I. and Thsoootus II. did not extend south

of the Caucasus ;—it also is manifest that Euthtdbmus could have es-

tablished his sway over the Paropamisus only towards the close of his

reign ; for at the time of the expedition of Antiochus, Sophagasbnus,

as the Greeks have it, the father of Gaj, was living. Pliny in men*

turning the Abbni, is speaking of the nations which inhabited the mo-

dern Panjab, but it is probable that he gives the information he deriv-

ed from authors who flourished two or three centuries before him

;

and this remark may correctly apply to all he advances upon India.

His observations on Bactriana, Marginia, &c. he avows to have col-

lected from Dbmonax ; his testimony is not the less valuable on this

account, and this slight notice of the Asbni, leads us to the know-

ledge, that the kingdoms of Porus and Taxilbs had been subverted or

had passed into other hands, that the Pandavas had possessed them-

selves of the hilly regions, west of and contiguous to the Acesines

;

and that Bucephalia had risen into importance, and had become the

capital of a dynasty.

We had nearly omitted to refer to the monograms of the Beghrdm

coins. The Greek-Bactrian have chiefly alphabetical ones, which con-

ceal much information, never likely to be ascertained. As the same

monograms occur sometimes on the coins of more than one prince,

they may be presumed monograms of locality, and may be useful

to establish a connection, when other indications are wanting. The

Indo-Scythic coins have also monograms, but not alphabetical ones,

being apparently emblems of authority and religion.

We refrain in these preliminary observations from many specula-

tions to which the subjects referred to might lead,—because it is possi-

ble that future discoveries may tend greatly to clear up the difficulties

which attend our present investigations into the antiquities of Bactria,

and which may induce very different conclusions from those we now

arrive at by conjecture. In the memoir of last year we indulged too

freely in such speculations, which occasions regret. Nevertheless, in

4 b
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the subsequent analysis, we have ventured to point out the ideas that

have suggested themselves upon reviewing each particular species of

coin, not that they may be implicitly adopted, but under the hope,

that while liable to correction, they may conduce to promote inquiry

and elucidation, and this perhaps is all that can be done until our

knowledge is more matured*.

Kabul, December 31, 1835.

Note.—After writing these observations, a copper coin of one of

the Arsakian princes apparently, has been picked up, in which the ob-

verse legend is in the exact corrupted characters of the Greek legend

of the Kadphises coin, the basileus and the first letters of basile6n be-

ing distinct : while the reverse legend presents the characters we call

Bactrian, but not so clear from the coin being worn, as to allow their

transcription with any advantage. Of the characters there is no doubt.

• Mr. Masson confesses in this memoir that he has been too ready on former

occasions to draw inferences which subsequent researches hate either failed to

confirm or hate overthrown. The more he avoids such speculations, the more

confidence will be placed in hit results, because they will be freed from the

suspicion of any bias. We could not, however, have ventured to prune his essays

without danger of cutting off what was really valuable, or of robbing him per-

haps of some happy conjecture which might hereafter prove well founded. On
the same gronods we have formerly allowed names to stand on his list, (like Au-

tt'ot, Sec.) which were evidently wrong, and which his further search has led

him to correct. His present elaborate memoir is hardly free from the same ob-

jection, for it is yet too early to generalize : nevertheless we do not like to keep

back a line of his introduction, replete as it is with valuable information. The
list of coins to which it is a prelude includes the whole of his former collection,

with the additional light thrown upon them by other essays published in the Jour-

nal. *It would be an useless and expensive repetition to republish these drawings

at length, especially when we have not the coins themselves to engrave from.

We trust, therefore, the author will excuse our limiting an insertion of figures

and descriptions to those that are new in name or in type. At the same time we
shall take the opportunity of adding a few coins from M. Court's excellent

drawings, as well as, with permission, some of Kbra'mat Ali's second dispatch

(lately purchased by Dr. Swiney) which have not yet appeared : always keeping

in view the arrangement of our engraved plates for a general compilation on In-

dian Numismatology hereafter. Mr. M a sson*s coins have, we presume, long

since been despatched to the Hon. Court of Directors through Col. Pottinoer,

and we have little doubt that accurate engravings of the whole will there be made
by the new ruling machine. We must not omit to make public, that Col. Pot-

tinoer most courteously offered to send them all for our inspection en route to

England, but we felt it unfair thus to detain them on their journey, while we had

Mr. Mab80n*s ample investigation before us.

—

Ed.
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Enumeration of Coins collected from Beghrdm during the yean 1833, 1834,

and 1835.

Greek Syrio- Bactrim.

Antiochui..

Recorded Greek Bactrian.

Euthydemus.
Apollodotui.
Menander. .

.

Eucratides. .

.

Unrecorded Greek Bactrian.

Pantaleon
Agathocles
Lysius
Antilakides

Ermaios the Elder

Ermaios the Younger, (?) .,

Ermaios
Dicaio, (?)
Lion and Elephant coins

jf>
Symbol coins

Uoadpherros
BAEIA6VC BACIAEUN CbJTHP MErAC.
Analogous coins, fig. 104 to fig. 106. ..

Ditto fig. 107 to fig. 110. ..

Ditto fig. Ill

Ermaios of Nysa, and his family

Archelius

Diotnede8 •

Ipalirisns

Antimachus .

Adelpbortos. (Spslyrlus, J. P.)

Asilisns
,

Aios*

Indo-Scythlc or Mithriac.

Kadphises
Kanerkos
Kanerki family

Series 3. Obverse, figure seated in native fashion. . . .

Series 4. Couch-lounger, one foot up...

Series 5. Elephant rider

Series 6. Reverse, bull and priest-okro

Series 7. Very rude—reverse, female with cornucopia.

Parthian T and Sateanian.

As. fig. 1 to fig. 16. "I Small, head and fire-altar 1

As. fig. 44 to fig. 51. J and large, of all types. J
Kufic and Brahmiaical

1833 . 1834. 1835

1

1 2 3
19 31 23
39 56 58
70 92 107

2 2 3
10 19 14

6 5 3
8 16 13

34 31 27
10 5 13
1

6 14 13
20 23 24

11

19 16 20
171 267 257

1 1

8 24 20
1 I

136 179 278
1

1

1 1 1

1 1

1 1

1

37 62
24 o .

4
44 fit 67
10 eg 19
56^ s* «75
56 s& 73

254 £ 492
113 161

161 ;'d.1 278

122
1

. J
^171

• It is a very remarkable circumstance that none of the coins of Aios, which
were so numerous in the Ventura collection from the Panjdk, should have been
met with at Beghrdm.—Ed.

4 b 2
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III.

—

New Varieties of Bactrian Coins, engraved as Plate XXXV. from

Mr. Masson's drawings and other sources. By Jambs Prinsbf, Sec.

Instead of pursuing Mr. Masson's recapitulation of all the coins

hitherto found by himself at Beghrdm, we have preferred selecting

those only which were new in name or type for illustration ; on the

present occasion confining ourselves to those bearing Greek inscrip-

tions of the earlier class, and leaving the Mithriac, of which our author

produces some highly interesting novelties, for a subsequent plate.

Fig. 1 . A silver coin of Archelius, similar in character to the

coins of Mknandkr and Apollodotus*.

Obverse, Bust of king ; head bound with fillet or diadem, legend

BA2IAEH2 (Swco) IOT NIKH*OPOT APXEAIOT.

Reverse. Jupiter tonans, seated, holding sceptre in left hand.

Compound monogram : the legend in the Bactro-pehlevi character is

TA^IQ T1*Ail T*nu>* Tlllu. The name is faint in the drawing,

but is read with confidence by Mr. Masson from the coin itself. It

maybe read A'lakiyo (or jo) ; but, if the second and third letters can be

made **n, the word will represent very tolerably the pronunciation

of the Greek name Akaliyo. The equivalent for Nicephorou is an

old acquaintance, Ajalado ; but the middle letter is altered in form.

The remaining epithet T^hU/i which I have supposed to be represented

in the Greek by dikaiou, is in fact found standing for this title " the

just/' in a coin of the Vbmtura collection figured as No. 9, of Plate

XXI. Vol. IV. A more perfect and legible specimen will be noticed

below in Mr. Masson's series (fig. 6,) in which the second syllabic let-

ter W, (mi) decides the identity; but the initial is more like £, n ; and the

penultimate is 9 instead of"h; but as the vowel 9 (a) according to our

former observation, never occurs in the middle of a word, it should

probably be read 1 fd) and we should thus have additional evidence

of *h being the same letter affected with some vowel mark.

Mr. Masson remarks on this coin :
" This silver drachma is an

unique specimen found at Beghrdm in 1835. It is evident that king

Archelius must stand high in the list, but there is difficulty in

locating his empire: if it be extended to Beghrdm, why do we not

meet with his copper coins ?"

The same epithet, as Mr. Masson points out, may be observed on

one of the Azos group of coins having the horseman obverse (fig. 22

• Col. Stacy writes, while we are correcting this proof, that he hat jott

added another name to this group* BA2UEH2 NIKATOPO* AMTNT.. .. bat

of this we are promised casts in a day or two : it is too late for the present plate.
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of PI. XXIII. vol. IV.) In oar coin the legend was indistinct at the

top, bat in his drawing it is clearly

In this the thirteenth letter should probably be *P, unless by some rule

of orthography the epithet " just" is combined by a permutation of

its final, and duplicated with the commencing consonant of the fol-

lowing word, which may be recognized without difficulty as the

representative of Megalou, the great. We are indebted to Mr. Mas-

son for the restoration of the inscription, which we have introduced

in this place, because no other opportunity may occur of noticing

this Azos coin.

Fig. 2. A silver drachma of Antilakidbs, discovered by Mr. Mas-

son in 1835.

Obverse. Head of the monarch, with the peculiar hat or helmet

common on coins of Eucratidrs, Philoxbnus, Mbnandbr, &c. but

rather flatter : mustachios on the upper lip (?) ; legend as in the cop-

per coins of the same prince,

BASIAEfi* NIKH+OPOT ANTIAAKIAOT.

Reverse. Jupiter seated, holding a small victory in his right band :

in his left a sceptre or trident : monogram compounded of the Greek

letters p and K : native legend *V*XT*\. 9 Tl^lAu as on the

copper coins.

Dr. Swinbt possesses in the collection lately purchased by him

from Kbramat Ali, a duplicate of this coin, which shews the com-

pleted Pehlevi legend to agree with that given in my former notice.

The device on the reverse of the square copper pieces of this prince,

two beehives and palm branches, denoting, as Mr. Masson conjectures,

plenty and peace, has been met with on a similar coin of Eucratidrs :

in whose neighbourhood, therefore, it is probable the unknown An-
tilakidbs should be classed.

Fig. 3. An unique coin of Diomrdbs, found by Mr. Masson in

1 834, and described by him in the present volume, page 24. In the

memoir now before us he applies our system to the reading of the

native name, which he makes out *P3U/a9 ajamido, and argues thence

that the Sanscrit equivalent for Diombd may be Aja-mbdha, a prince

of the lunar race, who reigned at Canya-cubja. " This remark," he

writes, " is elicited from an observation in Dr. Mill's historical note

on the Allahabad pillar, (July 1834,) that the Chronicles of Marwar
represent Natana Pal as having conquered Canouje in the year 470

A. D. from king Aji-p/la, a descendant ofAja-mbdha. We here find

a dynasty bearing the common name of Aja (identical with the Greek

Azos), and suspeqted by Colonel Too to have been of Scythic origin.
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We may remark, however, in opposition to this ingenious conjec-

ture, that the Sanscrit name Aja is but a corruption of Ajaya, the

unconquered, and therefore might more appropriately represent the

Greek aniketos than Axos, which latter I have indeed elsewhere con-

jectured might be foundIn the Yavana-as6 of Hindu tradition*. More-

over, the first letter of the present legend may probably be *1, which

would give the reading *Plu*A*2 daya-mido, in exact accordance, as

to pronunciation, with the Greek.

Fig. 4 is taken from a drawing by M. Court, who has been

fortunate in finding a new type of this curious copper coin, the

reverse ofwhich usually presents the figure of a naked horse. (See Vol.

IV. page 343.)

The present reverse exhibits the prince holding an olive branch

and spear, implying peace or war, in either hand. From the

collation of many specimens of the horse variety, and one small one like

the above, Mr. Masson makes out the full inscription to be BA21AEOX

BA2IAET2 AnA IT the h apparent at the commencement of the lower

line being the missing 2 of the word bajiaetx This reading is con-

firmed by more than a dozen examples, but it still leaves us with a

most unpronounceable appellation. It may possibly be only a perver-

sion of the epithet aikaiot. In Masson's small coin the monogram

m appears to be the triple blade of a trident reversed, which the

figure is holding.

Fig. 5. An unique, is also extracted from M. Court's collection.

It assimilates with the numerous class of Axos coins, having on the

obverse a horseman with extended arm. The inscription has much
the appearance of Pehlevi, but this may proceed from the indistinct-

ness of the Greek letters. The monogram is very peculiar and

curious, from the circumstance of its constant occurrence on the dege-

nerate gold coins of the Kadphisbs group.

The reverse is quite in the Roman taste. Two soldiers seem to be

crowning their successful chief, who rests on a kind of club. The

name in the legend below is happily most distinct, Tl^lHlA ; the

fourth letter is doubtful, but if read ^ the combination may be hesi-

tatingly transcribed Yatilariko.

Of fig. 6, three examples are known : one in the Ventura collec-

tion was depicted in Vol. IV. PI. XXI. It was copied hastily, and I

* In the Cashmir )nt of the RSjtarangini, there is a prince named Ax*
(transcribed Aj in the Persian of the At/in Akberi) whose date by Wilson is

100 B. C. but when corrected for the epoch of Atoka, about A. D. 180. He,

too, may be one of our Amos family ;—but if we go bj resemblance of same only,

we shall be liable to lay hands on the great Asoka himself as the founder of the

line

!
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have now reason to thick I must have omitted a letter, having then

engraved the name Aaea+opot* The two new drawings, one

by M. Court, the other by Masson, (both agreeing perfectly,) from

which the present engraving has been taken, leave no doubt of the

correct reading being snAATPior aikaiot aaea*ot tot ba2iaea2,
' Spalyrius the just, brother of the king.' The first letter may
possibly be an E, or it may be superfluous, and the name be read

Palyrius, but the t on the right hand of the coin is too distinct to

permit Mr. Masson's reading of the name Aaea*optot» or my
former reading bAjiaehi nikatOPO* aaea*OPOT. It is a very

curious circumstance that the prerogative of coining should thus

have been delegated to a brother, and we have unfortunately no

further means of ascertaining who this indulgent sovereign may have

been, further than he probably belonged to the numerous dynasty of

Azos and the " great king."

On the reverse we have either Hercules with his club, or more pro-

bably, from the attitude, a musician playing on a kind of guitar. The

Pehlevi is very distinct on three sides, and in conformity with the Greek

on their parallels, the word for " king" is wanting. It would doubt-

less have been found in the lower compartment. The remainder, bor-

rowing two first letters from Masson, reads TLnip«iVP9m£ *P^ll1Tl
(d9). All that can be certainly extracted hence is that *p9iu£, as

before noticed, is equivalent to aikaiot. The name is unintel-

ligible, and the word for brother, Ulafarmo, approaches to no fra-

ternal etymon with which we are acquainted, unless the first letter

be *1, rf, with a vowel mark, which would express something like the

Greek itself, delpharmo /

Fig. 7. Here again our author's labours of 1835 have enabled

him to clear up one of our doubtful names (PI. XXI. fig. 6,) and to

correct his own reading of last year, (see page 25,) where he supposed

it to be riAAHPKOT. From the native legend I had supposed the

word might be read Ulidizou. The real name and title is now
made out from six very distinct samples sent to Mr. Masson from

Munderaur of Lughmdn, which were in excellent preservation, having

still upon them the lime cement which had been used in depositing

them in some tomb. It runs thus ; baliacun bacIAEUc MerAAOT

iiiaaipiCDT, a name which betrays a kind of patronymic affinity to

the last mentioned Spalyrius ; while in the style of coin there is also

a remarkable similarity. The divinity on the reverse is, however, a

Jupiter in his celestial chair. The native legend is easily brought to

agree with the Greek, through the facile mutation of letters of ac-

knowledged similarity ; thus the *>i v, must be a f1 , p : and the *\ di must
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be H> r#, and thus the context will become Tn^K^fi y>niv TJiYlu

malakdo malakko patiryo, the epithet megalou seems to be omitted.

Figs. 8 and 9. These two coins, made known in Mr. Masson's

first memoir, I have now had an opportunity of engraving from

specimens in Dr. Swinbt's purchased cabinet. The Pantalbon of

fig. 8 is quite legible, and the curious and unknown letters of the

reverse are distinct, and perfectly accordant with Masson's original

drawing. The word ArABOKAEOTS however, is only partially visible

on fig. 9, and is completed on his authority. In other respects the

two coins are identical, having a dog or panther on the obverse*

and a clothed female on the reverse, with a flower in the right hand.

The similarity of the native character to the alphabet ofthe Indian

Uths has been before noticed, as well as the frequent occurrence

of the symbols *f and & on coins of this group (see PI. XXXV. of

Vol. IV.)

Fig. 10 is introduced from Masson's plates as a more perfect

specimen of the Hercules-reverse type than any in my former Plate

(XXIV. of Vol. IV.) as regards at least the Greek legend, which is

here evidently baia€A2 arHPaa *V erMAJQV. This Ernueus differs

from his namesake by the reverse, and by the great corruption of the

Greek ; but it is possible that the piece may have been contempo-

raneously struck at a provincial mint ; and in such case, if cities may
be recognized, as among the Greek coins, by their tutelary deities,

we shall find a clue to the appearance of Ebmaus' name on the

following coin, fig. 11, which bears the reverse of the naked horse.

It might perhaps be allowable to assign this horse as the armorial

symbol of Bucephalia, while the Hercules might be attributed to

some town conspicuous for his worship; victory to Nicea; and Jupiter

to one of the Alexandria* (being the general reverse of the Alex-

andrine coins.)

The native legend on fig. 11 is the genuine Pehlevi one of

Ermaus ; but that on figure 10 is of the modified character so

puzzling to the decypherer. It passes unaltered through a succession

of princes, and may perhaps therefore embrace only their titles.

Fig. 12. It was from dubious authority that I added the name of

KAA412H2 to this group. Mr. Masson's Researches have now given

authentic evidence that I did so justly. He has, this year, fallen upon

two coins in which the name is quite distinct. It is remarkable,

however, that the title of BA21AEH2 is here for the first time omitted,

and the foreign expression xoPANOT introduced. This, it will be

remembered, is precisely the transition that is traced in the Indo-

Scythic or Mithriac series of Kanbbkos ; and thus we have pretty
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strong1 grounds for inferring that the change was simultaneously

effected in various provinces of the empire of the foreign, (or domes-

tic,) usurpers who supplanted the dynasty of Bactrian descent.

There is, however, another very curious circumstance to be noted

in regard to fig. 12. The Greek legend is KasavAd kaa*izqv
XOParov. Now, as good luck will have it, Mr. Nxavb, of the Civil

Service, has just favored me with a few old coins picked up in the

mofussil, among which is one in excellent preservation and well

executed of the kaaa*E2 . . . kind described in my former paper

(Vol. IV. PI. XXIV.) The name on this coin (which I have engraved

as fig. 14,) is very clearly KOZOAA KAaa* which is just such a

deviation from Hie orthography of Masson's coin, kosotao Kaa*Izot
as a provincial dialect, added to the difficulty of expressing native

names in a foreign alphabet, would justify and explain. The name on
two of the coins of Plate XXIV. Vol. IV. may be also read KOZOaa.
Among several coins of the same class in the collections of Capt.

Cunningham and Dr. Swinet, as well as in Masson's plates, other

variations of the spelling occur, K02TTAO—KOzovaO, &c. until at last

the word becomes utterly illegible.

In a private letter from M. Jacqubt, of the Paris Asiatic Society,

that gentleman expresses his conviction, after seeing Dr. Martin
Honigbbrgrr's coin, that the name we have called KAa*I2H2 should

be written MOKAAW2H2* which he supposes equivalent to the Sanscrit

Mahatrishi; but I think we have abundant evidence against such a

conclusion, since we can now produce at least three individuals of the

family name of Kadphises. Thus

—

Fig. 13, copied from a drawing in M. Court's memoir, has the

legend ZAeor KAAA+E2 (©*) XOPANOY ; while on the gold coins, we
have already adduced numerous instances of mo, OOHMQ, or ookmo,
attached to the same. We shall take some future occasion to place

all these varieties under review together ; meantime the French ships

of the season will, it is hoped, enable us to profit by the disquisitions

of the learned of Paris, on this highly interesting question.

Figs. 15, 16. Small coins found by Mr. Masson in 1835, at

Beghram. The execution is neat and evidently Bactrian, but the

names are defaced. The caduceus of fig. 15 is to be met with on

the coins of Mbnandbr, and particularly on those of Matos.

It must not be supposed that Mr. Masson's labours during the

past year have been productive of no other novel results than those

above mentioned. He has brought to light many new types of the

Mithriac series, which I shall reserve for a future plate ; besides a very

numerous series of what he has correctly designated I^do-Sasswia*

4c
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coins, to which hitherto we have paid too little attention. To make

their study useful would involve the necessity of reviewing, carefully

the well known Sassanian coins of Persia proper; a task, unfortu-

nately rendered almost hopeless by the great indistinctness and per-

plexity of the Sassanian alphabet. I must not, however, on this

account, keep back the new and curious coins with Nagari characters

of which the Beghrdm collection boasts.

In conclusion, I must once more offer the tribute of admiration for

the indefatigable and successful exertions of the collector of these

Bactrian relics, and express a hope that his extensive collection, now
consisting of upwards of 7000 coins, may be deposited in our national

museum by the East India Company, to whom it is presumed they

have been annually consigned.

IV.—Facsimiles of Ancient Inscriptions, lithographed by Jas. Prinsbp,

Secy. 8fC. SfC.

[Continued from page 486.]

Inscriptionsfrom Trincomalee, in Ceylon.

Dr. W. Bland, of H. M. ship Wolf, to whom I am indebted for

copies of the three fragments forming figs. 1, 2, 3 of Plate XXVI., has
favored me with the following note of their discovery and present

situation

:

" The three inscriptions are at present in Fort Ostenburgh, which
stands on a high rocky tongue of land, forming the south side of the

entrance to Trincomalee harbour ; these three separate stones have
been laid down to form part of the platforms for the guns of the fort.

Anciently on the site of this fort stood a venerable temple of the Bud-
dhists, which was destroyed by the Portuguese, and its remains used
in the construction of a place of defence. No. I is 16| inches long
and 1 1 inches broad, the letters I J inch long, with a groove between
each line two inches apart. No. 2, the same size, and its composition

the same, and although found in a different bastion, has all the ap-

pearance of having at one time been united. No. 3, 14 inches long,

and 1 2 broad, letters one inch long, all distinctly cut in the stone, bnt

appears to have been formerly much larger. Great care has been
taken to give an exact facsimile of the inscriptions. The slightly mark-
ed letters near the end were more worn, and made so in copying. As
this may meet the eye ofsome one conversant with ancient Sanscrit or
its cognate dialects, you will oblige those interested on such matters br
publishing these inscriptions."
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The origin of the fragments of inscriptions found at Trincomalee is

similarly explained in Sir A. Johnston's note upon a much longer and

more perfect inscription from the same place, published in the first

volume of the Roy. As. Soc. Trans, page 537.

The whole of the ancient pagodas or temples of Trincomalee were

destroyed as above remarked by the Portuguese in the 1 6th century,

and their materials were used in the construction of the modern forti-

fications. The late Chief Justice of Ceylon adds :

—

" The race of people who at present inhabit the province are com-

pletely ignorant ofthe character inwhich the inscription is written : they,

however, believe from the traditions preserved amongthem, that it is the

character which was in use throughout the whole of the northern and

eastern parts of the island in the age of the two kings of Solamandelam,

Manumbtht Candrsolam, and his son Kalocata Maharasa,, who
are stated, upon what authority I cannot ascertain, in all the ancient

histories of Trincomalee (of which I have in my possession both the

Tamul originals and the English translations) to have reigned over

the southern peninsula of India and the greater part of the island of

Ceykm about the 512th year of the Kaliyug, or 4400 years ago*,

and during his reign to have constructed not only these magnificent

temples, but also the equally celebrated tanks or artificial lakes called

Kattucarre, Padvilcolam, Minerie, and KandelU, the remains of which

may be considered as some of the most venerable and splendid monu-

ments ever discovered."

There are three traditions respecting the contents of the long in-

scription. 1, that it contains an account of the taxes which the

priests of the temples of Trincomalee had a right to levy, and of the

expences incurred in the buildings : 2, that it contains an account of

the construction of the great tank : and 3, that it contains the heads

of the civil and criminal laws of the country.

However this may be, it is not likely that we shall very speedily be

able to benefit by the preservation of this curious document, unless an

actual facsimile be substituted for the manual copy published in the

Transactions. It is evident from the form of many of the letters in that,

and in Dr. Bland's fragments Nos. 2 and 3, which have a strong

resemblance to it in the lines drawn between each row of letters, that

these are in a form of Nagari not very different from that of our early

lath inscriptions, and there is little doubt that an accurate transcript

would prove legible. Dr. Bland's No. 1 is apparently much more

• The names above given are doubtless Tiramadi Canda Sholan and Cari-

cala of the Sholan dynasty of Karnata, of Buchanan. According to Turn-

our, the Sholan conquest of Ceylon took place in the year 104 B. C.

—

Ed,

4c2
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modern—it is fto like Tatnul in many letters that I think a Madras pan-

dit would find little difficulty in decyphering it.

Other inscriptionsfrom Ceylon, PL XXVI. XXVIII.

The preceding note has called to my recollection a number of other

fragments of inscriptions in nearly the same character which were

sent to the Society in 1833* by His Excellency Sir R. W. Horton.

They were collected from various Bpots in the Matele district by

Captain Forbbs, as marked on the accompanying plate :
and, His

Excellency says, thousands of the same nature exist on the island.

The inscription from Haburenni offers the best chance to the deci-

pherer from its very perfect state :—In the 4th line I read with ease

the words paramara Maharaja....Sri mad.... Vyaya Patisara put* deva.

The same word D6UJ vijaya occurs very frequently in the course of the

inscription. It is a name of great celebrity in the Ceylonese history,

as the founder of the earliest dynasty. The opening letters of the in-

scription are precisely such as appearon our first Canouj coins :—they

run Mujenagama.. .

I am not aware whether the inscriptions so successfully decyphered

by Mr. Armour, and published in the Ceylon Almanac, include any of

this class—but I presume not, as they generally refer to periods much

more recent, as the reign of Sabasa Malla, in the 12th century,

when we know by the coins discovered at Dambedinia, that the Nagari

hardly differed from the present form. Moreover, they are stated to

be in the Cingalese language.

Inscriptionsfrom the Caves of Ajanta, PI. XXVIII.

When I inserted in a former Plate (IX. see page 348) the rude

facsimile of an inscription taken for me by Messrs. Ralph and

Grsslby, I forgot that I had in my possession several of a similar

nature collected by the same parties during a visit to these caves some

years ago, which were in vain shewn to the pandits of Benares and to

the Secretary of the College there.

Not being aware that the measurements and drawings made by Dr.

Bird for Sir John Malcolm have ever seen the light, while the brief

notice and rude sketch published by Lieutenant Alexander in the

second volume of the Roy. As. Soc. Trans, is any thing but satisfac-

tory, I think it but tardy justice to put on record the materials so

kindly communicated to myself.

One inscription (fig. 11) was taken with red paint on cloth from tib*

base of a large statue of Buddha, and, curious enough, we here again

trace the three initial letters " ye dharma" of the Buddhist formula $ bat

• See Proceedings As. Soc. 30th Oct. 1833.
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the remainder is unintelligible, although the value of many individual

letters can be readily assigned.

The fragment (fig. 10) in the parallelogram-headed character, (of

which an alphabet will be furnished under a subsequent heading,) is all

that remains of what was once a long inscription in the zodiac cave.

It is therefore useless to transcribe it in modern character, which

might easily be done for the major part of the fragment.

But it will enliven the dry recapitulation of such particulars to

introduce the reader to the romantic scene whence these antique relics

were derived, in the very language of Mr. Ralph's most animated and

scenic correspondence—written as he clambered up the precipitous

and crumbling entrance, and threaded his way through the recesses

of the hollowed hill by the light of the brahman's torch.

" On the 6th of the month I left Aurungabad, and went seven marches east-

ward that I might join Captain Grksliy, and induce him to come hither with

me. When I found him on the 13th, we were near 50 miles from this place, to

which we came in two breakneck marches, galloping oyer stony roads and rocky

torrents at the rate of ten miles an hour. We then rested one day, and on the

18th arrived here at 9 a. m. Daring the two last days Grbslby has been with

me, and his exclamations of admiration and regret, the mere variations of won-

der,—would fill three pages. The paintings, which are fast fading and falling

away, demand consideration. There is nothing in India like them. They give

us glimpses ot a former world—but, alas 1 how industriously these valuable and

beautiful remains have been by violence destroyed I I shall now rapidly throw

together my companion's observations, among which are all mine, in which he

agreed. You know I have no knowledge of painting or design—only a perception

of what is beautiful ; but you most have remarked hit skill in drawing and good

taste in every thing.

" These caves are becoming daily more difficult of access. You pass along nar-

row goat paths with a chasm of 50 or 80 feet below, the footing not nine inohes

broad, with scarce any thing to cling to. The rains yearly making the passages

worse. 6. and I admired the fires on the hill above us : grass and leaves burning

all night. What followed ? Why, last night every hour and ofteoer, stones and

burning rubbish, large logs half consumed, rolled down close to the tent, and this

morning the ascent proved more difficult. One cave is inaccessible, and several

are approached at the risk of life.

4 What a wonderful people these must have been ! Remark the head dresses.

Now, is this a wig or curly hair ? All the statues, the curved figures of Buddha
have them. How can I say ? First wigs were made to represent hair, and then hair

dressed to look like wigs. 'Tis the shape of your Welsh wig, and rows of curls

all over. Then the head dresses and ornaments are different from every thing

we now see. These are chiefly domestic scenes—seraglio scenes;—here are

females and males every where, then processions and portraits of princes

which are always larger than the rest. The subjects are closely intermixed ;—

a

medallion is twelve or fifteen inches in height ; below and above, closely touch,

ing, are other subjects. I have seen nothing monstrous. No, certainly,

there is nothing monstrous except where we see some figure evidently designed
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for ornament, as in the compartments of the ceiling. The ceiling—aye, every

thing bnt the floor and larger statues and small figures—erery thing has been

painted. It is done while the plaister is wet—it is fresco painting. I have seen

the operation while going about in Rome. It has been dog off, scraped and

knocked off with iron instruments. See how the stone itself has been broken 1

Now, Ralph, look here : can yon see this figure ? No. Bring the torch nearer.

Give me the torch. You can see it better now—hardly t Let us light dry grass.

Bring grass now : place it here. Now watch while the light is strongest : you may

now see the whole figure. This is a prince or some chief. It is a portrait.

Observe how well fore-shortened that limb is—yes, I can see it now ; but throw

water on it—now the colours are more virid. Here is a lovely face—a Madonna
face. What eyes ! She looks towards the man. Observe, these are all Hinda

faces—nothing foreign. Ail the $weet countenances are of one complexion.

R., now remark. Here sre evidently three beauties in this apartment—one an

African, one copper-coloured, one of a Europe** complexion. Yes ; and how

frequently we see these intermixed. See this, R. is a fair man—yes, I think ha

is a eunuch. Another :—he has his hand round her waist, and she one hand on

his shoulder. Observe ; many love scenes, but little gross or grossly indecent :

no nudities—nothing like the shocking sculptures on the outside of the temples

in Telingana. This must be the inside of a umkml. Here is a woman on a eh&rpU

or some stage with legs : See, they are bathing her : do you observe the gkmre

of water in the woman's hand above ? How well executed that figure is ; the

fore-shortening of the arms ; the waist—are not her haunches too full ? No. Ge
farther off, and you will see the figure in a better light : it is correct. This beauty

has delicate drapery—nearly falling to the knee : it is transparent, tike sky-

coloured gauze. Observe that Abyssinian black prince seated on a bed ;—
remark his ornaments. Now the woman seated on his left knee whom he

embraces is as fair as you or I. Did these fellows get Georgian slaves ? Re has

two boys or pages to fan him. I wish I could make out this story—there certainly

is a story. Here is a fair man of full age, dressed in a robe and a cap like

some monk or abbot. Here is next to him n half naked brahman copper-coloured,

with shaven crown and the single lock on his head. Here is a man presenting him

with a scroll on which eomething it written. He is in a crowded court—he has

come to an audience. What can all this be ? This is a procession :—the ele-

phants are passing under the windows, and women are looking out. I think they

evidently express alarm. That one has her hand up, as making some exclamation.

How often we see people of three complexions in the same pannel 1 Now this

is the most extraordinary thing we have found. Here are three plecid portraits

—they are Chinese. Nothing can be plainer : —observe the style of the hair ;—

the women have locks brought down in ringlets over the ears falling on to die

neck, like some of the Hampton Court beauties. Observe the head dresses

:

there is something like a bandeau—yes, a muslin band, or the imitation of a

turban by English women. The cap worn by the chiefs or nobles or princes is

a tiara loaded with pearls mostly conical. Round the waist is a cloth, but it is

not so full as a dhoti. A sort of jhangia worn by the women, coming nearly

to the knees, and this drapery often transparent. Are these paintings as well

done as Europeans could have executed ? In the expression of the countenmncet

certainly they are. The perspective is not good, and the pieces are crowded :—

yet here is a email building, the perspective of which is quite correct.
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Small buildingf , such at are open to a garden with light pillars, are the princi-

pal domestic scenes : few or no trees. In two pieces are parties in a boat—the
prow and stern both very high. Here is a hunt ;—here is a horseman and dogs.

I do not like the horses we see—rather poor. These are elephant-fighting ;—that
bead is sublime.

Now, R. remark this saddle ;—here is a led horse, and the saddle exactly such

as we see in England with a cloth below it—nothing larger—and the bridle too.

This is a war scene—here are many spears.

This sodiac, as they call it, is Tery elaborate. Why they call it zodiac I

know not. There is in one part a bull, and in another scales. We must get a

ladder to see it clearly. It might hare been called the shield of Achilles as

well as a sodiac. There hate been eight grand compartments and sixteen

smaller ones—how full of little figures 1 I think this is the best example in the

whole series, and evidently done by the same psintere who worked in what we

call ' par excellence* the painted caves. These medallions in the roof are very hand*

some. I think they resemble compartments in a Turkey carpet, or what we see in

a kaleidescope —wreaths and coloured radiated patterns. Here are five women
with their feet all towards the centre of the circle :—their heads alone perfect.

Are they angels ? There are no winged and no two-headed figures anywhere*

The sodiac is incomplete. I think about a third of it is wanting, and the

lower part of the circle could never have been complete, for it must have been

over this door of the cell. G. Perhaps they covered the top of the doorway with

something in order to complete the circle. R. You admire it so much : you are

willing to suppose it must have been complete.

What a lovely female 1 Yes, the last one we discover seems always the sweet-

est Here is another heavenly face. This msn is her lover:—a handsome

fellow. You have his profile looking to the left. How eager—how full of

ardent desire ! The woman has just turned her face towards him, and looks

with timid satisfaction and self-approving coquetry. It is excellent. But here

is another beauty :—she is entreating : her head is turned towards some one

above. Is she supplicating or in prayer ? Shame to the villains who have

destroyed these paintings 1

These must have been convents, and these decorations to attract the multi-

tude at festivals and to bring pilgrims from afar. This cave was never half

finished. I can fancy that the site of a cave was granted to a society of monks

with lands for their support. These, according to their ability, made it large or

small, filled it with paintings when able to incur the expense.—The fewer

theories you form, the fewer blunders and dreams you will make.

R. We mutt form theories—we cannot remain awake and not do so.

G. Some nation of conquerors who landed at Elephants, coming from Egypt,

first began there, and then got 2 or 300 miles to the eastward. There is no-

thing like these in Telingana or to the south.

R. No—only some very small caves with sculpture, rude and old,—the cave

being as big as one of these ten cells. But the fewer theories you make, &c
Now, Ralph, look at this 1 Why, you are half dead—no, not half dead, but

knoeked up. When you have 25 years added to your present sge, and have

completed 30 years in India, will you labour so well or have so much seal ? 'Tis

five to one against my being alive.—But do get up and come hither. This

maa is going to ravish this woman ;—
>he has a sword, too, in his hand. Here
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are other armed men. It it the tacking of a city ? See how the water brings

out the colours,—but I bare given Pbinsbf more than two hours. Hare they

brought the oil ? and the ladder,—they are all here.

2l$t.—A Dr. Bianfrom Sattarah, the Residency Surgeon, come with a design

to draw up some account of the caves, dismounts from his horse at 8 a. m.

Mutual greetings. In three minutes my new acquaintance praises Mr. EsttKnra

of Bombay ; quotes him and eweare by kirn, and tells me, * These are Jain cave

temples, and, like most others in this part of India, are dug in basalt. This

is amygdaloid basalt : you see it incloses masses of quarts.'

Dr. B. says he has brought a learned pandit to examine the inscriptions ;

that he is about to draw up an account for the London Asiatic Society, and

Carry away some of the paintings by taking from the wall. Can yon draw, Sir ?

No—I am sorry I cannot.' Those who come here with that qualification are

disheartened by the difficulty, or hare other occupations which demand their

attention, (as 6.)—As for carrying away the paintings, you can do so in powder.

I have ascertained that they will not quit the walls in laminss, bat crumble

under the touch.

4 1 am sorry for that. I think a native painter might succeed in copying them/
Certainly he might—but you must attend on your native painter, to give him
confidence. This is a wild secluded spot, within a mile or two of die frontier ;

barren rocks and chains of hills E. and W. The nearest inhabited place is a

poor hamlet three miles off. We find marks of recent fires in the caves and

caverns, and know that small parties of migratory predatory Bheels who

l{ft in these parts, haunt the caves, which are very seldom visited*.

Dr. Bird's so-called pandit proves to be a Marhatta brahman :—can make

nothing of the inscriptions—supposes them written by the Jains.

O. For my part, I think it is the character I have seen on the pillar at Alia-

habad, and on the column at Delhi, which no one can decypher. On the left of

the portico to the zodiac cave has been an inscription four feet high and one and

a half broad—the left and lower part utterly effaced by the weather. What re-

mains, may afford a few whole words to one who has file key ; (see Plate XXVI II.

No. 10). Under the foot of a colossal statue, there is part of an inscription,

perhaps half a name :—outside another cave. In the zodiac there is aome
writiug—and in the same cave one figure holda out a scroll on which the writing

may be legible.

Mallbt'b figures in the Asiatic Researches would lead a stranger to expect

statues—but the figures are entirely in alto relievo. Almost the only novelty is

the thing I call an altar : it is nine feet high. There are four altar caves, or, as

folks call them, carpenter'$f caves. The first has the figure just mentioned at

the back. In the second the altar differs in having an intermediate circle or

section of a cone—another globular mass.

[• Capt. Ovans visited in March 1827 ; Mr. Lai reG saw two In July ; Capt. O.,

Mr. 6. Gibbbnb and Gbbslby were here in February 1898 ; Mr. and Mrs- R. om
the 8th of that month ; G. and R. 18th and 19th of the current month ; and, lastly.

Dr. Bird, an intelligent young Medical man from Bombay. Lieut. Albxajtobb
of the Lancers visited them in 1834.]

t From the tradition regarding VisvakabmA's having constructed them In a
night. See Sir Wjiliam Maxlkt's description of EJlora, As. Rm. VI., 389.
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In the third email cave, 45 or 60 feet by 20 to 24, is a more elaborate altar

fdekgop*), baring three globes snperposed, and each stage ornamented with four

pillars—on the top four figures, now much worn, supported a canopy, (evidently

the ordinary Buddhist Chaitys.) But all these desultory descriptions and frag,

ments of conversation can be of no use but to stimulate you to come hither,

eVc. &e."

In the same graphic style our visitor describes the kund or reser-

voir at the loot of cliffs 250 feet in height—and the Dehgopa or

Buddha cave. Dr. Bird found no less than 25 chambers, some in an

unfinished state and now covered with earth. Notwithstanding pro-

testations about defacing monuments, this visitor contrived to peel

off four painted figures from the zodiac or shield ! To have copied the

whole, even had he been an artist, would have taken twenty days. Of
the fresco figures, in three divisions of the shield, were extant io 1828,

73 figures varying from 5 to 7 inches high. It is a great pity that

none of our European tourists, whose pencils every year produce such

exquisite bijoux, can be persuaded to make a visit to Ajanta, before the

remainder of these treasures of antiquity moulder away with the damp,

or fall a prey to the hand of the spoiler.

V.

—

Sketch of the State ofMtfar, Malay Peninsula. By T. J. Newbold,

Lieut., A. D. C. to Brigadier General Wilson, C. B.

The information contained in this paper was obtained partly from

personal observation, and partly from inquiries made while on a visit

to the chief of the country at Gressik, on the M&ar river, in 1835.

The state of Mtiar lies to the south of the Malacca territory, from

which it is divided, towards the coast, by the Cossang river, and inte-

riorly by a suppositious line drawn between Bankon, Chondong and

Mount Ophir. The Serting river separates it from Pahang,—Parrit

Sipvt from the tract of Dattu Kdya Padang—and the Murb6we Sa-ratds

from JohtMe.

Population.—The interior of Muar is generally termed Segdmet.

The united population is stated not to exceed 2,400. This appears

extremely scant compared with the extent of territory ; and arises

from the misgovernment and apathy of the feudal sovereign* the

Sultan of Johdre—whence perpetual broils among the petty chiefs,

causing insecurity of person and property, and eventually desertion of

the soil by most of the cultivating and trading classes of the commu-

nity. The honest peasant, in many instances, is compelled from sheer

necessity to turn robber ; and the coasts, instead of being crowded

4 o
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with fishermen, swarm with pirates. These remarks may be applied

generally to the whole of the peninsula under native sway, though to

Muar more particularly ; the whole of which country appears to be

one almost uninterrupted mass of jungle and swamp, if we can except

a few straggling villages and clearings. Cultivated rice grounds

have degenerated into barren marshes—an enormous forest, abound-

ing with wild elephants, overshadows a soil naturally rich and prolific

;

while the gaunt rhinoceros and uncouth tapir stalk unmolested over

spots which, if tradition belies them not, were once the sites of large

and populous towns.

Such is the melancholy picture of the effects of misrule which this un-

happy country presents to the eye of the traveller, who cannot avoid

being sensibly touched by this forcible, though silent, appeal for me-
lioration.

The principal villages are Bokho, Langhat, Gressik, Ring, Segdutet,

Pagoh and Pangkdlang Kdta, the residence of the chief, on the river,

Produce and Revenue.—The produce of the country consists of a

little rice, sago, ivory, ebony, gold dust, tin, wax, aloe-wood, gum
benzoin, camphor (small in quantity and of inferior quality), ratans

of the kinds Battu and Jagga, Dammer Battu, Dammer Miniak,

jaggery, Lakko wood, and Guttgas, stones extracted generally from

the heads of porcupines, and in much repute among Malays for

medicinal purposes.

The chief has been empowered by the late Sultan of Johdre to levy

ah impost upon every bhar of tin exported, of 1 J Spanish dollars.

One hundred bundles of ratans, 1 do. do.

One bhar of ebony, 1^ do. do.

One koyan rice imported, 2 do. do.

One koyan salt ditto, • 1 do. do.

One katti of opium ditto, 20 do. do.

On smaller articles he levies a duty of 5 per cent. He has the
power of exacting the gratuitous labour of his subjects, and derives

some emolument from the fines he inflicts on them at pleasure.

Government.—Muar is under the sway of a chief bearing the title of

Tumungong, who is a vassal of Johdre. Under the Tamungong are

eight Panghtil&s, four of whom are styled Ampat de Hit—the remain*

der, Ampat de Ulu. The former are the Panghdlus of Gressik, Bukit*

Riga, Liang Battu, and Ring ;—the latter, those entitled Besar, Tam~

jong, Daggang, and Muncal. There is nominally a mosque under each

PanghuM, but in that of Umbum alone is the Juma-ahad held. This

is in the jurisdiction of the Panghtilu besar. The customs enjoined by
the code termed Undang Undang Maldyu ; and the Mahommedan law
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of succession obtains, to the exclusion of the Trdmba Pusaka prevailing

in the four Menangkdhdwe states.

History.—Mdar, like the rest of the Malay peninsula, was formerly

inhabited by savage aboriginal tribes, among whom the Jacoons seem

to claim the superiority. With regard to its origin, it is stated in the

Sejdra Maldyu that Sri Iscander Shah, the monarch of Singhapdra, on

"his city being taken by the Bitdra of Majapahit, fled to Muar. This

event took place about the middle of the 13th century; and it is

asserted that he left one of his Mantris in the interior of Mdar.

No more mention is made of this state until near the middle of the

14th century, when the kingdom of the Sultan of Malacca, Mozafpbr
Shah, was invaded by the Siamese under Thawi Chacri. The Sultan

on this occasion directed a levy of the population ofMdar to be made,

and the inhabitants to be assembled at Malacca. According to the

Malay annals, the war between Siam and Malacca " continued for a

long time, and great numbers of the Siamese perished ; but Malacca

was not reduced. At last the whole Siamese army retreated, and as

they took their departure they threw down large quantities of their

baggage ratans in the district of Mdar, where they all took root ; and

that is the origin of the name Rotan Siam. Their stocks, which were

formed of fig-tree wood, likewise took root in a place in the vicinity

of Mdar, where it still exists. The rests for the Siamese cooking

places also took root and grew up, and are to be seen at this day at

the place named Tumang Siam.*' I was unable to find out the locality

of the places here mentioned by the author of the Sejdra Maldyu,

though every inquiry was made near the spots where these scenes

are said to have occurred. The tradition, however, of the defeat of the

Siamese was universally current. In 1511, Ahmed, Sultan of Malacca*

on his city being taken by the Portuguese, retreated up the Mdar
river to a place called Pagoh, about 15 or 16 miles from Gressik, now
under the Panghdld besar, Inchi Muit. Sultan Mahmu'o remained at

Battu Hampar, and founded a fort at Bentayen. According to the

Sejdra Maldyu, the Portuguese pursued Ahmkd up the river, attacked

and took Pagoh. Ahmbd fled further up to Panarigan, near Jompdle,

and thence, accompanied by Mahmud, repaired to Pahang. The latter

subsequently established himself at Johdre. Many of their adherents

remained in Mdar and Segdmet, and in course of time erected a primi-

tive form of government, directed by four elders, styled Tuah Campongs,

who ruled under the Sultans of Johdre until 1119 A. H. The four

campongs werethose of Pagoh, Sungie Ring, Sungie Terap, and Gressik*

A. H. 1119. A Mantri of high birth in Johdre, named Samadb
Rija, obtained a grant of the territory of Mdar from the then Sultan

4 d 2
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of Johore, Aboal Jalii. Shah III. He settled at a place called Pemiti

Layang on the banks of the river, and ruled till 1 145 A. H., when he

died succeeded by his son Padu'ka Tuan ; who, on his proceeding to

the court of Johore, on the occasion of his father's demise, was invest-

ed by the Sultan Abbal Jalil with the title of Tumdngong Paduka

Tuan. He died A. H. 1 175, succeeded by his son Burok or Ahok,

who was confirmed by Sultan Aboal Jalil Shah IV., then resident

at Rhio, whither he had removed from Johdre. Burok died at Bdmga

Tanjong on the Mdar river in 1214 A. H. leaving two sons, Konik
and Ibrahim. The former went to Lingga to present himself to Sultan

Mahmu*d III. by whom he was acknowledged as third Tumdngong of

Mdar.

Konik died in 1246, A. H. leaving a sou named Stbd, the present

chief, who succeeded him : he also left a daughter. Stbd proceeded

to Singapore, where he was confirmed by the late Sultan, Hussain

Shah I., whom the English had recently placed on the throne of his

ancestors. From him he obtained the title Tumdngong Dattu Sged.

It would appear from what has been advanced above, and by the

subsequent Boundary treaties, that Mdar has always been feudal to

the Sultan of Johdre since the time of their ancestors, the ancient

sovereigns of Singapore and Malacca. The Dutch, however, when in

possession of Malacca, appear to have claimed Muar, as in the map
of Valbntyn the boundary line of the Dutch territory is made to

extend so far beyond the Muar river as the Rio Formosa.

The Tumdngong*8 sway is confined to the villages immediately on
the banks of the Muar river and on those of the stream of Segdmef,

which empties itself into the Mdar about 12 miles above Pankdlang

K6ta. He appears to be popular from his easy temper, and the inha-

bitants feel alarmed at the idea of any change being made in the

government by the Sultan of Johdre. We had an interview with this

Malay chief at a village, about 18 miles up the river, called Greesik.

He acknowledges himself a vassal of Johdre, and sends annually to

the Sultan the amount of a duty levied on the houses of the settlers

at Padang (one dollar per house) and 200 gumpits of rice.

Malayan Albino,—On landing at Gressik I was struck by the sin*

gular appearance of a Malay lad, an Albino, standing under the shade

of a tree on the river bank. His skin was of a reddish white, with

blotches here and there, and thinly covered with short white hairs.

The eyes were small and contracted ; the iris of a very light vascular

blue ; the lids red, and fringed with short white lashes ; the eyebrows

scant and of the same colour ; the pupil much contracted from the

light. On calling him to come near he appeared to be ashamed.
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He evinced an extreme sensibility to the stimulus of light, from

which he almost constantly kept his eyes guarded by shading them

with his hands. He told me he could see better than his neighbours

in imperfect darkness, and best by moonlight, like the " moon-eyed"

Albinos of the Isthmus of Darien.

He is morbidly sensitive to heat : for this reason and on account of

the superstitious respect with which the Malays regard him, he is

seldom employed by his friends in outdoor labour, although by no

means deficient in physical strength. The credulous Malays imagine

that the Genii have some furtive share in the production of such

curiosities, though this they tell as a great secret. To this day the

tomb of his grandfather, who was also an Albino, is held sacred by the

natives, and vows (niyats) made at it. Both his parents were of the

usual colour. His sister is an Albino like himself.

Albinos, I believe, are not common on the peninsula, nor are there

any tribes of them as, according to Voltairb, exist in the midst of

Africa. In the only two instances I recollect observing, the eyes

were, in both, of a very light blue ; the cuticle roughish and of a

rosy blush, very different from that of the two African Albinos seen

and described by Voltaibb, and quoted by Lawbbncb ;
" Leur

blancheur n'est pas la n6tre ; rien d'incarnat, nul melange de blanc

et de brun, e'est une couleur de ljnge, ou plutot de cire blanchie ;

leurs cheveux, leurs sourcils sont de la plus belle et de la plus douce

soie ; leurs yeux ne resemblent en rien a ceux des autres hommes,

mais ile approchent beaucoup des yeux de perdrix." Essai sur Us

Mamrs.

Whitblaw Ainslib, in his description of the Albinos of continental

India, ascribes to them the same delicacy of constitution and shyness

observable in the Malayan Albino, and that they are seldom known to

live to an advanced age. The females, he remarks, rarely bear chil-

dren ; but when they do, their offspring is of the natural colour of

the cast to which they belong.

Observations on the Mdar river.—The Muar river at the mouth has

an apparent width of about 600 yards, and at Gressik 18 miles up the

stream is about 100 yards broad and 7 fathoms deep. The soundings

at the bar varied from J to 4 fathoms low water. The current ran at

the rate of 2\ miles an hour. It has its rise, according to the natives,

among the mountains of JeUaboo, and falls into the sea about 30 miles

south-east of Malacca. From these mountains the Serting river,

which disembogues itself into the China sea at Pahang, and the Calang

river, which flows into the Straits of Malacca near Salangore, have

also their rise. The general direction of the Mdar river from the
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mouth to Gressik we found to be N.E.—its course tortuous, the banks
for the most part low, muddy, and covered, with the exception of the

vicinity of villages and a few Ladang clearings, with dense jungle.

Among the trees near the river's margin we observed the mangrove,

the Nipah palm, (the Nypa fruticans of Thunbbro,) the Nibong, (the

Areca Tigillaria of Dr. Jack,) the Api-Api, (Pyrrhanthus Littortus,

J

the Pcdtida, the Neridi, and the Bdta-Buta.

The water of the river was more turbid than that of the Lingie,

which might be owing to the freshes from the hills. The paucity of

cultivation, thinness of population, and the almost total absence of

trading boats and even fishing canoes on the river, could not fail to

strike the most careless observer. By this river there is a communi-

cation, almost all the way by water, with the eastern coast of the

peninsula, frequently adopted by the Pahang traders. The navigation

was formerly under the control of a Bugis chief named Unku' Kla'na,

who settled at the mouth of the river ; and, after him, under his son

Raja I88A : but on the return of the latter to Rhio in 1826, it reverted

to the Tumungong.

In former days the mouth of the river was a noted place of rendez-

vous for the fleets of the Siamese, and in later times of the Malay

princes, in their attacks on Malacca during the Portuguese and Dutch

administrations. The last instance occurred in 1784, when Raja

Hadji, the Muda of Rhio, anchored there with a fleet of 1 70 prows

on his way to invade Malacca ; an enterprize in which he lost his

life.

Gold Mines of Bukit Rdya.—Gold dust is found a short distance

from the left bank of the river at Bukit Rdya, a low hill covered with

forest, which was pointed out to us by the guides. There were, we
were told, formerly gold mines on and at the foot of this bill worked

by Malays, who were compelled to quit them through the exactions

of the petty chiefs. The Tumdngong had brought down with him in his

own boat to Gressik, two Chinese miners, with the view of ascertaining

whether any mining speculations there would be likely to turn out

profitably or otherwise. I have not heard the result. Tin is also

found near Bukit Rdya.

From Gressik we saw a range of hills at a great distance running

down the peninsula in a south-easterly direction, one of the highest

of which is called Siang-battu, the Cave of the Rock. From this

mountain, the natives affirm, flow the rivers of Battu Pahat, (the Rio

Formoso of the Portuguese,) Pontian, Undowe, Roompin, Bennoon, and

Johdre ; the last of which streams empties itself into the sea at the

extremity of the peninsula : on its left bank stood the capital of the
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Malay empire of Johdre. This range of mountains seems to be a

continuation, if I may so term it, of the broken chain running down

the peninsula through the States of Qutdah, Perak, Salangore, Sungie-

ujong, Rumbowe, Jellaboo, and Srimenanti, terminating near Point

Romania, and probably having their origin in the lofty ranges which

overlook the vast eteppes of Northern Asia.

VI.

—

Note on the discovery of a relic of Grecian Sculpture in Upper

India. By Lieut.-Col. L. R. Stact. Plate XXXI.

[In a letter to the Editor, dated AUgarh, 29th February, 1836.]

I have the pleasure to enclose two sketches exhibiting the obverse and

reverse of what appears to me a Grecian perirranterion (ncpwampior (1)

in stone (Italian, tazza*). The block, which is three feet in width,

three feet ten inches high, and one foot four inches thick at the base,

is of the hard red sandstone with white spots, which is found so

plentifully in the Agra district, particularly in the neighbourhood of

Fattehpdr Sikri> and of which the greater number of the ancient build*

ings at Agra are constructed.

This relic was given to me by a friend at Mathura : it is in a very

mutilated state, but fortunately sufficient development of it remains

to determine, I think, its original character and use.

The obverse represents Silbnus inebriated ; he is reclining on a

low seat or throne, supported on either side by a young male and

female Grecian. Two minor figures support the knees : the attitude

of Silsnus, the drooping of the head, the lips, and powerless state of

the limbs, give an extremely accurate representation of a drunken

man. The figures of the youth and maiden are also in appropriate

keeping. The whole is evidently the work of an able artist, who could

not possibly, in my opinion, have been a native of Hindustan.

The reverse appears to have been executed by a less skilful person,

and the figures carry an Indian style about them. The back-ground

represents a grove, and the trees are loaded with fruit. Four figures

are conspicuous in front : on the deft hand a Grecian girl, with short

tunic and loose drapery falling to the ground ; her sandals are orna-

mented ; her right hand is grasped by the right hand of the figure

next to her, a young man, whose apparel is confined to a jhangi: he

has a kerchief round the neck with a tie in front as worn by sailors.

Next to this is another female in a Grecian dress : she would seem to

right, who is in the act of putting on woman's attire. The bracelets

. (1) Vide Potter's Grecian Antiquitiei, vol. i. pp. 224 and 262.

• Vide Mosxa' Antique, Vases, PI. 95.
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be highly amused with the person (a young man) immediately ob her

of this female reach half way to the elbow, and are most elaborately

and beautifully executed, but the appearance of this figure is leas

elegant than that on the extreme left. At the feet of the group are

goblets. The heads of the figures are bound with vine leaves.

The figures on the obverse are on a larger scale than those on the

reverse : the deficiency on the reverse is supplied by trees, forming a

grove. The whole supports a circular bason or font measuring sixteen

inches in diameter, and which must have been originally about eight

inches in depth. As already noticed, this relic is sadly mutilated,

and it is probable the bigotry of Muhammadans, (who perhaps consi-

dered the work connected with Hindu idolatry,) occasioned the injury

done to the faces and breasts of all the figures and a great part of

the bowl. Enough, however, remains to identify it as representing

a scene in the Bacchanalian festivals.

For the present I will simply add, that should this piece of sculp-

ture prove to be what I conjecture it to be, the correctness of Wilton
and Jonbs' (2) opinions will be strongly evidenced, when they asserted

a similarity of the gods of the Greeks and Indians, and that this led

to intermarriages, and thus the former merged into and were ulti-

mately lost sight of in the Indian community. (8)

Notk.—The discovery of a piece of sculpture bearing evident

reference to Greek mythology, if not boasting as unequivocally of

the beauty and perfection of Grecian sculpture, might excite lesa

surprize after the elaborate display we have lately had of coins

found in Upper India and in the Panjlb with Grecian legends, and

a combination of Hindu and Greek deities. Yet, in fact, the latter

offer no explanation to the former—on the contrary, they relate

exclusively to a period comparatively modern, when the worship of

Mithra spread through the world with the rapidity of the element of

which he was the type, and superseded in a great measure the more an-

cient superstitions ; whereas the worship of Bacchus—or of Silxnus, his

wine-inspired counsellor, must belong to a much more remote period—

nor can we trace any clue to it in the present mythology of the

Hindus. True there have been traditions preserved in the West, of

Bacchus' expedition to India, and of the easy conquest every where

following the steps of the hero who could make rivers run with

wiae

—

and fought with an army of laughing Bacchantes and satyrs.

(2) Vol. i. p. 221, Asiatic Researches.

(3) This opinion of Wilton's is quoted in CoNnaa's History of India. I

cannot immediately say in which toI. of the As. Researches it is to be found.
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The Dionysiacs of Nonnus have been quoted by Colonel Wiltord,
and analysed by Professor Wilson in oar Researches—but without

hinting at their hero having been grafted on the pantheistic system

of India. Nishapur, Deva-Nahushanagar, and other towns, have been

pointed out as the site of Nysa, Nicea, or Dionysiopolis, where the

extravagant rites of Dionysos' worship were celebrated with the

greatest pomp :—where, according to some authorities, he was born

—

where, according to others, he founded a city in honor of a damsel,

NiCi*A, whom he encountered in his expedition through Persia and

Bnctria :—but all is vague and uncertain on the subject. The Indian

origin indeed of the religion of Bacchus, long ago asserted and

believed, has lately come to be suspected from the want of any

arguments in its favor but a few slight resemblances of names and

ceremonies. Professor A. W. Schlegel expressly denies in his

Indian Library, that the Greeks had, previous to the conquests of

Alexander, any idea of an expedition of Bacchus to or from India 3*1

.

The author on whose authority this opinion is repeated, Mr. T.

Keiohtlet, thus traces the origin of the confusion :

—

" When Alexander and his army had penetrated to the modern

Cdbul, they found ivy and wild vines on the side of Mount Merus

and on the banks of the Hydaspes : they also met processions

,

accompanied by the sound of drums and parti-colored dresses, like

those worn in the Bacchic orgies of Greece and Lesser Asia. The

flatterers of the conqueror took thence occasion to fable that Dionysius

had, like Hercules and their own great king, marched as a conqueror

throughout the east : had planted there the ivy and the vine, had

built the city of Nysa, and named the fountain Merus from the circum-

stance of his birth from the thigh of Zeus. At length, during the

time of the Grseco-Bactric kingdom, some Greek writers, on whom

it is probable the Brahmans imposed, as they have since done on the

Englishf, gave out that Dionysus was a native Indian, who having

taught the art of wine-making in that country, made a conquering

expedition through the world to instruct mankind in the culture of

the vine and other useful arts. And thus the culture of the vine

came to Greece from a land which does not produce that plant

!

This last is the absurd hypothesis which we have seen renewed in

our own days, and supported by all the efforts of ingenious ety-

mology !"

Colonel Stacy's group may throw a new light on this curious

question. There can be no doubt as to the personage represented

by the principal figure—his portly carcass, drunken lassitude, and

* Keightley'8 Mythology of Greece, 170. f Alluding to Col. Wjlpoed.

4 e
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wine-wreathed forehead, stamp the individual : while the drapery of

his attendants pronounces them at least to be foreign to India, what-

ever may be thought of Silsnus' own costume, which is certainly highly

orthodox and Brahmanical. If the sculptor were a Greek, his taste

had been somewhat tainted by the Indian beau ideal of female beauty

—in other respects his proportions and attitudes are good—nay, supe-

rior to any specimen of pure Hindu sculpture we possess : and consi-

dering the object of the group—to support a sacrificial vase (probably

of the juice of the grape)—it is excellent. It would be time well be-

stowed to survey all the temples and antiquities of Mathum, in search

for other specimens of Grecian art. Colonel Stacy can have no

greater inducement to undertake this pleasing task, than the posses-

sion of the highly interesting relic which we have made a faint at-

tempt to introduce to the eye of our readers in the accompanying

lithograph .

—

Ed .

VII.

—

Description of some Grasses whichform part of the Vegetation in

the Jheels of the district of Sylhet. By William Griffiths, Esq,

Assistant Surgeon, Madras Establishment.

Zizania ? ciliata. Spreng Syst. ii. p. 136; Kunth Agr.p.10.

Lekrsia ciliata. Roxb. Fl. Ind. p. 207.

Pharub ciliatus. Retz. Obs. 5. p. 23.

Gramen in aquosis proveniens, culmis gracilibus ba&i longe repen-

tibus, articulis cylindraceis pubescentibus, caeterum iaevibus.

Folia subglaucescentia, linearia, acuta, supra lineata et tactu scabra,

margine subsimplici scabro.

Spicae paucse, distantes, subsecundse, in paniculam nutantem alter-

nation dispositse.

Spiculae solitariae, in apice cyathiformi pedicelli curvati articulate*

subsessiles, uniflorae.

Glumae null*, nisi cupulam membranaceam apicis pedicelli glumam
existimes.

Paleae 2, chartaceo-coriaceae, compresso-carinatae, muticae, obtuse

mucronatac, brevissime stipitatae, stipite crasso rotundato ; exterior

5-venia, vena media (carina) duabusque marginalibus denticulato-

ciliatis, duabus intermediis subglabris, interveniis scabris ; interior

3-venia, paullo brevior, carina denticulato-ciliatA, intervenio scabro,

caeterum lseviuscula.

Lodiculae 2 carnosae, acinaciformes, integrse, glabrae.

Stamina 6, antheris longe exsertis.
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Ovarium ovato-oblongum, glabrum. Styli 2. Stigmata plumosa,

divisionibus ramosis, ratione stylorum longa.

Caryopsis ....

Legimus in aquosis Jumalpore, in plagis inundatis, Jheels verna-

cule dictis, Sylhet confinibus ; in collibus Khasiensibus prope Nunklow ;

et nuperius in regione Assamica alta ; annis 1835-36.

With regard to this grass, we have Mr. Brown's authority (Prodr.

Fl. Nov. Holl. ed. Nees 1. p. 67, sub LeptaspideJ for its being

totally distinct from Pharus, to which it was originally referred

by Rbtzius. Mr. Brown likewise points out (loc. cit.) that this and

the succeeding, if not retainable in Zizania, will constitute a distinct

genus. It will be seen that I have ventured to go farther, and I am

only deterred from characterizing this as itself distinct, by the diffi-

culty I find in distinguishing it from Leersia, with which genus I am

only acquainted through M. Kunth's Agrostographia. Its obvious

affinity is with Oryza, from the awnless varieties of which it only dif-

fers in the total absence of glumes ; the presence of the membranous

cup terminating the pedicel in Oryza proving, that it is not to be consi-

dered as a modification of these envelopes.

Potamochloa. Griff.

Syst. Linn. Hexandria Digynia. Order, Nat. Graminex, Juss.

Spiculae uniflorae. Glumae nulla. Paleae 2 membranaceo-chartaceae,

carinatae, apertse, exteriore in aristam producta. Lodiculae 2. Stamina

6. Styli 2. Stigmata plumosa.

Caryopsis

Gramen fluitans ope vaginarum cellulosarum, dense csespitosum.

Folia lata; ligula obsoleta. Panicula effusa erecta; pedicelli infra

medium constricti.

Potamochloa Rbtzii. Griff.

Zizania ? aristata. Kunth, Agr. p. 10.

Lbbrsia aristata. Roxb. Flor. Ind. 2. p. 207.

Pharus ARI8TATUS. Retz. Obs. 5, 23, ex Kunth.

Hab. In aquis stagnantibus prope Jumalpore, et copiosissime

in inundatis, Jheels dictis, Sylhet confinibus. Legimus florentem

Septembre, 1835.

Culmi emersi vix pedales, glabri. Immersi longissimi, hinc illinc

radiculas capillaceo-divisas emittentes.

Vaginse immersae vel semi-immersae quam maxime cellulosae, in-

crassatae et quasi inflatae ; emersae longiores cylindraceae, minus

cellulosae.

4i2
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Folia in exemplaribus spontaneis semper emersa et erecta*, lanceo-

lata, basi cordata, obtusa, apice sub-cucullata, rigida, supra tactu

scabra.

Panicula erecta, axi ad ejus originem subito angustata ; rami infimi

subverticillati, divaricati, superiores alternantes, ascendentes.

Spiculae r<tmis adpressae, subsecundae, inferiores geroinatae, inaequa-

liter pedicellatae, superiores solitariae longius pedicellatae.

Pedicelli clavati, infra medium constricti, ibidemque annulo rubro

insigniti, spicularum innmarum curvati.

Paleae sessiles, apicum pedicellorum continuae ! vix compressae

;

exterior major 5-venia, venis denticulato-ciliatis, caeterum parce hirta ;

arista continua, recta, scabra, palearn excedens ; interior mutica, acu-

minata, 3-venia, carina denticulato-scabra, venis lateralibus laevibus,

pallidis.

Lodiculae 2, subacinaciformes, magnae, extrorsum gibbosae et car-

nosae, introrsum sub-membranaceae, glabrae vel apice ciliata*.

Stamina 6. Filamenta longe exscrta. Antherae lineares, longae.

Ovarium oblougum, glabrum.

Stigmata ratione stylorum longiuscula.

Caryopsis non visa ; stipitata ?

It is this genus that appears to me allied to Zizania. It differs,

I conceive, materially from the preceding in habit, in the shape and

consistence of the paleae, which are open during the period of inflo-

rescence, and in the outer one being awned.

Vossia. Wall, et Griff. Mss.

Syst. Linn. Triandria Digynia.

Ordo. Nat. Graminea, Jussieu.

Char. Gen.—Spica compressa, articulata, rachi flexuosa excavata.

Spiculae in singulo articulo duae, altera sessili, altera pedicellata, biflorse.

Glumae 2 dissimiles, exterior chartaceo-cartilaginea, plana, apice in

cuspidem producta ; interior chartacea, mutica, carinato-navicularis.

Flosculi hyaliui, mutici ; superior (interior) hermaphroditus (in spi-

cula pedicellata saepius masculus), bivalvis 3-venius. Lodiculae 2,

cuneatae, dentatae. Stamina 3. Styli 2. Stigmata plumosa. Caryopsis. .

Flosculus inferior masculus, bivalvis, bivenius

!

Gramen procerum, fluitans, caespitosum.

Culmi 3—4-stachyi. Folia longissima, acuminatissima, plana, vena

centrali crassa alba. Ligula indivisa, dense ciliata. Diximus in memo-
riarn b. Johannis Georgii Vossii, poetac Germanorum dulcissimi, eru-

* In exemplaribus in horto botanico Calcutta cultis natantia, oblongiora. et

tentriora.
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ditissimi, poematum graecorum et latinorum, imprimis Georgici Virgi-

liani translatoris et commentatoris locupletissimi, rerum botanicarum

et agrestium insigniter periti.

Vossia prockra. Wall, et Griff. Mss.

Isch^mum cuspidatum, Roxb. Flor. Ind. ed. Carey, 1. p. 325.

Kunth, Agr. 1. p. 516.

Hab. In inundatis vernacule Jheels dictis prope Hubbeganje, flumi-

nis Barak, Bengalee orientalis. Florentem invenimus mense Septem-

bris, 1835.

Gramen glaucescens, in aquis stagnantibus leniter fluentibus pro-

fundis nascens. Culmi immersi longissimi, crassi, cellulosi, radi-

culas capillaceas ad geniculas enrittentes, emersi 3—4-pedales, vagi-

nis laxis, compressiuscuhs, tactu scabris undique tecti. Vagina-

rum axillae gemmiferae ; colla dense barbata. Ligula brevis truncata.

Folia lineari, ensiformia, basi subcordata, longissime subulato-acu-

minata, 2, 2j- pedalia, supra parce pubescentia, infra glabra, vena

centrali crassft, alba, supra plana, subtus prominula, marginibus car-

tilagineis antrorsum denticulatis.

Spicae terminales, binae vel teniae, rarius quaternae, digitatae, 6—8-

unciales, patentes, subnutantes, laterales subsessiles, rudimento alterius

interdum adjecto, terminalis pedunculata, insertionibus cartilagineis

plus minus hispidis. Racbis introrsum planiuscula, extrorsum con-

vexa ; flexuris dextrorsis sinistrorsisque, marginibus scabris. Spiculae

pedicellatae, infimae summaeque tabescentes. Pedicelli spicularum inferio-

rum articulis paullo longiores. Gluma exterior dorso plana, venoso-

striata, apice producta in cuspidem ensiformem, longam, glumam

ipsamfere bis superantem, rectam, vel subundalatam, vcnoso-striatam,

marginibus denticulato-scabris.

Interior navicularis, carina obliqua a medio supra scabra, breviter

mucronata, irregulariter venosa, vena centrali nunc incomplete inter-

mediis incompletis et ssepius, praesertim spiculae sessilis, cum vena cen-

trali arcuatim confluentibus.

Paleae flosculi exterioris masculi membranaceae, complanatae, biveniae

!

exterior apiculo brevi pubescente : marginibus mutuo involutis sub-

ciliatis.>

Lodiculse 2, carnosae, maximae, cuneatae, angustiores quam in flosculo

hermaphrodito, dentatae. Antberae longe exsertae, lineares, luteae.

Pollen globosum, intequale, laeve. Rudimentum foeminei nullum.

Paleae flosculi interioris bermapbroditi consimiles, sed exterior trive-

nia. Lodiculae staminaque ut in mare. Ovarium subobovatum,

glabrum. Styli duo, umbone nullo interjecto.
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Stigmata ratione stylorum longa, ramis denticulatis. Caryopsis. .

.

Spiculae stipitatae flosculi minores, et superior interior rarius her*

maphroditus.

Obs. Genus habitu quodammodo Tripsaci, Hemarthriae accedens,

sed discrepans precipue pedicellis flosculorum ezteriorum giumisque

interioribus spicularum sessilium solutis, nee axi adnatis, flosculisque

cxterioribus bipaleaceis masculis, nee unipaleaceis neutris. Ab
Ischsemo differt praecipue palea exteriore flosculi herraaphroditi (supe-

rioris) mutica.

Panicum Brunonianum. Wall, et Griff. Mss.

Panicula effusa, spiculis 1 vel 2 infimis sessilibus et in axis excava-

tionibus serainidulantibus, reliquis exsertis saepissime solitariis, rachH14

in aristam spiculam duplo superantem producta, foliis linearibus 3-

veniis vaginisque glabris, ligulis 3-dentatis.

Hab. In aquis leniter currentibus profundis plagarum Bkeels dicta-

rum prope Goalnagar ; florens Septembre.

Gramen fluitans : culmi longissimi, compressiusculi, ad geniculos ra-

dicantes. Vaginarum colla nuda. Ligulae dens intermedins minor. Folia

linearia, 2—3-uncialia, obtusiuscula, 3-venia, marginibussubsimplicibus

denticulatis. Panicula terminalis, ambitu ovata, subglabra, axi inferne

tetragona et excavata. Spiculse 1 vel 2 infimae in excavationibus semi-

nidulantes ; reliquae exsertae saepissime solitarise ; rachilla scabra ultra

spiculam quamque si unica, ultra terminalem si geminata, in aristam

subulatam, antrorsum denticulatam producta. Gluma exterior minima,

membranacea, evenia, subcrenulata, decolorata; interior lanceolata,

acuta, mutica, venosa (sub- 1 3-venia,) marginibus parum involutia

subciliatis. Flosculi dissimilea; exterior masculus, duplo triplove

major : palea exterior glumse interiori similis, sed scabrellaet margines

magis involuti ; interior duplo minor breviorque, membranacea, glabra,

apice bifida, dente setiformi minimo interdum interjecto, venis 2

indistinctis infra apicem evanidis. Lodiculae 2, paleae interiori omnino

externa?, oblongae, subrhomboideae, integra. Stamina 3, antheria

rubro-sanguineis. Paleae floris interioris fceminei membranaceae, ma-
ticae, ovato-lanceolatae, exterior evenia ! interior latior, magis obtusa et

involute, incomplete bivenia. Staminum rudiraenta tria. Lodiculae

2 angusta?, interdum coalitse ? Styli 2, ima basi coaliti, longi ; stigmata

plumosa, purpurascentia, ratione stylorum longissima. Caryopsis non

visa.

This species belongs to the last section of this extensive genus, at

given in Mr. Brown's Prodromus ; it is interesting, as it seems to be

the only species of the section hitherto found out of New Holland.
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In the disposition of the sexes it agrees with Isachne, but differs

from it in habit, in the relative size of its glumes, and in the consist-

ence of its paleae. From Chamaeraphis this section differs only, we
are told by Mr. Brown, in the number of its styles. The curious

prolongation of the rachilla beyond the terminal spicula likewise

occurs in some genuine Panica.

REFERENCES.

Plate XXIII. Vossia procera. Figs. 1, 2. Portions of a spike viewed on

different faces. 3, Spicula detached. 4, Exterior glome viewed on its inner

face. 5, Outer palea of the inner hermaphrodite flower three-veined (by a fault

in the transfer the central vein in the original drawing has been left out.) 6,

Inner palea of ditto two-veined. 7, Outer palea of exterior male flower, two-

veined. 8, Inner ditto, two-veined. 9, Inner glume, viewed laterally and on its in-

ner face. 10, Pollen. 11, Ovarium, or rather Pis tiHum, with the two lodiculse and

the three filaments in situ. 12, Outer view of loJicula. 13, Inner view of

ditto, the lateral stamina separate with these. 14, Portion of a branch of

the stigma.

Plate XXIV. Left half. Zixania? ciliaris. Fig. 1, Spicule. 2, Apex of

pedicel, much enlarged. 3, Ditto with lower portion of the outer palea. 4,

Lateral view of inner palea. 5, Lateral view of Iodicula? , stamina and pistillum ;

paleae removed. 6, Pollen. 7, Pistillum. 8, Portion of a branch of the stigma.

9, Genitalia, relative situation, from a young spicula ; anthers removed, and

the lodiculse displaced.

The same plate, right half. Potamochloa Retxii. Fig. 1 , Spicula with its

pedicel, that of the second pedicel removed at the time of expansion. 2, Portion

of the pedicel, shewing the construction. 3, Outer palea, dorsal face. 4, Inner

ditto ditto. 5, Ovarium, stamina and lodiculse, the two former in situ, the latter

displaced. 6, Pollen. 7, Ovarium, styles and stigmata with the lodiculse in situ.

8, One of the divisions of the stigma. 9, Lodicula, inner face.

VIII.

—

Notes on Delhi Point, Pulo-Tinghie, Src. and on some Pelagic

Fossil remains,found in the rocksofPulo-Ledah. By Wm. Bland, Esq.

Surgeon H. M. S. Wolf.

[Accompanying specimens presented to the As. Soc. 4th July, and deposited in

the Museum, next to those presented by Dr. Ward from Penang and Queda.}

Where the Malay peninsula terminates in the China sea, there is

a tongue of land, called by the natives Delhi Point, somewhere about

104 E. longitude, for it is not very correctly laid down. Reefs are

found here, running to the southward and eastward, upwards of a

mile at low water. Along shore, for the space of two or three miles,

is strewed with large masses of scoria many feet thick, hard, and

emitting a metallic sound. Specimens Nos. 1 and 4 will show the

kind of vesicular masses mentioned ; long lines of perpendicular strata

are found stretching generally parallel to the shore, from three to
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eighteen inches in thickness, of which No. 6 is a specimen. Indu-

rated clayslate, No. 9, is likewise seen in layers running parallel, and

in juxta-position to Nos. 1 and 2, of a few inches in breadth. Quartz

was found, No. 5, in layers from one to two inches in thickness,

accompanying the others and occasionally crossing them, and again

continuing its course : imbedded masses of siliceous matter occurred

both in the scoria and in the strata. A nucleus, five or six feet in

diameter, was examined, which presented the appearance as if lava

in a liquid form had been forced up from below, with a gyrating

motion ; circular layers having different shades of colour becoming

wider and more extended, and were found edging away into straight

lines parallel to the other strata. Of the tube marked No. 2, many
were found from half an inch to two inches diameter ; whilst No. 3

was got at the outer edge of the stratification. Of the remarkable

specimen No. 10, abundance were seen, always standing up an edge :

above the general level, and occasionally many feet in length, a piece

might be found large enough to furnish forth the reticulations of a

good-sized Gothic window.

At the N.E. point of the reef, within a few yards of the sandy

beach, and dry at low water, was found a fossil tree, of which No.

11 is a specimen, standing at least 15 feet hi^h and of considerable

diameter, attached to a mass of rock of the same kind, and so good

was the resemblance to a decayed tree, that some of the seamen

called out, ' Come and see a tree grilled into stone by the heat.' The
fossil in question must have been in a decayed state previous to its

exposure to the mineralizing process, and it is the more remarkable,

as it now stands, to all appearance, as it originally stood when alive :

—

it is the same as No. 9, composed of argillaceous schist. A specimen

of coral No. 7, which has been exposed to the same general igneous

agency as the masses scattered around, and found in the masses

themselves, Madrepore No. 8, but the whole of the reef has coral of

recent growth scattered over it, in all states and ages. Our stay on

this point only extended to a few hours : little opportunity was given

for minute observation, but it is a field well worthy the attention of

future travellers in that quarter.

Pulo-Tinghie will be found in the charts to the northward and east-

ward of Delhi Point : this island rises to a considerable altitude, and
terminates in a graceful truncated cone, with a lower cone seen to the

southward of the former. The general surface presents irregular ridges

radiating from the cone as a centre, running down to the circumfer-

ence, i. e. the water's edge, which disposition of surface often obtain*

in volcanic islands. Be this, however, as it may ; we found PWb-
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Tinghie densely covered with jangle, most difficult to penetrate, with-

out more time than oar public duties permitted ; hence the specimens

are not numerous, and were found along shore, generally from masses

lying about. No stratum was seen. The island terminates to the east-

ward in a high reddish coloured cliff, but at which we had no oppor-

tunity of landing.

Nine specimens marked Pigeon island, from a moderately high

and cliffy islet some miles to the southward of Pulo-Tinghie, obtaining

its name from the abundance of a fine cream-coloured pigeon, haying

the wings and tail tipped with black ; the same bird which is found

on the small islands on the Tenasterim coast. No. 25, from a large

mass partly beneath the surface of the sea. 21, high cliffe around,

as well as No. 22.

Returning from the eastward, we had an opportunity of examining

a group of small islands called Pulo-Romania. These islets, about

two miles to the southward of Point Romania on the Malay peninsula,

are partially covered with wood, and appear to be formed chiefly of

granite of two kinds, which was seen checquered by fissures in all

directions, and intersected by Nos. 34 and 35, found standing above

the general level in narrow ridges, the granite being more easily

disintegrated than the intersections themselves. No. 31 found in

layers of various [thickness, and No. 29 in large irregular masses

some 15 feet in length, on shore or partly immersed in the sea.

Enclosed are thirty specimens, from a remarkable group of islands,

lying between Jan Salang, (Junk Ceylon) and Pulo-Pinang, parallel to

the kingdom of Que'dah and in sight of the mainland. Passing over ma-

ny islands visited, all of which will be found worthy the attention of the

geologist, and the ornithologist, as well as the conchologist, I shall

only mention Pulo-Ledah, as one of considerable importance, from

the circumstance. of pelagic fossil remains being found in the rocks.

Pulo- Ledah dedarat, literally in theMalay language, ' Tongue island in

shore,' to distinguish this from another Pulo-Ledah de laut, or • Tongue

bland at sea.' This island is about a mile and a half in circumference,

and rises to the height of 4 or 500 feet, crowned by a castellated

looking rock with perpendicular strata : the whole appears composed

of limestone, having a considerable proportion of siliceous matter

deposited in it, with veins of quartz a few inches in breadth occa-

sionally intersecting it. The general rock was found stratified from

one to three or four feet in thickness, lying at an angle about 45°

dipping to the eastward ; all the surface, wherever exposed, is rough

and uneven, of which Nos. 15 and24 are specimens. Numerous caverns

were found whose roofs not being so exposed were . more smooth,

4 9
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which caves have been evidently formed by the action of the waves

impinging against the rocks ; which action is still going on in certain

situations. Some caverns were situated higher up, and not now exposed

to the same agency, but it was noticed in a few of them that the

entrances were smooth, similar to those in various parts of the world,

which have been used, and smoothed down by the ingress and egress

of wild animals : it turned out, however, in this case, that the agent

that had worn these entrances was man himself, for these caves

furnish him with troglodytic abodes during the season for collecting

the nests of the Hirundo esculents.

Your attention may be more particularly called to the north side

of Pulo-Ledah, where will be found large masses of the same rock,

from 20 to 30 feet in length and breadth, and 10 feet in thickness,

lying in juxta-position, and no doubt originally deposited en masse,

but having been raised unequally, have been broken into their present

form and appearance. These masses were found rich in fossil remains

;

quantities of testaceous deposits were seen in all directions, partly

above the general surface, undergoing disintegration along with the

matrix in which they were imbedded. Of the fossil nautilus. No. 16,

many were seen, as well as some others, concerning which some
doubt may remain whether or not they are ammonites. As to the

nautilus no doubt can exist, for the plain concave septa; dividing the

chambers of the shell are well marked, with the siphuncle in the

middle. Had time and better tools permitted, better specimens would
have been procured ; but the matrix was found very indurated, and
it requires time to take such specimens out of hard stone, in a perfect

state. The labourer, always worthy of his hire, would here be richly

repaid for his time and trouble.

I add the rough sketch of a shell as it was found lying in the
matrix, and of the natural size, which gives a tolerable idea of its

general appearance. Siliceous cylinders No. 22, occur frequently,

and a back bone was found in a fossilized state : from the round cap.
like appearance of the vertebra?, it is most probably that of a fish.

Pulo-Ledah is one of the Lancavies, as well as Pulo-Trotto, (Giant's
island,) an island, high, mountainous, and worthy of being better
known ; and Pulo-Tloer (Egg island) is a small one ; but the whole of
the islands in question will be found interesting, as on this subject
of fossil remains many of your correspondents in India are devoting
their time and attention with great success. I am sorry our time
among the islands mentioned was so limited, but it is enough that I

have pointed them out as a field worthy of future research, as well as
the main land opposite.
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IX.

—

Fossil Remains of the smaller Carnivora from the Sub-Himdlayas.

By Lieut. W. E. Bakbr and Lieut. H. M. Durand, Engineers.

The specimens which are the subject of the following note form a

part of the Dadopdr Collection, and comprise varieties of the genera,

Felis, Canis, and Gulo.

The comparison of such, with their existing representatives, must

necessarily be less satisfactory than that of the large Pachydermatous

genera, which being local in their habitats either contain few species,

as the Elephant, Hippopotamus, and Tapir, or when, as in the Rhi-

noceros, the varieties are more numerous, the size of the animals, and

the striking peculiarities of their osteology have claimed for them a

minute description and comparison from Cuvibr. On the other hand,

the smaller carnivorous tribes have a far wider distribution, and their

species are as numerous and as varied as the climates under which

they are found ; their distinctions are chiefly drawn from the exter-

nal characters of the animals. Minute differences in their osteology,

if they exist at all, escape the attention of the naturalists who describe

them, and would, in fact, possess little interest except for the fos-

silist.

We should not be warranted in pronouncing any particular fossil to

belong to an extinct species, without having previously compared it

with all the known varieties of its genus ; and even were such exten-

sive means of comparison in our power, its result could not be deci-

sive*, so long as there remained unexplored regions, whence new

varieties might be derived. We shall, therefore, content ourselves

wilh negative conclusions drawn from comparison of our fossils, with

the skulls of those species only of their existing congeners now in-

habiting the neighbouring districts, none other being at our command.

Such conclusions, we hope, will not be without geological interest ; as,

if we succeed in establishing one or two points of marked difference,

they will be sufficient proof that the animals now inhabiting these

provinces are not the lineal descendants of those whose remains are

entombed in the strata of their soil, and thence may be inferred the

occurrence of some great geological change during the lapse of ages,

which have intervened between the periods of their several existence.

Felis.
^

Of. this genus there are traces of several varieties among our fossils,

but as the larger ones, with the Hyena and Canis, may form the subject

• For instance, in the 52nd No. of the Journal At. Soc. Mr. Hodgson de-

scribes two new species of gulo and one o(felis.

4 F 2
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of a future paper, we will confine our present notice to the Cat. The
cranium represented in fig. 1 , PI. XXVII. though somewhat mutilated,

is sufficiently perfect for comparison. The most serious injury which it

has sustained (as being the only one affecting the measurements) is a

slight crush or compression, which has apparently flattened, and per-

haps widened the cranium. The proportions between the fossil and the

skull of a common-sized wild or jungle cat are as follows :—the length

from posterior of occipital condyle to anterior of canine tooth being

taken as the unit or modulus, and those dimensions only being col-

lated, in which the greatest differences exist. The two skulls may be

understood to correspond in other respects.

Recent. Fossil.

1,000

,508
1,000
,581

,301

,267
,333
,3+5

,«27 ,489

,289 ,2*7

Length from post, of occipital condyle to ant. of canine

tooth, assumed at

Greatest breadth of cranium opposite mastoid processes,..

Height of occiput from lower margin of foramen magnum
to top of transverse ridge,

Breadth across the occipital condyles,

Ditto measured externally across most prominent part of

line of molars,

Height of orbit perpendicular, but measured in plane of

orbit's margin,

The differences of proportion exhibited by the foregoing compari-

son are, as will be seen, very trivial. Setting aside the excess in

breadth of the fossil's cranium, which if not caused is at least exagge-

rated by the crush before alluded to, there will remain no remarkable

points of difference except in the diameter of the orbit, and in the

width across the occipital condyles. The other variations probably

exceed not what may be detected in the skulls of cats belonging to one

species. There are, however, other differences of form not shewn by the

measurements. In the fossil, the post, orbitary apophysis is more

developed, and the plane of its projection more continuous with that of

the frontal bone. The depression of the cranium in rear of this apo-

physis is more marked, giving a greater width to the temporal fossae;

—

the bulla? of the mastoid processes have a more elongated shape, and

are generally larger ; and the transverse ridge of the occipital bone is

higher, sharper, and more prominent. All, or nearly all, these differ-

ences, tend to shew a greater development of the predacious facul-

ties in the fossil,—a circumstance further confirmed by the teeth,

which, though precisely corresponding in form with those of the

cat, are somewhat larger and stronger.

The lower jaw occupying the central place in fig. 2, must have
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belonged to a smaller animal than that which owned the cranium : it

presents no difference worthy of note, from the lower jaw of the wild

cat. The humerus, tibia, and metatarsal bones, forming part of this

interesting little group, appear to have belonged to the same indivi-

dual as the lower jaw, and it is curious enough that their present

bond of connection is the plate of a small crocodile. The carpal, meta-

carpal and pbalangal bones represented in fig. 3, obtained from the

same locality, though at different times, may possibly be assigned to

the same or a similar animal.

Gulo.

Of this genus we possess the fossil skulls of two individuals, one of

which, represented in fig. 4, is nearly perfect : the lower jaws have been

separated at their symphysis and otherwise somewhat mutilated, but

as they were not found attached to the cranium, we may consider

ourselves fortunate in having obtained them at all. The second cranium,

fig. 7, has suffered considerable mutilation, and is without the lower

jaws : we have, however, inserted it in the plate, because though other-

wise less perfect, it has escaped a crush, which appears to have flat-

tened fig. 4. Some differences ofproportion between the two fossils

would be accounted for under this supposition.

The recent skulls with which we have compared the above men-

tioned fossils belong to an animal known by the Hindustani name

Biju *x# identical, or nearly so, with the Cape Ratel, (Gulo Capcnsis,

Desm.)

In classing the Biju and Ratel under genus Gulo, we follow the

common system of arrangement ; though, as remarked by Cuvier*,

both the number and character of their teeth would rather place

them with the Mustcla Putorius. They appear, in fact, to be indebted

to their plantigrade motion alone for a place among the Gluttons. The

fossils now under consideration correspond in dentition with the Ratel

and Biju, and the following table will shew that their resemblance to

the latter in most other respects is very strong.

• II convicnt d'autant mieux de comparer le Ratel act Glouton, que ces deux

quadruples gont a peu pres de meme taille ; mais outre que le Glouton a six

molaires de plus que le Ratel, le crane de celui-ci est plus large en arriere, son

front moins £levl, son orbite moins cern£, ses arcades sygomatiques moins

hautes, et l'apophyse coronoide de sa machoire inferieure beaucoup moins haute,

plus large, et plus obtuse. Les rapports du Ratel avec le putois, d'apres ses dents

et sa t£te, sont certainement plus importans que les differences de marche. Out-

men* /otst/et.—Tom. IV. Chap. VI.
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Extreme length from posterior of occipital condyles to an
terior of incisors, taken as the modulus, and assumed at

Breadth measured across mastoid processes,
Greatest breadth of cranium opposite mastoid processes,
Least ditto ditto at temporal fossae,

Height of occiput from inf. margin of foramen magnum
to sup. of occipital ridge,

Breadth of ditto from point to point of styloid processes,
Ditto across the occipital condyles,
Ditto of frontal from point to point of post. orbKary apo-

physes,
Ditto greatest across zygomatic arches,
Ditto exteriorly across the superior canine teeth,

Perpendicular diameter of occipital foramen,
Length from anterior of canine teeth to post, of tubercu-

lous teeth, measured externally,

Breadth of upper jaw measured across carnivorous molars,
Greatest antero-posterior diameter of canine teeth, ....
Width of tuberculous molars,

Recent
| Fossil.

Btfu. L

1,000
0,681

0,467
0,226

0,318
0,335
0,243

0,286
0,546
0,220
0,088

0,282
0,347
0,068
0,081

Fig. 4.—Fig. 7.

1,000

0,592
0,443
0,258

0,307
0,361
0,241

0.327
0,543
0,238
0,091

0,287
0,339
0,071

0,073

1,000
0,610
0,474
0,969

0,343
0,394
0,248

0,313
0,561
0,936
0,108

0,287
0,395
0,067
0,069

The two fossils, though differing considerably from each other, agree

in the following points of dissimilarity from the recent skull. Their

canine teeth are larger and stronger, and their tuberculous molars

smaller ; the two lines of molars converge towards the muzzle consi-

derably less in the fossil than in the recent, and the individual false

molars are set less obliquely to the line of maxillary. The frontal

is wider between the orbits ; the post, orbitary apophyses more pro-

minent, and the depression of the cranium in rear of them less deep ;

the exterior portion of the mastoid processes has a far greater deve-

lopment (fig. 8) ; the transverse occipital ridge is thicker, more rugged

and more prominent, and projects considerably beyond the plane of

the occiput in the prolongation of that of the parietal bones (fig. 5).

Measurements of the recent and fossil lower jaws exhibit no differ-

ences save in the canine teeth, which severally correspond with the

same teeth in the upper jaw. There is, however, in the fossil (fig. 6)

a deep depression in the ramus, which in the recent species is nearly

flat. In our specimen this depression is as marked as in the tiger

and other feline animals. The differences above noted, as before re-

marked with regard to the cat, tend to prove that the ancient species

was even more powerful and savage than its present representative, the

Biju itself, by no means deficient in these qualities. The three recent

skulls examined on this occasion had all suffered more or less from

the violence to which the vigorous self-defence of the animals had

obliged their captors to resort.

Canis Vulpks.

The specimen represented in figs. 9 and 10, though fortunate in

possessing both lines of molars complete, has suffered much from a
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crash by which the whole posterior portion of the head has been flat-

tened and disfigured. The dimensions selected for comparison in the

following table are those least likely to be affected by the accident.

Our recent specimen belongs to an adult male fox, of a species com-

mon in the N. W. provinces of India. Its size, the colour of its fur,

and other external characters, appear to correspond with the descrip-

tion of C. Corsac (Pallas), which Cuvier is inclined to identify with

C. Bengaknris of Pennant—figured also in " Hardwicke's Illustra-

tions," PI. II. Parts XV. and XVI.

Recent.

Length from occipital condyle to anterior of canine, taken
a* modulus, and assumed at

Breadth measured across mastoid processes,

Least breadth of cranium at the temporal fossae

Breadth from point to point of styloid processes,

Ditto across occipital condyles
Ditto of frontal from point to point of post, orbitary

apophyses,
Greatest breadth measured externally across both lines of

molars,
Horizontal diameter of occipital foramen,
Length occupied by line of molars and canine taken toge

ther,

Ditto ditto molars alone,

1,000

,390
,905

,253

,202

,287

.338

,130

,500
,410

Fossil.

1,000
,433
,206

,298
.251

,295

,319

,133

,470
,415

The chief differences here exhibited are those of greater breadth in

the posterior portion of the fossil's head, and must, though they

appear natural, be liable to the suspicion of having been caused more

or less by the crush before alluded to ; but there are some points of

dissimilarity which must be considered free from this objection. The

transverse occipital ridge is thicker and higher in the fossil ; the post,

orbitary apophyses are altogether broader and more prominent ; the

hollow or depression in their upper surface, forming a valley between

the outer edge of the apophysis and the swell of the frontal, (consti-

tuting one of the distinctions between the fox and the other varieties

of canis) is in the fossil more marked. From the rear of these apo-

physes start two ridges, which at first converge towards the Occiput in

a curvilinear direction, until the distance between them is reduced to

about half an inch, after which they run nearly parallel for some dis-

tance, and then converge again, till they unite near the occiput and

become blended with the parietal crest. We have been particular in

describing this formation, as a very similar one was observed by

Cuvirr in the skull of the " Renard Tricolor," C cinereo-argentcus,

Linn. It will be observed from the table of measurements, that the

length occupied by the molars and canine teeth together is less in the

fossil, while that occupied by the molars alone is proportionally

greater. This difference is only apparent, and is caused by the ad*
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vanced position of the first false molar close to the root of the canine

;

the tooth is probably a deciduous one, not yet replaced by the perma-

nent molar ; the unworn state of the other teeth also attesting the

youth of the fossil, at the period of its demise. The lower jaws, figs.

1 1 and 1 2, are not sufficiently perfect to afford any satisfactory mea-

surements. Fig. 1 1 is the external view of the left ; and fig. 12 the

internal of the right lower jaw.

To the foregoing observations we have nothing further to add than

that, in our opinion, they point out sufficient proof of specific differ-

ences between the several objects compared ; but, for the reasons be-

fore adduced, we must limit our conclusions to this, and cannot there-

fore venture upon giving new names to our fossil species.

Measurement qfFosril SkulU, Sec. represented in Plate XXVUI.figs. 1 to 10.

Detail of Measurement.

Extreme length from post, of occipital condyles to

anterior of incisor teeth,

Ditto ditto ditto canine ditto,

Breadth measured across mastoid processes,

Greatest breadth of cranium opposite mastoid pro-
cesses

Least ditto ditto at temporal fossae,

Height of occiput from lower margin of occipital

foramen to top of transverse ridice

Hreadth from point to point of stvJoid processes, ..

Ditto across the occipital condyles,. . .

Ditto of frontal from point to poiut of post, oibitary

apophyses,
Greatest breadth across zygomatic arches

Hreadth measured externally across superior canine
teeth

Ditto ditto most prominent points of line of molars,

Perpendicular diameter of occipital foramen,

Horizontal ditto ditto

Length from exterior of incisors to anterior of pa-

latal sinus,

Ditto from anterior of palatal sinus to lower mar-
gin of occipital foramen,

Ditto occupied by molars and canine teeth, taken

together
Ditto ditto molars alone,

Diameter of orbit perpendicular, but measured in

plane of orbit's margin,

Ditto ditto from point of post, orbitary apophysis to

ant. margin of orbit,

Greatest antero-posterior diameter of canine tooth.

Width of tuberculous tooth, (in Fc\i& and (iulo,) .

.

Lower Jaw.— Length from posterior of condyle to

anterior of canine

Ditto from ditto ditto to posterior of molars,

Ditto occupied by molars and canine teeth, taken

together,

Dit.o ditto molars alone

De^th of lower jaw taken in front of carnivorous

tooth, •

Greatest antero-posterior diameter of canine tooth,

Feli?

fig.l

3.50

3,27
1,67

l.o
|

1,2*

1,09

Telia

fig. 2

1,13

1,80

2,72

1,00

1,60

0,45

0,55

1,52

1,68

1,24

0,95'

0,81

0,19

0,14

2,13

0,98

1,19

0,78

0,44

0,20

Gulo
|

— 9
figs.4 Gulo > *~
5&8.fig.7.J Kg

5,51

5,13
3,26

2,44
1,42

1,69

1,99

1,33

1,80

2,99

1,31

1,87

0,50
0,62

2,40

2,56

1,58

1,25

0,62

0,79
0,39
0,40

3,20
1,48

1,74

1,37

0,67

0,38

ms. 'inches.

5,08
4,86
3,10

2,41

1,33

1,74

3,00
1,26

1,

2.^5

1,20

1,65

0,55
0,60

2,00

2,70

1,46

1,17

0,34

0,35

4.09
3,61
1,66

1,71

0,79

0,90
1,14
0,95

1,13

i,*a

0,51

2,05

1,80
1,59

0,58

0,74
0,18

0,45
0,IJ
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X.

—

Continuation of a Paper (Journal, May, 1835), on the Heights

of the Barometer as affected by the Position of the Moon. By the

Rev. R. Everest.

In a comparison of the heights of the Barometer with the position

of the moon in declination, (See Journal, May, 1835,) I stated that

it appeared, that though the greatest depressions coincided, or nearly

so, with the times of the moon's maximum declination, yet that many
of the greatest elevations held a similar situation. To ascertain

whether this idea was well-founded, the daily barometric heights

were taken from the 4 p. m. column of the Meteorological Registers

of the Journal ; then the differences either in excess or defect from

the monthly mean, were noted and placed in different columns accord-

ing to the state of the moon in declination, as given in the Nautical

Almanacks for noon of the same day. Then the average of each

column was taken for the year, and continuing the process for the

1 3 years of which the Meteorological Registers are extant, a general

average was finally taken of the whole, which came out as follows

:

MooiftDecl 25« 20° 15° 10° 5° #

Aw.uLSS2} -060
i

055 h56 h55
1

-°5<
I

w2
l

If it be objected that this difference, between the two extremes of the

line, of '008, be small, we may answer that small as it is, it is nearly

Jth of the whole amount. The heights of the barometer at London

for a period of 24 years were then examined in a similar manner,

only that instead of classing the differences in columns according to

the number of degrees of the moon's declination on the same day,

they were classed according to the distance of the day on which the

observation was taken, from the day of maximum declination. Thus,

the number of days from maximum north to maximum south declina-

tion being nearly 14, the differences were arranged in 14 columns,

numbered in this way

:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

and as a whole revolution from one time ofmaximum declination to its

succeeding one is something less than 28 days, a column was occa-

sionally left blank to keep the maxima always in the 1st and 14th.

This method is rather less troublesome than the former one adopted,

but it does not answer so well for a long series of years, as the

moon's maximum declination is very different in different years :—for

example, in 1820, it was between 28° and 29°, and in 1829, between

18° and 19°. The average, therefore, was taken for the six years in

which the declination was greatest, viz. 1818, 1819, 1820, 1821,

1822, 1823. The maximum declination was then always above 25%
4 o
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so that the first column would correspond with the left-hand column

of the former classification. North and south declination were then

put together, and the results came out thus :

Day 1 2 3 4 51 61 7

Ayerage amount of varUtionl
235 .M1 .^ w .

21fi j
from the mean, •••/

I I

The average was next taken for nine years, in which the declination

was at a medium, say between 26° and 21°, so that the first column

Would nearly correspond with the second column of the former classifi-

cation ; the seventh column being, as before, that on which the decli-

nation was least. The years were 1814, 1815, 1816,1817, 1824,

1825, 1826, 1838, 1834, and the results were:

Days 11 2 Sf 4| 51 61 7

^froTtbTmcan^T^ "
}

*245
|

'22° *
215

|

'20°
|

*201
*
215 m22S

The average was again taken for nine years, in which the declina-

tion was least, viz. between 21° and 18°; that is to say, 1810, 181 1,

1812, 1813, 1828, 1829, 1830, 1831, 1832. The first column, in

this case, would nearly correspond with the third in the classification

of the Calcutta barometer. The results were as follows :

Days, 1

Average amount of variation 1 -Qg
from the mean, J

2 3 1 4 5 6 1

•214 •212 •221 •228 •225

7

•230

In this last case no increase of variation is perceptible towards the

maximum, but then the maximum did not usually exceed 20°, or at

the most 21°.

I have as yet said nothing about the perigee, because it has been
proved in Europe that the perigee produces some effect on the weather.

With a view to ascertain whether the effect produced was the same as
that occasioned by the increase of declination, I took the same varia-

tions of the London barometer, as before, for 24 years, and arranged

them in different columns according to the state of the moon's semi-
diameter on the days on which they were taken. The general aver-

age came out thus :

J)
'• h diam. 1060- 990" 990" 970" 960* 960" 940" 930* 990" 910" 900- 890"

At. V»r.B»r. -247 -227 '207 -229 -226 -2l9 -21« -214 -209 -224 -20ft 418 -211

Here there appears a tendency to an increase of variation with an
increase of semi-diameter ; but on examining the differences of the

Calcutta barometer, no such increase could be made apparent. It

remains, therefore, in doubt whether, in this climate, such an increase*

does exist—or whether, owing to some mistake, yet undetected,

it has not been made apparent. I am inclined to the latter supposi*

tion—from this consideration— 1st, If no increase exists, no results

could be traced from it ; 2ndly, If an increase exists, though not* at
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present, apparent, some remote results would probably be observed,

which might be ascribed to it, as their cause.

Thus, with an increase in the variation of the heights of the baro-

meter, an increase both of dryness and moisture would follow. As
an increase of variation also attends an increase in declination, it is

probable that the greatest effect would be perceived when the two

causes were in co-operation together. Now as there are certain years

in which the moon's perigee fell on the same day with her maximum
declination, either north or south, it is probable that, in those years,

the extremes of weather, both of dryness and moisture, would be

experienced. Is this then the case ? Are those years in which the

day of perigee is the same as the day of maximum declination* also

those in which the extremes both of drought and moisture occur

!

By such results let these speculations be tried. For our present

purpose, which is only to obtain some useful indications, the differ-

ence between an absolute error and a barren verity is not worth

mentioning.

XI.—rproceeding$ of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, the 6th October, 1836.

The Rev. Dr. Mill, Vice-President, in the chair.

Lieutenants Nbwbold and S. Tics ell, proposed at the last meeting,
were balloted for, and duly elected Members of the Society.

Mr. Vincent Treoear, proposed at tbe last meeting, was, upon the
favourable report of the Committee of Papers, unanimously elected an
honorary member.

Mr. G. F. MaoClintook was proposed by Mr. Macnaohtbn, seconded
by Dr. Mill.

The Secretary then read the Report of the Committee of Papers on
Mr. C. Brownlow's proposition relative to the publication of the Alif
Leila.

[See below.]

Resolved—That the Society approve and adopt the Report of the Com.
mittee:— that it feels honored by Mr. Brownlow's desire to publish the

work under its auspices ; and that in addition to its own subscription, the
prospectus shall be circulated among individual members, and the patro-

nage of the Government shall be respectfully solicited to Mr. Brown-
low's undertaking.

Library.

The following books were presented :

—

A Discourse concerning the influence of America on tbe mind, bejng the
Annual Oration delivered before the American Philosophical Society on the l^tla

October, 1823, by C. J. Inoersoll, Esq.

—

by the Society.

Notice Historique sur Charles Telfair, Esq. Fondateur et President de
la Society d'Hisroire Naturelle de Pile Maurice, Sec. Sec. ; by M. Julibn Deb
Jaanins—by the Author*

4 o 2
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Nouveaux Choix des Poesies Originates des Troubadours ; by M. Ratnouarv—by the Author.
Opinions on various subjects, dedicated to the Industrious Producers; by

Wm. Macbebe, Esq.—by the Author.
The Indian Journal of Medical and Physical Science—by F. Corlvn, Etc

Editor. # »
t

Gay's Pables translated into Bengali Poetry, by Mahiraja Kali Kiss tit
Behadur

—

by the Translator.

Conclusion of the Guidestab, or Nosegay of Pleasure, by Munsli ManW
La'l—by the Author.
Map of the Indus River and of the neighbouring countries, from the recent

surveys, compiled in the Surveyor General's Office

—

by Mr. Tatsin.
Royle's Himalayan Botany, 9th part—-from the bookseller*.

Read a letter from the treasurer of the Academy at Bordeaux, Mr.
Dutrouilles, forwarding by the hands of Dr. Lavergne a packet of
seeds for the Botanic Garden of Calcutta, and requesting- in return such
seeds from Tibet or other colder parts of India as are likely to thrive in
France.

The seeds have been made over to Dr. Wallicb, who will kindly reply on the
subject to Bordeaux.

Literary and Antiquarian.

An account of some of the Petty States lying north of the Tenasaerim
Provinces, drawn up from the journals and reports of Dr. Richardson,
was submitted by Air. B. A. Blundell, Commissioner of these new pro!
vinces ; also a sketch of the history of Labong, by the same.

Capt. A. Cunningham, Engineers, A. D. C, presented to the Society
the very extensive collection of statues and other specimens of Bauddha
sculpture discovered by him in his exploration of the well known monu-
ment or tope in the road between Ghazipur and Benares. The following
note on these interesting relics was read.

41 The stone figures, bas-reliefs, and inscriptions were all found near Sarnath
a Buddhist monument about eight miles from Benares. The greater number
were dug up within a small space of 10 feet square, and nearly all in an upright
position side by side. Along with them were 40 or 50 others now Iyiug near
Sarnath, and which were left behind from their being of the same description as
those now presented to the Society, and from their being in a less perfect state
and from their wanting inscriptions.

*

I learned from a villager that when Jagat Singh the Dewan ofCheth SrNGB
Raja of Benares, was digging near Sarnath for building materials for the aanj
which now bears his name, his workmen lighted on a small temple the walls of
which they carried away—and it was within that temple that these figures were
then seen ; but owing to some superstitious feelings on the part of the workmen
no steps were taken at the time for their removal.

*

• The three seated female figures, one bearing an inscription, were found in
the ruins of a small temple consisting of only two rooms, and the long bas-
relief containing the alligator's heads was discovered in a stone tank 13 feet
nine inches square, upon clearing away the rubbish from the pukka terrace
which surrounded it.

I am induced to offer these figures to the Society, in the hope that the in-
scriptions upon their pedestals may be translated, and help to throw some light
upon the Buddhist religion, as well as upon Sa>nath and the ruins of the differ-
ent buildings in its neighbourhood."

The special thanks of the Society were voted to Capt. Cunningham
for this valuable contribution to the Museum.

Physical.

The Secretary presented on the part of Mr. Dean, Assoc. Mem., some
fine fossil specimens lately obtained by him from the bed or banks of
the Jumna river.
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Mr. Dean had maintained for tome time an envoy to explore such parti of
the river as he had not been able himself to examine. Out of the produce of
this adventure he had selected the specimens now transmitted, because they
served to settle the question of the existence of three animals in a fossil state,
which had hitherto been doubtful,—or rather which had been for the first time
advanced with hesitation from his former collections in the Jumna ; the
camel, the buffalo, aod the antelope-

They consist of the femur and cranium of the fossil buffalo, about one.sixth
larger than the present race ;—fragment of the femur of a camel ; cores of the
horns of an antelope, and waterworn portions of the horn of the axis.

To make the recognition of these fossils as clear as possible, Mr. Daan had
placed side by side of each the corresponding recent bone, so that uo doubt
could remain of their identity. The splendid discoveries in the Sivalik range
have meantime removed all uncertainty on the subject, and have even pointed
out two distinct species in the fossil camel, on which a paper has just been print*
ed in the Researches.

A paper by Messrs. Falconer and Cautley was submitted on thefossil
bear of the Sivalik range, with drawings pointing out variations from
the existing species.

The knowledge of this animal is derived from two fine fragments of the head
The chief peculiarities are observable in the teeth, which are constructed more
after the type of the higher carnivore than any other described species of the
genus.

A paper entitled " Some remarks on the development of Pollen " was
submitted by Dr. W. Griffith, Mad. Est.

'

Indications of a new genus of insessorial birds—by Mr. B. H. Hodgson.
A Table of the breadth, current, and depth of the river Satlej from

Harikepatan to its junction with the Indus at Mithankot, was communi
cated by Capt. C. M. Wade.

Also a note on the spring of Lohand Khdr—hy the same officer.

Two large cases containing a fine collection of butterflies, moths and
other insects from Silhet, was presented by Mr. George Loch, C. S.

Observations concerning certain interesting phenomena manifested in
individuals born blind> on their restoration to sight, were communicated bv
Dr. F. H. Brett. '

Report of the Committee of Papers on the Alif Laila.

The Committee having deputed the examination of Major Macaw's
manuscript to those of its Members most eminent for their knowledge of
the Arabic language and literature, think it will be more satisfactory to
submit the separate minutes of those gentlemen to the Society than to
embody them in a general report.

. They are unanimous in their opinion of the genuineness, general cor
rectness, and value of the manuscript, as well as in advocating the support
of Mr. Brownlow's undertaking: and they think the patronage ofthe
Government should also be respectfully solicited. For the correction of
the press, they believe Mr. Brownlow to have made the best arrange-
ment ;—nevertheless, as he has solicited permission to publish the work
under the auspices ofthe Society, it may be proper that a file of the sheets
as printed should be furnished to the Secretory to be occasionally submitted
to Members ofthe Committee and other competent judges of their accuracv
They consider the price fixed by Mr. Brownlow, 48 Company's rupees'
for four royal octavo volumes of 600 pages, to be very moderate, and they
trust he will experience the advantage of it in a full list of subscribers.

For the Committee,

J. Prinsep, Secy.
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Minute by Mr. W. H. Maenaghten.

Of the genuineness of Mr. Brownlow's manuscript, there cannot, I
think, be the slightest doubt. I have compared the third volume of the
" Contes Inedite," by M. Trebutien, with the fourth volume of the ma-
nuscript, and, as far as I can judge from reading three or four of the
commencing and concluding pages, and looking over some of the inter-
mediate pages of each of the six last tales, 1 believe that they corre-
spond almost exactly.

I have also carefully looked through the third volume of the MSS. The
anecdotes which are at the end of the third volume of the French trans-
lation, are contained in this volume ; but they do not, in the Arabic
MSS. appear to be so numerous. They are chiefly introduced between
the stones styled '• Histoire d'Adjib et de Gherib," (the last story of the
first volume of Trebutien,) and that styled " Des ruses de Dalilah et de
la fille Zeinub," (the first story of the second volume of Trebutien.)

I have not had time to compare all the " Anecdotes." They are not
entered in the same order as in the French version, owing to which the
comparison would necessarily be a work of time—but I have been able
to compare the anecdotes styled " Divorce et second mariage de Hind
fille de Naaman," page 464, and that styled " Conduite du Vixier Ibn
Aamir," page 487, and I find that they minutely correspond with the
Arabic MSS.
On comparing the story styled " Histoire d' Abdallah 1' habitant de la

Mer et d'Abdaflah 1' habitant de la TerreV I was much struck with the
mutilated state of the story as contained in the French version. I aab-
join a version in English of the French and of the Arabic stories. It

will be seen at once, how much the former hat been shorn of its fair

proportions.

Story of Abdallah the inhabitant of the Sea, and ef Abdallah the inhabitant

of the Land.

There was once a fisherman, called Abdallah, who was father of a numerous
family. All his riches consisted in his nets, with which he went every day to

the sea shore to supply the wants of his family j he lived in this way from day
to day. His wife was confined for the tenth time of a boy : that very day
there was nothing at all in their house. The wife told her husband to take his

nets, and to throw to the good luck of the new born. The fisherman took bis
nets, and threw them in with prayers for the happiness of his son. When he
drew them out the first time, they were filled with sand, gravel, reeds, and
mud, and he did not find even one single fish. It was the same also the second
and third time. In Tain did the poor fisherman try another place : the night
overtook him before he had caught the least thing.

" Great God !" cried he, " is this the luck of my new born I has thou cre-

ated him that there may be no happiness for him ! It cannot be so : he who has
opened his lips to form a mouth, has taken care of his existence." Overcome
with sadness, he threw his nets upon his shoulders and slowly took the way to

his dwelling, thinking what he coald say to his starving children and his lying-

in wife. He passed before the shop of a baker where he was wont to bay bread.

Seduced by the smell of the hot bread, poor Abdallah stopped before the shops
and cast looks of starvation on the bread just brought from the ovea. " Do yoe.

wish for bread ?" asked the baker of him. " I would willingly have some for my
poor children," replied the fishermso, " but I have no money to pay for it, for I

have not caught a single fish to-day : nevertheless, if you are willing, I will leave

my nets in pledge." " How," replied the baker, " could you earn money to pay
me, if you leave me your nets in pledge ? Hold, here are ten loaves, what yoa are
accustomed to take, and, moreover, ten pieces of money which I lend you. If

* Page 89 of Vol. III. of Trebutibn.
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you are successful in your fishing to-morrow, yon will pay me, and if not I will

give you credit." " God will reward you," said the fisherman, taking the ten

lotyet : and he went to the market to buy tome vegetables. The next morning
he went out very early, and threw his nets all the day without catching any

thing. In returning home that evening he did not dare to approach the baker's

shop ; but the latter having seen him, called him and gave him, as he had done
the night before, ten loaves and ten pieces of money. Things went on in this

way for forty days, and the fisherman was in despair to see his debts thus in-

creasing without any means of discharging them. The forty-first day he said

to his wife, " I am going to tear my nets in pieces ; because I see that I ought
no longer to reckon on gaining my livelihood in that manner. I am ashamed
of being such a burden to the baker, and I must do some other business to pay
what I owe." " God is great/' replied the wife; " and since he has given us

such s generous benefactor, he will grant as also the means of clearing ourselves

to him. Do not despair then, continue to throw your nets and put confidence in

God." The fisherman followed the advice of his wife ; he threw his nets in

the nsme of God, and said, " Be favourable to my fishing, O thou who dis-

pensest the gift of destiny ! If I catch a single fish I will carry it to my bene*

factor." The nets this time were of an extraordinary weight. Abdallah worked
with all his strength to bring them to the shore, but the poor fisherman, to his

great despair, found nothing but a dead ass, which exhaled a pestilential smell.
" There is neither might nor power, but in God," cried Abdallah, in clearing his

nets of the carcase. " It is my accursed wife," added he, " who gave me this fine

advice ; I told her that I was going to give up the business of fisherman, but no,
' God is great ; do not despair, continue to throw your nets.' See what it is to

follow women's advice ! Nevertheless, I am going to tempt fortune again to-day
for the last time."
The fisherman sought another place to avoid the stench of the ass, and

threw his nets : they were still heavier this time than the first, and Abdallah
found in them a being with a human form. At first he thought it was one of
those genii that Solomon had cast into the depth of the see, after having shut
them up in brasen vessels. He, therefore, cried " Pardon I pardon I O Genii
of Solomon I" " Fear nothing," replied the figure in the net, " I am a human
being like thee ; the only difference which exists between us, is that I live in the
depth of the sea, and you inhsbit the earth." " Then," replied the fisherman, re*
assured by these words, " you are neither a genii nor a demon ?" " Not more the
one than the other," replied the inhabitant of the sea ; "I believe in God and his
Prophet." " But who threw thee into the waves ?" I am, by nature, an inhabitant
of the sea, and I serve God. When I was caught in the nets, I was trying to be
useful to thee, and I allowed myself to be taken ; because it would not have
been difficult for me to break yonr nets, if I had wished to escape ; but I re-
cognised the finger of God in this event, and I see that we have both been creat-
ed to be brothers and friends. The earth produces grapes, melons, peaches and
S>megranates : the sea abounds in coral, in pearls, in emeralds, and in rubies,
ring me fruit, and I will fill your basket with the precious stones which are

found in the sea." " This proposition suits me marvellously, my brother," said
the fisherman ;

" swear to me that you will keep your promise, and recite the first

chapter of the Koran." When the first chapter was recited, the fisherman laid
down his nets, and asked his companion his name. " I am called Abdallah of the
tea ; and thou, what is thy name ?" " It is truly extraordinary," said the
Usherman ;

" my name is also Abdallah, and to distinguish us one from the other,
I will call myself Abdallah of the land." " Very well," replied Abdallah of the
sea ; "we have been created one for the other ;—wait for me here an instant, I am
going to search for something which I wish to make you a present of 1" At these
words he plunged into the sea to the great grief of the fisherman, who regretted
having given him his liberty. " If I had kept him, thought he to himself, I
could have shown him for money as a curiosity, snd in that manner I might hsve
gained my livelihood."

An instant after the inhabitant of the sea re-appeared, with his hsnds filled with
rubies, pearls, and emeralds. " Do not take it ill," said he to the fisherman, 11 that
1 have not brought you more of them ; I had nothing to put them in, but I will
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give yon ai many to-morrow again, and every day, if you will come here at sun-
rise. 1 ' Transported with joy, the fisherman went to the baker's, to whom he gave
all his pearls and precious stones, thanking him for all the favors which he had
hitherto heaped on him. After that loaded with as much bread as he could
carry, and after having bought with the money which the baker had given him,
meat, fruit, and vegetables, the good Abdallah ran home to inform his wife of
the happy adventure which had happened to him.

41 Keep well your secret," said his wife to him ;
" it is a thing that ought not to

be related to every one." " If I must conceal it from every one/' replied the
fisherman, " I cannot at least make a mystery of it to the baker my bene-
factor."

The next day, having got up very early, the fisherman went with a basket of
fruit to the sea shore, which he reached before sun-rise. He cried there :

*' Where
art thou, Abdallah of the sea ?" " What will you ?" replied a voice from the

depth of the waves ; and at the same instant the new friend of the fisherman came
out of the sea with a load of emeralds, rubies, and pearls. After having break-
fasted together, they retired each going his own way. The fisherman gave, in

passing, two more necklaces of pearls to the baker, and carried the rest home.
He went afterwards to the bazar, and shewed all the pearls and precious stones
to the syndic of the jewellers. " Stop him," cried the latter ;

" he is the thief

who has stolen the queen's pearls !" Abdallah allowed himself to be loaded with
bonds, and to be conducted before the king without saying a word. They pre-
sented to the queen the pearls which they took for hers, but she declared that
the pearls were much handsomer than those which had been stolen from her ;

that they did not belong to her, and that she would buy them at any price.
" Retire, infamous informers," said the king ; " as if God could not give riches to

the unfortunate also I Retire." When the jewellers had departed, the king turned
towards Abdallah : " Now inform me from whence did you get this treasure. I

am a king, and I do not possess such precious stones." Then Abdallah related to

him his connection with Abdallah of the sea. " Venerable man," said the, king,
11 riches ought to be joined to power ;—as long as I reign you need not fear violence ;

but I would not be answerable that after my death ray successor will not cause

you to be put to death to seize on your treasures. I wish, therefore, to give yon
my daughter in marriage and to make you my vizier, so that after me envy m«y
not assail you." After that the king ordered Abdallah to be conducted to the
bath, and caused him to be dressed in magnificent clothes. They sent letters

for his wife and children, who were loaded with marks of honour. The contract

of marriage was drawn up according to all the forms. Abdallah of the land
gave as portion to the princess all the treasures which he had received from
Abdallah of the sea. The next day the king having observed the vizier betake
himself with a basket of fruit on his head to the sea shore, asked him what he
meant by so doing. Abdallah, replied that he was carrying breakfast to Abdallah
of the sea. The answer displeased the king. " This conduct, my son-in-law,"

said he to Abdallah, " is not suitable for a vizier. Take your choice to remain in
the palace, or to drop instantly your load."

Up to this point the French and Arabic versions correspond with great
minuteness. The French version, however, terminates in a very abrupt
and unsatisfactory manner. It conveys no moral, and leaves Abdallah the
inhabitant of the land to enjoy his good fortune, notwithstanding his ingra-

titude towards his benefactor. The French version proceeds—" Abdallah
liking better to preserve his place and the favour of the king, retained
no more to the sea shore and lived happily to the end of his days."

The Arabic version is altogether different, and if it possesses no other
merit, it has at least the advantage of conveying a moral and teaching a
cheerful resignation to the will of Providence : it proceeds thus :

—

" Abdallah said, I fear to break the promise which I have made to him. I

shall then be accounted a liar, and the world will accuse me of falsehood." The
king replied, " You are right. Go, and God be with you." He then went into

the city, and the people recognized him. He overheard them saying, " This is the
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king's relative : he it going to exchange fruits for jewels ;" but they who were ig-

norant and were not acquainted with him said, " O fortunate man, stay a little,

and let me form acquaintance with you." He paid no attention, however, to any
one, and proceeded onwards till he joined Abdullah of the sea, and presented him
with the fruit and excbanged them for jewels. Hating so done, he returned to

the baker's shop, which be found closed, and learnt that this bad been the case

for ten days. He then proceeded to consummate his marriage witb the daughter
of the king, with whom he lived on terms of affection. He went daily to the

man of the sea and returned by the baker's shop, but found it always locked.

He wsi at a loss to conceive where the baker had gone, and asked the neigh-

bours where he had gone, and what had happened to him. They told him in

reply, that the baker bad fallen sick and could not leave his house. Having
inquired where his house was situated, Abdallah sought him out. His friend

seeing him out of the window bearing a full basket, on his head, descended and
opened the door, and throwing himself upon him, embraced him and cried. Upon
this, Abdallah said to him, " Where have you been, my friend, this long time ; I

have come daily to your shop, but have found it shut, and have been unable to

find you. Are you in distress?" The baker replied, " No, but 1 heard that the

king had seised you and charged you with being a thief, whereupon I became
afraid, and shut up my shop and concealed myself." Abdallah answered, This
is true ; and then recited his adventures with the jewellers and the king, and how
he had married the king's daughter, and had been made his vizier. He further

desired him to take as his portion what was in the basket, and not to be afraid.

Saying this, he left him in a happy mood, and returned to the king with his

basket empty. The king said to him, " O I kinsman, I fancy that you could not
have met your friend Abdallah of the sea to-day." He replied, " I did meet with
him, but what I obtained from him I gave to my friend the baker, to whom I am
under an obligation." The king asked who is this person—to which he replied,

he is a baker by profession, and behaved to me in such and such a manner
during the period of my distress, and never neglected me. The king asked his

name. Abdallah, said he, is called Abdallah the baker—my name is Abdallah of

the land, and the name of my companion is Abdallah of the sea. The king
rejoined, My name also is Abdallah*, and the servants of God are brothers ; send
and bring him, we will make him our second vizier. Then were sent for him
the vizier and the nobles, who caused him to be clothed in the habiliments of a
vizier, and brought him into the presence of the king. He was then made the

second vizier, Abdallah continuing the first.

Abdallah of the land, the first vizier of the king, continued after this fashion

a whole year, and never omitted for a single day to go with a basket of fruits and
to return with a basket of jewels and precious stones, and when fresh fruits were
not procurable he used to carry raisins, almonds, walnuts, figs, and such like.

Whatever he took was cheerfully accepted, and in return his basket was filled

with jewels according to custom. One day it happened that he took a basket

of sweetmeats. Abdallah of the sea accepted it, and took his seat upon the land

by the sea shore. They entered into conversation and mutually told stories,

when the following dialogue occurred. '* Is it true, my brother, that the prophet
(on whom rest the peace and blessing of God !) is buried among you on dry land,

and do you know where he is buried ? I do, replied he of the land. In what
place ? In a city called Yusrub. Do the inhabitants of the land go to visit his

tomb ? Yes. Happy then, exclaimed Abdallah of the sea, are you denizens of

the earth, that you are enabled to visit the tomb of this gracious, clement and
merciful prophet who intercedes for all those who perform the pilgrimage I

Have you, my brother, ever visited his tomb ? No, I was a poor man and had not

enough to pay my expenses on the road, but since I became acquainted with you
and you have bestowed upon me this exceeding prosperity, it is a duty incumbent

upon me to do so. I have a strong desire to visit the holy city, and nothing but

the affection 1 have for you prevents my doing so. I cannot, however, bear to

part with you for a siogle day. Do you, said he of the sea, prefer my friendship

to that of the prophet (on whom be the blessing and peace of God), who will

* Servant of God.
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plead for yon with the Almighty on the day of resurrection ? who will save yoa
from the fire, and give you admission into heaven by his mediation ? Do yon
abandon the pilgrimage to the shrine of the Prophet Mahomed, (on whom be
peace and blessing of God) through love of the world ? To this he of the land
replied, " No ; I swear that I should prefer the pilgrimage to all things ; I only
require your permission to perform it this very year." '* I have granted you per-

mission," rejoined he of the sea ;
" but when you arrive at the shrioe, submit my

sslutation. I have sn offering to present. Enter with me into the ocean, so that

I may take you to my city and admit yon to my house—that I may entertain yon
and entrust to you my offering, in order that you may present it at the shrine of
the holy Prophet, saying. This is an offering from Abdallah of the sea, who
conveys his salutation, and intreats your intercession tj save him from hell

fire."

The story proceeds to state that the fears of Abdallah of the land hay-
ing been removed by the assurances of his companion, and his body having
been rubbed over with a certain ointment which gave him the power of
living in the water, he entered the ocean with his marine friend. Then
follows a long description of the wonders of the deep ; Abdallah having
seen " wedges of gold, great anchors, heaps of pearl, inestimable stones,

unrivalled jewels—all scattered in the bottom of the sea"—and many
other things undreamt of even by Clarence. The story concludes thus :

—

Having taken leave of the king of the ocean loaded with jewels, Abdallah of
the sea took his companion back towards his city. On the road he put into his

hand a packet, saying, Take this,and present it as my offering at the shrine of the
holy prophet. Abdallah of the land took charge of the packet without knowing
what it contained. Abdallah of the sea then proceeded to convey him to the
shore, but on the road there appeared an assembly of persons rejoicing and
singing, and eating and making merry. Upon witnessing this, Abdallah of the
land said to his companion, " For what are these people rejoicing ? Is there a
marriage among them ?" His companion answered, " No—but some one among
them has died." " What," said he of the land, " do you eat, drink, and make
merry on the occasion of a death ?" " To be sure we do." said the inhabitant of
the sea :

" do not you do the same on land ?" " Not we indeed," said his com-
panion ;

" on such occasions we cry and weep, and the women beat tbeir faces and
tear their clothes, and make all sorts of lamentation." On hearing these words,
Abdallah of the sea exclaimed, " Deliver up my offering." This he did with fear,

and having got upon dry land, Abdallah of the sea said, " I have parted with
your friendship—you shall never see me again, nor shall I ever again behold yon.*'
44 On what account is this ?" asked his companion. " It seems then," replied
Abdallah of the sea, " that you dwellers upon earth, whose life is a mere deposit
by your Creator, cannot endure its being taken back, but you must weep thereat.

What then would be the case with my deposit for the Prophet ? When a child is

born you rejoice that God Almighty has endued it with life as a deposit, but
when that is taken away again you feel it as a grievance, and you cry, grieve, and
lament. I have no occasion for such company." Saying this he vanished.

Abdallah of the land having put on his clothes and taken his jewels, proceeded
to the king, who received him with much joy and gladness, and asked him how
he was and what had befallen him. Abdallah then recounted his adventures,
and mentioned all the wonders of the deep which he had seen. The king was
astonished, but upon hearing what Abdallah of the land had said to him of the
sea,, the king observed that the former had erred in making the communication
which he had done. For a long time afterwards Abdallah continued in the
habit of going to the sea shore and calling upon his former companion, but he
never re-appeared.

The king and his friend lived happily until the destroyer of delights—the
spoiler of all things came, and they both died. Then praise be to God whn
never dies, who is the living God, Lord of kings and angels, and who has power
over all things 1

At the conclusion of the tale which immediately precedes the above,
and which is styled " Histoire D'Aboukir et D'Abousair," M. Trebutien's
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version, is, " Aboussir le fit inhume* et lui eleva un monument sur lequel
on grava une inscription qui ren/ermait tin sens trks moral." In the Arabic
MS. tke inscription is given at full length. I here subjoin a translation

of the Elegy, which is not without elegance in the original, but which
seems rather intended to inculcate the advantage of prudence, and to

convey the moral that " honesty is the best policy," than as a suitable

epitaph on the tomb of the treacherous friend over whom it was erected.

After a series of efforts to ruiu his friend and benefactor, the treacherous
man came to an untimely and ignominious end, while he whom he
designed to ruin, and who buried his corpse (which was found tied up in

a bag on the sea shore) attained the summit of prosperity.
*' By his deeds a man is known among bis equals.
" The qualities of a free-born and noble person resemble his origin.
" He does not revile, though he be reviled ;

" For how often what a man says recoils upon himself.
" Abstain from evil words a»id use them not, whether engaged in serious or

trifling matters.
11 How many a great man has been subjected to abuse,
" From one whose value is not equal to a fragment of his shr>c t

«• What is triumphant exultation ? even the lion is taken in the toil through

ignorance.
" The sea bears on its surface the rotten carcass. But the pearl lies resplen-

dent in its lowermost sands.
44 I never saw a sparrow oppose a hawk, but I thought of its insignificance

and want of understanding.
" It is written on a lofty pillar in Hindustan, Whoever cultivates virtue shall

be recompensed in the like.

" Abstain from the attempt to make sugar of coloquintada

;

" For every thing must partake of the nature of its origin."

Scott, in the Preface to his translation of the Arabian Nights Enter-

tainments, has observed, " The stanzas, elegies, and other poetical quo-

tations which so frequently occur in the original, M. Galland has indeed

omitted, but such omission (at least in the humble opinion of the Editor)

is not to be regretted, for he thinks that to the European reader their

insertion would have been an intolerable interruption to the narrative."

M. Trbbutibn does not seem to have been generally of this opinion,

for he has on most occasions faithfully rendered the verse as well as the

prose. Where he has not done so, the fault, I suspect, was in the original

—not in the translation.

I have compared the MS. of Mr. Brownlow with the printed edition of

Habicht and the lithographed work edited in Calcutta, as well as with

Scott's and Galland'b translations. The comparison was made with one
of the old tales, and I took at random the first voyage of Sindbad the

Sailor. This examination has afforded additional proof of the genuine-
ness of Mr. Brownlow's MS. M. Habicht s edition comes next to it in

fulness and accuracy. The Calcutta edition is very faulty and defective.

I cannot help thinking that an entire and correct translation into Eng-
lish of these beautiful stories is still a desideratum, and that no better

original could probably be procured than that belonging to Mr. Brown-
liOW. Scott's, which is the best translation, seems very inaccurate. Take
for instance the following passage in the story of Sindbad the Sailor.

Reflecting on the time he had lost and the profligacy of his past life, he
says that he called to mind the saying of Solomon, that three things are

better than three things : " The day of death than the day of birth—

a

living dog than a dead lion—the grave than a palace."

This has been translated by Scott, " I remembered the saying of the

great Solomon, which I had frequently heard from my father, that death

is preferable to poverty."

4 h 2
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I leave to other Members of the Committee the task of examining- the
first two volumes of the MSS. ; if indeed any further examination be
thought necessary to establish the genuineness of the work. 1 am quite
satisfied as to that point, from the examination which I have made of the
third and fourth volumes. The stories of Sindbad the Sailor are intro-

duced at the commencement of the 3rd vol. of the MSS. ; consequently it

may be assumed that the " Conies Inedits" which I have not compared
are to be found in the first and second volumes of the MSS. and a corn-
par isan of them with the Arabic might be still more satisfactory.

Upon the whole, I have no hesitation in stating my opinion, that the
MS. copy of the Atif I^eila now submitted to the Society is a most valu-
able addition to the literature of the East, and worthy of every encourage-
ment. I have little doubt that the work would find a ready sale both in

Asia and in Europe. I do not believe that Mr. Brownlow requires any
pecuniary aid from us. As a Society, we might subscribe for a certain
number of copies, and individually I should hope we shall not withhold
our aid from this highly public-spirited and meritorious undertaking. To
Government, I think, we should make an earnest appeal for support, found-
ed on the credit which must accrue to our nation, from presenting to the
Mussulman population of India, in a complete and correct form and in
their own classical and beautiful language, these enchanting tales, which
even in the estimation of Europe enjoy almost unrivalled celebrity.

Our Maulavi, if competent, might be desired to assist in correcting
the press, and I for one should be very happy to aid in this duty, as far
as my limited abilities and leisure might permit.

Sept. 20, 1836. W. H. Macnaohtex.

Minute by Mr. H. T. Prinsep.

I have examined the four volumes of the Atif Laila as far as my time
would permit, and am able to confirm entirely the testimony given by
Mr. Macnaghten in favor of the accuracy and completeness of the copy.
So far as my examination has gone, the tales and anecdotes given in the
list at the commencement of the first volume of the " Contes Inedits"
are all to be found in the Arabic, and those that have been translated are
more full and complete in our copy than in the French version. I did
not find the numbering of the nights exactly to correspond. Thus the
anecdote of Zobeide in the bath is between the S82nd and 383rd nights, and
the secret entrusted to the wife at the end 6f the 384th ; whereas, ac-
cording to the French list, these ought to have been found first in the
384—385th, and the other in the 387—388th night.

The French version of the " Contes Inedits" is not, it is to be-observ-
ed, a very rlose translation ; nor does it give in regular order the tales

omitted by previous translators. It is still merely a selection, and made
not exclusively with reference to merit or the interest of the tales. It is

evident, however, that the original must have corresponded very closely
with the copy brought to India, by Major Macan, and was probably from
the same. Whether it was as complete in all respects, and as carefully
made, may well he doubted ; for the getting up of this manuscript is of a
very superior description. I do not find that the German edition in the
original Arabic corresponds exactly in the arrangement of the tales with
our copy, but the text does not materially differ of the same tales, which is

an additional confirmation of the accuracy and genuineness of the very
complete set of these tales now laid before us.

I join heartily in the wish expressed by Mr. Macnaohtbn, that a com.
plete edition of this work in the original Arabic may be printed in this

country from Major Macaw's copy, and I doubt not that many subscribers
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may be found to contribute towards the expense of carrying it through

the press, if this should be deemed necessary. The offer of Mr. Mao-
naghteV to correct the press with the aid of the Maulavis of the Persian

office, is one that will be appreciated by all who wish well to the litera-

ture of the East, and it ought to determine those who hitherto have felt

hesitation at the idea of attempting so great a work.

I am afraid that no capable person has leisure here in India to under-

take the translation of these four volumes into English. But certainly it

would tend equally to the credit of our literature were it possible to put

this also in hand. Were I myself an idle man, I should like no better

amusement than to take up such an occupation.

Sept. 25, 1836. H. T. Priksep.

Minute by the Rev. Dr. Mill.

I entirely agree with Mr. Macnaqhten and Mr. H. T. Prinsep as to

the undoubted genuineness of Mr. Brownlow'b MS. The style of these

tales is very strongly impressed on the memory of every one who has read

any large portion of them in the original : and on comparing the detached

portions I have read from this MS. during the three days it has been with

me, with the recollections of the Voyages of Sindbad which I have repeat-

edly perused from M. LanglW edition (Paris, 12mo. 1814)—there is the

same delightful ease and simplicity of style, with the total absence of the

rhetorical effort so general in other works of imagination in the same lan-

guage,—the same purity of Arabic idiom, with the free introduction of

e. % . the Persian Shar&b- foreign nouns, which (even independently of the
khdnah and oar own well external evidence) bears witness to the common
known Mosfil-jfe (an Arabic ^n of aU ThU Mg U apparently muchtt^ clofer inits order and readings'to Barjm Vo*
serve in Night 284, vol. 2, Hammer s Cairo MS. (bought at Constantinople)

of this MS. from which M. Trebutien's " Contes Inedits"

are published, than to the Tunis MS. from which M. Ha bight's complete
edition of the original is now publishing at fireslau : and for this reason,

amongst others, I do not think that work need preclude the publication

of this.

The part which I have taken almost at hazard for critical examination,
is the part shortly preceding that which has been so ably examined by
Mr. Macnaohtkp*. It is the curious adventure (near the beginning of the
2nd volume) of Isaac of Mousul the musician, and the consequent intro-

duction of the Khaliph Mamrin to his future bride, the daughter of his

Vizier Hasan ben Sehl. This occupies from the middle of Night 277
to 280 in the MS., but from 279 to 282 in Trebutien, (this slight

difference arising rather from a different division than from any deficien-

cy in this MS. as the collation of the preceding tales shews.) A com-
parison of this story with the same in Trebutien's third vol. (p. 289

—

295,) has convinced me that the text of Macan's and Hammer's MSS. is

as nearly identical as those of any two ordinary MSS. of an oriental work,
and that whatever discrepancies appear between the Arabic and the
French in this part at least, arise from the translator rather than from
his text. An example or two will best prove this.

MS. (literally translated.) Trebutien.

There appeared something hanging Je regardai ce que ce poavait etre,

from the adjoining houses, andlo! a large et, a ma graude surprise je vis uae
basket decked with silk at the four han- sorte de corbeille garnie de soie.

dies. I said to myself, " Surely there is Comme le vin que j'avais bu dans la

acause for this," and I remained amazed soirle m'avait un pen trouble' le cer-

«t my adventure. But intoxication veau, je me placai dans oette corbeille
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to far transported me, that my mind sans savoir ee que je faisais, et am
aaid tome, " Sit down in it." Accord, memo instant je me sentu enlever en
ingly I sat down, and when those who haut. Je fua recu sur la terraaae par

let down the basket to me felt I was quutre belles esclaves qui ni'engager-

within, they drew it up to the top of the cnt a descendre dans la maison. L'une
wall : ond behold four damsels who said, d'elles marcba devant moi, un flambeaa
•' Alight freely and without restrrint." k la main, et me conduisit dans use
And one of them walked before me salle, dont la magnificence ne pouvait

with a taper till I entered into a house: 6tre comparee qu*a celle des apparte-

and there were sitting rooms strewed mens du palais du Khalife.

out snch as I had never seen even* in

the Knaliph's palace.

To the method so apparent in the above extract, of seising only the
points of the narrative, and neglecting the orientalisms of style and man.
ner by which they are introduced, I should ascribe even the places where
the two copies appear discordant ; as, where in Trbbutibn (after the long
interview with the lady described in substance exactly as in the MS.) Isaac

is made to go down by the basket as he came :—" On me descendit dans
la corbeille ;" whereas the Arabic MS. distinctly says in that place, " A
damsel went down stairs with me and opened [the door") to me, and I

went out and walked to my house." (Night 979): where it seems to me
at least as probable that the translator hastening with the story after his
manner, left out the circumstances of descent and added " dans la cor-
beille" afterwards, on revising his French, than that he found the basket
in his original. The conclusion of the story furnishes another striking

example of his manner, and of the disadvantage which these tales suffer

by being so translated.

MS. (literally.) Trebutien.

Then we went out: and he said, Nous sorttmes de la maison, Le
" O, Ishak, do not tell this story to any Khalife m* ordonna de ne pas parler

one ;" so I concealed it tilt the death decequi venait de se passer; etj'en ai

of Mamun. Never had any one an garde* le secret jusqu'a sa mort. Ces
interview snch as I had during these trois nuits, dit Ishak de Mossoul, je

four days, sitting in the day with Mam6n le* mettrai toujour* au rang dea plus
and in the night conversing with Kha- agrlables que j'aie jamais passees dans
dija. By Allah I never saw any one la plus aimable soci£t£.

of men like Mamun, and never did I

behold a woman like Khadija, who even
approached her in wit and under-
standing and eloquence. Bnt God
knows best.

Similar conclusions were obtained by comparing the preceding story in

the 2nd volume of the MS.—the adventure of Abdallah the son of Abu-
Kolaba, and his discovery of the paradisiacal city of Sheddad the son of
Ad—occupying from p. 284—289 of Trebutien (who calls him Abdallah,
son of Kotaiba, and with whom his ndkah or she-camel is a mule). The
text of the two Egyptian MSS. of M. Trkbutien and Major Macan must
be almost entirely the same.
Very different, however, is the text of Professor Habioht'b edition, which,

if it contains either of the above " Anecdotes" of M. Trebutien, must
place them in a very different place from that in which the numbers led

me to search for them without success. And this is not wonderful, as the
arrangement of the nights is altogether different in the two editions. For
example, the Voyages of Sindbad in both the Egyptian MSS. (MS. vol. 3,

and Trebutien, Preface p. xlvi.) occupy night 536—565, but in the
Tunis MS., Night 250—271, as appears in Habicht's 3rd and 4th volumes.

* The discrepancy from the French may here very probably arise from the omis-

lion of the word }[ by the copyist—but the mistake may just as probably lie o*

the other side.
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On the other hand, the first of the unpublished Tales in both the Egyptian
MSS.—where it occupies from Night 34—38 (MS. vol. 1 and Treb. p. xli.)

occupies all from the 139th to the 218th in H abicht (iii. 66 —166). It is

not, however, actually longer in the latter than in the former : and as

this tale, viz. the Historv of the two Viziers of Mohammed Ibin Soleman
Alzini [in Habicht " Alrasi"") has never been translated either by Gal-
land or Trebutikn, I selected it for the collation of the two Arabic
texts. Here, though I found the printed and MS. text to tally in the main
from beginning to end, not only as to the succession of incidents, but in the

poetical passages interspersed throughout, the variations were very con.
siderable both in the prose and the verse : whole clauses appeared in the

one which were not in the other ; the advantage of fullness being some,
times on the side of Mr. Brownlow's MS., but more frequently on that

of the Breslau edition.

On the whole, I should strongly recommend the publication of this text

without any reference to that of M. Habicht—even in the parts which
might be compared with advantage. (Mr. Maonaghtbn's offer of assisting

in the correction of the press is one which should be most thankfully

embraced, however learned may be the- Maulavi engaged for the pur.
pose.) When both texts shall have been published, (belonging, as they do,

apparently to two very different editions or recensions of these celebrat-

ed tales, one long current in Egypt and Arabia, the other among the
Maghrebin Arabs of Barbary and Spain,) they may enable the critics of
Europe to form perhaps a judgment as to the true original text of both.

The work of a translator is one of greater difficulty : and we have none
probably in India, possessed at the same time of ability and leisure for a
work of this description. The ease and vivacity of M. Galland's
translation, so deservedly popular among Western readers, would be a
good model for imitation—avoiding, however, his liberties with his origi-

nal, except, indeed, in the too frequent cases where decency requires

curtailment or omission. M. Trebutien is far more faithful in giving the
whole of his original : but in the mode of representing it, a due medium
between his too occidental style of paraphrase, and a servilely literal

version of the Arabic text, would be, in my opinion, at the same time
more accurate and more pleasing.

W. H. Mill.

Minute by Mr. J. R. Colvin.

I have no pretensions to the name of an Arabic scholar, and shall not
presume to offer any opinion of my own on the genuineness of these
volumes. But I can bear testimony to the late Major Maoan's opinion
of their genuineness. He was a highly competent judge, and had made
inquiries which satisfied him on the point before he bought the manu-
scripts in England.

I cordially join in the wish to give encouragement to the publication

of a complete edition. J. R. Colvtn.

Minute by Mr. C. E. Trevelyan.

Neither have I the least pretension to be called an Arabic scholar, but
it is not necessary to be one in order to appreciate in some degree the
beauty of the Arabian Nights. I think it very desirable that a correct
version of the original Arabic should be published, and still more so that
it should be well translated into English. Such a translation, if it were
well executed, would be a most valuable accession to English literature,

and I believe that for one person who would read the book in Arabic,
five hundred would read it in English. Nobody, in my opinion, is so
eminently qualified for this task as Mr. Macnaghten, and if he could
be persuaded to undertake it, he would lay every person who reads
English under an obligation to him. C. E. Trevelyan.
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—

An account of some of the Petty States lying north of the Tenas*

serim 1 Provinces ; drawn up from the Journals and Reports of D.

Richardson, Esq., Surgeon to the Commissioner of the Tenasserim

Provinces. By E. A. Blundell, Esq. Commissioner.

[The small figures refer to the accompanying Plate, where the native words are cor-

rectly written in the Burman character.]

Of the numerous petty states north of the Tenasserim provinces,

those only of Zimmay*, Labong3 and Logon*, on the east bank of

the Salween and the slip of country on the west bank inhabited by

a wild, barbarous, but independent tribe of mountaineers called Red
Kayens*, have hitherto been visited by Europeans. Of the vast extent

of country between the Salween6 and Cambodia rivers, we know little

or nothing, though it is hoped the expected opening of an overland

trade between the frontiers of China and the Tenasserim provinces will

extend our knowledge of the intermediate country.

The town of Zimmay (or Changmai) is situated in Lat. 20 N.

and Long, about 99 £. That of Labong is distant from Zimmay

only 10 miles S. E. ; Logon about 50 S. £. from the same. The

several states are named after these towns, but their respective

boundaries are not well defined, and, together with those of Moung-

pay7 and Moung-nam, appear to be the patrimony of one family. About

fifty years ago, when the whole of this country was under the dominion

of Ava9
, seven brothers succeeded, with the assistance of Siam10

, in

throwing off the Burmese yoke, ejected them from the above named

towns, and having been confirmed in the government of them by

Siam, have continued tributary to that kingdom, and successfully

resisted all the attempts of Ava to regain possession. The elder

brother was invested with the title of Chow-tchee-Weet, or " Lord

4 i
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of Life," with the supreme authority over the others, and the title

has descended to each brother successively alive till it reached the

youngest, whom Dr. Richardson found on his first and second visits,

but who died at the advanced age of 73 years, during his third visit.

It is now in abeyance in the family, and awaits the decision of the

court of Siam.

Of the original inhabitants of this country but a very small por-

tion now obtains,—perhaps not above one-third of the whole, owing

to the great number that were carried off by the kings of Ava when

they overran and subjected the country. The remainder consists

chiefly of Burmese 1 ', Peguers 18 and Shans 13
, from the different states

tributary to Ava ; either refugees or slaves ; for slavery exists in this

country in its worst features. The unfortunate wretches are kidnap-

ped and seized by the hill tribes on the west bank of the Salweeu,

of whom some account will be given, and eagerly purchased from

them at very low rates, by the people of this country. Dr. Richard-

son was unable to form an opinion as to the amount of the popula-

tion. He was told that the towns of Zimmay, Logon, Moung-psy

and Moung-nam contain each about 20,000 and Labong 14,000, but

he thinks these numbers exaggerated.

In person the Shans bear a great resemblance to their Bur-

mese and Siamese neighbours, though somewhat fairer. Ther
are muscular, well formed, and healthy in their appearance : eves

moderately linear ; nose small rather than flat ; the mouth large,

and disfigured by black teeth and gums, which they cherish as

a beauty ; the hair is long, straight, lank, and almost always black.

They tatoo the lower limbs, but to less extent than the Bur-

mese. Their dress consists of a cotton putso or cloth round the

loins, generally blue, a blue cotton jacket reaching well over the hips,

and a coarse red cotton turban ; though many go uncovered. The
dress of the chiefs is of the same description, but the materials are

more costly,—Chinese crape or satin jackets, with gold or silver lace,

the putso of silk. The women are fair and good-looking, and their

dress more becoming than that of Burmese or Siamese,—not open in

front as with the former, nor tucked up between the legs as with the

latter. It is, however, fastened in the same way round the body
without pin or string. Old and young have the bosoms bare, or but

partially covered by a small scarf thrown round the shoulders. Many
of the women are disfigured with goitre, but it seldom attains a

large size. The people are a quiet, mild, good-humoured race, and

not addicted to many vices. Opium smoking and gambling are

scarcely known, and drunkenness is uncommon. The religion is that
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of Buddh, and consequently their ceremonies and festivals differ in

no material manner from those of the Burmese, which are now well

known : indeed there is little other difference between the two races

than that of dress and language ; which latter is a dialect of the

Siamese with a distinct alphabet, bearing in the formation of the

letters a great resemblance to the Burmese character. Of the

resources of a country so thinly populated and so constantly subju-

gated to the devastating inroads of both Siamese and Burmese,

according as one or the other of these powers held the sovereignty,

it is not practicable to form an estimate. Speaking of the soil and

cultivation, Dr. Richardson says—"The soil in the low paddy and

garden lands is a rich black loam apparently inexhaustible, in which

the crops follow each other in uninterrupted succession. Cultiva-

tion is conducted with a good deal of care by irrigation and trans-

planting, and the return on good lands is about 120 and on inferior

about 75 fold. The general seed-time is in July and August, and the

harvest in December and January, though some descriptions of paddy

are perfected in three months. Their plough closely resembles those

used in the south of Scotland without the culture or ploughshare,

and is often drawn by one buffalo. The principal articles of cultiva-

tion are the cauth-brier, or glutinous rice, cotton, maize, sugar-cane,

tobacco, grouud nut, chillies, several kinds of pulse, radishes, and

turnips. Of grain, wheat, and other corn they have none. Pepper,

cloves, and all the finer species of spices are unknown." Both the

soil and climate seem well suited to the cultivation of Pemambuco

cotton, which is now being introduced into the Tenasserim provinces

;

and it is much to be regretted that the seed with which Dr. Richard-

son was furnished on his last visit proved bad, as the people evinced

great desire to cultivate so valuable an article. If the cultivation of

South American cotton is found to answer in the Tenasserim pro-

vinces, of which great hopes are entertained, every exertion will be

made to introduce it into the neighbouring countries.

Tin, iron, and lead ores appear to be abundant in the country, and

some of them very rich, though it does not appear that the extraction

of the metal is engaged in to any extent. Dr. R. was informed that

the tin ore yields 80 per cent., and some iron ore that was shown

him seemed equally rich. There are extensive teak forests in that

part of the country immediately adjoining our provinces, but owing to

the difficulty of bringing the timber down the Salween river in con-

sequence of rocks and rapids, it is doubtful whether we shall be

enabled to avail ourselves of that supply to any extent. The country

abounds in cattle, to procure which originally, and subsequently to

4 i 2
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ensure the supply, has been the object of Dr. R.'s several visits. An
immense saving has been effected to Government in obtaining from

thence sufficient cattle for provisioning the European troops on the

coast, in lieu of procuring them from either Bengal or Madras.
The trade of the country is unimportant. An annual caravan visits

it from the frontier provinces of China, bringing silks, satins, velvet

and woollens, (the latter chiefly English,) cooking vessels, musk, and

trifling articles of Chinese manufacture ; and carrying away chiefly raw
cotton, the produce of the country. It is expected that a portion of

this caravan will this year extend their journey to Maulamyne**, and

hopes are entertained that this will lead to annual visits in increasing

numbers, and the opening of an important overland trade between
China and our possessions on the Tenasserim coast. From Maulamyne
are received British piece goods, chintzes, muslins, hardware, &c. in

return for cattle, ivory, and a small quantity of stick-lack. With the

hill tribe on the west bank of the Salween they exchange cattle, grain

and betelnut (the latter from Maulamyne and Bankok), for slaves,

tin, lead, and stick-lac.

It is evident from all that Dr. R. observed and reports, that both

the chiefs and people of this country are not only desirous of conti-

nuing on the most friendly and intimate footing with us, but that they

are really grateful for the immense benefit which our presence in

their neighbourhood has conferred upon their country ; and there is no

'doubt that should any future danger menace them, they would gladly

place themselves under our protection, and see their country under

our rule. Our occupation of the provinces has spread peace and

happiness over a wide extent of country entirely independent of our

authority, by putting an end to that ruthless and devastating system of

warfare that had been for ages carried on between the Burmese and

Siamese, whose object was not conquest, but solely to plunder and to

carry off the defenceless people into irremediable slavery. On many

occasions, as Dr. R. passed through the country, the common people

and cultivators expressed to him how different was now their state to

what it was in former years, when they scarce dared leave the walls .

of their towns to cultivate their lands ;
• were obliged to be armed and

constantly on the alert, and to leave their wives and families in the

town ; whereas now the country is in evefy respect equally secure, and

they are enabled to follow their avocations without apprehensions of

any kind.

The fact may be observed here, that our occupation of the Tenasserim

provinces has also proved of incalculable benefit to a large portion of

the population of^Burmah themselves, as it is well known that the
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authorities in that country in our immediate neighbourhood,—Rangoon
for instance,—have found themselves obliged to modify their exactions

and oppressions, and to govern in a better spirit of justice and hu-

manity, being well aware that the people have a refuge to fly to should

they be driven to desperation.

The following extracts from Dr. Richardson's Journal will show the

route travelled by him, and give an account of his reception by the

chiefs whom he visited.

Dr. R. left Maulamyne on 11th December, 1829, and proceeded in

boats up the Salween river for about 100 miles, and landed on the

14th on the east bank at the junction of a small stream called the

Yembyne15
. From hence he started on the 16th.

Journal.

" 16M. Direction North, 70 East. Time, 3 hours ; distance, 7 miles, 4 fur-

longs.

" 8. 30. Proceeded along a good path practicable for bullocks, elephants, &c.
" 0. 35. At the bottom of a short and rather deep descent crossed the

Yembyne river, about 70 feet broad, running South, 45 East— 11. 40. Halted for

the night on the banks of a small grassy lake : the path has been good and gently

ascending ; the jungle of bamboos and common jungle trees, thick and impenetra-

ble, owing to the creepers ; the march, though only seven miles, was made with

difficulty, owing to the thickness ot the jungle.

" 17M. Direction North, 80 East. Time, 3 hours ; distance, 8 miles.

41 7. 30. Proceeded for some way along a path of the same character as

yesterday.

" 8. 15. Along a swampy path at the foot of a nearly perpendicular rock,

but covered with verdure to the top.—8. 35. Another rock like the former,

(called by the Careens Lein Koto ;) path better.—8. 45. Crossed a small stream

with steep banks at the site of a village deserted last year by the Careens (who re-

move annually to a new position). It is now overgrown with tall jungle.

44 9. 30. Crossed the Yembyne river, wide 30, deep 3 or four feet ; clear,

rocky bed, swarming with fisb. Halt for an hour.—10, 30. Path soft, along a

valley winding amongst the hills with long grass and dwarf bamboos, much

intersected by tracks of elephants, rhinoceros, and wild hog.

11 10. 10. Again crossed the Yembyne river, wide 40 feet ; course South, 20 East.

"11. 30. Halted on the eastern bank (course S., 65 East), where it is joined

by a small stream called the Mean Keun19
, running S. 50° west ; the path nearly

as yesterday ; continued to ascend. Here we were joined by the Careens

from the second villages, and dismissed those who accompanied us the last two

marches.

" 18/*. Course North, 80 East ; distance, 10 miles 4 furlongs.

" 7. 30. Crossed the Mean Keun four times in 20 minutes, and proceeded

along a rocky path through thick jungle.—8. 20. Crossed Yea-ta-goon Keun11

20 feet wide ; clear rocky bed.

"9. Came again to the banks of the Yembyne river.

14 9. 10. Crossed a small stream falling into the last.
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" 9. 30. Path soft through long gran surrounded by hills.

44 9. 40. Along the rocky bed of the Yea-ta-goon-keun, (waterfall stream.)

41 10. 30. Halted for half an hour.—11. Ascended with some difficulty the

face of a broken rock 3 or 400 feet in height, over which the water of the Yem*

ta-goon during the rsins falls.— 11. 30. Halted at the top of the waterfall, within

sound of another which we heard tumbling from the hills above us to the east-

ward. The path to-day continued ascending and very bad, either soft with long

grass, or rocky and uneven and extremely tortuous ; but the Careens say it is

the only pass through this part of the bills ; that elephants, horses and bullocks

formerly travelled it with loads, and that it was the route of the Burman army

in 1790. Passed some of the large bamboos peculiar to this country, some

catechu, and some of the tree with the sap of which the Careens poison their

arrows. The rest of the jungle consisted of common jungle trees, immense

creepers, and ihe common bamboos ; tracks -of elephants and wild hogs were

numerous, but no marks of the rhinoceros, which is confined to the more level

part of the country where grass is abundant.

" 19/A. Direction North, 55 West, Time, 3 hours, 15 minutes; distance,

8 miles.

44
7. 30. Path along the stony bed of a stream.

" 7. 55. Skirt a ravine to the eastward.
44 8. 30. Crossed the Keung Gout", or crooked stream, eight or ten times

running in vari us directions.

44 9. Path a little better, but repeatedly crossed by the Keung Conk.
44

9. 45. Halted on the banks of the Ween Wee19
, a small stream 15 or 20

feet wide, which falls into the Thaung-Bin* to the north-eastward. The path,

to-day was wet and bad ; the jungle thick. No marks of inhabitants. Were
joiued in the evening by four Musulmans, who, together with seven who accom-

panied us, and five sepoys, make the party amount to forty-two persons. Those

who joined us to-day came by the GgneQl road in nine days from Maulamyne, five

by water to Daggut**, and four by land. They represented the road aa bad,

and hilly, only accessible to people unincumbered, but inhabited by Careens, five

or six of whose villages they had passed.
44 20th. Direction North, 35 East. Time, 2 hours; distance, 4 miles.

44
7. 30. Crossed the Ween Wee, and ascended a rather steep hill and pro-

ceeded along an ascending path, which appears as if cut along the face of the

hill on the bank of a ravine 300 or 3u0 feet deep, but clothed with small trees

and verdure, as are all the hills, even those which are nearly perpendicular.
44

8. Descending along a similar path through ajungle of the large bamboos

;

paths particularly good.
44

9. 45. Descended along the rather steep bed of a stream, water ancle deep

;

path extremely bad.—9. 55. Came to the bank of the Thai*g-Ri*u (called by
the Shaus May-pmoie) river, wide 160 or 180 feet; moved a short way down
the western bank, north 20 east, in the direction of its course, and croeeed

over to the eastern side by assistance of a boat and some bamboo rafts. 1 had
been led by the guide to believe that we should be met here by some chiefs of

the Zitnmay country with elephants, &c. to assist us in transporting the bag-
gage and presents, and to accelerate our movements towards their capital ; they
bad, however, decamped eight or nine days before our arrival, and we took pos-
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session of their theds, which were the first human habitations we had seen since

leaving the boats. The Thaing-Bin river is the old boundary between the

Barman and Siamese countries, and is now the British boundary in this direction

with the latter nation. It arises in this range of bills about eight or ten days'

march in a south-easterly direction from this, about one day's march from the

course of the Oyne river, and falls into the Mrin-lun-gkee** (called by the Shans

Mun-neum) two days west from this. The united streams fall into the Thafvru**

some distance above a cataract in the latter river, which entirely cuts off all

water communication with the country above it, and in which even timber is

shattered to pieces that happens to get into it.

" 21*/. Felt the first effects of being in the Siamese country, in being obliged

to halt till the road was cleared by the Careens. There was an evident desire

on the part of the Careens, who met us here, to detain us for a day or two :

they indeed privately declared their orders from Chow Ho Kio, the chief who

was to have met as here, to do so. I, however, intimated my intention to pro*

ceed on the following day. We were here furnished with a pig, rice, and fowls.

" 22nd. Direction North, 20 East. Time, 2 hours, 30 minutes ; distance,

6 miles, 2 furlongs.

" 7 a. h. Proceeded along a good path through a patch of cultivated ground,

where the Careens grow the hill rice, which is fine and small in the grain.

" 7. 15. Ascended.—8. Crossed the M*y-tha-woe* river, wide 60 feet, clear

stony bed ; abundance of fish.—8. 45. Path along the side of a hill of the same

character as lost march. Or the top of a steep rocky hill above the road is

perched the first Careen village we saw. The houses are entirely composed of

bamboos ; the roof, with a very little slope, is made of two rows of split bam-

boos ; the first row with the concave side up, and their edges touching the

second, with the convex side up, and their edges in the trough of the first,

embracing the two contiguous edges. There were only three houses in the

village, the inhabitants of which, old and young, might amount to forty or fifty

people ; abundance of pigs, poultry, rice, &c. The people are dirty in their per-

sons, and the skins of the men generally rough and scaly from exposure ;—they

were much alarmed at our first approach, but we gradually gained their confi-

dence.

12. 30. Continued oar march, and at 1 halted on the side of the May -tha-

woe (which we frequently crossed in the course of to-day's march) in thick

jungle, within sound of a heavy fall of water.
44 23rd. Direction North, 20 West. Time, 2 hours, 30 minutes ; distance,

5 miles, 6 furlongs.

" 10 a. m. Having sent the coolies on three hours before, on account of the

steepness of the hills : proceeded along a pretty good elephant path up the steep-

est hill we had yet ascended.— 10. 45. A plantation of small seed cotton.
11

11. 50. Reached the top of the ascent, from which we could count seven

ridges of hills which we had crossed, running north, 20 east, to south, 20 west,

but very irregular and broken in the descent.

" 12. 5. Crossed the Tiieu-dzoP7 , (Elephant's tusk) rivulet, wide 15 or 20

feet.—12. 30. Halted on the banks of the stream at the foot of an extensive hill,

covered with paddy stubble ; the Careens say they reap 30 or 40 folds ; and

the rice is the finest I have ever seen, almost transparent, and when boiled beau-

tifully white. The Careens of the bills have no cooking or eating apparatus

;
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the rice and a tort of vegetable itew are boiled in a joint of the bamboo, and

the latter Mired np in another split in form of a trough, round which they

squat with their rice on any leaf they can find large enough ; there is one shell

spoon in the stew which serves the whole party. This day's march was one of

much labour to the coolies : many of them were seven hours on the road.

" 24th. Direction North, 20 West. Time, 3 hours, 15 minutes ; distance,

7 miles.

" 7. 30. Proceeded along a worse path than usual, over a succession of hills,

many of them covered with paddy to the tops, which would indicate a very con-

siderable Careen population. The greater part of the hills this day were of

primitive sandstone.— 11. 10. Halted by a small stream at the foot of a hill.

" 25th. Direction North, 60 East. Time, 4 hours ; distance 9 miles.

41 7. 30. Ascended a rather steep hill along a path much the same as we had

travelled for the last few days.—9. 25. Marched along the bed of a stream about

knee deep ; the bottom rocky and broken, the water extremely cold, and the sun

hot and beating on our heads till 1 1 . 30, when we halted on die banks of the

Moy-Gnow™ river, (wide 150 or 16 J feet) running to the northward and fall-

ing into the Metn-lunghi about one day above where the Thaung-Ein falls into

the same river. No marks of cultivation throughout this day's march. Passed

a number of teak and tket-t$c trees : of the former there is an extensive forest

on the eastern bank of the Moy-G*ow, but the falls of the Thaluln render it

extremely difficult to transport it to the coast. The famous thet-tte varnish is

merely the juice of the tree, which exudes from notches made in the bark into

vessels placed to receive it, and is fit for use without farther preparation. The
tree has somewhat the appearance of the bastard teak. Saw also several small car-

roway trees in the jungle.—One o'clock. After a flourish of gongs in the jungle

on the other side of the river, several Shans made their appearance, and a Barman
of the party pushed over to our side of the river on a bamboo raft, and after

ascertaining that I was not accompanied by an army, as had been reported by
the Careens, communicated the fact to those on the other side : four petty chiefs,

the heads of the party, then came over ; they said they had been sent by the

chief of Zammay to welcome me, and offered us their assistance for the

rest of the march. They dispatched a letter to Zammay to announce our

arrival, and begged us to remain one day on the present ground, assuring me
that they had five elephants for my use. These elephants were a very season-

able relief, as the people were much knocked up, and the nature of the paths

over steep hills or stony beds of small streams, had precluded the possibility

of my riding for a single march.
41 26/A. Halted till some bamboo rafts were made to transport part of the

baggage, which could not be carried on the elephants down the Moy-Gnow. I

found that the chiefs who met me were part of the licensed robbers of Labong,

and one of them (a Burman formerly captured in one of their predatory expedi-

tions) was exceedingly anxious to excuse them for carrying off some of our
people last year, as they were mistaken for Burmans. The Careens brought

three pigs, some fowls, and rice, enough for the whole party : the Shans would
not allow me to pay for them ; hitherto every thing had been paid for that was
brought to us.

" 27M. Direction North, 30 West. Time, 5 hours, 30 minutes ; distance,

15 miles.
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" 9. 30 a. u. Marched through a beautiful forest of teak and thenghan trees,

on both banks of the river, which we crossed no less than nineteen times, occa-

sionally following a path, more frequently without any, and the river in many

places just fordable by the elephants ; the whole of the baggage and most of the

people were conveyed either on the elephants or on the bamboo rafts.—3 p. m.

Halted on the east bank of the Moy-Gnoxo, having crossed one or two trifling

hills in the course of the day, but the march was on the whole a slight descent,

as we followed the course of the stream through the hills towards its mouth

;

the country was entirely uncultivated, and destitute of any sign of inhabitants.

The wild elephants are much more source on this than on the western side of

the Moy-Onow, and even there much less numerous than on the British side of

the Thaung-Ein. Tigers, deer, wild cows, &c. &c. are, however, numerous here.

The Shans march without tents or coverings of any description, and make little

huts of branches after each march in the same manner as the Burmese.

" 28/A. Direction North, 30 West. Time, 4 hours, 15 minutes ; distance,

12 miles.

"11 a. m. Crossed the river ten times, and proceeded along the banks

through a country of the same character as yesterday, with scarcely a sign of a

path, and learned that this road is never travelled except by the chiefs when

collecting the tribute from the Careens, who, in the neighbourhood, are tributary

to Ponya39 or Benya-tche, the principal of the four little chiefs who came to

meet me.—3. 15. Halted on the east bank of the river, about the same width

as when we first came on its bank.

" 29th. Direction North, 25 West. Time, 2 hours ; distance, 6 miles.

" 9 a. m. Continued our march along the banks of the Moy-Onow till about

10 a. m. when we left it to the westward, and, crossing a rather steep hill, came

at 11 o'clock on the banks of the Mein-lun-gh*e (running to the southward ; wide

about 120 feet) a short way above where it is joined by the Moy-Gnow.—11

a. m. Crossed and halted. Saw numerous marks of elephants, deer, elk, and hog,

in a soft part of the jungle to-day : the Shans say that they all eat that sort of

mud, a kind of black stiff (probably saline) loam or rather clay ;—killed a small

animal to-day called by the Burmans Poet , and of which I do not recollect to

have seen any description. The head is large and round, like an otter ; the cut-

ting teeth like a rat, and feet slightly webbed, somewhat resembling in appearance,

though inferior in strength, to the moles. The fur exactly like that animal, but

larger in the staple, and, I think, even finer—it is little larger than a common
English mole, and burrows with great rapidity. There are two kinds of the same

animal ; the other differs in being much larger, and the hair coarse and harsh,

like the bandicoot. I regret that the specimens I obtained were both lost.

" 30M. Direction North, 30 West. Time, 4 hours ; distance, 12 miles.

" 10. 20. Continued to march along the Mein-lun-ghee in the same way as we
had done along the Moy-Onow. Crossed twelve times to-day. Its average breadth

130 or 140 feet, and depth about six feet. Its course continues amongst the

hills, which are covered with teak and that-Ue trees, as those ofthe Moy-Gnow.—
At 2. 20 halted on the western bank of the river in a small patch of paddy

in a plain of few miles extent; the first lowland paddy we have seen since leav-

ing the Thaiween, and the first of any cultivation since joined by the Shans.

" 31 1/. Direction North, 20 West. Time, 4 hours, 10 minutes ; distance,

12 miles.

4 K
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" 8. 15. Marched to-day along a path better than any we hare seen since

crossing the Moy>Qnow.

"11. Passed the Tillage of BoWoa* ; 12 or 14 honses snrronnded by a small

patch of cultivation. Having crossed the Mem-ltrng-hee riverfour times to-day.—

,
12. 25. Halted in a rather extensive patch of paddy stnbble belonging to the village

Kapa", which is disUnt a mile and a half. Nearly the whole of the country between

this and the village, which is in a small valley, has last year been under cultiva-

tion ; all the rice in the country is of that glutinous description called by the

Burmans kanghuyeen ; the only hard rice that can be obtained is from tlie

Careens, who left us to-day, and by whom we have been accompanied from the

neighbourhood of one village to that of another since leaving the ThaIween. They

are a fair, well-limbed, athletic race, superior in appearance generally to tbe

Talines and Burmans, but have been oppressed from time immemorial by Talines,

Burmans, and Shans, whoever happened to have the ascendance. They have

been obliged to furnish provisions, erect huts, cut the jnngle from the edges of

the path, and furnish guides to all travellers crossing the hills, the latter of

which services they performed for us, and were much surprised at being paid

for whatever they furnished us. They annually shift their habitation, and if

they pitch upon a site near, a path, it is immediately shut up. In addition to

the other inhabitants of the jungle, we to-day saw marks of rabbits in consi-

derable number.
" January 1st. Direction North, 20 West. Time, 4 hours, 50 minutes ; dis-

tance, 14 miles.

" 9. 45. Proceeded along a good path through the paddy grounds of the

village of Kapa, which we passed at 10. 20, consisting of about thirty or forty

houses precisely in the Barman style, with one or two Punoee*3 houses, but no

pagodas, &c.—11. 25. Passed the first pagoda we have seen since tearing Tkml-

ween, perfectly dilapidated. Near a small village saw 70 or 100 heads of good

cattle in a rather extensive paddy field.— 2. 35. After traversing a graasy plain

intersected with belts of jungle, halted on the south bank of a small stream run-

ning to the westward and falling into the Mein-lung-he* river about quarter of a

mile from the village ofMein-lung-hee. The path to-day was well marked, and there

was more appearances of cultivation than we had before seen. We only crossed

the Mein-htng-kee river three times. The rise of water in the rains, from the marks

on the trees and banks in this river, cannot be less than 30 or 40 feet.

" The Shans being anxious to detain me on the road till an answer is received

to the letter notifying my arrival, dispatched on the day I met them, I have

consented, as I cannot well proceed without their assistance, to remain here two

days."

The town, or rather village, of Mein-lung-hee at which Dr. R. arrived

this day, is a collection of huts about 200 in number, scattered over

an extensive plain of Z\ or four miles in width, through which the

river of the same name runs, having its rise about fifteen or twenty

days' journey north, and pursuing a southerly course nearly parallel

to the Salween till joined by the Thoung-yeen, when the united streams

take a westerly course and enter the Salween. The town is under

the jurisdiction of Labongu , from whence a governor is appointed.
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who levies contributions from the Kayen tribes in the neighbourhood,

and is not scrupulous of occasionally extending his exactions into

our portion of the country. Such is the wild life and timorous nature

of these tribes that they submit to any one who appears invested

with any authority, and it is difficult to induce them to visit Mau-
Umyne with their complaints. Mein-lun-ghee being the first frontier

station, is generally passed through by the traders of Maulamyne,

and the Shan States also by those of the latter, who visit the country

S of the Red Kayens to purchase slaves. An effort was made to detain

Dr. R. here, till an answer should be received from Labong regarding

him ; but on evincing a determination either to proceed or to return

immediately to Maulamyne, elephants were furnished him, and he

resumed his route on the 6th.

" 6th. Direction South, 80 East. Time, 3 hours, 30 minutes ; distance, 10

miles.

Six elephants were produced, and at 10. 20 we proceeded across the valley

to the south-eastward.—11. 12. Commenced the ascent of the eastern hills, which

is gradual but considerable.

" 1. 15. Crossed the Moy-Konie" within quarter of a mile of a fall 60 or

60 feet to the S. W. of the road.

" 1. 50. Halted on the banks of the Moy-Konie. Three of the elephants

had four young ; all born in captivity, which the Shans speak of as a thing of

course : one of them had two, one about six years old, the other about 2£ or

3, still sucking. We here left all the little chiefs, but Bbnta-chi and the

Barman who was taken prisoner twenty-five years ago. The road to-day (one of the

principal routes to the Careen Uee (or Red Careens) country) was good, and the

hills not very steep.

" 7th. Direction South, 80 East. Time, 7 hours, 50 minutes ; distance, 14

miles.

" 8. 55. Steep ascent for two hours ; great part of the way in rata as deep as

the elephants' backs worn by the mountain torrents.

"11. The mist on the hills and valley below us with a beautiful clear sun

on it, had exactly the appearance of snow. A cold piercing wind from the east-

ward.—11. 15. Narrow road along the side of a hill which rises perhaps 150 or

160 feet above it, with a deep ravine below to the eastward.—12. Continued

cold and chilly ; left the elephant ; steep descent for nearly an hour.—2. 45.

Halted on the banks of the May-lie* (which falls into the Mein-lun-gh* about a

day below the village) on a beautiful little plain surrounded by high hills, and

bounded on the south-west by the stream 10 or 12 feet wide.

"The march to-day was almost a continued ascent ; some of the hills very

steep ; the elephants frequently obliged to atop from fatigue ; the paths tolerably

good, evidently much frequented, and said to be cut by a Shan king*7 of great

power, but evidently the tracts of elephants deepened by the torrents, in many

places as deep as the backs of the elephants, not more than 18 inches wide at

the bottom, and just clear of the howdshs at the top. The elephant from which

I dismounted at 12 did not come to the ground till 4. 45, and was consequently

4x2
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.

8 hours, 50 minutes on the road ; some of them did not arrive till an hour after-

wards from the difficulty of the ascent.

" 8M. Direction North, 70 East. Time, 5 hours ; distance, 12 miles.
11 9. Continued to ascend the hills in a path rather better than that of yes-

terday ; free from ruts.— 10. 45. A good broad road along the side of the hills

for an hour or two.—2. Halted on a small plain near the ZrOtra Tillage of

Meing-tay-been* containing five or six houses. The nights have gradually been

becoming cooler as we ascended, and there are seven of the people ill with fever

in consequence. The thermometer stood at 46° in the tent this morning at

8 A. M.

" The jungle plantain, thet-tse, bamboos, and pine in luxuriance, the latter

forming the principal part of the jungle (or forest, for it has lost much of its

density in these upland regions ;) the creepers have almost disappeared, and the

trees which form the crest of the hills to the westward may almost be counted in

the afternoon, and might be traversed with little difficulty.—At 11.15 to-day from

the top of one of the high hills nothing could be seen as far as the eye co*ld

range but masses of hills rising one above another, covered with the same-

description of jungle to their summits, but no snow to be seen ; if they can be

said to be disposed at all into ranges, it is between S. S. £. and N. N. W. but

they are extremely irregular and broken,

" 9th. Direction North, 15 East. Time, 6 hours ; distance, 10 miles.

11 8. 55. Continued to ascend.—2. 30. Open forest, composed entirely of

fir trees, tall, straight, and free from branches, to the height probably of 50 feet.

"2. 55. Halted at the LowaP village of BoKO
, situated in an open plain in

the forest, perhaps of 12 or 15 miles in length by five or six in breadth, as hat

been the case ever since leaving the Mein-lun-ghee. Our march hasbeen a continued

ascent, but gradually surmounting hills in succession, with several descents

throughout ; we are now said to occupy the highest and coldest halting place

on the road ; the fir has been the most numerous tree throughout the march, and

the only one during the latter part of the day. The village of Bo consists of 60 or

80 houses : the people are all ironsmiths, and are exempted from all service bnt

furnishing elephants' chains, cooking pots, spears, and other iron-ware to the

Shans during war, or for military purposes ; the iron ore is a red oxyd, and is

found in immense masses in a hill to the north-westward less than one day's

journey. It is brought to the village on elephants and melted in a simple for.

nace—yields nearly 50 per cent, of metal, soft and unfit for knives, ploughs,

shears, &c. &c. ; they have not the art of hardening it. The people are said to

be rich, particularly in elephants, of which there are not less than sixty or seventy '

in the village.

<< 10/A. Direction South, 65 East. Time, 5 hours, 40 minutes ; distance, 14

miles.

" 10 A. m. Ascended by a good path, much frequented throughout.— 10. 20,

descent.— 1. 25. Saw the May-ping41 river, which falls into the sea at Bankok.

2. 20. Rocky steep, difficult descent.—3. 15. Crossed the May-papie** river, knee

deep, running easterly.—3. 40. Halted on the banks of the May-papie on a

small grassy plain. Since 12.20 we have been descending ; the road though

rocky has been pretty good, the air is decidedly milder, the pine has been gra-

dually diminishing in numbers, and now not one is to be seen ; the jungle just

here is very close ; the rocks throughout the latter part of the march old gray
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sandstone, previous to which they have been granite with a large portion of

felspar.

•* 11/A. Direction North, 80 East. Time, 4 honrs ; distance, 12 miles.

'* 8. 40. Crossed the May-papie : good path and less precipitous.—11.50.

Crossed a small dry rivulet in which rubies of small value are found.— 12.5.

Crossed the May-Haut49 about knee deep, by which the paddy between this and

the village is irrigated ; nearly all the paddy in the plains of the valley of May
ping \b cultivated in the same way.—12.30. Halted at the village of Mainf/-

Hautu (pronounced by the Burmans Mein-Woot) on the west bank of the May-

ping, which runs to the southward and falls into the sea at Bankok after joining

the May-nam**.
" The march to-day continued to descend gradually, with a few trifling accli-

vities till 12 ; since which nearly level ; the climate proportionately improved ;

the jungle has assumed the same character as on the other side of the hills, but

more open.
•• We are now fairly in the valley of the May-ping, and have the prospect for

the next three or four days of seeing something of the level country, but the

whole extent of the country between the Thaiween and May-ping, with trifling

exceptions (such as the little valley of the Mein-lun-ghee), is one succession of

mountains ; nearly all of the primitive series, principally gravel gneiss trap, lime

and sandstone.

" We crossed the May-papie thirteen times to-day. The village Maun-Haut con-

tains about sixteen houses of the most uncomfortable appearance ; it is about 12

days from Bankok, with which the communication is frequent ; the river here

is about 200 yards across, and rather rapid ; there are a number of palmyra,

cocoanut and other fruit trees, both here and on the opposite side, where there

is also a small village.

" The river here is a little wider than above or below the village, and just for-

dable by elephants ; there are few fish in the river, and the people almost igno-

rant of the art of catching them. On endeavouring to procure boats as the

easiest conveyance for the sick, I was not a little surprised when only one small

canoe could be procured, in which only one of the worst cases could be sent
v forward.

" Remained here one day at the request of the persons who accompany me, in

order to transmit intelligence to Labong of our approach.

" 13M. Direction North, 20 East. Time, 5 hours ; distance, 15 miles.

" 9. 15. Road lies along the foot of the western hill ; the river turns towards

the eastern hills, which are distant about 20 miles.— 11. 55. Crossed the

Nam-May-tcheem*, wide 100 yards; fordable by elephants.— 1. 45. River 200

yards wide ; full of shoals.—2. 5. Crossed the May-ping, and halted on its eastern

bank in an open jungle, where a house47 had been built for our reception. The
road to-day has been nearly level and much frequented ; the whole of the valley

was inundated last year to a greater extent than is recollected by the oldest people,

the paddy being nearly all destroyed, and the people obliged to take to the hills.

41 XAth. Direction North, 30 East. Time, 5 hours, 15 minutes ; distance,

16 miles.

11 8. 15. Road good level.—9. 55. Grassy plains.— 1. 30. Crossed the

May-lie*, which falls in the May-ping four miles to the westward, wide about

thirty or forty yards ; halted on the eastern bank at the village of Naung-hngi9
.
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11 15M. Direction North, 60 East. Time, 7 hours ; distance, 21 miles.

*' S. 5. Road good, passable for bandies.—12. 20. Grassy plains intersected

with jungle.—1. Western hills distant 20 miles ; eastern hills, 4 miles ; hills

n sight to the northward.—1.30. Paddy ground ; numbers of buffaloes and

black cattle.—2. 10. Halted between the Tillage of Ban*on.k*noy*> and Benw

*oupta*x on the western bank of the May-to*3, a small stream, which falls into the

May-quart?** about a quarter of a mile from this, and from thence into the JsTey*

ping a quarter of a mile further to the south-west.

*' The road to-day has been very good, much frequented and passable for a

bullock cart ; throughout marks of recent inundation are still very visible

;

oranges, pummaloes, pine apple, mangoe, palmyra, cocoanut, guanas, and other

fruits are abundant ; the first and the cocoanut are the only two now in season.

The people have much improved in appearance ; some of the women and chil-

dren are nearly as fair as Europeans : many of the latter with light hair ; the

eyes are large and expressive, not at all like the Chinese ; the nose, however, is

small, like the Burman.
" They have had a report current here for the last month, that the English

were coming up with 1,000 men, which has alarmed them a good deal. A letter

has been dispatched to the people here to-day, telling them who I am, and <

ing them to supply me with every thing I want ; and the messenger 1

1 would remain here two or three days, till the road was made smooth and every

thing ready for my reception at the capital. There is no way of avoiding their

ridiculous delays."

"Dr. R. was delayed here a few days, on the plea of preparing' for

his reception, and ascertaining from the astrologers a lucky day for

his visit.

" 20/A. Direction North, 20 East. Time, 2 hours, 10 minutes ; distance,

6 miles.

"10. 20. Started on horseback with ten or twelve elephants, each having a

little either of my baggage or presents. At 11. 35 1 was met by the second

son-iu-law of the Tsoboa, the 3rd chief of the province, with fifty elephants. On
each were mounted some of the numerous relations of the chiefs. They had

brought a spare elephant for me, on which after complimentary speeches of

welcome, I mounted, and we continued our march ; the elephant on which I rode

being last. In this procession we proceeded slowly towards the town, occasion-

ally stopping to let the elephants pull the pine apple plants and plantain trees

out of the gardens of the poor people, with whom the chiefs chatted on the

most familiar terms.

" At 12. 30 we arrived at this spot, about a mile from the town, which, they

had fixed on for my encampment. My tent was already pitched in a little

square of sheds, which they had built for the people. The chiefs remained

with me about an hour, examined the muskets, talked of our soldiers, &c., and

then took their leave. Ou inquiry I found there were two chiefs from Lagon,

but none from Zimmay present. There is only a small portion of the walla of

the fort visible from this, and none of the houses ; and from the immense
number of cocoanut aod betelnut trees growing inside, it has more the appear-

ance of a forest than a fort ; the tops of two pagodas (one of which is gilt) are
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visible over the tops of the trees ; the whole country is so covered with wood that

not twenty houses are to be seen from this place : there are as many round the

Fort as there are in it. It stands on the right bank of the May-quang**, which

is here about 30 feet wide and three deep at this season, though navigable for

boats of some burthen during the rise of the river. The May-quang falls into

the May-ping about half a mile from this (in the valley of which river both this

town and Zimmay are situated), which pursues its course amongst the hills from

this to within a few days of Bankok, where the hills terminate, and the country

spreads into a plain populous and fertile. The valley varies in breadth from

10 or 12 miles to 60 or 80 ; the soil is a rich sandy loam, and from the beds of

the river apparently of great depth ; the hills are of very considerable height,

but no snow is visible from this, though the thermometer at 7 o'clock is

seldom above 53°. The distance from this to the frontier towns of China is

about 40 elephant marches (probably of 12 or 15 miles each) over the northern

hills, and throughout that distance no snow is said to be encountered *, but to

what other cause tsjfro snow the rise of the river can be attributed, I am igno-

rant ; as it is thought a heavy monsoon if there are three or four days of heavy

rain in a month. The annual rise of the river is considerable, and last year was

so excessive as to drive the whole population from its bank.

" I have had no communication with any of the chiefs to-day, but a letter

was sent to the person (a Benya) left here to provide any thing I might want, to

keep the Pongees and the people from crowding round my teat, in consequence of

a representation of mine yesterday. The bearer of the letter said it was the

wish of the chief that I should be presented to-morrow, and begged that I would

not bring any pocket pistols or any other hidden instrument of death ; I request-

ed to know if I should wear any sword, as it was looked on by us as a mark of

respect ; to which they also objected. The materials have this evening been

brought to build me a small house.

" 21 $t. At 12. 30 sixteen coolies with seven large silver, and nine copper

calats (salvers), and a body of peons armed with spears, came out to carry the

presents and conduct me to the presence of the chief.

41 The walls of the fort are formed of the red ferruginous porous stone common

in Burmah at the bottom and the top of bricks of the most slender construc-

tion ; the sides of the streets for a few yards were lined with the common people,

bearing muskets ; the shed (about quarter of a mile from the gate) in which the

ehief received me, was about GO feet long and 20 wide, with three sheds at right

angles built for the occasion, occupying the whole of the front, all of which

were filled with people ; many of them near relations of the chief, and all in the

crouching position common with the Burmans ; nearly all armed either with

swords or muskets. The presents had already arrived, and were placed at the

upper end of the centre shed. Having made a bow to the chief, I went imme-

diately up to his seat (a small light chair) and presented the letter. 1 said that

I was fortunate in being the first to open the road of friendship between the

two countries, that it was the wish of the English Government that the mer-

chants of each should be as uncontrolled in the territories of his neighbour as

if they were in their own, &c. &c. He answered, he had long turned the eyes of

friendship towards us ; that he was happy the gold and silver road had been open-

ed ; that he hoped we should now be as one people, but that the presents must be
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ent to the king of Siam, whose instructions would be taken. He wished to

know what terms we were on with the Burmese. I said on terms of friendship :

that after a war of two years they had sued for peace, and had obtained it—that

they had nearly fulfilled the terms of the treaty, and that it was a principle of

the English to forget an injury as soon as reparation was made. He said such

was not the case with them ; that they had been at war with the Burmans for

ages, and that they killed or made slaves of them whenever they bad it in their

power—that the Burmans were equally inveterate. He then asked if I thought

I could obtain an order from the Commissioner of Maulamyne for the Burmese

to give up some tribes of Shans who had originally formed part of their king-

dom of Siam. I said they were Burman subjects ; and though we had conquer-

ed the greater part of their kingdom, it had been restored to them, and that we
had now no control over them. He said that we had the Themiev** or Sirirnm

Shans with us ; that they were originally from Caung-Ghan" ; and that if they

wished to return to the land of their forefathers, he hoped that they would not

be prevented. I said, that they were our subjects, and thai if they wished to

return, every facility for doing so would be afforded them.

" I thought this too favorable an opportunity to be missed, as I knew nearly

every one in court was aware of my being acquainted with the circumstance of

thirty or forty families of Burmans having been carried off by his people when
coming to Maulamyne with a pass from Sir A. Campbell. Seeing the person who
carried them off in court ; and a Mussulman merchant being with me who had
represented the impropriety of their proceedings at the time, and fearing that

an unfavorable construction might be put on my silence and a precedent for

like enormities in future; knowing also that Major Borney had demanded
and obtained from the court of Siam the liberation 'of several hundred people

carried off by the Siamese from about Mergni and Tenauerim ; I thought it

my imperative duty, as the business had already in some degree been agitated,

to endeavour to obtain their release, notwithstanding my instructions were not

to interfere in the matter if it could be avoided. I therefore said, I hoped
equal indulgence would be granted to the Taline people who had been taken

with the British General's pass. He denied having seen the pass, though I

believed at the time and have since heard that it was shewn him when several of

the Zimmay and Logan chiefs were present—that their liberation was agitated

and opposed by the Zimmay chiefs. The chief who carried them off being in

court, and having been before pointed out to me, I immediately put it to him,

and he acknowledged that the pass was still with him, but no one present

understood English ; that they were ignorant of its contents, but it should be

brought to my tent in the evening. Chow-tche-Wbet said it should be made
known at Siam, and that they must abide by the instructions from thence. I

mentioned the circumstance of Major Bukney'b mission, and said I was sure

jt only required to be made known to his Siamese Majesty. The old chief was
evidently much embarrassed during this part of the conversation ; however, in

case of any thing further being done towards their liberation, he cannot again

plead ignorance. I repeated the hope that our intercourse might be free and
unrestrained, and was again told that they must wait for instructions from Siam.
I said that they might come to our settlement on the coast with the same freedom
they would go to Logon or Zimmay, and requested that Ponya-tche (who had
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asked me to make the request) might be allowed to accompany me to Maulamyne,
where he would see the facility with which business was carried on amongst us, and
the advantage to both countries which would arise from an unrestrained trade. He
said he was about to send him to Bankok with the presents I had brought in the

course of next month. I hoped he would find it convenient to send some one else,

and from the great number of chiefs I there saw round the hall, I thought it could

easily be managed. I then took my leave, and in the evening Ponya-tch*
called on me, expressed himself much disappointed, and begged 1 would not give

up the point. He was persuaded if I repeated the request he should be allowed to

accompany me, and as he is one of the most intelligent persons I have met
here, and the ultimate object of the Mission likely to be forwarded by his ac-

companying me, I promised I would do so. I asked him if there was any
objection to my riding through the fort, &c. &c. He told me Chow-tche-Wbbt
had desired him to tell me I was at liberty to go where I pleased in the day,

but that the gates of the fort were shut at night, and that it was rather expected

I should call on some of the lesser chiefs, his numerous relations. I proposed

calling to-morrow on his son-in-law, and one or two others of the chiefs who
met me on the road and remained here the day I arrived."

The following are extracts from Dr. R.'s journal daring hi3 resi-

dence here, which are the most likely to interest the general reader.
14 They had no idea that any European would attempt to cross the hills. I

-visited Chow Houa37*
; he is an intelligent man, about 40, of quiet and agree-

able manners, to whom the chief government of the province is entrusted. The
whole conversation was of the war with the Burmans, their hatred to whom is

only exceeded by their dread, and their expressions of friendship for us propor-

tioned to their idea of our power from having conquered the Burmese. The
Zimmay chief who is nephew to Chou-tchb-Webt is by no means so friendly to

us as the others, and there is some sparring between them now, about my being

allowed to come here. On my return in the evening I found Chow-ni-moi-Koin

at my house with two of the first chiefs wives and several musicians, waiting to

entertain me with a natch and singing ; the music was particularly pleasing.

One man, a northern Shan, sang remarkably well, both as to taste and execu-

tion, much in the style of the Chinese, but much superior to any thing I ever

heard in that country. I presented a cotton handkerchief and a Madras rupee

to each, with which they were highly pleased.

" 24M. Rode round the fort to-day, which is of an irregular form ; the

largest end towards the south. The east, west, and southern faces are nearly

of the same length (probably 15 or 1600 feet) ; the north end not more than

1,000. The wall is from 15 to 23 feet high outside, and from 13 to 18 inside,

/ and of the most flimsy possible structure, with four gates in the east and two

in the south, two on the west, and one in the north face, surrounded on three

•ides by a wet ditch of 60 or 70 feet wide and in good repair. On the east

tide the river flows : at this season it is not more than knee-deep ; at the gates

are guards of half a dozen coolies without arms. On the eastern bank of the

river opposite the fort are the remains of an old stockade of equal size with

the fort, with brick angles and bastions. The houses are more numerous with-

out than within the fort. On the western side is an extensive plain of rich

• The title of the heir-apparent to the chieftainship.

4 L
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paddy ground as far as the eye can reach from north to south, and five or six

miles from east to west covered at this season with many thousand head of cattle,

buffalos, also elephants in considerable numbers. Saw some of their bandies,

which are the best specimen of their workmanship I have seen ; the wheels are

exactly like, and equal to those of a common English cart.

" 25M. I hare heard to-day that orders hare been given to the people not

to buy any thing from the merchants who accompanied me, and not to come
about my house. Yesterday they endeavoured to exchange their goods for cattle,

but the people dare not sell without orders, though anxious to do so. I sent the

interpreter to Chow-tche-Wbbt, as is the custom here, to intimate my intention

of calling on him. He excused himself on account of indisposition. I told the

interpreter also to say I was anxious to return on Saturday or Sunday at farthest,

and to inquire if there were any objection to my going to Zimmay, to which I

received no answer.

" Called on Chow Rajawoon, an elder brother of Chow-tchb-Weet'?, but

by a concubine ; he lives in a small bamboo house outside the fort, but has

gold betel apparatus, the gift of the King of Siam, which is only given to

chiefs of rank. He has twenty-eight wives, and told me with evident exultation

that they were all taken prisoners by himself but one. He was chief of the Dum-
myas, or licensed robbers, for many years,—a situation of some honor and

danger, where the most barbarous system of border warfare is carried on with tbe

most rancorous hatred, and where the State looks upon the prisoners taken by

these treacherous midnight robbers as a principal source of its population.

•* 1 represented to Chow Houa the inconsistency of the friendly expressions

towards us, whilst the very object of my visit, from which they ought certainly

to expect much advantage, was defeated by prohibiting their people from pur-

chasing the things they were anxious to be in possession of, from the few poor

people who had accompanied me ; that it was bad encouragement for future cara-

vans on a larger scale ; but to convince them we perfectly trusted in them, tbe

merchants would remain till their things could be disposed of, and that I would
give a note of their names and numbers.

" 26th. I received a visit from Chow Houa to-day, the purpose of which
was to induce me to remain here for two months, till the presents I had brought
were sent to BankoJP* and the King's sentiments known. I told him my recep-

tion had been such that 1 could have no objection to remain twelve months, but

that the purpose of my visit had been to assure them of our friendly disposition

towards them, and open a friendly communication between Maulamync and the

Shan country ; that we had been on the most friendly terms from time imme-
morial with the King, or I could not have been sent to any of his allies or

dependencies ; that they were now aware of our sentiments and oar anxiety to

be at peace with all our neighbours, and that I wished to return on Sunday
the 31st.

" 29M. Paid my second visit to Chow-tchb-Wbbt to-day, who sent in the

morning to say he would be glad to see me ; I was received as before, but with

less stiffness and more cordiality, and there were no armed people in the street.

He repeated his declarations of friendship towards the English, which I see bo

room to doubt ; and said the only reason we were not on the same terms as

natives of the country, was the bad feeling of the Zimmay chief towards us, and
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tbat they had sent to Siam to endeavour to bring him under the king's displea*

•ure for haying received me as he had.

" I begged to know if Chow-ni-moi-Koin and Ponya-tchi would be allow-

ed to accompany me, and told him I was anxious to start on Sunday 31st. He
said in that case it would be impossible for them to accompany me, and hoped

I would wait nine days, when every thing would be ready, and a lucky day, and

they should then proceed along with me. After some consideration, I said that

though my instructions were to return immediately, I would take on myself to

remain. ' Then,' said he, ' every thing is settled very toon ; if you have any

thing to ask or communicate, do it without reserve.' I then produced the

General's pass, which mentions 1100 people, though there are now scarcely 100

remaining, the others having escaped as opportunity offered j and asked what

were bis intentions regarding those people ; and as I had little doubt of his refus-

ing to liberate them, and I had no authority to demand them, I added, that as

our friendship was sealed and they were apprehensive of the King of Siam, I

did not wish to press their immediate release, but begged he would allow the

heads of the villages now left (who was the person they had selected to bring

the letter to Maularnytut) to accompany me, and communicate his case to the

Commissioner, that from the constant and friendly intercourse we had with the

King of Siam, and his having given up our people who were carried off from

Mergui, 1 had no doubt of the result. He readily agreed to the man's accom-

panying me, but begged jocularly that I would not give him up to the Burmans,

who were a thorn in their eye, which seemed a signal for the conversation to

become general ; amongst other things he told me he had 80 wives, 18 sons, and

16 daughters, of whom one is an inferior wife of the King of Siam, but has

unfortunately no children ; that his relations in the three towns amount to

upwards of 700 ; that there were 30 guns in this town, and 40 in Lagon and

Zimmay each ; (a Burman prisoner here has offered to eat all above ten in the

\S three places ;) tbat there are 4,000 inhabitants in Laboung, 40 or 50,000 in

each of the other towns :—-this is also of course very much exaggerated. The

people who accompanied here to-day, after many pros and cons, received an order
*

" to buy forty-two bullocks for carriage. A Chinese who is here (father-in-law

to Chow-tche-Webt) is to start to-morrow for Zimmay, to bring up some of

the principal Chinese traders said to have arrived there, and I have strong hopes,

from the enterprising character of the Chinese, they may be induced to visit

the coast,

" 1 was invited into the fort at 3 p. m. to an entertainment, and had the cere-

mony called " Pouk"69 performed ; beyond which I am told there is no possible

mark of friendship. It consisted in two old men saying a prayer of some length

for long life, riches, and happiness to one of the English Chiefs of elephants and

horses and conqueror of the Burmans, and tying seven threads of white cotton

round my wrists : the latter ceremony was also performed by Chow Raya

Woon, the chiefs elder brother, and by Chow-ni-moi-Koin, and I returned the

compliment to them. Two large bouquet of flowers, one ornamented with a num-

ber of thin silver plates, and some of the flowers being of very considerable but

oppressive fragrance, were presented. Sweetmeats were also served up to me,

and rice with Yarious carries, both to the people who accompanied me and to

the natives, in large silver bowls, to the number of probably fifty, varying in size

4 L 2
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from a foot and a half to a few inches in diameter c the workmanship of many
of those of the lesser size was remarkably good, nearly all gifts from the King

of Siam ; after vrhich seven of the chiefs' wives danced to the music of the

Bankoh band, by which they set great store, and the music is certainly very

pleasing. Many of the women possess a very considerable share of Asiatic

beauty : their eyes in particular are large and expressive, without a trace of tee

Tartar ; their skin remarkably fair, and had it not been for the little Barman
nose, some of them would have been really handsome. There were probably not

less than 300 people present—all the chiefs of Labottna, many of those of

Logon, but none from Zimmay.
" February Bth. I have at length prepared to start in the morning by the

shortest and best route to Maulamyne. The only reason for not starting to-day

is its beicg a black one, and it would be disrespectful to me, as well as danger-
ous to themselves, to begin a journey to-day. I took leave of the chief to-day,

and have been allowed as an especial favor to buy one (and Chow-tchb-Wbct
has presented me with another) young female elephant, and sends one as a pre-

sent to Mr. Mainxjt.
•

' Had another visit from some Zimmay people to-day, who agree with the

others as to the. very friendly feeling of the people there towards as. They say
they so fully expected me there, that houses have been ready for the last tea

days. On taking leave of Chow Houa he gave me a rhinoceros horn, on whiea
he seemed to set a great value, as a charm against every evil ; and as I i>«J

expressed some impatience at their delays and suspicion, he begged I wools oat
suspect them of any want of friendship in so long withholding permission to

purchase bullocks and trade with their people ; that our character was perfectly

new to them ; that they were like an elephant crossing the river ; they
must feel before they proceeded ; that their difficulty wss now got over, they
were aware of our intentions being good ; and that we should now come there on
the same terms as subjects of Siam.

"In proof of their sincerity and the trust thus reposed in us, Bbtna-tcbb
would accompany me with 50 or 60^ people, 2 or 300 cattle, and a aamber of
elephants ; that they all lived by trade or agriculture, and that some of the
Chow's sons would certainly next year visit our settlement on the coast. He
invited me to repeat my visit next dry season."

On the 9th Dr. R. started on his return : he gives the following

account of the route he took, which, until the 15th, was the same by
which he had travelled on his way up.

41 15/A. Direction South, 30 West. Time, 4 hours; distance, 10 miles.
11 12. 35. I started : most of the people having gone on before me.
" 1. 30. Came amongst the hills and commenced to ascend.

" 2. 12. Broke off from the old Mein-lun-ghce road, leaving it a little to the

westward.—2. 20. Crossed the May-yayie in a few inches of water ; path narrow,

through low bamboo jungle ; hills range about south 70 west, north 70 east.

3. 45. Crossed the May-Gnool60 and halted on the western side in long grass ;

the bed of the stream rocky and wide 20 or 30 feet, with but little water at this

season. Saw two wild cows and a tiger this evening.

" 16th. Direction South, 50 West. Time, 6 hours; distance, 13 miles.

" 9. March along the banks of the May-Gnoot, and continued to ascend with
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few declivities ; the path rocky.— 10. Rocky steep ascent for half an hour.— 10.

55. Saw the first pine trees.— 11. 30. Left the May.Gnoot.—\. 20. We entered

pine forest, and no other tree is to be seen bat a few stunted yews.—3. Halted

on the N. E. bank of a small stream called the May-lie, which falls into the

May-ping to the eastward ; the path has been pretty good, and though rocky in

many places, I think less difficult than the Mein-lun-ghee road : it is the old road

to Martaban61
, and has been little frequented for the last seven years ; the rocks

in all the high hills are granite of very dark colour externally. A good deal of

thunder ami rain this evening ; this halting place is famous for tigers ; several

people have been carried off from it.

" 17/A. Direction South, 30 West. Time, 3 hours, 20 minutes; distance,

11 miles.

" 8. 30. Crossed the May-He.— 9. 30. Proceeded by a nearly level path

along the top of a small connecting range of hills in a noble pine forest.—11.

30. Descended.— 11. 50. Halted on the banks of a small stream, the May-tome".

Path remarkably good and nearly level for the last two and a half hours ; some
of the pine trees measured eight or nine feet in circumference, and are much
taller and straighter than the same trees in Europe.

" 18/A. Direction South, 45 West. Time, 3 hours, 15 minutes ; distance,

14 miles.

'* 8. 45. Crossed the May-tome, and continued along a good path ; descending

for nearly half an hour.— 9. 30. Crossed a small stream.—11. 15. Crossed

another small stream, and ascended with occasional small descents till 10, when

we halted on the southern bank of the May-tuan6*, running to the eastward.
11 The whole march to-day through the same fine open forest of pine ; the path

good and the hills not at all steep. Shot a jungle cow to-day : these are abun-

dant in some of the valleys near our route ; the flesh was harder than the worst

buffaloe. Tigers and the common deer are abundant.
44 19M. I have been obliged to halt to-day to refresh the elephants, as the

passes are said to be difficult and no forage for three days for them : (there are

seventeen large and four small ones.) We are now on the site of an old city64

formerly inhabited by Talines (to whom all the country to the westward formerly

belonged) and more lately to the Shans, but has been deserted some years on

account of the devastation committed by the Burmans ; the valley is of' some
few miles in extent, and through it runs the May-tuan river, which at this season

is about two feet deep, and as it falls into the May-ping, was formerly navigable

for small canoes to Bankok ; its course is extremely winding.

" 20M. Direction South, 50 West. Time, 6* hours, 30 minutes ; distance,

30 miles.

" 9. Ascended along a rugged bad path.

" 10. 17. Descended. The fin which have been gradually diminishing in

numbers through the whole of to-day's march, are* now only to be seen in single

trees towering above the other trees of the jungle.—3. 48. Halted in a ravine

of very thick jungle on the west bank of the May-tuan, running to the north-

ward.

" The march to-day has been the longest as to time, the most toilsome and

disagreeable since leaving Maulamyne ; the path has been either up or down steep

hills, or along the bottom of ravines into which the sun can only shine a few
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hours in. the day ; and since half past ten through a thick jungle. Our course has

been all round the compass, and I have been obliged to note its direction no

less than eighty times to get at any thing like a correct general direction ; we are

again on the banks of the river which we left this morning, the course of which

is even more tortuous than the road we have come. We are encamped on a

small level spot of a few hundred yards, surrounded by high hills ; the jungle

extremely thick, but abounding ou the hills with deer of all sices, cows, buffa-

loes, tigers, leopards, and rhinoceros. We passed the end of the road, which

runs more to the eastward, along which the bullocks are to come ; path is much
better, but there are no inhabitants in that direction.

" 21s/. Direction South, 65 West. Time, 7 hours ; distance, 15 miles.

"9- 15. Proceeded along & narrow ascending path in thick jungle.—4. 45.

Halted on the May-Koung*s
t wide 30, deep 1§ feet, pebbly bed, a short way

from Kanoom, a Careen village. The march to-day has been over a succession

of hills, some of which were nearly perpendicular, and I should think almost im-

passable for a loaded bullock, though the elephants have travelled with ease. The
path is well shaded, and there is abundance ofwater : indeed thejungle has generally

been so thick that we could only see a little of the path before us, and a ravine

or a hill close to the road ; the march on the whole was less disagreeable than

yesterday, having been more on the hills. Between 10. 20, and'10. 40, passed

a hill, on which there are a great many lofty cinnamon trees, the only ones known
by the Careens to exist on any of the hills, and are not at all prised by them

;

the bank is about two inches thick, and of good flavour, when fresh, but acquires

a bitter taste when dry. Passed some immense trees, called by the Burmans
Couck-Moo9*, of which the canoes are made ; said to be large enough to make a

canoe for 5 or 600 baskets of paddy.

" 22nd. Direction South, 40 West. Time, 2 hours, 30 minutes ; distance,

7 miles.

" 9. Path pretty level ; jungle extremely close.—9. 20. Along the bed of

the May-Koung, pebbly with large rolled mosses overhung by rocks 1 or 200
feet high.—10. Jack trees ; said to be the site of an old city.— 11. 30. Halted

in a thick jungle with some betel-nut trees on the western bank of the Afev-

Koung. March nearly of the same character as the last two days, but the hills

less steep.

" 23rd. Direction Sooth, 55 West. Time, 8 hours ; distance, 17 miles.

" 8. 4. Ascended.—9. 10. Wound up the face of an extremely steep hill

from east to west, in a southern direction ; and at 9. 20 ascended along the
brow of the hill.— 11. 40. Crossed the Afay-ZYo**, and proceeded along a ravine.
— 1. Recrossed the 71a.—4. 45. Halted on the east bank of the May-Gna*e>
wide 90 or 100 feet, running north, 20 west. The hills to-day, with the exceptioa

of those on the 21st, were as steep as any we have crossed ; and our progress
slow and difficult ; some of the highest hills to-day had been cleared for paddy*
and the ground is said to be productive. Met a Zimmay slave merchant return-

ing by the route ; he had six slaves, three of whom are about five years of age*

for each of whom he gave four bullocks.

41 2ith. We have been obliged to halt to-day till the old road between Mmr-
taban, and this, which has grown up from disuse, be a little cleared by the

Careens for the next two marches, when it again joins the route followed by m
in our march up one day from the Thaung-Bin.
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" 25th. Direction North, 80 West. Time, 2 hours, 30 minutes ; distance,

7 miles and 4 furlongs.

"9. 45. Crossed the May-Gnow several times along a level road. At 10

passed a small Careen village, and left the May-Gnow to the northward. The
Careens had cleared the path through long grass, along the banks and in the

bed of the May-Satang* , a small stream of a few inches deep. At 10. 15 halted

on the banks of the May-Satang, in thick jungle with wild plantains. The path

to-day has been nearly level down the course and across the valley of the

May- Gnow.

" 2Gth. Direction North, 65 West. Time, 3 hours ; distance, 7 miles.

" 9. 30. Proceeded along a pretty good path, crossing the May-Satany.—
10. 45. Descended and crossed the May-Sa/ang, the last time.—11. 40. Side

of the hills less steep to-day than some parts of our march, but path very

narrow on the brink of a precipice.—12. 30. Halted on the brow of the hill.

The road which we have come to-day will be good when more frequented.

Except a very steep hill at the beginning of the march, the Careens declare

there is no better path through these hills. A considerable part of the march

to-day was through an old paddy hill on which the trees had not yet acquired

any size, and many of the other hills had been cultivated to their summits within

the last year or two. The Careens in this part of the hills must, of course, be

pretty numerous.

" 27th. Direction South, 70 West. Time, 5 hours, 13 minutes ; distance,

11 miles, 6 furlongs.

"9. 10. Started, and crossed several hills, or rather heights, on the hills.

—

2. Came on the paths we travelled on the way up.—2. 25. Halted at our

former halting place on the banks of the Seindzoy-Keum10
. The path to-day

has been good for elephants, and very passable for bullocks.

" 28M. Direction South. Time, 6 hours, 40 minutes ; distance, 12 miles.

"9. Crossed the Seindzoy, and proceeded along the path pursued on our

way up.— 1. Passed our old halting place on the May-tha-woe11
.—3. 40.

Halted at our former halting place on the banks of the Thaung-Ein7*.

** The first half the march to-day, which was extremely distressing to the

elephants from the steepness of the hills, was performed in two hours and a half

on our march up, and took us four hours to-day. The last half of the march was

more level along the little valley of the May-thoe-woe, which we crossed 8 or 10

times, and was performed in very little (10 minutes) more time than we took in

the way up.

" March 1st. Halted to-day on the banks of the Thaung-Ein. To-morrow I

snail proceed alone, and the Shans will wait for the remainder of the cattle on

their own side of the river. The golden sword-bearer is to accompany me one

march with four elephants.

" 2nd. Direction South, 20 West. Time, 4 hours, 5 minutes ; distance,

12 miles.

" 10. Crossed the Thaung-Ein at an elephant's ford about £ of a mile above

where we crossed before.— 12. 10. Passed Ween-Wee1*, our old halting place.

" 3. 5. Halted on the old ground at the top of the waterfall74 .

" The path *for much the longer proportion of this march was good and per-
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fectly level ; the elephants consequently proceeding rapidly, and were up with

the people.

"3rd. Direction South, 20 West. Time, 4 hours, 20 minute* ; distance,

10 miles.

•• 10. 20. Descended the waterfall.— 1. 15. Reached the Vum-byM™ river.

—2. 45. Crossed the end of the Yum-byue path, by which we marched on our
way up, and halted on the beginning of the Dagyue7C path, near our former
halting place.

" The descent of the waterfall was less difficult than I had anticipated. The
bullocks left Ween- Wee this morning, and were np a short time after us. The
road on this side of the Tkaung-Ein, though still amongst the hills, is less moun-
tainous than we hare travelled between Mem-Wool and that river.

44 4th. Direction South, 45 West. Time, 2 hours, 45 minutes ; distance,

7 miles, 4 furlongs.

14 9. Crossed the Mian-Kouny71
, the path good but narrow, from not having

been cut by the Careens.

44 9. 45. The whole jungle of short bamboos intersected in all directions

with elephants' tracks.—12. 30. Crossed the Chline-Boye79 river, now with

only a few inches water, but the bed of the river is SO or 100 feet wide, with

deep banks, probably 18 or 20 feet.— 1. 10. Halted on the north bank of the

Kwee-Kevng79 or buffaloe stream, 10 or 12 feet wide, running to the westward.

The path to-day was particularly good and level, but not cleared for a few miles.

Some of the people saw to-day a herd of 20 or 30 elephants, amongst which
there were several males, and some young ones.

44 bth. Direction South, 45 West. Time, 2 hours, 45 minutes ; distance,

7 miles, 4 furlongs.

44 9. Crossed the buffaloe stream and marched along a good level path.

—

11.

Halted on the banks of the Ou-ko*°, after searching half an hour in vain for a

path ; the Careens who were sent for this morning at daylight have not yet

arrived. The path to-day good, open and level, and, as yesterday, much inter-

sected by elephants' tracks.

44 This part of the country was formerly inhabited by the Lotca- Talinet91 , and

the places still bear Lowa names ; the same race extended to the Moy- Tomm,

before the country was devastated by the Burmans, whose blood-thirsty rapacity

has depopulated the whole of this part of the ancient Taline kingdom.

44 6th. Direction South, 30 West. Time, 4 hours, 15 minutes ; distance,

12 miles, 2 furlongs.

44 8. 30. Good path through open jungle and long grass.—11. Remains of

Careen villages.— 11. 20. Plains of considerable extent ; marks of wild cattle.

—12. 25. Halted in consequence of the jungle in advance being on fire.—

1. 40. Proceeded, and at 2 halted on the south-western bank of the

Chline-Boye (which falls in the Gyne8*, a short distance in a South 70 East

direction from this.) Such is the level nature of the- country that some of the

stream runs into the Chline-Boye in the beginning of the rains, and out of it after

they have fairly set in. The bed of the Chline-Boye, which rises 20 or 25 feet in

the rains, is here 80 or 100 feet wide, the water about knee-deep in some places,

in others of greater depth, and frequented by alligators ; and that of the Chliue-

putty about 30 wide and 25 deep : they were both choked up with fallen trees, and

the latter dry at this season.
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" The march to-day has been through a level country ; the jangle open with

long grass, and four or five small plains covered with small bamboos much cat ap

by the jangle cattle. Elephants' tracks still intersecting in all directions. Saw

some rhinoceros' marks to-day ; their feet, are smaller than the elephants, toes

more apart, and the nails longer ; —sent oft* two sick people to proceed down the

Ghine in boats, under charge of the head Careen.
" 7th. Direction South, 20 East. Time, 2 hours, 30 minutes ; distance*

7 miles.

" 8. 30. Proceeded along a good path and level.—9/ 30. Plain with long

grass. At 10. 45 large plain and paddy stubble covered with upwards Of two

hundred buffaloes belonging to the Careen village of twenty-eight or thirty

houses called Twme-woot or Twine bot.—\l. Halted at the end of a plain.

" 8M. Direction South, 35 West. Time, 2 hours, 20 minutes ; distance*

10 miles.

" 10. 10. Proceeded along the level path, through a country of the same

character as yesterday.—2. Bed of the Tham-bou* river.—2. 30. Halted at a

broken bridge over the At$ong** river on the high road from Martaban to the

town of Gyne, about ten miles from Qyn*% and at an equal distance from Domi*

Mo8*, and within sound of the evening gun of Maulamyne. The town of Gyne

was destroyed in a revolt of the Talines about twenty years ago.

" The road to-day good and level $ very beautiful plains, less water than usual,

but plenty for cattle and passengers.

"9tf. Direction South, 20 West. Time, ti hours; distance, 17 miles.
11

8. 10. Route continues through level grassy plain with occasional patches

of jangle.—11. 11. Paddy stubble.—2. 10. Halted near the Thavng-thoo vil-

lage of Naung-laung™, containing about thirty houses, and probably about 200

inhabitants : found here a body of about one hundred of the annual caravans of

the Shtn-Gaung-bee97 Shans, who have been nearly four months on the road from

their own country in the north. The road to-day level, and generally free from

jungle, through plains of fine long grass. The path has been extremely tortuous,

and for the last two hours most unnecessarily winding in all manner of directions

through a plain of short grass or paddy stubble. The whole of the plains in this

neighbourhood are covered with rich green grass, enough for the subsistence of

an immense number of cattle throughout the dry season. The waters of the

monsoon recede very late from this part of the country, and at that season

boats pole across this plain to Vam-$oline9*, and from thence up the creeks to

8hewe-Qhin*. and Toungoo90.

"The path along the plain was much exposed to the sun, and many of the

Talines, who suffer more from the sun than the natives of India, were ten hours

on the march.

" 10M. Direction North, 20 East. Time, 8 hours; distance, 26 miles.

11 7. 15. Marched along the continuation of the plain till 1. 45, when

we halted a few hours at Diadi-been91 .—6. 30. From this proceeded in boats to

Maulamynt, where we arrived at 9. 20 p. m.

[To bt continued.']

4 M
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II.

—

Outline of Political and Commercial Relations with the Native

States on the Eastern and Western Coasts, Malay Peninsula*. By T.

J. Nbwbold, Lieut., A. D. C. to Brigadier General Wilson, C. B.

Note.—It will be convenient to preface, that the subjoined outline follows

the geographical order of the States on both coasts of the peninsula ; corn-

mencing on the north-west with Quedah, and proceeding southerly down the

Straits of Malacca to Point Romania—thence turning northerly along the east*

ern coast up to Potdni.

The following is the order of the States, with their supposed boundaries and

estimate of population, chiefly derived from native sources in 1835.

QtUdaht—irom the Trang river, in 7° 20' N. to the Krian, 5° 10' N. Popu-

lation 50,000.

Ptrak—from the Krian to the Mnkup
t
in about 3° 50' N. Population 35,090.

Salang6rc—from the Runkap to the Lingie, in about 2° 35' N. Population 19,000.

Malacca—(British territory,) from the Lingie to the Cassang. Population, (1833-

1834,) 34,333.

Johdre—from the Cassang to the SeMly, on the East coast, 9* 15' N. Popula-
tion 25,000.

PahAng—from the SediUg to the Kemamang, in 4 15' N. Population 40,000.

Kemamang—is situated a mile or two up the river, little or no territory along the

coast. Population 1,000.

Tringdnu—from the Kemamang to the Basut. Population 30,000.

CoJda/aa—from the Basut to the BarUna. Population 50,000.

Patdni—from the BarAna to Tana, in 7° 20' N. Population 54,000.

The population of Pinang in 1833 amounted to 40,322,—that of Province Welles-

ley to 49,653,—and that of Singapore, in J 834, to 26,329.

Qutdah, Lfgdre, Patdni, Merdilous, Junk Ceylon.—The upper states

of the peninsula, viz. Qutdah, Ligtire, Patdni, Merdilous, and the

island of Junk Ceylon, are considered in the treaty concluded by Major
Burnet, with Siam, in 1826, as provinces of that empire,—a con-

cession to that arrogant power, scarcely just or politic.

Qutdah.—Our relations with the latter four states are merely of a

commercial nature,—an unrestricted trade with the ports of Si»-

gapore, Malacca, and Pinang. With regard to Que'dah, it is stipulated

in the above treaty, that the Siamese shall take proper care of that

country and its people, and that they shall remain there : the inha-

bitants of Pinang and Qu4dah enjoying mutual trade and intercourse

as before. The Siamese engaged not to levy any duty upon stock

and provisions'; such as cattle, buffaloes, poultry, fish, paddy, and

rice, which the inhabitants of Pinang, or ships there, might have

• This paper, though rather more of a political nature than is suitable to a

Scientific Journal, cannot he refused publication, as it forms the wind-up to the

valuable series of notices of the Malacca States already printed in our pages.

—

Ed.

f It must he borne in mind, that a tract of the Qmddah coast, called Province

Wellesley. about 35 miles long by 4 broad, extending from the est&oscAftre of the

M&da to that of the Krian river, is under the Pinang Government.
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occasion to purchase in Que'dah : and the Siamese should not farm

the mouths of rivers or any streams in Que'dah, but should levy fair

and proper import and export duties.

The English engaged to the Siamese not only that they would not

attack nor disturb Que'dah, but that they would not permit its depos-

ed sovereign or any of his followers to attack, disturb, or injure in

any manner the territory of Que'dah or any other territory subject to

Siam. They also engaged that they would make arrangements for

the ex-king of Que'dah to go and live in some other country*, and not

at Pinang or Piye, or in Perdk, Salangdre, or any Burmese country.

In case the ex-king did not remove, the Siamese were at liberty to

levy the export duty upon paddy and rice in Que'dah.

With Que'dah for Pub Pinang or Prince-of-Wales Island.—Pulo-

Pinang was formally ceded to the British on the 12th September,

1786, for the annual sum of 6,000 Spanish dollars, by the father of

the present ex-king of Que'dah, through the agency of Mr. Light, to

whom it had been presented the preceding year as a marriage portion

with the Malay king's daughter.

, In 1 802, Sir Georgb Lbith finally arranged that the English Com-

pany should pay annually to His Majesty of Purlis and Que'dah 10,000

Spanish dollars, as long as the English should continue in possession

of Pdlo-Pinang and Province Wellesley. This last is the line of

coast, on the opposite shore, on the main, that lies between the river

side of Qualla Mtida on the north and Qualla Krian on the south

;

measuring inland from the sea side 60 orlongs.

The Company are bound to protect this coast from all enemies,

robbers and pirates that may attack it by sea from north or south.

The treaty consists of fourteen articles, and terminates with the

following remarkable paragraph. " These fourteen articles being settled

and concluded between his Majesty and the English Company, the

countries of Purlis and Quidah and Pulo-Pinang shall be as one

country ; and whoever shall depart or deviate from any part of this

agreement, the Almighty punish and destroy him ; he shall not pros-

per."

Pinang was formed into a regular government in 1805.

Pe'ralc.—Pe'ralc is the next state, on the west coast, south of Que'dah.

A notice of its relations has been already given.

Salangdre.—A treaty of commercial alliance, precisely similar to

that entered into with Perafc, was concluded with Salangdre in 1818

by the British Coramisioner, Mr. Cracroft.

* He resided and drew his pension in Malacca till the close of 1835, when he

left it ostensibly for Delli in Sumatra,

4 m 2
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By Major Burnsy's treaty with Siam, 1826, the British are bound

not to allow the State of Salangdre to attack and disturb that of Perm*.

The Siamese are likewise bound by the same treaty not to go and

attack or disturb Salangdre. In 1 786 the Dutch dictated a treaty to

the then Raja (Ibrahim), by which the latter was compelled to

acknowledge the sovereignty of the Dutch, who were then in posses-

sion of Malacca, and to hold his kingdom from them as a fief. In

1818 the Dutch wished to renew this treaty, but the Salangore chief

refused, relying on his newly acquired relations* with the British.

Johore for the occupation of the island of Singapore.—In 1818 a

commercial treaty was entered into, by the then Resident at Malacca*

Major Farquhar, with the monarch of Johdre, who was acknowledg-

ed by the Dutch ; viz. Sri Sultan Abdurrahman Shah. Since that

time, however, the elder brother of this prince was set up and acknow-

ledged by British policy as being the rightful successor, and in order

to obtain a legal title to the island of Singapore, which, as will be

shewn, was ceded to the Company by the latter. By Major Farquhar's

treaty with Ardurrahma'n Sha'h, mutual liberty of navigation and
commerce in the ports and dominions of Johore, Pakdng, Lingin, Rkio,

&c. was secured to British subjects, or persons under the protection

of the Company, on the footing of subjects of the most favored na-

tions ; the subjects of Johdre enjoying similar advantages and pri-

vileges in the harbour of Fort Cornwallis, and in all other places

dependent on the British Government of Pinang.

Sir Stamforo Rafflbs, in a letter to Sir Robert H. Inglis, state*

that the Dutch no sooner obtained possession of Malacca, (in Sep-

tember, 1818, the month after Major Farquhar's treaty with

Abdurrahman Shah had been concluded,) than, notwithstanding' our

treaties, which had been publicly communicated for their information

on the cession of Malacca, they sent an overpowering force to RAiom

where Abdurrahman resided ; declared the chief to be their vassal,

treated our negotiations with him contemptuously, and dictated a
treaty which excluded the British trade from the port, &c.

In consequence partly of the delivering up of a place, so advan-
tageously situated as Malacca, to Holland, it was deemed politic by
the Marquis of Hastings, in order to protect the British trade, and
to secure one of the two passages to the Eastern Archipelago and
China, to attempt the improvement of our relations with Achin at the

* Salangdre, formerly renowned for its warlike and enterprising colony of
Bugis, has dwindled into a weak, piratical state. They were apprehending tad
preparing for an attack from Siac in the middle of last year. The present chief
is not remarkable for talent or enterprise. His name is Saltan Marombo.
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northern entrance, and to form a settlement at Rhio, an island advan-

tageously situated near the southern extremity. For these and other

political purposes, Sir Stamford Raffles was appointed and associ-

ated with the Resident at Malacca, Major Farquhar, by his Lord-

ship, and proceeded on his mission from Bengal in December 1818.

On arriving in the Straits he found Malacca and Rhio in the hands

of the Dutch, as already alluded to ;—consequently, Holland at this

time held in her hands the keys of both those gates to the China

Seas, the Straits of Malacca and Sunda.

The Carimon isles and that of Singapore were almost the only eligi-

ble spots now left. The latter, with the concurrence of Major Far-

quhar, and, some say, at the suggestion of Captain Ross, was judi-

ciously selected by Sir Stamford, and the British flag there hoisted

on the 29th February, 1819. The new settlement was placed in

charge of Major Farquhar ; who, from his great popularity among
the Malays, and local experience, was admirably fitted for the office.

It appears that Sir Stamford when off Singapore was visited by the

Tumungdng of Johore, a chief inimical to the interests of Holland, and

by no means friendly to the claims of the Sultan newly elected by the

Dutch, Abdurrahman Shah, with whom a reluctant and exclusive

treaty, as far as regarded the commerce of other European powers, had

been concluded by Dutch agents at Rhio, which gave them possession

of that island. The Tumungdng represented to Sir Stamford, that the

British were still at liberty to establish themselves on the island of

Singapore under the sanction of the legitimate sovereign, whom he

considered to be the elder brother, Hussain Mahomed Sha'h, whose

lawful claims had been set aside* by the Dutch in favor of those of his

younger brother, Abdurrahman Shah, with whom they had concluded

the arbitrary treaty already mentioned.

As the recognition of Hussain Sha'h as lawful sovereign of Johdre

was a necessary preliminary to treating with him, he was now invited

over from Rhio to Singapore by the British Commissioners, and being

acknowledged by the two hereditary elective officers of the empire, viz.

the Bandahdra of Pahdng and the Tumungdng of Johdre as their law-

ful chief, was recognized and treated with as the legal sovereign by

the Commissioners ; who forthwith entered into arrangements for the

immediate occupation of the port and the establishment of a settle-

ment at Singapore, pending a reference to the Supreme Government.

. By the arrangement with Hussain Shah, of the 26th June, 1819,

which appears to have been rather loosely drawn up, it was decided

that the British jurisdiction should extend only over a limited part of

the island; viz.—from Tdnjong Mallang on the west, to Tanjong
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Kattang on the east ; and interiorly as far as cannon-shot range all

round the factory. The council for the government of the island to

be composed of the British Resident, the Sultan and the Tumungong.

This state of affairs continued with little alteration until 1824, when
final arrangements for the entire cession of the island to the British

were made, and a treaty of friendship and alliance concluded by the

then Resident, Mr. Crawfurd, on the part of the Company, with their

highnesses the Sultan and Tumungong of Johdre. This took place on

the 2nd of August. By it the island of Singapore, together with the

adjacent seas, straits and islets to the extent of ten geographical

miles from the coast of Singapore, were given up in full sovereignty

and property to the East India Company, their heirs and successors

for ever.

The Company agreed, in consideration of this cession, to pay to the

Sultan the sum of 33,200 Spanish dollars, together with a stipend dur-

ing his natural life of 1,300 Spanish dollars per mensem ; and to the

Tumungong the sum of 26,800 Spanish dollars, with a monthly stipend

of 700 Spanish dollars during his natural life.

In event of the Sultan and the Tumungong, their heirs or successors,

preferring to reside permanently in any portion of their own estates,

and to remove for that purpose from Singapore, the Company agreed

to pay the Sultan, his heirs or successors, the sum of 10,000 Spanish

dollars ; and to the Tumungong, his heir or successor, the sum of

15,000 Spanish dollars. The Sultan and the Tumungong, in return,

relinquishing for themselves, their heirs and successors, to the Com-
pany, their heirs, &c. for ever, all right and title to every description

of immovable property, whether in land, gardens, houses, &c. of

which they might be possessed within the island or its dependencies

at the time of their withdrawal from Singapore, for the purpose of re-

siding permanently within their own states.

It was also mutually stipulated, that neither party should be bound

to interfere in the internal concerns of the other Government, or in

any political dissensions or wars which might arise within their re-

spective territories, nor to support each other by force of arms against

any third party whatsoever. The Sultan and Tumungong bound them-

selves that, as long as they continued to reside within the island of

Singapore, or drew their respective monthly stipends from the Com-
pany, they would not enter into any alliance, nor maintain correspon-

dence with any foreign power or potentate without the knowledge and

consent of the Company, its heirs, &c. ; to maintain a free and un-

shackled trade every where within their dominions, and to admit the

trade and traffic of the British nation into all the porta and harbours of
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the kingdom of Joh6re and its dependencies on the terms of the most

fovored nations. Such are the conditions under which the British

hold Singapore from the Sultan of Johdre.

Pahdng.—Pahdng, though virtually independent, is nominally a de-

pendency of Johdre; governed by one of its elective officers, the Banda*

hdra. It has consequently been included in the relations with that

state.

Tringdnu and Calantan.—By the 12th article of Major Burnby's

treaty it is stipulated, that Siam shall not go and obstruct or interrupt

commerce in the states of Tringdnu and Calantan. English merchants

and subjects shall have trade and intercourse in future with the same

facility and freedom as they have heretofore had ; and the English shall

not go and molest, attack or disturb those States upon any pretence

whatever.

Patdni.—Patdni has already been adverted to as having become a

province of Siam, on which empire it borders.

Present condition of the Malay States.—Having thus traversed both

the eastern and western coast of the Peninsula, 1 will briefly advert

to the political condition of the Malay States as it existed at the time

of my quitting the Straits in 1835. The Siamese retained, in spite of

their struggles, firm hold of Quidah and Patdni, which are still groan-

ing under the yoke. The rightful R&ja of Patdni remained a close

prisoner in Siam, and his country in a state of depopulation and dis-

tress under a Siamese governor. Tringdnu and Calantan, being less

under the withering influence of the monarch of the White Elephant,

are in a more prosperous condition, carrying on a considerable trade

with Singapore under their own princes. Both Tringdnu and Calantan

have been lately menaced by Siam, in violation of their treaty with

the British, by which they are interdicted from interfering with these

States.

—

Kemdmang is a small state, lying between Tringdnu and

Pahang : of the former it is nominally a tributary, but bears a mala

fama on the score of piracy,—a practice said to be countenanced by its

chief. The pirates are chiefly tempted by the prows trading from

Patdni, Caldntan and Tringdnu to the port of Singapore. Pahdng was in

a peaceable and flourishing state under its Bandahdra, carrying on a pro-

fitable trade with Singapore, chiefly in gold-dust. The shores of Johdre,

though nominally the possessions of our stipendiary the Sultan, are

miserably neglected ; the creeks, bays, islets, and rivers of this ex-

tensive tract affording safe shelter to the hordes of pirates that threat-

en^ extirpate the native commerce of Singapore. The states in the

interior of Malacca were, by the last accounts, still in anarchy and con-

fusion, arising from the fierce feuds and broils which have for some years
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past been raging among the native chiefs. Salangdre was labouring

under serious apprehensions of an attack from Siae on the opposite

coast of Sumatra, the chief of which was said to be collecting a fleet

of prdhus for that purpose. The Raja of Salangdre was employed in

repairing his fort, and remounting the numerous guns that lay scat-

tered on and around the hill on which the fort stands. Pirak was
quiet, and occupied in agriculture and the tin trade. Our old ally, the

ex-king of Qutdah, and the Sultan of Johdre were living on their hand-
some pensions at Malacca, The latter has since died (September 2nd,

. 835). Near the close of 1835 no steps had been taken with regard to

the succession. According to treaty, the pension was to expire with
the Sultan ; but out of consideration to his widow and children, an
allowance of 100 Spanish dollars per mensem has been granted her by
the Straits Government, pending a reference to Bengal.

The late Sultan first married with the present Bandahdra of Pa-
hdng's daughter ; by whom he has no issue. By his second wife,

the present Tumdngong of Singapore's sister, he had a son, surnamed
Tuanku besdr, who married one of the Tumdngong's daughters, but

died without issue. His third wife was a woman of low birth, by
whom he has a son now living at Singapore, named Abdal Jalii.. He
is about 21 years of age. Not being of noble blood by his mother's

side, his claims to the succession are not considered good by the

Malays. By the fourth and present wife, who is of royal extraction, he

has two sons, fine lads,—and two girls : they reside with their

mother at Malacca. The eldest of the boys is considered the late

Sultan's heir.

The ex-king of Qutdah, I believe, left Malacca towards the end of

1835 for Delli in Sumatra. He had, in 1833, expressed to me his

determination of doing so, being disgusted at the answers given to

his earnest and repeated applications for redress against the Siamese,

and to his request for permission to reside at Pinang, which had then

been recently refused by Lord William Bentinck. He said that he

had many friends at Delli, and hinted at the possibility of his mak-
ing a final attempt to expel, with their assistance, the Siamese from

his dominions. Perak and the whole Malay population of Qutdah,

and probably that of Patdni, are greatly under his influence ; and it

would require but little persuasion to excite the whole of the neigh-

bouring Malayan States to take up arms against their hnughty

oppressors.

With regard to British influence over the Malay States, it misrht

unquestionably be much greater than it is ; and indeed we might

possess almost sovereign power over the whole peninsula, were **
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only to exert the political means already under onr control. Of later

days the fashion has been to treat with them as independent

powers ; while the chiefs themselves, from a combination of circum-

stances too long for detail here, are for the most part with difficulty

and unwillingly brought to consider themselves so.

Experience has shewn the necessity of the existence of a predomi-

nating power, capable and willing to afford effectual mediation, to

which these divided States may look up in their frequent disputes.

The Dutch during their ascendancy were folly alive to, and took

every advantage of, the influence their commanding position gave

them ; as the numberless treaties concluded with almost every petty

chief on the peninsula and in the Archipelago fully evince : but, by

a series of tyrannical and impolitic acts, more particularly the dis-

graceful system of forced labour, they alienated the affections of a

generous race of men, and lost, as a natural consequence, the fruits

of their able, though selfish negotiations and political alliances.

Britain now occupies a prouder situation with regard to these Eastern

States than Holland ever did. Two princes, representatives of the

two most noble dynasties, Quidah and Joh6re, derive a handsome

subsistence from British bounty. British colonies occupy, and carry

on an extensive commerce from the site of those two ancient seats

of Malayan empire, Malacca and Singapore; while British ships

retain undisputed possession of the seas. It alone remains for a

wise and liberal Government to consolidate and uphold the moral

influence of public opinion,—that extraordinary talisman by which is

held together the greatest of colonial empires. In the face of such

considerations, deterred by the fallacious theories of non-intervention

and non-territorial extension, we are incurring the heavy moral

responsibility of permitting so great an extent of power, delegated,

no doubt, for philanthropic and humane purposes, to lie inert,—

a

power which, if wielded with discretion, would not only strengthen

our political and commercial relations in this part of the globe, but

effect the decided amelioration, and, eventually, the radical extirpa-

tion of the evils under which these oppressed States now groan.

The absence of the strong hand of power, guided by the dictates

of humanity and common sense, to settle the endless feuds of the

native chiefs, which are too often excited and supported by the crimi-

nal cupidity of native merchants and others residing under our autho-

rity (as in the case of the late massacre at Ltikiit, and the disturb-

ances still prevailing at Lingie) ; the morbid dread of intervention,

exemplified in our late treaties, and in our systematical non-support

of the native established sovereigns in just authority over their rebel-

4 N
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lious vassals ; the worse than uselessness of British law, applied to a

state of society for which it was never framed, are, it is my firm con-

viction, the remote causes of the present system of piracy now pre-

vailing ; of the numerous unpunished murders and outrages which

disgrace not only the territories of Malayan chiefs, hut also territories

lying nominally under the protection of the British flag ; and of the

impoverished and disorganized condition of the Malays in general.

The resources of the soil have been almost hermetically sealed to

the occupier by the frequent and protracted feuds already alluded to.

Hence the peasant, driven from his village and lawful means of sub-

sistence, and tempted by the smooth seas, the favorable navigation

and shelter from pursuit afforded by the unexplored rivers, creeks,

and numerous islets of the Straits, and by the charms of a life so

congenial to the free and restless spirit of a Malay, is induced to

scour the water for a precarious subsistence by fishing or plunder, or

by both, as opportunity chance to present*.

* The pr&hu$ used by Malay pirates are from eight to tea tons burthen,

extremely well manned and remarkably fast, particularly with the paddles com-

monly used. They are generally armed with swivels on their bows, centre,

and stern, of small calibre, but long range. When preparing to attack, strong

bulwarks of wood called Apilant are erected, behind which the crew ensconce

themselves, fighting with their long guns until their prey is disabled ; or till the

gong sound the signal for boarding. But what they mainly depend upon for safety

and success is their skill in paddling, (Malay pirates scarcely ever attack except

during the lull between the land and sea breese, or iu a calm,) the swiftness of

their boats, and their knowledge of the intricate channels between the islands,

or over the bars of the rivers into which they generally contrive to escape,

baffling their pursuers, and often leaving them aground on one of the numer-

ous shoals or mud-banks which their own superior knowledge enables them

to avoid.

The prdhw of the $616 and IU6n6n pirates are much larger and better equip-

ped than those which commonly infest the Straits. The Malay pirates make
their attacks and move in small fleets of from six to twenty prdhu$.

During the months of October, November, December, and January, they will

be found cruizing up and down the west coast of the peninsula and the opposite

shore of Sumatra. From June to the eud of September, they are often to be

seen among the islets south of Singapore, and in the creeks and rivers of the

Johure coast. February, March and April are spent in fishing, collecting sea-

weed, and preparing for future piratical expeditions.

The crews are armed with boarding spears (some of very great length),

krutet, Malay hatchets and swords (the parang and kleywang), muskets, blun-

derbusses, and a variety of missiles, such as sticks pointed and burnt at the

end, stones, &c.

The most noted haunts for pirates on the western coast of the peninsula

(according to information derived from a Malay of Salangore, who had in his
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I conclude with a few suggestions touching the suppression of

piracy now existing to so alarming an extent in the Straits. Its

remote causes, I have already remarked, are alone to be removed by

the adoption of a more enlightened policy towards the native powers ;

and, it may be added, by the gradual spread of civilization and diffu-

sion of useful knowledge.

1st. The employment of one or more small armed steamers,

together with eight or ten large boats, of the fastest possible con-

struction, (particularly for rowing ;) manned fully with Europeans, and

well armed for both close and distant fight.

2nd. A discreet surveillance over the conduct of the present

Tumungong of Johdre ; who is more than suspected of being the main-

spring of the daring system of piracy which has so long been an

opprobrium to the eastern extremity of the Straits. A threat of with-

drawing the stipend he enjoys gratuitously from the British Govern-

ment might be useful.

3rd. A careful survey of both coasts of the peninsula, the unex-

plored rivers, creeks and islets. This, in addition to other obvious

advantages, will afford opportunities of observing the character and

pursuits of the natives inhabiting the sea-shore and banks of rivers,

who are always more or less in league with the pirates, and of collect-

ing information of piratical haunts and places of rendezvous.

4th. The suspected native chiefs should be peremptorily called

upon to lend their assistance and information : particularly the chiefs

of Kemdmang, Saldngore, Perak, and Caldntan. And lastly, the co-

operation of the Dutch Government should be secured.

III.

—

A brief account of Masu'd, known by the name of Fartd Shakar-

ganj or Shatearbdr. By Munshi' Mahan Lal.

[Dated Derah Ghazi Kh&n, 10 miles off from the right bank of the Indus, 10th

February, 1836.]

When we reached Rdmu, a village on the left bank of the united

streams of the Hyphasis or Bids, and Hesudrus or Satlaj, about 150

youth exercised the profession himself) are the Bdnting, Aroe, Ooeai, Pitang

Binding and Sambilang isles ; those on the Salangore coast, and the islets

between Cape Rachado and the Lingie river. The rivers Mirbowe, Birman,

Perak, Puteh, Koroo, M6ar, Rio Formosa, or the Battu Pahat river, and for-

merly the Lingie river : the Straits of Calang and Dryon, Point Rom&nia and

its vicinity, and the Carmion isles to the south.

On the eastern coast are the creeks and small rivers of JoMrt up to Pahdng t

the Kemdmang river; those of Tringanu and Caldnlan, also the islands of

Timoang, Pulo Tingie, Redang and Aor.

4 N 2
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miles S.-W. of Lodidnd, we heard that between the two waters of

the Hyphasis and Acesines is a town called Pdk Patan. It was built in

ancient days, and is looked upon as a place of devotion, since the body

of Shekh Fari'd reposes there. We crossed the river in a small boat,

and bent our route to that direction. The road commenced in a fear-

ful forest, and ended in an extensive hard clayey plain, which envi-

rons the above town. It is constructed on a precipice, which is

70 feet high from the surface of the land. The houses are small,

both of burnt and unburnt bricks, and the bazars are narrow, contain-

ing some poor shops.

In the year 600 Hijrf, or A. D. 1235, the town was celebrated by

the name of Ajwaddhan, and was governed by a Jogi of that name,

tributary to the neighbouring Mahomedan chiefs. When Shbkh

Fari'd (whose original name was Masu'd) after travelling into Asia and

Arabia chose his residence in this town, with the power of his piety

he persuaded the Jogi to believe in the true faith of Muhammad, and

changed the name of the town from Ajwaddhan to Pdk Patan. Pdk

in Persian means holy, and Patan in Panjibi signifies ferry, (holy

ferry.)

It is added, that after passing some period, the Shbkh wished to

undertake the Mujdhedah, which, I think, imports to labour in defence

of the faith, and asked the permission of his Murshid, or the guide to

salvation, who rests now in the charming place called Qutab, about

nine miles S.-W. of DehK. Shbkh Qutbuddi'n Bakhttar, as he is

called, answered his pupil Shbkh Fari'd to make a " tot" or fast for

three days. Fari'd did accordingly, and ate nothing for the fixed

time. On the eve of the third day some person presented him with

a few loaves, which Fari'd ate, thinking that they were sent to him

from the invisible world, or " Ghaib." Meanwhile, a crow holding

the polluted intestine of some dead animal in his beak came and sat

on the bough of a tree. Fari'd, on the very first sight, felt an abhor-

rence in his heart, and, ejecting the bread which he had eaten a few

minutes before, his stomach became quite empty. He told the cir-

cumstance toQuTBUDDi'N Bakhttar, his spiritual guide, who replied,

that God has bestowed a great favor on him, otherwise this meal

would have hurt him. " Go now, Masu'd, and fast three days more."

As he had not eaten any thing from six days, he became very weak,

and the heat of hunger began to burn his heart. He stretched his

hand on the ground, and, taking a bit of clay, put it into his mouth,

and found that it tasted like sugar. This was the effect of his pure

mouth. The following verse says,
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Sang dar dast o guhar gardad, Zabar dar kara o sbakar gardad.

" Stone in bia band becomes pearl, and poison turns sugar in bis mouth."

Fari'd attributed this favor of God to the tricks of man, so he threw

it out of his mouth, and fell deeply again into the contemplation of the

Omnipresent. At midnight hunger rendered him weaker than before,

and he again got some pieces of earth, and after putting them in his

mouth discovered that they were as sweet as sugar. The same

thought of deceit came again in his memory, and he threw them once

more out of his mouth, and engaged again in prayer as before. By the

end of the night Fari'd reflected to himself, that the feebleness caused

by hunger might render him unable to stir, so he picked up again some

bits of clay and they became sugar in his mouth. He thought they

might have been sent to him by God, ate them, and broke his fast in

the manner he was directed by his guide Qutbuddi'n. When the sun

rose he went to Qutbuddi'n, who told him, " Fari'd, you did well to

break your fast with the sustenance sent to you from the invisible world.

Go : you will be sweeter than sugar." Hence he was called" Fari'd

Shakaroanj Shakarbar," or the treasure of sugar.

Books have been written of the miracles wrought by Fari'd.

Tuohlaq, a man of obscure origin, and the inhabitant of Abur % seven

miles from Pah Patan, presented him with a load of fuel, and asked

nothing for its price. The only petition he made to Fari'd Shakar-

oanj was, to plant him on the throne of Dehli ; and it happened so

by the benediction of Shakarbar. The reign of this person may be

remarkable for other things for aught 1 know ; but the large and

strong fort he constructed now presents nothing singular to the view

except heaps of ruins. It was called Tughlaqdbdd, and is situated

six miles south of Dehli.

Fari'd Shakaroanj had many followers; one of them was Nizam -

uddi'n. His body rests in the most handsome place out of Dehli.

He was the patron of the famous poet Amir Khusrau, who, by the

Persians, was denominated " Totie Hind," or the parrot of India, and

sleeps on the same charming spot.

The mausoleum of Fari'd Shakaroanj is visited by the pilgrims

of different quarters. The Hindus of this country believe him to be an

inspired man, and pay respect to his monument, like the Musalmans.

After descending a few steps we came into a square laid with bricks,

and entered the cupola in which the Fari'd is interred. It is floored

with marble slabs, and opens by a door towards the east. On his left

hand is the tomb of his son, Shbkh Badruddi'n, neither differing in

size nor in materials. Over them is a pompous canopy of green
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brocade tied with string against the roof of the monument. A small

window covered with oil and dust is made in the direction of the south.

It is called the " Darwdzah Bihisht" or the door of Paradise, and is

opened every year on the fifth of the month of Muharram, which

is the death day of that holy man. The people flock on that day,

and, pushing each other forward, rush in at the Darwazah Bihisht, and

come out by the next door. By doing this they have been persuaded

to believe, that they shall have the first place in heaven when they

depart for the next world. The monument is 20 paces in circumfe-

rence, and 30 feet high. It was erected by his disciple Shxkh Niza'm-

uddi'n, Auliyd, or the Saint. It is whitened with lime, and has a

beautiful appearance when nearly viewed. Fari'd was born in 569

Hijrf, and died of colic in the year 664 H., at the age of 95. The

following verse gives the above dates.

j+c sol :! J^t* dJy dJt \**ji +**j

Rahm farm* shud tawallud ibid aaadah umr,

Shud Faridullah sale rahlate Maaud asar.

The words Rahm farmi we should take for the date of hia birth,

as, ( Uy **>

j

) 1 40 200 80 40 8 200 or 569 Hijrf. The words A'bid

azddah stand for the year of his age, as ( %&}\] «xA* \ 70 + 1+2 + 4

+ 1 + 7+1+4+5 = 95. Shud Faridulldh shews the date of his

death as (Alilj^j^) 5 + 30+30+1+4 + 10 + 200 + 80 + 4 +
300 = 664. " Fartd asri

,f
or the gem of the time, is anbther date of

his death as (^^ac J^y) 10 + 200 + 90 + 70 + 4 + 10 + 200

+ 80 = 664 H.

Next to this monument in the same square is another dome built

by Tughlaq Shah. It contains the tomb of Shbkh Alah-uddi'n,

Moizzuddi'n and Shxkh Fazl, &c. &c. the descendants of FaWd.
The height of this dome is nearly 50 feet, and the circumference 36

paces. It is larger than the former, and has a door opening to the

south. It looks older, because it has never been repaired. All of

the graves were veiled with dust, but a few flowers lying over them

showed that they are also occasionally visited by the people. The

accompanying is the drawing of the FariVs monument, which I

have done by the means of a camera obscmra*.

* Our young friend has etidently not yet acquired the knack of the earner*

obecura (lucida?). Out of consideration therefore for the memory of Dr. Wol-
laston, its in?entor, we omit his unsuccessful attempt to use it.

—

Ed.
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,
IV*—Neuf varieties of the Mitkrmc or Indo-Seythio Series of Coins and

their imitations* By Jambs Pwnbip, Sec. As. Soc. he.

From the variety of the Mithraic reverses already made known, it

might have been imagined that the series was nearly exhausted. Every

year, however, adds a few new types to oar previous list, Qr produces

finer samples of these hitherto considered indistinct. So multiplied,

indeed, ire our resources at the present time, that we can afford to be

fastidious, and not only reject coins of the baser metals, but limit'

the admission even of golden novelties to those of one size, weight

and value !

My object in Plate XXXVI. is to devejope more fully the transi-

tion from the Mithraic or Indo-Scythic coinage to the Hindu series,

for which my numerous friends have furnished even more unequivocal

links than those engraved in my former Plate, (XXXVIII. of Vol. IV.)

I must begin, however, with a few novelties of the true Mithra type.

'

fig. 1 is the first to rivet our attention and curiosity. It is an

unique of Mr. MAssort*s discovery. The obverse has the usual stand-

ihg figure of the Raja sacrificing, with tlje legend PAO NANO PAO'

tfANHPKI KOPANO. The reverse has an armed figure, nearly the'

counterpart of the other, but without any altar, and with the usual'

monogram : the legend being in MasSon's drawing, OPAArNO. N6t s

having the coin itself before me, the reading I venture to substitute

for this, is of course liable to correction ; but the strong similitude

between the commencement of this legend and of the two curious

ones formerly noticed, namely, APAOXPO and APAHePO, leave fittre

doubt in my ' mind that the one before us should he read

APAArNo; the word ArNO representing the Sanscrit ^ffir Agni/

the god of fire ; whom We may reasonably Suppose to be substituted

for Athra, as the Sanscrit *TV Arka has been for Mithra in the Indian-

ized designation, OKPO. The Pehlevi afiix APa Arda (generally

written APTA by the Greeks) implying 'the great/ bears an evident

connection with *f& Arya, a common Sanscrit epithet of the same'

signification, ' excellent;' or^W A'rya, holy, Venerable ; as ^«&««(

arya-wan, the sun, *tn£W dryavarta^ the holy land, (India) &c.

Aria also occurs in combination in Persian names "beginning with

consonants, as Ariobarzanes, king of Armenia,—a derivative from

Therein, the planet Jupiter of the Mithraic system*.

Further search, should these conjectures be well grounded, wiH'

probably bring to light coins with the single appellation ArNO, which

has not hitherto been observed.

* VallUnt Ars. Imp. I. 183.
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Fig. 2 is misplaced : for the imperfection of the Greek legend on

the obverse, ought to condemn it to a lower grade in chronological

order. All those legends which have the family name of KANHPKI

are clear and better formed than those of OOHPKI to which this coin

belongs. The latter, too, have generally the oust of the sovereign

substituted for the full length sacrificer. The name on the reverse of

fig. 2, *APO, is new ; nor is it at first very obvious what meaning it

may be intended to convey. It cannot well be a corruption of A»Poa

because the standing figure faces the opposite way—holds a spear,

and wants the flames on his shoulders. Mr. Masson observes on

this coin :
" Here is another peculiar legend, but evidently signifying

the sun as source of light and majesty. Pharos was the term applied

to the Alexandrian light house, and Pharoah is the well known Scrip-

tural title of the old kings of Egypt. The bust on this coin affords a

remarkable contrast to other coins of the family." It is certainly

probable that the word has some affinity to the Greek $***• lumenB

dies, soils ortus, but no more than is naturally found between lan-

guages of common origin. The word Phraa, or something like it.

certainly existed in the ancient language of Persia, as the personifica-

tion of light or heat—analogous to Mithra, the sun*. In compounds

it is frequently found, as in Phraates, Phraortes, Farnaces, and Phradatet;

the latter being altogether congenerous with Mithradates, or as the

Greeks translated the name, Apollodotos. From the same root are

descended the modern Persian verb ^-^jr*' to inflame, whence )\j**

illuminating, so often employed in compounds. Perhaps the uncouth

name of Unad-Pherrou, on a numerous class of the deteriorated

Bactrian coins, may spring from the same root.

Vaillant, however, gives a different and, I think, a less satisfactory

etymology of the above class of names in his history of the Arsacidae.

" Phriapates seu et Phrapates, idem ac Aphra Pates, seu et Papatins ;

nam apud Persas idem Aphra est, ac Pa apud Turcas Scythasque.

scilicet elevatus, supremus, maximus, quae nominibus propriis ut et

art prseponuntur." (Arsac. Imp. 1. 2.) Now if the word aphra be merely

an intensitive preposition, like the Sanscrit VC para, the Persian j*

ber t the Greek vapa, and the Latin pra or per, the word to which it is

affixed should be a significant adjectival noun, asW^R 1 parakramas, the

very heroic ;j*£&J
^r<fcwAfr(Artaxerxes),the greatlion, or very valiant.

&c. The participial nouns Mithradates (quasi ^^j*" the given of

MithraJ and Phradates (»»>lo^l the given of PhraJ require the first

member of the compound to be a noun.

• Phre in Egyptian has precisely the fame meaning as mihr in Peraian,

' king, prince/
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Fig. 3. A type familiar to us, in copper—and known before in gold

of a smaller size. It was, in fact, one of the two coins first extracted

by M. Ventura from the Maniky£la tope. In Mr. Masbon's coin

the spelling accords with the vernacular pronunciation MIIPO, and the

solar glory is irradiated on its edge, to shew more plainly its reference.

Figs. 4 and 5. Two more gold coins of Mr. Masson's collection,

having the legend of the reverse respectively NANO PAO and NANA,
both proved to be equivalent to NANAIA by the peculiar attitude of

the allegorical image. The introduction of PAO in the first of the

two would almost seem a mistake of the engraver, who had in his

mind the PAO NANO PAO of the obverse. I have nothing to add to

my former remarks on the word itself, except to draw attention to an

extract from the Armenian Chronicles with which Mr. Avdall has

favored us, proving that NANAIA and the Persian ANAHID were not

positively identical, each having her separate temples and votaries

even in Armenia.

" Anahid was the tutelary goddess of our country, and was known

equally by the names of Artemis and Aphrodite in our mythological

works. She was always considered identical with the planet Venus,

though possessing all the attributes of Diana." As Nanea, on Mr.

Avdali/s authority, means maternal or motherly, it would hardly

be proper to ascribe such a designation to the moon, the chaste

Diana ; neither has her effigy on our coins the lunar emblem, so

distinctly portrayed on the MAO and some other types. Rather

then let her be constituted the Venus of the group, who plays an

equally conspicuous part in the Mithraic system*.

Fig. 6. Is a gold coin from M. Court's drawing, of the A9PO

reverse. The obverse legend is PAO NANO PAO OOHPKI KOPANO.
Fig. 7 is likewise from M. Court's collection. In it I was struck by

the strong resemblance of the head-dress to that of the Parthian or

Sassanian coins. The legend is wanting, and that of the reverse is

quite illegible, though the monogram and device are in a perfect state.

Fig. 8 has been already engraved in my plate of the Manikyila

relics ; but as one of the most interesting of the Mithraic series, it could

not be denied admission in a plate exclusively devoted to them. I wish-

ed further to place it in juxta-position with the sitting figure of the

APAOKPO reverse, because it might be conceived to be the parallel

Hindu lunar coin to that form of the Hindu solar effigy, OKPO.

* The Baron Hammer says that the word Neith of the Egyptians is evidently

the same as the Persian Nahid—whence also may be traced the German Nacht

and the English Night.

4 o
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( Like OKPO, this figure has four arms, and is therefore Indian : farther

it is a male divinity ; and thirdly, it is identified with MAO, the moon,
by the crescents of that luminary arising from its shoulders. It

must therefore be Soma or Chandra of the Hindu pantheon, who is

represented with all these characters in Moors, though a later work
by Mr. Colbman makes him to be a two-handed divinity*

The appellation MANAOBAro, which so puzzled me on the former

occasion, has at length, I think, found a satisfactory explanation.

Many, ll£&" in Persian, is an ancient name of the moon,—and Bhaga

WC in Sancrit, means splendour, glory ; and is given as a synonyme of

the moon as well as of the sun. In the Zend, then, the link between

the Persian and Sanscrit, we may naturally look for a compound of

these two terms, such as manao-bago. It is well known that the my-

thology of the Saxons was derived from a Scythic or central-Asiatic

source, and their male deity mona (whence our modern term, moon*},

has been by the learned referred to the Persian Mang. I have, how-

ever, found a much more convincing proof than these analogies afford,

that such is the correct explanation, in the Baron Von Hamiiii'i

PrizeMemoir • sur le culte deMitkra,$on origine,ea nature, et see mgeteres^

Paris, 1833 ; for a copy ofwhich I am indebted to the learned author's

perusal of my observations on the curious relics from the Panj£b.

In the catalogue of Mithraic inscriptions discovered in various parts

of Europe, the Baron points attention to one in particular among
Grutbr's collection, in which the word MENOTYRANNUS denotes

the deified moon :

" Cette inscription est une des pins interessantes A cause des deux mots de
Menotyrannut et de Persidicus : le dernier indique l'origine persane dn culte de
Mithrm : le Menotyrannus pent se tradnire par, seigneur da mois ; mats main*
les objections de M. Rolle contre Insistence da diea Lumu, je crois qua celts

existence peat tres-bien etre proavee, noa settlement par tons lea noDomeai
astronomiqnes des orientaux modernes, dans lesquels la lane est representee
sons la figure d'an jeune garcon de qaatorse ana, mais encore par la coincidence
de Is mythologie Egyptieune dans laquelle la lane, d'aprls les decouverte* de M.
Champollion, est une divinity male. Enfin le mot MHN daos leqael M.
Rolle ne voit que le nom d'an mois, est efFectlrement an nom persan de* la lama
qui s'appelle mak et mens : c'est le moon des Anglais et le mond das *11«iawfa
lesquels lui ont conserve

1

son genre oriental."

* In like manner I feel strongly disposed to connect the strange OAAO of our
coins with Odin or Woden of the Saxon mythos, an acknowledged derivative from
the Sanscrit wsj Buddha, Mercury. It is not a little curious that the verbal root

,of two of our present dsys of the week, Monday and Wednesday, should thus be
discovered among a parcel of old coins dug up in the Panjib I
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After this we can have little hesitation in translating manaobaiX)
* lord of the months :*—indeed if we derive bato from the Persian or

Scythio ^W beg, • lord or prince/ we shall have precisely the cor-

responding term to tyrannms.

Fig. 9. A gold coin of Kansrkos from a drawing byM. Court. The

rao in this seems to have a case for his bow strung behind his back. The
reverse is similar to that of a fine coin of OOHPKI in General Vbntuea's

series (fig. 9. of Plate XXXVIII. Vol. IV.) which however differs in

having the bust in lien of the fall length of the prince. The legend

APAOXO has been before explained as " the great mm*." One of

his attributes it may be presumed rather than the god himself, is

intended, by the female holding the cornucopia—typifying the ferti-

lity he bestows on the earth.

Fig. 10 is a most important acquisition to our Mithraic series, as

being the very link of connection between them and the Canouj coins.

Immediately after the publication of my former plate, Lieut. Cun-
ningham wrote to me from Benares* pointing out a coin in his cabinet

of the class I had designated links, having the seated female with the

cornucopia, but more perfect than those I bad engraved, inasmuch as

the legend to the left was preserved and legible as apaoxpo, the same
as that of the standing figure. A duplicate of the same coin was

aha in Colonel Stacy's cabinet, and on reference to the Asiatic

Researches, Plate I., the letters of APAOXPO were clearly legible on the

reverse of fig. 6, a gold coin procured by Mr. Wilson from the bed

of a tank in the Hugh district.

The cornucopia as a device seems to have been copied from, the

Roman coins of the Emperors. It is seldom or never to be seen on

the genuine Greek coins—nor is it found on our Bactrian series until the

age of Asos (with exception of the copper coins of Antimachub and

Philoxbnus, the date of which is uncertain). Whether it bears any

direct allusion to the legend may be doubted,—at least such allusion is

entirely lost sight of the moment we pass the boundary into the Indian

series.

Hindu coins imitated from the Ardokro type.

Since my former paper on the Gupta coins of Canouj appeared, very

important acquisitions have been made to our knowledge of this

before unknown dynasty, through the medium of coins and of in-

scriptions ; for both of which we are almost entirely beholden to the

researches of Iieut. A. Cunningham and Mr. V. Trbgear in the

neighbourhood of Benares.

* The OPOOKPO of the copper coins may be deemed a still closer imitation

of the 8aascrit qrn&q? Arydrka. APA it the Persian orthography.

4 o 2
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The inscription in an ancient character upon the column at Allahabad

interpreted by Capt. Trotbr and Dr. Mill in the 3rd vol. Jour. As.

Soc. had made us acquainted with the four first of the family* ; namely,

1, Gupta, a Raja of the solar race : 2, Ghatot Kacha, his son : 3,

Chandra-Gupta, his son : 4, Samudra-gupta, the fourth in descent

:

—and there the Allahabad record broke off with an intimation that a

son was expected.

The Bhitari Idtk brought to notice by Messrs. Tsbokak and Cun-
ningham, fills up the line of succession for three generations farther

(see Plate XXX. of the present No.). We may so far anticipate the

translation of this highly important record promised to us by Dr. Mill,

for the illustration of our subject, as to state that the infant of Sa-

mudra was named Chandra-oupta 11. His son was, 6, Kumaia-
oupta ; after whom followed, 7, Skanda-gupta—and there again this

new authority breaks off.

Now to all of these (excepting perhaps the first) we can at present

assign their respective coins from undoubted and numerous specimens,

and the succession of the devices on the obverse and reverse will be

seen to follow just that modification from the original Mithraic model of

the Ardobro coin, as would be expected when the source was nearly for-

gotten, and Hindu ideas became predominant. Moreover, we can, from

our coinB, add the name of Mahkndra-gupta, and perhaps of Assa-
gupta to the list, and there is presumptive evidence of a second

Samcdka as of a second Chandra. Altogether we may reckon upon

nine or ten generations, which at an average of eighteen years will fill

a space in Indian history of nearly two centuries, of which no writ-

ten account can be met with ; unless the passage in the Vishnu Purdnaf,

that the Guptas, a Sudra family, reigned over a part of Magadha, at

the time of its compilation, be regarded as alluding to our dynasty.

The sites whence their coins have been most frequently obtained*

certainly agree with this description ; but the date assigned to the

Purdna must in this case be carried back a few centuries, and by

the Mlechhas of the Indus must be understood the Indo-Scythians

rather than the Musalmans. But I had intended to confine myself

to an enumeration of the new coins, and to postpone speculation until

we are thoroughly acquainted with them. To proceed therefore :

Fig. 11. One of two gold coins of Capt. Cunningham's cabinet

(the first procured at Benares, the second in Calcutta, now with Dr.

Swinry). It is a duplicate ofmy own (from Lieut. Conollt) with the

unintelligible legend, engraved as fig. 23 of Plate XXXIX. It

• See Vol. 3, page 344.

t See Wilson's analysis of the VUhnu Purdna, Jour. As. Soc. I. 440.
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then alluded to a* having the letters a little different from mine, and

was read Kragipta Paragu fpta). Upon full consideration of each

individual letter as compared with those of other coins, I do not

think the second letter a g ; it is rather a bh, and the reading altoge-

ther fftrnrTOrar, Kubhavu paraguja (adding the ja from the obverse

of my own coin, where it is quite distinct). Now we have gained ex-

perience enough from our reading of this class of coins to expect that

the legend, where it does not merely embrace the titles of sovereign-

ty, will express some extravagant epithet. The final ja also (imply-

ing born of,) shews that the said epithet belongs to his father ; and

this will account for the omission of ja on one side of the coin, which

would have the effect of making the epithet apply to the son also. The
present compound may thus be made up offku, a diminutive par-

ticle ; *rrs; bhdva, the mind ; Wf upa, a particle implying similitude ; K*
Ragu (for Raghu) the grandfather of Rama, and wja, born of* or, uni-

ted by Kubhdv-uparagu-ja * of the humble-minded, resembling-Raghu-

born.' The name is unfortunately cut off from the margin. Two let-

ters of it are visible under the Raja's arm on the obverse, and look like

^re Asa : but on reference to my own coin, I have there no hesitation in

reading it *r*pf Samudra. The coin is in this case wrongfully placed

at the head of the group in the plate, but as there are two coins to one

in favor of the reading Asa I still hesitate to remove it, for Assa-

gupta is a known name in the Cashmir list ; and it is, moreover, so

like our Azos, that one feels inclined to discover in it a coin of Yavan-

aso himself, the supposed founder of this Canouj dynasty.

Fig. 12. This beautiful coin is an unique in Mr. Trrobar's pos-

session. It is valuable on every account: as giving an additional

link with the Mithraic coins (fig. 9), in the standing cornucopia-

female ; as adding a new and much desired name to the coin list

;

and as teaching a good lesson, in the most unequivocal and well form-

ed Na*garf, ofthe style of legend adopted by these sovereigns ; to whom,

whether from their extra-Indian, or their low origin, or their limited

sway, the panegyrist seems to have avoided applying the usual epithets

of royalty, mahdrdja dhirdja.

On the reverse the reading seems to commence, •JMJ^I^I Sarva-

rdjochhatra, * the chatta or overshadower of all the Rajas'—then, on

the right of the obverse, ?CTW*ira*r *. . . . Kdma-naruttama-ja Gka-

(t6t?) and under the left arm, written perpendicularly in the Chinese

fashion ^ Kacha. ' Son-of-an-excellent-man-resembling-KAMA,

• I have worked oat this solution, dictionary in hand ; for the Pandits could

mot aid me in the least : it is therefore quite open to criticism.
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Qha(tot) Kacha.' The only portion of 1Mb inscription nusstag is

the second syllable of Gkatot, which may be replaced with confidence.

The Raja is sacrificing on the small Mithraic altar, and is dressed

much in the Kanerkos style, though more fashionably.

Fig. 13. Next in succession to Kacha comes Chandra. Of his

coins I have already supplied several examples, (see Nov. 1835, fig.

18, also Marsdbn MLVTI.,) but to keep up the comparison of there*

verses, I here insert a very perfect sample from Lieut. Cunningham's

cabinet, procured at Mirzapur. Legend on the obverse Hl*^^ Rdfa

Sri Chandra (the rest only partially visible), and under the arm again _

Chandra; on the reverse Jftftvu Sri Vikrama. I do not find any in-

stance of the name on this form of coin being written Chamdra-gupU,

although it is distinctly so on the pillar-inscriptions. He is the first

to change the trident standard of OOHPKI for the (quasi) Roman

eagle. He also prefers the bow to the spear.

Fig. 14. Lieut. Cunningham's, from Gaga, similar to my own(Capt

Wadb's) of ^g. 1 6, Plate XXXVIII. Vol. IV. Fig. 1 7 of that plate is

another ; and seven are now known of the same type, dispersed among

us ; but few, if any, have the marginal inscription so well developed.

As all the coins bearing simply Vikrama on them may be set down to

Chandba-gufta, so all having TCITO?: Parakrama may be assigned

to his son Samudba-gupta the first. This legend is attached to the

same sitting female as before on the reverse. The Raja on the oppo-

site face is just like his predecessors in costume and attitude, with

spear and eagle standard.

By means of Messrs. Cunningham's and Trbgbar's coins, added

to my former specimen, the long legend on the obverse can be nearly

all restored; it appears to be W* irw «m*. . . • *W*MtlX Samara

satamataga (ja). . . . which may be translated ' having the strength of

100 must elephants,' and on the opposite margin vijayajatara. ... In

my former specimen, however, the final portion read Aparajita damaja.

Under the arm the word TO* Samudra is written in the perpen-

dicular form, the u being apparently placed above the m, because the

d had taken its proper position below.

Fig. 15 is another Chandra-gnpta, from Col. Stacy's box, of

which Mr. Trbgbab has a duplicate. Another is engraved in Mars*

»bn, fig.
MLVIII. From the alteration of the device, and particularly

the omission of the fire altar on this coin, we might with plausibility set

it down to Chandra-gupta the second,—but on -the same authority

we might maketwo Samudras ; for these princes seem to have imitated

one another so closely, that we find the device of the Raja and hie will
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(I) like that of the Rija and eagle standard, repeated on the Samudra

coin (fig. 12,) and at a later period on a coin of Skanda-gupta

(fig. 24. of Plate XXXIX. Vol. IV.) with a change of costume.

The Raja's name on this coin ia disposed in two perpendicular lines

one on each side of the spear ^JU Chandra-gupta—the second line,

not very clear in Col. Stacy's coin, is quite distinct in Mr. Trrqbar's,

which reached me just too late to be substituted in the engraving.

On the reverse, the cornucopia lady is seated on a sleeping lion—as

if to express * all will go on prosperously if ye rouse not the wrath

of your ruler.'—On the left hand are the words M*am : in the ancient

character. The upper prolongation of the p, perhaps, indicates an

anuswara, and thus the reading may be ^1^ : Panch-chhavayas, * the

five excellencies ;' to wit, of a king.—There is a fault in orthography,

however, here, as in the legend of Ghatot kacha : the words should be

written it* *nr: Pancha-chhavayas. Whether the word chhavaya,

* light,' may have any allusion to the five luminaries of the Mithraic

worship ; the sun, the moon, fire, Jupiter, and Venus, it is impossi-

ble to say :—but that a king should possess five virtues, we learn from

various Hindu authorities

.

Fig. 16. An unique in Captain Cunningham's collection from

Gaga. The female of the reverse having in the last quitted her Gre-

cian seat, has been here installed in one of a more genuine Hindu

character—the lotus flower. There is a peculiarity also in her at-

titude, both hands being turned up, and the elbows resting on the

knees. The legend is unfortunately cut off. On the obverse, how-

ever, to the left of the usual Rija, we have in very conspicuous

letters superposed in the usual style JRTPC : Kumara—proving that

this is a coin of Kumaba-gupta, the successor of Chandra-

gupta the second, and thus far in accordance with the Bhitari

monument. Lieut. Cunningham has another of the same prince, of

quite a different type, (described in Vol. IV. page 637,) but what

confirms Kumara's succession to Chandra the second, is, that there

are devices common to the two which belong, as far as our researches

yet go, to no others,—as if on the accession of the new prince the

mint had continued the preceding device, mutato nomine, until an-

other was subsequently selected by the rising monarch. (See figs. 27

and 28,.Plate XXXIX. Vol. IV.)

Figs. 17 and 13. For our acquaintance with the owner of the

next coin in our series we are entirely indebted to Lieut. Cunningham.

He first extracted his name from the BhUari-ldth inscription,—and

subsequently traced, it on these two unique coins in his own, and on
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.one of my, collection, already published ; (fig. 24. of Plate XXXIX.
Vol. IV.) Fig. 17 is from Gaya, and fig. 18 was dog up near a village

four kos from Ghazipur.

On the obverse, the general attitude of the Raja is the same as

usual—the waist a little more fashionable, the gaiters absolutely those

of the last century ! and the hair or wig commencing to be curled

in parallel rolls, as will be more fully developed hereafter. The
name perpendicularly disposed under the arm of both figures is quite

clear, or W^ Skanda ; while on the reverse of Fig. 1 8, it is as decided-

ly (in the old character) 0$%A/^T Sri Skanda gupta, the very name of

the Bkitari-ldth successor to Kumbha.

On comparing the plates in the Researches and Journal of the coin

given to me by Mr. Bacon, many years ago, and then thought rather

suspicious, Lieut. Cunningham soon found its legend to be identical

with his own,—a fact fully confirmed by re-examination of the coin it-

self. These three, however, are the only coins yet known of this name.
One of them No. 17, exhibits a new name on the reverse, for,

unlike 18, it is certainly not Skanda-gvpta, but qffllTC: Kramammda*
which may be looked upon as a rhyming epithet—" equal to (or sur-

passing) Manda" (Saturn or Yama). Mr. TasoEAahas lately got a

duplicate of this coin—in which the reading is rather OTJftTC:—one

and both may possibly be intended for *for%^: Sri Mahendra.

Figs. 19, 20. We now pass to another new acquaintance made
out jointly by Lieut. Cunningham and myself on a general inspec-

tion of the Gupta coins. Fig. 1 9, is in the Society's collection, and
is engraved as No. 14 of the Plates in the 17th Vol. As. Res. unread

by professor Wilson. Upon recognizing the final letter *% ndra,

we soon perceived the preceding letter which I had before mistaken

for a ph t or », to be the old ^, h, and thus with the vowel above it, the

name was immediately cleared up as ^for%^ : Sri Mahendra. Ano-

ther coin from Gaya, belonging to Lieut. Cunningham, turned out

to be of the same individual as to the reverse, with some varia-

tion in the legend of the obverse. Under the arm of the latter,

the letter f ku seems to denote a Kumara ; but on the margin

are evidently the words «R|% UTtt Jayati Mahendra. On the

Society's coin, fig. 9, the marginal inscription is more complex

—

*K+K«I4H, as yet unintelligible ; then between the feet ift Sri, and

near the hand the letter xy gu (of Gupta) the intervening name being

cut off.

Pursuing the examination, we found the coins 29 and 30, of Plate

XXXIX. Vol. IV. with the Raja on horseback, and the seated female
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feeding the peacock, to belong also to Mahindra-oupta. Ajita Ma-

hendra on the reverse and Mahendra-gupta on the obverse of 30, are

quite clear. I was before only misled by the letter h, which I read

as the nasal n of the Idth alphabet.

I shall have occasion to recur to this name in the next plate,

which contains those new forms of the Canouj coin that are without

the cornucopia female, and have not such direct analogy to their

Mithraic prototype as is palpable in the whole of the reverses included

in the lower half of the present plate.

Plate XXXVIII.
Figs. 1, 2. These two coins, from Mr. Trkorar's cabinet, are

variations only of the original coin given to me by Lieut. Conollt,

now became celebrated as having opened the door to the understand-

ing of the whole group. In that coin, however, the archer holds his

bow in the wrong hand, whereas in the two present coins, and the one

following, the position is rectified and the lion is better developed,

particularly in Fig. 2. Besides adding these fine specimens to our

series, Mr. Trbgrar has made out the true reading of the legend on

the reverse. Instead of Saccha or Pradya the word is fthrfoffm

Sinha Vikrama, 'the lion hero,' which is consistent with the device,

for it may be also understood as * conqueror of the lion*/ To whom,

however, this title is to be applied, would still have remained

doubtful, but for the fortunate discovery of another coin by the same

indefatigable collector in the prolific neighbourhood of Jonjntr, while

even I was engraving the present plate.

Fig. 8, the coin here alluded to, bears precisely the same device,

with variation only of the attitude of the warrior. The legend is

different, the part visible being on the obverse, m\. . TJff%*5 win Sri. . ta

Mahendra jaya, and on the reverse, *l*l^«*fVx Sri Mahendra Sinha.

Whether, the Mahendra here designed be distinct from the Mahendra
oupta of the cornucopia reverse, remains to be ascertained.

FigS. 3, 4, 5. From Mr. Treobar's collection. These three coins

bearing the Raja on horseback on the obverse, and a female seated

sideways on a morha or wicker stool on the reverse, are essentially

the same as were published in November last, (figs. 29, 30, Plate

XXXIX. from' Lieut. Burt's and my own coins) which I was then,

however, unable to read satisfactorily, from misapprehension of the

* It is remarkable that in most cases the word Sinha (or more properly Simha)

Is written with an unknown letter superposed to the ^. Tin's mast be the nasal

«t, for which the anvrtcara is now substituted. In fig. 2 the letter is palpably

an X, w, to which is subjoined the h V) ; but in figs. 1 and 8, and in my coin, the

letter has the form of C .

4 P
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letter h. The legend it in all exactly the same on the reverie,

^ftnr HT^f Ajita Mahendra : ' the uneonquered Mahrndra.' The

female holds, in her right hand, variously, a flower, a noose, or food

for an attendant peacock, like that of the Kumdra coins.

On the obverse the legend is more variable.

In No. 3, we have the letters *far* 3* nfkw
In No. 4, not legible. . Tfftr

In No. 5, T^ . . not legible.

Fig. 6. (Trbobar). This coin resembles in all respects the foregoing,

excepting as to the legend, which is on the obverse, beginning at the

top *K$*t • . . ^Hfl: Paramts (vara ? Cha or make) ndra-gupta. On the

reverse (the second letter being very clear on a duplicate coin in Capt

Cunningham's cabinet) ^farw four: Ajita Vikrama. This name so

closely resembles the common pronunciation of Vicramajit, (correctly

written Vixrama'ditta,) that although it may not belong to that

celebrated sovereign, it is very possible that matters appertaining to

the history of the one may have been transferred to the other, and hence

some of the confusion, so perplexing to the historian, have originated.

Fig. 7. An unique lately procured by Mr. Trrobar. The Raja on

the obverse is of a peaceful character, with hand extended but no altar.

A diminutive attendant holds a chatta over his head. The letters or

the margin are not legible. On the reverse is the standing cornucopia

female holding a well depicted lotus flower, with a lateral inscription

which may be read fa»Hlf<<*T Vikramdditya ; but although the length

of the subjoined y exceeds that usually found in the d\ and the

di is not much like the ch, it is probable that the word is after all only

fr**4^H : Vikrama Chandra : and we must not allow our sanguine

imagination to rejoice in having at length hit upon a veritable coin

of the author of the Samvat era ; against which there is also a cogent

chronological obstacle, in the date hitherto assigned to our dynasty of

Guptas*.

Fig. 9 (TV.) is introduced as a new variety of the Chandra-gupU

coinage : only differing from the numerous class before described in, the

legends, which are very clearly on the obverse, *Wl4H:. . . . Sri Chat*

dra-gvpta, (the titles not legible,) and on the reverse 4tfan: Sri

Vikrama.

Fig. 10, of Mr. Trrgrar's collection, was engraved as a doubtful

name, but 1 think it may be set down as belonging to Skanda-qupta.

Figs. 11 to 15. This curious class of copper coins has not yet

been brought to notice. They are indeed much more scarce than the

gold coins of the same age, and hitherto only those of one individual

• Mr. Trbcrar bat since written that on re-examination the word U ytaJpaWy
Vikramaditya.
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1

of the family have been met with. It was not until Mr. Trbobar's

highly curious specimen, fig. 1 1 , had furnished us with the style of

Chandra's copper coins that we were led to re-examine our several

collections, in which were found, and became legible, a few rare spe-

cimens of the same character.

Fig. 1 1 has the portrait of the Raja on one side, with a smaller,

perhaps female, figure on his left hand. On the reverse a front face

of him is presented, leaning, as it were, on a window sill : below which

in very well defined characters, TCTJT +tw^prjp (Sri ma) hdrdja

Sr{ Ckandra-gnpta.

Fig. 12 is a demi-coin of similar stamp, one of two belonging

also to Mr. Trbgbar : but on the reverse of this, as in all that follow,

the device, is a bird, the same that figures on the military standard of

the gold coins, and which Mr. Wilson says " looks more like a goose

than a Roman eagle." The inscription is very well preserved, *NH*H
Sr< Chandra-gvpta.

Fig. 13 is from Col. Stacy's cabinet : the obverse, well executed,

represents the bust of the Raja holding a flower ; beneath, *tft*«*.

.

Sri Vikrama ; the next letter may be ^ or I? ; but on the reverse are

distinguishable the initial letters ^tV* . Sri Cha. . . . proving that the

coin belongs to Chandra-gupta.

Fig. 14 is from Col. Swinry'b cabinet, in all respects a duplicate

of the last, but the reverse legend is even more distinctly ....VHK
the lower part of the ndra only is effaced.

Fig. 15 had escaped notice in my own cabinet :—the head is more

highly finished than in the other specimens, but the legend could not

have been understood without their aid :—it is ... . ^*H. . . . ndra-

gupta.

Before quitting this very interesting group of coins, I must not

omit to notice the only silver specimen which has yet come undermy
observation : it belongs to Dr. Swinet, and is ... . a forgery !—not a

modern one, but an actual false coin of the period when it was

struck. It is of copper thickly plated, but the silver plate is worn

through in several places, exposing the interior nucleus. I have

depicted it in Plate XXXIX. Fig. 21.

Obverse, the Raja in the original sacrificing attitude ; under his

left arm the letters ^ranr Ajaya or TT*TCJ Roja jr..

.

Reverse. Goddess (Durga ?) seated in the native fashion with cor-

nucopia (or flower) and glory—a small elephant with trunk uplifted

for protection, on her right shoulder. The marginal inscription

«?U%% I Sri Prakanau .... the last letter may be double ft,—

but in neither manner does it present an intelligible word.

4 p 2
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Second Series of mutation*.

We now pass to another series of coins evidently descended from

the same ' Ardokro' type coin to which the early Canon] group has

been so satisfactorily traced. In the latter case we have seen that

the Hindu artists soon quitted their original, and exercised a fertile in-

vention in varying the device during several generations of princes

:

but in the coins we have now to notice, no claims to ingenuity can be

advanced ; unless it be for gradually barbarizing and disguising the

original type, so that it would have been absolutely impossible to

recognize the character of the extraordinary symbols on the later

pieces,bad we not a numerous train of specimens to produce, in evidence

of the gradual deterioration. I had already more than once engraved

specimens of this curious series, thinking them to be merely the link

coins between the Rao nano rao and the early Canouj series. Among
the Manikyala coins was the only silver coin of the set on which 1 had

particularly remarked legible Sanscrit characters ; which were of a

form and age differing essentially from the Canouj coin alphabet (so

called). But now through Capt. Cunningham's careful scrutiny of

all our available collections, I am enabled to produce a host of variable

legends, which may be the means of developing by and bye a second

royal dynasty of some other Indian locality, as successfully aa has

been the case with the Gupta family.

Henceforward my readers should understand, and they will, doubt-

less, soon perceive the fact, that my coin essays are joint productions,

and that I have an auxiliary at my elbow, far better acquainted with

the contents of, I may say, all the collections of coins in India, than

I have leisure to become. With his zealous aid in hunting out the

unpublished varieties of every class, I hope to make these notices

complete as far as discovery has yet proceeded, and to do fuller

justice to the numerous contributions I continue to receive from my
numismatic co-adjutors in the interior.

That the present class is totally distinct from the last, may be

argued on many grounds :—those are discovered in greatest quantity

at Canouj, Jonpur, Gaya, and even occasionally in Bengal,—these are

chiefly met with in Upper India, and in the Panjdb. Capt. Cautut
has sent me one dug up in the foundations of his residence near

Seharanpur ; Mr. Dban dug up some at Samehana near Delhi

:

—but

the most important fact in their history is the extraction of one of

the lowest members of the group from the Manikyila tope by Gene-
ral Ventura. Mr. Masson's large collection in Afghanistan does

not contain one of this type, nor any of the first or Canouj series. Tliey

are, therefore, purely of Indian growth. To Upper India* the Pamjdi
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or Cashmir, then we must tarn our view in seeking the focus whence

they were issued, and fortunately we have authentic lists of the so-

vereigns of some of these places to consult.

But first to enumerate the coins :

—

Fig. 18. A gold coin (Stacy) weight 120 grs.* deserves to he

mentioned first, because the workmanship is nearest in perfection

—

in imperfection we might rather say,—to the ' nano rao,' or • Ardokro'

original. The legs of the couch, cornucopia, and drapery, are well

defined. The raja on the obverse has his trident standard, and his

right hand outstretched as over the fire altar, but the altar is omitted.

Under the right hand of the raja, both in this coin and in figs. 1

6

and 20, occur the letters TO pasa either side by side as in 1 6, or su-

perposed as in 20. Under the left arm, which is elevated to hold a

spear, is another perpendicular combination of two or three conso-

nants, apparently ^ W, and ^ with the vowel % e. The same mono-

gram (or rather polygram) continues through the whole series. I

formerly took it for a sword handle, which it exactly resembles when

the lowermost letter is hid.

Fig. 20. (Stacy) the next best in execution, has the letters *ffa

Sri Kri. . . . visible on the left of the female.

Fig. 19. (Throear :—duplicate, Cunningham) continues the

word ; traroni Krigodhdya ? or Krihhodhdya.

Figs. 16 and 17 of my cabinet have the letters ^ftflnr .. . Sri

Visva. ... or Vikha on the former, and ^f. . . . Pasala. . . (or perhaps

Visala ?) on the latter.

Numerous other specimens in gold might be enumerated,—but

they generally contain even less satisfactory fragments of names than

the above. All that can be positively asserted is that the letters are

Sanscrit, and, on these at least, of the same alphabet as that we have

designated No. 2 of the Allahabad lath.

The silver coins of this second series are much more scarce than

the gold and copper ones.—The three 1 possess, represented in figs.

1 , 2, and 3, appear also to be of a very debased standard, and to be-

long to a much later period. None of them retain more than the

rudest semblance of the raja figure—and still less of the goddess ;

—

the latter has even been taken for a dagger, the former for a scorpion !

The letters also are of a more modern formation, not differing much

from those of the tenth century, found at Sdrndth and other places.

Captain Cunningham first pointed out to me the words ^faraTf Sri

Pratdpa. ... on figs. 1 and 2.

• The weight of all these coins is nearly the same, being in fact the dl-

drachmt of the Greeks,
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Plate XXXIX,

On fig. A, on a former occasion I had already read ^ftw. ... Sri

Yog. . but as there are traces of a cross-line to the loop of the third

letter, I am inclined to adopt rather the reading ^i{. . . . Yam. . .

.

itaea glory, forming in composition many Indian names, as ta&t

Vigraha, Yas o Varma, Yas o Pdla, Yaswant, &c.

The two earliest specimens of the copper series, figs. 4 and 5, art

from CoL Stacy's and Capt. Connu*qham's cabinets respectively.

The first has several letters of the old character :—under the left

arm perpendicularly ^TTO. . Sayadha; and on the exterior WS. . makk.

Fig. 5 is, in reality, a forgery of a gold coin : the remains of the

ancient gilding are still perceptible in the angles. The monogram

is the same as in fig. 1 8, of the last Plate.

Figs. 8 and 9 are selected from Col. Stacy's box as
;

example*

of the name of ^SHHT, Sri Pratupa, in the two forms of alphabet—

JProbably they belong to different individuals of the same family

name.

Fig. 8, is a valuable unique in Col. Swinry's drawer*, with a

multitude of letters that have usurped the natural position of arms,

cornucopia, throne, and all such appurtenances!—On the obverse fcre

%he letters mqjaya: on the opposite face, ^ftpM^ Sr( Vinada or faK*

Virava. . and to the right IT ( ?) *^ manded. ...

• Fig. 9. The word Sri is still perceptible.

. Fig. 10 is- but introduced (from my collection) to shew the com*

plete barbarism that finally prevailed. Such rude pieces are to be

had in plenty, for one that contains a trace of writing. PratApa is

the commonest name on those that are by any means legible.

Third Series of imitation*. .
•£.-

The next five coins of my Plate represent a very; numerous dftH"'

of Hindu coins, grotesque but very bold in execution, and Attemfftfcf

refinement in the position of the right hand of the raja, and fe'tfee

sitting posture of the reverse. Having pointed out the prototype of

the European coat, pantaloons, gaiter and wig on one series, I must

not pass unheeded the epaulette so faithfully and curiously por^ra^d

on the obverses of this series ! I am induced to consider thera m togi

instance of imitation of the Ardokro type from their general &*peot iff

attitudes :—moreover the cornucopia is traceable in the earlier p&Q0
.as figs. 13 (Sta.) and 14 (J. P.) As they deteriorate, the limbs an

lopped off as usual to make way for Nagari characters S This is well

exemplified in fig. 11 (Cunn.) and 12 (Sta.) Fig. 17 (Swi.) may

be regarded as the ultimate degradation of the type. . .
-

*
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Of legends we hare in fig. 15, on the margin . . %T. . yo. . On fig.

16, reverse, the letter wi ja. On fig. 11, on either arm of the sitting

figure 4ftft[ Sri di ? and on fig. 12 several uncertain letters scattered

about w lj u n. In the last of the set, the letter 9 stands alone.

It would be in vain to attempt any explanation of such vague

symbols. Of this series of coins M. Court's drawings contained

many good samples. They are plentiful in the Punjab, less so in

Upper India, and comparatively rare in Afghdnistdn. Mr. Masson

has only given one, and that very degraded.

Fourth Serves.

These shadows of the Kanerkan king are alike Duncan's issue,

—

" a fourth ?—start eyes ! what will the line stretch out to the crack

of doom ? another yet ?"—Such is, however, the singular fact ; whe-

ther they " reigned in this kingdom" consecutively, or in subdivided

portions of it, there can be no doubt of the common source whence

these numerous progeny have borrowed their family features. Amid

the hundreds ofeach kind, now open to our examination and selection,

the progress of deviation can readily be followed : and it is not a

little curious to see the different results of corruption arrived at by

different engravers or moniers, in the course, perhaps, of a few gene-

rations. In one case we come to a kind of dagger—ia another to a

few dots and strokes—and in the present instance to a kind of heart,

formed of the knees and petticoat of the seated female ! The best of

the three coins depicted in the engraving are from Mohan La'l's col-

lection ; the worst from Capt. Cautlbt's disinterred Behat relics,

where a large proportion of these heart coins was found in associa-

tion with the supposed Buddhist coins, described in my essay of last

November. I can find but one approach to a letter on any of them,

viz. the fk to the left of the well formed Raja in fig. 16. It is

hardly sufficient to confirm their Indian origin : and it must be noted

that this species is found in abundance farther to the north-west than

any of the others.

Thus Mr. Masson says of them :
'* this series is very extensively

found in western Afghanistan. The obverse has a rude figure of the

prince, clad in mail with the accompaniment of the fire altar," (not

visible in ours, but clearly so in M.'s drawings) " and on the reverse

a figure seated on a throne with her foot on a footstool. On no

one coin of the class have I been able to detect the legend, al-

though they appear in some instances to have had characters intended

for such. Figs. 61 to 63," (those that shew the chair, the cornuco-

pia and noose) " are generally found at Beghram, figs. 64 to 66,"

(those having only the outline of a heart,) " are the types prevalent
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on the banks of the Indus and in the Panjdb,"—and, as we have

stated above, near Seharanpur in India proper. This series has, un-

doubtedly, a better claim to be considered the genuine descendant of

the Ardokro coin m situ than any of the three preceding series.

To sum up my review of these coins, I cannot help remarking how
great an analogy exists between the circumstance of these several

adoptions by subordinate imitators, of a predominant form of coinage

that had perhaps prevailed for centuries under a paramount rule

;

and the nearly parallel case of the Sha'h A'lam coinage of the last

century, the very words and form of which were copied by the numer-

ous rajas and nawibs, who assumed the privilege of coinage upon

the dismemberment of the Delhi-monarchy. In many places, a few

years only, have sufficed so to disfigure the Persian letters, as to render

them quite illegible and barbarous.

Pala or Deva dynasty of Canouj.

By way of filling the plate, I have engraved at foot, two new spe-

cimens of this dynasty, brought to light since the publication of Plate

L. Vol. IV.

Fig. 19 is taken from a cast of a gold coin, in Col. T. P. Smith's

possession. Some of the letters are new in form, but they may pos-

sibly be read ^H^flim TT?T^w Sri mad Vigrahapdla deva.

Fig. 20 is an unique copper coin of Capt. Cunningham's. On the

obverse, the four-handed god is crushing a demon—instead of being

seated in the usual serene attitude. The legend on the other side

may be read, ^^Hfiil^w Sri mat Priihi deva, a name occurring in the

Delhi list as having reigned at Lahore A. D. 1176—1192 : but not

to be found among the many names which inscriptions have given

us of the Bhupdla family of Canouj and Benares.

Mr. Masson has figured a third new name of the same group,

which I have inadvertently neglected to introduce in this plate as

I had intended. The letters that are visible are ^W *frcmc«

. . ^w Sri ma. . . . miramas. . deva. The first and last letters are half

cut off, and the vowel may be an a, so that the reading may
possibly be Sri m(at Ku)mdra mah(d Rdja) deva. Mr. Masson says

that " at Kdbul coins of this- peculiar type are met with occasionally

in the bazar, generally of gold. A large parcel was dug up out of

the soil, three or four years ago, near Korinder a village of Rok-

daman." He places them as the last of the Indo-Scythic series, not

having, at the time of writing, seen what had been made ofthem here.

If indeed the sitting female be a far descendant from the Mithraic

goddess, the long interval of six or eight centuries will fully account

for the magnitude of her transformation.
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It is a great pity that the horde discovered at Rorinder was not

secured at once. It might have contributed very materially to our

classification of this second Canouj dynasty. A great many specimens

of the same sort must also be scattered about in the cabinets of retired

Indians at home ; and we may hope now that Professor Wilson has

commenced upon the task of examining the coins in the Royal Asiatic

Society and India House collections, specimens will flow in to him

from all quarters to be decyphered and described.

V.

—

Facsimiles of various Ancient Inscriptions, lithographed by Jambs

Prinsep, Secretary As. Soc. #c.

[Continued from page 561.]

Inscriptions from Buddha- Goya, Plate XXX.
The neighbourhood of Gaya has long been known to be prolific of

inscriptions :—yet, notwithstanding the various notices of them which

have appeared in the Researches, of the Bengal, and of the London So-

cieties, the theme is, as yet, by no means exhausted. Mr. Habington

furnished our Society at a very early period after its institution with

copies of two inscriptions from the principal cave, lying in the hill of

Nagarjuna, (the name, it will be remembered, of a celebrated Buddhist

patriarch,) one of which was decyphered by Dr. Wilkins, and proved

to be a record of the excavation of the cave by Ananta Varna, the

grandson ofYxGNA Varma. The date is not given, but the character

(No. 2 of the Allahabad lath) shews it to belong to an early cen-

tury of the Christian era. Mr. Harington mentions several other

caves and inscriptions which have not yet been examined.

Dr. Wilkins also translated one inscription copied from a stone

by Mr. Wilmot in 1785, (As. Res. vol. i. 284.) dated Samvat 1005,

purporting that Amara Dbva, the author of the Amera kosha, built

the temple of Buddha at Buddha-gaya.

Dr. Hamilton (Roy. As. Soc. Trans, vol. ii. 44,) in his account of

the ruins of Buddha Gaya, alludes cursorily to inscriptions on two

images of Gautama, recording their erection, one by Jata Sen and

Kuma'ra Ssn, sons of Punyabhadra, son of Samanta, all untitled

persons : the other by Raja Vijtabhadra, of whom nothing more is

known.

The Burmese inscription found by the Embassy in 1831, was of a

more interesting description. It is described in the Journal (vol. iii.

page 214), and more fully by Colonel Burnbt in the last volume of

the Researches. It was upon the occasion of my requesting Mr..

Hathornb, then magistrate of Gaya, to take a duplicate of the Bur-.

4 Q
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mese facsimile, that this gentleman went beyond his coauniasion, and

kindly furnished me with facsimiles of several other inscriptions in

the neighbourhood of the ancient temple, all of which, he says, are

quite illegible to the learned pandits of Gaya.

" No. 2, (No. 1 being the Burmese inscription) he writes, is on a

stone lying near the Mahd Buddha temple." A copy of this, noted by

Hamilton as * an inscription of considerable length/ appears to be

deposited in the E. I. C.'s Museum, labelled No. 113, but no further

account of it is furnished. It is this inscription which I have litho-

graphed in Plate XXX ; but before proceeding to its discussion, it will

be better to notice the other items of Mr. Hathornk's dispatch.

" No. 3 is an inscription on a stone, inserted in the wall of a Brah-

man's house erected on the site of the old fort, said to have belonged

to Raja Ami'r Sinh, who went over to the Barman empire, became

converted to the Bauddha faith, and died in that country." This is

evidently the inscription translated by Wilkins ; the Raja Ami's;

being the Amara above mentioned, : and the story of his conversion

has merely been altered a little in repetition, and mixed up with the

more recent collisions between the Burmese defendants of the shrine

and the Rajput expeditions against these infidels in the 12th and 13th

centuries. Perhaps the similarity of the name to the celebrated Ha-

mi'ra Sinh of Chitor may have helped to confound the tradition. It

is unnecessary to republish this inscription.

" No. 4 is inscribed in a circular form over an image of Dev( in the

Mahant's garden." This, again, is alluded to by Dr. Hamilton as

No. 99 of the India House museum, " on a male figure now called

Saraswatt (a goddess), is the usual pious sentence of the Buddhist."

It is useless to lithograph this inscription, which does not differ even

in the form of the letters from the " Ye dharma hetv, &c." of the

Sdrndth and Tirhut images.

" No. 5 is a word engraved on a pillar which now forms one of the

stanchions to an upper story in the convent. The character you will

observe assimilates to the ancient inscriptions." This I have found

room to insert in Plate XXXIII., but it is impossible to make any

thing of it : perhaps it formed part of a longer inscription in the

oldest lath character.

No. 2, then, is the only one of the series which requires further

observation. From my acquired experience in such matters, there

was little difficulty in transcribing the whole from the facsimile (li-

thographed on a reduced scale in Plate XXX.) into the modern Nagarf,

nor in preparing a translation with the assistance of the Society's

pandit, and of Ratna Paula, whose acquaintance with the Buddhist
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tenets enabled him to correct the former in several doubtful read-

ings.

The character may be properly designated as the Gaur alphabet,

the parent of the modern Bengali form. The specimen is chronolo-

gically valuable to the investigation of the gradual alterations it has

undergone, because it contains a date, Samvat 73 or 74, of an era

that has been the subject ofsome misapprehension. Mr. Colbbrookb

rectified Dr. Wilkins' mistake in supposing this sambat could refer to

the era of Vikramaditya, and assumed a position for it 1000 years

more modern, in connection with the Gopala or Bkupaia dynasty of

Gaur. The document before us corroborates this view ; but by the ex-

pression, " after the expiration of the reign of Laxmana Sena," it

would seem that the term samvat applied generally to whatever epoch

might be mentioned in the preceding sentence. Laxmana Sb'na, the

son of Belal Sen, who built the city of Gaur, reigned in A. D.

1116—1123 : so that the date of the inscription on this supposition

would be A. D. 1197, only three years prior to the destruction of the

monarchy by the Musalmans. The figures, however, are unfortunately

doubtful, just where their identification is of the greatest conse-

quence :—the first might be read as the Nagari 1, were not the nu-

merals of die month so clearly of the Bengali form. If counted from

the foundation of Gaur in 1066, the date would fall in 1140. Were

there any possibility of assuming a starting point on satisfactory

data, the day of the week, Thursday, would afford a sure test of its

being correctly fixed, by the calculation of the luni-solar period

elapsed : but according to the formula in my calendric tables, neither

of the epochs above selected will bring about such a result.

The following is the transcript of the facsimile in modern Nigarf

.

One letter after Namobuddhdya is illegible, and the next word is con-

sequently doubtful : anusvara is substituted for .

^l^mg^Mim^qj ^ijh^wj^i^hw* 1

*m*mj#4taPHW^r*

4 q 2 '
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Translation.

" Salutation to Buddha.—May this votive aspiration of the devoted

votary to Mahdvira Swdmi*—(Of him who is) in holiness like the

bine-bee steeped in the honied lotus of the feet of a divine personage,

and in might like the lion triumphant over the infuriate elephant,

who reigns over the royal and puissant progeny of Hulkara Bhupa'la,

named Krishna Nripati and Ga&uoana'Ratana, his inveterate anta-

gonists—who is himself the gracious father (protector) of tributary

kings—who, adorned with such might and virtues, sways the im-

perial sceptre over 1 25000 kingdoms well people with mountaineer

warriors—the king of kings—the auspicious and high in dignity

A80KA Chandra Dkva,— (of the aforesaid Raja's) younger brother,

Dasaratba Kuna'ra, supported and maintained through the lotus of

his gracious feet, his dependent treasurer, a conscientious Bodhisatwa

•—the light of his tribe and family, by name Sahasrapa'da, son of

the dignified Sri' Cha'ta Brahma, and grandson of Mrishi Brahma

—may (this his holy act), united with the virtues of his teachers and

guru, his mother and father, enable to attain the fruit of immortal

wisdom, salvation from passions and delusions of sublunary existence,

and absorption of his soul in the Supreme Being."

" Written after the conclusion of the reign of Sri mat Laxmana

Sbna Dbva, in the year 74, on Thursday, the 12th day of the dark

half of the month of Vaisakka"

The inversion of the sentence, and the multitude of epithets applied

to each party, makes it difficult for an English reader to follow the

sense through such a labyrinth :—in a few words, it prays that some

good act (probably the building or endowment of a temple) may
redound to the eternal welfare of one Sahasrapa'da, the treasurer of

Pasaratha Kuma'ra, the younger brother of Maharaja Asoxa Chan-
dra Dbva, the reigning prince of a dynasty that had supplanted by

conquest some descendants of the Bhupala family, (of Gaur doubt-

less,) by name Krishna and Garudana'ra'tan. All these names
and persons I believe are new to history : at least I find no Asoka
among the successors of Brla'l Sb'n. From his assumption of such

a name it may be presumed that he was of the Buddhist faith, as the

invocation shews to have been the case also with his officers of state.

* Buddha, the transcendently victorious hero. The construction of the sen-

tence, which it it endeavoured to follow closely, will be hardly intelligible

without explaining that this first epithet belongs to Sahasrapa'da, whose
name occurs lower down.
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Bhitari Ldth.

On the same plate 1 have lithographed from a drawing by Captain

Cunningham an elevation of the Bhitari ldth in the Ghazipur dis-

trict, of which so much have been said. It was Mr. Trkokar who

first brought it to notice in 1 834 ; he sent me a rough pencil sketch,

and promised further examination. This was accomplished in com-

pany with Captain Cunningham , when on clearing away the earth

from the lower part of the shaft a long inscription was discovered.

It was immediately seen to be in the same character as No. 2 of the

Allahabad ldth—and while taking a copy of it in pencil, the names of

Rajas Sri' Gupta, Ghatot kacha, Chandra-gupta, Samudra-gup-

ta, were found following in succession, exactly as on the Allahabad

inscription—other names, Chandra-gupta, Kuma'ra-oupta, and

Skanda-gupta, succeeded ; proving that this pillar had been erected

several reigns subsequently to the other, and confirming in an extra-

ordinary manner the concatenation of the Canouj coins of this very

Gupta family, as has been noticed in a preceding paper.—More need

not be said at present, as the inscription itself will appear next

month with Dr. Mill's interpretation and valuable comments.

There are two other pillars near Ghazipur, at Zamineah, south of

the Ganges, from which great expectations were entertained, of our

making a further acquisition—but we have just been disappointed.

Col. Povolbri writes me, that Mr. Murray has closely examined the

principal pillar without finding any trace of writing on it ; he is

about to dig around it, however, for the square portion of the shaft

may possibly be buried below the soil. This is our only chance.

VI.

—

Sub-Himdlayan Fossil Remains of the Dddupdr Collection. By
Lieuts. W. £. Bakrr and H. M. Durand, Engineers.

Grnu8 Sus*.

Cuvibr has confined his remarks upon the fossil remains of the

genus Sus to a brief notice of their existence, in consequence, it

appears, of the fact that up to the time at which the Recherches sur

les Ossemens fossiles were published, the instances of the occurrence

of fossils of this genus were rare ; and of the small number discovered

the greater portion had been found in peat. The tables given in the

• The Plates B and C mentioned in the ensuing descriptions, ha?e been in-

corporated in Plate XLIV., and had been reserved for the Researches, on account

of their dimensions ; bnt we see they are necessary to the article, and have in-

serted them with Col. Colvin's lithograph.

—

Ed.
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latest geological manuals show, that in the interval which has elaps-

ed since the publication of Cuyibr's work a few sites have afforded

specimens, but still the remains in comparison with those of other

genera are far from being abundant. By reference to the table of

Sub-Himalayan fossil genera in the 53rd No. of the Journal of the

Asiatic Society it will be observed, that, although here found in

greater quantity than inEuropean localities, the relics of the genus are,

in comparison with those of most of the other Pachydermata, scarce.

Notwithstanding their small number, the specimens in our possession,

happening in general to be tolerably perfect, form a series which,

though not continuous, is sufficiently perfect to illustrate the dentition

of one of the species.

To the consideration of this species we without further introduction

proceed ; premising only, that with the exception of the cranium of

which fig. 6, PI. B, is a representation, the whole of the specimens

referred to are from the Maginand deposit, a general description of

which prefaces our notes on the fossil unicorn-rhinoceros.

Cranium. The fossil, of which figs. 1 and 2, PI. XXXIV. are re-

presentations, is the cranium of the sow of the species to be described.

The specimen has been less crushed than is usual, but has not altoge-

ther escaped. The nasal bones are not quite centrical, and in their

natural position, being thrust over towards the left maxillary by a

crush which acted on the right side of the head. The mastoid apophy-

ses and the descending tubercles in their front are broken off; the

extremities of the pterygoid apophysis are also mutilated :—the zygo-

maticapophysis of the temporal, ifperfect, cannot be cleared completely

from the matrix which adheres to it, without the risk of destroying

the process itself and the adjacent parts : both jugals are imperfect,

being broken off (as shewn in the profile view of the skull) immediate*

ly after their descent from forming the post, orbitary apophysis : the

canines are wanting, but their alveoli are very distinct, though small

for the size of the head ; this circumstance, in conjunction with the

minor development of some parts of the occiput when compared

with other specimens, indicates the sex of the cranium.

With the view of obtaining the difference of proportions consequent

on differences of sex, the measurements which form the third column

of the subjoined table were inserted ; the half palate of the cranium

from whence they are derived is given at fig. 5, PI. B, but the occiput

and nasal bones being imperfect, it was not deemed necessary to

delineate the specimen either in plan or profile.

The second column of the table is occupied by the proportions

deduced from the dimensions taken upon the cranium of the sow ; and
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the first column by those obtained from the head of a wild boar

killed in the neighbourhood of Hansi. These two skulls denote, by

the state of their molar teeth, very similar ages, the existing being

bat little younger than the fossil species ; they are therefore well

adapted for a comparison.

~~ "~~ ™~~ ' """"
* ~ ~~ ~~

Fossil

specifs v

Male.

Space occupied by seven molars measured on mesial
lines,

From lower edge of foramen magnum to extremity
of intermaxillary,

Fpace between the 9th molars at their anterior.

Ditto ditto 1st ditto,

Distance from 1st molars to extremity of inter-

maxillary,

Ditto from lower edge of occipital foramen to pos
terior edge of 7th molars,

Ditto from summit of occiput to extremity of inter-
maxillary,

Breadth of frontal plane at post, orbitary apophysis,
Ditto of parietal plane at narrowest part,. ....

Greatest breadth across zygomatic process of tem-
poral bones,

From anterior of orbit to extremity of intermaxillary,

From anterior of orbit to point of post, orbitary

apophysis,
Diameter of orbit perpendicularly to line of molar,
From point of post, orbitary apophysis to lower edge

of jugat
Height of occiput from lower edge of occipital fora-

men to summit,
Breadth across occipital condyles,

Existing
species.

Fossil

species,

Female.

1,000 1,000

9,673
0,210
0,371

2,586
0,191
0,356

0,858 0,680

0,826 0,922

3,267
0,876
0,358

2,940
0,831
0,241

1,323

2,079
1,280
1,934

0,352
0,365

0,317
0,280

0,562 0,553

1,073
0,487

0,893
0,449

1,000

0,257
0,418

0,928
0,301

0,290

Having only one specimen of the existing species, we shall draw no

conclusions from the difference of size observable in the two species,

as shown by the table of dimensions which closes this paper ; but,

confining ourselves to the discordances displayed by the above table,

in which the length of space occupied by the seven molars is chosen

as the unit of comparison, shall notice the following circumstances.

The molars with reference to the length of the head as measured

from the foramen magnum to the extremity of the intermaxillaries,

occupy more space, and are situated at a greater distance from the

foramen magnum ; there is, consequently, a less interval between the

anterior false molar and the extremity of the intermaxillaries in the

fossil than in the existing species : the palate is also somewhat

narrower.

The mesial line of the occiput is in the fossil nearly perpendicular

to the plane of the palate, agreeing in this respect with -the cranium

of the hog which forms the subject of Cuvisa's description : but in

the wild hog of Hariinah this mesial line makes an obtuse angle

with the palatal plane ; thus causing the dimension from the crest of
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the occiput to the anterior extremity of the intermaxillaries to be pro-

portionately greater than in the fossil.

It will be observed, that the male, with exactly the same apace

occupied by its molars as by those of the sow, has a greater frontal and

parietal breadth of upper plane of the head. In both fossils there is,

in the frontal plane, a total absence of convexity : as this plane

ascends, there is a tendency to concavity, in consequence of the pane*

tal crests being more stronsrlv marked than in the existing snecieftr

and thus producing the appearance of a gentle hollow where in the

common wild hog there would be a gentle swell.

The orbits are in the fossil proportionately less, situated higher,

and more forward in the head ; their horizontal is greater than their

perpendicular diameter, whereas in the existing species these are nearly

equal : the post, orbital apophyses of the frontals are not po salient,

and those of the jugal bones are less distant from the anterior of the

orbit than is the case in the existing species.

Considering the sex of the fossil cranium, the saliency of the zygo-

matic arches correspond in the two species.

On reference to the table of measurements, it will be seen that the

occiput of the specimrn third in the table is, in consequence of hav-

ing belonged to a male, larger than that of fig. 1, Plate XXXIV. The
specimen here alluded to possessing only one molar, could not be

introduced into the foregoing table of proportions : supposing, how-
ever, the space occupied by its molars to have been equal to that of

Eg. I, Plate XXXIV. and fig. 5, Plate B, the height of this occiput

yields a proportion of 1 .07 1 , which is very similar to that obtained for

the existing species. The breadth across the condyles is comparatively

less in the fossil ; but the transverse breadth of the occiput at the

broadest part is more developed than in the existing species.

No sutures can be traced in the fossils. From the foregoing re-

marks it is evident that in several respects the species differ. We shall

now proceed to examine the dentition, which presents a few modifi-

cations worthy of notic

Upperjaws. The plaue of the palate extends backwards behind

the seventh molars, even further than in the common hog.

The teeth correspond in number with those of the existing species,

the incisors being J canines {— j, molars J— 5.

With exemplars of the earlier stages of the dentition in the upper

maxillaries, we are not well provided: a small fragment ^containing

the 3rd and 4th molars but slightly worn, shows that the 4th milk

tooth resembled that delineated by Cuvisa in his Plate 1, fig. 6 ;

but the 3rd molar, though composed of similar parts, is a little longer
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and more tapering than the one in fig. 6. Between this the initial

step in the dentition, and that in which the 6th molar is making its

appearance, we have none of the intervening stages. A craniunt

which has not been drawn in consequence of the mutilation of all the

molars except the 5th, shows the 6th tooth in the act of cutting the

jaw : the anterior extremity of the intermaxillary being broken off,

the incisor teeth are not perfect, but by the fracture the permanent

incisors are in part laid open, so that the milk ones roust either have

already fallen or have been on the point of so doing : the latter is

the most probable, as the lower jaw of this cranium, of which fig. 2,

Plate C, is a representation, has the first set of incisors still in the

jaw, though much worn ; of course the state of detrition of the molars

of the upper corresponds with that of the teeth of the lower jaw ; the

4th molars are very much worn, the 5th has commenced to be in use,

and the 6th is showing the summits of its collines ; it appears to be

during the progressive wear of the 5th and the descent of the 6th

molar that the milk teeth are shed and replaced by the permanent

ones ; for fig. I , Plate B, which represents the right half of a speci-

men, has no vestige of the milk teeth, but shows the permanent mo-

lars Nos. 1 , 2, 3, 4, and 6 unworn.

As the animal increased in age and the 7th molar gradually de-

scended, the teeth already in use assumed the appearance exhibited

by fig. 2, Plate &, which represents the left half of a fossil upper

jaw ; this and the foregoing specimen, fig. 1, show that the 1st, 2nd,

3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th molars, excepting in size, correspond with those

of the existing species, each tooth being compounded of the same parts,

even to the small external interstitial pillars of the 5th and 6th. The

7th is in fig. 2 quite untouched, only the anterior portion of the

tooth having, in fact, been exposed ; although in consequence of the

breaking away of the posterior part of the specimen the whole of the

molar is now exposed. Compared with a germ of the existing species,

it is found to be composed of analogous parts, the general shape of

the fossil tooth being at the same time modified in consequence of

the greater size to which the posterior collines or mamillae attain ;

hence the tooth is comparatively longer and less tapering.

Fig. 5, which represents the left half of a fossil cranium, shows the

7th molar in great part brought into use, and the corresponding pro-

gress in the detrition of the other teeth. In fig. 3, Plate B, which

is a view of the left half of the palate of the cranium fig. I , Plate

XXXIV., the whole of the last molar has been brought into use. The

1st molars are in this specimen mutilated, the others evince the wear

4 a
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due to a more advanced age than that to which the fossil fig. 5 had

arrived.

Fig. 4 is the left half of a fossil cranium, in which the two rows of

teeth have accidentally worn irregularly ; the left side is given, being

the one in which the enamel curves of the last molar have assumed

forms which, on comparison with the foregoing specimens, will be

found slightly to differ. The corresponding tooth in the right maxillary

is both considerably longer than its fellow, and bears a greater simi-

larity to those of the other skulls. The canines of the male were

large and ribbed on the upper surface, but the fossil upper jaws pre-

senting none perfect, their shape and direction are not ascertainable :

a detached fragment indicates a wear similar to that which occurs in

the tusk of the wild hog : from the lower jaws little can be deduced,

fig. 3, Plate XXXIV., being the only adult one which possesses the

canines perfect. This specimen would have accurately indicated the

wear had it been possible to clear the canine of a thin hard coating of

the matrix, which, though not sufficiently thick to affect the general

shape of the tusk, conceals the worn, and does not allow it to be distin-

guished from the unworn, surface.

The canines of the female were small, as may be seen by the alveoli

of fig. 3, Plate B.

The incisors in fig. 3, Plate B, are much used : only four are

visible ; the matrix, which cannot be altogether cleared from the ante-

rior of the palate, probably conceals the alveoli of the posterior incisors.

Lower jaws. The early state of the milk teeth when the 4th or tri-

partitioned molars is commencing to be used, is exhibited in the frag--

roent of which fig. 1 , Plate C, is a representation ; the 5th molar is

also here seen prior to undergoing detrition.

The next stage exemplified by a specimen, is that in which the 5th

is a little worn ; the 3rd and 4th are a good deal so, and the 6th is just

showing the tops of its collines ; the central early incisors are much
used, but not yet shed ; the posterior ones are already replaced by

their permanent successors, and the canine is showing its point : this

jaw, as before remarked, was found together with its cranium.

By the time that the 5th molar is m;ich used, and the 6th a little

so, the milk teeth are all cast, and the permanent one3 in use. Fig. 3,

Plate C, exemplifies this step ; here the 7th molar is half developed,

the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th are slightly abraded ; the canine, which is broken

at the point, rises with a gentle divergence, and instead of the trian-

gular section observable in the tusk of the existing species, has one

nearly elliptical, being only somewhat flattened at its posterior edge.
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The specimen, not coming from an adult animal, affords no trace of

any friction having commenced to take place between the upper and

lower canines, the latter being intact : in this respect the fossil corre-

sponds with the existing species, in which, to judge from a skull in our

possession, the canines do not meet until the development of the 7th

molar. The posterior incisor is present in neither half of the jaw,—

a

circumstance which fig. 4 proves to be accidental, and that the shape

of this incisor is peculiar and distinctive. The central incisors are

large, and protrude more horizontally than in the existing species. The

right side has been crushed towards the left side of the jaw, so that

the angle formed by the, two halves at their symphyses cannot, from

this specimen, be ascertained.

Fig. 5 is a fragment in which the 7th molar is nearly clear of the

jaw, and has its anterior portion a little worn, but the central and pos-

terior parts untouched. Nos. 3, 4, 5, and 6 are of course in a more

advanced state of detrition than is the case with those of fig. 3.

The next conc&tion illustrated is that in which the 7th molar is

completely developed from the maxillary and in use ; No. 6 is much
worn, No. 5 nearly obliterated, and Nos. 2, 3, 4, and even No. 1, are

in progressive wear. Fig. 4, which illustrates this state of the teeth, is

from a nearly perfect fossil jaw ; the specimen has lost the left condyle,

and has the parts adjacent to the right one broken off, as shown in

the profile view fig. 6 ; the left canine is snapped off close by the

bone, and thus presents a sectional view : the left hind incisor, though

not actually affixed to the specimen, was found in the same block,—

a

fact which in connection with the general state of the specimens,

argues quiet deposition.

The molars of the lower jaw, like those of the upper, bear a close re-

semblance to those of the existing species ; the incisors and the canines

are, as above noticed, distinctive ; and by reference to the table of di?

mensions it will be seen that the symphysis is in the fossil shorter in

comparison to the length of the jaw, and the angle formed by the two

sides is also less acute than in the common wild hog.

From the form of the cranium, the shape of the canines and incisors,

and the other points in which the fossil differs from the existing

species of the country, a specific difference may be inferred ; for the

dissimilarity, although less than that which occurs between the Baby*

russa, the Larvatus and the Sus scrofa or common hog/ is too re-

markable, particularly in the shape of the canines of the lower jaw,

to admit of the fossil being considered as a mere variety of the Sus

scrofa.

4 a 2
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Besides the foregoing fossil species, the existence of another is in-

dicated hy a cranium, of which fig. 6, Plate B, represents the left half

of the palate : the fossil is unfortunately imperfect ; the molars of the

right maxillary are all hroken, and of those on the left side the 6th

and 7th are alone perfect. These are smaller than the analogous

molars of the former,—smaller even than those of the existing species,

and also present other differences besides those of length and breadth :

their detrition does not take place in the same manner ; for the 8th

molar is but little worn, notwithstanding that the 7th is fully deve-

loped ; in the larger fossil species the 6th would have been much

worn down. The 9th molar resembles in its tapering form that of the

common hog, but is posteriorly much less complicated, fewer tuber-

cles entering into its body ; it is not in the fossil quite perfect, one of

the anterior collines being broken off : there is, however, sufficient of

the tooth to warrant these remarks. The 6th molar is composed of the

same number of collines as that of the common hog, but these, as

also the inner side of the tooth, generally are less channelled. The

head appears to have , been short, for the nasals gain breadth more

rapidly as they ascend, and the anterior extremities of the channels

from the foramina on the frontals are perpendicularly over the 3rd,

instead of being over the anterior of the 6th molar, as in the Sus

scrqfa. The occiput being broken off, the length of the head can

only be guessed by paying attention to these minor considerations.

The above specimen is the only one in our collection of this variety ;

we shall therefore content ourselves with noting its existence amongst

the fossil species ; and in the event of further discoveries adding to its

exemplars, we shall recur to the subject.

Measurement* of Lower Jaws Existing Fossil, Fossil,
species. Fig. 4, PI. C. Fig. 3, PI. C.

Length from pott, of ramus to anterior

•vtr^mifcv of mrmnhvsiS.. ......< 10,63 11,65
3,27Ditto of symphysis on mesial line, .... 3,35 3,00

fln <i(i, nrranfod hv seven molars.. • 6,40 6,15
0,35Molars measured along their l

centres, J

1st. 0,30 0^35
2nd. 0,41 0,52 0,50
3rd. 0,48 0,57 0,63
4th. 0,52 0,60 0,70
6tb. 0,51 0.50 0,71
6th. 0,76 1,05 1,23
7th. 1,53 1,94

Greatest breadth, 1st. 0,13 0,21 0,20
2nd. 0,18 0,27 0,37
3rd. 0,27 0,33 0,36
4th. 0,36 0,45 0,51
6th. 0,47 0,57 0,54
6th. 0,60 0,69 0,72
7th. 0,66 0,76
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Measurements of the Cranium.
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W

B
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a**
w

In. In.

9k

In.

fa

In.

Ei

In. In. In.

Space occupied by the 7 molars, taken

on mesial line, • 4,52 5,17 5,17 .. # t

Fiona lower edpe of foramen raagnuml
to anterior extremity of intermaxil-

lary, . • • • • • ...... 12,08 13,37
Space between 7th molars at their

anterior, 0,95 1,00 1,06 1,33 , t

Ditto ditto, 1st ditto, 1,68 1,84 • 2,16 •-

Distance from 1st molnrs to anterior

extremity of intermaxillary, taken ou
mesial line,

.

3,88 3,52
Ditto from lower edge of occipital for-

amen to posterior edjre of 7th molars
ditto 3,73 4,77 4,60 .. .

.

..

Ditto from summit of occiput to ex-

tremity of intermaxillary, 14,77 15,20 ( g

Breadth of frontal plane at post orbi-

tary apophysis 3,96 4,30 4,80 4,80 .. ., ,.

Ditto of parietal upper plane at nar-

rowest part, 1,62

5,98

1,25

6,62

2,00 1,55

Greatest breadth at zygomatic arches, •

.

From anterior of orbit to extremity of

intermaxillary, 9,40 10,00
From anterior of orbit to point of post.

orbitary apophysis, 1,64 1,64 1,78 ** M
Diameter of orbit perpendicularly to

palatal plane, 1,65 1,45 1,40 1,50

to lower edge of jugal, *.... 2,54 2,86 2,94

Height of occiput from lower edge of
occipital foramen to summit, ...... 4,85 4,62 5,54 •

2,20 2,32 2,24

Length of molars measured 1 1st.

along their centres, .... J 2nd.
0,34 0,30 0,36 0,40

0,43 0,47 0,43 0,49 0,52
3rd. 0,44 0,47 .. 0,45 0,51 0,52 0,41
4th. 0,38 0,45 0,56 0,54 0,49 0,41
5th. 0,61 0,52

} 1,35
0,8n 0,74 0,51

6th. 0,77 0,87 1,24 1,98 0,74
7th. 1,45 1,97 2,03 2,04 2,03 1,02

Breadth of molars measured *| 1st. 0,21 0,27 o-sS 0,18 ..

across anterior at base, on > 2nd. 0,26 0,31 S3 S 1 . 0,34 0,31 .

.

broadest parts, J 3rd. 9,33 0,33 5 Z z t
« — U >. 0,44 0,43 0,31

4th. 0,54 0,55 .. - E
jf

o 0,54 0,60 0,43
5th. 0,62 0,68 -^ £ ** ** 0,70 0,6C
6th. 0,76 0,85 0.80 0,84 0,61

0,34 1,00 • • oq .. 1 0,97 0,70

Reference to Plates.

Plate XXXIV.—Plan and profile Yiews of fossil cranium, and plan view of a
lower jaw.

PI XLIV / B*"~Serics of ha,f P*l»tei to illustrate dentition of upper jaws.
' I C.—Series of half and entire lower jaws.
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VII.

—

Note on the occurrence of Volcanic Scoria in the Southern Penin-

sula. By Lieut. New bold, A. D. C.

1 have the honor to present to the notice of the Society, specimens

of a calcareous and siliceous scoria forming the substance of a small

hill at Bddigunta, near Courtney, about 1 1 miles west of Bellary.

This hill is situated close to the road, at the summit of a small pass

over a range of hills running S.E. by which it is embosomed. Its

apparent height is about 40 feet—circumference, 420 feet.

The summit is rounded, and surface partially covered with long

dry grass ; amid which project in every direction masses of scoria,

passing round the hill in almost regular succession like steps. Towards

the top the scoria appear to be more friable—the base is cavernous,

and the masses more vitreous on their surface, and stalactitic in shape.

The hill when struck by a heavy stone or the heel of a booted foot

emitted a sound as if hollow. Similar sounds were produced in

riding a horse over the base. I found two pieces of the scoria several

hundred yards from the spot : it is, however, probable that these

may have been conveyed thence by the traveller. On the summit I

picked up a piece of clink-stone and one of hornblende rock : the

latter appeared to have been excavated by art. Around the base

masses of scoria intermixed with the schistose sandstone, greenstone,

and quartz of the surrounding formation were strewn together, with

fragments of trap and iron ore.

The bed of the rivulet that washes the foot of the pass I found to

be composed of greenstone. A partial stratum of kankar is here met
with, covered with alluvial soil.

The surrounding hills are greenstone slate, in which minute scales

of mica are found disseminated, capped by a schistose sandstone.

The mound of scoria has from a distance a singular cineritious

appearance, strongly contrasted with the ferruginous tint of the

surrounding hills. By many it has been thought of volcanic origin,

but I could discover nothing like a crater ; nor any traces of lava,

obsidian, augite, olivine or other volcanic matter.

The oldest natives can give no account hew these scoriee were
accumulated, beyond the vague tradition founded on an episode in the

Mahabhdrat, of their being the burnt bones of a Racsdsa of a former

age (Dwdpar YugJ ; nor am I aware that such scoria are produced

by any furnace used in the country in present times.

Buchanan, in his geological account of the range of hills from
Rajmahal to Burdwan, describes a calcareous matter, in mass, called

Asurhar, or giant's bones.
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The similarity in the names given hy the natives to these two

Bubstances (Racsdsa also signifying a giant) has struck me ; although

Buchanan describes the Rajmahal formation as deposited from

water ; whereas the specimens now sent appear to have* undergone

the action of fire.

P. S. Since writing the above 1 have received a letter from the

President of the Madras Hindu Literary Society, Cavelly Vbnkata
Lachmi'a, who informs me that there are mounds of scoria of a

similar description at Bddibetta near Chittledrug, at Budihal, in the

Mysore country, and at Buditippa in Stindah, near the Nugger frontier.

Regarding the origin of these ashes he gave no further account save

the local traditions ; viz. that some were the ashes of religious sacri-

fices performed by the holy Risht's in their hermitages, and some the

funeral piles of remarkable heroes and other noted persons.

Budigunta, the name of the place whence the specimens sent you

were procured, signifies in the Canarese language the " hill of ashes."

VIII.

—

Postscript to the account of Ursitaxus printed in the \9th

Vol. of Researches As. Soc. By B. H. Hodgson, Esq.

I have just procured another very perfect skull of the Ursitax,

which exhibits the same formula of molar dentition as that described

4.4
in my paper or

-f.i"

It is the cranium of a mature subject, but less old than the preced-

ing, and I am thus enabled to correct that portion of the generic

character which ascribes an almost ursine flatness to the crowns of

the molar teeth.

In the present subject the coronal processes of those teeth are

distinctly salient, with an obtusely conical form. A similar process

rises from the inner heel of the great carnivorous tooth, above ; nor

is the transverse tubercular, next to it, wholly without symptoms of

such a process.

The generic character should be corrected as follows :

' Cheek teeth -—-, strong, broad, low, and furnished on the crowns

with obtusely-conical processes : the tubercular of the upper jaw,

transverse, narrow, sub-parallelogramic, smaller than the carnivorous

tooth, and essentially a grinder : no tubercular in the lower jaw/ et

caet. sicut prius scripta.

It has been suggested to me that our animal is a Glutton or a Ratel.

But the dentition of the former, according to the Regne animal, is

40- ; of the latter is -jj- ; and I possess several species of both con-
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forming to those formulae. The peculiar dental system of Ursitaxus

is in harmony with other material peculiarities of structure ; and the

animal therefore seems abundantly entitled to generic distinctness.

As to the species, that is probably identical with the Ursus Indicus

of Shaw, the Indian Badger of Pennant, and the Biju of Hindusthan,

but which still wants (I believe) a scientific name. I suppose, there-

fore, mine of Inauritus will be recognised, unless we are to persist in

incumbering the science with the vague names and descriptions of a

half informed age.

IX.

—

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, the 2nd November, 1836.

The Honorable Sir Edward Ryan, President, in the chair.

Mr. G. F. McCuntoch, proposed at the last Meeting, was balloted for,

and duly elected a Member.
H. Walters, Esq. C. S., Dr. J. M. Bramlby, Dr. Drummond, Newab

Tahawur Juno Behaddr, and Sh6h Qabir udi'n were proposed by
Mr. James Prinsep, seconded by Sir Edward Ryan.

Dr. Jackson was proposed by Dr. Pearson, seconded by Sir Edward
Ryan.
Read a letter from Mr. Vincent Tregear, acknowledging bis elec-

tion as an associate member.
Read a letter from Mr. C. Brownlow, returning thanks for the So-

ciety's patronage of the Aiif Leila, and agreeing to the stipulation for

the deposit of a file of the sheets, as printed, with the Secretary.

Read a letter from J. C. C. Sutherland, Esq., Secretary to the Ge-
neral Committee of Public Instruction, requesting to know at what
price the Society would supply twenty-eight copies of the Naishodka
and of the Rdja Taranginf, required for the use of the Government San-
scrit College.

Mr. W. H. Macnaghten moved that the books should be given gratis if in-
tended for deposit in libraries, as the encouragement thus given to the study
of these works would promote the sole object the Society had in view in com-
pleting their publication. The Secretary explained thatthey were required as class
books ; that the present application would doubtless be followed up by a con.
staot periodical demand for this and other works ; that when he guaranteed
the Society against any risk iu undertaking to finish the suspended volume*,
he calculated on the necessary school demand for many of them as one of the
means of repayment ; and the prices fixed were calculated only to cover the
gross amount expended in their completion : he proposed furnishing them at a
reduced price. Sir Benj. Malkin and other Members objected to a reduc-
tion of price, and it was resolved by a large majority that the ordinary selling

price should be charged.

The Secretary submitted correspondence with the Secretary to the Com.
mittee of Public Instruction, relative to the Oriental works deposited for
sale at the London Booksellers, which the Society's English Agent
from a misconception had authorized to be transferred to the Society *a

account, and to be sold at reduced prices.

The transfer had been countermanded as soon as known ; but the Committee
refused to sanction any sales that might mean time have been made at the re-
duced prices, awaiting the report of the circumstances from their bookseller.
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Read a letter from the Secretary of the Royal Academy of Marseilles,

acknowledging receipt of the Researches and Journals presented last

year.

Shah Qabir u'diI* applied to the Society to be allowed the loan, for the

purpose of taking a copy, of a very valuable manscript of the Koran in

the Library, depositing 350 rupees, the price at which it had been pur-

chased by the Society.

Resolved, that he should be permitted to employ kdtib* in the apart,

ment to take the coj»y, but that the volume could not be lent out for such

a purpose.

He also requested two copies of the last three volumes of the Alemgiri,
' of which the three first volumes had been supplied gratis to the Susttram
Madmsta by the Education Committee.

Resolved, that this request be complied with.

Library.

A letter was read from the Secretary to Government, General Depart,
ment, forwarding for deposit in the Library of the Asiatic Society the un-
dermentioned 95 volumes, being a Bet of the Reports and Publications of
the Commissioners of Record*, of which three copies had been recently
sent out (as printed on the reverse of the title page) " for perpetual
preservation in some public library of the Bengal Presidency."

Iteport from Commissioners on Public Records, 1 vol.

Record Commission, Scotland ; Corte*potidenoe of C. P. Cooesa, Esq. Se-
cretary to the Board, with Thomas Thomson, Esq. Deputy Clerk Regulation,

I vol.

Reports from the Commissioners on the Public Records of Ireland, 3 vols.

La Commission Dea Archives d'Angleterre, 1 pamphlet.

Public Records, the public advantages of eutru»ting tbe Records of the Ex-
sbequer, &c. 1 pamphlet.

Nonarum Inquititione* in Curea Scaccarii, 1 vol.

Rotuli Hundredorurn, 2 vols.

Valor Ecclesiusticus, f> vols.

lnquisitionum Post Mortem Calendariura, 4 vols.

Manuscripts in the Harleian Collection, 4 vols.

Piacita de quo Warranto, 1 vol.

Domeiday Book, 2 vols.

Domesday Index, 1 vol.

Domesday Supplement, 1 vol.

Sir H. Ellis's Introduction and Index to Domesday, 2 vols.

Placitorum Abbreviatio, 1 vol.

Ducatns Lancastrian, 2 vols. Pars prima and secunda, mad Pars quarts.

Rotuli Scotiss, 2 vols.

Rotuli Litterarutn Claasarum, 1 vol.

Rotuli Litterarum Patentium, 1 vol.

Rotuloruin Originaliuin, 2 vols.

Manuscripts in the Lunsdown Collection, 1 vol.

Jnquisitionum in Officio in Hibernia, 2 vols.

Rotuloruin Patentiu'ii et Clausorum, 1 vol.

The Acta of the Parliament* of Scotland, 10 vols, (first volume wantibg.)

Registrum Magni Sigilli, 1 vol.

Proceedings in Chancery, 3 vols.

Calendar to Pleadings, &c. 1 vol. marked Vol. II.

Foedera, 6 vols.

Parliamentary Writs, 4 vols.

Letters sur la Cour de la Chancellerie d'Angleterre, 1 vol.

Letters to Charlks Purton Cooper, Esq. of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister at

Law, on the appointment of a Permanent Judge in the Court of Chancery ia

the place of the Lord Chancellor ; 2 pamphlets.

4 s
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Substance of the Speech of Charlbs Pvrtok Coops*, Eiq. as Counsel far
the Rev. Charlbs Wbllbklovkd, in the suit of the Attorney-General vertsa
Shorb, instituted in the High Court of Chancery, respecting Lady Hbwuy's
Foundations ; 1 pamphlet.

Memoria du Commissao dos Arquivos du Gran Bretanha dirigida aos Car.
torario* Bibliotbecarios e Antiquarios de Portugal, pello que resputa aos traba-
thos e Ezaroes da mesma Commissad ; 1 pamphlet.

Proceedings and Ordinances of the Privy Council of England, 5 Tola.
Rotuli Curia Regis, 2 vols.

Rotuli de OMatis et Finibus in Turri Londinensi, 1 rol.

Rotuli Selecti Ex Archivis in Dora. Cap. Westm. 1 ol.
Excerptae Rotulis Finiura in Turri Londinensi asservatis Henrico Tertio, 1 toI.

Fines 7, Ric I. 16 Johan, 1 vol.

Rotuli Normannies in Turri Londinensi, 1 vol.

Statutes of the Realm, 12 vols, including 2 vols, of Index.

Manuscripts iu the Cottonian Library, 1 vol.

Caleodarium Rotulorum Patentium in Turri Londinensi, 1 vol.

Calfndarium Rotulorum Chartarum et Inquisitionurn ad quod damnam, I toL
T-txafio Ecclesiastica Anglise et Walliae, 1 vol.

Read a letter from Mr. H. A. Horneman, forwarding for presentation
a copy of the first number of the Numismatic Journal, on behalf of Mr.
John Yongb Akerman, F. S. A. the Editor.

Meteorological Register for September, 1836, was presented by tie

Surveyor General.

Second Annual Report of the Statistical Society of London, presented
by Dr. D. Stewart.

Literary and Antiquities.

Read a letter from H. T. Prinsep, Esq. Secretary to the Government
of India, General Department, forwarding copy of a report furnished to

the Government of Bombay from Colonel Chesney, of the proceedings
of the Euphrates expedition, in its various departments.

[Tie substance of this report is published below.]

A memoir on the Antiquities of Bamian was submitted by Mr. Tbs-
velyan, on the part of Mr. C. Mahson.

The 6ame member presented also a notice by Munshi' Mohan La%
of Uch Sherif, a town near the junction of the five streams in the Panuib,
celebrated as the place of sepulture of many Mahommedan saints.

Mr. S. G. Heatly presented through Dr. Corbyn, the first of a series
of mathematical essays on the use of functions in geometrical aualysis.

Physical.

A large fossil fragment of the acetabulum of an elephant was presented
by Dr. Spilsburv, found by him at Stgouni, the place where Captain
Slbeman discovered the first indications of the Nerbudda fossils.

Brigadier Anburey, Engineers, presented on the part of Mr. Swbtrw.
mam, some incrusted petrifactions of leaves from the calcareous springs
in the Dehra Dun.
A specimen of the red-billed parrot (Psittacus SinensisJ was presented

by Dr. Burmni, and a woodpecker by the curator, both mounted in the
museum.
The Secretary read the following extract of a private letter from Dr.

W. Griffith, dated Sadiya, Assam, 12th Oct.
'* ] have much pleasure in informing you that I have lately completed the

arrangement of the collections of the Musci and Hepaticss made during oar late
depuation into Assam. The collection of the former amounts to 154 species
or to about an eighth of the whole known number. It includes twenty-gec^o
genera, of which I have ventured to characterise two as new. That of Hepatic**
includes forty-eight species, of which thirty-one belong to Jmngermmmim
alone, and ten genera, of which five appear to be new. Almost the whole of
both these collections were made by myself on the Khasiya Hills between Cher.
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r* Punji and Nunklow, and within a period of seven weeks. Both these orders
have hitherto been almost totally neglected by Indian Botanists ; and the
greater part of the few that have been described seem to have been sent from
Nipdl by the Honorable Mr. Gardiner. Hence, owing to the impossibility of
obtaining advice, and as my situation obviously precludes me at present from
consulting the requisite authorities, I have determined on sending the MSS. and
drawings to England, accompanied with a complete series of both collections.

By the adoption of this plan the stability of my very numerous new species will

easily be determined*."

X.—A General Statement ofthe labors and proceeding* of the Expedition to the
Euphrates, under the command of Colonel Chrsney, Royal Artillery, F. R. 5.

The object of the present communication is not to anticipate the interest

which must be felt, and especially by the members of the Geographical Society,
as well as other public bodies, not only in the progress of the Expedition to
the Euphrates, but also in the results obtained to science and general know-
ledge ; for, to render these of any real value, they must be accompanied by the
details of the means by which they were acquired. It is rather, therefore, with
a view to the exhibition of how those means have been hitherto applied, and
bow the capabilities of the Expedition have been directed, that the present
statement is made ; not, however, omitting those details which a brief notice of
this kind will admit, when touching upon the labour, the progress, and the pre-
sent condition of the enterprise itself.

The voyage to Malta from Liverpool occupied a period of twenty-nine days, a
great part of which time was taken up in working out the details, and consolidating
the original plans of our commander. Among the scientific labours, indepen-
dently of questions of general navigation and drilling the men, were the rating

of the chronometers, observations in meteorology, the temperature of the sea,

and researches in natural history.

At Malta, some time was devoted to the determination of the intensity of
magnetic forces, and the amount of the dip of the needle. The cylinders

used for the former experiments consisted of two pair that had been tried by
Captain Sabine in Limerick, and another obtained through the kindness of
Professor Lloyd, T. C. D. and tried at Dub/in previous to departure. The
whole set being subsequently experimented upon in London by Lieut. Murphy,
R. E. and also at Liverpool.

An exploratory tour was also made in the interior of the islands, Malta and
Gaza, with the view of recognizing in a general way their geological structure

and natural productions. Some fossil shell* of interest were obtained, also the

plants of the season (March), and some species belonging to the classes Timicata,

Acaleppa, Malacodermm and Polypi.

During the stay at Malta, Colonel Chrsnky was much occupied with the

general objects of the Expedition, more particularly about the construction

of flat boats. The George Canning had been separated from the Alban Steamer
her consort, by rude weather, off Cork, and it was found impossible to remedy
this loss at the Mediterranean station ; but the Admiral, Sir Josias Rowley,
allowed the Columbine sloop to accompany the Expedition to the mouth of the
Oroniet ; and there was certainly every reason to rejoice in this arrangement ; for

not only was the George Canning taken in tow by the brig at all times when
the weather permitted, but Commander Henderson and his officers secured
the gratitude of every member of the Expedition, by the most efficient and
zealous services in landing the stores.

The difficulties and opposition to the landing of the stores are already known
from the various reports that have reached England. Success was only obtained
here in the first instance by the bold step of an immediate landing without a
reference to the authorities of the country, and by exposing and remonstrating

• We hope soon to receive from the Tea Committee some account of Dr.
Griffith's previous labors. We hear that the several reports of Dr. WaLlich,
Dr. Griffith, and Dr. McClelland have been some time sent in.—Ed.

4 s 2
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in the second, against the system of subterfuge carried on by the Syrian Govern-
ment towards the expedition ; and its commander visited Ibrahim Pacb a at

Tripoli, in the hone of persuading him to give, at least for a time, that assistance
which had been promised unreservedly by the Viceroy himself.

The connexion between the George Canning and the shore having been
•established by means of an hawser extending from the ship across the bar of
the Oronits, a distance of 1 200 yards, parties were sent on shore from the
Columbine aud George Canning with tents for tbeir accommodation, and the
disembarkation was carried on with such spirit and activity, that the site

designated as '* Amelia Depdi" soon became a little camp with a very mixed
aspect, replete with bustle and useful occupation. The bar at the month of the
river was at times imneerons, and on one occasion Commander Hkxdsrson with
his boat's crew narrowly esca|>ed a watery grave.

The observatory being now fixed, Lieutenant Murphy appKed himself to as*
tronomical observation*, more especially with the fine transit instrument that had
come out with the Expedition. The survey was soon afterwards began under

. Lieutenant Murphy, Mr. Thomson, and Mr Stknhowsk, (who was sent by
the Admiral) at Lattaquia (l.aodicea) r but was limited to a determination of the
outline of the coast with its soundings, and an examination of the roast itself.

Mr. Ainbworth also accompanied the party for purposes of natural history.

The sites of Heracleum and Po»mdium were recognised. On their return an
excursion was made to the summit of Pliny's wonder, Mount Cb«*svs or GebeL

. The succession of the various forms of vegetation wag noted. The party hitovmelt-
ed near the summit, on which, April 28th, there still remained aome patches of
snow. The results given by the Barometer, which was observed at various
heights, compared with a register kept at the same time by Mr. Edkn in
the Depot, coincided closely with those obtained trigonometrically by Mr.
Murphy, and which gave for the elevation above the sea 5318 feet. But
thin mountain, notwithstanding its great height, is entirely composed of supra-
cretaceous limestones, characterized by cones and cerithii. At its north-eastern
foot is an extensive deposit of highly crystalline gypsum, and to the south-
east diallage rocks and serpentines break through the same formations,
accompanied by lacustrine marles and siliceous limestones.

On the 29th of April, a party consisting of Lieutenant Muhphy, Mr. Ainb-
worth, and Mr. Thomson, left the Oronte* in a coutitry boat to commence the
survey of the Gulph of Scanderoon and its neighbouring shores. The first points)

visited were Arsont and Rhotat. An ascent was then made to Gtbel Kaietria,
on which they bivouacked. Next cutne Scondernoou, and in its neighbourhood
Jacob's Well, the site of Myriandrot ; to the south, the pass of Bylanr gates of
Syria (Ptolrmy), Amanian Gates (Strabo), a defile in the mountains separating
the Amanut from the Rhowi, and leading from Myriandrot into the plan of
Antioch or Vmk.
To the north the remains of a marble gate way, commonly called Jonas*

Pillars, (Cilicia Gates of Ptolkmy, Q. Curtius and Arrian :) this was
the midnight halt of Alkxandkr. The description of Zknophon refers to a
narrow place contiguous to the sea ; that of Arrian to the ascent of the hills

that shut up the same plain contiguous to the tea. The latter applies itself

distinctly to these ruins. Half a mile north of the Cilician Gates, is the river
Markotiaye (Kernf), and beyoud a wall terminating in the sea with a tower.
At the foot of the mountains, the Kerntt passes between two walls near the
village of Merkets. This is the wall and gates of ZtNorHON. They are built
of .stone. Farther north is Hyau (Bata* Anton. Itiuer. AJyra.ndrv» of Williams*
Geography of ancient Asia) and there are several populous villages between Byas
and the hunt (Pinotux). At a subsequent period, in company with Colonel
Chksnly, this river was examined in detail, as also the ruins of a considerable

town near some hills which enclosed the Issic plain to the north-west—the
Giaour Day A, or Amann» % being the east pass of Darius, Armenian Gates of Ar-
rian ; the whole corresponding closely with the last mentioned author's de-
scription. Where the gulph runs to the west, there are ruins of forts, castles and
gateways. From thence proceeding north-west by Kurd Kulac (Wolfs ears)
(Jordequiea of D'Axyillk and Rknnell) to Missis (Metis) at a pass through
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low bills of sandstone, are tbe remains of a road and archway constructed in

part of sandstone, bnt chiefly of polygonal masses of basalt and laval, whicb no
donbt hare given rise to its name, Demir Kapon, Iron Gate, and Kara Kapon,
Black Gate,—the Armenian Gates of Ptolbmy ; Amanicae Pglrn of Colonel

Leaks ; Upper Armenian Gates, Rrnnbll ; Timour Kapon, or the Gate of Ta-
merlon*, (Mecca itinerary by Geographical Society of Paris.) Prom hence the

party visited Ayas(Agai) the mouths of the Jihonn (Pyremns), where an interesting

elimination took place of the progress of alluvial deposits. The most westerly

point reached was Karadash, the site of Malius and Afegarsus. The whole of

the party being sick, the pass of Bylan was the only position examined on the

return to Antioch,

Tn the neighbourhood of Amelia Depot, the points of most interest were tbe

course of the Orontes, examined by Lieutenant Clbavbland, Messrs. Eobn,
Charlbwooo, and FitzJambs ; and the ruins of Selucia PieHa also msde the

object of interesting researches. About the same time, various other under*
takings were in progress. The gentlemen already named, in conjunction with
Messrs. Hector and Bbll, were in turns employed on different points, repair-

ing and widening the road from the mouth of the Oronteeto Antioch ; a work of

considerable labour, especially in making the fords over the rivers practicable

for waggons. Captain Estcoort and Dr. Staunton had gone on a journey

of remonstrance to the Civil Governor of Syria at Damascus,—visiting as they
retnrne.1 Bualliec and the cedars of Lebanon. Lieutenant Lynch was employed
in improving the line of route from Antioch by Djezer haded to Bir ; and, lastly,

Lieutenant Cocaborn was employed (after Captain Kstcoort's visit to

Rbscbid Pacha at Diarbek) in throwing op some slight field works, and con-
structing slips at a spot selected for this purpose, H miles below Bir on the
right bank, and now called Port William.
To avoid the mischievous effects of idleness, as well as to carry the heavy

weights to Antioch by water (when denied all other local means by Govern-
ment), the Tigris was put together on the Orontee during the month of May
as a working shell, in which state she was steaming experimentally, when the

Pacha withdrew his outward opposition on the 3d of June. Towards the mid.
die of that month commenced the dispatch of the light stores on camels and
mules, and towards its close some trains of waggons* passed through Antioch
carrying heavy weights, but this being found a dilatory operation, the water
communication was looked to once more, along a new line which promised many
advantages. The Orontes, the Lake of Antioch, and the Kara-son, were, there-

fore, examined ; and upon the reports and maps thus obtained, tbe Commander
ordered a Depot (the 2d) to be formed at Goozel Burge. *' pretty tower," a
village on the Orontee 3 miles above Antioch, when the infinite variety of ma-
teriel, including the more ponderous objects, such as boilers, the eight sections

(into which the Tigris had been divided,) diving bells, &c. were to be put on
rafts, fiat boats, and pontoons, in order to be transported by the Orontes into

Kara-eoo, (black water,) and along this navigable stream into the Lake Owja
Dengis (white sea,) keeping along its western side on account of the deeper
water, and ultimately ascending the Ultra Kara-soo to a spot called Moorad
Pacha, near the Village of Gule Bachee, •• bead of the waters," a little beyond
the junction of the Aswad and Yagra rivers, the whole distance being fourteen
hours from Goozel Burge. The abundant spring called Gule Pachee issues out of
a pseudo-volcanic mound rising out of the plain. The Bridge of Moorad Pa-
oha is chiefly a causeway resting on the soil, bnt in parte supported by arches,
and crossing that part of the plain of Umk which is most liable to be inundated,
for a distance of about three miles. This plain is inhabited by pastoral and No-
made Turcomans living in tents, who are a quiet people. The ancients appear to

have known in this tract the rivers Oinaparas, Arcenthus, Labotas, Ufrenus,
and the ditch of Meleagrus. The actual fluents of the Lake are the Aswad,
or Asond, tbe Yagra (uniting to form the Kara-soo) the Aphreen traversing

the Cyrrhestecn, the rivulet of Hareem and the Orontes, but the first mentioned
have various tributaries to the north, with different sppellations. On the road

• Twenty seven vehicles of different kinds were constructed at Amelia Depot,
and there were thirty-three, including the artillery waggons, from England.
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to the valley of the Aphreen are some Thermal springs. El Baminam, " the
Baths/ 1 issuing at the point of junction of plutonic rooks with tertiary dolo-
mites. The waters of these springs are said to have originated with different

earthqnakes, and present corresponding differences of temperature.
It is a distance of about 1 1 1 miles across the so called " Syrian Desert" from

Moorad Pacha to Port William. The first part of it is hilly but not infertile,

between El Hammam and Axon, or Arsace Mennisa of Ant. Itinerary (MSS.
of Colonel Chbsnby). The second part from Anam to Port William is for the
most part level, at the best undulating, containing the valleys of the Kowhck
(Chalus) and the Sajour. These plains are every where fertile, for the moat
part cultivated, and abounding in populous villages, consisting of Fellah Arabs,
Kurds, Turkish tribes, snd mixed races, possessing bullocks in great abundance
along the whole of the direct line which passed a little way southward of Aimtab,
the ancient Antiochea ad Taurum, and now a garrisoned town of Urge site

and some commercial importance.

The general arrangements for the transport were, that Lieutenant Clsavs-
land and Mr. Chaklbwood were to carry the boilers, etc. to Gooxel Barpa, from
whence they were to proceed under Mr. FiteJambs to Moorad Pucka by water,
to be conveyed from thence to Port William by Captain Estcourt, aasiated by
Mr. Eden ; and as there was a line of waggons connecting the boats with the sea
on one side, and to the Euphrates on the other, the three portions of the grand
line were simultaneously in operation, and also a fourth, via. camels and males,
carrying the light stores direct from Amelia Depot to Port William by the An-
tioch route through DjezerHadid*. At first every thing went on well, and pro-
mised a rapid conclusion. Lieutenant Clbavblano obtained bullocks with a mo-
derate degree of difficulty, and his ingenuity and perseverancet did the rest

by removing every thing to Qoozle liurge, where they were successively
embarked for Moorad Paeka / but here things were immediately at a stand still,

and although the strongest orders (in appearance) were constantly issued by
Ibbahem Pacha, very few bollocks could be obtained even at the highest pri-
ces by Captain Estcourt, whose unwearied efforts could only secure the Uata-
lizing bat ingenious result of an abundance of bullocks along the whole
line, except the first and last stages: consequently the boilers which had remain-
ed for ten or twelve weeks on their carriages, might have continued at Moorad
Pacha until now, if we had not exerted ourselves to bring them on, one at a time,
with our own horses, instead of bringing on a number of the heavy weighta at the
same time with the bullocks ; and the resultwas, that the officers and men had to toil

along the great line of route from Moorad Pacha, exposed for months to the great
heats of noon, the chills of night, and to the baneful effecta of what Humboldt
expressively calls an extreme climate, the thermometer being as high an
1 10° in the shade, (July) and as low as 8* in the winter, during which some of the
boilers were flooded, and the diving-bell actually lost in an extensive sheet at
water near El Hammain. This had been in all likelihood the original object of
the Paeba, and the Euphrates being already complete, bullocks were given to
perform the impossible (as was thought), task, of bringing on the Tigris1

boilcral,
which were warped out of the lake by manual labor, and ultimately taken to
Port William by Lieutenant Clbavblano, Messrs. Eden, Charlswood and
Hector, the only officers in the Expedition then effective. Not one indi-
vidual officer or man employed on this enterprise escaped at least one serioo*
illness, nor is it at all surprising that some$ fell victims to trials so long conti-
nued, and to a climate so often replete with morbid miasma as Moorad Pmekm,
the worst of the stations : yet the malaria only proved fatal when other "^^lim
combined to render it so ; nor need the splendid scenery, nor the magnificent

* Eight hundred and forty-one camels and 160 mules were employed in all, and
the greater part of these caravans were stopped on the frontier by the Pacha, in
order to cause delay by forcing us to bring others from the Sultan's territory.

f In addition to pullies, &c. the boilers were actually moved up the hills imch
by inch with jack screws by Mr. Charlrwood and Lieutenant Clbavblano.

I Mr. Hector found the diving bell by means of long poles, and then rolled it

under water for the most part half a mile to its carriages.

$ Seven men of the Expedition and one workman.
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climate of Syria, be approached with fear, for its malaria is not a pestilence, and
the circumstances under which the Expedition was placed, toiling on lakes and
rirers, dwelling in the marsh, with almost reckless exposure to the sun of the
day, followed by the dew of the night, require a separate consideration ; and
perhaps the surprize will then be, that a greater fatality did not occur amongst
a body of men (about 85), in general unseasoned, during the laborious and almost
unexampled transport of two large iron vessels, which, thanks to the care of all,

have since been set up*, and are now steaming with their boilers, engines, &c.
quite as safe and even more perfect in their working details than when sent out
of the maker's hands at Liverpool, notwithstanding a long journey, with all the

difficulties which could be thrown in the way by the Local Government un-
derhand.

Previous to taking medical charge at the station at Moorad Pacha, Mr.
Ainswoeth had made an examination of the less frequented countries imme-
diately south of Antioch. He crossed the mountains at Beit El Moie (the

Daphne of Focockr,) and entered forests which covered a great basin of tertiary

rocks chiefly cerithia limestone, silicious limestone and lacustrine marles, with
gypsum every where broken up and dislocated by serpentines and diallage rocks.

It is only in the valley of Antioch, that the Pliocene formations shewed them-
selves, and enabled Mr. A. to determine the period of the elevation of the plutonio

rocks of the silico-magnesian series. From Lattaquia, he followed Maun-
duell's route by the country of the Maroniten and Gebei Kraad, the northern
prolongation of the Antarian mountains, and by the valley of Bedame, rich in

scammony (contolvulne ecammonia) to that of the Orontee, which he joined at

Djezer Shogher, the Larieaa of Gossklin, and Selevcut Belus of D'Anvillb. A
Roman road led to Koalat el Medyk, where are ruins of a highly ornamental
character. Part of the town is enclosed in an ancient castle situate on a hill

;

the other ruins lie in a plain part of a strong wall, and an archway still exist, and
also the remains of a temple. In the adjoining lake are the celebrated black

fish, the sources of a distant commerce, which were recognized to be the Ma*
cropteronotHt magnr of naturalists. From Medyk he visited the little centre of
primitive Christianity in the mountains of Reiha and Bdlip, abounding in monu-
ments of a then new hierarchy, returning subsequently by the borders of the
great plain to Antioch.
At this period, Angust 1835, Lieutenant Murphy commenced the grand line

of levels which was to be carried from the Mediterranean to the Euphrates, with
reference to canals, and many other objects of deep interest connected with
science and calculated to encourage this extensive work.
Many obstacles occurred at first; prolonged malaria had unfitted all for expo-

sure to the sun. Lieutenant Cockburne and Mr. Thomson after a short exer-

tion were both laid up. Lieutenant Murphy was also seriously ill. Ultimately

after another beginning, the last mentioned industrious officer left for Port
William, where he was required in the observatory, and levelling was continued

by Mr. Thomson, who has just completed this important part of the original

plan.

Nearly at the same time a party composed of Lieutenant Lynch, his brother,

Mr. Staunton, aod Mr. Elliot, set out on a mission of a friendly and
conciliatory nature to the Arabs. They visited the tribes of Welda, Anixa, Geesa,
the Bore-sipahi and some of the Turcomans, from all of whom they met a
favorable reception. The Anixa alone shewed a doubtful disposition, and the Bore-
aipabi, one of their tributaries, wounded one of the servants severely. This
hostility did not, however, appear to be directed against the Expedition so
much as with the view of plundering those gentlemen who had ventured amongst
them, and the Sheikh immediately offered**to compromise the matter by presents,

which were declined as a matter of policy, in the hope that an unsettled affair of
blood may tend to keep the Aniza in better order as regards their future inter-

course with the Expedition.

In the early part of January last, Colonel Chrbwry left his bed, and was ac-
tually put on his horse to prosecute a scientific journey to the Taurus, and part of

• The labor fell chiefly upon Captain Estcourt of the 43d Light Infantry, Lieut.

Cleaveland, Messrs. Eden, Charlewood and FitsJameb, R. N.
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Atia Minor. He was accompanied by Lieutenant Murphy and Mr. Ainsworth,
both invalids ; also Mr. Staunton. The party proceeded by Antab to KUHt,
and thence to the Eastern acclivitiea of the Amanut, in the parallel of the /«w,
bat no passage could be effected at that season of the year. Repelled to the

•oath, the mouutains were passed by Paarae, through the Beilmn pass, to &eea-
dero&n, from whence the parly proceeded by the Cilicisn Gates and Bgat to the

plain of the J*tut. Sufficient time having been devoted to the examination of

fhe various questions of historical geography, connected with this most interest-

ing district, the great road towards Constantinople was followed by Demer
Kapon to Kurd Kuiac," the Wolfs ear/' (Jardiquiea) and by the plain of
Tachokour Ova, " the valley of the ditch." Crossing the Gebel Elntmr. the
mountain of the light, bearing on its rocky summit to the north, Shah Merar,
" the Castle of the Serpent," and along the left bank of the Jihonn, Djehan sea,
44 the river of the world," to Mittit, the ancieot Mopsuestia, now almost in rains,

but once (like Tarsus) one of the chief cities of CUieia. From Mittit the party
continued, cross the plain by Adana (head-quarters of the Pachalic) to the

last mentioned town, where they found the French Consul, Mons. Gilrt,
engaged in excavating a monumeut close to the place, of great solidity, and
apparently very remote antiquity. It consists of an enclosure in the form of a
parallelogram, wiih two transverse masses of similar form at one extremity

;

the walls and masses were of the most solid construction, without tne least

appearance of any thing like a sepulchral chamber in any part of this extensive
mass,—at least as low down as the level of the ground around it.

The road followed on leaving Tnrtut led over the sub-alpine country at the
foot of the Tarsus, consisting of tertiary rocks in great variety. Near the
centre of the Tauric chain the lead mines of Kuli Bogkaz were visited : they
occur in limestone belonging to the cretaceous series, and are in the valley

south of the grand pass of the same name, but worked most injudiciously.

The pass itself was then examined almost to the summit level, and the pixty
regained the more level country on the south side of the great mouotains, in

order to visit the town of fits, and the border territories of the Sultan and
Pacha. Here the inhabitants had so bad a name, that no muleteer or guide
could be induced to proceed along the mountains in that direction, and whilst

overcoming the difficulties made by the alarms of the people, Colonel Cmbssmt
and Mr Ainsworth were separated from the rest of the party, and made their

way to Sit on foot by one line, whilst Lieutenant Murphy and Mr. Stauktox
reached it by another; each traversing a romantic and beautiful country formed
by the wooded abutmcuts of the Taurus, and well peopled by the best disponed
peasants imaginable, instead of being all robbers, as they were represented. During
about 125 miles of country, composed almost entirely of tertiary sandstone,

(ostracite sandstone of Kupfvbr,) they crossed the Seihoan, the Jeihonn, the
Cortykoon, and several smaller, yet good sised rivers watering this interesting

country, which terminate at Sit, the residence of an Armenian Patriarch, the third

in importance at the present day, with a respectable palace, and a large convent
in his charge ; whilst at Sit an incursion was made into the Taurus and the
mountain of A'aru Sit, Black Sit ascended, after crossing a part of the
crystalline plutonic formations. The reaearchea were then directed towarda
Anataiba on the plain. The ruins of the city are still extant, backed by an insm-
lated mountain, bearing a castle of various architecture. Such solitary hills ristog

out of the plains are not unfrequenthere, and they mostly bear castellated build-
ings on their summits, as Sit Shah Aferan, Thomet Anataiba, and others. From
Anataiba the party crossed the plain of the village and district of Kara, and
there entered the mountainous country which led by Anaiat to Marath. TUe
chain was not crossed without mucb diffcculty ; the narrow pathway was carried
alongside, and down precipices that were very steep ; so much so, that it be-
came necessary at times to unload the horses, and carry the baggage over the
most daugerous places. The culminating point of this part of the Tauraa is

called Durdoon Dayh. The chain is composed of mica slates, clay slates, with
graphite or plumbago, quartz, schists, quartzites, and diorites, with up-
lifted limestones belonging to the supra-cretaceous series. The great nod
massive mountain which rises above Marash, and is there known by the name of
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Area Dagh consists of tertiary sandstone and limestone tilled up by and re-
posing on serpentine and diallege rocks, which would indicate different geo-
graphical connections. The direction of the Arga Dagh is nearly from SW.
to NE. ; that of the shistose chain of Durdoon Dagh, a little south of east ; that
of the Giaur Dagh (Amanus) is the same as Arga Dagh. Colonel Chesney
returned to Port William from Maraeh, leaving directions for the remainder of
the party to proceed in the direction of Sameat, Or/a, &c. ; but beiug thrown
back on Romkala by the swollen rivers, they returned to Port William, survey,
ing the river between those places. During the whole period of their progress
the positions of the principal places, ancient and modern, were determined as-

tronomicaDy by Lieutenant Murphy, and careful itineraries kept, in addition
to bearings taken, when practicable, with the theodolite or Kater's compass, ac-
cording to circumstances. The results of these labours has been, in the first

place, to connect the survey of the coast of Lattaquia and that of the Iuut
with that of Captain Beaufort ; and, in the second, to join those surveys to the
Euphrates. There are ample materials for laying down a map with such a de-
gree of accuracy as will, it is hoped, enable the learned to determine many
points of ancient history and geography, especially those depending upon the
length of the stadium, the parasang, and other scales of measurement used by
Strabo, Plint, and Herodotus.
On the day following the return of the first party, another was sent out by

the commanding officer to finish that part of the plan which had been inter-

rupted. This one consisted of Lieutenant Lynch, Mr. Eden, R. N. and Mr.
5^» Ainbwobth, Agreeably to the instructions received, the party took up the for-

mer work at Romkala, proceeding from thence along the left bank, carefully sur-

veying the river as far as Sameat, the birth-place of Lucian. The ruins of
this celebrated place are just recognizable. The modern town small and poor,

but the valley itself fertile, as it is described to have been in former times ; and
ferry-boats are still kept up to pass the river to and from Orfa, The course
of the Euphrates from this ancient Zengma, to that above Bir, differs from
what has been represented on most maps : it flows, in fact, in the general direc-

tion of south-west, and is not turned, as an incorrect reading of Strabo would
infer, (REMNELLand D'Anvillb) to the south-east.

Samosat having been fixed, it was then connected astronomically as well as by
an itinerary, with Or/a, (Calli-rhoe, Roha Orfah, in its progress of corruption,

Bde*ta, and Antioehea under successive masters.) To the north of the city are
evidences in conic lines, and circles of elevations of pseudo volcanic action. The
fish venerated so much in ancient times, are still preserved in the marble
basins of the mosque of Abrania, and were recognized to be a kind of Barbel.

From Or/a, the great Mesopotamian plain was crossed in the direction of Har-
ran, " Carrhas clade crassi nobiles," and still more interesting as the resi-

dence of Abraham. Harran was also connected with its rival in antiquity, St-
rug, of which scarcely a vestige remains. In the plain around the ruined site

of the latter place, the party met two colossal lions, sculptured in basalt with
refined taste (Batanite basalt,with disseminated augite) ; these may possibly be the

remains of that vanity which prompted Antonius Caracalla to assert that

r lion had fought by his side in his Parthian wars.

Doctor Helper having been separated from the rest of the party when pro-

ceeding towards the Taurus, a journey made by him to the Salt Lake south-

east of Aleppo, led to the discovery of an ancient city near a basaltic range,

four hours S. E. of the Lake. There are some remains of a temple and several

Greek inscriptions which have been furnished, with a detailed description of

this hitherto unknown place, by Mr. Helfkr.
Early in February an opportune reinforcement arrived,consisting offour sappers

from England, and six seamen from the Columbine, which restored the Expedi-

tion to its original strength ; and the pendulum, dipping needle, and other

experiments being completed, the Expedition was put in motion on the 16th

March. The Euphrates taking the lead to survey, and give the benefit of the

rough charts, and a pilot to the Tigrie, in order that she might follow at one
or at most two moves, and thus spare fuel as much as possible.

4 T
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Previous to the actual descent, the Bupkratet passed op rather a had rapid.

Mid stemmed the strong current as far as the town of Bir in the most satisfactory

manner, displaying the Saltan's standard, and saluting him with 21 guns, which
were returned from the castle and by the acclamations of the astonished

Moslems, who crowded both banks to be really certain that iron could be made
to float, and to surmount the force of a current, now overcomefor thefiret time,

and God was blessed for such a creation, and sending men amongst them, ten

of whom could take their town, was added.

Since the departure, 101 miles of the river have been carefully surveyed in

the following manner. A boat was dispatched ahead usually for a distance of
twenty or twenty-five miles, sounding, and taking bearings, which being placed
on paper when the officer returned, he became pilot to the vessel for the
distance examined ; and a second set of bearings, with a double set of soundings,
were tsken from the vessel's deck. Simultaneously with the water operations
thus carried on by Lieutenant Cleayelakd, Messrs. Eosn, Chabxewood,
FitzJames, and Hector, there were two other sets on land ; via. a chain of
grand trigonometrical angles along the principal heights, based on astronomical
points, by Lieutenant Murphy, 11. E. ; and a smaller one, with a succession of
short base lines from bend to bend, by Captain Estcourt, who is now laying
down a map with his details of the ground, &c, and also embracing the labors of
all his coadjutors : so that it is hoped, that the map of the important part of this

great river will be sent home almost immediately*. A similar method of survey-
ing is to be organised immediately on board the Tigrit, so as to carry the work
on to Buitora in the same manner, each vessel taking a separate section of the
labor.

Our land parties, as well as the water, naturally involved much intercourse

with Arabs, who have shewn themselves well disposed, except in one instance,

when it became necessary to fire a 9-pounder blank to save a Sheik, their enemy,
who was attacked whilst in our boat.

The state of the river is very favorable, although we run aground, owing to
the deception caused for the moment by a bright meridian sun : but the deep
part of the river was 420 yards wide at the spot in question, where we remained
some days digging the vessel out, nor did she suffer in the slightest degreef.

XI.

—

The Governor General's Conversazione'.

On Tuesday, the 9th of November, was held the first of a series of
entertainments, which we hail as the harbingers of a new era for Science
and Research in India. Acting on the example of the Dckr of Sutv
sex, President of the Royal Society, Lord Auckland, as Patron of the
Asiatic Society, has expressed a desire to assemble around him at these
periodical parties, in a social way, not only the members of the Society,
but all residents and visitors at the metropolis, who are known to culti.
vate the fine arts, the sciences, or literature, and to collect on his tables
for their inspection and amusement, in the language of our motto,
' whatever is performed by man or produced by nature.' Thus without
interfering with the formal proceedings and records of the several
scientific bodies, those who contribute thereto will have the satisfaction
of knowing that their donations or their inventions will be likewise
viewed by the head of the Government, and by a much more numerous
assemblage than could ever be enticed to an ordinary meeting. Distant
merit will feel that it is sure of appreciation, and ambition secure of noto-
riety. Schemes for scientific exploration—plans of national improvement
—useful mechanical invention—promising talent in the fine arts,—will be
brought forward, canvassed and encouraged, where encouragement is due,

* Also the specimens already collected in the different scientific departments of
geology, natural history, &c.

f The above report was addressed to the Bombay Government, previous, of course,
to the disastrous hurricane which wrecked the Tigris, and destroyed so many
lives.—En.
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and the stimulus which has been wanting since the days of Mikto and
Moma, will again be restored.

We have hardly room to describe the conduct of the first meeting, nor
do we think any formal report of a soiree, intended to be private, and
sans formality, would be becoming. It is more to satisfy our distant

readers as to the nature of the parties, which they can so materially

benefit, to speak paradoxically, by their absence, that we venture to in.

Bert the brief notice, which appeared in the daily papers.

" The south-west or drawing-room wing of the Government House was taste-

fully laid out with all the novelties in the arts, in antiquities and in natural

history, that could readily be brought together. On the pier tables of the cor-

ridore leading to the rooms, were disposed very numerous specimens of the

plants now in flower at the Botanical Garden, each ticketed with its classical

name.
" On entering the ante- room, a very splendid collection of insects was seen

displayed on the tables and against the walls, in convenient cabinets : the newest
addition to these, (which comprised a portion of Dr. Pearson's and of the

Asiatic Society's cabinets) was the donation of Mr. Giorgb Loch of the Civil

Service, to the Astatic Society, at a recent meeting. A fine collection of shells

just received from His Excellency the Governor of Ceylon, was distributed on
the side tables of the principal saloon. In an adjoining apartment were selected

fragments of the rich and highly curious Buddhist sculpture, discovered by
Captain Cunningham, in the neighbourhood of the Sa'rna'th tumulus near
Benares, and presented by him to the Asiatic Society. On another table the
last fossil discovery by Dr. Spilsbury, the socket of the thigh-bone of on
elephant from the rock at SegoutU, whence Capt. Slbeman first brought to

light the fossils of the Nerbudda valley. By its side were placed the femur of a
modern and of a fossil elephant (the latter of an animal 15 feet in height) to

shew that the present socket must, from its curvature, have belonged to a still

more monstrous animal I

" On the round tables of the drawing room were spread out numerous beauti-

ful drawings—of Mr. Hodgson's Nipal Zoology ; of Dr. Cantor's collection of
Indian Snakes ; of Dr. McClblland's Assamese Zoology ; and all the designs

sent in to the Committee of the Metcalfe Library. In other convenient spots

were displayed a wax magnified model of the human ear : stuffed objects of
natural history, and models of Malay praws, presented by Capt. Chads, &c.

" After the company had severally made the round of these objects, their

attention was drawn to the table which Professor O'Shaughnebsy had prepared
for the exhibition of his very ingenious model of the application of the late

galvano-magnetic discoveries to the practical attainment of a working power.
" It would be impossible here to describe fully the construction of this curious

wheel :—a number of horse-shoe magnets of soft iron, with wire coiled round
them, were arranged on its spokes, so as to present their poles successively in

rotation before the opposite poles of a more powerful magnet (also artificial)

fixed on a stand at the side ; the wires of the several wheel magnets were con-
ducted in a manner not readily seen, so as to terminate in mercurial cups, into

which were dipped the two wires of a small galvanic battery ; on charging the
latter, rotation ensued, and by a contrivance, as each revolving magnet arrived

by the force of attraction, at the fixed magnet, its poles were instantaneously

reversed so as to cause repulsion, while the next magnet above was attracted.

We hope to see a full account of the Professor's successful adaptation when his

apparatus is matured. The model worked steadily with 10 ox. power.
" The converse of the problem, or the development of a galvanic force from

the ordinary magnet, was then exhibited on an adjoining table by a beautiful

apparatus belonging to Mr. Jambs Prinsbp. Water was decomposed by the

magnet ; a candle was lighted by it ; and an electric shock was administered to

many of the spectators, among whom the native gentlemen in particular betray-

ed considerable astonishment at its effects.

" At the close of the evening refreshments were partaken of in the marble hall,

and the guests retired at half-past eleven, apparently much pleased with the
novel entertainment prepared for them by their illustrious host."
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Meteorological Register.
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I.

—

Notice 9/ the Vallabhi' dynasty of Saurashtra ; extracted from
the Buddhist records of the Chinese. By M. Eugene Jacqurt,

Member of the As. Soc. of Paris.

A new source of information on the darkest period of Indian history

cannot but be most acceptable to all who have perplexed themselves

in attempting to reconcile and connect the scattered and contradicto-

ry traditions of the Rajput bards with the inscriptions found in various

parts of western India ; and to assign specific dates even to sovereigns

whose names are most familiar and notorious. While Mr. Turnour
is throwing light upon the earlier periods of Buddhist rule, from the

authentic chronicles preserved among the Ceylonese priesthood, it

has been reserved for a distinguished orientalist at Paris to render

us an equally eminent service from an opposite and more remote

quarter of the globe ! M. Klaproth's tables of Buddhist chronolo-

gy, translated from the Chinese and Japanese authorities, had proved

the intimate connection that existed between India, Tibet, and China

for the first eight centuries of our era, and had encouraged the hope

of gleaning a few cursory notices of the state of the Buddhist por-

tion of the continent of India from the annals of some of their com-

mon patriarchs, whose head-quarters were variously located in Ma*
gadha, Capita-vast*, Cabul, and Ferghana, during that long period.

More than this is, however, likely to be realised :—the narrations of

Chinese pilgrims and travellers have been happily preserved, and,

more happily still, have found their way to Paris, where alone, perhaps,

exists the concurrence of talent and research capable of turning

these valuable records to their best purpose. The specimen we have

now the satisfaction of introducing to our readers has been elicited,

4-u
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the author writes us, by a perusal of Mr. Wathxn's translation of the

Gujerdt inscriptions in our last volume,—a translation which M. Jac-

quit does not hesitate to pronounce " ce que 1' on a encore puhHe <te

mieux en ce genre dans 1' Inde a Y exception peut-etre de quelques

monuments traduits par votre admirable Colbbrookb."
We cannot deny ourselves the pleasure of adding his further testimony

to the great utility of this important document. " J 'ai ete* d'autant

plus tatisfait de voir ce Shdsana si heureusement interprets, que je

posslde, dans le petit nombre des copies d* inscriptions ra&semblees

par Ton, un Shasana non date, ecrit dans le meme caractere ; et que

j'avais dechiifre' de manure a obtenir un alphabet absolument con-

forme a celui de Mr. Wathbn. C'est encore cet alphabet qui m' a donne*

le moyen de dechiffrer les legendes des anciennes medailles indiennes,

et de reconnoitre le nom altera de Chandragupta dans l'inscriptioii

de Bhilsa, publiee dans votre journal d'apres le facsimile de Mr.
Hodgson."—In fact, M. Jacqubt at Paris has been pursuing step by

step the path we have been following in India ; and while this fortunate

key has opened to him an insight into the Bhilsa inscription, the

self-same has led Capt. Cunningham to discover the titles Maharaja

adhi rdja, &c. in the inscription from the Khandgiri rock, published in

Stirling's account of Cuttack. The copies are both too imperfect

to hope for further success until the originals can be re-examined,

and this has been undertaken by two friends upon whose zeal we may
entirely confide,—Mr. L. Wilkinson of Bhopal, and Lieut. Kittob,

whose regiment has just marched to Cuttack.

But to return. In addition to inscriptions and coins, we may now
look to the geographers and historians of China, for an insight into

the middle ages of Indian history ; and the latter have this great

advantage over the former,—that they have scrupulously preserved

dates in their records, and that they, as M. Jacqubt justly says,

" font le journal de l'Asie depuis le second siecle avant notre ere.**

In his very interesting article inserted in the Journal Asiatique on the

recent Bactrian and Indo-Scythic discoveries, we are promised farther

and more copious extracts from the Chinese relatively to Cabvi and

the adjacent countries.

—

M Les temoignages des auteurs orientaux,

et en particulier des historiens chinois, sur les monnaies des different*

peuples qui ont successivement occupe* les contrees de l'Asie centrale ;

les temoignages des memes auteurs, sur les langues et les ecritures

de ces peuples ;"—these are included among the objects embraced by

the learned author in his intended publication, ' Corpus Inscription*

um Indicarum,' the appearance of which, our readers will regret to

hear, is unavoidably delayed beyond the period at first indicated. It
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is only to be hoped that the health of the single individual upon whom
this mighty labor has devolved by the lamented death of M. Klap-

both, will not succumb under so vast and important an undertaking.

We trust no apology is necessary for insertion of M. Jacqubt's note

in its original language.

Ed.

" Je trouve les renseignements suivants sur la contree de

VaUabkteX sur l'origine des rois de cette contree dans la relation

d'un religieux Bouddhiste chinois qui visita la Transoxiane, la Bactri-

ane et 1' Inde dans les annees 632 et suivantes de notre ere.

" ' La contree de Fa la pi, aussi nomm6e contree septentrionale de

Lolo, a plus de six miile li de tour. La ville capitale de la contree

a plus de trente li d'enceinte. Les productions du sol, les condi-

tions de la temperature, les moeurs, et le naturel des habitants sont

Ice memes que dans la contree de Ma la pho. Le nombre des habit-

ants est considerable ; les families sont opulentes ; on y compte en

effet plus de cent maisons qui ont cent lakeha de fortune ; d' im-

roenses tresors viennent des pays les plus lointains s' accumuler dans

ce royaume. On y trouve plus de cent kialan (monasteres boudd-

hiques ;)les religieux y sont au nombre de plus de six mille ; ils etudient

pour la plupart la section des Ventures nomm£e la par/aite mesure

qui appartient au petit ydna. II y a quelques centaines de temples

consacres aus dSvae ; les heritiques y sont en grand nombre. Bud-

dha, du temps qu'il etait dans le monde des hommes, a plusieurs fois

isite cette contree ; aussi le roi Wbu-yeon a-t-il eleve* des sthoupa

aupres de tous les arbres sous lesquels Bouddha s'etait repos^, pour

les faire reconnaitre. La dynastie actuelle est de la race des cha ti li

;

l'ancien roi etait neveu de Che lo 'o ti to, roi de la contree de Ma la-

pho ; celui qui gouverne presentement est gendre de Che lo 'oti to roi de

la contree de Kie no kieou tche ; il se nomme Thou loupho po tcha..."

" Le religieux Chinois ajoute qui c' etait un prince tres genereux,

tres sage &c. car il avait une grande veneration pour les troisjoyaux

(Bouddha, la loi, et l'assemblge.)

" Fa la pi transcrit Vallabht; et Lofo-qx* Ldta ou Ldra, la Larique

des anciens ; Malapho est pour Mdlava, et Cha ta li pour Kchatriya;

Chelo 6 ti to est la forme Chinoise de Shildditya ; Kie no kieou-tche celle

de Kanydkoubdja ou Kanoudj : et Thou lou pho potcha represente regu-

lierement Dhrouvabhatta. Quant au roi Wou yeon, e'est a dire sans

chagrin, e'est Ashdka deguise* sous une traduction Chinoise.

" Je dois d' abord observer que nous avons ici un roi de Malava et

un roi de Kdnyakoubaja tous deus nommes Shiladitya ; (et ils parais-

4 u 2
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.

sent distinct* det roix de VaUabkl qui ont porte ce nom) qui ne sent

pas cit& dans les tables genealogiques des rois de l'lnde recueillics

jasqu' a ce jour. La relation ne fournit ancun renseignement sur

ShUaditya roi de Kanoudj ; mais on lit dans un autre endroit que Shu

laditya roi de Mdlava regnait soixante ans avant Fan-ivee de note

religieux dans l'lnde. Dhrouvabhatia est certainement le meme nom
que Dhrouvasena ; bhafta, et sena etant des titres de Kchatriya, de

meme valeur et presque aynonymes, qui s'employent indiiferemment

Tun pour l'autre, sans que l'identite* du nom propre auquel ils s'ajou-

tent en puisse 6tre compromise. La liste genealogique des rois de

Vallabhi, extraite par M. Wathen des inscriptions qu' il a si heureuse-

ment interpreters, nous fait connaitre deux Dhrouvasena, dont l'un est

le quatrieme et l'autre le onzieme prince de la dynastie des Bhdtdrka.

II n'est pas probable que le Dhrouvabhatia de la relation Chinoise soit

Dhrouvasena I : l'inscription que noux connaissons eut sans doute

fait mention de l'honneur qu'avait eu ce prince d' £tre allie* a la

famille royale de Kanoudj ; un etat qui n'avait 6t6 eleve* au rang de

royaume que sons le fre>e et le predecesseur de ce prince, n'gut pu
d'ailleurs £tre parvenue si rapidement a la haute prosperity et a l'etat

de puissance ou le trouva le voyageur Chinois. Ce qu'il rapporte de

Dhrouvabhatia slapplique done a Dhrouvasena II, et l'un des points

chronologiques les plus importants de l'histoire de l'lnde occidental

pent etre determine avec assez de precision par cette identification

de deux noms dont un est date\ L'inscription publiee par Mr.
Wathen, et redigle par l'ordre du septieme prince de la dynastie, pent

done 6tre approximativement rapportee a l'annee 550 de notre fere

:

cette date s'acorde mieux avec les donnees paleographiques que celle

de 328, deduite tres ingenieusement d'ailleurs par l'auteur, des tradi-

tions singulierement suspectea des Djaina.

II.—An account of some of the Petty States lying north of the Tenas-

serim Provinces ; drawn up from the Journals and Reports of D.
Richardson, Esq., Surgeon to the Commissioner of the Tenasserim

Provinces. By E. A. Blundell, Esq., Commissioner.

[Continued from page 625.]

dr. Richardson's second visit, 1834.

The object of the second visit was to ascertain the truth of the ru-

mours that had reached Maulamyne, of some dissatisfaction existing

among the Shan traders on account of the bad market they had expe-
rienced latterly for their cattle, compared with former years, and to
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obviate any bad feeling that might have arisen in consequence.

None had visited Maulamyne that season, and it was said they declin-

ed bringing their cattle down any more. It was important that mea-

sures should be adopted to ensure the continuance of our supplies

from that country, and Dr. R. was directed to extend his visit on

this occasion to Ztmmay.

He started on the 6th March, 1834, and travelling nearly the same

route as that by which he had returned from his first visit, he reach-

ed Labong on the 1st April, having, when near that place, encounter-

ed the same petty delays as before, on the ground of preparing for his

reception, and ascertaining from the astrologers a lucky day for his

arrival.

11 On the 1st of April started in the morning for Labong : and though the

Thoootbb of Pateony9* was with me at starting, neither be nor any of the

neighbouring head-men accompanied me. One man ran before to shew me the

road. Reached Labong about noon, and on arriring at the temporary houses

or /ay*83, for which 1 had waited three days, found only three small ones for

the people, which might hare been put up in three hours. No house for myself,

and no one there to receive me. This was all so unlike my reception on my
last Tisit, that I sent the interpreter to Chow-Houa to say, if they did not

wish to see me, I was ready to return. He assumed anger and surprise that I

bad arrived without his being made aware of it ; said he had ordered the head

people of the villages to accompany me, and when half way to run out and let

bim know, when he would be at the taye in time to receire me. The same

reason was given for not building me a house, as on my last visit ; vis. that as

I had a tent, they did not think I would occupy it ; but he immediately called

. the people who had put up the sheds, and gnve them orders to set about a house,

which they commenced at once.

" The Chow-Houa sent some officers to wait on me, with a request to know
when I wished to see Chow-tche-Weet. I expressed a wish to see him

to-morrow, as the approach of the rains would necessarily make my stay shorter

than I wished. I hear loud complaints on all sides of the rascality of the Ben-

galees who have come up lately from Maulamyne to purchase cattle, and the

people who last visited Maulamyne are very inveterate against the contractor

(Shek Abdullah) for supplying cattle to the troops, and declare their determi-

nation never to return so long as he continues to be the " Gomanie,"—as the

first bullocks were taken by the Commissariat on the Company's account;

and he being now the only purchaser, they believe him to be the Company,

(Gomanie).

" On the morning of the 5th, the officers of the court, and some people with

silver calats (salvers) for the presents and Mr. Blundell's letter, came to

conduct me to the Tso-boas94. They preceded me, followed by toe people who

accompanied me, about 40 in number, dressed in their gayest putsos, thirteen

of them each carrying a musket. On arrival at my former place of audience,

1 found no sheds erected, and that I was to be receired in the house (query,

palace ?) of the chief. I dismounted at the gate Chow Rajaboot ; the Keintoung
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Tso-boa and others came oat half way to meet me, (the whole distance about

sixty paces,) and preceded by the letter, (the presents having stopped at the

gate,) they led me to a seat on the chiefs right. I bowed before taking my
seat, and wearing my boots was never objected to. He was seated on a gilded

pedestal (yozaboleetf*) about two and a half or three feet high, and before him

the chiefs of his principality on carpets spread on the mats with large triangu-

lar pillows to lean against, ornamented with gold embroidery. As soon aa we

were seated, the presents were brought in and placed before him. He put the

usual questions respecting the King of England, the Governor General, &c. ecc,

the length of my journey, and the difficulties of the road ; made some excuse

for not meeting me on the road ; mentioned the death of his son and nephew
with much feeling; and expressed good- will and friendship towards us. Indeed,

nothing could be more friendly or fatherly than my reception altogether, and

certainly with every appearance of sincerity. It was evident at a glance his

illness was no formal excuse for not seeing me ; he was much emaciated, and

evidently very weak. I was seated nearly opposite to the door of the private

apartment, which was crowded with women and children, who sent me oat a

present of fruit. There was no dancing as on my former visit, but a male and
two female singers seated immediately within the door of the private apartment,

sung a sort of metrical history of the exploits of the Tso-boa and his six brothers,

in which the successful insurrection of Kawbbla, the eldest brother, against

the Burmese sixty years ago, and the carrying off the people from Kewt tk§m"w

Keintoung97, and Mein-Neaung09 , by the present chief, held the most <

ous place ; and though many of the unfortunate sufferers were present, any <

sideration for their feelings seemed never to enter the old man's mind : yet the

expression of his countenance and manners altogether is benevolent j which
character he bears among the people. The voices of the performers, both in

sweetness and compass were, beyond comparison, superior to any thing I have
heard out of Europe. After sitting about three-quarters of an hour, he retired

on plea of weakness ; his feet were swelled, and he tottered a good deal before

reaching the door of the inner apartment. After spending some time in conver-

sation with the chiefs I took my lea?e, intimating my intention of calling ia

the morning on Chow-Houa, by whom all business is now transacted.

The chiefs house is situated near the middle of the town in a Urge stockade

inclosure, and surrounded by a garden. The wooden hall in which I was received

is about sixty feet long by thirty wide, and ornamented with three small China
chandeliers, some paltry Chinese and India looking-glasses and China lanterns,

some of glass and some of paper ; a picture of the great pagoda of Ramfoom

t

one of a Chinese joss, and a portrait much resembling one of our Royal Family.

The most valuable ornaments were the muskets I took up in my last visit, which,

with some Chinese-looking scimitars and swords with long silver handles, com-
pleted the decorations. The white umbrella was not unfurled ; the floor ia

front of the yozabollen or throne was covered by the csrpets and triangular

pillows of the. chiefs, who assume a much more manly position than in the

presence of some of the lowest chiefs of Bankok ; though I am told that next

to the Raja of Ligore, this is the highest Chief in the kingdom. On the 6th,

according to my notice of yesterday, called on Chow-Houa, and had a long
conversation on the duties being taken off their elephant-hunters in oar pro*
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vinces. He readily agreed to the free tale of buffaloes, paying an export duty of

half a deal of eoarte silver, and reducing that on bullocks to the old rate of one

quarter. I brought to his notioe the complaints of the Bengalee cattle-dealers, of

the refusal of the court-officers to interfere in their complaints against each

other, and called his attention to the 10th paragraph of Colooel Burnet's

treaty of Bankok in 1826 on the subject. He complained of the total want of

principle in these people, with one or two exceptions, (which all 1 "have heard

from themselves tends to confirm ;) said he was glad the subject had been men-

tioned ; as, though they had copies of the treaty, they were afraid to punish oar

people, and had, besides, another difficulty to contend with, in the offenders

escaping from one territory to another ; and that though they had the power,

there was an indelicacy felt in apprehending them in the Zimmay district. They

had now my opinion that they should act according to the treaty, and would do

so in future, and hoped there would be no further cause of complaint. He said

he had no objections to the Zimmay officers following offenders into this district,

and that they would do the same from this ; but begged me to impress the

necessity of it on the Zimmay chief on my visit there, to prevent misunderstand-

ing between relations ; as Chow-tche-Weet is now a very old man. 1 found

by this, that the visit I had intimated I intended to make to Zimmay was taken

as a settled matter, though they had strenuously opposed it on my asking to do

eo in my last visit.

" On the 10th I received an invitation, or rather a request, from Chow-
tche-Weet to attend his son's funeral. He begged I would come early, and

see the whole ceremony. I accordingly went at 1 1 o'clock, and remained till 2.

On my arrival, a Pounghee was seated in the centre of the shed reciting, in a

monotonous sort of chaunt, a blessing on all present. He ceased soon after

my arrival, and a daughter of Chow Raja Woono of Logon, a very pretty girl

of 18 or 20 years of age, played for some time on the ke wine, (braxen circle,)

an instrument composed of small graduated gongs hung horizontally in a circle,

in the centre of which the musician sits and beats with small sticks. She

played evidently as a proficient. This was followed by a boxing-match, in which

the boys, when once come to blows, hammered away at each other's faces much

like two little English fellows of the same age. There was a good deal of

shuffling before the first blow was struck. They were followed by two men who

flourished their arms about within a few inches of each other's faces under a

most overpowering sun, for half an hour, without, however, hurting each other

much, though they were exceeding serious and intent. Chow Raja Boot then,

dressed in a white robe, ascended a small platform about seven feet from the

ground, and showered, or rather pelted, a largess amongst the people. On the

platform was an artificial bamboo-tree, with perhaps two hundred limes, in each

of which was a small Siamese coin of two or three annas hanging from the

branches, which he pulled off, and with them pelted the people below ;—though

there wss, of course, great struggling for the limes, there was little noise, and

not the least quarrelliog. Chow-Houa's wife then begged I would allow the

Burmese to exhibit their dance, and as there were two professed dancers of the

party and one or two musicians anxious to acquire merit by assisting in the

amusement, she was gratified ; after which they commenced to drag out the car

with coffin. It was burned with rockets in the same manner as a Pounghee,
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outside the town, about 4 o'clock ; most of the wires of the headmen were

present, and the whole of the ceremonies were gone through without quarrel

and in great good humour. The deceased was the same whose house was burnt

during my last visit here, and who sent'out to beg me to look through a small

sextant I had been seen using, and tell him who had stolen a ring he lost on

the occasion. 1 left the shed when the coffin was moved, and prepared to start

for Zimmay in the morning, congratulating myself in getting off a day sooner

than I had anticipated; but about 9 o'clock, Bbnta Tche came out to say

Chow-tchb-Wbbt begged me to remain one day, as he was anxious to see me
to-morrow before starting for Zimmay, After many complaints of loss of time

and fear of the rains, I was obliged to consent to remain ; and on the morning

of the 11th, an officer came out to the encampment to say Chow-tchb-Wbit
wished to see me. I promised to wait on him immediately after breakfast. On
arriving at the house found a large assembly, and the only communication the

old man had to make, was a request to remain till after the new year*, a further

loss of three days. I at first refused, but on his urging his request, and reflect-

ing that nothing would be done at either place during the festival, 1 agreed to

remain on condition I was not detained here on my return. The Tso-boa mads
some demur, as in duty bound, as a good Buddhist, about the sale of the cattle

;

he was, however, easily satisfied by transferring the sin to the sellers and Chow-
Houa, who sanctioned it. He was as kind as usual, always addressing me as

his " luck Chow Bngrit," literally, " son chief English." He talked of a refer-

ence to Bankok, which I said was unnecessary after the treaty of 1826, and be

was again satisfied. He is quite in his dotage, and repeated the same things

over and over ; the people from their respect for him shew him, however, much
consideration. He asked if there was any difference in the value of his presents

and those to the Zimmey chief, and seemed pleased when told that his were the

most valuable.

44 After breakfast, on the I3th, two officers, dressed in white robes used ia

religious ceremonies, came out to my tent by the Chow's orders, to conduct me
where the ceremony on his grandson entering the priesthood was to be per-

formed. I found a large assembly of people in an old zayat" near the pagoda.

The Chow was seated on a mat near the centre of the place,—the other chiefs

near him, his wives behind him—all dressed in white. I found a carpet and

pillow for me close to Chow Raja Boot. A Pounghee was seated in the mid-

dle expounding the law, and Chow-tchb-Wbbt had told him to continue till

my arrival, as he wished me to see the whole ceremooy. As I was told I would

be expected to contribute, I sent the interpreter to the Chow with 10 rupees ;

and he soon afterwards went out to the open space before the Mayat to inaugu-

rate the boy (about 7 years of age) in his holy office. The ceremony is tbe

same as in Burmah and other Buddhist countries, shaving the head, bathing,

investing with the yellow garment. Whilst he was gone, his son told me a

Rahan was also to Jte raised to the office of high priest, (See-d**)m ; that the

Chow before investing him with his office asks him if he will obey his lawful

orders; which being answered in the affirmative, he makes over to him all

* I afterwards learnt that the reason of his requesting me to stop was a fear lest

I should be insulted, or the people get into any quarrel with the Zimwimy people,

during the holidays at this joyous season.
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authority over til ranks of the priesthood. The high-prieit then aski the

Tso-boa if he will listen to his intercession in favor of criminals condemned to

death when it shall appear to him that the punishment is too severe for the

offence ; to which he ysents. On the return of the Tso-boa. to the zayat he
called my interpreter and told him in a whisper the money I had given was too

little for distribution, and desired him to ask me for 13 rupees more; which I

immediately sent. In the meantime, an old priest invoked a blessing on all

present by name, amongst which I discovered my own ; and the Sea-dan who has

been raised by the votes of the priests for his strict observance of the precepts

of Budh, promulgated rules and ordinances for their guidance much stricter

than those which have been known here for some years, where the discipline hat

been exceeding lax. Sent the interpreter to inquire how the Chow-Houa,
who had been ill, was, and to request Bbnta Patoon 1* 1 to call on me. The
former no better ; the latter promised to call in the morning. Bbnta Patoon
called on me this morning ; he is about 50 years of age, and an exceedingly

intelligent person, His father came originally from Pegu to Zimmay with about

3000 other Taliens on the destruction of that city by Alompra, A. D. 1757.

A short time after their arrival here, an army of Burmans encamped to the

northward with the intention of attacking Zimmay, The Taliens were promised

this,—if they beat off the enemies, they should henceforth live free of taxes.

They attacked them, and were successful, and for a time were well treated ; but

in three or four years, when gratitude began to cool, they were taxed without

mercy ; and on any expression of discontent, numbers were executed under pre-

tence of secret conspiracy. The Taliens in fear and disgust removed farther

northward to Kcintheu under the Burmese ;—the Bbnta and some other young

men went afterwards to Jva, from whence he was sent to Keintheu on a royal

message, and with twenty-five others was caught by a slave-catching party, and

from this place sent to Bankok, where he soon came into favor with the king,

who raised him to his present rank, and sent him up here to look after the

Siamese interest at all the three towns. He gives a shocking account of the

brutal rapine, and destructive waste of human life in the petty border-warfare and

slave-catching incursions all along the frontiers, that has kept down population,

laid entirely waste many large towns, and retarded civilisation and all the arts

of peaceful life in this unhappy country to a degree that could not be exceeded,

I should hope, in the annals of any portion of Africa. All of this has been

almost entirely put a stop to by our occupation of the provinces on the coast.

He gives a somewhat different version of the Cochin.Chinese war from any I

have heard. He said the Cochin-Chinese endeavoured to save the town of

Wintian10*, Chandapoora or Lingen, when the Siamese attacked it seven years

ago. The Siamese would not attend to negotiations on the destruction of the

city when horrid cruelty appeared to have been perpetrated. One of the sons

of the king found his way to Hue, The King of Cochin-China103 sent an ambas-

sador to Siam to say the prince had found his way to him ; but as he wished to

avoid a war, under certain conditions he would give him up. The Siamese

treacherously murdered his ambassador, saying he had given protection and

encouragement to rebels. The Cochin-Chinese, enraged at this piece of perfidy*

had commenced the war. The latest accounts said the Siamese had the best of

it, and were east of the Cambodia river.

4x
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41 Left Laboung this morning (15th), it 6 a. m ., and in five hours and a half

reached Zimmay about N. 30* West of the former place. The Mein Neanug

Tbo-boa came to tee us off, and brought with him a person sent as a guide,

though many of the people with me were known to be acquainted with the road.

He took us through the fields, a path he evidently did not know himself, under

pretence of breakfast being prepared for the people at some village by the way,

and I ultimately regained the road by the direction of some Talien people we

met. The whole of the road lay through a rich and cultivated country, irrigated

by a water-course from the May-ping, the main trunk of which is some seven or
*

eight miles in length, and thirty or forty feet in width, by eight or nine in depth,

as far as we travelled along the bank of it. At 8 a. m. came on the banks of the

water-course, and at 10 crossed the May-ping at a ford of considerable breadth,

but at this season only reaching to the poney's saddle. On the Zimmay side

found some officers waiting to conduct me to the zayat or tay t which we found

to be a rattle«trap of a wooden building, forty-five feet by twenty-five, surround-

ed by an eight feet verandah a foot lower, with four small rooms on each side,

in which the people were housed. These buildings shut out every breath of

air ; which, as the thermometer was 103° at mid-day and 80 at 8 p. m. was any

thing but comfortable. The floor was of split planks laid on without rails or

fastening, and as the people crowded up to look at me, the rattling was unaup-

portable. As 1 would get no relief from this annoyance by complaint, 1 was

ultimately obliged to drive them down by force ; after which they did not ven-

ture further than the steps of the zayat. The zayat, which is about a quarter of a

mile from the town, was surrounded by drunken holiday-making people, singing,

and hallooing, and shouting till about 12 o'clock, one of whom came dose to

the zayat and abused us. My people pursued him to a neighbouring house,

which I was just in time to prevent them breaking into, and I denounced the

occupier to the police in the morning.

" On the 16th, the brother-in-law of the Cbow-Houa and some other officers

paid me a visit of ceremony, bringing a present of rice, sugar-cane, &c. with the

gratulations of the Tbo-boa at my arrival, and expressing his and their good-will

towards the English. They remained about an hour. Before they left, I com-
plained of the annoyance of the rabble, which they promised to remove. The
forcible ejectment of the rabble yesterday left me at tolerable peace to-day till

the evening, when the wife of the Ken-Toung Tso-boa came to visit me, and such

a number of women came under her protection that the floor of one of the

passages gave way with them, but fortunately no accident occurred. I hear

nothing but complaints on all sides of the rascality of the cattle-merchants

employed by the contractor to buy his cattle. They are old boat lasenrs, dis-

charged peons, and thieves from the jail, to whom he has had the folly to entrust

more money than they ever saw before. Considering themselvea rich, they

have bought wives and slaves, and dissipated part of the money ; and as they

cannot return to Maulamyne, they sell the property at what they can get for it.

Some of them have picked up the Shan language, and act aa interpreters to

strangers arriving from the coast, get their property into their hands and appro-
priate the proceeds. The presents they are enabled to make at this (to them)
cheap rate, and the knowledge of the language, sets them above the fear of

punishment. On the morning of the 17 th, in consequence of my complaint of
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-yesterday, a person was sent out to keep the people from coming up in the

zayat, and a writer came to hang up a notice to the same effect. 1 hive been

left to myself all day. The poor woman into whose house the person who abused

me on the night of our arrival ran for shelter, came to-day to beg my interces-

sion. She is a stranger from Bankok, and, as she could not point out the offender,

is threatened with a fine. As they have shewn a disposition to punish the per-

son, I promised to intercede for her.

At 10 a. m. on the 19th, Chow nk nam Maha Niut and some other

officers came out to conduct me to the Tso-boa's house. They proposed

that 1 should halt for some time at the court of justice, which was soon

given up on my positive refusal to do so, aod 1 proceeded in the same order

as I had done at Laboung. The Tso-boa came in after a few minutes and

seated himself on a cushion at the foot of the xoyabollen ; I was seated im-

mediately in front of him on a pretty large Persian carpet with pillows. I

inquired after his health, age, prosperity, &c. aod explained the purport of my
visit to be a wish on our part to cultivate his friendship and open the gold and

silver road, that, as at Laboung, we might exchange our superfluous produce to

mutual advantage, &c. &c. He replied, that to all proper subjects of traffic there

was no restriction. I said 1 was glad our customs agreed, and hoped that there

would be now no farther objections to the export of cattle and buffaloes, which

was what we principally wanted from this country. The Chow-Houa, who as

at Laboung, transacts all the business, and who* is said to be the only one opposed

to the trade in cattle, objected on the score of the great mortality which some-

times takes place among them, in which case I observed the price would rise,

and still only surplus cattle would be sold ; that 1 did not urge him to give the

people an order to sell, but permission to do so. He made some objection, half

expressed, on the score of fear of the Natx or presiding spirits of the country.

I pointed out the fact of their being sold to the Red Careens, to which he made

no reply ; but, Buddhists as they are, the question of the life or death of the

animal has never been mooted by any one except Chow-tchb-Wbbt in trans-

ferring the sin of selling to the Chow-Houa. The Tso-boa then heard the

letter read, ordered in some sweetmeats, desired us his children to continue our

business, and retired on plea of weariness. The hall I was received in, is a brick

building about 100 feet by 50 ; the walls painted with an extraordinary jumble

of clouds, trees, temples, Ac. ; on the window-shutters natives of different

countries in the act of salutation. Among others I observed two Europeans in

the costume of the time of George II. Below the windows a sea with boats and

the white umbrella (emblem of royalty) of seven tiers of coarse cotton cloth,

diminishing in size to the top (like an old fashioned dumb-waiter,) was fixed

above the xoyabollen. I did not ascertain what chiefs were present, but the

Tso-boa and the Chow-Houa were the only ones with whom I had any con-

versation. The Tso-boa is 80 years of age, but looks much more hale and

robust than Chow-tchk-Weet. He was raised to the Tsoboaship by the king

of Bankok, from his merit as a soldier, though he can neither read nor write,

—

a very unusual thing in this country.

" On my way to the fort this morning I called on Chow-Houa, and found

him as much disposed to be friendly as he had been the reverse on the two

former occasions. He agreed to the trade being perfectly free and unrestricted.

4x2
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No duty will be levied on import*. The dnties on eatOe to be at at La&mf ?—

elephants one tical ; horses free of dnty 5 muskets and slaves are alone prohibit'

ed being taken ont of the country ;—offenders from Lakovng shall be given up,

and the people of this district harbouring them punished. He said our presents

of muskets was a certain mark of friendship, and that he intended to send fifty

cattle to the Commissioner ; and as I conld not take them with me, he request-

td that I might arrange to leave some one to take charge of them.

" 24th. I went to take leave of the Tso-boa, who received me nearly alone

in an outer hall ; gave me the letter for the Commissioner, and was most friend,

ly in his professions. His house consists of three wooden ranges of about fifty

feet wide, (their length I could not see,) the brick hall standing across the ends,

in which I was formerly received, and the small one in which 1 saw him to-day.

Boon after my return to the taydau or Mayat, Chow Maha Neut came with

a message from Chow-Houa to set my mind at ease regarding the cattle and

trade generally ; that every facility should be given to purchase cattle, and the

trade should be perfectly free and unrestricted ; that it was not becoming to be

bounden by promises, but that we would see hereafter the strength of their friend-

ship. He regretted that he had not seen me on my last visit, that my stay this

time was so short, and requested I would return for a longer stay next fine wea-

ther, &c. &c. I left Zimmay at half past 4 p. m. on the 24th, and reached Lm-

bong at 10. The walls of the inner town of Zimmay are 800 fathoms from east

by west and 1000 from north to south, all of brick, and a ditch and rampart

all round. The outer wall, which reaches from the north-east to the south-west

corner, is circular and upwards of 1800 fathoms, one-half of brick, the other of

wood with a rampart round the brick part, and a ditch surrounding the whole.

The ditches when in repair, (which they do not appear to be now,) can be filled

from the river. The town is situated four or five miles from the eastern foot of

the Bya-tha-Dyk1" hill, the highest in the range, and between it and the hiQ is

another small single-walled fort about the sise of Labotmg, called Mo*mg-S*om-

daw*1**, (city of the flower garden.) All the houses in Zimmay above the poor-

est of the people are surronnded by compounds fenced in, in which are cocoanut,

arica, betel, bamboo, and other useful trees, with a great variety of flowers and

flowering shrubs, which are watered by a stream of clear water brought from

the hill. The valley in which this town and Laboung both stand, is little leas

than one day from east to west, and little more than three from north to south.

Much of the valley near the town is under cultivation, which is all prepared by

irrigation, and the grain is transplanted, yielding upwards of one hundred-fold,

though the fields are never left fallow.'

'

Dr. R. quitted Laboung on the 29th. On the 9th May the rains

Bet in, and continued almost without intermission daring the remain*

der of his journey. He arrived at Maulamyne on the 21st May,

suffering greatly from the exposure ; most of his followers ill, (sever-

al of them died shortly after,) and the elephants completely knocked

up by the difficulties of the road.

DR. RICHARDSON'S THIRD VISIT, 1S35.

Dr. R. was directed on this occasion to extend his visits to some

of the other Shan States, and also to the tribe of Red Kaffens10* on the
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west bank of the Salween, who, sometime previous, had sent a mes-

sage to Maulamyne to say they should be glad to see an European

officer in their country, and to open an intercourse with us.

Dr. R. started on the 29th December, and arrived at Laboring on

the 26th January, 1835. Here he found that his old friend the
•' Chow-tchk-Wbet," or " Lord of Life," was dangerously ill. The
old man received him, however. Dr. R. says—" On entering his

house, I found the chiefs and elders assembled and a curtain across

the room. After some conversation, chiefly regarding the war to

the eastward and the great blessings conferred on this country by
our occupation of the Provinces, the curtain was drawn aside, and

showed us the poor old man evidently on his death-bed, with his

children and grand-children around him. He spoke but little ; said he

was glad to see me again, and handled one of the muskets I had

brought with me to present to him."

After staying a few days at Laboung, Dr. R. proceeded to Zimmay.

Here he had some long discussions with the Chow-Houa of that

place relative to some impediments and restrictions he had placed on

the trade in cattle, and to some late attempts on the part of the fron-

tier Shan petty chiefs to levy tribute on the Kayens residing on our

side the boundary river. These matters were, however, amicably

adjusted, and much kindness and attention were shown him. It was

the period of an annual festival, for which he was urgently pressed

to stay. He says

—

" One of the amusements at this festival was the letting off of large rockets

—

each rocket being honored with some name, and supposed to appertain to some

chief or great personage. One was appropriated to me ; and my coolies and

servants being joined by a number of Maulamyne traders then in the place, who
entered into the spirit of the thing, my rocket was well attended to the ground

with dancing and singing, to the delight of the Shans, to whom Burmese music

sad dancing was quite a novelty. The rockets were all of wretched construc-

tion, but it so happened that mine performed its duty in a style infinitely supe-

rior to any on the ground ; and such is the superstition of these people, that I

feel confident this incident has made an impression on their minds of the supe-

riority of our nation which will not easily be effaced."

Here Dr. R. met a large portion of the annual caravan of Chinese

traders, of whom he says

—

" At Zimmay I found the caravan of Chinese traders, consisting of 200 mules

and horses. Three hundred more were said to be at Mounynan, where cotton is

abundant. They had arrived in the country a considerable time before me, and

were preparing shortly to return home. I had a good deal of conversation with

the two heads of the caravan, who seemed to be intelligent, enterprizing charac-

ters. They said they had long entertained the idea of visiting Maulamyne; and

now that they were invited to do so, and were assured of protection, they would
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undoubtedly do so next season ; the present one being too far advanced to sltow

of their increasing their distance from home. They requested that an interpreter

should meet them at Zimmay ;—and from their repeated requests that he shosU

be at Zimmay in all November, in order to accompany them down, I feel con-

vinced these people will be at Maulamyne before the end of the year. With tk

chiefs I found no difficulty whatever in obtaining their consent to their pasnsf

through the country : no objection was ever hinted, nor have I reason to expect

that any will hereafter arise.

" The imports by these caravans consist of copper and iron vessels, silk, (rtv

and manufactured,) satins, gold and silver thread and lace, musk, walnuts, ear-

pets, and vermilion. They export from the Shan country cotton, ivory, skim,

horns, &c. &c. From the information which I could collect, the caravan assem-

bled at Moungkoo, distant from Zimmay about two months1 journey. Their goodi

are conveyed by mules, and they would appear to travel rapidly ; as they asserted

they would not be more than twelve days from Zimmay to Maulamyne*. They

allow nothing to detain them on their journeys. If a man fall sick, or is dis-

abled, he is left behind ; and if one dies, they do not even stop to bury him, bat

cover his body with a cloth and continue their route."

Dr. R. left Zimmay on the 23rd February for Logon, 1*7 a town

he had not hitherto visited. The following is his route :

—

' " 23rd. Direction S. 65 £. Distance, 5£ miles.

11 Started at 1 p. m. and reached Pabouno 109 at 3. 30. This is a small

village of only twenty-four houses, but the Thongyee, or head-man, has altoge-

ther about three hundred houses under his jurisdiction. The road was level,

through paddy fields, intersected by small slips of jungle.

" 24M. Direction S. 20 B. Distance, 16* miles.

" Left Paboung at 7. 35. At 9 crossed the May-quang, which runs put

Laboung and falls into the Moypiny to the southward. At 11. 40 we halted it

the village of Ma-wan-tchay 1"9
. The road throughout the day was good asrf

pleasant ; considerable cultivation, and the inhabitants numerous. The people of

the village where we have halted are all captives from Mein Neaung, who, never

,

having seen an European, were very curious, but, at the same time, exceedingly

civil and hospitable, having provided a dinner for my followers. An old man of

the village remarked to me, after we had been encamped a few minutes oah,

that a Burman chief, travelling as I was doing, would ere this have tied up and

flogged some of them to shew his authority, and that neither he nor his father had

ever heard of a person travelling through a country merely to make friends. H<

wished I would open the road to his native place of Mein Neaung, *

" 25M. Direction S. 20 E. Distance, 13 miles.

11 The road to-day was through a teak forest and over several small hills lyiflf

from a few yards to a mile distant from each other. Our guide to-day wai *

Doctor, who was quite an amateur in his profession, and spread out all bis me-

dicines under a tree and began prescribing gratis for our people. He had in si*

store of medicine the thigh-bone of a dog, the jaw of a monkey, the vertebr* of

* A small party of them have since arrived at Maulamyne in company witi

the men sent to meet them. They made the march in 15 days and eipre»

themselves satisfied with the market here.
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a fish, part of a grinder of an elephant, the fore-tooth of a rhinoceros, some

bone ofa turtle, and two or three pieces of broken china. The rest of his collec-

tion consisted of little bits of sticks, and roots of all colors, to the number of

two hundred and eighty-one, (I had the curiosity to count them,) the names and

virtues of all which he professed to show. Not the least curious part of the

collection was his mortar or substitute for one ; it was a turned wooden bowl

ten inches in diameter, with a handle to it, and inside opposite the handle a piece

of coarse flinty sandstone fixed with lac about four inches square, and sloping

towards the bottom of Jhe bowl : on this the various articles are ground down,

in sometimes a quart of water if the patient is very ill.

" 26th. Direction S. 70 E. Distance, 16 miles.

" The road to-day was very tortuous and in some parts steep and rocky. No
inhabitants or cultivation were to be seen.

** 27th. Direction East. Distance, 15 miles.

" Started at 7 a. m. March lay along a good road in the jungle till 8.30

when we passed a last year's clearing with buffaloes and other signs of inhabited

country. At 8. 45. crossed the Maytan110 , a considerable stream in the

rains, now not ancle-deep, and on the eastern bank at Ban-hang-«rt111 , a

village of some sixe ;—found they had received orders to have breakfast ready

for the people, which was fortunate, as there was not rice for half of them at

starting. Here we halted fifty minutes under the tamarind trees, whence two

hours marching brought us to Boutue, 11* on the banks of a stream of the

same name about the sixe of the Maytan. The road has been good throughout

and the country level. The people of this village have orders to supply us with

every thing, and take us into the town to-morrow *, they brought out dinner for

the people soon after our arrival,— rice and vegetable stews, ready cooked, each

house furnishing a portion, as is the custom in Burmah. These were brought

out by the women of the village, young and old ; the former, as usual, uncovered

to the waist, and finer busts are not to be found in the world, and many of them

fair as Europeans.
14 28M. Direction S. 70 E. Distance, 4 miles.

" Reached Lagon at 8. 20 a. m. There are three towns close together, two

on the north and one on the south side of the river Moy-Wang, IIS in£he

last of which most of the chiefs live. The river between the towns has a course

nearly east and west, and, dividing, forms a little sandy island nearer the south

side, on which sheds had been prepared for our reception. The whole breadth

of the river is about one hundred and forty-seven paces, but at this season there

are only two, small streams near each bank about knee-deep. During the rains

even, it is seldom full, and consequently for the greater part of the year is not

navigable for boats of any sixe. Neither is it favorable for purposes of irriga-

tion, and as the rains are often insufficient, it is a far less favorable site for a

town than Laboung or Zimmay, though containing an equally numerous popula-

tion. As the trees in the town and neighbourhood are luxuriant, and the soil

generally appears productive, it is probably the fault of the people themselves

that provisions are scarce."

The following are Extracts from Dr. R.'s Journal during his stay at

Lagon.
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.
" 3rd March. Visited tereral of the chiefs to-day. They all expressed them-

selves most friendly to us, and spoke openly of a different feeling existing at

Zimmay. As my visit was entirely conciliatory, I avoided the subject, merely

saying, that we were grateful to our friends, and that I believed the general feel-
'

ing of the people of Zimmay was friendly towards us, in which they agreed, and

said they saw I was aware where the bad feeling lay. I spent several hours

with the several chiefs, and altogether passed a very pleasant day, owing to their

kind reception and the absence of all ceremony.
44 4th. Went over to one of the towns on the north side of the river to visit

a chief residing there. The whole of the town is enclosed within old walls,

the river face of which is mud, the remainder brick, but in a very ricketty con-

dition. The paths from one house to another, which are all far apart, are

more like the paths in a common village than the streets of the town.
41 $tk. There are fewer elephants here than at Zimmay. The king of Siam

called for a return of these animals last year, when three hundred were found

here and near one thousand at Zimmay, large and small. I learn that there are

no taxes on specific articles here. Every cultivator, without exception, at the

close of the harvest, pays into the Government granary a quantity of grain equal

to what he may have sown, and each house pays half a tical of coarse silver oa

account of sacrifices to the Nats, or protecting spirits of the country. These

sacrifices are another name for public feasts as the buffaloes, pigs &c, toge-

ther with the spirits that are provided, are consumed by the people. The land

is the property of him who clears it, and any one may cultivate unoccupied

land, provided he pays the accustomed contribution to the public granary. The

person so clearing and cultivating land may dispose of it in any way he likes,

and cannot be arbitrarily dispossessed of it by the chiefs, as in Burmah the peo-

ple are glad to place themselves under the protection of some chief and become

followers of his family. They work for him, and are often sent by him on trad-

ing excursions, receiving occasionally a portion of the profits.

" 10th. Received a visit from No. 1 wife of the Chow-Houa, accompanied

by her two daughters and several female attendants. She says she will he

obliged to leave her daughters behind when she accompanies her husband to

Baakok, (whither all the chiefs are bound, on the occasion of Chow-tchi-Wuxt's

death,) as the king might take a fancy for one of them. This, she said, would

be all very well for a year or two, after which she would be discarded and neg-

lected, and then her life would be one of misery."

Dr. R. left Lagon on the 10th March, and arrived at Laboung on

the 13th, a distance of 44 miles ; direction N. 70 W.

" Here I found the chiefs of all the associated States, assembled to perform

the funeral rites over the body of Chow-tchb-Wket, the acknowledged head of

their family. I had to enter into long and disagreeable discussions relative to

the three elephants which had been stolen at Maulamyne on several occasions,

and which had been traced to Laboung and the thieves discovered. The dsJfc-

culty arose from the thieves being proteges or dependents of Chow-Houa of

Laboung, who alone opposed restitution of the property, or the punishment of

the thieves. 1 at last threatened, that unless I could report that this business

was satisfactorily settled, it would be referred to Bankok. This alarmed them
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as, under present circumstances, they must deprecate any reference against them
to the king of Siam, who might take advantage of the opportunity to place a

stranger in the situation of the deceased chief. Still the settlement was put off

till the arrival of the chief of Zimmay, who had returned to his town for a few

days, and I was obliged to quit without knowing the result of their deliberation*

I learnt, however, by a messenger who met me on my return from the Red
Karens, that the affair had been terminated to the satisfaction of the owners of

the elephants, who had accompanied me from Mmulmmyne.
" At this assembly the chiefs seemed on very bad terms with each other, and

their deliberations were conducted with much acrimony, and on one occasion

with personal violence. The Chow-Houa of Ltbnmy appeared to have given

general dissatisfaction, though he again was full of complaints against the others.

This mutual bad feeling was shewn in the inditing of the letter brought by me
from the chiefs of Laboung. 1 was informed by one of them, that when it was

read to Chow-Houa, he ordered bis name to be struck out without assigning

any reason. When I called on him to bid him farewell, 1 asked him why he had

done this. He begged me to be assured that no disrespect was intended by it

;

that the letter had been written without, in the least, consulting him ; and though

it was a very good letter, yet he declined to have his name in it under such cir-

L- enmstances. He then went on to say, that the death of the old man, whose

obsequies they were then celebrating would, he feared, be the cause of much
evil and misery to the country, owing to their own dissensions.

" Having at last obtained the letter, and having been furnished with an order

for guides from the frontier to the Red Kayen country, 1 left Laboung on the

25th March."

The route usually travelled from Laboung and Zimmay to the coun-

try of the Red Kayens on the west bank of the Salween, is through

Mein-loon-gyee, towards which Dr. R. bent his course and arrived on

the 31st March. Here he remained one day in order to procure rice

and other articles for himself and followers during the remainder of

the journey, as no villages would be fallen in with for some days.

" April 2nd. Direction N. 15 W. Distance 15 miles.

" The road lay generally along the banks of the Mein-loon-gyee river, cross-

ing occasionally from one side to the other and through a magnificent teak-

forest.

44 3rd. Direction N. 39 W. Distance, 20 miles.

" The road much the same as yesterday's march. Crossed the river twelve

times during the day with the water sometimes over the saddle flaps.

44 4th. Direction N. 75 W. Distance, 17 miles.

44 Left the Mein-loon-gyee to the eastward, and proceeded along a road of

much more rugged character, up a small stream which we crossed seventy or
' eighty times. The hills are here more close and precipitous, but the tops of

many of them are cleared for grain cultivation, the only sign of the country

being inhabited. Met fifteen elephants returning from the country we are about

to visit, with stick-lac.

44 5th. Direction S. 80 W. Distance, 12 miles.

44 Crossed the highest part of this range at 7 a. m. from whence the water

4 T
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runs westward into the Salween and eastward into the Mein-lo*m-fyee. The

road to-day has been the worst we have travelled ; the hills very trying to the

elephants, and the stony banks of the streams to the horses' feet. Met two

poor little children recently purchased from the Red Kayens ; one for six bul- .

locks ; and the other, a very interesting child, about 7 years of age, for 10.

" 6th. Direction W. Distance, 11 miles. .

44 First part of the road over a steep hill ; remainder over low land covered

with grass, formerly cultivated.

" 7th. Direction W. N. W. Distance, 15 miles.

44 First part of the road the same as the last of yesterday's, along low reedy

ground, following the course of an inconsiderable stream. At 8. 30 came to a

pass between two hills, which, in case of attack, is defended by the Kayens by

securing large stones with ratans and bamboo work on the tops of the hills ;

—

the ratans are cut, and the stones roll down on the invaders. It is about one-

fifth of a mile in length.
44 8M. Direction W. N. W. Distance, 12 miles.

44 The country more level, with some occasional clearings and a few houses.

The jungle to-day was unusually alive with pheasants, pea-fowl, partridges, &c
44 9th. Direction W. Distance, 14 miles.

44 The country of the same character as yesterday. Halted on the banks of

the Salwetn about four hundred yards wide, running a rapid stream in a narrow

valley or ravine, except at the small plain where we are encamped, and another

on the opposite side on which stands the village of Banong »• or Yovgong, con-

sisting of about twenty-five houses, having the appearance of a common Burma*
village. Met 20 or 30 bullocks to-day with stick-lac and eight slaves en route

to the Shan country, making in all fifteen since leaving Laboung. One family of

four were bought for ten bullocks, the father and mother and two children two

and three years of age. There are some others for sale at the village. In the even-

ing the son of Pha-bho, one of the chiefs of the Red Kayens, an exceedingly dirty,

stupid-looking lad of about 18 or 20, came over with a relation who is headman N

of the village. They appeared to have some difficulty in making up their minds

who was the proper representative of the tribe. At last it was decided that Pha-
bono was too young and comes to Pha-bho to consult on state matters ; and
that as Pha-bho was the person who sent the message laet year, it is deter-

mined I shall go to him. He resides three days' journey on the other aide of

the river. There have been about fifty or sixty Kayens about my tent this after-

noon, (none of them appeared to come avowedly as the young gentleman's at-

tendants ;) they do not differ at all in personal appearance from the common
Kayens of the hills, except that they are perhaps less good-looking. Tlieir

dress consists of a pair of short trowsers of generally red (particularly the
chiefs), colored cotton of domestic manufacture, coming about half way down
the thigh, and every one had either a piece of book muslin or an English cotton
handkerchief round his head.

44 10M. Waited some time for the boats. At last the young lad of yesterday
crossed over, and on my interpreter complaining to him of the delay, he said

the Kayeos were never in a hurry. He succeeded, however, in getting them at

12 o'clock, and every thing was crossed over that evening. We were in appre-
hension of a scarcity of provisions, as the old head-man of the village declined
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supplying any. Pha-bho'b son however, procured some rice ; as to eggs or

fowls, they were oat of the question.

" 11M. Direction N. W. Distance, 9 miles.

" The road to-day was either rocky or covered with round water-worn pebbles,

and lay among low rocky hills scantily covered with vegetation and stunted

scattered trees. Pha-bho's son was engaged in eating a buffaloe, which he had

sacrificed to the Nats, and did not accompany us. He sent a guide, however,

and is to follow us to-morrow,

" 12M. Direction W. N. W. Distance, 15 miles.
44 First part of the road rocky and bad as yesterday, but the latter part more

level and less stony. Passed one or two small 'villages, around which was

a little of the most slovenly cultivation, chiefly cholum. Halted at the village

of Bantoe, *w of about thirty houses under the nephew of the last Pha-bang
(a chief's title). At this village there was a poor woman brought in two days ago,

from a party of about three hundred people seised by Pha-bhong from' the

Tillage of Tongpak 10* (Burman Shans) which they left a smoking ruin a few days

ago. The story which she told in the fullness of her grief is replete with all the

horrors that are attendant on such diabolical scenes. The Kayens attacked the

village, it appears, with bravery, (but the Shans are cowards,) and her husband

was cut to pieces in her arms, and she kicked by the savages from his bleeding

body. Many of the Kayens were killed, bnt they succeeded in carrying off all

the inhabitants. She saw her two daughters in their rapid flight, but was sepa-

rated from them two days ago. The respectable individual at the bead of this

village took her as his tenth of the captives taken by his people: She does not

know where her daughters are carried to. What adds to the helplessness of

her situation, is that she is far gone with child, and is the only one of her

village here.

44 13M. Direction N. W. Distance, 14 miles.

44 Reached Pha-bho'b residence (called Dwon Talwee) "° to-day after travel-

ling over a succession of hills on the worst possible road.

44 14 th. Sent into the village to say I wished to-day to deliver the letter

and presents from the Commissioner, and Pha-bho requested me to come when

I felt inclined to do so. I accordingly went in after breakfast about two hun-

dred yards to the village, which consists of seventy houses in the worst Burman

style, the chiefs much the same as the rest, but made of wood split and fastened

together by wooden pegs. There is a sort of open verandah, if it may be so

styled, without a roof, at which we arrived by a rough sort of wooden ladder of

six or eight steps, all of which were loose. Here we stooped under the roof

which reaches within four feet of the verandah or platform of loose boards, and

two paces brought us into the door of his Majesty's mansion, from which one

step landed us to the royal presence. This, however, I did not for some time

discover, as the door at which I entered was the only opening in the room, or

rather house, except the crevices between the boards, so that for aome minutes

after entering it was perfectly dark. I could absolutely see nothing but a little

bit of fire that was in the middle of the floor. I seated myself on a carpet, and

the people groped their way in with the presents, and after sitting a few minutes

I was able to distinguish by degrees objects in the room ; not, however, so as

to have recognised the old gentleman if I had met him ten minutes afterwards

4 Y 2
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in the day-light. I told htm I had come as he had requested, and as the Cos**

missioner of Mmulmmyne had promised last year, from whom I had brought t

letter and presents, and wished to open the gold and silver road between us, and

be friends with the Kayen nation, &c. &c. He gave me an opportunity of talk- -

iog, as he said nothing for a quarter of an hour. At last he requested to have

the letter read and explained, which was done. He then said his object in re-

questing an officer to visit him was to know if the English would form an alli-

ance with him,—for the purpose of making war on the Burmans! I declin-

ed the honor of a warlike alliance, but told him our views were all peaceable,

and that we never made war unless injured, when vengeance was instantaneous.

I begged his protection for our traders, &c. &c. &c. He said if we would not

make war along with him, he must make friends with us, nevertheless ; but that

war with the Burmaus was his object in asking a visit, and that he would scad

for some chiefs from Ngoay Doun, and make known my visit, and the wish for a

friendly intercourse. He promised his protection to traders, and was an friend-

ly as possible. By this time I could see the sise of the room—it was aboat

thirty feet by forty, and a bow end where the door entered. The fire was in the

middle of the room on a little square place insulated from the floor, being

raised an inch or two from it and supported from below, the roof splendidly

varnished with soot. The old man was alone when I went in ; the room was,

however, soon crowded, but their whole demeanour was civil and respectful,

—

very different from what the Zinumay chiefs wished me to believe. In the even-

ing the old man's factotum came out to beg me to delay six or eight days, which

I declined, and begged to be dismissed on the 17th. This old man, who is an

up-country Shan, after giving a splendid account of tbVnumbers of the Kayens
and size of their towns, said some of their towns had four hundred houses, end the

country was six days' journey from north to south, and four from east to •

Pha-bho discourages men-catching, but the people pay no regard to his

sels. There is something like law amongst them ; for, on inquiring the cause

of the firing of muskets that took place this morning, I was told it was a robber

who had' been ransomed by his friends for two ket—et Hl (copper drum, a sort

of gong) and 100 tickals coarse silver. Found our height by the thermometer

to-day to be 1021 feet. The flat on which we are encamped, and on which the

village is situated, is about 610 paces wide and 600 or 650 long. There as

another about 600 feet higher of the same sise, and still further up is a third

platform 2049 feet above the sea and about two miles square, perfectly level, with

rich soil, all under cultivation, watered by two streams which rush down the

perpendicular face of the mountain from above and irrigate the two lower plat-

forms. The mountain is of limestone, and its steepest acclivity appears to he

on this side, though the presence of the beautiful stream on this face would in-

dicate the country.

" 15*A. Had a visit from the old chief to-day, a dirty shabby old Kayen when
seen by day-light. The only indications of his chieftainship were a gold sword .

and a silver betel-box, both of which he carried himself, and his only attendant

was the old Shan mentioned yeaterday. He was as silent as before for some*

time. He at last began to speak, and continued talking for about an hour of

the origin of the human race, to prove what I had said (on his questioning) that

the English were the most powerful nation in the world, to be incorrect, or at
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least uncertain. The pith of hit story was, that we were all originally descend-

ed from Pba-bbb, a lady who lived at Ava. Who our other venerable progeni-

tor wu, he did not know, or how the lady happened to come into the world :

however, she had three sons, the elder the father of the Chinese, the second of

the Kolas (all people not Chinese, Shans, Burmans, or Kayens), and the third

of the Kayens. Of the country from which these ancient gentlemen obtained

helpmates, he was ignorant. This story was altogether imperfect, and the in-

terpreter a wretched one. However, there is a pagoda some days from this to

the northward, on which no nation has yet appeared with sufficient power to

put the 7V« m or ornamental covering, on the top ; bnt there is to be a great

feast and gathering of all the nations to take place, which he expects every day

to be called to attend, when this will be achieved, and a Natthamee, or female

spirit, will descend, to whom the Chinese, Kulas, and Kayens will each believe

their claims equal, and will fight till they are np to the knees in blood. The
demi-goddess will then inquire what is the matter. On its being explained, she

will end the contest by espousing the chief who can draw her tword : it will

then be known which is chief amongst nations, till which time he will not be*

lieve that we are much more powerful than the great nations named above, espe-

cially the Chinese. The magnificence of my tent and brass-bound bullock

trunks had, however, their weight with him. He did me the honor to remain

four of the longest hours I have spent amongst many very protracted ones

in my present mission. He, however, as an equivalent, promised his protection

to traders from Maulamync and to people (Chinese included) from the northward,

but was afraid they would not find provisions, which will be somewhat difficult,

even if he has sufficient influence with his savages to prevent their molesting

them. Some of our traders from Maulamyne came in to-day (ten) who had gone

into the Shan territories subject to Ava to the north-east, where they had dis-

posed of their cotton goods to some profit in exchange for horses. They met

the Chinese traders who annually visit the town of Mank Maie ll3
, (which is only

four days' journey from this,) who had expressed a wish to come to Maulamyne,

and probably would accompany any of our people who may be there in proper

time next year, unless deterred by the terror with which these detestable savages

have inspired their neighbours, though I am convinced they are equally despi-

cable and detestable.

11 16M. Several of the head people came out to the tent this morning, and

in the evening I went to take leave of the head-man. They were vociferously

discussing the propriety of returning a present to the Commissioner. As soon

as I could obtain a hearing, I repeated all I had previously said about the

traders, and was begged to explain to the traders coming here that they must not

take forcibly what did not belong to them ; they promising to do all on their part

to protect them if their conduct was correct, but could not be answerable for of-

fences beyond their jurisdiction. They would tell them where they might go with

safety ; if they went beyond that, it must be at their own responsibility. The

discussions were renewed more loudly than before, and I took my departure with

a head-ache, partly from the noise, partly from the vile smell of the house. As
the grand distinction between the chief and others is his not eating rice, the half

of the room was filled with yams, some growing, some putrid and highly offensive

After I had returned some time, the old Shau came out and said, the chief wish
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ed to know distinctly if we considered him our debtor for the things I had given,

as he feared it might be brought against his children or grand-children ; which

is by no means a groundless fear amongst themselves, for I saw on my first visit

to Zimmay a little child who had been seized and sold by a creditor for a debt

contracted by his grandfather for a gong. I assured him his fears were perfectly

groundless, and explained what was usual in other countries. He wished me to

remain tomorrow, on the chance of his getting a horse to return for the presents,

As we have the greatest difficulty in getting—in fact cannot get—rice, and shoaU
we be caught by the rains on this side of the eastern hills, we shall be obliged to

halt without provisions till they are passable, I intimated my positive inten-

tion to start with the moon-light early in the morning to save the elephants

crossing the hills in the heat of the day.

" \7th. Last night at 11 o'clock the old Shan came out according to his

promise, bringing a letter for the Commissioner written on two shabby leaves of

an old Burman black book, and a little pony, for which my servant had been

bargaining in the course of the day ; its price was about forty-five rupees. I

believe a man from MauUtmyne who was robbed and is now seeking justice here,

was the writer of the letter ; and as they have no written character of their own, •

it was written in Burmese."

Dr. R. quitted Daung Talwee this day, and arrived at Maulamyne on

the 10th May, having returned through Mein-loon-gyee by the route

already described. He thus sums up the result of his last mission :

—

" I need not descant upon the great importance of opening a market with the

frontiers of China for British goods by means of the caravans of Chinese traders.

It is probable that on the first visit of these people to Maulamyne their numbers

will be few, but when once aware of the safety and freedom from all vexations and

exactions with which their visits will be attended, and of the extensive market

existing for their goods, I think there can be no doubt we shall see them here

in future years in great numbers. I learnt from the people, and also from other

quarters during my travels, that no difficulty would exist in our traders visiting

the frontier towns of China. The Chinese asserted there were no guards and

no restrictions in their towns, and a person of some rank at Labon pressed me to

accompany him next year on a trading expedition in that direction. I cannot

but think this subject is worthy the consideration of Government ; and should

any thing of the kind be deemed advisable, I should be most happy to offer my
services.

" An extensive opening for our inland trade has been made by securing the

good-will towards us of the Red Kayens, and it is possible that the intercourse

with these people now commenced may lead eventually towards their civilisation,

and that our influence with them may hereafter be successfully exerted in patting

an end to their system of kidnapping and selling their neighbours which now -

forms their, I may say, sole occupation. I learnt that from three to four hun-

dred unfortunate beings are annually caught by these people, and sold by them

into perpetual slavery. I met many of them on my journey,—some just pur-

chased, others on their way to be sold.

44 The kind feeling of our north-eastern Shan neighbours towards us, have

been increased by my late visit. The mixture of firmness and conciliation which
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I bad it in my power to exhibit towards them on the points discussed, has tended

to convince them that we are firm and consistent friends, not desirous of aggran-

dising ourselves at their expence, but at the same time not to be imposed on or

trifled with."

III.

—

Notes on the Antiquities of Bdmidn. By C. Masson.

Bdmidn is situated in one of the Paropdmisan valleys, distant about

80 or 85 miles from Cabdl, bearing N. 75 W. The valley is deep,

the enclosing hills on either side exhibiting, to a greater or less ex-

tent, perpendicular walls of rock, whence their convenience and

adaptation for the construction of caves. The rock is called Mung,

being a conglomerate of small pebbles, sand and divers colored earth,

remarkably compact and hard. The length of the valley is about

nine or ten miles, in direction from east to west. Its breadth is

inconsiderable, but greatest at the particular spot in it, pre-eminently

called Bdmidn, and where the statues and principal caves are found.

At this point also the streams of Surkh Dur, and Jui Folddi, by their

junction, form what is called the river of Bdmidn, which flowing east-

ward down the valley, receives at Zohak the waters of Kdld, after

which winding to the westward of Irak, Bdbuldk, Shibr, Bitchdik, &c.

and augmented by their rivulets, eventually escapes from the hills,

and passing Ghori falls into the river of Kunduz.

The appellation Bdmidn may perhaps be equivalent to high region

in contradistinction to Damidn or Damdn, the low region, or that at

the skirts of the hilis
—" Bam" signifies " roof," and when it is

remembered that Asiatic roofs are flat, as are in general the summits

of the mountains in this part of the country, we are at no loss to

account for the name, once probably universally applied to it, though

now retained by a particular locality ;—and when we further consider

its elevation above the surrounding regions, we may admit the figura-

tive and emphatic interpretation of Bdmidn, as afforded by some of

the inhabitants, who render it the " roof of the universe."

The mountains among which Bdmidn is situate, are no doubt those

designated by the Greek historians and geographers Paropdmisus,

as opposed to the true Indian Caucasus or Hindu Kosh, from which

they are distinct. The term has been cavilled at, but without justice.

It was no creation of the Greeks, but the native name for the hills ;

nor need we doubt this, when we find it made up of par and

pdm, signifying " hill" and " flat." Paropdmisus may therefore

be translated the region of flat summitted hills, and is a term peculi-

arly appropriate to the countries on which it was conferred. KnoW-
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ing the etymology of Paropdmmu, we learn that of Pamir, the lord

of hills.

The principal antiquities of Bdmidn are its idols and caves, which

have manifestly a connection with each other,—the castle of Zohdk,

so called—and the remains of the city and citadel of Ghulghuleh.

The evidences of GhulghuUh are numerous and extensive, proving

that it must have been an important city. Refraining from specula-

tion as to its origin, we know from authentic history that it was de-

stroyed by Genghiz Khan in 1220, A. D. The natives of Bdmidn have

a tradition, that it was re-edified, and again fell into decay—which is

probable, there being many Mohammedan tombs referring to it,

which have a less antiquity than six centuries, if painted glazed tiles

to be seen in them, were confined to China, until the era of Gbngbq
Khan, as supposed by some authors. The most striking of the re-

mains of Ghulghdleh is the citadel or place, the walls of which

encompass an isolated eminence.

The fortress of Zohdk, so called by the natives and by Abul Fazil,

occurs at the eastern extremity of the valley, where the rivulet of

Kald falls into the river of Bdmidn. We have not inspected it with

sufficient attention, to decide upon its character, or to venture to

advance an opinion on it, which future research may controvert—we
therefore merely observe that, agreeing with Abul Fazil as to its

antiquity, we differ both from his notion and that sanctioned by

tradition that it was a place of defence.

The caves of Bdmidn are found in the cliffs or perpendicular fronts

of the hills on either side of the valley, and on the northern side

they uninterruptedly occur for a distance of six or seven miles. At

the spot called Bdmidn, the elevation of the cliffs, being most consi-

derable, there are found the greater number of caves, or sammches as

called in these countries, congregated as in a focus. Among these

caves stand in niches the two large idols long known in Europe, and

between them are two other niches, in one of which are the fragments

of a former idol, and the other as certainly once contained one. Op-
posite to these, diverging to the south-west is the valley through

which flows the rivulet of Jui Folddt, and eastward of the citadel of

GMlghhleh is a valley stretching to the south—the hills to the north

and east of both these valleys are also perforated with caves, and

among those of the latter is a large idol inferior only in size to the

two superior ones at Bdmidn.

The idols are cut or hewn in the rock, and have been covered with

a surface of cement. They are erect figures, with their hands extend-
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cd, and supporting the folds of drapery with which they have been

clothed. Their features have been destroyed, by removing one-half

of their heads, or as far as die lips, leaving the hinder halves with

the ears, enormously large, appended*.

The work of mutilation was one of some labor, and having been

executed with precision, will have been directed by authority, possibly

by that of the Arabian conquerors. A subsequent and less systema-

tic mutilation has been practised on the idols, by breaking off their

hands, and fracturing their legs, for the merits of which Jbnohiz,

Timu'r, Aurangzr'b, and even Timor Shah Du'ranni', who are all

accused, may dispute.

The idols stand in vast niches formed in the rock, whose sides on a

level with the necks of them have been embellished with paintings.

These consist of busts and seated figures, both male and female. The

niche of the superior idol has on each side a line of twelve female

figures, and, what is of great importance, at its summit, over the idol's

head, is an inscription, obviously intended to unravel the mystery.

The niche in which stands the second idol in importance has no

inscription, but on either sjde has lines of twelve male and female

busts, among which is one so valuable that we need not regret the

absence of a literal testimony ; over the head of this idol is a painted

full length female figure. The niches of the other idols are also

embellished with paintings.

On either side of the niches are series of stairs, cut in the rock,

which conduct to their summits or to the heads of the idols—each

series of steps leads to a small square apartment, and these several

apartments have been superbly decorated with gilding and lapis lazuli.

To illumine these passages, apertures have been cut through the rock

towards the idols. We ascended to the summit of the second idol by

the passage on the one side, and walking round the hinder part of its

head, descended by the steps on the other side. Near the summit or

above the lines of paintings the niches have been widened, and on

either side has been formed a takht or sofa, obviously for the conve-

nience of sitting upon. The superior idol has or had the same facili-

ties of ascent to the summit, but at the time of our visit the lower

caves near it were occupied by an unaccommodating Tajik, who had

towed in the passage his stock of provender. We could not prevail

upon him by menace or entreaty to open the path, and he evasively

affirmed that he had never heard of one. We did not insist with him,

relying upon making a further visit, which until now has not happen-

• Sec a sketch of them published with Lieut. Burnrs' Description, J. A. S.

ol. ii. 561.
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cd. It is a great point to gain these upper stations, as from them may

he profitably inspected the paintings.

Between the legs of the superior idol are entrances conducting into

spacious apartments surmounted with domes—and there are many

other caves at Bdmidn which display the dome or cupola :—these we

imagine to have been particularly temples. They, in common with all

other caves, were covered with cement, in which the lines of moulding

surrounding their circumferences, with the ornaments at the summits

of the domes, have been formed. The interiors of all of them are of a

glossy black color, from the smoke of fires whichwere or have beenkept

up in them. Many of the caves at Bdmidn are remarkable for their

dimensions, and have other peculiarities in their form and embellish,

ments. The most curious are found above the superior idol, but in

another cliff rising backward; so that in walking from them to the

front or south, we reach the edge of the perpendicular wall of rock

in which that sculpture is carved. In these caves we saw the names

written with charcoal of W. Mooacaorr, W. Trbbeck, and G.

Gutheib ! They are gained by an ascent a little to the left or west

of the idol.

There can be little doubt but that of the vast number of caves,

which do not terminate in cupolas, many were the residences of the

priests connected with temples ; others may have been the abodes of

ascetics or monastic classes ; and as we find in Afghanistan that the

cave is invariably the companion of the sepulchral tumulus, without

reference to its nature, or whether it be a tomb or cenotaph, we may

suppose the majority of the excavations at Bdmidn to be of the same

character. When circumstances permitted the erection of a tumulus,

it became necessary to excavate a cave—and we need not be surpris-

ed at the vast number of caves at Bdmidn, when we have under our

eyes the ruins of a large and once flourishing city, or when we

consider the spot was a sacred one, possibly the most sacred, of the

professors of the then existing religion, and whither the dead of the

surrounding regions might, from pious motives, be carried for deposit

The inhabitants, in speaking of the three superior idols, call then

the father, mother and son,—presuming the second in consequence

to be a female ; but there is no distinction in the figure to warrant

the supposition that its sex varies from the others. Of whatever sex

the whole may be, there is little reason to doubt but they are of one

and the same.

We visited Bdmidn under the idea of meeting with Buddhist anti-

quities, but it became evident that they were of another character.

The inscription was in characters unknown to us, and continued so
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until we were favored by the alphabets of the Pehlevi and Zend from

Mr. Prinsbp, when we ascertained it to be a form of Pehlevi. The

bast of the king among the paintings in the niche of the second idol,

we had found to bear an exact resemblance to the busts on a series

of coins constantly and numerously found at Beghrdm, 'and which we
called Parthian provisionally ; but the characters of the legends on

these coins were very different from those of the Bdmidn inscription.

At length, however, a coin was found of the same class, with the

characters plainly similar—in fact comprising three of those forming

the inscription (see Plate XLIV). We now began to suspect we had

sufficient evidence to assign the idols of Bdmidn,

Under the idea that the inscription might be rendered NANAIA,
we had ventured to communicate our suspicions to Mr. Prinsep :

should they be confirmed, the idol might be. supposed to be an image

of Diana or the moon, called by the old Persians NANAIA—but we
are not yet confident of the reading ; and viewing a succession of

idols, it occurs to reflection that they may possibly commemorate a

series of sovereigns : and this, even if the reading be allowed ; for we
find over the second idol which has no inscription, a full length female

figure, which may be Nanaia, and the first idol has no figure, but a

name in its place. We must confess, from the general appearance of

the idols, we should suppose them to represent male personages.

The coins referred to are probably of that description marked by

Colonel Ton, when he enumerates among his collection " rare ones

of a Parthian dynasty unknown to history." The term Parthian may
cease to be applicable, but we doubt whether the kings commemorat-

ed by these coins, and, as we suspect, by the idols of Bdmidn, are un-

known to history. We take them to be the Kidnian dynasty, whose

records, more or less authentic, are to be found in Persian authors ;

and whose descendants, if their own accounts be, credited, still exist

in the persons of independent chiefs in Seistdn. The Tajiks, so nume-

rously dispersed over Afghdnistdn and Tdrkistdn, and no doubt the

more ancient inhabitants of the countries, represent the nation, in

olden time, obedient to the princes of this dynasty. For a series of

ages, in Afghdnistdn at least, the Tajik authority has been superseded

;

and, within memory, the proprietary rights of the Tajik to the soil

have been seriously infringed by the encroachments of the Afghans.

He preserves few traces of his origin or descent, and as a convert to

the uncompromising tenets of Islamism, recollects with horror that

his country was once governed by infidels—while, as at Bdmidn, he

resides, and follows the ordinary occupations of life, in the temples,

4 z 2
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from whence his ancestors, in all doe solemnity, invoked the glorious

sun and dazzling hosts of heaven.

Admitting the evidence upon which we ascribe the idols of Bdmten

to the princes of the Kidnidn race, without prejudice to their indi-

vidual character, or whether they be idols of Nanma and other deities,

or statues of sovereigns—we naturally torn to consider the possible

epoch of their construction ; and this, if not absolutely to be fixed, it

brought within a certain and comparatively recent period, or one sub-

sequent to the destruction of the Greek-Bactrian monarchy. This

monarchy, as Justin testifies, was overthrown by the Parthians, and

the fact is perhaps as easily to be credited as that its subversion was

effected by the Get® ; though it must be allowed, that in support of

the latter opinion, Strabo is very grave authority, particularly when

he enumerates the hordes or nations that effected the subversion, the

Asii, Pasiani, Tochari, and Sacarauli. It may be, as Schbfed hints,

that both had a hand in it ; but the conclusion by the same learned

author that the Get* remained in possession, may be liable to doubt,

if we recognize the Bdmta* idols to be memorials of the Parthian

(qy.) conquerors of Bactria. It is proper, however, to note, that

about this time, the AZ02 dynasty, whose coins we have, seems entitled

to be considered ; and if that appellation have any connection with the

name of the first of the four Getic hordes, as, we believe, Mr. Prinsip

suspects, both Justin and Strabo may be reconciled ; for, according

to every appearance, the Azos dynasty originated in the regions bor-

dering on the Indus towards its source. At the same time, it must

be remembered, that we suggest the possibility only that the Bdmidm

idols may refer to the Parthian (qy.) conquerors of Bactrim. We
have remarked that the year 56 B. C. has been mentioned as the

epoch of the construction of the idols, (that will be of the more anci-

ent one,) and this epoch might coincide with that of the supercession

of the Greek-Bactrian monarchy ; but when this date is quoted as

being found in the Mahabhdrat, either the authority of that work has

been carelessly advanced, or the work itself must considerably abate

its pretensions to the antiquity conceded to it by some.

We feel repugnance to renounce old and favorite theories, but

they must yield to facts. We had plausibly enough given the Greeks

in Bactria for successors a race of Getic or Indo-Scythic sovereigns,

as we conveniently called them ; and we concluded them to be of the

Buddhist faith, because we have read that such faith was prevalent

in Central Asia about the commencement of the Christian era. With-

out deeming it necessary to contest the latter fact, in favor of which.

indeed, some proof may be adduced, we have gradually, however,
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grown sceptical as to that of Buddhist supremacy io these regions

;

and the term Indo-Scythic has yielded to that of Mithraic, which may
safely be adopted, as clearly indicating the religion of the ruling

powers, while it affects not the question of their race or descent.

It may be observed, that the later antiquities in Afghanistan and the

Panjdb, or in the countries along the course of the Indus, are appa-

rently mixed Mithraic and Buddhist ; nor is it improbable that the

two systems, if they were really generically distinct ones, should have

been blended in the limits to which both extended, and were both

met—it being considered that Buddhism will have been propagated

with vivacity when Mithraism was languishing in decline.

Our objections to the term Parthian, as applied to the coins pro-

visionally so called, and to the princes commemorated by them,

and possibly by the idols, arise principally from the impossibility

of deeming them Arsakian. Under that powerful dynasty, which

so long controlled Persia, it is generally understood that the

worship of Mithra was discouraged :—we know not why it should

have been, and might ask in return, of what religion besides

the Mithraic could the Arsakian monarchs have been professors ?

It may be, that as Parthians, who have been supposed to be of

Scythic origin, they were followers after the manner of their fore-

fathers, whose rites it is one of the objects of the Zendavesta to

depreciate and to condemn : while with the virulent feelings common
to sectarians, and in possession of the necessary power to allow their

exhibition, they might have neglected no occasion to discountenance

the opposite rites and observances in vogue with the people of Cyrus
—whence may be accounted for, during their sway, the neglect of

Persepolis and the fire temples of Istakr. The fire-altar never occurs

on any of the coins of the Arsakian princes, while it is seen on those

we suspect to be referrible to the princes commemorated at Bdmidn. The

same emblem, indeed, distinguishes the coins of the Sassanian princes

of Persia, successors in authority to the Arsakian line, and who re-

kindled the sacred fires throughout the land, which had been extinct

for centuries—but on their coins, it is always accompanied by two

guardians or defenders—which are wanting on the coins of our princes

;

and as the more simple may be presumed the more ancient form,

we might deduce from the circumstance a corroborative proof,

that they are prior in date to the Sassanian monarchs of Persia.

Should this view be correct, we learn that cotemporaneous with a

portion of the Arsakian dynasty, a powerful and independent so-

vereignty existed in Bactriana, whose princes became of the orthodox

Mithraic faith, or that so lauded in the Zendavesta. It is obvious
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also that tUey must have been subsequent to the Greek monarchy

—

and who they were, and whence they came, can only be profitably

speculated upon, when we become acquainted with the antiquities

hidden in the regions north of the Indian Caucasus'. It is an advan-

tage, however, to possess the knowledge of their existence, then-

coins and memorials, which display alike their language and religion.

The height of the larger idols has been estimated at 120 feet and

70 feet respectively ; the third may be about 50 feet, and the two

others were 35 and 25 feet in height. Surveying them, in connec-

tion with the theory that they serve to commemorate sovereigns, the

gradations in size, as well as their numbers, may be turned to profit

;

the former denoting the degrees of prosperity under which they were

formed, and the latter authorizing us to infer that there were at least

as many sovereigns as idols. It is also probable that these idols, with

their accompaniments of caves and temples, are not posthumous me-

morials, but that they were constructed during the lives of the mo-

narchs who projected them. That they are the labors of a series of

kings, is an inevitable conclusion, from the moral impossibility that

they could have been formed by a single one.

Supposing that Bdmidn was peculiarly a sacred place, and on that

account pre-eminently selected for the burial-place of the sovereigns

of the age, we may inquire what evidences we have of their sepul-

chres. Some ancient authority,—we believe Ctesias orDioooaus,

—

describes the mode of interment of the old kings of Persia—which

was by lowering down their remains from the summits of precipices

into caves hewn in the rock, and then closing up their entrances,

Some of the caves at Bdmidn are so situated, as exactly to come

within this description ; they are now inaccessible, and from their

small apertures could scarcely have been intended for dwellings,

while without some such contrivance, as lowering down workmen
from the top of the eminence, it is difficult to imagine how they could

have been hewn at all. It is proper to observe, that at Bdmidn there are

none of the structures now familiarly known to us as topes, and which

are so abundant in the regions east and west of the Indus ; and their

absence might suggest the idea that they were a later mode of distin-

guishing departed royalty, and originated at the period when the

Mithraic and Buddhist practices became mixed. Such a conclusion

might be convenient for adjusting that epoch, and to sanction it, the

whole mass of Afgbin topes might be adduced as proofs, exhibiting

the chaitya and the cave : but there is no reason to suppose the

chaitya exclusively a Buddhist form, and topes are not irreconcileable

with the mode of commemorating Persian monarchs—if the monu-
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ment at Murghdb, north of Persepolis, be really the cenotaph of Cyrus,

it being nothing but a chaitya or dahgopa ; and we hesitate to believe

it not to be the tomb of Cyrus, having the hints of Arrian and Aris-

tobulus, and the interpretation of an inscription (we believe found

on some contiguous monument, which renders the subject doubtful)

by Professor Grotrfxno. Moreover, if it be, we may inquire, where

are the dahgopes of the successors of Cyrus ?

The most ancient of the topes of Afghanistan, which have been yet

examined, we think may be referred to the close of the first or com-

mencement of the second century of the Christian era. While we
suppose that Bdmtdn may be the burial-place of a dynasty of kings,

we mean not to infer that it was also their capital, rather supposing

that it was not—although the comparatively recent Ghulguleh may,

nevertheless, be supposed to have been the representative of a preced-

ing ancient and considerable city. The Paropamisus had been, pre-

vious to the conjectured period of the formation of the Bdmidn idols

and caves, the seat of a considerable power,—that of the Pandava prince

Subhao, whose son Gaj, the founder of Gajni (Ghusni), lost his king-

dom to Euthydbmus and his sons.

It has been usually conjectured that Bdmidn is the Drapsaca of

Arrian, occurring in Alexander's route from Bactra or Bulkh to Alex-

andria ad Caucasian. Drapsaca is called Drastoca by Ptolemy, which

Wilford tells us is a substitute for the Sanscrit Drashatca, or " the

stone city." Admitting the etymology, we need not credit the ac-

companying assumption that " towns before were only assemblages of

huts"—an assumption founded on the caves of Bdmidn being hewn,

as indeed all caves are, in the rock—and thereby forming a stone city.

If our preceding deductions be correct, they never, strictly speaking,

formed a city at all ; although one naturally, and as is proved by its

remains, grew up and existed in their neighbourhood. Farther, if our

conclusions as to the epoch of the formation of the idols be well found-

ed,they consequently did not exist at the period of Alexander's expe-

dition, which may account for no hints being given ofthem by the

classical historians and geographers of the West. We are not certain

therefore that Drapsaca was Bdmidn, or that a city existed there at

all, admitting the probability that a valley so conveniently situated and

fertile, was even at that time adequately peopled. The stone city was

a term applicable to any substantial one. Timur in his march from

Bulkh to India halted for some days, as Shrrif-u-din says, at the

" fine city" of Khulm. This is an ancient site, and with Hybuk,

Kunduz, and any other locality in the route, may have a claim to be

considered Drapsaca. Bdmidn has also been suggested to represent
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Alexandria ad Paropdmisum. The last word appears to be a carelea

introduction of the geographers for Caucasum. We believe it was not

used by the original historians—excusable however, when we consider

that the ancients deemed the Paropa'misus a continuation of Caucasus,

and the passes of the hills between Cdbul and Bdmidn, are to this day

spoken of by the natives as passes of the Hindu Kosh, which, strictly

speaking, they are not. Alexandria, it is clear, was built at the

southern base of Caucasus, indications of its locality more fully an-

swered by Ghorbund and Beghrdm. Bdmidn may be termed south-

but widely—of the true Hindu Kosh, and, we should think, has little

pretension to be considered Alexandria ad Caucasum, beyond the

doubtful one conferred by vicinity.

Examining the pretensions of Bdmidn to be considered in another

point of view, as a sacred locality, implied perhaps by its being select-

ed as the burial place of kings, we have Wilforo's authority, that it U

represented in the books of the Buddhists as the source of holiness and

purity. This may be of some value, as shewing that the same spot

was held in the same venerated light bjnhe followers of two religiose

generally understood to be very opposite ; and as the antiquities are

certainly Mithraic, we might draw the conclusion, that the Buddhists

have appropriated the property of others, and that the books referring

to Bdmidn are comparatively modern—or we may suspect that Bod-

hism was originallv merely a modification of Mithraism. We judge

it unnecessary to detail the Mahommedan traditions respecting Bdmi-

dn, which ascribe, however, the idols to Sa'lsa'l, whom they generally

assert to have been a giant infidel, first vanquished and then convert-

ed by Azarbt Ali ; nor need the Buddhist and Brahmanical traditions

be noted, with a view to comment, which consider Sharma or the

patriarch Shkm to be the founder of Bdmidn,—because we have no

proof that he was, or was not ;—but when a writer so talented as

Wilford asserts with apparent gravity, that Bdmidn is the Mosakal

Eden, it may be useful to review the grounds on which he bases his opi-

nion and makes an assertion so singular. He is compelled to recognise

in the Landhi Bind Helmend, the rivers of Kundus and Balkh, the PJd-

son, Gihon, Frat and Hiddekel of the Mosaic accounts—but it U

plain that he depends upon the statements of the Puranas and Zenda-

vesta. The former contain so many evidences of modern composition,

that they surely ought not to be brought into competition or compa-

rison with records of high antiquity, as are acknowledged to be those

of the Pentateuch. The age of the Zendavesta has been much dis-

puted, some conceiving it of unfathomable antiquity ; others, among

whom is our countryman Hyde, ascribing it to the epoch of Darios
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Htstaspes ; while others have deemed it of comparatively modern

origin. We are free to confess that we espouse the latter opinion,

and the very passages cited in favor of its remote age, we think, are

decisive against it. We advert to this subject the more willingly,

because we -cannot help suspecting the possibility, that the Zenda-

vesta was compiled in the court of the sovereigns commemorated at

Bdm(dn.

It is worthy of note, that the Brahmans, Buddhists and Mithraists

have the same ideas as to the locality of paradise, shewing that they

must have acquired them from each other, or from some common
source. It is not improbable that the two first adopted them from the

last, and it may be eonjectured, though it will tell little for the antiquity

«f the Zeniavesta, that Bdmidn may have been clothed with a sacred

character, from the very circumstance of its having been made a burial-

place of kings—for so the Zendavcsta itself commemorates, when it

describes Gorotman (Bdmidn or its vicinity) as a terrestrial paradise,

and reveals its nature when it figuratively and significantly adds, " the

abode of the Supreme Being and the Blessed." There can be no

doubt but that the larger idol of Bdmidn is also the more ancient,

and with its accompanying caves became the nucleus, around which

all the other caves and idols were subsequently and successively

formed ; and it is a fair inference that, prior to the construction of the

arst idol, there was no burial place of kings at Bdmidn, and none

worthy of emphatic panegyrism by the author of the Zemdavesta.

The remote antiquity conferred by some antiquarians upon the

Zendavesta is not claimed by its author ; and why he should be called

Zoroastbr who called himself Zbrdbsht, ie only to be accounted for

by the desire of theorists to identify him with a celebrated person

of that name, who existed, according to authentic history, some

centuries before him. Zbrdbsht so clearly narrates the details of his

career, that it is impossible to misunderstand them, and they cannot

be more correctly or more concisely represented than in the elegant

language of Professor Hbbrbn, one of the most able advocates of

the impenetrable antiquity of the Zendavesta. The Professor writes

—

"The works of Zoroastbr (Zbrdbsht) abound in details relating to his

own person, as well as the countries and kingdom, which were the first

scene of his career as a reformer. He proves by the clearest geogra-

phical data, that his native country was Northern Media, Azerbijan,

or the territory between the river Kur or Cyrus and the Araxes,

both of which empty themselves into the Caspian. Here he first ap-

peared as a legislator and a reformer ; but soon quitting this district, he

passed into the countries east of the Caspian into Bactra, the residence

5 a
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of king Gustasp, who became his disciple and admirer. The origi-

nal seat therefore of his new religion or doctrine was Bactra, whence

(under the protection of Gustasp) it was disseminated over /ran."

Zbrdisht, in giving the name of the sovereign of Bactra* his pa-

tron, possibly gives that of one of the sovereigns commemorated at

Bamldn. If it be so, we may associate with him Lohkabp his prede-

cessor, and it is deserving of particular notice that the romantic his-

tory of Persia ascribes to Lohrasp the construction of a hermitage,

to which he retired, abdicating his throne in favor of Gobtasp, and

from which he was called forth to repel an invasion upon Bmlkk,

(Gustasp being absent at the time in Seistan,) when he fell in battle.

We perhaps gain from this history a hint as to the origin of the

caves and idols of Bdmidn. Having coins with legends, which it is not

too much to hope may be interpreted, we may ultimately ascertain

these facts, when we shall be afforded triumphant evidence of the age

of the Zendavesta ; and it is cheering to reflect that records are pre-

served of these kings independent of the Zcndavesta, itself a most

important and valuable one. These records are within our reach, and

we have only to distinguish fiction from reality, and history from ro-

mance, to acquire a full and satisfactory knowledge of a hitherto dark

period.

Zbrdisht has accurately described the extent and partitions of the

kingdom in which he lived, as justly observed by Professor Hkbrrk,
and what he describes we shall allow the Professor also to state for

us. " The opening of his Vendidad contains a catalogue of the pro-

vinces and principal cities of that kingdom ; and this record, so inva-

luable to the historian, is so clear and complete as to leave no room

for doubt. The chief provinces and places, sixteen in number, are

registered according to their oriental appellations, and for the most

part are easily to be recognized. We learn hence that, except Azcr-

bijan, to the west of the Caspian, all the countries east of the same,

as far as northern Hindustan, were, together with the latter country,

subject to king Gustasp, at whose court the sage resided. The
whole of Khordsdn is here enumerated, with the several provinces of

which it is composed

—

Bactriana and Sogdiana, Aria or SekesUm*

Cabul, Arokhage; the confines of Hindustan, and finally Lahore in the

Panjdb, are all successively mentioned/'

The record of Zbrdesht is indeed historically valuable, and de-

scribes the extended empire of Bactria as it probably existed under
Eucratidbs, and as it may possibly have fallen into the hands of the

Kianians—in many of the countries as we know, and very probably
in all of them, are found their coins and memorials. It will be re-
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membered that Ariana or Khorasdn, formed a portion of the Bactrian

empire, as recorded by Strabo. Professor Hbbbbn remarks—" No-
thing, however, is said of the two chief provinces of the Persian em-

pire, Penis and Susiana, nor of their capitals, Persepolis and Svsa, nor

of Babylon, which, nevertheless, were the customary residences of the

kings of Persia, and in particular of Darius Htstaspis." So re-

markable an omission will cease to surprise, when probably at the

epoch of Zbrdbsht, we may suspect those provinces, and also Babylon,

were under the rule of the Arsakian princes—and therefore could not

be enumerated by him as forming part of the kingdom of Gustasp.

They were also under the spiritual influence of those false Magi, in

the estimation of Zbrdbsht, against whom he is so severe, and whom
he stigmatizes a kd/raeter—a term for infidel preserved by Muham-
medans of this-day in kafr* The possible fact of a powerful indepen-

dent monarchy in Bactria subsequent to the Greek one, gives rise to

many singular reflections on the probable relative position it occu-

pied
1

with respect to the Arsakian : and we may divine other reasons

besides those already known, which induced some of the latter Arsa-

kian princes to fix their capital at Babylon, or rather Ctesiphon. We

feel, however, that the time has not arrived for delicate speculation?,

neither can we venture to fir with certainty the epoch of the Kaiani-

an monarch, but we do feel confident that materials exist to fix it,

—

and we do cherish the hope that it is possible to destroy that flagrant

monster of fiction and prodigy of national vanity, Persian history. If

the Lohrasps and Gustasps prove to be Bactrian monarch?, as in-

deed Zbrdbsht tells us they are, we may ask whether Queen Homai
may not be Sbmiramis, and Rustam may turn out to have flourished

a little before the age of Muhammed. The same sources of informa-

tion are open to us, as were to Shah Ismabl when he wrote to

Shbibani Khan, " That if the right of succession to a throne was
decided by hereditary descent only, it was to him incomprehensible

how the empire had descended through the various dynasties of Pe?h-

dadians, Kaianians and the family of Chbnois to himself Shbibani."

As for the Zendavesta, however, it may be admitted that a Zbr-
dbsht flourished in the reign of Gustasp. It is by no means certain

that that work as now preserved was written by him ; on the contra-

ry, the dialect in which it is written, would seem to be proof that it

was not—for it must assuredly be the most recent of all the dialects

of the Pehlevi—if Pehlevi at all ; and accordingly on reference to

coins, we discover the first traces of it on the very last of that series

(whether Sassanian or Peshdadian) which bears them, and then not

in the legends of the coins, but as marks manifestly punched on them
after they had been in circulation

!

5 a 2
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« We: submits these notes on the idols of BdmXm] witlr4fe£f

tions * occasioned by them, in all due humility—and^rnWu \

thoritfee in the inscription, figures, and coins, on wfcicfcv*c

based our conjectures, that others may judge bow far

correct \ and it must be noted that the coins which hear legends in

the characters of.tfae Bdmt&n inscription, doappear t^Bfe aft:least to be

the most recent ofthe class to which they belong. TW«t tieconsider

.rather fortunate than otherwise ; for if they are still Kaiinjan or Pesh-

dadian, We may be able to find other caves and hermitages for Loh-

b'a*p and Gcstasp—it being remembered that we are yet Standing

only on the threshold of discovery* -

Kab*l,Jme, 1836.

IV.

—

New types of Bactrian and Indo-Sicythic Coins, <

XLIX. &y Jambs Prinsbp, Sec* #C- „ *» ** t+- w.

.1 did not expect to be again so soon summoned to rescda^e'tiRf*

graver in the department of Bactrian medals {but to do so when such

novel and interesting specimens are handed to me, isno less* a* ob-

ligation than a pleasure.

. The two main attractions of my present plate are represented with

scrupulous; regard to fidelity, from the coins themselves, which were

entrusted to me for the purpose by their fortunate possessorsv-aft-aoeo

as they were discovered.

No. 1 is an unique ofAmyntas, a name entirely new to Baclria ; it is

a square coin of bronze lately procured by Colonel Stact from the

Punjab, in excellent preservation.

Obverse, Bust of the prince wearing a curiona cap* which may
possibly represent the head of an elephant, but from the worn surface

cannot exactly be made out—legend jon thre^ $ides of tl*e/i

BA21AEHJ NIKATOP05 AMTNT (ov).

« Reverse. A standing figure of Minerva, with helmet, j

spear—her right hand extended in token of peace.,

gram K. Legend in Bactro-Pehlevi T^^9T^AlT^Lni
lj^|

malakao djalade ami'do. It will be at once perceived that &%1
epithet corresponding to yucaropov is the same as that for wua^ptm on

the coin of Arch blius published in my September number, (page S

and before on
r
the coins of Antialkidks and Antimao«9^ ^

exception only, of the first letter. The word was there read.*P^lT*

the initial *) a being substituted for % or broad a of the ^rcMP>fc^M<»

Arnyntas coins. The third letter in those cases is also rather«a 1
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/, than i, of which the value is as yet unknown. I have called it /

ad interim.

Fig. 2 is, if possible, a more valuable acquisition than the above,

being the first queen of Bactria yet discovered. Dr. Swinby ob-

tained the coin among Kbramat Ali's collection. It was thickly

coated with the rust of ages, and, from the helmeted head on the

obverse, was looked upon as a Mbnan dkr, until the Doctor set about

cleaning it carefully with a hard brush, and, perceiving a variation

of the legend, shewed it to Captain Cunningham, who immediately

recognized with a feeling of intense curiosity the undoubted title of

a female sovereign BA2IAI22A2 eEOTPon far) ArAeOKAEiAZ—" of the

queen Agatroclka, the god-nourisher." This very curious epithet

etoTpomj, a word not to be found in the lexicon, must have been coined

on purpose for the queen-mother, after the oriental style of flattery,

in allusion to her royal offspring.

Reverse. Hercules seated on a rock (or a morha), resting his club on

his right knee—monogram 3SC . The Pehlevi legend is most unfor-

tunately so indistinct in one or two places, as to preclude the possibi-

lity of our making out the true reading. The first word seems to

differ in no way from the ordinary ^PilTlu malakdo, king : and the

second would appear to be ^P'n*!*! radako, trurripos ; then follow two

short words ^P'lTfc *P*hUJ which I am totally at a loss to expound,

though the individual letters are clear enough.

To these two uniques I have subjoined some new types of Eutht-

dbmus, Mbnandbr, and Eucratidbs, which have not yet been engrav-

ed, though some have appeared in the lithographs of Masson's

drawings.

Fig. 3. A silver tetradrachm of Euthydemus, now in Dr. Swiney's

cabinet, having a standing Hercule3 on the reverse, in lieu of the

seated figure. The coin must have been originally very beautiful,

but we learn from the memorandum of Kbramat Ali, who purchased

it at Cabui, that it was taken to Dr. Gerard, who deemed it spurious

or not silver* ; this induced the vender to put it in the fire (cased in

clay) to ascertain the fact, and the sirioothness of surface, and clear-

ness of outline were thus destroyed. The beaux restes are still suffi-

cient to excite admiration.

Fig. 4 is from Masson's drawing of a small copper piece of

Euthydemus. The reverse has a naked horse prancing. Legend as

usual, BA2IAEH5 ET8TAHMOT. Masson has another similar, but larger.

* Probably it was covered with t cost of muriate, like my Euthydemus.
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Fig. 5. A square copper coin of Mbnanobr, procured by Dr.

Swiney at Agra; in good preservation.

Obverse, the usual helmeted head with the legend BA21AEnx SfiTHPOS

MENANAPOT.
Reverse, the circular shield of Minerva with Medusa's head : the

features of the face only worn smooth: legend in Pehlevi Tiiui

Fig. 6, from Masson. The reverse here presents the bird of

Minerva, so common on the Athenian coins ; in all other respects the

coin is similar to the last.

Fig. 7. Obverse of a smaller copper coin from Masson. In the

centre is a wheel with eight spokes, distinctly so delineated, other-

wise we might have supposed it the shield with Medusa's head ; the

Greek legend surrounds it. The reverse is the same as that of fig. 9.

Fig. 8. In this'larger square copper coin Mr. Masson gives, as

a new reverse, a dolphin ; but from the appearance of the sketch it

is possible that the original may have been an elephant's head—

a

common device on Mknandbr's coins.

Fig. 9. On this the sovereign's portrait is replaced by a boar's head

according to Mr. Masson's sketch, and on the reverse is a simple

feather or palm branch : monogram H—legends Greek and Pehlevi as

usual.

Figs. 10 and 11. Two specimens from Masson's collections, one

silver, one copper, to shew that the coins of Eocratidbb sometimes

bore the emblem peculiar to Antialkidss*, two conical beehives and

two feathers or palm branches.

Fig. 12. An addition to our Indo-Scythic group of the elephant

rider, or Kenranos. Col. Stacy has just obtained four from the Panjdb

;

all evidently from the same die, but not one containing the legend com-

plete. To save space I have filled it up from the united specimens,

and there can be no doubt of a single letter, barbarous as the context

appears. Obverse. Raja astride on a small elephant, legend (commen-

cing from the right of the head) oiAHAH OIAPOIAHIAHPOAIOR, of

which nothing can be imagined but a barbarous attempt at bjlsiakas

BA2IAEHN 2HTHP02. the syllables ia, H2, or nN, and po being the

only happy conjunctions seized by the ignorant die-cutter.

'On the reverse the standing figure of A6P0 is depicted, with the

common monogram, but the legend differs j being AOR, or inverted

* This name has hitherto been always written (on Masson's authority)

Actilakides. M. Jacqukt corrected it from the Vkntuba coins, and on re-

examination of the silver coin in Dr. Swinky'b possession, his reading ia cor-

roborated. It also corresponds better with the Pehlevi which is !*
%

2'W«t9'4|?
quasi, ati-alikudo.
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HOV- The tame is met with on one of the couch-lounger coins

extracted from the Manikyaia tope, (see fig. 29, PI. xxii. Vol. III.)

It may possibly be a perversion of the tri-literal MAO. But the horns

of the moon do not appear on the shoulders.

Fig. 13. A rare and valuable variety of the Kenranoe coin in Dr.

Swinby's cabinet, of which Captain Cunningham has a less perfect

duplicate ; the obverse legend, hardly legible, must be pao nano pao,

&c. The reverse has the standing female figure with the horn of

plenty, and legend apaoxpo, as on the gold coins of the same device.

Fig. 14 should have been introduced in my last plate, among

what I have supposed the fourth series of APAOKPO imitations. This

coin, of which Dr. Swinby possesses several equally legible, has the

legend APAOXPO quite distinct, proving that this group must be

regarded, not as an imitation but as the direct descendant of the Mi-

thraic series in the Kanerkan line. The appearance of Nlgari on one

of my coins must be regarded therefore as Greek. It is curious that

Masson should not have detected a single letter on all the specimens

he amassed. Some faint remains of them are traceable on those from

Behat.

Fig. 15 is a duplicate of Masson's coin, fig. 15, of my last Bactrian

plate, in Dr. Swinby's possession. A few of the Pehlevi characters

are better made out, but the proprietor of this coin still eludes us.

Figs. 16, 17, 18. I terminate this plate with three coins of Kddes

in Capt. Cunningham's cabinet purchased from the late Genera]

Arnold's collection, of an entirely new reverse. They are all of

silver, deeply indented to throw the head out. The letters kuia. .

are visible on the smallest of the three, which is otherwise of the best

execution. The horse's head of the reverse gradually deteriorates until

it can be no longer recognized (as in 1 8) without the earlier coins as

objects of comparison. On cleaning one of my Kodes coins, it was
found likewise to have the horse's head reverse ; and the horse has

been since traced to the Ckouka Dooka, or degraded Saurashtra series,

in some specimens also purchased from the estate of the late General

Arnold.

Postscript. I cannot delay one moment announcing a very suc-

cessful reading by Professor Lassbn of Bonn, of the native legend

on the coin of Agathoclbs depicted in Vol. III. PI. ix. fig. 17, by
Masson, and again engraved last month as fig. 9 of PI. XXXV. The
following is an extract from the Professor's letter this moment re-

ceived. " The legend on the coin of Agathoclbs, is in my opinion, in

another character,and I think we may recognize in U A QJ. TC
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the letters <*JWlKiai, Agathukla raja, reading from the left to the

right. The first two letters are self-evident—the third is similar

enough to the Tibetan and P&li forms of th with u below : the fourth

letter expresses kl quite in the Indian manner. If I am right in this, it

will be necessary to give to Aoathocles a very different position from

that assigned to him by Mr. Raoul Rochettb."

The principal objection to this highly plausible solution of the

Agathoclean legend is, that nearly the same characters also appear

on the coins of Pantaleon. There are differences to be sure, and it

might be possible to assimilate the word to the Greek, on the suppo-

sition of the first syllable being wanting—thus XI A will form

. . talava or . . talao.

.

. the next letter on Masson's coin is a €,y, and

on Dr. Swiney's a t or n, but on both coins there are three letters to

the left of the female which still remain an enigma.

I have also just had the opportunity of perusing M. Jacquet*8 fir*t

paper on the Ventuba coins, but as this merely enumerates their

Greek legends, postponing the consideration of the Bactro-Pehlevi,

there is nothing in alteration or correction of my own list excepting

the termination of some of the names, Kodes, Lysias, Vonones (?) for

Nonus, Azcs, &c. M. Jacqubt had remarked the connection of the

Hindu coins with their Indo-Scythic prototype when examining Col.

Tod's collection, but had not published his sentiments.

V.

—

Facsimiles of various Ancient Inscriptions, lithographed. By Jami*

Prinsep, Sec. SfC.

{Continued from page 661.]

Stone Slabs in the Society's Museum.

Many of the inscriptions in our Museum bear no record, either of

the places whence they come, or of their respective donors. Unlest

therefore they contain in themselves such information as may supply

•a clue to their origin, the greater part of their value is lost. Publi-

cation may in some cases lead to their recognition, and this is one of

my motives for including them in my present series of lithographs ; a

stronger motive is, the example they furnish of the variation of

Devanagari character prevalent at different epochs ; which it is desir-

able to place in an accessible position for reference, before we can un-

dertake a comprehensive review of the palaeography of India.

The inscription, marked No. 5, in the Museum (PI. XXXIII.) i*

neatly cut on a stone, about 2J feet long by l£ feet broad. It is

.nearly in the same character as that of the Shekawati inscription, pun-
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liahed in my last rolume. There are, however, some peculiar forms, as

the kh, the gh, the a, &c. Hardly any of the letters in the whole

inscription can be regarded as uncertain ; I have had therefore, no

difficulty whatever in preparing the following transcript in modern

Devanigari. But as to the interpretation, after receiving a formal

certificate from the pandits of the College that, with exception of the

verses at the commencement and conclusion, the body of the inscrip-

tion was not Sanscrit, or was so ungrammatical as to be quite unintel-

ligible, it may be conceived that I was somewhat staggered ! How-
ever, on conning it over word by word, with a pandit better versed

in the out-of-the-way terms employed, the general drift was readily

made out, although the connection in many parts still remained

broken, and the sense doubtful. As there is neither date nor allusion

to any reigning monarch, the fragment is of no historical value ; but

it may be a curious study for the Sanscrit scholar.

Transcript in modem Devandgari character.

\ w% w*w# wt^wwtw ii wwy*wr to*t«t Port*, ww^wt wwwwfw
wwwfw to wfirwT i w #T«^iqn ift*Kifii<jqr wtktw* vnwm
ww ww n wwrotftftroiw *fwwn: *fwwn: Wtww *rr% wtwrhro i jrf

wfnra www?jww u*nf% n ^w^nwwf tw n ^nnw*rwi wfwwr wwft*

VTWt tfwWT I ^W*TWfe*$W^ WW *fTf*f**T WWI«lft« TWf fw^T-

^W H «frWIHW<Hm : I fwWTT:*^ I WW WgTTWT* WWT* wfw*W
izsi ^rSjw wwwarnrj ^*ftwrPr ^wwR*iii: «Jl5iw wkr^j 1 wVr irfawir

wr&TWTW- yc^tw: wipftuunw- wwfwww wifrwwwTwrwwvnrwr aene-

WTWWW:WW^f: *W^WW:
I 1* :WW*: WWW W*W*WT wfwWW «^Tr*W

•%-W wfwW* " ^fwf%WTWT*»*Wr V%WW wfwwwrfv W^^tWTW: w«wr

wrwwwro wif»rfwwTUT*wwi w»^w w^rrf n ^ftwlww §rfw%w ww wwr

w *niw fwwiw *ftwi w^jwfltw ^twtowwwht w^r h *wtw*fifw -Rift

fir^r 3Wi^xnr i ^"Vw3««i izwwwwwwwtfw 11 iwwq^wr: wfwww
*ywqqi^ y^T*rrwtg^qrjwiyrwiw
wrw *i<a?r www swrfrfv wwrfwwr i ww; wmwlw www fawn: s^rw
frw* n wwwwfWt wtfw wwrfw swtwwwt wrw^twT n

Translation.

Salutation to the divine soti of Vasu Dkva, (Krishna.) We adore

with becoming reverence Naratana, lord of lords, creator of the three

worlds, source of the holy precepts of the vcdas, whose praise is

beyond speech and thought.—For the abode of the eternalt day by

day the pious offer up lamps of oil ; of saffronj and asafcetida four

• This should be ft . t A Vauhnavf temple so called ?

X Kunkumo+drdma / the whole of this passage U very obscure, and full of

•rthographical errors.

5 »
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.

pans* : of incense, dron flowers, ghee, amalika (myrobalan fruit) a $er

weight ; masuri pulse, a ser ; of dry-wood perfume ftndanj ;
davaha

(?) 16 pans.—(Here follows apparently an enumeration of landed pro-

perty belonging to the temple or Vishnv-khetram)—Allagamnrika (?) a

road,—Upa altaka, a small village, with a good tank having four pucka

ghats. They say on the south is a bar tree ; on the east a boundary

wall ; on the north the wall of Upallika village ; on the west a bazar

and old tank, where is also a wall. Between the bar and a great

many mango trees are 13 ketaktt trees. Also hard by, a well with a

cattle-trctugh attached. On two sides of the bar tree a chabutra is buflt,

on the west a boundary wall : farther off to the south, a tamarind

tree, on the south and west are two roads, and a police chauki'l : fur-

ther on a drinking trough. On the north of the tamarind tree, half

a trough ; item two rows (shops) built by Lokika ; whose son, named

Mitrata, built a row, a cistern, and a handsome dharmsala. An-

other lane also, two houses and four bazars, for the Vishnm-kbetra,

bounded to the west by several large hills,—four mauwa trees, two

pottery and distiller's shops (?) were severally given by Siva Hari.

another son. (Verse.) Whatever has been thus presented to Vishnu,

may they for ever hold sacred ; and let nobody abstract the house, the

bazars, (300 ?) nor the numerous trees.

Seoni grant, Plate XXIII. et seq.

For this ancient document I am indebted to Mr. D. M. McLaon.

assistant to the Commissioner of the Nerbvdda territories, who stated,

on sending me a copy of the first plate, some months ago, that it was

one of five in the possession of a native zemindar in the Seoni district,

supposed to be a jatas or sanad confirming lands granted by former

Goand chiefs, but wholly illegible to the pandits of the Nerbmdda dis-

trict Recognizing the character as identical with that of the Chnttisgarh

inscriptions ,
published by Mr. Wilson in the Asiatic Researches, voL

xv naee 507, 1 supplied Mr. McLaon with this alphabet and with i

transcript of the plate in modern Nagari, of which the sense, however,

could not be wholly made out for want of the context. Through absenct

of leisure and illness of his pandit, the discoverer has been obliged to

reUnauish his laudable desire to decypher the document on the spot.

,Tw he might, doubtless, have been aided by the names of the coua-

SITLd vmages mentioned in the grant,) and to entrust a faithW

^v of tbe remainder, made with great care by his young native

SendMia Ja'fik Ali, (who has performed his task remarkably wen.)

to our more hazardous attempts in Calcutta.

• 8 Tolu. t Psndaoat odorausiimni. % Bhath.
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Received only within the last week, I have been so harried in tran-

scribing, translating, and lithographing, that I fear full justice has not

been done. The order of the plates having been lost by taking

them from their binding ring, I had to guess it from the connection

of the reading—and on revising the first translation, with the aid of

a second learned pandit (Kamala Kant), 1 found I had inverted the

order of the two sides of the second plate in the lithograph, which I

was unable to correct, before printing it off. I have also omitted the

first syllable sthd of sthdne where this word is repeated in the first page

of the lithograph. The rest is, I believe, pretty correct.

The character in which the Seoni plates are written, when depriv-

ed of the open parallelogram at the head of each letter, is so closely

allied to No. 2 of the Allahabad 14th, that there could have been but

little difficulty in decyphering it, even without the aid of SrC Varma
Sum's alphabet, which Mr. Wilson seems from his words to have

applied with considerable distrust at that period*. There are indeed

notable deviations from the Chattisgarh typef in several letters, as well

as invariably in the application of the vowels. I had inserted Varma
Suri's alphabet in Plate XXXIII. with a few variations marked. I

have now further noted some of the chief peculiarities at the foot of

the last plate.

Concerning the purport of the inscription little need be said. It is

an ordinary grant by one Raja Pravara Sena, of a piece of ground in

a conquered district to his officiating priest, in perpetuity :—but neither

the country nor the boundary villages mentioned, nor any of the said

Raja's family can be recognized ! The dynasties of Cuttack, the near-

est resembling Vakdtaka in sound, exhibit no such names as Pravara

Sbna, Rudra Sbna, Prithivi Srna, Rubra Sena ; and again Pravara

Sena, who successively reigned over this unknown province. That

they were of an inferior grade is shewn by their simple title of Maha-

raja, while Dkva Gupta, whose daughter was married to one of the

line, and was mother to Rudra Sena II. is styled the paramount

sovereign (Maharaja AdhirdjaJ. This is the second instance within

a year of our finding the record of a matrimonial alliance with a

Gupta family, which we can suppose to be no other than the one now
so well known to us through coins and pillars. The present name
Deva Gupta, however, is an addition to our still growing catalogue.

* " After two months the pandit was again called on without previous notice

or preparation to read his copy of the original, whilst his reading was checked by

careful reference to the DevanAgari transcript/ 1 As. Res. XV. 507.

f M. Jacquet has sent me from Paris the facsimile of a plate in the Tod
collection, which corresponds more closely with the Chattisgarh plates.

5 b 2
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What would have added still more to the value of the present docu-

ment, is the exact date it cites, were it not unfortunate]y in an unknown

era, entitled Pravarddhamdnarajya Samvat : it may, however, bear the

interpretation of " date of the growing (or current) reign" which I

have adopted in the translation. At any rate, the omission of the now

commou dates in all these early records proves that the Vikramddityt

Samvat was not then generally in use.

The omission of a benedictory invocation at the head of the inscrip-

tion is a curious circumstance also noted in the Chattisgeark grant. The

initial word Drlsthamasi, may possibly be equivalent to " Take heed"

—

or " By these presents." Some of the epithets, especially those ap-

plied to the piece of ground, are too far-fetched even for a guess

solution by Kamala Kant and Ram Govinda, whose ingenuity has

good reason to be admired even in those I have attempted to render

into English. They refer to practices of petty exaction not uncom-

mon among feudal chieftains.

Transcript of the inscription in modern character.

**•* 157535..

fcwff j^fii£wiHi^iiifl^r€^fH<iMi^iifwriw*i

burrow *tonM&«nji ^n*r vaft *Mi*M*jf«iiw

«K*q*qt i^flwfiwriwtWit^lVi^ti **ftijT

qM*iH*q^djWM i fti* : 3fafwfrii« i ««i«i«ii*rrjqt
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f^W 4sl^mfW^f «<*llpK442 K1NJI4JW4I4I:

Trosraronrnc: ^f%* ft^^cnnnr: urj ftftr^ftvc

nwjpTOHi anrt ^h^^w^i ^yfofir a^nfofa M

Translation.

Of the seal. The irresistible edict (sasanam) of the illustrious
prince of hereditary lineage, the ornament of Vdkdtaka, Raja Pravara
Sana.

Qf the copper plates. DrUhtamasi natna*. The illustrious Maharaja
Pravara Sena of the race of Visunu.ruora the rishi, performer of the
several sacrifices of Agniehtoma, Aptoryamekta, Shcfasyatirdtra, Fdjapt,
Frishpati, Sodyaskro, and the Chaturasvamidha, ruled over the entire
(province of) Fdkdtaka. In his place (succeeded) the superlative lord,
devoted to Bhairava—happy in being the vehicle of the moon-liket Siva.
linga,—the great king of Fdkdtaka, Sri Rudra Srwa, grandson of
Gotami', the daughter of the great king Bhavana oa} who was descend-
ed from a race of conquerors entitled to be inaugurated with the unsullied
water of Bhagirathi, (the Ganges,) and who had bathed in the sanctified
water of the Dasasvamedha sacrifice,—the Bharasiva race. To him
succeeded the diligent worshipper of Mahbsvara§, the just, upright
benevolent, brave, heroic, moral, humble, high-minded, strict in religious
observances, victorious through faith, of a soul free from blemish,—en-
dowed with all these virtues ;—(who was) blessed with a century's store

• This might possibly be an invocation in the usual form, but no diunity
of the name of Dryhtamasi, of which the letters are quite distinct, is known,
t White. The epithet signifies a devoted worshipper of 8iva.

I OrBhavanatha? $ Siva.
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of treasures, of the benefits of civil polity, of warlike armament, of

children, and grand-children—who was as celebrated as Yudhisthiba,

the great prince of Vdkdtaka, Sri Prithivi Sena. To whom succeeded,

the protected of the discus-holding divinity*,—the most opulent Maha-

raja of Vdkdtaka Sri Rcjdba Sena :—who was followed by the son of

Prabhavati' Gupta', the daughter of the conformer to ancestorial cus-

toms—the upright conqueror of his enemies—The great king of kings

Sri Deva Gupta,—the protected of Siva,—possessing the firmness of the

Rajas of the Satya yuga,—surpassing all of the race of Vdkdtaka princes,

Maharaja Sri Pravara Sena ; whose edict is (as follows.)

—

Ernna Kdryyaratdgef.,. in the 18th year of his reignj? on the 19ib

day of the light half of the month of Pha/guna,—to Deva Sarma'cba'rya,

chanter of the Sama veda, of the Modgala tribe, and Taitriy* sect, ii

granted with the ceremonies of sprinkling Ganges water, Kirata (?) and

distribution of 100 pans,—the village of Brahmapura, situated to the

north of Vatapura, to the west of Kinauhuvdtdk to the south of Pavarajja-

vatak, and to the east of Kollapur ; demarked by these several boun-

daries, and seated on the banks of Karanja rivulet (?)

Be it known to all our subjects, our functionaries, and agents, to all obe-

dient ryots now and hereafter, soldiery, spies §—That with the usual intent

ofsuch grants, for the increase of our virtue, life, power, wealth, and pros-

perity, here and hereafter, as well as for the divine favor; in the holy dis-

trict recently conquered by us, (the said village is bestowed) free from mili-

tary-billeting1T(?)~where the raja's deer and cattle shall not grase**—

not subject to provide flowers and milktt. Where shall be neither spy,

nor royal-chair, nor magazine JJ §§? in which the

inhabitants shall not be liable to begdr or forced labour ;—along with its

buried treasures and suchlike:—and with all its stock and the like;—as

long as the sun and moon shall endure, to be enjoyed by him, his sons

and descendants. Let none prevent or oppose ; but defend (his posses

sion)—and let him enjoy all increase by cultivation. Whoever shall

disobey this order, or make encroachment or abstraction by himself or

through others, shall be liable to fine or punishment before the judicial

authorities.

Written by the pandit of the general Bappa Deva in this court of

justice (Dharmadhikarant). Whatever pious fame has accrued to prince*

* Viihnu. f The sense of this passage is obscure—one pandit by altera*

tion to ^jSinm^ would make it express " at a solar eclipse'*—a commou

period for dating similar documents.

X Pravarddhamdn rajya Samvat ? § Bharta$*ekh4nr&*ckm.

% Avatacchatraprhv*tya—*\\ the succeeding epithets laudatory of the jagir

are equally far-fetched and obscure.

+* Ap&ramparagobalivarddah. ff Apm*kp*k*kire*andokm.

11 Ach&rdsanavarmangara (for 6g6ra). It was customary with rajas to keep

an A'-san or throne, a spy and armour at each village.

§§ Alivanatlinvakrenidhanatra / Sarvavithti- pctrikura p*rikrit4 T
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of yore from similar acts should be remembered, and those who come here-

after should uphold them— (?). The holy Vyas has the following two

renes to this effect :

—

" He who bestoweth land on brahmans shall enjoy 60000 years' hap.

piness in heaven ; and he who resumeth it shall abide an equal term in

hell. If he take away either by himself or by others, his sin is equal to

that of the slaughter of a hundred thousand cows."

Inscription No. 6, of the Asiatic Society's Museum.

1 have inserted this inscription in my series because it possesses an

exact date, and because the original was not given in facsimile by

Mr. CoLJtBROoKR when he transcribed its contents in his notice of va-

rious inscriptions in the ninth vol. of the Researches, page 433. There

are, moreover, several letters misread in that copy from an imperfect

acquaintance with the changes they have undergone in the course of

ages : of these the bh is the most prominent, being taken from an s*.

The Sdrndth inscriptions of the same century have taught us its real

value.

Still with these emendations the context hardly bears complete

explanation, though the general object is clear. It states that in

Samvat 1093 (A. D. 1035) on the 1st of the light half of Asdrh, the

paramount sovereign Yaso Pa'la of Kate at the village of Payahdsa

in the kingdom of Kausambhf (or Delhi) issues commands to the prin-

cipal persons. . . . The following is the transcript as recompared with

the original on the stone.

*Mq i*<r*<^Mr*KT*Trf^ iraniwiiwifwfir v*^* wfn* «*rtrY*

^rorarfa t
Inscriptionsfrom Chunar.

The two fragments inserted in Plates XXXI. and XXXIII. were

presented by Capt. Cunningham, along with the stone in more per-

fect preservation published in a former plate. All that can be said of

either is, that as the name of Swa'mi-ra'ja appears on one, they pro-

bably relate to similar objects described by the larger one, viz. the

repairs of public buildings in the fort of Chunar.

The Buddha gaya inscription of Plate XXXIII. was alluded to in my

last notice.

• The t of this character enabled me to read some Ceylon coins of the same

eentary.
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VI,

—

Some remarks on the development of Pollen. By William Grif-

fith, Assistant Surgeon, Madras Establishment.

Pollen of Pardanthus Chinensis, Kxr. Nat. Order Iride*.

At the earliest period submitted to examination, and when the

perianth scarcely exceeds half a line in length, the anthers are sessile

and nearly perfectly formed. The cells, of which (as is perhaps the

case in all bilocular anthers) there are four, contain a solid grumous
semi-opaque mass, which is easily detached from the cell by slight

pressure. This mass under a lens whose focal distance is one-twen-

tieth of an inch, shews evident traces of cellularity, but the outlines

of the cells are very faint. They are entirely filled with exceedingly

minute granular matter. At a somewhat later period the cellularity

of the mass is more obvious, but no separation of the component parts

has taken place, and the cells are still entirely occupied by the granular

matter.

When the perianth has attained the length of a line and a half, the

mass will be found to have become externally of an orange colour,

and traces of a proper enclosing membrane, the cells of which are

extremely indistinctly marked, are now visible. The membrane ap-

pears to have no connection with the interior of the loculus. Hie
cells composing the mass have undergone some separation. They
consist of a hyaline membrane which appears to be of some thickness

;

it is generally of a globular form, but often attenuate at one or both

ends. The granular molecular matter which originally filled the

whole cavity of the cell, now occupies a portion only, and never ap-

pears to lose its spherical form. "When the perianth is two lines

long, the proper membrane of the mass has become more distinct ; its

cells contain a good deal of granular matter of a reddish orange

colour. The cells of the mass have become more separated, but have

otherwise undergone no change ; the semi-opaque nucleus presents

traces of division most frequently into four, often into three, and very

rarely into two portions. The division is more distinct towards the

circumference of each cell ; it may be observed in the same mass in

every stage, from the commencement of the dividing lines to their

meeting in the centre. The smaller masses or nucelli resulting from

this division are each enclosed in a proper cell, but as yet have under-

gone no separation.

In the next stage the perianth had increased two-thirds of a line in

length ; the mass presented externally the same appearance. The

component cells had increased in size, and the divisions of the nucleus

had in many cases undergone complete separation from each other.
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and in all were separable by slight pressure. Each of these divisions

is at this period a young grain of Pollen. On making their escape

they leave their proper cells attached to the interior of the parent cell,

which is hence divided into as many cells as there are divisions of

the nucleus. The young grains are oblong-ovate, flattened on their

contiguous or inner faces, and open along the centre throughout the

whole length of their outer feces. They are even at this period reti-

culate, and have rather a papillose appearance ; they are lined by an

inner membrane in the form of a hyaline sac which bulges out

slightly along the opening just mentioned.

When the perianth is three lines long, the grains of Pollen have

undergone complete separation ; no traces of their original envelopes

being visible. They vary much in size, are rather opaque, minutely

reticulate, and marked along one side by a longitudinal semi-trans-

parent line, which indicates the situation of the original opening, now
closed up by the inflection of its edges. Immersion in water produces

scarcely any action on them. At a later period, the perianth measuring

five lines in length, the grains are considerably increased in size. Im-

mersion in water causes the inflected margins of the furrow to secede,

until they become widely separate. Through this the inner membrane
bulges out to a considerable extent.

Perianth about six lines in length : the Pollen is now perfectly

formed ; the grains vary much in size, the smaller being probably

abortive, but theya 11 undergo the same changes on immersion in

water. This causes the outer coat to be pushed back by the expan-

sion of the inner, which is now nearly filled with minute granular

matter.

At the time of dehiscence of the anthers the grains vary much in

size : the more perfect are lanceolate in outline, of an orange colour,

distinctly reticulate or cellular, and open on one side along the centre.

This, however, is perhaps to be attributed to the excessive moisture of

the climate. Immersion in water causes the very rapid bulging out

of the inner membrane, which pushes back, and at length nearly en-

tirely off, the outer one. This is filled with minute granular matter,

the fovilla and burst of the immersion is somewhat protracted.

Stigmatic action causes the production of a tube or boyau from,the

inner membrane, the head of which tube continues to be covered

partially by the outer coat.

This instance is interesting as an example of the development of

Pollen by the division of an originally simple nucleus and of perfect

mod almost spontaneous separation of the outer coat, and lastly as

5 c
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pointing out clearly the nature of the longitudinal furrow* of sack

common occurrence in the ordinary forms of Pollen.

In the two other instances which I have selected as demonstrations,

the steps are much the same. Care most he taken not to confound

the appearance presented by the Pollen of Lufa fmtida at a late

period of its development, and whichevidently arises from the strong

inflection of the outer membrane, with that occasioned by the mack

earlier dividing process.

In Hedychium I have been unable to examine the development at

a sufficiently early period, but it appears to me the divisions of

the original or parent cell form the outer coats of the subsequent

grains of Pollen : this is certainly not usually the case. The Polka

of this plant is remarkably simple, for it is neither provided with far-

rows nor apparent pores.

The inner coat,—for I am disposed to believe that it has one,—ad*

heres strongly to the outer, and none of the ordinary mean* an

sufficient to ensure its separation.

As I have, since a portion of the above was written, received num-

bers of the Annales des Sciences Naturelles for March and April 1835,

in which occur extracts of considerable length from the writings of

Mr. Huoo Mohl, who has published lately (1834) at full length on

this important organ, it may not be amiss here to state the principal

results to which this botanist has arrived ; noticing, however, only

those which relate to development and structure.

After pointing out that in by far the greater number of cases, the

inner membrane, which contains the fovilla, is enclosed in a second

membrane, M. Mohl proceeds to a detailed account of the outer

membrane. This is represented as being always finer than the

inner, and as generally determining the form ofthe grain ; and that it

»

to the liquid secreted by it that the colour and viscosity of the grain

is to be attributed.

The punctuation which frequently exist in this membrane are

supposed to be rudimentary cellules ; hence the comparison of tbii

coat to a simple cellule is altogether inexact ; it should be considered

as an organ composed of cellules or the rudiment of cellules, and a

homogeneous uniting membrane, and hence it should be compared

with compound membranes ; such, for instance, as those of the ovule.

It is only in a small number of plants that this coat presents tfee

form of a perfectly closed, continuous, sphsrical sac ; in most cases it

is either furnished with folds or pores, or both.

Up to the period of M. Mohl's publication nothing whatever was
known of the nature, functions, or number of these folds ; most bo*
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tanists, so far at least as may be judged of from their descriptions,

considering them to be solitary. M. Mohl remarks, that in monoco-

tyledons they are generally single, but that in dicotyledones the num-

ber is generally increased, and occasionally exceeds twenty. The

portion that is folded in has always a different structure from the

remainder, and is generally smooth and transparent ; and it rarely

ever happens that in cellular Pollen the inflected portion is itself

cellular. He supposes that in all cases the outer membrane forms a

perfectly closed sac, although in some Pollen the inflected portion has

more of a gelatinous than a membranous consistence, and is ruptured

by immersion in water. The apparent pores visible in the Pollen of

many plants, M. Mohl states to be in all cases covered over by a thin

membrane—to the existence of this membrane over the larger pores

he speaks positively. In those cases in which the membrane covering

the pore separates in the form of an operculum, it is attenuated alone

along the margin of function or continuation with the remainder of the

outer coat. These statements accord with the author's views of the

nature of the supposed pores of cellular tissue ; views, however, which

have not been generally received, and which in the case of cellular

tissue are open to weighty objections. The inner membrane is repre-

sented as always having the same structure ; it is always completely

homogeneous, very thin, and hyaline, and always exists as a shut sac.

It is particularly remarkable for the facility with which it absorbs

water ; this M. Mohl looks upon as a physical action and as attribu-

table to endosmosis.

The production of tubes (boyaux) by immersion in water, (and

which are prolongations in all cases, except perhaps in Coni/era, of

the immediate covering of the fovilla) never takes place in those

Pollens, the outer membrane of which is perfectly closed, or the folds

or furrows of which are unprovided with pores. But in every Pollen

they are produced by stigmatic action. The action likewise exerted

on the grains by this portion of the female organ is more energetic

than that of water, producing twelve or fifteen times the diameter of

the grain ; while the longest, M. Mohl observed, produced by the ac-

tion of water only exceeded the grain in length once, or once and a

half.

I may here state, that M. Mohl has understated the length of the

tubes arising from stigmatic action. The length will depend upon

the distance between the part of the stigma to which the grains are

applied and the foramen of the ovulum to which they have to be ap-

plied. Thus, for example, in Zea mays, the length of the tubes must

be enormous, since the style itself is about a span long. It may be

5 c 2
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objected, that there is no proof of the universal necessity of the appli-

cation of the tube to the foramen, or that portion of the omnium cor-

responding to this. Still there is ample proof of this necessity in

Asclepiadeae ; and, as I have observed it in Solanea, Gentimnem,

Nelumborece, and Legvminoste, 1 have no doubt that the application of

the tube to the foramen is absolutely necessary to insure fecundation.

And with regard to the length produced by the action of water, I have

seen tubes produced from the grains of Pollen in a species of Imp*-

tiens, I believe the Impatiens tripetata of Roxburgh, exceeding six or

eight times the long diameter of the grain ; these tubes, however,

never even after protracted immersion contained any granules. Their

growth in the above instance may be actually watched, the apex of

the tube creeping along with an excessively slow vermicular motion.

M. Mohl states, that Asclepiadeet alone have no outer membrane.

The existence of this membrane as a distinct integument has been

proved by Mr. Brown ; although in almost all the species of this

family, the outer coats are in a state of mutual adhesion*.

Coni/era are said to have three coats ; the intermediate one resem-

bling the inner membrane of ordinary Pollen, especially in its great

extensibility ; in this property the innermost, although it has the ordi-

nary structure of inner membranes of other Pollens, is deficient.

As I have mentioned before, this author considers the outer mem-
brane as the secretory one, and he denies the possession of secretory

powers by the papilla? ; an opinion stated to be advanced by Mr.
Brown. M. Mohl proves that the secretion of oil is not limited to

any papillosity of surface ; of this Pardanthus Chinensis is an instance.

This botanist doubts the proper activity of the molecules or granules

contained in the fovilla, and he adduces the authority of M. Fraun-
hofer as to the utter impossibility of preventing currents in liquids.

• I find that the cells of the anther of Oxytielmaetculentum are at an ex-

tremely early period lined by a free fimple sac containing irregular masses of

opaque granular matter ; soon after, this cell appears to be filled entirely with

the granular matter, by which it is rendered somewhat turgid. In this state it

is detachable with extreme difficulty. When the flower bud is two lines long, the

mass has become cellular, and the granular matter correspondingly subdivided.

The subsequent changes consist merely in the increase of size and consistency

of the parts, and perhaps in the de?elopment of the inner membrane. We may
heuce be allowed to infer that the mass, from which all Pollen grains seem to

be developed, is in Aiclepiade* reduced to a single cell : and that the grains

are produced by its indefinite division. The only material objection to this view

exists in the original cell itself entering into the composition of the grains of

Pollen ; and in its not disappearing, as appears to be generally the case.
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Still I conceive it impossible to doubt the inherent mobility of these

grannies. In some oily Pollens granules may be observed by the

sides of excessively minute drops of oil, certainly not exceeding the

larger granules twice in diameter ; and yet the granules will be seen in

active motion, and the oil perfectly stationary. M. Mohl contradicts

positively the curious fact advanced by M. Adolphb Brongniart,

that the granules are in some plants of the same size. Of this I cer-

tainly have never met with an instance. He likewise doubts the cur-

vature of some molecules ; but as Mr. Brown and M. Brongniart

speak positively on this point, I should prefer adopting their testimony.

It is, likewise, said, that the idea of the granules nourishing the tubes

is untenable, and founded only on conjectures. But as it invariably

happens that the longer the tube is the fewer the granules are, this

opinion, which was I believe first indicated by the highest of all au-

thorities, Mr. Brown, cannot be said to be destitute of foundation.

With regard to the development of Pollen, M. Mohl states that

his observations entirely confirm those of M. Brongniart, and that

the Pollen is formed from the granular matter contained in the cells of

the parenchymatous mass, which exists in each cell of the anther.

But although M. Brongniart certainly appears to have been the first

to have observed the formation of pollen by division, yet his account

in his " Memoire sur la generation et le developpement de l'embry-

on dans les vegetaux phanerogames," is certainly not characterised by

that precision which exists in the account of the development of the

Pollen in Tradescantia virginica by Mr. Brown, and subsequently in

that of Cucurbita Pepo by M. Mirbkl.

This latter, indeed, was the first instance examined by M. Brong-

niart, who states that what are now known to be lines of division

result from pressure. It still remains to be proved whether in any

instance the formation takes place, as M. Brongniart says it does,

in Cucurbita Pepo, by the cellules of the mass contained in the cavi-

ties of the anthers becoming directly grains of pollen. M. Mohl
mentions many instances in which the quaternary division is resorted

to ; it is owing to the continuance of the original adhesion that the

pollen of many plants is compound. The number, however, is not in

every case thus limited: the generality of the species of Mimosa,

Acacia, Inga, have pollen composed of sixteen cellules. But on the

development of these no direct observations have as yet been given.

The number of masses into which the originally simple nucleus may
be divided, is almost as frequently three as four. Of the binary com-

position of the mature Pollen Podostemon affords the only instance as
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yet known to me, bat this may obviously arise as well from a quater-

nary as a binary division of the nucleus.

M. Mohl rejects very properly as highly improbable the opinion of

M. Bbongniart, that the granules of the fovilla are secreted by some

part of the inner surface of the cells of the anther, and that they

reach their destination, the cavity of the inner membrane of each

grain, by absorption. It must, however, be remembered that M.

Bronqniart alludes to this mode of formation and transmission with

considerable doubt.

Lastly, M. Mohl notices the extreme similarity between the forma-

tion of the pollen and that of the sporules of the more developed

Cryptogamia. I am not aware who first pointed out this curious

analogy, which cannot well have escaped any one who has examined

both formations at a sufficiently early period. My first knowledge of

it is due to M. Mirbbl, who pointed it out to me early in 1832*.

Explanation of the figure*, Plate XLI.

1. Portion of a mass extracted from a loculus ; perianth 1 line in length.'

2. Ditto ditto ;
perianth H line in length.

3. Three of the component cells of a mass ; perianth 1 } line long.

4. Four similar cells more developed ; perianth about 2 lines long.

5. Portion of a mass enveloped in its membrane, extracted from the cell of as

anther ;
perianth 2 lines in leugth.

5a. Two of the component cells detached.

6. Four of the cells detached : (perianth 25 lines long :) viewed in different

aspects :—from one, three nuclei have escaped, and the fourth is half exserted.

• Equi$eiace<e do not, as might be supposed from their late elevation into

an order of Gymnosperma, differ from the higher forms of Cryptogamia in the

development of their sporula. The spiral fibres, as might be expected, are of

comparatively late appearance, and they are developed on or in a loose mem-

branous coat, no traces of which are to be found until the sporula have assumed

their proper form. The fibres subsequently, and about the time of the deve-

lopment of the fibres of the cells of the inner parietes of the capsules, beoooM

free the membrane to which they were attached remaining as an envelope to

the sporule, from which it subsequently becomes separable with facility. The

granules are of still later appearance.

To the correctness of the chief portions of the above statement I can speak

with tolerable confidence, but I only infer that the hyaline envelope of the per-

fect sporule is the mature state of the tunic, to which the spiral fibres si*

originally attached.

There would hence appear to be no foundation whatever for the adoption of

the idea of the sexuality of Bquisetaeea*,—an idea very likely to meet with advo-

cates from its extreme ingenuity. The analogy of the fibres or supposed fila-

ments is to be looked for in the elaters, and of the tunic or envelope in the

tunic of the sporules of many Hepatic*.
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6a. Lateral view of the nuclei or young grains of Pollen.

6b. Vertical view of ditto on its outer face.

7. Pollen immature : the perianth heing 3 lines in length.

7a. Represents what was the inner face prior to the escape of the nucleus

from the cell.

8. Pollen viewed variously ;
perianth 5 lines in length, shewing the various

degrees of expansion of the fissure according to the length of immersion.

9. Pollen : .
perianth 6* lines long. 9a. Inner membrane escape.

10. Perfect Pollen. 10a. Grain viewed as an opaque object.

Plate XLU. A.

PoUen of iMffafmti&a.

1. Portion of a mass extracted from one of the cells of an anther : flower-

bud one and half line long.

2. Portion of a mass more advanced : the component cells adhering toge-

ther firmly. Flower-bud about two lines long.

3. Cells of a mass more advanced : they cohere very slightly. Perianth two

and half lines long.

4. The same submitted to slight pressure, shewing that each nuceilus is

contained in a separate cell.

5. Cells more advanced.

6. Pollen perfectly formed, but destitute of granules. Plower-bud about

three and half lines long.

7. Three grains of Pollen considerably more developed ; in the centre of

each fold there exists a pore. Plower-bud four lines long.

8. Pollen : the folds have disappeared. Plower-bud five lines long.

9. Perfect Pollen.

All more or less magnified, and aU examined in water.

Plate XLU. B.

Pollen of a species of HedyeMum.

Fig. 1. Five original cells in various states of composition and cohesion.

Perianth three lines long.

2 Grains of Pollen resulting from the complete separation of the above ; an

inner disc is visible at this period. One grain has burst by pressure.

3. Two grains of Pollen, one abortive. Perianth one inch long.

4. Perfect Pollen : one grain ruptured by pressure.

AU more or less magnified, and all viewed in water.

VII.—Sub-Himalayan Fossil Remains of the Ddddpur Collection. By

Lieuts. W. E. Bakbr andK. M. Duband, Engineers.

QuADRCMANA.

Lybll, when combating the inconclusive evidence advanced in

support of the theory of the progressive development of organic life,

notices the absence of remains of quadrumanous species in a fossil

state, and the hypothesis which this circumstance has by some geo-

logists been considered to countenance. He, however, draws attention
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to the fact, that the animals which are found in sub-aqueous deposits,

are in general such as frequent marshes, rivers, or the borders of

lakes, and that such as live in trees are very rarely discovered ; he

adds, moreover, that considerable progress must be made in ascertain-

ing the contemporary pachydermata before it can be anticipated that

skeletons of the quadrumanous tribes should occur. Considering the

great number of relics assignable to the Pachydermata, Ruminantia, and

Fera, which the Sub-Himalayan field has produced, it is not therefore

surprising that at length the half jaw of a quadrumanous animal

should be brought to light : the circumstance, however, being inter-

esting in several respects, we have not deferred its communication

until further research should put us in possession of more perfect

specimens ; the chances are against the probability of more being

brought in for some time—in the interval it may be as well at once to

add to the Sub-Himalayan list of fossils one species belonging to the

order of the quadrumana.

The specimen in question was found in the hills near to the Sut-

lej, and it appears from the attached matrix to have been derived

from a stratum very similar in composition to the one described as

occurring at the Maginund deposit. The fragment consists of the

right half of an upper jaw ; the molars as to number are complete

;

but the first has lost some of its exterior enamel : and the fifth has

likewise had a portion of the enamel from its hind side chipped off.

The second and third molars are a good deal worn, and the state of

the fourth and fifth such as to indicate that the animal was perfectly

adult. The canine is small, but much mutilated, its insertion into

the jaw and its section being all that is distinct.

From the inspection of the molar teeth, the order to which the

animal belonged is sufficiently evident ; Tjut there is enough of the

orbit remaining to afford additional and very satisfactory proof ; the

lower part of the orbit and the start of the zygomatic arch being very

distinct, would alone remove all doubt from the subject ; the orbits of

the quadrumana being peculiar and not easily to be confounded with

those of other animals.

On comparison with the delineations of the dentition of this order

of animals given by F. Cuvier, the fossil bears some resemblance to

the genus Semnopithecus ; the section of the canine and the form
and size of the false molars are very similar to the exemplar taken by
F. Cuvuta from a head of the species Maurus, a species found in

Java : had the drawing been taken from the Entellus, a species which
inhabits India, the comparison would in this instance have been more
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1

satisfactory ; the Mount* being chosen as the type, and no mention

made of other difference except length of canines, the various species

may be supposed to present no material departure from the type in

form of molars. The third molar in the fossil is so much worn as not

to admit of being compared with drawings from unworn teeth ; the

fourth is like that of the Maurus, but the fifth does not resemble the

analogous molars of any of the existing species as represented by F.

Coribr, for the fossil tooth possesses a small interstitial point of

enamel at the inner side, which does not appear to have place in any

of those delineated. The incisors are absent, but the intermaxillary

is clearly distinguishable.

Were it not for the size of the canine and the fifth molar, the

specimen presents some resemblance to the genus Macacus, given as

the type of the genera Macacus and Cynocephalus ; the smallness of

the canine and the large size of the molars causes the fossil to ap-

proach more nearly to the Semnopithecus than to the Macacus ; the

difference is, however, great between the two, for the Entellus is said

to attain the length of three and a half feet, whereas the length of

the fossil animal, if the space occupied by the molars and their size be

deemed sufficient ground for a conjecture, must have been equal to

that of the Piihecus Satyrus—the space taken up by the molars is

2.15 inches. This circumstance, and the differences before pointed

out, clearly separate the fossil from the species belonging to the genera

Cynocephalus or Semnopithecus. The specimen is imperfect, but it

indicates the existence of a gigantic species of Quadrumanous animals

contemporaneously with the Pachydermia of the Sub-Himalayas, and

thus supplies what has hitherto been a desideratum in Palaeontology

—

proof of the existence, in a fossil state, of the type of organization

most nearly resembling that of man.

Nora.—Fig. 2 in the Plate is a little foreshortened in order to show the

bottom of the orbit at a, which in an accurate profile view is hidden by the

ascending part of the orbit, the section of which is seen at b.

Both figures were taken with the camera lucida.

VIII.

—

Descriptive Catalogue of a collection of Land and Fresh-water

Shells, chiefly contained in the Museum of the Asiatic Society, fit

W. H. Benson, Esq. B. C. S.

Part 2.

—

Fluviatilh Shells.
(Continued from page 358.)

19. Planorbis umbilicalis. Testa quasi dextrd luteo-corneft, politi,

leviter radiato-striati, infra excavato-depressft, anfractibus omnibus

versus umbilicum profundum spectantibus, ultimo interiores pen*

5 D
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tegente ; supra convex*, versus apicem plaoata, apice concavo, omni-

bus anfractibus satis apparentibas : peripharia obtuse angulata,

Diam. 0.3 poll.

This shell, belonging to the same division of Flanorbis as the Bri-

tish species PL fontanus, (PL nitichts, Lamarck,) in which the whorls

on the inferior side are nearly covered by the succeeding ones, may
easily be distinguished from that species, which it resembles also in

colour, by the greater convexity of the last whorl towards the pterin

phery, and by the slope towards the penultimate whorl, on the under

side ; while in PI. fontamts the convexity is next to the penultimate

whorl, and the slope tends towards the circumference. The disposi-

tion observed in PI. umbiiicalis occasions a great concavity on the

under side of the sheH. The superior margin of the aperture, as in

most of the depressed Planorbes, projects much behind the inferior

margin, occasioning a great obliquity from the plane ofthe axis. Tht

North American species PI. deflexus and PL exacuens of Sat, more
especially the latter, have an affinity to this shell, which is probably

an inhabitant of the streams of Silket.

20. Planorbis trochoideus. Testa quasi dextr& diftphana, subtrochi-

formi, supra glabra, rotundato-convexa, apice concavo-depresso quasi

urabilicali ; anfractibus omnibus parum apparentibus, satura excavat*

divisis ; infra radiatim striata, truncata, planata, umbilico contracto.

Anfractu ultimo majori reliquos amplectente, supra pene, infra omnino

obtegente ; periphaeria acuta.

The last whorl altogether conceals the other whorls on the lower

face of the shell, leaving merely a contracted umbilicus in the centre,

towards which the flattened surface declines. On the upper side only

a small portion of the depressed spire is shewn, the whorls being rather

compactly wound. The species differs from all others hitherto de*

scribed in the singular truncated form of the inferior surface, and in

the circumstance of the last whorl winding closely round the axis, as

in many Helices and Trochi, without the intervention of the preceding

whorls, none of which are visible in the very contracted umbilicus.

The only shell of the genus which bears any very near resemblance

to it in the formation of the under side, is PL fontanus of British

authors, (PL nitidus of Lamarck,) the umbilicus of which is unusually

contracted when compared with other species of the genus, but still

exhibits within its vortex the whole of the preceding whorls, and so

does not deviate from the recorded generic character ; while the spe-

cies now brought to notice renders nugatory, as far as it is concerned,

two important characters of Planorbis, viz. " anfractibus omnibus

utrinque conspicuis," and " apertura ab axe remotissima/* For the
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present, considering that a similar variation of character in Trochus

and Helix has not prevailed to separate 'species from those genera, I

have not thought it necessary to detach PL trochoideushom Planor-

bis, hut am inclined to consider it as one of the terminal species

;

merely prefixing to each of the characters above quoted the word
*• crebrius."

As this form does not belong to the Silhct collection, and is an

inhabitant of the neighbourhood of Calcutta, I intended to have in*

eluded it in a paper on some other new Bengal species ; but as it is

desirable, in consideration of its interesting and anomalous structure,

that its publication should not be delayed until I can devote leisure to

their description, I seize the present opportunity for making it known.

The only specimens met with were taken by me, in August 1835,

in the gardens of Barrackpur Park, near a tank, on the margin of

which are some artificial ruins. They inhabited large earthen vessels

filled with water, containing aquatic plants, and adhered to the prone

surfaces .of the floating leaves in company with a small Planorbis*,

and a small lengthened Lymnsea which approaches in its characters to,

X. chlamys of this catalogue.

21. Planqrbis compressus, Hotton, J. A. S. vol. iii. p. 91, No. 12,

The Silhet specimens scarcely differ from weathered individuals of

Lieut. Button's shell, in which the extremely delicate carina, which

margins the angular periphery in perfectly fresh specimens, is more

usually found to be obliterated. The depressed whorls are equally

visible on each side, and are highly polished in recent examples.

They occur in great perfection near Bandras, adhering to the floating

foliage of Trapa natans, and occasionally swimming at large on the

surface of jhfls. This is the species alluded to by me as Planorbis

B. in page 264, vol, i. Gleanings in Science, and figured as No. 10#

Plate VIII.

22. Planorbis Indicus. PL corneus? Hutton, J. A. S. vol. iii. p,

90, and Bbnson, Gleanings in Science, page 2G4, Plate VIII. fig. 6.

Testa discoidea, albida vel cornea, superne piano, suturis excavatis,

umbilico depresso ; subtus planato-depressa, late umbilicata ; anfrac-

tibus ventricosis transverse profundi et eleganter striatis aetate vari-

cibus munitis. Apertura rotuudata, auriformi, minime obliqua.

PL Indicus is scattered over the whole of the Gangetic provinces,

and scarcely a pool of water can be found destitute of it. The Silhet

specimens prove to be a small corneous variety occasionally to be

* I omitted to take specimens of this shell, which is either PL compressus of

Hutton, or a new Calcutta species, PL nanus mihi, which is very similar to the

British species PL albus,

5 n 2
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met with to the westward. In some waters the species attains a great

size, being 0.9 of an inch in diameter, and nearly equalling in mag-
nitude PL corneas, which it resembles in general appearance, bat

from which it will be found to differ in the depth and regularity of

the striae, in the comparatively less profound excavation of the sutures

on the upper side, and less profoundly sunk apex, as well as in being

somewhat less ventricose. The animal is most commonly of a black

olive colour, occasionally dark maroon red.

In the foregoing descriptions of Planorbis I have used the words

upper and lower with reference to the faces of the disc which adjoin

respectively the back and foot of the animal when creeping. The
animal of Planorbis is undoubtedly sinistral, but if the shell be view-

ed as such practically, and placed with the aide which would in a

sinistral shell be accounted the apex uppermost, it will be found

that the animal is on its back, and that it will have to twist its body

half round in order to gain the.ground with its foot ; and that in order

to creep with any ease, it must reverse the position of its shell. This

will be more especially observable m the natter and more oblique

mouthed species. I propose, therefore, to consider that face as con-

taining the apex, in discoid shells, which is contiguous to the back

of the animal. This side may invariably be known in Planorbis by

the greater projection of the lip in that part, by the deeper depression

of the central umbilicus, and by the more considerable involution of

the whorls occasioning a greater depth of suture.

Observers have, in general, adhered to no fixed rule on the subject,

and have been guided chiefly by the aspect of the shell. Tukton's

characters of PI. fontanus and PL contortus afford an instance of the

same side being considered the upper in one species, and the lower

in another. Lama rck was more consistent, and while he rightly view-

ed the shell as sinistral, called, in every species, that side of die sheD

which is contiguous to the back of the animal, the lower face. On
the other hand, it is evident, from Say's description of PL defies**

and PL corpulentus, and from his denominating those species dextral,

that, in those shells at least, he has followed the contrary rule.

23. Lymmta chlamys. Testa* translucente, cornea aut castanea,

elongato-ovata ; spira gracili, breviore, acuminata; anfractu ultimo

infra praecipue ventricoso ; suturis parce depressis ; apertura infra

patente, basi leviter evasa.

The Lymnaea in the Silhet collection is the chestnut-coloured variety.

The paler kind is met with in great perfection in Lehtdra jhfl, near

Bandras, in company with Planorbis compressus, and another fine

Lymnaea which 1 designate as Lynuuea Butta. The Silhet sheD hasmn
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eroded spire, and consequently wants the graceful appearance of the

western variety. I at first described it as a distinct species, but a

comparison with a good series from Bandras, where the species is very

variable, has led to their reunion.

Lieutenant Hutton has referred the species with a mark of doubt

to L. limosa, which it in no wise resembles. In perfect specimens

the spire occupies about one-fifth of the total length. Greatest length

of the shell 1.4 inches.

24. Paludina oxytropis. Testa tenui ovato-conica olivacea, de-

cussatim striata ; anfractibus superne carinis plurimis fuscis ornatis,

ultimi carina media saliente subacutft ; inferne fasciis quibusdam eleva-

tiusculis fuscis ; suturis inconspicuis ; apice acuta ; canali umbilicali

excavato ; apertura intus violacea, peristomate acuto, nigro. Long.

1.7 poll. Lat. 1.3.

This ia a very remarkable and elegant species. Some of the speci-

mens are, I believe, much larger than the one described.

25. Paludina Lecythis. Testa tenui, globoso-conica ampullacea,

olivacea, glabra, rugis obsoletis decussata ; spira obtusiusculft ; an-

fractibus valde ventricosis, rotundatis ; suturis excavatis ; apertura
1

intus violacea spiram longitudine superante; peritremate nigro, subre-

flexo ; umbilico evanescente.

The stria? of growth, or rather the indications of former lips, are

very frequent and prominent near the back of the outer lip ; the rest

of the shell presents that facet-like appearance which is so remark-

able in some Lymnaese. I was at first inclined to consider this shell

to be Gray's Pal. CMnensis, figured, but not described, in Griffith's

Cuvirr; but our shell is much more ventricose, the sutures are

more pronounced, and it is deficient in the angular appearance observ-

able at the base of the aperture in the Chinese species. It is a very

thin shell in proportion to its volume. The epidermis is greenish

olive in young specimens, reddish fuscous in the adult. Long. 2 poll.

Lat. 1.7.

25£. Paludina Bengalensis, Lamarck. Idem. var. balteata, fasciis

elevatiusculis.

26. Paludina crassa, Hutton's MSS. and J. A. S. vol. iii. p. 90,

No. 5.

Testa ovato-conoidea, ventricosa, solida, pallide virente, obsolete

fasciata, rugis exilissimis decussata ; anfractibus tumidis, suturis exca-

vatis ; spira obtusft ; umbilico subcanaliculato ; apertura intus lac-

tescente. Long. 1 poll.

This species varies in configuration even in the same waters, some
specimens approaching to a subglobose form, while others have a
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more lengthened conoid spire. It is very abundant in the river

Gumti at J6npur, where it is paler, and has a more yellowish tinge

than the Silhet variety, which, from having an eroded summit, appears

to have inhabited stagnant water. It has a singular habit, for the

genus, of burying itself in the mud or sand in shallow water, often in

large societies ; other species conceal themselves in the mud in the

season of drought, but P. crassa does so from choice, and is impelled

by no such necessity. The shell of the lately excluded young is so

depressed and globular, that it might be easily mistaken for a young

Ampullaria. The adult shell attains a degree of thickness unusual in

the genus.

27. Paludina pulchella. Valvata, No. 9, Hutton, J. A. S. vol. iiL

p. 90.

Testa ovato-conic4 leviter striatal, epidermide olivaceA ; anfractibus

rotundatis, suturis depressis. Aperture peritremate nigrescent*;

umbilico arcto. Long. 0.3 poll.

Aperture occupying half the length of the shell.

38, Ampullaria. The specimens of this shell, which is common
in Bengal, are much superior in size to any which I have met with

west of the Brahmaputra. As I have reason to believe that the species

is described, I shall content myself with this allusion to it. 1 should

have considered it to ha A.fasciata of Lamarck, were it not that

that species is said to have a corneous operculum.

29. Melania variabilis. Test& elongato-turriU solida olivncei

vel picei, sub epidermide albidA; anfractibus convexis transverse

liratifi, longitudinaliter striatis et costatis; costulis anfractus ultimi

supernfe nodulosis ; apice plerumque truncato ; suturis excavatis. Aper-

tura intus violaceft, columellas basi sinuata.

Inhabits the river Ghmtl sXJtinpur, and Tolly's nullah near

Calcutta.

Var. A. Anfractuum inferiorum liris elevatis, nodulis elevatioribus.

Inhabits river Hdghli at Calcutta.

Var. B, Liris, mediant except!, obsoletis; nodulis subspinosis

carinam humeralem coronantibus.

Var. C. L»vis liris costulisque obsoletis, anfractus ultimi naedio

subcarinato, adulti nodulis humeralibus frugaliter sparsis.

Var. D. Anfractuum superiorurn costulis obsoletis, ultimi et penol-

timi liris transversis costulis longitudinalibusque superne serie duplici

nodulosis.

Varieties B, C, and D are in the Silhet collection. The type spe-

cimens of several of these varieties would, if viewed apart, be easily

austaken for distinct species, but they melt into each other so grmdn*
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&Uy, occasionally shewing the characters of more than one variety

combined in the same shell, that no doubt remains of their blending

in one species. In Tolly's Nullah I took larger specimens than any

in the collection ; though at least four twists of the spire were defec-

tive, one individual measured 3 A inches in length. The G&rnti spe-

cimens are less liable to truncation, and in young specimens the

apices are nearly perfect. I have not observed more than 1 2 whorls

present in any specimen. I described the type of the species without

a name as species A* in the 13th No. of the Gleanings in Science. It

was figured as No. 7, in Plate VII. vol. i.

30. Melanin Stephanas. Testa ovato-conica, gradata, plerumque

deinde truncata globoso-ovatft, olivacea anfractibus obsolete fasciatis,

transverse sulcatis, superne planulatis, spiris brevibus validis coro-

natis; apertura albida subrotundata, superne fere angulata ; labro

subdenticulato.

This shell, which is very solid, approaches in form to M. Amanita,

but differs from it in the configuration of the aperture, and in the

comparative shortness of the whorls, as well as by the dentioulations

on the inner edge of the labrum. Among the numerous specimens

which I had an opportunity of inspecting, only a tingle individual

was perfect, and the greater number exhibited only two whorls, the

remainder being truncated. This character I find to be an usual indi-

cation of habitation in stagnant water. The sulcations on the whorls

are sometimes obsolete.

31. Melania zonata. Testa ovato-conica, laevi, longitudinaliter

striata, olivacea, zonis tribus brunneis fasciata; anfractibus leviter

convezis, suturis minime profundis ; apertura albida ovato-oblong&

infra subangulata. Long. 0.85 poll.

This a very distinct and pretty species, with a strong epidermis.

It is generally eroded at the apex.

32. Melania Terebra. Testa elongato-turrita, olivaceo-brunnea,

lsevi, polita ; anfractibus tumidis ; suturis excavatis ; sinu inter basin

labri columeUamque nullo. Long. 1.05. Testa truncata.

It is distinguished from the young of the smooth variety of M

.

variabilis by the want of angularity at the centre of the lower whorl r

by its polished epidermis, more tumid whorls and more deeply sunk

sutures, as well as by the absence of the sinuation of the inner lip

which characterizes that species. The apex of the shell is more or

less truncated.

33. Melania conica, Gray? Testa solids, globoso-conica, longitudi-

naliter striata plerumque transverse obsolete sulcata ; anfractibus, ultimo

ventricoso caeteris rapide diminutis; suturis bene signatis; ap«rtura\
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ovati, intbs albidA, fasciis quibusdam castaneis ornata ; labro intii

denticulato.

Thia species resembled so closely the figure given in Griffith's

Cuvisr, PI. 14, f. 3, as Melania conica of Grat, that I am unwilling

to describe it as new, in the absence of a specific character of that

shell. Gray's figure, however, does not exhibit the obsolete anlcationt

of the shell under review,—an omission which may be attributed to the

brown incrustation with which they are ordinarily obscured, nor the

smoothed denticulations which ornament the interior margin of the

right lip in our shell. Should it eventually prove to be distinct, it

may be named M. denticulata from this character, which is also pos-

sessed in a minor degree by M. Stephanas. The spire is eroded in

all the specimens which I have examined. Length one inch.

34. Neritina depressa. Testa solids, sub-convoluta transverse

ovata, gibbosa, olivacea, longitudinaliter purpureo-fusco late strigati,

strigis versus apicem angulato-flexuosis ; spira depressa ; anfractibus

sub-binis; peritremate integro acuto, sub-orbiculari ; septo calloeo

magno ; apertura parva, lunata, aurantia ; labio sub-recto, medio emar-

ginato, ibi denticulato.

Greatest transverse diameter 0.8 inch. The peritreme which sur-

rounds the aperture and shelving callus is nearly free, and occupies

nearly the whole face of the shell. All within it, including the sep-

tum as well as the aperture, is usually of a dull orange colour. When
weathered the shell is whitish, with pink bands and zig-zag lines; the

denticulations of the inner lip are occasionally obsolete. The indivi-

duals in the Society's collection are probably from the Svndarhm

rivers, as the species is common, adhering to wooden piles and brick-

work in the H ughli at Calcutta, as well as in waters which have

periodical communication with it. The following species is so nearly

allied to N. depressa that I shall describe it here for the purpose of

instituting a comparison and pointing out the distinctive characters,

although no example of it occurs in the collection.

35. Neritina cornucopia. Testa solidiuscula, convoluta, subsym-

metrica, transverse ovato-acuta, gibbosa, pallide virente, punctis mi-

nimis nigris, interdum confluentibus, lineis longitudinalibus dispo-

sitis ornata ; spora valde depressa ; anfractu pone callum compress©,

sub-mediano, minime obliquo ; peritremate acuto, iibero, ovato, pene

totam testam circumcludente ; callo magno ingrescente ; aperturi

lunata mediocri; labio recto iota longitudine denticulato, medio

emarginato.

Greatest transverse breadth 0*7 inch. At the first glance this shell

would probably be mistaken for the last described species, from
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which it differs more especially in the greater proportionate size of

the aperture, in the perfect parallelism of the inner lip with the axis

of the shell, its denticulation nearly throughout its whole length, in-

stead of merely in the centre ; in the compression of the whorl at the

back of the callus, and its subcentrical position, thereby occasioning

the approach of the shell to a symmetrical configuration, and finally

in its suite of colours. It is much less frequent than N. depressa. I

have met with only two specimens, in the Hugli at Fort William,

and in Tolly's Nullah, adhering to piles and bricks. The aperture is

livid white, with blackish shades. The operculum, following the form

of the aperture, is broader than in N. depresses and its two costate

teeth are more developed.

36. Neritina tigrina. Testa globoso-conoidea, cornea vel olivacea,

lineis subtilissimis, fasciis angulato-fiexuosis, maculisque nigris longi-

tudinaliter strigata ; suturis obsoletis ; anfractu ultimo ventricoso,

infra suturam excavato-depresso ; apertura obliqua, intus alba ; callo

columellari macula lutea notato ; labio medio emarginato, infra pro-

jects emarginatione projecturaque ambabus denticulatis.

The specimens, in the collection, of this very handsome species are

of an ordinary size. A fine individual which I took adhering to the

piles which defend Fort William from the action of the Hugli,

measures 1 .35 inches in length. The operculum is very strong, and

besides the two exserted mucrones at the lower part, have two strong

radiating curved ribs on the inner surface, the central one of which

forms, at its termination, a third mucro. In addition to the living

examples which I met with in the River Hugli, I have a beautiful

specimen which I captured in the aqueduct that supplies the old

Course at Calcutta. When decorticated the ground of the shell is

white ; and the black markings assume a purplish hue.

Two other very distinct species of Neritina with oblique apertures

inhabit the waters around Calcutta. I propose shortly to describe

them as N. retifera and N. obtusa.

In all the species of Neritina of which I have seen the operculum,

that accessory piece is smooth and polished, exhibiting only faint

radiating striae or striae of growth ; but in a ribbed Nerita which

occurs at the embouchure of the Hugli, the exterior surface of the

operculum is granulated like shagreen. Is this latter character per*

manent in the genus Nerita ? if so, it will furnish an additional mark

to distinguish the two genera.

87. Navicella compressa. Testa transverse elongata, compressa,

lutea, albida, vel cornea, lineis munitissimlB transversis diverse colo-

5 E
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ratis, maculisque alternatis radiantibus decoloratis picta; dorto

elevato ; limbi extremitatibus emarginatis. Long. 0. 85, Lat. 0. 45

poll.

From the peculiar form of the aperture of this shell, it is evidently

accustomed to adhere to the convex surfaces of cylindrical bodies of

small diameter, probably the stems of shrubs growing in the water,

to which the sinuous disk would exactly conform. The numerous

specimens in the collection all possess the same feature, which is

never observable in Navicella tessellata of Lamarck. The last men-

tioned shell I discovered adhering in abundance to piles in the

Hiighli river under Fort William, and more rarely attached to bricks

in Tolly's Nullah. I have retained the name proposed for the new

species by Dr. J. T. Psarson.

Acbphala.

38. Anodonta eoleni/ormis. Testa elongatissima, postioe angus*

tata, extremitate rotundata; antice latiore, sub-alata, extremkate

oblique truncate : Natibus complanatis, inconspicuis, seneetute obli-

teratis, decorticatis ; epidermide junioris fulvida, prseter unguium

umbonis viridi, salcis illuc vinis irapressa, setate fusca. Lang. 6

poll. Lat. prope apicem 1. 2, Lat. prope alam 1.5 poll.

This is a very interesting shell, being, in proportion to its length,

the most elongated of the genus. The pearl of the interior is bluish,

with a salmon tinge in old specimens, which are likewise much worn
' on the exterior surface, and have their posterior muscular impression

very deeply marked, and, as it were, carious. The anterior muscular

impression is considerably elongated under the transverse direction.

With the exception of a minute species which inhabits ponds in 2fes>

delkhand, this is the only Anodonta hitherto met with in this Presi-

dency.

39. Umo ccmtleus, Lea. Trans. Amer. Phil. Socy. vol. 4.

A compressed variety of this shell occurs in the collection.

40. Scaphula celox. Testa elongata, tumida, laeviuscula, antice

angulata, inter umbonem extremitatemque anticam subito evmsa;

carino umbonali compresso, costula obsoleta contigua.

Scaphula : Benson, Zoological Journal, Vol. 5, page 464-5, and
Gleanings in Science, Vol. 1, Plate VII, fig. 2 and 3.

One or two examples of this rare fluviatile genus of Arcacea which
I first discovered in the Jumna, and subsequently met with in the

river Cane, occur among the shells brought from the Eastern
frontier.
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IX-

—

Note on Zoological Nomenclature. By B. H. Hodgson, Esq.

If I revert to the comments of your anonymous correspondent upon

ny Cervus Elaphdtdes, (No. 52 for April,) it is because 1 think that a

question of some moment hangs upon the judgment pronounced in

this case, viz. the right to designate species, and the consequence of

doing so from very imperfect knowledge.

According to your correspondent's own shewing, Cuvibr never

procured more than the horns of this deer ; and, so conscious was

Cuvibr, ultimately, of his inability to fix the species upon a just

basis, that, in his last edition of the Regne*, all mention of it is

omitted. Meanwhile, however, he gave it a name, upon retaining

which your correspondent insists, although your correspondent, in

the very same page, exhibits the following practical consequence of

such proceedings.

The first writer of the age upon the tribe of animals to which our

Cervus belongs (H. Smith) is entirely misled by Cuvibr's insufficient

definition, or rather designation, and ascribes this deer to the Rusa

group ! Now, it is a well known fact, that, although the more skilful

general writers upon zoology have, of late years, omitted half the

recorded species from inability to verify them, yet that, amongst the

species inserted, no careful student can satisfactorily refer to one in

ten ! Is this system to got on ? and, if not, is there any cure for it

but a general resolution to admit no names of species which the%

nomenclator has not, at the time, or subsequently, verified ?

Your correspondent has only to turn to those recent and costly

works upon Indian Zoology, Gould's Century and Hardwickb's

Illustrations, and he will find that the multiplication of idle names

and of fictitious species is still going on, under the auspices of per-

sons who neither have, nor can have, competent means of at once

undoing past errors and preventing future ones. Press or picture,

it is the same thing. Neither ought to be devoted, in permanent style,

to the propagation of delusion and inconvenience ; nor any ad interim

labours of any man recognised, (except such as he has ultimately

himself completed), if their recognition have that effect, at the same

ime that it interferes with the just reward of the ripe and adequate

labours of others. Finis coronat opus : and, though it may be rea-

sonable to admit temporarily all names, as an index and stimulus to

discovery, as well as to sustain eventual claims, if advanced, yet

those names alone are entitled to permanence which the affixers,

sooner or later, connect with indisputable species. Cuvibr himself

* A new and amended list of all authentic species is given in this edition.

5s2
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abandoned his name, because he could not eventually so connect it:

and I confess I do not perceive upon tvhat sound principle your

correspondent insists upon the revival and retention of that name.

I beg to acknowledge the courtesy of your own note appended to

the communication in question, and to state my conviction that Dv

Vaucbl most probably obtained the horns of the Cervus Elapholdes

from me.

The observation of your correspondent—that the " suborbital

depression on the skull of our deer is perforated by a very large oval

hole, which is not found in the skull of the Jaraf'—wants,' I believe,

confirmation. Such holes are very usually found in the skulls of

both species ; but, so far as my experience goes, they are not proper

to the perfect skull of either*. After considerable inquiry amongst

my friends to the westward, I have determined to retain the name of

Bara Sinha for the Cervus Elaphus ; those of Maha and Bahraiya for

Cervus Elaphofdes ; and that of Jarat for the only type of the Rmsa

group known to me. This animal is the Cervus Jarai of Hodgson,

precisely because he has found it utterly impossible to fix the shifting

and insufficient specific indications of H. Smith—a difficulty, by the

way, which your correspondent seems to share, if I /nay judge by his

somewhat loose allusion to '* Cervus Hippelaphus and Aristotelis or

Rusas" (in the plural.) May I hope for his valuable assistance in

my endeavours to decide, whether there be really more than one spe-

cies of Rusa in the Bengal Presidency ? and which of the several

named by H. Smith it or they be ? Let me request your correspon-

dent to test the above remarks on nomenclature by applying them

to the very difficulty just cited. I am content to abide by the

issue

!

[We have to apologize for so long delaying the publication of Mr. Hods-
son's note, which hat been lying in type at the printer's gome months. W«
are very sure the correspondent to whom he appeals will assist in the desirable

object of identifying and fixing Indian Species.

—

Ed.]

• If they were, we should be in the wsy of ascertaining the probable or pot*

sible truth of that startling assertion, that breathing takes place through tbt

suborbital sinus. I have examined repeatedly fresh heads of several species
with a view to this assertion : and my conclusion is that it cannot be true,

unless breath can pass through bone and skin too : for, in the perfect skull

there is no solution of continuity in either substance, within the limits of this

sinus. Without and above the sinus, there is something extremely like such a

solution, in the sculls of Elapbus, Ratwa, JaraT and Elaphoides. But, even
here, a perfectlyfresh head will exhibit osseous or quasi osseous continuity ;

and the skin-fold is ever uninterruptedly carried through the sinus, though
with much attenuation at the bottom of it.
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X.

—

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, the 7th December, 1836.

The Honorable Sir Edward Ryan, President, in the chair.

H/Waltbr, Esq. C. S., Principal Bramlby, Dr. Jamrs Drcmmond,

Nawab Tahawur Jung Behaddr, ShahQjBiR u'di'n, and Dr. R. A. Jack-

son, proposed at the last meeting, were balloted for, and duly elected

Members of the Society.

Mr. W. Dbnt was proposed by Mr. H. T. Prinsep, seconded by the

Secretary.

Mr. Manuk, proposed by Dr. Stewart, seconded by Mr. Baillie.

Babu Herambana'th Thakur was appointed to officiate as Collector

to the Society, during the absence of Babu Ram Comdl Sen, on a visit to

the Upper Provinces.

The following reply from Government regarding the Alif LeUavs*

read:

To James Prinbep, Esq. '

Gcnl. Dept. Secretary to the Asiatic Society.

Sir,
I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated the 7th ultimo,

relative to the proposition of Mr. C. Brownlow, to publish at his own private

risk a complete edition of the Ulif Leila, or Arabian Nights' Entertainments,

in the original Arabic, from a very complete manuscript purchased by him from
the estate of the late Major Macan, and requesting the same support to this

work as has usually been accorded both by the local Governments, and by the

Honorable Court of Directors to literary undertakings of a similar description*

2. In reply, I am directed to state that in compliance with the recommenda-
tion of the Asiatic Society, and in consideration of the manner in which the

publication of this work has been undertaken, and of the credit that will attach

to its completion in the manner proposed, his Lordship has been induced to

subscribe for fifty copies at the price stated, viz. 48 rupees per copy.

3. The copies when printed will be appropriated for distribution as prises

in the Seminaries of Education at which the study of Arabic is cultivated, with
the reservation of snch number as the Governor of Bengal may present to the

Public Libraries and Institutions of Europe or of this country. Mr. Brownlow
may be desired to deliver the fifty copies at this office, where his bill for them
will be discharged.

4. But the Right Honorable the Governor of Bengal cannot close the reply

to this reference from the Asiatic Society, without expressing a strong desire to

learn that the translation of the complete work is likely to be undertaken by
some competent scholar of this Presidency. His Lordship will be glad to be
informed of any scheme for procuring the accomplishment of this desirable

object, that the Asiatic Society may be able to suggest and think deserving of
encouragement.

I have the honor to be,

Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

H. T. Prinsep,
Fort William, the 2nd Nov. 1836. Secy, to Govt.

Resolved, that a copy of the reply be transmitted to Mr. C. Brownlow,
the publisher of the work in question.

It was intimated that a gentleman in the Civil Service, eminently qualified

for the task, had volunteered to make an English translation of the portions of

the " Nights9 Entertainments' 1 as yet unedited.
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The following letter from the Asiatic Society of Para, brought out by

the Chevalier General Allabd, was also read

:

SociHi A*iMtiqt, Parii, le 1 Mmrt, 1S36,

Me*9ieur$t

Les eacuuragemens que le Gonvernement Anglais dans l'Inde a accordes pre**

qne en tout tempi a la publication dea ouvrages elassiques dans lea langnes
savanteS de I*orient ont toujours 6te* regarded en Europe, comme nn de aea plus

beaux titret de gieire. Cea publications ont pmsaantment aide* an devetoppe-
ment qne lea Itudea historiques et philologiques ont pria depnia le cosnaeeaco-

ment de ce siecle, et elles ont servi a rlpandre le goat dea lettrea orientates.

Ainsi les outrages elassiques publics par le Comite* d'Instruction pnbliqoe de
Calcutta, quoiqae destines imme'diatement anx ecoiee Indiennea ont rendu anx
ecoles del'Europe les plus grands services, lis ont commence* a rem&lier a

la mete" des manuscrits sanscrits en Europe, et ont facility l'ltude d'nne littera-

ture dont 1'importance poor l'histoire de l'esprit humain n'apascesae' de s*ae-

crottre.

Le Comity avait donnl, dans les derniers temps, FespoirqncFou verrait encore
s'aggraadir le cercle de aea entreprises. II avait annonce' que le Mahabbarat,
le RAja Taranginl et plusieurs autres ouvrages de la pins haute importance,
Itaient sous presse, et qu'il preparait des materiauz poor nne Edition dea Vedas
et des litres sacrls des Bouddhistea. Ces annonces ont £te* re9ues en Europe
avec un inteVet marque

1

, et les savans ont suivi avec nne grande aollicitnde les

progres de ces ouvrages. Mais on a appris dernterement, que le Gouvernemeut
du Bengale a cru devoir suspendre tontea les impressions en Ungues Orieatales,

et destine les foods qui devaient y ponrvoir, a un but different.

11 n'appartient pas a une Soctete litteraire de juger des raisons politique* on
financieres d'un gouvernement Stranger, mais la SocieHe' Asiatique croit pouvoir
ezprimer ses regrets qu'on ait abandonne* des entreprises qui auraient serri les

intlrets de la science, et qui auraient honore* la nation qui les avaient com-
mencees. Aussi, a-t-elle sincerement applaudi a la determination que vona aves

snnoncee, Messieurs, de reprendre la publication de ces ouvrages, et elle desire

vivement pouvoir vous aider dans i'accomplissement de votre plan. Eile toui
offre en consequence de serrir d'intermedialre entre tous et les Savans da
Continent. Elle espeVe pouvoir trouver un nombre plus ou moins considerable

de souscripteurs aux different ouvrages que vous aves 1'intention de faire paraltre.

Si vous agrees ce plan, elle vous prie de lui communiquer la liste des onvragea
1 publier, et les prix approximatifs de cbacun. La Society redigerait alors na
programme et nne circulaire, pour faire appel a ses membres et anx divers

corps savans, a fin d'exciter autant que possible Pinter^t du public poor les iaa-

portantes publications de la Society.

It est impossible d'apprlcier d'avance le resultat de cette d-marche, mais k
Socilte* croit ne faire que son devoir en donnant aux savants Europeans ks
moyens de s'associer a votre g£n£reuse entreprise.

Nous avons l'honneur de vous offrir, Messieurs, l*assurance de notre hautt
consideration.

P. Amidei Jaubbrt, President dt im SocUti.

Euo. Burnouf, Sccrituirt da Im Soci&t.

Re$olved, that an appropriate reply be returned in the same form to the

Asiatic Society of Paris, accepting with pride and satisfaction its generous

offer of aid in promoting the completion of the abandoned oriental works,

and of acting as the channel of their circulation and sale on the continent

of Europe.

A letter from Major Troyer, tendered, in the same spirit, his service

as agent to the Society at Paris, and acknowledged receipt of presenta-

tion copies of Sanscrit works.

Extracts of letters from Messrs. Burnouf, Jacquet, and Professor

Lassen, connected with the same topic, were read ; also from Messrs. Cas-
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•in, agent and bookseller to the Paris Society, suggesting arrangements

regarding the prices of the several works.

A letter from M. Rout db Rochbllb, President of the Geographical

Society of Paris, stated that a resolution of the Society had determined

to present the Asiatic Society with a complete series of their Bulletin,

anterior to the period when its relations with Calcutta had commenced.

Reeoived, that the compliment be returned by presenting a copy of such

former volumes of the Researches as are in store.

A letter from Mr. Edward Thomas, C. S. at Almorah, presented three

manuscript volumes in short-hand of the late Mr. Laidlay.

They appear to be private note books, and memoranda of the author's read-

ing—not in the common form of stenography, and therefore illegible.

- Dr. D. Stewart presented copies of the Proceedings of the Statistical

Society of London for 1835-36, and series ofquestions and forms for circu-

lation, with a view of extending its information on subjects connected

with the science.

The President founded npon these documents, a motion for the formation

of a Committee in the Society, which should direct its exclusive attention to

the Statistics of India, both by inviting returns to circulars modified to suit the

circumstances of the country, and by searching, with permission, the records of

Government.

Mr. H. T. Prinsbp urged that the magnitude of the object was beyond the

power of a Committee ; the Government had at one time expressly commenced

such a record, and had given it up after spending a lakh and a half of rupees on

three small districts.

Dr. Stewart thought that the materials collected might be examined and

abstracted by the Committee, and, without aiming at minute detail, much useful

Information might be obtained on the population and mortality, for instance,

of the principal towns. He had himself lately roughly estimated the mortality

of Calcutta, and was appalled at finding it 1 in 26, the highest rate almost

on record. After some discussion it was

Resolved, that a Statistical Committee be formed, consisting of Sir B.

Malkin, Mr. J. G. Gordon, Mr. W. Adam, Mr. Bailxie, and Dr. D.

Stewart, the latter gentleman kindly undertaking the duties of Secre*

tary.

Library. *

The following books were presented.

The Archaelogia, or Transactions of the Antiquarian Society of London

—

by

ike Society.

Transactions of the Geological Society of London, vol. iii. part 3, and vol.

iv. part 1

—

by the Society.

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of London, No. 5

—

by the Society.

Proceedings of the Geological Society of London, Nos. 40, 41, 42, 43, 44,

and 45

—

by the Society.

Sir Phillip Grey Eobrton's Catalogue of Fossil fish in his own and Lord

Cols' s Collection—by the Author,
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Address delivered at the Anniversary Meeting of the Geological Society of

London, on the 19th Febrnary, 1836, by Charles Ltsxl, M. A., P. R. S.

President of the Society

—

by the Society.

Memoires de la Societe de Physique et D'Histoire Naturelle de Geneve, tota*

vii. pt. 1—by the Society.

Two TibeUn block-books, religious tracts, entitled Smon-Um-bt*chu-thorn-*b-
yorbai-sm m-bsngo-ba ; *n&lBckoin-ld*it'hdaS'ma-sckes-rab-kyi~pAa-rol-tu-pJky-

inpai-tning-po s printed at Leipsig

—

by M. Jacquet.

Glagolita Clozianus ; Codicis Glagolitici Antiquissimi, Leipsaaon folioriom

servstum in Bibliotheca Paradis Clos Tridentini, by Bart. Kopitar, Curator of

the Imperial Library at Vienna—presented by the Author.

Gefchichte der Osmanifshen Dichtlunft

—

by the Baron Von Hammer-Pmrf-
stall.

Lectures on Comparative Anatomy, by Dr. RobertE.Grant—by the Anther.
Bulletin de la Societe* de Geographie, vol. i. Hi. iv. to i. and rvi. to xx. of

the first series ; and vol. iii. iv. of the second series

—

by the Society.

Abrlge du Roman Hindustani intitule La Rose de Bakawali, par M. Gabcif
De Tabsy—by the Translator.

Mode d'Expression Symbolique des Nombres employes par les Indiens, lea

Tibetains.et les Javanais

—

by M. Jacquet.

Journal Asiatique, Nos. 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, and 96, for 1835, and Nos.

1, 2, and 3, of the New Series for 1836

—

by the Asiatic Society of Pari*.

Madras Journal of Literature and Science, No. 13

—

by the Madras Literary

Society.

The Indian Journal of Medical Science and Scientific Review, No. 12

—

by

Dr. P. Corbyn, the Editor.

A copy of the Old Testament, translated into the Burmese language, by the

Rev. A. Judson—through Rev. Howard Malcom.

Gay's Fables, translated into Urdu Poetry, by Raja Kalikisskn Behadur—
the Translator.

" Maahtoz," or the Ritual of the Armenian Church ; in two volumes, printed

in Calcutta, and />re*e»/e<* by the Editor, Mr. Avdall,

The Meteorogical Register for October 1836

—

by the Surveyor General*

The following books, selected by Professor Wilson, were received from

the Booksellers

:

Eichhoff Parallele des Ungues de L'Inde. Paris, 1836, royal 4 to.

Freytag's Hamasie Carolina, 4to. (in Arabic.)

Amrulkeisi Moallakah, Arab, et Lat, ed. J. A. Henostbnbbrq, Bonn, 1823.

Kosegarten, Amrui ben Kelthum Taglebitae Moallakam Abn Abdailae, 4to.

Humbert, Arabica Chrestomathia Facilior, 8vo.

Rosenmuller, Institutiones ad Fundamenta Linguae Arabic*, 4to.

Bernstein, Hetapadaesi particula, edidit et Glossar. Sanscrit, 4to.

Wustenfuld, Abulfedas Tabulte qusedam, &c. 8to. Gott. 1835.

Flagel, Corani Textus Arabicus ad fidem lib. MSS. 4to. calf and lettered.

Pbttigrew's Egyptian Mummies, 4to. ditto.

Gutzlaw's Voyage to China, post 8vo. ditto.

Aubbr's British Intercourse with China, 8vo, ditto.

Da la Bkchb's Geological Manual, 8vo. ditte.

McCulloch's Commercial Dictionary, 8vo. ditto.
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Moor** Oriental Fragment!, poat 8vo. ditto.

Wight and Arkott's Prodromna, 1 rol. 8vo. ditto.

Gutblaff'b History of China, 2 Tola. 8to. ditto.

Bknnbtt'b Wanderings in New Sonth Wales, 2 Tola. 8fo. ditto.

Smith and Dwigut's Miasionary Researches in Armenia, 8to. ditto.

Robbrt'b Illustrations of Sacred Scriptures, 8to. ditto.

Wilkinson's Topography of Thebes, &c. 8vo. ditto.

Breton's ScandinaTian Sketches, 8to. ditto.

Hobkin'b Travels in Ethiopia, 4 to. ditto.

Robert's Scenes &c. of Hindoostan, 3 Tola, post 8to. ditto.

Wbllrblbt'b Dispatchesr toI. 1. ditto.

Malcolm's Memoir of Lord Clitb, 3 vols. 8ro. ditto.

Labordb's Mount Sinai and Petra, 8to. ditto.

Carry's Memoir of Dr. Caret, 8to. ditto.

Rich's Koordistan and Nineveh, 2 vols. 8vo. ditto.

Edinburgh Cabinet Library—China, 3 vols. 12mo. ditto.

Abebl'8 Residence in China, 12mo. ditto.

Nala and Damayanti, by Milman, imperial 8vo. ditto.

Akbrmann's Catalogue of Roman Coins, 2 vols. 8vo. ditto.

Madox's Excursion in the Holy Land, 2 vols. 8vo. ditto.

Lang's History of New Sooth Wales, 2 vols, post 8to. ditto.

Sbalb's Geognosy of the Island of St. Helena, folio, cloth.

Wight's Contributions to the Botany of India, 8to. calf and lettered.

Davis's Chinese, 2 vols, post 8vo. ditto.

Antiquities and Literature.

Mr. Walter Ewer, in a note, adverted to Mr. Traill's drawing, of

the Garhwal tridents.

The proportions of the trident of Barahdt are incorrectly large for the staff,

(see Plate XXIX.)—the edge of the axe should be at right angles to the trident,

and consequently not visible laterally on the sketch :—the letters of the inscrip-

tion also do not project from the surface, but are indented. The worda are

sufficiently correct.

Lieut. Barton, on his departure for Europe, begged the Society's accept-

ance of a copy in manuscript of Bahadin'b Life of Saladin ; also of Napo-

leon's acount of the Campaign of 1805, printed in Arabic at Alexandria.

Captain Jenkins forwarded a copy of the Ahom alphabet, compared

with the Bor Khamti, Shyan, Laos, and Burmese, with explanatory notes

by Rev. N. Brown.
This alphabet has been a desideratum for some time, and aa very few indeed

of the inhabitants of Assam are now acquainted with this extinct character, pre-

served chiefly on the coins of the indigenous rajas, an opportunity had been

•ought in vain for recovering it, until Mr. Brown's residence and study brought

liim in communication with some pandits who have given the desired infor-

mation. We hope to publish it in our January number.

Mr. J. G. Heatly submitted a second paper on Analytic Geometry.

Physical.

Geological specimens from Kemaon, with a descriptive catalogue-
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Also, a list of the rock specimens from the Kenya range

formerly deposited in the Museum, presented by Dr. MeCLBuajm.
A fine series of butterflies, moths, and insects from Sagur <

by the Secretary, being part of a rich collection forwarded to Mm by

Major Hbarsey, Commanding 2nd Local Horse,

Volcanic ashes picked up at sea by Captain Ferqubson, of the ship

Henry Tanner, presented by Mr. T. L. Henley.
" The position in which these ashes were picked up was 35 miles South tit

and 15° 50' west long. The sea was in violent agitation.

On a former voyage by the same commander, in nearly the same place (1st. 1*

35' 8. and long. 20° 45') much alarm was created on board by a violent ran-

bling noise, the captain and officers believing the ship to have struck aid

grating over a coral reef : no bottom, however, was found on sounding.

In the same latitude and about a degree more easterly, there is a shoal laid

bearing the name of some vessel, but considered doubtful."

The ashes are black, and resemble cinders or pumice in consistence.

A collection of lichens from the Himalaya Mountains, was presented for

the Museum, by Mrs. Siodons.

A specimen of Adjutant, (Ciconia ArgaiaJ presented by Dr. 0*Shauob-

NB88Y, and mounted in the Museum.

A specimen of the Modern Crane of Latham, purchased and mounted

in the Museum.
Note.—The latter of the above specimens is generally considered as the yoang

bird of the former, although Latham thinks it a distinct species. The attention

of observers is requested to the point.

A skeleton of the Hinddstani Bullock, presented by Captain Cabt-

wbigbt, and articulated in the Museum.

A ditto ditto, presented by Major Thnnant.

A stuffed specimen of Albatros, (Diomedea e*ulan$,J presented by Mr.

J. W. Linton of Howrah.

A specimen of the Nipal Musk Deer,*and of the AUurui Fulgeme or

« Wan" of Hie Bhotiahs, by Dr. A. Campbell, of Katmandhd.

Papers ComMunuxUed.

Notice of Balantium, a genus of Pteropodous Molluscs inhabiting the

Southern Indian Ocean, by W. H. Benson, Esq.

Notice of the Musk deer of Nipal, taken at a postmortem fiTwmina-

tion, by Dr. A. Campbell.

Observations on the anatomy of the plants of the order Hepaticas, ac-

companied with a series of beautiful Iconographic drawings of specimens

of the three sections. Jangermannia, ifeforoaafttte, and JtioetoHe*, by Dc
TVm. Griffiths, Assam.

Remarks on the Silk-worms and silks of Assam, with specimens of the

moth, worm, chrysalis, cocoon and silk, by Mr. Thomas Huqon, illustrated

with drawings by Mr. Hudson, Deputy Revenue Surveyor, were for-

warded by Major Jenkins, Governor General's Agent in Assam.

Having been placed in the hands of Dr. J. H. Helpbb for er

and examination, that gentleman read at the close of the Meeting a
j

on the indigenous silk-worms of India.
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Dr. Brora* ootnsaenecd by * mHm of observations on the importance of silk

at an article of wearing apparel throughout the globe. He stated that the disco*

very of India and China was valuable to the ancient Greeks and Romans, chiefly

on account of the precious web of the Bombykia, called Se or Ser, whence the

newly discovered countries derived their name of Serira. Justinian, said Dr. H.,

obtained an insight into the secret of its manufacture from two Persian monks,

the first silk being fabricated at Bysantinm. Dr. Hblfbr followed up his sub-

ject by stating, that the Sicilians in the time of Roger I. became wealthy by

the introduction of silk into Palermo,—that the Venetians acquired riches by the

trade of silk with the Levant, and that in our days it is an unlimited source of

income to countries cultivating it on a large scale. France alone exported in

the year 1820, 130 millions of francs worth of silk, and England consumes an.

naally 4,700,000 pounds, for which it is chiefly indebted to foreign countries.

Dr. Hclfir considers India particularly suited for the cultivation of silk, and

deems it very interesting and important, that this country possesses already eleven

known different kinds of silk-worms, producing in abundance silk of different

qualities, and having by this the internal meana of providing all Europe with thin

precious material. He enumerated the eleven different species, of which seven

(though ettk from them has been manufactured), never have been mentioned

before. (The subject was illustrated by the exposition of all the different qualities

of sift, the preserved moths, cecoona, chrysalis, and eggs.) Two of the silk-worm

•pecies, the Tusseh and Arrindy, were known in India, and their, silk waa consi-

dered singular enough in Europe, and regarded as inferior qulity of the mulberry

silk-worm,—though Dr. Roxburgh andDr.BucHANAN,had longago published an

account of them, which Dr. H. quoted. Two different species were discovered by

Dr. H. ; four others were mentioned as problematic, and three other new species

vent from Atutm by Capt. Jenkins, accompanied by a very interesting memo-

randum. Dr. H. deems those sent from Anam exceedingly valuable, as the co-

coons which they produce are considered by Mr. W. Prinsbp, exceedingly fine.

Dr. Hilar then, after giving a systematic description of all the new species,

went into the question as to whether the silk of India is naturally inferior to

that of other countries. He regards the question as undecided, and considers that

every thing must depend upon the rearing of the worm in houses—upon the qua-

lity of their food—upon the first chrysalic operations—and upon the manner of

working the silk. He proposed that all moths producing cocoons—which, judg-

ing by analogy, he computed at upwards of 130 kinds in India,—should be exam-

ined, and specimens of raw and wrought silk sent to Europe ; and he thinks it

certain, that, by the manufacture of silk on a large scale, a vast revenue will ac-

crue to this country, tie referred to the value set in Europe upon the coarsest

material produced by the Arrindy silk worm. The Doctor concluded his very

interesting discourse by narrating a fact communicated by Dr. Glass of Boglipur,

It appeared that Dr. G. had sent specimens of the silk to England : when it was

shewn to the different manufacturers they* answered, that the people in India had

been deceiving them by stating that the fine Cashmere shawls are manufactured

from the wool of the goat : it was plain to them that the shawls were compoaed

of the silk, and they said, that, with that material, they, the English manufac-

turers, could make better shawls than sny which came from India.

The President, on behalf of the Society, acknowledged their obligations to

Dr. HnxriR for his interesting paper.

(We shall hasten to print it when the drawings of Mr. Hudson can be

•ougraved.)
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—

Geological Notes on the Northern Conkan, and a small portion of
Chtierat and Kattywdr. By Charles Lush, M. D.

[Communicated by the Medical end Phytical Society of Bombay.]

In a paper which recently appeared in the Journal of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal by Dr. Benza, on the Geology of the Nilgherry

hills, it is remarked that " the elevation of this plateau, and probably

the whole chain of the Western Ghats, of which the Nilgherries are

the southern termination, happened at a period long anterior to the

existence of life on our planet."

This appears, at first sight, a bold and sweeping conclusion : but I

apprehend that those who have travelled in the Dekhan, -the Southern

Conkan, and that part of the Camatic termed with us " Southern

Maratha country," will not only be ready to concur in this opinion,

but perhaps to extend it so far as to doubt the existence of any for-

mation containing fossil remains in any part of Western India to

the southward of Cutch,

In that province, it has been stated that oolite occurs. I believe,

however, that no sufficient investigation has been made into this

fact, to entitle us to assume the identity of such shell-stone with the

recognized oolitic formations of other countries, so as to satisfy the

rigorous views of a modern geologist.

There is a new era in geology. It is flow in the power of any

person who travels through countries where " the crust of the globe

is untouched by the hammer of the geologist," to contribute to the

advancement of this, the youngest of the sciences. By avoiding

5 o
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762 Geological Notes on the Northern Conkan. [DfC.

speculations, not even giving a name to that which is found,—by
carefully noting the site of specimens collected, according to tha

directions published by the Geological Society of London,—by for-

warding collections to those persons who are best capable of corn-

paring and identifying fossil remains,—materials will gradually be

formed for a geological map of India, as well as for the develop-

ment of sound doctrine regarding the mode and date of deposits.

Let the traveller who goes northward over the plateau of the Dekhan,

or who follows up the coast of the Conkan, conclude with Dr. Benza
that the primary, the trap and the laterite rocks—nay, even the alluvial

covering these, are antecedent to the existence of animal life on our

planet. But, on finding in parts of the Southern Conkan, and espe-

cially in the island of Bombay, horizontal strata of sandstone contain-

ing shells, it would be well to look with more suspicion to the

northward, and to be prepared to doubt the non-fossiliferous charac-

ter of the rocks. The shell-stone of Bombay will, I hope, he investi-

gated agreeably to modern rules, and materials furnished to those

who are capable of deciding whether any, or what proportion of the

shells belong to extinct species. It is easy to name this stone " coral

rag," and it would cost no labour to speculate upon its being simply

a deposit actually going on at the bottom of the Bombay harbour ; a

deposit here and there brought to light in consequence of portions of

the present island having been gained from the sea since the place

became a settlement. This question can only be determined in one

mode ;—by the examination and comparison of a few hundreds of

species of shells. Decide then whether all are existing, or part

extinct. Leaving this important matter for the investigation of some
persons at the Presidency, I proceed to copy a few notes collected in

a tour through the Northern Conkan, part of Guierat, and Kattywdr,

The most remarkable geological feature in the Northern Conkam

between Bassein and Surat, is the extensive degradation and partial

reproduction of land at different periods. Occasionally, denuded-

strata are met with, the date of which can alone be determined by
the nature of their organic remains. The first place at which I remark-

ed strata of sandstone similar to those of Bombay, was at J/oAist,

(Northern Conkan.) There is a low cliff of from ten to twelve feet in

height, composed of horizontal strata from one to three or four inches

in thickness. On leaving the town of Mahitn the road passes over a

tract of some extent formed of these shell strata, which after some
intermediate alluvial, which conceals the nature of the subjacent for-

mation, reappear at the coast under the fort and public bungalow of

Seergaum.
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As there has been a great destruction of land at this place, the

cliff under the bungalow may be viewed with interest. It averages

about 20 feet in height above the ordinary level of the tides. The

upper five feet is alluvial, the lower fifteen feet consisting of horizon- •

tal strata of sandstone in different states of aggregation. Nearly at

right angles with the fort of Seergaum, a point of land runs out

towards the sea, of the same general aspect as the strata just describ-

ed. This seems to have been once continuous with another portion

reaching out from the coast, at a distance of about five miles to the

northward. The natives 'state that the whole bay was once land.

The destruction seems to have stopped for the present at a Mussul-

man burying ground, where human bones may now be seen exposed ;

and which the fossil seeker must be careful to distinguish from
* f organic remains of a former world." If after another shifting of

place between sea and land, a deposit should be formed above, so as to

press and solidify the sand, containing skeletons, a mistake of this

kind may as easily occur here, as it did at Guadaloupe.

The road through TarapUr, Dannu and Jyeburdi affords many

opportunities of seeing sections of these strata,—all horizontal and

evidently above the trap. Trap rocks still form the gradually dimin-

ishing hills inland, being the continuation of the Western Ghat

range. Where the trap is exposed, as in some of the numerous

creeks, it presents the same weather and water-worn appearance as

in the rivers of the Dekhan.

It has been assumed (seemingly by Professor Jameson*) in a late

summary of the geology of India, that the trap formation reaches to

the Nerbudda. I therefore presume that there exists no written

evidence to the contrary. This mistake has probably arisen from

rolled pebbles of trap having been seen in the bed of the Nerbudda,

opposite the Kabbi'r Bar a few miles above Broach ; or it may have

been a simple conjecture. The fact is, that the trap ceases on the

coast between Balsar and Ganddvie. The last hills being those called

Dungri, a low range near the village so called, scarcely more than

100 feet in height and composed of porphyritic trap. The well known

hill fort of Punera, near the town of Balda Pari, is the last trap hill of

any height in this direction. At Ganddvie are strata of clay, contain*

ing kankar, and from this point we take leave of trap, as well as of shell

sandstone : kankar, and clay of various forms now present themselves in

the only sections seen from Ganddvie to Surat. The form and situa-

tion of the kankar at Dumus demands future notice. The point of

geological interest about Surat is the constant destruction and partial

* Vidt British India, vol. iii. Art. Geology.

5 o 2
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renovation of land. But especially we note here destruction and

degradation by freshes and spring tides, where the water is all power-

ful, and there are no '* antagonist forces/' such as are imagined by

those who are inclined to slight actual causes, and to controvert the

principles so ably developed by Mr. Ltkll. I cannot avoid here

remarking, as it is a point so apropos to the country under considera-

tion, that a strange assumption has gone forth with regard to the

powers and magnitude of tropical vegetation and its agency on the

crust of the globe ; as if it were a general law of nature that the

nearer we approach to the equator, the thicker the vegetation. So

that tropical vegetation must have essentially a greater power of

resistance to the destruction of land than extra-tropical. Such a

position is manifestly untenable on the old continent, whatever ground

there may be for the opinion in the Went Indies and South Auterieu.

In Guxerat and in the Dekhan bareness of' natural vegetation is the

prevailing character ; while even in Malabar, where the most rank

vegetation exists, I have been shewn such devastation from the sea

alone, that I am inclined to think that no " antagonist power9* of

vegetation can be worth considering. An eminent geologist*, advert-

ing to the doctrines of Mr. Ltkll, asks, " Are there no antagonist

powers in nature to oppose these mighty ravages ? no conservative

principles to meet this destructive agency ? The single operation of

vegetation is a vast counterpoise to all." (!)

Should we interrogate nature in Guxerat, especially about the Tapti

and Nerbudda, we shall find that the conservative principles of vege-

tation stand no chance against the destructive agency of water.

On the plateau of the Dekhan, degradation can only be slightly

repaired in one 'place, by the operation of degradation from a higher

level and subsequent deposit below. At the level of the sea in the

Northern Conhan and in Guxerat the rains carry away vegetable mould

and vegetation with it. The denuded tracts support no vegetation

capable of protecting the land on which it grows from farther loss.

The tides with the small portion of sediment they deposit, bring no

contribution to vegetable soil. Should they throw up a shoal between

the periodical rains, the next fresh would certainly carry it away.

The " antagonist powers" are here freshes and tides, but they both

tend to the destruction of vegetation, and to throw insuperable obsta-

cles in the way of its renewal.

Proceeding from Surat through Oolpar to the Kim river, nothing

but black cotton soil occurs until you cross the Kim, at the village

. * Professor Sedgwick.
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of Rudrama,—there sandstone and conglomerate are exposed at the

surface.

River Kim, section of the right bank at Sawal.

No. 1. Alluvial containing irregularly imbedded masses of con*

glomerate, 6 feet.

No. 2. Three feet of horizontal strata of sandstone from one to

two inches in thickness.

No. 3. Five feet of sandstone varying in hardness.

No. 4. Bed of the river, consisting of coarse conglomerate, coarser

than the imbedded masses No. 1

.

There is no sign of stone of any kind on the left Oolpar bank of

the Kim. This formation of conglomerate and sandstones, is only

known in this tract of country to extend from the village of Koba,

through Elao and Sawal to Siinu.

There is reason to believe that the same rocks form the Raj-pxpla

range of hills and portions of the peninsula of Kattywdr. The central

ridge of Kattywdr, of which the celebrated hill of Politana forms a

part, is undoubtedly trap, the usual varieties of which are met with

at Baunagar. The most remarkable part of this formation (of sand-

stone, &c.) is the cornelian deposit at the celebrated mines near the

Nerbudda at Rattanpur. These mines were described by Mr. Copland,

Trans. Lit. Soc. Bombay. The general account is correct, but Mr.

C. is in error with respect to the appearance of igneous action upon

the hill of Bawa Gorea, which consists of sandstone and conglomerate

rocks,—but not a trace of trap.

Leaving the town of Okleysir on the south bank of the Nerbudda*,

on the road to the cornelian mines through Sarapur, Clareville and

Rappalsdri, the flat black cotton soil plain gradually begins to undu-

late ; and in a nullah near the new village of Clareville I saw the first

appearance of stone (kankar of course excepted) even in fragments

since crossing the Kim. The masses were sandstone and conglome-

rate. The soil now mixed with sand here gradually loses its tenacity

and fitness for cotton cultivation. At length, under Rattanpur, the

place where the cornelians are brought to undergo the process of

baking, a clear section occurs on the bank of a nullah or small river

of rather saltish water opposite the village, shewing under a superfi-

cial stratum of alluvial, 5 feet thick strata of sandstone, 25 feet deep,

inclined at an angle of about 70°.

* From H*n*4t to 8ug6d (and I presume farther) may be seen a deserted bed

of the Nerbudda, the bank varying in height, consisting of clay with regular

horisontal deposits of kankar. The large tank at 8vj6d is evidently a portion

of the old bed of the ri?er.
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The direction of these highly inclined strata is N. E. and S. W.,
corresponding to similar strata on the opposite or Rattanptir side of

the nullah,—dip N. W. The extent of this section, as far as it is

well exposed, is about 40 feet of the bank.

The banks of the nullah above Rattanp&r shew irregularly stratified

masses of a compact earthy rock with dendritic figuring ; also a con-

glomerate containing some appearances, though not quite unequivocal,

of fossil bone. These are not accompanied, as far as I could observe,

by fossil shells, and it is only from having since found undoubted

fossil matter in similar deposits that I have thought them worth for-

warding for comparison.

This nullah contains rolled masses of jaspers, various agates, &c.

&c, but no trace of a rolled piece of any variety of trap as may be

seen in the bed of the Nerbudda near the Kabbir Bar.

In the village of Rattanpur the cornelians are collected and exposed

to the air for a month or two. - If on being chipped they are found

likely to be worth working, they are put into earthen pots (the usual

water pots) with some earth and sand, and exposed to a fire for a

day and night. At the end of the hot season they are sent down
the Nerbudda by way of Broach to Cambay, to be cut and polished.

The cornelian mines are about four miles from Rattanpur in a thick

jungle. The people who work them return every night to Rattanpur,

there being no habitations near the mines. From the principal spot

now workings the following small hamlets are thus distanced.

Damlde, one mile south.

Ahmod, one and half mile north.

Padwana, 3 miles south-east.

To the eastward all is jungle.

The stones are said to be found over a space of about four miles.

The formation containing cornelians is a deep bed of red gravel,

very like the London gravel : in it are found pebbles of various form

and size, of the different species or varieties of chalcedony,—irregu-

larly imbedded, and not in layers like flints in chalk.

The mines are usually sunk to about thirty feet, but on digging to

sixty feet neither hard rock nor water is met with. I therefore

conclude that this is a partial deposit entirely above the sandstone-

conglomerate formation, which is denuded at the surface of the nullah

before mentioned, which forms also the Bawa Gorea hill, and I believe

the general range of the Raj-piplas,

As far as I could observe, there is no sign of organic remains in

these gravel beds,—but every thing hereabouts should be examined

carefully, as the building stones in several of the villages contain
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fossil shells ; so that if the people could trace them to the quarries,

it might lead to some interesting discoveries in the Raj-pipla range*

I saw no sign of this formation from Broach to the Maihi river,

opposite Cambay, nor on the Tankeria Bunder side of the gulf.

The next point at which I found conglomerate rock was at Gogo

in Kattywdr, where masses of rock containing shells are dug out

from the beach, the upper portions having been carried away by the

encroachment* of the sea.

This formation will, I hope, be soon traced up the south-eastern to

the western coast of Kattywdr. I before observed that the rocks at

Baunagar are trap. Now these conglomerates appear to contain

fragments of a great variety of mountain rocks, always excepting

trap. This circumstance affords suspicion that the trap was thrown

up subsequently to the deposit of the conglomerates. I say merely

suspicion, as I know of no evidence of upheaving, nor the nature

of the strata at the points of junction. These, between Gogo and

Baunogal, are either obliterated by extensive degradation, or con-

cealed by deposits of mud.

The .island of Perim in the gulf of Cambay, afforded me a better

opportunity of examining the conglomerate than the denuded beach

of Gogo.

Perim is about three miles in circumference. About half the island*

proceeding round the western side towards the southernmost point,

consists of strata of conglomerate rock much acted upon, but forming

cliffs in several parts to a height of about 30 feet above the sea, the

upper strata being of compact sandstone,—all perfectly horizontal.

The conglomerate contains shells and other fossils, some undoubted

bones, &c. which have been forwarded for identification to Calcutta.

Fine sand,—partly from the decomposition of these rocks, but

chiefly, perhaps, thrown up by the tides from the opposite coast,

—appears to have been blown by the south-west monsoon, so as to

form dunes of very singular aspect, mostly rounded at the top. In

one place a sand hill has a quadrangular platform-like summit.

These sand-mounts seem to have formed a barrier to the farther

encroachments of the sea. There is a valley to the eastern side of.

the island partly in turf, and some part cultivated open to the sea,

where one may walk with a firm footing, while the sandy dunes of

the higher level give way in every direction.

Proceeding from the south point towards the eastward (the open

valley), layers of kankar are met with below the sandstone,—beyond

this is a low cliff of sand,—the valley completing the circuit.
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In the hope that tome of our members stationed in Ousermt will

cany on the investigation of the fossils, not only of Perim, but of

other parts of the formation in Kattuwdr, I have hastened to lay

before them this imperfect sketch, without waiting for a report on

the nature of the fossils found, or presuming myself to offer any

opinion, or to draw a conclusion on that part of the subject.

II.—Note on Mastodons of the Sewaliks. By Capt. P. T. Cautlby,

Superintendent of the Doab Canal. PL XL.

In the present state of the researches into the fossil remains of

the Sewaliks, it will be interesting to note any discovery of peculiar

interest, without entering upon a description in detail. Such a descrip-

tion may, with propriety, be reserved, until the possession of a more

perfect and a more numerous collection of remains enables us to

enter upon the description with greater confidence: whilst, in the

mean time, to those who are interested in the study, the periodical

announcement of progress made in our operations, cannot be devoid

of interest ; under this idea I did myself the pleasure of forwarding

to your Society the note on the dentition of the Mastodon Angusti-

dens (variety of), and now send you one on a skull of another variety

of Mastodon which has been lately received. The sketches are drawn

on transfer paper, and will, I hope, be intelligible.

Fig. 1 and 2, are representations of the fossil skull—Fig. 1 being

the front, and Fig. 2, the profile or side view. Fig. 3 and 4, are simi-

lar outlines of the existing elephant, on a scale of one-eighth on linear

measurement.

The fossil is exceedingly perfect in some respects. The left orbif

and maxillaries are as sharp and well defined as in the recent skull

;

the frontal and nasals are tolerably perfect, the specimen is fi actmcd

obliquely, removing the temporal swellings and diploe of the cranium,

together with the occipital condyles and foramen magnum; the

curve of the occipital on its external surface is however retained, and

although sutures are altogether wanting, and the alveoli of the tasks

are mutilated, the specimen may be considered as sufficient to give a

perfect idea of the form of skull ; and, as a form perfectly unique

amongst the proboscidean pachydermata, will be looked upon with

satisfaction by all those who take interest in the additions that have

of late years been so rapidly made to palaeontology, and the catalogue

of animals now no longer existing on the globe. The present skull

derives additional interest from its being so different from the only
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type of the same genus or co-genus (for it may be permitted so to

designate the elephant) which has been left to us—so different indeed,

as to completely modify the construction of the head, and the

arrangement of the muscular and fleshy matter that must have belong-

ed to it.

Without entering into any minutiae of detail on the peculiarities of

the head, of which the drawings will give a representation, and which

detail will be reserved until our collections enable us to bring under

one view all the varieties of this genus that the Sewaliks may contain,

it will be sufficient, in announcing this very interesting addition to

our cabinet, to draw attention to a few leading points.

In the skull of the existing elephant, the excess of longitudinal

measurement, over that in the contrary direction, owing to the great

development of the superior portion of the cranium, is one of the

most marked peculiarities of its form ; the height from the external

nasal opening to the top or apex of the cranium is immense, although

undergoing modification from age; this excessive development not

being derived from any increase of size to the cerebral cavity, but to

a wide space composed of cellular bone or diploe, giving an external

and deep covering to all that space occupied by the brain ; the size

of the orbit is small with comparison to the temporal region ; the

large external nasal aperture is situated between the orbits ; and the

front in the Indian species is slightly depressed :—now in turning to

the fossil, we find that the whole of these peculiarities, are either

reversed, or modified in an extraordinary degree.

The elevated and massive cranium does not exist, the slope towards

the occipital and foramen magnum commencing from the top of the

external nasal opening, and falling off to the rear in an abrupt angle ;

the size of the orbit is large, and its encircling bones massive and
prominent ; the space between the orbits to the front continued up
to the nasal opening, is depressed to an enormous extent, and the two
lines of alveoli of the tusks strongly marked ; the temporal fossa are

comparatively small with those of the existing elephant, and the

temporal bones ; which although broken off in the specimen from
which the drawing is taken, exists in another skull in our possession,

appearing to be large and composed of cellular bone. The angle

formed by the tusks with the grinding surface is more obtuse than in

the existing elephant, and the form of head, instead of possessing the

proportion assimilating the skull of the elephant to that of man, may
be considered as nearly square, or perhaps possessing a breadth in

greater proportion than the length. The height of the maxillary

bones which is great in the elephant, is here much exaggerated, and
5 a
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the form and profile especially is so peculiar, that a glance at the

sketch will, by comparison with that of the existing elephant also

given, be sufficiently striking.

The suborbitary foramen is by no means large ; the proportion of

diploe in the upper part of the cranium bears no comparison with

that in the existing elephant, these differences combined with the

peculiarity of form and position of the external nasal aperture, may,

in all probability, modify the extent to which this variety of Mastodon

was provided with trunk ; but to forbear from surmises or specula-

tions in the present imperfect state of the inquiry, it will be sufficient

to place this as a second to the angustidens formerly noted.

P. S.—A letter this moment received from Captain Cautlbt an-

nounces the discovery of a superb specimen of the Mastodon angusti*

dens, a skull with both lines of molars, palate, and one orbit entire

:

he adds—" We have much still to learn of these Mastodons ; with

regard to the Mastodon elephantoides of Clot, there are evidently two

species, of the same character as to dentition, but with a remarkable

difference in the form of cranium, one of which has the flat and the

other the elevated crown." A very perfect head of a horse has also

just been extracted by the Sewalik working parties, from the hard

sandstone.

—

Ed.

III.—Additions to the Ornithology of Nepal. By B. H. Hodgson, Esf.

1 . Indication of a new Genus of Insessorial Birds.

Conirobtres, Sturnida, Lantprotornine ? D*ntirostr*s, MeruUtUt,

Crateropodina ?

In the suite of specimens of Nipalese birds forwarded by me, three

years ago, to the Zoological Society of London, were three or four of

the subject of the present article. They were marked in the imper-

fect list obligingly returned to me as "a new form nearly allied to

Pastor" But, if Pastor roseus be the type of that genus, I confess

I cannot perceive much affinity with our bird, either in structure or

in manners. And, if a strong, arched, solid and compressed bill,

united with gradated wings, and very strong feet, be the marks of

the Crateropodine, to that sub-family, I conceive that our bird should

be referred ; the more especially as its shy and retiring habits are

alien to those of the whole Corrida, and in a yet more particular

manner, to those of the Sturnine branch of it. The Indian Stares

seem to have perplexed systematists most wofully, though, I fancy,

there is not one of us exiles ' in the land of the sun/ but readily
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recognises the propriety of tbe native genus Maina. All the Mainas*

have a preponderant similitude of general structure and of habits,

constituting generic unity, if such a thing there be; and placing

these birds, in a natural system, close to the European genus Sturnus

(secundum Linnseum) ; unless indeed that single genus should not

rather embrace the whole of the Mainas sub-generically. Yet, ac-

cording to the latest and most accredited systems, these birds are

scattered at random amongst the Lamprotomine, the Pastorines and

the Coracian*, constituting tbe Sturnine genera Dilophus, Acrido-

tkeres, and Pastor, and the Corvine genus Gracula vel Eulabes

!

Should we feel disposed to turn from English to French systems, the

matter is no way mended: for Ccvisa's Dentirostral and Meruline

Grakles are sundered, toto cselo, from his Conirostral and Corvine

Stares; and Tbmminck's type of the genus Pastor is dissevered

widely from a11 its congeners ! If the first men of the age can so err

for want of local informationf, it is to be hoped that some of them

will, ere long, see the necessity of methodical co-operation with those

who are capable of supplying that information, and who, I will add,

are most anxious to supply it, upon fair and gentlemanly terms of

participation.

* We have seven species, all abundant in NipaL

1. Religiosa.

2. Cristelloidee, (nob.)

3. Tristoides, (nob.)

4. Sylvestris, (nob.)

5. Affinis, (nob.)

6. Communis, (nob.)

7. Terricolor, (nob.)

Of tbese, 2 and 3 are very nearly allied to Crifftatella and Tristis ; 4 and 5

to Pagodorum and Malabarica. The 6th incline! much to Sturnui ; and the

7th, a very oiculant species, has Tory considerable resemblance in the form of

its wings, tail and legs, to Cincloioma.

f So subtile and various are the relations of birds to one another, that no

success can attend the ambitious project of a general classification conformable

to nature, unless, to the intimations derived from external structure be added

those derivable from internal structure and from habits and manners.

But how shall the most able man of science at home procure an adequate

supply of the latter sort of information, unless he will associate to himself some

intelligent and persevering local students ? Dried skins are but dried skins I

And why have we Zoological Societies, unprovided with travelling naturalists,

if not to accomplish tome tort of adequate union between domestic skill and

foreign opportunity ?

So long as the closet and field departments continue separated, so long will

the multiplication of idle names and vague species go on, whilst no effectual

progress will be made in the noble attempt at a natural classification.

5 h 2
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What adds to my difficulty in attempting to class the birds now in

question is, that the so-called Pattor Ttnillii (very abundant in

Nepal) is, in my judgment, a typical Oriole ; whilst the Lampntorma

9pUoptem8 (also common here) is not easily referable to Tbmmikck's

genus Lamprotorni*.

Mr. Swainson, who has very recently revised the StumitUt of our

modern English school, characterises the sub-typical or Lmmprotmr-

nine group of them thus. " Bill more compressed and thrush-like,

its base not angulated ; the tip of the upper mandible distinctly

notched." In the above characters I perceive some mint traces el

our bird : but when 1 turn to the indication of the entire family, those

traces seem obliterated, for " the conic straight bill, naked nostrils,

and lengthened pointed wings," of the Sturnid*, essentially com/Be*

with the structure of our subject.

"With these preliminary remarks I shall now attempt to charac-

terise our bird, as the type of a new genus or sub-genus, either of

the Lmmprotomina or of the Crateropodin*, as the learned shall please.

Cvitia nobis. Khmtya (quasi P&kUus) of the Nipalese.

Bill equal to the head, at base higher than broad, sub-arched and

much compressed throughout ; strong, entire*, obtuse. Culmen con-

siderably carinated between the nares, but not much produced among

the soft and simple frontal plumes. Tomi« erect, rather obtuse, and

near to the palate. Nares broad-lunate, sub-basal closed above by a

nude un-arched scale. Rictus moderate, smooth. Orbits and head

plumose. Wings short, but firm ; 5th quill usually longest ; 2 first

strongly—2 next, slightly gradated up to it. Tail short, quadrate

and firm. Tarsi sub- elevate, very strong, nearly smooth. Toes com-

pressed and ambulatory; lateral fores unequal, connected basally,

the outer one as far as the joint ; central not elongated ; hind very

large, sub-depressed and exceeding either of the lateral fores. Nafla,

compressed, strong, moderately bent, rather bluntf.

* Entire in the majority of my full grown specimen!, but in others there is s

faint notch. This liability to vary perpetually occurs in Cinclus, U CiacU-

soma, in Cacuius, and in Timalia (not to mention more) ; rendering the task

of characterising jnttiy, * work of time and labour in comparisons.

f So soon as the family and sub-family of our genus be determined, a greet

part of the above generic definition may be omitted relatively to such deter-

mination. At present the larger divisions sadly outrun the characters which

should accompany and designate them. Vide Shaw's General Zoology, vola.

13 and 14, where few of the larger divisions have any characters attached to

them. Vide >Uo the Regne Animal, Aves, wherein the subdirisioas axe indt*

cated, pauun, by two or three vague words I
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Type CUtia Nipalensis, nobis.

Not. 264, 255, of the new specimens and drawings in the posses-

sion of the Zoological Society. In order to illustrate the affinities of

our bird, I proceed to compare it with Pastor roseus and with Lam-

protomis spilopterus.

In Pastor roseus (as in all the typical Pastors m my possession)

the bill is longer than the head, straight, conico-cylindric, and soft

and feeble towards the base. Its gape is angulated ; and the plumes

of the head, carried forwards to the anteal extremity of the oval

nares, are pointed, glossed, and elongated. The ample and pointed

wings, have the 1st quill bastard; the 2nd, very long and nearly

equal to the 3rd, which is always the longest. The tarsi are strong,

elevated and heavily scaled. The toes have the laterals and hind

equal, and the central fore considerably elongated. The outer fore

toe has a basal connexion with the central, but the inner is free.

In Lamprotomis spilopterus the wings have exactly the same form

as in Pastor roseus -, and, as this identical form is also found in

Eulabes religiosa, (not to mention more typical Pastors,) it would

seem to be characteristically and extensively significant*. The bill

of Lamp, spilopterus, which is scarcely longer than the head, uni*

formly sub-arcuated and not angulated at the gape, so far agrees

with our Cutia. But its base is distinctly depressed, whilst forward

it has a very slight compression and sub-cylindric outline. It is,

besides, sharply pointed, saHently notched, and its trenchant fine

tomiss are deeply interlocked. Carry these peculiarities a little further

and you have the bill of Chloropsis, which genus further agrees with

Lamprotomis spilopterus almost entirely in the nature of the food of

* The generic character of Pastor gives * remex prima longiuima:' but it ia

not to in my specimen of the type or Rosen* : nor in any other typical Potior,

if Pastor be the equivalent for Maina. On the other hand, if Acridotheres be

held to be that equivalent, the ' genae plus minus?e nudse' is true of TrUtoldes,

sot true of CrUteUoiits, which two species are, however, as nearly allied as pos-

sible and perpetually associate together, every large flock of the former having

many individuals of the latter. In other words, these genera are artificial and

false ; neither of them being capable of comprising consistently half a dozen of

the most similar birds. The cheek piece cannot be an influential character, or

one of the above named two species would not have it, and the other want it.

By consequence, I should say, the genus Eulabes is purely artificial ; for, bating

the cheek piece, there is nothing left to distinguish the single species ranged

under it, but a greater degree of thickness in a bill of exactly the same essential

character.

Commend me to the old genus Qracula, sub-generically divided.

Our Maina is the prototype of the French Martin and of the English Minor*
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the species, and in the structure of their stomachs. On the other

hand, the harder, blunter, more solid, and uniformly compressed hill

of Cutia, associated as it is with a subtriturating stomach and a diet

consisting of hard insects and seeds, seems to affine oar bird to

Pomatorhinus and its allies.

In Lamprotornis spilopterus the nares are still short and round,

though there be somewhat more approach to a nude membranous
tect than in Pastor roseus.

In Lamprotornis spilopterus the tarsi are rather low, and the feet

suited more to perching than to walking, the soles being flattish and

the nails very acute. The lateral fores (of which the outer one only

has a basal connexion) are shorter in proportion to the central, and

longer in relation to the hind, than in our bird, which, by its longer

legs, and full soled stout toes, provided with straighter and blunter

nails, proclaims its more terrestrial habits, notwithstanding the basal

connexion of the fore toes. Lastly, the pointed and burnished fea-

thers upon the head of Spilopterus are wholly wanting in our bird.

In Spilopterus they seem to intimate relationship with the Stares

:

nor is the intimation unrequired ; for the habits and essential struc-

ture of this species*, when viewed in relation to whatever hath been,

or can be justly, alleged of the Sturnida, savour more of contrast

than of similitude. As for our Cutia, amidst all its anomalies (so to

speak) of external structure, there is certainly something Stnmine in

its aspect ; and, by the formation of its feet and wings, as well as by

its variegated plumage, it bears some resemblance to Sturnelia ; a

genus " leading directly to the true starlings."

Species new. Nipalensis nobis. Nipalese Cutia, nobis.

Habitat, central and northern regions : adheres to the wilds, and

feeds on hard seeds and hard ground insects.

Colour and Size. Male. Above, brilliant rusty yellow, with jet

black remiges and rectrices : cap, and a large apert central portion

of the wings, slaty ; the former, confined all round by a black band

• Quod est, structure of the chylopoetic viscera of the bill, and of the

tongue, taken collectively.

In all these respects there is a strong tendency towards Lxos, Chloropsis,

Hypsipetes, and others of the frugivorous arboreal and short-legged section of

those most anomalous thrushes, the other or long-legged division of which teem

to make some such approximation to the Conirostres, as the short-legged section

does to the Tenuirostres. Cuvibr's Philedones, of which onr Sibia may be

taken as a perfect type—appear to unite these two very opposite sections.

Sibia Picaoides has the tail and feet of Pica ; and the bill and tongue of Chlo-

ropsis ! But these are mysteries for the amply stored Museum and Library to

solve I
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proceeding through the eyes and ears from the nares. Below, from

chin to legs pure white, from legs inclusively to tail, flavescent : the

flanks broadly cross-barred with black : a spot of the same hue at

the base of the maxilla : most of the quills and the lateral rectrices,

tipped with white : lining of the wings and quills internally towards

their bases, albescent : bill above blackish, below plumbeous : legs

orange yellow : iris brown, 7 inches long by 1 1 wide, and 2 oz. in

weight : bill \\ : tarsus 1 x\ : central toe J } : hind toe }|. The female

is a trifle less in size : her mantle is variegated by longitudinal black

drops ; and her cheek-band is brown instead of black.

2. Indication of a new Genus of Waders, belonging to the Charadriatic

Family.

Most Indian sportsmen are aware that there are two species of

wader, known to the natives by the common name of Carvdnak or

Carbdnak ; one of which frequents dry sandy plains, and the other,

sandy banks of rivers.

The former bird belongs to the genus (Edicnemus or Thick-knee,

scarcely differing, as a variety, from the European type of that genus.

But the latter, though possessing the same figure (even to the large

head, with abrupt elevated forehead and great staring eye), as the

other ; and though, moreover, resembling the other strictly in the

form of the legs, wings and tail, yet differs from it totally in the

structure of the bill.

This member, which in (Edicnemus has very much of the Plover

form, in the river-haunting Carvdnak exhibits the strength and size

so conspicuous in the Storks and Jabirus.

I find no generic mention of such a form in the works of Ornitho-

logy accessible to me ; and I therefore propose to characterise it as

a new genus ; subject to the correction of those whose access to

libraries and museums qualifies them to lay down the law in matters

of this sort.

OrderGrallatoms. Family Charaoriada. Genus Carvdnaca, nobis.

Character.

Bill twice as long as the head, sub-recurved, strong, convex above,

considerably compressed ; the base thickish and rounded ; the tomi»

very trenchant, locked, and denticulated and notched towards the tip,

as in Ardea. Nares broad-linear and placed forward in a wide

membranous fosse, extending \ from the base to the tip of the

culmen. Tongue long, narrow, fleshy : towards the point cartilagi-

nous, and the point itself sub-bifid. Form of the head and body, of

the feet, wings and tail, as in (Edicnemus.
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Type Carvdnaca Grisea, nobis. (Edicnemus Magnirostris, Hard-

wickii ?

Specific character.

Carvdnac. Above, a sky grey : below, together with the frontal

zone, white. Brows, ear-coverts and mustaches, blackish. Shoulders,

false wing, and coverts next them, together with the quills and tip

of the tail, blackish. Wings and tail irregularly bat largely banded

with white, and both white for the most part, below. Length of the

bird 20 inches, width 36, weight lj lbs.

The marks. This species inhabits the Bengal Presidency, very

generally, being always found on the wide sandy banks of the larger

rivers during the cold months of the year. It migrates to Tibet in sum-

mer, and passes over Nepal on its way to and fro. Its food consists

of crabs and other hard-shelled fish. Its intestines are from 22

to 25 inches long, with two caeca, each 3£ inches, placed at 5 inches

from the lower end of the gut. The stomach is a strong triturating

gizzard, fitted with the aid of gravel, to grind the hard parts of the

bird's food.

Manners cannot well be more dissimilar than those of the desert

and ripuary Carvdnacs : the former adhering to dry arid plains, very

much like the Indian Bustards* ; and the latter, as exclusively to the

beds of rivers. Whoever will refer to the English Cuviaa, (Ave*.

III. 307,) will perceive that our species is probably not unknown to

science. Is it not the (Edicnemus Magnirostris of Hardwicke ?

At the place quoted, two other allied species are cited, and these

three may constitute the new genus or sub-genus Carvdnaca, distin-

guished from (Edicnemus by totally different manners, and by a truly

cultirostral bill.

It were well, indeed, if all new genera rested on diversities so

marked as these—the manners so admirably tallying with the struc-

ture of that grand instrument of sustentation, the rostrum. Our
genus, moreover, appears to me to constitute a remarkable and dis-

tinct link of connexion between the Ardeida, by means of Mycterm

and the Charadriada through (Edicnemus. And it would, in my
judgment, be quite as consonant to nature to confound (Edicnewms

with Charadrius, as Carvdnaca (nobis) with (Edicnemus.

The only consequence of Hardwickk's species proving to be the

same with ours, ought therefore to be—not the rejection of the new
genus, but—the merging of my specific name of Grisea in his of

Magnirostris : unless indeed, the latter term be not held to have lost

* It ia frequently called by us the Bastard Florida.
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its significance in relation to a genus as much distinguished for the

strength and size of the hill, as any one of the whole order.

3.

—

Indication of a new Genus of the Falconida.

Falconing, Vigors. Genus new. Bdza, nobis.

Generic character. Bill as in Ierax, but somewhal longer : upper

mandible, with two sharp teeth on either side the hook, directed for-

wards : lower mandible with three or four smaller ones, on each side,

correspondent to the former. Nares transverse, long, and linear,

with the cere behind them membranous and free to base of bill. Legs

and feet short and thick. Tarsi low, half plumed, coarsely reticulate.

Toes short, cleft, inner fore and hind somewhat depressed and the

latter large. Aeropodia wholly reticulate. Talons sub-equal, acute,

squared below.

Wings long, equal to tail : 3rd quill longest.

Type. Baza Sydma, nobis.

In addition to the above significant particulars, (some of which may

hereafter be omitted in the generic character,) 1 may add that the

orbits, lore, and sides of the cere are clad in soft, composed plumage

;

that the cere is short and nude above ; that the bill has great breadth

and depth at the base, corresponding with the broad flat head and

large eye of the true Falcons, and, both of which distinguish our bird

no less ; that the first and second quills are but moderately gradated*,

and all three pretty sharply emarginated towards their tips, though

not so near as in Falco or in Ierax ; that the tail is of medial length

and square ; that the tongue is bifid ; and that, lastly, the feeble feet

are remarkable for the sub-equality of the toes and talons, the rough-

ness and levelness of the soles, and the size and depression of the

thumbs. The complex affinities of this singular genus are obviously

with Cymindis, Harpagus and Ierax. It is more nearly allied to the

last, and its position (in Vigors' arrangement of the Falconida) clearly

is at the head of the Falconina, and leading from the genus Gamp-

sonix to the genus Ierax. It differs from Ierax by its cymindian

nares, its long wings, and its cleft toes, with unbailed and depressed

soles.

Species new. Bdza Sydma, nobis.

Black, glossed with changeable blue or green : the belly and sides,

rufous whiter crossed by five or six broad bars of lake tinged ochreous

red : outer web of the secondaries, the same hue—of the tertials,

* 1st is \i inches, and the 2nd i an inch, less the 3rd: the rest rapidly

fall off ; and the primaries exceed the tcrtiaries by nearly three inches. The

scapulars are of good length.

5 i
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white : scapulars and long coverts nearest them, whitened internally

:

a broad white gorget on the breast : remiges and rectrices plumbe-

ous, for the most part, on the lower surface : legs and bill plumbe-

ous : talons and tip of the bill, black : iris brown : a long slender

drooping crest from the occiput : 13 inches long by 30 wide and 7 to

8 oz. in weight : bill,
\ J : tarsus, 1 * : central toe, 1

.

Remarks. These birds are peculiar to the great forests of the

lower region, so far as I yet know. The sexes are alike both in size

and colours : both in young and moulting birds the leaden colour of

the legs is lost in fleshy grey—that of the bill, in dusky grey ; and

the powerful complex dentation of the bill, (both mandibles) is in the

juniors only traceable as a festoon upon the upper mandible.

4.

—

Indication of a new Genus of the Picida, with description of the type.

A new species, also, of two new species of the Genus Sitta.

Yunxinjs, Swainson. Genus new; Sasia, nobis. Sasya of NipaL

Generic character.

Bill equal to the head, conico-compressed, pointed and entire : the

base furnished with tufts of hair as in Bucco.

Nares round, basal, lateral, remote, and concealed. Tail short,

soft and square ; wings equal to the tail, full, soft, first quill sub-

bastard, 5 and 6, longest and equal ; tertials sub-equal to primaries.

Feet three-toed, hind toe stoutest, sub-equal in length to outer

fore ; inner fore connected to first joint. Nails somewhat straight-

ened and obtuse.

Tongue as in Picus.

Type, Sasia ochracea, nobis.

Species new. Ochracea ; Ochreous red Sasia.

Form. It has been described above. In further illustration of it

we may, however, add that this siugular bird has a close relationship

with our Vivia, from which it differs by its rather longer and perfectly

triangulated bill ; by its shorter, even tail ; by the Bucco-hke tufts

of its bill ; and, above all, by its three-toed feet, the nails of which

have hardly any of the scansorial falcation and acuteness. Its orbits

are nude, and it has a transverse corneous opercule before the eye.

Colour and Size. Subochreous red, with greenish yellow cap and

wings ; a white streak from behind each eye ; and jet black unmark-

ed tail.

Wings, internally, dusky ; on their lower surface towards the bases

of the quills, as well as the lining of the wings, buff. Legs fleshy

yellow : bill plumbeous with a dusky ridge : orbitar skin plumbeous :

iris brown : size very minute, 3£ inches by 7, and J oz. in weight

;
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tarsus
J } : anteal outer toe £f : its nail ,% : sexes alike : Habitat,

forests of lower region.

Remarks. On a recent occasion I quoted Vivia Nipalensis, (nobis)

as the smallest of the family*. The above singular bird » still

smaller, and both by its extraordinary form, and by its diminutive size,

confirms the assertion then hazarded, that the vast forests of Nipal

yield to none in the world in the number and variety of the Wood-
pecker tribe.

CkrthiadjB. Genus Sitta auctorum. Species new ; CoralHna,

coral-billed Sitta, nobis.

Form, as in Castaneoventrisf, but considerably smaller in size.

Above, soft sub-cerulean blue, tinged with lilac on the cap : below,

sordid greyish : chin white : forehead black : great quills and lateral

rectrices, blackish ; the latter, white-tipped : legs plumbeous grey : bill

intense coral red ; iris straw yellow : 4J inches long by 8£ wide, and

§ oz. in weight : sexes alike. Habitat, central and northern regions.

Species 2nd, Nipalensis, nobis.

Above, saturate blue, darker than in Castaneoventris and with a

purplish tinge ; below, rufescent deepening as you descend the body,

and showing full rusty on the lower flanks, vent, and inferior tail

coverts : from the nostrils through the eyes to the shoulders, a black

band : quills and lateral tail feathers, blackish : a white spot at the

base of the two central rectriees ; and the lateral ones blanched to-

wards their tips : legs fleshy grey : bill dusky blue, changing to

fleshy grey towards the base : iris dark brown : sexes alike : size of

the precedent, and habitat the same.

5.

—

New species of Hirundinida.

Ctpsblus. Chatura.

Species 1st. Nudipes, nobis.

Form and size. Bill typically cypseline with large vertical nares,

wings exceedingly firm and long; 1st quill longest, more than two

inches beyond the tail: tail shortish, quadrate, longer than the

coverts, composed of ten very firm square-pointed feathers, the rigid

straight shafts of which are produced into naked acute spines. Tarsi

longer than any toe, nude, smooth. Toes longer and more unequal

* A mistake, I find : for Picui Minutu* is bat 3$ inches long, or, precisely

the size of our present subject.

t Also a Nipalese species : and these hills hare therefore afforded three

species to a genus previously limited to one—or, at most, two, if Pectoralis

prove to be distinct.

5 l 2
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than in Cypselus, with the hind one distinctly versatile. Talons

strong and scansorial ; 8| inches from tip of bill to tip of tail, and 20

inches between the wings. Weight 4$ oz. Tarsus {i. central toe iV

Colour, head as far as the eyes and ears (inclusive), dorsal neck,

sides, rump, upper tail coverts, wings and tail, dusky-black with a

changeable blue or green gloss : chin, throat, and most part of the

neck ih front, confluently white : bottom of the neck, on the anteal

surface, breast, and body below, sooty brown : vent, inferior tail-

coverts, and a lateral stripe from the thighs, backwards to them,

white, more or less picked out with blue glossed black
:
back and

scapulars, whitey-brown: inner web of the last tertiaries, pure

white : legs purpurescent dusky : bill black : iris dark-brown : sexes

alike. The young want the blue or green gloss of maturity :
the clear

whitey-brown of the back and pure sooty brown of the belly are in

them blended into an uniform dusky hue ; and their throat is of a very

sordid white.

Remark. This singular species, by the structure of its feet, opens

a passage from Hirundo to Cypselus. Though variously allied to PeUs-

gia, Acuta, Caudacuta, and Gigantea, it exhibits, I believe, a distinct

type of form—being certainly not a Ouetura as defined by Stivxks,

nor a Cypselus of Illiobb ; far less a swallow. It climbs with great

power aided equally by its talons and its tail. Its habitat is the

northern region, whence it sometimes wanders into the mountains of

the central, avoiding however the open and level country. I have

set it down in my note book as the type of a new genus, called Hi-

rund-apus.

Species 2nd. Cypselus Nipalensis, nobis.

Sooty black, glossed with green : chin, throat, and top of the neck

in front, confluently white : a white bar across the rump : talons and

bill, black : iris brown : nude part of toes, dusky-grey. Size small;

5£ hy 12$ inches ; and barely one oz. in weight : sexes alike : struc-

ture typical : tail, short and even.

Remark. This is the common Swift of the central region, where it

remains all the year, building under thatched roofs, and against the

beams of flat roofs. It lays two white eggs and breeds repeatedly.

Genus Hirundo. Species 1st. Nipalensis, nobis.

Cap, back, scapulars and wing-coverts, brilliant deep blue : quills,

tail feathers, and the longer tail coverts above and below, dusky : a

narrow frontal zone, cheeks, neck, and body below, as well as the

rump and lesser tail coverts above, rusty ; paler and striped with

narrow lines of dusky hue on the whole abdominal surface : dorsal
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neck, more or less blotched with blue ; rump, immaculate : bill,

black : iris, dull brown : legs, fleshy-grey : sexes exactly alike : struc-

ture typical : tail long and deeply forked : size of H . Rustica.

Remark. This is the common Swallow of the central region, a

household creature remaining with us for seven or eight months of

the year.

Species 2nd. Rupicola, nobis.

Earthy grey brown : below, from the chin to the vent (exclusively),

rufescent white : legs fleshy grey : bill black : iris brown : sexes

alike: larger than the lastr 6J by 14£ inches, and weight l£ oz. :

structure typical: wings exceeding the short and subfurcate tail.

Habitat, the central and northern regions : not migratory : adheres to

the mountains, preferring rocky situations.

N. B. The remaining Hirundine birds of Nepal are Hirundo Rus-

tica and the Sand-Martin ; both of which, but especially the latter,

are common.

IV.

—

Description of the Shell and Animal of Nematura, a new Genus

of Mollusca, inhabiting situations subject to alternations offresh and

brackish water. By W. H. Bbnson. Esq. B. C. S.

Animal.—Caput tentacufis duobus setaceis oculis postice prope bases

tentaculorum sessilibus ; proboscide elongata, cylindracea, extensili.

Pes ovato-oblongus, medio ventricosus, postice angustatus, acumi-

natus, processu brevi filiformi subito desinens ; antice expansus, medio

profundi emarginatus; ala utroque latere porrecta late angustata,

acuminata.

Testa ovata, ventricosa, a latere compressa, ultimo anfractu insuper

aperturam angulato, deflexo. Apertura integra constricta, orbiculari,

supra vix angulata ; peritremate acuto leviter intus incrassato. Oper-

culo tenui in spiram planam convoluto.

The snout is capable of great extension, and the animal is able to

lick the summit of the shell with its extremity, which is armed with-

in the mouth with a pair ,of strong vertical jaws, each apparently

consisting of two pieces : these are constantly in motion in a verti-

cal direction. The centre of the foot has a rounded peltate appear-

ance, occasioned by the adaptation of its form to that of the opercu-

lum, which is visible through the transparent foot when viewed on

the under side. The singular short filiform process attached to the

extremity of the foot appears to be the termination of a nerve or

minute canal, which is seen extending directly up the centre of the

foot until it is lost under the operculum. The excrement is voided

from the right side of the animal.
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The shell is compressed laterally in a direction parallel to the

axis and to the plane of the aperture, as in scarabus, hut the pro-

minent edges are rounded, and the former lips do not leave a ridge

or keel at each semi-turn as in that genus. The sudden deflexion of

the last whorl above the aperture, and the consequent depression and

constriction of the aperture is a singular feature in the shell, and, in

conjunction with its compressed form, led to my pronouncing the

species to be a type of a distinct genus before I became acquainted

with the animal or the operculum.

The first specimens which I saw, were shewn to me by Mr. Cra-

cropt, who found them destitute of inhabitant or operculum in the

Sunderbans east of the Jabuna river. He was unable to state whether

they were land or water shells. Their occurrence in the delta of

the Ganges so near to Calcutta, spurred me to diligence in the search

after the species, and, about a couple of months subsequently, I

discovered it alive between high and low water mark in pools, and

on wet mud recently left by the tide in the river Hooghly, immediate-

ly opposite to the Esplanade. Here they were accompanied by

Melania lirata* and Melania pyramis*. Dr. Pearson subsequently

found them in the mud deposited by the aqueduct which passes in

front of the Town Hall. Here we found them accompanied by assi-

minia fasciata, and by small specimens of novaculina gangetica. I

also took specimens attached to a floating bamboo in the Salt-water

Lake in company with Neritina depress*.

Though found between high and low water mark like assiminia

fasciata, nematura does not otherwise resemble it in its habits, as it

never attempts to creep out of the water in which it is placed, but

ascending to the surface swims with the foot reversed in the same

manner as lymrusa, planorbis, paludina, and the smaller melania use

to do.

I have named the species on which the genus is founded

Nematurai Delta. Testa ovato-conica, a lateribus tumida, lote-

scente, ultimo anfractu ventricoso, majori omnibus oblique minute

striatis ; spira brevi ; apioe acuto ; umbilico evanescente. Long.

0.25 poll.

• Melania lirata, described as species D, and melania pyramie as species B,

in Gleaning* in Science, vol. ii. p. 22. Species A of that paper, I hare else-

where more fully described as M. variabilie, and I hare named species C

M. elegant.

t Lamarck has a genus of insects named Nemoura from r^ia nlum and •*>*

canda; but as he neglected the rules of composition the appellation of the

present genus, while it expresses a singular feature in the animal, will run ne

risk of being confounded with that of the eminent naturalist.
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V.

—

Note on the Genus Pterocyclos of Mr. Bbnson and Spiraculum of

Mr. Pearson. By Dr. William Bland.

On the 27th of May last, I was fortunate enough to fall in with

a shell of this genus, on the islet of Susson, one of the Boontin group,

opposite to the peak of Queda, and in sight of Pulo-Pinang.

Although the general description of my specimen answers to those

above-mentioned, yet in some particulars it differs from both. The

mouth is circular, its upper half marked inside by a double slightly

raised line, from whence the pterygoid process is sent off which

overhangs and forms the sinus, but the inside edge of this process

does not touch the penultimate whorl as in Mr. Benson's shell, and

it certainly differs from those of Mr. Pearson. In. the specimen of

Pulo-Susson, the sinus is y'v of an inch from the rings above-men-

tioned to the outside %rch, and from this arch to the extremity of

the wing which overhangs and forms the sinus is T
*
v th of an inch

;

the wing in breadth is T
'
s th, mouth thickened, which thickening is

carried on to strengthen the wing on its upper part. Shell one

inch in diameter, with dark orange zig-zag lines across the whorls,

and a band of a darker colour running longitudinally on the centre

of the last whorl. Animal recently dead, but in a state of decay, so

that nothing could be made out of it.

As one drawing is worth many descriptions, I have cut a leaf out

of my book, having two figures of the natural size of the shell in

question. No. 1, for your inspection ; and, to assist in elucidating the

history of this genus of beautiful shells, I have added another figure,

No. 2, found at Trincomalee.

This shell has a small pterygoid process bending down, and in

contact with the penultimate whorl, extending £th of an inch in

front of the circular mouth, but no vestige of tube or sinus obtains

in this specimen ; lip thickened and reflected ; the shell having all the

appearance of maturity ; diameter
T
T
B th of an inch ; operculum convex,

horny-formed, of circular layers.

Note on Dr. Bland's Paper.

The Susson species appears, from the drawing forwarded with the

description, to belong to the typical group of Pterocyclos, which

includes P. parvus and rupestris, and to be intermediate between the

latter species and hispidus, to the last of which it exhibits an approach

in the irregular aperture and dilated and thickened wing ; but in the

absence of a specimen for comparison, no specific character can be

assigned with safety.
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The Trincomalee shell is interesting as an arborant form, indicating

the passage to Cyclostoma, which it approaches through the alate

species, C. petiocrianum of Gray. It appears to possess the convex

operculum composed of spirally concentric and exserted laminae which

characterizes the typical species of pterocyclos. This character seems

to be gradually developed in the opercula of the Cyclostomad* as the

umbilicus widens, and the shell becomes more discoid ; varying from

the flat operculum of C. elegans through that of C. involvulus, where

the edges of the laminae are partially disengaged, and that of C. ter-

mistriatum, which is thickened and shews a strong spiral keel, to the

convex and spirally laminar structure of the pterocycloid group.

The species of Cyclostoma from Neemuch, described by Lieutenant

Hutton as No. 26, in page 520, vol. ill. J. A. S. I have ascertained

by a comparison of specimens to be C. semistriaium of Sowkrbt,

whose examples were procured from Poona.

Query. May not the impression of a supposed species of Cirrus

noticed in Dr. Ward's paper on the geology of the Elephant Rock

in the Queda country, printed in the second part Trans. Phys. Class,

p. 166, be that of one of Dr. Bland's species of Pterocyclos from

Pulo-Susson ? A reference to the specimen No. 4 will decide.

VI.

—

Note on the Nautical Instruments of the Arabs. By Jamss

Prinsrp, Sec.

Since the arrival of the Arab vessels which annually frequent the

port of Calcutta, I have made diligent inquiries concerning the in-

strument in use among them for the measurement of the latitude, in

hopes of elucidating thereby the Baron Von Hammkr's translation of

the " Mohit" (see p. 442). I have been hitherto unsuccessful, the Eng-

lish quadrant or sextant having generally superseded the more ancient

and clumsy apparatus. One Muallim, however, seemed to recognize the

instrument perfectly by my description, though he could not explain its

construction ; and promised to bring me one on his next voyage :—he

stretched out his arms, when I inquired about the issabah division,

and placing his fingers together horizontally, counted with them the

height of the polar star, just as I guessed must have been the early and

rude method of the Arab navigators.

At length in a vessel from the Maldive islands I met with an in-

telligent navigator who brought me the primitive instruments with

which he was accustomed to work his way to Calcutta,—and as I do

not think they are generally known, while it is certain they are of

Arabic origin, I hasten to describe them as lithographed in Plate

XLV1II.
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Fig. 1 . is the JUi kamdl, an instrument for taking the altitude of

the polar and circumpolar stars*, in its most elementary shape.

It consists of a small parallelogram of horn (about two inches by

one) with a string (or a couple of strings, in some instances), inserted

in the centre. On the string are nine knots. To use the instrument

for taking the height of polaris, the string is held between the teeth,

with the horn at such a distance from the eye, that while the lower

edge seems to touch the oceanic horizon, the upper edge just meets

the star : the division or knot is then read off as the required latitude.

The mode of marking off these knots is curious. Five times the

length of the horn is first taken, as unity, and divided into twelve

parts: then at the distance of six of these parts from the horn,

the first knot is made which is called " 12." Again the unit

is divided into eleven parts, and six of these being measured on the

striDg from the horn as before, the second knot is tied and denominat.

ed " 11." The unit is thus successively divided into 10, 9, 8, 7, and

6 parts, when the knot tied will of course exactly meet the original

point of five diameters : this point is numbered " 6." Beyond it one

diameter of the horn is laid off for the "5" division, and one and a

half again beyond that for the " 4" division, which usually terminates

the scale.

It is easy to determine by calculation the value of these several

. divisions, measured from the centre of the horn or diameter b d, and

at right angles to it. They represent the tangents of the angle c b a,

to radius b c, or cotangents to the complementary angle e b a: but eba

is equal to b a c, which is half of dab, therefore the divisions represent

cotangents of half the angle of observation. To judge then of their

actual value, expressed in altitude, we have but to convert their nu-

merical ratio to radius, by a table of natural cotangents, into degrees

and minutes ; and to take the double as the latitude in each case : thus,

the horn being equal to double radius b c, we have

Diff.

The ant division, No. 12 = 2 X 5 -r 12 X 6 = 5.00 -g, 22*38' .

i 1 1A _L_ 11 V £ Z AK a Oil AC * 9 O*
1 52
1 50
1 53
1 53
1 54
1 52
1 56

It will be seen by the last column that the harmonic progression

of the divisions obtained by this simple rule, agrees very closely with

• The man assured me it was for taking the longitude, and promiied to come

one night and use it in my presence, but failed.

5 K

12 = 2 X 5 -r 12 X 6 = 5.00 i
Lat.
22*38'

11 10 -r 11X6 5.45 g 20 46
10 10 -7- 10 X 6 6.00 £ 18 54
9 10 -r 9 x 6 6.66 J§ 17 4

8 10 -^ 8 x 6 7.50 *S 15 12

7 io -L 7 X 6 8.57 £ 13 18

6 10 -L 6X6 10.00 5 11 24

5 10 + 2 12.00 u 9 32

4 10 + 5 15.00 II 7 36
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equable increments of the angle of elevation, falling somewhat short of

two degrees for each division. Further the highest number, 12, gives

nearly the latitude of Calcutta, or 22° 38', the most northerly latitude

for which the Maldive navigators have any occasion ; while the lowest

mark, 4, gives the latitude (nearly) of the southern point of Ceylon, or

the average of the Maldive islands.

It is a circumstance worth noting, that if the unit had been assumed

at 6 diameters instead of 5, there would have been obtained a series

of divisions almost identical with the itsabah of 1° 36' used by the na-

vigators of the fifteenth century* according to the Mohit. The series

may also be extended both ways without very much deviating from

the same progression : thus, commencing with

Diff.

1»32'

1 31
1 33
1 32
1 34
1 34
1 34
1 34
1 34
1 34
1 36
1 34
1 36
1 36
1 M
1 36

In this manner a string, or a staff, may be marked off into tangen-

tial divisions, equivalent to the issabah, from zero or sixteen issabak,

or up to an altitude of 25 degrees, within a limit of error by no

means appreciable to the Arab nakhoda, and hardly of consequence

to the refined navigator of modern times. Whether the practical rule

thus developed* was or was not resorted to, it is very plain that it

might have been so adapted ; and all the latitudes in Sim's work

.might have been worked thereby ; and the lower series of divisions

might be nothing more than the same divisions numbered inversely

on the lower side of the square staff, as will presently be noticed.

Fig. 2, the bilistyf is an evident improvement upon the original cord;

a square rod of ebony being substituted for the stretching cord, and the

radius being made to slide thereon at right angles. There is economy of

space also,—the four sides of the wooden rod admitting of four series

of divisions, adapted to four sliders of different sizes, so as to increase

the scale without lengthening the rod inconveniently. Still the string

• See page 445. ^ ^jgL*!*

Lat.

16 = 4.50 Cotang. of half angle. 25°04'

15 4.80 23 32
14 5.14 22 01
13 5.54 20 28
12 6.00 18 56
11 6.54 17 24
10 7.20 15 48
9 8.00 14 14
8 9.00 12 40
7 10.29 11 06
6 12.00 9 32
5 14.40 7 56
4 18.00 6 22
3 24.00 4 46
2 36.00 3 10
1 72.00 1 36

infinite
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has the advantage in point of portability. The rules for dividing the

wooden bar are the same as for the string, but the marks must be laid

off invertedly, beginning at the eye end, which is in this the fixed

point.

Fig. 3 is an instrument still used by the Arabs for taking the sun's

altitude. It is exactly the same in principle as the above, but to

obviate the inconvenience of looking at the sun, the eye is directed to

the opposite point of the horizon, from the lower end of the cross bar,

while it brings the solar shadow of the upper end of the same to meet

the horizon by adjusting the slider d to or fro on the divided arm.

The mode of dividing this arm, as performed in my presence by the

muallim, or pilot, is represented in the plate ; but it is obviously incor-

rect. A space c e is laid off equal to radius a c ; from e a perpendi-

cular ef is raised, and with the same radius a quadrant e g is drawn,

which is divided into eighteen equal portions (of five degrees each) ;

through these points are drawn radii to meet the tangential line

;

and the subdivision into simple degrees, and sixths, is either done

by the eye, or by a continuation of the same rule. It will be seen

on inspection of the figure, that as the angle gfdis equal to the sum

of the angles/ d b and b d e, while b d e is equal to half the angle of

observation, angle gfdc&n only be equal to angle of observation when

/ db and b d c are equal, and that the 90° point is therefore the only

true one on the scale of divisions. The true mode of division is, as in the

case of the string, to describe a quadrant from centre b, and to draw radii

through each semi-degree of the arc from 45° downward, because the

angle of observation a d b is, as before, equal to twice the angle/ b d,

of which c d (c 0, c 10, c 20, c 30, &c.) are respectively cotangents.

To ascertain whether the fault lay with ray Arab informant, or

with the instrument, I compared the actual divisions on the latter

with a scale of cotangents, and found the following results, calling

the radius a c = \ .00.

Angle of Angle Length e d or True angle Error of Error if false mode
attitude. marked. cot. i angle. deduced. division. had been used.

90* 0* 1.000 90* ' 0° 0° '

85 5 1.096 84 46 —0 14 —0 30

80 10 1.196 79 48 —0 12

75 15 1.308 74 46 —0 14

70 20 1 435 69 44 —0 16 —3 30

65 25 1.557 65 26 +0 26

60 30 1.719 60 22 +0 22

55 35 . 1.9U 55 14 +0 14 —7 27

50 40 2.142 50 04 +0 4

. 45 45 2.418 45

40 50 2.759 39 50 —0 10 —10 23

It is evident from this comparison, that the instrument was divided on

correct principles, and that the muallim had ventured upon an explana-

5 k 2
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tion without duly qualifying himself by consulting his books. It is also

clear that the same set of divisions may be made to serve for night

observations by placing the eye at d : but as they only embrace alti-

tudes exceeding 40 degrees, the instrument would not be applicable to

the polar star in equatorial latitudes.

In conversing with the same muallim on the track taken in different

monsoons, I remarked that he always talked of sailing upon different

stars, in lieu of different points of the compass, as we should express

ourselves. It immediately occurred to me, that this might explain some

of the obscurities of the Mohit, where, for instance, that work directs

the polar altitude to be found 1\ inches at the " setting of Aquila ;" it

might mean that the ship should steer upon the setting point ofAquila,

until the pole should be depressed or raised to the altitude indicated.

I endeavoured therefore to procure an Arabic compass, but not one

could be met with in all the vessels—at length my friend Stbd Hosbim

Sidi found a drawing of it in one of the practical works on navigation,

(the mdjid kitdb*) in possession of a nakhoda, and without ceremony tore

out the leaf to shew it to me, as the captain was afraid of parting

with the volume, without which doubtless he would have been greatly

at a loss on his return voyage. I immediately made a lithograph

drawing of it (fig. 5) exactly as I found it, with the circle of English

numbers, shewing it to have been copied from a European card, around

which the names by which the Arabs " box the compass," had been

entered as more conformable to their own practice.

These names would seem to point to a time anterior to the inven-

tion of the magnetic compass, when indeed the only way of ascertain-

ing the relative position of a ship at night in the broad ocean was by

observing the points of the horizon where prominent stars rose and

set. The system could only have been adapted to intertropical navi-

gation, wherein no very great variation occurs in these azimuths, and

it is necessarily but an approximation to truth, as hardly any of the

prominent stars selected rise or set at the precise azimuth named from

them. By the positions assigned to some of the southern stars, we

must suppose that it was framed rather to suit places northward of the

equator ; but in drawing out the following comparative view, I have

thought it preferable to enter the azimuth of each star on an equato-

rial projection, when of course the azimuth is equal to the polar dis-

tance, and the compass card thus affords to the Arab nakhoda a rude

<->U£ cV^.L* or, ai my Maldive friend facetiously expressed it, the *• /•*•

Hamilton kitdb 1 * of the Araba . It would be a work of great utility to print an

edition of this volume, with emendations and additions suited to the people, who

depend upon it as we do on our Greenwich Ephemcris

!
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table of N. P. D. by which he may, if he please, take hifi latitude, with

the simple instruments above described.

The card may be divided into two great portions, the eastern and

western, in which the same names of stars occur in a direct and inverse

order—on the east with the prefix *Ua* mutald, or •' rising place of
;"

on the west with that of s^xk* magMb, " setting place of :" the north-

eastern quarter has written on its circumference,

ail; J^M, ^1; ^SyJIJU1 ^fO*. flkJI^k i\J\^
11 Prom the north towards the east, Mutaldi ShimAH,—(the north -eastern

quarter,)—latitude increasing, longitude increasing."

The south-eastern in like manner has the words :

44 From the east towards the #ot*/A f
Mutaldi Janubi, (or the south-eastern

quarter,) the latitude diminishes, longitude increases."

The north-western

:

44 From the west to the north, the north-western quarter, Maghibi Shimdli,

latitude increasing, longitude decreasing."

The south-western

:

44 From the south towards the west, Maghibi Jantbi, the south-western

quarter ; longitude decreases and latitude decreases ;—when you are to the

north of the line."

The final words, when you are to the north of the line, apply equally

to the remarks on all four quadrants ; for example, when you sail on

any point of the compass between north and west, you increase

your latitude and longitude—and so forth.

The north point, or pole, is called, as in Sid! AlI's work *V jdh, a

word not to be found with this acceptation in our dictionaries ; nor

ft Sj^Jai qutb, generally confined to the south pole, but rather the

contrary. ff^* wa/W» tne «8ing place, and v-^i** maghib, the

setting place (to wit, of the sun) are the terms used for the east and

west cardinal points. It will be sufficient to enumerate one series of

the intermediate stars in the order of their occurrence on the card.

1. N. by W. 11° 15°. <&j*\*r*h* *i the setting point of farqad,

the calf; one of the two stars known by the name offarqadain, ($ et

y ursse minoris.) v approaches nearest to the required north polar

distance.
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2. N. N. W. 22* 30'. ^r*W&**, the setting of ndsh, the

bier. This constellation comprises the four stars of the belly, both

of the small and the great bear, but generally and in the present

instance, the name applies to the latter, of which, however, the posi-

tion is nearer 30 degrees than 22§ in azimuth.

3. N. by N. 30° 45'. aSU-*-*a*, the setting of ndgeh,the she-

camel, probably the same as (3^*", the goat, of Dr. Dorn's celestial

globe, the middle star of the tail of the great bear, N. P. 2>. 34*.

4. N. W. 45° 0. <3^v-Hi**> the setting of dytiq, the kitten,

aiovK f the Greeks, or capella ; whose north polar distance is in fact

44$ degrees.

5. N. W. by W. 56° 15'. gSlju****, the setting of wdqd, the

vulture, wega of our astronomy or o lyrae, N. P. D. 51^ degrees.

This is the star translated by the Baron Hammer as Aquiia ; but the

azimuth shews it to be Lyra.

6. W. N. W. 67° 30'. CJU^glk*, the setting of simak, con-

tracted for ^wU« simdk ul rdmd, the spear-bearer, Arcturus,

N. P. D. 70°. It is Ascimech aremeah of the Alphonsine tables.

7. W. by N. 78° 45'. l^Ulfila^, the setting of suraya , the

Pleiades. The north polar distance of these stars differs so much from

the azimuth here assigned, (being only 67°,) that the name is possibly

applied to Aldebaran, (N. P. D. 73° 500 although the latter is the

true Arabic denomination of « Tauri.

8. W. 90°. L**k**, the setting place (of the sun), nearly con-

stant in the equatorial regions.

9. W. by S. 101° 15*. f^^lu^x*, the setting oijoid, a con-

traction for ijyar)jA.j the giant's foot, known to Europeans as Rigel

in the right foot of Orion, N. P. D. 98.24.

10. W. S. W. 112° 30'. ^'v^S the setting of t(r. I do

not find any star of this name on the celestial globe described by

Dr. Dorn in the Roy. As. Soc. Trans., nor is the word Arabic. The

similarity of sound and near coincidence of azimuth might incline me
to consider it as Antares, (115° 40/

,) were it possible that the word

jjj iit'r, bright, in the passage quoted by Dorn fromEBN Muhammbd,

could be changed to jj the name of the star before us : the pas-

sage is as follows :

" The constellation of the scorpion is known to every one : on the

buttock there is a bright reddish star of the second magnitude,
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1

which is the scorpion's heart." If the Arabic name of this star be

qalb ul dqrab, whence was oar name of Antares derived ?

The only other resembling tir in sound is .AkJI marked as Atair

on our globes, and comprehending the three bright stars of Aquila ;

but the position of this constellation puts it out of the question.

11. S. W. by W. 1 23° 45'. J^u^JU, the setting of Akleil,

the crown. There are several constellations so named. Corona

borealis is called Jjiai), and is much too far north. There is another

akleil (janubf) the southern crown, situated about azim. 1 30° which

is nearer the mark : but the constellation intended may possibly be

i_jJijJ) J^lill, the crown of the scorpion, the 17th lunar mansion

of Uluoh Beg; notwithstanding its error of azimuth. In posi-

tion, the bright star Fomalhaut (°J^'f*) of Pisces Australis

comes much nearer the mark, (121°) and it seems curious that it

should have been set aside for a less conspicuous group.

12. S. W. 135°. uyc^tM, the setting of dqrab, the Scor-

pion. We shall see presently that antares is the star of this constel-

lation here intended, although it is far too northerly for the position.

But for such confirmation we might have suspected dqrab to be a

corruption of «-*]^I alghorab : the crow («op«$) which lies in 134° azi-

muth.

13. S. W. by S. 146° 15'. ^UaW ***, the setting of Hamdrein

the two asses. This name is not to be found in the globe. The nearest

to it in situation are a and £ Gruis.

14. S. S. W. 157° 30'. Jx^u^i*, the setting of Soheil,

the well-known star Canopus in the constellation Argo, AUafi-

nah of the Arabs. The north polar distance of this star, however, is

only 143£ in lieu of 157J. It would set in azimuth 157£ at a place

situated in north latitude 28° ; so that if this be taken as a clue, we
may trace the origin of the compass scheme to Lower Egypt or Syria.

15. S. by W. 1 68° 45. J^i^ <-H^*> tne setting of salibdr. As we
proceed southwards it becomes more and more difficult to find the

stars intended. Canopus indeed is almost the only one familiar to us.

Salibdr is not to be found on the globe, nor in the dictionaries : but

it is the very word translated Lyra by the Baron Hammer, a northern

constellation, which would be quite inadmissible in the southernmost

situation of the compass. There is a constellation somewhat similar

in sound on the brass globe described by Dr. Dorn, called £^'
Alsabd, the beast, lying close to the Centaur with which its stars are

mixed.—Again, should a Centauri be the starintended, it wouldbe about

the right distance in azimuth from Canopus—but this star is called
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with it* fellow in the other leg of the Centaur, &^)j^**> Hazdr-o-
wtwaxn on the globe. The only other star ofnote falling within moder-
ate limit of distance is a Eridani, or Aehemar of our globe, which is a

corruption ofj4&jU akkir-ulnehr, ' the end of the river.'—What-
ever star may be meant by salibdr, it is surely more southerly than

Canopus, and by no means Lyra. The two or three translated passages

from the Mokit equally confirm this, and receive illustration from

it. In the voyage to Gmjerdt (page 456) the translation says—" In

this measure (the kids, or lat. 1 6° 54' north) Lyra fsalibdr) is five

inches (13° 3C), or Sagitta (sakm awal) six inches (15° 6'), or Canopus
and Lyra are equal to three inches and a half (11° 6')." The second

paragraph in page 457 is expressed almost in the same words. Now
if for ft-*!'

ul sahm be read J&) UJ nahr.(a Eridani), and for sali-

bdr we take v Argonavis, the above conditions may very nearly

be complied with ; for, in north latitude 1 7*. Canopus and Y Argo
will be seen at an altitude of 1 2° together, on opposite sides of the

south pole at the hour of 10 p. m. in the beginning of March.

The north polar distance of a Centauri (150°) would better suit the

given meridional elevation (13° 30*) than that of Argonavis : but in

this case it must be alnahr and not salibdr which must be coupled with

Canopus at the equal altitude 11° &: and the text would need a

second alteration.

Again, in page 456 (the latitude by position being about 18*) the

translation says—" If it be not time for taking the polar star, take the

height at the setting of Aquila (nasr-wdqd) by the Lyra (salibdr) which

gives 7£ inches (or 17° 3C)." Now first correcting vega, which we
know to be a Lyrae, and not Aquila, we shall find that at his setting,

the star above pointed out as akhir-ulnehr, Achernar, comes to the

southern meridian, and bears very nearly the altitude required.

Here then salibdr would seem to be a Eridani, whereas in the other

two cases it may be v Argo. Until we get somebody to point out the

actual star in the heavens, it will be impossible to decide between the

two ; but a considerable step towards the solution of the Mokit pro*

blem has, at any rate, been made by the discovery that salibdr belongs

to the southern hemisphere.

If the Baron will favor us with a translation of the first chapter

which treats of the names of the stars, the division of the circle of the

skies, and, above all, of the cardinal points of the compass, we shall

doubtless be able to clear up all these points in a satisfactory maimer.

The navigators of the Maldive islands follow the Arabs in their di-

vision of thecompass which they cdlsamaqd ULnJ a name apparently
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taken from the Malabar word, samoukkd, for which M. Klaproth is

at a loss to discover the origin*, though it seems obviously a corrup-

tion of the Sanscrit term ^«ff chumbaka, the loadstone. The
Maldivis alter a few of the names, particularly towards the south.

Some of these variations serve to throw light upon the doubt-

ful parts of the Arabic list. The orthography also, as written

in my presence by my intelligent friend Muhammad, better known
among his island countrymen as Ustdd-muallim, the master-pilot,

,

differs considerably, being more of the Malay style : one letter ari

£ with a dot under it, is, he tells me, peculiar to his islands ; it has the

pronunciation of gh, not of P , while <J is pronounced more like g. The
following is his catalogue :

j£ pronounced ghao, the north pole—of unknown derivation.

fi^J* farghacfem, a corruption offarkadain*

^j»{* ndsh, the alif substituted for aim.

Oy) dyouk, ditto.

J*»^3 gdsil, used for a Lyrae in lieu of wdqd or Wega.

(JU*» simdg, the Jj used f°r **-

^

%î iy theridn, a corruption from surayti.

p ** murgh, the west—derivation unknown, perhaps corrupted

'from maghib,—irua is the east.

)jy^ jozd, the star Rigel.

•Ju Ur. Can this be Sirius, which is the next conspicuous star

more southerly than Rigel ? Its Arabic name is <cyju£J!.

**t>j*\ agrab, in lieu of akleil, shewing that the crown intended is

the akleil ul dqrab of the globe, which consists, according to Uluoh

Bkg, of £, 8, n and y of Scorpio ; has a N. P. D. of 1 12° only, which

would give an azimuth of 115° in latitude 28° north.

uJtf galb. If this be correct in orthography, it would denote

kv*jAM]irriJ qalb ul dqrab, the scorpion's heart, or Antares : but if in-

tended for V^ the dog, it may stand for Sirius. The former is, how-

ever, most probable, because it confirms the Arabic name for the same

point which is c—>jAC
f

or simply the scorpion, of which the princi-

pal star is Antares.

(iy*** hamdrim, the final m substituted for n.

J"» sil, pronounced silli, an unknown substitute for soheil, which

will be seen to be removed further south ; perhaps it is the local name

of Canopus, corrupted from the Arabic.

* Klapeoth iur rioventioD &t It bomsole, p« 32.

5 L
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t'ji* eilhodr, the w substituted for 6.

l)*t* soheil, Canopus, is used by the Maldive sailors as the south

cardinal point,—for what reason I was unable to discover. They also

use the Indian word dakhan.

Note on the Maldive Alphabet.

While conversing with the Ustdd-muallim one day on the above

subject, I got him to write down the names as seen above in the Ara-

bic character : being curious, however, about the modification of the

9 am introduced, I inquired whether the Maldive population had any

distinct alphabet of their own, to which he replied in the affirmative,

and gave it me in writing just as I have lithographed it in Plate

XLIX—a most whimsical system, and calculated to puzzle antiquari-

ans egregiously should they chance to stumble upon an inscription in

the Maldives without possessing the key to it

!

At first he told me they had but nine letters, (the second row in the

plate,) *», ph, d, t, I, g, n, s, d ; but on my observing that he made

use of a letter not in this list for the k of Calcutta, he said—" Oh yes,

there are the other nine" (the upper row)—meaning, as I presumed,

that they were not indigenous but extraneous signs introduced to ex-

press foreign sounds : they are, in fact, the nine Arabic numerals with

a dash above them to distinguish them from the ciphers. He wrote

with greater fluency in these his native characters than in the Arabic.

The system of vowel marks is partly an imitation of the Arabic and

partly of the Indian method ; the long vowels being denoted by dou-

bling the diacritical stroke : the nasal n is marked like the Sanscrit

anuswara, but the letter f is also inserted. It was striking to ob-

serve how readily his ear distinguished the sound of a diphthong,

and how correctly he expressed it with a double character. The

order of writing is from left to right, contrary to the Arabic

mode, and none of the letters admit of being joined together or

abbreviated; but I pretend to no more knowledge of the alpha-

bet, or language, than is comprehended in the plate itself, and

need not, therefore, attempt to expand the materials of a short inter-

view between two parties but imperfectly understanding one ano-

ther, into a treatise on the unknown and, perchance, non-existent lite-

rature of these simple islanders.—It will, doubtless, surprise many that,

they should have arrived at all at the possession of an alphabet of

their own. Among the specimens in the plate I have introduced the

names of the cardinal points as given above.
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VII.

—

Facsimiles of Ancient Inscriptions, lithographed.

(Continued from page 731.)

Inscription on a Cannonfrom Goa.

At the foot of Plate XLIX. I have inserted the copy of an inscrip-

tion which, it seems has long puzzled the savans of Lisbon. Mr. J.

Gaudart, chief interpreter and sworn translator to the British Govern-

ment at Penang, Singapur, and Malacca, has addressed the Rev,

Ansblmo Ykgros, Vicar General of the Singapur Mission, on the

•abject, affording, as he conceives, a foil explanation of its purport

;

but either the characters must be exceedingly perverted in the copy,

or Mr. Gaudart must have a powerful imagination, to convert, as he

does, such hieroglyphics into the following Sanscrit sentence

:

which he translates, " (cette) heureux (et) puissant manufacture

appartient au bon Roi Ram le 12 de Belier 728."

The raja here designated as the proprietor of the gun (if the read-

ing be conceded) the translator explains to be Rtima varma vira Mar*

tanda Perumal Tamuri. who reigned at Calicut from the year 718,

(A. D. 1542,) to 736 (A. D. 1561,) of the Parasurama cycle. He
was engaged, in severe struggles with the Portuguese, and it is

probable that the piece of ordnance thus fell into the hands of his

enemies.

Of the letters themselves those only that bear resemblance to old

Sanscrit, are the 1st, 3rd, and 4th. The rest appear purely con-

jectural.

Inscription at Kandharpur.

Lieutenant Kittob, already well known to my readers for his

antiquarian and architectural zeal, has, on his recent march with his

regiment towards Gumsur, taken every opportunity of examining

objects of antiquity in his route. The only inscription he has yet

met with is shewn at the foot of PI. XLIX. *• It is (he writes from

Cuttack) contained in two compartments of a very ancient and unfi-

nished temple on a rock in an island near A'tgarh ; at a place called

Kaniharpur or Kandalpur" The characters are of the old Bengali

or Gaur type : and may be thus transcribed in modern Deva Nagari

;

^Ttffpq^m^ W* *tftfvi *JTO :
" the divine lord of beauteous variety,

the variegated ornament"—being the epithet, doubtless, given to the

form of Siva, established or intended to be sthdpan'd in the temple.

5 l 2
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VIII.

—

Description of Uch-Shari'f. By Munski Mohan La'l.

[Dated Sit Pan, on the joint streams of the Panjab.]

Uch, surnamed Uch-Shartf, or holy Uch, which being near the

junction of the united streams Hesudius, Hyphasis, and Hydraotes,

Acesines, and Hvdaspes, attracts the notice of geographers, contains

numerous sepulchres of the Muhammadan saints. The oldest of all

is that of Shah Sa'if ul Ha'qqari, but it dwindles into obscurity. A
miserable wall without the roof environs the dust of the above saint*

If I write the respective names of the saints of Uch, along with

their incredible miracles, I fear to enlarge my remarks : however,

I presume to lay before you the endeavors of my feeble pen in re-

gard to Shah Siad Jala'l and his reputed descendants. He died

600 years ago, and is said to have lived to the age of 150. His

tomb, which is inside a large but gloomy room, is elevated about

five spans from the surface of the ground. It is a very simple build-

ing, adorned with the poor frail and old canopy. Both of his sides

have ten graves of his offspring. They are distinguished by one

rising above the other, which fill the entire position of the room.

None of them have any kind of inscription.

Shah Siad Jalal acquired a very great fame by defeating the

Hala'ssu', and converting his son Bolaqu' into Islamism. He was

the ruler of Betdwahi, near Bahdwalpur.

Jalal had three sons, Ahmad Kabir, Baha uddIn, and Siad Mu-
hammad. When the first of the three was about ten years old, he

happened to meet a man in the bazir, whose son had died of

some disease. He applied to Ahmad Kabir to restore his dead son

to life. The young saint, after making ablution, turned his face

towards Mecca, and repeated the words M Qum bi izn Allah*," which

literally means, Get up by the command of God.

Such is the wonderful miracle described of Ahmad Kabir. When
he grew older, he became the father of the two reputed sons, Siad

Jalal uddi'n and Siad Muhammad Ra'ju'. The former was called

by the name of Makhdu'm Jahanian Jahan Gasht, (or the traveller

and the Lord of all beings ;) and the latter, Raju' Qattal, (or the

Raju slayer.) Numerous miracles were wrought by these two brothers.

They went to pilgrimage through Persia, &c. &c. &c, marrying a
great number of wives, and leaving children in every country, which,

tradition says, amounted to 12,000; but I doubt the authenticity of

the information.

• The power of raising the dead by saying the abote mentioned word, I

hitherto knew was only peculiar to Jesus Christ.
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When the Makhdu'm reached Madind he was suspected to he a com-

mon Musalman and not a Siad. On this he stood out of the door,

and, looking at the tomb of Muhammad, cried as follows :
" Assaldm

alaikiki ydjaddi" (or, Peace be with you, O grandfather) ; when came

the answer " Va alaiki ussaldm yd vaklt," (or, Peace be with you, O
son) out of Muhammad's tomb, which convinced the men of the shrine

that he was a real Siad. People assert that this proves his being the

respected and first saint of the Musalmans. On receiving the intelli-

gence, I desired to visit the monument of such a renowned holy man
of Uch.

In company with my countryman and school-fellow, Pandit Ka-
shinath, we proceeded to the town of Uch, and passed through a few

narrow streets on our way to the shrine.

On coming to the door, which has dwindled into the most ruinous

state, we descended towards the west, and turning to the south enter-

ed the room where the body of the Makhdu'm rests. The tomb is a

very poor structure, but raised about seven feet high from the ground,

which is concealed by numerous other graves. There is nothing

admirable in the shrine of the Makhdu'm. Three small openings give

light inside the apartment.

The following Persian inscription written on the door, presents us

with the date of the Makhdu'm's death.

" Tirlk gasht jumlah jahan be jamAl Shah,
Tarikh bad haft tad o haahtad o paoj sal.* 1

When the world was covered by darkness without the countenance of the

Shah, (or Makhdum.) The date was 785 of the Hijrt era.

The mausoleum of Makhdu'm Jahanian Jaha'n Gasht is annually

visited by the pilgrims of the distant country. It is a popular belief

in this region, that a fool can get restored to perfect sense by eating

the earth of this tomb.

It is very odd that the tombs of the saints of the holy Uch, who
possessed such boundless reputation and respect in days of old, have

been not adorned with any kind of architectural beauty, either

by their posterity or believers, except that of " Bibi Jind Vadi," (or

the lady of the long life.) It is situate on the verge of a precipice

which commands the old bed of the Panjdb rivers, and gives a ro-

mantic view.

The southern part of this magnificent sepulchre has been unfor-

tunately swept away by the late inundation of the above streams.
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Besides this, it suffers a good deal by the neglect of the Musalmans,

who do not repair it. The door, which has been entirely eaten by

worms, opens towards the east, and has a sight of the other two

cupolas. They excel in material and handsomeness the others of

Uch, except that of " Bfbi Jind Vadf."

" Bibi Jind Vadi" was one of the descendants of Shah Siad Ja-

lal, of whom I have already spoken. The dome in which she sleeps

is erected of burnt bricks, which are cemented by mortar. The

whole of the edifice is ornamented by various hues and lapis lazuli

of the celebrated mines of Bodakhshdn. The size of this grand

building may be estimated at about 50 feet high, and the circum-

ference 25.

Though the clouds had unluckily obscured the light of the day,

still we endeavoured to take a sketch of the Bib( Jind Vadi's mau-

soleum by means of the camera obscura. I herewith enclose a copy

of it—[which we omit for reasons given on a formar occasion.

—

Ed.]

IX.

—

Specimens of the Soil and Salt from the Samar, or Sambhur

lake salt-works. Collected by Lieut. Arthur Conollt, and analyzed

by Mr. J. Stbphenson.

It is now more than a year since I received from my friend Lieut.

A. Conollt the specimens named at the head of this article. They

were on a very large scale, and packed up so carefully as to exhibit

on arrival, almost as perfect a picture of the process and progress of

the salt manufacture at the celebrated lakes of Sdmar, as could be

obtained by a personal visit to the spot.

At my request, Mr. Strphbnson submitted such of the specimens

as seemed to require it, to chemical examination in my laboratory,

and where the results were unexpected, I verified them myself by

re-examination. My sole reason for delaying the publication of

these very interesting memoranda was, that I was in hopes Lieut.

Conollt would favor me with a full account of the manufacture,

which, however, public business and subsequently ill health obliged

him to postpone—and thus time has crept on until the specimens

themselves have nearly dissolved away in the damp air of the last

rains ; and unless I place on record what I already possess, there will

hereafter be no means of consulting the perishable materials to pre-

pare another report.

The labels which accompanied the parcel were so full and explicit,

that, when followed by the chemical notes referring to the numbered

specimens, they formed nearly as comprehensive a view of the opera-
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tion at could be wished : I will therefore first place these before the

reader.

Note on Sdmar lake salt and earth, by Lieut. A. Conolly.

While acting as Salt Collector for two months at Sambhur, I

employed part of my time in patting together officially some inter*

esting notes, historical (semi-fabulous rather) and statistical, con*

cerning this marvellous spot, collected by my friend N. B. Edmon-

btonb, Esq. Superintendent of Ajmir, when he went to take posses*

sion for the Honorable Company at the beginning of the year (1835).

Connected therewith it would be desirable to have scientific exami-

nation of the produce of the mines, for which purpose I send them

to you under charge of a servant ; and will here detail the contents

of the boxes.

A 1.—A long box containing a quantity of the mud which forms the bed of

Sambhur lake, and which yields as often as it is covered by (a few inches depth

of) water, and acted upon by a hot atmosphere. This mud was dug out before

me from the bed of a " kiy&r" (or Tat) just after it had yielded a good crust

of salt crystals, when it was of the consistency of a stiff jelly. The mud near-

est to the surface was put next to the part of the box at which the lid is laid

hold of, (in order that it may be drawn out,) and so on downwards till the box

was filled.

A 2.—A box divided into three parts, containing as many sorts of earth.

1st. Some of the black mud just mentioned, which has the depth of about half

a gaz below the surface of the lake. 2nd. A bluish earth which soon hardens

into a friable cake and teems a compound of what lies above and below it. This

has a depth of half a gaz under the black mud. 3rd. A white sandy earth, which

has a depth of from five to six gaz under the second strata. This I learned from

the Sambhur Sherishtahdar who sent the specimens after me to Jaiptr on the

10th July. He wrote " under strata No. 3 lies white stone from which chunam

is made." I immediately sent off an express to say that I would make the

fortune of any enterprising digger who would dive for some of this stone, but

the Serishtahdar returned for answer that the attempt had been made in vain,

(rain) water having covered the whole surface of the marsh. He dug on the very

edge of the lake, where there was no black mud, but only the earth No. 2, and

he found nothing but this (he wrote) to the depth of 6 gaz, when the influx of

water obliged the diggers to give over work. He wrote moreover, some of the

" oldest inhabitants say that all parts of the lake are not alike ; that in some
places you dig and -find the three sorts of earth sent ; in others, below the mud
only ' 9ang t kuehet1

(?) In others again only mud that has no bottom."

I may further mention that the Serishtahdar wrote—•• The people call the

ail i ta'eid, Pindoie (H.) and make whitewash from it." This inducing a belief

that it contained lime, I poured vinegar on a bit which immediately effervesced. I

fancy this sort of earth is used to make the very delicate porous vessels out

of which the better sort of natives drink in summer.

A 3.—Three pieces from the surface of a kiydr (vat) off which a crop (crust)

of salt bad just been raked.
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4. A piece of ditto, on which, apparently, the salt did not come oat well.

5. A piece of ditto, near the edge on which the salt did not form.

6. A piece of ditto, the salt of which got mixed with scorn while forming.

7- A piece which seems to have been similarly mixed, but which was cut

from another kiyar, and said to be fi?e or six years old. It has evidently been

rained upon, and it was taken from under a sheet of rain water, by which more

of it would have been melted had it not been old and pakkiu

8 a.—A piece on the team of which crystals were formed after rain had fallen

upon it.

8 b.—A ditto ditto.

8 c—A ditto ditto.

9. A piece the salt of which got somewhat mixed with mud when being

formed, (probably from its being agitated by a strong wind) and on which a

crast of scum settled.

10. A piece of crust, chiefly scum, such as is thrown aside as useless.

11. Other refuse pieces taken from a kiyar in which they had been lying

neglected for, perhaps, some years.

12. Pieces of crust of talt from the surface of a kiyar.

13. Ditto ditto. N. B. These have been more or less smoothed and thinned

by having been rained upon.

14. Bits of a fine crust of salt with a little scum on the top. This was cut

with a phaura from the surface of a kiy&r.

14 a. Three other bits of a different kiyar.

14 b. Another of another.

The above five items are merely varieties to enable you to trace the process

of formation.

A 15.—" Bacheh" or infant crystals, about the smallest sixe in which the

mineral particles come to view on the surface of the salt mud, after the partial

evaporation of a body of water covering it. These were taken from under a

sheet of water six fingers (or three inches) deep.

16. Crystals about two days old (after first formation) six fingers' depth of

water at first, 1§ fingers' depth evaporated when crystals taken out.

17. Ditto about three days old ; or when two of six fingers' depth of water

had evaporated.

18. Ditto about four days after first formation, or when three of six fingers*

water had evaporated.

19. Ditto of a fair (common) sixe, produced after about eight days' evapora-

tion of six fingers deep water.—N. B. These crystals were found during the hot

winds, when the day's heat was intense, and that of the night considerable.

20. Crystals which formed on a stick after it had lain seven days in the six

finger water from which the last mentioned (19) were taken after eight days.

21. Ditto. The concretion is more rapid on a thread, or stick, or any thing

that the water can get round, than on the surface of the mud.

22. Crystals made in a kiyar in 20 days during the hottest season. 12 fingers'

depth of water at first, four remaining when crystals were taken out.

23. Crystals taken from the lake after a complete and uninterrupted evapo-

ration of a body of water five or six, or perhaps more, inches deep.

24. Pink crystals from the surface of the marsh ; formed by the rapid eva-

poration of a shallow deposit (or puddle) of water.
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A 25.—Good Sambhur salt, inch as a byopM would call pakid, and rea-

dily buy.

26. Superior ditto, such as a byoptri would covet—a year or io old.

B 1.—" The grandfather of all •alt" (the literal expression of the man
who brought it.) A lump taken out of an old pit eight cubits deep, said to hare

been re-opened after a lapse of 100 years. In this may be obser?ed several

layers, but for which I should have been ready to believe that the diggers

had arrived at the top ofan under ground chain of salt mountains, such as those

beyond the Indus, which Elphinstons describes, and that they had just chip-

ped off a peak. You must know that the bed of the Sambhur lake is, for the most

part, as Bhallow as a dish, and that after the rains it gradually becomes dry

;

when dry the natives dig pits a few cubits' depth in the bed of the marsh, and

pour-the salt water that they thus obtain into vats (made with large stakes,

grass, and earth), in which it evaporates in from eight to fifteen days, according

to the depth of its sheet, and the state of the weather. A pit is dug for a few

rupees, so an old one is not usually restored after the rains : the water deposit-

ed in it dries into a cake of salt at its bottom ; then a little sand is blown in,

and then another rainy season comes, and a second layer is formed, and so on

for perhaps many seasons, when, the pit becoming filled, all traces of its con-

tents disappear till the sinker of a fresh well hits upon them.

2. Another lump taken out of another pit three or four cubits deep.

B 3.—Another from another.

4. Another bit from another pit.—N. B. All four specimens were extracted

when water was above them.

5, 6, 7. Lump crystals and intermediate strata of earth from other pits.

8 and 9. Loose crystals from a pit four cubits deep.—Ditto from ditto, eight

cubits deep.—N. B. You will observe that nearly all the Sambhur salt crystals

grow into the shape of a four-sided pyramid. I see in the Cyclopedia that the

cube is given as the ascertained primitive form of 11 minerals, of which salt is

one ; please to dissect a crystal till you arrive at its nucleus, and if you have

leisure, tell me the process of structure, for " Sakamberi ji" the tutelary

goddess of the Chouhan Rajputs, for one of whom she in the year 608 S. mira-

culously made the lake, appears to reverse the order of architecture in put-

ting together her mineral particles, causing them to rise from a point to a base*.

10. A piece from a pit, the crystals of which are slightly coloured.

Examination of selected Specimensfrom the above. By J. Stephenson.

A No. 1.—Mudfrom the bed of 8ambhur Lake.

An average portion digested in distilled water, and the filtered solution

(which appeared of a reddish brown colour), subjected to the usual tests, gave

the following results.

Nitrate of barytes, Copious white precipitate.

Nitrate of silver, Ditto flambent grey ditto.

Prussiate of potash, No change.

Oxalate of ammonia, Ditto ditto.

Litmus paper, Ditto ditto.

Turmeric ditto, Ditto ditto.

• The pyramidal appearance is merely from truncation of the eube. The solid

angle of the cube seems to resist solution more than the rest of the crystal.—Ep.

5 U
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300 grains exposed to a gentle beat in order to drive off the moisture lost

107 = 35, 6 per cent.

100 grains of the dry mad was now pnt into solution, and the insoluble matter

eollected on the filter, washed, dried, and weighed, gave 70 grains.

The filtered solution treated with nitrate of barytes threw down a precipitate

of sulphate of barytes, together with the colouring matter, which after washing,

drying, and weighing, ga?e 17 grains = 10.4 sulphate of soda.

The solution now freed from the sulphate was next treated with nitrate of

silver, from which a precipitate of muriate of silver was obtained, weighing 42

grains = 19.5 muriate of soda.

Insoluble matter, 70 fr

Sulphate of soda, 10 4

Muriate of soda, 19 5

Loss,.... , . 1

100

Examination of the insoluble matter from A No. 1 , after the separation,

as above, of the sulphates and muriates.

Fifty grains of the insoluble earthy matter now freed from the extraneous

salts was treated with muriatic acid. A strong effervescence took place, and

the digestion was continued for 12 hours, as there was reason to suppose that

carbonate of lime was present. It was now repeatedly washed with pure water,

and the remaining earthy matter, which the acid had not dissolved, separated

and collected on the filter, well dried and weighed : it amounted to 37 grains.

The muriatic solution was now treated with oxalate of ammonia, which threw

down a copious precipitate of oxalate of lime. This being well washed, and

dried, weighed 1 1 grains = 8.6 carbonate of lime.

The remaining solution contained a considerable portion of loose muriatic

acid, which being neutralized with pure liquid ammonia, a portion of alumina

(tinged with yellow oxide of iron) was precipitated. This being separated by

the filter, washed, dried, and weighed, gave 4 grains.

Calculating then for per eentage, the composition of this earthy matter will

stand as follows

:

Matter insoluble in muriatic acid (silica,) 74

Carbonate of lime, 17 2

Alumina and oxide of iron, , 8

Loss, 8

100

A No. 10.—This I found to be chiefly composed of sulphate of soda, with

the carbonate and muriate of soda in considerable proportion.

A No. 15.—This gave a trace of sulphate ; otherwise good salt; though the

crystals are small.

A No. 22^-When tasted gave traces of sulphate.

A No. 24.—Crystals of a pink colour, which disappear in the filtered solution ;

the colouring matter appears to be volatile—sulphate of soda predominates in

this sample ; no carbonate of soda present.
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B No* 1, from an eld deep pit re-opened after 100 years. Examination by tettt.

Nitrate of silver, Copious precipitate.

Nitrate of barytes, Very copious ditto.

Oxalate of ammonia, No change.

Prussiate of potash, Ditto ditto.

Litmus paper, Ditto ditto.

Turmeric ditto, Ditto ditto.

A fair average sample was taken through the whole thickness of the lump.

100 grains exposed to a gentle heat lost 5.5 grains moisture.

100 grains treated with nitrate of barytes gave a precipitate, which after

having been well washed and dried, weighed 136 = 83 sulphate of soda.

The filtered solution treated with nitrate of silver produced a precipitate of

chloride of silver, which after having been well washed and dried, weighed 22

grain § = 10.4 muriate of soda.

The composition of this sample is then as follows

:

Insoluble matter, 1

Moisture, 5 5

Sulphate of soda, (and carbonate ?) -. 83

Muriate of soda, 10 4

Loss, 1

100
A No. 6.—The salt of which got mixed with scum while forming, appeared

ery wet.

When tested, this sample appeared to contain a considerable portion of alkali,

especially the reddish coloured part called scum in the list.

100 grains dissolved, and the insoluble matter separated by the filter, washed

and dried, gave 2 grains.

To the filtered solution was added acetic acid till the alkali became neutralised

;

after which it was treated with nitrate of barytes ; the sulphate of barytes was

precipitated, and having been well washed and dried, weighed 84 grains = 51

sulphate of soda.

Nitrate of silver threw down a precipitate of chloride of silver that weighed

(after washing and drying) 30 grains = 14 muriate of soda.

In order to ascertain the quantity of alkali in this sample, 100 grains were

dissolved in pure water, and treated (drop by drop) with sulphuric acid of speci-

fic gravity 1116 till the exact point of saturation was ascertained, by frequent-

ly testing with litmus paper. Towards the point of saturation a strong effer-

vescence took place. The solution was neutralized after 96 grains of the acid

test liquor had been used, which is equal to 10 per cent, of carbonate of soda.

This sample being very wet, the moisture was ascertained in the usual way,

and amounted to 23 per cent.

This sample, or rather what is called scum in the list, is composed of

Sulphate of soda, 51

Muriate of soda, 14

Carbonate of soda, • 10

Insoluble matter, 2

Moisture, 23

100

5 m 2
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Samples A Not. 25 and 26, called good and superior salt in the list, when

tested, gave traces of snlphate j with this exception the crystals are good and

pure.

The conclusions to be drawn from the preceding details are some-

what at variance with the general impression regarding the Sambkur

salt lakes. At least my own idea, derived from conversation with

natives engaged in the salt traffic, was, that the lake water was a deep

saturated brine, which left so thick a cake of salt on evaporation* in

the hot weather, that it was cut out in blocks on the margin and

brought away on bullocks.

It would seem, however, that the shallow lake, or inundation

would of itself, leave a deposit too thin to be profitably worked

;

and that it is customary to dig reservoirs or kiydrs wherein sever-

al feet depth of water already nearly concentrated to brine, are al-

lowed to deposit their crystals on drying; or the evaporation ia

aided by the introduction of sticks, up which the saline incrustation

rapidly creeps.

The velocity of the spontaneous evaporation under the fierce sun

and scorching winds of the western desert, is well exemplified by

specimens A 15, the bacheh or infant crystals of one day's growth,

through 16, 17, 18, to 19, the 8th day's produce; in the last the

crystals are cubes of full half an inch base. Again we find crystals

of the same size in No. 22, from the evaporation of 8 out of 12

fingers' depth of water in 20 days of the hottest season. In No. 2S

the crystals from 6 inches depth of water are of J inch base. The

size, however, of the crystals depends greatly upon the undisturbed

continuation of the process, and does not give us a clue to the quan-

tity of salt deposited from a given depth of water, whence we might

calculate the saltness of the lake itself at various periods of the sea-

son. The rate of evaporation itself may be estimated from the above

data tolerably well ; thus—" 6 fingers in 8 days"—•• 12 fingers in 20

days"—will be nearly half an inch in depth per diem ! The pits dug

for the reception of the brine seem sometimes to be very deep, 10 or 12

feet ; in these when deserted the deposit proceeds for several years,

forming solid strata of salt separated by a streak of earth washed in

during the rainy season. The accumulation is then dug out in mass

:

but in general the salt for sale is collected as it forms in the brine

pits in a granular state, by which means it is freed from the more

soluble salts with which it is accompanied. The pakka salt of the

byopdris or traders (Nos. 25, 26), is of a large grain—the latter

indeed in half-inch crystals,—and not very clean.
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A circumstance of chief importance elicited by Lieut. Conolly'b

specimens, is the presence of the carbonate and sulphate of soda

in considerable abundance among the saline products of the Sambhur

lake. The greater part of the substance described by the manu-

facturers as refuse or scum, which is stated to be thrown away as

useless, turns out on analysis to be carbonate of soda, contaminat-

ed with sulphate and muriate ; and it is well deserving of inquiry,

whether the discovery of so extensive a store of natron in a state of

great purity, may not be turned to profitable account. In all the

strata cut from the neglected kiydrs the carbonate is seen overlying

the mixed sulphate and muriate, of an efflorescent snowy consistence.

Sometimes the formation of the salt is prevented by its abundance as

(in A 4, 5, 6) ; No. 5, 1 find on analysis to contain 40 per cent, of

carbonate, with 30 of each of the other salts—and a little care in

separating the crystals of these would leave it nearly pure.

Spicular crystals resembling nitre are seen in some of the speci-

mens (A II); they bear a very small proportion to the general mass.

It is but necessary to refer to Mr. Stephenson's examination of other

specimens, to form a clear idea of the conditions best suited for tha

separation and collection of the different salts ; thus in the old desert-

ed pits (B No. 1), the sulphate is obtained nearly pure : in A 6, 10,

it is mixed with carbonate ; in A 5, the latter predominates. As for

the muriate, from its inferior solubility, this salt is readily separated

in a state of purity from the brine.

The small proportion of lime in the earthy residue of A 1 , from the

bed of the lake, rather militates against the expectation entertained

by Lieutenant Conollt from native report, of a subjacent stratum of

this mineral.

The points now wanted to complete Lieutenant Conollt's descrip-

tion of the Sambhur salt manufacture, and the questions naturally in-

duced from the information he has already given, are :

1. A topographical account of the lakes, their extent, general

depth, position relatively to adjacent plains, sands, or hills.

2. The extent of the manufacture, produce, possible increase, price,

and other statistical data.

3. Whether the carbonate and sulphate are worked and used ?

the quantity and price of these.

4. The exact process followed by the native manufacturers or

collectors.

5. The specific gravity of the water, both of the lake and of the

brine pits, at different seasons ; which may be found in the absence

of the means of determining it on the spot, by bottling off a portion
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at stated times. This would also enable us to ascertain whether the

carbonate existed in the water, or whether it was formed during the

evaporation, by the action of the lime or other earths. The presence

of magnesia, of potash, and of iodine also remains an undecided

point, as well as the nature of the pink or amethystine colouring

matter remarked in some of the specimens (A No. 24).

To conclude this hasty note, I may mention that I have found M.
Gat Lubsac's alkalimeter a very convenient instrument for examin-

ing these mixed salts. By preparing three standard bottles of dilute

nitric acid, nitrate of barytes, and nitrate of silver, adapted to his cen-

tesimally-divided dropping glass, the per centage of carbonate, sul-

phate, and muriate, is obtained successively from the same specimen

with great ease and rapidity.

J. P.

X.—Remarks on a collection of Plants, made at Sadiyd, Upper Assam,

from April to September, 1836. By William Griffith, Assistant

Surgeon, Madras Establishment, on duty in Upper Assam.

The following remarks may not be uninteresting, as they concern

a portion of India of which, especially so far as regards its natural

productions, but little is known. I must beg, however, to point out

that they must be considered as outlines only of a slight sketch

;

since the amount of plants collected in Assam does not probably

exceed 1 ,500, and this can scarcely be considered more than one-

fourth of its whole Flora.

The greater portion of Assam that I have seen, may be compared

to an extensive plain, intersected in various manners by belts of jungle,

the breadth of which, although extremely variable, does not, except

towards the hills enclosing the valley, seem to be often very great.

But as we approach towards the eastern boundary, the spots unoccu-

pied by jungle become fewer and less spacious : so that between

Kujoo Ghat on the Noa Dehing, and Nungroo on the Booree Deking, and

in the whole of that direction, the country is almost exclusively oc-

cupied by jungle. The characters of a plain intersected by narrow

belts of jungle is very obvious about Sadiyd, at which place the

collection was almost entirely formed.

The peculiar feature of Assam, especially its lower and central

divisions, consists in the vegetation of its churs, or tracts of sand, very

often of great extent, which are stretched along the Burkmmpooiur.

The breadth of these tracts, taken together, is, in some places, from S
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to 10 miles. They may be said to be throughout their whole extent

exclusively clothed with dense grass jungle.

Up to Rungpoor the eye meets nothing but grasses, and an occasion-

al Bombax, a tree remarkable for its ramification, the branches being

nearly approximated in whorls, and forming right angles with the

trunk. About Buggooa Mookh belts of jungle begin to appear, here

and there approaching to the banks of the river. From this place

upwards the belts increase in extent and number, and from Seloni

Mookh, just below the confluence of the Dihong with the Burhampoo-

tur to Sadiyd, they preponderate much over the grassy tracts. Above

Sadiyd these tracts recommence at least on the northern bank, but

they disappear soon entirely : the grasses that clothe the churs are,

especially throughout Lower and Central Assam, of gigantic size,

some of them often measuring 20 feet in height. They consist of

four or five species of Saccharura, the kuggra, mog, (white,) molaha,

(red) and telee, (blackish,) of the Assamese, and a species of Arundo,

which is perhaps the longest of all, the nul (or podomolee*) of the

natives. Towards Sadiyd, however, very large, tracts are covered with

Imperata Cylindrica, the ooloo-kher of Assam, which grows to the

height of 5 to 7 feet. As the genus Saccharum far preponderates

over the others, and is perhaps during its inflorescence one of the

most conspicuous genera of the order, the appearanee presented by

the churs during the flowering of their occupants, can be more easily

conceived than described.

It may perhaps be convenient to consider the botany of Assam
under the following heads.

I. Botany of the Burhampootur, including the churs.

Of these. Grammes form, as I have said, almost exclusively the

Flora. Of the immediate banks, the predominant order is,—Compo-
site, Polygonese, Scrophularineie, Graminese, (among which is a specie»

of Alopecurus,) Boragineae, have several representatives : from Jor-

hath upwards to Diboroo Mookh, a large annual Ranunculus occurs ex-

tensively, and throughout the same distance large patches not un-

commonly occur of a species of Irematodon, (I. sabulosus, mihiJ a

species of Polentilla is also not uncommonly met with.

II. Botany of the plains.

Predominant plants, Graminese ; of these the most common about

Sadiyd are Imperata cylindrica, Saccharum spontaneum, Saccharum

fuscum (Roxb.) in wet places, and a probably new, large and coarse

species of Panicum. Among these may be found two or three Orchi-

dese, Polygonese, Leguminosa, Cyperaceae, one Viola, and a species of

Exacum which is particularly conspicuous from its bright blue flowers,

* See Buchanan's Dindjpur, p. 168.

—

Ed.
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Those parts of the plains which have at a previous period been

cleared for cultivation, but are now unoccupied, present the usual

tropical features ; and are occupied chiefly by Cyperaceae, among
which occur one or two Graminee, several annual Scrophularinejc,

and small Alismaceae.

HI. Botany of the belts of jungle.

IV. Botany of the foot of the boundary hills.

On this last I am not able to offer any remarks. It will be found

excessively rich in ferns, and next to these perhaps in Cyrthandraces.

The only opportunity that has hitherto been allowed me of visiting

any portion of these boundaries above Gawahatti, occurred at Gmbrve

Purbut ; and I was then fortunate enough to meet with an Alsophila

30 feet high, a Sollyana, (mihi,) and Kaulfussia Asamica. Of the third

division, the botany is very varied ; so much so, that no one promi-

nent feature seems to present itself. It is to this section that birfar the

greater number of species contained in the collection will be found to

belong ; and I shall hence pass in review the orders composing it

—

reserving the few observations I have to make on the most interesting

plants to a subsequent part of this paper.

To those orders, the presence of which indicates the climate of

northern latitudes, or of a tropical one at considerable elevations, I have

appended an asterisk ; and to those which, though usually tropical, in*

elude plants which have hitherto only been found at comparatively

hjgh elevations, I have appended a cross.

Dicotyledones.

*Raminculace>e, 3 Diptcrocarpc-e, 2
•Magnoliaceae, 1 Tiliacets, 5
Anonacew, 6 Eheocarpeas, 1

•Umbelliferas, 7 Lythrariee, 1

Araliflcea;,.. 3 Meliaceas, 8
Aropelideav . . 15 Aurantiacec 7
*Onagrari«, 1 Rbamnese, 5
lioranthacese, 1 Eupborbiaceae, 15
Alangiee, 1 Hippocrateace*, 1

Melagtornace«, 5 Malpigbiaceee, 2
Memecyleae, 2 •Conarie, 1

Myrtacese, 4 Tranthoxyleae, 5
Cucurbitaceie 12 Balaamineas, • 5
fiegoniaceee, , 1 Casyophyllea*, * 4
•Cruciferje, 3 #Rosace«, 6
"Capparideee, 3 Leguminostt, . . 41
•Violariese, 2 Connaracee, 2
Guttiferie, 2 *Cupulifer«, 2
TemetraeraiaceK, 3 Urticeae, 24
Sapindacese, 3 Artocarpese, 18

Hippocastaneee, 1 Stilagineae, 2
Herculiaceie, 1 *Chloranthe«, 1

Bythneriace«, 1 *Saururett, 1

MalvaceK, 4 Piperacese, 5
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•Thymeleas, 1 Acanthaceae, 8

Proteaceae, 1 Scrophalarineae, 20

Laurineae, 6 Orobancheae, 1

Amaraothaceae, 5 Composites, 39

fPolygoneae 12 *Plantagineae, 1

tMemspermeae, 19 •Gentianeae, 1

•Primulaceae,.. .. 1 Apocyneac, 8

Mymneae, 6 Asclepiadeae, 9

Styraceas, 3 Oleinae, 5

Coavolvulacese, 6 Jasmine*, 2

Rubiaceae, 36 •Boragineae, 3

Lobeliaceas, 1 Cordiaceae, 1

•Campauulaceaa, 2 Ehreiiaceac, 4

•Sarabuceac, 1 Solaneae, 6

•Viburueae, ...., 2 Gnetaceac, 1

Cyrthandraceae, 7 Incertae scdia, including Roydaia, 31

Verbenaceae, 11

Labiatae, 14 Total,.. 523

Monocotyledones .

Scitamineae, 9 *Junceae, 2

Canneae, 1 Palmac, 3
Hypozideas 1 Tupiatra, 1

Amaryllideas, 1 tButomeac, 1

Hydrocharideae, 1 Alismaceae, 10

Arordeae, 3 Kriocauloneae, 1

-fSrailaceae, 7 Gramineas, •• 37
Dioacoreiae, 2 Cyperaceae, 28

Ponledereae, 2 —
•OrchidcK 15 Total,.. 126

Polamogeton, 1

Acotyledones.

Eqaiaetaceee, 1 FiliceaJ, 34

Lycopodiaceae, . 5 —
Total,.. 40

Of Anonacea I shall only notice Sphorostemma, Blume. In this

genus the connectivum is highly dilated, and the cells of the anther at

a considerable distance from each other ; and yet from the arrange-

ment of the stamina, bilocular anthers with contiguous loculi result.

it affords another instance of the existence of the peculiar tissue,

until lately supposed to be characteristic of Gymnospermae. In ad-

dition to this singularity, its medulla is traversed longitudinally by

bundles of dense, occasionally branched, woody fibre, which consists

of a superposition or " emboitement" of several layers.

Cucurbitacea. Among these plants occur two genera which appear

to be new, so far at least as the Prodromus of M. Db Candolle is con-

cerned; in which book the article on Cucurbitacese, (by M. Sbringk,)

appears to me to be very unsatisfactory. Of one of the above genera,

I have only seen the male ; it is remarkable for the involute, or rather

gyrate involution of the petals. The second I propose calling Actinos-

temma : it is chiefly remarkable for the complete separation of its sta-

X Chiefly from the foot of the Abor Hills, on the Dihong.

5 N
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mina
; for the " dehiscentia circumcisa" of the fruit ; and, above all, for

the pendulous direction of the seeds. It approaches in some points

to Zanonia. I am not aware whether the peculiar nature of the arillus

of this order has been explained or not ; it is a separation of that

portion of the tissue originally surrounding and in close contact with

the ovula. Hence it is a shut sac ; and hence, too, it is wanting in

Actinostemma, in which the cavity of the ovarium is not filled by a

production from the placentae.

Conarite. In Conaria, of which I have one species from the Abor
Hills, the raphe is certainly external with regard to the axis. I have

not been able to ascertain whether this depends upon any torsion

of the funiculus, which Mr. Brown has stated to be the case in

other instances of a similar anomalous situation.

Of Saururea Houttuynia is the only example. This plant, which was

originally described by Thunbbrq, appears latterly to have been more

misunderstood than by the original describer. I have had no oppor-

tunity, however, of examining the work of Thunbbrq in which the

plant is described. And I ought, perhaps, to except M. Mrter, who
has published " De Houttuynia atque Saurureis," with which work

I am unacquainted. I find each flower throughout the spike, except

perhaps the terminal one, to be subtended by a very small bracte.

Of these, the four lowermost, rarely only three, are highly developed

and petaloid, forming the spatha.

The number of stamina to each flower is, excepting those at the

apex of the spike, almost invariably three, and always equal to the

carpel la entering into the formation of the female organ ; and of these

the third is always next the axis. The terminal flower has from five

to seven stamina ; the space between this and the uppermost trian-

drous hermaphrodite (?) flowers is occupied by an assemblage of male

flowers, with a variable number of stamina, but never greater than

three, and usually, 1 think, two. That such is the structure of this

portion is proved by the presence of bractea, similar to those of the

lower portion, interspersed among the stamina. Dr. Wallicb says,

in Flora Indica, I. 362—" In the numerous spadices which I have

examined, I have with Father Loureiro invariably found three stami-

nas, and as many styles attached to each ovarium : the former above

the base, the latter at the apex of its angles. I have not, therefore,

hesitated continuing this most interesting plant in the very class

and order where it has been placed in the Flora of Cochinchina. Aa

there is no reason for considering it at all different from the original

Japan plant, I am at a loss to account for the difficulty which the

celebrated Chevalier Thunbbrq experienced in determining ita
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1

station in the sexual system ; nor can there be at present any doubt

of its neither belonging to Heptandria, Polyandria, or Moneecia."

Thunbbrg was, however, so far as I can see, right ; for he paid, in all

probability, exclusive attention to the composition of the terminal

flower, on which, in certain cases, the Linnaean rules lay much stress.

Taking this into consideration, Houttuynia may be referred to Hep-

tandria, Polyandria, or Monaecia ; most correctly to the latter, and

least correctly to Polyandria. But as,—so far at least as regards the

Linnaean system,—the most obvious characters are the best, it is ad-

visable to keep the plants still in Triandria Trigynia The structure

of the seed has been likewise totally mistaken. In the Flora Indica,

loc. cit. the embryo is placed at the wrong end of the albumen, and

is mistaken for the embryonary sac. The real embryo is a much
more minute organ contained in this, " the vitellus," or membrane

of the amnios of Mr. Brown. Dr. Hooker describes Dr. Wallich's

account as most correct ; but he does not define the situation of the

embryo otherwise than by saying that it is situated at one end of

the seed. Lastly, the plant does not belong to Aroideae, nor even to

Monocotyledones. Notwithstanding the apparent solidity of true em-

bryo, yet the more important nature of the structure of the stem is

sufficient to point out that it is Dicotyledonous, or rather Exogenous ;

and among these, its true place is, beyond doubt, Saurureae.

Of Thymelea one species only occurs, which is apparently referrible

to no published species of the order. To this I have attached the MSS.

name of Jenkinsia, in compliment to Captain F. Jenkins, Agent to

the Governor General on the North-East Frontier, to whom Botany,

among other sciences, is considerably indebted.

Of Menispermea the majority are interesting. Cissampclos is the

only genus with which I am acquainted, in which the ventral suture of

the ovarium is anticous, or not next the axis. I am not certain whether

the most correct way of understanding the curious structure of the

female flowers is not to assume the aggregation of four flowers, which,

in the only species I have examined, appears constant, as a complete

quaternary division of one only. It remains to be ascertained whether

the singular reversion of the situation of the ventral suture is more

uncommon in aggregate than in solitary carpella.

Of the genus Stauntonia, Assam has two species, but only one is

contained in my collection. The anomalous structure of the fruit has

no doubt been explained by Dr. Wallich in his Tentamen Florae

Nipalensis, in which it is published under the name Holbollia, but

which I am at present unable to consult. 1 find that the placenta-

tion of this genus is similar to that of Flacourtianeae, with which

5 n 2
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order I am not acquainted, and to that of Butomeae ; and hence the

anomalous situation of the seeds. At the period of expansion of the

flower, the ovula are much less developed than is almost universally

the case : they present indeed the appearance of ovula at the earliest

stages of development. I refer to this order a plant with long ra-

cemes of ternarily aggregate fruits, notwithstanding that it has milky

juice, and that the Cotyledons are large, foliaceous and obliquely

situated with regard to each other.

Among the Cyrthandracea a species occurs, (Chiliandra obovata,

mihi,) remarkable for the structure of its mature anthers. These de-

hisce in a labiate and incompletely bivaivular manner, the lower and

smaller valve being alone half reflexed. This valve is compound,

and due to the mutual adhesion of„ the originally distinct inner locel-

lus of each loculus. To this formation 1 have adverted in a short

memoir on Rhizophoreae, published in the Transactions of the Me-
dical and Physical Society of Calcutta, although I was at the time

ignorant of the existence of an example. Assam contains another

interesting species of this family : this, which is remarkable for its

pentangular petaloid calyx, and the " dehiscentia circumcisa," of its

fruit, in which it approaches to Aikinia of Mr. Brown, I propose

calling Cyananthus.

Scrophularianea afford one new genus, (Synphyllium torenioides,

mihi,) an account of which will appear in the Journal of the Madras

Literary Society, edited by my friend Mr. Colk.

Asclepiadea contain some interesting species, of which one consti-

tutes probably a new genus, unless, indeed, it is referrible to Dr.

Wight's Heterostemma, from which it would appear to differ in the

valvular aestivation of the corolla. This species is remarkable for the

aliform processes running along the larger veins of the under surface

of the leaves.

To this order, or to Apocynea?, is to be referred a remarkable plant,

distinguished by the numerous longitudinal foliaceous alse of its

follicles, and, I speak from memory, its serrated leaves. This plant,

which I have seen near Mergui on the Tenasserim coast, seems to

have been sent by Captain Jenkins to Dr. Wallich with many
others, none of which appear, however, to have excited much at-

tention.

Among the Boragincce we find one Myoeotis and a species which,

with the habit of some Anchussc, appears to be not referrible to any

genus of the order. The " umbilicus" occupies the centre of each

carpellum, and is surrounded by an osseous elevated margin. The

origin of this is totally distinct from that of Myosotis, and is wholly

independent of fecundation. The radicle is in addition inferior.
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The Monocotyledonous forms are chiefly those of other parts of

India. Among the Orchide* two species of Calanthe, and two of Po-

gonia occur, as well as one species of Spiranthes. Among the Grami-

neae the most interesting is a Diandrous species of Alopecurus, which

genus is, I believe, new to India ; at least to any portion of the plains.

Of the Cyperaceae, I shall only advert to the existence of four

species of Carex, two of which are, however, from the Abor Hills

;

a third, which was originally sent by Captain Jenkins to Dr. Wal-

lich, appears to be widely distributed, extending from Gawahati to

Jorhdth ; the fourth ; I have only met with about Sadiyd.

But perhaps the most interesting plants of the whole collection are

contained among those " incertae sedis," a division, always to a be-

ginner, of great extent. Most of these are from the lower ranges of

the Abor Hills ; and the appearance of these is quite sufficient to

ensure their being of great interest.

XI.—Note on a Remnant of the Hun Nation. [Vide Chap. 26 of the

" Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire' under the head of «« Ori-

ginal Seat of the Huns:"] By Captain W. Folby.

•• One of the princes of the nation (Hun) was urged by fear and

ambition to retire towards the south with eight hordes, which com-

posed between forty and fifty thousand families ; he obtained under

the title of ' Tanjou' a convenient territory on the verge of the

Chinese Empire." (A. D. 48.)

Now, there are a people located in various parts of the Bama

(Burmese) and Shan (Siamese) empires, who are distinguished by

the appellation of " Ton-soo" or " Ton-dzoo :" they have a language of

their own, and differ in feature, dress, and domestic manners from

the inhabitants of the country in which they reside
;
they never

intermarry with their neighbours, and assert their descent from " a

people who came from the north ;" they are an ugly, swarthy race ;

both men and women closely resembling the picture of the Huns

drawn by Gibbon in his immortal history. Broad faces, flat noses,

small eyes, short, squat (but athletic) figures, are the most prominent

beauties. The men wear their hair long in common with the Bama,

but their dress, which is always of a dark colour, much resembles the

garb of the Chinese: the women have a fillet of dark-coloured

cloth (generally with a red or white border) tastefully arranged as a

head-dress, and falling down over the back ; a mantle of the same

colour and material extending from the shoulders to a little beyond
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the knee, is the only remaining garment. Their legs, which are

extremely thick, are covered with a number of metal bangles ; these,

with the exception of the ear-ring (nad-ddn) are the only ornaments

worn by the females of the Ton-soo race.

I am persuaded that these people are the descendants of the " Tan-

jou" described by Gibbon, a remnant of the ancient Huns ! ! pre-

served during a lapse of i 788 years uncontaminated with the blood of

strangers !

!

Turning over the pages of Gibbon very lately, 1 happened to notice

the subject. I regret exceedingly that I was not aware of this sin-

gular coincidence during the time of my temporary residence in the

neighbourhood of this people—how much might have been elicited

!

XII.

—

Table shewing the breadth of the river Satlaj and the rate of its

current at different stages from Harrike Pattan to its junction with

the Indus at Mithankot.

[Communicated by Capt. C M. Wads*.]

Names of tbe Stages.
fi'C
m

3
u
nA
*»

.

Kts.Ft.

1 32
1 24

I 32
1 30
1 20
1 22
1 40
2 00
1 13

1 3d
1 13

1 41§
2 00
1 41

2 00

Names of the Stages. 11
•- *•

I

O .

In

yards.
In

yards. Kts.Fi.

At Harrike, 352
220

At Pala, 306
360
38

1

176
30«

616
220
30R

572
60S
577
572
853

1 05

t , Nurpur, 9 03

,, FirozpCir,

,, Maradot,..
.. KhGchtn

305
523
154
220
30S

1

264
154
418

1

264
4-4

,. Khvrpur 1 34

,, Nur Mohamad kigoth.
,, (itildera

1 04
1 30

M Bahawalpur, or Bin-
ririwalA, 1 06

t , Jagvairn
1

Salemkii, ...

,, Juwumla Bunga,
, Chtttml

11 Nalmrwala,
,, Huddukc,

2 01
2 00

11 Mirpur 1 04

t , Hachawalt.

,, Jhulna,
vf Makkhanbett
i, Sitpur

,, Shydana*

tt Mithankot,

* 00
1 40

,, Akoki 572
198
266

2 01

tt Kliajh Bazldnur .. .

.

., Nunkch,
|

1 13

• We were ia hopes ere this to hare been favored with a copy of Captain

Wade's journal and surrey of the river Satlaj, for publication. Specimens of

the soil and rocks on the banks have been long in our possession, awaiting fur-

ther illustration, which want of leisure has doubtless prevented.—Eo.
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TABLE, No. 2.

Shewing the distance of th^Stages in Miles, and the Soundings* of the

Riverfrom stage to stage.

Names of Stages.

From Harrike to

,, Bund&Ji to ....

,, Firozpur to .,

,, Mamdot to..

.

„ Khtighgi to .,

,, Karrian to...

,, Laduketo....
,, Jagvaira to...

,

Juwunda Bunga,
Ch finoi to
Bachawali to
JhulnJito

Akokito
Khajh Bazldpur,
N (inkeh to ....

Palato
N(irp(ir to

,, Khyrpur to

Nurmohamad,
Gtilderato ....

Bahawalpur to

.

NaharwalA to .

Budduke to . .

.

Mirpur to

Makkhanhela,
Sitpur to
Shydana* to .

.

Mithankot,

Sounding. At.

13 14 feet.

10 10,8,13,16,12,11,12,10,11,9,12,14,12.
14 11,12,14,14,14,12,12,6,5,6,6,7,8,12,11,14,6.
13 8.8,12,6,6,6,6,5,13,8,5,5,5,12,14,10,

9 10,18,16,22,11,10,11,9,12,2,
13 12, 12,12,9,9,7, 14, 12,9,1 1,15,6, 15,1 1,15,8,7, 15,17t 14.

23 7,6,5,13,5,12,10,12,13,22,14,9,20,9,12,14,12,22,11,
10,14,14,6,6,14,10,1 1,5,3,5,10.

8§ 14,14,14,6,6,14,10,5,5,5.

11 8,10,14,10,12,9,12.9,10,8,7,7,13,6,12,12.
13 8,11,13,12.8,7,0,6.3,5,8,12,12,14,14,8,8,8,6.

16 8,8,9,9,6,14,15,14,8,7,12,16,11,16,15,15,16,12,12,14,

9,11,6,7,6,6.
13 6,14,14,15,12,9,11,11,11,114,8.9,10,7.18,14,18,13.
15 12,12,9,8,6,7,6,5,9,1 1,13,12,8,7.6 6,6,5.

12 5,4,6,7,11,12,14,3,3,3,3,4,7,11,11,24,4,4.
13 14,14,11,7,16,12,8,11,8,8,9,9,6,7,12,13,18,11.
24 11,16,9,7,6,7,13,14,15,6,7,9,20,8,6,8 7,8,12,14,15,6,

7,9,15,9,10,10,11,7,14,16,16,16.
20 7, 10,6,1 1,12, 18, 14,1 2, 1«,9, 16, 12,1 1, 12, 11,6,8,1 2,11,

7,5,12,10,11,11,9,14,11,13.

10)9,11,14,15,14,15,11,11,12,16,7,6,15,8,7.
12 7,5,11,6,7,11,16,9,12,18,19,11,11,9,7,20,8.
11j li;9,8,16, 18,13,9,13,14,18,18,8,9,12.

11 12,13,7,12,11,9,6,9,8,7,6,9,12,18,9.

54 9,12,16,16,13,7,6,14.
14 7,6,14,17,16,13,7,11,20,16,12,13,14,12,12,18,12,11,

14,12.
13 9,7,15,9,7,9,12,19,15,9,18,14,18,24,21,19.
10 14,11,17,18,14,12,14,16,7,9,12.
14 24,24,15,13,14,9,14,17,24,12,12,12,12,12,12.13.
15 11,9,8,14,12,12,13,24,17,12,13,14,17,18,15,24,27.

10*
10
8

13

ni

11

9
10

9

10|
11*

8

10$

11*

10*
11*

lit
10

11§

16
14

13

15

14

TABLE, No. 3.

Shewing the distances both by water and landfrom Ropar to the princi-

pal towns on the Satlaj asfar as Mithankot.

Names of places with their distance from
Ropar.

From Ropar to Lodiina* or Filor Ghat,

„ Ditto to Harrike,

,, Ditto to Firozpur, .. .

,

,

Ditto to Mamdot,
,, Ditto to GaurjianA,

,, Ditto to Fatehpur,

,, Ditto to Bahawalpur,

,, Ditto to Cuch,

,, Ditto to Mithankot,

Akbari Kos. Statute Miles.

By water. By land. By water. By land.

37 32 461 40
86| 77 1084

1324
96

104 95 119
118} 1054 1484 132
174 149 2164 186

274 224 3424 282
307 248 385 313
346 277 433 337
381 3104 4764 3S8

• These soundings were taken between the 1st of Jan. and 7th of March, when
the river is at its lowtst depth throughout.
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XIII.

—

A Comparative view of the daily tfinge of the Barometer H dif-

ferent parts of India. By Jambs Prinsbp, Sec. As. Soc. Jjrc.

The friends who have for the last two years favored meJuith

copies of their Meteorological Registers, have doubtless accuse! me
of a most ungracious requital of their labours, in the long slumber

to which they have apparently been devoted in my editorial escru-

toire ! Such is not absolutely the true state of the case ; but the num-

ber attached to the accompanying plate4* will, I fear, testify against me
to the extent of having kept back for nearly a year, the curious facts

that had been elicited from the possession of so many valuable re-

cords of the weather.

The fact is, that the prompt attention with which my appeal was

answered by observers of the weather in numerous parts of India,

served as a check to the immediate publication of the materials sup-

plied. The very voluminous dimensions of such registers, and their

dry and unperusable nature, even by the few who would like well to

consult them, set me about contriving some method of condensing

their results into convenient compass, and exhibiting them to the eye

in a manner more perspicuous than could possibly be accomplished

by a mass of mere figures.

The usual form of a diagram of zigzag lines from point to point

would apply tolerably well to a series of single daily observations,

taken at a particular hour, and would trace out in a gently undulat-

ing curve, the course of annual variation ; but if made to embrace the

double daily oscillation, now well known to be steadily pursued by the

Barometer in intertropical climates, it was evident that the alternations

would be too confused on a small scale to be followed pleasantly by the

eye. A slight modification suggested itself, as calculated to remove

all objections to this mode of displaying the phenomena, without taking

in any degree from the accurate notation of the fixed points of obser-

vation, while it represented more palpably the amount of daily oscil-

lation. The modification to which I allude will be readily understood

by inspection of Plate XIV. It consists in breaking the connection

between the consecutive days, and merely laying off, in short parallel

lines, the interval between the maximum and minimum readings of the

instrument. The proximity of the lines enables the eye to fancy

an imaginary line drawn centrally through them to represent the

mean course, without the necessity of drawing it, while errors of the

tenth of an inch, so liable to occur, and so difficult of detection in t

series of figures, became at once obvious and remediable. The chief

• It was fint printed as Plate IX. subsequently altered to XIV.
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advantage, however, of the plan of parallel lines was, that type might

be adapted to express the observations with as much facility as to a

figured statement. Having the brass rules of my calendric scales

already divided according to the days of the year, it only would be

requisite to cast a quantity of rules of the thickness of one day, and

exactly one-tenth of an inch in breadth ; the printing surface of some
being retained of the full length, and that of others reduced succes-

sively one hundredth, two hundredths, three hundredths, &c, so that

nine varieties, and a large supply of blanks or quadrates of the same

dimensions, would be sufficient to lay off any series correct to the

hundredth of an inch, which is ample for most purposes. I here give

a sample of this mode of registry in type, although, as I had previous-

ly engraved a copper-plate divided for the purpose, I have not, on the

present occasion, made any use of the typographic plan, in spite of the

far greater expedition and precision of which it is capable.

Madras. Calcutta. Tirhtit. Cawnpore. Simla. Nipal
3*>.0 ?9.5 29.5 29.0 29.0 23.0 25.0

iy> q 1 1 1 1
1

I I ( 1 I i i 1 I :

&4
10 i|
15 -1

•^ c
j
% p

5= =_ =
zs\ J& '""Is

20 -S ja a EST, ~J -=a. T^lL

25 -| 3=" Sr -5 ^F ^ J1

30 — = =_ _= =T ~ .=.

It is merely necessary to denote by figures at the top, the value of

the neutral line from which each set of readings is to be estimated right

and left, m some even division of the inch, as 29.50 inch for Calcutta;

29.00 inch for Tirhut, or 25.00 for Nipal, &c. To reduce the lines into

figures when requisite, an ivory inch scale may be applied, but this

will seldom be necessary if such linear tables are accompanied by

monthly abstracts in the ordinary form : the chief advantage of the

lines being to shew at a glance the variations of pressure or other

phenomena, during the month, in a very small compass, and for many

localities at the same time.

Having thus explained the principles upon which the accompanying

plate was filled up,—a work of no small patience by the way, seeing

that it contains 13 columns of 365- double entries, or nearly 10,000

individual measurements laid offby scale to the hundredth of an inch,

—

I will proceed to notice, first, the authorities whence the various

columns are derived ; and, secondly, the instructive and highly curious

facts it discloses.

The Madras column is extracted from the registers published by

Mr. Taylor, the H. C.'s Astronomer at Madras, in the Journal of the

Literary Society at that place. For the Bombay column I am indebted

5 o
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to my brother Assay Master, Mr. Noton, who kindly sent me copies

of some registers made mostly during his absence. The series is broken

in many places, and the observations between June and October,

1834, were evidently taken by an inexperienced hand. The single

line marked Socotra is from the register kept by Captain Haines

while engaged in the survey of the island. As the hours chosen by

him were not those of the maximum and minimum, I thought it best

to confine myself to the noon readings as a mean of the day. The

Calcutta columns are taken from my own registers, published in this

Journal. The Tirhdt diary was kept at my request by my cousin; the

late Mr. Thomas Dashwooo, Judge at Mogqfferpur, who kept it up

unremittedly for three years and a half, indeed until a very few days

before his sudden and lamented death*. One year of this series has

already been published at length in the 2nd and 3rd volumes of the

Journal. For the Cawnpore register I am beholden to Colonel G. Pox-

lock, C. B. of the artillery. This series is unfortunately intermit-

tent, from his having been obliged to send his barometer to Calcutta,

in December, 1834 : which, however, furnished an opportunity of com-

paring it with my own standard. A little to the right of the Cawn-

pore line for 1834, are entered the observations of Mr. Ritchie at

Bancoora, for April and May, also abruptly terminated by his falling an

untimely victim to the climate.

The last series to the right I owe to Captain Robinson of the

Nipul Residency ; it was made partly with his own and partly with

Mr. Hodgson's instrument, which will account for the shifting of the

index point in June, 1834. In March also two adjustments were

attempted by boiling the tube. These do not affect the utility of the

register, when once noted. Captain Robinson's tables are invaluable

from the number of periods during the day they embrace, but these

will be alluded to hereafter in summing up the figured abstracts.

I was disappointed of getting any observations from the western

hills, (the seat of the grand trigonometrical operations still going

forward in those parts,) until after the plate had been long finished

and the whole edition struck off, when Mr. H. Si Bouxderson of

Moradabad kindly transmitted me a file of observations taken by his

brother, Mr. S. M. Boulderson, at Simla, between May and Novem-

ber, 1834. Rather than lose the valuable additional evidence which

this register, at a position elevated about 7000 feet, and situated 400

miles to the west of Katmandhu, would afford, 1 have caused it to be

* An apoplectic fit terminated his life of exemplary public service and pri-

vate worth, at the very moment of hit quitting employment, and retiring home

to dcTote hit latter days to the education of his family, in England.
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inserted, under the Bancoora column, heading the index line 23.50,
to correspond with the average range of the barometer at Simla*
and have reprinted the plate.

The first feature in the table that attracts attention is an almost per-
feet parallelism in the march of the barometer at Calcutta, Bancoora,
Mozafferpur, Cawnpore, Nipal and Simla—places situated many hun-
dred miles asunder from 22£° to 28° north latitude, and 80° to 88° east
longitude, with altogether differently prevailing winds and climates,

and opposite geographical features. The same parallelism continues
even as far south as Madras, but the excursions are there much sub-
dued in every respect, and occasional deviations are observable, which
seldom or never occur in the three Gangetic lines, except from such a
local hurricane as that experienced in the immediate neighbourhood
of Calcutta on the 3rd August, 1834. Between Bombay and Calcutta,

little conformity of detail can be perceived, though the general direc-

tion is symmetrical. There is, however, considerable accordance

between Bombay and Madras, the former having from its higher

latitude a wider range of oscillation, both annual and intermediate.

The direction of the wind (at least of the lower stratum) alone

seems quite insufficient to account for the barometrical variations, al-

though it is generally true that the mercury rises with the prevalence

of northerly, and falls with that of southerly winds, as might be expected

from the different specific gravity of a warmer or colder atmospheric

column. That the moon also has no regular influence appreciable on
the scale of my table, must be, I think, also granted ; for as many
instances occur of a falling as of a rising barometer at the changes of

lunar phases. The course of the thermometer, on the contrary, seems

to have a decided connection with that of the barometer. This is

exemplified in the comparative uniformity of the Madras line, and the

increased curvature at other places. For convenience of division I

assumed the tenth of an inch, as representing 10 Fahrenheit degrees of

temperature. Had 1 taken double that amount, the general thermome-

* Having the former copy of the plate at hand, I have distributed it detached

along with the other, hoping it may attract notice and procure me a fuller

collection for some future year.

I have been also favored with a daily barometrical series for 1836 at Bangalore,

by Dr. Mouat, but 1 have reason to think that the instrument used was sluggish

in its movements. I trust, however, for the ensuing year, the labours of this zeal-

ous observer will be made available by the possession of better instruments. I

have further many other broken series from Attarn t Kyouk Phyoo, Candy, &c.

but they are generally wanting in the barometer. A short series was also kept

for me by Lieutenant Montrion, I. N. at the head of the bay in January and

February, 1833.

5 o 2
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trie curve.for the year would have heen nearly symmetrical with that

of the barometer, except during the rainy season.

It should be remarked, that the daily undulations of temperature for

Calcutta and Tirhut, are the extremes indicated by a register thermo-

meter exposed to night radiation and noonday sun : those for Madras

are only the variations of morning and afternoon heat in the shaded

air. They both, however, but the former more distinctly, shew to the

eye the influence of clouds and rain in diminishing the diurnal ex-

cursion ; and in this respect a direct accordance is also observable in

the reduced diurnal motion of the barometer ; as I long since pointed

out to be the case in regard to the Benares tables published in the

Asiatic Researches, vol. XV.
Another material point to be noticed in the plate is the gale of the

3rd of August, when the Calcutta barometer dropt down to 28.8 inches

passing (on the plate) through the Tirhutcolumn, which isonly partially

affected. There is in all the lines a decided fall at the same period, but

only of an ordinary extent, apparently unconnected with the disturbing

cause of the Calcutta storm. Any who have witnessed the gathering of

a north-wester during the calm serenity of a sultry evening, and have

watched the turbulence of the clouds and commixture of upper cur-

rents prior to the sudden and furious generation of the whirlwind

below, will be prepared to consider the hurricanes and gales oflonger

duration as equally insulated in their origin, only upon a much larger

scale of operation. A sudden condensation of aqueous, or perhaps of

gaseous matter, whether by electricity or simple cold, would, by-draw-

ing upwards toward the vacuous space, the under air, cause a fall in

the barometer as certainly as if there were an absolute removal of

superincumbent weight, for which there would be no mode of account-

ing ; and this upward current could not take effect without the pro-

duction of a horizontal current of corresponding degree and velocity.

The last point of instruction to be gained from the present plate,—

and it is a very important one,—is the reliance that may be placed on

the measurement of barometrical altitudes taken by comparing the

observed height at places so distant as Cawnpore, or in the mountain-

ous regions of the Himdlayas with the register of a stationary in-

strument at Calcutta. I confess I always had misgivings on the com-

parability inter se of such distant readings, until as it were my hand

refuted the doubts of my mind. The engraving shews that a dozen

contemporaneous observations (that is, observations not made at the

same instant, but at the same relative hour), would be ample for fixing

the altitude of a place within moderate limits. Moreover, it shews that

no reference of an observed height to a fixed unit (as 30 inches), as*
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suroed as the barometric zero at the level of the sea, can possibly be

trusted : hence the advantage of maintaining a constant register at

one or several fixed spots ; nay, it may be almost regarded as a public

desideratum, where, as in India, the Government has so much to learn

of the physical geography of its vast territories.

Want of space has prevented my including in the plate the thermo*

metric columns for 1835 ; but the temperature does not require such

minute discussion as the pressure, for obvious reasons. The hygro-

metrical phenomena also are rather unsuitable to graphic illustration.

The monthly averages to which we must now pass will, it is hoped, be

sufficiently comprehensive in these departments to cause no regret at

the unavoidable suppression of the daily registers.

Beginning, then, with the Bombay and Socotra series we have the

following

Abstract of Bombay Observationsfor part of 1834, by Mr. Henderson :

for 1835, by Mr. S. Frazkr.

3 P. If.

79.2
80.0
82.0

. . Sunday Obs. carent.

.. ditto.

from 12th to 16th carent.
16 to 20 ditto.

2, 3, 8 to 10 ditto.

Barometer uncorrected Thermometer.

10 A. M. Noon. 3 P. M. 10 A. M. Noon.
1834.

January, . 30.06 30.03 29.98 76.5 77.5
February,

.

30.03 30.00 29.95 77 2 78.7
March, .. 30.01 29.97 29.93 79.5 85.5

1835.
January, .

February,

.

March, ..

April,

May, ....

June, ....

July
A ugrust, .

.

September
October,..
November,
December,

Barometer reduced to 32°.

29.974 29.939 29.889
.898 .907 .853
.875 .837 .788
.890 .851 .790
.779 .752 ,736
.662 .639 .612
.610 .605 .579
.668 .663 .630
.730 .727 .626
.823 .786 .729
.985 .941 .900
.980 .957 .902

29.824 29.800 29.753

} 30th Oct. to 3rd Nor. carent

from the 25th carent.

Means,

Mr. Noton, fancying I was only in want of the barometrical se-
ries, has omitted to send that of the thermometer or of the weather
in general. His own observations for many years on the climate of
Bombay are, however, published, and will supply the deficiency when
we come to take a general review.

Abstract of Observations taken on the coast of Socotra, on board the
H. C. S. Palinurus, H. B. Haines, Commander, in 1834.

Month.

January, .

February,.
March, ..

June,
July,

Barometer at 32°. Thermometer.
8 a.m. Noon. 18 P.M. 8 a.m. Noon. SP.M.
29.429 29.416 29.414 76.7 80.7 79.4

.405 .396 .395 77.2 80.5 78.5

.393 .377 .370 75.5 81.0 80.9

.093 .087 .077 86.9 91.5 90.0

.089 .082 .082 84.0 87.0 86.2

Wind. Weather.

ENE. cloudy, 7 days rain.
ENE. hazy and squalls.
NE. calms— clear.

SW. hard gales.
_-„, .... _„ ._- .™ w ,. w „,.„ W4 SW. hard gales.

The last two months' journal contains also the readings at 4 a. m. sunrise, 3 p. m.
and sunset ; but necessarily on board a ship in heavy weather, the diurnal oscillations
cannot fairly be estimated.
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821 Abstract of Meteorological Tables. [Die.

We may now pursue the same course with Mr. Dashwood's tables

for Tirhut, from December, 1 833, (prior to which they have already been

inserted,) first only reducing the barometric altitudes to 32°. Mr. Dash-
wood, following my recommendation of tapping the tube before reading

off, has, as I expected, made the daily oscillation considerably greater than

ia his first register. Thus also my new standard barometer is found to

oscillate full a fifth more than the old, so that the real external change
c ; pressure during the day is hitherto only approximately known, and
li;iv perhaps be nearer l£ than 1 -tenth of an inch.

Monthly Abstract of Meteorological Observations, kept daily at Moxaferpir
in Tirhut, from the 1st December, 1833, to the 31rt Mag, 1836, by the

late Thomas Dashwood, Esq. C. S.

Month.

1833.

December, .

.

1834.

January, .

.

February, ..

March,
April,

May,
June,
July
August,
September,
October,. . .

.

November,..
December, .

.

1833.

January,...,
February, ..

March, ....

April,

May,
June,
July,
August,
September, .

October, . .

.

November,.

.

December,

.

1836.

January,. ..

February, ..

March, ....

April,

May,

Means, 1833.

Means, 1834.

Means, 1835.

Barometer
reduced
to 32".

Thermometer
in doors. outside.

9*am
inch.

29.662

29.670)29
29.650 29
29.550
29.470
29.281

29.20
29.252

29.280
29.373
29.52*

29.722

29.762

4$ PM
inch

29.570

19.572

531

29439
29367
29. 19*

29.13*

29.167
29.19*
29.264
29.450
29.621

29.660

9£aM

o
62.0

68.0
64.6

72.»

77-«

84.2

83
84.0

83.*

83.*

79.
r

71. £

65.1

2977?|
29.761
29.675,

29.659
29.472
29.377
29.331

J

29.399
29.494
29605!
29.829
29,772

29-775
29.697
29.499
29.409
29.275

29 687
29.672
29.601
29.52**

29.365

29.306

[29.268

29.310
29.380

J29.5I8
29.741

29.671

29.678
29.598
29.393
29.291
29.185

29.433
29.476
29.595

Mean of 3 ys. 29.501 29.41 1 75.9

29. 348
29.383
29.503

44>M;Max.Min

59 5
650
71.6

78.4
82.4
83.0
81.9
82.8
81.5

78.1

67.8
61.0

56.8
61.8
73.6

1

78.9
83.3

76.0
75.6
76.1

o
64.1

61.0
692
76.4

78.6
85.5
85.4

85.6
85.4

81.7
61.0
74.0

67.8

63.1

696
76.5
80.2
83.

7

84.6
8*.5

84
8S.f

80.4

71.7
64.6

60.6
65.5
77.2
80,4
85.1

79.0
77.6

77.1

o
70.1

68.6

75.5
85.4

912
10S.6

95.4
92.3
90.3

89.8
85.2

73.8

70.7

65.5
72.8
83.0

93.9
95.3

939
88.8

88.2;

86.8
82.0

72.4

65
72.2
86.5

94.4

97.8

87,0
85.5
82.6

77.9 85,4

o
54.fe

48.5

66.4

63.7

63.4

75.3

76.8

77.7

77-9
7tt.O

74.0

57-7

33 6:

44.5

62.8

57.7
66.6
7«.l

74.

73.9
73
71.3
64.8
63.6

47.0

41.4

48.3
60.2
66.8

73.5

69.1

67.4
62.8

66.4

Winds
Number
of days.

W.B.N.S.

18 13

20
14

16
11

1

7

3
9

23
21

22
12

26
14

6

10

IS

3
18

16

13

21
12

7
11

3

12 1 1

14 1

18 1

31

29
30
21 2
20
9
5 2
10 v.

Weather.

fogs and showery.

10 l o dear, cold.

9
15

4
16

26
29
17 1

17 1

25 1

11 9
5 1

18

1 fair, changing.
9 W.inday.B.at sight.
do. 4 northwesters.

3 wind strong at night,

14 Cloudy and squally.

16earthquake on 11th.
^'changeable.
10 fair, earthquake.
10 gale on 4th,wet,Inc.

fine, clear.

3 hazy, fogs in mora.

1 do. clear days.
4 4 squalls, fine.

2 cloudy, fair.

4 frequent squalls.
4 sereral storms.

1 very heavy hail 14th.
21 constant rain.

14 3 storms, fair.

6 6 northwe€ters,fair.
1 light winds, fair.

dear, 1 fog.

heavy fogs, l aqualL

10

17
14 2
15
22

132 232 ?

125 209 6 1

150 192 6 2

1 natural ice A nights.
6 changeable, fair.

3 fair, 2 storms.
W. mora, B. night.
dear, squally.

The depth of r

was not noted.

General mean, 29.456 ' 76.9 I 75.9 | I
W

- }
E-

The Tirhtt Barometer had not been compared with my standard.
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1836.] Abstract of Meteorological Tables. 823

The Caumpore table needs no particular remark. The daily notices

of the weather are very full, but unfortunately there is no possibility

of abbreviating them. I have attempted in some measure to meet

this difficulty, as in the Tirhut tables, by numbering the days of each

prevailing wind, and of rain. The predominance of easterly winds

strikes me as rather anomalous during the hot season ; but I have wit*

nessed the same irregularity at Benares. The hot westerly wind is

purely a day breeze, and very rarely extends to the eight, which is

generally calm, or has a light air in the opposite direction.

Abstract of a daily Register of the Weather at Caumpore, kept by

Col. G. Pollock, C. B. during the years 1834 and 1835.

in a. m. 4 P. M.

Thermo- Thermo-
meter. & meter. Wind, days.

iMonth.
a3

a
iS V ^3

C
.

m
i
X < CQ

o
X < N. |E S. W. 3

1834. inches
I

1

Jan... ..

Feb. .. 29.693 — — — — — — ( - 8 a only 15 days observed.
March, 29-50 77-1 — — — — 4 1*2 — 14 i clear, one storm.
April, .. 29.403 40.0 — — — — 5 9 — 10 3 terrific dust, storm 15th
May, .. 29.21

:

S6.1 — 29. U4 S9.fi — — 14 1 15 — wind chgd.to W.atnoon
June, .. 29.J20 S6.5 90.4 29.045 86.7 94.! 2 Ifi — 1

1

7 do. frequent squalls.
July, .. 29.l2t S4.8 85.2 29.053 85.8 S7.0 I ;25 — 5 5 a few light showers.
Aug. .

.

29.180 -s4.:< 84.6 29.108 86.0 87.1 4 14 1 12 U wind variable, cloudy.
Sept 29.271 32.5 82.1 29.189 83.3 83.9 3 20 J 6 17 much rain, cloudy.
Oct..... 29.4<>9 77.5 77.2 29.375

72.8 ,29.570

80.5 k0 7 10 J4 — 7 4 wind strong, l storm.
Nov.... 29.640 71.2 76.3 77.7 3 J 1 8 — 13 days obs. clear.

Dec. .. — 64.6 64.0

—

69.3 71.0 20 5 1 s 4 clear ; rain at Xtmas.
1835.

Jan — i9.5 58-1 — 67.7 69.5 6 4 — 2 — strong winds, cloudless.
Feb.. .. — 64.0 64 3 — 71.0 74.7 8 t> 2ll2 1 light clouds, I squall.

March, — 70.7 72.9 — 73.8 81.4 3 s 3 17 3 strong winds & squalls.
April, .. — 77.8 85.0 — 73.3 92.1 6 ] 61 8 B dust storms, cloudless.
May, .. — 82.0 93-0 |

— 81.6 1011,0 1 16 3| 9 3 unusually hot.

June, .. 29.243 82.8 87.4(29.237 83.5 93.0 2 19 2 7 13 rains begun 16th.

July, .. 29.285 81.8 86.2 29.267 83.3 38.1 1 e 7 17 i 1 heavy clouds, rain light.

Aug. . 29-432 82.4 87.6 29.360 S3. 4
t>0.3 3 13 4 11 \ much rain, cloudy.

Sept 29.543 81.0 95.5 29.445 81.7 ^8.6 9 Ifi 1 5 8 cleared on the 25th.

Oct — — — — — — — — ...

r 29.656 29.573 Col. Pollock's Barom.
Nov. <

f

.922

,870
.676

69.7 .8
r

.751

.67

74.6 Dr. Dempster's do.
Mr. Campbell's do.
Col. Pollock's do.

Dec. < .955 64.6 .70 700 Or. Dempster's do.

(9dys.) 1 .898
I

.78?
i 1

VI r. Campbell's do.

The error of Colonel Pollock's instrument when compared with

my standard in April, 1835, was only— .059. It is difficult therefore

to account for its standing so much lower than Dr. Dempster's, and

Mr. Campbell's, unless some accident happened to it on its return to

Cawnpore.

The Bancoora series, being limited to two months, will not admit

of an abstract ; we may therefore pass to the Nipal tables.
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824 Abstract of Meteorological Tables. [Die

Abstract of Daily Barometrical Observations, made at Katmandhu in Nepdl, by Cept.

G. H. Robinson.

d
Mean height of Barometer reduced to 32* for the hours

5
r
3

S

E *

a A.M.
7 S 10

in.

.149

.240

.320

.407

.493

11

in.

.162

.168

.259

.333

.435

12

in.

.144

.159

.310

.423

.395

292
.170

,125
.219

.289

.367

1*«9

P.M.
2

in.

.101

.109

.168

.355

.250
•.125
•.184

*.169
•.238

.313

.390

a

in.

.235

.328

I"

4

in.

.070

.096

.161

233
.354

.317

.221
•.114
•.073
•.153
.218

.295

.425

.363

5 6 7

in.

*.?64

.361

.341

*.24o

•.147

•.102

•.17*

•.S3*
.305

1 .417

6 7 -

..L
.. :*

-

•Ml .

'

1833.

July
Aug
Sept. ....

1834.

July
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov

Ift35.

April,.. ..

May,
June,
July
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec

in.

25.168
.171

.257

.325

.413

.401

.305

.19S
*.142
*.233
•.315

•.084

•-5J3

•.4S7

it

A'
r
.3,

.4i

.

6

s

4

in

11

.13

.I.

.2C

.2:

.:*

I

:

6

a

in.

.073

.10i

.174

.240

• •

iu.

.119

.053

.233

in.

.129

.15*
169

i

25.126
.1*8
.C2S

.399
-301
-*8-
.143
.'87

.319

.391

.539

.493

Abstract of Thermometrical Observations, made simultaneously with the above.

Ji

Thermometer inside the house. Thermometer outside.

C A .M. P.M. A. M. P. M z

a 7 8 10 11 12 1 2 4 5 6 8 7 10 13 2

1833.

July, . 75.2 79.2 69.3 84.* 9.* 1

Aug... 73.9 76-7 . 696 .

.

81 M »

Sept. . 73.4 .. 77.1 .. .. .. 67.9 78.5 • • *

1834.

July, . 74.6 75.4 76.6 77.4 77.9 78.3 77.9 77.7 77.2 77-0 . .

,

.

.

14.43*

Aug... 73.7 74.5 76.3 71. i' 77.8 78.0 77 4 76.7 76.9 76.3 .. .

,

.

,

,

.

1

Sept. . 73.3 73.9 76.3 77.9 78.3 78.1 77.3 75.3 77.6 . , ,

.

,

„

II,SH
Oct... 66.2 66.2 69-2 69.8 70.2 70.7 71.4 71-3 70.2 ,. . .

Nov. . 60.0 61.7 .. 63,1 63.0 «6.i .. 65.0 65.2 >

183*;.

April,. 64.1 .. .. 67 7 .. 67.7 68.5 .. .. .. 54.7 72.8 74.3 71.8 3

M*ty, • 69-3 .. 71.3 73.2 74.2 •« .. 62.9 77.1 78.0 77.1
June,. 73.3 75.3 •76-2 *76.4 .. .. 69.3 60.3 79-9 •76.9 •

July, . •73.8 .. 75.2 ,

,

75.7 .. 76.7 •76.4 .. .. .. •73.4 77.6 31-0 795 •74.5

Aug... •73.0 .. 74.2 75.2 .. •76.5 •76.0 .. .. .. •69.0 76.1 79.8 -70.6 *7«.9

Sept. . •71.4 72-8 ., 74.1 75.5 75.6 .. M.d 74.0 76-1 76.1 74.0
Oct... •64.0 65.8 67.6 69.7 70.6 .. •55.0 64.7 *8.8 7i.i ffLi
Nov. . •55.4 56.5 58.4 .. 60.3 61.5 .. .. .

,

•40.5 50.7 58.4 63.7 m 1

Dec... •50.6 .. 50.8 • « 51.6 •• 53.3 54.5 •• •• •• •34.5 41.9 49.3 54.4 54.1

The items marked with an asterisk were taken half an honr later than tne hoar Indicated at tit

top of the column.
In Jnly, August and September, 1833, the register notes only the minima and maxima tessperatut*.

but to save room 1 have supposed these to accord with the hours of 7 a. m. and * p. m.
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1836.] Abstract of Meteorological Tablet. 825

Of the two barometers registered at Katmandku, that of the Resi-

dent has been preferred, for 1834. Capt. Robinson's tube for that

year stood a quarter of an inch lower, and was hardly sensible to the

diurnal oscillation. After boiling it in the month of September, however,

it rose to within .02 of H.'s, and exceeded the latter in oscillation by

.03. This and the circumstance of the hour of maximum 9 to 10 a. m.

being unfortunately omitted among the numerous periods of the day

selected for register, render not only the absolute amount of diurnal

motion still uncertain for Nipdl, but also prevent our calculating

the annual average. I hope the series 1 am now promised by Dr. A.

Campbell for 1837 will supply the want.

1 reserve for a separate notice the calculated elevations connected

with the Nipdl series, as they are affected by the error alluded to in

the preceding remarks, of assuming 30 inches for the barometric

zero at the level of the sea.

The state of the wind in the valley has not been noted, but the fall

of rain is recorded with precision, the average amount being about

50 inches.

The series for Simla does not comprehend an entire year, and will

not therefore furnish averages. The temperature appears to be that

of the interior of the house.

Abstract of Meteorological Register kept at Simla, from the \5th May to

the 2\st November, 1834. Eg S. M. Bouldbrson, Esq.

Month.

Miy,
Jane,
July,

August,
September,
October, .

.

November,

Barometer at 32°.

10 a.m. 4 p. m. 10 P. M

23.816
.784

.79*

.827

.908
24.013

.092

.773

.723

.729

.777

.832

.942

.041

.802

.774

.784

.803

.872
978
.073

.033

.061

.065

050
.076
.071

.051

Thermometer.

10 A. m. 4 p. m. 10 P. M

74.0
70.8
67.4
68.5

67.2
62.6
67.1

74.5
70.6
67.6
67.9
66.0
62.7
57.5

73.9
69.2
66.9
65.9
65.4
68.2
54.1

The range at 7f a. m. is also given for the month of May, the mean of the baro-

meter being 23.798 ; which proves the regularity of the nocturnal tide in these

elevated regions.

I must, for want of time, leave to a future opportunity the further

analysis of the above tables, and the deduction of general average re-

sults from the Calcutta tables for the past five years. Meantime, I will

conclude with the insertion of a table of the temperature at Kandy in

Ceylon, obligingly contributed by Captain Ord, R. £., and a note on

the temperature of the Brahmaputra in Assam, compared with that of

the air at the same time by Dr. W. Griffith.

5 F
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826 Abstract of Meteorological Tables. [Dsc

Extractfrom a Meteorological Journal kept at Kandy, Island of Ceylon,

by Captain Ord, R. E.
(To complete the year 1834, broken off in the Extract published in Journal, No. 48,

December 1835, page 709.)

Date. Thermometric Range. Rain~ffMge.

1834.
Monthly
Range.

Greatest Range
in 24 hours.

Least Range
in 24 hours.

Mean.
Temp.

Rain
fallen.

Fallen in
24 hours

Month.
Max.
and
Min.

Range.
Max.
and
Min.

81

63$
764
57

Range.
Max.
and
Min.

Range.
In the
month,
inches.

Max.
nad
Wi.

Nov. . .

.

Dec. .

.

81*
63$
84

57

18

27

17*

19*

67
65
68*
67*

2

1

73

70*

30.6

4.6

9. •

3. 3

N. B. Highest range is the shade during the year 1834, 88% lowest 57*, mesa
temp. 73" 1.

Total quantity of rain fallen during the year, 96.7 inches.

Extractfrom the same Journalfor the year 1835.

Date. Thermometric Range. Rain- gtiage.

1835.
Monthly Greatest Range Least Range Rain Fallen in

Range. in 24 hours. in 24 hours. fallen. 24 hours.
Mean
Temp. In theMax. Max. Max. Max.

Month. and Range. and Range. and Range. month and
Min. Min. Min. inches Min.

Jan
79
5Si

204 78*
59

19*
72

67$
** 70 6*65 7

Feb
85
60

25
84

62$
21$

78
70

8 72| 0*7 7

March,
B4j
58*

26
84

62$
21$

78

70
8 73* 5-4

2 8

April, .

.

82

65$
16*

82

66i
15$

78
70

8 74 6*2
2 *
O

May, ..
83*
65 18*

81

65
16

76
71

5 73* 3
5

June, ..
80$
66

14$
80$
66

14$
75
70

5 72| 4 8
8

Jnly, ..
63
6*

19
81

64
17

75
7o

5 72| 27 7

Aug. ..
83*
64

>9*
80
64

16
74

70
4 72| 5*8 a 9

Sept, .

84*
65

19*
84$
66

18$
73*
69*

4 72 715 1 8

Oct. ..
82
65

17
82
65

17
70
79

1 71 20 6
6 8

Nov. ..
85
54

31
83
54

29
76
69 7 72 6*8 J 2

Dec. .

.

85
62

23
84
62

22
73

69
9 N 44 1 s

temp
N. B. Highest range in the shade during the year 1835, 85*, lowest, 58* a

, mean
...- 72*44

Mean of max. and min. for the 2 years, 72- 125

Ditto of calculated mean temp, for ditto, 72*77

(Too high, in consequence of employing the hours of 8 instead of 10.)

loiai quantity of rain 1alien during the year, 76'? inches.
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1836.] Abstract of Meteorological Tables. 827
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828 Proceedings of the Anatk Society. [D*c-

XIV.—Postscript to the Memoir on the Depression of the Wet-bulb
Thermometer, published in the July number. By Jas.Prinsbp, Sec. SfC.

I have only found leisure to repeat the experiments forming the

final section of my former paper, on one more of the simple gases,

namely oxygen ; of which the specific heat, calculated from the data

thus supplied, has not heen found to differ materially from that of

common atmospherical air. It follows necessarily, that azote must
have the same specific heat, since the mixture of the two causes no

alteration in the observed depression. The experiments were con-

ducted in the same order as before, except that the glass exit tube

was somewhat narrower, and the dry thermometer was fixed in it half

an inch below the wetted bulb. Some trials, with common air, were

first made to ascertain whether this arrangement produced any material

difference of result.

Depressions with Oxygen gas.

Bar. t V d h Max. dep. Tabular

• • for ay*. • max. dep.

8ept, 91 Common air, 29.65 92.0 55.0 36.8 6? 39.0 37.2

Oct. 2 Ditto, 29.78 83.8 51.6 32.4 32.4 32.7

4 Ditto, 29.75 89.5 54.3 35.2 35,2 35,7

11 Oxygen, 29.81 82.0 51.4 30.6 2 31.2 31.8

21 Ditto, 30.00 81.2 63.4 27.8 2 ? 28.3 31.4

Not. 3 Ditto, 29.90 82.8 52.1 30.7 30.7 32.1

5 Ditto, 29.88 83.4 52.2 31.2 31.2 32~5

In the first experiment it is evident, that the hair hygrometer had

not reached its full contraction for the actual siccity of the air enclos-

ed in the gasometer. The trifling inferiority in the depressions for

oxygen, I am inclined to attribute to the more sparing hand with

which it was expended :—the difference of four per cent, is certainly

larger than ought to be conceded to experimental error, but I feel

sure that a more careful and longer series would have brought out a

nearer approach to the depressions observed in common air.

XV.

—

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, the Uh January, 1837.

The Honorable Sir Edward Ryan, President, in the chair.

Messrs. W. Dent and M. Manuk, proposed at the last meeting, were

ballotted for, and duly elected Members of the Society.

Captain Edward Sanders was proposed by Major Taylor, seconded

by Mr. W. H. Macnaohtbn.
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Mr. John Curnin was proposed by the Secretary, seconded by Mr.
Bagshaw.

Captain F. Jenkins, proposed by the Secretary, seconded by Sir E.

Ryan.

Mr. George Hill, proposed by Dr. Pearson, seconded by the Secre-

tary.

Mr. Richard Walker, proposed by Mr. Bell, seconded by the Pre-

sident. *

Babus Ra'mna'th Tagore and Prasannakuma'r Tagore, proposed

by Babu Rusomoy Dott, seconded by the Secretary.

Mr. P. A. Lair was proposed a corresponding member by Mr. Jakes
Prinbep ; the nomination was referred to the Committee of Papers.

The meeting then proceeded to the annual election of office-bearers,

when the following gentlemen were elected.

Vice-Presidents.

Sir John P. Grant, Sir B. H. Malkin, the Rev. Dr. Mill, W. H.

Macnaghten, Esq., H. T. Prinsep, Esq.

Committee of Papers,

J. R. Colvin, Esq., C. E. Treyblyan, Esq., Capt. Pemberton, Capt.

Forbes, D. Hare, Esq., J. T. Pearson, Esq., Dr. Wallich, Capt. Cun-
ningham, Ramcomul Sen.

The Secretary read minutes from the Report of the Committee of pa-

pers on the Honorable Mr. Turnour's proposed publication of the Mahd-
vansi.

Minute by Dr. Mill.

In presenting to the world both the text and the translation of these extensive

historical works—and in thus rescuing them from what is in many respects worse

than total oblivion, the confusion and misapprehension of their real testimony

which a former very erroneous publication on the subject in England was

calculated to produce,—Mr. Turnour would have conferred a very great bene-

fit on the historical literature of the East, had his merits even stopped at this

point, and had he not further shewn by his comments, how admirably qualified

he is to illustrate the work he edites, and enable every reader to profit by its

contents. The literary benefit is very far from being confined to the single

subject of Ceylon : it extends to the whole of India : and yields in importance

to nothing that has yet been produced on that most perplexed and generally

unproductive subject, the history of India prior to the thousandth year of our

era.

How these documents bear on the general history of the country, will be very

evident to any one who follows the able editor in his preliminary remarks, as

well as in the specimen he has already given us of tbe first book of his series, the

MahAvansi. It is enough to remark, that the peculiarly interesting connexion

between the history of Ceylon before the Christian era, with that of Magadha,

or that part of Northern India which we now call Behar, is attested by the
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very language* in which all these books are written : and that it originates

with what is undoubted!* the roost striking and important moral phenomena in

the history of Ratter* Asia, the rise of Buddhism from the centre of that great

Gangetic kingdom. And it is observable, that the same dynasty of soTereigas

of that large district, reigning at Pataliputra, or Paiibothra, the present Patna,

—from the midst of whom Gautama Buddha arose nearly six centuries before

our Lord,—presents us not two centuries afterwards, in the age of Alexander

and Sandeacottus with the one solitary point in which the histary of India

• The PAH in which these historical books are written, and which is the language

of Buddhist literature and religion, as well in Siam, Ava, Nipdi, and Tibet, as in

Ceylon,— is in fact no other, as Mr. Tuekoue shews, and the text of his originals

exhibits to every Sanscrit scholar, than the Magadha Pram/,—the classical form in

ancient Behar, of that very peculiar modification of Sanscrit speech which enters as

largely into the drama of tbe Hindus (though in a different way) as did the Doric

dialect into the Attic tragedy in ancient Greece. Now, all the variations of Sanscrit

words that occur in these Pracrit dialects, answer closely to the forms which tbe

same words exhibit in the vernacular Hindu! of that province, and the yet more

northern districts of India, as far as tbe Himalaya : (e. g. the omission of the r,

the changing of bh to a, &c. &c.) and are totally unlike the forms of the same words

even in the province of Bengal, or as infused Into the languages of the Southern

peninsula, and of Ceylon itself. And whenever corresponding words in the P&H and

Singhalese occur, as they do every where, 1 believe it will be invariably found that

the latter, (the vernacular words of the people of the Kandian and maritime provinces

of Ceylon,) resemble most closely the Sanscrit original of both :—whereas the former,

the sacred language, takes in alt words that admit of it, the same sort of peculiar

variation which belongs to the tongues of northernmost India,—shewing evidently

that it was thence, and not from Ceylon, that the peculiar language as well as insti-

tutions of Buddhism came to the island,—as the Mah&vansi itself distinctly asserts.

To take but one out of the many instances that might be alleged, we may give one

of the most remarkable and early names of the island, viz Tamba-pannyo, as the

Pali name is given in p. 35 of this specimen of the MahAvansi, vis. the ** copper-

palmed ;" in Sanscrit Tamra-p6ni. Now this Sanscrit form, so different from

tbe Pali, is actually the present Singhalese for the same thing, as I was assured by a

competent scholar on the island t and a very convincing proof that it has ever been

so, may be seen in the name by which the island was universally known to the an-

cients and to Cosmas Indicopleustes when he visited it, viz. rovpojSar*. Tbe
Greeks would be just as unlikely to introduce this r where it did not exist, as any
other languages of India beside the northernmost ones would be to drop it where
it before existed : but this is a universal character of the Pracrit and of the present
Hindui, (as seen in this word, tamba, copper—kdm " work" for karm, &c. &c. &c.)
This real origin of the celebrated name Taprobane (whatever may be thought of

the story connected with it in the Mahdvansi, and which may seem with greater
probability to have arisen from the tamra-varna, or copper colour, of its southern
cliffs near Matura, so well known to navigators)—is one ofthe points of curious and
interesting information which we owe mainly to this publication of Mr. TrjEXor/x.
Whatever had been before suggested as the probable origin of that name, so

little now known except in these Buddhistic books, as one of the proper names of

the great island of Lanca or Singhala-dwipa, was in the highest degree forced and
improbable, (ex. gr. the Hindvi T&pu-RaUan, or the island of Havana.)
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coincides with that ofWestern Alia and Europe, from which in every other point

(before the Mahometan conquest) it is so remarkably and totally separate.

The great value of these works, as containing correct chronological history, is

well established from this unerring test by Mr. Turnour. And he most

ably vindicates the Buddhist authors of Ceylon at least, from the general censure

passed on them by Professor Horace Wilson,—in reviewing the Tibet docu-

ments of M. Cboma Kdndfi,—of being, if possible, more regardless of chro-

nology than even the Branmans. The degree of accuracy, indeed, with which, in

the midst of this long series of kings, the age of Chandra-Gupta Maurta is

marked,—even admitting an error of sixty years from bis proper age, ss a con*

temporary of Alexander and Selbucus,— is yet most wonderful, when com-

pared with the only other chronological Indian history yet produced— the his-

tory of Cashmir, called the R6ja Tarangini, (which we owe to the eminently

learned orientalist just named,) wLose lists would go to antedate that celebrated

king by nearly twelve centuries.—On all these points, Mr. Turnouu's observa-

tions are very valuable : and even when they may fail to produce conviction (as

in some parts of the dissertation inserted in the Journal As. Soc. of September

last), the learning and candour with which he proeccutes the inquiry, and the

absence of all undue prepossession in favor of those authors with whom he is

necessarily most conversant, ever entitle them to the utmost consideration.

It would be undervaluing these works to suppose them to be merely a dry

chronological catalogue of sovereigns and dynasties : though this is frequently

all that an inquirer into ancient India is able to meet with ; where, between fable

on the one hand, and the strong national tendency to abstract speculation on the

other, the literature of the country has so little to aid a historical student. These

works apparently contain much that may well be deemed valuable by a philoso-

phical inquirer into history : and the details, in particular, of the contest be-

tween the antagonist principles of Brahmanism and Buddhism, are olten curiously

illustrative of the genius of these two systems, which have held, and still hold,

snch sway over large portions of mankind.

W. H. Mill.

Minute by the Secretary.

Fully subscribing to the eulogy recorded by our Vice-President on Mr. Tur-

nour's labours, which all who have read his specimen-volume and prelimi.

nary treatise will acknowledge to be most just and well deserved, I have merely

to notice, that the typographical execution of Lis Pali text in Roman character

has been examined by a competent native scholar residing in Calcutta, and

found to contain but a trifling list of errors, and those chiefly of the accented

letters. There are blanks in the manuscript which it might be possible to re-

store by collation with the copies of the Mahavanti in the Burmese character,

easily procurable at Ata. I have sent the specimen to Colonel H. Burnet,

who will, doubtless, be happy to contribute his collateral aid to this meritori-

ous undertaking.

An opportunity has lately fallen in my way of verifying a portion not of the

' great Pali History, but of its Singhalese continuation translated in Mr. Tur-
nout's Tabulsr Epitome of Ceylon Dynasties. Captain Ord having lately
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called my attention to the form of a letter* on one of the ancient coins of

Dambadinna hitherto bat imperfectly decyphered, at the moment when I wis

transcribing a Delhi inscription of the eleventh century ; the form of other

letters struck me as very similar to that type, and hence, on re-examining all

the coins I possessed, and the drawings of others sent me by Captain Ord, I was

forthwith enabled to recognise the names of no less than six kings, all occurring

in Mr. Turnour'b list within the two centuries immediately subsequent to the

Sholian conquestf, and thus forming a chronological link with one of the

dynasties of Southern India, which has been buttery imperfectly lifted from ob-

scurity by the researches of Colonel Mackenzie and others in India proper.

J. PRINSRP.

The Society concurring entirely in the Committee's view ofthe value of

Mr. Turnour's intended publication, particularly in regard to .the light

it throws on the early history of India, it was resolved to advocate its

patronage by the Government of India, to the fullest extent that it may
have been usual for Government to subscribe to private enterprises of

similar importance in India itself.

Library.

The following books were presented.

Catalogue of 7385 Stars, chiefly in the southern hemisphere, by Mr. W.
Richardson—presented by the Lords of the Admiralty.

Memoires de l'Academie Royale de Caen, 1825—1829.

Annuaire du Calvados for 1833-34-35, 3 vols.

Essai sur les Combustions Humaines, par Pierre-Aim^ Lair, 1 vol. (3 copies)

and various tracts, essays, notices, by. Mr. Lair and other Members

—

presented

by the Royal Society of Caen.

Memoires sur La Conformity Organique dans L'Echeile Animale par Ant,

Duges—presented by Mont. J. C. Villaire, Surgeon of the French Corvette Aube.

Ward on the Hindus, 2 vols, (purchased.)

Extract of a letter from Dr. Walnb to Captain Crawford (recently

arrived from Egypt) was read, expressing a desire to place the Literary

and Antiquarian Society at Cairo, instituted by himself, in correspondence

with the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

The Secretary stated that he had opened the desired intercourse by addressing

to Dr. Walnr copies of the Arabic works printed by the Society, and of the

Ethiopian inscriptions printed in the Journal, in hopes of their being decyphered.

Museum.

A variety of specimens of Native ornaments were presented by Bebu
Herambana'th Tha'kur.

* The first letter of the 3rd line in the coin fig. 92 of PI. L., in vol. tv. which was
read /r, but ought to be h, being joined on the left and open on the right.

f Sri VijayaVahu 1071, Sri Parikrama Vahu 1153, Sri raja LUavati 1197, Sri

Krithi Nikanga 1187, Sri mat Sahisa Malla 1209, and Sri Lokeswara 1210.
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Physical.

Extracts of letters from Lieutenant G. Fuluaiibs and Captain A.

Bvrnbs were read, announcing the dispatch of further fossils from Peritn,

in the gulph of Cambay.

Mr. H. Walters presented a very large fragment of a fossil tree from

Birbhum, upon which there appeared a cut as of a hatchet, made before

the wood was petrified. (?)

A letter was read from M. Jvlbs Desjardins, dated Maurice SOth Sep-

tember, 1836, forwarding meteorological observations made from April to

August inclusive, and promising to continue the series if acceptable.

A note from Dr. Spilsburt explained that the large fossil acetabulum

of the elephant, presented at a former meeting, was not found at Segouni,

(whence the femur of 1834 was extracted,) but from the hill close to

Jabulpur, which Captain Sleeman first brought to notice. The positions,

therefore, of these large fragments were 60 miles asunder.

Another fragment on a still more gigantic scale, the lower end of the

humerus, was now presented: and Dr. S. announces three more large

fossils on their way to Calcutta, from two spots visited by Major Ouselbt.

The skeleton of the Sumatran Orang-otang which lately died in Cal-

cutta (wanting the hands and feet) was presented by Mr. R. \V. Frith.

A large ostraceous shell was presented by the Rev. M. Hill.

The Secretary read his Report on the past year's proceedings, of which

the following is the substance.

Ths number of new Members added to the list in 1836 had been

Ordinary Members, 24

Associate Members, 2

Honorary Member, 1

The loss by death, 2 ; by departure to Europe, 1 ; and withdrawal,

3;inall 6

The financial operations of the year were as follows

:

Payment*. /

To house establishment and contin-
gencies, from December, 1835, to
October, 1836, 9969 II 5

To salary of the Curator, and muse-
um contingent, from December,
1835, to 30th November. 1836 9501 14

To copies of the Journal supplied to

the Members to 31st December, • • 1038

To Sheriffand Ca'sbill for repairs. . • 311 U 8
To matting the hall and part of the
muoeum with ratan, • • 153 3 6

To new almirahs, shelves, table*,/ 533 II 4

Ac. • \ l«7 96
To Orphan Press bill for printing 1st

part, *0th vol., including authors'
copies, Ac. • • 1871 13 4

To lithography and printing plates of
Physical volume xix. • • 594 19 9Physical volume

To freight to Madras, Ac. 17 1

Total,.. 10,951 8 6

Outstanding Bill* dut.
For the XlXth vol. 1st part, with au-

thors' extra copies, • • 1646 8 8

For Journal supplied to Members, • • 1284

Establishjnent,Curator( Ac 9 months, 1150

Receipts.
By balance of past years account, \

Sa. Rs. 380 15 2, or/
By quarterly collections and admis-
sion fees realised. • • 6551

By 3rd Dividend on the Estate of
Mackintosh and Ca, "389

By Government for establishment
retained by the Society for keeping
in custody the Oriental books
transferred from the College of
Fort William, from April to No-
vember, 1836, at 78 per month, • •

By Interest on Government Securi-
ties deposited with the Government
Agent,

406 56

13 7

694

9093 04

By balance in deficit, 193 11 4

Total, -10,951 8 6

Contributions due.
3rd Quarterly Subs, to Sept. "1705 15
4th Ditto to Dec. • • 1980
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Pavm&nt$.
To paid several bills for printing
Sanscrit and Arabic 6900 8 9

To Pandits and Maulsvis for correct-
lngprew. .. ]60

To writer and cashier, •• 150
To expense of removing College
Library, and sundries, 18 10 9

To purchase of four book cases from
the Education Committee, 69 11 8

To cash realised by sale of Inaya,
transferred to Ramdhan Sen, on
his engaging to complete the work,

To freight to Europe, packing, &c.

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Oriental Publications.

[Dec.

To postage, cooly hire, Ac.
To balance in hand,

300
192 15 7
55 9 3

9174 8 7

Co.'i Rs. 10,012 1

Outstanding Bilk due to the end of
1838. 2204 9 11

Receipt*.
By cash balance of last year, .. 118 M 9By amount realised from public sub-
scriptions to the Alamgirl, . . 5788 10 9By private subscriptions for that and
other works realised. -.2909 2 8

By sale ofbooks, • 615 8 7By ditto to Education Committee, 5W
By establishment for care of books
allowed by Government for March,
(afterwards entered in general ac-
count.) ..

•
.. 78 ••

Co/s Rs. 10,012 1

Subscriptions to be realised for works
delivered, say, . . 1000 6 §

44 The publications by the Society and under iU auspices have been this year

unprecedentedly numerous. Of the Researches, two half volumes have been com-

pleted, one literary and one physical: the latter containing no less than 21

plates. Thirty, indeed, have been engraved, but nine are necessarily kept back,

from the text being yet unfinished. It is my duty to bring to the notice of

Members in what manner I have been enabled to publish so many finished plates,

engraved in a style much superior to those of former volumes, without entailing

an expense much beyond that of the paper on which they are printed.

44 The lithographs ofthe snakes and some of the botanical plates were kindlydrawn

by Dr. Cantos ; the remainder of the latter by the artists of Dr. Wallich's

establishment: one or two have also been executed by myself: but by far the

greater portion, including nine mezzotinto and six line engravings, have been

executed on holidays and at early leisure hours, by Ka'sina'th, the chief die en-

graver of the Mint, who most liberally refuses to accept any remuneration for

them, considering himself under some little obligation to the Society and to myself

for having brought his talents to notice. I trust the Society will testify in an

appropriate manner their acknowledgment of such a disinterested and noble act.

44 Besides these works, the Society has witnessed in the course of the past year,

the completion of the Fatawa Alamgiri, the second volume of the Mahabhirata,

(of which the third volume is also far advanced,) the Raja Tarangini, the Sneru-

ta, the Naisbadha, and the Anis ul Musharrabin, leaving only the remainder of

the MababhArata and a few pages of the Khazanat ul lira, to be accomplished, of

all the works transferred from the Committee of Public Instruction4*.

44 Collaterally the Society has taken under its auspices the publication of the

Cochin-Chinese Dictionary, of the Alif Leila, and of an Anglo-Burmese Diction-

ary of which the manuscript ordered to be printed under the patronage of

Government, has been placed in my hands by Mr. Lamb its compiler, on his

departure for England; meantime our representative in England, Professor

Wilson, is engaged in passing the Moorcroft journals through the press at the

risk and credit of the Society.

44 In this sketch I do not allude to the journal and the appendices published

therewith, although it must be well known to all that this work owes its princi-

pal and most valuable contributions to its acknowledged connection with the

Society.

44 In reference to the expectation held out in last year's report, the Government

• The Inaya has been transferred to the Editor, Babu Ra*mdhan Sen, under

agreement that he should complete it.
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hat, in the course of the present year, transferred to the Society the two branches

of the Oriental Library of Fort William, manuscripts and printed works, and

has liberally granted a monthly allowance for their preservation. Further dona-

tions of a valuable nature have been made by the French Government ; the

Lords of the Admiralty, the Commissioners of Parliamentsry Records, (through

the Government,) and by Dr. Lumqua and other private individuals, in addition

to the customary tribute from the learned Societies of Europe and America.

" The Museum has continued to increase rapidly ; but its means of doing justice

to objects presented has been limited for want of funds. The fossils particular-

ly require more cabinets and more space. Captain Cunningham's present of

Sirnath sculptures forms the chief object of notice in the antiquarian museum.

Depredations to an unfortunate extent have been lately made by some of the ser-

vants of the house, in articles ornamented in silver and gold ; which the Libra-

rian partly attributes to the opening of the rooms at so early an hour. Inquiry is

now pending at the police, and measures must be devised for better securing our

increasing property.

" Some propositions have to be submitted for the publication of further oriental

works—but the first to which I would beg the Society's attention are the cata-

logues of the College manuscripts which have been prepared for the purpose by

the Pandit and Maulavi in their respective languages. To the former of these I

would recommend that Mr. Hodgson's revised catalogue of Buddhist works ex*

tant in Nipdl should be added.

" There are in the Society's portfolios a considerable number of original draw-

ings and inscriptions, (besides several bound MS. volumes of the Mackenzie
drawings) which it would be extremely desirable to publish at the present time,

when an effort seems to be simultaneously making in India and in Europe

to read the history of ancient India through the medium of her monumental

records. The Ceylon portion would serve to illustrate the great work upon

which Mr. Turnour is engaged ; while those of the peninsula would form an

appropriate appendix to the review of the Mackenzie MSS. at Madras, which

the Society has recommended to be undertaken by Mr. Taylor. Were a single

competent native draughtsman added to the Government Lithographic Esta-

blishment, this object might be attained at a comparatively trifling cost: and I

think it would be worthy the Committee of Papers to suggest some measure of

the sort to the present Ruler of India, who has accepted, not as an idle honor,

the high post of Patron to our Society.

" The last act of the past year has been the establishment of a Committee for

statistical inquiries, of the success of which it is yet too early to speak, but not

too early to augur well from the known zeal of those who have undertaken the

Herculean task."

An application signed by all the students of the Sanscrit College, for

the Society to print the Magh kdvya (of which the edition published by

Mr. Colebrookb some years ago is now extinct) was referred to the

Committee of Papers.

The same measure was taken regarding an application from Madhu-

su'dana Gcfta pandit, in favor of printing the Sanscrit translation of

Hooper's Vade Mecum, suspended by the Education Committee.

Fifty copies of the Susruta (2 vols.) were voted to Madhusu'dana for

his trouble in correcting the proofs of that work.
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Meteorological Register.
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